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a Extract from Fourth Biennial Report, 1927-28, Michigan Conservation Department, . 

ee : : Dp. 239. 

Hungarian Partridse Experiments. 

- With the pheasant well established in most of the suitable cover of +, 
the state and with quail still on the protected list, much land, even in the 
southern third of the state is still very poorly supplied with small game. Some 
of the best farming districts, for instance, have been cleared and drained so 

: that suitable cover for pheasants, rabbits and quail is very scant. 
. By all accounts the Buropean gray, or Hungarian, partridge was succeed- 4 

ing in similer lands in other states and might prove useful in Michigan even 
though several private plantings had seemingly failed. 

It was therefore decided, in Jamuary, 1928, since no American-grown 7S 
birds could be had, to experiment by importing direct from Burope. One hundred 
birds were ordered at a cost of $6.50 each, plus express from New York. — 

Before the European birds arrived in February, rumors that wild Hun- 
garian partridge had drifted into Lenawee county from previous plantings in Ohio i 
were investigated and found to be true. South of Adrian the new birds seemed to | 

be at least as numerous as quail, and by all accounts had been increasing and 
_ spreading rapidly, with many coveys established in Monroe and a few in Washtenaw 

and Hillsdale counties. : a 
Local accounts were to the effect that the new birds were first noticed — 

in Lenawee near the Ohio line about 1923. e 
2 In the districts where they seemed to be most plentiful, the land was — : 

level, rich, and almost wholly under cultivation, lacking the swales, brushy : 
tangles and woodlots typical of good pheasant and quail territory. 

ras Since this bird was already present in the state and doing well in at 
least one locality it was decided that the imported birds should be kept at the oS 
game farm and worked under wire in an effort to find out whether they might not’ . 

: be propagated artificially. S 
é By all accounts artificial propagation would be difficult, but the 

available references proved to be exceedingly vague as to the nature of the = 

. difficulties, and with the state game farms of Oregon and New York also experi- 
menting, enclosures were made ready and work with the European birds began as Ea 

soon as they arrived. - Bes - . 
An effort was made in February 1928 to live-trap some of the Michigan- — 

: reared wild birds, but in the absence of continued snow the birds did not come 
to the baited traps and none were caught. ; : Eo ee 

At the game farm, the imported birds behaved differently than we had = 

: been led to-expect. Their mating is supposed to begin in Jamuary but although a 
the birds were not received until February, nearly half of them paired off nicely. : 

: Since the species is monogamous, the mated pairs were given rod-square compartments - 
: of their own, but the mated birds refused to lay. Some of the hens, killed by : 

accidnet, showed that egg emgryos had formed, but not a single egg developed. — sie 
s : In the general runway the unmated birds dropped about a dozen eggs. Set 

; ‘under a bantam hen four of these eggs hatched. - é ae 
: Contrary to expectations, all of these chicks handled easily, were fed i 

without difficulty, and have matured nicely. A : 
During the summer the imported birds began to sicken and die. Some of ~ 2 

them were examined at the State College laboratories and found to be heavily | : 
infested with paraistic worms of a sort seemingly new in America and probably — = 
imported from Europe with the birds. Later on tularemia was suspected, but tests 
by the State Health Department and at the College gave negative results or were ~— 
inconclusive. é eR 
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a By December all of the imported birds’confined at the game fara 
were dead, but the four reared from eggs were doing well, and it is expected 
that eggs from the wild birds in Lenawee county can be had next spring so as i eae 

_ to contime the experiment indefinitely. With sound stock reared wholly under : 
wire, the chances for success will be greatly improved. : ; 

It is not certain that it will prove practicable to propagate arti- 
ficially but with imported stock so expensive and so apt to bring in new and . 
dangerous parasites and discases, native-reared birds are apt to be worth what- 
ever they may cost. : ; y 

: If artificial propagation fails or proves too.expensive, and if further * 
observations indicate that the species is apt to fit into a considerable part = = 
of the state, the live-trapping and transplanting of native-raised birds will — : 

<6 probably prove practicable. S 2 ; E 
From the record of the bird in other parts of America, there is nothing 

to indicate that it may be expected to do well anywhere in Michigan except in _ 
territory where quail succeed at least fairly well. like the quail. and pheaant, 
itis a ground-feeder but is said to differ from both in that when flushed it se 

tries to find security in the center of open stubble and beet fields rather than 

: in swales and brushy tangles. ‘There appears to be no chance that this species 3 
will do anything in our wild cut-over or deep-snow districts, or that it will a 
work at all in such country as is preferred by our native partridze. oe 
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421 Chesiistry Building or? 

é October 5, 1925. 

Dr. T. C. Stevens, 
Morningside College, é 
Sioux City, Iowa. 

Dear Dr. Stevens: 

I 
I had a very interesting reply from Mr. Linsdale about 

the house cat. 

T am delighted to know that your student has completed 

his report on the Hungarian partridge. However, I hate like 
everything to wait until March before secing it. If there happens 

to be a carbon copy available which you could with propriety show 
me, I would greatly appreciate the loan of it even if only for a 

‘ few days. I would, of course, safeguard against any leakage of 
the material prior to publication, 

My reason for being in such a hurry is that I am just 
writing my Ohio report where the question of Hungarian partridge 

is again up and I would like to read this report merely as a 
background for a lot of questions in Ohio which I am unable to 
answer, but onvhich it might shed some light. : 

You and your student might both be interested in the 
attached tabulation extracted from Maxwell's book on the Hungarian 

partridge. This lineup is unpublished material so I would appreciate 

your using it only for your own information. ; 

I had a very friendly reception at Ames in connection 

with the proposed quail fellowship. Stoddard and I were both 
anxious to see you but we could not afford the time to make the 

. special trip. It is barely possible that I might be able to take 
in the Wilson Club Meeting at Ann Arbor. With kindest regards, 

. Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 

In Charge, Game Survey. 

Inclesure: Tabulation, :
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Sioux City, Iowa, 
: November 15, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisc., 

Dear Mr. Leopold: The paper on the Hungarian 

Partridge is: ; ' 

"The Hungarian Partridge in Northwest Iowa". By 

Chas. J. Spiker. There is a map to go with 

the article which I do not yet have.. 

I will be glad to see you again at Ann 

Arbor. The thought just occurs to me, and I ae 

i will write to Mr. Spiker asking him if he would care to 

have this paper presented at the Ann Arbor meet-— 5 

ing. 

Sincerely yours, 

OST 

a
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Hungarian Partridge Waukesha & Jefferson Coe, Wise, 1929 

On January 31 I went from Madison to Oconomowoc, arriving 
at O. about 5 pme In the whole drive from Madison, no Hungarian 
Partridge were seen, and only 1 pheasant, in the city limits of 
Oconomowoc. Weather was excessively cold. It may have been a 
few moments too late in the afternoon. 

On February 1, Warden Frank Stiglbaver and I left 0. at 
7:15 and drove down around Golden Lake, and over to the Jefferson 
Co. boundary line. In the 29 mi. drive we found only 1 flock 

- Of HePe This flock was at a feed bed (station) and consisted 
of 5 birds. A foot or so from the bed we found 1 dead H.P., and 
as Mr. Stiglbauer had been there the day before we knew it to 
have died within 24 hours. Feed bed was located along a roadside, 
and there was a quantity of loose gravel and suitable grit. 1 
bird appeared rather weak and had difficulty in flying. Food 
conditions were fair. On this 29 mi. trip we saw 1 hen pheasant. 

Returning to Oconomowoe at 10:15 am we left in a few minutes 
for the Harbland vicinity. About 11 oclock we bagan to see flocks 
of Hungarians and apparently the birds had been huddled together 
earlier in the morning, since it was about <10 degress. (Note: I 
do not vouch for the huddling together part, although I have been 
told that Huns do this in severe weather). They came out only 
after the sun came out in earnest. During the rest of the day 
we sew in the neighborhood of 125 - 150 Huns and approximately 
80 Ring Neck Pheasants. With only one exception all birds appeared 
to be in very excellent condition. 

A farmer told us of a flock of Huns containing one weak bird. 
Be hunted around, located the covey, and found this bird to have 
a broken wing. -=- I chased it on skiis and after running three 
fourths of a mile, managed to secure the bird. The striking thing 
about it was that the bird, although erippled, was in such good 
condtion that it could out-run a man for eight or more blocks, 
and when captured it was not winded. 

I was surprised at the great number of farmers woo are 
actively feeding the birds. --~- It was decidedly evident that 
the Huns were concentrated around feeding areas, and where these 
were not available, in cornfields. Practically all birds seen 
were in the vicinity of shocked corn or stanfing com. Many of 
the corn shocks are covered with sleet and ice on three sides, 
leaving only a few ears available, ani the grain is soon picked 

\
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off of these ears. By obtaining permission of the farmers, and 
opening up shocks, stripping a few ears, a great quantity of 
food is made available to the birds. 

One group of pte was feeding where fresh manure had 
been thrown out. 3 f away, &@S soon aS grain had 
been scattered about, md before the car had been started, they 
were back at the feeding station. 

4 Mr, Stiglbauer tells me of two different occasions on which 
he has seen cock pheasants chasing Huns away from feed. He has 

: observed hen pheasants and Huns eating together, and during the 
day we saw a covey of Huns and a male Ring Neck Pheasant feeding 
peacefully, but this is the first reliable instance I know of in 
which a pheasant has been seen molesting a Hungarian Partridge. 

The Hungarian males are beginning té fight, end it seams 
likely the coveys break up in pairs within a very short 
time. 

Quaid 

Mr, Stiglbauer said he knew of seven coveys ofjquail before 
snowfall, but at the present time he did not know where to go 
to find a single covey. On the three different trips I have 
made to Waukesha dnd Jefferson counties this winter I have seen 
no Quail. 

Cottontails. 

Cottontail rabbits are very numerous.e 

(Note: I remmber a number of compalints by farmers who 
had orchards, and distinctly remember seeing a good many 
rabbits and tracks myself, As I recall, conditions here 
were approaching those around the Moon leke Refuge, where 

Cottontails are generally, in my experience, abundamt.) 

The territory covered in the sbove included the vicinities 

of Ixonia, Oconomowoc, Lake Okauchee, lake Nagawicka, Hartlend, 

Pewaukee and Pewaukee Lake, and Delafield, Wisconsin, 
Snow was deep, roads drifted, and often blocked, and winds 

frequent. 3
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HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES \ : 

MARCH Delivery $12.50 per pair in 27-pair lots, f.0.b., New York. 
These birds arrive from Europe packed in standard crates 

of 27 pairs, and 54 pairs each, packed 3-bird in separate 

compartments, Male and Female separate. 

Strong healthy birds f.o.b., cars New York, I not assum- 
ing any liability for losses that may occur after delivery 

to the Express Company in New York. Sufficient food and 

water is provided for the birds enroute from New York to 

you. 

$15.00 per pair for 10-pair lots, same conditions as above. 

WILD TURKEY : 

FALL, 1929 Delivery $30.00 per p&ir in ten pair lots, f.0.b., Colorado, : 
$20.00 per bird for extra hens, : 

Pure blood wild turkey, young stock this summer’s 

hatch. Raised in the heart of the wild turkey county, si 

: many miles from the rail roads, in the state of Colorado. 
Reservations should be made now, 

: 2 CALIFORNIA VALLEY QUAIL. a 

MARCH Delivery 86.00 per pair in 12=pair lots, or $7.50 per pair for a 

less number, f.0.b., California, live arrival guaranteed 

to your express office, 
These are pen raised birds, 

MEXICAN BLUE SCALED QUAIL. 

MARCH & APRIL $6.00 pair in 12 pair lots, or $7.50 per pair in 

Delivery. less numbers, f.0.b, Texas, live arrival guaranteed. x 

These are wild trapped imported birds. 

MEXICAN BOB WHITE QUAIL. 

MARCH & APRIL $2.50 per bird, March delivery expressed 25 birds per 
: Delivery. crate of 12-hens and 13 cocks, f.o.b., Texas, 96% live 

arrival guaranteed. 

April delivery, the price $2.75 per bird, same conditions, 

TERMS, Cash with orders, Or Use City National Bank, San 
Antonio, Texas as ascrow agent, pending shipment of your : 

order, payable to me upon presenting the bank the express 

receipts showing your order has been expressed. 

M, E. Bogle, % 

P.O. Box 887, 

San Antonio, Texas,



Excerpt from "The Game Breeder" Kun folder 
June, 1929 5 

is im « Oia 
TING AND NESTING iages 

OF PARTRIDGES. \ 
One of the readers of The Game © 

: / Breeder writes: “I wish to obtain some 
information about the gray partridges. 

1) When do these birds begin mat- 
ing? 

(2) When do the partridges begin 
laying eggs? 

? (3) How many eggs are produced 
by each hen?” 

We are always glad to have such in- 
quiries since we know they will inter- 
est our readers. The gray partridges, 
often are called Hungarian partridges 

3 in America, because many of the birds 
imported to America come from Hun- 
gary. They are, however, the same 
species which is abundant in England, 
and most of the records we have are 
of the nesting habits of the English 
birds. Here, as elsewhere, the mating ‘
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HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES IN 

ALBERTA. 

Introduction of Hungarian partridge 

(European native Gray Partridge). 

Alberta’s stocking experiment with 

these most successful ever known. Put 

out 21 and 22 years ago, they have 

spread from Calgary north to Lake. 

Athabasca, down into Montana, west 

into British Columbia, and east into 

Manitoba. They are bigger and strong- 

er than stock from which they sprung; 

weigh at least two ounces more on the ‘ 

average. Hardy, good parents, bring 

: up big broods; farmer’s friend as weed 

seed and insect eaters; make wonderful 

hunting with dogs, fast on getaway 

and hard to hit. 

Question is whether these birds will 

thrive in other parts of Canada. If they 

will, they should be introduced to re- 

: place game birds that have vanished.— 

Dominion Fish and Game Ass'n. 

‘
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Excerpt from "The Auli" 4 

July, 1929. : 
General Notes, p. 387 : 

A FURTHER NUTE ON THs HORNED OWL AND GUSHAWK MIGRATION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. 

During the period October 1 to December 31, 1927, a sporting : 

goods store in Victoria, British Columbia, paid bounty on 271 Horned Owls 

ali of wnicn had been killed locally. At the Provincial Government Pheasant 

Farm 2% others were shot during this time. For tne same period during 1928 

pounty was paid on 5 birds only. As was the case ten years earlier the 

Horned Owl invasion of soutnern Vancouver Island took place during two 

successive winters and then, quite definitely, ceased. 

the localities and number of birds turned in at eacn place are as 

follows: Ashcroft 20, Clinton 414, Cranbrook 1, Fort Fraser 1, Golden 13, 

Kamloops 100, Lillooet 2, Merritt 141, Netson 17, Pouce Coupe 3, Penticton 63, 

Prince George 49, Quesnel 103, Reveistoke 6, Rossland 1, Smitners 6, Vernon 24, 

Williams Lake 33, New Westminster 18, Vancouver 8, Victoria 2. Reference to 

a map of Britisn Columpia witn tnese figures in mind suggests a provaple in- 

vasion through tne Cariboo, Nicola and Mkanagan regions of the interior, an 

important migration highway, and a relative scarcity west of the Cascade 

mountains ana in tne eastern part of tne province. 

In recent years, since the Ring-necked Pheasant and European Grey 

Partridge have become established in the region surrounding Vernon, Okanagan 

Valley, the number of wintering Goshawks has increased perceptibly even when 

allowance is made for the periodic southern migration of the species following 

the "rabbit plague." :
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: Conadian Vielé-Naturel ist, ot.1925 (Vol. 39,le.7) 

{igh Deh tome Retteainn seemaet Sn satan Of RLPOS neue Semetianly 
picked up after hitting a wire. 

By.1920 covey establishe! at Crescent Beach near Summerland. 
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Bldo Leopold 
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Conatian Pielé-Waturalist, May 1922 (Yel. 36,No+5) 

Semeared ” at neny points in S.¥. Sask." from Alberta. 

15 pair plented 10 mi. S. of Calgary tn 2 1 
pure Dee, 15 ae reemtet 20 ut, SO ee ee Oe 
150 hiras, which “contimed te mltiply oni spread ali over the province." 

St 0 ee ee yo Present season 

acceler: ted seal) edditional Senet Ga re lls cae ade gto ay 
— <a north of Edmonton toward Peace River (which 

aan eerie OER” 208 9, Se Sabena, hemeelany, Has seen Dirds 190. 
miles 3. &¥. of Galeary. : 

Sasa tates. Driet anoaaret ot Piaot, Sadk-» 4920: ot Mathant (20 alee 
of Line) “at about the ame time” (1 Mpg hp : 

Satkatcheran landing, 1922(7): 12 wile lake (1. 5. Be 2 We 3rd 200 mi. 
B. of Alberta beuiary), 1922(7). 
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ND REAREL HUNKIE 
SUCCESSFUL IN ICHIGAN 

Th u of imported wild tra d 
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100 Hungarian Partridge at a cost of 
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he Extract from California Fish & Game, September 1930 a : 

There arrived at the State Game Farm in February 523 Hungarian partridges, 
Only 11 died en route. It will be remembered that a year ago a large shipment 
was received at Los Angeles and were distributed by airplane. The present 
shipment were retained at the Yountville Game Farm and then were released in 
various suitable localities in the northern part of the state. One shipment 
of birds was released on the Parrott Grant, west of Chico, and another in 
the foothills near Oroville. ~ 
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Copies to King & Yeatter ; File: Hungarian 
Pinnated Gr. 
Sask. * 

Extract from “Bird-Life Chances in Twenty-Five Years in Southwestern 
Saskatchewan" by Lawrence E. Potter. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 
September 1930. : 

"The district referred to in this article lies south of the Cypress 
Hills in the extreme southwest corner of Saskatchewan. ‘The writer came to 
this point in the valley of the Frenelman river in 1901. 

"The Hungarian Partridge extended its range from the west to this 
neighbourhood about 1924 and I saw my first pair on May 2lst of the following 
year. By 1926 the partridce had become plentiful, but since then its 
mumbers seen to have fallen again. ‘This apparent decrease is possibly due 
to the last two summers, 1927 and 1928, having been more than usually wet, 
and is probably only a temporary setback. ‘The Ruffed Grouse is a bird of 
general distribution across the continent and it is a enrious fact that the 
Cypress Hills is the only considerable wooded area in Canada in which this 
species is not indigenous. In the spring of 1922 a mmber of these grouse 
were liberated in the district by the Game Department, some of them within 
10 miles of here; but that any of their descendants survive today seems 
unlikely. I have been informed now end again of the Pinnated Grouse occurring 
here, but it is still scaree; I have never seen it except on one occasion, ; 
and that was while motoring in south-east Alberta in 1925." 

% Han Fs



Sept. 8, 1930 

Mr. HE, F. MeCarthy 
Central States Forest Experiment Station ; 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Mac: 

On page 33 of your 1930 report you give figures for the 
fuel expenses of 70 Ohio farmers. Is the figures $1.09 for wood a 
cash expense for wood purchased from others or a cash value for the 
farmer's labor in converting his own wood, or is it something else? 
The usability of these figures for my purposes reqires this additional 
explanation. 

In the event that you do not have it, I am enclosing an extra 
copy of this letter with the request that you forward it to the proper 
party at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. If they have a 

. publication on this I would very much appreciate receiving a copy. : 

IT am sorry you did not get to the National Archery Tournament, 
which was very interesting. Mrs. Leopold won fourth place in the 

women's championship and also won the wand shoot and got high score 
for the women at 60 yards. I have not yeard anything about your shoot- 
ing and am wondering whether you are still at it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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£ UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN Fai 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION ween 

ANN ARBOR (SY 

April 22, 1931, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In your letter of April 16 you mention 
using the map on pheasant and Hun planting in a joint 
article. The map is, of course, not finished, but 
perhaps far enough along to warrant using, if explained 
that additions and corrections are desired. I have no 

information from the State Departments of California, 
Oregon, Colorado, Georgia, Tennessee or Massachusetts, 
but may be able to get some of this by writing again. 

Wight has pointed out that the distribution 
of pheasants shown in the Rocky Mountain states is mis- 

leading, according to his experience, The map is un- 
questionably crude, but since it is based largely on 
reports from the State Departments I think it would be 
possible to use it as a tentative record, 

I am returning the mobility charts with the 
figures I have. 

Very truly yours, 

Enc. Research Associate, 

~~
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COMPARATIVE MOBILITY OF GAME SPECIES 
(Banding records enclosed in circle, opinions enclosed in parenthesis) ' 

nnn ee esa senate os 
: Observer t_Daily radius, miles: Yearly radiug, miles 

tes __j Average : Maximum 3: Average: Maximum 
Bobwhite :Stoddard, Georgia : - st-- = -t-- = 3 © 

: 2 3 : iz 
:Errington, Wis. 2 (2/4) 2 (3/442 3/4) : 
: t : 2 be ane 

Ringneck :Wight, Michigan - -: - -t-- --3- - -=-:- {3) 
: Pheasant : : was 2 $ = 

; 3 Ely, Paar ---- 3 - 2s 22 ee ee renee ee se Sigh 

: McClure, --: ----%---= t:-----= : = -(2.5) 
secepetetnt — REOI S  e S as Basgsrian | Weth : Specie Ba jen Ss = = $- = Ch) 9-2/2) 
Parwidge : Bugiand + $ (ever) 3 (wy : 

: Yeatter, Michigan : CY eae sae = 
: t O 5 z 

Ruffed 8 King, Minnesota - -: ~(3/8) 7 (172) ce ‘ 
Grouse : : : : $ 

8 Allen, New York - :- == ~ -t- - ~ +f = 
t 3 $ 8 3 

’ Gross, New England :- t- - --t-- = <t+- 
Ss ae ‘ i 3 

e Prairie +: Game Survey, ---: ---+-%+--=-%------3- ~— (200?) 
Chicken : Worth Central ; : 3 ie 

s States ae 8 : $ 

Red Grouse: “Grouse in Health : ----%-----73--.50-0 2-45 0 (20-30) 
¢ and Disease" : : : : 

(England : : : : $ . 
& Scot - : Malcolm & 2 a es = : 

land) : Maxwell --- i- -- - -:- -(1 1/27) ae 

: : re Ne : : ee 

Elk s Rush, Yellowstone ¢- -- - :-- +--+ 3- - -~ ice 
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For Release Wednesday Afternoon, May 11. ’ Bes 

Partridge Fostered for Michigan Game Birds gree 

Ann Arbor, May 1k - Th3 Hungarian partridgs mey be added to the é 
list of game birds which the Michigan hunter ill pursue in a few aes 
years, 1f the birds prove adeptabie to the pheasant food and. cover nee 
plantings at Williamston, where a number have been liberated bythe: ees 
Department cf Conservation, at the request of the University of 

.. Michigan School of Forestry and Conservation, which will study the 
way the partrPidges take to their conditions. Sone : : 

‘The Williamston Township Game Management Project; in Ingham: eee 
County, is sponsored by the Michigan Division of the Izaak Walton Cone ee 
League and in the spring of 1931 extensive plantings of both food and = 
cover growths were made with the cooperation of the Department of : 
Gonservation and the University with the object of encouraging 
pheasant increase. Professor Wight, of the School of Forestry and sae 
Conservation, hopes that ‘the favorable conditions will also entice the ; 
partridges to remain and-increase in the region. A staff of men work- = 
ing under his supervision will check the behavior of the birds 411 ee. 
summer, with the ob ject. of learning if this partridge is suitable for age 

‘propagation over the State. - ree : os 5 = 

'. Farmers and others living in Williamston or nearby townships may 
render valuable assistance, states Professor Wight, by reporting all : 
observations on the partridges to P: F. English, of Williamston. All : 
information will be turned over to thé State Department of Conservation : 
and to Ralph Yeatter of: the-School of Forestry and Conservation, who 2 eae 
is conducting a detailed study of the Hungarian partridge. - : Saye 

For Release Sunday, June 12. ‘ : . : es 

nea Ae Michigan Game Plans. Arouse Wide Jnterést= 28 ee a 
: Deen aS os Se 

Ann Arbor, June 12 - Michigan's scientific encouragement and = = 
study of game animals and birds at the: Williamston Game Pro ject. in 
Ingham County has aroused wide interest among individuals and state 

: authorities elsewhere according to reports by Harry F. Harper, of 
Lansing, President of the Michigan Izaak Walton League, and Professor 
H. M. Wight, of the School of Forestry and Conservation in the 3 ae 
University of Michigan. -- — : oe ee ee 

Eight different states have recently sought the advice of y 
. Professor Wight on the Management of game projects planned along the é ; 
Michigan lines, and he has served as consultant on the improvement — : 

s: of several thousand acres devoted to wild life welfare in various — : 
parts of the country. In Michigan eight tracts of land have been 7 
carefully mapped for ie Management purposes and 100,000 trees and aa 
shrubs will be planted for cover and food. By the middle of June, — ea 
according to Professor Wight, 5,000 acres in Michigan wWiil be improved 2.2 
with extensive hedgerow developrients and the planting of patches of ae 
food plants. ~ aes poes Os : eee 3



a See eS : SE ag eens ee : < : es = ; ne os - E Le 

_- he Williamston Gane Management Project, sponsored by the Michigan _ 
Division of the Izask Walton League, the State Department of Conser- ; 
vation and the University of Michigan School of Forestry and Conser- 
vation, and carried on with the cooperation of farm land owners in--' ~ : 
ingham County, aims to study in scientific astail the conditions under 
which wild life thrives best. ‘The practical methods evolved may then as 
be applied in other parts of the State, bringing back and maintaining ‘a 
Michigan's prestige as a center of game birds, animals and other wild Saas 
life. a ony 

= Release Wednesday ar See a. sage Sane 

.. Pheasants Need Variety ee oe 

ann Arbor, May... - Farmers game preserve managers ,and others 
interested in attracting and keeping wild pheasants on their lands are 
advised to plant .a variety of ele, Sate year around feed and cover and : 
not to depend only on mid-winter feeding by Professor H. M. Wight of 
the University cf Michigan School of Forestry and Conservation as é : 
result of observations carried on at the Silliamston Game Management == 
Project in Ingham County. =. fee ee ee 

No. food or cover plant meéts the needs of the pheasants at all 2 
. Seasons, says Professor Wight. The ideal plants should furnish dense : 
cover high enough to-conceal the birds, a stalk: strong enough to stand : 
all winter,and food grain er seed which will be available all winter. ae 
They should not be plants especially attractive to crows or blackbirds. oo 

as _ While no single plant yet tested meets the ideal standards, of Sg 
twenty tried out, buckwheat and proso provide the best early fall == === 

» food. Sudan grass, sweet clover, and timothy are given first place as = =~ 
mid-winter foods. Sudan grass comes closest to the all-round cover aR 

~_.«. and food combination thus far among tests, but Professor Wight believes 
oo that corn is the best plant for food: aloney-c6.. + ee ee ae 

The Williamston Game Management area-is sponsored by the Michigan” 
Division of the Izaak Walton League, the State Conservation Department, Su 
and the University School of Forestry and Conservation. Under =~ 

: Professor Wight's direction the reaction of game to different con- 
ditions of food and cover is pting studied, with the object of a 
fostering Michigan's wild life. - ay Se ; ee ee = 

= Ss 

ens sats : oe aS oe ee a ee
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN o Ie Hei 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION b 

ANN ARBOR 

Novemebr 29,1931. 

' Miss Vivian Horn, 
Secretary to Mr.Leopold, : 
404 University Avenue Bank Bldg., 
Madison,Wisconsing 

Dear Miss Horn: 

I am enclosing the weights of young Huns 
for the growth curve to be used in Mr,Leopold's text. 

There is an irregularity in the curve between 
69 and 106 deys. These weights were taken at the State 
Game Farm, The man who did it tried to pick out 
about ten birds of average size from a stock of 
about 125 birds for esch weighing. There would be 
some variation in weights resulting from this 
method. The irregulsrity can be smoothed out somewhat 
in the. final curve. 

I havetsken too much time about sending this 

to you. I hope Mr.Leopold has not needed it before. 

Yours sincerely, 

K ae poe 

Pesearch (ssociate. 

lot & qe, Cunausse med sails 
me ee 

Date = 8/88 8/28 9/14 10/5 10/20 11/11 
@ Age,Deys LE a7 31 46 69 84 106) Adult 

ga Ue, 3 9 9 10 9 10 1l 17 
: Totel.(Gm) 103.9338.8 901.4 2002.6 2659 2991.5 3553.5/6526.5 

AveWeight 9.4 36.9 100.2 200.3 295.4 299.2 323 383.9
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(comer HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE a) Oh Ku jenn 

An extensive survey to determine the present status of the 
Hungarian Partridge was recently undertaken. Hungarian Partridges were first : 
stocked in Pennsylvania in 1925 and since that time have been released in 
various parts of the State which were considered ideal territory for these 
birds. For a year or two after the first stocking, it was extremely difficult 
to trace the movements of the "Huns" and the Commission was of the opinion that 
they did not survive. Later, however, the birds began to show up in sections 

X other than those in which they were originally released. During the present 
= open winter quite a few Hungarian Partridges have been observed both by field 
~ officers and interested sportsmen and farmers. Persons observing any of these 

birds should notify the Game Commission at Harrisburg, citing the date, the 
tovmship and county in which they were observed, how many coveys and the number 
of birds to a covey, 

The Hungarian Partridge is a little larger than the Bob-white 
Quail, gray in color, with a dark brown horseshoe-shaped mark on the breast, 
a red-brown tail, and reddish eyelids. The bright red-brown tail is very 
noticeable in flight. 

. The §.S.Dresden which docked at New York on Feb. 16 carried a 
S shipment of 1,200 Hungarian Partridges from Czecho-Slovakia, all of which have 

“i alvyeady been shipped to County Game Protectors for release.
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s April 6,1932, 5 

Mr,¢,R,Rol land, 
470 St.Frencois Xavier St., . 
Vontresl1,Quebec, 

_Desr Mr,Rolland: — = 

I haveyour letter of March 31,and also a copy of 
Mr,Leopold'’s letter to you concernins the proposed planting 
of Hungarian partridges in Quebec, 

I have read with interest the reports from the Department 
of Lands and Forests of Nova Scotia of theinerease of the : 
Hun in that prevince, I have been somewhat surprised at 

' the spparent success with the Hun here in view of the difficulties 
; experienced in getting it started in the eastern states, 

The matter of a winter food pw for the bird in ; 
the eastern townships of Quebec is undoubtedly worth — 
considering rather carefully. It 18 possible that by reason 
of difference in farming practicesyclimagtic differences, the ; t 
= pti regions “ee Nova Seotia end Yew Brunswick offer a better 
winter food supply than is found inlang,although thig is . = 
merely eerie ,On_, MY, erte Sen anced % behaves, ES ALS 

In the middle western st>tes the bird has made its 
} best eains in resions of moderate snowfall,especially where 

standing or shocked corn is found in the fields during the é 
winter, This forms an important supplement to the weed seed 
diet in severe winter weather, The Hun has made less progress 
- gestae into sections, of deeper snow and less winter : 
ood. : 

; Outside of the Nova Scotia and New Brunswick plants 
probably the nearest extensive plantings have been those in New 
York and Pennsylvania, The New York “tate Conservation i : 
Department. beeen planting about ten years ago,and during the 

_ ' ladt five years has plante’ birds in all counties regarded as 
‘ feavor-ble,. The birds sre reported to be increasing slowly 

in a few localities, Penns¥lvania hes planted about 19000 
birds since 1925. The Board of Game Commissioners reports 
they sare doing well in only 2 few pleces, é 

In view of the rethor poor results with the bird in 
many parts of the east caution seems advisable in entering a 
planting progrem in Quebec,and the winter food supply,especia lly : 

i of seeds or woste er&in,should I believe,be Biven consideration 
before making releases, é



< Ce eee ; : : 
“ sapere “ERA ; : o 

: : ' In regard to size of releases it seems evident that many of the 

releases made in the middle west during the past have been too wmall to test 

: the suitability of the region, since the percent of broods during the season 
of the release is often small. The Michigan Department is making two 

releases of about 50 birds each during the present week. Possibly even larger 

releases at each point would have been advisable in view of the fact that both 
om are introductions into sections that are not proven Hun range. These are, 

however, birds that reared at the state game farm, and were all that were 

available this spring. _ : 

g If releases are to be made in Quebec I hope to keep in touch with 
you. I will be glad to answer any further questions that you may want to ask 

é me. I am sorry that through my limited knowledge of eastern Canada I cannot 

be more specific in this letter. 3 5 

eee Yours very truly, 

é Research Associate ‘ ; 

4 3 fi SP ee ORLA Teg a
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
American Game Association, 
Investment Building, 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

I have been very dilatory in replying to 

your kind letter giving me Mr. R. E. Yeatter's name 

and of course I wrote to him receiving se very nice 

reply end en ine tructive one. 

Your book the Game Survey of the North 

American Ststes arrived this morning end slthough I 

have not yet hed time to read much of it 1 ean easily 

see that it is-s very comprehensive work and contains 

much valueble information. I thenk you very much 

for this as it will undoubtedly be of great use to us 

here. 

You will find attached a smell report which 

I have written on the 64 Hungerians which we liberated 
in Brome Younty in the Province of Quebec last Friday 
the B2th inst. elso 6 small pamphlet copics of which 
I have hsd posted through the district in which the 

: mM, * : 
birds were liberated. +he news so fer received is 
that the birds ere staying well together and apperently 
they are heppy in their new surroundings. I will let 
you know from time to time vhat reports I receive. 

Thanking you so much for the interest you 
heve shown and for the fine book, I remain, 

Very sincerely, 
s 

hats Korb, 

ORR/ oe oe



HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 

in the 

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC 

Sixty-four Huns have, within the last few days, beon liberated in the 
County of Brome under the guardianship of the Brome Division of the Fish and Game 
Association and the special supervision of Mr. Claude Buchanan and Mr. Arthur Westover. 

The birds were imported from Mr. S.H-Bendick's Game Farm at Leduc, Alberta. 
It was at first thought advisable to bring the birds from their native country but as 
the aeason was late, it was ducided to secure the shipment from Mr. Bendick. Time was 
an important factor to the ultimate success of the venture because it is desirous to 
plant the birds just at mating time so that they will be more likely to stay in the 
district where they are released. 

The shipment arrived on April the eighth in the early morning at Windsor 
Station and were immediately trans-shipped to their destination in Brome County. All 
sifty-four birds were in one crate which was divided into three sections, two containing 
eleven pairs and the other ten pairs. The Huns arrived in splendid condition and the Bird 
Gommittee are to be congratulated for ordering the shipment from Alberta as it is doubtful 
whether birds coming from Hungary would arrive in such healthy and lively condition as 
these proved to be. 

When the crate was put on the station platform it was immediately taken 
charge of by Mr. A. W. Westover and brought to where the first pen had been prepared. 
These pens, of which there were three, were constructed of half~inch chicken wire firmly 
secured to the ground and the dimensions were roughly ten feet long by five feet wide 
and three feet high and completely covered in with spruce boughs. Spruce boughs were 
also attached to the top from the inside so that the birds if scared would not hurt their 
head on the wire sereening. The idea of first releasing the Huns in the pens, or runways, 
was to let them quieton down after their long trip and more likely to remain the i 
neighbourhood. They wére left there for two days and then (an hour before daylight) one 
side of the pen was lifted so that the little strancers could wander out quietly and 
unmolested. 

The type of country chosen to release the birds was wild pasture land, 
small robling hills and stretches of flat farm lands, dotted over with clumps of spruce, 
birches and haw trees. The district would seem to be an ideal one for Hungarian Partridges 
as there is ample covert and quantities of food. 

The plantings were made from two to three miles apart, not less than twenty 
birds in one location. The reason for locating the birds within such close range of each 
other, was that the birds would be able to keep in touch as they, apparently, live in number 
and perish from lonliness more quickly than from any other cause. Yet the planting were 
far enough &part to allow for normal spread if the nesting period is successful. 

We have great hopes that the experiment will bear fruit and that the numbers 
of the planted birds will be largely increased by at least fifty per-cent of the Huns 
mating and rearing average broods. To give the birds a real chance of “taking—hola" in 
the Province more shipments should be added for at least two years, not only to help them 
fo spread but to stip any possible ills arising from inter-breeding.



The country that these hardy little chaps best love is the open country and 

farm lands. This is the district that our native partridge does does not inhabit for 

lack of covert, so that there shovld be no interference between the Hunearian and our 

Ruffed Grouse. This experiment, if successful, will give to the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS a 
game bird to replace the Ruffed Grouse which has moved further back, a game bird for both 

sport and eating i$ second to none. The bird does not tree at any time and those wishing 
: to enjoy dining from this little chap must be both skilful and quick with a gun as when 

flushed they rise like small explosions, close at hand, making their get-mway with a sudden 

rush of wings. 

Those on the Bird Committee and who have shown most interest in the project 

are: C. R. Rolland-Chaifman, Colonel W. R. Brock, Claude Buchanan, Arthur Westover, Dr. 

Wesley Bourne, Anson MacAuley, Charles Perrault, Rex Vickers, J. R. Sangster, Philliy 

Mackenzie, Malcolm C. Oswald, J. R. Beattie, C. EB. Curley, W. H. Miner, K. S. McKay, 

Rovert Newton. 

ee 
pa
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The Hungarian Partridge was introduced into Alberta and Saskatchewan in 1913, 
and has not only proved of great assistance to the farmers, but affords good shooting 
and food for those who carry a gun. 

This Partridge is a ““WEED SEED EATER,” is also insectivorous and is a ground 
bird of the open fields and stubbles. The farmers of the West have benefitted greatly 
by his introduction in as much as he has almost completely destroyed the mustard seed 

weed which was so very prevalent amongst their grain crops. Heisa bird of the po- 
tato and turnip fields and will destroy all the insects from off the foliage 
of plants and not hurt the foliageitself. He has also been known to com- 

pletely clear a potato field of its bugs and do no harm to the plants. 
Unlike our present partridge he is a frequenter of the open fields and feeds entirely on 
insect life, the seeds and roots of weeds, old wild flowers and on the tops of uncut hay 

fields, when tops appear above the snow in the winter months. He is not quite the 
size of our present bird, will be found in large flocks in hay and turnip fields and pas- 
tures. He will feed very close to houses and isa splendid neighbor. These birds are 
of a light, brown and steel color with reddish head and neck, with a beautiful reddish 

brown horseshoe on its breast. 

It is to be hoped that everybody, be it man, woman or boy, will assist this most 
useful bird in getting its footing in a new land far from home. Remember it 
is a stranger in a strange land, and it is always our duty to help such, be it man, beast 
or bird. Let us help in this movement. _It has been a wonderful success elsewhere. 
Let it be so in this Province. 

Province of Quebec Association for the 

Protection of Fish and Game Inc. wel Yr



Excerpt from letter from John C, Phillips, 12/1/ Jc ; 

"I understend that the Hungarian Partridce contrary to my predictions 
has taken hold well on the south shore of Nova Scotia and also on Prince 
Edward Island, I am hoping to be able to get elther egea or atult birds 
for trial in our part of New Hncland. This ig a very interesting develop- 
ment and entirely at variance with our experience in planting birds on 
the east coast from Cape Hlizabeth in Maine to Georgia."
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May 6, 1933. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 3 

In a letter to Charlie Horn written last 
Monday, I mentioned the fact that I had seen three 
Hungarian partridges on the gravel road (State Road 
No. 21) four miles north west of Denison, Ia. on 

o” Sunday A.M. the day before and that Jno. Holst, the 
g* local deputy warden, had stated that this is the 
A UJ farthest south record of Huns. in Crawford Co. In 

Ye gi Horn's reply, received to-day, he aske me to make 
ci this report to you also. There seems no doubt but 
3 that these birds are slowly moving south on the Miss- 

ouri loess, There are many reports of them in the 
southern part of Ida Co. and in northern Crawford.



Hungarian Folder 

— ng Se 

-Huns arrived at South Leeds,’ Dane Co., in Le Young oe 

seen by a farmer named Larch four miles east of South Leeds. ‘These may have come 

from a plant made at Paynette. : 

f Hungarians arrived at Milford Meadows stock farm near Watertown about 

1930. Now 2-3 coveys. es os oo :



Colder }) rue Mc 2114933 oo Hu Ek 
HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE REPORTED IN EASTERN IOWA 

George Kaufman, deputy game warden of Lansing, reports that Jack 
Wiedner of Harpers Ferry sighted three flocks of Hungarian partridge on 
Harper Island in the Mississippi River recently.
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Memorandum for Hungarian and Accidents folders: 

Mr, Trank Tillotson in February, 1934, shortly after February 16, found 
five Huns dead on the roads in the vicinity of Lake Mills. 

At about this same time Gil Gigstead found 5 Huns dead on the roads 
between Milwaukee and Madison, and Jud Kempton found one which is now in 
my University collection, 

Neither of these observers found dead birds either previously or after- 
ward, The Kempton bird was very fat and there was no snow, so that any 
starvation or gravel hypothesis does not hold. 

Mr. Tillotson suggested that this was a time of very severe wind storms 
and that the birds in flying before the wind might have been more likely to 
hit telephone wires, It is important therefore that these observers 

remember, if possible, whether there were telephone lines along the roads 
where the birds were found. Copies of this are being sent to Messrs. 

Tillotson, Gigstead, and Kempton with the request that they note on the 
- vottom margin whether this was the case. 

Aldo Leopold 
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Mr. Frank Tillotson in February, 1934, shortly after February 16, found 
five Huns dead on the roads in the vicinity of Lake Mills, 

At about this same time G41 Giestead found 5 Huns dead on the roads 

between Milwaukee and Madison, and Jud Kempton found one which is now in 
my University collection, 

Neither of these observers found dead birds either previously or after- 
ward, ‘the Keapton bird was very fat and there was no snow, so that any 
starvation or gravel hypothesis does not hold, 

My, Tillotson suggested that this was a time of eae wind storms 
and that the birds in flying before the wind might have more likely to 
hit telephone wires, It is important therefore thet these observers 
renewber, if possible, whether there were telephone lines along the roads 
where the biris were found. Oopies of this are being sent to Messrs. 
Tillotson, Gigetead, and Kempton with the request that they note on the 

oo pottom margin whether this was the case. 

. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Bldg. 
Madison, Wis. 
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File Hungarian 

Feb. 16, 1934 

Male Hungarian partridge, found dead by roadside, Dane County 2-1/2 miles 
east of Jefferson County line on Lake Mills-Madison highway. 

Skinned and sexed by John Gundlach. 

Neck broken, probably by flying into telephone wires. No concussion 
indicated. No blood around head or in mouth, 

Bird heavy, very fat, in excellent condition. 

Crop stuffed with green bluegrass. Gizzard, bluegrass and quartz grit. 
The green grass is noted as of unusual interest because: 

Although an open winter several periods of subzero weather preceded this 
date, greens would be at a premium. the bird was within 30 feet of a field 
spread with fresh manure containing plenty of grain, but the crop was filled 
with pure grass,neither grain not even weed seeds present. 

At about this same time Frank Tillotson at Faville Grove, Lake Mills, 
found three» other Huns apparently killed in the same way. Gill Gigstead 
also reported four or five Huns picked up between Milwaukee and Madison at 
about this time. At no other time this winter were Huns found in this manner 
around the Lake Mills district. High winds and zero weather prevailed, but 
practically no snowstorms or snow on the ground, 

Judson Kempton 

Gigstead suggests that the Hun being stuffed with grass may indicate sickness 
of the bird. That grass may be taken in this way as a sick dog will eat grass. 

However, the man, John Gundlach, who skinned it, reported the bird to be 
very fat and apparently in fine condition,



From Tracy I. Storer's Notes, p. 1927 

Extract of notes made by Dr. Storer when with Middleton, for information 
of Leopold, 

May 21, 1934. Eneland: Oxford 

The "Euston system" (presumably originated at Buston, Suffolk) 
is no fixed technique, but varies with different keepers as to the methods 
employed. It involves taking eggs from certain (partridge) nests, incu- 
bating these by hens or other means, and placing the eggs as they are 
pipping other nests, As most often practiced, eges from marginal nests, 
as along a roadside or field bordering a road, are renoved and when ready 
to hatch are placed in other partridge nests in the portions of the estate 
where greatest concentration of partridges is wanted for autumn shooting. 
It also serves to get off a certain mmber of broods at earlier dates than 
would occur under ordinary undisturbed nesting conditions--the earliest 
eggs from a number of nests are gathered, as soon as a clutch is made up 
they are put under a hen, additional clutches are similarly aggregated and 
these early hatching clutches are put out, at pipping time (about 2 days 
incubation) under a hen partridge. Where eggs are thus removed from wild 
nests, the keepers substitute wooden, painted dummy eggs which serve to 

keep the birds laying and later incubating. This spreads the broods along 
through the season so that if unfavorable weather conditions interfere 
at some stage there will be greater likelihood of broods of one or another 
age-class surviving. The process just described means that some hen- 
partridges will have a short period of incubation (those with composite ? 

first clutches incubated under domestic hens while the partridges afield 
are still laying) while others, spelled along by eggs of wood, may sit for 
a month before being given a clutch of hatching eggs later in the season. 
When concentration of partridges is desired in a central area the partridge 
nests there may be stocked with as many as 25 "pipper" eges. The "Euston 
system" also includes the exchange of eggs, to introdue "new blood" and 
may be used to introduce Hungarian blood (via eggs) into stock on an 
English estate. 

File: iene tins 
European methods



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN—MEMORANDUM 

June 4, 1934 yor" 

4 NY 
Starker: «s 

Please enter below what year you first saw Hungarian partridges 

while crow hunting near the Cherokee. I want to bring my maps up to date, 

A.L. 
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(Not for publication) Geme Management 118 

Aldo Leopold, 1934 

GAME POPULATION DENSITIES 
Acres 

Species Place Size of unit Per Head Remarics 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres il MacLean,1930, Foothill range 

Wis. 600 acres 5 Univ.Arboretum, vinter 1933-34 

Moe 6 sais 5 Leopold, unpubl. 

S$. Iowa Inhabited farms 2—l Most frequent density, 1931-2 

Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 

Mo. 260 acres 1e3 Phil U. Smith fam, 1923 

u 1 tt Sel " w " a = 1929 

a kh cg am cape mame aC ie a pee 

Pheasant Mich, 660 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 

5 oe 12 " z winter 

Datzota 640 acres 2.6 Johnson, spring 

H.W. Iowa Inhabited range ent Most frequent density,1931-32 

eaten ohana eine NE 

Grouse Britein(Red) 5,000 acres 4 Leopold & Ball, spring : 
tt it 1 " 105 # " t.' faud 

Minn. (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 
a ppc ma 

V Hungarian England 6,500 acres 4 Maxvell, spring 

Partridge N, Iowa Inhabited range S12 Most frequent density,1931-32 
a ec ene cea 

Rabbit Pa. 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 

England ? O15 Spring density (Haddon) 

Idaho (Jacl) 5,000 acres ~ x Rabbit drive, winter 

u i 640 ® 0.5 High of cycle 

Ariz. (Jack) 5,100 " 168 April, 1925, drive 
" 1,260 * 4.0. May, 1923, drive 

: 2,560 " 2,1 ov., 1920, drive 
Te Mex. 64o 8 4.0 June, 1927, drive 

settles cere eect 

Ducks Ohio 1,500 acres 0,1 Fall density,locals (Day) 

Minn, & lakes 1,0 Fall density,locals (Leopold) 

ia a a ac eg 

Deer Nyte 750 acres 7-5. Enclosure 

Minn, 390 sq mi. 32 Itasca Park, 1920 

Mich, 22 sqemi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 

Ind. 16 Morgan County, 1820 

Pa. Ry 12.5 Present density of deer range 

. 25 Est,capacity of deer range 

France(Roe) ? 25 Common density,roe deer 

Bohemia( Red) ? 100 Common " yrea * 

Calif. 1,142 sami. 30 Stanislaus 1.F., 1921-23 

Ne Ys 16 sq.mi, 91 Adirondacks, 1929 
(Tormsend & Smith) 

Bs ee 

Antelope i,iex. 4,650 sqemi, 1200 Ligon, 1926 

eee ee ee 

Elk Yellowstone 3,400 sqami. 100 Yearlong range, 1927 

‘ Park:



i SENT FOR INFORMATION OF 

| | ¢ ve 
226 ee Mee Leopole:s— — \ | 

March 19, 1935 

Mr. Harry Pelt, 7 
Findlater, Saskatchewan. 

Dear Mr. Felt: 

Please ep s for _— interesting 
letters of Febru 2 h 1S. information 
that fae give co: the Hungarian suetetéee in 
Saskatchewan is eresting and I am sending it 
along to Dr. Yeatte will, I kmow, be glad to receive 
it. While the situation in Saskatchewan appears in some 
respects to be very similer to thet of the Great Lakes 
region, it is certainly very different in others. I am 
particularly interested in your comments regarding the 
destructiveness of the partridge to truck crops and the 
seriousness of the Cooper's hawk as a predator. 

: : Very sincerely yours, 

<7. Dana, 

Dean 

@ 

Form 2752 10-34 25M 

:



Findlater Sask;March 13,th,1935, 

Samuel T, Dana, Dean, 
School of Forestry & Conservation; 
University of Michigan; 
Ann Arbor; 

Dear Mr, Danna; 

: Acknowledgement of Bulletin No 5 
by Mr. Ralph E, Yeatter was previously sent you, In reply 
to your letter of February 23,rd desiring comments in con= 
nection with this bulletin, I might sey here that it seems 
the Hungarian Partridge in the locality of which the informa- 
tion embodied in bulletin No 5 very closely resembles the 
characteristics of the Hungarian Partridce in Saskatchewan. 
In order that I may not be compelled to go into long 
details regarding this comprrison etc, I might mention : 
that other factors, could be written in this connection, 
but it would necessitate a long drawn out explanation, f am 
therefore quoting only those differences which appear to be 
outstanding, and are without any question of doubt as to said 
comparison. 

See page 51. Here in Saskatchewan the Hungarian Partridse is 
very destructive to truck crops. They are not local in charac- 
ter and are of sufficient extent to condemn the species, 

See page 64, Here in Saskatchewan it is quite possible for a 
‘ good bird dog "one used to hunting them" to detect incubating 

females. I personally own an English setter that will do this, 
without exceptions. 

See page 66, Here, it is possible to drive a bird from their 
nest and have them return, Also in a great meny instances 
nests actually ploughed into, and eggs broken and the remainder 
straightened out, the bird will return. There is however much 
variation among individuals as stated by Mr. ¥eatter, 

Page 72, The subject of "*mudballing" was very interesting. 
Owing to excessive drouth in southern Saskatchewan, this has 

mortality Wilt Do'nSBE BOGOR “Ses” Soke Boers Sns whOR EELS the 
BeEdsnh return. We will, I am glad to say always be free from 
that in the Findlater district. 

Page 70, You may rely upon it, that the Cooper's hawks are 
exceptionally destructive to Hungarian Partridge. One Cooper's 
will kill more birds than any 10 Redtail or Marsh.



Be SeTeDs 

Page 73, ie have received no reports of disease nor of 
parasites from any point in the Provinee to date, The 
possibilities of their contracting poultry disease over 
the areca mentioned should be recognized. 

Page 70, The Artic Owl in this Province will devour every 
Hungarian Partridge he comes in contact with. He is not 
however destructive to any great extent, so far as Hungarian- 

‘ Partridge are concerned, in this Province, 

Additional information: 

the average number cf eggs per clutch, as observed here run 
17 or 18, The maximum 24, It is possible that in the case 
of over 20 eggs per clutch more than one female contributed 
to the nest, but in many instances 19 to 22 and 23 young 
Dirds are hatched, and are accompanying only one female. 

Instances have been known here, where a Hungarian Partridge 
would make her nest and lay her clutch within six inches of 
a tame turkey, which hed made it's nest in a grove closely 
udjoining a farm house, There was no trouble between the 
two birds, and both brought off their young. 

We frequently have found the nests of Hungarian Partridge 
within six feet of the Railway tracks here. Sometimes half 
a dozen nests within a distance of one mile, ‘Yhey hatch 
well in such blaces, in spite of an average of ten trains 
passing every day. 

Further in connection with the Cooper's Hawk, I have per= 
sonally witnessed this Hawk plane down and deeaptiate a 
Hungarian Partridge. I have witnessed this, gone immediately 
and picked up the bird, and found the entire top of the head 
torn off. Let me say this: I do not believe you can expect 
a great increase in the Hungarian Partridze where the 
Cooper's are numerous. 

The Mortality Factors over the Great Lakes Region appears to 
be far in excess of what I had supposed they were. Parming + 
operations, and other factors which go with it, makes it most 
discouraging indeed. é ‘ 

The first Hungarians I personally encountered, in the Find~ 
later district. were in 1927, (ly covey of about a dozen, In 
1928 I saw aproximately a dozen covies, the increase was 
tremendous ~ and last year (1934) possibly their numbers 
would run into the hundreds of covies: 

Yours sincerely: 

He Ls Felt,



Fefruary 28,th, 1935. 

Mr, Ss» Se Dana; 

University of Michigan; 
Ann Arbors 

Dear Mr, Dana; 

Your kind letter of the 23,rd 
inst received and contents carefully noted. I very * 
much appreciate your forwarding me Dr. Yeatter's bul= 

. ., deting I presume it will come to hand within a short 
time, and I will make careful study of it and let you 

We have any comments I deem advisable. 

2 Our birds, both Hungarians and sharptail have wintered 
exceptionaly well, ie have a tremendous number of the 

| former, and we are certain to experience a great increase 
this coming season, 

There is a real fine article in the March number of Field 
& Stream, by Mr, Ray Holland-Editor in Chief, which gives 
his experience with these birds, He hunted with me here 

_ ®t Findlater last fall, The one he quite frequently refers 
to as "Canuck" is yours truly. 

It would be quite dificult for one to realize what a tre+ 
mendous number of birds we have in this district. There 
should be a 50% inerease this year, so when you realize 
that we experienced something like 75 different covies 
last year from sun to sun it will give you some idea of 

- what one may expect during the coming season, 

I have just written my good friend Mr. Mershon, TI have 
known this dear old gentleman for over twenty years. I 
have guided him and without question he is one of the 
finest individuals it has ever been my priveledge to con- 
tect with, I do hope he comes back this fall, and I ; 
believe he will, He has a lovely hunting lodge on a lake 
just south of here, 

Again I want to thank you very kindly and I will write you 
again at a later date, 

Yours sincerely; 

. (Sgd) Harry L, Felt,
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1.C.]. Game Researches 

I.C.Il. GAME RESEARCH ESTATE 

NORTH LODGE 
KNEBWORTH PARK : 
KNEBWORTH - HERTS Spring 1935



I.C.I. GAME RESEARCH ESTATE 

North Lodge, Knebworth Park, Knebworth 

Herts 

Manager 
Captain H. B. Moser 

(Late Winscote Game Farm) 

Telegrams: Moser, North Lodge, Knebworth 

Telephone: Knebworth 238 

Station: Knebworth (L.N.E.R.) 

2
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SEASON 1935 

ja submitting this price list of pheasant and 

bantam eggs, we would mention that our 

birds have wintered well in large open pens, 

and are in fine condition. The greatest care 

has been taken in introducing fresh blood, while 

the stock for the laying pens has been most 

carefully selected. Pheasants will be penned 

for the laying season in small open pens, a 

cock and six hens to a pen. 

The following varieties and their crosses are 

available: 

Old English Black Neck, Chinese, Mongo- 

| lian, Ring Neck and Melanistic Mutant. 

3



PHEASANT EGGS 1935 (see page 3) 

Period. Date of Despatch Per 100 Per 500 Per 1,000 | Per 2,000 Per 3,000 

al, pets, de Ls. de | £as.ands fos. d. 

April to 12th May... bs elo |” oor 4710 0 | 90 0 © | 132 0 0 

13th May to roth May .. - os 451.0 | 20 5 0 38 10 0 73) 0 0 | S107NOn 16 

20th May to 27th May .. es Fe 35010 15 10 0 29 10 © | 56 0 oO 8210 5 

28th May to 2nd June .. a te 2 10) 0 t's, 08/21 10,0 | 41 0 0 60 0 0 

| | \ | 

PHEASANT POULTS 

Delivery of pheasant poults can be given in August and September. Prices on application. 

PARTRIDGE EGGS 

For notes on partridges see pages 6 and 7. 

BANTAMS kND EGGS 

Pres: 

Eggs 5s. per sitting of 15, and 30s. per 100. Pullets 5s. each. Cockerels 5s. each. 

Pullets and cockerels must be ordered in May or June or the supply cannot be guaranteed. 

See page 6. 
TERMS 

All prices are carriage paid. 5°, discount allowed on prepaid orders. All clear eggs will be 

replaced, or their cash value refunded, should the hatch be less than 90°. Such eggs must 

first be returned for inspection. (A clear egg is one that contains no germ.) 

7 2)



BANTAMS 

There is little doubt that a good bantam is the 

best medium for partridge rearing. The bantam 

we offer is a cross between the Old English Game, 

the Silkie and the Red Jungle Fowl. This bird is 

ideal for the purpose and will cover twenty par- 

tridge eggs comfortably. Fresh Jungle Fowl blood 

is again being introduced this season. For prices 

see page 5. 

Nl ee” 
ee Pe ee 
Ghee agg 2, 

oe. dee 
a er 

PARTRIDGES 

The partridge season of 1934 on the research 

estate at Knebworth was a successful one, and both 

the wild and captive partridges are in excellent 

condition. A stock of captive birds is at present 

6



maintained sufficient only for observation and re- 

search purposes, and the numbers penned are not on 

a basis to allow of any material surplus for disposal: 

moreover, a large number of partridge chicks— 

between 150 and 200—was taken from the rearing 

field last spring by barren pairs of old birds, leaving 

the stock available for mating this season lower 

than expected. For these reasons, we do not feel 

justified in offering any birds or eggs for sale this 

season. Should, however, we find that we have any 

available for disposal they will be offered in the 

first instance to those estate owners to whom we are 

indebted for the help that they have given. 

LC.I. GAME RESEARCH ESTATE + KNEBWORTH, HERTS 

7D
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American Wildlife 
Vol, 24, No. 5 Hungarian 
Sept.-Oct., 1935, pp. 76-77 

Huns Join Grouse Cycle i ck of young birds, Dr. Rowan’s recom- 

' mendation is that a closed son is not 
In a recent addre ss on ‘ fame ycles desirable bulihe a that the sportsmen 

in Western Canada betore the: Convers’ | choot and snoop liberally and retain 4 

Se Oe Hie asia Clow a a a me smaller nucleus of healthy breeding stock 

ity of Alberta( Dept. of Zoology) point- "er an Ree essa hp nea | ity I a( Dept i - pom quality He pointed out that the mil 
r out that the Hungarian _partric Bt S lions of birds now resident in the north 

Bre TO emeaons) Jomins | west have been derived from a very small 
a a aaaies, SSCS” umber of importations and that we can 

fo reenmme tliat aires dherinerodnctoneota ie genomes cate cman Tan me seems Unal: eine the: wbroduclionc- | regain. the ground! they hayernow los, 

pose uiids way to aud / the Xrst the moment conditions again become fa 
grouse ane pra: a sme en pe i. a bun- vorable. “But it is only if we are left 

dance followed by the inevit: ble decline ith the best available breeding stock 

ccurred in 1915. At that time Huns | that speedy recovery can be expected. 
were, as yet, too few in number for an : < 
fluctuation to .oted. Er at. Sag 

: At the time of the 1925 grouse peak 

however, Huns had inereased greatly and 
during the following decline many bi 

arious stages of disease, were sent to 

Dr. Rowan for examination. Last yeai 

another peak of abundance was attained 
ad th ecline started. At that time 

Huns had been abundant in Alberta, but 
jurine’ th pen season of 1934 hunters 

»very wher complained f their com- 

parative scarcity 

Study of th aes of numerous hunt- 

ers showed a remarkable scarcity of 

sidered it appeared that the y ung birds 

had been subject to some unusual check 

and disease seemed to be indicated 

Thus, for the cond time the Hun 

Jecline of the grouse and rabbits. While 
it is pointed out that this may be purely 
soincidental, it is a point of unusual 

scientific interest. 

In view of this experience and the fact 
that a strong supply of birds seems to be 

largely dependent on uitable breeding 
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8. November 1935 ” Deut{fhe Fagd 583 np 
2 Rat = ae 5 be 

Die3mal ftiegen fie fteil hod, und H wh Lscaac, iQ. fA Jolin 4 
ich fah fie nur noc) tiber den Mies SEES oR ated aime PRR at ee sie Spine cet Sins : arse ne 4 
jernivipjeln veribroinben, Belg ber | Ven EW Shack a ae Tota, 
Xeufel, two fie eingefallen fein mogen, ANNs eteeigge e e e on 
denn 8 waren immerhin gegen 800 Soe ee ee ei ae ee ce ih an a Panz- 
Morgen gefdhloffener Bejtand, ben fie == 4 | i 
iiberqueren muften. Rejigniert gog ml a SE pene : Bo eS age 
id) wieder auf meine Brache guritc, et ION gg Bi Ee SEE POCO Lee RT SIE! 
wo id) balb ein neues Bolt fand. eee a EARN chen omen ene tan amare ca 
Diefe Hiihner fielen auf einer ab- GAP de I A Ne at 
gegrajten Viehfoppel ein und lieben Sed eS ABE py ener or aad 
mis aud) nur bidhjtens bi3 auf = 4 6s Ty aes TS ll gy 
Hundert Meter Heran, um dann 4 . a 
Hoc) itber bas Dorf wegzuitreiden. 
Weitere Verjuche jdlugen auch mehr Es ; as 
oder weniger fehl, und  todmiide ‘a Bcia - : ae 
fehrte ic) mit gangen drei Hiihnern . r ? ne Seo _— 
am Galgen heim. Mlle drei waren ris a? et tie ne nee ili 
alt. — Der Miferfolg bes Bor- A ee : ~ ae a i ;- 
mittag3 lie} mir feine Rube. Gleicd ae i wey Ve _ 
nad) dem Efjen war ich wieder a Am ea ieee pee 
draugen, diesmal auf der anderen j or : OM ‘ oe 
Geite bes Dorfes. Die einladenden ay i er / 
Bauernftiice, Ritben, Kartoffeln und ‘ F F = 
Maisbreiten waren leer und ver- 4 rit GS as : 2 | 
lajfen. Gp fuchte ich Hauptiichlich  ™ E Pi is "J poe : 
wieder auf blanfen Brachfelbern, und Pee ail aN = ; Sayed Soy | 
ftieh bald auf cin Bolf von mehr c shee : | se 4 . 
als 30 Stic, a3 auf einer Wieje * ’ 2 > ae ee = ; 
sae aut 3 fae . bie Orta es ay ce: - ‘ 
gu bdriiden, umjdlug ic) e3 wieder Meet : os a 
im gtofen Bogen und hatte auch sane baa : $ baieee al i a, 
Gli injofern, al3 ich gwei Hiihner Fetoteactg, | - ee soit _ 
Herausjdop, worauf bie anderen in. ane , 
pei Deh Beale ee 

ier gelang e8 mir enblidh, no einige Siihner gu erwwifdjen; der Der erfte Sdnee Bon Pucinstt 

Ret ftriceh dann wer wweif wie weit; 
id) fonnte nicht mehr feftitellen, wo fie eingefallen waren. mehr al3 hichften3 20 Stic abgefdofien habe. Sch ging am gecitigen 

Nach endlojem Bemiihen jand ich ein neues Vol in einer Sand- Nachmittag an eine dichte Schlehenhede, um fiir die Kiiche einige 
gtube und trieb e3 in einen etwa 50 Morgen grofen Kartoffelidhlag,  Hahne gu [dhiefen, und bummelte dabei mit umgehangenem Gewehr 
two dann bas wee ausfichtsloje Suden begann. Mein weit juchender quer iiber ein Gaatfelb. Bloglich wurden um mich herum ganze Wolfen 
Hund ftiep die jh eat haltenden Hithner ce) an einer Uniwand her- von Hiihnern hoch, ein Volk rethte fic) an bas andere, wohin id jah, 

. aus, nh alZ fie in einem Meefchlag einfielen, lenfte id meine Sdhritte —nicht3_als Hithner, Hiihner. Yeh itbertreibe nicht, wenn ich die Bahl i 
borthin, too ich einige abjdok und den Reft fprengte. Auf dieje Weije auf 200 bis 300 Stiid fchabte! Yn einem lidtitehenden Lupinenjdlage 
gelang e8 mit, nod eine leidliche Strede gu madden; das Ergebnis _ fiel ein Teil davon ein, bie anderen auf Bracen und Stoppeln rings 
bes erjten Sagdtages belief fich auf gwolf Hiihner. Mit Miihe und Mot Herum. Yeh nahm den Hund furg und ging unter Wind die Hiihner 
jehop ich Dann im Verlauj der Woche gum Teil bei ftrsmendem Regen an. Doc) faum erreichte id) ben Lupinenjdlag, al3 auch jdon die 
nod hunbdert Hiifner ab. Gie waren fauer verdient, bie hundert ganze Gefellfdaft laut lodend wieder aufftand, und von iiberall her 
Hiihner, und das Verhaltnis von Alten gu Gungen tvar etwa gwei zu —_—Hirte ich das Purren und twarnende Rufen der abjtreihenden Volker, 
eins. Dabei hatte da3 Revier, wie ich mich felbjt iibergeugt hatte, gar ie gleich) einer dunflen Wolke itber die Schlehdornhee der Grenge 
feinen jdledten Befas, aber die alten gewibten Hithner, die betjedem _ftrichen. Nicht ein Hubn war suriidgeblieben, wie fehr id) auch fuchte! 
Volt in der tbergahl waren, rijjen die Gungen mit und atten eine Yn den fommenden Tagen jah ich nichts mehr von all bem Rebhuhn- 
Taktit am Leibe, um pie fie mander Feldherr beneidet Hhitte. Nie  reidtum, der wie eine Fata Morgana erjdhienen war. C3 war in 
lagen jie in Dedung, immer auf freiem Felde, und tourben fie erjt der erften Halfte bes Oftober, ich hatte e8 hier mit ausgejprocenen 
einmal hod), fo ftrichen fie unheimlich weit oder verjdwanden gleid) Wanderhiihnern gu tun. Wo modhten fie hergefommen fein, 
iiber bem naben Wald auf Nimmeriwiederjehen. — wo modten fie Hingiehen? Wenn auc) das Rebhuhn ein boden- 

Von dort lentte id) meine Schritte in unfere fehlefifche Riiben- ftdndiger Vogel it und fic) meift fehr treu an den Plas Halt, 
gegend. Gier follte id auf einem groferen Revier eta 200 Hithner vo e3 ausgefallen ijt, fcheint mir doch ein gewiljfer Wandertricd 
in einer Woche abjchiefen. Das Geldnde war injofern jdwierig, als vorhanden gu fein. Des Rebhuhns nahe Verwandte, die Wadhtel, 
verfdiedene grofe Steinbriiche mit abgebauten Halden dagwwijchen- —ift ta [cblieplic) ein ausgefprodener Bugvogel, und vielletdht jagt 
lagen, in die ich die Hochgemachten Bolter ftets guriidsogen, und wo eine inneve Stimme der Natur aud bem Mebhuhn gurveilen, wenn 
man fie nie wieder fand. Mit meinem braven ,Seppel” jagte id) noc) ein ftrenger Winter gu ertwarten ift, da es aus unjeren norbdijden 
am gleiden Nachmittag meiner Antunft und jcjoh 32 Hiner. Das Gefilben auswandern mugs, um fid) dor den Unbilben der Witterung 
twat dod) fdjon etwas nach den ftrategijdjen Hiihnern bes vorigen gu {dhiiben. 
Reviers! Uureh bie nachften Tage waren nod gut, und fo fam ich bald Hierbei michte ich noch furg erwahnen, bah ich im Winter 1930 
auf 150 Hither. Aber auch Hier war bas Verhiltnis von Alten gu in den Hodfteppen des Milimandjaro dict am Longido Wachten 
Sungen nicht giinjtig, und ein Drittel der Strece hatte graue Stinder. und Rebhii}mer gu taujenden antraj, bye vorher bort nie getwejen 
Nach viertigiger Jagd wollte e3 nicht mebhr Happen; ich fand feine waren. Gch fenne bas Gebiet durch gahlreidhe Gagherpeditionen und 
Hiihner mehr in den Sehlagen. Ein Gang in das untvegjame Geldinde Habe toh! gureilen mal im hohen Steppengraje ein paar Hiihner 
der Steinbriidhe verhalf mix gu bes Ratjels Ldjung. Hier gingen Hochgemacht. Damals aber ftieh ich fait bei-jedem Schritt Wadhteln 
gleichgeitig fiinf bis jechs gujammengerottete Bolter hoch, verteilten und Hiihner Heraus, die fonft recht jparlich in Wjrifa vertreten find. 
lth weit ind Felb, und mit einem jchnell geholten Dracjen begann Schon die ungahligen Schatale jorgen dafiir, daf fie nicht jonderlich 
ich erneut den Geldgug gegen die Steinbrucdhhiihner. Der Dracen hodhfommen. Yeh vertaufdte damals die Biichje jehnell mit der Flinte, 
Hatte leider die unangenehme Cigenjdajt, daf er nicht ridtig aus- die mein Gewebhrtrager fiir Perlhiihner mix nachtrug, und Sajak einige 
balanciert war und jftdndig iiber einen Gliigel im Stursflug wieder  Hiifner, die fic) nicht von unjeren europdijchen unterjehieden, aber 
gur Erde fam. Mit einem MRiibenfdhojjer an der einen Sechwinge in meinen Kichengettel angenehme Abrwechjlung brachten. — Gn 
bejchiwert, ging e8 dann fo leidlich, und ich fof von den Steinbrud- allen jehlefijchen Revieren, die ich in den lebten Jahren auf Hiihner 
Hithnern in den nachften Tagen die vorgenommene Bahl ab. Allmahlich  hejagt Habe, Habe ich leider nicht einmal eine Wachtel hodhgemadt, 
twurde die Dedung immer fparlidjer, e3 war Ende September, die ein Zeichen, wie felten fie fdhon bet un3 geworden ijt. Nur gutveilen 
Hiihner wollten nicht mehr halten, jelbjt ber Drachen verfeblte jeine im Sommer, wenn id) auf den roten Boe piirjdjte, hirte ich den 
Wirtung, und beruflide Arbetten riefen mich nach Haufe. vertrauten Wadhtelfehlag im Hohen Korn und habe mich jedesmal 

Kurge Zeit barauf war ich in bem mir unterjtellten Revier, wo  gefreut, dai der jeltene, fleine Vogel doc) noch in unferen fclefijden 
e8 wirtlich mehr Rehe als Rebhiihner gibt, und wo ich in feinem Gahre Revieren vorhanden ijt. 7 

— he
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Auch im geitigen Frithjahr, wenn gegen Cude Februar auf den Kiebibe mit wuchtelnden Hliigel{ejlagen ihren Hochgeitsreigen voll- 
iweiten Seldern am Movr der Sdhnee jdymolz, wenn weite Etrecen fithrten. Buntichillende, reiende Guten jagten hintereinander her, 
unter Wafjer flanden, weil der Froft im Boden bas Edjmelsiafjer Kraniche trompeteten flligelichlagend im Bruch, Grauginje 3ogen — nicht eindringen lief, ftellten fic) oft friihgeitig die Wildgiinfe cin. dag ift Der Bauber ain Moor. Doch wenn das weifje Wollgras bliiht, 
Sie tibernachteten gu Taujenden in den noch nicht tegulierten, tiber- wer da8 braune Bruch wie im Schnee vor uns fiegt, dev Rienporft 
{hoemmten Wiefen- und Flubniederungen umd gogen dann morgen — duftet und un8 blutrot der flei{ehfreffende Gonnentau entgegen- 
frith in dichten Gefchiwadern twolfengleich gu den ieiten Seldern an leuchtet, dann ift e8 fehweigiam im Moor. Unter bas Summen der 
den Mooren, um dort auf den Kartoffelfehlagen aus den im Herbft Bienen und Hummeln mengt fidh wie feines leifes Lauten das Locken 
guriicigeblicbenen, derfaulten und vertrodneten Rartoffeln die Etarke jeglichen jungen Cumpf- und Waffergefttigels. In dev Kinderftube 
heraussuquetjdjen und Ouedefiden gu fammeln. uch die junge  dér Moorbetwolner lebt und rajdelt e3 iiberall geheimnisvoll. Wenn Roggenfaat dften fie mit Vorliebe, aber die Starteftigeldjen Hatten — dann {pater die Heide wieder bliiht und bad Sehmielengras fich 
e8 ihnen gang bejonders angetan. Mit etwa3 Neid fal dann ein langfam farbt, wenn die Ecilffolben fic) briunen und die Mov3- 
Sagonachbar gum anderen Hiniiber, wenn auf deffen Sdhlaigen die beere mmbe, rote Friichte anjest, damn wird e3 wieder Laut und 
Ganjfe in hellen Haufen einfielen. Auf tiefen Feldern machten tir lebhaft. 
tiefe Lécher, verblendeten fie mit umberliegendem Kartoffelfraut, Sungenten fteigen ungefdjidt auf au3 grimiiberjponnenen jebten noc) einige proviforijch mit Hédfel ausgeftopfte Ginje- Litmpeln, Befajfinen jonnen fic) in moraftigen Griinden, trippelnde 
attrappen aus und warteten in den frithen Morgenftunden auf da3 Kampfldufer und Strandliufer fuchen gelchaftig nach Nahrung. Ginfallen und Umberfireiden diefer vorfidhtigen Kapitolsracter. tberall Yocen junge, fdjedig gefireifte Riebike, alle3 lebt pom 
Bei Regenbsen, Schneetreiben und Sturm hatten wir ftet3 Grfolg, infettenfpendenden Moor mit feinen Wafferblinten, Torffublen, 
Dagegen gogen die Ginje bei Harem Sroftwwetter meiftens 3u Hoch Mobdderlichern, Binjen- und Echilfgiirteln. Gen ftehen dort die und erdugien uns in den Léchern. Gefdhoffen wurde ftets mit Mehe in der flimmernden Hike des Epatfommers, und der Sucl3 
3% mm Sedrot, jedenfalls hatten wir damit die beften Grfolge. _piirfeht dort nach jungem Waffergefliigel und Maujen. Sebt erntet 
Wahrend einer Sdyneejchmelze im Vorfriihling erlegte ich bamals der Yiiger von dem Gegen des Moores, und mande Ente wandert allein 14 Wildganje.. le wurden fie gubereitet, teils jogar al nun an den Rucfack. Wenn jpater der Brunfthirieh rHhrt im nahen 
Spicbriijte frijiert, teil gebraten, und felbft die alteren Ganfe- Forft, dann gieht wie in jedem Herbft wieder die Graugan3, und femefter wurden mit einem Ecjuh Spiritus weickh. Wer ersahlt, der Grpel fammelt das Streuforn auf den Felden. Gxjt wenn der Dah Wildgdnje ungenieBbar und tranig find, dem it nicht gu helfen! Winter einfebrt, liegt ba3 Moor sde und verlaffen, nur eingelne 
Gewif; eignet fic) ein gang alter Ganter vielleicht beffer zu Frifa- Rehe fipen auf den Heidefaupen in der Conne, und Meijter Reinefe 
dellen verarbeitet, da er leicht gu ,,trocden” ijt, aber er fann auch fdjntirt itber die gugefrorenen Blanfen. Sehrt dann wieder mit 
gebraten werden, olne da man fic) das Gehege feiner Bahne Lerdhengefang der Frithling ing Land, dann find fie wieder da, die daran ausbeift. G8 Liegt eben wie iiberall an der tidtigen Zu- befiederten fltidjtigen Wanderer. Wir Menjfehen haben fie nicGt bereitung. Dasfelbe gilt auch ungefihe flix Muerhafne. Sn Norwegen gelehen, die vielen Linder und frembden Weiten, die dev Bugvogel 
haben wir faft jeden Tag YAuerwild gegeffen, auch alte Hayne, und in den fungen Wintermonaten jah. Wir fafjen hinter dem Ofen, 
trobbem jcjmedien ie delifat. Selbfiverftiindlich ift mix ein junger doc) der Wandervogel folgte dem naturgewwollten Trieb tier ferne Han auch Veber als ein alter, aber auch diefer ift durckaus annehm-  Meere nbd Gebirge, und diefer Xrieb brachte ihn auch wieder iiber 
bar! Doc) nun Schluf mit diefem materialiftijejen Teil. den Nquator gurite in feine norbdijee Heimat! Lockend und jubelnd 

Schine Stunden verbrachte id) unten am Moor, wer gegen  ladht ber Suiihling wieder an den Brudhblinten, wenn die gefiederten 
Abend der Tag in Nacht gerflof, oder wenn das Morgenrot im Ojien Freunde ihren Godhgeitareigen fangen dott unten im Moor. Gin aufflammte und die Nacht verjagte in ferne blaue Wilder. Snimer WAhnen geht durch die Natur, alfjahrlic) immer wieder dagfclbe war e {chin dort, und das Siigerauge weidete ficl vftmalg an feltenen Whnen, wenn nach furmbdurdhtobter Friihjahrsnadt der Leng mit Maturjchaufpielen. Mit jehlagendem Herzen fcaute id) im Leng  WMeinnefang einfehrt, denn: 
der mecernden Simmelssiege gu, wenn fie fcjrdig abjttivgend den die derheibungsvoll 8 fingt — 
Balzlaut horentief, odex wenn taumelnde und fich tiber|chlagende wenn im Marg die erjte Lerche fingt!” 

Poe ous 
( HDtibnerbeobadtungen der legten Jahre LOte , 

\ Bon EW. Strag c 
sy mein eigenc3 Revier leider nur einen jehr geringen man beim Arbeiten angetrofjen atte. Bei jhinftem Wetter begann Hiihnerbejab Hat, ich aber leibenjchaftlicher Hiihnerjdhiige ich die erften Kartoffel- und Riibenjehlage mit meinem Hunde ab- bin, bleibt mir michts weiter itbrig, als 3u Veginn der gufjuchen, aber Stunde auf Stunde verging, und ein Feld nad) dem Hiihnerjagd auf Wanderfdhaft gu gehen und bald Hier, bald anderen ftreifte id) auf und nieder, ohne auch nur ein eingige3 Huhn dort Betannten und Freunden, die mit ihrem Rebhuhnjegen von weitem gu fehen! So oft mein Ounbd ftand, wurde jhwerfallig nicht allein fertig werden fonnen, gu helfen. %13 Hihnerfdhiibe ein Jungjajan hoch, um nach twenigen Hundert Metern wieder eine ift Ps im ence sae eae ie aie gufallen. [ : ‘ ; : 

au emen AL a8 1 Tg, ait i i a it Ww [ciebt und teine Miidigteit tennt. Unb jo’ mauchen Bod verbante yreinem Salgen Hing Hein bude. der Bevery eed ate id) als bejondere Anerfenmng bes Yagdherrn fiir geleiftete Arbeit Soh Hielt die heimtehrenden Acertnechte an und fragte, ob fie denn bei der Hiihnerjude pdiefer meiner Bajjton. Der Wirkungstreis —feine Hiihner gefelen Hatten. Da fagte mix der Vogt, dak am Morgen memer Wanderjagerei fiegt in Mittel- und Niederfhlejien, wo ein Volt zum nahen Grabenrand geftricen fei. Dorthin lentte ich jest id) gableeiche Reviere tenne und bejdofien habe. Dabei habe ich meine Sehritte, iiberquerte eine frifehe Schiilbrache, und jejon ftanden mit den Hiihnern fdjon die feltjamften Cxfahrungen gemacht, von  prei Volt Hithner vor mix auf! Gie fielen auf der Brache wieder denen ic) Hier fprecen till. ein, und ich umjchlug fie in grofem Bogen, um fie mix in die Riiben nde Augujt traf ich mit meinem Gunde zu adhttigiger Jagd bei gu driicten. Das war aber leichter gejagt als getan. Die unbejdhofjenen einem Revierbejiker ein, der jelbft nur noch gelegentlich am Ubjduk  Hithner gingen bei meinem Umgehungsmansver bereits auf hunderte eines guten Bodes und Hirjches Freude hatte und die Slinte hichjtens von Metern Hoch und ftrichen gegen jede Verabredung in einen Kahle mal gur eigenen Treibjagd aus dem Schrant nam. Hithner follten jhlag. Dort hoffte ich fie in dem Hohen Heidegraje, das fic) neben den geniigend vorhanden jein, ein Ubjchuf von 100 bis.150 Stic war fiir neuen Pflangungsrillen eingefunden hatte, ficher gu haben, aber auch Die acht Tage geplant. lm nachften Morgen war ich im Revier. Gin Hier erging e8 mir nicht bejjer, und jdjon auf unfinnige Entjernung fixer, Heller Junge begleitete mich und ergiflte viel von Viltern, die ftridjen die Valter ab.
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Diesmal ftiegen fie fteil hod, und aie 2 : CSS ENE - 
ich {ah fie nur ody: itber den’ Stie- (aR 5 ecm cate cece Docume 5 es oe ee ee ae i 
jernwipfeln verjdhwinden. Weifs der CSP Ne Si Riper SUL a Meteinen antl. (rer M RO Cy Me ag eee Beer eae eee 
Teufel, wo jie cingefallen jein mdgen, fe ee ee Gone ee cane ae ce ek f i 
dein e3 taren immerbin’ gegen-800°. [i ef Ee ee ee 
Morgen gefdhloffener Beftand, den fie Sects ge OEP 21 pain ie aM ncn 8 eres eee 
itberqueren muften.  Refigniert 309 on | ; beat da RE ae pe ec a geen (te. 
id wieder auf meine Brache guriid, —a th, NO ge 8, EN ESTES Rite OT TEENS ES MED Cesc! 
too id) bald ein neues Bolf- fand. LN een ik oneal Sa Mteas onetengeh menorrnie ones or RE ee 
Dieje Hiihner fielen auf einer ab- > deiteeierwMehit pecewne ere nN mS NN IRE 
gegrajten Viehfoppel ein und liefen gis shies aes aoe Sp en email, 
mich auc nur hichftens bis auf meas im " SS eee | rears Abe sept” i, 
Hundert Meter Heran, wm dann 
Hoc) iiber bas Dorf wegguftreicdhen. a 
Weitere Verjuce fehlugen aud mehr 6 ae : a 
se een febl, _ rhs vi i cee 
ehrte idf mit gangen drei Hiifnern ‘a ‘ rare 
am Galgen heim. Wlle dret waren ont, | a a om? 7 a a 
alt. — Der Miperfolg des Vor- ae el ys 
mittag3 lie} mir feine Rube. Gleich i i Pea ae 
nach bem Gffen war ich wieder reese i , a 
braufen, diesmal auf ber anderen * ap SMe : 
Geite bes Dorfes. Die einladenden * iy "4 = 
Bauernjtiice, Riiben, Rartoffeln und hy a Pg 
Maisbreiten waren leer und ver- ee : | ETT. Gia x i 
lafjen. Go jfuchte ich HauptfadlidG § ci 4 2 i. tae | 
wieder auf blanfen Brachjelbern, und F ae =. Sy, wR { 
fties bald auf ein Wolf von mehr al wats z | fe . 
alg 30 Gti, bas auf einer Wieje % a ge ae fe a % i 
ent . Um e3 site me Die Grenge eS : eileen uae, f 
gu driiden, umfdlug ic) e3 wieder : — o eS a 
im grtofen Bogen und hatte auch ogee ge base ae ee 
Gliice injofern, als id) gwei Hithner = tetera Saute : K Pa 
Herausjdopg, worauf die anderen in _ a : 
— babert San mIaS aoe 

ier gelang e3 mir enbdlid, noch * 
einige Githner gu ertwifdjen; der Der erfte Gdnee Bon Pucinstt 
Reft ftrich dann wer weif wie weit; 
id fonnte nicht mehr jeititellen, wo fie eingefallen waren. mehr al3 hdchitens 20 Stite abgefchoifen habe. Sch ging am geitigen 

Nach endlojem Bemiihen fand ich ein neues Volt in einer Sand- Nachmittag an eine dichte Schlehenhede, um fiir die Kiiche einige 
grube und trieb e8 in einen eta 50 Morgen grofen Kartoffelfdhlag,  Hahne gu jchiefen, und bummelte dabei mit umgehangenem Gewebr 
two dann das blige, ausjidtslofe Suchen begaun. Mein weit jucender quer itber ein Saatfelb. Plsglidh wurden um mich herum ganze Wolfen 

~ Hund ftieh die felecht Haltenden Hither endlich an einer Antwand her- ‘von GHithnern hoc, ein Volk reihte fich an das andere, wohin id jah, 
aus, und als fie in einem Mleefdhlag einfielen, lentte ich meine Schritte nichts al3 Hiihner, Hiner. Yeh iibertreibe nicht, wenn ich die Bahl 
dorthin, wo ich einige abjdjoR und den Reft fprengte. Auf diefe Weije auf 200 bis 300 Stiie fchabte! Fn einem lichtitehenden Lupinen{dlage 
gelang e3 mix, noch eine leidliche Stree gu machen; das Ergebni3 _jiel ein Teil davon ein, die anderen auf Brachen und Stoppeln rings 
be8 erjten Fagbdtages belief fich auf swolf Hiihner. Mit Miihe und Not Herum. Yeh nahm den Hund furg und ging unter Wind die Hiihner 
{of ich dann im Verlauf der Woche gum Teil bei ftrsmendem Regen an. Doc) faum erreichte ic) ben Lupinenidjlag, als auch fejon die 
nod) Hundert Hiihner ab. Sie waren fauer verdient, die hundert ganze Gejellfdaft laut lodend wieder aujftand, und von iiberall her 
Hithner, und bas Verhiltnis von WAlten gu Qungen war ettwa giwei gu _—‘Horte ic) das Burren und warnende Rufen dex abjtreidhenden Valter, 
eins. Dabet hatte das Revier, wie ic) mich jelbjt tihergeugt hatte, gar — die gleich einer duntlen Wolfe iiber die Schlehdornhecte der Grenge 
feinen fcdbledten Bejat, aber die alten gewibten Hithner, die betjedem ftrichen. Nicht ein Hubn tar guriidgeblieben, wie febr ich auch fuchte! 
Volt in der fbergahl waren, rijfen die Jungen mit und Hatten eine Yn ben fommenden Tagen fab ich nichts mehr von all dem Rebhuhn- 
Taktit am Leibe, um hie fie mander Feldherr beneidet hatte. Mie  reicjtum, der wie eine Fata Morgana erjdienen war. G3 war in 
lagen fie in Decung, immer auf freiem Felde, und tourden jie erft der erften Hilfte bes Oftober, ich hatte e8 hier mit ausgelprodenen 
einmal hoch, fo ftricjen fie unheimlich weit oder verfdwanden gleich  Wanderhiifnern gu tun. Wo modjten fie Hergefommen fein, 
itber dem nahen Wald auf Rimmeriviederjehen. — two modhten fie Hingiehen? Wenn auch bas Rebhuln ein boden- 

Von dort lentte id) meine Schritte in unfere fdlejijche Riiben- ftdndiger Vogel it und fic) meift fehr treu an den Plas Halt, 
gegend. Hier follte ic) auf einem griferen Revier eta 200 Hiifmer wo e3 ausgefallen ijt, jdheint mix doc) ein gewijjer Wanbdertried 
in einer Woche abjdiehen. Das Geldinde war injojern fchwierig, alg vorhanden gu fein. Des Rebhuhns nave Verwandte, die Wachtel, 
verfdhiedene grofe Steinbriidhe mit abgebauten Halden dagtwijden- tft ia feblicblic) ein ausgefprocener Zugvogel, und vielleicht jagt 
lagen, in die ic) die Hochgemachten Bolter ftets guriidzogen, und wo eine innere Stimme der Natur auch dem Rebhuhn gurveilen, wenn 
man jie nie wieder fand. Mit meinem braven ,Seppel jagte ich noc) ein. ftrenger Winter gu ertwarten ijt, af es aus unjeren nordijdjen 
am gleiden Nachmittag meiner WUntunft und jchoR 32 Hiihner. Das  Gefilben auswandern mugs, um fic) vor den Unbilden der Witterung 
twar dod) fcjon etwas nach den ftrategijdeh Hiihnern bes vorigen au fehitben. 
Reviers! uch die nachften Tage waren noc) gut, und fo tam ich bald Hierbei mbchte id noch furg eriadhnen, dafy id) im Winter 1930 
auj 150 Hiifmer. Aber aud) hier war das Verhiltnis von Alten gu in den Hoditeppen de Kilimandjaro pict am Longido Wachtel 
Sungen nicht giinjtig, und ein Drittel der Stree hatte graue Stinder. und Rebhiihner gu taujenden antraf, die vorher dort nie gewejen — 
Nach viertigiger Jagd wollte e3 nicht mehr Happen; ich fand eine waren. Sch tenne das Gebiet durch zahleeidhe Yagherpeditionen und 4 we 
Hithner mehr in den Sdhlagen. Cin Gang in bas unwegjame Geltinde Habe tvofhl guwweilen mal im Hohen Steppengraje ein paar Hiihner : 
der Steinbriide verhaly mix gu bes Ratjels Lojung. Hier gingen Hochgemacht. Damals aber fties ich fait bei jedem Sehritt Wachteln ae 
gleidhgeitig jinf bis jech3 gujammengerottete Bolter hod), verteilten und Hii}mer Heraus, die fonjt recht jparlich im rita vertreten find. 4 | 
lich weit ms Feld, und mit einem jchnell geholten Drachen begann Schon die ungdbligen Schatale forgen dafiir, dah fie nicht jonderlich 0 ee 
ich erneut den Felbgug gegen die Steinbrucjhithner. Der Dracen  Hochtommen. Ich vertaujehte damals die Bitehfe jcynell mit der Flinte, Oh - 
Hatte leider die unangenehme Cigenj{dajt, bah er nicht richtig aus- die mein Gewehrtrager fiir Perlhiihner mix nachtrug, und fdjop einige v 
balanciert war und ftindig iiber einen Gliigel im Sturgflug wieder Hiihner, die fic nicht von unjeren europdijdjen unterjchieden, aber 
gur Erde fam. Mit einem Riibenjdojjer an der einen Schwinge in meinen Michengettel angenehme Abtvedhjlung brachten. — Sn 
bejdhiert, ging 3 dann fo leidlich, und ich fhof von den Steinbruch- allen jdjlefifehen Revieren, die id) in den lebten Sahren auf Hiihner 
Hihnern in den nachiten Tagen die vorgenommene Zahl ab. Allmahlich  hejagt Habe, habe ich leider nicht einmal eine Wachtel hochgemacdht, 
Aourde die Dedung immer fparlider, e3 war Eude September, die ein Beichen, wie felten fic {chon bei uns gervorden ijt. Nur zurveilen 
Hiihner twollten nicht mehr Halten, felbjt ber Drachen verjehlte jeine im Sommer, wenn ich auf den roten Bod piirjchte, hirte ich den 
Wirtung, und beruflice WArbeiten riefen mich nach Haufe. vertrauten Wachtelidlag im hohen Korn und habe mich jedesmal 

Rurge Beit dacauf war ich in dem mir unterftellten Revier, wo  gefreut, dafs der feltene, Heine Vogel doch noch in unferen feblefijdjen 
e8 wirklich mehr Rehe als RebHiihner gibt, und wo ich in feinem Jahre  Revieren vorhanden ift. 7
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(Geheimrat Dr. Strdfe) 

Feenfpr. FeBLendorf H 4 3179 Herrn Professor Aldo Leopold, 

Ma a1 2-6 n 

Aus der Literatur ist mir nicht bekannt, dass ein anderer Ornito= 

Logischer Fachmann dhnlicheBeobachtungen in Afrika gemacht hat wien 

C.W. Strach.Ich wetss aber,auen aus eigener Erfahrung,dass in Deutsch 

tand die Rebhtihner hinundwieder aus unbekannten Briinden sich zusan= 

nen scharen und weite Wanderungen unternehmen. 

Ihr sehr ergebener



Lakeview, Oregon 

December 30, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

_ Dear Sir: 

Chief Lumberman Walter J. Perry, employed on this Forest, is 

to retire with the month of February. The collecting of a sheaf 

of letters from friends of his to be placed in a suitable binder and 

presented to him at the close of his service is contemplated. 

I am sure from personal contact with him for the past several 

years that he would prize such a letter from you very highly. If 

you would like to contribute to the sheaf your cooperation will be 

very much appreciated indeed. 

Very truly yours, 

W. O. HARRIMAN, 
Forest Supervisor.



1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 18, 1936 

Mr, W. 0, Harriman 
Forest Supervisor 
U. S. Forest Service 
Lakeview, Oregon 

Dear Mr, Harriman: 

I am honored to be given the opportunity to 
contrilute a letter about Walter Perry, It is now twenty 
years since I had the privilege of sharing the day's job with 
him, but that twenty years has served to sharpen, rather than 
dim, the outlines of his personality. 

This statewent, of course, runs the risk of wens 
construed as flattery, but actually it is far from that. I 
arises from a conviction based on a lifetime of observation of 
personalities in conservation work. 

It is the current assumption among scientists that 
one has to be a Ph.D. to be an ecologist, but I can now see 
that Walter Perry was and is an ecologist = Benne Lest 
someone else forget to mention it, I wmt to substantiation 
of this opinion his aréicle, published in the Journal of Forestry 
many years ago, on the reproduction of western yellow pine in the 
Southwest. Walter had simply been keeping his eye open in the 
course of his duties as a timber scaler, and wrote this paper 
summarizing his opinionsabout the mechanism of pine reproduction. 
At the time of writing it, he had never met the personnel of the 
Southwestern Forest Biperiment Station, much less had he any de- 
tailed knowledge of the detailed, expensive research work they 
had been carrying on in the same subject for a decade, It so 
happened that the Experiment Station published its report only a 
few months later, There was an astonishing parallelism between 
Perry's conclusions, drawn without the expendi ture of a cent of 
funds, and probably with very little moral encouragement, and the 
Experiment Station's frmal findings, arrived at through the 
expenditure of many thousands of dollars for formal research. 

If we could only recognize and mark the Perrys in an 
organization like the Forest Service, it might help to anticipate 
the results of the heavy scientific labors which are necessary for 
the unravelling of conservation problems.



W. 0. Harriman--2 Jamary 18, 1936 

I have had a peculiar recent experience in connection 
with Walter. At the time I knew him, neither he nor I had 
ever heard of any serious attempt to revive archery in the 
United States. In 192 I caught the archery bug and I am now 
locally recognized as an enthusiast. Imagine, therefore, my 
surprise, in picking wp C, C. Hall's new archery paper, to 
see that Walter Ferry had likewise become infected. When I 
got this news it occurred to me that the English longbowmen 
who won the Battle of Crecy probably included a number of 
Walter Perry's ancestors. He fits the part of an English long- 
bowman to a nicety. And there you have its Robin Hood, Daniel 
Boone, and Doctor of Philosophy, all rolled into one and called 
Wal ter. 

The American public will probably never understand 
the peculiar quality of the men who constituted the Forest 
Service during its transition from pioneer to ecological engineer. 
If I were able to record that transition in terms of either 
romance or science, I would likely select Walter Perry as the 
personification of both, Now that he is to lay aside his symbol 
of office--the marking axe--I wish him many happy and peaceful 
years with his longbow, his books, and his friends. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
- Professor of Game Management



Hungarian Fartridge 

Jan. 6, 1936. While riding from Milwaukee to Madison on the 

C.M.St.P. &P., Clarence Schloener saw the following Rengarian 

Partridge from the left of train, All were within 100-125 yards of 

the right~-of=way. : 

: 2 covies 2 miles east of Pewaukee in 
open and in corn field, 6+ 19 25 

] covey of 7 west of Pewaukee —~ 7 

2 covies of 11 each & mi. east of Yatertown 22 

Lor 2 covies close together between 
Watertown and Yaterleo 19 

Birds flushed by train 2 

Birde a * a 3 

i covey near Hubbleton 15 

1 or & covies 88 im tovies 
5 flying 

Total seen "95



January 1936 Census of Hungarian ee at 

Blissfield, Michican 3 

a R. EL Yeatter 

Three consecutive January censuses in 1931, 1932, and 1933 of gallin- 

aceous birds were made by the writer on an 1820-acre study area near 

Blissfield, Michigan. No counts were made on this area in 1934 and 1935. 

A fourth census has just been made Jamary 11 to 14 and the results are 

given in this report. Mr. BE. L. Wickliff and Mr. Arland of the Ohio 

Conservation Division took part in the work January 11 to 14. During the 

remaining time the writer worked on the area with the bird dog used in 

previous years. 

Farmer observers whom the writer had frequently contacted previously 

and knew to be reliable reported a general decrease in the number of Hun- 

garian partridges on the area first noted in the summer and fall of 1934. 

Observers in Wood county, 6hio, also reported a decrease in numbers but 

apparently extending over several years, As stated in the Hungerian 

partridge bulletin (1934) the population in the vicinity of the study area 

had been increasing from 1931 to 1933. 

About five-sixths of the study area was covered in the present census. 

The work was done as thoroughly as possible, but lack of time prevented 

checking of the figures as was done on previous occasions. During the first 

day's work tracking snow aided in locating coveys but rain’ and crusted snow | 

made conditions less favorable for the remaining time. | 

My notes show that the January population of partridges on the actual 

portion of the area covered was as follows in the preceding years: 1931 - 103 

birds; 1932 - 138 birds; 1933 - 228 birds. In 1936 12 coveys were flushed 

; ;



Soe a | 

and two additional ones were located by tracks, making a total of 135 birds 

counted. Careful consideration of the possibility of error leads me to 

i believe that this represents approximately 85% of the birds actually present 

on the area anion On this basis the population would be about 159 birds. 

This figure shows a decrease in mmbers since 1933. Reports of residents 

in this area combined with actual census figures indicate a rise in population 

to the fall of 1933 and a decided decrease in mmbers beginning with the sumer 

or fall of 1934. It will be recalled that the swmer of 1934 was one of 

extreme drought and the breeding season of 1935 was exceptionally wet. There 

is a possibility that both conditions may have been detrimental to reproduction. 

It is of interest to note alm that the population behavior for the years 

covered parallels the Wisconsin ruffed grouse cycle, The possibility that 

the Hungarians are exhibiting cyclic fluctuations in this region would seem to 

be worth further mutintin. Middleton and Rowan have presented evidence on 

cycles in England and Alberta and Wing is reported to have further data on this 

subject. 

A further item of interest is the increase of quails on the area since 

the 1933 census. During the years 1931 and 1932 the quail pomlation decreased 

and in 1933 no quails were found on the study area. In 1936 41 quails were 

flushed. The quail population has remained suall but has varied inversely 

with the Hungarian partridge population during the four years covered by the 

census. : | 

In one of 12 coveys flushed there was good evidence that pairing had begtin. |



; File: Hungarian a 

Minnesota 

Extract from letter from Bunker Schlatter, Resettlement Administration, 
Big Falls, Minnesota, March 5, 1937: 

".,..Yes, there are Hungarians up here and more than I thought. You mst 
have &@ map of the area so I will tell you that there are at least these that 
I am sure of. Five at Hay Creek, five west of Hay Creek on Highway 72, 
and two near Waskish. The last two groups mentioned I have seen myself and 
the others are certainly present."
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42h University Farm Place 
November 14, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

PERSONAL 
Dr. F. &. Henika 
State College of Washington 
Pullman, Washington 

Dear Franklin: 

I was much interested to get the news. I have never heard of 
MeKenney and I am quite sure that he has never published anything in the wild- 
life management field. It would be very valuable to me if you would give me 
your confidential size-up from time to time. It is important for the Institute 
committee to know what calibre of unit leader the U.S.3B.S. is using. 

Schorger has as yet published no book. His only publication on 
pigeons is as follows: "The Great Wisconsin Passenger Pigeon Nesting of 1871," 
Proc. Linnaean Society of New York, No. 48, 1936, published October, 1937, 
pp- 1-26. Since you need this right away, I am sending you my library copy. 
Kindly return when you are through with it. It might be that Schorger still : 
has reprints and you could get one by asking him. In any case you could buy 
that mumber of the Linnaean Proceedings. 

Starker's address is 26 Panoramic Way, Berkeley. 

There were more bows and arrows in the woods this fall than any 
previous season, but the net score to date is two cripples, both due, I think, 
to dull broadheads. I hunted about three weekends. Carl had two poor shots 
and I had one good one at a running buck in the open, 25 yards. Roy Case was 
over but I think got no shots. I am pleased to hear about your broadhead 
flight shoot. : 

Tn one way it may perhaps be an adventage should you end up heading 
the technical work rather than administrative work of the unit. Very few of 
the unit administrators have any time to do anything except make reports and 
Speeches. 

Love to Dorothy. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

; November 6, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: 
Occasionally it turnes out to be profitable to put things off on the chance 

that something will happen worth telling about. In the present instance 1 have delayed 

writing you about the summers experience because as things turned out September found 
me with very little wobth communicating. My travel setup with the State Game Department 
bogged down somewhat after the first week on the olympic peninsula. Due to unexpected 

shortage of funds it was necessary to team up with one of the state men on a rapid fire 
survey of upland game preserves and the balance of my time was spent in this manner. 

We hit about two a day, consequently while 1 obtained a good cross section of the State 
there was no time for building a thorough background as we went along . However recent 
events overshadow anything 1 might have done this summer , and 1 hasten to tell you the 
news. 

Washington is about to give birth to a Game Research Unit , involving the 
cooperation of the College, the State Game Department, and the U.S. Bureau of Biological 
Survey. The infant may be small in as mich as the birth is in a senge not entirely a 
normal one , but will doubtless outgrow any initial handicap . Here is the situation 
in so far as 1 have been able to draw the loose ends together. lr Mc Cauley, State 
Director of Game has been successful in getting about }6000 of earmarked research 

funds past his commission and has been pressing the Survey pretty hard for a unit at 
W.S.C. The College is ready to cooperate as to facilities and personnel , although 
their contribution will perhaps fall a little short of even money. The Biological Survey 
while lacking extensive funds at the moment apparently expects to have some in the 
near future, and for the present apparently has conceived the idea of having their fur 
disease man just arrived, take over and orgahize a program. This gentlemen, Dr F.D. 
Me Kenney, is attached to the Veterinary Department here (why none of us know), came imbo 
my office a few days back and announced that he was here to organize a research program 
and said that he might need my help. 

It is a peculiar situation, marked with some behind the scenes manuevering 
that has not yet come out into the open, Dr Webster , Head of Zoology has been working 
on the state setup for years trying to &ch up past differences and we thought that 

things were going nicely. Perhaps they still are, it is difficult to tell. In so far 
as my personal opportunities are influenced , they cannot help but benefit 1 think, 

however things turn out. Howeyer,it is disconcerting for the moment as you will admit 
to have someone walk off with bed after toting it in patient obscurity for over a 
year, especially when direction of graduate research on ecological problems threatens 
to be taken over. There ase jall the makings of a fine departmental squabble as things 
now stand. We had one meeting today and another is set for the 14th of the month, at 
which time things will probably shake down. 

What , if anything do you know about Dr. McKenney? He has been employed by the 
Biological Survey for the past eight years 1 understand but 1 have been unable to find 
any evidence of research activity along game management lines on his part the last year 

or so. Hence 1 have no way of knowing what his potentialities are along these lines. 

All in all 1 think that Mr. Mc Cauley is playing the Survey hard to get them in here 
perhaps without realizing the awkwardness of the situation in so far as we are concerned. 
Fortunately 1 find myself in a strong position in so far as suggesting problems is 

concerned, s&nce for some weeks 1 have had a manuscript on game research needed in 
Washington ready to go. We have also been going ahead this fall with plans for trapping Be



banding and feathermarking pheasants and have had a 700 acre area under close observa— 
tion. I have already come to tHe conclusion that to follow pheasant behavior in this 
country a much larger area is necessary, probably an entire drainage. L think that 
mobility will run much higher here than in the middle west but that is simoly a guess. 

I have one graduate student who is helping with field work and 1 manage to work a 
number of senior students in on censuses. Pheasant populations are running about a 
bird per twenty five acres before hunting season . Now, during the season they are too 
scattered to census with anything short of an army. Normally a large percentage of the 
flock roosts in the brushy draws but after a few days hunting they take to the wheat 
stubble which has not yet been burned or plowed. 

How is deer season in Wisconsin? I managed to get in a two day hunt on the 
special bow and arrow area which is some three hungred miled@ from Pullman by driving 
all one night. Had no shots but met a fine group of coast archers. We made the mistake 
of camping at about 2500 fect whereas the bucks were still at 5000 fect and we had to 
climb half a day to contact them. One of the. group hit one hard, it ran several hundred 
yards bleeding profusely. Then it went between two trees and the head of the arrow 
which had gone clear through apparently in the kidney region caught and pulled out 
whereupon the blood trail ended and he could not be found, So far as 1 know this was 
the only buck hit in a three weeks season here. I had also the unique experience of 
sleeping in a large teepee where yous could build up a roaring fire before tiumning in 
and of all the camping rigs 1 have ever used this was supreme. Nary a bit of smoke, lots 
of heat plus the ventilation that only a teepee gives. Also managed to uphold the honor 
of the tribe by winning the broadhead flight shoot by some thirty yards much to the 
confusion of the chap who won the Art Young trophy at the national in San Francisco 
this summer as well as several recurve addicts with their horned weapons. 

In conclusion 1 have a favor or so to ask. Can you send me the name of the 
publisher of Mr. Shorger's passenger pigeon book, or has it not yet beeN published? 
I wanted to review it in seminar later in the semester. If it is not in print would 
it be possible to borrow a manuscript? 1 assume that it would not , though 1 would be 
flattered and perhaps naive enough to lend one of mine under similar circumstances 
if 1 had any. Can you send me Starkers address? His wedding announcement was mislaid 
in moving this fall and we have a small remembrence that is long overdue, 

P.S. Edo not know how confidentiol news of our unit Ae tenho 
is , or whether or not it is news to you. ’ —



Hungarian Partridge 

SEX RATIO OF HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE EMBRYOS 

The following embryos were sexed by Ray Owen, Genetics Department, 
April, 1939. The eggs were collected by Arthur S. Hawkins on the Faville 
Grove Area in 1938. 
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SPREAD OF THE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 
IN WISCONSIN 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

The process of pioneering contains orderly developmental 
sequences and recurrent patterns of movement and behavior. 
This pioneering pattern, once discovered, makes possible the 
interpretation of chains of facts each hitherto standing in iso- 
lation, known but not understood. 

In human history the great exponent of this concept was 
Frederick Turner. 

In natural history, a worldwide transplantation of animals 
into new environments is now taking place. Whether deliberate 
or accidental, success or failure, wise or unwise, each such trans- 
plantation offers a chance to observe the pioneering process in 
daily detail. 

A successful transplantation spreads like ripples from a 
cast stone, The rate of spread reflects the resistance of the en- 
vironment. Good records of the rate and manner of spread are, 
however, uncommon. 

The spread of the pheasant, for example, was confused by 
the great number of almost simultaneous plantings.2 That of 
the starling, on the other hand, took place unobscured and has 
been recorded.? 

The spread of the honey bee, like that of the starling, took 
place unobscured by plantings, but it was not recorded because 
it took place in the wilderness. European black honey bees, 
transplanted into New England in 1638,+ spread westward more 
rapidly than European settlers. By 1797 they had passed the 
Mississippi. In 1812 we find the hero of Cooper’s novel “Oak 
Openings”® gathering wild honey on a commercial scale in south- 
ern Michigan, a region as yet devoid of settlements, and like 
the rest of the continent, devoid of native honey bees. The 
European bees had arrived long enough in advance of 1812 to 
enable the bears to develop a honey-hunting technique. 

5
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No one mapped the spread of the bee, and probably no one 

but the bears possessed the necessary data. 
The spread of the European gray (Hungarian) partridge 

(Perdix perdix) was, in most states, masked by widespread 

plantings.2* In a few states, however, these birds were al- 

lowed to spread, without interruption, from single focal points, 
notably in the Canadian wheat belt,” in northern Iowa,’ in south- 

ern Michigan,® and in southeastern Wisconsin. 

This paper attempts to amplify and bring up to date my 

preliminary accounts °° of the introduction and spread of the 

partridge as a member of the Wisconsin animal community. 

PABST PLANTINGS 

The established partridge populations of Wisconsin originate 

(with minor exceptions) from a series of plantings made by 

Colonel Gustave Pabst of Milwaukee on his farms in Ottawa 

Township, Waukesha County, from 1908 to 1929. From this 

focal center the partridges spread, without interruption, for 

two decades, and with only minor interruptions for a third. 
Other plantings were made, but for at least 20 years none was 

successful. 
Here then we should be able to reconstruct the pattern by 

which this pioneering species invaded a new but heretofore in- 
accessible environment. Fig 1 shows the spread contours for 

1920, 1930, and 1987, as reconstructed during this study. These 

are the “ripples” of the stone cast by Colonel Pabst in 1908. 

Walter E. Scott}! has published a history of the Pabst 

plantings, but his dates are incomplete. My own previous ac- 

counts lack detail as to numbers planted, and contain errors in 

dates. To settle these discrepancies Scott has placed at my dis- 

posal all records available in the Conservation Department, 

while Colonel Pabst has loaned me what remains of his corre- 

spondence. The following account combines this authoritative 

information with data collected in the field since 1928. 

Colonel Pabst’s gamekeeper, Jack Porter, remembers that the 

first importation of partridges was made in 1908, two years be- 

fore his employment in 1910. There is no record of the number. 

The birds were pinioned and placed inside a 40-acre enclosure 

which also contained deer, turkey, guinea hens, and ducks. The 

young were not pinioned, and were supposed to fly out. “The
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Fic. 1. Spread contours and arrival dates of Hungarian partridge 
in southeast Wisconsin. 

experiment was not a howling success, but ...a few birds 

were reared ... and there were still a few pairs in the en- 
closure when Porter came to me in 1910” (Pabst letter of Oc- 
tober 11, 1987). 

It is doubtful whether this initial importation resulted in 

any wild coveys. It was followed, however, by a series of four 
shipments released directly into the field. Letters from Colonel 

Pabst written in 1924, 1925, and 1929 ascribe his first estab- 
lishment of partridges in the wild to these four plantings. The 

dates are not given, but each letter mentions four successive
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plantings, made in identical locations, during alternate years, 
over a period variously estimated as six to eight years. 

There is an anonymous official report,!2 published in 1919, of 

1,000 partridges planted by Colonel Pabst in 1913, and 1,000 in 

1915. Scott’s “Conservation History”! draws its data from this 

source. The Pabst correspondence contains the statement that 

the first of the series came “about 1910,” and the strong in- 

ference that the last came about 1918. I conclude, therefore, that 
1910, 1913, 1915, and 1918 are the probable dates, the first three 
being accurate and the last conjectural. 

The anonymous report gives some interesting detail: the 

500 pairs imported in 1913 were kept confined until March, 1913, 

when 100 pairs died of roup. The remainder were then released. 

It also records a large shipment in 1914, all of which died en 

route. It estimates that a total of 25,000 “Huns” had been turned 
out on the Pabst farms. This incredible figure undoubtedly refers 

to the wild population which resulted from the Pabst plantings 

up to 1919. Palmer'* records only 98,000 imported into the 
United States from 1906 to 1911, Yeatter® records 268,401 im- 
ported from 1900 to 1932. The Biennial Report for 1921-2215". ¢ 

states: “About six years ago . . . Gustave Pabst . . . liberated 

about 1,200 pairs.” This checks roughly with the summary of 
Pabst plantings recorded in Table 3. 

The geographic origin of the five Pabst importations be- 

tween 1908 and 1918 is indicated by the following quotations: 
“The majority of the birds I received were direct shipments 
from what was formerly Bohemia. A Mr. Sonnenschein, a large 
landowner there, living in the city of Prague, was one of the 

large growers and exporters of Bohemian hops, and from him 
the Pabst Brewing Company bought a very large part of their 

(hops) requirements. On one of his visits he learned of my im- 

portation of the Hungarian partridge, and from him I bought 
probably the largest number of birds” (Pabst letter of Novem- 

ber 11, 1937). “The Hungarians I partly bought from dealers in 

this country, largely from the old firm of Wentz and Mackensen, 
but the majority of the birds I purchased direct from Bohemia” 
(letter of July 30, 1925). 

The sixth Pabst planting came in 1927, and was made “to 
bring in a new infusion of blood.” It consisted of 27 pairs pur- 
chased through Julius Loewith, Inc., of New York (letter of
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September 5, 1929). Mr. Loewith writes me (September 21, 

1937) that all his partridges came from Bohemian estates. His 
records are destroyed, but he remembers selling Colonel Pabst 

“several lots . . . a small lot right after the war.” The “small 

lot”? may be the 1918 shipment. 

The seventh and last Pabst planting was in 1929, and again 

consisted of 27 pairs, purchased through Loewith. The purpose 

was to bolster a shortage, which, however, “it did not help at 
all” (letter of January 14, 1930). 

The total number of partridges planted is estimated by 

Coionel Pabst in his letters as “five to six thousand” (1925, 1929) 
and “six to eight thousand” (1925). The assumed total of his 

plantings here used (Tables 1 and 8) is 5,000. 

Colonel Pabst was so beset by inquiries about his partridge 
enterprise that he devised a “form letter.” Identical verbiage 

recurs in many replies to correspondents, 

OTHER PRIVATE PLANTINGS 

J. W. Foster of Brandon, Fond du Lac County, tells me that 

Colonel Pabst presented him with 12 partridges from his “first 

importation,” and that he planted these birds near Brandon. 

He does not remember the date, but I here assume the Foster 
birds were part of the 1910 Pabst shipment. The site is now 

occupied by birds which have spread from the south. Mr. Foster 
thinks this present population results from his planting, but 

my evidence, gathered from other sources, indicates that the 

original planting died out about 1912. This is the first of many 

instances in which natural spread proved more potent than de- 
sultory plantings. 

About 1914 the Sportsman’s Club of Independence, Trempea- 
leau County, bought three pairs from the Mackensen Game Farm 

and released them just north of Independence. The birds drifted 

west and raised at least one covey two years later. They then 

disappeared. 

In 1922 F. R. Mueller of Waukegan, Illinois, is said to have 

released about a dozen “Hungarian pheasants” near Moose Lake, 

Sawyer County. It has been impossible to untangle the question 

of whether they were partridges or pheasants. This terrain is 
entirely unsuitable for either, and the release illustrates the
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slight knowledge of partridges and pheasants then prevalent. 

The birds of course disappeared. 
In 1923, 20 partridges were planted near Hudson, St. Croix 

County. The origin is unknown, but some persisted until later 

state plantings in 1930. None now survive. 

During the period 1925-1931, the Rock Creek Trout Club 

in Polk County, after corresponding with Colonel Pabst, propa- 

gated and released a total of about 300 partridges. The birds 
were reared by Joseph Burkhart from eggs bought in Alberta. 

These plantings did not become established, so the club is now 

trying chukars. 

The Berlin Izaak Walton League (Green Lake County) im- 

ported 20 partridges in 1929, the shipment being a part of the 

state’s importation for that year. Later the state supplied addi- 

tional birds, a total of 118 being planted. Four coveys persist, 

but there is no indication of active spread. 

In 1929 the Milwaukee Izaak Walton League imported 20 

pairs for propagation on the Moon Lake Game Farm in Fond 

du Lac County, but failing to get any eggs, the birds were turned 

loose in 1930. In 1933 the locality was invaded by birds spreading 

from the south. There is no intermediate information, so the 

question of whether this planting survived must remain un- 

answered. 
In 1931 Otto Beyer bought 20 birds and released them on 

his shooting preserve near Briggsville, on the border of Columbia 

County. They disappeared. 
In 1933 the New Lisbon Conservation Club (Juneau County) 

bought six birds, which were augmented by 20 state birds and 

planted. A covey was seen in 1934 but none persist now. A 

previous plant of six birds in 1929 disappeared in 1931. 

In general, then, no private plantings except those of Colonel 

Pabst show unmistakable evidence of success. 

The data on private plantings are segregated in Table 1. 

They also are included in a summary by counties (Table 3). 

Locations of all plants, both private and state, appear in Fig. 2. 

SPREAD FROM ILLINOIS AND MINNESOTA 

The Pabst plantings coincided with a wave of sportsman- 

enthusiasm over partridges which began as early as 1900 on the 

Atlantic seaboard, and reached Illinois by 1913. Imported birds,
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Fic. 2. Plantings of Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin, also density 
of population within the 1937 boundary. 

purchased both by private individuals and by the state, were 

planted in Illinoist® near the Wisconsin boundary as follows: 
100 at Richmond, 1913; 100 at Fox Lake, 1918; 100 at Wauke- 

gan, 1918. These Illinois plantings were successful and may have 

spread into southern Walworth and Kenosha counties before the 

arrival of the Pabst birds, but the fact that the spread in Illinois 

has always lagged behind the spread in Wisconsin (see receding 

boundary, Fig. 1) makes it unlikely that they account for any 

great part of the Wisconsin stock. In the aggregate, Wisconsin 

probably contributed more birds to Illinois than vice versa.
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A wave of Hungarian planting passed over Iowa® during the 

period 1909-1913, but none became established near the Wis- 
consin boundary. 

A persistent effort to establish partridges began in Minne- 

sota in 1926. Some of the heaviest plantings were made near 

Winona, opposite Trempealeau County. Partridges drifting or 

spreading into Wisconsin from Minnesota are of record in my 

notes as follows: 

Appeared Disappeared 
Near viilage of Trempealeau 1928 1930 
East of Fountain City, Buffalo Co. 20 in 1928 7 
West of Viroqua, Vernon Co, 40 in 1928 ? 
South of Prairie du Chien, in Grant Co. iz ? 

Locations of these drift colonies appear as triangles in Fig. 2. 

Two coveys of unknown origin appeared in St. Croix and 

Pierce counties in 1932 and 1984. These may have arisen from 

the Hudson plantings shown in Fig. 2, or they may have drifted 

in from Minnesota. They have now disappeared. 

Drift colonies from the Minnesota planting also appeared in 

the northeastern corner of Iowa. 
All the Wisconsin colonies of Minnesota birds have, in so 

far as known, proved ephemeral. 

STATE GAME FARM PRODUCTION AND STATE PLANTINGS 

Previous to 1928 the partridge was considered by most 
state game farms as impracticable to propagate. In that year 

Michigan produced several hundred birds from wild-trapped 

stock which had spread into the state from Indiana. Encouraged 

by this success, Wallace Grange, Wisconsin’s Superintendent of 

Game, in the winter of 1928-29 trapped about 100 partridges near 

Oconomowoc. The trapping was done by K. J. MacFarlane. A 

dozen of these birds were planted on the site of the present Uni- 

versity Arboretum near Lake Wingra (but never seen since). 

The remainder were sent to the Fish Creek Game Farm, Door 

County, for propagation. 

Fish Creek was the center of partridge propagation until 

1931, when the breeding stock was moved to Moon Lake, Fond 
du Lac County, and placed in charge of Frank Hopkins, who had 
learned game keeping in England and had operated the Moon 

Lake Refuge for the Milwaukee chapter of the Izaak Walton
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League since 1926. In 1936 operations were transferred to Poy- 

nette, Columbia County, where a new propagating plant had 

been built in 1934. 
In addition to the initial stock wild-trapped in 1928, an im- 

portation of breeding stock was made in 1929.14 Hand-reared 

stock was borrowed from Michigan in 1931 and Oregon in 1932. 
Some was purchased in Manitoba in 1934 and in Wisconsin in 
1937. 

To reconstruct an accurate record of the state’s output of 
planting stock is difficult. Records go back only to 1933, recol- 

lections of previous output do not agree, and the Biennial Re- 

ports’ do not always give usable figures. There is also confusion 

between the number reared and the number planted. Table 2 

attempts to select what seem to be the most dependable figures on 

the state’s operations. 
In Table 3 all known plantings, both state and private, are 

arranged by counties. This table is offered with more confidence, 

for it consists in large part of data gathered at first hand in the 

field from the sportsmen and wardens who made the plantings. 

Combining all available records, there appear to have been 
planted in Wisconsin to date: 

669 partridges propagated by the state at the State Game Farm 
224 imported or trapped by the state 

5,460 imported or propagated by private persons 

6,353 

There survive at this writing, in addition to the established 

populations within the 1937 spread contour, about 25 scattered 
‘coveys, most of which appear in Fig. 1. 

TYPES OF SPREAD 

The years of first arrival recorded in Fig. 1 were accumulated 
piecemeal during the past decade. Each figure represents the 

year of arrival at the spot marked “X”, and is the outcome of 
personal inquiry among local farmers, sportsmen, or wardens. 

Such a process of interrogation disclosed a vast disparity in 

competence as between observers. Prominent sportsmen some- 

times revealed their inability to distinguish a partridge from a 

pheasant. Others had at their fingertips the complete chronology, 

size, location, mortality and movement of every covey. The best
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information came from those who had conducted winter feed- 
ing operations. Some farmers had partridges in their fields 

without knowing it; others knew of the first outposts miles away. 

Many a day’s questioning yielded only discarded data; again an 

hour’s discussion yielded a clear picture of half a county. All 

data were accumulated on county maps. 

During the summer of 1937 John Beule, one of my students, 

mapped the spread in Dodge County and adjoining parts of 
Fond du Lac and Sheboygan. His data are incorporated in Fig. 1. 

Both my own work and Beule’s support the hypothesis that 

the Wisconsin partridge “front” advances by three mechanisms: 

(1) By slow yearly overflow into adjacent unoccupied ter- 

ritory. This is the “ripple” type of spread. 

(2) By salients suddenly thrust out into unoccupied territory 

and then slowly amalgamated with the main front. 

(3) By isolated outposts of population thrown far ahead 

of the main front. These may enlarge and eventually 

coalesce with the main front. 

While the long-time trend is one of aggression into new 

territory, this trend is the net resultant of many local retreats 
and halts as well as advances. Salients or outposts are thrust 

out only to encounter bad seasons or adverse range and die. 

“Bubbles” or vacant spots are left behind the main advance, and 

may not become populated for a decade (for example, most of 
Ozaukee County). Some are submarginal range and persist in- 

definitely (for example, Horicon Marsh and parts of the kettle 

moraine). Others of marginal quality doubtless disappear and 

reform with varying population pressure. But despite these 

local defeats, the partridge front has, during the 30 years since 

their introduction, advanced steadily across the fertile farm- 

lands eastward to the barrier of Lake Michigan, southward to a 

juncture with the Illinois populations, westward into the prairies 

of the driftless area, northwestward to the border of the sands. 
and northward into the rich clays of the Green Bay region. 

What will ultimately halt their advance no man can yet say. 

The finer details of spread pattern during the early years are 

lost. The outward movement can be depicted only in terms of 

crude 10-year contours, such as those for 1920 and 1930 (Fig. 1).
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Some of the more recent spread-phenomena have, however, been 

reconstructed in more detail, and are now discussed. 

SPREAD BY SALIENT 

Exodus of 1935-36. About Christmas time during the winter 

of 1935-36, Sheboygan and Manitowoc counties, up to that time 

unoccupied by partridges, simultaneously received an influx of 
“thousands” of these birds. There must have been a wholesale 

exodus from the established range to the southward. This sud- 

den invasion represents a northward thrust of 50 miles, a greater 

distance than had been covered by the usual mode of spread 

during the preceding 25 years. 

It is hard to gather an intelligible account of this extra- 

ordinary movement. No one saw the birds move. No one knows 

anything except a few wardens, sportsmen, and farmers, who, 

in braving the historic blizzards of that winter to carry grain 

to their feeding stations, noticed the presence of the new ar- 

rivals. Their advent was regarded as lucky, but hardly as phe- 

nomenal. In biology, as.in history, the greatness of an event 

is seldom appreciated by its eye-witnesses. 

The 1932 exodus of sharptail grouse into southern Canada 

was observed by at least one scientist,1* but no scientific insti- 

tution even knew of this partridge exodus until nearly two years 

after the event. 

Warden James Edick of Sheboygan says “there were six to 

eight coveys of 30 to 75 birds each in the 10-mile stretch of 

lakeshore south of town. We put out feed, but they would not 
enter our shelters, so we fed them on wind-swept knolls.” 

Warden John Egan of Manitowoc gives a similar account. He 

tells of one covey which appeared in a lakeshore willow thicket 

on the outskirts of the city, and being fed, spent the winter. 

Most of the new arrivals appeared on the belt of rich red 

soil, about 10 miles wide, which parallels the lake shore. At 

least a dozen known coveys survived until 1937. Two coveys 

even invaded the sterile gravel hills of the “kettle moraine” 

which comprise the western edge of these counties, and some 

birds persisted there, for a nesting hen was seen in 1937. By the 

fall of 1937, however, the upper half of Manitowoc County ap- 

pears to have died out. During the present winter (1937-38) 

four coveys persist in the southeast corner of Manitowoc County.
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Sheboygan County is at least sparsely populated over most of 
its area, for 135 partridges were reported killed during the 1937 

season (Table 5). 

During the same winter a similar but smaller salient was 

thrust northward up the center of Fond du Lac County, and en- 
countering the south end of Lake Winnebago, moved up its east 

shore to the border of Calumet County, a total distance of 20 

miles. This salient encountered rich farming soils similar to the 

Sheboygan-Manitowoc lake shore belt, and most of the coveys 

were represented by nesting birds and broods in 1937. 

A third salient was thrust up the Sugar River in Dane 

County from Belleville to Verona, a distance of 12 miles. It is 
not certain, however, that this occurred at exactly the same time. 

It is known that most of the coveys in this salient first appeared 
in 1936, that they nested in 1937, and that at least one made a 

further advance to the Riley Game Area in September, 1937, 

where it persists at this writing (January, 1938). 
All three salients have four features in common: 

(1) All were thrust northward. 

(2) All have, to this date, an extremely thin population. 

(8) The first two certainly (and the third probably) took 

place during the first onset of killing weather about 

Christmas of 1935. 
(4) All three were fed after arrival, and thus had a good 

chance to survive. 

The three salients are unlike in two respects: The Sheboy- 

gan-Manitowoc movement was partly into rich agricultural soil 
and partly into poor hill-land, whereas the other two were en- 

tirely into good soil. Those on good soil persist and have even 

spread; that partly on poor soil has lost half its original gains. 

It is doubtful whether these sudden winter movements are 

selective as to route or destination. They seem to be blind move- 

ments; those stumbling upon poor environment die off and are 

forgotten, or perhaps wander until good environment is en- 

countered. 

Previous Movements. There is fragmentary evidence that 

similar movements have occurred before, some of them into the 
identical regions invaded in 1936. Thus a covey appeared south 
of Manitowoc about 1932, and may have persisted until over-
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ridden by the 1936 exodus. The south half of Washington County 
was colonized in 1933, and the adjacent corner of Sheboygan 

received two coveys the same year, all persisting. The orienta- 

tion of this thrust was northward. Its date was probably late 

fall or winter, for local sportsmen attributed it to the scattering 

of partridges within the established range by pheasant hunters. 
The impression of blind movement is supported by sporadic 

appearances of single birds in localities far removed from in- 

habited range. Thus a single bird was killed by a snowplow in 

January, 1937, near Wisconsin Rapids, between Portage and 

Wood counties. Another was found dead during the same month 
near Reedsburg, in Sauk County. 

Depopulation. The invasion of whole counties by “thousands” 

of partridges implies depopulation of the region from which the 
birds moved. In the case of the 1935-86 exodus, there is histori- 
cal evidence of such depopulation. On the Faville Grove Game 
Area in Jefferson County, Hawkins? recorded a winter decrease 
of 50 per cent, despite continuous feeding. 

The state kill for 1936, the year following the exodus, shows 
a 35 per cent decrease over 19385 (Table 4). 

The exact region depopulated is unknown, nor is it possible 

to disentangle ordinary starvation loss in situ from loss by 
exodus. The only certain thing is that a widespread decrease 

within the established range coincided in time with the hard 
winter and the exodus to new range. 

SPREAD BY OUTPOSTS 

In 1927 the main western front had just entered Rock 
County at Lima Centre near Whitewater. Further south it had 

advanced to Delavan in Walworth County. In January 1928 
(another hard winter), a covey of 10 partridges was seen near 
New Glarus, in Green County, 40 miles west of what was then 

the main front. In July, 1929, a single bird was seen near Clarno, 

40 miles west of the main front, and in July, 1929, a covey was 
seen at Oakley, 30 miles west of the main front. These outposts 

must have died, for during the ensuing decade no birds were 

seen, and the main front has just reached the sites where out- 
posts appeared in 1928. 

These outpost-colonies differ from the salients previously de- 

scribed in that the movement was westward, not northward.
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There is probably no real distinction between outposts and 

salients; a salient is a continuous string of outposts. 

OPEN SEASONS AND KILL; FLUCTUATIONS 

All spread phenomena should be interpreted in the light of 

population density. There are available in Wisconsin three 

indices to partridge population status: 

Open seasons since 1921. (See Table 4). 

Kill records since 1932. (See Table 5). 

Census of the Faville Grove Game Area, Jefferson County, 

since 1935. 

Open Seasons and Kill. In 1919, 11 years after the first Pabst 

planting, the legislature opened Waukesha and Jefferson coun- 

ties for a five-day partridge season with a limit of two birds per 

day. This season continued through 1920, but in 1921 the limit 

was increased to five. In 1922, 1923, and 1924 the season was 

shortened to two days and the bag limit was reduced to four 

birds. In 1925 and 1926 the season was closed; this possibly re- 

fiects the “die-off” of the 10-year cycle, which peaked in 1924. 

1927 and 1928 were again open, but only in a few townships. 

The open area was so small as to induce a severe concentration 

of hunters and much annoyance to farmers. Severely localized 

open seasons have ever since been abandoned as bad policy. 
1929-1930-1931 were again closed. Colonel Pabst definitely 

records a scarcity during the winter of 1929-30, and mentions 

two wet, cold breeding seasons as the cause. 

Since 1932 a season of 4 to 14 days has been allowed yearly in 

a slowly enlarging area, which in 1937 included 9 counties. At 
least two of these, however, have only a sprinkling of coveys: 

Ozaukee and Sheboygan. 

Table 4 shows the kill, as reported by licensees and corrected 

by the Conservation Department for those not reporting. 

Table 5 shows the uncorrected kill by counties, and the per- 

centage of licensees reporting each year. Both tables go back to 

1932, the first open partridge year in which reports were re- 

quired. 

The formula for correcting the reports seems to have varied 

from year to year, hence Table 5 is more reliable than Table 4. 

Both tables indicate that 1935 was a year of great abundance,
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and that a decrease followed in 1936. This decrease may be 

ascribed to the killing winter of 1935-36, and to the exodus of 

birds during that winter into closed territory to the northward. 

The highest “corrected” kill, 23,252 birds in 1935, repre- 

sents the productivity of six populated counties, with an aggre- 

gate area of 3,300 square miles. This is a kill of seven birds per 

square mile. If we assume a fifth of the population to have been 

killed, the average density is 85 partridges per square mile, or 

one per 18 acres. 

If we take the highest uncorrected report for the best county 

(Racine, 3,739 in 1933), we get, by the same indirect computa- 

tion, a hypothetical stand of one partridge per 12 acres. The 

poorest county in 1986 (Ozaukee, 364) gives one partridge per 

85 acres. 

In the Canadian wheat belt, in England,!® and in Bohemia,?° 

densities of one partridge per acre are known, and one per two 

acres not uncommon. Sparse populations are apparently char- 

acteristic of all partridge range in the north-central states, and 

no game manager has yet succeeded in breaking this dead-level 

of mediocrity in abundance. 

Faville Grove Census. Arthur S. Hawkins has censused the 

partridge population of the Faville Grove Game Area as follows: 

1935 1,200 acres 118 in January 
1936 2,300 acres 223 in January 

179 in February 
73 in March 

1937 2,300 acres 178 in January 
143 in March 

1938 2,500 acres 814 in January 

The density has fluctuated from 8 to 18 acres per bird. 1936, 

as already explained, showed a severe decrease during the win- 

ter, either by exodus or mortality or both. January 1938 showed 

an increase over November 1987, evidently by influx. 

The combined trend of all Wisconsin evidence (seasons, kill, 

and census) shows partridge highs about 1924 and about 1934. 

These are the highs of the continental 11-year cycle. 

That the Hungarian partridge does respond to the continental 

cycle, at least in Canada, has already been suggested by Rowan,?! 

who recorded a severe decrease beginning in 1934.
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The Wisconsin evidence, however, is too fragmentary to be 

considered as proof of cyclic behavior. 

CONCLUSIONS 

One may deduce from the foregoing evidence certain char- 

acteristics of the pioneering process in Wisconsin partridge 

populations; and certain requirements for survival, both in na- 

tural spread and in artificial spread by plantings. 

Origin. With few and inconclusive exceptions, the 7,000 

square miles now constituting the partridge range in Wisconsin 

was populated by spread from a single point in Waukesha 

County, at which repeated large plantings were made for a de- 
cade. These repeated plantings unwittingly simulated the pro- 

cess of repeated colonization which takes place in nature. 

Spread Rate. The longest radius from the point of origin is 

102 miles (northeast) in 27 years, or four miles per year on the 

average. Single thrusts of 50 miles in a year are recorded in two 
instances. 

Mechanism. The usual mode of spread is by slow overflow 

into vacant territory, but at times advance colonies are thrown 
out either in strings (salients), or as isolated outposts, for dis- 

tances up to 50 miles in a year. 

Season. The season of slow overflow is unknown, but is be- 

lieved to be early fall. The sudden thrusts seem to occur in early 

winter, especially in hard winters. The two hardest winters of 

the past decade, 1928-29 and 1935-36, were both accompanied by 
outthrusts. | 

Orientation. The direction of large outthrusts was north- 

ward except in one case, which was westward. This seemingly 

northward orientation may be accidental, for Lake Michigan 

blocks eastward spread, while the adjacent portions of Illinois 

are not vacant, hence southward outthrusts would be obscured. 

Selectivity and Soils. The location of outthrusts is not selec- 

tive, for they blindly invade sterile, wooded, marshy, or sandy 

terrain. Survival, however, is highly selective, and is confined 

to the richest agricultural soils. It is notable that there have 

been no survivals, in the sandy regions to the northwest of the
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center of spread, although the present boundary abuts on the 
sand at several points. 

The suitability of the unglaciated prairie of southwestern 

Wisconsin is as yet unsettled. Most plantings and drift colonies 
in this region have failed, but the steady westward march in 

Green County indicates the possibile suitability of uplands in 
the whole driftless area. 

Density and Fluctuation. Population pressure is doubtless 

the propulsive force behind slow spread of the “ripple” type, 
but not all sudden outthrusts occur during years of high popula- 
tion. The only area continuously censused (Faville Grove) 

showed a lower partridge population during the year of the 
exodus (1935-36) than during the previous year (1934-35), and 

the annual kill for the state supports this conclusion. The year 
1933, however, had a high population and also a considerable 
outthrust. 

The density on territory acquired by outthrusts is at first 

low, and is built up by slow consolidation during the periods 

when the exterior boundary remains quiescent. 

Even the best stands in Wisconsin are sparser than those of 
Canada, England, and Silesia. Low densities are characteristic 
of all partridge population in the north-central states. 

All partridge populations fluctuate, and in a given locality 

fluctuations in reproductive success may be further intensified by 

influx or exodus. Fluctuations show some indication of being 
cyclic in character. 

Spread vs. Plantings. In many instances partridges have 

spread naturally over localities in which previous artificial plant- 

ings had failed, and also localities where previous natural out- 
post colonies had been extinguished. Pioneering is evidently a 

process which is indefinitely repeated. 

We may glean from the foregoing a generalized picture of 

the partridge’s “march of empire.” The impulse to venture forth 

is born of adversity—either the adversity of too many neighbors, 

or the adversity of killing weather. Each adventure is a blind 
groping for pastures new, repeated until a favorable year and 

a good location happen to coincide and bring success.
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TABLE 1. Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 

Year Name County Source of birds No. planted 

1908 |Gustave Pabst Waukesha |Bohemia 5,000 ? 
1910 |J. W. Foster Fond du Lae oie from Gustave 12 

abst 
1y22 |F. R. Mueller Sawyer Purchased outside 120% 

state 
1925-31) Rock Creek Trout Polk Purchased eggs in 300 

Club Alberta 
1929 |Milwaukee I.W.L.A. |Fond du Lac |Imported 40 
1929 |BerlinI.W.L.A. Green Lake |Purchased outside 20 

state 
1929, |G. R. Rahr Manitowoc [Raised from stock 40 
1932 imported from 

Europe and Canada 
1931 |Otto Beyer Columbia Purchased in Alberta 20 
1932 jE. L. Young Dodge Raised from hay- 10 

field(?) eggs near 
Ripon 

1929, |New Lisbon Con- Juneau Purchased outside 12 
1933 servation Club state 

5,466 

TABLE 2. Propagation and Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 
by the State Conservation Department 

Imported or Reared but| Reared at 
purchased Trapped perhaps not|Game Farm} Total 

Year | Planted| Kept |Planted | Kept planted j|and planted|planted 

1928 12 88 12 
1929 100 38 40 140 
1930 124 116? 32 156 
1931 24 (40) 
1932 60 (160) 120? 120? 
1933 (140) 224 224 
1934 96 96 
1935 (50) 2 2 
1936 (75) 155 155 
1937 50 50 i steel NecO 
Total| 224 288 12 | 138 669 905 

1928: From Biennial Report 1929-30, p.84, also p.92. Also letter from 
K. J. MacFarlane 9-24-37. 

1929: A news release, undated, says 162 birds were imported, 24 be- 
longing to the Berlin I.W.L.A., 188 to the state. Another release 
dated Jan. 22, 1930, gives the same figures, but adds that 10 or 12 
pairs each were sent to River Falls, Richland Center, Tomah, and 
Argyle for planting. The Argyle plant is known (from field 
reports) to have been sick. The 1929-30 Biennial Report speaks 
of 70 pair (140 birds) stocked between May, 1928, and June, 
1930. 

1930: Progress Report of May, 1931, says 120 pairs were purchased in 
1929-30 and from these 32 birds were produced (and planted?),
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presumably in 1930. Letter from W. F. Grimmer says 124 im- 
ported birds were planted Feb., 1930. 

LOOT 12 pairs borrowed from Michigan as breeders, 40 reared, prob- 
ably none planted. 

1932: Field record shows 140 planted in Green County, 1932-36, but 
only 20 appear on state record for 1933 or later. Hence it is 
assumed that the remaining 120 were planted in 1932. This, 
however, may be in error, since in another letter Hopkins says 
none were planted in 1932, although 160 were reared. 

1933-86: Plants from report by H. B. Kellogg to Walter Scott dated 9-4-37. 

1937: No breeding stock was available in spring. Some wild eggs were 
reared but lost, and no plantings were made. In September 50 
hand-reared birds were purchased, which, with 50 wild-trapped 
birds, constitute the stock for 1938. 

TABLE 8. State and Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge by Counties 
Se SS see 

No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Columbia 1931 20 Importedfrom Otto Beyer Disappeared 
Alberta 

1933, 40 State Game F. B. Ernsberger 2 coveys persist. 
Farm 

1983 28 State Game Art Walters Merged* 
Farm 

Dane 1929 12 Trapped at WallaceGrange At Lake Wingra. 
Oconomowoc Disappeared at 

once. 

Eau Claire 1934 50 State Game O. W. Fischer Near Eau Claire. 
Farm Some persist. 

Fond du Lae 1910 12 GustavePabst J. W. Foster Near Brandon. 
Survived 
3 years. 

1929 40 Imported I.W.L.A. Near Moon Lake. 
Probably 
persisted. 
Now merged. 

1933 44 State Game L. K. Bryan In Lamartine 
Farm and Oakfield. 

Merged. 

Grant 1936 24 State Game C. E. Gordon Near Fennimore. 
Farm Disappeared 

1937. 

1936 10 State Game Russell Young Near Muscoda. 
Farm Status 

unknown.
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eG gece eee ONG eee a Megane seer eee eae 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Green 1930 or 6? 2 Dr.Stevenson Near Brodhead. 
1931 

1932-36 140 State Game Geo. Luchsinger Near Monroe. 
Farm T coveys 

by 1987. 

Green Lake 1924? 14 ? 7 Disappeared. 

1929 40 Importedfrom Berlin 
Europe T.W.L.A. Near Berlin. 

1929-836 78 Possum Valley W.N.Craw- 4 coveys persist. 
Game Farm ford & Frank 

Chapman 

1938-84 74 StateGame Dan Trainor 6 coveys per- 
Farm sisted, 1986. 

Juneau 1929 6 Purchased J. C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
outside Disappeared 

1931. 

1933 20 State Game J.C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
Farm Covey seen 

1934 but 
19383 6 Purchased Conservation disappeared. 

outside Club 

Kenosha 19386 20 State Game J. W. Staple- Near Bristol; 
Farm camp near Silver 

Lake. Merged. 

Lafayette 1980 20 Importedfrom Conservation Arrived sick. 
(or 1929?) Europe Department Disappeared. 

Manitowoc 1936 20 State Game G. H. Rahr 
Farm Near Manitowoc. 

1929, 40 Raised by G. H. Rahr Merged. 
1932 planter 

Milwaukee 1934 12 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm Merged. 

1936 38 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm 

Monroe 1980 24 Imported from Conservation On H. L. Stevens 
Europe Department farm. A few 

said to persist. 

1936 10 State Game E, Jenke Status unknown. 
Farm 

Outagamie 1931 49 Suite Game R. J. Meyer Near Appleton. 
‘arm 

1933** 56 State Game ? 1 covey persists. 
Farm 
a a rr eS
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No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Polk 1925-31 300 Raised by Joseph Burkhart Near St. Croix 
planter Falls. 

Disappeared. 

Richland 1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation 
Europe Department 3 coveys per- 

1936 20 State Game Percy Button sisted, 1987. 
Farm 

Rock 1927 12 ? Henry Knudsen Merged. 

1936 4 State Game Geo. Parker Merged. 
Farm 

St. Croix 1923 20? Probably Andrew Hope 
imported 

2 coveys survived 
1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation until 1934. Now 

Europe Department disappeared. 
1930 30 State Game ? 

Farm 

Sawyer 1922 12 Purchased Mueller Near Moose Lake. 
outside Disappeared. 

Trempealeau 1914 6 Purchasedfrom Independence Disappeared 
Wentz and Sportsman’s 1916. 
Mackensen Club 

Shipped by Mr. 
Waukesha 1908 2? Sonnenschein, 

1910 ? Prague, Bo- 
1913 1,000 hemia; also im- 
1915 1,000 ported through 
1918? 2? Wentz and Pabst Farms, 

Mackensen, Ottawa Town- 
Yardley, Pa. Gustave Pabst ship. Spread 

over S. E. 
1927 54 Imported from Wisconsin 

Bohemia 
through Julius 

: Loewith, Inc., 
New York 

1929 54 

5,000? 

Waupaca 1936 20 State Game A.R. Hansen E. of Waupaca 
Farm and F. D. 

Rundall 

*This term is here used to describe the over-riding of a planting by the advancing 
front of established population before the outcome of the plant could be finally 
determined. 

**This planting appears on the state’s records but eannot be traced on the ground. 
The record is probably erroneous.
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TABLE 4. Open Seasons, Big Limits, and Kill 
of Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin 
a a 

Kill 
Pos- reports 

Daily session (cor- 
Year Open season Open area bag limit rected) 

1919, 5 days Jefferson & Waukesha 2 
1920 (Sept. 7-11) 

*1921 5 days Jefferson & Waukesha 5 
(Sept. 7-11) 

*1922, 2 days Jefferson & Waukesha 4 
1923, (Sept. 7 &11) 
1924 

1925, closed 
1926 

1927 5 days 7 townships in 
Waukesha, Jefferson 3? 

1928 5 days 7 townships in 
(Sept. 4-8) Waukesha, Jefferson 3 

1929-31 closed 

1982 838 days Kenosha, Racine, Walworth 4 8 10,926 
(Oct. 1-3) 

1988 5 days Kenosha, Walworth, Racine 4 8 18,310 
(Sept. 30-Oct. 4) 

1934 4 days Dane, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Sept. 29-Oct. 2) Racine, Walworth, 

Waukesha 4 8 22,181 

1935 6 days Dane, Jetferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 19-24) Ozaukee, Racine 4 8 28,252 

1986 6 days Dodge, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 17-22) Ozaukee, Racine, Wal- 

worth, Washington, 
Waukesha 4 8 15,516 a A a ee 

19387 14 days Dane, Dodge, Jefferson, 
(Oct.23-Nov. 5) Ozaukee, Racine, 

Sheboygan, Walworth, 
Washington, Waukesha 4 8 14,669 

* The Conservation Commission issued orders restricting the statutory season of 5 days 
to 2, and the statutory bag limit from 5 to 3, during the years 1922-1924. The 

federal bulletins® erroneously give the bag limit for 1921 as 2 birds instead of 5. 
The seasons for 1922-1924 are edroneously given as 5 days (Sept. 7 to 11) instead 
of 2 days (Sept. 7 and 11).
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TABLE 5. Hungarian Partridge Kill Reports by Counties 
(uncorrected figures) 

County 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 = Totals 

Dane 275 410 586 1,271 
Dodge 905 1,861 2,766 
Jefferson 1,296 1,812 1,518 1,754 6,380 
Kenosha 1,750 1,152 765 916 1,813 6,396 
Ozaukee 156 208 404 MORES. 

Racine 8,002 3,739 1,817 2,128 3,241 2,261 16,188 
Sheboygan 135 135 
Walworth 1,596 1,204 765 862 1,334 1,468 1,229 
Washington 400 361 612 1,373 
Waukesha 1,438 1,648 2,169 1,106 6,356 

Totals 6,348 6,095 6,356 8,327 11,549 10,187 48,862 

Per cent of 
hunters 
reporting 62% 33% 48% 45% 80% 10% 
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Jan. 31, 1940 
1021 North 16th St. 
Manitowoc, Wis. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
: 424 University Farm Place 

vs Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This is in reply to your letter 
of January 19th. 

To date, I have been unable to 
obtain a map of Marinette County, but the 
place where I saw the Hungarians last 
summer was in the town of Stephenson, in 
Marinette County. There is no question . 
that you have heard of the Wrigley Estate, 
(Marinette County) better known as Bucks 
Ranch, You start at the south line of . 
Bucks ranch where the north branch of the 
Thunder River flows south and follow for Ce 
3/4 mile south, and you will be just where 
I saw the Hungarians. 

I hope this will be of some help 

to you. 

Sincerely, 

Veh: Heng
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e THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

5 PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

April 18, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In unpacking my reprints I find one which belongs 
to you, and I am mailing it to you. I am sorry that 
it became mixed with my things, and hope that it 

has not inconvenienced you. This paper is a reprint 

of a tree-ringed study appearing in "Ecology". 

In looking through my material I find that I do not 
have a reprint of your paper "Environmental Controls 
for Game Through Modified Silviculture" which appeared 
in the Journal of Forestry, Vol. 28, pages 321-326. 
If you have a reprint, I should like very much to have 
it. 

Ang 
ft 

Arobnara Wing . 
Assistant Professor of Game Management 

Lrg. PritDato avd 3 O crnogn tes alae ay cia ae 

£0 Buy aw Marsh, Meus, “—ha Over so 7, 4 7 huvd 

} iss 7 name
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Madison, 
March 11, 1941. 

Colonel Gustave Pabst : 
Oconomowoc 
Wisconsin 

Dear Colonel: 

I have a letter from J. Gilbert Hickcox of Milwaukee, advising me 
that he had luncheon with you a few weeks ago. ' 

I have not seen you for such a long time that I thought you might 
like to know that the results of your Hungarian partridge plantings are now 
benefitting eighteen counties in the southern and eastern part of the state. 
Birds are now spread northwest to Green Lake county and northeast to Manitowoc. 
They are already over in the western parts of Green and Dane county, as you 
undoubtedly know. 

The estimated kill for 1939 was in the neighborhood of 50,000 birds and es 

this was probably increased in 1940. Unfortunately, we will not have the latter 
returns until about the first of May. In no county where there is an open season 
does shooting appear to have any detrimental effect.. Sportsmen are taking an 

inereased interest in the bird. 

When we consider the results of some of our neighboring states in their 
trial plantings of the Hungarian, I know that you will feel somewhat rewarded 
for your efforts when I tell you thet your name has almost become synonymous with 
the Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin. The same is, of course, true in the south- 
eastern counties with the pheasant. 

If you ever get to Madison, why do you not drop in to see us? We are 

located acress from the post office on the eighth floor of the state office 

building. 

Best wishes! 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. F. Grimmer (Signed) 

W. F. Grimmer 
WFG:AB Supt. of Game “anagement.
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October 31, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The Hungarian partridge manuscript has been 

revised and I have just sent a copy to Art. As he 

may want to discuss it with you, I am taking the lib- 

erty of sending you a copy. Any further comments 

that you might make on it will be very much appreci- 

ated. I believe that we should get it out soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

= . iv 

Ralph E. Yeatter 7 
Game _— ist 

REY/ge J 
Enclosure



7 The Relation of Cortain Weather Factors 
to Hungarian Partridge Populations, 

| Waoile conducting Independent studies of the blology 

and management of the dungerian partridge in two northern 

lake States the writers of this ssper kept amual records 

of the winter populations of partridges on their study arean, 

‘ These population studies have been continued during eleven 

years (1929 to 1939) in Michigen end during seven years (1954 

to 1089) in “Wisconsin, In this paper we attempt to relate 

garvolees populations in these areas to certain weather 

factors, : 

History end Distribution : 
Ornithologists recognize wore than 10 subspecies oP : 

gray partridges (Peters 1934) Pordix perdix whose ranges 

: extend from the British Isles to western Hongolia and from 

the Aretic Circle in northwestern Kussia to south central = 

Asia and southern burope. Re 

The common, or Hungarian, pertridge i. perdix perdix of ‘ : 

central and Western Hurope and the Yritish Isles has been iupeniet 

. in lerce numbers eines 12CO for release in the United States and 

Canada, Although many of these plantings were unsuccessful, 

: pkpgseabi2°s ve now become establicsed in ea number of widely 

separated regions in the northern stetes and western Canada, 

Examination of the ranges of nee in Evrope and 3 

-gentral and weatern United States distribution terminates 
Nopth jmemben shows thet their southern ails kee about midwey 

between the 70° and @0%% June isotherms, indicating that hifh 

temperature during this soesen is a limiting factor, In Europe the 

center of distribution appears to be in the Damube valley, a region 

ee charoaterized by fairly cold winters, warn Celberd and mderate pug
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The first successful plentings of the Hungarian partridge 

in the Middle “est were made about 1910. Prom these and 

subsequent releases the partridge has slowly extended its 

range in several states, ven in the older portions of 

= “ ite renge its pepulations sre low and tend te fluectukte from 

: year to years , 

Related Studies é 

During a supvey sade in Germany in 1924, Nolte (Leopold, 

1957) concluded that partridge populations or yield sre incroased 

_by sunshine, warmth pnd dew and decreased by excessive rainfel. 

Middleton (1935) from an analysts ‘3, samaiomeperte ‘records 

é colietny thirty years in Enyland reported a direct relationship 

between the number of hours of sumshine in June and July and 

the siseed—thewet of young partridges, 

The dominant role of weather on partridge populations 

shown by these European studies auggests that weather mey else 

play an important part in the welfare of the partridge in this 

countrys Leopold ( 1932 and 1987) observed that partridges heve 

extended thelr range fastest in » region with comparatively light 

spring rainfall, nesely, the prairle region of west central Canada, 

Field Snasrvations — 

From intensive field work during the early part of the 

census periets the writers concluded that the critical period 

in the exietence of the partridge in this region is during 

nesting and while the birds are very young. any agents act — 

to reduce he cavtwlage cee at this time, Nevertheless, the 

observed yeer to seen teats ie appeared to be clanaty 

related to weather conditions at the time of nesting and
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, Ratehings (Yeatter, 19343 Hawkins, 1937), 

wt Twomey (1936), who used elimographe in » stady of the dis- 

tribution of certain native and exotic birds, concluded from 

his studies that extremes of rainfall end temperature during 

the nesting season are limiting fectors in the distribution 

ef ringeneécked pheasants and {iungerian partridges, ' 

Weether_Le-know to have an tupoptent—tofluenge-on—the 

nuubere—of#-sery-kinds.6f—errimeis, The application of weather 

dete to wildlife problews has in the past been hendienpped 

by the lack of adequate census records, Accumulation of census 

records and detailed data’on the way in which weather factors 
af necessarily 

Anfluence pertridges beve, involved a large amount of field work. 
: on partridges in the field 

Certain of these effects of weather ,observed by the writers, acpear 

to have a direct bearing on partridge fluctuations, 

Any effect of weather on the hatchability of eggs or tne 

strength of young at the time of hatching will heve an ime 

portant effect on reproduction, Stoddard (19%2 and 1939) 
may 

concludes that although heavy and progonged rainfall eam ring 

about seaterial losses among bobwhite quail in the Southeast 

by causing desertion of nests and drowning of the young, drought 
: thereby A 

causue more Widesoreed damage to quail crepe by/radueing the 
Cro e egesx<{causing of water 

hatchabllity, of~epee—thmeecl\\too rapid evaporationg (rousht was found 

to be most harmful to quail nests in Open sandy srees, 

In the ease of the Hungarian partridge, field evidence in- 

digates that an excess of moisture is more harmf'ul a the ezgs 

than is moderate drogght., Studies in Wisconsin<show, thet 

hatehability of psrtridve eggs was considerably lower /iuring the) 

‘Rainy seasons of 1936 by Hewkins and in 1840 by eCabe /than 
Se aa eee ee cern gs evidence 

in hatching periods with moderate rainfall, Although this \niay
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explain to a large extent +t e reduction of partridge crops during 
another 

wet years observed in Wichigen and Wisconsin, andeaeetr effect of 

prolonged wet weether was afident, particularly on heavy olay 

soils, Young broods are frequently kept in hiding in smell grain 

; fields where the feet of the young are in direct eontact with the 

soil, In these locations accumulation of clay on ‘the feet during 

wet weather hobdbles the young and rendere thes helpless. ‘Tuis 

was found to be a cause of mortality on the clay solls of southeastern 

Michigan Yeatter, 1934). Although these losses wore Limited due to 

eoderate sprit yainfall during the p plod of intenetve field work a of the feeb oF Joong brick ' 
it was evident that clay-belling wae potentially a serious hesard 

in this areas 
i ; direct 

- Although the present studies have diselosed no, evidence of 

mortality of young birds from ehtlling during reiny periods, it 

eeems likely that this xm also contribute to partridces losses 
in the Great Lakesregion, x 
"1ddleton (1987) found that continually wet, renk grasses and 

& source of mortality among 
oNS were senioue—beserte—fer artridces eProp young p 608 XKE> Enel 4. 

Fewer observations are available on the effect cof drought 

_ @n partridge reproduction, although later in thepaper 1b is shown 

é that drought aleo mey reduce the partridge crop, Yeatter (1984) re« 

ported low hatehability of partridge eggs a:parently resulting fron 

excessive dryness in the sumser of 1031. 

: It 1s evident that extrese weather way influence reproduction 

and survival indirectly through its effect on cover, food, feeding 

hebits of preadetors, dissemination of diesases and parasites, ete. 

Obviously these relationships are complex and larcely unpredictable,
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fr exemple of the indireet effects of weather was reported by 

: i Hawkins (1937) during e drousht summer in Wisconsin, During 

the winter preceeding the nesting season, a prolonged covering 

of the fields by ice smothered out the elfaifa, the chief 

nesting site of partridges up to that time, The drought 

which followed prevented the re-establishment of this legume, 

Partridges were forced to nest in cover that was not mowed, 

thereby saving nests from destruction by mowlng machines, 

4 part of the benefits which acerued to the partridge when 

the birds were forced to desert their alfaifa fleld nesting 

sites were canéelled by a combination of drought and hest, ‘These 

weather conditions caused the eover te shrink after the nesting : 

soagon was well advanced, resvlting in the destruction of many 

exposed mests by predators. 

Although a number of weather factors seem to have a bearing 

on pertridge reproduction and survival, it was found that rainfell 

end sunshine totals gave the vest correlations with observed 

pevtriage populations, ‘the rainfall data used in thie paper ree 

present the total amounts from June 11 to July 15, the average 

hatehing period of the partridge. Since only monthly sunshine totals 

were available the figures used are the sum of the hours of sunshine 

in June and July during each years 

The census records are for the most part the results of méd+ 

winter counta of partridges living on the study sreas, Suaring four 

years in Michigen end one year in Eiehicen when it was impossible
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to obtain complete censuses, it was necessary to use approximate 
numberg based on partial Censuses or estimates of experienced 
sooperators. in all cases these figures were checked. against 
reports or observations on range surrounding the study areas, 
After careful consideration of all avalable Information it is the 
belief of the writers that these date represent a reasonadly : 
accurate resord Olodhe depegiod, populations in the immediate 
lovelities URGE r 4 Cherm 4 m : 

g Hach of the census aresa wag approximately two thousand 
acres in size, The “ichizen area is near Blissfield, Lenawee 
Gounty, in the southeastern part of the state, Rainfall reoords 
are from the Adrian, #ichigan, weather Station, twelve riles 

: away. ‘The closest weather station which gives total amounts 
of sunshine is near Toledo, Ohio, approximately twenty miles 
from the consus erea, The Wisconsin ‘Census area ie at Paville 
Grove, near Lake Mills, Jefferson County, in the southeastern 
part of the state, Rainfall was recorded at the nearby Lake 
“ills weather station, Sunshine wacords are from Madison, 26 
miles away. Although the Paville Grove census areca ts about 250 
miles west and GO miles north of the Michigan area there appears 
to be little difference in the dates of the beginning and ending 
of the partridge nesting season, at 

Hunting need not be considered in relation to population 
changes on either census area, since the partrid-e is protected 
under the Michigan game laws, and the Faville Grove, Wisconsin 
area was closed to hunting during the period sovered by the census, 

‘ The annual kill of partridges on farms surrounding the Wisconsin 
area is sxall,



Table 1 (Blissfield, Michigan) 

Season June and July July 15 Census Population 

1929 a ~~ 95% 

1930 671 2.68 113 120 

1931 620 545 177 157 

1932 650 2,02 267 151 

1933 720 2.72 275% 103 

1934 692 0.73 220% 80 

1935 515 2.56 152 69 

1936 661 2.13 106 70 

1937 520 11.94 45 42 

1938 665 4,91 68 151 

1939 611 4.34 70% 103 

Estimated from cooperators! reports.



Table 2 (Lake Mills, Wisconsin) 

———————— a —“trehes fainfall, Number of Birds fer Cent of 
Nesting Hours Sunshine, dune 11 to Next January Former Year!s 

Season June and July July 15 Census Population 

1933 -- ce 225% 

1934 697 4,24 200 89 

1935 537 5.56 223 112 

1936 661 95 178 80 

1937 693 4.91 314 176 

1938 628 10.34 111 35 

1939 560 1.74 175 158 

statics acini etnias apsancsicbiiisisahichsitiainaimcinnlivaieaiiannitielirnnichileiiaietiibiatitliciinn 

sEstimated from cooperators' reports.
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Local movements of partridzes during the winter months, 

apparently resulting in considerable changes in population densities, 

are reported by Middleton (1935) and Leopold (1940). These 

movements appear to be associated with hich populations or un- 

" favoreble environment caused by prolonged cold weather and deep 

snow, which restrict the food supply. However, there HeSno evidence 

that thinning of populations due to migration have contri REST ed ty 

decreases of partridges on the census areas, both of which are 

well-established ranges at some distance from unoccupied territory. 

In this study the welfare of the partridce ts expressed 

by the increase or decrease between one mid-winter census and the 

next. In the accompanying tables and diagrams this has been 

: expressed as a percentage, where 100 means no change, ficures 

less than 100 mean decreases and figures over 100 indicate increases. 

In Figures_¢ and %& percentage changes in the population during 

each year have been plotted against rainfall during the period of 

hatching and total hours of sunshine during June and July, 

Peet, showing the results of the Michigan census, 

it will be seen that population increases between 50 and 60 per 

cent occurred during three years. One year showed an estimated 

increase of 20 per cent. All four of these years had between 2 

and § inches of rainfall during the 36eaey-hatching SP fodh er 18, 
between 620 and 670 hours of sunshine in June and July. A year 

with 690 hours of sunshine and a small amount of rainfall showed 

a peduced bird population. Greatest reductions took place with 

only 500 and 520 hours of sunshine during June and July, and these 

*% The amount rain ab AG an "4 Mee eee re betsy a fate BIE of suyshine in Tene end, July 8 approximately 920 in southernpdss ib!
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Increases of 58 and 76 per cent occurred during two years 

in Wisconsin, and one year showed an increase of 12 per cent. These 

years had between 2 and 53 inches of rainfall during the hatching 
: approximately the same vange as in 

period, corresponcine—slesery~to-the-emount of rainfall dusaine 

years of greatest increases in Michigan. It will be noticed, 
variation in during 

however, that the Pram@e-e,hours=of sunshine in dune and July, 
hours hours 
540 to 690, was much wider than in years of corresponding in- 

creases in Michigan. 

The apparent greater sensitivengs of Michigan partridges 

to low wunshine totals is further shown by a comparison of the 

results of the 1935 season, Partridges declined in Michigan that 

year. when the hatching period was marked by moderate rainfall, 

put which had a total of only 515 hours of sunshine in June and 

July. During the same year partridges increased slightly in 

Wisconsin in spite of similar sunshine conditions and somewhat 

higher rainfall. 

The different responses of populations noted above 

appear to be due chiefly to differences in the soil characteristics 

of the two regions. The heavy dark-colored soil taeomas 

which forms much of the partridge range in southeastern Michigan 

often remains sticky, and hence a potential danger to newly 

hatched partridzes, for considerable periods following rains when 

there is insufficient sun to dry the surface. In the vicinity 

of Lake Mills, Wisconsin, the soils are chiefly light silt loams 

which do not become excessively sticky when wet, and therefore present 

no special hagards to the young birds, 

Both states showed the greatest decreases during years 

of excessive rainfall. A moderate decrease occurred in each
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> state during a drought year in which there was less than one Inch 

of rainfall during the hatehing period, The dry hatching season 

of 1036 in Wisconsin, however, followed a severe winter during 

which wintereilllinge of partridges ooourred at Lake “lille. In- 

terpreted on the basis of field data, it may be goneluded that 

poth winterekilling and drought effects are represented in the 

1936 decrease in issonsins Drought appeazs iess harmful to 

partridges than dces excessive rainfall; nevertheless, extrox¢ 

ary conditions at the time of and just before hatehing are to 

bo regerded ae harmful to the partridge crop. fhie belief is atrengthen- 

ed by the findings ef Errington ond Hamerstrom (1933) who report 

& slight decrease of Yungarian partridges in northwest Lowa follow- 

ing a severe drought in the 1952 nesting season, 

Minter Yortality 
Field etudies show a relationship between austeivasion,© f 

food and Weer and winter survival of pertridges similar to that 

shown for the ree (frringten and Hamerstrom, 1956), dut 

ee ettest of winter om partridge pre appears to be much 

Less, mesared than in the case of quella, thie—te-ne—deubt-ettrtbutesic 

to the reletively greater hardiness, alice, and mobility of the parte 

ridge, av well os to its usual Independense of woody plants for 

dovers : 

Whoter weather severe enough to kill large numbers of 

partridges have ovourred only twiee in 20 years in Wisconsin, 

the winters of 1029 - a0 (Leopold 1981) and of 1038 + 36, During 

two of the three winters, 1950-31 to 1952-35 wt
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in whieh field veeonén were obtained in “iehicgan loeses were 

found not to exceed greatly those of the frill months. Hammond's 

(1942) records on losses of pertridges in North Dekots during the 

winters of 1935-89 and 1940+«41 do not indicete heavy losees under 

even more severe winter conditicne than these found in the Lake 

States. | 

oyoles | | 
Rowan (1938) found from population records stmtes cover+ 

ing more than 20 years in Alberta thet fluctuations of Hungarian 

: partridses corresponded closely with those of the native sharps : 

tatled grouse, thus indiesting that thepartridge tends to be 

*eyalio™ in thet region, Although the pertridge hee usually not. 

regerded as‘tyclicf 1t is pointed out wy Leopold end frringten 

{ ) tat a species may aseune eyelie or nomecyclie behavior depends 

ing on the environment, The question of whether thepartridge a 

: eyelic in the Great Lakes region is left largely unanswered by the 

evidence presented in this pager, Although pertridges inorsesed 

from 1929 to 1983 an@ declined during the following & years of 

the census, a trend somewhat like that shown by the northern grouse 

and rabbits, the Wisconsin birds fluctuated irregularly with little 

: apparent relation to the trend in Nichigen during this period. Dale 

(1941) fonna that partridges have continued to decline in south 

- - engtern Michizen ainee 1939, This prolonged downward trend. resembles 

in many respects en earlier thinning of partridge populations in 

: nerthern Shie reported by Dre ie Be Hieks. The decrease seems to 

be indicative of unfavorable vhiaines tn the southeastern #i¢esigan 

environment, possibly releted to agriculture or so sempetition from
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ringeneeked pheasanta which have ineressed greatly since about 137, 
rather than to cyeile behavior, J 

Jiscussion 
; 

- fertain limitations of the method of comparing weather 

date with partridge populetions used in thia study ere evident, 

: For example, sicniflesnt variations in woather may eceur between 

we weather station and @ census erea only a few milea avey, Moreover, | 

weather totels do not give adequate weight to short periods of 

extreme weather occurring at eviticei seasons (Leoppad and Erring ony ) 

Thus a few days of rain and cloudy weather when hatehing is at a 

peak in lete June may be more haraful to the partridce erop than 

considerably longer periods of unfavorable weather earlier or later 

in the nesting season, Nevertheless the results of thie study ine 

Gieate that winter and late spring weather records furnish a useful 

index of partridge populations in the northern Take States, THe consus 
data included in this peper are too fow te el oe of reine 

fell and sunshine for partridyee, Testing of thia method is 

desirable in other parte ef the renge especially in states where 

@ series of Silos hunters! reports are available, 

In 18 of the 16(%2 per cent) of the seasons ineluded in 

: ‘the Michigan and Wisconsin cenaused, population changes were closely 

releted te the weather data, In the remaining § (28 per cent) serseona 

| fall populations were lower than would be expected on the basis of 
Te ES se wonthor records, Although, this sey be partly the result 

of adegrete census or “Ceey weather data, it showAd be potnted 

oub that four of the 5 aberrent seasons ocurred in southeastern 

Miehigan where, as previously mentioned, partridges heve declined 
tontinues ne
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sontinuouely eirce 198%, The decrease noted in one of these years, 

1986, apparently wee due to high vortelity of edults im the winter 

; of 198fe36, However, the poor repr-duction observed during ; 

apparently favorable weather periods ts probebly due e-tefly to 

Yonvirenuental raststance" not Girectly releted to weatuer, It scone 

probeble from comperlecio6fcdliontroioyion] ewomarles that the Lake 

GStetes arses are eotiowhat too wet in lete spriva te sonstitute op tigkn 

Prange, ut they ave well within the Ifmltea of hebitable verges, The 

partridge a-pears to be sdepted te e wide vartety of enviromental 

eonditions provided it ls able to reproduce successfully and bring 

3 ite young through the eriticel early stages of lifes In spite of 

: frequent loeel and regions] pepuletion flucustions tre partridge 

hes been able to onintein iteelf suceerafully and extend ite range 

eontinusugly for more than « quarter century in the northern etetes 

4 end Canada, Tt ony be conjectured thet by seleetive elimination it 

will @ ontumlly beoove netupaiiaed over o fabily wide range . 

le Tongarten partridge population studies were conducted 

fron 1629 co 1959 in southesetern Michigan end from 1934 to 19389 
in southeastern Wiscougin, 

; 2» In about three fourthe of the seasons studied fail pertridse | 

“Popilation were closely related te «eather conditions during the 

hatehing period. 

Pee «Bf “oderate amounte of rainfall end sunshine wore found to 

fuver partridge reproduction end survival, Ureught and excessive 

rainfall or cloudinesstended to reduee the psrtridge orop. 

4, Winter losses serve enough to greatly reduce bresdivg stook 

ore recorded only twles in twenty yeere.
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5. Field studies indicated that severe drought’ reduces the _ 

hatehability of eggs. oa 

6, During wet periods the hetchabllity of eges was redueed, snd 

Hortality of young birds was caused by sticky soils and probably by 

chillings oe 

7, Partridges sade their largest geins (more than 60 per cent) 

in years when reinfell averaged 2 to 5 inches during the hatehing 

period, ee : 

&, The teteal hours of sunshine in June and July during which 

Jargest population sinoreases occured ranged from 620) to) 670 in 
; Michigan and from 560 to 690 in Wisconsin. Decreases” 

: in Michigan @uring yeers with low sunshine totels were probably due 

to soll characteristics,
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GusTAvVE PaBstT — 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
January 5, 1942. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wildlife Management, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold:— 

I may have neglected answering your letter of 

several months ago, but in the interim I am pleased to say that 

I have found more Hungarians than I believed there were. Un- 

fortunately, I am not in position to get out and about so very 

much, but on traveling towards the West from Oconomowoc and there- 

abouts, I have seen a great number of "Huns." 

I am sending you a copy of a letter which I re- 

ceived from W. F. Grimmer, Superintendent of Game Management, of 

the State Conservation Department, and which I think you will be 

pleased to read. 

At this late date I wish to acknowledge receipt 

of and thank you for the six copies of your pamphlet on the planting 

of Hungarian Partridges, which you were good enough to send me. 

Hoping for a further increase in Hungarians, our 

wonderful bird, with best wishes for a Happy and Prosperous New 

Year, I am 

hopes, 

OC g¥ AALVH 4A



An unpublished addresDo not publish without Rowan's permission. Le, Mev part. te herJ 
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Aldo Leo iienite ae 

The subject —“ cycles in Western Canada has been a topic of personal 

interest to the s for some 20 years. During that time there have been many 

other active inve tthre on various parts of the continent, while the recently 

founded Bureau of fal Bopulations at Oxford, England, under the brilliant 

directorship of my friend, Charles Elton, has become the centre and clearing 

house for informatin animal cycles of the entire globe. The subject in 

Canada is one of pmnd importance not only to animal economy, but to the 

welfare of the humaypulation at large, for the question of periodic disease 

epidemics is part aarcel of the problem. 

While this talals in particular with the Hungarian partridge and its 

conclusions are spetive, a brief summary of animal cycles as they are known 

in the Dominion seesgential by way of introduction. 

The most famousthe world's fluctating populations are Scandinavian 

lemmings and Cansdiaowshoe rabbits, (actually a small species of hare). 

Tha ks to the record the Hudson's Bay Company it is known that these rabbits 

have cycled for the - 200 years, with an average periodicity of 9.7 years. 

Roughly speaking, ras get exteemely abundant throughout the Dominion every 

ten years, reaching &k of unbelievable mumbers under favourable conditions 

and then dropping ofther suddenly to the low, when one may tramp the 

wilderness all day ant see a single rabbit. Yet within ten years there 

will have been compleecovery with rabbits again abounding. Such is the case 

at the moment. The pis not universal at all places at the same time, but as 

one looks back over tiears and allows for all the known discrepancies, there 

seems little questiont, as far as the Dominion is concerned, the phenomenon 

is one. 

Concurrently with rabbits (approximately, at least) there is a similar 

cycle among sharptaileouse (prairie chicken of Alberta) and ruffed grouse
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(partridge of popular usage). Both these species are attaining a numerical 

peak with the rabbits at the moment. The pinnated grouse (prairie chicken 

of the United States and the older literature) agrees with both these 

species in its cycles also, as do some other resident birds. Practically 

all the fur-bearers show q ten-year periodicity but it does not synchronize 

with the rabbits. The lynx, for example, lags about 2 years behind the 

rabbit while many other fur-bearing animals similarly have independent 

cycles. Muskrat and beaver, both water dwellers, show cycles that are 

secondarily subject to water levels. 

The Hungarian partridge was introduced onto the prairies by a few 

ardent sportsmen at Calgary, Alberta, in 1908 and 1909, some 200 parils 

being liberated during those two years. The birds did so well that a first 

open season was declared on them in 1913. This ran through October and 

November with a daily limit of 5 birds and a season limit of 25. Up to 

about 1924 (the year is not certain) shooting of Hungarian partridge was 

only permitted south of the Battle River, but about that time it was thrown 

open throughout the Province. The largest bag-limit to date (1941) was in 

1934 when this species was everywhere abundant, with 15 per day and 200 for 

the season, which ran from September 15 to December 15. (Some year prior to 

this a daily limit of 50 was allowed in the game regulations, but being a 

typographical error which had escaped observation, it was promptly recalled.) 

The present distribution of the species, resulting from the Calgary 

introductions 34 years ago, is over the three Prairie Provinces in general, 

north to the limits of settlement, and into Montana in the south. Like 

rabbits and grouse, the Hungarian is also attaining a numerical peak at the 

moment and has this year been recorded far into the wilds of the northern 

sections, as well as into the mountains in the west.



For the past 12 or 15 years, my shooting partner (John N. MacDonald, 

K.C. of Edmonton) and myself have kept detailed records of our bags in the 

matter of sex, age, weights, moults, etc. Our own data have been augmented 

on occasion by examination of other peopte's bags. A brief summary of 

these records is of interest. 

Weights (averages of hundreds of birds) 

September 15-30 13.2 oz. 
October 133 ‘ 
November 14.7 
December 15,2. * 
Jamary 16.0 * 

(The January weights refer to only about 20 birds, collected for examination 

during various years on a special permit while the September numbers are 

also small.) 

The lightest bird I have personally weighed during the open season 

(September) failed to reach 8 ounces, while our heaviest bird, a female, 

(Dec. 7, 1934) turned the scales at 18 oz. 

Food. The Hungarian partridge has taken more liberally to cultivated 

grains during recent years and crops sxaibméit examined have contained wheat 

(the most frequent) oats, barley and flex. Grass and weed seeds are also 

consumed, though in smaller quantities, while two January birds have shown 

crops filled to capacity with nothing but moss. Both these birds weighed 

a full pound. 

Mouits. Hungarians are in full moult in September and through October 

and still moulting through most of November, although some birds are 

finished by the middle of the month. The moult is in all probability the 

primary controlling factor in the weight-scale above, although age is no 

doubt also significant Sky on. 

Sex and &ge. The sexes are very evenly balanced. Furing the average 

season and in an average bag, however, over 60% wre young birds of the 

year.
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Ecology. The full effects of inclement weather are not certainly known 

X] on the prairies. Protracted wet through the breeding season is considered 

' |] the main factor in inducing partridge disease and a high rate of mortality 

é in England , but with our very different soils the situation is not necessarily 

the same, No dependable observations exist, but the present season (1942) 

is being very carefully watched and checked (as far as it is possible without 

the unlimited use of a car). The Edmonton district of Alberta had a 

June rainfall of 8} inches, with a continuous four-day rain (June 15-19) with 

a total precipitation of 4.3 inches. The first two days (15th & 16th) 

were windy and cold and all small birds! nests personally known to me were 

either washed out or blown out. The earliest Hungarian partridges were 

then hatching. This species is, however, a persistent breeder, and it 

seems probable that any birds thet may then have lost their nests will relay, 

but any that have lost young, especially if one or two have survived, will 

probably make no further attempts. Similar con@itions have been general 

elsewhere this year. 

| The species can survive extremely severe winter conditions. During the 

very hard November of 1935, with constant below-zero temperatures and 18 inches 

of snow, the avarage wéight of birds obtained was only about half an ounce 

below the normal November weight. As far as I am aware, there was no 

mortality. 

Horned owls certainly (an@ goshawks probably) take a heavy drain of 

Hungarian partridges (especially after a rabbit "crash"), while the snowy 

owl is a lesser offender. Hay-cutting during the breeding season takes an 

anmal toll, while fires account for an unknown number that is probably much 

larger than one would be inclined to estimate. It is open to debate as to 

whether competition with grousé and pheasants has any material effect on 

Hungarian numbers, but the evidence is against.
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As to the drain imposed on this species by gunners, there seems lkttle 

@o] question that save for a few exceptional districts (such as the immediate 

4¢] environs of the largest cities, e.g. Calgary and Edmonton in Alberta) the effect 

£] of hunting is virtually nil. I am not sufficiently familigar with Calgary 

¢] to offer any opinion, but I have found little difference in the partridge 

{} population within five miles of Hdmonton and outside of 50, despite 

Edmonton's heavy population of hunters. There seems little question that 

a far larger bak limit than those to which we have become accustomed would 

7} have no detrimental effect on the Hungarian partridge. 

Cycles. Rabbit and grouse peaks have occurred in the Prairie 

Provinces approximately in 1896, 1905, 1915, 1925 and 1934 (thesé dates 

do not fit all localities but all districts were within a year or two of them). 

By 1925 (a grouse peak)Hungarian partridges had attained sufficeint numbers 

for the season to be opened throughout Alberta for the first time. In 

1926 I had dead and @iseased partridges sént in to me for examination from 

some southern districts of the Province. The p@ssible significance of this 

fact was not appreciated at the time. However, ten years later, (another 

grouse peak), (in 1934, the species had again attained enowmousé numbers 

and the most ‘geciok had limits and the longest season on record were that 

year allowed. Mr. MacDonald and I again kept our usual records but as neither 

of us hunts Hungarians seriously till mid-October the season was well advanced 

before we made the striking discovery that we were getting some 70% adults 

and 30% young, exactly the opposite to the normal. We thereafter travelled 

long distances from Edmonton to avoid a purely local etwmtsx picture, 

but the percentages remained essentailly the same. This led to the issuing 

of a Province-wide questionnaire. From widely scattered districts through 

Alberta we received the same verdict - during August the covies of young 

that happened to fall under the eyes of Chsbiveh faveire had dwindled in 

some cases from 20 to nothing and all were drastically reduced. It was then
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too late to ascertain the possible cause, or causes, but it was evident that 

something had decimated the birds of the year in August. In no districts 

had the weather proved remarkable or of such a nature as to suggest that 

it could provide the explanation. That year also witnessed the "crash" of 

rabbits and grouse. By 1936 the Hungarian partridge had reached the full 

ebb and birds were scarce from the Rocktés to Winnipeg, although already 

showing undoubted signs of recovery at the extreme north of their range. 

Again it is nearly ten years later and once again the Hungarian partridge 

is here in enormous numbers, but so are rabbits and grouse. A legitimate 

inference ~ though not necessarily a correct one - is that this species 

has joined the native cycling fraternity and that when we lose our grouse, as 

we inevitably will, we shall also again lose our Hungarians as we did nearly 

a decade ago. 

(All of which spontaneously raises the question of pheasants, which have 

at long last become fully established over large areas, after introductions 

numerically far exceeding those of the Hungarian partridge over about the 

same p riod of time, 35 years. (The first pheasants appear to havé been 

liberated in southern Alberta about 1905 and thousands have been terned 

down since.) The explanation for this belated success in all probability 

lies in the opening of a shooting season on cocks four years ago, but be this 

as it may, it remains to be seen what may happen to our flourishing pheasant 

population of the moment when our other upland game birds succumb to the 

ten-year "crash", I mention the pheasant particularly in the hopes that 

sportsmen at large will keep ap eye on the situation in their own localities 

and that we may ultimately derive the benefit of thdr observations.) 

The question of cycles further raises the problem of approximate 

bag limits and langth of shooting season. As somewhat of an epicure, 

who refrains from shooting half-grown and moulting Hungarians early in the 

season despite the legality of doing so, I am naturally in favour of a
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delayed opening. From this angle (but there are also others) October the 

first would seem to be the earliest date worth considering. With Hungarians 

in their present numbers, a three months season - October, November and 

December = would certainly not be too long, with a daily limit of 25 birds 

and 250 for the season. Whether really heavy shooting, such as obtains on 

Buropean estates (more strenuous than anything Alberta could provide with 

no limits at ail), would eliminate the cycle is a matter for debate, but it 

is a legitimate viewpoint that too small a kill may do more ultimate harm 

than a heavy one. With the tire and gasoline restrictions now in force, 

and the reduced hunting that must inevitably result in the fall, a large 

limit and a long season would seem to be directly in the interests of the 

Hungarian partridge population. It might even be argued that the best conser= 

vation policy for Huns at the moment would be to pay a bounty on them. 

cc McCabe 
Hungarian partridge folder y 
cycles folder 

garixterx



Department of Zoology 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
24, VIII. 42 

Dear Mr. McCabe, 

; Your airmail letter of the 19th has got here this morning. I am sending 
you by return airmail - but I hope it does a bit better than that - talk 
I gave to the Game Leagues of Saskatchewan earlier this summer which may 

) contin stuff of interest to you. I would like to have this back since it is 
my only record of what I said. It accompanies this letter. 

Your Alberta facts appear to be correct except that you have doubled the 
number of birds actually turned out in tthe first place. Altogether 
200 brace (they use this British term here still) were turned out in 
+1908 and 1909 together, i.e., a total in the two years of only 400. ‘The 
only additional releases have been very small numbers of birds in northern 
sections of Alberta (around Edmonton) around 1925 and this with the idea of 
introducing fresh blood, not boosting the numbers of birds. The Saskatchewan 
people told me recently that practically all their birds cam directly from 
Alberta by immigration and very few were liberated there at any time, Whether 
the same is true of Manitoba or not I do not know, but I rather suspect 

the case is similar. 

The first open season was restricted to Alberta south of the Battle River, 

not, as you state, the entiré Province. The entire Province was opened 

about 1924, but the Game Department has no exact record. I couldn't hit 

them in those days and so have no record of my own as I didn't shoot them 

and closed seasons or open were all one to me. But I think 1924 was the first 
year for all Alberta. 

Our longest open season was in 1934, the only three months season we have 
had although it is to be that again this year. The same year applies to 
the largest hag limit. It will be 20 this year, and maybe even 25, although 
I think the Game Commissioner has cold feet about the upper limit. There 
shouldn't be any limits at all to my mind. The countryside is sizzling with 
them. 

Huns have sp’ead into much of our wilderness again with the current peak. They 
are quite plentiful in Jasper National Park, for instance, in the RocHes and 

roughly 100 miles from the nearest farming country proper. % 

What the annual kill is, I haven't the least idea and there is nothing at 
all on which to base an estimate. The southern half of the Province kills 
many more than we do for it is the only abundant game bird they have. It 
might be anything from fifty to 100,000 and for the good of the birds xt 
should be ten times that. 

Yours sincerely, 

William Rowan
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ANY PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

August 5, 1942 

Dear Mr. Leopold, i 

The letter which I wrote to Doctor Bradley was about the 
mite population experiment. One of the problems I face is 

finding some way to measure the animals on the experimental 
and control areas. Weight fluctuates and is so bound up 

with so many factors as to be rough at oest. Several 

yeasr ago Loctor Bradley suggested some possibilities and I wanted 
geome further ones, 

One of the ideas that seems feasible ic activity measurement. 

Several years ago a paper in the Journal of Mammalogy gave 

a method for studying activity on ereas by use of electrical 

contacts and recording drums. Dice at Michigan studied activity 

by using a tread-wheel hooked up to a recording drum, 

I agree that Elton's book is a darn good job. The thing that 

struck me first wes his relegating Dice's very great work on 

census techniques to an inferior place. As i remember the 
: passage, Dice's work was passed over as merely an elaboration 

of an Unglishman's method. The latter's work (as cited) came 
out several years after Dices and wasa two page note. It 

didn't strike me as a fair way of treating Dice's work. 

I don't know whether or not I mentioned it, put I received a 

boost ingalary this year. 

Yocom's thesis on the Hungarian in the Palouse Region of 

Washington has been accepted by Bcological Monographs, and it 

will appear in the April 1943 number. It is a darn good paper. 
I would call it a better Master's thesis on the Hun than 
Yeatter's was a Doctor's thesis,...just for comparison. 

ee 

: Leonard Wing
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Page Ten MICHIGAN CONSERVATION 

Mussel Dredging Ban Young Pheasants Aided 
Effective This Month Stream Is Set Aside By Weather Conditions 

! . a 
A five-year closed season order of the For Ladies Only Weather _ conditions generally over 

Conservation Commission prohibits, for North Carolina is probably the lower Michigan areas where pheasants 
the first time, taking of mussels in the first state in the Union to set aside are found have been tainly favorable 
month of July in waters of southern a “no man’s land,” an area exclu- for young broods during recent weeks. 
Michigan counties. The order was issued sively for ladies who want to fish More young pheasants should have es 
on the showing that mussels were seri- without male company. For the vived than was the case during the 1943 
ously depleted in these waters and that first time one of North Carolina’s spring season which was marked by a an extended period of protection was better trout streams has been posted period of heavy and continued rains. 
necessary to give them a chance to re- with “For Ladies Only” signs. Up- Xe 
establish themselves. on the banks of this beautiful . . 

A one-time half million dollar indus- stream the female Izaak Waltons Emphasis on Education 
try, the Conservation Department has may discuss lures and _ lingerie, 
issued as many as 2,500 licenses annually backlashes and babies, without in- In Fox Control Program 
for the taking of mussels, shells of which terference from the male element. Fox control measures, in Michigan, are 
are used in making buttons. to be mainly educational. 

A Turning down bounty payment pro- 
EE posals, the Conservaiion Commission has 

Submerged Lands will Beaver Study Is Begun app uae sm plovmens ot appar a 
. structors to work with individuals anc 

Present Lease Problem | In Northern Peninsula seaueles waeing to. SEDIY een ror meas 

Study of beaver on Northern Peninsula ee Nea REE LAS UEU CLOTS Wi ole 
Proposed future leasing of submerged streams has been’ undertaken by Con- ae ae aD ee a 

lands along the Michigan shoreline of servation Department game and fish au- ee Pe rc eat ane: the Great Lakes, for oil and gas explor- thorities as a preliminary to future Con- ¥ ch EN ne Benes i 
ation and development, presents prob- servation Conmaicaen action in opening A cnUip RA eee for fox control 
lems which the Conservation Commission or closing the peninsula to beaver trap- activities is available July 1. 
may consider at its meeting in Ironwood ping next spring. No beaver trapping Key 
July 16-17. was allowed in the Northern Peninsula 
Pushing of drilling operations to points last spring. Port Huron State Park 

uear shorelines, especially in the Saginaw The survey is being made during the Land Purchase Approved 
Bay area, is raising questions of policy hottest weeks of summer when it can be 
which must be decided. Lessees of lands determined whether water temperatures Purchase of 1,000 feet of Lake Huron 
fronting on the Great Lakes will seek rise to a point which can destroy trout frontage is to complete state ownership 

= such leases to complete blockings in com-__ in streams that have been dammed_ by in the Port Huron State Park area be- i 
plying with federal regulations. beaver. tween Highway US 25 and the lake. The 

Principal difficulty anticipated in de- Conservation Commission has approved 
termining future policy will be the  _ the $25,000 purchase. 
method of apportioning royalties. Since The Commission also has approved 
owners of shore properties have title to Michigan's lron the purchase of 239 acres for recreational 
the water’s edge, rise and fall of lake , development as Pittman-Robertson proj- 
levels will complicate the problem. (Coniteveasrom ange 1) ects in Kalamazoo, Barry, and Lapeer 

depend on the metallurgist, and chemist, counties; 3,500 feet of frontage on the Ney to make our once-rejected low-grade ores Jordan River in Antrim county, and 
° ° valuable. We have used much, but the 4,500 feet of frontage on Payne Lake in 

Six Southern Peninsula end is not yet, and even when the vast Barry county. Cees 
i war demands have ended, new construc- Largest new acquisition wi e 6,537 

Counties are Closed to tion will demand Michigan iron. acres to be added to Pigeon River and 
Pheasant Hunters in ‘44 Up to the end of 1942, Michigan had Presque Isle State Forests in Otsego and 

shipped 603,542,183 tons of iron ore. Montmorency counties at an option price 
Grand Traverse and Leelanau counties Think of all the steel that has been made of $29,744. 

will be closed to pheasant hunters next from that ore—steel for bridges, rails, —— 
fall, in addition to Alcona, Benzie, Ma- ships, furnaces, pots and pans, refrigera- Map showing location of Marquette, Gogebic, and 
son, and Wexford counties, closed last tors, automobiles, and bombers, as well Menominee iron ranges. 
fall, and all of the Northern Peninsula. 28 the 110 pieces of steel that the aver- 

Open season in other counties below age man carries on his person, the 89 = 
the Straits will be from October 15 to Pieces the average woman carries, and 
November 5, inclusive. the 327 tons used before the war for one 

el ci year’s supply of holders for lipstick red- 
5 NN Xk dened by iron pigment. 

a This is the story of the billion year t Protection for Hunkies long formation of Lake Superior iron ? (cies 7 i 
é ore, and of Michigan’s 100-years of pro- Oa 

Extended for Five Years duction. This is the story of the founding Pe y | 
of Marquette, Negaunee, Ishpeming, y 

An additional five-year period of grace Crystal Falls, Ironwood, and all the Oy | 
has been extended to the Hungarian part- other cities and towns that grew up [MAR t ridge now present in Michigan by Con- around the sites of mining operations; BF EY | 
servation Commission action in prohibit- the story behind the centennial celebra- A Oh 6 he t 
ing the taking of the exotic species be- tion of the discovery of iron; the story <PreS q > VW 
fore October 1, 1949. Present protection of a part of the wealth of Michigan that SoS | [| 5 a Wile” 
dates from 1941. Sportsmen and farm- was received in exchange for the “Toledo se Ee v RS ers, questioned last spring, thought there strip.” tC ERICA BRIAN. ON BO) 
had been little change or perhaps a slight This is a part of the Michigan chapter “S.QURONIAN' & Ww ‘ | decrease in numbers of hunkies during in the fascinating romance of steel. P PF foc | the last year. The End. ——H ' 

wy /) | 
nh, 4b noyher |}
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Hun Cycle in Palouse Region. Leonard Wing says 
the Hungarian Population crashed in vicinity of 
Puldman, Wash. during winter of 1942-43. 

A.L. 
9/10/46
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From the book "The Game Birds of California! ~ 
by x 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer. 

: (Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1918. 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, pages 35-36.) 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE ‘ 

"In 1905 attention began to focus on the Hungarian, or common European, 
Partridge (Perdix perdix). Yor a tine attempts to procure birds for plant— 
ing here failed, Finally W. EB, Gerber succeeded through his personal efforts 
in purchasing in Hungary and shipping to California, fifty-four of these 

_ partridges. Half of the birds died in transit; the remainder updn arrival 
were placed in an aviary on his ranch near Sacramento (Calif. Fish Comm, , 
1907, ppe 6465). No success attended the effort to propagate the birds in : 
captivity; in fact only two eggs were laid. The birds were finally liberated, 
but nothing further was heard of them. 

: In the spring of 1908 the Figh and Game Commission purchased, from 
eastern game dealers, for stocking purposes, 395 Hungarian Partridges, and 
in the following year 2,127 more. These birds were planted in lots of 20 
to 50 in more than ninety localities in the state, from San Diego County to 
Siskiyou County end from sea level to high in the mountains. During the same 
year 65 Hungarian Partridges were received for propagation purposes at he 
State Game Farm; in 1910, 993 were received there, and in February, 1912, 
24 more. Notwithstanding this large breeding stock, mot a single young bird ~~ 
Was reared at the Game Farm. The birds died off rapidly, and by 1914 not 
one remained, During the first year after planting, broods of young were 
reported to have been seen in many parts of the state, but such favorable 
reports Soon ceased. As an example of the result of California's attempts 
to establish the Hungarian Partridge we quote a report from George Neale; 
"About the year 1910 I received a small shipment of Hungarian Partridges 
from the Fish and Game Commission. I liberated these birds on the Haggin 
Grant about eight miles from Sacramento. About a ménth after the liberation 
I saw one male bird. This'was the last seen of any of them." Indeed, in 
the attempt to establish the Hungarien Partridge, California has 
sacrificed over 3,500 birds costing over $3.50 each. 

2 A recent experiment under private auspices is thab of King Macomber, . 
who, in 1914, imported fifty pairs of Hungarian Partridges and confined 
them. on his ranch in San Benito County in a large outdoor aviary extending 
over about an acre of natural cover, Small rodents were said to have ) 
destroyed the few-eges laid in 1915, but several clutches of eggs are 
reported to have been deposted in 1916",
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: 

a Extract from the book “Propagation of Wild Birds" 

j 
} by Herbert K. Job. 

(From Chapter VI, "Other Foreign Gallinaceous Species), p. 94) 

Conditions in Eastern Europe. An article descriptive of this region, 

written by Mr. Iarsen, of the game-exporting firm of Loewith and Larsen, 

in THE GAME BREEDER is'very instructive. In parts of eastern Burope were 

many thousands of these partridges are netted-for shipment to America, the 

following are the conditions: The peasants live in compact villages, not 

on their farm land, and go back and forth to work, For miles there are 

- uninterrupted stretches of grain and crops, no houses to harbour rats or 

\ cats, no woods to shelter foxes. The fields provide abundant food and : 

whelter, Young broods, undisturbed, grow up in thousands. Here, on the 

3 other hand, they encounter winter starvation and enemies on every hand 
5 

5 combined with indiscriminate gunning which is there prohibited", 
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pIozs? OF Hue 

sitet 3 tt, St), 15 
De 559. See AS att See dostraction of exes was passed Wy Nenay VIE te 2 . 

4 "orowboy" drove the arows out of the corn var med ectw OF Recline, 

Pe 563. guhex, Wae artificially fattened with cheat for tatle use, alse godwits, 
8, gray plover, 

Bs S1e- Best, *(the Maglish) perks + contain wore fallow deer than all the De 57%. stion world besides." (quoted from Bynes Morieon, 1617.) 
pe 576. Geme used at Tari of Warwick's dimer to Archbishop of Yor, 1470: 

200 eranes 200 pheasants 100 curlew 
4000 rabbits 500 partridge 200 quail 
4000 duelee 5000 woodeodic 4000 deer 
204% bitterns 400 plover (Probably rough index to 

abuaeace) 

B. 680, Hawicing began in middle of 4th cantury, Piret in ond given laces, catia of tes, te tae tan RY 
feleons), At hetcht 159%, cone by 1700. 

we THT. Pennant (quoted) soys 72,200 ducks, widgeons, & teals token in Pe re oS Formerly wuch more abundant, 
in consequence of drainere of merdhos, 

p. 64s, cod Some were 15 mi, around, girt with a stone well or oak palinge 
the safe keeping of the fellow deer from ranging about the country." 

pe 859. Preides Appear in the accounts in anal] mmbers back to 1990. 
‘Less ¢osmon than plover and woodeodl. 

p. 872. "ha to ite longevity, a pike teken in 1497 ot Heilbron, in Suabia, 
7” foe nents etn sate io teeee ert ee ae i Be tanta, inte the lake by Frederick IZ, in 1230; being therefore 267 years old. 

Its skeleton, 19 foot in length, ma lone preserved at Namheta." 

yp. O16, Priees, the followin: may indicate relative sluntencet 

1532 15). she 
*e 4 f. de se & 

oven 6 6 2 % 5 8 
Crane, stork or 
buctard h 8 2 & ce 

. Godel t 1 2 me senate 
bce Ns ory o 4% o 4% o & 
Rabbit, out of 

the warren O B/D mame ee 
Penile o @ 0 2 o 2 
Mallard o 4 o 4 o & 

Plover $ ; 0 — 
Snyte (f antpe) © 2-1/2 0 dafe aa 

Pheesant ened : : 0 § 
\ lovers, green 9 «+--+ 9 totenniae 

' a Gis a é
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, 2?) * ¢ in Englend t111 their femortetion from France in the 
mem haar tt) 

re a eae a, Sse ai Jeolop: mliimis Linnaeus ee distinguished from Seolopeax gallinage of 

PP. 1008, Star or Red Der, Nemen of age claasest 

Mole = Home 
young ealt ? 

2 broket 

‘ spay 
stag 

2 great stag 
hart 

DP» 1059. Guykey. Introduced into Mugland in 15th Henny VIII (1524). 

p. 107L. Yermtn. Quoting Harri, on Blizsbethan writer: “Of foxes we have some, bat 
no great store: aleo bedeers in our sandy and Light grounds, I suppose 
thet these teo are pother preserved by contlenen to hmt and have pastime 
withel, than mffered to live, as not able to te destroyed because of ‘ 
their great mmbors, I micht here ontreat largely of other verain, as the 
polecat, minever, wesgel, stoat, fulmart, equirrell, fitcher, ani such Lilo; 
giao of the obter and of the beaver (of which last we have not many, but 

only in the Yeifie in Tales); for the otter is not wanting, or to seek, in 
many vat most streame of this isle; but 1¢ shall sufficie to have named 
them, ac I do finally the martern, a beast of the chase; although for 
muber I worthily doubt whether that of our beavers or marterns may be 
thought to be the lese.* 

p. 1200, lee "Of gach aw are Dred in our land we have the crane, bitter, wild 
svan, bustard, heron, curley, anite, wlld~geose, wend er doffrel, 

pened 200, ocay O° both, surte (avers set Sh Ct teal, wigeon, 
mallard, drake, dhoveller, pewet (eves See ea mew, barnacle, quail, 
notte (mot), the oliet or olife, the dunbird (red-necked diving duck or 
feaale widgeon), woodeodl, partrich and pheasant, besides divers others." 

; (Nete: Of these 29 species, partrich and pheasant are mentioned last-- 
surely not bemmse of quality.) 

Of 17 purchases in the accounts, including everything from plover to 

plackbirds, neither partridge or pheasant are mentioned, 

3
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Digest of 

Welford, Richard ¢. and Bright, John, "THE GaMi LAWS." Jendon, &, Groom 
bridge & Gon, 18h6, 

Oe eee mama tae RE ENE RRL EN RNR A AN RR NR AR ARR NR AE IA RA ee NE 

p. 6 "You plow, and sow, you rise early end eat the bread of carefulness; rent-day 
comes twice a year with its inexorable demand; ond yet you are doomed to see 
the fertility---blighted and destroyed by creatures which would be deaed 
vermin, but for the sanction which the law and your eustoms give to their 
preservation, and which exist for no advantage to you, and for no good to the 
public, but solely to afford a few days amesement in a year to the proprietors 
of the soil.* 

p. 13. “Nothing can be more adverse to civilization than dependence upon the chase." 

p. 22, “It is an invariable law that wild animals recede as population increases 
ami cultivation advances.* 

Pp. 37. “It im well known thet hares travel one or two miles for food." 

PR. 38, “No animal will eat the grass in the neighborhood of covers where the rabbits 
have run about very moh," 

p. 70. "One of the cases of the very general decrease in pheasants, where for a tine 
they were extensively preserved, is the entire destruction of insects of 
various kinds,” Advocates clearing them out and allowing insects to come bacic. 

Pp. 1148, 8% reduction in rent allowed farmers of preserved lands at Heron Oourt (Beapahire), 

pe 137. Landlords and tenants part in maintaining hedees and coverts. 

Pe 153. 10% reduction in rent allowed in 0 

DP. 221. Soot used to keep rabbits off wheat. Only good ¢111 the next rain. 

P. 223, Game damage oatimated to be twice the taxes on the land, 

pe 21, 2500 hares killed from 2000 seres in Norfolk. 

p. 242, A sandy warren of 2000 seres killed 20,000-25,000 rabbits per year. Artificially 
fed with turnips and hay. ‘his warren estimated would carry 500-1000 sheep. 
12,000 left as stock, ‘Total population 28,000 (1) or 14 per acre. Rent of 
68. per sere paid on this warren. Rabbits bring 12s, per dozen, 

pe 2h5-2h6, tee Sash meriaent by Geo, Gayford, in Suffolk, Penned 2 sheep and 
12 tame rabbits in a baildix wank aneiees, Hen EOE. ene, ets carrots, turnips, 
and sainfoin) for 6 weeks, ‘Sheep ate 25 bushels (wt. 45 stone), rabbits 33 
bushels (wt. 66 stone), Thinks these tame rabbits ate nearly as umch as a 
hare. 

pe 2h7-2hs. ‘are Canm- On 1200 acres, 800 plowland, a “cleamp" produced 900 hares, 
Consi, each of these to eat as wuch ag a tame rabbit for 18 weeks (until 
shot off) their consumption would be 95 tone per year. 

File: Digests 
Rabbits 
Bungarien. 
Pheasant
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Pile 
Pheasants = 
Hungerians 

McClure, Game Keeper, » Michigan, 

says radius of Pheasant is 2 miles, Hungarian 1 mile: 

if cover and predator control good. § miles and 34 miles 

if poor.



This clipping from the Calgary Daily Herald. Ae 

wner 
HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES SEEN NBAR ATHABASKA he} —_— 

"Hungarian Partridges have migrated in large numbers to the northern 
part of the province. 

C. H. Morse, district forest inspector, who has recently returned 
from a visit to the territory north of Athabaska, reported to The Herald 
this weex that he had seen a group of about 30 Hungarians. This, he felt, 
was something unusual for this particular section of the province. 

Since Hungarian Partridge were imported into the province some years 
ago and liberated near De Winton, they have increased to a remarkable 
degree and are spreading out over the entire province, 

Mr. Morse also said that he saw a large number of prairie chicxens 
while on his trip north."
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ee emg ey ACCREDITED IMPORTERS OF E - a A. KERESZTFALVY ay ~ ees ee : . = ae 
= coe Sicaue = - . THE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE gs ee | ory 

IMPORTER AND EXPORTER OF -BUSTARD—oris7ARpA, CARPATHIAN RED DEER, MIO 4 a gla +. 
“GAME BIRDS AND MAMMALS EN ee nrononeaw nee ee a 
2142 CONSAUL STREET 2 

. TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A. fi 0H . Ee 3 4 
PHONE: TAYLOR 3985 : Se 2 

: 3 ‘ PARTRIDGES IN A SNOW STORM 

Gentlemen:- pee 

Are you aware that Hungary has supplied almost every country 
: in Europe with its native Partridges? ¢ 

- . Knowing that the birds which come from the great Hungarian 

: lowlands. are accustomed to long, severe winters and hot summers... 
almost every European Live Game Merchant represents his Partridges 

as true Hungarian Partridges. Unfortunately, there have been some 

misrepresentations and some disappointments. | 

The true Hungarian Partridge is a hardy, gamy bird; it lies 

)_well before the dog, and, if hunted several times during the sea- 
a son, returns within a radius of 300 to 400 yards of its original 

nesting place. Some other Partridges on the other hand, do not lie 

so well before the dog...especially in late autumn,..and if hunted 
several times will fly into bushes, woods and cut-overs, sometimes : 
a mile or two from the original nesting place. The disadvantages 

to the breeder are obvious. 

; The importance of dealing with an accredited source of sup- 

ply will be readily seen. Heretofore, it has been exteremely dif- : 
ficult for the buyers to ascertain accurately the original locale 

of the purchased Partridges. We recommend purchasing direct from 
Hungary, through the Hungarian-American Live Game Exchange.



THE HUNGARIAN BREEDING SYSTEM IS BEST 

In all of Europe, the Hungarian Foresters have best solved 

the problem of game breeding. Although their Pheasants, Partridges 
and other game birds are bred in enclsoures and confinements, 
their system is ''as close to nature as possible.'' The details of 

the system are economical, and excellent results have been ob- 

tained in the breeding of the Hungarian Partridge. 

The breeder's problems are, principally: 

How to keep released game on the territory desired; 

How to feed for best scientific propogation; ; 

; How to protect the Partridges from their natural enemies 

(The Hungarian System of Killing Crows). 

Proper hunting methods to permit fair bags without deple- 

tion of the breeding stock. 

The importance of trapping the birds at about the same lati- 

tude and altitude as the territory to which they are to be trans- 

ported for propogation, is not generally appreciated. When placing : 

your order with the Hungarian-American Live Game Exchange, be sure 
to supply this data. We will endeavor to send you Partridges from 

nesting places as near as possible to. the latitude and altitude 

of their destination. 

We recommend the counsel of our Mr. Keresztfalvy in all mat- 

ters pertaining to game propagation. He is a scientific graduate 

in this field of such standing that, to secure his valuable and 

extensive experience, he was unanimously elected into the direct- 

orate of the Hungarian Sportsmens' National Association in Buda- 

pest, Hungary, May 30th, 1922. — 

A price sheet is attached for your convenience: 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 

The genuine Hungarian Patridges come from the great plains of 

Hungary. These birds are accustomed to severe, long winters, and 

hot summers. It makes a difference!



OFFERED FOR DISPATCH BETWEEN NOVEMBER AND MARCH: 

: (ALL PRICES C.1.F. NEW YORK CITY) 

LOTS OF 40 PAIRS OR MORE...per pair $10.00 

LOTS OF 200 PAIRS OR MORE...per pair $ 9.50 

LOTS OF 500 PAIRS OR MORE...per pair $ 9.00 

In addition to the finest breeding stock obtainable, you will 

receive the advice of A. Keresztfalvy, graduate in the Sciences of 

Hunting and Game Propagation of the Royal Hungarian Forestry 
Academy. ; 

2 live arrival and sex are guaranteed, The buyer assumes the 

visk from New York. ; 3 : 

_ As a rule our terms are CASH WITH ORDER; however, special 
arrangements on quantity orders may be determined by corres- 

pondence,. 

FOR STATE GAME DEPARTMENTS we will gladly furnish a system, 

and estimate by which immediate, visible, and constant results 

could be obtained right on the first investment. 

FOR COMMERCIAL GAME BREEDERS, and especially to those who 

already breed Pheasants and Quails we could not too strongly re- 

commend a trial with some 40 pairs of Partridges, since this would 

involve only a small investment considering the equipment they 

already have. 

Besides, Pheasant breeding - as a business - is, or will be 

pretty soon overcrowded, so the earliest breeders of Hungarian ~ 

Partridges will benefit most and now is the logical time to 

start it. 

FOR PRIVATE GAME PARKS AND HUNTING CLUBS - Hungarian Part- 

ridge continues a very desirable aquisition, and we will be glad 

to furnish any information on request. 

FOR LAND HOLDERS - Breeding Hungarian Partridge involves but 

‘one problem which is this: how to keep the released birds within 

the borders of their hunting grounds. As the biggest estates in 

Hungary can breed these birds without enclosures, we can give you 

the best benefit of Hungarian breeders' experiences.



‘It goes without saying that a land well stocked with game _ 
birds not only yields higher profits but proportionately increases © 
the value of the land. : : : : 

ee eg _-—s HUNGARTAN-AMERICAN LIVE GAME EXCHANGE =| 

eae sje 2142 Consaul St., Toledo, Ohio, 

NOTE: Should you be interested in any of the other species men- 
g tioned on our letterhead, we shall be happy to give you full in- _ 

formation, | it os ee: sp esEES * ~ ‘ me « Totiidiger nage te:
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Hungarian partridge folder 

Detailed reports on the status of various species of game 
in Saskatchewan, compiled by Comeiseioner Bradahaw, indicate a slight 
inereas® in wild ducks, but s decrease in ali other species of game 
birds excect the Hungarian partridge, which, it appeers, has epresd 
easterly from Alberta until it has reached the borders of Manitoba : 
and occupies the entire southern portion of Saskatchewan. The sdvance- 
ment of this species of ite own volition over such a vast erea in a 
short space of time is a remarkable circunctance. lr. Bradshaw also 
discounts the claim made by some that the Hungarian exerts any harz~ 
ful influence on native species, such as the prairie chicken. 

A comparative statement of game birds xilled in Saskatcheran 
is herein quoted in part from Hr. Bradshow's report: 

Some Biris Rilled. sz. 2221 

DOUG cc ces ctvexnvvses Bw 530,716 
a a a ee a ae 22,000 796 

Prairie chicken . ...«<« +++ ++ 180,000 76,132 
Ruffed grouse( partridge). . . . . 54,000 13,828 

Bungerian partridge... sess 0 eves 10,943 
Mamber of returna made. . . «2 + « 5,200 4,100 

: Estimated number of shooters. . .. 20,5900 16, 400 
Estimated totel season bag of all 

birds per shooter. . . 2.4.2 ha 3g S
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Daiversity of Wisconsin sue 

Lectures on Game Management. ner 

Alde Leopold : 

ue Bingnecked Pheasent & Nuncarian Partridce 

1. Native Range (See Map of World). 

Phasianus colehicus torqaatus (Z. China) 
* * colchicus (Finaosenee 

Perdix Perdix ) 

2. Introductions (pheasants). 

(s) Betablished in eolenicus) B.C. or earlier. 1 See ee 
(>) Hetedh Sead So Basdade, (oslsntens) 1299 A.D, under Bdwerd I. 

Imported by Torquatus brought in later - hybridized. 

(e) Rovabh sched te Gregan (termabes) 1881 from 28 imported by Judge 
0. W. Denny, can Consul at Shanghai. 

(a) Beteblished in B,Y, (2) (colchicus hybrid) in 1687. Imported from 

t England. 

(8) In 189% Sullivan Forehand, Worcester, Mass., obtained Breeding 
birds from Oregon (torquatus). Planted at Winchester, 

: Introductions (Hungarians). 

(2) In 1900 introduced in Willamette Valley, Oregon, from ? 

3. Comparison of colehicus & tormatus (see Digest fron Beebe attached) 

4, Establishuents in U. 8. (See Map of U3.) 

Ringneck Hungarian 

(a) Glaciated Region (a) Horthvest 
(3. Dakota - Mass.) : (Oregon to Manitoba & Dakota) 

(b) Wester (») Lake States Spots 
(Sash. - Oregon) (Minn. ,Mich., Ia.,Wis.,I11.,0hio) 

(ce) H.¥. -Penn. - Maine spots.



oD Digest by Leopold 3/5/29. 

Comparison of Blacknecked (Caucasian) and 

Bastern Chinese Ringnecked Pheasant. 

From Vol. Iii Beebe's "A Monograph of the Pheasants” (Witherby, London, 1922) 

3 : 8 
8 Black-necked : Ringnecked 

iB, Solchious) i'n (Pcs toxguntus) 
t 8 

Elements of Environment : "Never in dense forests" :1. Dense Reed-beds along 
$ 1. Clearings of sinilax : rivers. (cut by January) 

4 : & clematis :2. Low hills, oak, chesnut, 
: 2. Reeds + pine, dense grass. Bam- 
2 : boo clumps. 
: 13. Paddy fields (rice, wheat, 
: : millet, rape). (Grass on 
i : widges). 

t : 
Altitude : Up to 2200! : 

: : 
Aatum feeding time 3 : Early morning & late after. 

: t 
Polygamous? : Usually 2-3 hens. Some- : Yes. 4 hens. 

$ times monogamous, 3 

t : 
Cocks cackle : : FeB. on. Also Sept.-Oct. 

* fight : 3 Jan. - June. 

ee 

Chicks start eating Seeds =; . : 6 weeks old 

: : 
Setting hen waters, per day ; : Once or twice 

: g 
Clutch :9 i : 612 

: : 
Number broods a :"Sometimes breed twice" 

. t {"two broods not unusual” 
antec hn entnsinrtnneetnm fsenentnensnstnetininaninnse 4 : 

| Breeding season : : April-June 5 
eect enh etsenae, 

{Con't. ) 

ole



: : 
: Blackenecked : Ringnecked 
Tn a) el ee a : : : 
Shooting season : Ghristmas : Dec.=Jan.? 
reenact iteetautaemeanttatitianatattasustttins Ractntettinstianinestdattstaaipanstaiinmanaes 

8 ’ 
Roosting places : High in dense trees in : Yangtze Valley- on ground 

: groves. : Where vermin - in low trees 
encarta Ramtantthtntattttieits ncaa 

t : 
Food : "Oblepicha" berries : Jan.- insects, grubs, seed. 

: Blackberries : Feb.- insects, greens. 
: Rubus fruticosus : Mar.- grubs, greens. 
: Greens & grass tips : April- greens, insects, early 
: : : Spring grain. 
2 t May- adults: insects, seed, 
$ t grain. 
: 3 young: insects, grit. — 
: 7 : June- adults: dry grain, crops, 
: : greens. 
$ : young : insects, greens. 
: ' July- grain, greens, rice. 
3 ' Aug.- rice, greens, beans. 
: : Sept.-cottonseed, greens, rice. 
: : Oct.- beans, acoms, chestnuts, 
: 3 seeds, buckwheat. 
: : Nov.- acorns, cottonseed, rice, 
: : : seeds, insects. 
: : Dec.- grubs, insects, acorns, 
t : beans. 

: 3 ’ 
Predators : Jungle-cat, Horned owl, : Civet-cat, fox, racoon, dog, 

: black fox, peregrine, : weasel, kestrel, eagle, owl. 
? goshawi. : Eggs: black rats, crows. 

: ' 
Laws : : + Goolies prohibited from killing 

t 3 game. Wot enforced. 
recente Laden 

nemesis 

: : : 
Native hunting : Faleonry, guns. Hen decoys: Horsehair snares, nets, hen 

: Baiting ash heaps with 3 ‘decoys. 
rennin NO ah nna 

: t 
Matkets : $1.00 per pair, Tiflis : Up to 60,000 exported from 

. : $s Hankow each fall. 

: : 
Associated species : Red legged partridge : Deer, hare, pig. 
metered 

tetas



Sea : 

5. Gomperison of Bingneel, Buncarion, & Qusil in Americas, (See Chart XIII). 

Breeding Habits ee 

Environment Glaciation. Ohio Ribbons. China? iake- 
beds vs. moraines? Prairie? 

Mevenents Cruising raidus. 

Menagement figures Yields ali same, Hesvier kill in pheasant. 

Population Curve. Flat for yheseant. 

6. Relation of Pheasants to agriculture $ Native Shecies, 

Need of: study (compare Ga. Quail Invest). Fellowships. 

Gorn pulling. Cocks only? Sugar Corn? 

Islands, flowages & swamps, old canals as refuges. (Ice). 

"“Cowbirding™ om grouse (Mich.). 

Fara Value. Shooting Privileges. $2.50 Iowa. 

Rails - Mins.? 

7. Buropean Nanegement of Hungarians. - 

(See Summary of Mexwell, Ohio report, attached). 

See Digest of Page, attached.) 

8. American Menagement : 

; (See Table of Plonts, Seasons, & Limits attached) 

9. Adaptability of Species to Public Shooting Grounds & Refuges 

Criteria: Cruising radius (refuges, distance apart)



dmexican Manocement Data, Fneasents 4 Runzarians 

ee te ee eee 
State : : Present Present : 

——enenmemmemeintakeh Plant... tiethed Firat Oven Dave Limit 2 First Plant Jirst Oven Dave Limit 

Ohio ; 1915 7 Eggs & birds 19207 10 2 ; 1915 19207 lo 6 
(statewide) +: t 

Minnesota : 19207 Partly drift 1926 15 3 : 

Towa : 1900 Birds 1927 3 l2? ; 

(i900) ea a 
Michigan ; Sges & birds ? 5 2 : 

8. DB : Birds w tot § : 

Wisconsin | ; ? ? x 5 2 : ? ? 4 3 

Oregen : 1681 Birds 1992 wp to 30 & : 1900 ? 30 4 
' (Or earlier) : : 

“‘Wesh. ae ? ? ? 3 ? ? ? 10



Populations & Yields. — 

Susceptitie of gane farming? Costs? 

. Stability ef Population Curve. 

Lend Investment per hunter.



Honzarian Povulationg. ‘he density figures gathered during the Survey 
are not sufficient to justify a mp. ‘The distribution of density classes 

by states was as follows: 

Zisconsin §=Iilinois Indiana 

0.5-1 2 0 1 

1-2 2 1 1 

2eolt z : 1 

Leg 2 1 1 

816 0 0 2 

16=32 0 0 0 

Over 32 Qo 1 0 

HnngsriantPheasant Ratio. In the Chicago area northern lake County has 

the heaviest ratio of Hungarians, namely about 10-5. Southern lake County 

has a preponderance of pheasants, namely 5-10. ‘The Humgarian population 

fades out more rapidly westward than the pheasant, reaching in northern 

MeHenry County the ratio of 1-10.
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G Investigation — 

Sportsmen Supporting Inquiry Into 

‘Periodic Grouse Shortage 

IT GORD 

Contributing Fund of $15,000 
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Photo by A. A, Allen, Ph.D., Cornell University 

The King of American Game Birds 
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The Grouse Disease in North America 

HE RUFFED GROUSE is almost the report. In order to determine the prev- 

"[siversaty conceded to be the finest alence of the parasite in the wild birds, the 
of our North American game birds. It New York State Conservation Commission 

is found in suitable localities throughout the directed its game protectors to send Dr. 

northern United States and Canada and, Allen stomachs of grouse shot in all parts 

where the forests have not become too re- of New York State. About 100 stomachs 
stricted, still occurs in considerable num- were examined in 1923 from 19 different 

bers. Owing to the difficulties in hunting localities and stomachs from ten localities 

it and its skill in evading the hunter, it is were found to be infected. In 1924, 75 

able to maintain itself even in much hunted stomachs were examined from 39 localities 

areas. It has many natural enemies and in and 11 from nine localities were found in- 

addition to these, unfortunately, it is sub- fected. The important discovery this year 
ject periodically to the ravages of some was that in each of the localities where the 

mysterious disease. A similar disease of the parasites were found in 1923, the birds were 

European Red Grouse was investigated for uniformly scarce in 1924, strengthening Dr. 

eight years between 1904 and 1911 by a  Allen’s contention that the parasite is the 
Committee of the British Board of Agricul- direct cause of the Grouse Disease and the 

ture and Fisheries but until recently no disappearance of the grouse from the 

scientific investigation of the diseases of our coverts. In addition to those from New 

native ruffed grouse has ever been at- York State, stomachs of birds from Con- 
tempted. necticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, 

and Massachusetts were examined and the 
Investigation Under Way parasite found in Connecticut and Massachu- 

At the tenth National Game Conference — setts; Prof. A. O. Gross likewise reported it 
of The American Game Protective Asso- from Maine. Several dozen stomachs from 

ciation, Professor A. A. Allen of Cornell Pennsylvania were examined without find- 
University presented the results of his five ing the parasite although other parasites 
years of experimentation in the artificial were discovered. 

propagation of the ruffed grouse resulting The parasite discovered by Dr. Allen has 
in the discovery of a parasite which he be- thus far been called Dispharagus. A review 

lieves to be the cause of the so-called of the literature and a study of the mor- 
“Grouse Disease.” His report was published phology of the worm by Miss Elizabeth L. 
in the Butrertn of the American Game Keyes, however, indicates that it should be 
Protective Association for January, 1924. called Acuaria spiralis Mol. unless it is a 

Briefly summarized, the discovery was of a new species. Its complete life history is 

small round worm which lives in the pro- not known as thus far only the adult worms 
ventriculus or glandular part of the stomach and their eggs have been found. It may be 

burrowing into the mucosa and. secreting that one cycle of its life history is passed in 

some toxic substance which causes the death an intermediate host but this has not yet 

of the bird. Photographs of the parasites been determined. Investigations of this kind 

and of infected stomachs were published in are particularly difficult because of the value 

——————————————————— aD 
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of the birds, the scarcity of the material maldehyde for a few hours before shipping 
with which one has to work, and the lack it.” 

of funds for carrying on an extensive in- It is very likely that other parasites and 
vestigation. diseases are of equal importance with Dis- 

pharagus and an effort should be made to 

Grouse Committee Created learn all of the diseases and parasites to 
At the recent National Game Conference Which the species is heir. This can be done 

a resolution was passed calling for an inten- by a careful examination of a large number 
sive study of the Grouse Disease over a of birds when freshly killed but even better 

three year period. It seems appropriate at by keeping a large number in captivity and 

this time to mention some of the problems Watching them closely for indications of 
that such an investigation should attempt the various diseases as they appear. The 
to solve. In the first place, inasmuch as diseases of the young birds can best be 

such a start has been made in the study studied by raising them in captivity likewise 

of cause and effect of the parasite Disphara- and having them under complete control. 

gus, an effort should be made to learn its This requires a considerable outlay for 
complete life history. Control measures stock, enclosures, and care. 

can scarcely be worked out until this is 

known. Its status throughout the range of e A . 

the grouse should be learned by an examina- tate Hist eve eouuied 
tion of stomachs from all over northern In addition to a study of the diseases of 
United States and Canada, and its effect the grouse there are a number of facts in its 

upon the numbers of the birds in the coverts life history that have a bearing upon the 

determined. This can be done only through abundance of the birds that ought to be 
the cooperation of a large number of sports- Studied in a comprehensive investigation. 

men who will agree to keep an accurate The exact nature of the food of the grouse 

record of all birds flushed in their favorite throughout the different seasons and under 
coverts each time they go afield, so that it varying conditions should be known; the 
will be known exactly when an increase food of the young as well as that of the 
or decrease occurs, and who will preserve the adults. Experiments should be made in food 

crops and stomachs of all birds shot. preferences. We should know the feeding 

Dr. Allen gives the following directions ‘ange of the covies of young birds and the 
for preparing specimens. “A quart fruit daily and seasonal range of | the old birds; 

jar containing a pint of five per cent for- and the meaning of the erratic migrations or 

maldehyde should be included in the equip- wanderings in which some birds” indulge. 

ment of every sportsman, and the crops and We should have a complete knowledge of the 
stomachs, tied together with a label bearing life history and activities of the bird from 

the date, time, and place of capture, should the time it hatches from the egg until its 
be dropped into it when the birds are offspring begin the new cycle, for no one 

dressed. At the close of the season these C@% foretell what little fact will prove 
specimens should be removed from the ™0st important in working out the life his- 

fluid, drained, and mailed to us together LORY, of a parasite or the control of a 

with the notes on the number of birds in ‘isease. 
the coverts, All birds found dead in the a . 
field should be mailed to us at once for ex- Institutions Will Cooperate 
amination, unless they have already spoiled. The National Game Conference has sug- 

Tf the weather is warm, however, it would gested that the investigation of the Grouse 

be better to drop the entire alimentary tract, Disease be carried on jointly by Cornell Uni- 

including the liver and spleen into the for- versity, Syracuse—Gniversity, and the US. 

The Ragesieay, Witty fore st Lixperimeat Stauivn. 
= 

est Experiment Station 

[3]
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Biological Survey but its success will de- 000. to be paid in three annual installments, 
pend entirely upon the cooperation of all to defray the expenses of this investigation 

sportsmen and the Conservation Commis- and a committee of five sportsmen and 
sions of the various states and Canada where scientists was appointed to have charge of 
the grouse is found. Scientists of other this work. About $2,500 was subscribed at 

institutions of the United States and Canada, the time, and other subscriptions have since 
within the range of the ruffed grouse, are been received. 

pete a Sa ae aq eerie . The New York Conservation Commission 
Dios 00 may Pee we ane to do so should has given assurance that it will co-operate. 
correspond with the Chairman of the Com- 
mittee. Opportunity for Sportsmen 

A start has been made, a good race can This is the first time an opportunity of 

be 4 cree or not = goal ean. this kind has been presented to do some- 
paca es nerve a eee thing constructive and worth while for the 
those who are best able to help—the sports- 2 $ - 
e preservation of the partridge. It is very 

re 4 a hod desirable to have the full amount needed 

CUE s colsr uae ey ans a i for this investigation pledged at once so 
ploy the help of the scientist. The investi- : 

: 5 that plans can be made for a definite cam- 
gation of the grouse disease will tend to as- . ‘ het 

semble facts which may make it possible to DAI Sny COW erie EMe Bee c yeate. s 
eliminate or avoid these epidemics and All sportsmen interested should be will- 
thus render the grouse supply more per- ing to assist in this campaign. Those who 

manent and dependable and improve shoot- are, should immediately send their pledges 

ing opportunities. It is incumbent upon to Mr. John B. Burnham, Chairman, 2273 
sportsmen to make it possible to carry on this \Voolworth Building, New York City, nam- 

investigation. ing a specific sum to be contributed for 

Subseriptions Coming In 1925, 1926 and 1927, and, if possible, to ac- 

A resolution was passed at the Confer- company pledge with payment for the first 
ence providing for raising the sum of $15,- year. 

fs : enon 

Mail pledges at once. It is important that work be organized now 

for 1925 season. 

Dr. A. A. ALLEN Dr. C, C. Apams 

Frepertc C. Watcorr Wo. B. MersHon 

Joun B. Burnuam, Chairman 

2273 Woo.wortH Buitpinc, New York Ciry. 
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Bird Lores 29th Christmas Census (Dec. 25, 1928). ag 

(Limited to a country 15 miles in diameter) Q nom 

“Compiled by John S. Main 

Bunber of stations reporting in the U. &. and east of the Mississippi, 159 
(Includes Minn. and Iowa) 

Buffed Grouse 

Stations reporting 22 : 
Individuals seen 43 
av. No, seen 2 : 

14 ont of the 22 reported only 1 seen and it is lively 

that many, if not more, of the others were seen singly. 

If the New England States are excepted there are only 
10 stations reporting and only 20 birds seen. 

Prairie Chicken 

None reported} 

Bob White. 

Stations reporting 60 
Individuals seen 1180 
Av. No. seen 19-2/3 

ae specially mentioned as seen. These comprised 
birds, an average of 12-2/3 to a covey. Assuming that in 

some Cases coveys have combined, it is never the less probable 
that the average family was from 10 to 11 birds, seemingly a 
large number of young to grow to maturity. 

; Question: Why then is the increase not greater? 

Are the decimating factors more effective after maturity than 
before? One would expect quite the reverse, except for shooting. 

Bingneck Pheasants. 

Stations reporting 47 
Individuals seen 227 
Av. No. seen 5



27 stations reported 2 or less indicating quite a general 
dispersal. 

By far the larger uuiber reported were from the eastern 
states.



Digest of 

"Historical Collections of Ida County" 

Dr. G. C. Moorehead, Pioneer Record Press, 1928 

p. 5. Water. “Wild ducks and geese lazily swam in the river, the water 
of which was so clear that schools of fish could be seen on the 
hard clean sandy bottom." (dune 16, 1856) 

Hard winter, 1856-7 "coldest ever known in Iowa." Also 1880-81, 
1887-88. 

p. 7. Migration of elk. “At one time, when the floating ice filled the 
river, the elk travelling north gathered on the land now occupied 

by Ida Grove in such mmbers that they covered the ground and 
— south as far as could be seen." (Elk lasted till 1870, 
p- 26). 

"Wild turkeys were abundant." 
"Prairie Chickens were almost tame and were trapped and shot at 
pleasure." 

"Quails were as abundant as sparrows today." 

"Ducks, cease, carters aud saudhiti craucs nested." The latter 
species is subs ted by a pet, which must have been caught 

young. 

p. 16. Prairte fires. "At times deer and elk and prairie chickens were 

driven south by these fires, and were the first warning the set- 

tler received." 

p- 102. Migration. "Cattle never learned to migrate as the elk and 
buffalo did.* 

Blk 
Prairie Chicken |~ 
Waterfowl 
Iowa report 
Parker



Prairie chicken folder 

Detailed reports on the status of various species of game 
in Saskatchewan, compiled by Commissioner Bradshaw, indicate a slight 
increase in wild ducks, but a decrease in all other species of game 

- bdirds except the Hungarian partridge, which, it appears, has spread 
easterly from Alberta until it has reached the borders of Manitoba 
and occupies the entire southern portion of Saskatchewan, The advance- 
ment of this species of its own volition over such | vast area in 6 
short space of time is a remarkable circumstencs. lr. Bradshaw also 
discounts the claim made by sowe that the Hungarian exerts any harn- 
ful influence on native species, such as the prairis chicken. 

& comparative statement of game birds killed in Saskatchewan 
is herein quoted in part from Mr. Bradshow's report: 

Game Birds Killed. 92k. 227 

DMR cc eee ee eae ee > FEO 530,716 
2 nied ee ee ee ee ee ee 16996 

Prairie chicken . «..+.+++ ++ 180,000 70,132 
Ruffed grouse(partridge). ..... 5,000 13,828 
Hungarian partridge... 2.2528 sees 10,988 
Number of returns made, ...... 4200 4,100 | 
Estimated number of shooters. ... 20,300 16,400 
Estimated total season bag of all 

birds per shooter. . .... +. he 38
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Al few observations on the status of a forlorn game bird 

_ An Kditorial 

OW INDEED is this famous bird. So low in fact that dred, and by 1916 there were between 800 and 1,500. Then { the mere handful that remains is little more than a came hard times. Another fire, a flight of goshawks and stinging reminder of what might have been. bad breeding seasons reduced the number to below a hundred When the early settlers of the North Atlantic coast looked in the spring of 1917. 1918 saw an increase to over four about them for natural resources, they found among the hundred in 1921. Then down again to fifty in 1923 and native birds one that they chose to call the “heath hen.” _ still less in 1924. In 1925 hope was again practically given We now know that it is a relative of the pinnated grouse or up, yet fifty were reported in 1926, and the beginning of prairie chicken of the west. Nevertheless, it is a separate 1928 finds the number about the same—less if anything. If and distinct bird that once had its abode from what is tenacity is a virtue, the heath hen deserves to live, as its now southern Maine to the Virginia Capes and perhaps past history shows. 
beyond. It is reported that from 1907 to date, the Commonwealth AND what a battle for life it has been. In 1890 there of Massachusetts has spent nearly $60,000 in an attempt to were between one and two hundred birds. In 1892 they save the heath hen. If that figure represents money paid befits us to begrudge the inroads that were made on these in by the sportsmen of Massachusetts to make the hunting birds by the early settlers through their necessities. Neither and fishing conditions better in that state, it is a lot. Only can we be too severe toward those who later, in their blind- by a miracle can the heath hen ever again become a game " ness, continued the process of reduction as a vocation. _ bird. There is not one chance in a thousand that it will. Sportsmen as a class have never figured conspicuously in A continued drag of any great size on the sportsmen’s funds heath hen history. The low status of the bird was ap- would not be justified from the standpoint of sound business. proached ere the sport of field shooting had become a factor Although an average of $3,000 per year for such a cause is of any great importance. not an appalling figure, there are healthier issues that need In the year 1834 a few heath hens were reported in New _ the State’s attention. Perhaps the State should be pardoned Jersey, on Long Island and in Connecticut, but the last for what seems like a rather dilatory attitude. However, it record of a heath hen being killed on the mainland of New is to be remembered that about $30,000 was spent from York was only two years later. In 1844 the bird was prac- 1907 to 1916 and included the purchase of the heath hen tically extinct on Long Island. refuge. During that time the birds increased from fifty to The bird did not survive as long on the mainland to the one thousand, more or less. north. It had practically disappeared from the Connecticut Bu what of these societies that are committeed to the Valley by 1820 and in 1840 none were believed to be in cause of conservation and who solicit funds from well- existence on the mainland of Massachusetts. By 1875 all meaning people for use in furthering the cause to which they the remaining heath hens in existence were on Martha’s are dedicated? It looks to us as if they were hog-tied with Vineyard Island off the southern coast of Massachusetts. a bundle of scientific red tape and petty politics. As sports- There on that sea island the little remnant has fought its men we always thought that just such a situation as the fight for existence, and still fights on, perhaps twenty, per- heath hen now presents was where such organizations were haps fifty, probably no more. supposed to shine. If the heath hen in its present status is AXP what a battle for life it has been. In 1890 there not in their field, what on earth is? 

were between one and two hundred birds. In 1892 they Here are what we consider the facts of the case. The were reduced to some- State, perforce, must thing like the present place a limit on its day numbers. 1894 5 7 Heath hen work. It saw a forest fire that \ ) (Now We CAN PRove Wily s Oy Ww bt iyi did. Then up pops a swept the breeding | keer") Ni) NY ar\\ Wy Ny Y\\ i iy bird club of eee grounds and hope was OS i) : Se | K\ Ls Vw ( and power. This or- practically given up SF py aN Sif / Z Ea WAKA ganization employed Three years later the ea. > 3 VN Nes) wy a special warden’ to birds were still there, ot ROB 8) - AN 4 devote all his atten- twenty or so. The \ we S GA Bh, YI) tion to heath hen next year found the WY 7 gg ne vi 2 < SNe Vy guardianship, and number doubled. : mo seater Wy =o Bs Ai : At armed him with a The ee 1907 say i A Be <K ee NG Soy state galerie 6 per- 
some real constructive “i eff nye —- ae Geet Liat x work done. The Com- LL SS ry lee might overstep the monwealth of Massa- A ——— SS 4 written laws on the chusetts, sportsmen’s <4 <= taking of species of organizations, the Au- SO a de ra = Bi birds that, in his dubon Society and a Ss i, ah en — SaaS, a7 Hh i judgment, were a group of public-mind- [\ peewee ca UE (eyes) menace to those few ed citizens, completed et SL Gas: See remaining and valu- 
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21 December 1928 

iu" . 

ee eae 
Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I have your letter of December 12th and am sending 
you a copy of Article 10 of Volume 14 of our Bulletin in 
which you will find Professor Gross' data with regard to 
the prairie hen in Illinois. The index to the volume re- 
fers under this head to pages 408, 416, 417, 418, 420, 427, 
and 439. Professor Gross' field notes would contain only 
more detailed information as to precise localities and situ- 
ations in which the species was noted. 

If I can give you any further information on the 

subject, I shall be pleased to hear from you. 

Very truly yours, 

Street 
hotirnnd Afra £5. Bins 2 

Wrote 12/27/28: Not yet bef Lee 
received. “of se Anbawce.
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Digest of “Mumbers & Local Distribution of Ill. Land Birds" ov 

By Steyhen A. Forbes & Alfred 0. Gross one 

(Bulletin of Natural History Survey Vol. KIV Art. X October 1923.) 

(Field Work 1906 - 9) ; 

Moreage Covered & Wunbers All Birds per Sq. Mi. 

Winter Spring Summer Pall 

Aer. No. Aer, Bo. Aer, No. Aer. Bo. 

Southern 1400 836 

Central 2600 wo 4500 4100 

Northern 2300 2o ' 17560 1458 

State 60 8 «520 

Popujations per Sq. Mi, By Species 

Southern ( 31 winter 1906-7 320 fall 1906 19 fall 1 
(36 atte - 

Central 72 - (winter 1906-7) 12 fall 1906 

Northern 19087 57 (winter 1906-7) 

Winter Populations per Sq. Mi. by Types & Species 

Quail grow Erairie Chicken 

imi oncwee YE soe csanse MB ++ceeees F 

WE 2 ee eee eee ese 7 

f Stubble ---- W -+----- @ 

Plowed : a few 

: Pasture ---- 9 ------- @ 

Meadows ---- 19 -+----+-- 3%



Geail Srow 

WH cee nes  nenneee fh 
Shrubbery----- 377. 

Waste & Fallow -- 115 ------- 9 

Erovortion of Totel Birds 

Prairie Chicken 2.2% Bloomington to Champaign Merch 1907. 

” * 3.6% Wenkegan to Seales Mound * ” 

s " 2.0% Harvey to Grant Park ee. 
Quail 7.0% Lawrenceville to Brownsville April 1907. 

Crow 1.2% .. * 4 4 8 

Wuubers Per Square Mile of all Winter Birds in the Several Habitats 
Habitats ? Southern + Gentral ; Worthern + ites 

Sern ; 1 : 4g2 ; 212 : oes : me oe 5 
Stubble — ‘ 3 : 4 
Plowed ground t ® ‘t .: 86 : 2s 
Pasture : : : : pit 
Meadow : : mH 1 ios : ng Swamp 3 3 ee sees 3 eens 
Orchard : 8 : oars 3 1 
Woods t cs ' we waz : 

tacts aed felon =: 335 ; 1989" sl ; tas mo" |} & i'l et S 
‘Mainly tree sparrows, : 
English sparrows only.



re oa oe or 
EXCERPT 

From the Wilson Bulletin, March, 1929, page 43. 
From General Notes, Conducted by M. H. Swenk. 

: luo 

Prairie Hen (Tympanuchus Pee RS Gt 28 Durst and myself 
recorded a female of this species at Bay Point/ May 26, 1928. It 
was discovered while suaning itself in the clearing of an old wagon 
road, and ran showly ahead of us for about 200 yards at a distance 
of from thirty to sixty feet, following the deep rut formed by the 
wagon wheels. The bird seemed little frightened by our presence 
and we did not succeed in flushing it until the distance between us 
was cut to less than twenty feet. The head and neck, the barring of 
the heavy plump body, the short feathered legs and the very short 
tail with prominent black bars were all clearly observed, both with 
the naked eye and by the aid of 8x binoculars, removing all possibil- 
ity of confusion with any other species. This bird was though by 
many to have become extinct in Ohio a number of years ago, as there : 
have been no recent records. Evidently a few scattered individuals 
have been able to survive in unusually favoreble habitats, as it is 
unlikely that the species would ever be able to re-establish itself 
in the state once it had been completely wiped out. Several rumors 
of birds resembling Prairie Hens have come from the Huron Marshes 
region and it is altogether possible that they may sometime be found 
there, or somewhere in the Oak Openings region west of Toledo. 

4 :



Prairie chicken folder 

EXCERPT 

From the Wilson Bulletin, March, 1929, page 43. 
From General Notes, Conducted by M.H. Swenk. 

Prairie Hep (Tympanuchus americanus).--Richard B. Durst and myself 
recorded a female of this species at Bay Foint, May 26, 1926. It 
was discovered while sunning itself in the clearing of an old wagon 

road, and ran slowly ahead of us for about 200 yards at a distance 

of from thirty to sixty feet, following the deep rut formed by the 

Z wagon wheels. The bird seemed little frightened by our presence 
and we did not succeed in flushing it until the distance between us 

wes cut to less than twenty feet. The head and neck, the barring 

of the heavy plump body, the short feathered legs and the very short 

teil with prominent black bars were all clearly observed, both with 
the naked eye and by the aid of &x binoculars, removing all possibil- 

ity of confusion with eny other species. This bird was thought by 
meny to have become extinct in Ohio a number of years ago, as there 

heve been no recent records. Evidently a few scattered individuels 
have been able to survive in unusually favorable habitats, as it is 

unlikely that the species would ever be able to reestablish itself 
in the state once it had been completely wiped out. Several rumors 

of birds resembling Prairie Hens have come from the Huron Marshes 

region and it is eltogether possible that they may sometime be 

found there, or somewhere in the Oak Openings region west of Toledo.



Prairie chicken folder 

MEMO 

H. G. Bowman of Alton, Illinois, told me on April 2, 

1929, that in September or early October, 1902,;he had seen all e 
of the buildings in Fargo, North Dakota, covered with prairie 

chickens which had stopped there to rest during their migration. 
As I recollect,he said this was in the early morning and the 

chickens were sunning themselves on the buildings. 

: : In 1903-04 the crop was progressively reduced by 
reason of special trains of hunters which were run out of 
Chicago. (See Illinois notes page 33A.)



.  Sharptail Grouse folder : 

Extract from Journal of Mammalogy, May 1929, Page 140. 

"Pronghorn Antelope" by George Bird Grinnell. 

2 In southern Montana in the country between Tongue and Powder Rivers - 3 

lives a ranchman who for more than twenty-five years has himself been protécting 
the antelope, and by his precept and example has induced his neighbors to do the 

same thing. At one time some years ago he was obliged to speak very sharply to 
some of the neighboring Indians before he could persuade them to let the ante- 
lppe alone, but within the past dozen years he has not known of the killing of 

. a single one, though; perhaps ten years ago, he heard a rumor that a crippled 
* antelope had been seen. : 

This man, Baxter Pierce, is a lover of wild things. Every winter he has 
about his house a flock of sharp-tailed grouse, which are about as tame as - 
chickens. Not long ago, when kind-hearted but ill-informed people objected to 
the distribution of poisoned grain for the purpose of killing gophers and 
prairie dogs, because they supposed that eating this grain would kill the. grouse 
and other birds, Mr. Pierce captured four sharp-tailed grouse and sent them to 
the Montana game warden for experimentation. He told me that the game warden 

= fed these birds for a week on poisoned grain and that none of them showed any 
s effects of the poison. Similar experiments have been tried in New York State 

with pheasants. :



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE = 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C , Baw’ , De Ce 1 

ADDRESS REPLY TO e Jy 

CHIEF, Be ea ees July 30, 1929, 

BI-B 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of July 26th in regard to the sharp-tailed 

grouse of the Apostle Islands. I was collecting on the islands from 
June 19 to 24, 1919, at which time I was alone and spent most of my 
efforts in collecting mammals. I revisited the islands the same year 
from July 4 to 24, when I had with me two assistants, one of whom 
devoted most of his time to collecting birds. We saw no sharp-tailed 

grouse on any of the islands at that time, but have a note as follows: 

"Harvey Tann saw a flock of about 40 prairie chickens at Grant's 

Point on Madeline Island in the sumer of 1917 and reported that a na- 

tive of the island killed nine in that vicinity." 

You will notice that Mr. Tamn speaks of these birds as prairie 

chickens but I feel quite confident that they were sharp-tailed grouse 

since the latter were at that time fairly well distributed over a 

great portion of northwestern Wisconsin and in most places were local- 

ly known as prairie chickens; in fact, in the south-central region of 
Wisconsin where both species occur I could find no local residents who 
distinguished between the two species. They simply called them all 

prairie chickens, 

I have been working on and off on an annotated list of the birds 

of northwestern Wisconsin and when it is complete and has been publish- 

| ed you will see there are several different records for the sharp 

, tailed grouse in the northern part of your State. 

With kindest regards and best wishes, I am, 

IAIN ES. 
: H. H. T. Jaékson, 

Senior Bi: gist.
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Sharp-tailed Grouse Pinnated Grouse 

The Pinnated Grouse and The Sharp-Tailed disclosed the fact that the legs were fully cov- 
Grouse ered with minute pin-feathers—evidently the bird 

was a young bird, shot at a period when the sea- 

Both of these famed game birds of Minnesota 800 opened before all the young birds were in 
are called “prairie chickens” indiscriminately by full plumage. Evidently the recollections of these 
the average sportsman; the pinnated grouse is Other hunters were based on this same cause, the 
the true prairie chicken, the sharp-tail is usually Shooting of young birds at a much earlier date 
termed “grouse” by those who note a difference than is legal or ethical at the present time. 
between the two. The prairie chicken is also distinguishable from 

A casual glance should distinguish the two the sharp-tail by the rounded tail as contrasted 
birds; the markings of the prairie chicken or With the pointed tail of the latter; in the spring, 

pinnated grouse run strongly to cross bars while the male prairie chicken is adorned with an 
in the sharp-tail the black markings seem to orange colored inflatable sac on either side of 

border the feathers, especially on the breast, giv- the neck, immediately under a tuft of straight, 
ing a different effect from the “plymouth rocx” stiff feathers, which are part of his courting pan- 
pattern of the prairie chicken. oply. At that time of the year they gather at 

The feathering on the legs is also different in some favored spot, usually a knoll in a meadow, 
the two birds; the sharp-tail being quite heavily and strut for the edification of the unadorned fe- 
feathered. especially in the winter; the feather- males, accompanying their anctics with boomings 
ing on the prairie chicken is comparatively slight, and cacklings which sound quite foreign to the 
although the entire leg, in full winter plumage, is murmur of a peaceful meadow. The full Wagner- 
feathered. This statement may be contradicted ian symphony of such a conference in the early 
by some hunters, especially of the older genera- morning or dusk is surprising to one hearing it 
tion, who frequently ask what has become of the for the first time. 

prairie chicken they used to shoot which was The two birds overlap in their habitats, both 
clean-legged—had no feathering on the leg at all. species being found in the same territory occa- 

This question having arisen at several county’ sionally, although the pinnated grouse is essen- 
fair exhibits by the Department, the writer ex- tially a bird of the open fields and prairies, while 
amined a collection of mounted grouse owned by the sharp-tail prefers his open spaces interspers- 
his father, some of the specimens of which dated ed with brush-lands. The prairie chicken will 
back nearly twenty-five years. Among them was’ thrive under moderate civilization but his doom 
one prairie chicken, which at first glance seemed lies in too efficient cultivation of prairie farm- 
to be clean-legged but more thorough examination lands; the preferred territory of the sharp-tail
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234 s fins. athers and fir 
usually will not admit of the same degree of cul- vowoned bait for wolves. But a wolf bait = 
tivation and as a result the sharp-tail has beca 49 a bait for many otner things. Song birds, A 
holding his own iairly well, but the prairie chici- grouse and partridges pick at the bait and 
en is rapidly approaching extinction; the eastern we. Valuable tur-bearing animals eat such ; 
representative of this bird, the Heath-hen, is now bait and crawl off to their holes, die, and are > 
reduced to one solitary specimen, living in ma- a total loss. If trappers were really mind- 
jestic solitude in Martha’s Vineyard, an island on tul or the damage, poisoned bait would not 3 
the Massachusetts coast. be used, : 

Successful propagation of these two species in “Owners of summer resorts should impress AN 
pens is very dubious, occasional birds have been upon their patrons the importance of game 
raised to maturity but they cannot be handled conservation, and willingly co-operate with ¢) if 
like quail or ring-necked pheasants. If we wish wardens. Game and fish are the resources ~ > 
to maintain these birds in Minnesota, we must which make resorts profitable.—_ / : * 
nurture the remaining stock and furnish the re- a See VY = 
quired natural food, cover and protection which me VAGRANT HOUSE CATS e 
they enjoyed in our grandfathers’ time, prior io “rhe i ° * i Reece Gane zs f greatest destroyers of birds are our 
ae eee ve pane fences and billiard table fhousecats. They destroy our most valuable birds, | ; 
UIST E TSE / those that were created for our benefit to de- / 

z \ stroy noxious weed seeds and all kinds of harm- | 
The Country Newspaper As An’ insects that are a menace to livestock and 

Aid to C ti E Wot duly, ao cine ula Geieor ll bird 1 oO onservation vot only do e cats destroy e smal irds 

but they do not spare the lives of partridges 
One of the strongest factors in Minnesota in and aipiks while te are small Re ante 

building up a public sentiment for conservation Whey will even catch fullgrown birds to some 
of natural resources is the country newspaper. extent. 
Our state press is fortunate in having, as editors, It is not difficult to count from one to a dozen 
several of the recognized leaders in this endeavor cats at various farm homes—and we wonder why 
in Minnesota, and the newspapers as a whole are our gardens are eaten up by insects and cattle 
always willing and eager to do whatever they driven home trom pastures. 

can to further the cause. A house cat is too destructive and expensive 
- Editors, as a class, are interested in any pro- ig keep just to kill a few mice, A few cents worth 
jects which affect the welfare of the community of traps will catch just as many mice as a dozen 
which they serve, whether it be politics, political cats and one sparrow-hawk or screech owl will 
issues, community problems, or the restoration of kill more mice, gophers and grasshoppers than 
natural resources of the contiguous territory. The any cat.” Z 

editor may not be personally interested in any one Warden Klet’s reference to the house cat’s de- 
of these community projects but he is interested struction of game birds recalls an instance re- | 
in the sum total of them all—furtherance of the lated by Warden Sheridan Greig, of Pine County. 

COMMER 2000s His children bein i } 3 z : : g pleased with a large black | 

opportunity. for contest wie the pesole Ca ‘ni fat that strayed Into his place one winters day | Bere z : S several years ago, he let it remain, against his | 
ea asthe Eee soars EoPlems vance better judgment. Several mornings later the cat | rk—é s Seen eau S fF s i : 

talk with his local editor will give him contact Ae ee ene ae aoa 

not obtain by montis of traveling oer ieee, followed It io see what the eat would: do 
ah : “Within the first mile that cat had caught and ritory. i , i 
Many of our wardens have taken advantage of ae Bay tien Gene eae eced Hee ; ed aad 

this co-operative possibility in the past and have the cat was eliminated; and the trail was seven 
always found the editor very willing to co-operate + + i 
with him in publishing appropriate articles, es- miles long before the demise took place. t 
pecially such as are of immediate interest to the 
territory served by the publication. OH, SAY, CAN YOU SEE—? 
We are reprinting below several articles pub- She: “So you kissed that painted creature?” 

lished in his local paper by Felix Klet, warden He: “Yes, I saluted the colors.” 
at Spring Lake, as examples of what can be done eee ee ee a 
‘by contacting your local editor: JUST ONE FIRESIDE HERO 

WARDEN SHOWS EVILS Proud Parent (who served in the A. E. F.): 
OF POISONED BAIT “And that which I have just told you, son, is the 

Game warden Felix Klet of Spring Lake story of my experiences in the World war.” 
sends the News an interesting discussion of His Son: “But, papa, what did they need the 
the evils of using poisoned bait, which will rest of the army for?” 
prove good reading to every friend of con- Soe eee 
servation in Itasca county. Hight thousand loaves of bread and a large 

“One of the best game laws we have,” says quantity of grain were distributed in the Chicago 
Mr. Klet, “is that prohibiting the use of any forest preserve one Sunday, to keep the 4,000,000 
kind of poison for bait. In my opinion, any- birds of the preserve from starving. Let us give 

body found guicy of this offense should be a great white mark, despite the many black ones 
3 given a double fine. it has received, to a citizenship that can thus 

“Many trappers think it is all right to set look after its little feathered friends.
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Digest of 
Kenzie, Mrs. John 3, Weubun Banta Publishing Co. 

Menasha 1930 
(Covering period 1831-1833) 

Pe 13 "little glades of prairie opening to the water" on shore near : 
Mackinaw City, Mich, 

P. 22 Rattlesnakes common at Portage (Carver makes same statement). 

Pp. 55 Sandhill Cranes seen at Buffalo take, 

P. 56 Wild rice plugs river between Buffalo Lake and Portage. 
(Carver also says this), 

p. 59 Prairie lay between Portage and Fox River, “thickly wooded 
ridge" to N, 

/ De 103 “sometimes the elevations (in the rolling prairie) were covered 
with a thicket or copse, in which our dogs would generally 
rouse up one or more deer," This just south of Madison, 

® 107 "In this open country there are no landmarks" (Speaking of 
trail from Blue Mounds SE to "Hamilton's diggzines". 
(Tota, Lafayette Co) 

Te 115 Pecatonica was broken and timbered, 

p. 142 Sand dunes et Chicago covered with “stunted cedars, pines, 
and dwarf willow trees," 

é P. 153 Engages outfit, “To these (articles) if his destination 
were Lake Superior or some point further north, where such 
articles were not to be obtained were added one or two 
smoked deersiins for moceseins,* 

p. 204 Farman hunting diary in "Chicago Antiquities 18Sl-pp$5-92," 

P. 239 N, of Barney Lawtone lay “a prairie, stretching away to the 
NE, No living creature was to be seen---but cireling over 
our heads were innumerable flocks of curlews" loc? 

p. 240 "Sassafras" in oak opening at Dunkley's Grove, 

P. 256 Brook trout caught et Turtle Creek, 3, of Lake Geneva, 

Dp. 256 Deser, of bird songs incluite "the warbling bass of the 
srouse, the dramming of the partridge," This was in spring, 

Qe. Sharptail or P C meant by"grouse",



pe 256 Forest “thick and tangled" between Turtle Cr, and Koshkonong} 

had to swamp roed with an axe, Banke of Xoshkonong were 

wooded with oak openings at mouth of Rock River. 

p. 260 “fwenty-mile Prairie" lay between Koshkonong and 4 lokes. 

p, 262 “Husting's Woods” at Poynette, on Rowan Cr, 

pe 335 “woods alive with pigecns" on bank of Fox River 1|2 day 
north of Fortace, halfway to Butte idee Morts, 

DP. 337 “woodticks" on Garlic Island, lake Winnebaso, 

Evidently chi¢rers. 

p. 384 Winter of 1832-33 was mild; “snow scarcely enouch at any 

time to permit the Indians to track the deer,"
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By 
HE prairie chicken or pin- Wallace ‘B: Grange be truthfully said that conserva- 
nated grouse has long been tionists in general have not bothered 
held in the highest of esteem Photographs by Dr. Alfred O. Gross to dig up facts necessary to any pro- 
by sportsmen, ornithologists gram aiming to correct conditions. 

and nature lovers. Those who have 2 . Saeee When the real facts are brought to 
watched the curious mating antics CONCERTED effort to save the prairie chicken light on most conservation projects, 
of the prairie chicken in spring and from going the way of the heath hen is im- optimism is justified, because facts 
who have listened to the “crowing” perative. All’ states where these splendid birds ity generally point out the necessary 
or “booming” of the proud cock survive must do their utmost to this end. Expert omit ee: 

birds as they strut with dragging praidiel pre Ue Pellowed “writ reall cpap il tale, oO f the first facts which be- I i ; ‘AgZiNg hearted measures will never do it. This article ne of the first facts which be 
wings, raised tail and great inflated tells what one state is doing. It is hoped others came apparent in Wisconsin’s study 
orange-colored neck sacs, hold the will fall in line immediately. Eprror. of the prairie chicken, undertaken 
sight and the sound as among the by the Research and Game Bureaus 
most interesting in nature. of the Conservation Commission, 

The sportsman who, on a frosty fall morning, traverses was that food conditions are of very great importance in 
stubble fields, marshland and upland wastes accompanied determining the number of birds surviving the winter. Al- 
by his keen nosed dog will testify that a covey of prairie though this is an obvious fact in many places, it is not so 
chickens is a reward to thrill the heart.. Unfortunately, the generally understood that a particular territory which may 
reward of starting a covey of these birds has been all too be attractive to prairie chickens in spring, summer and fall, 
rare in recent years, and in many once famous chicken may be permanently uninhabited by them because of poor 
grounds this sport is now but a pleasant memory. winter food conditions. Prairie chickens may be extermi- 

Strangely, too, when one searches for reliable informa- nated in winter, to re-invade the country only after many 
tion concerning the domestic life of the prairie chicken, he years. (Information as to the migratory habits of prairie 
discovers “many eulogies but few facts.” Should he wish chickens is being found in the present study.) Further- 
to learn what the prairie chicken eats throughout the twelve more, an area which may be good permanent chicken 
months of the year he finds information meager. Inquiry country, unquestionably can be made to support more birds 
concerning the effect of predators is met by guess. Data per acre than it did previously if systematic feeding is car- 
as to the percentage of nests actually producing young is ried out. Fundamental as this is, it seems not to be common 
unheard of. The ravages of disease are vaguely thought knowledge even among many well informed sportsmen. 
to have influence, but in Closely tied up with 
no consistent way. The aie food conditions are cover 
percentage of cock birds, 4 : 7 necessities, and these two 
and the possible effect  . 8 - ae are tremendously influ- 
of a decided surplus of -  . _ enced by changing agri- 
cocks, is not even thought tae. _ 2...l.trt cultural conditions. Fun- 
of. Changes in agricul- ae an ae a a a en damental again, but very 
tural methods seldom are |, ARS om k 2) Dente) iia, me ®) infrequently given 
considered as a prime ne * na ad 5 “ae proper emphasis. 
factor, the easier and ‘|e y ie Pi oJ me I asked a hunter how 
more common explana- a ee ee : ag his luck was. “Oh, the 
tion being that “they A See UN ae ee a hunting’s all shot,” he 
were shot out.” = . fe GOA CUE Co replied. There is truth 

This is a bad state of a ine i ve in the statement that 
affairs. Much of the pes- |g" me (I i - hunting accounted for 
simism voiced about the Ot — some of his poor sport, 
future of the prairie a ._ a. but in all probability 
chicken as a game bird Ls ea ee et oe food and cover condi- 
is justified; but it is jus- 4 pile of unthreshed buckwheat in a good location for sharp-tailed and pin- tions had quite as much 
tified only because it can nated grouse awaiting distribution to feeding grounds. to do with it. Disease 

18
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and predators are often responsible for the decrease disappeared with the abandonment of farms in the sand and marsh 
of upland game birds, but by and large in agricul- district. 
tural communities the presence or absence of thickets, In 1928, three of these permanent feeding stations were estab- 
hedgerows, ungrazed woodlots, marshes and other lished. Unused land was plowed up and sowed to buckwheat. 
coverts, and the supply, or lack of it, of winter food, Part of this matured grain was cut and stacked; part left uncut. 
are of equal or greater importance than hunting. Prairie chickens came to the feeding stations as soon as the buck- 
This is particularly true of prairie chickens although wheat was ripe, fed upon the grain until the snow covered the 
we must not minimize the toll of excessive shooting. buckwheat stalks over, and then when the stacked grain was 

In a certain part of southwestern Wisconsin there opened up at the time of natural food shortage, chickens and sharp 
were many prairie chickens twenty years ago. “You tailed grouse flocked in from all the surrounding country. Mr. 
could hear them crowing everywhere in the spring, Irv Van Wormer, a sportsman who assisted in this project with 

= great energy, tells us that they flew in from distances probably 
ee as great as ten and twelve miles; unquestionably five. If prairie 

oe tains. SS chickens will come to these feeding stations for five miles, one 
eee ae eS feeding ground will feed an enormous area; scattered stations, 

ae : Ry Ww S ae well located, can be made to feed entire counties. 
Se ra : wend ASG alt In 1929 ten stations were established by the state, and although 

5 ae ne ee meee Gam ty one or two were frost-killed, sufficient grain is at hand to feed 
. > INGE Nes, AP oy nee < ; hundreds of chickens and grouse this winter. 

ba a ne So res eee a Pr Organizations, many of which have done effective emergency 
fs Ree we SEAN os SA a re m\ work for years, are more and more planting permanent feeding 
ess Fo aed VERE May t Se Ga pee.) stations. At Rothschild last winter the Rod and Gun Club fed 

ea Sao eee 4a Beeegee| three hundred prairie chickens, as many as two hundred and 
as ar i i Leg > fifty being sighted at once. This year they contracted with a 
Ok iN a. | Pot | 2 Vase) iarmer to leave an acre of standing corn unharvested. Ears of 

\ ae SON en eS ~ ys aCe corn are in reach at all elevations from two to forty-cight inches 
(AetcaNees. : Swe Sele a) above the ground, providing an automatic feeder. 
oe ekg Mees Cee ey Many other organizations are working with vigor. Probably 

es Be NO ee aie one hundred were carrying on feeding in 1928-29. This year, 
7 vi Se POS: SSI ras BSN encouraged by the state’s attitude, better conceived programs with 

aN QT AR el SA less waste are going on, and definite appropriations have been 
C6: s Peer Bilt te made. 

NX eee Three game feeding contests are in progress under the aus- 
SEV ae a = pices of the Wisconsin Conservation Commis- 

Se ee ace Glare S% ae sion. In the pheasant, quail and Hungarian 
= SAS OS gas Aue gen x sei te ten ps Country, prizes of fifty Ringneck pheas- 

andes I exlletiunran pets pa Ge ote ge hae ON ants are offered to each of the 
gan e ) MUNLCTS GON reg a, Ace eee areca RS A ee ea seven organizations most ac- 
from tow n killed whole w need fe 8 0 a A Ve ee is Boe tive in feeding between Jan- 
covies of them,” a (Lee ae a Nk ay = tN, oacamel iS ae PIC > uary 10 and March 15. 

farme r told me, oe Lag a rane a ee ba PE Comparable prizes are 
Every acre of st Jee Voi ee, hae Swan ee pees es offered to individuals. 
nd waich is Gi Pate. Nh pret es AR ene rare ng AN In the prairie 

plowed today was oO ge de ee ee ST OSE A SS chicken districts of 
plowed then,” he /:aaiiias aS Day Behe oS ee a ec a eénitral_ and moritier : ode 2 IEEE RE REE INC Bag SO Des a central and northern 
Co Denies AO ORE OSI eg eae ae NY Vie Wisconsin, the 
Hunting killed fy Ye ea OS 5 hia oe ae Sree pgs MiRS prizes consist of 

them out.” | aera cae te, & le aS ete BS) fre sei Pan oe from one to three 
__ This territory Sa Si ASA aud <— SS : ei y esata z Ce er permanent state- 
is as intensively = Sf = ae wf ieee eek My Aes is SS pe planted feeding sta- 
tilled as any in DN Eee eu usual ra Brine Pree! 5 at os Be os tions, located with the 
Msconsin va a Ye NP se tO eats h SE Bie é $8 OCT ORS aid of the organization twenty years ago MEL FLEE PRA UY AD ds Sep: meas 28 ae or individual there were chickens 4 bh NNO weg ee te els Raa ee | Th SS ee A Guat pee bon apeeeen, 
in sufficient numbers Ky (A ce Sa ee bd PMS % 1 Hp 1 EE Ge listhe 
for hunting. In those NF, ha SIPEG Ny eect ren Se ape Lag ee eee age eee 
co Din Me" as Wy Aas EN Bo) as fee en widespread support of boy 

days, however, corn, lg Mt (Frat eee eigen scouts and other 
which is still a main crop, was Lg ee PAS Shes Saieece eS re ew Sy erode -e- 
raised for grain, many carloads be- So RUIN i gti OP Si a BS, 
ing shipped annually. In harvesting SAE bt ae i. BNO . 
this corn, occasional ears were missed and Cag go ote = ig 
remained available to the prairie chickens. Today, ad Vs oa i » ASQ S 
instead of shipping corn out, it is shipped in to supplement the local ga aes Cok. ee NS *, 
supply and is fed to dairy cows, hogs, steers and horses. Twenty . Seo FT iL, } A 
years ago the livestock industry was relatively small; today the <a e ae ya oy ar iB 
scattered kernels of corn are rooted up by hogs, the standing stalks 1 Le aS ol EN \ 
are grazed and trodden down by cattle and horses, so that the /@ ‘oy Pa 4” a og A 
remaining corn field has the appearance of a denuded forest in ra (a i 2 fs SON 
“No Man’s Land.” Did hunting alone drive the prairie chicken Ns a, on > iN bf ' 
to extinction in that locality ? eon ey Pg Re atee Van st Ae 

Although Wisconsin agriculture withstood the great depres- |° “SP eae = sd eS ag sg a X Pep 
sion of 1921 far better than most states, a considerable area in \. 9 a ss ——— Pe te oat a A 
the best chicken country of the marsh and sand district was almost Fen — a. fn a) iy 
wiped out, agriculturally speaking. Scores of farms were aban- et as We ps bom J 
doned, leaving the one time extensive buckwheat, rye and corn “ at SS s & a > yeh 
fields to revert to grasses and other vegetation. The prairic chicken Wien — p* if Se 
food supply was strikingly affected. Ne Se, ee y Za 

Interest was first centered on this situation by Dr. Merritt L. Jones, Se ee eas 
supervisor of the Conservation Commission’s Research Bureau, and long SE i eee SH ZZ é a ‘ 5 Sie pee Pet 
an active member of the Izaak Walton League. Dr. Jones and his friends con- <= SSS Fee 
ceived the idea of permanent feeding stations to replace the food supplies which 2 a! 
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ing the double purpose ; intensive study of the 
re di z d : irie chick id th of feeding game an : - : ef ke prairie chicken and the 

educating the boys who . oe - =. sharp tailed grouse, be- 
will become our future — ee . ee . rrr gun in 1929 with the 
conservationists. ee ee ee assistance of Dr. Al- 

Last winter the con- |4 ge ae 2 —™mltC—<CSOHSCsCséC(‘(‘(‘(C«.éCC ifred O. Gross, special 
servalion wanders of i) ee eee ee ee investigatoy Hoe the 
the state did effective — Commission, will con- 
work in winter feeding, tinue in 1930. Dr. 
several of the men a . r ee | Gross is well known for West tee r — f 3 
carrying out very large : ; ts. ee his work on the ruffed 
programs which fed oe eo ~~ =F F@ | =| grouse. The study is 
hundreds of birds. At ee eee Ad —_—  « oe accumulating practical 
Ha k, John We ee oe —lC le OK d fund: tal inf 
ee tind (rr SG td fundamental infor- 

den had three hundred | lr —— SC __ tation about predators 
birds | feeding within a L ee ‘ .. ae ey parasites, disease, _in- 
stone’s throw of the |  @4@+4éé@+@=2.2.—:.h——— a ae cubation, and cover and 
railway station; at "Ae . eS . ae ee food _ requirements. 
Stevens Point, Horn- = eS + Facts are being uncoy- 
berg fed many prairie Corn planted especially for winter game feed. Twenty-seven prairie chickens _ ered which will be of 
chickens from corn were flushed from this station just before the picture was snapped. great importance in our 
shocks; at Oconomo- future game manage- 
woe, Stiglbauer carried on extensive feeding of “Huns” and ment program and of use in other parts of the country. 
pheasants. These are but a few of the outstanding examples. A significant point developed is that our prairie chicken 
In the present winter every warden of the state is paying problems are with the environment rather than with propa- 

Perticulat attention to the food conditions of his locality. gation. Pheasants must first be artificially propagated to 
f Wisconsin has not already assumed leadership in or- supply initial stock which will then thrive in the well popu- 

ganized winter feeding, especially planted stations, she is lated environment of southern Wisconsin. Prairie chickens 
making a real bid for the place. With the anticipated plant- have successfully propagated in Wisconsin since the days 
ing of approximately one hundred stations in 1930, she of the rudely cultivated Indian cornfields, and an abundant 
Bs one of the Tost important steps in the conservation stock remains. Agriculture has increased their ede 
and management of the prairie chicken ever attempted. as a general thing. Our problems are now to further 

Extensive as Wisconsin’s prairie chicken country is, not develop suitable environmental conditions in the prairie 
all of her excellent game lands are adapted to the prairie chicken’s favor. _In many cases this development is actually 
chicken. These birds do not thrive anywhere, apparently, cheaper than artificial stocking with exotic birds. The big- 
a ue shadow gi widustctal cities — ete found in gest step in this direction now is in providing feeding 
outheastern Wisconsin. Even here scattered covies per- grounds. 

sist, but not in large numbers. ; : _ The outlook for Wisconsin’s prairie chicken is very prom- 
ve fee game ee is aieeady turning ae ising. With continued seeenHon to eR problems, the aS 

sands of Ringneck pheasants to the territory which is consin sportsman can look forward to many a covey 0 
pees pheasant country. This splendid native of the prairie chickens, poised on motionless wing before him, and 

rient has “its place in the sun” in Wisconsin; a very large to many a covey of cackling sharp-tails rising from the 
place indeed. In the southeast, it is destined to provide marsh at his feet. With the ready sport of hunting splen- 
excellent sport within range of our industrial centers. did cock pheasants, famous as game birds in China, India. 

Reserving for the splendid newcomer. its proper sphere, England, Europe and America, he will have the added zest 
Wisconsin will not forsake its own native game in its ex- of hunting native pinnated grouse, those “blue-bloods” 3 
tensive game program which is now going forward. An field and prairie. 

G x | 
BY IDA ST. HELENS | 

I SAW them limned against the clear, blue sky LAST night, while warm winds drove a drenching 

Steadfastly winging their majestic flight, rain’ 

A long, dark wedge of wild geese, flying high, That broke the silence of the muted streams 

Their great wings flashing in the golden light. And stirred the dormant earth to life again, 

Though autumn colors scarce had tinged the trees, The same wild music drifted through my dreams. ‘ 
‘ : = ; : a 

Though summer langour lingered in the air, The leader’s clation call to homeward flight, : 

p 
Their wild, sweet clamor floated on the breeze The eager flock’s response my fancy fed, 

And: woke in me strange longings, listening And as they journeyed northward through the night 

there. In dreams I wandered where the wild geese led. | 
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he Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation 
BY ALFRED 0. GROSS 

Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine, Special Investigator for the Wisconsin Conservation Commission. 
Photos by the Author, Courtesy of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

HE Prairie Chicken, a close relative of The recently created Research Bureau of the  pirds. This parasite, as pointed out in prelimi- 
oe the Heath Hen, still holds an important Conservation Commission of Wisconsin, of nary Progress Reports of the New England 

place as a game bird in certain fa- which Dr. Merritt Jones of Wausau is chair- Ruffed Grouse Investigation, is of consider- 
vorable regions of the Middle West. Unlike the man, has among several projects, a compre- able pathological importance especially to the 
nearly extinct Heath Hen, it is maintaining its hensive study of the Prairie Chicken of the young birds. 

numbers especially in those places where public state. The practical aspects of the problem There were an unusual number of cases of 
sentiment favors rigid protection. will be emphasized but the Research Bureau Heterakis. or Caecal worm in specimens of 

both Prairie Chicken and Sharp-tailed Grouse 
oo > as - a... ie te but none were found in specimens of Ruffed 

% > _. es 7 . Grouse received from Wisconsin. Heterakis 
i. or Ee ao *‘ * % Se ae i aie * - is a parasite known to have an important rela- 

ale ol hs ee a? ae Bi: 4 tion to the transmission and spread of the 
Sogo . ‘ >, a ” ‘ fee ee dreaded bird disease “Blackhead.” As is well 
id Ps | 7 ee Pe gt a known, this disease is often troublesome in 

td . z ag es: Pll UP a Ea rearing certain game birds in captivity. In 
Pt F 7 » ag we - . >. a this connection it is also interesting to note 
iin Be P ee Pi : re. a” ES that “Bleackhead” was a factor in the decline 

- nb a om 3 i i * of the Heath Hen. On Martha’s Vineyard 
i 4 & See ©, “st ie me bic - the Heath Hen, because of its habit of appear- 

L al NK Re nd ao EM ee: "le = — on ing in the open fields near farm houses, was 
fe “g % no eo nm | a KAS aS hore | ee thrown into close relation with poultry. Tur- 

< ~’ ad Fay —SG) = aed eh Ry, SES i. Pg ey keys were raised on the Island in large num- 
- Pi SE be aN eee -._ bers until Blackhead made the business it~ t. ae oo ae ‘ ee Pee ee m bers uhti o jackhead made the TRETTESS unprofit 

e a hae — .. SES AS ow 4 or “i “able. It is therefore reasonable to infer that 

PERE eran tts ES he . 
Pe 2 ie we G4 at Se " ey Se Vo er U Je 74, e ee eS I A Wee PES 7. ead ; =) — ‘Aa SP 

fi rN os err] Sar L ee Oe, wget : ca aa ita . 

ae a ae Y a p eee, ps OF 2 A | oe Tea - = Wi NK fe t Se AG VOR Se Se) Fare ae NI 5 ice 24 Nw Mi [43 res eee Nig ae —__—— 2 I SS cones ae a Ame OLTSD an ae oS ies SID X hee <a) a Ges Balsa oi ES a es 
BP Wy. SS eS SO ie Kee A A a . ~~ AREA ee ee ce SO Vhs 4 baal Pe FN PRE rea PAP IY vooren i ae BONS. NO 1 42 Zane? : 2 

Le EN ee FB pat ON RAN OC a ce s 
hg, oe. LS 

Ne in aay wane i \AESZ r ‘SS ne pee Above—Prairie hen on nest. \ “we Sh Rae eZ | P i i he Gs se i 

Right—Nest and eggs of Prairie Chicken. BN ies ey RENN 3 * & & wg <= pba Ee I 
Below—Just hatched. x S aS oF by ep ea . re a, \ 3 7 pees “4 ae we ) 

Re eS ia Aa BS ifs ao a AEN WE es aS 

oe a BS SP Rana = f — re SSS tO OR a ES AT eof Mei OE ERS 
intends to include every factor which has a this disease in the Heath Hen was derived by 
bearing on the life of the Prairie Chicken, a contact with the feeding grounds of domestic 

iti study to be continued over a period of several turkeys. Whether such relations with poultry 
ae years. The Wisconsin Commission through are important in connection with the Prairie 

pe . eos its wardens, has up to December 1, 1929, se- Chicken in the Middle West is yet to be de- 
ey “ yng cured 116 specimens of Prairie Chickens and termined. 
ale > dy AY other grouse which have been used for a de- Dr. E. Cram, of the United States Bureau of 

= ie tailed study of plumages, parasites, disease, Animal Industry, who has been working at 
" a, : food, weights, measurements and other matters Bowdoin College in connection with life his- 

" .. \ er ’ of special interest. During the summer of 1929 tories of parasites of the Ruffed Grouse, has 
‘ 5 a ae Pas | the author spent two months in the field in identified the parasite Cyrnea colini in the Prai- 

ee oes 9 = | Central Wisconsin making a study of the nest- rie Chicken. Dr. Cram described this parasite 
= e ow ing habits of the Prairie Chicken. as a new species which she found for the first 

PN e time in the quail. This parasite has a certain Parasites = . g : a resemblance to the parasite Dispharnyx, which 
ilies In the examination of the specimens of has been the cause of the death of many Rutted 

a Prairie Chickens we have found several para- Grouse especially in New England and New 
ose 4% a pee sites of varying importance. The parasite As- York. Cyrnea colini usually establishes itself 

&, : a caridea lineata, as in the case of the Ruffed in the constricted region between the proven- 
nee ‘ "| Grouse, holds first place in numbers of infected  trieulus and the gizzard. Whether this parasite
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will prove of pathological importance to the satisfactory, that Mr. W. B. Grange, Superin- Grouse are of about the same weight, whereas 
Prairie Chicken we have not as yet sufficient tendent of Game, has decided to increase the the Ruffed Grouse stands very much lower in 

evidence to form an opinion. The parasite number of feeding stations for the Prairie Chick- its average weight. 

Cheilospirura spinosa was found in many of ens. Another striking feature of the food of 
the specimens of Ruffed Grouse and Sharp- the Prairie Chicken is the large number of Distribution 
tailed Grouse collected in Wisconsin but we grasshoppers which these birds consume at 

have not as yet found it in the Prairie Chicken. times when these insects are abundant. Some In Wisconsin the Prairie Chicken with rela- 
of the crops examined were literally stuffed tively few exceptions is represented in every 

External) Parasites with gresshoppers, other food being merely in- County, but it is chiefly in the drainage areas 
cidental. of the great Central Plain that they may be 

Practically all of the specimens of Prairie ; ‘| called abundant. Certain of these areas, within 

Chickens examined during the summer con- Measurements and Weights of Birds the bounds of the ancient glacial lake “Wiscon- 

tained specimens of lice which have been de- There are about thirty measurements made Sin,” were drained ten to twenty years ago at 

termined by the United States Bureau of En- of each bird, which are of importance to us  Steat expense, but most of this land has never 
tomology to be a new species belonging to the from the standpoint of growth and morphology. Proven a success for agricultural purposes. 
genus Chapina. A new species was also found The comparative weights of Prairie Chickens, Today more than 75 per cent of the farms have 

on the Sharp-tailed Grouse, which belongs to Sharp-tailed Grouse and Ruffed Grouse, based everted to the state because of delinquent taxes. 

the genus Goniodes. on the weighings of nearly 200 specimens, are This land, though not well adapted for agricul- 
tural purposes, does provide an excellent envi- 

ronment for the Prairie Chicken and inciden- 

tally for such rare birds as the Sandhill Crane, 
which still breeds in the remote recesses of the 

prairie region. It is hoped that Wisconsin will 

be able to set aside a large part of this land 
as a permanent sanctuary for the preservation 

of its characteristic flora and fauna and es- 
pecially the Prairie Chicken. Unless something 

of this kind is done on a large scale the Prairie 
c ae Chicken can never withstand the shooting of 

eg the 155,000 licensed hunters of Wisconsin, many 

tee of whom desire to shoot Prairie Chickens, their 

, ee : 1, / My Cee U A isdn ainceeamacae favorite game bird. When armies of men go 
Fas a ¥ 4 : Z Teg 4 Ai s | , e through cover after cover driving ten, twenty- 

, fa OPN Se erro ava Sui five or fifty miles or even greater distances 
capt Or aie (NOE Ee Mais i eae SS RL A f i 2 Same itomeetn ae a hPa aA 5 ae Anne fs Ane da SA Riarali an Leer what else can you expect but irretrievable 

spines TINO LE  eaeataael | 3 Sree alee Plea Rta is SOE Bah aN NC, aia 3 ey lpecee? ort ame ie EAS bra i aa pene al Hi be Z vet mG Pi losses? 

a eee Cee ew Te! nr eh aa ei ou a se age 2 * ree ee rae shite nM na pao Nesting and Nest Destruction 
bE a ae tay AA Ree MEE ORO Fe A 
ee ca oat US ‘ ay Ae] NS i Po Q _During the past summer a study was made 

LA CREAN IAS 0d a yeas etek 1 ee pre a of twelve nests of the Prairie Chicken found 

a ie oA Le va a oH ES ae Pes ey eA va eo 4 ‘ on the prairies near Plainfield, Waushara 
Si Fae el eke oes Be pA ess. + de ae a aps ires Qeee County. To the westward of Plainfield as far 

ele i ah aR Ae, eres 3 art hh en ise mt bay ice Ge y as the Wisconsin River there are wide stretches 

: = 7 — ea — aa of flat country which lie within the so-called 

Burlap blind used by Dr. Gross in his Prairie Chicken photography. : drainage area of the Central Plain. Here there 
are many extensive marshes interspersed here 

Food of sufficient interest to be given here in the aoe Haste Dy santly ielands on twit ggcispines 
. a ign ee a ani pin cherries, poplars and a diversity of flowers 

The Investigation owes a great debt to the prevail. It is usually in the region of transition 

Biological Survey which is cooperating in the AVERAGE WEIGHTS from marshes to the higher ground that most 
examination of the food. Without the help of ee Patan me ee of the nests are found. Of the twelve nests 

the Survey the exhaustive reports of the food prairie Chicken....... 881.2 31.0 743.2 26.3 + studied only three ever reached the period of 

of the grouse would not be possible. The ex- ple tailed Cfouse ae ae Eas ae hatching. It was not possible in all cases to 
amination of the food of the Prairie Chicken Oe i; - “definitely establish the cause of nest destruc- 
and Sharp-tailed Grouse have not been com- It will be seen from a glance at the above tion, but it was necessary to depend on circum- 

pleted but a casual examination indicates that table that the Prairie Chicken and Sharp-tailed — stantial evidence. In two cases the adult birds 
these birds depend more on cultivated gain —————— were killed and the eggs destroyed presumably 

such as buckwheat, oats, corn and wheat than PRAIRIE CHICKEN’S REQUIEM by coyotes as the tracks of the animals were 

does the Ruffed Grouse. The Wisconsin Con- Prditie chiens ta the eadice found in the sandy soil around the nests and the 

servation Department has already taken advan- Grouse and quail by every stream— mass of feathers left behind seemed to indicate 
tage of this fact by establishing feeding sta- 1 a ee ey pg Ae eam, the work of such animals. Coyotes are a great 

tions supplied with these grains in favorable Nien hey Soares oe ae gfubble menace to ground nesting birds and that they 

places especially in Central Wisconsin. Corn Ere “no hunting” signs were posted, constitute a serious menace in Wisconsin is in- 

left in the shock and standing, or shocked ‘And’ there:.was more love than law. dicated by the fact that during 1928 alone over 
buckwheat has proven to be the best. During pace i splendog JF ee. pucasant $80,000 was paid by the Commission for boun- 

severe winters such as was experienced in Wis- But he’s just a bit too kingly, ties on predaceous animals, a large part being 
consin in 1928-1929, it is of the utmost im- det Spee debendir, his whireing expended on coyotes. One incubating Prairie 

portance to provide food for these birds during ae that cone boom; bocm au, Chicken was killed by a Horned Owl; the eggs 
the times of deep snow. Wardens who had this Nad Hhere wee ce etioee eae of another, located in an open situation, were 

work in charge stated that it was not unusual Millionaireayaowecore honing destroyed by crows, and in the case of two other 

to have 200 to 300 Prairie Chickens at a single In a lot of uppish togs, nests the eggs disappeared without a trace of 

feeding station. At such times the birds were Teeaine a fe ee ee ee as. the intruder. One nest was accidentally de- 
so hard pressed for food that they would allow Ton t fault oe aoa envy, stroyed by a farmer while plowing, and the eggs 

the observer to go within very close range of But oh, boom, boom, boom of chickens. of two others were deserted. In the latter in- 

them, This plan of winter feeding has been so ene oe ee (Continued op pade 50)
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Prairie Chickens 

American Consular Service 

AMERICAN CONSULATE 

Edinburgh, Scotland, July 1, 1930 

Mr. F. F. Bowman 
Cedarwood Fam, R. D. 2 

Madison, Wisconsin ‘i 

Sir: 

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter dated June 16, 
1930, respecting the conditions of grouse shooting in Seotland. You 
understand that when crouse lands are leased it is usual for the lessee 
to undertake to shoot a minimum number of birds which prevents the too 
rapid miltiplication of grouse end thereby lessens the chances of “grouse 
disease." If this fact is true you believe that it is important in con- 
nection with the problem of game preservation in the United States. 

A commission was set up some years ago in Seotland to study 
grouse disease and while the commission found many itens of interest 
regarding grouse the cause of the disease was never discovered. It was 
learned that the disease occurs more often in flocks of large size but on 
the other hand it has occurred in small coveys and thus it cannot be said 
that the size of the flock causes the disease. 

Grouse shooting in Scotland is of two kinds: (a) by grouse 
driving, and (b) “over the gun." The former method lessens the chances 
of the disease occurring because by flushing many coveys the birds inter- 
mingle and inbreeding is prevented. Inbreeding, which is thought to be 
a contributing factor to grouse disease, of course weakens the birds and 
makes them more susceptible to the disease. Experienced grouse hunters 
aim to shoot off the old birds, particularly the cocks, and when this is 
not done by a lessee through ignorance, the owner generally instructs the 
gamekeepers to shoot off the cocks in order to "round out" the coveys. 

In addition to the above it has been found that grouse disease 
is less apt to occur when the heather on the moor is, in a sense, rotated. 
That is to say, the owner burns off the heather in small patches every — 

; year. Tms in a small area there will be a heather growth of several 
different years. 

The Consulate has been advised that a lessee never undertakes 
to shoot a minimum mmber of birds but a maxinwm figure is usually fixed. 
However, in a spirit of fair play and for the preservation of game the 
lessee will not shoot the maximum mmber if the land is not as well stocked 
as calculated, 

Very respectfully yours, 

Harold D. Finley 
American Consul



2 Aldo Leopold 
Jaly 10,1930 

Partial Digest of . 

(reves I cates) 
Dee Po Te Batch — 

Publ. by Geol. 4 Mat. Mint. Survey-Jume, 1892 

pel *Yollowing up the progress of agriculture steaifly, mat 
5 Oe. ee After o series of mild winters it has several 

times. . . greatly increased . «to be again decimate’ by on exeeption- 
ally vigercas one.* 

Zaxhiest nesting, May 5. am 

ee et ie ee ea. - (owed at 
were no here (Minn. watt doported . . spertenen 

en Seay Siete te eae seeded or Eel ee 
their material inerease . . until the advent of general fanmsing.* 

Now (1902) seen at Rod eke Falls 4 latitude of Ottertall. 

i “Was in not with it at me gah nig No ead 
Spruce Partridce was quite eoamon about the ee 
they seam to have been exterminate? fn that locality. 

100 IE PME loa chentant tn those purtions of the obate Wat ane 
Grouse" ageorting te 7. lL. Yashbarn's "Red River 

Valley, Thief Myer, 4 Mille Leen Report." (Eiggt look up this report?) 

Quis of iromood (Osteyn virginies) . . constitute aleest their 
J exelusive food in winter here." 

pol62 Se ee Oise a aoe be eee Bae te 
were by no means caswn. Rey. B. 0. Cour. . (Fort Snelling 4 Tort 
Se sah tat ies ne ae a 
— settlesnt) increase’ . . from yeor to year. Miadicfoot Grouse 
Sharptatl) were the dominant grouse . . but were never foun on the 
open uncultivated preiries.* . 

TRAINEE "Thirty years ago (1E70?) Aistritated ever nearly 

Sonat ts seutneen tues of Aiatrinies ss tn t8hs.®  tikee aloe 
$e apcho eoatenee bo tome "eaele of fn tment o, W 

" (about ) « + not o more bird in HY. ED se OR Pr ithe, ioe bt 
totally ‘Leappeared." 

Goptiest King, Minnesota, Bobwhite, Raffed Grouse, Prairie Chicken, Desk Book
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nes qn 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

1D, AO dy Of Ey 

—___ Bruner Mane. 

Dear Sir: { 

I am preparing a book on "Game Management," and also a 
report on the "Game Survey of the North Central States." 

I am lacking the information specified below and would 
appreciate your filling in the reply blank in so far as you are able. 
Please return to me in the enclosed envelope. Thanks for your cooper= 
ation. 

- Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

~~ . : - 

Subject: Gage of Cidide nc Pa mince Casha & Shorbbot 

Question: _ Whwhew yr £4 4 Cathe Deg Timi kat 

Df yew Mower Ue 1D pf y vin efor fb gat at Bo po ap 

9 C mRAA wh a ees Urol a trl y 

aa i i rete en ea gis ee 

: Reply: In fourteen nests which I had opportunity to get counts 
last summer there were 158 eggs representing an average of 11.38 or 

/roughly_an average of 1] eggs to a sete I regret that I have no 
records for the Sharp-tailed Grouse but hope to get them next summer, 
The iri lows,- 10917,11,15,11,7,10,11,12,15 
12,9 and 12, The case of the set of 7 was complete as it was followed 

UD. resented a second set of the year after the first 

was destroyed. I am not sure of the title of my repor uU it will 

pr be called. Progress Report of the Wiscon Prairie Chicken 

Investigation. 19350,



2 GAME SURVEY 
ConbucTED For THE “Ne 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE \- - Sys 

MADISON, WiERtEN Cae 

—_24t27 __,1930 

Dear Contre ‘ 

I am preparing a book on "Game Management," and also a 

report on the "Game Survey of the North Central States." 

I am lacking the information specified below and would 

appreciate your filling in the reply blank in so far as you are able. 

Please return to me in the enclosed envelope, Thank you for your 

cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

. fe LOIN Biccaed eh A AG PAH 
Subjects 

Question: Pe APs On t ate ¢ PEL, 

eee enn ne eneeegeiany emerson 

are 

See eee fe oe einen 

Reply: at Mati ferrre: Cr prtree. (FZ L 

! Caer = 

$$ $4 ps 
ee ;
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EXTRACTS from Texas Yearbools on Wild Life Comervation, 1928-29 & 1929-30 

De + Description of licenses game preserves ani their results. 

pe 20 Granh showing trend of deer, turkey, quail and prairie chickens 
in relation to sale of mnting licenses. 

p- 33 "Red foxes are not native to Texs tut have been imported fron 
time to time from their eastern habitat in Temessee and Yentuchky." 

{f. H. Brown planted 10 in 1891 ani 23 in 1892, apparently in 
Harrison and Washington Counties. Others also made plants, the 
total being about 100. "Within a few years after these importa- 
tiona there vere reports of red foxes . . . ranging from Texarkana 
and Jasper on the east to the Pecos River on the west." Also in 
the Malaloff area, Burleson, Yayette, Coloraio and Iavaca Counties, 
also I4mestone and Walker Counties. Also San Antonia, Medina lake, 
Junction, Browmood, San Saba, Iake Dallas, west Texas near Alpine. 
None in MeLemnan County. Plants on the Bosque died ont. 

p. 102 Bobuhites. Texas planted in 1929-30 3,336 bobuhites. 

1028-29 

Practically all species of game birds and mamals are treated in this 
yearbook, occasionally with good information on distribution but little 
on habits or management. ‘These treatises besin on page 50, “History of 

Texas Game." ‘ 

pe 83. a In 1920 Texas planted about 110 pheasants which 

/ fal 

Pe 23 daguar- Specimen Iilled in 1910 and 1903. 

Copies: Yeatter 
Foxes folder 
Texas . ; 
Pheasants 

. atl f 
Prairie Chickens.“ Aldo Leopold



. at Copies to King & Yeatter File: Hungarian = 
. Pinnated Gr.—~ 

Sask. 

Extract from “Bird-Life Chances in or Years in Southwestern 
Saskatchewan" by Lawrence Potter. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 
September 1930, 

"The district referred to in this article lies south of the Cypress 
Hills in the extreme southwest corner of Saskatchewan. ‘The writer came to 
this point in the valley of the Frenchman river in 1901. 

"The Hungarian Partridge extended its range from the west to this 
neighbourhood about 1924 and I saw my first pair on May 2lst of the following 
year. By 1926 the partridce had become plentiful, but since then its 
mumbers seem to have fallen again. This apparent decrease is possibly due 
to the last two summers, 1927 and 1928, having been more than usually wet, 
and is probably only a temporary setback. The Ruffed Grouse is a bird of 
general distribution across the continent ani it is = curious fact that the 
Cypress Hills is the only considerable wooded area in Canaja in which this 
species is not indigenous. In the spring of 1922 a mmber of these grouse . 

. were liberated in the district by the Game Department, some of them within 
10 miles of here; but that any of their descendants survive today seems é 
unlikely. I have been informed now and again of the Pinnated Grouse cecurring 
here, but it is still searce; I have never seen it exespt on one occasion, 
and that was while motoring in south-east Alberta in 1925."



i Copies to Grange Vile: Nebraska : 12/23/30 
Brrington Cycle Folder 

Bobwhite - 

Prairie Chicken .~ 

Quail. 
In an address by El Comancho in Madison, December 20, he stated 

that quail were excecdingly mmerous in 8.3. Nebraska previous to 1880. 

In 1860 oF 1661 a severe aleet storm in spring killed most of than, and he 

= personally found mumerous frozen covies. After this storm there were no 

quail left excent along the river pibwians whereas previously they were 

scattered all through the draws which had switch willow cover. He could 

not remember how long previous to 1850 the abundance lasted or how soon 

after abundance was recovered. The whole thing sounds to me like an 

irruption (see north central report). 

Prairie Ghicken. ; 

Wl Comancho stated that when Nebraska was covered with buffalo 

erass on the uplands, prairie chickens were confined to the river bottoms. 

After the extermination of the buffalo caused the buffalo grass to be re- 

placed by bluestem, they became widespread and exceedingly abundant. This 

inerease was further augmented by the planting of “hedzerows," which meant 

that a settler plowed a strip around his claim, evidently for the purpose 

of marking it, and seeded wheat in the plowed ground. He states that he 

has frequently fill a wagon box of a spring wagon with chickens during a 

few hours shooting in walling along these hedgerows. He said he could re- 

member no fluctuations. 

Aldo Leopold
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STATE OF MINNESOTA CARRY A CAMERA 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION In this day and age of reasonably priced and yet 
G. M. CONZET, Chairman efficient cameras, include one as part of your fishing, 

WILLIAM D. STEWART, Secretary hunting or camping equipment. tt need not be large 
STAFFORD KING, State Auditor a bul aa you have a means of capturing forever 
eS Flarb aa, those little bits of nature and wild life that make 
OFFICIAL ee ee OG GAME AND  out-door Minnesota so interesting. 

WILLIAM D. STEWART, Commissioner 
LOUIS ENSTROM, Assistant Commissioner THE SPEED OF THE SHARP-TAIL 

E. H. FARRINGTON, Business Manager GROUSE ~~ 
EL We often read of the flight speed of ducks and 

eee ty Baul’ Ninn, Peta ane enn eas geese but it is seldom that any definite information 
——_ is made available on the speed of upland game birds. 

SIDEL B. SWENSON, Editor __ District Chief Warden Joe Brickner is respon- 
———————— sible for the following bit of information on this sub- 
No. 97 E>® MAY, 1931 ject which he garnered on a trip through his territory. 

————————————————————————— About daylight recently he was traveling along 
the highway near Cotton when a sharp-tailed grouse 

DUCK HUNTING SEASON CHANGED Bot OP long the pee and fey parallel Ha Chief 
rickner s e is speed a trifle until he was 

_ Under recently approved Federal regulations, behind and pacing the finae bird. After a half mile 
Minnesota duck hunters will start the 1931 huntin; the grouse crossed the road and still continued paral- ig : é Pp 
season at noon, Thursday, October Ist. lel ie unt 8 meadow ws reached, where the bird 

joi ten others grazing there. 
For many years there have been advocates of oe ‘ : 

eval AOR opening date in Sones and this | will aceetane Gots ean ae ie 
afford an opportunity to prove their contentions. + 33 miles an hour— d id wench a 

Two reasons have been put forward in support of ® Pe On get BOG ee one nan gone tea 3 : : ease of the sharp-tail’s flight is considered. 

mh, meus oe the fat hat very freueny “hve a the decrease of pra cst through 
ber has been so warm that thousands of ducks were ou nee ee ee cee ve greulyine te Jearn 

spoiled before they could be used. Grouse nearly every day and that this ae “6 
Another is the fact that if the preceding hatching evidently holding its own. 

season had been late, many of the young ducks were eae 
so oo ce pin-feathers as to make picking almost A TRAVELING LICENSE 

impossible. ‘ ” : ; i 
Against these arguments is contrasted the plaint Ga Beane Sey ae ne a wn 

of the hunter who likes to shoot blue-winged teal yi, plane for 115,000 miles a ae 1930, eae eo 
and who contends that most of our locally hatched e ‘ . oe : . 2 es At that, and according to his report, he lit long 
blue-wings are well on their way out of Minnesota  gnouch to bag 30 mallards, 14 blue-bill 6 bi aaeadl 
by the first of October. This is quite true, although  {¢4) an 6 , rite: evidently hi ea Bee ae 
if the weather remains fairly warm, the blue-wings heh = Hi Dearne ta ve a ie P EHOTHETE ee epee 
will stay around a little longer than ordinarily. Ps oe Se ee ay eee 

The noon opening should be welcomed by the 
average sportsman—it will eliminate the irresponsible SOME MITES 
“sooner” inevitable on the larger duck hunting areas, The earth’s circumference is approximately 

who trusts to the fact that he is impossible to detect 24,000 miles; it is rather surprising and Ag indicative 
in the darkness and the hordes of hiariteae on every of the immensity of the fish propagation program of 

lake the opening day. It should prevent the wanton the state of Minnesota to learn that during the fiscal 

slaughter and waste of coots so prevalent the opening year ending June 30th, 1930 the following mileage 
day, when many so-called “sportsmen” shoot first was covered in the distribution of fish from the state 

and see what they get afterwards; and it will un- hatcheries—enough to encircle the globe four times 

doubtedly cut down much of the “limit in half an and traverse the United States several times. 

hour” shooting so common under the old regulations. Regular Fish Car..............19,702 Miles 
Begeate CAs ir case eo 

<a tegen sok WGKA are aries re ete 8 ae DO B00. “ 
THE BARBLESS HOOK MessengorseJccifi ret cael 

After all, most of our fishermen take to our Potals ij: .4 2+ -104,268 Miles 
waters for the sport of angling, and not for the meat Foe | eae Se TR ee 
that they Tea bring home. If it were only for the RETRIBUTION 
meat, most of us could buy more fish at the market _ «os 

for the money expended on the average fishing trip. ov eaters oe oe aren eae 

Such being the case, the use of the barbless hook pick up something. He noted that the hawk flew 

should be worth at least a trial to the average Minne- almost straight up until almost out of sight and then 

sota angler, not only for sportsmanship, but, under came down like a plummit. When Mr. Ferguson 

our present no-size-limit regulations, as a conserva- rushed to the big bird he was surprised to find a 

tion measure. Many small fishes, caught on barbed weasel lying near it. The weasel, when picked up, 

hooks and then returned to the water, fail to recover had sunk its teeth into the hawk’s body and killed 

from the lacerations following the removal of such it in mid-air. The weasel was apparently dead also. 

a hook. The use of a barbless hook would eliminate When Mr. Ferguson looked for it the next day, he 

much of this useless waste, and add a sporting angle found it gone. Apparently it had been only stunned 

to even the most plebian form of fishing. and come to life.—Litchfield Review.
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ROTHSCHILD, WIs. ede ue 
‘une 17, 1931 J ‘ quem” 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir; 

Dr. Merritt L. Jones asked me to answer your letter 
of June 4. The statement that chickens have flown from a distance 
of five miles to the feeding station is correct. the flight 
of these birds was watched by several of our club members on 
several occasions and there is no doubt in our minds tkat the 
birds came that distance. 

However, the foregoing does not prove that one 
féeding station will serve 75 square miles and we do not believe 
it can be done. We do not believe that all the chickens in such 
a large area would find the feeding station. 

Our station is located on the top of a hill. 
The country to the south of it is all open country; while on the 
other sides there are trees. The birds came in from the south 
side only and while there were chickens two miles west of the 
station it is out belief that they never came to the station or 
even knew of its exsistance. 

In locating feeding station it is desireable . 3 
to select a high spot away from timber and brush to keep away 
from snowdrifts and natural enémies. We have found shocked corn 
and ears of corn left on standing stalks and stacked grain to 

be the best decoys. 

We observed the time of day the birds came 
to the station varied with the time of the year; it veing a 
half hour after sunrise and again about two and one-half hours 
before sundown. 

Yery truly yours, 

ROTHSCHILD GUN & ROD CLUB 

Lia. Es Vay ms, = __ 

3 WEP: U Wm. E. Payne, pres. 
c.c. Dr. Jones 

un Orgamized 19 Promote the Propagation of Fish and Game =
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File Nebraska y 
Pr. Chickens 

: a 

MEMO 10 ALDO LEOPOLD CONCERNING PRAIRIE CHICKENS IN NEBRASKA: — 

Mr. H. Taylor of South Dakota, an old market hunter, reports 

that in Cherry County, Nebraska, chickens were at one time very : 

plentiful. He states that he killed as many as 2000 sharptails ; 

in a season over an area of approximately 12x50 miles. This was 

as far back as 1893 and before. 

Up to 1893 the birds were nearly all sharptails. By 1895 

they were half sharptails and half pinnated. Now they have all 

been driven out as a result of advancing agriculture. 

s JOHN N. BALL
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— 

Eau Ciaire Article of 

1873 Explains Pres- 

ent Game Scarcity 
BY SPECIAL’ CORRESPONDENT OF THE JOURNAL 

Eau Claire, Wis.— An article pub- 

lished in the Eau Claire Daily Free 

Press, no longer printed, of Sept. 1, 

1873, reveals how abundant game 

was at that time and by the detailed 

Slaughter of a two-day hunt partly 

explains the present bewailed scar- 

city. c 
A file of the paper is kept by the 

Chippewa Falls Historical society. 

The account of the hunt was discov- 

ered by William W. Bartlett, presi- 

dent of the society. Extracts from the 
article follow: 

“A week ago today a party con- 
sisting of Messrs. Nelson, Elliott, Bul- 
lard, McDonald, S. S. Sherman and 
the writer started for the head wa- 
ters of Pine creek in Barron county 
to rusticate a few days among the 
chickens, grouse and trout of that 
famed region. 

300 Trout, 150 Chickens 

“The result of the first day’s sport 
was more than satisfactory, Over 300 
trout had been taken and over 150 
chickens bagged. The chickens were 
cleaned, boiled and pickled for use in 
winter and the trout cleaned and 
packed in ice. We are sorry to say, 
however, that they were spoiled by 
the hot weather on our return jour- 
ney. 

“The next day we started home. A 
covey of birds were ‘flushed’ by one 
of the dogs and 13 were bagged ina 
few minutes. In other hunting along 
the road, 37 grouse and chickens were 
shot. After dinner-the party split up. 

; Once we stood in our tracks and 
| bagged 10 birds out of a covey with- 
out missing a shot. Our party got 36 
birds in the afternoon; the other re- 
turned with 27. 

| “The Hunter’s Paradise” 

“The total number of birds bagged 
during the hunt was 364, and we prob- 
ably killed 100 more that we did not 
find on account of the brush. That 

| part of the country -is certainly the 
| hunter's paradise.” 

The writer went into detail to illus- 
trate the tameness of the game by 
giving examples of how easy it was 
to approach the birds. 

Se4F 27,173)



- * History, Tradition and Adventure 
in the Chippewa Valley 

By WILLIAM W. BARTLETT 
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS 

I am greatly pleased to learn that there has 
been reduced to permanent literary form some of 
the splendid contributions of William W. Bartlett 
on the early history of the Chippewa Valley. I 
consider Mr. Bartlett the highest living authority 
on the subject. To have allowed him to pass with- 
out making this contribution would have been a 
calamity which only the next generation would have 
fully appreciated. 

The new volume should have an immediate place 
in every private and public library in the Chippewa 
Valley and I believe the demand for it will be state 
wide. 

W. H. BRIDGMAN, 
Editor of Stanley Republican, 

Stanley, Wisconsin. 

I.wish to add my word of appreciation to the 
many expressed to Mr. Bartlett for the service he 
is rendering to us and our children in giving us 
the interesting story almost first hand, a-story of 
the land of which we are proud and which we love. 

PAUL G. W. KELLER, 
Superintendent of Schools, 

Eau Claire, Wisconsin.



“T have recently had the opportunity of examin- 
ing the material collected by Mr. William W. Bart- 
lett of Eau Claire on the History of the Chippewa 
Valley, and have been very much impressed with * 
the completeness of his collection and the intelli- 
gence with which the collection has been made. It 
will be a distinct and permanent contribution to 
the History of Wisconsin as a whole as well as to 
the particular region in which he has been in‘erest- 
ed. I have no doubt also that it will be as inter- 
esting to the general reader as it is valuable to the 
historian. 

“CARL RUSSELL FISH” 
Department of History, 
University of Wisconsin. 

You have done a nice piece of work in compiling 
all this old material, and accompanying it with so 
much very readable description and explanation. 
I find it of fascinating interest. It is all first hand 
information, which makes it extremely valuable 
from the historical standpoint, as it helps ene to 
visualize those early times when the foundations 
of the commonwealth of Wisconsin were being 
laid. Everyone who wants to keep alive the memo- 
ries and matters of the trappers and pioneer days 
will be greatly indebted to you for your work. 

R. CLYDE FORD, 
Author of “Sandy MacDonald’s Man”, 

Michigan State Normal College, 
Ypsilanti, Michigan. 
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Notation With Remittance 
A very fine book indeed. 

Compliments of 
J. C. BAY, 

John Crerar Public Library, 
Chicago, Il. 

I have been reading Mr. Bartlett’s book with 
interest and delight. Mr. Bartlett combines the 
historical sense of true values with a fine narrative 
style. This book should be in every library in the 
country and should have a wide distribution among 
the people of this territory and book lovers in 
general. ROBERT LOHRIE, 

Superintendent of Schools, 
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin. 

I regard your book as a treasure. Shall add this 
copy to my private library. Please send another 
to the St. Louis County Historical Society. 

Your work gives a clear insight into life in the 
forests surrounding Lake Superior during the nine- 
teenth century and you have depicted with much 
fidelity, it seems to me, many of the pioneers who 
would otherwise be forgotten. 

WM. E. CULKIN, 
President St. Louis County Historical 

Society, Duluth, Minn.



“Tt is a pleasure indeed to have the opportunity 
of looking over a copy of William W. Bartlett’s new 
book, ‘History, Tradition and Adventure in the: ~ 
Chippewa Valley’. In this volume Mr. Bartlett has 
confined his efforts largely to the fur trade and 
Indian activities, barely touching the lumbering 
industry which was for many years the principal 
activity of this region. It is hoped that this mater- 
ial will also appear in book form at an early date. 
Mr. Bartlett's style is particularly readable. 

“That the schools of the state will welcome his 
volume as a valuable centribution to local history 
is an accepted fact. However, it makes a very 
direct appeal not only to the residents of the state 
but to those hundreds of visitors from outside who 
yearly come into this rezion not only for vacation 
but to learn more of the background of Indian lore, 
logging camp activities and historic landmarks 
which belong to the Crippewa Valley of an early 
day. “CLARENDON S. SNYDER.” 

Former Principal of High School, 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 

I am enjoying your book very much. Am sure 
it should be on our approved list. Although its 
title limits it to the Chippewa Valley it is of state 
wide interest and should have its place as a very 
fine contribution to Wisconsin history. 

W. H. JACKSON, 

Supervisor School Libraries, 
Department of Public Instruction, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 
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Your book is one of the most intensely interest- 
ing and absorbing that I ever read. It contains so 
much of historical fact and also is interestingly 

« ‘written. I feel that this splendid material you have 
gathered will some day be woven into history and 
romance which will leave to future generations 
some of the inspiring pictures of what has taken 
place in the past. You have made a contribution 
to our Indian and fur trade history that entitles 
you to a great deal of credit. 

AUGUST ENDER, 
Editor Rice Lake Chronotype, 

Rice Lake, Wisconsin. 
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It was a pleasure to have had the opportunity 

of reading your book. You have rendered the 
people of Wisconsin and Minnesota a service in 
collecting this material, much of which is out of 
print and inaccessible to the ordinary reader. 

From a TEACHER OF HISTORY in a Catholic College 

I am greatly pleased with the character and in- 
terest of your book. The chapter on Fur Trade 
Lore I find particularly interesting and hope often 
to refer to it. You have done well to thus preserve 
all of this historical information. 

CHARLES E. BROWN, 
Secretary of Wisconsin Archeological Society 

and Curator of State Museum.
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Appreciation by Author 

The author of this book is especially gratified 

at its reception outside his own state. The Indian 

story, fur trade lore and pioneer adventures seem 

to have a wide appeal. 

BOOKS ON SALE BY 
WM. W. BARTLETT 
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN 

AND 
EAU CLAIRE BOOK & STATIONERY CO. 

EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN 

Price $3.50 

Sent on approval to schools, libraries and histor- 

ical societies, with return postage guaranteed.
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Nov. 16, 1932 

Mr, Wm. W. Bartlett z 
431 Lake Street 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Bartlett: 

I have been out of the state on field work, 
hence my delayed reply to your kind letters of October 6 and 
November 4. 

Your last letter contains the meat of the 
thing I was after, namely the date of arrival of pinnated grouse 
or prairie chickens in your part of Wisconsin. I am putting 
this down as 1880. ‘The dird arrived in southern Wisconsin from 
Tllinofs about 1640, 

I am returning the clipping in accordance with 
your request. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

5 : ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.
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GROUSE POPULATION FIGURES que AR 

pr 
The following report on the population of grouse in Wisconsin was 

drawn up to supplement the game observers' reports relative to opening 

the hunting season on prairie chicken, sharp: tailed grouse and ruffed grouse 

in 1931, 

The figures are given by counties so that a comparison may be made, 

ee es e248 

; WOOD COUNTY 

1. Prairie chicken - Figure (1) shows the number of prairie chickens 

in those townships where counts have been made. In the other townships 

the flocks are too scattered to make a definite count possible, 

In Cary township 100 were seen at threshing time by George Smith in 

oat stubble, On dance grounds 57 male prairie chickens were comted in 

May, Allowing 50 females in the same area the total for the three sections 

would be 114, The total number of counted birds in Cary township was 214. 

In Remingtown township 277 were seen in cornfields and at feeding | 

stations. 

In Port Edwards towmship 140 were counted in cornfields. 

~ In Seneca 40 were counted in a stubble field. 

In Rudolph 45 were counted in a hayfield. Scattering flocks of 20 

or more have been reported in the other townships, Allowing 50 for each 

of the townships in which counts were not made, the total population for 

Wood county would be: 

Counted townships - 716 for 5 townships . 
Estimated townships - 850 for 17 townships 
Total - 1566 

The total prairie chicken population for Wood county is about equal 

to the figure estimated for 1930. The above figure is the spring popula- 

tion so in order to compare it to the 1930 figure, which was a fall estim- 

ate, the increase for this summer should be added. Of the 38 nests studied
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this spring, 50% hatched. The average number of eggs is 11, and therfore 

each pair of birds raised on the average five young. 

Provided that the number of males and females is equal, the fall 

population for 1931 would be: : 

Total spring birds - - - 1566 
Number of females - -- 1783 
Number of males ---- 783 

Totel fall birds ~~ - Sir 
The chief reason for the slight increase was fire. Some observers 

estimated that as high as 50% of the grouse in Remington and Hiles town- 

ships were killed by the fire. The chief damage was not in the number of 

birds killed but in the destruction of the nesting cover. In Remington 

towmship there were practically no nests in May and most of the nests re- 

ported were destroyed by predatory animals, due to the lack of grass for 

concealment. On May 29th, 30th agd 31st about 2,000 acres of burned marsh 

in Dexter township was thoroughly gone ower. About 75 birds were living 

on this area but no nests were found. In three places single eggs were 

found on bare ground. It is probable that eggs were being laid without 

a nest being made, due to lack of nest cover. 

In Port Edwards township there were several sections of land which 

were not burned. As this area is largely grassland it is a natural nesting 

> ground. Thirteen nests, of which six were prairie chicken and seven were 

sharp-tailed grouse, were located, As all.of these nests were made in May 

er before, it is probable that nesting sover in the form of dry grass in- 

duces early nesting. On the basis of one female for each male there were 

75 prairie chicken nests in this area. 

2. Sharp-tailed grouse ~ Sharp-tailed grouse are more numbrous and 

more uniform in distribution than the prairie chicken in Wood county, but 

the sharp-tailed grouse is limited to that part of Wood county that lies 
west of the Wisconsin river,



he 

1. Total number in Wood county on May 1, 1931 

The flocks listed on the map in figure (2) are not all different 

flocks as both feeding station and dance ground flocks are listed. The 

following are separate flocks. 

Flock No. No» of birds 
1. 20 - feeding station 
Re 22 - ® , " 

3. 40- * " 
4. 3+ * * 
5. 12 - See budding 

; 6. 33+ * * 
vr 60 - Feeding station : 
8. 10 - Seen budding 
96 21 - Feeding station 

12, 26 - Dance ground 
15. 40 - Feeding station . 
A? . 18 - Dance ground 
18. 21 + " *, 
20. 12 - Feeding station 
21. 20 - Dance ground 
22. 50 - Flushed May 30th ? 
23. 18 - Dance ground 
24. 6 ~ Dance ground 
25. = ey * 
26. >» ” 

Total so 

Of the 500 sharp-tails counted at feeding stations and dence grounds, 

140 were banded. The number banded at feeding stations was 130. Of these, 

51 were females. Flock number 4 was at a feeding station and dance ground 

and as a result all of the birds trapped here were males. At station 

number 9 in figure (2) all of the sharp-tails were banded, and at station 8 

or flock number 15 in figure (2) all except one or two were banded, as 45 

was the most seen feeding here and 40 were banded. Six of these birds were 

Shipped to the Game Farm, reducing the flock to 39. 

Allowing one female to three males, the total number in the mapped 

area shown in figure (2) would be: 

Feeding stations & §« 
budding grounds - - - - - 322 male and female 

Dance grounds - - - - = - - 178 males 
59 females 

Total 359
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Deducting flocks number 22,23,24 and 25 there would be 472 sharp-tails 

for the three townships in which a thorough cout was made. The population 

on this basis would be a little over four sharp-tails per square mile or 

157 per township. The total spring poptlation for the eleven townships in 

which sharp-tails are evenly distributed would be 1727. Using the same sex 

ratio as was found in the banded birds, the number of females would be 575. 

As each female should raise on the average five young the total fall pop- 

ulation would be: 

Total fall . 
‘i population4, 602 

A total fall population of 4,602 sharp-teils is about 5,000 leas than 

the number estimated for 1950. It is probable that the 1930 figure was 

overestimated and that actually the number of birds is about the same, 

The main reason for the small number of sharp-tails in 1931 is the 

loss of birds in the fire of September, 1930, and lack of cover for shelter 

and nesting. <A few of the effects of the fire are discussed under prairie 

ehicken nesting on page (2). 

3. Ruffed grouse ~ The total amount of partridge cover in Wood 

county is about 20% of the total area or 150 square miles. In the Babcock 

region, 5 coveys of young birds were located. Along the river bottoms there 

were about 2 partridge for every square mile during the winter, or 7 per 

square mile in the fall, provided each female raises five young. The total 

population would then be 1,050. 

The number of prairie chickens and sharp-tailed grouse in the 

other counties is considerably less than in Wood county. 

The counties in which information has been secured are listed below:
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i. Waushara county - The number of prairie chickens cowmted at 

feeding stations was 190. The total for the county is estimated at 2,000. 

2. Portage county (prairie chickens only) - The number coumted 

at feeding stations was 300, The total number in the county is estimated 

at 2,000, 

3. Adams county -(Prairie chickens only)- The number seen at 

feeding stations was 45, The total estimate for the county is 500, 

4. Juneau county - The number of sharp-tails seen at feeding 

stations was 40, The sstimate for the county is 200, 

5. Ashland county - 
Sharp-tailed grouse ~ One covey of 13 seen 8) miles west of 

Butternut. Two square miles of good sharp-tail nesting grounds were studied 

18 miles west of Butternut, No sharp-tails were located on this area and 

it is therefore probable that the flocks are very seattered. Mr. Charles 

Rindt found 11 nests in 1929 that had been burned. 

a The total population is estimated at 2,000, 

Prairie chickens - None seen. 

Partridge - Two seen 10 miles west of Butternut. The number 

of partridge is at least 10 per square mile in the areas not burned over, 

The partridge cover in Ashland county is extensive enough to prevent over- 

shooting. The total number of square miles of partridge cover is estimated 

at 900, Total partridge population - 9,000. 

6. Rusk county 

No sharp-tailed grouse or prairie chickens seen. Resort owner 

on Potato Lake reports that prairie chickens are nearly extinct in Chippewa 

county. 

Partridge - Four sections of land in western Rusk coumty 

were studied. A total of 24 were located. There were four coveys with a 

total of 18 young or 44 yougg per covey. The country is rouch terminal
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moraine with steep gravel hills between which are lakes and alder swamps. 

Two coveys were found on hills in a growth of aspen, white birch, hazel, 

pincherry and blackberry, with wild grapes and Smilax (green briar) in 

the more open spots, The other two coveys were in alder-willow thickets 

on swampy land. Figure (3) shows the exact location of the birds. 

This area represents the best ruffed grouse cover in Rusk county. 

As one section of the area has not been investigated, the number per section 

of the three sections that were thorouchly searched was 8. As the cover was 

very dense it would be safe to estimate 10 partridge per section for the 

partridge cover of Rusk county. The total area of partridge cover in Rusk 

county is 625 square miles. Due to fires, the 1931 figure is about 500 

square miles. The total number of partridge on this basis would be 5,000, 

As the area between Island Lake and Birchwood is difficult to penetrate 

and is similer to the Potato Lake area, there would be no danger of over- 

shooting in Rusk county, 

7. Washburn county. 
Prairie chicken - None seen. A flock is reported to have winter- 

ed at Stone Lake in 1930-31. 

Sharp-taihed grouse - One covey of 13 was seen 13 miles southeast 

of Spooner. Several other voveys have been seen by the soils survey men, 

but the distribution is not uniform. In the terminal moraine areas the 

sharp-tails are numerous wkere the brush has been kept down by fires or is 

pastured, but such lands are not very extensive. In the jackpine areas 

there are very few birds to be seen, A party of four in crossing a four 

mile strip of meadow, jackpine and aspen did not see a grouse of any des- 

cription. In Bvergreen township in the Yellow River Valley, three farmers 

were questioned. The first farmer had seen no grouse during 1931. The 

other two reported that each had a covey of sharp-tails in the sectiadn in 

which he lived. The fall population for the Yellow River Valley is about
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10 per square mile, These farmers reported that about 10 years ago prairie 

chickens could be hard in the spring, but that none were heard in 1931, 

Estimated sharp-tail cover ~- - - - 100 square miles 

Total sharp-teile = = = = = = =-1)000 
Prairie chickens - ~~ ----~- + NOM@ reported 

Estimated partridge cover - ~ - ~- - 360 square miles 

ol pees os oe ee sae 
One square mile of partridge cover north of Sarona was investigated, 

Two partridges were seen and dust baths and feathers were found on the ; 

forties in which birds were not seen, It is safe to estimate 16 partridce “ 
per square mile of cover, 

8, Clark County - In 1950 sharp-teils were seen in Mentor, Poster 

and Hewett townships, The sharp-tailed grouse cover in Clark cowmty is 

200 square miles, As much of this area was burned over at the time it was 

visited in Jume 1931, it is probable that there are less than 1,000 sharp- 

tailed grouse in the county, 

In 1928 fifty-six preirie chickens fed on standing corn in Worden 

township during the winter, During the summer none were seen, In 1928 

none were seen by the farmers. In 1930 a flock of forty or fifty returned 

and fed on corn one half mile north of the 1928 corn field. In the spring 

of 1931, these prairie chickens established a crowing crowd for the first 

time. No nests were found and it is probable thet all of these birds were 

males, See figure (4). 

Se KR KH 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Due to fires’ in 1930 and 1931, the prairie chicken and sherp-tailed 

grouse populations have been mduced or have remained stationary, In Wood 

county, an epen season would result in serious over-shooting due to q 

reduction of cover by the peat fires of 1930. In the other counties the
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population per square mile is less and the cover is less extensive, 

Areas of open land in Ashland and Washburn counties which should make 

good sharp-tailed grouse cover are still uninhabited by this grouse. The 

prairie chicken has not yet returned to the areas which it inhabited in 

1920. (See Washburn county) 

Partridge were numerous in the areas studied in Ashland, Rusk and 

Washburn counties, and most observers report the partridge to be abundant. 

The manager of Johnson's Store at Web Lake, Burnett county, wanted a closed 
: Season on partridge as well as sharp-tailed grouse, but all others were in 

favor of open partridge season. 

Tye total area of ruffed grouse (partridge) cover in the northern 

counties is extensive enough to prevent over-shooting in all except a few 

localities, but before it is decided to open the season on partridge it 

should be taken into consideration that much of the partridge cover was 

burned over in 1930 and 1931, 
; 

F. J. W. Schmidt, 
: Assistant Biologist 

: Ouse 13,1931
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Populations of People & Grouse in Scotland ( MB) & Wisconsin (ZA) 
In Relation to Intensity of Manazement Aldo Leopold 3-23-31 

213 
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For game files : 

January ll, 1924. 

Turkey Planting in Hualpais Mtns. 

Mr. Devine of Kingman, Arizona, told me at Flagstaff that 
14 turkey were liberated in these mountains three years ago. They 
did well butthe Indians and coyotes have kept them thinned down, 

; Some stock still persists. Mr. Devine thinks there were no turkey 
in the Hualpais originally.
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MP, Ny Le Stiles : 
Cherokee State Bank o - ig 

Ghesokse, Tow Ft SDS at 
Dear Mr. Stilest — Fa So ., ——_ 

55 aS ies eed 

I have your letter of Jamuary,exolaining that you were not 4 
joking when you. gugzested that migratory prairie chickens may a 
spread Canada thistles, Your deseription of how circles of thistles ==” 

spring up around thé roosting spots opens up a very attractive ~~ eS 

; Little experiment to determine the effect of digestion on the seed a 
and to try to follow through some of these svots by fencing them ~ : ~ 

and noting any new vegetation in the succeeding summer, << 
2 bos i ae 

I notice that you also suspect that the Buropean leafy i 
spurge is spread by bifds and “also ‘the Wahoo shrub. = aon 

Tam writite thigvout eo thet lean sendenpies of this | 
letter to wy fellowships, since I imow they will be extremely . jn. 

interested. ; SO oo fn — eee 

Your finding of a pheasant frozen down by the tail ig one’ Figs - 

of the first instances where I have received this kind of a report, — ia 
from one whose pronouncement I. would unconditionally aecept. I aye 

have heard the stoty dozens of times but always from laymen whose... ia , 

assertions in such matters one wore or less habitually scouts. | Be 
Was ita hen or a cock? Can you give me any details as to time of = SS 

day, actions of bird, ete? : <= “s = ; < SS 

1 am as@ing the University of Nebraska to send you # copy a 
of the bulletin on prairies. , hn —— 

eras Yours sincerely, | 

SL : ALDO OPOLD tf OT —— 
~ : In Charge, Geme Survey— on > a 

= Ge = a oe 
. Cy oe Ss ie 

p S he a oe eS el Ge 

sr ay ee gf" fe ae 

ee ee - eg Ne ja ae ane
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to furnish by gravity pipe line the re- : = = 9 ene iS 

quired volume of water. If the pipe line 1SCONnSIN S Prairie Chicken 

is. extended out into the lake to wher . a 

the depth is at least 40 feet, this P E 

provide a supply whose temperat is ropagation xperiment 

fairly uniform during summer | ‘win- By HARRY JOHNSON 

ter. However, as this water w; e too, 5 
Gold tor ‘best results dus aren Game Farm Superintendent Peninsula State Game Farm, Wisconsin 

mer, an additional intake, means of 
a tee or Y joint with valve, located T the request of Dr. Meritt Jones, The chicks appeared strong, and the 

near the shore in shallow water, will A Director of the Wisconsin Con- brooding progressed nicely for three 

allow that from the surface to be mixed servation Commission Research days with no mortality. From June 9 

with the cold bottom water in such pro- Bureau, the Game Division conducted to June 11, nine birds died, apparently 
portions as is found best for an ideal during 1931 a small scale Prairie chick- from soil: contact. Five more chicks 

temperature. This surface water intake °™ Propagation project, prior to exten- died during the next three days. One 
would be shut off entirely during the “Y° experimental work to be carried on bird lived for eight days. Feed consist- 
winter months: in 1932. No special equipment was con- ed of hard-boiled egg, partridge meal, 

structed at the state game farm for the angleworms, lettuce, tomatoes, apples, 

C. Streams 1931 work, nor was any study made of sand and grit. Sour milk was the only 
The water from streams, while used 22Y former Prairie chicken propagation © drink. 

extensively for fish cultural purposes, Ptoject. Nest No. 2. The hatch from nest No. 

is not a supply the experienced fish man 2 was placed in a Poorman feather 

would select for his own use. Even the os brooder with 125 day-old Ringneck 
so-called spring-fed brooks and creeks ee oat pheasant chicks. Both brooder and 

are continual sources of trouble. There ae ee ee brooder run contained wire bottoms. 
is always danger of contamination, es- re f Resale ey Of thirteen eggs set May 25, two were 

pecially if the supply is taken some pies ° e Ae Pee broken, one on May 27 and one on May 

distance down the course of the stream. ANY — 29. Two eggs were candled out June 8. 
Even though of crystal appearance, it TAS Six chicks hatched June 12, two of 
carries considerable amounts of organic wis on Hg aa which appeared weak. The two weak 
and inorganic matter that cover the | 9) 9) JW aa Ce NS chicks died June 13. Two more died on 
eggs in the troughs with sediment and Se ee of ; Cony , June 14. It appeared that the liveliness 

algal slime, and during periods of re, pe of the pheasant poults was too much for 

heavy rainfall and melting snow cause (| = seats "ae KY, =» the Prairie chickens, inasmuch as the 
untold trouble. eas a Be a ve oe latter were being trampled on to a great 

The water temperature of most tas a io extent, and the two remaining chicks 
streams will range from just above | | a y ° were removed and placed with a ban- 

freezing during the winter months to [= gs -™ . o & tam hen in an ordinary brood coop on 
a point where they become dangerously al 3 oo e the ground. Both chicks died within 

high in mid-summer. Regardless of what figs as: Ree hocags. Heed consisted ob nerd poled 
experiment station investigators may aoe oe partridge meal, chick mash, angle- 
have to say on the. subject, success- 78 4 a Ry CITE, Loma LOee) apples, lettuce, sand 

ful propagation of any species of trout ee A SEE fe ; eo Erle Bur I meson guy 
or salmon cannot be prosecuted with —® ——™ “suv > £9 drink. 
water temperatures that exceed 60 de- é Nest No. 3. _The hatch of nest No: 8 
grees. They may get by for a time, but Three settings of Prairie chicken eggs aoe placed with a bantam hen in a 

sooner or later they will get into seri- and one setting of Sharp-tailed grouse specially-constructed wire-bottom brood 

ous difficulties, eggs were secured from Wood county coop and run. The wire-bottom run 

by F. J. W. Schmidt, Assistant Biologist Was approximately 21% feet wide and 6 
D. Artesian Wells of the Game Division, who transported feet long. After the first week the run 

Except in a few favored sections of the eggs in special containers, by auto- was extended to include the same space 

the country where it is possible to de- M™Obile, to the game farm at Fish Creek, on the ground. The. feeding ration was 

velop numbers of shallow driven wells % “istance of 225 miles. All eggs were the same as that of nests 1 and 2. 
from which the water will flow without ‘™mediately set under Silkie bantam Of fifteen eggs set May 27, fourteen 

pumping, the use of artesian water as 2¢0S, with nests prepared as for pheas- healthy chicks hatched June 2. One 

a supply is seldom practicable. When ®t or quail eggs. All bantam hens ap- egg was infertile. Unfortunately, the 

it is procurable in quantity and is of peared to be disease free and were free hen was restless and four chicks were 

the right quality and temperature, it from vermin. killed in the nest by the hen June 2. 

has certain advantages over other . Nest No. 1. The experimental brood- The birds were removed to the brood 

sources of supply; but it is almost cer- ‘"% of the hatch of nest No, 1 was car- coop on June 3, and two more birds 
tain to be devoid of oxygen as it comes ried on by the usual confinement ground were trampled on. aie hen was then 
from the well, and frequently carries a system. The foster mother was placed changed. Two birds died wune 4, There 

super-saturation of noxious gases. in a small wood brood coop which was were no more casualties until June 15. 
surrounded by a vermin-proof yard ten At this time the run on the ground was 

feet square. Both yard and brood coop extended to include a space 4 feet by 

ue eee were moved to fresh ground daily. 15 feet. On June 15, one bird that ap- 

ply, its chemical and gas content should COE unica ches concaessal MAY ee aie = soe ae oe 
be thoroughly investigated befor eb yone: Cee was: broken by the: bantam «SUT VINON aie ceeaeeeee Meier ie ghly : stig: efore ALY hen on May 27, and on June 6, twelve frames and feathering, and these birds 5 

amount of money is expended. To go into prairie chicken chicks hatched. The were thirty days old before any more 
(Continued on page 54) remaining egg was partly developed. (Continued on page 59) 

: 45
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WIS. PRAIRIE CHICKEN 

(Continued from page 45) HOW CHEAP OR HOW GOOD? 
deaths occurred. One bird, the slowest Birds bought on price alone are almost sure to be disappointing in the breeding pen. 
of the five to develop, died at thirty Why take a chance when you can get 

days of age. The four remaining birds Handreared, Northern-Bred 
i birds at such attractive prices, f lity stock, ur illustrated price list quotes. We'r 

eentinued to five weeks of age, when ff Pisds at such attractive pices, for quate see stng paics and oud ‘bisds in’ many vances 
they were placed in a specially-con- of Geese—Ducks—Swan:—Peafowl—Pheazants—Quails 

structed open-topped yard about 80 feet After this season’s breeding surplus is sold, we shall have no more to offer until after 
by 30 feet. Cover over two-thirds of the 1932 breeding season. However, it’s getting along toward time for 

the yard was very dense. The four birds y * Hatching Eggs ne E 
continued to grow until suddenly, at mae youll Bey interest te eee een Send for price list today, it’s free. Service and 

seven weeks of age, one died. One bird SUNNYFIELDS FARM, Box G., Wallingford, Conn., U.S.A. 
disappeared, three days later (horned “WHAT you want WHEN you want it.” 

owl, it is believed). At nine weeks of . 

age, one bird was killed by flying into 

the fence. On August 24, the final sur- a 

vivor was beheaded by a horned owl. 2 Hambledon, Hampshire, England 

Nest No. 4. The hatch of nest No. 4 | TR r PHEASANTS 

(Sharp-tailed grouse eggs) were placed eS Suan 1929-1930, mony, Ringnecks cae ESTES for 
j ADIN stocl turning down. ens to z coc! 160.00 per 50, 

in: thessanteetyDe of brood coop andirum int e $5000106 per Pear CLF. New York. Live arrival eaeanteds 
as hatch No. 3, Prairie Chickens. Feed Yat Special prices quoted for Pure Chinese, Mongolian, Dark and 

was the same as nests 1 and 2. Agr wernicolee eee PHEASANT POULTS 

Nine Sharp-tailed grouse eggs were ch Guaranteed twelve-weeks-old Pheasant poults, cocks and hens. 

set on May 27. Two were broken by gee per 50, $2,350 per 1,000. C.I.F. New York, live arrival 
assured. 

June 1. Two eggs were candled out FANCY PHEASANTS 

June 7, and five birds hatched June 13, LTD. A Golden, Silver, ay Amherst, Bocres Swinhoe, caenees 
= ; ing, White, BI dB: ian-Eared, Elliott, 

two of which appeared weak. One bird | shipping wo U.S.A. Scum aturas’ Hohl, Tepeyan, Melanottes ely es 
died June 14, two lived four days until and Canada a special- actually in stock. 

June 18, and one bird died June 23. The Snr ae _ HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES J 
sole survivor was turned loose with a & Co., Whitehall St., See perce ge ao he ere iNew 

bantam hen and at this writing, No- er core Oe York. 

vember 14, is still living, practically to agents or to The ORNAMENTAL WATERFOWL AND WILD DUCK 

piatures Game Conservation All varieties 
Society, New York. PEAFOWL—Four varieties 

qe CAN readily be seen from the fore- 

going report that Prairie chicken j 

eggs that were incubated by the Prairie | ‘ 

chicken hens for fourteen days or over | PHEAS ANI 'S B d 

before being moved, resulted in high Or TEE CTS 

hatchability and strong, husky chicks. 5 : t ‘ 

It is a difficult matter to safely trans- Pure Mongolians, Chinese and Blackneck English Ringneck Pheasants bred 

port grouse eggs for over two hundred from Mongolian and Chinese Cross. 

miles after they have been incubated Our specialty is furnishing high-grade stock and eggs to breeders. 
for less than ten days. During the 1932 

project; no wild eggs will be moved ¢ EGGS IN SEASON. PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW 

il aft fourt . 5 
eens eee Sern ay ceacie Prices of birds, brails and eggs on request. 

Of the four rearing methods used dur- oo 

ing the 1932 experiments, one, the 

ground confinement system, will be HERMAN A. BUSS, Pres. 

eliminated. Further experimental work ARM . 

will be carried on principally by means | THE HUDSON GAME F co. Hudson, Ohio 

of feather brooders and runs, both with eee SSE 

wire bottoms, and with specially con- [o> a y 

structed wire-bottom brood coops and |W ata BOB W HITE ; ce 
runs. : Ba Ao i 

Feeds for the 1932 project will consist | "MUnair@s 3 ; ioe hart ee) A 
f th ti ueeie sian th Rae Native and Mexican, range or pen bred. Delivery, De- 

oe en Ls a eat with the | AgiK| cember through April, any number. FREE FOLDER. 
al oe ion of meal worms and other in- 2, be M. E. BOGLE 

hee Ber ok ce, ST. CHARLES HOTEL NEW ORLEANS, LA. 
Approximately three hundred Ruffed SEDATE 

grouse, Sharp-tailed grouse and Pin- 18 BEAUTIFUL * One 3-year renewal, or one new 2- 

nated grouse eggs will be collected in FREE 4-COLOR GAME » With & year subscription, or two new 1-year 
the wild for the 1932 project. Eggs will BIRD PICTURES subscriptions to The Game Breeder 

be secured as early in the season as 

possible. Experimental work will be RINGNECK PHEASANT EGGS 

carried on at the Peninsula State Game 

Farm and at the Moon Lake Experi- from QUALITY STOCK 

mental Farm, with special equipment Now booking orders for Spring delivery 

and on areas set aside for this particu- PETER STUDER, Clinton, New Jersey 

lar purpose. 
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aporces azruy 200isin Conse; Yation ie at CONSERVATION DIRECTOR fe ee April 6, 1932 

Dr. As 0, Grogs 

Bowdoin College 
Brungwiek, Maine 

Dear Dr, Gross: 

It ig so long since I have written te you thet I 
ao not know if you enswered my last Letter of if I answered 
your last one, 

The winter turned out to be a sood one for bending, 
I bended 250 sharp-teile ond 50 prairie chickens, 1 worked 
most of the winter on making e trap thet would trep preirie 
chickens end found that a trap with e bie door worked by 5 
string from ® blind would cateh 10 or 12 at once, inventing 
that trep was probably unnecessery for I found thet they would 
ge into e funnel trap if « sherp~teil was in it. The only 
reason they would not go in wos that they laeked the nerve to 
be the first one te go in. I first found this out when Tt wae 
trapping west of Pittsville where the flocks were mixed, There 
I caught preirie chickens with sharp-teile in the funnel wesyre 
4leo efter e preirie chicken has been in onee be will go bee 
in even if there is not a sharp-teil in the trap. I got e big 
&iek out of watehing the preirie chickens trying to get into 
the trap with the drop front. Two or three would be inside 
eeting and several on the outside would try to est through the 
a before coming in. The ones inside would always teke e 

peck at the ones that stuck their heads through from the outside. 
Onee the flock was seared away when only three were in the trap, 
Instead of flying out the open door they tried to through 
the netting. As the rest were all gone I then pulied the string. 
The @oor shut with © bang and it seared the chickens consider- 
ably until I put aome snow along the bottom of the door to muffle 
the noise. After that they did not even notice when the door 
G@ropped shut. in the mixed flock west of ittsville I bended 
two hybrids, One was colored like « sharp-teil bat had eight 
Sa feathers in the tail, The other wis colored like a sharp- 

teil but hed short pinnate feathers like a hen prairie chicken. 
It was & rooster. 

i got 15 returns on lest year's banded birds, All exeept 
two were in their lest year's feeding grounds this winter although 
the 21 bunting returns showed « summer rauce of two or three miles. 

SA
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Wap of returns of 1931 bands, 
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S.%. grouse No. 15882 banded at No. 9 in 1951 fed at No. 9 in 1932, 
Sst. grouse No, 15810 banded. at No. 6 in Mareh, 1931. Fed at 
No. 16 in 1932, 

S. t. grouse No, 15858 banded at No. 2 in Merch 1931, Fed at 
Nos 15 in 1932, 

- nytt station No. 2 was discontinued in 1932 and replaced by 
Oe . 

Set. grouse No, 144, Fed ab both No, 3 and No, 15 during February 
and March, 1932, ‘ 
Sets. grouse No. 157, Fed at both No, 3 and No. 15 in February and pe 
Mareh, 1932, 4 
Prairie chicken No, 170, Ted et both No. 4 end No, 5 in Merch, 1932, 
21 sherp-tails were bended at No. 1 in 1931, 

| Six of the 21 were retrapped in 1952 epi Mo. 1. 
None of the 21 were retrapped st the other stations, 
As No, 1 is also a dance ground it is unlikely that more than 6 
of the 21 are alive, but the flock increased to 39 in 1952, 
At No, 3, there were 18 sharp-tails banded in 1931, Wine were 
retrapped and 19 new birds were banded in 1932, 1% is unlikely 
what any of the other nine are alive or “— would have showed 
wp et No. 1 or at No, 15, as No. 144 and 157 indicate that this 

ock mixes with or overlaps the. one feeding at station No. 15, 

On the basis of the flocks et feeding stations No, 1 and 
No, 3 the mortality rate of old birds for one year is in the 

_ neighborhood of B0%5 (50% at No. 3 and 68% at No, 1) 

se The sharp-tail) flocks which are preecticelly all roosters are
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| probably roosters from a nearby dance ground, This is known 
to be the case at feeding station No. 1 and at feeding station 
Noe 16, it is not known where the roosters at feeding station 
No. 3 dance. This feeding station was set = in November, 1931 gna ditoh bank where sharp-toils fed on white birch catkins 
in the winter 1930-31, Wighteen sharp-tail roosters were banded 
here in March, 1931. The first thing to appear t this station 
was a flock of quail which arrived December 1, 1931 and fed all 
winter, The sharp-teils arrived on January 5, 1932. Part of this flock fed at lo. 15 em shown on wap of 1351 Returns, At 
present there are nine birds wearing 1931 bands and nineteen 
wearing 1932 bands, Two flocks* of sharp-teils with a marerit 
of hens were located which indicates that if all of the eks 
were trapped the sexes would be about equal. There should be 
therefore, a big increase in sharp-tails in 1932, 

In the flocks of prairie chickens studied there were 
from eight to ten roosters for every hen, i 

Ptitteville - 2 hens, 15 roosters - banded, 
Bancroft - 21 roosters, 1 hen - One hen ané five roosters 

shipped. to game farm, 
Babeock - Feeding station No. 4 + 13 roosters - banded, 

Peeding station No. 5 + 45 roosters, 6 hens ~ 
observed - one hen banded, 

No, 45 + 15 roosters, 3 hens. 18 roosters and 
3 hens banded, 

No, 9 + 40 roosters, 5 hens - One hen banded, 
; No. 15 - 22 roosters, 3 hens. 

Either there is an excess of roosters or the hens migrate, There 
is no evidence to prove thet they do migrate in Wisconsin. The 
flocks studied were flocks that migrated to cornfields in the 
fall, If hens migrate to feeding grounds these should have been 
hens, The flock at feeding station No, 45 did not arrive until 
January 28, It was a migrating flock, There were only three hens 
in the flock of 16, The flock that migrated to Yorden township, 
Clark county in 1928 was a flock of roosters. 

In the meantime we are trying to figure out a wey to get 
; some information by means of an experimentel geme manegement area, 

We would like to find out if possible the answers to these 
questions: 

1. Can the sex ratio be regulated by moving the excess 
roostere by winter trapping? 

2. How far would the roosters have to be moved? 
3. How far would moved birds travel? 
4. How much of an increase canbe expected where food 

: patches and winter feeding are provided? Will winter 
feeding prevent migration to distent regions provided 
such migration occurs? 

: 5. What are the effects of hunting? 

¥"See 1952 banding table 
yy
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6, Is the eight year cycle due to disease? If so, 
the number of birds on a closed area should trop 
as low as on an area open to hunting. 

7, What is the mortality rete? At present ficures 
are only available on two flocks, 

8 How many birds can be shot on a given area? 
Ss Tf = hatch is poor on certain years, whst is the 

cause 
10, Can prairie chickens be raised in captivity? This 

work is being carried out at the Geme Farm, 

All of these questions cannot be answered by experimenting 
On any one srea, The area picked will be the one that will pro- 
vide the most information, 

Both prairie chickens and sharp-tails eame through the 
winter without loss where feeding stations were provided and also 
where there were no feeding stntlene. Where there were no 
feeding stations the sharp-tails fed on white birch catkins, aspen 
buds, and the seeds of A flock of preirie 
chiekens, one hybrid and two sharp-tails west of Pittsville fed 
et a feeding station located at the edge of a pasture, These 
birds were seen eatine aspen bude when the snow was deep and 
ereen leaves whenever there were bare patches, A erop of a 
preirie chicken contained corn (from feeding station a 10%, 
white birch catkins, 40%, aspen buds, 5%, ereen leaves, 45%. 
The green leaves consisted of wintergreen, goldenrod, clover, 
and others not yet identified. 

Both sharp-teils and prairie chickeris eat buds, All 
ren he eat buds, but it is not assumed that all oe : 

ehickens eat buds, ai though the prairie chickens mentioned above 
ate as many buds as the aharpetelis with which they traveled, 
It is possible that prairie chickens learn th eat buds when the 
flocks are mixed, At winter feeding stations sherp-tails est 

i either buckwheat or corn, They eat buckwheat either from shoeks 
or from hoppers. Prairie chickens eat buckwheat from shocks only. 

ane ton Baboock 
Qe 

I.- Danee ground ~ Section 13, T.21 Ny, Re 2 EB. 38 male, 
1 female sharptailed grouse, 

3.- Feeding station - Sec, 18, Ts21 Ne, Re 3 Es 28 male S,t.zrouse, 
4.- " * Sec, 10, T,81 N., Re 3 EB. 2 female, 1 male 

sharptailed grouse - 15 male prairie chic ken, 

~ ;
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Feeding Station Babeoek 
inertial nici seins 

5 + Feeding station + See¢s1l, T.21 Ns, RoS Be 1 female P. chicken, 
S«- * * ~ 506,55, Te2l1 No, Red Be 3 female, 1 male 

S.t. grouse, 
9 ~ Cornfield ~ See.55, T.21 Ne, Red Ee 13 female, 7 male 

Set. grouse - i female prairie chicken, 
Feeding station - See,38, T,.21 Ns, R.4 EB. 3 male s.t. grouse, 

* * See. qs T4521 Ney Re&t EB, 4 fomale s.t. ALOUSEs 
15 + * See, 8, T.21 Ne, ReS By 26 male s.t. grouse, 

1 female s.t. grouse, 2 male p, chickens, 
16 - " * Sec. 9, Te21 Ne, Re® Ee 9 male s.t, grouse, 

” * See. 8, Te2l Ne, Red Es 3 mole st, grouse 
* * See.22, T.21 Ney RoS B, 15 male p, chickens, 

3 female Bs ehiekens, 
46 - ® * Sec.10, T.21 Ne, Re® E, S male, 6 female 

S. t. grouse, 
: 5 * See,31, T.21 Ne, ReAh, 5 male s, t. grouse 

Gary 10 miles west of Pittsville 

22 - Feeding station - See,l4, 7.23 Ns, Re EH. 45 male, 16 female 
Set. grouse, 

25 * « 506.27, Ts23 Ns, Re2 B, 11 male, 7 female 
Set. grouse, 1 male prairie ehieken, 

26 * * See,28, T6235 N., ReBE. 18 male, 1 female 
Pe ehicken, i hybrie, (imale} 1 male s.%.grouse, 

_-—— + i 

Lindsey 

85 Buckwheat field - Sec, 29, Ts624 Ne, Re® Bs 19 female s,t.crouse, 
14 male Set, grouse, 1 female p.chieken, 
1 male p, chicken, 

Cornfield Secs 7, Te8S Noy Re® Be 15 male s.t.grouse, 
5 female s. t. grouse. 

: Baneroft 
Pive roosters and one hen prairie chicken shipped to Geme Farm,
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Seasonal Shifts - Sharp-teil 

carpiinitiniarntarasai~ nents 
+ Gornfields - Standing or shocked : 
: tie: fields t 
‘Green leeves, generally clover,' 
: aspen, or sheep sorrel : 
sicsiuniialaiainiincneneneaiitiniinienvieiaineinimsisiilitiasaiinal 

) | December shift 

t @ Birch ca 1 December 
Aspen Suds : January 

: Feeding stations-corn or buckwheat: Tebruary 
$ ¢ 8 March 

3 E Januery shift of roosters 

: Dance ~ Ll per section : February 
: Buds and green leaves ¢ March 
: Feeding stetions if near dance : April 
$__ground 3 May 

April shift of Hens 

? Dance Ground ; = 
; Nesting ao - fans 

t Seeds 1: July 
2 Green Leaves : August 
: Insects coal 

| Average radius of shift in banded birds is two miles. 
Meximum known shift is eget miles. 
Roosters do not change budding grounds from year to 
yeer, as far. as banding returns indicate. "“o banded 
hens were retrapped,
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Seasonal shifts ~ Prairie chicken 

September - October Shift 

{CoravTeraa— nee ne ee 
:Smell grein fields e 
: + Green leaves, including + November 
!  @lover, aspen, wintercreen,: 

i__sheep sorrel and strawberry: 
| " December shift 

Toornfields : t ; 
:Corn feeding stations : December 

Regweed if available + January 
t Green leaves when ground is bare: February 
: + Acorns if available : March 
i+ Buds éuring snow i 

— aut . reh Shift 
£ & i t e J 

x é :Danee Grounds ; March 
t i ; é 

April Shift : 
t : April 
t Dance Grounds : May 
: Nesting Grounds : June 

wvtinseinsiniaininimmabeiae 
' ’ 
: Fruits j t July : 
: Seeds : August 
: Insects '
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Relation of Quail to Grouse 

Six eoveys of quail fed at feeding stations.in the 
Babeoek area. Three coveys fed with sharp-tailed grouse and 
three coveys fed with prairie chickens, In all cases the 
quail ate from hoppers, ‘This did not interfere with the 
feeding of the sharp-teils as the quail ate in the afternoon 
and the ane see in the morning. The ate both shelled corn 
and buekwheat from a: There were no losses from cold 

; weather ao eee n the coveys feeding at feeding stations, 
It was fo that queil serateh a aiel cane of feed out of 
the hoppers unless wire netting is across the opening of 
the hopper. 

It is prepatiie that this is the vegnening of an sergtien 
of quail in Wood, Juneau and Adams counties, big erop of weeds 
has grown up on the areas burned in 1950 and it is probable that 
this is the cause of the quail increase, It is peculiar that 5 
these queil did not make use of cornfields, There were 16 coveys 
of quail in the Babcock area, and although six coveys loosted 
feeding stations, none fed in cornfields except one flock which 
was in @ cornfield before the feeding station at thet place was 
established. 

The purpose of this experiment is to test out the facts ; 
and theories resulting from the Prairie Chicken Investication 
which are likely to shorten or make unnecessary the prrset closed 
to hunting in the low years of the grouse cycle. Although the 
experiments will concern chiefly the prairie chicken and sharp- 
tailed grouse, the ruffed crouse will also be studied, 

. Methods of feeding the sherp-teiled grouse and prairie 
chieken during the winter have been worked out to such an extent 
that winter feeding ean .be practised on a large scale. Winter 
feeding will be especially suitable for refuges or state owed 
public shooting grounds which have a resident refuce keeper in 
charge. Although winter feeding may not be absolutely necessary 
for prairie chickens and sherp-tailed grouse from the standpoint 

\ of food it has other importent advantages to be deseribed later, 

There has been no evidence of widespread disease during 
the past three years, If the cycle follows its regular course 
there should be a big drop in numbers within the next three or 
four years. If disease is the cause or one of the causes of the e 
cycle, it will be preg to determine the nature of the disesse 
on an area under close observation, It is proposed that siek 
birds be delivered to Dr. R. G. Green at the University of Minnesota 
providing br. Green is willing to do this work in addition to the 
study he is making of disease in ruffed grouse. It is important 
thet sick birds be delivered alive as dead birds are immediately 
after death invaded by the becteria causing decomposition and it 
is generally impossible to isolate the bacteria responsible for 
the death of the bird, Wo control measures against disease ¢an
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be taken until the identify of the disease has been established. 
It will be important to get information on becterial disease 
in Wisconsin to cheek with the findings in Minnesota and the 
findings of the New England Ruffed Grouse Investication, 

The fector which is probably next in importance to disease 
is the sex ratio, It is important to find out whether or not 
the sex ratio can be regulated, In the case of the red grouse 
of Seotland the excess males are shot during the winter, It 
is proposed that excess males in Wisconsin be trapped and shipped 
to those counties which ere not nestine areas. The excess praine 
chicken and sharp-tailed grouse roosters are not detrimental to 
the raising of the young @s the roosters do not accompany the 
hens during the nesting period, For the seme reason it is pro- 
bably not necessary to have even as many roostess as hens. The 
chief objection to an excess of roosters is food competition. 
It takes just as much feed to winter 100 roosters and 50 hens as 
it does to winter 75 woosters and 75 hens. The 75 hens would 
raise 504 more young then the flock of 50. 

It is important to determine the value of refuges and their 
beering on the game cycle. It is probable that refuges under 
the control of a refuge keeper and regulated according to the 
findings of the present investigation will better the hunting 
around the refuges on ordinary years and lessen the number of 
yeers which would be closed to hunting. It is proposed thet the 
experimental area in the present investigation be closed to 
hunting at all times, but that the sreas adjacent to it be open 
to hunting in order to determine the effect of hunting on such 

ees areas and on the refugee itself. The chief thing to be 
determined will be the extent of migration into and out of the 5 
refuge before, during and after the hunting season and the cause 
of the migrations, 

It is importent to know what causes mizretions and how to 
prevent them, The distance that sharp-tailed grouse and prairie 
chickens travel is being determined by banding. It is probable 
that food patches and winter feeding will regulate migration. 
It 1s therefore proposed that winter feeding and banding be earricd 
out as extensively as os in addition to food patches, the 
chief usé of which will be to concentrate the grouse to facilitate 
winter feeding and banding, 

The above work will also furnish, by means of the banding 
records, a check on the yeerly mortality rate from all causes, 

It 4s proposed that observations be made on predatory animals, 
Control measures will be used or not used depending on the area 
ehosen for the ae tee If the experiment is carried out in 
Ngrthern Forest State Park there would be no hunting or trepping
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under park regulations. 

I should like to have any sugeestions you may have in 
i regard to any observations you may have in mind that should 

be made on the experimental area, in addition to those I have 
mentioned, 

It will not be known until after the commission meeting 
in July whether or not the experiment will be made by the 
Wiseonsin Conservation Department. 

- It has not been decided as yet just which area to use for 
the experiment, ‘ood and Juneau counties have been under con- 
sideration, but we have not been able to get control of a large 
enough solid block of land in those counties to suit our purpose, 
I am of the opinion that the refuge area should be ebout six 
miles square in view of the fact that the seasonal shift radius 
of the sharp-taileé grouse is from two to three miles and of. the 
prairie chicken from two to ten miles, Although an area in 

_ Jumeau or “ood eounty would be close to Medison end easier to 
supervise than an area in the northern part of the state, there 
would be advantages in making the experiment in a northern county. 

When we have decided which area to use, and if the plan is 
approved at the commission meeting, I will prepare a map of the 
area for your files, 

Very sincerely yours, 
PAUL D, KELLETER, Director 

By 3.9.W. 4s 

PF. J, We Sehmidt 
FIWS: EL Assistant Biologist 

 @0 to . 
Mr, Leopold ~~ 
Mr, Grange 
Dr. Jones
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J When the Indians with their simple tastes and 

requirements inhabited this country, the natural 

fauna and flora were not disturbed a great deal. 

Crude weapons and a disinclination to cultivate 

the soil prevented the red men from doing much 

harm to the wild life. The squaws might scratch 

up the ground in some unoccupied places and 
plant patches of corn, but nothing happened that 

really spoiled the face of the earth, from a nat- 

uralist’s point of view. 

But the white man came in much larger num~- 

bers and with more elaborate wants, so that the 

natural products of the country did not suffice. A 
variety of crops had to be raised and domestic 

animals introduced to furnish food and raiment 

for the larger and more exacting population. It 
became the first duty of every pioneer to destroy. 

Forests were cleared away to make room for the 
wheat fields. Many wild creatures were killed 

for human food, and the predatory animals and 
birds were destroyed. to save the more productive 

domestic flocks and herds. The settler, being 

hard working and generally poor, had no time to : 
contemplate the beauties of nature, to consider 

198
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the conservation of natural conditions. His 
greatest struggle was with nature; a conflict to 
reduce the wilderness and to prepare the soil for 
the production of the necessities of life. 

My father’s first duty after coming to Keokuk 
County, Iowa, in 1853, was of course to carve a 
farm home out of the wilderness. By hard and 
unceasing toil a log cabin had been erected and 
sufficient oak rails cut and split to fence the por- 
tion of the farm that had been cleared of trees and 
brush and converted into a garden and field. In- 
asmuch as all kinds of live stock were permitted 
to roam at large in those days, outside fences 
were imperative. At intervals of several years 
additional tracts were cleared and broken to en- 
large this field, and the rail fences were corre- 
spondingly extended. 

In the spring of 1870, father had finished clear- 
ing a tract of about ten acres for the breaking 
plow. All trees and bushes had been removed but 
patches of hazel brush, pussy willows, and briers 
covered most of the ground. Among the under- 
growth was also a thick carpet of the last year’s 
blue stem and other dead prairie grasses, inter- 
spersed with considerable growth of green grass, 
as the season was advanced. The man with the 
oxen and breaking outfit who had been engaged 
to turn under this tract of brush, willows, and sod
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undertook the work on condition that it should be 
carefully burned over first, for the mat of grass 
and brush was too heavy for the capacity of his 
outfit. 

On the day that father decided conditions were 
right te burn off the tract, he invited me (then 
five years old) to go with him and see the fire- 
works. As an exhibition of pyrotechnics this field 
of burning grass and brush was a grand success. 
Showers of crackling sparks rose to the sky and 
great clouds of black smoke ascended mountain 
high. All of a sudden and with a loud whir of 
wings that sounded like a burst of distant thun- 
der, a large bird flew out of the smoke and dis- 
appeared over the hills. “That's a prairie 
chicken”, said father. “It must have gotten too 
hot in there.” At the same time we noticed a 
marsh hawk flying uneasily about over the burn- 
ing area and occasionally uttering shrill screams 
of rage. Smaller birds were darting away in 
every direction. 
When the fire had died down and the smoke 

had blown away we walked about over the 
charred and blackened turf. In the vicinity from 
which the prairie hen had appeared so suddenly 
we found her nest with nine nicely roasted eggs. 
Father examined one, found it to be fresh, and 
“done to a queen’s taste”. We had a rare feast
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of roasted eggs on the “half shell’ for dinner that 
day. 

Before returning to our cabin, however, we 
walked over the remainder of the charred tract. 
The marsh hawk’s nest contained five eggs which 
were also roasted brown, but we left them for the 
foxes and skunks. Further search revealed a 
quail’s nest containing about a dozen eggs, burned 
black and so nearly destroyed that it was difficult 
to determine their number. 

These were all the nests we found, but the 
thicket must have contained a large number of 
smaller nests with eggs or young birds which 
were completely annihilated. Fortunately prairie 
fires at that season of the year were not common, 
but the incident was a vivid demonstration of the 
tragedy of cultivation to the wild life of the 
prairie. 

E. D. Nauman
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Distribution - The area included in this report is a strip 

two miles wide and ten miles long with Babcock at the east end and 
Jackson county at the weet end. About 15 per cent of the area ia 
inhabited range during the period of the day open to hunting. The 

uninhabited range includes: 

il. Open meadow with no trees. 
8. Swamps with heavy grass. This part of the range is used at night as a roosting site. 
3. Open peat marsh burned bare by fire. Sometimes used for roosting. 
4. Solid jackpine, 

The heaviest stocked ranges for sharp-teiled grouse are aspen 

thickets in the peat marshes, oak ridges, and white bireh-chokecherry, 

pineherry thickets along ditches. The heaviest stocked range for 
prairie chickens is oak ridge where the oaks are not dense and where 
open grassland is nearby, Ruffed grouse were found in the heavy 

oak forest on the river bottom and in dense aspen-alder-white birch 

thickets, but very few ruffed grouse were shot compared to theother two 
species. 

Shooting ~ Very few of the leaves had fallen. In central Wisconsin 
the oaks were red and purple and the aspen bright yellow, making the | 
marsh country look its best. In the oak woods where most of the 

sharp~te iled grouse and prairie chicken were flushed, it was necessary | 

to shoot before the birds raised above the branches, In general there 

was an open space of about 20 feet between the branches and the ground. 

Hunters that were good snap shooters had good hunting. The average 

hunter either shot too soon or too late. When flushed the birds gen- 

erally flew across the open marsh to the next oak ridge.
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About two-thirds of the flushes are out of range. Of the other 

third a good hunter can get two birds out of every three shells. The 

average hunter gets one bird for every 15 shells. 

Food ~ Acorns, and oak galls were the two key foods. Corn, buck- 

wheat, birch catkins, chokecherries, and grasshoppers were found in a 

few crops. d 

The crops examined contained: 

Two prairie chickens ~ acorns, 100% - full. 
Two prairie chickens - acorns, 25%; oak galls, 75%. 
Two sharp-tails: 

One ~ acorns, an oak galls, 50% - full. 
One - oak galls, 100% ~ full. 

~Sa8 - The following estimate is for the entire area of 20 squere miles. 

Per cent of blank or nearly blank range 85% Per cent of inhabited range 15% Acres per bird on inhabited range 1.5 ff Acres per bird on whole block 10 Per cent of birds killed in six day season 50% Per cent of cripples lost 10% Number banded on same area 132 Per cent expected to be on area eccording to banding 
returns - 66* 

Per cent of banded birds killed of total kill 
66 x 20 = No. on 20 square miles 1,320 1,320 + 20 =average per square mile 66 

* on an average 50% of banded birds are shot within one 
mile of the place where banded and the area in question is two miles wide. .
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Birds seen and killed. Figures of #. R. Van Wormer, Babcock 

Date No.in party Flushes Shots Kill Cripples lost Hours Man— 
iii dhaie-censinrnsitinnppinentieaeiinice gsi dhtsdcecuiiattnatdidiiacia ta aan t : $ t 3 : : 

Oct. 1 t : : : : i : 
Popple : 7 : 7% : SO ;: 86; 3 ; ky te) 

: $ t : : : : Oct. B A.M: : t : : 3 : Popple 3 3 : m+ ME +t Re 1 ;.4 22 
thickets : 2 : 3 3 3 : 

: : t t t : $ Oct.2 P.M; 3 t 6 : 40 ; 9 : & ou °s (12) 

t 3 t : : : : oot .3 A.M.: 2 : SO : 168 : 8B: 9 tS ys te) 

3 r t t t : t t Oct.4 t 2 t Om + Mt 6% 0 ¢ & » €8) 

: : : t : : t Oct. 5 P.M: 3 : @O +: 46 3 Aly: ° + & + (8) 

3 : t : : t t Oct.6 P.M: 3 : ms DO 4 Ry 1 ; @ ; Gs 

Total 480 193 20. 9 24 73 
Birds flushed per eee 480 + 73 = 6.5 
Per cent of flushes kilied 90 + 480 = 18% c Per cent of flushes shot at 193 + 480 = 40% 
Per cent of shots killed 90 + 193 = 46%
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Parasites - The following figures are from 59 birds examined by 

F. J. W. Schmidt and S. X. Cross. 

Tapeworms 

Wo. prairie chickens examined. ..... 18 
Per cent infected... ......4 + s+ 80 
Avewege mo. per Wind. 6k kt tt 1.2 

No. sharp-tailed grouse examined... . 37 
Wes WAM Bepeweres . 5. ck kt te ee 21 

Wee WEUORE 6 8 ewe i Lk kw ee ee 16 
Per ent infegtes ok gs ee 
Average Bos per WirG . 2. tt 3 
Average no. per infected bird ...... 6 

No. ruffed pune i a a ee 4a 
he, ee ee ee ee 0 

Roundworms 

No. prairie chickens examined ...... 18 
No. infected with Heterakis ....... - 
Average No. per infected bird /... .. 3 
Per cent infected with Heterakis .... 5 
No. infected with Ascaridia ......., 7 
Average No. per infected bird ...... 8 
Per cent infected with Ascaridia .... 39 

No. of sharp-tailed grouse examined . .. 37 
No. infected with Heterakis ....... Q 
No. infected with Ascaridia ....... 6 
Average no. per infected bird ...... 2 : 
Per cent infected with Ascaridia .... 16 

Ro. of ruffed grouse examined ...... a 
No. infected with Heterakis ....... 0 
No. infected with Asearidia ....... a 
Average no. per infected bra ‘+ ee } ve 2 
Per cent infected with Ascarida & Heterakis 25 

No. infected with Filearia .....4.44.. 2 
Per cent of birds infected ........ 59 
Average no. per infected bird ...... 10 

Soecidiosis 
No. of prairie chickens examined ..... 18 
‘No. of birds infected . . . 1 1. 6» 6 0 oe 7 
Per cent of birds infected ........ 38 
Wo. of eer ae ee ee examined... . 37 
Yo. of birds infect "ee ee ae ee ae ee a ee 
Per cent of birds infected. ...... +. 13
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Weights 

Number of prairie chickens weighed 17 
Average weight of 10 males 34.2 oz. 
Average weight of 7 females 30.6 oz. 

Number of sharp-tails weighed : 48 
Average weight of 28 males 33 oz. ae weight of 20 females 28.5 oz. Weight of one prairie chicken rooster 37 oz. Weight of same bird dressed 23 oz. Weight of one sharp-tail hen 37 oz. Yeight of same bird dressed 15 oz.
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Sex Ratio - To determine the sex ratio of the birds shot, birds 

were examined from hunters' bags and compared to banding records. 

Number of sharp-tailed grouse examined ~ 115 
(Does not include: banded birds) 

Number of roosters - 76 
Namber of hens - 39 

Per cent roosters - 66 
Per cent hens : ~ 34 

Banded roosters shot ~ 24 
Banded hens shot a 13 

Per cent banded roosters shot ~ 65 
Per cent banded hens shot - 35 Per cent shot of total banded charp-tails - 12 <__ 
Total sharp-tails banded in 1932 - 297 
Noe. of roosters ~ 216 
No. of hens ~ 81 

Per cent roosters ~ 73 
Per cent hens - BT 

Per cent of banded birds among birds checked for sex 5 

More banded sharp-tail hens were shot in proportion 

to roosters than the proportion of banded hens to banded roosters, 

but the difference is not enough to warrant the statement that 

hens are more easily shot thanroosters. 

Number of prairie chickens examined - 66 

Number ¢ roosters - 28 
Number of hens = 38 

Per cent roosters ~ 42 
Per cent hens - 58 

Banded roosters shot - 5 
Banded hens shot = a 

Per cent roosters = 84 
Per cent hens ~ 16 

Total prairie chickens banded in 1932 - 55 
Number of roosters ~ 47 
Number of hens - 8 i



~Fe 

Per cent roosters ~ 86 
Per cent hens ~ 14 

Per cent banded birds among birds checked for 
sex None 

The proportion of banded hens to roosters is the same 

as the proportion of banded hens shot to banded roosters shot, 

The number of bands returned was too small to give an accurate 

estimate. Last winter, when the birds were banded, 86 per cent 

were roosters. Of the birds checked for sex from hunters! bage 

only 42 per cent were roosters, Some of the possible explanations 

are as follows: 

de Hunters can shoot hens more easily than roosters. This 
dees not check with the banded birds shot. 

2. Most of the hens =e in the winter. There is no 
evidence as yet to prove this statement. Perhaps if banding 
were extensive enough to include birds from all over the state 
this question could be solved. 

3. Most of the young raised were hens. Six hens and one 
rooster were raised at the game farm so that under artificial 
conditions this statement is true. 

4, Perhaps if 1,000 birds had been checked the propostion 

of hens would have been less. 

Prepared by 
¥. J. W. Schmidt.
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oat File: Turkey —- 
2 PoC. 

Digest of Elk 
z Moose 

3. A, Barrett. Ancient Aztalan, 
(On Crawfish River near Lake Mills, Jefferson Co,, Wis.) 

Bulletin of the Public Museum of the City of Milwaukee, Yol. XIII, 
pp. 1-602, April 24, 1933. : 

beg 
Pe 356, Hoods, "However, we find interest in the work of Somers who, in ‘e 

+ made a special collection of bone fragments from the refuse \ 
heap along the river. He states that he has identified the bones ; 
of "bear, raccoon, buffalo, moose, deer, squirrel, woodehuclk, . 
rabbit, wolf, pigeon, quail, ducks, reedbird, turtles, pickerel, 3 
pike, perch, bull-head, and suckers,'" Z 

(Note absence of turkey, prairie chicken, ruffed grouse, @l%,) 4 

Pe 379. Quoting W. T. Sterling's visit in 1838: 

"On making a section of the wall we could see each stratun 
which presented the same appearance at every point eit through 
the wall. The clay was mixed with either marsh’ erags or the 
stalks of wild riee which grew abmndantly in the strean near by." 

P. 386, Again quoting” Somers: 

"A, Mammal s-~ 
Bear (Ursus Americam Raccoon » Buffalo 

(Bigon Americans), Moose Alec Walenta), doe (Gatianu) 
You squirrel (Seiusus cinereus), Py og 
Rabbit several eties, as 
ete (Senigs lumus), and Sorz.4 not yet determined, | 

ET sac hs ou rep d pigeon Wood 

oa (ag aa ler Cg ea) tet Sit (mais Qryzivoms), and several other birds not yet de . 

* Somers, A, N. 
1892, “Prehistoric Cannibalism in America," Popular Seience vonthly, 

Vol. 42, pp. se. (Reprinted in Wis. Archeologist, Vol. 19, 
Ho. 1, pp. 20- )e
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nests. The rats, finding the nests, will invariably destroy the 
é eggs and in this way do a great deal of harm each year in pre- 

What Game and Fish ‘Departments venting a normal increase of the chickens. 
The prairie chickens during the winter months feed in the 

FIELD MEN ARE DOING farmers’ grain fields to some extent, and have occasionally been 

accused of doing considerable damage. Investigation, however, 
has proven that rodents such as Kangaroo rats, mice and jack- 
rabbits, are doing ten times as much damage as the chickens, and 

Each month the report of a Field Man or Deputy War- through this relief to the farmers by the poisoning of the rats, 
den, as written by him, is published so that the public may undoubtedly the complaints of prairie chicken damage will be 
have a better understanding of the work being done and greatly reduced. : Z 
how it can cooperate with the department. The Kangaroo rats are not the only animals doing damage, 

however, as only a few days ago, a local farmer, R. S. Smith, 
found a prairie chicken’s nest one day with a nice clutch of eggs, 

By Homer Pickens and the next day again passing this location found that the nest 
Proton * had been destroyed by a coyote. 
(Predatory Animal Hunter) It is difficult to estimate the amount of damage done to game 

Two mountain lions were killed this month (May) both females birds and their nests by pests of this sort. However, the Game and one carrying an embryo. Two bobcats were killed, one Department is cognizant of the situation and is doing everything 
carrying two embroyes. I hunted the entire month north ae possible to control vermin which is known to be deleterious to game 

Gallina, N. M., on the French Mesa the first part, and the latter bud ane Bae se h f d ey 
part on the Canada Ojitos game refuge east of Tapacitos in Rio air. Digan reports) that the prospects for a good erep of young 
Arriba county. chickens is excellent this year, as to date there has been no hail or 

I was camped at Mud Springs ranger cabin and will be located heavy rains in that section, and many nests formerly destroyed 
there some time yet as lion signs seem plentiful west of the cabin Will this year escape the Kangaroo rat. 
along the refuge boundary. I have worked the refuge very care- ————D:- 6- ea 
fully and find lion tracks on most every section. Am sure there D 5 Pi : U; Y; A - ] ’ 
are two or possibly more lions yet on the refuge. I trailed a male Ip 
lion four different days and finally tracked him into the Apache on t a0 oung nimdais. 
Indian reservation, headed northwest t d the Jicarilla Forest, 5 
but lost tHe ick dn this dry CSU: oe Pater nce ANNUALLY in late May and June many. TEpOrts. reach the 

So far I have found only three porcupines and no deer killed by Department of Game and Fish of p:cking up of young animals, 
lions, but have received reports from a rancher that several deer Mostly fawns, and occasional cub bears, by persons who find the 
were killed the past winter by lions in Ojitas canyon. little wild creatures apparently abandoned. 5 

Bobcats are numerous in this locality but the dogs are unable _, State Game Warden Barker has asked that the public be cau- 
to trail them very far because the country is so dry. I am pack- tioned against picking up these young animals, as it is a violation 
ing canteens of water for the dogs. I have not found any damage of the state game laws, unless it is absolutely certain the parent 
done by cats so far. animal has abandoned the young. i 7 - . 

Bears are the most plentiful game animal on this refuge. In Many persons, who are well-meaning, pick up these little ani- 
every canyon and on almost every trail I see fresh bear tracks mals,” said the game warden, “but in most instances they have 
each morning. Judging from the reports of the ranchers and the ade a serious mistake. In a majority of cases the animal will signs I find, bears are increasing here to a certain extent. Only ot live in captivity and few of them have been actually abandoned 
two or three were killed here last season. 2 by the mother. . 4 ‘i 

The deer are not as plentiful on this refuge as they should be, . = would like to caution alt persons against this practice because 
with plenty of food and such an ideal range as is found here. in nearly every case the mother of the little fellow is not far 
The decrease in deer undoubtedly is due to the lion population @Way and will return to it if it is left alone. If it is certain that 

mainly, but there is no doubt there has been considerable poaching 2 young animal has been abandoned it should not be held by the 
both in and out of season on this refuge. person who finds it, but it can be taken up and turned over to the 

There are four kinds of deer browse found in this locality. It ame department. No person is allowed by law to keep a wild 
is in good condition and shows no sign of over-browsing by either  nimal in captivity without a proper permit from the department. deerion cattic! “Tt is much safer to leave the young animals where they are— 

This refuge is very poorly marked with only a few posters to they have a much better chance to survive. Most of them appear 
a number of miles and no painting. The north boundary isa fence to be thin and weak, but that is the usual condition with a fawn 

along the Apache Indian reservation, which does not have any Ff a cub. They are thin because they are growing so fast and 
markers whatever. due to the nature of their existence cannot be as fat and sleek 

Not a single turkey track has been seen on the refuge where 48, young domestic animal. 
they formerly were plentiful. The winter of 1931-32 killed off Don’t pick them up. 
some deer and most all of the turkeys. One turkey track was ——D.- 6: a 
een Belvo en Lookout and the Chama river and several Rough Fish Campaign Successful 

Poaching must be stopped and lions and bobcats kept down to REARING and planting of fish has been found by the Game 
avery low number in order to permit turkeys and deer to restock Department not to be the only requisite for keeping waters 

le Tange: a Nearer ne well stocked. Many of the waters, particularly in the southern 
a a, part of the state, are infested with great numbers of rough fish, 

lans Being Made to Develop such as carp, suckers and gar. For several years the department 
ve ; has been carrying on a campaign against these undesirable species, 

Large Prairie Chicken Area hich probably account for more game fish each year than are 
e : taken by anglers, and during the past season unusual success has ++ —2 Oa... Los 5 : j i 5 been met with in controlling these pests. 

DURING the past winter and PENI) J. Stokley Ligon, author District Deputy Warden M. Stevenson at Roswell, has had 
of “Wild Life of New Mex‘co” and Game Specialist, who charge of this work, and according to reports just received from 

has been employed by the Game Department for the past six him, he states that to date he has taken from the fishing waters 
months, has made an intensive study of the prairie chicken situ Gf Chaves and Eddy County 17,000 gar, and 12,000 pounds of 
ation in Roosevelt County. There are approximately 390 square carp and suckers, together with a large number of turtles. 
miles of prairie chicken country and plans are being worked out Not only is this work making it possible to maintain a better 
to develop this area to the highest degree of productivity. supply of game fish, but at this time the carp and suckers have 

As a step to assist in the increase of these prairie chickens, come in mighty handy as a relief measure for destitute people in 
through a cooperative agreement with the U. S. Biological Survey, those sections. All of these fish have been distributed to charitable 
a large area was treated with poison grain for the purpose of agencies in that section for distribution to needy people. Twelve 
destroying rodents and especially Kangaroo rats which infest that thousand pounds of fish has gone a long way toward helping feed 
section, and which are highly detrimental to prairie chickens’ the poor in that part of the country during the last few months.
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Professor Dakin: I should like next year to be able to have a little 

more freedom of experimentation. You can understand that when Mr. Wick- 

liff says he wants chicks, then I do not like to take liberties with the eggs 

that he brings me; so we did as little experimenting as possible. As a matter 

of fact, you might say we did not do any—we simply observed it; we did 

not experiment. But to get at the root of this there must be some checks 

and balances, which mean experimentation. 

The Chairman: We will now hear some more from Ohio. I will call on 

Mr. Trautman. 

RECENT EXPERIMENTAL WORK WITH UPLAND GAME BIRDS 
IN OHIO 

By Milton B. Trautman, Charles F. Walker and Raymond H. King 

What appears to have been the first experimental work on upland ga 
birds by the Ohio Division of Conservation was conducted by Miss Nor: 
Frank in 1930 and 1931, on the electrical incubation and brooding of ring- 
necked pheasants, under a fellowship granted by this Division to the Poultry 
Department of Ohio State University. 

Commissioner William H. Reinhart, appreciating the value of research in 
a program of game production and realizing the revolutionary nature of the 
changes that are taking place today in the technic of game-bird production 
throughout the country, has desired to continue this work and eventually 
establish an experimental game farm. Due primarily to his efforts, a modest 
program has been initiated this year; because of economic conditions it was 
of necessity upon a very small scale. This project was placed under the 
supervision of the senior author, and he was assisted throughout the season by 
Messrs. Walker and King. Considerable assistance and advice was given by 
E. L. Wickliff, Chief of the Bureau of Scientific Research, Ohio Division of 
Conservation, and upon several occasions Dr. Paul C. Bennett, Assistant 
Pathologist of the Division of Animal Industry, and Dr. E. K. LeDune, Tem- 
porary Pathologist of the Ohio Division of Conservation, assisted by making 
pathological examinations. 

A small tract of open woodland at the northeast corner of the Urbana 
State Game Farm was used. Due to unavoidable circumstances it was im- 
possible to begin operations before May 1, although some of the material was 
ordered and certain arrangements made before that date. From the start, 
considerable attention had to be given to construction, and this, of course, 
proved to be a handicap, detracting as it did from the amount of time avail- 
able for the actual care of the birds. There were several occasions during 
the season when it was a matter of only a few hours between the completion 
of equipment and its use. 

It was apparent at the beginning that the first season’s work would be 
of a most preliminary nature. There were three primary objects: first, to 
investigate the possibility of the propagation of species never before reared 
on our game farms, largely in response to an ever-increasing demand for a 
suitable game bird for the hill section of southeastern and eastern Ohio; 
second, to continue the experiments begun by Miss Frank in 1930 on the 
practicability of electric brooding in Ohio; and third, to continue her work on 
the nutritional requirements of pheasants. 

The work involved five species of birds: ruffed grouse, valley partridge, 
Hungarian partridge, pinnated grouse or prairie chicken and ring-necked 
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pheasants. Several different types of brooders were tried. A ration developed 
by Dr. A. R. Winters and Professor E. L. Dakin of Ohio State University 
and based on inexpensive foods which could be obtained locally was tried on 
pheasants. 

As a result of the first season’s work, we are able to report some progress 
toward each of our objectives. Varying degrees of success were met in the 
propagation of the different birds mentioned above, and considerable informa- 
tion was secured with regards to the different types of brooders. The pheas- 
ant ration was used with a fair degree of success, although at least two more 
trials are necessary before a definite conclusion can be reached. It is not our 
purpose at this time, however, to present a detailed report. Rather it seems 
preferable to give a brief account of one project, which although a minor part 
of our work still may prove of the greatest interest to the present audience: 
namely, our attempt to propagate the pinnated grouse. There seems to be 
little known as to the propagation of this bird aside from Mr. Grimmer’s 
report, in the Transactions of the Nineteenth American Game Conference 
(p. p. 299-308), of last year’s work in Wisconsin, and consequently we feel 
that any contribution, however small, we have made in this work should 
prove of interest. 

Our purpose in attempting the propagation of the pinnated grouse was to 
determine whether it might not be possible to restore this fine game bird to 
its former haunts in Ohio by this method. Prior to 1900, there were a num- 
ber of localities in the central and western parts of the state where pinnated 
grouse occurred in fair numbers and were highly prized as game. The cause 
of its extirpation is unknown. While this may have been due to over-shoot- 
ing, it appears quite probable that the more important factor may have been 
the proximity of the domestic fowl, with its attendant diseases and parasites. 
If this latter was the principal cause of extirpation, then the restoration of 
the pinnated grouse in Ohio is doubtful. 

There were received at the Urbana Game Farm in the middle of March, 
a gift from the Wisconsin Conservation Department, five pairs of pinnated 
grouse in excellent condition. These were confined in a wintering pen by Tom 
Nash, Chief of the Bureau of Game Propagation, until April 20, when they 
were placed in a 100 foot by 400 foot enclosure in an isolated corner of the 
game farm. The site was an old blue-grass pasture at the edge of an open 
oak-hickory woods. There were a few small trees in the pen, and several 
brush piles were erected for shelter. The pen was visited once daily. The 
birds refused to eat a laying mash and consequently were fed only scratch 
grain. 

Between May 16 and June 6, twenty-five eggs were secured from these 
five pairs of birds. Three nests were built which yielded five, eight and nine 
eggs, respectively, while three other eggs were dropped on the ground away 
from any nest. These eggs were set in three lots under bantam hens, and 
twenty-two or 88 per cent of the eggs hatched. An examination of the re- 
maining three eggs showed that two were partly developed and only one was 
infertile. This seems a surprisingly high fertility for eggs obtained from 
wild birds in captivity. 

Our experience with these chicks parallels that of Mr. Grimmer in many 
respects, although we used different methods of brooding and a different diet. 
All of the chicks were placed in electric brooders of the Coleman type. Dur- 
ing the first two weeks a temperature of 100° F. was maintained under the 
cover. This was gradually lowered, and during the fifth and sixth weeks the 

artificial heat was discontinued, The food schedule was similar to that used 

for the ruffed grouse. The chicks were started on lettuce in clabbered milk 

and egg yolk dried in growing mash. Clean fly larvae were offered from 

the third day on. ‘The mash was-changed gradually after the first week to 
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include whole egg, biscuit meal and growing mash. Tomatoes and various 
berries and fruits were added during the fourth week, and were eaten 
greedily. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced in getting the chicks started, 
eleven dying during the first two weeks with no symptoms other than ema- 
ciation. Once started, however, the birds ate well and grew rapidly. Clabber 
was not consumed in such quantities as by the ruffed grouse. The fly larvae 
were eaten with great avidity, and as long as these were supplied in quantity 
the mash was also eaten. Our birds, like Mr. Grimmer’s, were exceedingly 
fe During the sixth week, the males began to go through their courtship 
ance. 

On August 1, when our oldest birds were about seven weeks of age, an 
outbreak of ulcerative enteritis occurred, in spite of the fact that from the 
start our daily routine included painstaking efforts at sanitation. This epi- 
demic resulted in the death of seven of the nine remaining pinnated grouse 
chicks. The source of the infection is not known. 

In spite of our efforts at control, this disease took a heavy toll also among 
the ruffed grouse and valley partridge. The Hungarian partridge, kept in 
the same row of brooders, were not affected, nor were the pheasants which 
were housed in the colony brooders near by. 

Two of the younger pinnated grouse either escaped infection or were 
resistant to it, and developed into fine young birds. Two of the ten adults 
were killed by opossums during the summer, and with the slender margin of 
eight adults and two young remaining it was decided not to attempt to over- 
winter them. Therefore, all were released on August 24 on a prairie area 
in Marion County, where the species was formerly common. At this time one 
of the chicks was sixty-two days old and the other fifty-three. 

Judging from the experience of Mr. Grimmer in Wisconsin, as well as 
from our own, we conclude that there are two outstanding obstacles to be 
overcome before the pinnated grouse can be propagated on a practical scale. 
One is the lack of a satisfactory starting diet and the other, enteritis. We 
have no doubt that a few seasons of systematic experiments would overcome 
the nutritional difficulty. The second problem, as in the case of the ruffed 
grouse, is much more serious. It appears that no brooders have yet been 
designed which are enteritis-proof. 

Rearing birds on wire seems to have reduced losses from other infectious 
diseases and from parasites, but enteritis still occurs much too frequently 
even with optimum conditions of sanitation. There is no reason, however, 
for doubting the eventual success of efforts that are now being made to con- 
quer this disease. 

On the other hand, our first year’s experience with the pinnated grouse 
was by no means without an encouraging side. Our success in obtaining 
fertile eggs from wild birds and the fine growth, perfect feathering and 
tractability of:the chicks which survived the first two weeks were all grati- 
fying features of our work with this splendid bird. 

Dr. Pirnie: In the course of my own experience in caring for caged 

birds I have seen nine sharptails die in a period of six months, six ptarmigan 

in three months, and so on. I should just like to say that aside from the 

usual purpose, which is to produce for liberation as a restocking measure, 
there is another value in keeping in captivity wild-trapped native upland 

game and also in the attempts to rear from wild eggs these game species. 

This purpose is to learn more about the disease susceptibilities of the grouse 
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; File: Cycles é 
; Montana, 

PCa 
: Pheasant 

2/15/34 

P.C. very abundant in 1923 near Richie Mont (Dawson Co). Disappeared 

in 1924 and 1925. Very little hunting. Pheasants stocked during this 

period and decrease locally attributed to the pheasants. Were not yet 

enough pheasants, however, for hunting. Stocking began in 1922. First 

open season 1926 or 1927. : : 

. Disappearance of chickens probably due to cycle? 

Thinks chickens have remained more or less scarce ever since. : 

Seasons on chickens now much shorter. : 

J.J. Haggerty



3/3/34 

Mote for Subject Folder "Weichts of Gane": ‘the monthly reports of Dr, 
Greon on “iinnesota Wild Idfe Disease Investigation" contain weights of 

grouse and rabbits examined, in grems, Where these are animals shot for 

sampling, the weights should be usable ax nomal weights, 

AL, 

Soples for Ruffed Grouse % 
Prairie Chicken .-” 
Snowshoe 
Cottontail



File Prairie Chicken 

(Extract from letter from A. A. Nichol, University of Arizona, April 7, 19344) 

", . . prairie chickens dive into the snow from the highest tree or stack 
they cen find adjacent to suitable snow cover (p. 349, Game Management), I 
have watched them plunge out of the tope of 40 foot oak trees with such speed 
that light snow would fly for many feet when their bodies struck, They would 
go under so quickly that I never was sure quite how their bodies were set, but 
I always had the unsatisfied impression that just before they disappeared the 
neck and head were drawn far back on the body and the breast took the shock, 
Several times, as a boy, I have marked one or two of the outside birds by some 
dried stalk of aster or lambsquarter, fully expecting to sneak on them in early 
morning and catch one, But I never did. Sometimes as close as 20 or 25 feet, 
and then they would break cover under such conditions,--as well synchronized 
as a covey of Mearn's quail. They went under the snow the same way, like 
a well patterned load of shrapnel."



Pa. Game News Sharptail Grouse 
May, 1934 
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VAS 

' A NEW GAME BIRD FOR 

Ay species of grouse was introduced out the species. With protection we hope to 
and liberated in Pennsylvania on March _ build them up again to the point where the 

31, 1934. The liberation of the sharp-tailed man who ean’t afford to go-to the moun- 
was conducted by the Pennsylvania Sharp- tains on a prolonged ruffed grouse hunt 
Tailed Grouse Club under the supervision of may enjoy the sport within reasonable dis- 
Adolph Muller, President of the Game Com- tance of his home. 
mission, and State Game Protector Ambrose “Mr. Muller was enthusiastically in favor 

Gerhart, in the vicinity of Valley Forge,  o¢ the introduction of the new species to 
Penna. Pennsylvania’s list of feathered game. “If 

In all twenty-five pairs of birds were this experiment succeeds, and there is every 
imported by the Pennsylvania Game Com- reason to believe it will,” stated Mr. Muller, 
mission for experimental purposes. These “it will be one of the best things the Game 
birds have been under close observation for Commission has fostered in the interests of 
the past two months at the John §. Fisher the average hunter—the man who must of 
Game Farm, Limerick, Penna. Six pair have mecessity take his hunting close to home.” 

been retained by the Game Farm for propa- The sharp-tailed grouse attains a maxi- 
gation purposes. mum weight of two pounds. In appearance 

“The sharp-tailed grouse,’ said Lambert they are colored much the same as a female 

J. Bordo, of Roslyn, president of the club ring-necked pheasant, but not quite so large 

bearing the name of this game bird, “have in body, and with a short, pointed tail. The 

all the habits of the bob-white quail. They only markings to identify the male from 

favor the same environment, form coveys and hen birds is a narrow yellow strip running 
require much the same food. But they have just above the cock bird’s upper eye-lid. 
this advantage over their smaller brothers in The Pennsylvania Grouse Club, with head- 
that they can stand temperatures of 40 to quarters at Willow Grove, was the primary 
50 below zero, without hardship. force behind the introduction of these birds. 

“Several other States,” continued Mr. With a membership of over a hundred it has 
Bordo, “have already introduced these birds, done all the preliminary survey work, and 
and in five years they have become plenti- submitted its findings to the State Game 
ful enough to permit an open season, Years officials. The club is headed by L. J. Bordo, 
ago the ‘sharp-tail’ was native of Pennsyl- of Roslyn, and Rudolph W. Walther, secre- 
vania, but intensive market shooting wiped tary,



: File: Food & Cover 
Pheasant 

5/34 Prairie Chicken ~ 

Sweet Clover as Game Food 

Mr. Kemmerle of More Game Birds in America says that white 

biennial sweet clover is good pheasant food in Dakota, but that 

Hungarians and grouse do not take it. 

He says that the yellow annual sweet clover is not taken by 

any game bird as far as his knowledge goes, 

Is there a white anmal sweet clover?
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- m Restoration of the Prairie Chick 
+o ——> © aa... 

‘By J. Stokley Ligon 
(Map Prepared by Author) 

T WAS in Southern Roosevelt and Northern Lea law abiding sportsmen and violations were exposed. In 
Counties that the prairie chicken made a successful short, prairie chicken protection and restoration in the 

stand against extermination in the State. It is from this State began when the Legislature provided for the five 

remnant of the former abundance and extensive distribu- day season. To Mr. H. P. Saunders of Roswell, Dean 
tion that the Game Department is now endeavoring to of Eastern New Mexico Sportsmen, for his personal in- 
restore one of our finest game birds to lost range. terest and foresight, goes a good share of the credit for 

Until a few years ago this remnant of prairie chickens, bringing about this new lease on life for the prairie chick- 
then threatened with extermination, was regarded by en, recognition of the law abiding sortsman and justice 
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ty of the land fej ) Gal ‘@ ee > O p- m | tain conditions owners manifest | my ——,a-Tanc 2 YH. rena | : : i ‘ ua | ! 8 GY | the chickens do an entirely dif- | Pad Sree | ! ey tj. eae 
ferent attitude f} '~ >> ey Nee eo Pte GLA. son | es damage 

: a EN AGENS: ; ssagosonco Fa 265) WY i || crops — some, toward the prair- =) Be — = ie | 2 GY Jota Peer ar 
ie chicken. This ]} Pe¢e eine fs) | Aas QP I tone A i wey 
change of senti- || ! _ v4 L ey | oT wy tre ty | ar sth CEE “ 
ment portrays || i i: | ven | _ j CARLSBAD YZ | eae net 
a beautiful and |! sj | LOS NTA Ie yj & | = ¥ YZ | ie ae ne he 
convincing ex- 1, > { j | a 1s shcieen pee ae | scan fee a fie ample of cooper- { i=; 5 - a % x 3 | ' Ww. a eli- 

ative relations |! 7” bt ge ee | cate problem. 
between the I} eeepat eee s As an educa- 
Game Depart- kx \ 2 | a = nan TEATRES CHIGKRN RESTORATION STATE OF tional measure, 

ment and sports- "Tis 9S Patfeaea in sieaest aertasation progres, NEW MEXICO the value of the 
men on the one | LEGEND: @® = Establishment Possible-- (Depending on DEPART MEMEO! | prairie chicken 

i | Native Grass Restoration). GAME AND FISH i 
hand and _ the += piantings Made During Last Two Years. | in contrast to the | —— 
land owner on [gs eons sooemeienigittelte nee E: P vast numbers of 

the other. SET, ae SPH wholly detrimen- 
The beginning of respect for legal protection of the tal rats and jack-rabbits that heavily curtail the farmers’ 

chickens and the change in sentiment on the part of the earnings, was featured. The chickens are potentially a 
farmers were coincident with the beginning of an an- cash crop for the farmers; they add to the attractions of 
nual five day hunting season on the chickens some five ranch property and enhance its value, and besides they are 
years ago, terminating a long period of ineffective closure consumers of destructive insects. The open season brings 
with no open season but the running riot of illegal hunt- potential purchasers of farm products to the very door 
ing at any time. With the beginning of the short an- of the farmers. Their hunting is a sport of the highest 
nual open season, better deputy patrol was provided, in- order, and they do not destroy one-tenth what the rodents 
terest of sportsmen throughout the State was aroused, the do, since, for the most part, the prairie chickens eat waste 
royal sport of prairie chicken hunting was available to (Continued on page 35)
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New pe of taking game fish by an illegal method and were 
fined $25 each and costs. In addition, the seine which they had Soe eee ee! | oon Bee ee Te 

cording to witnesses in the case the three men apparently hai 

decided to take plenty of the big trout from Eagle Nest Lake Pottery — Jewelry — Rugs and Indian Art Work 
before the season opened on May 20, and were not particular about Correspondence Invited — References Furnished 
the methods they employed, so long as they got fish. The date of THE TEWA SHOP — DIEGO ABIETA 
the offense was given as May 5. They pleaded guilty and paid ISLETA PUEBLO NEW MEXICO 
their fines the next day. The report was made by Tom Holder, Jr., 
District Deputy Game Warden. 

2 eee eee EL COMANCHE HOTEL and CAFE 
Mountain Sheep Near San Andres Peak JOE MENAPACE, Proprietor 

REPORTS that have been received at intervals over a period of Anat awieh New Mexico’s 
years that there were mountain sheep in the vicinity of San ‘ ie comforts Lee 

Andres Peak on the Jornada range apparently were verified on ROY, NEW MEXICO 
April 22, according to a report by the U. S. Forest Service. In zi 
a bulletin issued by the Forest Service the following is included: 
“Seven Rocky Mountain sheep were seen April 22 near the sum- 

mit of San Andres Peak on the Jornada Experimental range. 
Three rams, three ewes and one young lamb were observed on the 
steep rocky east slope of the range at an elevation of about 8,000 
feet. At a distance of 300 to 400 feet from the writer of the Bea OA N EE SRN HANGE 
report they remained in plain view for a few minutes.” SALES — SERVICE — PARTS 

According to records of the Department of Game, and Fish, 
previous reports of sheep in this location have not been verified - ITER MOTOR CO. | 
but apparently there is some justification for them. 

E+ 8 —————————————SsS 

Wholesale FEATURING SELECTED Retail sare 
Restoration of the Prairie Chicken Kf uaNAYAJORUGS fn 

. HANDMADE INDIAN JEWELRY— 
fe mnnee nate 5 ei ee ie ‘i BASKETS—POTTERY AND CURIOS 
eed. ut the Game Deparement went much further than to preac! c] 

soda devastation and prairie chicken values. So far as funds AL Haid s CURTO STORE 
would permit actual assistance was given farmers of the prairie 
chicken range. Some were paid to plant patches of feed solely SDeUQUEESIE NEW MEXICO 
for the prairie chickens where the birds were most numerous. 

Las spring, with no actual monetary outlay on the part of farm- 
ers, a rodent control campaign by the Game Department in co- . BE. Warr 
operation with the U. S. Biological Survey, was conducted; while S. E. Seles Agent 
the past fall those interested were given instructions in the trap- SINCLAIR REFINING COMPANY 
ping of coyotes, a serious enemy to their pigs, sheep and poultry 
as well as to the prairie chickens at breeding time. This educa- Sinclair and cones Feats Motor Oils 
tional work was conducted by a skilled Game Department preda- H. C. Gasoline 
tory animal trapper. Game Department employes, as well as sports- {| CLAYTON CNEW MEXICO | 
men during the chicken season, also benefit the people through 

the payment for various services and for subsistence. for Economical Transportatiow 

In addition to the kill of chickens by hunters during the past 
two winters, the Game Department has trapped and moved more ane aiay SERVICE 
than 400 from the most heavily populated places and scattered them 
far and wide over range formerly inhabited by the species. Trap- 
ping by the Game Department is a direct and effective way of Gordon-Shelton Motor Co. 
meeting damage complaints and at the same time provides needed 
birds for restocking. ALAMOGORDO NEW MEXICO 

The result of all of this contact and cooperation is proving to 
be of much value in cementing friendship between the Game De- 
partment and farmers in building up a program of game protec- 
tion and a management which is mutually beneficial. If intelli- DON FERNANDO TAVERN 
perly and unselfishly pursued, this work has far-reaching possi- REAL FOOD AND LIQUORS 

Transplantations made indicate conclusively that this method of oe eae Ea 
restoring the prairie chicken to former range is practical. The Ww. td Seti Se i c 5 
only question involved is that of sane, reasonable range forage eo Cariy 4) FUll SE ie or curios 
protection. Destruction of vegetative life, particularly rank grass- 
es and weeds, and not hunting by man, was indirectly the cause of © —— 
the disappearance of prairie chickens from practically all former for Economical Transportation 
range. Such vegetation supplies the two most essential needs of CI I Y GARAGE 
the birds, protective covering and food. 

The accompanying map indicates range included in the present zo 
restoration program and also plantings that have been made. These Bc a CLO SM Care 
plantings, with the possible exception of two, one made in Re- Wholsale Standard and Malco Gas and Oil 
serve, northeast of Las Cruces, have resulted favorably. At best, 

the Jornada Range planting was an experiment, however, had it Goodyears tires SON LE 
not been for. the abundance (of coyotes and. eagles on the (Rauge,, - _ —Ssses ses Seek ee eee 
the birds no doubt would have given better account of themselves 
than now seems to be the case. Some of the chickens released Raton Crystal Ice and Cold Storage Co. 
during the winter and spring of 1932-33 moved to what were evi- Nathanson wletinaere oF 
dently more suitable locations for them; the 1933-34 plantings were 
governed largely by the final settling or locating of the former re- SOC AES eal AND PENN SEAL OILS 
leases. Also, during the last season more birds were released in FOR CO SAN Coun eo AND 
a place, special consideration being given locations from which 
spread over extensive range is assured. The chickens locate best PHONE 300 RATON, N. M. 
and are more contented when a considerable number occupy a given EE -_
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nT | lange. « Phenreleasessmadesin.1932-33.averaced a: little better than 
Re uneast R Oo S W E LL inthe Big 17 birds each while those of the past season a little better than 

Metropolls Water Belt 24 each. 
aa el Se ee se ea | The known original distribution of prairie chickens in the State 

is proof that the species will not thrive on the more desert types of 
range lands. In fact, they are most at home on sandy types of 

Headquarters For soil favored by sufficient precipitation to insure rank grass and 
Nationally Advertised Lines the growing of the more hardy farm crops, as corn and head 

feeds. Such being the case, the birds will thrive only, except 
MABIE-LOW REY HDW. COMPANY possibly locally, along the eastern side of the State. There are only 

Wholesale and Retail a few limited areas west of the Pecos on which plantings might be 
io Ph 634 worth while. Their nature is not such that they can adapt them- 

Roswell, N. M. one selves to the irrigated districts. For such reclaimed lands, the 
pheasant is far better suited. On the other hand, in order to safely 
sree the chickens, pheasants should not be stocked on prairie 

Wi : chicken range. 

The illis Ford Agency Co. At the time the Game Department began to manifest real in- 
terest, the principal prairie chicken population was confined to an 

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS area of approximately 250,000 acres of Southern Roosevelt and 
Northern Lea Counties, where there were probably not to exceed 

ROSWELL NEW MEXICO 8,000 chickens. There was also an area comprising 60,000 to 
70,000 acres directly north of Logan, comprising parts of Harding, 
Union and Quay Counties, where probably 500 birds had managed 

A to survive and these have increased in numbers through protection 
Phill-u 4 4 9 9 and have begun to spread. While some chickens were to be found 

- See outside of these areas, they were mostly stragglers, or the num- 
wut Phillips bers were so few that restoration without new stock would have 

been doubtful or would not have been effective for many years. 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO. In contrast to the little more than 300,000 acres of this naturally 

JOHN S. POWERS Secupleg Taner there are more than three en ac anyored 
in the Game Department’s restoration program, formerly inhab- 

| SROSWEEED Sti va Agente Wo NEW MERICO!| ited by prairie chicken, with the possibility of having this greatly 
increased through range forage restoration. Refuges insure a safe 
reserve of chickens on the original survival range, while releases 

ON. LODEWICK INC of birds are made on refuges or otherwise protected. Prairie 
JOHNS: ic 9 e chickens formetly occupied in excess of 8,000 square miles or 

more than five million acres in the State. 

Hndependent Henares tanas vars of Prairie chicken restoration is a well worthwhile project and 
. should be carried to a successful conclusion. This work is depend- 

Roswell, New Mexico ent, to a great extent, upon interest and support given by sports- 
men but more especially on normal range forage. Prairie chickens 

2 ee eae eS Ss may,.gooutcintoeomparatively, open placesinasin-cultivated elds; 
_ Z in winter to feed, but unless they have a reserve range of thick 

Everything For Your Automobile grass, such as the sage grass, in which they may retreat and find 
24-hour Filling Station and Storage Service protection from the elements ang natural rene and a suitable 

environment in which to raise their young, efforts to restore them 
ROSWELL AUTO COMPANY will end in failure. 

ROSWELL NEW MEXICO 
The Home of the Ford >:O-= 

Mr. and Mrs. Trout ‘‘At Home’’ 
HALL-POORBAUGH PRESS [Conahined: deceenes 

In the Capitan Mountains there is a small group of streams, most 
Printers of en affording only a small amount of fishing. They are found 

" in Copeland Canyon, Michael’s Canyon, et cetera. 

Roswell New Mexico Although the listing of streams as we have given it necessarily 
is brief and the information offered is largely a matter of giving 
the general locations and the names of the fishing waters, it is not 

9 . S : difficult to obtain detailed information concerning pack trips, or 
Burrow Ss Service tation accommodations for anglers at any one of the places named. 

By 3 Requests directed either to the New Mexico Magazine or to the 
‘We Know the Roads State Department of Game and Fish will bring the information 

desired. 

Roswell New Mexico In most all of the mountain areas recent road building programs 
—_—_—_—_——:::?:?:?:?. «.®®*\\\\rssearried on by the U. S. Forest Service by the CCC and other 

_————— SL sovernmeniz! agencies have made neath eddie! pteoms access- 
° ° ible even by automobile. Of course, in the upper areas the streams 

Roswell Machine & Welding Shop are accessible only by some other mode ot Havel and probably 
never will be reached in any other way than by horseback or on 

ELECTRIC AND ACETYLENE WELDING foot. Nature has safeguarded then, with such rugged formations 
+ * that road building is virtually out of the question. 

General Machine Repair Work In these highup streams, however, the fish are gamier, the scenery 

222 S. Main St. Roswell, New Mexico more beautiful, and the seclusion from everyday affairs more abso- 
Se een enn ree E-. 1Utebtor. tose who.cesire dt. 

Those who accept the “at home” invitation of the trout family 
HINKLE MOTOR COMPANY of New Mexico for the 1934 season—whether they be New Mexico 

anglers or our friends and neighbors from other states—will most 
The Southwest’s Most Complete Automotive Equipment certainly be able to say on their return from their fishing trips 

Supply House a pueitme was had by all” with, perhaps, the exception of the 
NEW MEXICO trout themselves. 

ROSWELE Going fishing is the greatest tonic of them all! Let’s take a 
=o eC «Liberal dose of Nature's invigoratorsduriigataa 1034" season!



New Soils Building : 
‘ June 1, 1934 - 

Dr. Johannes Lid 
Botanical Museum = 
Oslo, Norway 

Dear Dr. Lid: : 

Thank you very mch for the reprints, in English, of your 
publications: 

Crop Contents of Ptarmisans from Taimyr. Pub. by Geofysisk 
Institutt, Bergen, in co-operation with other 
institutions. 1933. / 

The Food of Norwegian Grouse Chicks. Nyt Magazin for 
Naturvidenskaberne, B, LXXIII, 1933. 

I am sending you the following Wisconsin publication bearing 
on grouse food: 

Gross, A. 0. Progress Report of the Wisconsin Prairie 
Chicken Investigation. Wisconsin Conservation Com- 
mission, 1930. 

Additional publications are in preparation by Ralph King 
of the University of Minnesota (Ruffed Grouse) and Franklin Schmidt - 
of this University (Prairie Chicken and Sharptail Grouse). Dr. Gross 
‘and also Dr. A. A, Allen of Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 
have earlier publications on Ruffed Grouse food which they may be able 

: to send you. I have also heard something about Dr. J. Grinnell of 
California undertaking some work on Blue Grouse. I am sending all 
of them copies of this letter to acquaint them with your work, and to 
request them to send you material as it becomes available, 

Your work will be a valuable addition to our background for 
American grouse studies, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO IEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL-vh 

.
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i Mr. Albert of the Hancock Experiment Station says that prairie 

7 chickens ate Manchu. soy beans on his station during recent winters and 

apparently found them very palatable. They also ate proso millet,



Minn, Waltonian Sharptail 
October, 1934 

No Sharptail Grouse , |) 
. . h Ww Chicks Survive cup ps 

AUIHOUGH efforts to hand-rear sharp~ 
tailed grouse from eggs obtained in 

the upper peninsula have not met with suc- 
cess this year, the Michigan Department of 
Conservation is not discouraged. 
“We believe we have learned something 

about handling eggs and young birds of 
this species and that the experience is worth 
while,” said H. D. Ruhl, of the Game Divi- 

2 sion. “Next year we will try again with 
improved methods, 

“All of the birds hatched from eggs 
brought from the western part of the upper 
peninsula to the state game farm, near 
Mason, have died. A number of the eggs 
failed to incubate and of the birds that did 
hatch few lived more than several days. 

“Our efforts at feeding the chicks did 
not have the desired results,” Ruhl said. 
“That seems to be the principal reason for 
the mortality. There has been no indica- 
tion of disease. 

“The failure of many of the eggs to de- 
velop normally and the extreme weakness 
of some of the chicks that hatched, is due 
possibly to the 500-mile trip from the upper 
peninsula. Twenty of the eggs hatched in 
transit and the chicks seemed healthy, but 
they died within a few days after reaching 
the game farm. 

“The sharptailed grouse is an excellent 
game bird. According to Ruhl it is desir- : 
bale for stocking in several localities of the 
eastern half of the upper peninsula and 
northern part of the lower peninsula where 
conditions are suitable. Most of the sharp- 
tailed grouse eggs this year were placed in 
incubators of a type which were success- 
ful in hatching pheasant and Hungarian 
partridge eggs, but some were put under 
hens.”
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eee eee )=©60yHow the Davi Ranch eee eae ow the Davison Ranc 
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— taht y — 
eS Om oe By JUDGE !'OHN T. BAILEY 

/_ 4 Bas 5 
rs \ a... \ Yr 
if i. St ESM Q Thirty thousand acres of ranch land in western Oklahoma is 

<a being utilized as a production area for prairie chicken. Here 
>. ‘- se XX the Biological Survey and the American Game Association are 

hil — : 4a: . : ao A rt Noe cooperating to demonstrate methods of aiding chickens to in- 

| crease under as natural conditions as possible. Verne Davison, 
oe : : F e a3 =. manager of the demonstration area, is also president of the 

George Davison Founcenet the: Daviton Arnett, Oklahoma, Chapter of the Izaak Walton League. 

N THE year 1881, the writer then a boy twelve years It was only twenty years from abundance to scarcity, 
of age, arrived in Charles City, Floyd County, lowa, and by 1901 an old chicken hunter mournfully said to me 
where the family home was to remain for more than “the chickens are about gone—nobody keeps a bird dog 

a quarter of a century. At this time a large part of any more.” 
—thre-county-trad-rever-been-touched-by-a-plow..The_prai-__- Nothing-hurt-my.feelings_more than the disappearance 

rie rolled away mile after mile, with only the native of the prairie chickens in Iowa, and when I came to 
prairie grass upon it. Land could be bought then for Oklahoma in 1904 I found that only a few birds re- 
twelve dollars an acre, which under the stimulation of mained where previously they had abounded as they had 
the World War was sold at five hundred dollars an acre, in Iowa. Learning this, I never expected to see prairie 
and the difference in the price of land was no greater chickens, in abundance, anywhere in the world again. 
than the difference in the number of game birds to be But in September 1933, I was invited by the State 

yee nes : Game and Fish Warden of Oklahoma, Robert P. Chand- Prairie chicken shooting in those days was the sport ler, and by Verne E. Davison, to go out to the Davison 

of a king, and even a very fat monarch could indulge in Ranch, and there I saw what I never thought to see Wy 
it in comfort. Shooting prairie chickens at 8 pe again. I saw a part of Oklahoma, more than a hundred 24 
Th. oe Sacto eras fo pert a d ge thousand acres of it, in Ellis County, covered with shin- 

nid Gr Our asap ee f dha ng ar d Ce oe ieee nery, and I found that this shinnery was the home of 
eee et cinidce. When the dene printed the die wee countless’ prairie chickens, : You could see them every- unfenced prairies. When the dogs pointed, the rig was where, and I saw more prairie chickens flying through 

driven up behind the dogs and the men. would get out the air, with no apparent reason, than I had ever seen and shoot, and when they had finished with a covey and aa thelGtare Ghilows 
picked up the dead birds, they climbed into the rig again Pov tess : i ie 
to find another covey. Under those conditions it was not or the benefit of those who (like myself up to last 
difficult to bring home a hundred prairie chickens. See a pote tage} oe i: — 

aren ee age of eae ee aioe shooting fo feet high, which is burned off every year, and which mia as ea Se of ny th ES oF SSmly cre Gasset ace at a 
ue chicken eg had peeved Ae ie anvanee 2 ne . es wee eee pe Les oe 

the next; and even with a shepherd dog and a muzzle- ois = . : 

loading gun, could shoot, in a day, all the prairie chickens Mae dears fee pense rey the 
I could carry home. Most sportsmen scorn to hunt ae a ae Asi et eee eee i bi y 4 ri 
chickens in the corn, but to me that was the most enjoy- Aiea meaunirs fi oe x d sone Hn hit, Ba Beata 

sPlerer o8 1G 0ST, Cee onsiiy, | bays advanced On these hills or keds the oak grows as high as twenty- into the middle of a flock of more than a hundred prairie fees Fh iri chicks gr 4 i 7 7 
chickens before the birds discovered me, and the roar of "VE iH ee thei eeeees ae eae 1 ee 2 fe ae 
those chickens rising from all around and from under there a sina Saas aa 1 ae a deal 
one’s feet was indescribable, and when they had climbed over nade eeine ae a ae BULeeH ontTancanE 
above the corn the sun shining upon the brown and gold Hee eon: ae ore SF ie cnet Soihe eae 
of their feathers gave a spectacle I have never seen sur- ik 2 4 : P 
passed. Of course, these large flocks were never seen CMICKEN. : 
until the northern birds from the Dakotas and Minnesota It must not be supposed that this .anch has always 
had joined their Iowa cousins. . been swarming with prairie chickens. The Davison
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Ranch which consists of more than a hundred thousand With this background on which to build, the Davison 
acres of rolling prairie was established by George E. prairie chicken and quail project was organized in Janu- 

: Davison in the year 1910. At that time prairie chickens ary 1932, with the financial assistance of the Oklahoma 
had not become as scarce as they did later but still they Game and Fish Commission. With the aid of Biological 
were ms pee pas by i ne prairie oe Survey representatives, a plan was formulated to pursue 
virtually gone all over afoma. 4.0 Save Chickens and the principal objective which was the increase of prairie sada te ait weailet he ageaarenne Shekel by debate mprovenent of sur -  roundings. 
lished the whole area as a State Game Refuge. Under Z - : i 
this protection, prairie chickens rapidly increased and The Davisons have devoted considerable time to the 
spread over surrounding areas. Not only prairie chickens Study of the seeds eaten by the chickens on their ranch, 
but buffalo, deer, and elk are increasing very satisfac- and they have specimens of these seeds, dozens of kinds, 
torily on the Davison Ranch. The prairie chickens taken neatly filed in cabinets. It was very astonishing to see 
on the Davison Ranch in September 1933, seemed some- how many, many seeds of wild plants went into the diet 
what smaller than the prairie chickens we had known in of these prairie chickens. 
northern Iowa and considerably lighter in color, the By banding many hundreds of prairie chickens, the 

whole bird seeming to be gray. In Iowa, the young birds Davisons have learned a great deal about their habits 
attaining their growth in the fall were decidedly brown and range; and they have discovered that prairie chickens on the back, with gold markings, or so it seems to me as migrate often many miles 
the birds are recalled to mind. 5 i ese en eee cas 

5 5 & aia ft t Et im The protection of the birds alone, while bringing about the He lendi d Pepe ae ere a Be é a fe 
a gratifying increase in prairie chickens and maintaining A 
the quail supply, develops only a portion of the potential oo ae — is es 
game production possibilities of the ranch. Efforts to Se hi iG se d me na Last 2 ‘fee tted 
further increase production revealed that practically no Be © es, fs pes : Ae NG ae a e 
information applicable to this particular type of country 2d placed in other territory, often being transferred to existed, remote parts of the state. Among many facts estab- 

,. lished, it has been proved that quail move from two to 
Encouraged by the success of oe Stoddard’s twelve miles from their summer breeding grounds to 

quail Coe cores ae mae the oe winter quarters in every direction, and that chickens have 
on eae ee ae an oe © Cf 10 oe ae ee ne migrated as far as ninety miles. Recently an organiza- 
oe co nw ohe Dae on Rae ieiaee = ite ae tion has been formed known as the Cooperative Prairie 
land available and the conservation record of its owners. SS oe ay Ae ee GR ORahoma wath 
Another reason for this selection was the availability of eae son 8 ‘ : 
Verne Davison for Project Manager as the success or To the writer, the work of George E. Davison and his 
failure of the project would depend largely upon the sci- son Verne, is the greatest achievement in game preser- 
entific ability, interest, and persistence of the man in vation and development of anything that has ever been 
charge, and these qualities seemed ideally combined in done by private enterprise in the United States so far as 
Verne Davison. we know, and the writer feels that it gives the greatest 

hope for the future, and is the most encouraging thing 
along the line of game preservation. 

ee YN S — 

Le 
2 oe EDITORS NOTE—Next month we will have an- 
a CO hae ZT other article on the management of the Davison 
7 ie A Ranch for prairie chicken and quail production, cov- 
ee oe ering some of the observations of Verne Davison, 
late ag te oh who has served as Project Manager since the dem- 
ae ee “é a ‘* onstration was established two years ago. 
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Young prairie chicken : a ; raised on Davison Ranch in i cn ties Oklahoma. OE Te ii " 

Right—Shinnery, shown in 2 ne ; *% 7% 
the foreground, is chief Bo eee eee janine = cover factor in prairie eo eee ett ges 
chicken production on ee ea gr ea ee 8S ay, : 

Davison Ranch. : ee fe: . yee
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Meno for Wingt 

Jagic Marlow of Ufkana, Barron County, ¢ives the following 
report of the cycle status, fall of 193% 

fal Senay Hae geen only one bird all fall in territery shere 
01 @ould kill a mess in an hour, The fow birds which 
have been killed by local hunters are reported to be all old ant 
infested with "tapeworms." ‘the few young birds are weal: ant have 

tmil pdb Ne nd gene tar Can't “wont 1927) similar seven years ago Bs * 
It {9 Harlow's iapresaton that the decrease is decidedly above 90%, 

Pamiaids | Not plentigel. Perhaps 75 a many as last year, wt 
the has been umch leas pronounced than in ruffed grouse, 

Beemay Avandant, Radical increase during the past three years, 
there have been occasional pheasante for 20 years. ‘there 

is no corn for then to winter on and it is his impression thet they 
winter on agorne on the south hill sides, 

Rabbits: No distinct report. 

Aelee | 

. Pile Barron Co, : 
Cycle g 

Sharptail
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Game Birds on the Davison Ranch. 
ot wor” 

Rey! 
; By VERNE E. DAVISON v 

HE Davison Ranch, founded by my father George In this second article on the Davison Ranch 
Davison, thirty years ago, embraces one hundred ptoject, Mr. Davison, manager of the area, 
thousand acres of rolling prairie country in Ellis : : : 

County, Oklahoma, where game reigned in abundance. tells some of his observations in the field. In 
Game was still plentiful by 1910 when my father under- its present status the project represents an ex- 
took personal supervision of the ranch, although market perimental laboratory where, through exhaust- 
hunters had already impoverished the northwest. But in- ive study, methods can be developed for the 
adequate game laws and lack of enforcement were fast management of 100,000 acres of Oklahoma 
permitting unscrupulous hunters to take advantage of me 3 
the diminishing supply of prairie chickens and quail until piauie land EO produce a shooting surplus of 
by 1918 the Lesser Prairie Chicken was virtually gone quail and prairie chickens. 
over all of western Oklahoma. 

The area in the Davison Ranch contains the state’s 

most abundant supply of prairie chickens and is the only matured-and adequate provision has been assured for the 
pare aoe — come oo ee to Ouail survival and increase of the brood stock left throughout 

HORS 20. y Crete - a th f their lives. Th rovisions are easil are fairly plentiful, particularly during the breeding and gene tat eects jae. of the hele 
rearing season from April to October. Winter finds most foods, cover and protection are matters upon which many 
e he oe ae he a x oe of ne legends are known but of which the facts are uncertain. 
wo fo twenty mules, a tact that makes this area unique Uninterrupted study and experiments to carry on these 
and improves the possibilities of research. fact-finding efforts are needed. These are applicable to 

Protection has increased the game manyfold from only the areas that still have brood stock left in spite of the 
a meager supply of chickens to several thousand. I can- ravages of agriculture, the elements, shooting and preda- 
not say that protection has been so successful with quail, tors. 
though there was no shortage in their numbers when The second requirement, “on as many acres,” demands 

protectin was gun Yet by 2952 th Histo 235th ue ofthe ketowlege ged nthe ft phase un I ae ands now devoid of any game or upon lands where no 
= polis lay ee Pee serra surplus is ever produced for shooting. This requires arti- 
. ee a Aue inere aay sad) SEsine hice daa ficial stimulation of nature’s provisions supplemented by 
ae hen ahead fem ri iD proper introduction of additional cover and food that 

e meaty are not native or common. It also makes necessary, ton ahocten a eae game Lie ee = ee particularly : lee © aes oS ty and - 
i sfer, and care 0 

the least expense possible. The first phase requires first, tien oe eae sy ocuerate Gas built-up areas. 
a stock of birds with natural nesting and rearing cover The third requirement, “at the least expense possible.” 
supplied with food and protection from enemies. There Birdies ea ee in tie aes ae ef 

Bee Ot ga years ev Dead sport. Without its consideration future shooting in most 
se See sca of Oklahoma will be closed to those not having moderate 
i i aa wealth. It recognizes the impossibility of “free shoot- 

| illite ala = , ing” which only appears to be a possibility when hunters 
fail to consider the acres of land required to reproduce 
that which they have just taken. Game can be produced 

a oe. . — on any land at some cost, and the means by which it is 
dade Pie is Zz : ™ produced govern the cost per bird. It is readily recog- 
a en ee eam "nized, therefore, that the establishment of cheap cost 
be 8 “> /  ——~—_,__methods of game production are necessary. to the sports- 
lake ee 7 /- | ___._ men, and those methods can only be perfected by field 
Pes he ~— is ee study and experiments. 

ees a he eo = What Bird Studies Reveal 

See on Ti 2 < To learn the facts concerning the living habits of the 
Bene oS ; ee aL i ws ——  ~ birds requires field observation to ascertain where they 
Rene i a So aoe ee oy spend their hours each day; what they eat; what cover 
igo me <b a 2. <a , they prefer; what their enemies are, and why all these 
eee Coes Cod, email ee Sena 3 eee oF ae : | What do they eat? How long do they live? How + Set ae ga a ann =e , many years will the old stock raise young? Are there 
ki ee ee ee PU yn oe ee i = cocks? = oes par 

: ike quail? ill either lay again if broken up while 
Verne E. Davison who is directing wildlife investiga- nesting? Do quail really raise two coveys a year? Do 

tions on the Davison Ranch they require dew or other surface water? What crops
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can be grown that the crows and mice will not eat up banding activities which are carried on during the hot- 
before winter snows and cold spring rains? How can _ test days of July and August. Then the birds, the hen 
natural foods be increased cheapest? How much in- with her young, the old cocks by themselves and with hens 
crease does actually occur in the wild? What is the loss that have not raised young, seek the shade of the low 
of young after hatching until maturity, the cause and oaks for protection from the sun’s 120-degree heat. A 
correction ? net is placed over the oaks, the birds driven into it, each 

The study is made with open seasons, increase per- bird banded, recorded, examined for peculiarities and 
centage, manner of conducting game farms and trans- released for further propagation or study. More than 
planting to new localities; in short everything that has 1900 chickens have been handled, some more than once, 
to do with the bird’s welfare, the game department’s suc- in the three years of the study. : 
cess, the sportsman’s sport and the producer’s cost. One dangerous fact which has been discovered is the 

Methods to determine the facts include field observa- presence of parasitic growth in almost all of the birds. 
tions from cars which seem to be the least disturbing of | While this has not yet shown any ill effects in the field, 
any method and the banding of both quail and chickens it is a potential danger to be observed and controlled if 
requiring complete records of date, place, age, sex, covey needed. We have tried to rear more than a hundred 
number and regrouping. The taking of specimens for chickens in captivity during the past three years but with- 
stomach examination is the only way to ascertain food out success. Parasitic disease may be the fundamental 
preferences. A reference collection of more than 150 factor in the universal failure to rear these birds in num- 
kinds of native weed, flower and shrub seeds is main- _ bers in captivity. 
tained and experiments carried on to determine ways of What Do They Eat? 
eliminating the worthless species and increasing the valu- Nature’s best food for the prairie chicken is a diet of 
able ones. Isolation of small areas for nesting and study insects, mostly grasshoppers in midsummer, and acorns 
of natural development is a major method, and this addi- in winter and spring with an overlapping and mixture of tional space is used to plant domestic grains and shrubs. 
Promising plants that are not native but show adaptabil- \ Spareyrgy ok Med te, - : a 
ity to this section are annually secured from the Federal ) See SH si 4 ee ; 1 
Field Station at Woodward, Oklahoma. Le ele, isan ; We 

Chickens Do Not Pair Off p Raye (ee : : ; 
: : ioe Eo Se a ae One of the most interesting facts now proved indispu- oN oe fe 4 

table is that a gobbling ground is selected by several cocks, Se oe : ae 
from one to fifty, in early March and much maneuver- Ee ks ; 
ing takes place as they jockey for their choice position. Pee LA \ ae ae Piss Ea we 
In a few days each is securely entrenched in his location ea) & es es eer ea 
to which he goes every morning and again at evening. [eam | gn eae De abn Si Re Tevet oa 
The boundary of one’s domain is roughly about twenty SL MN FAW TERT WL Loe ae Sage 
feet across but constant care is exercised to maintain it Ppeme . © ORS Sig a OUP SN gee 
which requires fussing and fighting every day, generally [ggeys’ ity Nie ier an spel aN 
every minute. To the grounds come the hens, singly or eugeet# io es: a ae Sp re ee 
in threes or fours, and in the course of their walk through fa ae ys uk RY a ea es RR B rk a 
the grounds create a unique and beautiful display of /@pgeauaea ae EES EES OAS ete s 
strutting by the nearer cocks, who dare not advance much . i 
past their usual boundary lines though the hens find no Net used to capture birds for banding and study purposes. 
such barrier. Note dense shinnery which provides excellent cover. 

Prairie chickens do not pair off like quail and the only 
possibility of their laying more than once in a season is the foods by degrees in fall and early summer. Now, 
when an early laying hen is broken up before actual set- fire destroys both of these foods, yet is necessary to con- 
ting has begun. Actual breeding is rarely seen, though trol them when a certain stage is reached. When you 
the “gobbling” or strutting and courtship are easily apply management to increase game you must also con- 
watched and admired from an automobile at as little as sider the usual basic industry of farming or stock rais- 
twenty feet distance. ing. Doesn’t this present an idea of the hundreds of 

The hen lays her clutch of eggs, sets, hatches and possibilities, problems and records that must be kept 
rears her brood with no companionship of the cocks, no from an experimental viewpoint ? 
protection except her own smart maneuvers with what The value of native foods over domestic is several 

mi nature has afforded in shrub growth. Old birds banded fold because native species have survived by virtue of 
in 1932 are still living and raising young. In 1933, the their peculiar hardiness in spite of the elements, rodents, 

out banding records showed a ratio of 140 cocks to 100 hens and agricultural practices. Domestic foods are not suit- 
Q (only the young birds being considered). Froma series able to withstand the freezing and thawing, moisture, 

\ of 412 young birds, the 1934 records show 146 cocks to dirt, rodents, ete. Crows and blackbirds will eat a 
\100 hens. forty-acre field of kafir or maize before snow, leaving 

Taking the Census nothing by later winter for the quail. Cultivated fields 
To return to the old cocks on their grounds, the same do not produce the entangled cover necessary for quail 

performance is repeated every day until the first hot though it has no ill effects on the prairie chicken. 
days of June, and every ground can be located, the birds There are native foods in excess of 150 species on the 
counted, and observed. This method of census is pur- ranch, only a half a dozen or so important to chickens, 
sued each spring on the Davison ranch project and is but probably more than 75 of which are important quail 
nearly one hundred percent perfect. Add your ratio of foods. Most all of them have a place in the protective 
hens and you have an accurate count of the birds, making cover scheme. Yet, several that are worthless are quite 
allowance only for a possible change in ratio from the abundant, and several most important are rather scarce. 
theory that hens suffer greater loss than cocks, a theory Nature has a way of its own of controlling this abun- 
that has no foundation in observations so far in this ter- dance with not always any apparent good reason for the 

ritory. selection. By intelligent management, it is man’s. privi- 
Most of the summer knowledge is learned through lege and purpose to aid nature in many ways to increase
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the abundance of those things most sought by man. variably accompanied by more than one pair of old birds. 
Any of these feeds can be increased, but as a public The usual ranger reports, and those of sportsmen, gave 

aid, only the methods that will bring the increase at a out encouraging figures and theories so that when 
reasonable cost are worthy of perfection. The two cheap November 20 opened the season, many sportsmen were 
methods are discing and burning, both of which, unless disappointed and should have been directed to other more 
properly handled, are detrimental alike to desirable and fortunate areas. : 
undesirable plants. As an example of knowledge already These advances in methods of regulating shooting to 
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A close-up of net showing captured prairie chickens awaiting removal for observation. Short, narrow-spread hoop nets are more easily 
handled than nets of great length and spread. 

gained it has been found that ragweed is an important the known crop of game are naturally the result after the 
food for quail and used some by chickens. The land is haphazard methods employed for so many years on the 
saturated with the seed but no plants mature when grass theory that nature will provide. And she would, were 
has ample opportunity to take its natural course. it not for man’s interference. Still man may improve 

Grassburs are also well seeded but do not thrive in on nature by cooperating with her and this is the object 
competition with pasture grass. They are probably of of the field experimental laboratory being conducted on 
little use to game birds. Discing in the late fall will the Davison Ranch. Frequently the project is mislead- 
produce a very heavy stand of ragweed, but discing in the ingly referred to as a game management project. Instead 
early spring produces a very heavy stand of grassburs. of managing the game, we are endeavoring to control 
Simple, isn’t it? But that is not the end. Stock do not all the factors surrounding the game, and then the game 
eat ragweed during the growing season, but are so fond will manage itself quite well. 
of grassburs that they will not permit the plant to seed. The successful culmination of this field research is a 
After the season has been ended by frost, cattle will eat necessity to the advancement of game propagation. 
the ragweed upon which the seed is still clinging but are Birds hatched in captivity require the same, or even more, 
reluctant to use the grassburs until later. protective cover and food than is needed by the hardier 

Water Requi ‘ wild bird. Few lands now devoid of quail are suitable 
‘| i a eqInEC Melts to stock because something is wrong with the manage- 

a Water requirements do not exceed that secured from ment of relative agricultural operations, which could like- 
pty | insects and vegetation though some birds use it when ly be corrected with little inconvenience or expense. But 
|“, ) easily available. Winter water requirements are more until these requirements are discovered and in form to 
por likely to be advisable, although many birds live without be taught, little advancement can be expected. 

» it the whole year. It was recognized from the start that a three-year 
Quail Facts period would not be long enough to establish all the 

The major fact obtained on quail is the habit of migra- needed facts for the production of prairie chicken and 
tion from this range for the winter months, a unique sit- Uail in their natural environment, and would in fact but 
uation according to the officials of the Biological Survey. ay the experimental foundation on which to build a com- The reasons for this migration, which reaches about Plete study which should be carried on for at least five 
ninety percent, have not been satisfactorily determined Y€ars- ie : 
though a continuance of the research will doubtless solve heey s Nokes ree E ee on the game work fn 

; j 4s ranch at considerable personal sacrifice. Oo assure successful 
the ean and provide a correction. culmination of the project, a Cooperative Prairie Chicken and 

Migration as far as 26 miles has been determined, and Quail Study Association has been formed with membership dues 
the range of five or six miles is very common. As early of $200 a year. You are invited to join in sponsoring a unique 
as July 1933, we predicted a short crop of quail in north- and worthwhile conservation project. Judge John T. Bailey, 
west Oklahoma because of severe drought early in the O4/ahoma Tax Commission, Oklahoma City, serves as secretary- Th . 1 flecti tthe hand treasurer to represent contributing sportsmen and supervise dis- 
season. ese views were merely reflections of the band-  gyrsement of funds. For more detailed information write Judge 
ing records showing small coveys of young almost in- Bailey or National Headquarters.
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; : As mentioned in our last issue, the grouse we found were cb ST 

in concentrated certain favorable areas of the state and further in- 

formation coming from wardens and sportsmen since the close of the 

season would indicate that there was a normal hatch of young last 

spring, but that by the middle of July the birds had, due to lack of 

feed, cover and water, started to leave their accustomed areas and to 

seek surroundings which offered them the necessities of a normal ex- 

‘istence. It is believed that in many instances the birds during the 

following eight weeks had migrated from twenty-five to one hundred 

fifty miles or more from their usual habitat and by the time hunting 

season had opened they were concentrated along water courses and in 

lake areas which were about the only locations where they were found 
in numbers by the hunters. 

What is true of ‘the grouse also applies to the pheasant ° 

to a somewhat less degree in that the pheasant is a bird that is 

more at home in a populous district and for that reason did not mi- 

grate such great distances, and then too, the eastern half of the 

state where the pheasant is most numerous differs widely from the 

range country of the grouse occurring west of the Missouri River. 
We have reasons to believe that the grouse were more successful in 

producing young birds this season than were the pheasants, due per- 

haps to the fact that the majority of pheasants are to be found in 

highly cultivated sections where the wind had an opportunity to 

pick up large quantities of soil which in turn no doubt smothered 

many.a clutch of eggs, also during June, July.anda August terrific 

rain storms occurred in local areas which again destroyed those :



nests which happened to be locatedin low spots such as along small 
draws. and ravines. Hail also occurred in spotted areas, which, too, 

“is most destructive to any nesting bird. In fact, there are many 
reasons which could be cited why our hatch of young pheasants were 

not. up. to normal. 

xr XX 

: "Rastus, I understand that you have become 
the father of twins, have you named them yet?" 

“Yassuh, Ah done called the first Adagio All- 
égro, and Ah'm gonna call the second, Encore." 

"Why are you going to call the second one 
Encore?" y 

“Well, yu sée, he wasn't on the program at all!" 

| xe xe 

The Black Hills area, ‘the Hudson Flats and the Harrold 
district are only a’few of the places where skunk are reported more 
numerous than for many years. It is not unusual to sce several of 
the dead animals in a few miles of travel in these vicinities, all 
killed by motor cars and principally at night when the animals are 

abroad. 

1934 has been a very difficult year for South Dakota's 

muskrats. hlany of the 'rats' old favorite marshes and sloughs have 
answered the call of the drouth and are no more. The muskrat, like 
the turtle, frogs and toads have had to migrate, and this of course 
seriously interfered with the natural reproduction because they were 
compelled to leave their old dens and houses and did not have time



Filet Prairie Chicken -— 
. Ohio 

Pheasants 

Extract from letter from B, L. Wickliff, Conservation Department, Columbus, Ohio 

to Wm. F. Grinmer, Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin, December 4, 1934: 

"I am quite sure it will interest you to know that Mr, Ollie Neimeyer, 

State Game Protector for Marion County, recently reported four broods of 

young prairie chicken, the apparent result of stocking the breeder birds 

> sent by you to this Division, Mr. Neimeyer is a dog fancier, he raises dogs 
- and also judges field trials and therefore is in the field a large part of 

the time and what he says I feel sure is authentic." 

“Ig at any time you should pass through Ohio we should be glad to have 

you stop and we will take you to one of our ring-neck pheasant refuges in 

Wood County where you will see a very umsual concentration of these birds. 

In fact, last winter we trapped 708 wild adult ring-neck pheasants and estim- 

ated we had left a brood stock of over 800 birds. This refuge consists of 
only 560 acres.”
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PRAIRIE CHICKENS IN IOWA ec 114 

The office of the Iowa Fish and Game Commission received a number 
of reports from pheasant hunters who had noted flocks of the prairie 
chicken or pinnated grouse, particularly in northwestern Iowa. An ef- 
fort was made to determine the extent of the distribution of these 
"chickens" during the present winter. 

The regular wintering flocks, that enter Iowa from Minnesota and 
the Dakotas, were first seen in October. Since then flocks have been 
observed in most of the northern and western counties. In the vicinity 
of Round Lake in Clay County a flock of nearly two hundred praivie 
chickens has been noted. 

The present breeding colonies of the prairie chicken in Iowa are 
widely scattered and in rather small numbers. Nesting birds have been 
found in Clayton, Wayne and Lyon Counties. There have been other re- 
ports which may refer to nesting pairs or may be wintering birds noted 
late in the spring. 

It is expected that the retention of an increasing number of these 
winter migrant chickens as nesting birds will follow in the present 
waterfowl restoration program. if 

ye ook ok ok ok



File: Prairie Chicken” 
Water Requirements 

Extract fmm General Notes, Wilson Bulletin, December, 1934, pp. 262-63. 

Changes in the Habits of the Prairie Chicken.--In a former note the 
writer mentioned the habit of prairie-nesting birds of resting in the 
shade of fence posts during extremely hot weather. This last June (19344) 
while in western North Dakota, Prairie Chickens and Sharp-tailed Grouse 

were found on mumerous occasions resting behind telephone poles along the 
country roads. The average pole casts a shadow just about as wide as the 
width of the sitting bird and here they were found during the worst heat 
of the day. Several times as many as eight and ten birds would be found 

in the shade of consecutive poles, and although they were located only 

a short distance from a slowly moving car, they would not budget from their 

places.



File: Sharptail ; 
Prairie Chicken .—~ 

‘ Canada, 
Sex Ratio 
Cruising Radius 
Schmidt 

Extract from letter from P. A, Taverner, Ottawa, Canada, Jan. 7, 1935: 

"You nete also (in "Game Management") with reservations that the flight 
of migrating Sharp-teiled Grouse is largely or entirely composed of females 
while the residual wintering groups are males, 

"You probably kmow of the extraordinary flight of this species into 
the more southern sections of northern Ontario and Quebee the winter of 1932 
end 1933. We received some twenty or so specimens from this flight from 
the southern edge of the main body, Of these all were females but one. Of 
course the mystery is why such a wide spread and intensive planting of this 
species did not make some permanent settlement, which in no case as far as I 
know occurred, It may be that this lack of males is the answer,"
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AND NOW! 
oe THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN 

Fldo Leopold By DAN RAMEY , 
Supt., Kansas State Quail Farm 

Eprror’s Nore: In the September is- quail made it impossible to do more with were fed like quail: four feeds of moist sue, Game Breeder and Sportsman car- the prairie chicken experiment than to mash, egg yolk and finely chopped let- ried a news item of ten Prairie chickens keep it an interesting sideline. tuce daily, on napkins, the first three being reared on the Kansas State Quail Our first prairie chicks were one day days; then on wood feed trays, keeping Farm, of which six were thirteen weeks old when they were brought to us on dry mash before them all the time. The old at the time and four were ten weeks June 2. The farmer who discovered the mash was mixed according to the Game of age. We promised an article on this ‘nest in his field found from one broken Conservation Institute formula B-32. accomplishment by Superinten- At the end of the sixth day, dent Ramey. All of these birds " ; | we had lost six birds. After ex- have been brought safely through amination, we concluded that to the present time (December). death was from lack of nourish- Six are now 28 weeks and four ment. This seemed strange, for are 25 weeks old. This constitutes all of the birds had seemed strong 4 real milestone in game breeding and healthy, had picked busily at progress. We take pleasure in : the mash and seemed to be taking presenting Mr. Ramey’s story of : enough food. On the seventh day how it was done. cS ie we found another dead bird and 
sa\( decided to augment the mash 

E doubted as much as _ p feedings with grasshoppers. The W esstoss this story could s A seins chicks were gluttonous and of- 
ever be told and still eee ; : ten consumed as many as 50 or catch ourselves counting our og ie 60 hoppers at a single feeding, chickens, but of the ten prairie ee Ma )) within three to five minutes. The chickens we have reared to ma- de ee 4 oe Pa little birds’ crops would be so turity by hand here at ihe Kansas . | ieee cae a aoe crammed they couldn’t bend their 

State Quail Farm, six are now 28 ' : ell necks and several times I was weeks old and four 25 weeks of } | Po ae sure we would lose some of the 
age. Barring accidents, we will } ; F | chicks from overfeeding, but in 
start next season with these hand- a i lige _| a few minutes their heads would 
raised birds, six hens and four - f oa == be bobbing around looking for 
cocks, of which there are four un- “ 5 o i | more grasshoppers. 
related pairs, putting us over the \P Se ee : After putting them on this top of the greatest difficulty in 4 oe aac diet there were no more casual- artificial rearing of upland game ; ties, and the six survivors thrived birds. We now have tame pen- 4 4 so well that at five weeks we raised breeders, and are hoping to Coats : ~ Ve moved them to the rearing pens be among the first to report prairie See 4 Re) and discontinued grasshoppers, chicken eggs laid by birds in cap- ae a giving them two moist mash and 

tivity. ; 2 chopped lettuce feedings daily. Our experiments in raising Superintendent Ramey and one of his They continued to prosper, and 
prairie chickens have been carried prairie chickens at ten weeks we left off one feed- ‘ on during the first year of opera- ing, putting their ration in the tions at the farm situated near Pittsburg, egg that the remaining 13 were ready pens at one o'clock in the afternoon and Kansas and officially opened last Decem- to hatch and took them to a commercial keeping dry mash and scratch before ber. This Quail Farm is a part of a 260- hatchery where all 13 hatched the fol- them all the time. 
acre state game refuge located in the lowing day. The next day they were On June 7 a clutch of 11 eggs was 
heart of the strip mine district and is in brought to us, a distance of 100 miles, brought to us after they were found in a little valley of 30 acres, nearly isolated in good condition. the wild on June 4 and transported 103 by the enormous ridges of earth and rock These chicks were handled exactly as miles to the Quail Farm. One egg was thrown up by giant shovels in digging we do young quail: They were put ina broken when received and candling toa floor of coal. Surrounding the valley colony brooder we prepared for them. showed the remaining 10 had been in- on all sides are these man-made moun- The starting temperature of 95° F. was cubated approximately four days and that tains, affording a natural windbreak and maintained the first week, and the birds one egg was infertile. The eggs were giving the Farm an unique scenic setting. confined to the heat. Then the tempera- put in the incubator along with quail The Bob-white quail is the third of ture was dropped five degrees each eggs, and 19 days later all of the nine chief importance on this farm. The 3000 week until the end of the fourth week, hatched. The chicks were transferred to we raised and liberated the first year, as when all mechanical heat was turned the colony brooder at one o'clock in the well as the small-scale breeding of off. afternoon, and that evening we fed them Mountain, Valley, Gambel and Scaled For the first six days the prairie chicks (Please turn to page 28) 
6
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| 6UAND NOW! them one to a pen. They appear quite 
MALIBU QUAIL HATCHERY THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN ontented even though alone and never 

Crested ; seem as restless in their close quarters 
Caines op Rae (Continued from page 6) as some of the other game birds 
Valley as nowa ; c oe 

Quail (eS As a few small grasshoppers in addition to These growing birds have been inter- 
Gamey ieee oe the moist mash, egg and lettuce. We “UNS all’ along, Among other peculi- 
Ornate PAN : continued to feed hoppers, increasing the arities we found, contrary to old beliefs, 

ae i size and number as the birds grew. With that the young males were doing their 
Properly planta wae ite ma aatane: these chicks we used a commercial turkey cance i S carly as at six weeks, making it 
tions for care and planting with each shipment. | grower in place of the B-32 mash. possible to sex the birds at that age. 
Me eon gaa Sens So eee One chick of this clutch was crippled Two me cocks a ey to dance 
Shipments made in our especially designed || when hatched and lived only afew hours, ‘YY G4y> one of them will dance any 
humane crates any month in the seus four more had died by tie ae the time he can interest a sizable audience. 
614 Walden Lane, Beverly Hills, Calif. tenth day, leaving us four in this hatch- oe ‘slew of ce Hei 

one — : - . eae has seemed remarkable from the start, : DON’T CARRY WATER ‘2: As with the first birds, examination ae > 
8 Use “KING KOHL” showed unmistakable signs of starvation. and we have allowed visitors at the pens 

; AUTOMATIC DRINKERS It was notable that the remaining at all times. Some of the birds will come 
ee HEASANTS - Yi : 3 i ide: i c 

ma iGuOnee GARDEN BIRDS chicks seemed to develop more rapidly - the a of ee vie to take ee 
He ae ee than the first ones, and by the time they ae ae cant OF readers or to aipiae 
: $2.25 West of Mississippi were four weeks old we moved them to ene Te Ee 

Dealers & Agents Wanted the growing pens and stopped the Excepting for larger rearing pens for 
e KING KOHL SQUAB FARM : : SOP Pe tae Bussey ei : Sees 
- foalig Ohio hopper feeding since it was nearly im- the prairie chickens, quail equipment 

possible to feed them on wire. Like the WS used throughout the experiment. As 
A FARM other birds, they were given two feed- the Kansas Quail Farm is one of the more 

SYOSSET GAME ings of moist mash and chopped lettuce recently opened game breeding farms, 

Offers for Spring a day, with dry mash and scratch avail- We have been able to install all modern 

the very best in able to them all the time. Later we re- €4vipment, a factor that has contributed 
duced the feed to one ration. In both materially to our success this year with 

PHEASANT STOCK cases we gave the birds oyster-shell grit. both quail and prairie chickens. 
Both in Eggs and Birds The birds were flushed once a week All birds at the Farm are reared by the 

ae with Rochelle salts. artificial method. Hatching is done in 
PHONE: SYOSSET 609 i The birds were weighed for the first two all-electric incubators — one a ma- 

seem time on October 31 when the older ones Chine of 600-egg capacity, and the other 
Jericho Turnpike _ Syosset, L. I. were between 21 and 22 weeks old and Of 900 egg capacity. The four colony 

SRC EAS the younger between 18 and 19 weeks. brooders we installed have been  alto- 

We found by the record of weights that 8¢ther satisfactory. They are patterned 
————————' our casual observations of more rapid after those used at Game Conservation 

development in the younger birds over Institute, but are made in five compart- 
the older ones was correct. We also ments and have kerosene-heated hot-wa- 

B R A I L S found a great difference in the weights of "t systems. 
the heaviest and the lightest birds. The _ All laying pens, rearing and winter- 

Don’t take any chances on losing heaviest bird was a cock, and the light- ing pens have wire bases elevated eight C » a 8) AD eaP ig 
fous birds after the hard work of est one a hen. However, in one or two inches from the ground. However, by 
es Se ish over and just instances a hen out-weighed the lighter next year, all laying pens are to be three 

cee eee ae | male birds. The average cock bird in the feet above the ground, insuring more Brailing is the scientific way of check- || |p : 8 > 8 
ing the loss of fall-winged birds, __ two flocks weighed 1.95 pounds and the comfort for the birds and better egg pro- 

Brailing eliminates wing clipping, pull- j heaviest one 2.09. The average hen duction in the intense heat of Kansas 
ing of flight feathers, wing tying, early |] " weighed 1.63 and the lightest 1.56 summers. . 

penning nd corhee unsatisfactory meth- pounds. We weighed the birds again Next season we will give different 
ing losses. : y 

The eae one full wing strength on November 30 and found the average sizes and types of laying pens for these 
Baw devel ate cie ALIN hasbeen gain in the males was .11 pounds with prairie chickens a trial and will do some 
removed. the heaviest cock weighing 2.20 pounds; experimenting with polygamous mating. 

The brails are made of genuine calf the hens showed .10 pounds average While scientific data is lacking this 
aay eee stat the lightest hen weighed 1.66 year, another season there will be no 

sortsyof weather: PoWe followed the usual routine in the ce oe. were es ee Sami piel Gud nuPneriae ; 1 the s ords and an accurate chart of develop- 
Seite a of eed _ ee ments, so as to be able to offer the game 

: were fumigated once a week; foot-pans breeding fraternity the findings of our 
Priced: $6.50 per hundred; $50.00 containing a creosote solution were in- fe iaces in cheanalagical Boe s 

per thousand stalled at the door of each brooder to § 
ry make sure no attendant could carry in- 

VITRIFIED CLAY WATER fection to the chicks, and brooder-houses PHEASANTS 
aTSEFS were gone over once a week with flame. Their Lives and Homes 

When we transferred the older birds a BY WM. BEEBE 
5 Diameter—t57" Deep to the growing pens, they were put three 2-volume set describing in detail practi- 

; e d : $4.78 yer Grove, 9-0-8. Oblo fn it ae ee ae oe elem ence are 
2 e secret of their homes. 

Game Breeders Supply Co. were put in one pen, but when the $7.50 Postpaid in U.S.A. 
512 = 5th Ave., Rm. 603, N. Y. City ptairie chicks were about 12 weeks old Limited stock now left 

Tel CHick 4-3340 they went into a molt and started feather GAME BREEDER & SPORTSMAN 
picking. To overcome this, we separated 0S eeetamag et Nee pore. 
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DEPARTMENT OF MINES 

‘fob 
€ ye 

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CANADA 

Ottawa, Canada 

Jan. 17 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New S#ils Building, 
Univ. of Wisconsin, 

Dear Prof .Leopold;- 

Regarding the 1932 invasion of Sharp—tailed Gu 

Grouse. jMr. L.L.Snyder has been working this up at the 

ghar napa Museum, Toronto, therefore I have not interfered 

nets ae in the subject. I think you can get any information from him. 

|24\3° You are at libetby to quote anything I said regarding our 

specimens, I do not think it will anticipate anything he may 

have to say on the subject. 

It is too bad that a properly equipped biologist could 

not have been sent to the ground immediately on receipt of 

the information of the invasion to study the inevitable 

disapearance of the birds. It was a great opportunity. You 

know that in some of the small northern viliages the birds 

were salted down by the barrel, an enormous peak population. 

Sincerely,- —



DO NOT RELEASE BEFORE THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 17), 2935 , 
KANSAS DISCOVERS WAY TO dew 

PROPAGATE PRAIRIz CHICKENS yc f 

Ten carefully guarded prairie chickens, strutting proudly about 
pens at the State Quail Farm at Pittsburgh, Kansas, today have the 
unique distinction of being probably the most valuable specimens of 
America's upland game birds, according to More Game Birds in America, 
Inc. The birds, four males and six females, are the first of this once 
widely distributed species to be successfully reared to maturity entire- 
ly by artificial methods, according to the More Game Birds Foundation. 

State game officials, scientists and expert game breeders have 
been experimenting for years in an effort to obtain captivity-reared 
prairie chickens for the purpose of propagating and then restoring them 
to sections of the country they formerly roamed. While success has at-— 
tended similar work with practically all specics of quail, and more 
recently the northern ruffed grouse, disease and the inherently wild nature of the prairie chicken have proved difficult problems, 

The Kansas farm's success is attributable mainly to two things, Sup't. Daniel J. Ramey declares: surgically sterilized electric incu- bators and brooders--and a grasshopper diet. From the eggs, secured from wild nests, to fullfledged pinnated grouse or prairie chickens, 
the birds are "machine—made" throughout. Previous attempts to propa-— gate the species, with poultry foster-mothers, are believed to have failed because of the susceptibility of wild birds to domestic poultry diseases. "We doubted as much as anybody this story could ever be told and still be able to catch ourselves counting our chickens," Sup't. Ramey reports. "But, barring accidents, we will start next season with these hand raised birds, putting us over the top of the greatest diffi- culty in artificial rearing of upland game birds by having tame pen- raised breeders. We are now hoping to be among the first to report prairie chicken eggs laid by birds in confinement." 

ok 6 3 RK oe 

MR. SPORTSMAN 

Why not take the boys in your community into your organization? If you have work to do along conservation lines these bova will aq “he well anA horn Palate
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Ginseng Eaten by Prairie Chicken and Sharptail, In 1934, late August, ginseng 

seeds on the farm of M. J, Goodrich, Westboro, Taylor Co,, Wisconsin, were eaten 

by Prairie Chicken and Sharptail which went in under the frames to eat seed, Also 
red 

ate ginseng seed being raised in woods. ‘the seed is in a/berry, 2 seeds each, 

cluster of berries,
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Ginseng Eaten by Prairie Chicken and Sharptail, In 1934, late August, ginseng 

seeds on the farm of Mi. J. Goodrich, Westboro, Taylor Co,, Wisconsin, were eaten 

by Prairie Chicken and Sharptail which went in under the frames to eat seed, Also 

ate ginseng seed being raised in woods. ‘the seed is in pins 2 seeds each, 

cluster of berries,



Dane County Wl 
Prairie Chicken 

; Deer 

Quail 

Extract from letter from J, ¥. Jackson, Feb, 12, 1935: 

"I also inclose an extract from an old Madison history written in 1874, Under 
that date Major H. A. Tenney wrote as follows: 

“When I first visited Madison in 1845----game was profusely abundant. I 
repeatedly shot prairie chickens in the capitol square, and the hunting of quail 
there was common, The last deer killed within the site was in 187---an old buck 
whose way was over the University Hill. He was so sagacious that he was not taken 
until hunted at times for three years. Bears were common, wolves innumerable, 
and other wild animals in proportion. In fish and fowls the present (1874) generation 
have not the faintest conception of the enormous profusion of that period, They 
way they were slaughtered at times in mere sport was a wicked waste. In 1849 the 
Winnebagoes camped near the present Insane Hospitel, Spreading out over the 

‘ country they drove all the deer of all kinds toward the center and killed all--sparing 
none, ‘They had over 500 carcasses, when a band of citizens went over and drove them 

off, but the deer never recovered from that fatal raid,"



Michigan Conservation Sharptail 
Vol. 4, No. 11 
March, 1935 
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UNiTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Z 

FOREST SERVICE 

PLAINS SHELTERBELT PROJECT welt ed 

atest genic (de 

UF 9c 
L ee 
Supervision 416 Sharp Bldg., 
(Shelterbelt ) Lincoln, Nebr., 

March 21, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Conservation Division, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

I presume you have read of the severe dust 

storms which have been occurring in the Shelterbelt States 

this spring. I am enclosing an interesting clipping in 

regard to the flights of prairie chickens, in this connec- 

tion. You, no doubt, would be interested in such a 

phenomenon. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Pant Cibrly, 
PAUL H. ROBERTS, Acting Director. 

Ene. 

a 
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Library of ra 

Bldo Leopold Y 

Reprinted from Tue Conpor, Vol. XXXVII, July, 1935, pp. 211-212 

On the Drinking Habits of Gallinaceous Young.—In late June, 1930, at Jackson, 

Michigan, I came into possession of a set of ten Prairie Chicken eggs, partially incu- 

bated, through the nest having been run over by a mowing machine. This nest was 

situated in the middle of a fourteen-acre hay field of mixed clover, timothy and 
alfalfa, about a quarter of a mile from the booming ground that has been used by 

the males for some years. I placed the eggs in an incubator containing turkey eggs 
and on July 6 nine of them hatched, the tenth embryo dying after pipping the shell. 
The next year (1931) I obtained six eggs from the disturbed nest of a Ring-necked 
Pheasant. All the eggs hatched on May 8. 

For some years I had been interested in the problem of the drinking habits of 
birds. I therefore carried out a few simple experiments with these broods of 
chicks, to see what instinctive drinking habits, if any, they might exhibit. I placed 
small shallow pans of water in front of the chicks, but they gave no response. I 
elevated the pans of water, finally placing the pans on a level with the eyes. The 
chicks seemed not to recognize the water. When the water was upon the floor, they 
even walked through it without visible reaction. However, a chick often picked at 
its toes and apparently water entered the bill, for it sometimes lifted its head in 
the drinking act. 

I placed particles of food in the water. The chicks sometimes picked at the par- 
ticles, and occasionally this was followed by the drinking act. Removal of the 
particles resulted in a loss of all interest. 

I tried to dip the bill in the water, and while the chick went through the drink- 
ing act after the immersion, it never drank of its own accord. 

‘The next process tried was to fill a pipette half full of water and insert it in the 
box, holding it near the chicks. They showed no more apparent concern than for 
any other object similarly placed before them. I then squeezed the pipette, causing 
a drop of water to appear at the open end. The chicks instantly showed great excite- 

ment and clustered around the pipette, picking at the water. Each time a chick 
picked the drop (which I maintained by continued pressure upon) the bulb), it went 
through the drinking act. I released the pressure on the bulb and the chicks became 
quiet upon the disappearance of the drop. The formation of another drop resulted 
in a commotion as before. I found that alternate appearance and disappearance 
of the drop resulted in the same set of reactions—interest and excitement followed 
by quiescence. 

I raised and lowered the pipette to determine if elevation influenced the recog- 
nition. The chicks did not respond to a drop lower than half the distance from the 
eye to the floor nor when higher than the normal reach of the bill. I repeated the 
experiments several times from shortly after hatching until they were nine days 
old. In all cases they failed to recognize a water surface although they were stimu- 
lated by a drop of water at the end of a pipette. 

A drop of water at the end of a pipette is a good simulation of a dew drop that 
glistens in the sunlight. The behavior of the chicks leads me to think that dew drops 
form-an early, instinctively sought source of water. The presence or absence of dew 
may be a potent factor in gallinaceous well-being. Drinking from surface water, 
as pools, may be a secondary, learned source of supply. 

The problem of water supply, especially in the young, is one of the most important 
to birds. Animal food, the staple food for the young of seed-eaters, may be more 
than a source of concentrated nutrition. It may be fed the young, not because of 
its superior food value, but as a source of moisture. Dew and water of exudation may 
serve to furnish the remainder of the necessary water for precocial birds and as such 
be a vital determinant of the success of the family—LEoNARD WILLIAM WING, Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, March 28, 1935.



Program of Activities of the 
Chicago Academy of Sciences Pr, Chicken folder 

Voi, 6, No. 4, October, 1935 

i The sand dune region southeast of Kankakee proved of special interest and 
| Messrs. Komarek and Necker made a rather extensive survey of the region, particu- 

| larly in the sandy area near the Indiana line. 

| Several thousand feet of motion film were secured by A. M. Bailey and F. R. 
! Dickinson through the cooperation of various organizations, especially the Illinois 

Natural History Survey, the Wisconsin Conservation Department, the Utah Fish and 
Game Commission, the U. S. Biological Survey, the National Park Service, and the 
Colorado Museum of Natural History. 

Now that many species of birds and mammals are reaching the vanishing point, 
it seems especially desirable that records of the living animals be made, and we were 
fortunate in obtaining in our own state motion film of pinnated grouse upon their 
dancing grounds. The male prairie chickens gather on favorite strutting places each 
spring, where they go through their courtship antics for the benefit of the females. The 
magnificent males were photographed from blinds, and many “close-up” pictures 
secured. 

A group of a dozen males was located in Cumberland County through the friendly 
cooperation of the Illinois Natural History Survey; the birds were performing on a 
bit of flat prairie country, no different apparently, from the surrounding region. We 
were informed by a farmer, that they had been using the same site for at least the last 
sixteen years. 

The males came to the strutting grounds before daylight, flying to within one 
hundred yards, and then, in the greyness of the coming dawn, walk to their accus- 

tomed places. Each male has a little area of his own, the birds being spaced about thirty 

feet apart. They droop their wings and lower their heads as they strut about, the fan- 

shaped tail erect, and emit resonant booming notes as they swell orange-colored pouches 

on the sides of their necks. They often get together in pairs, charging fiercely, as thougn 

to tear each other apart, but we failed to see a feather disturbed. They would go up 

in the air like fighting cocks—but never touch! Other observers claim prairie chickens 

fight fiercely ; it may be they do earlier in the season, but we did not observe a single 

combat. But when a female arrived at the trysting place, the actions of the males were 

entirely different. They had no time to eye each other. Instead each one seemed to 

get in the center of his particular claim, and with flapping wings, jumped a few feet 

trom the ground, crowing in his eagerness to interest the invading lady hey did not 

pursue her. When one nonchalantly fed along the edge of the strutting grounds, the 

males remained in position, all facing her way and crowing their invitation, but they 

waited for her to show her preference. 

Wisconsin 

Similar studies were made of the sharp-tailed grouse in Wisconsin, through the 

aud of the late Frank J. W. Schmidt of the Conservation Department of that. state. 
The sharp-tail performs in a different manner in his effort to secure a bride; like the 
prairie hen, the sharp-tail arrives on the performing area early in the morning, and 

remains until well after sun up. The actions of the males of the two species are not 

unlike, so long as a female is not near, but when one arrives, there is little resemblance 

between the two. The sharp-tail holds his wings outstretched and his notes are so sub- 

dued that they can be heard only a short distance. Instead of a male carrying on a 

solitary performance, they act in unison, facing the female, with drooping wings out- 

thrust and head lowered. They stamp their feet and whirl about, making a rhythmic 

sound resembling the staccato firing of a machine gun, dancing together while one 

might count ten—and then stopping abruptly, each bird remaining motionless; then, 

in unison the dance starts again, the birds whirling rapidly, facing the female as she 

moves along. The action is so fast, and the performers move from the eye of the 

| camera so rapidly that it is extremely difficult to make a satisfactory motion film.
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New Soils Building 
November 22, 1935 

Mr, 6, T. Bladk 
204 Exp. Zool, Lab, 
University of Illinois 
Champaign, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Blacks 

Your suspicion of sharptails in the Woodstock region coincides 

with a particular interest of my own in both the former and present dis- 
tribution of this species, 

About all the light I can give you is that there is a fairly 
conclusive record of a flock of sharptails in southern Dans County, 
Wiseonsin, which persisted up to 1935, but when I sent one of my students 
to finally verify the thing they hed disappeared, consequently I cannot 
be sure, 

: There is some evidence to indicate that sharptails occasionally 
perform a winter migration like prairie chickens, ‘There are three or 
four sight records from Dane and Jefferson counties, 211 in winter and a 
good 75 miles south of their regular range, which is indicated on the 
attached base map. 

, I can aay positively that there have been no artificial plantings 
near the Illinois boundary, One was made in Adems County by my student, 
F, J, W. Schmidt, who very tragically met his death this sumer, If he 
were only here he would be the most competent te advises on your question, 

I would appreciate your keeping me in touch with any new 
developments, and I will do the same. 

If you find a remnant at Woodstock I would like to cooperate 

in setting up and improving a refuge. The question, I imagine, would be 

what environmental manipulations would be in order. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh In Charge, Game Research 
Enel.



204 Exp. Zool. Lab. 
University of Illinois 
Champaign, Illinois 
October 7, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I am working with Dr. A. R. Cahn of 

the University of Illinois on a book on the Birds 

of Illinois. Recently, while passing through 

Woodstock, Illinois, in the northcentral part 

of the state not far from the Wisconsin boundary, 

I noticed a mounted specimen of the Sharp-tailed 

Grouse, which was said to have been killed in 

that vicinity. I am writing to the owner for ad- 

ditional data. Have any Sharp-tails been intro- 

duced in Wisconsin close to the Illinois boundary? 

Also, have any Wisconsin-bred Sharptails been sold 

to Illinois farmers or gun-clubs, etc., for distri- 

bution? I should like to have this information, 

because the Sharp-tailed Grouse has not occurred 

in Illinois, to the best of my knowledge, during the 

past forty or fifty years. I therefore wish to find 

out whether these birds were introduced, have spread 

into Illinois from Wisconsin, or whether they may be 

an overlooked remnant of the native birds. 

Very truly yours, 

: C7? tee 
CG. T. Black



New Soils Building 

October 25, 1935 

Mr. ©, T, Black 
204 Exp. Zool, Lab 
University of Tllinoie 
Champaign, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Black: 

Your letter of October 7, inquiring about sharp=- 

tails in Illinois, has come during Professor Leopold's absence 
in Europe, there he is studying game management methods for the 
Carl Schurz Foundation. 

Since Mr. Leopold will probably not return until the 
latter part of November, I would suggest that in the meantime 
you write to Mr. Wm. F. Grimmer, Superintendent of Game, Wis- 
consin Conservation Department, Madison, to see if he can help 

you out, 

I will hold your letter for Mr. Leopold's attention on 
his return. 

Yours sincerely, 

Secretary to Mr. Leopold
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204 Exp. Zool. Lab. 
University of Illinois 
Champaign, Illinois 
November 25, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I regret that I must report that 
my suspicions as to the presence of Sharp- 
tailed Grouse in north central Illinois have 
been entirely dispelled. At the same time 
I wrote to you, I communicated with a Mr. J. 
Charles Asmus of Woodstock, who I had been 
told had mounted the birds which I had seen 
in a Woodstock hardware store window. He 
informed me that the birds in question had 

: been mounted by him, but that they had come 
from the game farm of a local doctor. They 
had been kept in pens at all times, and had 
finally @G@&ted from causes unknowm. Mr. Asmus 
being the local taxidermist, the doctor had 
brought the birds to him for mounting, and 
had finally left them with him. 

I should like to know whether the 
state of Wisconsin has done any liberating of 

2 the more spectacular of the Asiatic pheasants 
near the Illinois-Wisconsin line. I have re- 

wre ports of Golden Pheasants being killed near 
u[r) »~ Rockford, and cannot find any information con- 

a cerning their being liberated in Illinois. 
Pb -& Can you help me in this respect? 

a Very truly yours, 

Go ) ) 

C.-T. Siser 

Pie :
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| E HIT BY TRAIN OF GROUSE 
Full grown grasshoppers in}teacup full of ‘hoppers besides a 

March? | re rose bush berries and choke- 
It is almost unbelievable “but| cherries. . 

wi s food for] 4. H. Clark, terminal _ boiler- 

thy have been serving os (008 fl water brown, the bir nto the 
raatein’ Mere Dakota prairies Daily Herald office late yesterday. ! 

lduring the severe storm season ea eee ee rounds} 
when deep snow covered all avail- Rouge abe ab 21088 to determine | 

ble feed where a grouse could find a hearty 

7 Wediacil night a dead prairie mee OE on Sr acononrers Oe : Chician ee ns on ee Nor- tween Williston and Minot where. 
- A . heavy snow mantled the ground.' 
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usually fat and that its crop waS/.where the bird found the hoppers. | 

stuffed. It continues to be an unsolved | 
| The healthy condition of the| question today. If any Daily Her- 
bird prompted an _ investigation.|ald readers can find a solution, | 
Cutting into the bird’s crop the e editors would appreciate their 
G. N. boys were amazed to find | story. 
the grouse had been feeding on full] The bird may be seen at the City 
grown grasshoppers only a short|Meat market on West Broadway. 
time before it was killed by the! It is being kept in refrigeration _ 
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Prairie Chicken folder /~ 
Cycle folder 
Trempealeau Co, 

June 17, 1936: Ray Steele says in winter of 1935-36 there were no chickens 
in the Trempealeau area. He did see one sharptail, 

Also few chickens in Goose Island, LaCrosse Co., last winter. Much fewer 
than preceding years, 

The sharptail was not positively identified. It was just above Trempealeau 
Mt. sitting in cottonwood, 

AL.



Precarious Status of the Attwater Prairie Chicken { 

\ Lehmann spent two days (May 1 and 2) with Game Warden T. T. pc 
Waddell of Hagle Lake, Colorado County, inspecting the three Attwater 
prairie chicken colonies near Hagle Lake, Large scale maps were secured, 
and a number of photographs taken. The field notes, with these documents 
attached, have been forwarded to Washington. The species is in an ex- 
tremely precarious situation,. The most effective possible action both 
on the part of tho State and the Government will be nocossary to conserve 
it. 

Armadillo - Quail Project 

Shaler E, Aldous of the Food Habits Section, Division of Wild- 
life Research, arrived May 27, 1936, to take up work in continuation of 
thatdone on the economic status of the armadillo in previous years by 
Kalmbach and Lehmann, Aldous established temporary headquarters at Hunts- 
ville, where it will be convenient for Lehmann and Hahn to work with him, 

— 
— 
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Proposed Franklin Schmidt Memorial Fellowship 

for a study of t yf 
C AY 

THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN IN THE LAKS STATES ? 

eR , 

Franklin James White Schmidt 

In 1929 Franklin Schmidt resolved to dedicate his career to the conser- 

vation of the prairie chicken. 

He had just been graduated from a biological course at the University of 

Wisconsin, He had been raised in the Wisconsin chicken country in Clark 

County. He had acquired skill in field research while employed on scientific 

expeditions for the Field Museum. Herbert Stoddard, his friend and advisor, 

had just shown, by his studies of bobwhite, how a technique for conservation 

and management could be built up by first constructing a foundation of life 

history facts. Schmidt resolved to do the same thing for prairie chickens. 

He got a job as assistant to Dr, A. 0. Gross, who had been employed by 

the Conservation Commission to study prairie chickens, At the end of the 

summer, when Dr. Gross had to leave,Schmidt was put in charge of the project. 

For five years, with intermittent support from the Commission and from 

interested sportsmen, he worked early and late at his self-appointed task. 

His work centered in the "sand counties" of central Wisconsin, the largest 

remaining chicken range in the Lake States region. 

By 1935 he had won a research fellowship from the University, was within 

easy distance of his doctorate, and had accumulated more new information 

about prairie chiciens and sharptail grouse than had ever been gathered 

by any naturalist, living or dead. At the insistence of the University, he 

had set down the gist of his findings in a series of eight papers. His plan 

was ultimately to publish a monograph on the chicken and the sharptail, 

equivalent to Stoddard's "Bobshite." 

On August 8, 1935, while stopping overnight at the home of his parents 

in Clark County, Wisconsin, he met his death in a midnight fire, which also 

destroyed seven of his papers and most of his photographs, notes and records, 

The presumption is that he was overcome by smoke in trying to gather up his 

manuscripts, on which he had been working before going to bed. 

One of the eight papers had been submitted to the Wilson Bulletin, and 

will be published shortly. 

Proposal 

It is proposed to establish, at the University of Wisconsin, 4 

Franklin Schmidt Memorial Fellowship for the study of prairie chickens end 

sharptail grouse. 

The purpose of the fellowship is to resume Schmidt's work at the point 

where it was snatched from his hands, and carry it forward to the point 

where a monograph can be published.
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To this end, the duration of the fellowship should be at least five years. 

The cost per year would be: 

Brewed OF WONG W. ska y's. Vib Wieln's ple tee ameBeOO 
PUGS CHAVOL ORDGROGs 04 ole ii ee ean ee BOO 
Moudipmnent, supplies, OFC... iicaseaeceuenes COQ 
Sinking fund for ultimate monograph.,......._200 
OVAL. + usw elm Wieainlin ciieinds Win igs singh ale wieetpey OOO 

The University is prepared to furnish supervision, office space, clerical 
and stenographic servics, laboratory facilities, and possibly field assistants 
as needed. The fellowship could be administered by the Graduate School through 
the Chair of Game Management, College of Agriculture. 

Facilities for Work 

In preparation for the resumption of Schmidt's work, the Chair of Game 
Management, after wide inquiry for promising timber, has tried out a series 
of men and is prepared to select en extra good one for this project. 

The salvaged portion of Schnidt's notes, photos, files, papers, and 
specimens has been organized for use. 

The cooperation of the following agencies which ow prairie chicken range 
or maintain field forces on such range can be counted upon: 

1. State Conservation Commission 
2. U. &. Biological Survey 
e U. S. Resettlement Administration 

. U. S. Forest Service 

For work affecting diseases, the cooperation of the Biological Survey 
disease laboratory at the University of Minnesota can be counted upon. 

The prairie chicken is a cyclic bird. The University supports a fellow- 
ship on the wild life cycle. ‘The two parallel studies will illuminate each 
other, 

For the identification of difficult crop contents the Food Habits 

Division of the Biological Survey at Washington would continue the cooperation 
already extended to Schmidt, The bird banding division would also continue 

to furnish bands and banding records. 

The University offers consulting facilities in almost any kind of 
question which might arise in the course of the worl, 

Another prairie chicken investigation is under way at the Davison Ranch 

in Oklahoma. This, however, deals with the small southwestern species on a 
range mich different from ours. the two projects do not duplicate, but they 

can probably learn much from each other by periodic conferences.
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Plan of Work 

The proposed research is to be focused on the accumulation of facts 
applicable to conservation. 

In such an investigation, it is seldom possible to see more than a year 
ahead. The strategy for any one year is largely based upon the new leads 
of the preceding year. Hence the new work planned for the immediate future 
must rest upon Schmidt's latest findings, 

Banding. At the time of his death, he was trying to learn more about 
migratory movements by banding. With the cooperation of the Upper Mississippi 
Refuge, he had trapped and banded some of the prairie chickens which winter 
there, but whose summer range is unlmown. This should be continued until the 
source of the Mississippi winter flight is definitely located. 

A similar flight occurs along Lake Michigan. Its limits and extent should 
be determined, 

The flights in central Wisconsin had been quite well wnravelled by Schmidt. 

Sex Ratio end Breeding Habits. Schmidt suspected that some of the rem- 
nants in southern Wisconsin failed to increase because they are all males. 
Meanwhile a demonstration area has been developed at Faville Grove, Jefferson 
County, where this question can be studied in cooperation with the student in 
charge. 

The assumption that a given group of males always booms at the same 
booming ground is now open to question. This should be checked. If not true, 
it might considerably aiter the technique for arranging nesting cover, 

Roost Cover. Schmidt had discovered that in winter, chickens are very 
particular about roosts, ‘They seem to insist on one of three or four kinds 
of marsh growths. This lead should be tested by actually developing such cover 
on "weak" ranges, to see if the population may thereby be built up, 

Foods. The broad outlines of food habits had been pretty well worked out 
by Schmidt. Much detailed testing work, however, remains to be done, For 

example: the exact palatability and sustenance value of buds under various 
temperature conditions is not sufficiently known, but could be tested on 
captive stock, 

Schmidt believed that certain foods of known value, such as false climbing 
buckwheat, ought to be greatly increased by treating the soil. This can be 
tested. It might prove superior to grain food patches, especially where the 
frost risk is heavy, as in the central counties. 

The Kill. The effects of shooting have never been studied except on a 
small scale. Schmidt suspected that the effect on sex and age composition 
of the population might be more important than the numerical effect alone. 
With the central Wisconsin game area about to be put under administration, a 
large-scale study of shooting effects should become possible.
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Several hundred birds banded by Schmidt are now at large. Any recovery 
of bands during the next open season would have special value, because such 
birds will have survived the low of the cycle. 

Minnesota and Michigan pursue shooting policies quite different from 
those of Wisconsin. A comparative study of the effects would be valuable. 

The foregoing are merely samples of the kind of work proposed. 

Information concerning the proposed study can be obtained from 

Aldo Leopold, Professor of Game Management, College of Agriculture, Madison, 

Wisconsin. 

kK 

This proposal is sponsored by the KUMLIEN ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB, of which 

Franklin Schmidt was a charter member, 

May 12, 1936,



Copy in Accident File 
s Prairie Chicken File 

Iowa Conservation Department News Release, October 8, 1936. 

In a lecture delivered in 1932 by C. W. Hargens, M. D., of Hot Springs, South 

Dakota, conservation was the subject. Dr. Hargens, who was then 64 years of age, ~ 

reminisces on "what used to be" in the éarly days of hunting, His experiences 
were very interesting indeed and a copy of his address is printed here, that ae 

others may know of the methods of hunting in those day, 

Dr. Hargen said: Before entering into a serious discussion of some ot the 

phases of conservation, as we see it, a little personal reminiscence that will +. 
establish our claim to being a 'sportsman' may not be out of order. We were 
‘brought up' on a farm in the Missouri River Valley, 22 miles north of Council ~ 
Bluffs and 75 miles south of Sioux City, Iowa. 

"We attended schoo in Missouri Valley, Iowa, walking one and one-half miles to 4 

town, along the track of the old Sioux City and Pacific Railroad, now a part of 

the Northwestern Railway. In those days--we now are sixty-four years old (1932)-- 
in the spring and fall we could pick up along the railroad right-of-way, all the 
prairie chickens our family could consume, These birds in their flight, about 
the height of a telegraph pole, had been killed by impact with the telegraph wires. 
I have seen the hand-car of a section crew that operated six miles out of town, 

com in of an evening with all the chickens, killed in the above way, that the ‘ 

crew required for meat,, I have seen ducks and geese so numerous in the spring of 

the year, that they looked like a cloud, and cast a shadow on a bright morning, i 

literally millions of them. My father bought me my first shot gun at the age of 
nine, not for the purpose of sport or getting family meat, but with good dog Shep, 
to keep the Canada geese from utterly destroying Dad's wheat fields by pulling up 
the newly sprouted gzain, Many a time have I shed tears as the result of this 
irksome WORK, and the apparent futility of chasing the flacks from one part of the 
field to the other. When we wanted meat, we simply took old bossy by the tail, 

and using her as a blind, steered her up to a flock and within 20 or 30 yards 

proceeded to mow them down, Jater my brother used to shoot for meat ‘and our \ 
punishment was being compelled to clean the birds. le we did not want to ® this 
we fed them to the hogs. Wild game was the word in those days. All ‘kinds of game 
filled the markets at ridiculously low prices, My brother marketed jacknipe 
for $2.50 a dozen to the Pullman dining cars passing through Missouri Valley, As 

to shooting, there was no limit of season on anything in those early days. Now at 

the age of 64, it is a shock to see the decimation produced in the intervening peril,"
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Fish & Game Park Falle, Wiseonsin 

‘ Chequanegon February io, 1937 
Upland dene « Grouse 

| MEMORANDUM YOR THR FORREST SUPERVISOR: 

j om Tuesday morning, February 9, I checked on the condition 
/ of the Camp Nine food pateh, north of County G on the Flambeau, 

+ was a cold day, with bright sum on snow. The temperature 
wes 2150 shen I started out but mumed up eonstderably tomrd now, 
There was a strong wind. The snow was inehes deep on the level 
and up to four feet in drifts. 

In about 2@ miles I saw three sete of snowshoe rabbit tracks 
and four sets of groumtracks, fhe grouse tracks were within one 
hundred yards of the food patehe At the food patch the snow ms a 
network of tracke. Grouse tracks wore abundant and there were also 
emaller tracks, possibly chickadees or snow buntingse No birds were 
seene 

The hemp and sunflower stalke wore sticking well above the 
snow, Some of the buckwheat and corn was ales above the anow. The 
birds were feeding heavily on the hemp and buckwheat. All the hemp 

ii heeds that 1 emmined were well filled. Only about one-third of 
Wt the buckwheat grain remained on the stalka#e Two email corn shocks 

were put up last fall, Grouse had used these shocks for shelter, 
but had not opened anys Ears of corn persisting on the stalks above 
the snow vere not huskede 

In the vieinity of the food patch, grouse wore feeding on 
“+--+ | goldenred. They were budding on low aspen brush where 
they could reach the buds from the snows ‘The crust on the snow was 
eufficient te hold the birds but was so thin that I sank at least 
ene foot on snorshogse 

Although Schmidt (Wilson Bulletin-September 1936) says that 
in ig not neceasary for sharptaile in winter, the heavy use of 

the Camp Hine food pateh indioates that vhey will take grain when 
availoble. There were very few tracks in open (since the 
eae mata 1937) but tracks were numerous on the food 

pateh, The dense black spruce cover may account for the 
a oe Thig food patch has been 
uged by grouse since late summers 

We Ae BLELNS 
eet Flambeau (2) Wildlife Assistant 

8 —- 
WARICK



Library of 
a Prairie 

Eildo Leopold Chicken 
Illinois Conservation folder 

Mid-Winter, 1937 culture, it is not generally known that a decided in- 

if crease took place during the early agricultural de- 

f A R E C i | C K E N velopment of the prairies, chiefly as the result of an 

if A P R | | increased grain supply. In the Report on a Game 

f Survey of the North Central States (1931), by Aldo 

M ANAG EM ENT PRO GRAM Leopold, evidence is presented to show that chickens 

probably reached their peak of abundance in central 

f Illinois about 1860 and declined thereafter. An early 

¢ ¢ writer is quoted, who states that “. . . in Illinois as 

or Mois late as 1836 a hunter was extremely lucky if he could 

| bag a dozen in a day. Some years later, with much 

less effort, one could have shot 50 in a day, and there 

BYo Rese VEATNER are records of 100 to a single gun.” 

Hy —ilinois State Natural History Survey Breaking of more and more of the prairie sod for 
grain crops continued to increase the food supply, 

* but gradually destroyed the native cover areas and 

A characteristic and abundant game bird of the nesting places. Proper combinations of cover areas, 

Illinois prairies within the memory of older sports- nesting | grounds, and feeding grounds in fairly close 
men, was the prairie chicken or pinnated grouse. proximity to each other are essential to the success 

From about 1900 until 1930 its shooting was re- of the prairie chicken. These are rarely found in 
stricted by small bags and short seasons. Since that proper proportion in intensively cultivated regions. 

time it has been protected. At present it is showing In addition to loss of cover areas by plowing, ex- 
sufficient ability to hold its own or increase in its termination was hastened in central Illinois by other 

remaining range to make it worthy of a united effort factors such as market hunting, grazing, grass fires 

to restore it in all suitable places over the State. and probably poultry diseases. 

Formerly distributed throughout the grasslands of To obtain the knowledge needed for the manage- 
the State, the prairie chicken is now restricted chiefly ment of prairie chickens in Illinois, the State Natural 

to the poorer prairie sections of the south-central History Survey began an investigation of prairie 

counties and to some of the more extensive sandy and chicken requirements on a 2,540-acre study area of 

marshy areas of the northern part of the State. mixed prairie and woodland in Jasper County, south- 

: Scattered colonies remain in several of the black soil eastern Illinois. This has been carried on since the 

prairie counties of the central part of the State, but summer of 1935. 

in most cases these appear to be gradually disap- The predominating soils in this region are gray silt 

pearing. loams underlaid by a tight clay. Because of lack 

! Although the decline of the prairie chicken is com- of proper drainage or low fertility, portions of this 

monly associated with the advent of intensive agri- area are submarginal. In 1935 nearly one-fourth of 
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the land in the vicinity of the study area was not nesting places. In order of decreasing importance 
under cultivation. The area lies in an extensive sec- the three chief kinds of nesting places in this region 
tion where red-top grass is grown for seed. Other are: (1) idle fields, (2) low ditch banks covered with 
crops include corn, small grains and soybeans. The low, somewhat sparse growth of brambles, (3) edges 
gray soil prairie of these south-central counties ranks of hayfields close to brush or herbaceous plants. 
with the best game land of the State, chiefly because There is a tendency to concentrate nests in the best 
of the presence of considerable brushy cover and the nesting cover, usually the uncultivated fields. 
presence of idle lands in many parts. The prairie In Wisconsin, Franklin Schmidt observed several chicken population on the study area has averaged years ago that nesting sites and roost cover were im- between 40 and 50 birds per square mile in late portant factors in determining summer range of summer. prairie chickens. Likewise in Illinois the present dis- The prairie chicken study includes many lines of tribution of breeding birds appears to be closely asso- investigation, including life history, food studies, ciated with the presence of suitable cover and nesting mortality factors, and movements, and considerable areas. 

progress has already been made. It is obviously Under ideal management conditions, areas that necessary, however , to obtain much field information serve as nesting grounds should be left out of cultiva- before conclusions can be drawn as to best manage- tion for several years to allow full development of ment practices. Nevertheless, certain tentative con- nesting cover, inasmuch as the best nesting areas are 
clusions may be made from the material already at fields that have a scattered growth of dewberries or hand. 

other low vines. 
Cover. The red-top fields of this region are cut Diseases and Parasites. As a result of studies of late in summer for seed, and from the time of hatch- mortality in the flocks of young during the summer ing in May or early June to midsummer they furnish months, it became evident that numbers of young cover and feeding places for the broods of young. succumbed to diseases or parasites before reaching Numerous osage hedges furnish protection for young maturity. This was especially evident in the summer birds and provide shade and partial concealment for of 1936 when several young in various stages of de- birds of all ages. Untilled fields are habitually used composition were found in the field and unthrifty- 

as cover and roosting places throughout the year. looking birds were seen in the flocks. A limited num- Increases in agricultural activity usually have an ber of young were collected for disease and food 
effect on available cover areas and hence quickly re- studies. The majority of these were found to be duce populations. For example, during the World rather heavily parasitized, and certain other evidence War period of agricultural expansion, the birds de- of pathological conditions was found. A special 
clined in numbers throughout their range in Illinois; study of diseases and parasites is now in progress. 
fifteen years later, during the recent depression, they In this connection the question of transmission of extended their range noticeably. poultry diseases to prairie chickens is under consid- 

Food. Available winter food in the fields includ- eration. It is possible that the presence of poultry 
ing corn and weed seeds was sufficient to bring the on prairie chicken breeding grounds limits the num- 
prairie chickens of Jasper County through the severe ber of game birds an area will support. 
winter of 1935-36 without heavy losses and without Management. The relationship of diseases and 
forcing migration. parasites to possible cyclic behavior of prairie 

Nesting Sites. Contrary to prevailing ideas, the in- chickens in this region, and to weather, are also re- 
teriors of red-top fields are not used extensively as ceiving consideration. It is of interest that heavier 
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Pays toe DP ar tee X a Seen a “4 , 
Sp Mi g > : we AU 3! extension or loss of range in various parts of the 

A jt ~ Ret State, with approximate dates, is also desired. 

oy vA ae” pa <i Sanctuaries. One or more public-owned sanc- 
Tal Vip | ‘ aa a Mp 1 iin tuaries for prairie chickens in their Illinois range are 

Ut / meee es Se ai ae desirable for two reasons: First, to guard against 

hae (i *€& oT any possible drastic reduction of range in periods of agri- 
Puks oo . ean fr cultural expansion, such as during war when high 

hee 2 Cre XM ee) grain prices lead to cultivation of all available areas. 
eA ee sald q weit aa a Me Second, to act as study or check areas for prairie 

A, aaa — Af Ogee 7 ix se chickens in an extensive region where little or no 
oman yd y 2 we agriculture is carried on. 
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a eae Construction of A Self-Feeding 
. CI ce A Lege CSO TAL s 4 

. FE RE NOS, AT Hopper For Wildlife 
~ A ee she) oe pes 
ENA D A Sor Shee oP ¢ le 3 
iF sb y, ie 5 SP = wee In building this low cost winter feeding hopper 
Ng ek h) ao p Apa a” “ for game the following list of materials will be 

Pe A mM, Pes s ad needed: 1 nail keg, 1 1” board 12” x 12”, 1 piece 
On “ ? Nii eh 2” x 4” x 9”, 1 piece tin, 6 or 8 six penny nails, and 

4.4 ay Pea. : 1 rivet. 
ee Ss 3 rs Bore five or six 34” holes around the side of the 
& AU SSE cont a i nail keg 1” from the metal band around the bottom 

Photo by Stata Natural History Survey of the keg. These should be spaced at equal distance 
PRAIRIE CHICKEN’S NEST *& from each other. The tin is cut from any scrap tin. 

A circle piece 187%” in diameter, cut in equal parts, 
will make two cones which will fit the keg. A brad 
is riveted into two holes near the bottom or large 

losses of young occurred during the extremely dry end of Pe eo ner make Ae conform to shape. This 

summer of 1936 than during the wet summer of 1935. cone Ns then placed, point up, an the bottom of the 

The question may then be raised of the relationship keg. ee oe 2 ta from the holes ones 
| of development of diseases or parasites to periods of eee ‘ ae Te FE oe ee Pa ees A 

drought. These and many other questions await the peor 2 : eS eg. e top is made from a boar 
securing of more data. ox 12 xy with the four corners cut off. This 

ae F . a board is then nailed to the 2” x 4” which has been 
Management of prairie chickens in Illinois for cut to exactly fit the interior measurements of the 

recreation or cash seems best adapted to the less keg. The winter food hopper is now complete and 
fertile prairie or sandy sections of the State, where ready for operation. 
part of the land is, or can be, withheld from cultiva- 

tion; since maintenance of well-distributed cover and Harry E. GEARHART, JR., Biologist. 

nesting areas is the keynote of management, land 
managed primarily for prairie chickens, but which 
possesses hedges or brushy cover and where winter 
feeding would be practiced when necessary, could 

. yield in addition to a sustained annual crop of 
chickens, a supplementary crop of quails, rabbits, 

and furbearers. Since such a management program 
involves expense, it goes without saying that land- 
owners would need to be compensated for time and yale ae one 
money spent. Inasmuch as prairie chicken manage- around the bottom. 

ment does not seem feasible on areas less than 2,000 A. tin cone bent from a 

acres, farmers’ organizations or farmer-sportsmen co- \ Bee eerie Goes 
operatives would probably be the best available 7. tom to keep grain at feed 
means of handling such a project. Jin hole’ 

Present Range. The State Natural History Survey if ys 
is endeavoring to obtain information on the present 
range of prairie chickens in Illinois. Readers are in- she inter ~ 

vited to inform the Illinois State Natural History aS 
Survey, Urbana, Illinois, if prairie chickens are pres- MQ: or = 9 

ent in their locality. Information on recent or past —— 

1d
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or grain so placed should be inspected at regular in- last of January to have enough for two or three. 
tervals to be certain that the grain is available. We intend to have some basket ball games this 

It is necessary to have grit in all feeding rations winter, so that we may raise money for them. 
and all feeders are cautioned not to forget one pound 

of grit to ten pounds of feed. MONTGOMERY COUNTY SPORTSMEN’S 
Feeders should also keep in mind the fact that all CLUB— 

wildlife has many enemies such as cats, foxes, etc., 

and all feeding shelters should be provided with an Soe e eee eta oats 
exit at the rear so that birds can escape from their I wish to report to the Department that while ( \\ a 

enemies if attacked on the feeding ground. hunting west of Hillsboro I got up three prairie \ 
The cooperation of school children on farms will chickens, a cock and two hens. Am informing you ae 

mean much in the saving of wildlife through the most of this because these are the first prairie chickens UWA 
trying period of the year which is during the months I have ever seen in this county. we 
of December and January and many times in Febru- Also wish to advise that quail seem to be plentiful. 
ary. The development of quail, pheasants, and other 

bird life is very necessary in order to secure protec- MORGAN COUNTY SPORTSMEN’S CLUB— 

tion from crop destruction by grasshoppers such as ALEXANDER CHAPTER 
that just experienced this year. 

At the annual meeting of the Alexander Chapter 

McLEAN COUNTY SPORTSMEN’S CLUB— ee the Morgan County Sportsmen’s Club, K. V. 

eerup was re-elected President; Lester R. Gray, 
BUGIS (Cleve RUE) Vice-President; and W. G. Parmele was re-elected 

I am writing you concerning Club activities at Secretary- Treasurer. 
McLean, Illinois, and am sorry that you have not The ladies of the Catholic Church cooked and 
heard from this Club more often, as Mr. Longworth served a very delightful dinner which was enjoyed 
who was Club Secretary, has moved away and has by about sixty interested sportsmen. Music was fur- 

been active in his job. I have been elected to finish nished by the McLain Family of Franklin, and how 
out the year for Mr. Longworth and will try and these boys can furnish music. 
keep you posted from time to time concerning the After dinner, a very instructive and interesting talk 
doings of our Sportsmen’s Club here at McLean, IIli- was made by Mr. Clyde Taylor, acting forester of 

nois. the Jacksonville CCC Camp, who is exceptionally 
We hatched 107 nheasants thie lact vear and well informed on matters concernine reforestation in
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wud nae] wn dean 
away in the city this week, and our descendants will again two. They were all shot within about four 
suffer severely for this wanton waste. We unfortu- minutes, the magazine being refilled once only. 
nately have as yet no ordinance in Missouri against Ne Oa Je 

spring shooting, but there is a clearly cut law in x oe Oe O* 
Illinois against the use of swivel guns and night- 
shooting, and it is simply scandalous that the au- Galesburg, Ill., August 26.—Lewis Duncan, of Gil- 
thorities of East St. Louis and Canteen Lake do not son, a town near here, was recently fined $5.00 and 

put a stop to these practices. For every duck killed costs—$13.00 in all—for shooting prairie chickens out 
by a swivel gun two are crippled, and as, for instance, of season. Our club offers $10.00 reward for all vio- 
one man brought 400 in from Canteen (Madison lations of the game laws in Knox County. There 
County, Illinois), as the result of one day’s slaughter were hundreds of prairie chickens killed as early as 
last week, it is easy to guess what the total waste August 1 in this county. The birds were very plenti- 

amounts to.” ful here; as high as three coveys were found in a 
tear tye forty-acre oat stubble. It is estimated that over 

1,000 were killed in this county on August 15. 
PROTECTION OF GAME IN CHICAGO AS BriGs 

Curcaco, IL. ee 

Editor American Field:—The Game Warden ap- THEY WILL NOT USE QUAILS 

pointed last winter by our Legislature for Chicago, ‘ 

has made game very scarce along Water Street. A letter from the vice-president of the Lafayette 
Last year at this time and into March venison, (Ind.) Gun Club denies the report that quails will 

prairie chickens, pheasants and quails were to be seen be used in their tournament on October 20, 21 and 22. 
in great quantities all over the city in groceries and 
meat shops. In a conversation a few days since 

ith a commission merchant he said that there were Bee Ne 
a few firms,who were still slyly filling orders for 
game. It is not, however, reasonable to suppose that Girarp, ILv., October 22. 
this illegal and shameful traffic can be suppressed at ; ; a 
once; but there has been a good beginning made, We are having royal sport now shooting squirrels, 
and if all the parties who know, or have reason to as they are very plentiful here; but quails are scarce. 

believe, that their neighbors are violating the law SLowsHorT. 
will report the same to Mr. C. M. Hardy (the war- Belge ie 
den) we shall soon put a stop to this business. 

It is evident from all past experiences that laws 
will not be enforced unless it is clear and explicit A DAY ON THE MARSHES 
who is to do it. The Game Warden is an officer 
needed in every state to look after all persons who Cuicaco, Int. 
disregard the statutes made for the protection of Editor American Field:—One day last autumn, 
game. It is sincerely to be hoped that legislatures having arranged to go duck hunting, I took the train 
in session this winter will follow the example of our to a quiet little suburban village south of this city, 
own State in this matter, and pass such law as we eee 

have, unless they can devise one more stringent and From nine o’clock on we walked through the tall 
effective. r marsh grass, getting up ducks once in awhile, and 

The awful waste of game is unknown to all but making more misses than hits; * * * 
a very few persons. There is no doubt that more Jack snipes and rails were fairly plentiful, but the 
than 30,000 pieces of game were spoiled here in Chi- former were hard for novices to shoot; we got only 

cago alone from August 15, 1885, to January 1, 1886. eight birds out of about eighteen shots. Rails are 

Piles of ducks and other birds were lying in front easily killed, and we got fifteen without a miss. Old 

of stores day after day on Water Street all last fall hunters would easily have tripled our scores, but we 
and all were worthless, while ducks keep coming now enjoyed ourselves immensely. We got home about 

every day from far off Southern points. * * * one o’clock, having twelve ducks, fifteen rails, seven 
jack snipes and ten plovers. 

tee Sameer eg erke Gaby: ° 

St. Louis, Mo., December 26.—Mr. Gwynne Price yee ie to, 
of this place bagged eleven jack snipes a few days 
since near the race track, using a small, twenty-six- We are indebted to Dr. David H. Thompson of the 

inch barrel Spencer repeating shotgun, belonging to Illinois Natural History-SurveyTor the Totegoing 
Miss Annie Oakley of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West. contribution, one of a series on “When Conservation 
There were only eleven birds on the place; four rose was Young.” The items have been extracted by him 
together and were all killed; then two; then three and from issues of Field and Stream, printed in 1886. 
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NAME: Ae tee oun? 

PINNATED GROUSE he 

Book No. 2 : 

Observation No, 90 : 
Date: February 17, 1937 

Location: Juneau Co. TI18N-R3E. 
Time: 8:00 AM 
Weather: No wind. Cloudy. Temp. 15° 
Remarks: 

15 pinnated grouse were sighted flying south over the Village of 

Necedah. They were flying at an elevation of about 400 to 500 
feet. They flew straight south for at least 3 to 4 miles and 
were still at same elevation when passing out of sight. This 

looks very much like a migration flight as they do not usually 

fly as high or as far when in regular flight. Another noticeable 
feature of the flight was that the birds did not seem to change 
their flight formation all the time they were in view. The flight 

had two birds at the head, followed by five, then six, and then 

two. This is the first time I have noticed a flight of birds 

y where the birds did not change formation in flight.



NAME:: J. ROY GOODLAD 
ills ne 

PINNATED GROUSE gu 

we Book No. 2. : 
Observation No. 86 
Date: February 26, 1937 

Location: Juneau County T20N R2E. Sec. 27 

Time: 1:45 PM 

Weather: Cloudy. Mild. 

Remarks: 

Ared tail hawk was seen eating a pinnate along side of Co. 

T.H. "F",. just north of the road about 100' and along the 

east ditch bank where there was fairly good cover of popple 

and birch. We flushed the male hawk and 1 gathered the crop 

contents. The female hawk was near by in a large popple ; 

and had practically half of the bird. It was interesting 

to note the following: 

(a) Impetus of blow from red-tail hawk had driven the 

chicken about 8" into the snow. 

(b) The hawk was able to get the chicken in fairly good : 

cover, having 4 space about 4' square to strike in. 

(c) Breast bone and tibia were sheared off as clean as 
a horned owl shear. 

(d) The day was cloudy thus no shadow from predators 
(avian). The kill was not over 3 or 4 minutes old. 

This is not the first time I have seen red tails kill game 

birds. 
Crop contents of kill (pinnate) were as follows: 

(1) Blueberry (Vaccinium pennsylvanicum) bud tips and 
stems; 100 in number and 62 grains in weight. 

(2) White birch (Paprifera) buds 59 in number and 60 

grains in weight. 
(3) White birch (betula Alba) catkins (staminate) 288 

in number and 880 grains inweight. 
(4) Immature Jack Pine (Banksiana) cones averaging about 

37a" long. 56 in number and 129 grains in weight were 

present. I think the cone is the pistillate, for 

Mr. Running, our forester, was quite positive that it was. 

The last part of this observation is very valuable information and is one 
that I have been searching for ever since I have been doing field work here. 
It refutes the theory that the birds (when picking around in Jack pines) 
were a bit nervous and were not actually eating. I have watched them for 
hours via the field glass and was of the opinion that eating was in progress, 
now 1 am positive. 

The total contents weighed 1131 grains or 2.36 ounzes.
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Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service C ir 
Activity Report, February 1937 ¥ y 

PROJECT NO. 398 The Texas Prairie Chicken 

Month: February, 1937 

Author: V. W. Lehmann 

Lehmann spent February 22 and 23 with State Game Warden 

T. T. Waddell in the Colorado County Attwater prairie chicken terri- 
tory and among the records accumulated were the following: 

(1) A thorough census of approximately 3,500 acres of 

land in the northeastern part of Colorado County revealed 109 to 118 
prairie chickens (9 possible repeats). This population of about 1 

|[oira per 32.1 acres is the heaviest known concentration of Attwater 
chickens in the State, The observers estimated that approximately 

ae ll 75 percent of the chickens which they found were males. 

7 (2) Prairie chickens were heard drumming on February 

22 and, although residents reported having heard a few calls as 

early as February 12, it is evident that the mating season is just now 
getting underway. The booming notes that were heard on February 22 

were short and lacked the deep, mellow, resonance of mid-season calls. 

The booming was intermittent, not continuous or nearly continuous, as 

it will be when the mating season is more advanced. A few males were 

observed to approach each other in a defiant mood, but no uctual com- 

bats were seen. Also, the chickens were much wilder than they were 

found to be in May, 1934. 

(3) The morning of February 22 was clear end cold; a 

heavy frost was on the ground. Booming began at 7:15 A.M. after much 
of the frost had been dispersed by the sun, and the last cells were 

heard at 7:40 A.M. The morning of February 23 was cloudy and warm; 

there was no moisture on the grsss. Booming began at 6:45 A.M. on 

February 23 and ended at 7:45 A.M. No drumming was heard in the after-~ 

noon. Persistent males are known to drum in the afternoon when the 
mating season is more advanced. 

(4) It was evident that winter flocking was not concluded 

on February 22, for a group of 24 chickens (mixed sexes) was flushed 

at 7:45 A.M. at a distance from drumming birds and apparently taking i 

little interest in the ritual, 

(5) At the end of the booming period (about 8 A.M.) it 
is common for flocks to rise from the drumming grounds and fly to 

favorite feeding areas, Flocks have been observed to fly distances 

of over 1 mile to margins of corn and cotton fields, rice stubble 
and other parts of the tall grass pastures.
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(6) As the morning advances, it is increasingly diffi- 
cult to approach drumming chickens. 

(7) The booming grounds in the Eagle Lake territory are 
short grass "hard pan" flats or recent burns surrounded by heavy tall 
grass. The drumming areas are usually from A acre to 10 acres in size. 

(8) The arrangement of sexes on the booming grounds is 

in this manner: Males in the open near the center of the area; females 

near the edges or in the heavy cover adjoining. 

(9) Attwater chickens have not been observed using mounds 

or knolls as drumming sites; flats seem to be distinctly preferred, 

(10) Our present data from the northeastern part of 
Colorado County suggests a seasonal migration of chickens from the 
sand hills bordering the Bernard River to the flat open country to 

the south for spring mating and nesting and 4 goturn to the sand hills 

for residence during summer, fall and winter. 

(11) A migration of this sort would appear to be partially 

explainable on the basis of cover preferences. Chickens are known to 

favor the flat open prairie with its numerous short grass "hard pan" 

flats for mating and nesting while the sand mounds with their accompanying 

flora of perennial ragweed, doveweed, partridge pea and dog fennel 

provide excellent feeding and loafing grounds for broods and old birds. q 

Water may also be an important factor governing such movement, for 

the shallow ponds which form on the hard pan flats during the rainy 
season are normally dry by June 30, while surface water is usually 
available in the sand hill ponds throughout the year. 

(12) Management practices developed in the course of 

periodic investigations during the past year are already being put 

into effect by some progressive ranchmen who sre working in close 

cooperation with State Game Warden T. T. Wadell. For example, all 
pasture burning in the Eagle Lake chicken territory has been carried 
out prior to the nesting season and the usual heavy annual nest loss 

due to late fires hus apparently been obviated. On several pastures 

burning has been supervised by Waddell and at least 30 percent of 
each tract has been left unburned. The February survey indicates 

thot prairie chickens in Colorado County will not be handicapped by 

a shortage of nesting cover in 1937. 

(13) Most of the owners of good chicken range in Colorado 
and Wharton Counties have entered into an informal agreement with larden 

T, T. Waddell to limit hunting and thereby attempt to save the Attwater 
prairie chickens in that section. Lehmann has received the assurance of 

several of the most influential of these men that a formal, permanent 
organization pledged to save the Attwater chicken is desirable, Plans 

are going forward to organize owners of inhabited prairie chicken range 

in Austin, Wharton and Colorado Counties along lines suggested by the Ex- 

tension Service of Texas A.& M. College and it is likely that this work 
will be completed within the next few months.
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THE DANCE OF THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN 

BY JOHN S. MAIN 

We awoke at five o’clock, dressed hurriedly and started out at 

once for the blind. The sky was cloudy, the wind fresh and chilling. 
Keeping to the main road for a short distance, we presently turned off 

and followed a lane, flushing a pair of Hungarian Partridges by the 

wayside. At the end of the lane, we left the car and headed north, 

our path lined by a row of venerable willows. Open country stretched 

before us as far as the eye could see, and also toward the east, where 

the land lay low and flat to the river, a mile away.* 

From a distance we could hear the mellow whistle of an Upland 

Plover, and from overhead the winnowing of a snipe. A pair of 

Short-eared Owls were sweeping the fields with their singularly rapid 
wing-beats, while from lagoons toward the river we could see ducks 
rising—Mallards, Teal, Baldpates, Pintails, and Shovellers. It was 

easy to understand why this was once a favorite resort of the Indian 

tribes, and of the mysterious people who built the pre-historic village 

of Aztalan, a few miles down the river. 

As soon as we emerged on the prairie we could make out with 
our glasses the blind, and near it some cocks, whose booming we had 
been hearing, but so wet was the intervening ground from recent 

rains that much wading was required before we could reach the rela- 

tively dry area surrounding our observation post. Long before we 

arrived the birds had flown off, so that it was a matter of awaiting 
their return, sitting on a bench in the blind and watching through 

loop-holes left for the purpose. We could hear booms in the distance 
and were fearful lest our birds had chosen some other spot, but before 

long they began coming back, one at a time, stalking warily through 

the grass, pausing every few steps to look around and size things up. 

They kept on coming, however, until finally they were again in front 
of the blind, the nearest scarcely twenty feet away. When all were 

accounted for, there proved to be eleven of them, all cocks—this, ac- 

cording to our host, being the number that has commonly been present 
during the month or more since his observations began. 

The so-called booming ground comprised a space some twenty-five 

yards in diameter and differed from the surrounding marsh only in 
the absence of the tall, dried stems of the prairie-dock, with which the 

latter was sparsely covered, and in the fact that the shorter and thicker 

*The date was April 24, 1936; the place, Favill’s Grove, near Lake Mills, 
Wisconsin; the host, Mr. Arthur Hawkins.
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blue-joint had been well flattened down. Beneath this grass the ground 

was quite soft, differing in this respect from the locations usually 
chosen for these assemblies. 

As each cock appeared on the scene he at once began his exhi- 
bition. He lowered his head, puffed out his feathers, and raised his 
tail to show its white under-coverts, the wings being held down, stiff 
and straight, so as to scrape the ground. He distended the hidden 
sacs on the sides of his neck until they were the size and color of 

oranges. He stamped the ground like a maddened bull. He made sud- 

den rushes at a real or imaginary opponent. He gave sudden, upward 

leaps, often making complete revolutions in mid-air. When not other- 

wise engaged, he contented himself with walking slowly about with all 

the dignity of a turkey gobbler. There were two cocks off by them- 

selves at either end of the line, out on the wings of the stage, and it 

was interesting to observe that they went through the same réles as 

the others, each with complete absorption in his own performance. 

One of these took first prize as a high jumper, clearing the bar at a 
good four feet. During all this time every one of the cocks was giving 

vent to a varied assortment of booms, toots, calls, and cackles, which, 

combined with similar outbursts from all the others, produced an in- 

describable medley of sound. 

Encounters were frequent. Every now and then one cock made 

a rush at another, whereupon the two stood face to face, each ap- 

parently trying to stare the other out of countenance. In this, one 
would eventually succeed and his opponent would turn and move 

slowly. off, crestfallen. Often one or both would assume a crouching 

attitude, as though each thought to gain an advantage in this manner, 

like opposing tacklers in a line of scrimmage. On only a few occa- 

sions did they actually come to blows, at which times they flew at each 

other and came together with a resounding clash of wings. In the 

other cases it seemed largely a game of bluff. In fact, it was, at any 
time, difficult to tell whether the combatants were in earnest or were 
merely play-acting. 

On two or three occasions a cock from outside, possibly the same | 

one each time, tried to join the party, but each time was promptly | 
attacked and driven off by the others. Who was he? Was he a 

former member of the inner circle who ee been expelled for some 
cause, or was he an outsider seeking admission? If the latter, we can 
but wonder how and when the roll was completed and the doors 

closed to new arrivals.
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After we had watched for some fifteen minutes, we saw that a 

hen had arrived, and had become the center of interest for several of 

the cocks. These cocks did not show any inclination to fight, being 
apparently content with showing off. Their efforts were not notice- 
ably different from what they had been or from those of the other 
cocks, who went on just as before, each intent on his own affairs and 

wholly unmindful of the lady’s presence. She, meanwhile, seemed 

equally indifferent to the attentions of her suitors. She remained 

motionless most of the time and apparently took no notice of them 

whatever. Experience may have taught her that this is by no means 

an ineffective way of attracting admirers, but at any rate none of the 

males was given preference and no mating took place. 

An interesting question arises as to the presence of this hen. Our 
host states that out of a dozen mornings spent in the blind this spring, 
he saw hens on the booming grounds only twice—one at the time 

mentioned above, and two at a later date. This is in accord with the 

testimony of other observers, many of whom have never seen a hen 
present, while few appear to have seen more than one at a time, and 

these usually at long intervals. What does this mean? Why was the 

hen there? Was it for the purpose of mating? Being unsuccessful 
this time, would she come again? Had she been successful might she 

have come again? Is a single mating sufficient to fertilize a clutch of 
eggs? Does mating usually take place on or off the booming ground? 

Intriguing as these questions may be, it is the behavior of the 

cocks themselves that excites our curiosity most; and this brings us 

to inquire the meaning of the whole performance. It should be, one 

would suppose, a fascinating employment for an ornithologist. Though 

many observers have described the scene, not one has yet offered an 

interpretation that is wholly satisfactory, nor has any one made any 

serious attempt in that direction. It has usually been thought suffi- 

cient to define it as a courtship ceremony attended by nuptial displays 

and more or less fighting between rival males—a description which 

could be applied just as well to the courtings of countless other 
species, from bluebirds to penguins. Another authority has stated 

that these exhibitions are merely an outlet for the surplus physical 

energy incident to the mating season, but he does not explain why such 

single-handed performances as the drumming of the Ruffed Grouse or 
the thrilling head-dives of the male Marsh Hawk do not come in the 
same category. We would all probably agree that the mating instinct 

is the actuating force behind our little drama, but the question as to 

why it expresses itself in this singular form is still unanswered.
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Let us take the fighting, for example. Many of the older writers 

such as Audubon, Nuttall, and Brewer believed that this was the pri- 

mary purpose of the gathering. According to Audubon’s lively de- 

scription, the males “to the number of a score or so, before the first 

glimpse of day lightens the horizon, fly swiftly and singly from their 

grassy beds, to challenge and to fight the various rivals led by the 

same impulse to the arena.” (“Birds of America”, Vol. V, p. 96). 

Modern observers, however, generally agree that the fighting plays a 

less important réle and this opinion was well borne out in our own 
case by the fact that no encounters took place until the cocks had been 

for some time on the field. Accounts also differ as to the character 

of the fighting. The battles are sometimes described as extremely 

fierce, with much shedding of blood and feathers, but in our case, at 

least, such fights as took place were hardly worthy of the name. They 

were very brief affrays and though some spirit was shown there was 
never the least sign of injury or exhaustion. Again, most observers 

have assumed that these battles are analogous to those commonly in- 
dulged in by rival males contending for a female—battles in which 

one or the other is decisively whipped and thereby eliminated for all 

time as a contender. In the case of the prairie cocks, however, there 

is an important difference in that there are usually no females present. 
Moreover, this analogy fails to account for the fact that the same com- 

batants return each morning throughout the mating season, and re-enact 

the same scenes as though nothing had happened. 

Finally, there is the rest of the performance, the displays, the 

dancing, and acrobatics. We saw, as already stated, but one hen, and 

while it is possible that there were others concealed in the grass near 

by, it was doubtful if such was the case. If, therefore, we should 

assume that the whole show is staged for the benefit of the hens, we 
must be ready to believe that the actors would continue day after day, 

and week after week, playing to empty seats. Moreover, even though 

the cocks thought that members of the other sex were looking on, we 
would still be in the dark as to what they were trying to accomplish. 

We can not believe that any one of them had in sight any particular 

lady-love whom he was seeking to captivate. Was he, then, going 
through his act on the mere chance that some susceptible female might 
be enticed from her hiding place? If so, he should have borne in 
mind that she would be equally exposed to the solicitations of his 

rivals. Or was he hoping so to charm his imaginary admirer that 
when he had finished his act and left the stage he could make an easy 
conquest? Or are all these antics, as they are called—the puffing out
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of feathers, the stamping, leaping, and rushing, and the threatening 
attitudes—are they only meant to intimidate the other cocks and thus 
better his prospect of victory over them? Similar instances are in- 
numerable; for example, a cat raising its back, a bristling dog, a 

gorilla pounding its chest, the hunting cry of a tiger. 

It may be that we shall never find a satisfactory answer to the 
questions here raised, but if we are to attain any measure of suc- 

cess we should not overlook the really distinguishing feature of the 
performance, which lies in there being not one but several partici- 
pants. It is a communal affair, and if we are to explain the conduct 
of the individuals we must first ask ourselves why they come together. 
Whether there is any end, important to the welfare of the species, 

which is better served by them if acting as a group than if acting 
singly. One thing we know, that there is a contagion in numbers 

whereby emotions are greatly aroused, well shown in the actions of a 
mob, or in the war dances of the Indians. It is also known that the 

physical forces respond to the increase in emotional ardor, so that 

feats of strength are performed which could never be done without 

the emotion. So, in the case of our prairie cocks, we must assume thal 

their passions and vigor are, at such times, inordinately heightened, 
and it does not seem difficult to believe that some relation may exist 
between this condition and the all-important mating. 

Edmund Selous, in his notable book entitled “Bird Watching”, 
makes the suggestion that actions which were at first performed for a 
definite purpose may in time become only a ceremony. To quote his 
words: “In this case we should have a pure antic or display, the rea- 
son for it being unobvious and its origin a mystery.” If anything is 

needed to corroborate this theory we need only cite the yearly flights 

of Golden Plovers by land and sea, which can only be explained as a 
habit that has outlived its original purpose and the environment under 
which it was formed. To say that the dance of the Prairie Chicken 

may be a similar case of survival, though of less ancient origin, may 
be unwarranted; but it would seem, at least, that some student of 

ecology might well make an effort to determine whether it serves any 
useful end; or whether it is only a ceremony, an empty ritual whose 
meaning lies hidden somewhere in the past history of the species. 

Mapison, Wis.
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£ Saw The grounds of the Northern States Amateur Field Trial Association, together with location be u 

House, Grain Patches, and 64 Winter Feed Hoppers with shelter houses over them for winter feed- 

ing of birds. 
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This 20,000 acre bird sanctuary near Solon Springs, Wis., is claimed by prominent sportsmen to be the 

peer of any similar field trial grounds. The courses are over 12 miles in length, starting west from the club 

house, and returning to the club house. The area is protected, no shooting or trapping being permitted at 

any time. 

This has all been possible by aid of the Federal Government, with the co-operation of the Conservation 

Commission of Wisconsin, the Douglas County Board of Supervisors, and the Superior Association of Commerce. 

The terrain itself is sandy in nature, rolling in character, running to low hills and ridges, with occasional 

broad flats, with sharp tailed Grouse, commonly known as Prairie Chicken, on every course, and here and 

there a Pine Forest, Popple Woods, and thick swamps, intermingled with Sweet Fern, with delightful vistas 

from the high places as one follows the dogs. 

The setting is attractive to any ambitious hunting dog and one becomes keenly enthusiastic in this 

picturesque wild life sanctuary. 

We invite you to come to our trials each May and September.
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College Station, Texas 

«ie 

Project No. 396 -II1 - Ecolo ical-Wildlife Relationships: The Effects 

of Soil, Grazing, Burning, Btc. on Wildlife 

Food and cover Plants. 

On November 8 Taylor conferred with Dr. S. R. Warner of the 

Sam Houston State Teachers College, Huntsville, and Dr. Frederic E. 

Clements of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, relative to Dr. 

Warner's plans for the future work on the project in Walker County. 

Project No. 398 - I- The Attweter Prairie Chicken 

Lehmann found thet November coveys ( observed in Colorado | 

County), averaging about 12 birds each, favor weedy areas, scemingly 

ge because of the food available there. An adult male prairie chicken 

NA yer collected in northeastern Coloredo County on November 3 had fed almost 

4 oy . exclusively on the seeds of perennial regweed ( Ambrosia psilostacaya); 

2,00" it weighed 874 grems. 

From 10,000 to 12,000 ducks, mostly Mallards and pintails, 

were noted on 20,000 scres of prairie chicken territory on November 2. 

Less than 1/5 that number was observed iu the same area in 1936.
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Dear Professor Trippensee: 

I can't add anything to Leopold's list of references 
on cover requiements of sage grouse, but here are a few 
more on prairie chicken and sharp-tail. You probably know 
most of them, but here they are -- 
ae apes Lehmann, V. Y., 1939 "The Heath Hen of 

@ South", Texas Game, Fish, and Oyster Comm., Bul. 16. 
He will have an even more detailed aceount in a paper 
whieh will be the next North American Fauna. Verne ©. 
Davison has a very good ms seer (1935) "The Lesser PC 
in Oklahoma". Bennitt, Rudolph, 1939, "Some agricultural 
characteristics of the Nissouri Pc range", Trans. 4th N. 
Amer. “ildlife Conf. Leopold's "Game Survey" » of course. 
I have some more on the Greater PC which has'nt been 
worked up yet (not in my thesis), which is no help. 
Yeatter, R. E. Oise PC management program for Illinois" 
Til. Conservation, -winter issue. 
+ ee: Snyder, L.L., "A study of the sharp-tailed 
grouse ontrib. loyal Ont. Mus. of Zool., #6, Baumgartner, 
Fe Me lose, “Studies on tie distribttion and habits of 

: the St grouse in Michigan", Trans. 4th N. Am. “ildlife 
Conf. Marshall, .H., and M. S. Jensen, 1937,"Vinter and 
spring studies of the ST*grouse in Utah", Jour. Yildlife 
MGT., vol.el, pp 87-99. Johnson, C.&., (can't remember the 
title), “ilgon Bul., vol. 41, p. 3-17. 

These are listed in no good order, and contain varying 
amounts of data on cover; I hope that they will be of 
some use, however. If you know of any others, will you let 

| me know? 

\ “ay I have a separate of your — "The development 
\ of state forests in New gen in relation to forestry" 

(Jour. Forestry, 1937)7 I'ld appreciate anything else 
\ published outside of the Jour. Yildlife Mgt., Auk, Yilson 

| Bul., Jour. Mamnalogy, Ecology, or Trans. of wildlife 
Conferences. Thank you very much, 

Sincerely, 

\ FP. Y. Hampstrom Jr., 
ji Curator. ae



Portion of report pertaining to sharp- 

tail grouse, taken from the regular 

monthly report. aoe” 
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PINE ISLAND PROGRESS REPORT aie 
October 16-November 15(incl.), 1937 ; 7 

\ a 

The following is a narrative report of the progress made on the Pine Island Pro- 
ject from October 16 to November 15, inclusive, as submitted by EB. B. Schlatter, 

dr.t ie 

JOB _#802~BIOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE 

Sharptailed Grouse Project: 

The banding project was continued at Hay Creek. The new type of lath 
trap is being used exclusively this year after experiments last year 
proved it the most satisfactory type of trap. To date, fifteen new 

birds have been banded and a total of thirty-two retakes made. A 

Complete and detailed report of the activities at this site will be 

submitted at the close of the season. : 

As two of the traps are located in a field frequented by horses, it 

has been found necessary to enclose these traps with a pole fence to 
prevent breakage of traps and removal of bait. The fences do not af- 
fect the birds however. The traps are banked all around with un- 
threshed buckwheat vine and it was learned that the birds acquired 
the habit of approaching the trap from the rear, climbing up on the 
buckwheat straw, and eating from the bait cans without getting onto 
the drop door. Therefore, willow brush was woven into the back of 
the trap with the ends protruding over the back slightly, causing 
the birds to feed on the bait from the front and, in so doing, step 

on the trap door. 

After last year's experience in which practically every trapped bird 

received head injuries from the wire mesh traps, it was gratifying 
to get the following record. One morning, after a slight flurry of 
snow, thirteen birds were found in the traps. Seven birds were in 
one trap--of these, not one sustained any injury whatsoever, and after 
weighing, banding, and feather marking, were apparently as fit as 
ever. With the use of the new gram scales, accurate weight changes 
can be noted from day to day. 

From Big Falls some grouse reconnaissance work was done. Two flocks, 
number uncertain, were located in the vicinity of Center Camp, Con- 
sequently, two shelters were constructed and unthreshed buckwheat put 

into them; later self-feeding grain hoppers with shelled corn will be 

added. 

Another flock of grouse was located in Sec, 21, T. 156, R. 25 and a 
shelter with feed was put there in a suitable place among available 

cover.
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1. How to find a large mumber of nests, proportionally { «Bing 
distributed according to cover types? uy 

2. Beg interval? (Reported by Gross as about two days 
per egg.) Rest period plus incubation period. 

3. Relation between nesting sites and booming and 
dancing grounds. 

4. Ave sharpteil nests actually concealed more carefully 
than pinnates? 

5. Nesting territory relationships, both inter- and 
intra-specific. : 

a 

6. Does re-nesting occur? 2nd broods? } e 

7. Significance of nesting losses (as compared with 
apparent and actual nest failures worked out, in 
theory, for pheasants). a 

&



new nursery occupies ten acres and an additional fifteen acres is : 

now being prepared. There is also a greenhouse for experimental cutting 

propagation work. One hundred species, approximately, are now growing 

in the nursery, including beech, maple, mulberry, hickory, willow, oak, 

yellow birch, juniper, viburnum, sumac, elder, mountain ash, sassafras, 

bittersweet, grape, green brier and arrowwood. It is later plamed to 

add an aquatic food nursery along the Wisconsin River. In the future, 
it is planned to include strips of hardwood in all the conifer planta- 
tions. It is believed that this practice will be valuable from the stand- 
point of insect control, fire control and for wildlife. Two thousand 
plants were shipped out this fall and it is believed that 2,000,000 
will be ready for lifting next yeare Most of the cost of this nursery 
was borne by CCC funds. 

Ruhl (Miche) Are there plans for following up this planting to 
determine results? ; 

Grimmer. We don't have all these answers now but will try to 
get them. Quite a bit of the stock being grown is for streamside plant- 
ing. Also, we will take advantage of Prof. Leopold's management areas 
in sathern Wisconsin. 

© 
3 Elkins (Forest Service) What is the source of the seed? 
eo 
h 

he Grimmer. All native species were collected by the CCC boyse 

oo 

ern THE OHIO SYSTEM OF PHEASANT REFUGES By Le EB. Hicks & 
wie AND RESTOCKING WITH .ILD-TRAPPED PHEASANTS D. Le Leedy (Ohio) 
A © Sr Trier hOUnCe SIME Ee SPREE Lae ele nar ne 
4.2 
= 6 Mr. Leedy stated that the pheasant problem in Ohio was a double~ 

is barreled one; the problem of pheasent production and of pheasant harvest- 
Pe ing. He characterized the Ohio farmer as being very cooperative. He 
eg said there were a number of important factors on each of the refuges= 
5-3 the purpose, size and location, law enforcement, attitude of the people, 
g c food and cover, control of predators and cooperation. The Ohio refuges 
aoe are from 80 to 520 acres in size and it is believed a 24 mile strip 
se around the outside is supplied with shootable birds. The extent of 
a improvement needed in any one refuge depends entirely on the present 
44 carrying capacity. He said that law violation in the organized townships 
oe was not seriouse Out of 1500 hunters' cars that were stopped, only 
a3 five violators were found. Mrs Leedy also presented material on the 
Bom. comparative values of pen reared versus wild pheasants. He said that ey 

pheasants tend to stay put if liberated in areas at all suitable. Je gr” 
f ) Any L / 

Discussion. Vie ‘A , 

A game farm man said that all pheasants were wild after libera- 
tion. Leedy said that in Ohio he saw 1,000 pheasants for every Hungarian 
partridge heasants for every quail. 

By Re E. Yeatter & 
INOIS PRAIRIE CHICKEN STUDY W. He Leigh (I11.) 

The prairie chickens in Illinois are now confined to a few areas 
along the upper Illinois River and some marshy areas in southern and 
northern Illinois. On a 2500 acre area in northwestern Illinois 13 
nests were found. Fallow fields, railroad rights-of-way, redtop fields 

~L Tn



and ditch banks were the bird nesting locations. ‘The sverage clutch in 
1935 was 11.58 and in 1936, 12.98. Failures in nesting were due to de- 
sertion, predators and agricultural activities, Hatching took place in 
carly June with one clutch ending in tugust. A census showed 190 birds 
in 1935 and 120 in 1937. The young decreased as follows: In 1955, 110; 
19565. 703.1937 5.50. 

4 heavy rainfall at the time of hatching may be the cause of the 
decrease in 1936 and 1937. Twenty-eight birds were collected in the 
field. Tapeworms were found in 10 of the young birds. There were five 
species of tapeworms, three of which were new to science. Sixteen of 
the birds also had roundworms. External parasites which were common 
were lice and mites. 

Discussion 

A men from Illinois stated that 35 nosts had been recovered from 
fields which were about to be plowed under. The eggs were hatched arti- 
ficially and 46 birds were hatchod. Of these 19 survived to maturity 
and there still are 18 of the birds in captivity. 

Leopold (‘jisconsin) Professor Leopold made some remarks regarding 
the value of food patches for upland game. Iie said that to be perfect, 
a food patch should have the following qualities: (1) It should be a 

Pall bait to draw the birds to the right area. (2) It should contain 
some very palatable foods md other less palatable foods which will be 
reserved until later in the winter. (3) It should heave value to song 

birds. (4) Game foods should be able to stand up against snow. In 
order to check on the value of food patches, stomach examinations are 
necessary as well as observational date. Corn was found to be the best 
all around food. Artichokes were also readily taken by the pheasants. 

GRAY SQUIRREL STUDIES IN OHIO By Chapman, Ohio 

lr. Chapman said that there had been big decrease in squirrel 
population in Ohio from 1935 to 1936 due to the fact that the food supply 
did not last through February. Meny skeletons were found in trees as 
they were cut down. He said that in general in Ohio the fox squirrel was 

prevalent in the glaciated areas and gray squirrel in the unglaciated areas. 

FOX SQUIRREL STUDIES IN OHIO By Baumgartner, Ohio 

Lr. Baumgartner reported that the fox squirrel study was just 
getting under way in Ohio and that to date he had trapped mnd tagged 280 
squirrels. He was making collections at all seasons of the year for food 
habit studies. Special problems which will receive consideration are the 
effects of red squirrel, effects of pheasants, effects of pasturing on 
the fox squirrel population. Ile also raised the question as to whether 
or not den trees were essential to fox squirrels. lie stated that he was 
finding strong indications of the cyclic phenomenon in the species. 
Extensive data are being collected on fox squirrel by use of a card census 
through the wardens and hunters. 

Boe
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Illustrated by R. Bruce Horsfall 1s ys a ie oe 

e THE BIRD OF THE UPLAND PRAIRIE THAT FILLED THE LARDER OF 
MANY A HUNGRY PIONEER FAMILY WAS THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN 

“Ve FIRST settlers to cross the Mississippi and come _ now the only survivor who took part in that great hunt, 
into Iowa found the flora and fauna of the great and recently I stood at his bedside in the Boone Hospital 
prairies so rich and abundant that they thought that and listened to the same story that my father used to tell 

there would be no end of this great storehouse. Dotting me. Far too many of the stories of those days have been 
the landscape were thousands of sloughs, marshes and lost and forgotten, but this one should live, for it deals 
“pot holes.” Here in the dense growth of cat-tails, bul- with the prairie chicken, the greatest of all upland game 
rushes and blue-flag were the ducks, and other dwellers _ birds. Italso portrays what Iowa was, and what Iowa is today. 

of the marsh, filling the air with their lively chatter. The In those early pioneer days, there was a great deal of 
music that can come from an Iowa marsh was known only __ rivalry in every community as to who was the best marks- 
to those sturdy pioneers. Vast acres of blazing-star, prairie man and the best hunter. Every man and boy aspired to 
clover and purple cone flowers nodded gaily in the breeze. be the best shot in the county, and they had plenty of 
On the uplands the long prairie grasses bowed before the _ practice as there was an abundance of all kinds of game. 
wind and waved like billows on a vast ocean. “Prairie It was a custom each fall to have an organized chicken 
pigeons,” golden plovers, were plentiful, and wafted on hunt. The two best hunters would “choose up sides’’ and 
the summer breeze came the sweet soft call of the upland _ the losing side would have to give a banquet at the leading 
plover and the louder call of the long-billed curlew. hotel for the winners. This was a great event of the year 
There was life everywhere. and one always anticipated with much enthusiasm. 

The bird of the upland prairie that filled the larder of Boonesboro was then the county seat. The small village 
many a hungry pioneer family was the prairie chicken. of Montana, near by, was later destined to become Boone 

They were here in countless thousands. Their weird and the present county seat. My father worked in a har- 
“booming” indicated that spring had come, and with it ness shop in Boonesboro from 1870 to 1874. When he 

the mating time for the chickens. The males would then __ later told me these fascinating stories during my boyhood 
select an open spot on the prairie where they would go days in Ogden, Iowa, he did not tell me the exact date 

through their strutting and courtship antics while the of the last hunt but said that it was sometime during 

coy females looked on from the nearby bunches of prairie _ those four years. I asked Mr. Crooks at the hospital and 
grass. This booming, like the tolling of a deep-toned bell, he said, “The date on the gravestone of Gene Soule out 

resounded over the prairies everywhere. in the cemetery will settle that.” I drove to the cemetery, 
With the coming of the railroad in Iowa, telegraph and after searching for some time finally found an old, 

wires were strung like a web across the state, and many __weather-beaten marker on which the dates were barely 

chickens were killed by flying against this new and strange _ legible. Dimly I read—‘‘Born June 2 1849—Died Aug 
obstruction. The section men working on the railroad 15 1872.” 
could always find a plentiful supply of fresh meat by This twenty-three-year-old Eugene Soule, commonly 
picking up the chickens along the tracks under the wires. called “Gene,” was the local gunsmith in Boonesboro, and 

My father, being one of the early pioneers of Boone _ was also considered one of the best shots in the county. 

County, in céntral Iowa, used to enjoy telling me of the He was accordingly chosen as captain of one side. Each 

incidents that occurred then, and one of these stories side had an equal number of hunters and the hunt was 

concerned the last organized prairie chicken hunt in our _ to last three days. They assembled near the old court house 
county. My old friend W. H. Crooks of Boone, Iowa, is and scores of people were out to see them start and to 
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wish them success. Father watched 
them from the front door of the 
Goetzman harness shop as they : 
started, four or five loads in each —. , 
party. They used spring wagons, ste ee 
three-seated buggies and single  ™ ee 
buggies. ee ey he. a ; 

Mr. Crooks, being then but ‘s t , bd, ae a : 
twelve years of age, was too young «me | i ye Fr s 
to be a member of the hunting 7 7 oe &, i i pf 
party, but by consistent begging he : eee ee 4 fA Se vi 
was finally allowed to go as the | a ee -— im 2 
driver of one of the rigs. Young “BAeiee ghee CC , 
“Willie” Crooks was much elated, We = a atte  - = 
for his father was one of the hunt- ] ere 7 ee Ce eo oo 
ers and he wanted to “go with r=. Ore, ay ie. . ae oe. 
Dad” to see him shoot chickens. ve ye el a - 5 re “pte bata Their party drove southwest of on MiMi i 
Boonesboro, across the Des Moines ~~ e 
River to Marcy and the surround- FOR THREE DAYS THE HUNT CONTINUED. THERE SEEMED TO BE NO END OF 
ing townships just south of what CHICKENS. TODAY THERE IS NOT A NESTING PAIR IN THAT SECTION 
is now Ogden. The other party 
went northwest from Boonesboro, also crossing the Des resounding smack. His dog, still in the wagon, thinking 
Moines River, and hunted up in the northwest part of — that he was being called, leaped toward his master and 
the county. landed on the loaded gun against the side of the wheel. 

It was a happy, jovial group of hunters and dogs that The gun was discharged into the side of Gene’s face and 
started on that morning of August 13, 1872, each bent he fell, a victim of the two things that he loved the best— 
on killing the greater number of chickens. If there hap- his own gun and his “brown hunting dog.” He was 
pened to be a farm house on a section they would go carried to the Occidental Hotel where he died. Suffice 
in at that corner of the farm and would hunt right through __ it to say there was no banquet there that night. 
that section. “Willie” Crooks would then drive the team My father, standing across the street in the doorway 
around the section and meet the hunters after they had of the harness shop, was a witness of the scene, as was 
crossed the farm. The whirr of wings and the rapid shots also Willie Crooks, A total of about fifteen-hundred 
were music to the ears of the men and boys. The dogs chickens were shot by both parties in this three-day hunt, 
were all trained retrievers and few birds were lost. At and these were now given away to the citizens of Boones- 
night they would stay either at some farm house, or boro. The men dispersed and there never was another 
sleep in the hay loft of a barn. organized chicken hunt in Boone County. In fact even 

For three days‘the hunt continued. There seemed to be single individual hunters were scarce for some time after 
no end of chickens. Gene Soule had a “‘brown hunting this tragic hunt. 
dog” that was a good one, and Gene, being a good shot, During the sixty-five years that have passed since that 
got plenty of birds. day, great changes have taken place in central Iowa. The 

Late in the afternoon of the third day the parties began _ prairies of waving tall grass have been broken and now 
to return to the old Occidental Hotel in Boonesboro where one sees little but endless miles of waving cornfields. 
the banquet was to be held. One by one the wagons filled With the passing of the prairie grass we have also wit- 
with men and dogs and chickens arrived. The chickens  nessed the passing of the prairie chicken, No more do we 
were counted and a careful record was kept of them all. hear the booming in the springtime or the whirr of 
The last load to arrive was the one containing Gene wings in the autumn. The passing of this great upland 
Soule and his “brown hunting dog.” The awaiting crowd bird from Iowa has been a tragedy. Where once fifteen 
was tense with excitement for the kill of Gene Soule and hundred could be killed in a single hunt, now not a 
his party decided the winners. With loaded gun in hand, _ single nesting pair can be found. 
he sprang from the light wagon, and placing his firearm As I knelt in the deep snow of the cemetery, trying to 
against the wheel, he called to the nearest group asking read the inscription on the gravestone of Gene Soule, I 
how many chickens they had shot. After hearing their wondered whether some day there might not be others 
reply he loudly shouted. “That's nothing. I shot fifty- kneeling before a monument somewhere, reading the date 
five myself.” of the death of the last prairie chicken. I am afraid that 

As he did so, he slapped his hand on his thigh with a that date is not far off. 

e 
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December 1, 193” 

University of Wisconsin power. 
Banding Returns — Report No.1 ; 

(a) Wild Birds Released in Place 

Date 

Band Number Species Date Place recovered Place Distauce 

B671606 US /Pinnated 2-26-35 Trempealeau B-14-36 Ladysmith 100 an. 
rouse,F Co. 

e(ls Pheasant,M 2-H-37 Faville Grove 10-30-37 Faville Gr. 30 yds. 

2712 Pheasant,F 2-4-37 Faville Grove 7-23-37 Faville Gr. 1/4 m. 

2703 Pheasant,M. 2-4-37 Faville Grove 11-1-37? t t 

2714 Pheasant,F. 2-4~37 Faville Grove 2-5-37 (raptor 1/2 mi. 
killed) 

B671566 US Mallard,F 10-25-35 Arboretum 11-15-35 Green lake 
Co. 

B671506 US Mallard? 8-6-33 Arboretum 10-13-36 Green Bay 
235853 US Redtail 5-11-30 Lodi 2-14-31 Hopkins Co., 

hawk J Tex. 

235859 US Redtail 5-15-30 Verona 1-31-31 Bunico, La. 
hawk J 

235860 US Redtail 5-17-30 Denzer LinlesD Rush, Tex. 

hawk J 
303344 US Redtail 5-2-31 Middleton 5-25-32 Friesland,Wis. 

hawk J 
303345 US Redtail 5-2-31 Middleton 11+2-31 Fosston, linn. 

hawk J 

303347 US Redtail 5-2-31 Middleton 11-1-31 Waunakee, Wis. 
hawk J 

303350 US Redtail 5-12-31 Baraboo 5-6-32 Wonewoc , Wis. 

hawk J 

456978 US Marshhawk,J 6-13+30 Fish Hatchery 7-26-30 Coloma, Wis. 
4626609 US " " 6-11-30 " " 11-17-32 DeKalb Co.,Til. 
4626610 US " " 611-30 «8 " 2-1-32 Mineral Springs, 

Azic) 
4626612 US " 1 6-11-30 By ae 12-10-32 Jackson Co. ,Miss. 
4626613 US t 1 6-11-30 aia ae 12-25-30 Elgin, Tex. 
A6266i5 US " 6-11-30 " " 11-5-30 Rayne, La. 
4626621 US " " 6-13-30 " n 8-21-30 Downs ,Kan. 
4626623 Us " 6-13-30 u u 12-5-30 Branch, La. 
A673917 US " " 6-26-30 u " 2-11-31 Santa Rosa,Tex. 
A673928 US a " 6-20-31 " " 10-2-31 Merse,Mo. 
4673931 US " " 6-20-31 " n $-22-31 Lowry, Minn. 

(found dead) 
4695914 US " "7-35-31 Bear Bluff, 10-31-31 Cassoday ,Kan. 

Jackson Co. 
4695953 US t " 7-18-34 Cranmoor Twp., 9-30-34 Lindsey, Neb. 

Wood Co.



Banding Report No. 1 

(>) Wild Birds Moved ’ 

Date Place 
Band Number Species Date Moved recovered recovered Distance 

37-704804 US Redtail 5-4-37 North Leeds 5-21-37 McFarland 8 mi. 
hawk to Madison 

37-704806 US Redtail 5-U-37 North Leeds "spring Oregon 10 mi. 
hawk to Madison 1937" 

2696 Pheasant,F 1-14-37 Madison to 
Fish Hatchery 4-19-37 ; ° 

2203 Pheasant,M 1-15-37 Madison to Y-8-37 Fennimore same 

Fennimore farm 

2207 Pheasant,F 1-15-37 Madison to 1-17-37 Fennimore at mi. 

Fennimore 
2632 Pheasant,F 1-9-37 Madison to 3-12-37 Nakoma 1 mis 

Hammersleas 
2698 Pheasant,F 1-15-37 Madison to 3-19-37 Fennimore + mi. 

Fennimore 
2629 Pheasant,F 1-9-37 Madison to 46-37 Arboretum 13 mi. 

Hammersleas 

2264 Pheasant,F 1-23-37 Madison to 2-9-37 Faville # mi. 
: Faville Gr. Grove 

2257 Pheasant,M 1-23-37 Madison to 10-34-37 Faville id mi. 
Faville Gr. Grove 

2274 Pheasant,F 1-23-37 Madison to 3-18-37 (found % mi. 
Faville Gr. dead) 

2261 Pheasant,M  1-2-37 Madison to 5-20-37 (found 2/3 mi. 
Faville Gr. doad) 

B671554 US Mallard,M 10-25-34 Madison to 10-19-35 = L. Puck- x 
Lake away 
Puckaway 

B671558 US Mai lura,? 10-25-34 Madison to 12-25-35 Found x 
Lake dead 

Puckaway L. Puck. 

(c) Artificially Reared Birds 

Date Place 

Band Number Species Date Place recovered recovered Distance 

A626604 US Canada 7-11-29 Arboretum 12-5-30 Davenport, 
goose? la. 

34-702382 US Redtail 6-20-36 Biol. Bldg. 11-24-36  McComb,Miss. 
hawk,J 

(Many artificially reared pheasants banded in 1937 are being returned. They will 
be covered in Report No. 2.)
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Activity Report, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, January, 1933 

Project No. 398 -I The Attweter Prairie Chicken 

Spending Jenuary 27 through Jenuery 29 in Colorada 

County, Lehmann found thet booming began on Jenuery 26, or 17 deys 

earlier than in 1937 when the first courtship activity was noted 
on February 12, Hens, however, are still in their winter flocks 

or packs. Marsh hewks are worrying the chickens a great “— 

especially the males on the courtship grounds. 

First draft of the manuscript,"The Attwater Prairie 

Chééken, Its Status, Hebits, Limiting Factors, and Menagement," is 

completed. Lehmann concludes that the Attwater prairie chicken 

population of Texas in 1937 was approximately 8,088 birds as revealed 

by rope counts of sample areas aggregating 30,933 acres, Over half 
the entire Attwater prairie chicken population, or 4,242 birds, are 

listed in Refugie County. } 

Booming began in Jenuary or early February; is completed 
in_late Mey. The normal clutch is 12 eggs and hatching occurs in 
23% days, although re-nesting following predation is evidently frequent, 

nevertheless, the size of the annuel crop of young chickens depends 

largely on the fate of the first nesting attempt. 

Mortality is heavy among young birds, especially during 
the first month. Lost chicks, or young separsted from broods, are 
thought to incur a large part of this loss. The food of the young ( 
chicken is 77% animal matter and 22% vegetable materiel; adults 
diet is 14% animal end 86% vegetable. Grasshoppers of three species 
and Acenthus ( Ruellia sp.), perennial ragweed, and buttonweed 
(Diodia teres), are favorite foods. 

Flocking begins in October. Floeks increase in size from 
October through Jenuary. Chickens segregate into flocks or packs 

according to sex. Well-marked shifting or "shuffling" of territories 
occurs in Mey and September. 

Limiting factors of importance are excessive rainfall 
during the nesting season, floods caused by heavy rains “upstete”, 

hail, fall storms, drouth, the encroachment of mesquite and other 
brush on what was once open prairie, agriculture ( especially rice 
farming), fire, heavy grazing, hunting, oil development, drainage 
enterprises, poisoning of cotton with arsenic compounds, pasture 

mowing, and a misfit open hunting semson which legalized hunting 
at a time when the birds are most vulnerable to killing. So-called 
"vermin" are considered to be of negligible importence; for 12 years 
the size of the annual crop of young chickens has been negatively 
correlated with the amount of precipitation in May. 

Ideel conditions for chickens obtain in moderately grazed 

grasslend where ridges or knolls are frequent and supplies of surface \ 
water are available, eech not more than 1 mile removed from the other 
in summer. 

The prairie chicken should be accorded increased protection 
ageinst illegal hunting, especially during the spring and during the 

open duck senson, Food and cover should be improved. The ennuel kill, 
if and when it is biologically justified, should be based on quarterly 
counts made in Merch, July, and December. When sufficient stocks of 

birds have been built up, an open season can again be allowed. 
Such open season should be in NOVEMBER, not in September. In any 
event, no open season should be permitted when the rainfall in May 
is excessive.



Activities Report, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 
College Station, Texas. April, 1938 9c 
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Project No. 394 - A Survey of the Wildlife Resources of Walker 

County, Texas 

Taylor did some work on the Walker County manuscript during 

the months of March and April. 

Project No. 394 - A A Surve: of the Wildlife Resources of Kerr 

: ous, Texas 

Taylor visited Tarleton F. Smith in Kerrville March 24-25. 

Project No. 394 - B- A Survey of the Wildlife Resources of 

Colorado County, Texas 

Taylor spent March 30 ~ April 1 with Lehmann, Siegler, and 

Waddell in Colorado County. A number of sites for quail plots were 

examined on Vance Duncan's Ranch, and observations made of great-tailed 

grackles and deer. Under effective protection by State Game Warden 

T. T. Weddell of Eagle Leke, deer have substantially increased in the 

county. Twenty were seen in one morning. On a later occasion 35 deer 

were seen in an hour and a querter. 

i Lehmann and Siegler report the following findings from 

Colorado County: 

; Six pastures totaling 1,617 acres contained 2,090 birds and 

rabbits, or 1.29 individuals per acre, when censused by rope counts from 

April 15 through April 23. There were 48 Attwater prairie chickens, 

gc 4 bobwhites, 36 mourning doves, 8 mottled ducks, 39 uplend plovers, 

yap 41 golden plovers, 5 greater yellow legs, 8 killdeers, 21 American 

ca pipits, 243 meadow larks, 39 red-winged blackbirds, 11 cowbirds, 5 

| great-teiled grecklos, 1 nighthewk, 4 American bitterns, 3 mergsh hewks, 

| 4 short-eared owls, 119 jock rabbits and 2 cottonteils, 1,449 sparrows 

) ( vesper, savannah, chipping, field and grasshopper), in the counted eren. 

Nests and edult small birds in exposed situations were destroyed 

by a rain fall of about 6.5 inches which occurred from April 24 through 

: April 26. Old rice levies in the Egypt section, Wharton County, retarded 

run-off; accumulated water flooded out the nesting prairie chickens, 

meadowlerks, rails and other ground nesters. One yellow-breasted chat, 

1 yellow warbler, 1 indigo bunting end 4 English sparrows, evidently 

drowned, were found on lawns in Eagle Lake on April 25. Stimulated by 

pe la of hens which had lost their nests, male prairie chickens 
nereased their courtship activities, and boomed from dawn to dusk on 

ye April26-and 27; Set 

por” \
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Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation i 

Se ee gc h 
History , 

Idea born in 1928. Merritt Jones, Wallace Grange, Franklin Schmidt. 

Alfred Gross employed for summer 1929 and 1930, Schmidt we assistant. 

Published report in 1930. In 1931 Schmidt took over project under 

Conservation Department. Ployed out January, 1933. In May, 1934, transferred 

to the University. : 

Terminated by Schmidt's death Aug. 7, 1935. Again lapsed. (One paper saved; 

‘published in 1936. Reprints on hand.) 

Revived in September, 1937, F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. in charge. (He had studied 

P.C. in R.A. project near Necedah for two years.) 

X-89. Portrait. : 

Wisconsin chickens. 

‘ Two species (refer to skins) 

615. Portrait of $.T. - Hamerstrom photo. 

__—-\$-12. / Schmidt - 8.7. ° 
me 
pile SAL@S. Schmidt - P.C. | 

a. Schmidt - P.C. 

K-90 Original and present distribution in N.C. states. Shift of range. 

Sis Status of research on chickens. : 

574. Where most Wisconsin research has been done (Central Area & Faville Grove). 

694. Central marsh area. : ; 

648. Scotland and Wisconsin as to grouse. ' 

697. Drainage districts. :
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Breeding & Nesting Studies 

S-169, S-165, S-166. Dance grounds found to be permanent in location. 

X-4y. Weber's painting of 8.7. dance ground. . : 

52s. Nests are peripheral to the dance ground. (Chicken nest.) 

4O nests studied by Gross & Schmidt, 1929 and 1930, all pinnate. ; 

_So' nests studied by Schmidt later. 

3e-' nests studied by Hamerstrom, 1936 and 1937. 

Migration and Sex Ratio, Trapping & Banding : 

X-88. What is known about movements (revision of Schmidt map). 

: aaues on bandings as follows: ; 

P.C. Sharptail 

Schmidt | 275 681 Gala 

Hamerstrom zu UT ) 69 , 

‘Schunke 35 229 2 bY 

Hawkins d 1y oO ( nee 

130.3 
§-27. Schmidt trap. i 

616. Wing trap. 

617. Bobwire trap. x 

one 622. Bobwire traps : 

618. Buggy wheel trap. 

620. S.T. being removed. 

: 619. Banding sock. 

621. Release. 

§-28. Standing corn - not good for trapping. ! : 

Feeding Experiments 

a plcdes S29, SAL, 8-20, S22, 8-19, S-18, 8-23, S-36.  Sharptails. 

a duv-  $-B1, S-22, $-23, 8-33, S-34, S-35. Prairie Chicken. 

w peti (Paper on winter food is last word on subject.) f ;
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Food & Cover Studies ; : 

S-45. Birch suitable for budding. 

S-41, 43, 44. Disappearance of ragweed. 

nea pled SHUT. chiming buckwheat. 

8-79. Destruction of peat by fire. : 

8-93, S-94.  Roosts. : ’ 

S$-98. Lighting track of pinnate. : 

S-179, S-180. Ruffed grouse roost. r 

$-181. Partridge budding (by tracks). 

368. S.T. budding. 

. Reflooding of Central Marshes 

First “ditch plug" suggested and installed by Schmidt - about 1930 or 31? 

; Now an enormous federal project. ‘ 

553. Dam in ditch. 

637. oon tt : 

TOL. Abandoned farm. ; 5 

: Schmidt's Ecological Studies 

$-86. Bur-oak prairie. : 

8-33. Hepatica. 5 ‘ 

8-89. Bloodroot. 

$-191. A lake (Bell's Lake) burned out in 1894, low in 1932 & used by a 

eranes and sandpipers, full in 1935, used by grebes and terns. 

S-201. Beaver house. : 

$-202. Beaver dam. c 

749. Silphiums. ) 

750. Liatris. 
) Prairie species studied 

‘ 751. Prairie clover ) by Schmiat ( 

753. &B. B Susan a



+ é c Pr. Chicken folder 

Re: Raising young prairie chickens in captivity { 

424 University Farm Place 
June 1, 1938 

Mr. Harold Shine 
State Experimental Game & Fur Farm 
Poynette, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Shine: 

Hochbaum tells me that you are raising some young prairie chickens 
and are interested in learning about proper feed for your birds. Here is 
what I have on the subject. 

In a paper by Milton B. Trautman, Charles F. Walker and Raymond 
H. King entitled "Recent Bxperimental Work with Upland Game Birds in Ohio," 
reprinted from Proceedings of the 27th Convention of International Association 
of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners, 1933, they say: 

“There were received at the Urbana Game Farm in the middle of March, 
a gift from the Wisconsin Conservation Department, five pairs of pinnated 
grouse in excellent condition. These were confined in a wintering pen by 
Mr. Tom Nash, Chief of the Bureau of Game Propagation, until April 20, when 
they were placed in a 100 foot by 400 foot enclosure in an isolated corner 
of the game farm. The site was an old blue-grass pasture at the edge of an 
open oak-hickory woods. There were a few small trees in the pen, and several 
brush piles were erected for shelter. The pen was visited once daily. The 
birds refused to eat a laying mash and consequently were fed only seratch grain. 

“Betweon May 16 and June 6, twenty-five eggs were secured from these 
five pairs of birds. Three nests were built which yielded five, eight and 
nine eggs, respectively, while three other eggs were dropped on the ground away 
from any nest. These eggs were set in three lots under bantam hens, and 
twenty-two or 8% per cent of the eggs hatched. An examination of the remaining 
three eggs showed that two were partly developed and only one was infertile. 
This seems a surprisingly high fertility for eggs obtained from wild birds in 
captivity. ; 

"Our experience with these chicks parallels that of Mr. Grimmer in 
many respects, although we used different methods of brooding and a different 
diet. All of the chicks were placed in electric brooders of the Coleman type. 
During the first two weeks a temperature of 100°F. was maintained under the 
cover. This was gradually lowered, and during the fifth and sixth weeks the 
artificial heat was discontimmed. The food schedule was similar to that used 
for the ruffed grouse. The chicks were started on lettuce in clabbered milk 
and egg yolk dried in growing mash. Clean fly lervae were offered from the 
third day on. The mash was changed graduelly after the first week to include 
whole egg, biscuit meal and growing mash. Tomatoes and various berries and 
fruite were added during the fourth week, and were eaten greedily. 

"Considerable difficulty was experienced in getting the chicks 
started, eleven dying during the first two weeks with no symptoms other than



2 

emaciation. Once started, however, thebirds ate well and grew rapidly. 
Clabber was not consumed in such quantities as by the ruffed grouse. The 
fly larvae were eaten with great avidity, and as long as these were supplied 
in quantity the mash was also eaten. Our birds, like Mr. Grimmer's, were 
exceedingly tame. During the sixth week, the males began to go through their 
courtship dance." 

"Judging from the experience of Mr. Grimmer in Wisconsin, as well 
as from our own, we conclude that there are two outstanding obstacles to be 
overcome before the pinnated grouse can be propagated on a practical scale. 
One is the lack of a satisfactory starting diet and the other, enteritis.... 
It appears that no brooders have yet been designed which are enteritis-proof." 

Charles 0. Handley ("Raising Prairie Chickens in Captivity," Trans. 
21st American Game Conference, 1935) tried for several years to raise prairie 
chickens from eggs hatched on a game farm, and found great difficulty in 
getting the chicks to eat. Finally he used a diet of clabbered whole milk 
with fresh finely chopped greens as a starting ration, with good success. 
Grit was provided regularly.At four weeks< small amount of Coleman's quail 
mash was mixed with the clabber, and at six weeks a mixture of quail mash 
and grain, with an occasional feed of ground raw peanuts, was given in addition 
to clabbered milk and greens. 

Dan Ramey, superintendent of the Kansas State Quail Farm ("And Now! 
the Prairie Chicken," Game Breeder & Sportsman, January, 1935) had raised 10 
birds by 1935. The chicks were handled exactly as young quail in a colony 

brooder. For the first six days they received four feeds of moist mash, egg 
yolk, and finely chopped lettuce daily. Dry mash was kept before them all 
the time. Mash was mixed according to Game Conservation Institute Formla B-32. 
Several birds were lost during the six days, consequently grasshoppers were 
added to the diet and losses stopped. At five weeks the birds were moved to 
rearing pens, grasshoppers were discontinued, mixed mash and chopped lettuce 
were fed twice daily. At 10 weeks the feedings were cut to one per day and 
dry mash and scratch was kept before them all the time. Ina second lot the 
same system was followed wha commercial turkey grower was substituted for 
the B+-32 mash. In this paper he speaks of continuing the work and says that ~ 

a detailed record will be published of it. I do not have a copy of this 
later record and don't kndw for sure that it has been published. It would be 
well to write directly to Ramey for it. 

Leonard Wing, in a note in The Condor for July, 1935, entitled "On 
the Drinking Habits of Gallinaceous Young," found that drops of water at the ; 
end of a small pipette were far more successful in getting young chicks to 
drink than pans of water; in fact, the chicks did not seem to recognize water 
in pans as anything of interest. 

The only other thing we have is Harry Johnson's "Wisconsin Prairie 
Chicken Propagation Experiment" (Game Breeder, February, 1932), with which 
you are doubtless familiar. 

I hope you have very good luck raising your birds. 

Sincerely yours, 

¥. N. Hamerstrom Jr.
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Sagamore Farm gies 
Paradise, Utah \f 

4 

July 6, 1958 i” 

Deer Professor Leopold: 

I want to, thank you for writing a letter of recommendation to 

Mr. *ucker in Texas. I greatly appreciate all you have done for me. 
The positions in Texas were filled bg men with experience in the stete. 

I am enjoying my work here very much. I made an extensive survey 

the sharpteil grouse dancing grounds during April and May. I located 

the majority of the grounds in the northern part of the state. After 
I became acquainted with the habits of the birds it was much easier to 

\ to locate their mating places. The majority of the grounds were f 

at? located on the top of the highest hills in the range. The males make 

¢ enough noise to be heard for half a mile on a clear morning. 

At the present time I am working on my nesting study. The 
majority of the nests had hatched before the alfalfa hay was cut this 

port year and nest mortality is not serious. I found 4 nests and 5 broods 

in a 6 acre alfalfa-weed field---rather high density isn't it? The 

war thin stands of alfalfa make good nesting cover it seems and are 
preferred to Hémse stands. Incidemtly, I found one clutch of 17 eggs. 

won Have you ever found this many eggs in a clutch of a prairie sharptail? 

I am very much encouraged by the interest the farmers are taking 

in the sharpteil grouse in this section. It seems that many of them 

had almost forgotten the birds after the season was closed some 20 
years ago. Several of the farmers became keenly interested in the 
dance of the grouse when I told them about it. One fellow had "rounded 
up" his milk cows each morning during May without seeing the dance 

; and there was 4 a Pek eae in his pasture. He said that he had 
heard a noise but didn't know what it was. Another farmer watched 
the grouse dance from a blind constructed on his land. I have had good 
cooperation from the land owmmers in my nesting study. 

I almost imagined I was in the Middle-West this week because of the 

i weather. It has rained every day for thee week. I suppose you are 

aware that it seldom rains here during the summer months except for a 

few thunder showers. The country is green and beautiful this year and 

the crops are very good. We had the coolest July 4th that I can remember 

when the therometer dropped to 35% We haven't had any frost since the 

middle of May so this must have been a freak storm. 

I trust that everything is going along nicely at the "office". 
I would be very much interested to learn of the pheasant conditions on the 
University farms. Did you find much corn damage this year? Did Bon get 
many returns on his marked birds? 

! » ;



Sagamore Farm 
Paradise, Utah ‘ 

My second youngest brother is leaving tomorrow for New York City 
and he will sail July 13th for Belguim and France. He will act as a 
missionary for the "Mormon" church for the next three years in these 
countries. This is a great opportunity for study and development and 
we are all hapvy that he is able to go. In the "Mormon" church there 

is no paid clergy--the members donate their services to the church. My 
brother, like other "Mormon" missionaries, will be supported by us (his 
folks) while hé. in the field and he will take up some vocation after he 
returns home, He graduated from college last month. 

I surely enjoyed my last two visits o6 your home and I want to 
again express my appreciation for the very cordial entertainment. I 
wish I could spend some more evenings with you all. 

I haven't heard from Doug for some time. What is he doing this summer? 
I suppose he carried on another extensive planting program in Walworth 

county. : 

In case you are able to come out west this summer I'll do my best 
to entertain you here. I would enjoy very much to take you over some 
of the sharptail range. I suppose you are going to be very well 
occupied in Wisconsin but we would welcome a visit from you if you 
could come west. 

Well, I must visit with my brother before he leaves so I'11 
close. Kindly extend my best wishes to Mrs. Leopold and your; family, 
and tell Vivian and the "gang" hello for me. 

Best wishes for a pleasant summer vacation period. 

Sincerely, 

Oil
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( hah ba tg Farm Place 
3 26, 1 

Division of Game Management wine 938 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Gonservation Building 
University of Missourt 
Columbia, Missourt 

‘Dear Rudolf: 

I am answering your prairie chicken circular by number as follows: 

(1) the chicken density immediately previous to closure was very 
variable. In a couple of counties the maximum probably ran as high as a bird 
per four acres. The average was doubtless much lower. The peak of the high 
came in 1932. I would estimate the decrease between 1932 and 1935 as between 
70 and 90 per cent. 

(2) Mo. 

(3) The reported kill as published by the Conservation Department 
was as follows (prairie chicken and sharptailed grouse): 

1931 = 36,453 
1932 ~ 123, 012 
a - 140,091 

1934 - Lape 

1935 - 33,47 

(4) Yes, because birds were getting scarce. This was not because of 
hunting and probably not because of land use changes, but rather because of the 
cycle. It may, however, have been augnented by land use changes. Some heavy 
peat fires in 1931 were temporarily favorable to chickens in inducing a big weed 
crop. These burns subsequently grew up to willows, which tended to exclude 
chickens. 

(5) Closure is necessary during the low of the cycle. 

(6) Tos. 

(7) foo broad a question to be satisfactorily presented by letter. 

Yours sincerely, ; 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

SOUR! COOPERATIVE 
IN REPLY REFER TO Gupure RESEARCH UNIT 

September 23, 1938 Bowumaia, Mo. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

We are seeking some inform tion about prairie chickens in connec- 

tion with the work I have been doing this year. I am writing to you 

because I do not know anybody in the Conservation Department and because 

‘ you probably know more about the situation than anyone else there. If 

there are any of the questions below that. you cannot answer, please say 

so and I will write to Mr. Grimmer or anyone else you may suggest. 

I note that in 1934 Wisconsin had an open season in 35 counties 

from September 29 to October 7 and in 10 counties from September 29 to 

October 2, the season being closed in the rest of the state. 

(1) Can you give me the approximate population density 
in the counties that had the heaviest stand of chickens at 

the time the season was closed? 

(2) Have you a rough estimate of the total population 
in Wisconsin at that time? 

(3) Are there any figures showing the annual legal kill 

at that time? 

(4) I presume the season was closed because the birds 
were getting scarce. Was this because of the hunting or 

because of land use changes in Wisconsin? 

(5) Is there any evidence that closure has increased 

the chicken population or are Wisconsin increases or decreases 

to be attributed to other factors? 

(6) Was it found that placing the chicken season at a 

time by itself resulted in any undue influx of hunters into 

the prairie chicken range? 

(7) Were there any particular administrative or enforce- 
ment problems that we in Missouri ought to know about should 

our prairie chicken season ever be reopened?



Professor Leopold -2- September 23, 1938 

I should appreciate very much any information you can give me. 

Hope to see you at Columbus. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

f Leh ee , 

Rudolf Benflitt, Collaborator 
RB aw Chaiman, “Administrative Committee
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
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URBANA pe oY 

November 1, 1938 

Dr, Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 
Administrative Committees 
Missouri Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 
Columbus, Misssouri 

C Deer Bennitts 

Dr. Frison handed me your letter regarding the status of prairie 
chickens in Illinois some time ago. I have hesitated to answer, hoping I 

O could get together more information on some of the points you bring up. What 
I heve obtained is rather meager, but I will try to give some kind of answer 
to your questions, 

P 1. The two enclosed maps give the best information we have on 
the distribution in 1929 and at present. The earlier map is based largely 
on Leopold's manuscript on "A Game Census of Illinois" (1929) which he loaned 
me some time ago. The 1938 map brings together our present records, 

Y 2. The closed season first became effective in 1933. My belief 
is that population densities in 1932 were about the same as now, although 
somewhat lower than in 1935 (populations have declined somewhat sincé 1935 
because of renewed agricultural activities in the best range). The average 
of the best areas is probably about 40 per square mile in the fall. This 
refers only to the occupied range and not to whole counties, as the distri- 
bution is spotty even in the best counties. 

3. I believe the total population was slightly higher six or 
seven years ago than it is now, because some of the range in the central 
highly cultivated counties has since been lost and the northeastern counties 
have lost some colonies and others apparently are now reduced to small remants. 

4. Dr. Thompson estimates the annual kill at that time at less 
than 50 per year. My guess is that it was somewhat higher, probably 300 to 
500 per year. 

5 Reduction in range and in numbers was undoubtedly chiefly 
because of continuous intensive cultivetion and grazing, Disappearance of 
birds in some of the highly cultivated counties apparently has been gradual,



Dr. Rudolph Bennitt - 2 November 1, 1938 

sometimes not taking place until a few years after agriculture and grazing 
had reached their peak. Undoubtedly in the Chicago area hunting was a 
rather important factor. 

Even in the best range in the south-central part of the state, 
numbers had been reduced up to about 1930 by fairly intensive agriculture. 
Possibly about 10 per cent of the land ws out of cultivation in 1930, and 
by 1935 this had raised to 20 per cent. 

6. Chickens increased and extended their range during the 
depression years up to 1935 in the south and have declined somewhat since 
1936, when farmers began to plow up their idle land. They continued to 
decline steadily in the black soil counties in spite of the closed season. 
I doubt that the closed season has had much effect except in helping to pre- 

( serve some of the remnants in the northern part of the state. 

7. Perhaps 5000 in the southern range and 800 in the whole 
northern part of the state. 

O 8. I am confidant there has been some reduction, 

9. Illinois has had a late upland game season for about 15 
years. I could not learn the circumstances of its adoption, To facilitate 

P enforcement, I believe the Department aims to have the seasons of as many 
upland game species as possible start at the same time. I do not know that 
the fact that young chickens would be werier in November than September Was 
especially considered. 

, 10, The chief enforeement difficulties were in the areas fre= 
quented by Chicago hunters, where rabbit hunters shoot someprairie chickens 
in winter every year. The same is true in the coal mining districts. There 
is still poaching of young birds in August by farmers in the southern areas. 
Public opinion is usually egainst this, however, and it apparently is not a 
serious drain. 

I hope this will be of some use to yous If I can be of any 
further assistance, please let me know, With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

RE. ‘weit 
Game SpScialist 

R. E. Yeatter 
bh
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424 University Parm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management November 8, 1938 

Dr. R. B. Yeatter 
State Natural History Survey Division 
Urbana, Tllinois 

Dear Ralph: 

I appreciate your sending me a sopy of the 
prairie chicken maps for 1929 and 1938. Hamerstrom 
will be meh interested in these and I will carefully 
preserve them as a record. 

I hope to see you next month. 

With dest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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PROJECT NO. 396 ~ ECOLOGICAL~"/ILDLIFE RELATIONSHIPS. 

III, Wildlife Resources of Second-growth Pine 

Woodland, 

Taylor and Davis finished the editing of Lay's "Relations 

of Bobwhite Quail to Second-growth Pine Woodland in Walker County, Texas". 
The manuscript is now in the Washington office of the Biological Survey 

for further editing. 

PROJECT NO. 398 -~ THE ATTWAT#R PRAIRIE CHICKEN. 

Lehmann spent October 19 at College Station where he and 

Taylor cooperated with the editorial committee of the Agricultural Ex- 

periment Station in work on a paper on "Pasture Improvement in the Gulf 
Coastal Prairie of Texas" by R. H. Stansel, E. B. Reynolds, and J. H, 
Jones, It was pointed out that this paper, devoted to an exposition of 

the advantages of pasture mowing, should take into account the important 

wildlife resources of the coastal prairies, including bobwhite quail, 

Attwater prairie chicken, shorebirds, waterfowl, and fur animals. 

Editorial work wes completed on a part of Lehmann's menuscript 

on the Attwater prairie chicken. 

The fall census of Attwater prairie chickens in Colorado County 

that was begun by Lehmann and Smith on August 20 was completed by Lehmann 

and Baker on October 7. The "rope count” census method was employed 

throughout the study. 

Attwater Prairie Chicken Census, Colorado County, Texas - 1938 

ein i Sala eciininleinialinlitaddiesetniniaiilaemitpiiainnesienniudihimntienti 

Locality ' Area inhabited ' Area © Nuanber © Density * Est. 
by chickens censused of birds pop 

ee 14,670 acres 4766 a. 138. tis ey 485 
Prairie 

arora 4879 3 1-147 1 Prainic 19,470 acres 8 Ae 5 = 08 a, 13 

tection: chen nei emnamincompinnnenmanmaien 

Total * 34,140 acres "9645 a, * EAL * 556" 

¥ Estimated total population of Attwater prairie chicken in Colorado 

County. 

A flexible steel cable } of an inch in diameter and 100 yards 
long was found to be excellent for prairie chicken counting because it is 

much stronger and easier to drag than a rope. 

About October 20, chickens began to congregate in "packs" ac- 

cording to sex but singles and small groups still are common,
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Mopern Game Breepinc Fe) 193% oT 4 

carries very far, and you get fooled twice if you start Michigan Attempts To Spread Sharptails i 

walking towards the sound. _ ee GHA RE UAE grouse are now being trapped in five : 
When we are far enough in the woods, Hupi is given different areas in the Michigan upper peninsula, : 

the word that he is free to go—and he is off like a flash. some for banding and release and others for transplant- iy 
These dogs are not trained along the same lines as our _ ing to new ranges. This is the second winter of the con- \ 
bird dogs here, because “pointing” the bird in the dense servation department’s attempt to spread the sharptail \ 
woods would be useless. In the first place, the Black over a wider area in Michigan and the schedule calls ‘ 
cock is very shy of man, and you could very seldom come for the planting of about 50 birds in the Fletcher settle- 
within range. And, if you did get close enough, your ment area in Kalkaska county and about 30 to 40 in the 
shooting would not be easy, because the Black cock Pigeon river forest. 
starts off low and fast and puts the nearest tree in be- About 20 birds were planted in the Pigeon river area 
tween himself and the hunter. It is an old saying in these _ last winter. The trapping operations are being carried 
parts that, “the crow is a wise bird, but it takes seven _ on at scattered points in the upper peninsula. Tentative 
crows to outsmart one Black cock.” plans call for the planting of sharptails next year in the 

For the above reasons we let the dog run at will and Molasses river area. : : 
he covers miles of ground while the hunters walk slowly So far as is known the sharptail grouse has never in- 
or sit down to wait for the signal from the dog. When the _habited lower Michigan. In the upper peninsula, this 
dog finds the bird he rushes it, and the Black cock al- bird has ranged chiefly in the western half, but appears 
ways makes for the nearest tree when rushed by the dog. to be spreading east. Some birds were planted around 
But, if the intruder is man, then he flys away like a shot. Prout lake and a number have been seen in that area 
He seems to know that dogs do not climb trees, but that since this year’s hunting season. - 4 
a man has a gun and the tree is not a safe place to go Sharptails also have been sighted in the Pigeon river 
when a man is in sight. area since this year’s hunting season and the continued 

When a bird is treed Hupi stays under the tree and _ Presence of the birds in these areas is regarded by game 
starts barking in short, sharp yips. That is the signal workers as encouraging to the hope of establishing the 
for us that Hupi has done his part and it is up to us ee BS We aes the BLOLE AS atts soe : 
to start doing ours. We proceed first at a fast walk until £ Une pieces babies for sharptails, provides large, 
we get glimpses of Hupi. From there on utmost caution oe peer hi Nae es i pep ead at Wass 
must be maintained, because the bird is watching Hupi Seeon ae EARS See Dae : nee ; aos compromise between that which is most suitable for the 
and amusing himself at the dog’s helplessness, making ruffed a aii fi : ‘ oe 2 : ruffed grouse and the prairie chicken. 
sounds like laughter and chuckling at him—but, at the 

diessiuthe matrotarse Bie Ee eels Peer ee 
= T Ty nn Val t 

That is why only one of us goes on from here, and ToRow EAP VALLEY, part of Grand Canyon Na- 
. > 3 oS a oe ee ean Winnett. Aone. te ee ot the tee eee



File; Pr.Chicken folder __ 
Copy to F.N.H. 

Extract from Activities Report, Texas Game, Fish and Oyster 
Commission, Div. of Res. & Education, Pittman-Robertson Project 1-R, 
Phil Goodrum, Supervisor, May 1, 1939 

Ten quail shelters have already been constructed on the 

Hawkins Estate in Matagorda county, it was found on a visit May 10 

by the Manager, Jim Lewis, and Warden Harris. Some lesser prairie 

chickens were released on the ranch several years ago but did not 

become established. i



Pr. Chicken folder 

424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management August 14, 1939 

Dr. Lawrence 2. Micke 
Ohio Wildlife Research Station 
Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Lawrence: 

I would appreciate 1t very mach if you could have one of 
your men give me the figures about the prairie chicken and sharptail 
plantings which have suceeeded in Ohio. 1 would like to file this 
information in my species folders. All I need is yoar and date of 
planting, place and sumber, origin of stock, evidence of survival. 

Hamerstrom will be particularly interested in the news 
that these plantings have met with success, so I am sending him a 
copy of this letter. 

CAlfallan told me that no dancing ground for the sharptaile 
had been located despite the fact that they range over only three 
farms. Do you suspect that these birds are mating without having a 
definite dancing ground? If so, this information would be of very 
great interest to Hamerstrom, who has begun to suspect that not all 
matings take place on regular grounds. 

i I enjoyed meeting you and your group. 

With personal regards, 

| Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopeld . 
ec Hamerstrom Professor of Wildlife Management 

\ 

\ “ia —
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Letter from Mr. ". T. Cox, Feb. 13, 1940: 

"No doubt you are aware that sharp-tails flocked up 
strongly this winter and_appeared in large numbers far south 
of theirqwinter range. aaeeD This was especially true in 
western Minnesota and eastern South Dakota." 

",.. but while prairie chickens nest in that territory" 
(Yilton, Minn.) "to some extent it would appear that they move 
out for the winter. At least I note that only sharp-tails were 
trapped by Mr. Virtue." (Virtue bahded 63 ST) 

"... I made a number of trips through the upper Minnesota 
Valley counties and the counties immediately north of that 
territory this fall and winter and found the usual coneentra- 
tion of pinnates in their favorite wintering grounds. There were 
more than 100 in each of several places. 

"It would be fine if some organization, eae State 
Conservation Department, could arrange to trap and d pinnates 
next fall and winter in the following counties in Minnesota: | 
Pope, Swift, Stevens, Grant, Ottertail, Lincoln and Pipestone." |



From Michigan Conservation File Prairie Chicken 
February, 1940, p. 10 
Vol. IX, No. 5 ; 

’ D: crcl prairie chicken country and good sharp- 
ame Di tuay In tail country. It is also well known ‘ 
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File: Sharptail Grouse” 
Dane County 
Hamerstrom 

Now that the sharptail grouse remnants at Blue Mounds have 

definitely disappeared, I asked Prof. J. G. Dickson to give me the 

principal facts for record purposes. 

He first saw the birds in 1932, at which time there was a 

considerable flock (he does not remember the number) which had a 

booming ground and raised young that year. The birds were last seen 

in the spring of 1935, at which time there were only 5. By 1936 

they had disappeared and they have not been seen since. 

The exact number seen in 1932 and the dates seen are probably 

of record in Mr. Dickson's notebooks, but he hasnot looked them up. 

Ruffed grouse are now very abundant on the area, he says. 

IU germ am 19 3Y CAdredw uw’) ae 

OF



kay Yea Place 
August 31, 1 

Mr. John H. Boker 
National Agsociation of Audubon Societies 
1006 Fifth Aveme 
New York, . ¥. 

Dear John: 

The purpose of this Letter is to record with you the precarious 
Status of the Columbian Sharptail Grouse. Information reaching me 
accidentally puts together as follows: 

California 20 
Utah 1000 
New Mexico 100 
Idaho 1000 or less 
Montana a few 
Colorado : 

Despite this radical shrinkage, Idaho still has an open season. 
Nobody has any refuges except Utah, which has two. I gather these two 
are mostly signs. : 

The cenee of this radical shrinkage is certainly overgrazing, 
hence fenced refuges might stand an excellent chance of saving the species. 
This being the case, wouldn't it be reasonable to expect that Pittman- 
Robertson funds, giving the West more restoration money than it ever saw 
before, would by now have been used to establish a few refuges for sharptails? 

What I fear is that Pittman-Roberteon funds are going almost 
wholly for shootable game. If so, we are making a bad mistake. The Bird 
‘Protection Committee of the A.0.U. is going to emphasize this same point in 
ite next report. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY Ge EDMONTON, ALBERTA cat 
aGnDS CANADA ¥ (wn 
Oo pe” ye 

17. 11. 40 ge” 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
4o4 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

I believe you have recently been having some corres- 

pondenee with Bitblado of Winnipeg concerning the possible banding of 

chieken in Manitoba. As you know, I have been directly interested in 

chicken (and rabbit) eycles for many years and attempted to get a 

trained pathologist attached to this University over the last cycle 

and erash,to work on nothing else. I had to raise the eash for salary 

myself one way or another and didn't then succeed, but the prospects 

for the present cycle look a great deal more promising. If we get 

such a fellow established here, extensive banding of chicken is on our 

slate. Some successful trapping hes already been done, but more infor- 

mation on traps would be useful and if you could send us any useful 

suggestions, they would be much appreciated. I hope, if we get a patn- 

Ologist solely for the purpose, that he will be able to cover Saskat- 

ehewan and Manitoba also to some extent. 

It might interest you to know that the first pinneted grouse 
since the lest crash 

to return to Alberta, ignere(ne never have more than isolated colonies 

on some of the larger lakes during the breeding season), showed up 

last summer. Alberta boasts the northernmost record for the continent 

Ns k for these birds, I believe, at Lac la Biche, procured during the peak 

Yue 
of 1925. 

Yours sineerely,



4okh University Farm Place 
February 24, 1940 

Prof. William Rowan 
Department of Zoology 
University of Alberta 
Hamonton, Alberta 
Canada 

Dear Professor Rowan: 

I am moh pleased to hear from you again and to know 
of the prospect of some banding work on sharptail and pinnate 
under your direction. 

I am pleased to send you our trapping mamal (which 
is out of date) and the recent issue of the news letter of the 
Lake States Banding Cooperative. This issue describes most of 
the recent improvements in trapping technique. I suggest that 
if you run into snags, you correspond directly with F. N. Hamerstrom, 
Jr., Plainfield, Wisconsin, who is my head man on chicken studies 
and techniques. 

I am mech interested to hear of the pulsating northern 
boundary of pinnate, and I wish sometime you would sketch roughly 
on an outline map the maximum and minimum boundary during the last 
high and low of the cycle. I could make good use of this in classes. 
Mr. Cunningham once promised to get it for me, but was unable to 

: disentangle the evidence. 

I am sending you Hamerstrom's recent publications on 
chickens. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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a STATUS OF THE PRAIRIE CHICKENS Ss 4 as 

By Gienn Viehneyer 

In the Logan County Area and In Holt, Brown, Rook yu 
and Keya Paha Counties c be 

(faken from Outdoor Nebraska, Winter, 1941) 

There has been an upturn in the prairie chicken population 
of the Nebraska sandhill region. This specie that had Sean 60 
veduced in number that it was in grave danger of extinction has 
increased to the point where extinetion is unlikely. It is possible 
that, with a continuation of the present favorable breeding son- 
a4itions, this bird may —— become numerous enough to take ite 
rightful place as a@me bird. 

The past three breeding scasons have increased the chicken 
population of the Logan County area 500 per cent. Reporte of 
flocks of 60 to 200 birds are frequent along the South Loup River 
ané on the tableland to the south. It appears that the estimated 
800 per cent increase may be low when a reasonably ecourate census 
is taken. 

In April and June, 1935, I spent three weeks in Holt, Rook 
and Brown counties, driving approxinately 1,200 wiles through the 
range land. During thie trip I kept a reeoré of the birds seen 
and counted 53 ehickens and 9 sharp-tailed grouse. 

In the fall of 1940 (October 16th to November 27th), serving 
as a conservation officer with the Game, Forestation and Parke 
Commission and traveling about 2,600 miles in the above area and 
in western Keya Paha County, I saw an estimated 1,600 chickens 
and 1,000 grouse. 

i believe this estimate to be fairly acourate. Sany of the 
flocks were so large thet we found it impossible to make accurate 
counts. in keeping ay records I at no time counted birds seen 
in territory that we had previously patrolled for fear of 
éuplicating records. 

The heaviest population appeared to be in western Keya Paha 
County, where on November let, I counted 343 chickens and 89 grouse. 

i believe that there has been ae 400 per cent increase in this 
ares since 1955. Farmers, ranchers and sportemen are agreed that 
there has been a great increase in the number of chickens and 
grouse. These men give estimates ranging from 300 to 1,000 per cent. 

In comparing the 1955 figures with~those of 1940, a number of 
things must be then into consideration. . 

Piret: 

The eeason of the counte.



- 2 - 

In 1938 the count wae made in late April and in June, after 

the big winter flocks had broken up and many of the birds were 

nesting and were spread out over the territory, while in 1940 

the birde had flocked for the winter. 

Seconds 

Tne 1935 count wae made while traveling alone in a ear driven 

ata fairly high rate of speed. {1 undoubtedly passed numbers of 

pirds without seeing then. 

The 1940 count was made from a ear driven at a low rate of 

speed by Conservation Officer W. J, Weller of Atkinson, giving me 

a better opportunity to make observations as well as the help of 

@ second man. 

Thirds 

fhe Aietance traveled and amount of territory covered was 

mugh greater than in the 1935 gount. 

In the = County area I have been able to make very few 

observations, ee absent much of the time. During the 

week of Bovember 10th we were in Logan County. Many of the roads 
were blocked with snow and travel confined to the main roads. 

A good number of birds were seen. However, conversations with 

hunters who were in the field during pheasant season indicate 

a decided increase. These reports, with the data collected by 

me during the past three atu form the basvis of my estimate 

ef increase. I believe % the cause of increase ean be 

attributed to one major factor and probably one or more secondary 

factors. 

THE MAJOR FACTOR: 

RESTORATION OF NESTING ARFZAS. 

The Range Program practice of “Deferred ong, has been of 

major rn. ‘thie program hae each year established areas 

with % vegetative growth to provide nesting cover for 

the chickens and grouse. 

Important secondary factors have been seasons favorable for 

ralaing young birds and an abundanee of food. 

WITH THE CONPINUATION OF ANY PROGRAM THAT PROVIDES SUITABLE 

HESTING AREAS FOR THESE BIRDS, I BELIEVE THAT THEY WILL CONTINUE 

7O INCREASE IN NUMBERS AND EVENTUALLY RE-Z9TABLISH THEMSELVES 
OVER THE RANGE COUNTRY; WITHOUT IT, I BELIZVE THEM DOOMED, 

Led yi
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STATUS OF THE PRAIRIE CHICKENS 4 eX 

By Glenn Viehmeyer 

There has been an upturn in the prairie chicken population of 

the Nebraska sandhill region. This specie that had been so reduced 

in number that it was in grave danger of extinction has inereased 

to the point where extinction is unlikely. It 1s poseible thet, 
with a continuation of the present favorable breeding conditions, 

thie bird may again become numerous enough to take ite rightful 

place as a game bird. 

The past three breeding seasons have increased the chicken popu- 

lation of the Logan County area 300 per cent, Reports of flocks 

of 60 to 200 birds are frequent along the South Loup River and on 

the tableland to the south. It appears that the estimated 300 per 

cent increase may be low when a reasonably aceurate census is taken. 

In April and June, 1955, I spent three weeks in Holt, Roek and 

Brown counties, driving approximately 1,200 miles through the range 

land. During this trip I kept a reeord of the birds seen and counted 

56 chickens and 9 sharo-tailed grouse. ; 

In the fall of 1940 (October 16th to November 27th), serving as 

a conservation officer with the Game, Forestation and Parks Commis- 

sion and traveling about 2,500 miles in the above area and in west- 

ern Keya Paha County, I saw an estimated 1,500 chickens and 1,000 

grouse. 

I believe this estimate to be fairly accurate. Many of the 

flocks were so large that we found it impossible to make accurate 

counts. 

In keeping my records I at no time counted birds seen in terri- 

tory that we had previously patrolled for fear of duplicating records.
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The heaviest population appeared to be in western Keye Paha County, 

where on November lst, I counted 343 chickens and 89 grouse. 

I believe that there has been a 400 per cent inerease in this 

area since 1935. Farmers, ranchers and sportsmen are agreed that 

there has been a great increase in the number of chickens and 

grouse, These men give estimates ranging from 300 to 1,000 per cent, 

In comparing the 1935 figures with those of 1940, a number of 

things must be taken into consideration. 

First: 

The season of the counts. 

In 1935 the count was made in late April and in June, after the 

big winter floeks had broken up and many of the birde were nesting 

and were spread out over the territory, while in 1940 the birds had 

flocked for the winter. 

Second: ' 

The 1935 count wae made while traveling alone in a cer driven 

at « feirly high rate of speed. I undoubtedly paseed numbers of 

pirds without seeing them. 

The 1940 eount wes made from a car driven at a low rate of speed 

by Conservation Officer W. J. Weller of Atkinson, giving me a 

better opportunity to make observations as well as the help of a 

second man. 

Third: 

The distance traveled and amount of territory covered was much 

greater than in the 1936 count. 

In the Logan County aree I have been able to make very few 

observations, having been absent much of the time. During the week 

of November 10th we were in Logen County. Many of the roads 

were blocked with snow and travel confined to the main rosds. A 

good number of birds were seen.
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However, conversations with hunters who were in the field during 

pheasant season indicate a decided increase. 

These reports, with the data collected by me during the past 

three years, form the basis of my estimate of increase. 

I believe that the cause of inerease can be attributed to one 

major factor and probably one or more secondary factors. 

THE MAJOR FACTOR: 

RESTORATION OF NESTING AREAS. 

The Range Program practice of “Deferred Grazing" has been of 

major importance. This program has each year established areas 

with sufficient vegetative growth to provide nesting cover for the 

chickens and grouse. 

Important secondary factors have been seasons favorable for 

raising young birds and an abundance of food. 

WITH THE CONTINUATION OF ANY PROGRAM THAT PROVIDES SUITABLE 

NESTING AREAS FOR THESE BIRDS, I BELIEVE THAT THEY WILL CONTINUE 

TO INCREASE IN NUMBERS AND EVENTUALLY RE-ESTABLISH THEMSELV!S \ 

OVER THE RANGE COUNTRY; WITHOUT IT, I BELIEVE THEM DOOMED. 

Copied: geh 
3-17-41
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A total of eleven hens were counted out of twenty-seven 

Prairie Chickens trapped by Harold Shine on Buena Vista Marsh 

in Portage County on March 4 to 6. These birds were captured 

at a point where 50 had been observed by Shine and about 200 

were reported by local residents. As no nesting chickens are 

known to the local people at this locality, this record of sex 

on the trapped birds is of interest. 

Passenger Pigeon. Vol. III, No. 3 

March, 1941. p. 30.
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. The Effect of Excessive Hunting Pressure on an Area aw \) 

of Southern Michigan Pheasant Range (Myer 

Da livured yuk Aeon, \\ 

It is not unusual for the Game Division to receive post-hunting- 

season reports of cock pheasants being completely “shot out" of local 

areas. Although these birds do, at times and in some places, appear 

to be quite wary and difficult to see after the close of the hunting, 

an investigation usually reveals that sufficient cocks have escaped 

the gun to insure an adequate number of breeders in the following 

spring. Such studies have been by no means intensive, but we have 

found no area where cock birds were depleted to the extent that hens 

laid sterile eggs. 

Investigetions on our own, or borrowed land have now reached the 

point where some of the effects of heavy hunting can be evaluated; and 

I wish to call attention to data for the past two hunting seasons at 

the Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station. 

The state land and adjoining privately owned farms, have been 

managed at a hunting cooperative, with 2055 acres included in 1939 and 

1575 acres in 1940. Tickets were issued to hunters, who filled out a 

report giving the hours hunted, animals flushed, the kill and other 

information. 

As the greph on the lantern slide shows there was 99 gun-hours 

of hunting for each 100 acres of the area in 1939. The kill was 10.8 

cock pheasants for the same unit area. A pre-hunting-season man-drive 

census flushed 9.8 cock birds per hundred acres on a centrally-located 

census unit of 800 acres. 

At the close of the hunting season in 1939 we felt that the Rose 

Lake land had been heavily hunted. There were suggestions by people 

in the vicinity thet it had been hunted too heavily. However, field 

work during the winter and spring showed that there was a perfectly 

adequate number of cocks for breeding purposes.
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Increased publicity certified that the public request for hunting 

privileges would be still larger in 1940, but it was decided not to 

limit hunting. Observations during the summer and early fall showed . 

a pheesant populetion slightly higher than the year before, although 

in our pre-season census drive the same number of birds were flushed 

as in the preceding year. 

Hunting pressure in 1940 was 176 gun-hours per hundred ecres, or 

three-fourths again as much as in 1939. ‘The kill remained practically 

the same, being 10.2 cocks per hundred scres. 

These figures tend to substantiate an idea that hed already been 

suspected from kill records obtained at the prairie farm in Saginaw 

county; namely, that there is a point of diminishing returns in the 

hunting of pheasants on such an area as this. Beyond s certain level 

it 1e evident that hunting was largely unrewarded. Gun pressure in 

1939 was probably more than was necessary to harvest the crop, and 

in 1940 1t was probably near twice that amount. 

The Rose Lake area contains numerous marshes, swales and kettle 

holes which provide well-spaced and effective "escape" coverts. These 

lowlands are always difficult to hunt and the wet season of 1940 left 

them well-fitted with water. It is our belief that the harder the 

birds were hunted the more quickly they took to the heavy cover and 

that this reaction compensated for the excess gun pressure. 

From these figures it is evident that hunter-success is not a 

reliable index of bird numbers in heavily hunted areas, and thet the 

reports of hunters may also be conditioned more by gun-pressure than 

by actuel pheasant populations. The only reliable measurement of 

populations to be derived from hunting is the actual yield per unit 

area. 
Durward L. Allen 

</m/an March 1, 1941
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k2h University Farm Place 
May 20, 1942 

Mr. Wallace Grange 
Baboock, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace: 

This is ia reply te your inquiry of May 14 about Franklin 
Schmidt's plantings: 

Hy record shows that he planted 22 sharptails in January, 1933 

in approximately section 9, Richfield Township, Adams County. 

fhe source of this information ie not indicated, but I am 

almost sure I got it from Franklin himself. 

You are right in assuming that Professor Schmidt will be 

interested. Henee 1 am sending him your letter and this reply. 

His address is Dr. G. W. Schmidt, Route 2, Box 40, Stanley, 

Wisconsin. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

} a
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; Native Prairie Chicken Count Indicates Birds May 

Be on Decline in Northwestern Indiana 

Record of 848, Made in 1941 by Observers, Shows These Grouse Favor 

Native Prairie Growth for Habitat 

ROM observations of native prairie chickens, yet been verified by the observers. No doubt the 

F made by employes of the Division of Fish and birds were found there a few years ago and in all 

Game, operating under the Pittman-Robertson act, probability they are still there, being greatly 

a report has been made on the 1941 observations reduced in number.” 

of these interesting game birds, now protected by The report then tells some interesting facts 

oy bees a Ns ene HE pk oie about the nature of the prairie chicken. Among 
of these birds in Newton, ai , ‘ facts related are the following: They began gath- 

Pulaski Counties, and Se few of the species ering on the booming grounds late in March, grad- 

may be a also in 2 heed ce ie and bea ao ually started booming. Booming was at its height 

aoe he nia ny wae ¢ ae Such reports Will Pe the two middle weeks of April. Booming activity 
See a eke Gane naaie : then declined, the last of the birds still gathering in 
The report records 546 prairie chickens in New- very small numbers on May 20 late in the after- 

ton County, 196 ut ae coe ea ead noon. No sharp-tailed grouse were seen on the 

County, and 44 in Pulaski County. It is mentioned j,,oming grounds though the species has been 
that there are reports of these birds in northeast- Siocked) Booming started between 4-00 and!7-80 

ce 2 if ; a.m. and was also observed from 5:00 p. m. till 

The count of birds was made last aoe ae dark. More activity was shown by the birds in the 

the booming season. Twenty-five booming grounds morning than in the evening. The largest number 
were located and observed. Of the twenty-five, f bird Ol i, a t t 

thirteen were in bluegrass pasture, five were on See eee ee Og us 
j aan . ht, the lowest, four. All booming grounds were 

native prairie grass lands, and four on winter ene 3 : & 8 

wheat, two on soybean stubble and one on clover 1 the open; none near brush or woods. The crop 
eraboles of one dead bird found was examined and showed 

It is pointed out that the old Beaver Lake area it had fed almost entirely on soybeans. 

is a favorite area for the prairie chickens, and the Referring Beam to the Beaver Lake area, the 
report says: “Most of the birds are located in Teport says: “The major concentration of the pres- 
Newton and Jasper Counties, which are bounded ent existing prairie chicken population is in the old 
on the north by the Kankakee River ditch. Years Beaver Lake Prairie. This is the largest remnant 

ago a large, shallow lake covered some 50,000 acres of typical prairie vegetation which exists in the 
in northern Newton County. When this lake was state. Dominant plants are big bluestem, little 
drained for agriculture several hundred acres were _ bluestem, switch grass and spike gayflower.” 

found to be unsuitable for farming because of poor, The report shows faithfully the facts as found 

sandy soil. This area was soon covered with typi- in 1941. Further investigations undoubtedly will 
cal prairie grasses and sedges and is now referred give additional information, and it is hoped—but 

to as the Beaver Lake Prairie, taking its name without too much confidence—that the prairie 

from the lake that was there at one time. This chicken population is larger than the report shows. 
prairie has by far the heaviest prairie chicken 

population in the state. Some of it is grazed, but °¢£—— 

a few sections are never grazed or farmed. The 

greatest concentration of the birds is confined to Cat Se a ae 

McClelland Township, Newton County.” | é Vt. td 

In other words, the prairie chickens, it may be, ae ae : ene Ee , Wee 

have moved out as the plow moved in. The chickens , ri o,) Ss ssa | ay Ll 
seem to stand pasture land but do not do so well q EY < i ’ ‘ uN ‘ 

when the land is plowed. Yet, in the spring, the fb eae ay mS mille 
birds are often seen on plowed ground. es roa eee a 

The report says: “The prairie chicken at one >] yee 
time inhabited all of Jasper County, but since the __ | P — m 
prairie areas have been cultivated for crops, these (2 we ees ag 

birds have been gradually fading out of the picture | | ‘ | ‘ = 
as a native species. There remain a few widely ¥@) ec ee ) wi l A \ ag 
scattered flocks in this county.” ee cv ee 

“A few small flocks of prairie chickens are in _ From left to right, these turtle hunters are Chet Elliott, 
Lake and Pulaski Counties,” says the report. Peancleypallingery, Emiset ClaveaNornsh Cortright and 

“Reports were also received from Benton and Poande fon te Invgeet with ite 1oy,apounders ana eNS 
Warren Counties, but so far these reports have not 7-pounders, were caught in Big Lick in Blackford County. 

OuTDOOR INDIANA :: Page Thirteen 

Qu ¥ 1GY /
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i ; . 8 Grouse Get Blame _ 

A . halitis 
2 “4, Por Encephalitis 

: AAS f 

“Public Health Probe Incrim- | 
tL inates Grouse As Di- ee eee Lora be Sease acer al ft oe ee ey | Ay of | oe —— ey | BISMARCK, Oct. San vier sh. | Grouse — |: |is no danger of contracting on- Wes Continued from page 1/ ° ‘eephalitis by eating game birds 3 - pag cor if the meat is well-cooked, Dr. F. ee : : i in|J. Hill, epidemiologist with the i cephalomelitis virus by Cox and py |State health department, said to- %- Hughes »from both brain and j day. 

98, spleen of a prairie chicken, also - ee 
»f called pinnated grouse or prairie ae Dr. James P. Leake of the he hen, shot in the field by Labora- al: | 30 S. public health. “servise: Ud tory — Assistant W. ‘Truman : be: |’ “said in Washington. that-ia- 28° Smith,” | 

iot| boratery experiments have ies 5 Shot Near Rugby q _ indicated the prairie chicken the _,They said the bird was shot : wack eservoir for the enceph- me about eight miles south of Rug- mi ere PY) N. D. Aug. 27, 1941, while | aed Glitis virus. ily human epidemic cases were oc- i ed! The heat of proper cooking will curring in the vicinity. es by | kill any encephalitis virus that It is believed that our finding i h-|may be present in the bird, Dr. the western strain of virus in a he|Hill said. Because it is possible naturally infected prairie chick- ‘that other game birds may also en constitutes the first time ihat ‘be reservoirs for the disease, he om this virus has been reported in he Said, thorough cooking of all wild host other than man and horses, st game is advisable. jus- coincidental with a human api- a | Care in Handling to- demic in time and place,” they AY : ‘ ; and reported, pointing out that the| a, | Dr. Hill also urged caution in Rugby vicinity was “one ofthe in|handling game birds, warning Pere Uebe vicuity was: ton a : fri- chief foci of the epidemic. |hunters and housewives to wash Decree . ve their hands thoroughly with soap ee z eake in a ;summary pre- | afieaecml 
pared for Senator Nye (R-ND), g/8 NRE aaa a ae oe a der said there were 1,080 eases and 96 Re “Phere-is" a Femote possibility ‘ear deaths in North Dakota, while ts|of becoming infected by handling tice Minnesota had 815 cases, South z:|a diseased’ bird when there is - hile Dakota 180 cases and 11 deaths; \d' break in the handler’s skin,” Dr. ' $9 Montana, 64 cases and § deaths; ly | Hill said. Nebraska 250 cases ‘and 40 1 He emphasized that the nst deaths; Manitoba 434 eases and ee) ibili remote one, ind 42 deaths; Saskatchewan 388 cas- Z-! amrayy ae the ‘infée- for es; Alberta, only lightly affected. | nt 

ane SO ae i tion would have to enter the vty © ‘The symptoms of the dis. 
ae human body through broken ing ase were similar to those de- in) siin. i ic seribed for the St. Louis type beg es | = ' of infectious encephalitis but * By LYLE F. YOUNGSTROM | it- . Were in general milder, Dr. WASHINGTON Oct, 3=4/P\—Dr. | a, dedke aqid. 

|James P. Leake, medical director’ \l” The type of encephalitis pres- ‘of the U. S. public health service, | 2 ent, he said, was indicated by {believes the mosquito and the neutralization tests performed in |prairie chicken may have figured (ae laboratory of the Minnesota jin the outbreak of encephalitis | department of health on serum \-|which recently spread over five | * of patients in the Fargo, N. D., S|north central.states and three Ca- | | area—some of these serums neu- ~\nadian provinces, ; | | tralizing’ the western type of oy Reporting the end of the % €auine encephalomyolitis, aoe . . : The Cox-Jellison-Hughes note e| sargest emcee clits epidbm * established this “firmly,” he de- a ic of record,” Dr. Leake called ;, ¢lared, by recording the isolation 1 attention to a preliminary ee from eight human necropsies of +, report from the Rocky moun- ¥ pes type of virus, and only this 7 - 2 ype. 
2} os ana Se ae © Dr. Leake said no. particular | Mont., which he s eee | clesnnestion case for. case, was 1; ¢riminated” the prairie chic- ;.|found between cases of the dis- > ken. 

of ae in horses oa puman Sees i e z 7./and in general little connection ‘ erala "He Con"prindpat baste, Ry probable comactbaleay : Frye ewig ‘e;Man cases. - : | iologist, ee is age h| He found that the epidemic co- .| Soclate  parasitolog: eas i e “fincided with mosquito prevalence k dahl E. ee Sebi e{in North Dakota, that the disease "heal oe so eee \-|was predominantly — rural, and healt See : ‘t]that among the cases the “tro- \|,, “The main object of this pre 3. mendous male predominance in liminary note is to report the is: | the working ages was out of pro- jOlation of western equine en- portion to sex selectivity in any | See GROUSE on page 4 other infectious disease. 
a £ “Since the mosquitos Ppo- 

‘S| tentially incriminated are of 
the field varieties and since 

T| in this area the male popu- 
| lation of working age has a 
a greater exposure in the 
;'| Wheat fields than the female, | it did not seem right to with. 
Y! hold a warning against mos- | 

fs quitos.”” | 
h,} Then he added: | 
o,} “It is evident that if mosqui- 
y,{tos are responsible for transmis- 

sion, there is likely to be a reser- 
*-|voir or reservoirs other than man 
2.!or horses. 
3. “The findings by Cox, Jellison| 
#|and Hughes points to one possi- { 

ble solution here. The prairie q 
S|chickens incriminated is a bird ) 
“lof the grain fields especially, and 
1 it is noteworthy that the virus 
“|was found with uniform succes 

jj in_all animals inoculated, in + 
;,{Spleen as well as in the cen 
“{mervous “system, thus indic’ 
a|blood carriage and blood 
t|tiousness.” 
I pit Sy
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Prairie chicken folder ~~ i 
March 1942 

The following are approximate figures on the planting of prairie chickens 
on the Cook County Forest Preserve: : . 

: In 1940 about 7 cocks and about 4 hens were trapped in southern Illinois and 
released on the Preserve. 

In 1941 11 cocks were found booming. 

In 1942 no chickens had been seen to date. 

This information was given verbally from memory by Roberts Mann. (March 30, 1942) 

ce Hamerstrom 
Hawkins
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PRAIRIZ CHICKEN DANCING 
Taken From 

Michigan Conservation 
June, 1942 

Though 1¢ is one of the sportier game birds of northern 
Michigan, the prairie chicken usually sticks fairly close to sreas 
of civilization, conservation department gome men have coneluded 
from onealysie of epring booming ground surveys. 

Donald W. Douglass, ornithologist, reports that of 4 booming 
grounis located, 70 were within » mile of cultivated fields, 52 , 
were within a quarter-mile, 24 were on cultivated fields ani two 
were on freshly plowed ground. 

Another belief confirmed, by the analysis ie the prairie chicken's 
preference for open sites for booming grounds. ‘Three-quarters of the f 
sites were grassy, only a few had woods gover. Of the 84 sites, 32 
were on a imoll or hill; only 12 were on Low, wet ground, 

Cengusing of prairie chickens by observing their mating dance 
on the booming grounds in spring ie considered one of the moat 
valueble means of keeping track of these birds. More then 500 . 
wer. observed on the sites covéred by the investigation. 

GOPI EDs VE 
1/2/42
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200 S~ Main St. 
Shamrock, Texas. 

August 25, 1942. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 
You ask what news; well there is little to report from this part 

of Texas that will be new to you. However since ovr mimeographed quarterly re - 
report has been discontinved for the duration you may not be up to date on 

our chicken work. The past month we have been trying our best to trap broods 
for restocking purposes, to establish sex ratios, and to band for research 
purposes. We have had little success, for two moist seasons in sequence have 
given us so much ground cover in large shinnery pastures that PC broods are 
not coming to the mottes for shade. The weather has been rather cool, seldom¢ 
over 90 degrees, and that simply is not hot enough to put the chickens in 
the mottes. They do use them a little for dusting and loafing but will not 
stick in them while a trap is set# up. It looks therefore as though we will hav 

have to rely on winter trapping to get our birds. 

Our nesting study fell below expectation as we found only thirteen nests in 
over 350 miles with the blitzbar. I figure we did not miss many nests since 
all nesting cover on our ten section project area was covered three times 
during the season with the bar, Also, we would find more broods now had we 
missed any appreciable number of successful nests. We had a male breeding Zz 
population of 298 cock birds on the ten sections and normally one could expect 

at least 100 nesting hens. In early April the project was accidently burned 
over denuding close to 90 percent of nesting cover. The remaining ten percent 
was distributed over the area in patches large enough to accomodate many more 
nests than were found. My best guess is that the females pulled out for 
neighboring unburned pastures to nest, and several landowners near by reported 
a big influx of chickens at the time our area burned. We tried to check on 
this by barring neighboring pastures but apparently did not get far enough 
away from home to pick up vagrant hens. 

By the end of the nesting season we had made improvements to the blitzbar 

and now believe that it is nearly foolproof and will flush almost every nesting 
hen it goes over. I have some better pictures that 1 will send along svon. 
Lest you get the impression from previous pictures that our project area is 
smooth as a golf course, 1 will tell you that it is plenty rough, and if your 
saddle muscles are not in good shape you would not be able to take a full day 
on the observers seat. I lost fifteen pounds during the nesting season as a 
result of the jouncing, hence can recommend the treatment to anyone interested 
in reducing but will not guarentee it to be painless. Nine of our thirteen 
nests were successful, & this includes one nest of infebtihe eggs (supposedly 
infertile as did not hatch in six weeks incubating).



Starker and family came through Shamreck a few days ago and it was my bad luck 
to miss them, They stopped at our house just a few minutes after my departure 
with Stokley Ligon . Have been cemping with him the vast week and have become 

much better acquainted, and needless to say like him very mich. , 

Our knife maker is still at Alanreed, and 1 am trying now to get him to finish 
up an order for Roy Case before he has to go to the army. Will send you another 

blade when he gets them finished. Let me know whether a horn handle will do or 
do you prefer to make your own. I may be in the army myself before ahother month 
as 1 recently received notice from the War Department that my former commission 
may be restored. Most of my Lubbock friends are already in, especially those at 
Texas Tech College. There is 1 presume a good bit of difference in feeling about 
the war in different States, Out here we all expect to be in it one way or another 
before another year regardless of developmentté in the immediate future. 

Sincerely;



pelle 

424 University Farm Place 
August 26, 1ghe 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Edwin §. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Hammy: 

Professor Wakelin McNeel, whom you may remember as "Ranger 
Mac", tells me that Mrs. Archie Ward, who owns a farm in 
Arpen, Wisconsin, Wood County, had a lone prairie chicken 
cock which boomed while standing on her hand. The two 
photographs attached were taken by Mrs. Ward, and authenticate 
the occurrence. MeNeel personally saw the bird perform. 

I was told that the thing started when this lone bird 
"rushed" Mrs. Ward's son while he was in the field. The 
son subsequently trained the bird to mount the hand and 
boom. He was in no way confined, but simply made his 
appearance whenever anybody showed up. 

I take it that this represents a perversion of the booming 
instinet, the person being in the mind of the cock another 
prairie chicken cock that he was booming at, just as a 
person is substituted for the mother bird in perversions of 
the "following instinct". 

You may use this instance in any way you see fit, and you 
could doubtless get additional details from Mrs. Ward. 

A third photograph is being kept in my album as no. 1443. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

cc MeHeel 
p. c. folder
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Midland Cos: Much of the chicken country is quite “ 
similar, in general appearance, to the grown-up parts 
of the central Yisconsin range -- sand and marsh, oaks 
and popple, few farms, The clay areas were a surprize, 
however, Although we did'nt give the place a fair trial 
o~ it was eo all the time we were there «= it looks 
like the old familiar story of a chicken reclaimed 
by brush (equals too much fire protection) with very few 
birds left. Eldred agrees with this diagnosis. 

ve stopped at Bay City to see Creechp but he could'nt 
tell us mich about ¢hickens. He sent us on to Standish, 
where we looked up your man Corneal (spelling?). C 
sent us’Z place near Omer, where he said there was a small 
remnant flock: two miles east of Omer to what was called 

-c Silver Gables, 80 rods south, east again about a mile to 
ywe® a pine thicket. South and west of this thickey is an odd 

(w- formation «= looked like a shrub bog (low Andromeda, 
perhaps?) but on sandy soils; also a marsh east, the bed 
of Duck Lake. It was still raining, so we went ons ; 

On the way to Standish, the country around Pinconning 
a d very likely, but Corneal said that he knew of no Looke likely o al said that he kn ¢t 

yoy? chickens to speak of arent He'ld seen one or twoe Do 
you know anything about this country? 

; From Omer we went to Prescott. I suspect that there 

SFR UD PoftRERSEDE, ‘End Ele PUREE Hie iids | ind WE* 
63 » the other NE. Prescott himself estimates that 
there are about 200 birds on the twp places and, if one 

Ww enlarges the area somewhat to include neighboring lands, 
© I suspect that he's about right. Ye saw two flocks of
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about 30 each SY of town, both of which used both inside 
and outside of the Prescott Ranch. We did'nt hunt on the 
NE farm, but it looks about the same and is considerably 
larger. The Prescott cattle business is what makes the 
chicken cover -- big fields (80's and larger) of red=top, 
with some timothy and quack, some bluegrass, and clover; 
some corn; corm, small grains, alfalfa and clover outside. ‘ 
I've forgotten how big his holdings are: do you remember? 
Must be at least 4000 acres on the two places. 

The surprizing thing to us, after working in Wiscons 
was to see a chicken range completely independent of rene 

We spent three days there, but the birds were packed 
and very wild. It was tod hard to hunt Sra es ane they 
ranged vo enough to get off Prescott's into a 
bunch of holdings -- too many permissions to ask 
every day. 

» At Yest Branch we were told of severAl small flocks 
we ce nearby: one about two miles east of town, another a few 

miles south of 55 slants the Rifle River; one a few miles 
south of Maple Valley (lioscomuson CO.); one at Geel's 
Landing (ditto). We hunted one evening at the place 2 
miles east of town, and saw sign but only one “Eth 
did'nt try the other three places as they were said to 
have very few birds, 

I forgot to say that while we were in Midland Co. 
we went to see Frautchi, the dog trainer, who lives about 

~ five miles NW of Gladwin. He can hear booming in spring 
\y”” Sree’ hie place but dZd had'nt found any birds in the 

oY Y neighborhood this autumn. He Sar there might be some 
east of his place, about three miles east of 18/ 

From Vest Branch we went to Roscommon, and inquired 
at the District Office. They sent us to the smaller 
station across the road, where we were told that there 
was'nt much in the neighborhood: some sharptails between 
Roscommon and Lovells, and a few chickens at Shupak Lake “f (NE Crawford Cos). Otto Failing later told us that the > 
ST were the birds planted near the Hartwick Pines, and oe 
that the planting did'nt do very well. a 

Js 

We went on to Failing's, and he took us over to wr r 
Fletcher Settlement and showed us where to hunt. That is - # 

ip fine country «- really special, but again it looks as ue Ps 
though the chickens were due to be crowded out, and soon. “© ‘ 
It's sharptail country now, for the most part, and your ohh 
planting seems to have caught beautifully. Our largest wf Pr wy 

x count on chickens was 20, and there were many more ST. ‘a As 
we could'nt get an accurate check on either in the two ~. as 
weeks we were there. There were 7 chickens several mornings N 
sitting on the booming ground at the Settellment, and we saw we 
a-second—bunch-of-7-in-aiiifalra x 

Sead
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a second bunch of 7 (not the same ones) in an alfalfa field 
in sec. 20; occasional singles in the thornapples in sec. 
28, where we saw the bunch of 20. Towari the end of the 
season there was a mixed 1. yr rytess > ee — 

les, perhaps ST and 18- at leas y seeme 
ect ee cent thes, aking I can't be quite certain 

that the two bunghes really did result from a split of the 
larger one. I think so, though) plus at least 6 ST and 
probably more in the thornapples and more in sec's. 21 
and 22, and probably still more ST near Grass Lake 
(northern Missaukee Co.). Earlier in the season there was 
said to be about=bG a bunch of about 15 PC just NE of 
Grass Lake, but we never found them for sure. We did see 
about 50, mostly ST but possibly with a few PC, at the 
extreme iz corner of the Lake one morning: the ST were 
gobbling in the tops of some jack pines. We followed the 
sound in, flushed the birds (N) from the trees, looked 
for a dancing ground but could'nt find one. 

new 
ioe S Wee senate, Sees AS 2S SS ee 33 

about the SW (perhaps SE) of Ni; we showed Failing where 
it is. 

While hunting near the Settlement, we examined 6 
ST: all birds of the year, all males. G 

_- Othe . 
We went over to the Johannesburg area one morning 

with Twork and four others. Saw about 25 PC, none near 
enough for a shot. No marsh cover there either -- 
bluegrass, timothy, and quack instead. 

ie We ae ae < small bunches of See meee 
ena near Cheboygan, but as there posedly 

few birds and as those places were so far, we did'nt go 
to look. I've also been told that there is at chicken 
hunting near Clare; on the way home we inquired there 
but drew a complete blank. Do you know anything about 
it? And what about Star City (Missaukee Co.)? There's 
some very nice looking country there. 

That about covers our trip. According to Failing 
and Twork, we covered the best of the Lower Pénninsula 
chicken country. If so, it looks as though the LP had ' 
more small bunches of chickens than “isconsin, but 
nothing as good as the best Wisconsin country. On the ‘ 
other hand, we did'nt get into all the places shown on , 
your LP booming ground map. Eldred said that he thought 
the Ioseo Co. birds had pretty well petered out in the 
last year or two, but it looks as peri we might have 
misséd something in SW Ogemaw Co. and Roscommon ; 
and Crawford Co's. I'm puzzled about these last two << ' 
neither Failing nor the Roscommon office knew of many 
chickens there. 

Sincerely, ,
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Luther L, Baumgartner Pao 

Game Division Polo dew 

Taken from Michigan Conservation v 
February-March, 1943 - Volume XII, Number 2 

In the courtship antics of prairie chicken and sharptailed 
grouse we can observe each spring a spectacle that matches sur- 
prisingly well the descriptions of fantastic Indian war dances 
reported by the first white men to visit this region. For orni- 
thologists today these extraordinary spring performances are more 
than a spectacle, for from them they can compute, roughly, the 
populstion of these game birds in a given area. 

In early times prairie chickens lived in the virgin midwest 
4 prairies and sharptaile lived along the forest edge in the west 

and northwest. Both species became moderately abundant in this 
state after lumbering operations and repeated fires created 
extensive openings, and the epread of the sharptell was assisted 
by systemstic Conservation Department plantings. Prairie chickens 
were found in the openings first. ‘Sherptaile were observed 
on Isle Royale in 1904, and they entered the western end of the 
upper peninsula between 1910 and 1915. 

Forest-Fire Affects Range 

The influence of fire in the distribution of these birds, 
though difficult to evaluate precisely, has been tremendous, 
Just as lumbering and fires created much desirable habitat for 
them, so protection of the forests from fire and replanting 
openings with seedling ya sh took much of thie desirable habitat 
away from them again. eforestetion plans of the Conservation 
Department now make allowance for these factors, and some openings 
are reserved from planting so the best chicken and sharptail 
range will continue to furnish sport for Michigen's bird hunters. 

While prairie chickens stay in open country and sometimes 
invade farmland, and ruffed grouse prefer timber and brush, sharp- 
tails choose to live in an intermediate zone having some open 
area and some brush. In summer sharptails spend most of their 
time in openings where inseets and seeds sre plentiful end in 
winter they prefer nny wooded areas in which they ean find 
bude and browse to eat. ‘Oo escape hardships of winter weather 
they frecuently dive or dig into snow banks to roost, but in 
mild weather they often roost in trees. From 85 to 90 per cent 
of their year's diet is vegetable matter, the remainder insects. 

Michigan prairie chickens are now north of their normal 
range, which may affect them unfavorably. They probably are 
dependent upon some farm crops for successful wintering.
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Full Grown in Two Months 

Sharpteils and ‘chicken ordinarily do not associate with 
each other but occasionally the two speeles will interbreed. 
The resulting offspring py ony like either parent or have many 
characteristics of both. ne of both species pick out a small 
@epression in the ground and line it with dry leaves or grass 
to make a nest. The average clutch contains 10 to 13 eges which 
may be laid on consecutive deys or at intervale of one or two 
days between eggs. While most of the eggs in succeseful nests 
hatch, sometimes only half tHe chicks live to stteain adult size. 
While ineubsting the eggs (21 to 24 days) the hen does not fly 
directly to or from her nest unless suddenly disturbed, but 
uses her wings only when at a safe distance of 15 to 30 yards 
from it. The down-covered young can follow their mother within 
a few hours after being hatched, but must be brooded at night 
to protect them from dampness and chills. ene of both species 
are expert at feigning injury to lead enemies away from the brood. 
The juveniles are feathered at six weeks and fully grown when 
two months old. 

The author's first visit to a grouse dancing ground 
provided some unforgetable thrills. This daneing ground was 
& Small flat area, about 70 feet long and 40 feet wide, on 
which the graes and soil had been packed flat by the feet of 
dancing birds. The watchers were in the burlap blind at 
6:40 a.m. At 6:01 a.m. o male sharpteil walked out on the flat 
spece, followed by two more of its kind and seven prairie chickens. 
The sharpteils showed little activity, but the prairie chickens 
danced with vigor. Hens are not frequent visitors on the dancing 
ground, though they sometimes sre seen near it. 

One bird started the show by moving around in a small 
girele, with its neck outstretched and ite feet striking the 
ground so fest they could berely be seen. Other birds followed 
guit, but st intervels, one would stop to chase another. The 
“fighte" between the birde were seldom vicious, eeemg to be 
mostly bluffing. 

Booming Heard Three Miles 

During the prairie chicken dance the oun-saeyet orenge 

Babed Giambi he boda tab A889 SRE h 8 tgS BLM MAE TES 
height the concerted booming becomes a low roar which on a 
clear morning can be heard for three miles. ‘Some of the birds 

force jumo or flutter into the air and cackle like a domestic 
en. 

The dance of the sharptaile differs from that of prairie 
chickens only in detail. Sharpteiles tend to dance in unison, . 
hold their wings farther from the body and rustle their tails 
as they strut. Instead of booming they emit a series of abrupt 
cooing notes. They have been seen dancing in elmost every month 
of the year, though the height of their daneing sesson is in 
the spring.
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Populations of both species are subject to cyclic 
fluctuation. In 1941 hunters, who often confuse the two, 
reported taking 20,500 prairie chickene and 16,900 sharp- 
tailed grouse. 

= 30-43



REPORT ON PRAIRIE CHICKEN IN INDIANA folder 
Wm. B. Barnes, Project Leader 

1 1941 no detailed study was ever made of the pinnated grouse or prairie chicken 
= ok eas called in anions. With the initiation of the Pittman-Robertson Wild- 
life Reasearch Program in this state, district leader, W. E. Madden took a census of 
these birds in 1941 and 1942, and 0. D. McKeever, the present district leader, continued. 
this work in 1943. All of the information regarding the past and present status of the 
prairie chicken in this report has been obtained from the investigations of these two men. 

In early pioneer days the prairie chicken could be found in Indiana in great numbers. It 
inhabited all of the original prairie area extending as far as Knox County on the south 
and Steuben County on the east. As timber land was cleared this bird took advantage of 
these openings and spread into adjoining territory. : 

The report of George W. Miles, Indiana Commissioner of Fisheries and Game, in 1912 showed that 28 counties reported having these birds, and that there were at least 100,000 in the 
state at that time. The shooting season had been closed since 1909 and Mr.Miles pointed 
out that this was probably the reason for the increase in the population. The season was 
again opened in 1915. It continued to be open until 1936 when it was closed’ for a 5 year 
period. This did not result in any marked increase in population so this protection was again renewed in 1941 for another 5 year period. 

The prairie chicken was driven from its native habitat by fire, grazing, and cultivation. The practice in the early days was to burn the prairie grass in the spring, in order to get rid of the dead grass and to hasten new growth. This practice was responsible for the destruction of a great many nests and resulted in a decrease in the population. As the more fertile areas were developed for cultivation, grazing declined, but mch of ths original prairie grass was destroyed by the plow. The chickens retained their original range for some time, but the flocks gradually decreased in number and size. Approximately 15 square miles of the Beaver Lake area were not grazed or cultivated and typical prairie vegetation took possession of the site after drainage. The soil was of a fine sandy nature, being very low in fertility and too wet in the spring for — good grazing purposes. This area was later to become the final concentration point of prairie chickens in Indiana. By 1941 it had been further reduced to approximately 5,000 acres. During the past two years this remaining acreage has been fenced and converted into pasture. 

Efforts have also been made to establish the sharp-tailed grouse in this state. These releases consisted of 22, 54, and 199 birds released in 1939, 1940 and 1941 respectively. All liberations were made in Newton County with the exception of one in Lake County. All subsequent sight records of sharp-tails have been received from Newton County. One brood of eight was seen in 1942 as well as other reports of smaller observed numbers. This in- troduction has evidently proved to be quite unsuccessful. 

During the 1943 season 53 booming grounds werelocated in the state. These areas were spread out over 9 different counties in the northwestern section of the state with 13 of these grounds being located in McClellan and Colfax Townships, Newton County. All grounds were visited at daybreak and the total number of males, along with any females that might be present were counted. Using the number of males, it was assumed that this represented 50 per cent of the total population, giving approximately 700 birds in the state. Compared with the 19h2 estimate of 900 birds, it is noted that a@ decrease of 200 has occurred within a one year period. 

The last remaining good habitat for prairie chickens exists on the 3,100 acre tract owned by S. M. Barling of Chicago. About 230 of the total 700 prairie chickens in the state can be found on this tract. The winter population consists of about 200. The purchase of this tract will not be an absolute assurance that the prairie chicken will exist indefinitely; however, it will be the best step we can take in an effort to save a remant of this once abundant game bird. State ownership of this tract would also be effective in the event
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adjoining acreage is purchased for waterfowl restoration. In fact, a few potholes on 
this tract would be good for both waterfowl and prairie chickens. 

No information is available regarding the present price that would be asked for this 
land. It is certainly a submarginal tract; otherwise it would have been in cultivation, 

_ a8 the clearing costs would have been negligible. In dry years the sand blows and 
crops are a failure. The present owner has fenced the area and is attempting to graze 
it as well as to harvest the marsh hay. This practice has resulted in a feduction in 
the cover preferred by the prairie chickens. We may expect a continued reduction of the 
birds and possible spread to other areas that have not been favorable to high production 
of chickens in the past. It is therefore, highly desirable that some action be taken in 
public ownership, however with the acreage involved considerable funds will be needed for 
acquisition. This would involve the cooperation of all agencies concerned, and in all 
probabilities a minimum price that could be expected is $50,000 to $60,000. 

In order for the Indiana Division of Fish and Game to obtain money from Pittman-Robertson 
funds it is necessary to receive prior approval of such a purchase and to purchase this 
land in accordance with the valuation that is determined by the Federal appraisers. Past 
appraisals have revealed an average price of approximately $19 for either wild hay or 
second class grazing land. Second class agricultural land is appraised at approximately 
$25 per acre. Any amonnt paid above these prices would necessarily have to be borne by 
the Division of Fish and Game, or other cooperating agencies. 

The purchase of part of this property or other smaller tracts where the birds are now 
present would at least be a start in the right direction, however, their value to re- 
storation of this species would be much decreased and of questionable use. ‘
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Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Am enclosing the notes I picked up after leaving you on March 
19th. i 

We travelled into Oneida, Forest back into Vilas along highway 
45, but the only information we could get that the deer were 
surviving in good shape, as food was sufficient, the same story 
prevailed in Iron County Michigan. 

A The people I spoke to upthere regarding the dead fawns near 
Boulder Jct, refused to get excited about it, saying when a 
district is overbrowsed, the fawns die first, it is natures way 
of keeping a balance. 

Here is some additional information on the prarie chicken in 
e Milwaukee County, There are twelve chicken in this flock and 

they live in an area of two blocks at Oklahoma and 22nd Streets 
this is four blocks from the Heil Body plant. The cover they 

i have is a creek bank. Hawe been there all winter and were there 
last week. / 

Dun tee 
When and if I receive information on the Blue Grouse, will forward 
same promptly. ; 

The Ottawa Tourist Association, Asa Gross, Manager, Iron River 
Michigan, is desirous of information where to get Blue Grouse for 
stocking. 

Kindest regards from your former student, 

Frank M. Neu Gell On, hess) 
Waubesa Beach 
Oregon Wis.
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The plow, the gun, and fire have reduced 

4 his numbers to a pitifully small remnant. 

To permit his total eclipse would be noth- 

ing short of a disgrace. Let's not repeat the 

history of the Passenger Pigeon, the Heath 

Hen, Carolina Parroquet and far too many 

more of our native birds and mammals.



THE IDEA 
Excerpts From Address Delivered Before 1943 Conservation Conference 

Indiana Division, Izaak Walton League of America 

By Len Hofmann, Pres. Indiana Division 

“.. , One of Indiana's greatest birds, the prairie chicken, is going down the ‘fading 
trail’. It will be to our everlasting disgrace and shame if we permit the disappearance of 
this great bird from these midwestern states. So here’s a suggestion, but first, may I quote a 
paragraph or two from ‘Fading Trails’, prepared by the U. S. Department of the Interior? 

“Early homesteaders on the prairies found pinnated grouse in abundance. They called 
them ‘chickens’, ‘prairie chickens’, or ‘square tails’, the last name being used to distinguish 
them from sharp-tailed grouse. As Herbert Quick said, in ‘Friends of the Land’: 

“"T grew up on... the old prairie . . . which we feared and loved, and conquered .. . 
we saw no reason for not killing as many prairie chickens as we could, so in winter we 
trapped them by the thousands.’ 

“All the way from the western edge of the Appalachians to Colorado, down through 
Kansas, Oklahoma, and parts of Texas and New Mexico, square tails were found and 
slaughtered. Particularly in the eastern sections of the range of the prairie chickens, they 
were killed for market by the carload. ‘Squealers’ . . . that is, birds of the year . . . were 
particularly easy to shoot. They were choice food and were as limitless as the vast prairies 
that stretched for miles and miles in every direction. The old, familiar terms, so often and 
so tragically used, were applied to the prairie chickens. They were ‘without number’, 
‘everywhere abundant’, and ‘unlimited supply’. 

“The supply was limited, though, as we soon found out when the prairie habitats were 
destroyed by the plow, and birds were shot in uncounted thousands.” 

The other day, when a few of us were tramping through one of our western Indiana 
counties, Bill Barnes pointed out the last stand of the prairie chicken in Indiana, the last 
concentration of any size whatsoever, an estimated mere 230 birds. And this a bird that 
once inhabited the prairies in countless thousands! But Bill also called attention to the most 
alarming fact of all... not only is this the last of the prairie chicken habitat in Indiana, 
and the last of these wonderful birds, but even this tiny area is rapidly being destroyed. 
This patch of original prairie grass is being grazed, and mowed for marsh hay! Something 
must be done without delay if we are to preserve even a remnant of prairie chicken habitat 
in Indiana. And this land is comparatively low in price... land that probably never would 
be turned to other uses except under the pressure of war demands. 

Here is a magnificent opportunity to perform a public service worthy of this organiza- 
tion. Arthur Senior, Warren Chase, Cap Culler, Ivar Hennings and I discussed this matter 
briefly at Elgin a few weeks ago, but never had an opportunity to go farther than this brief 
discussion. However, we agreed that action is imperative, and Arthur Senior was all for 
taking up the question immediately at the Illinois Division Conference. But pre-arranged 
schedules for some of us made this impossible. 

Therefore, this suggestion: that we in the Izaak Walton League undertake, through 
joint action of National Headquarters, the Illinois and Indiana Divisions, to raise a fund to 
purchase these lands, or a substantial acreage therein, and present it to the State of Indiana 
to be maintained as a prairie chicken preserve. It could be financed by contributions from 
the National office, various state divisions, chapters and individuals . . . just as the Jackson 
Hole hay lands were bought by the League years ago and presented to the Government. 

Let me also point out that this is part of the land involved in the Kankakee restoration 
proposal, and will provide an anchor point at the western extremity of the area for further 
acquisitions. Thus, we shall perform a triple service: establish a refuge for a vanishing 
species of Indiana wildlife, preserve an area of great botanical interest as the last of the 
original prairie grasses in Indiana, and start the program of land acquisition in the Kan- 
kakee Basin for the benefit of all who wish to restore and preserve a portion of one of the 
greatest and most interesting river valleys in the Nation.”



THE FACTS 
Excerpts From “Report On Prairie Chickens In Indiana” 

Wm. B. Barnes, Project Leader 

(Indiana Pittman-Robertson Wildlife Investigation Project) 

“Up until 1941 no detailed study was ever made of the pinnated grouse or prairie chicken 
as it is commonly called in Indiana. With the initiation of the Pittman-Robertson Wildlife 
Research Program in this state, district leader W. E. Madden took a census of these birds 
in 1941 and 1942, and O. D. McKeever, the present district leader, continued this work in 
1943. All of the information regarding the past and present status of the prairie chicken in 
this report has been obtained from the investigations of these two men. 

“In early pioneer days the prairie chicken could be found in Indiana in great numbers. 
It inhabited all of the original prairie area extending as far as Knox County on the south 
and Steuben County on the east. As timber land was cleared this bird took advantage of 
these openings and spread into adjoining territory. 

“The report of George W. Miles, Indiana Commissioner of Fisheries and Game, in 1912 
showed that 28 counties reported having these birds, and that there were at least 100,000 in 
the state at that time. The shooting season had been closed since 1909 and Mr. Miles pointed 
out that this was probably the reason for the increase in the population. The season was 
again opened in 1915. It continued to be open until 1936 when it was closed for a 5 year 
period. This did not result in any marked increase in population so that protection was 
again renewed in 1941 for another 5 year period. * * * 

"The prairie chicken was driven from its native habitat by fire, grazing, and cultiva- 
tion. The practice in the early days was to burn the prairie grass in the spring.* * * This 
practice was responsible for the destruction of a great many nests and resulted in a de- 
crease in the population. As the more fertile areas were developed for cultivation, grazing 
declined, but much of the original prairie grass was destroyed by the plow. The chickens 
retained their original range for some time, but the flocks gradually decreased in number 
and size. Approximately 15 square miles of one western Indiana area were not grazed or 
cultivated and typical prairie vegetation took possession of the site after drainage. The soil 
was of a fine sandy nature, being very low in fertility and too wet in the spring for good 
grazing purposes. This area was later to become the final concentration point of prairie chick- 
ens in Indiana. By 1941 it has been further reduced to approximately 3,000 acres. During the 
past two years this remaining acreage has been fenced and converted into pasture. 

"During the 1943 season 33 booming grounds were located in the state. These areas 
were spread out over 9 different counties in the northwestern section of the state with 13 of 
these grounds being located in two Townships. All grounds were visited at daybreak and 
the total number of males, along with any females that might be present, were counted. Using 
the number of males, it was assumed that this represented 50 per cent of the total popula- 
tion, giving approximately 700 birds in the state. Compared with the 1942 estimate of 900 
birds it is noted that a decrease of 200 has occurred within a one year period. 

“The last remaining good habitat for prairie chickens exists on about 3000 acres in west- 
ern Indiana. About 230 prairie chickens in the state can be found on this tract. The win- 
ter population consists of about 200. The purchase of this tract will not be an absolute 
assurance that the prairie chicken will exist indefinitely; however, it will be the best step we 
can take in an effort to save a remnant of this once abundant game bird. State ownership 
of this tract would also be effective in the event adjoining acreage is purchased for water- 
fowl restoration. In fact, a few potholes on this tract would be good for both waterfowl and 
prairie chickens. 

“.,. It is certainly a submarginal tract, otherwise it would have been in cultivation, as 
the clearing costs would have been negligible. In dry years the sand blows and crops are a 
failure. The present owners are now attempting to graze these lands as well as harvest the 
marsh hay. This practice has resulted in a reduction in the cover preferred by the prairie 
chickens. We may expect a continued reduction of the birds and possible spread to other



areas that have not been favorable to high production of chickens in the past. It is there- 
fore highly desirable that some action be taken in public ownership; however, with the 
acreage involved considerable funds will be needed for acquisition.” 

o 

A special committee, with Arthur Senior, president of the Illinois Division as Chairman, 
was named at the Indiana Division 1943 Conservation Conference to investigate the pos- 
sibilities of purchasing desirable prairie chicken refuge lands. This committee promptly de- 
veloped a plan of action. 

Every Waltonian is given an opportunity to participate through his personal contribution 
toward this most worthy accomplishment. The committee voted to raise a purchase fund 
by subscription of League members, of interested chapters and state divisions. Kenneth A. 
Reid, executive director of the League, is acting as treasurer of this fund. William B. Barnes 
of the Indiana Department of Conservation and Warren W. Chase of the U. S. Soil Conserva- 
tion Service are serving as technical advisors in the selection and purchase of the land. 

Contributions toward this purchase fund will be acknowledged with a special honor cer- 
tificate signed by National President Ivar Hennings and Executive Director Ken Reid. And 
since this is a definite contribution to the educational and scientific work of the League, all 
contributions are properly deductible in computation of federal income taxes. 

The area to be acquired is of little or no agricultural value, but is: 

1—Of definite ornithological interest as the only remaining appreciable area of prairie 
chicken habitat in Indiana. 

2—Of definite botanical interest as the largest remaining area of native prairie grasses 
in Indiana. 

8—Of definite public interest as it is the first step toward placing the sub-marginal lands 
of the Kankakee Basin in public ownership for the benefit of all. The Izaak Walton 
League is making the first step in this direction. 

We know that you want to have a share in this most worthwhile activity, something 
you'll be proud of in years to come as you can point back and say, “I helped.” 

Whether your contribution is $1.00 or $1,000.00, it will be useful. Checks may be made 
payable to Kenneth A. Reid, Treasurer. A prepaid envelope is enclosed. 

Another Public Service of the 

~~ gE wt f Ps 

Izaak Walton League of America 
II» 

ff 
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STATUS OF SHARP-TAILED GROUSE fe oe 
NOVEMBER 1943. 

jee SASKATCHEWAN | MANITOBA 

Cartwright, B. W. | The "crash" decline in 

sharptail grousd and Hungarian partridge KEY 

in western Canada and the role of the 

predator. (N.A] Wildlife Conference 4-26-41) eee INCREASE 

[Ml] Decrease 
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May 26, 1946 

Mire Ge, Cabommmaths 

Inveatmont Sullding 
Wadhington j, 2. G, 

Dea "Pins 

| I would Lise to gat the following report to li. Pollet, who, 1 under 
avend is omganising a grouse aoc T assune will have his address 

i Stauton he nentiaad Seaater acseste a an 249 Sonal of Aipeshont: 
Hy 
i What 1 want to report de the progpectiwe conversion ef « prairie ehicken 
i vofuge in Tlinols to a pabiiol shooting ground for pheasantios 

\ the lies near Mimon, Tiiinoke in Lee County and was yurdhased 
Prapenstly with Mite ibrtesn foals foe sna, 30,000, T has the 
ear er cicested enter at tan ee ee te ee 

the itnols arto ant given vine to th payee Unt lange Liser 
f ations of de made on the aren end that it be open to public 
i Sree t tte te tesenie cs pee 

i os Sncteas 0 tankede sub th povtertion Go tkisiomse 
it Tt want to propose to Mr. Pollet tat the dealety 4% this comrorsion. 
. Su dinate Seeeelis $0.en wan ot Pavemertumertoon feake tan Ow exneae 
i ination of the pradrie chicken. 
} 

With pergonal. regula, 

Aldo Leopold 

0¢ sn@loged for Nx. Pollet | Me 

Homers trea 

|
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN MANAGEMENT 

ON THE GREEN RIVER ARBA 

ie The sand prairie comprising the Green River Wildlife Area was undoubt- 

edly once covered shiefly with native bunch grasses and associated herbaceous 

plants. During the period of pasturing and farming, the bunch grasses were 

largely displaced by blue grass. lowever, many of the native bunch grasses 

‘gtill persist in limited quantities throughout the area, including big blue- 

; stem, Little bluestem, fragrostis, several kinds of Panicum, ete. 

The bunch grasses retain through the winter clumps of dead leaves and 

stems and appear to make superior nesting cover for wildlife. 

Planting Grasses on Cultivated Pields.--#xperimental plenting of 
bunch grasses, as planned by the Department of Conservation, should give useful 

information on the use of this type of vegetation in wildlife and soil manage- 

ment, Probably, with the withdrawal of burming and greasing, some of the bunch 

grasses now present will inersase their range. 

I learned from Mr. Pierre of the Urbana office of the Ue. S. Soil Con- 

servation Service, that this organization has experimented with several kinds of 

| native bungh grasses, including big bluestem, Andropogon furcatus, small bluesten, 

wn | Andropogon seoperius, and Indian grass, Sorghestrum nutang. These grasses are 

now present locally ou the area. 

If seed is available these grasses, big bluestem, little bluesten, 

and Indian grease, are recommended for planting on the better soils. Indian 

grass produces feir-siced seeds and appemrs to be of some importance as a 

food plant.
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Planting Grasses on Dune Sands.--Switeh grass, Panicun virgatum and 

aromatic sumac,Rhug aromatica, are two of the most officient dune formers found 

growing in the send areas of the state, (H, A. Gleason: The vegetation of the 

inland sand deposits of Illinois. I11, State. Lab. of Nat. Higt, Bul. T& (3)). 

The atems of these plents grow rapidly when send is piling -~ ‘The S011 Con- 

servation Service is reported to be experimenting with switch grass on sendy 

soils. Svégrant come in commen an See tens of the dense an the Green River 

Area, and appears to be binding the sand effectively where it occurs, Sume 

could probably be increased there by planting outtings or the shrubs themselves. 

Prairie Chicken Management 

Adequate nesting cover, booming grounds, and protection from poaching 

are apparently the chief requirements of prairie chickens on the Green River 

Ayea. Due to the mobility of these birds grain food patches on the area are not 

strictly necessary. 

Nesting Cover.--Grassland, in which the past season's growth is avail- 

able in the spring, provides nesting cover. Growths of brambles, particularly 

the small pasture rese, Rosa carolina, end the uplend dewberry, Subus flegellaris, 

improve nesting conditions. The rose is now fairly abundant on the Area and 

will perhaps inerease with the¢limination of pagturing and burning. Dewberry 

does not appear to be common in this vicinity. If patehes of it oan be estab- 

lished By planting, this would provide a preferred summer food for prairie 

chickens, as well as creating cover. Ags mentioned, the inerease of bunch 

grasses should also improve nesting cover. 

Booming Grounds.--In this locality, the flat wargins of ponds are 
| the favorite booming grounds, Birds have been observed to continue booming
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in these locations even after heavy rains when they were standing in shallow 

water. If ponds are deepened, it is urged, whenever possible, that the flat 

Sls i. 0 Andon ane wide OF the pen be Lath, These pond-edge booming 

grounds are oue of the interesting features of the aren. 

Food.--Prairie chickens in Tllinois apparently do not eat buds of 

pees and shrubs in winter as extensively as do the Michigan end Wisconsin 

chickens. Probably enough cottonwoods and maples are now growing on the Green 

River Area to supply « considerably larger population of chickens than now 

coeur in thet vicinity. Five oe nor Sihicamecte yor 40 would tnpios wi 
edequate :bud supply for the future, If food patches are planted on the 

area for chickens, the grains recomended are standing and shocked corn, soy 

eames, feterite aud whestland milo. 

| | Rgoal Range of Bratric Chiskens,--In the past, the principal ranges 
of chickens observed on the Green River Area wore: 

Asecllortheast part of the Ares, approximately the St of Section 7 

and the Mh of Section 18, This, in recent years, has been the best chicken 

ground on the Area, Twelve booming males wore found here in the spring of 1946, 

B,-<Nest side of the Area, comprising the 8} of the I} and the ¥: 

of the SWi of Section 18. The birds here also used part of the farmland adjacent 

to, and west of, the Aree. This letter farmland is now oultiveted intensively. 

Ho booming males were found anywhere in the west part of the Green River Area 

by Hewkine end Yeatter in the spring of 1946. 

It ie believed essential from the standpoint of chicken management 

that the northeast range (A) be kept favorable for these birds. At present 

this range is ell graseland and marsh, except for the blowout area of the dune.
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"Be ghowld be kept in grass with no burning or plowing except to control 

growth of woody plants, It is urged thet no shrub or tree plantings be 

meade in this renge for 3 reasons: 

(1) Woody plants will tend to spread into the grass areas and 

thas present a problem from the standpoint of preserving the grass. 

(2) Shrubs around the pond areas would probably eliminate these 

sites ag booming grounds and destroy nesting cover. 

: (3) Retablishnent of thickets would probably increase the tendency 

of pheasants to nest there by providing crowing headquarters for the male 

pheasants. The fact thet prairie ehickens are threatened with extinction 

in northern Illinois makes it highly desireable that precautions be taken to 

avoid any possible competition between prairie chickens and pheasants on an 

ares that is being managed primarily for chickens. 

Tt ie believed that the west Range (3) is large snough to 
cupees o'tnel Plate of attains 1S nig tn pram, especially if later farming 

becomes less intensive on the farms west of the Area, 

Reapectfully submitted, 

Ralph B. Yeatter, 
Gane Specialist 

au Satural ee 

dune 11,1946



‘ Prairie Chicken file 

On September 30, 1946, James Zimmerman saw a prairie chicken alight on 

the roof of his house at 2114 Van Hise Avenue, University Heights, 

Madison. After resbing a moment the bird moved on. He came in 

from the(West, NW, or SW)and departed in a sovtheastward direction. 

Presumfably this bird was a migrant. 

Aldo Leopold
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bf HISTORY AND STATUS OF SHARP-TAILED GRO AND PRAIRIE CHICKENS ON DRUMMOND ISLAND* 

a i i 3 
INTRODUCTION P 

There are probably more Sharp-tailed Grouse on the open areas of Drus- 

mond Island than on areas of similar size anywhere in the state at the present time 

Furthermore, there is still room for expansion and it seems probable that maximum 

capacity has not yet been reached, For these reagons, and because information 

during the hunting season is comparatively easy to obtain, the island was chosen 

as an area for intensive study of this species. 

: Thie report was prepared for the information of those who contributed 

information on these birds and others who may be interested in the results from 

a purely technical point of view. ‘ 

HISTORY 

1925 = About 5000 acres of slash burned on the east end of the island. There 

: was alec a large fire on the Maxton Plaids on the north part of the is- 

: land about this same time or perhaps a year or two earlier, 

1931 ~ First definite record of Preirie Chickens. Two eeen by Yonservation 

Officer Rue Haken near Pilot Harbor, although some local residents 

believe the birds appesred several yeare earlier. 

1932 =- Prairie Chickens continued to increase but were not hunted 

1933 = Prairie Shickens continued to increase, Rue Baken and several local 

residents hunted them for the first time, They saw about 50, and 2 

were known to have been shot. 

: 1934 = Large flocks of Prairie Chickens seen flying over the Detour Channel 

and among the islande in Fotagannising Bay. 

I| 1935 - Peak of Prairie Chicken abundance (according to Rue Haken) 

1936 = Second fire on east end of island burned aver much the game area as 

: the first fire. Prairie Chicken population beginning to decline. local 

residents are inclined to attrilmte thie to the fire but it should be 

- noted that there was.a general slump in grouse populations throughout 

the estate at about this time. Furthermore, the fire was in late July 

and early August when young birds should have been nearly full grown. 

Haken failed to find any evidence of dead birds within the fire area, 

1937-'40 Prairie Ehickens continued to decline, — 

* his etudy is part of a state-wide grouse investigation financed by the Pederal 

§ Aid in Wildlife Restoration program whereby three-quarters of the cost is paid 

out of Federal funds and one-quarter from State funds,
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\ -1941-'b2 Prairie Chickens probably made a ‘slight comeback but apparently they oe : 
< _ never approached their former numbers. Righetti 

\ igh. = Thirty-seven Sharp-tailed Grouse were released by the Conservation _ er 

{ Bae Department in February and March near Johnswood on the east md, and 
; _ they undoubtedly bred that spring. These birds were requested by ra 

local eportemen in return for deer that head been live-trapped and 
removed fromthe island, (Al) of these birds were marked with metal A 

: leg bands before they were released), i é pies 

-ughe =  Adout 15 Sharpteils shot during hunting season. Only one of these, a ae Ne 
; bird shot near Glen Cove, was banded. } i : ; ae 

1943 - & few Sharptails reported ahot. Prairie Chickens and Sharptails pro- a 
ore bably about equally abundant. a : Son f he 

; 1944 - Prairie Chickens scarcer; Starptails more abundant, Probably about a 
F ae 50 (Prairie Chickens and Sharptaile combined) shot during the season. 

Bun ae by a few parties of hunters. ; ; eee é ; ob 

1945 = Spring: Faret ceneus of dancing a IR population estimated 
: at 165 Sharptaile and 20 Prairie “hickens. gis 

Fall: At least 89 Sharpteile and 1 Prairie Chicken shot from an | ee 
bo eae estimated population of 450 or more. ; f ; i 

1946 - Spring: Second dancing ground census estimte population at 225 ee: 
eee “~~ Sharptaile, Mo Prairie Chickens were identified with ; ia ree 

; Dawe certainty. i t : ie aa 

5 Fall: At least 13% Sharpteils (and 1 Preirie Chicken-Sharptall ee 
_ byorid) shot from an estimated population of 550 or more, = y_ 

: oy deed PRESERT STATUS . ea tee 

-. Brairte Chickens; The status of Prairie Chickens op Drummond Ielend 
| hardly needs any comment. Apparently they are completely gone, for the only evi~- > 

\| dence in the fall of 1946 that they were ever present was the one hybrid shot. a 
Whatever the cause, their numbers seem to have been on the decline for several Stile 

_ years before Sharptails were introduced and they continued a downward trend vate cae 
after that time. 1% dose not soom likely that the increasing abundance of the = 

Fak eae Sharptaile had much influence on the Prairie Chicken population, for Prairie: 
_ Ghickens were also disappearing rapidly elsewhere in the state. d aig 

: A Sharp-tailed Grouse: This species has shown immediate and remarkable nae 
sis ugcens after the insrodue’ iret 37 birds from the western end of the Northern gngnaiey 
ss Peninsula in February and March, 194i. "he population has grown rapidly and is = 

_  8t411 increasing in epite of continued open seasons. Actually, however, very. . 

- few hunted these birds the firs three yeare so the effect was almost the same aig 
_ aa Sf they had bzen protected. = 8 =~ i aes ey Tah alae 

et es Spa Nieaes : 5 de caging co gph Sl Aer
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. RESULTS OF THE HUNTING SRASON CHECK i 

feos ee ‘During the upland game bird season in 1945 and 1946 an attempt was ee 
made to obtain a record of the number and species of birds shot, the number of = 

: hunters, houre they hunted, and other valuable data. Much of this information = = 
«was obtained by personally contacting the local hunters on the island and “out- 

; side® parties staying at the various resorts. We are indebted to the ferry op- ties 
-erators for information on hunting parties not thus interviewed, so.it is believed 

“that practically all of the “outside” hunters were contacted during these two ee 
seasons, It is quite probable that a few local hunters were missed but it is Dee ‘gf 

Le believed that the error in the results 1s not great. ‘The fine cooperation of _ ioe ae 

local hunters and resort owners was invaluable in obtaining thie information and =~ 
_ fe hereby gratefully acknowledged. : ; oe fea & (ogee 

Tn addition: an attenpt was made to exsnine in the flesh as many of = 
the Dirds shot as possible, In 1945, 37 per cent of the birds shot were examined = 

i and in 1946, 48 per cent. From these examinations we obtain valuable information = 
a on sex and age composition, which are important indicators of populetion trends. = A 

Re _, Wing and tail specimens furnish additional in7ormation which is almost rep <a 
id aq reliable as birds examined in the flesh. Since the number of huntere and the = 

i ‘resulting kill is likely to be ome lerger in future years we wil) have to rely 
.-- Ancreasingly on specimens of this nature for information, = SR AS Lay ‘kel cee 

. PoE Marsala CSS Fee ace eee et Geena LS est tne : Bi ope Te aes Gl 
It nein Gate ace Lie a ene a SN hc Sea el arr Ee hha. Van aoe «oUt  a ae 

pom - The data shown in the succeeding five tables.ia self explanatory, Much 5 
5 Mico wee etre, ipemnrier heise corte Reena seen vee x ade or bec xp Sa Cae enn tn 

sof: At will become increasingly valuable, and probably also more reliable, with Ge 
4 - each additional year. Little in the way of definite conclusions can be derived 

Bs” shen from only two year's results, so no attempt will be made to interpret the data 
ee Se ae ene et tess CEM et sh trae " ea ie ee eae 

: See f ide 2a : ponies Wears LeU Ma 
+ : e Weir taee 6-3 re (ae € a saan he : WT _ i ae Dale eNO as oe 

eee _ 1% should be mentioned that the estimates of spring and fall vopula= — ee 
tions (see Table I) are conservative, In other worde, the actual number of © eee ies 

os _ birds may have been greater than shown, \ fe ee keel 

Be Wa Me Pred BR Meany eg We Pad i ee eae 

Tg ais nea el, oe sin ee eae 
a ee 2» ; : ares Taga, eee Dis ie 

: : : He , i ie Mealy A * a pee 
Bs 2 ‘ “fg UES is Wi ene eae 

/ ay SNES Y ‘ ; sf ait Ss eae ee 
a? wae a SN tele yay fights aN : Lo ieee veel ee alae 

eae. Ts : ray i i ee 
var es Z i aan cs pa r * yatta ; Wael: ain fect aaa 

Semitic | yee orn Sie ag Pri iu hae ee a i ; . ; : he ai Ne coll accel 
2 eee pains ae: pe : Neat aoe pow bee Reiner dh 2h ce 

dele ee ee ei Nig egemmemeyte eee ek sinter lune ga wae a se Teese aie 
tiie ee ‘ eige o a ee i ASS Spe tea 7/7 eames ast NRE a eae a ie Ste ‘ 

Boge age s ee ae yes Sey sesppliees as She RNa ce edie at aac Ge ol oor ei 
ae pe alter 0) Tease? 40 e8s) Ws cei toa Sh yack eee Pac tas Cette Me ea ee Qi A nea Scarrenle ae ca eagle at 
poe Bee ine aaa See aoe) Meee i dee ey Digeinne SS CFs oy : 

# Be) Sn ES RRR ie. epee rc ah Ngee 7 eR
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at - Summary ef Sharptail Population Data for Drummond Island = 

ceil Aine eee een ee ae Ree ee es 

a es ae cS 4, 5. & 
oe Number of — Total No. Total Adult eo ese _ Humber of Percentage — 

one Cocks Actually of Cocks — Pop. (Column 2 Population — Birds Shot _ of Popula- 
Year _—=—~ Counted (Batimated*) plus 454 hene **) ss (Batimated®**) in Season _ _tion Shot - 

19h5 Se ae 9022 164 450 so 19.8% 

—-19k6 114 imine. 225 5ug 13 "uw 

. Based on dancing grounds not located but believed present. 2 ; 
ee Percentage obtained from fall kill and winter live~trapping, ee 
so% Calculated from age ratio of birds shot each year (See Table 5). j 

x TABLE 2 

4 Summary of Bird Hunters! Suecess for Drummond Tsland ; ; 

Pee od 2 a : ae Be oe 
- : Number of : Huatere Successful Birds Seen Birde Shot Average Buber 
a Hunters in Begging at leaat 1 bird Per Hour of : Per Hour of of Birds Shot 

 Yeer Recorded Number ss Per Cent _Eunting _ - Hunting _ __dy-each Hunter’ 
a % 4 i es ¥ = sr tS i a zs 

= 1945 29 ai ei De 2.3 6.20 3.1% 

—1ghe” eo ee ee 4.9 0.25 - eee 
* The Daily bag limit in 1945 wae 5; season limit 25. : : 

eee ‘The daily bag limit ‘m 1946 was 3; season limit 15. : 

— oe - oe ee 

Wee eg. a j ea nee vere ae Saree: = sie gc 16 B : ; ‘ i eae ; i e ‘ See 

Se Ret ey eR Se ee tee ee, : : Sacyp eae : IT Ton wee cea ne aaa
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Sharpteil Kill and duating © sosgare by Weok of Seagon a7 
1 (1945 caiy) : 

Firet Wesk Second Week Third Week 
: : (Oct. 1-7 Incl.) 4Got, 8-14 Incl.) Oct, 25-20 Incl.)  -~ 

Kill “OT jag oe) 25 (19.48) ¥  (0.7#) 

Days of Busting 74 (74.84) Bos (apeeey 3 (3.04) 

me j Sharptail Population and Productivity in Terms of the Land 
vk ; 

Ese ‘ Egtimated* Number of 
ps. i Bumber of Birdc Birds Shot 

 SeBS ; Per Square Mile (Fail) Per Square Nile 

19h = Se 28,3 6 ie 

1946 eS Bh 8 7 ae : 
ie _ Based on an estimated 16 square miles of sharptatl country. i : j 

Pe : : is ; 

oe re as a ic i : 

7 ss Summary of Sex and Age Pata of Drummond Islend Sharptails : 
- a (shot in bunting season) ; 

a f Bi ii a. is Number in each Sex-Aage Group 
4 Be Number “Fer Cent Per Cont Young - Adult Yourg Adult 

a Pe “xanined t AS lees Eipeiee Fenales Males Males 

; 5. aa. 33 7 a 54,55 iL 4 10 & 

me Sram (5. a we ee 20 
¥ a Be q = 1 < es : z c 

4 _ Includes 64 birds examined 4 | flesh; 16 sats of wings and taile, : 
Due te Funueually large number Of your: nales shot this sex ratio runs rather 

’ higher [hormal to malea, 9 5 a ; 

ied F, Bh z oe “ ce ba 

= a =. @, A, Aamann sy 4 
a a: 7 Game Ornithologist 

= _—. el. a - a | 
>. = 6S ——=CsHkehiSgna Departaont of Conserve tion 
J iy /_ -_ a : ' eee | ; 

4 b a ei e a a ie a ( e ql 

F ‘ 4 i . 4 res a: ! 

: -_ ; _ Cae 4 a ; 4 a ae .
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RESULES OF PRE 2947 DANGING GROUND SURVEY 

by 
: : . a. Ammann 

Ae Geacvel Summary : 

fhe wap on page 2 shows the locations of prairie chieken and 3 
‘sharptall danelag grounds found active thie spring, 16 dees not pretend to 

; give « complete picture of Yhe Matribution of the two species in tha state, Z 
fer conplete caverage wes’ practically impcssible, particularily aince éhe 

iy extrencly adverse weather conditions made 1% digficult to Lesate new dansiag 
grounds. 

She genevel range ef these species, however, is well Andicated on 
the gap. The outstanding fsatures are: 

i. Quis further shrinkage of prairie chicken range eastward in 
the Upper Peninsuls, and nerth-sastward £2 the Lover. : : 

&» The isolated prairie chicken colony in Houghton County. ; Ps 

‘ 30 The ecouparative searcity of sharptaile 4n the extrome " f 
i weet end of the Upper Peninsula, where thay formerly a 

: were rather abundané. , nd 

. he comparative density o? sharptaile on Drumnond Island J 
; (16 dansing grounds). f j 

| §. he survival of sharptaile planted on Beaver ielanc. ee : i 
; . 3 e 4 

6. The jack of sharpteii records on the mainland of the Lover a 
Peninsula, except those believed to have originated fron ar 

; : the Fletcher planting. (The Pigson River solony hes con= (g 
pletely disappeared and only two birds were eeen in Benzile 
Goanty this spring). why 

_ Ye @he absence of preirie chickens in the southern half of the 3 
Lower Fenineola. (Although no specific cheek was made by ae 
the district game maungers in Region 3 this spring, ques- ° ae 
tlomaivres and reports received last year indicated thet f ¢ 
these birds are now extremely rare or extinct in this part ae 
of the state). : : i 

i 8. Tho comparatively greater density of preirie chickens in 1 
eastern Miesaukee County. (These seven dencing grounds : 4B 
totaled only twenty-four birds, hovever). ie Pe 

she A sumary of this spzing's observations is given in Table 1. Most } 
of the old grounds checked vere located since 1940, 2 few before that tise. h ‘i 

. ; iy y 3 ;
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fable 1 

: Summary of 1947 Dancing Ground Odservaticns : 

oy _ Pratrle Chicken Shazp- tedied Grouse 

¥ Lower Upper Entize Lover Upper Entire 
E Peninsula Peninanla State | Peninsule Peninsule State 

i. Wamber of old dancing grounds shecked in 1947 a Se 37 129 10 uy 51 

2. Mamber of eld dancing grounds active fn 194] --------= 12 9 a 5 32 ot 

_ 3. Per cont astive in 1987 a a a pe 13.06 24.3 16. 3h | 50% 78% 12.5 

4. Hew dancing grounds leaated tn Cee 13 3 16 | 2, #+jL ke 
5. @otal member of Ganeing grounds active in 194] --~---—— 25 12 a oe ee) 

«Ge otal no. of birds found on dancing grounds in 1947 --- 140 3153 38 328366 

A ?. Average number of birds ver active danoiag ground ----- bay 3.6 RAL 6.3 Tc. -755



: Bote the tremendous drop in the prairie chicken populatioa as in- 

dicated by the percentage of active grounds compared to the total checked. 

{% is quite iikely, though, ¢hat the new dancing grounda located represoat 

‘ some consolidation of old ones on new lecations, and to somes axtent this nae 

fact sight offset thelr market decrease. It would be diffieslt to estinate ‘ 

accurately, but wo can provably safely sey that the prairie chicken popu- 

lation of the state has diminished at least 75 per cent eiace 1940. The 

data indicates that the Lower Paninenla suffered a greater decline than did 

the Upper Fenineula. ; 

Shazotails also show a decline, but much less severe, and seme cf 
At is due to shifting of dancing grovnd locations aud the disappeareante of 
isolated individmels or paive in the Lower Peninsula. Here again the Lower 
Peninsula popniatica seams to have fared worse than thet in the Upper 
Peninsula, tet a comparison is not justified in view of the fact that 
sharpiniis have just been getting started below the Straits during the past 

Lew years. i 

€he last two Lines ox Table 1 give the total nuuber of birds in- 
volved in this earvey, and the average sumbera of birds per dancing ground. : 

ef each species, respectively, for comparison. The larger nusiber of 
sharptaile per dancing ground is at once evident. [ 

B. A Comparison of the 1946 and 1947 Populations 

One ef the primary objectives of this spring's survey was to 
compare 1946 with 19%7 populations on the areas open and closed to hunting, 

wespactively, in the 1986 upland game season. The results are not very 

eonclusivs, however, for the data 1s too meager. 

In the first place, it was felt shat sll dancing grounds where Teel 
Yever then five birds were coon should be eliminated, since smeller ruxbers 
seer, to te unstable and often {in the case of single birde) probably : 
represented casual displays or "territorial" birds rather than permanent 

| @deneing ground locations. Thas, in Part A of Table 2 all dancing gyornds | 
of four or fewer birds (on the average) have Leena elimizated. 

Secondly, the best comparisons from year to year cbvieusly are : 
ees those on the same dancing greands, and whereas Fart A (fable 2) averages 

nosbers of birés on dancing grounds, irrespective of theie locations, 

Part B gives the results of only those grounds where a good observation 

wan obtained 2u both years. hia narrows the results down to four prairie 
chicken dancing grounds and thirteen sharptail dancing grounds, nine of 
the latter from one Locality (Dauamond Island). - : 

In the case of the prairie chickens, no conclusions can be drawn 

with respect to the effeet of the differential bunting seagzon. Thera is 
an indication that (judging by the larger flecke) they are more abundant ; 
this spring then they were last spring for the stato as a whole. Pari A 
of @able 2 indicates a decrease (from 1946 to 1947) in the pupuletion of 

: the areas open to hanting, and an increase in the area closed to hunting. as 
Thie vould seem to indicate that survival was better on the closed areas, : 

: and the came thing is indicated in Part B, tat based on still fewer danciag 

grounis. |
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Comparison of 1946 and 1947 Populations oa Selcoted Daroing Grounds* 

4 4. Average Hamer of Birds of all Dancing Grounds _ 

=) (Geabor of danaing greunds in perenthesia) : 

' : Praizie Ghickens Sharpetailed Grease — 

: 2546 1ghy 29h6 ighz 

On area open to hunting in 19N67 , —————~ 5.0 (2) 14.0 ( 2) 12.3 (13) 963 (25) 
. Oa aPea slesed to hunting in 1946" =----~ 5.2 (5) 7.0 (22). 6.0 ( 4) 9-3 ( §) 

Over entire state eee 5.1.(7) 7-5 (23) “40.6 (27) 903. (34) 

[ 3. Average Sumber of Birds on Sane Dancing Grounds Checked in Both Years 5 

i 
SS Se

 
ee e 

Proivie Ohickens i Sharp-tailed Grouse 
; ' : 

Bearer of Bamber of 

: Gancing — dancing 

grounds 2946 2947 grounds - 1986 ashy 

: On area epen to hunting in ague™ "eee 9 “aus, ee il 11.5 11.4 

On area clesed to handing in 1916" -----— 4 5.0 7-0 2 6.8 23.5 

Over entire state SS ee | 5.0 7.0 ss 10.8 44.7 

S433 greunds ef Zever Shan, 5 sedks were act used here. : 

a #6e9 sep on page 2 ; :
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: fae fallnsy iu using the average size of all dancing grounds 

checked ae an indication ef population trends is well illustrated in Part A . 
of Table 2. the average nuxiber of birds on sharpteil dancing grounds de- 

ereased on the ares open te hunting principally because several. newly , 
established dancing grounds om Drammond Island (in 1947) had fewer birds 

, than most ef the old ones, whereas these new grounds actually represented 

Sn incrense over the previous year. ; ; 

The obvious conclusion is that 4f wo intend to make a successful 
check ef population trends by moans of dancing ground observations in 
difversas years, aud over different areas, we must not only have nore 
coumte of the samc dancing grounds from year to year, but also check the 

: ares, surrounding these dansing grounds for evidences ef expanding poonle- 
: tions. | : 

On the besis of thirtesm dancing grounds checked ir both years, 
it would eppoar thet the 1947 sharp-tallod grouse population is slightly } 
better than it wan in 1955 fer tae entire state. ‘ 

& A. Ammann ; i 
i : Gaze Mvision 

7 : a Michigan Dept. of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan i 

5 GAA*as : 

ck ; :
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ebraska Game Notes 

Am. Field 27 (12): 268, Mar. 1887 

"The reason the prairie chicken is a thing of the past 
in this country is that many years ago when there was 
plenty of prairie here the farmers would burn the old 
grass late in the spring in order to get late grazing 
for their cattle. This was generally done just at the 
time the birds were nesting ... I know of instances 
when I have stoed in one place and counted as high as 
8 or 10 nests over which fire had passed ... even the 

old birds are burned in defending their nests... such 

has been the career of the prairie chicken for the 
past 18 yrs." 

Quails were plentiful up to last fall but they all



froze to death last winter - have'nt seen one all 
winter. Jack rabbit alse thing of the past.
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- ' Betracte from "The Grouse and Wild Turkeys of the United States, ead Their 

Economie Yolue" by Sylvester D. Judd. Biol, Survey Bulls 2', 1905. 

® 10 

THR PRAIRIZ Bin, 

(Tympanuehus americanus, ) 

The prairie hen, or ‘prairie chicken,’ inhabite the western prairies 
from Manitoba to southern Texas and Louisiena and from Ohio to Nebraska. 
The birds of southern Texes and Louisiana are smaller and derker than the 
common bird, 

SS peeeh sestete neae seek os Oe evel fo» Satie tures he, ne 
the bodbwhite, bat in winter, in many sect they rooat in trees. In the j 
fall several coveys congrégete in a pack, Fee celaee Yee o's : 
erected quail. Prof, ¥. E Le Beal informe the writer that at Anes, aut 
ing the carly eighties, he frequently found pecks numbering as many as a thouse 
end bins, and that they habitually roosted in the long grasa beside sloughs, . 
The prairie hen is migratory in the northern part of ite range, and to & certain 
extent forther south also. ‘The well-known authority on migretion, Prof. % Y. 

: Cooke, sayet 

In November ond December large flocks of prairie chickens come from north- 
era Iowa ond southern Minnesota to settle for the winter in northern Viste 
ow'i and southern Iowa, This migration vories in balk with the severity of 
the winter, 

The estimation in which the bird is held may be realised from the fact 

thet in 1992 the supply at from $3 to $5 a brace nowhere met the demand, 

»u 

So reluctant occasionally fe it to fly that it can hardly be put up, and 
Professor Cooke informe the eriter thet several times while hunting in northern 
Winnesote he saw a pointing dog jwap and catch « thresfourths grown prairie hen. 

Ab the beginning of the nineteenth century the prairie hen wae extremely 
sbundent throughtout Ohic and Kentucky. It is now rare in both states, A part 
of the ground it bas lost in the East it hae gained by a westward and northverd 
movement. It has followed the grain fields of the pioneers of the plains, and 
with the extension of grain culture into Minnesota and Manitoba it hac become 

plentiful there, Accoriing to Dr. Hateh, it wae by no means common when the ©
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| Butmete from "Grouse & Wild Turkeys of the U,9" 

y 12 

tte ase Bier) core, de Hemserht, snk be wavy, tad tn. Uidable oe late so ee 
a wonter was extremely lucky if he could bag o dozen in a day. Some years er, 

with much less effort, one could have shot 50 in a dey, and there were records of 
100 to a eingle gun. 

The former status of the bird in the East is well indicated by Audubon's 
Glagsi¢e observations at Henderson, Xy., in 1910, Audubon siyey 

In those days during the winter the Grous would enter the farm 
yard end foed with the poultry, alight én the houses, or walk in the 
very streets of the villages. I recollect having cought several in 
a stable at Benderson, where they had followed some Wild Turkeys. In 
the course of the sane winter, a friend of mine, who we fond if prace 
ticing rifle shooting, killed upwards of forty in one — buat 
picked none of them up, so satiated with Grous was he, as well as every 
member of hie family. My own servants preferred the fattest flitch of 
bacon te their flesh, and not unfrequently laid them aside ae unfit for 
Gocking. * * * They could not have been gold at more then one cent 
apiece, * * * So rare have they become in the markets of Philadelphia, 
Rew York, and Boston, thot they sell at from five to ten dollars the pair. 

So far ag the sportsman is concerned, the prairie hen ie now extinct in 
Sen tushy. 

Throwh ite operation the aale of the prairie hen was virtually estopped . 
fim 1902 and 1903 in all the lange cities of the Haat. 

P13 

&, %. Belson inforas the writer that in the early seventies in northwootern 
Tllino's the farsers in many ploces warned the prairies in spring after the 
prairie hens nested, and often gathered for household use large numbers of the 
ogee thus exposed, - 

The prairie hon has the sdventage, however, of yielding more readily to 
domestication then the bobwhite, and strong efforts should be made to establish 
Gee ccc anette of Os restocking country where the species is ex- 

inet. Successful enterprises of this kind would ve profitable, Thot such 
ee the appended quotation from Audubon 

ee ee SOE Nate sak nee Set, It also breeds in 
ee, “as Rca fee chet aise cee ae oe 
dome st Lea: While ot Menderson, I purchased sixty alive, that were exe 
pressly caught for me within twelve miles of that village, and brought in a 
bog leid across the beck of a horse, I cut the tips of their wings, and 
turned them loose in » gorien and orchard about four seres in extent. #ithin
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Extrects from “Grouse & Wild Turkey of the U. 5." 

p13 

@ week they became tame enough to ellow me. to approach them without 
their belug frightened. * * * epee ee peal Mad yaa ye: 
became go gentle an to feod from the nad of my wife, and walked a I 

: the gerden like so many tane fowls, mingling ocensionally with the 
domestic poultry. * * * ‘then spring returned they strutted, 'tooted,’ 
and fought, as if in the wilds where they had received their birth, 
Meany laid eggs, and a good mumber of young ones made their appearance, 

y 15 
VECETABIZ FOOD, 

From October to April, inclusive, the prairie hen takes little 
; vat vegetable food, This element amounts to 95.59 per cent for the f 

year. Yrait constitutes 11,79 percent; leaves, flowers, and shoote, | 
25.09 percent; seeds, 14.57 percent; grain, 31.06 percent, and miscell- 
angous vegetable material, 3.03 percent. : 

The prairie hen ests a much emalier proportion of seeds, with the 
exception of groin, than the todehite, end in this respect is less 
useful then the latter bird, It is, however, a better weeder than any 
other grouse, and its services in this particular are wrthy of consid 
eration, 

y 17 , 
; @aatn, 

The stomacks end crops examined in the investigation contained 31,06 
Oe Se Se rey ee eae Cree PO tskes only 
7.38 percent. 

-———7-— =—-— 

P. 18 
LEAVES FLOWERS AND SHOOTS, 

Maturelly the prairie hen is much less given to budding than the 
ae ee SS ee ee ee ee le 
ge Rone reh (Betule glandulosa), ond black birch (3. lenta). 

“T hove counted move than 90 on « single apple tree,* writes Audubon, 
‘the bude of which they entirely destroyed in a few howra, * * * 
They were, in fect, looked upon with more abhorrence then the crows are 
at present in Maseachusetts and Maine, on account of the wischief they 
comaitted among the frait trees of the orchards during winter, when they 
fod on theiy Wade, or while in the epring mentha, they plated up the greta 

in the fields, ‘
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Extracts from "Grouse and Tild Turkey of the U. 5.” 

P, 19 
: \ THE HEATH HEN ) 

er an eupido. 
William Brewster in ascertained that, all told, there were probably 

only ebout 209 heeth hens, and that they were confined to about 40 square miles 
of the island of Marthas Vineyard, 

‘ THE LASSER PRAIRIE HEW 

(Tympanuchus pall idleinetus. ) 

H. G. Oberholser, of the Biological Survey, found them common in August, 
1901, in Wheeler County, Tex. i
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RANGE OF THE SHARP-TAILED GROUSE IN EASTERN CANADA, By James H. Fleming, 
Outario Natural Science Bulletin, Vol. I, No. 2, issued May 18, 1906. 

The Sharp-tailed Grouse, so well known in the Canadian West as the 

Prairie Chicken, is represented in Ontario by two forms: one the well 

known Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse, Pedioecetes phasianellus campestris, 

of Manitoba, is of comparatively recent introduction, coming east after 

the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and occurring at Port 

Arthur, at the head of Lake Superior, and possibly elsewhere. The Northern 

Sharp-tailed Grouse, Pedioecetes phasianellus, is the form of most interest, 

and of which less is known, darker than the prairie bird it is not difficult 

to distinguish. 

On the east coast of Hudson's Bay, Mr. A. P. Lowe gives lat. 57° as 

the northern limit of its range and says it winters at Great Whale River. 

He took a set of eggs on May 20, 1889, at Fort George, on James Bay. These 

eggs are a dark coffee brown, darker than any sets I have seen from Manitoba. 

According to Bishop Newnham the Sharp-tails arrive at Moose Factory, James 

Bay, from the north-east, usually when the marsh hay is being gathered, and 

are shot in considerable numbers. They frequently stay all winter and leave 

in the spring. At Lake Abittibi they are said to occur pretty regularly, 

in October, On Lake Timiskaming they do not seem to occur regularly, though 

the bird is frequently found there in October. 

In 1896 a flight passed south of the usual limits into the districts 

of Parry Sound and Miskoka, At Beaumauris, on Lake Muskoka, one was taken 

on October 10th and examined by Mr. P. A. Taverner; others were reported at 

Huntsville, Port Cockburn and Bracebridge, in Muskoka, at Emsdale and else- 

where in Parry Sound. The flight was not large, and had disappeared by the 

end of October, assisted, no doubt, by the considerable flight of Gosh awks 

and Golden Eagles that came into Ontario over probably the same route as the 

Grouse, 

--Toronto, Canada. 

Copies for Sharptail folder+—~ 
Cycle folder 
Canada folder 
Schmidt 
Wing



Prairie Chicken folder 

EXCERPT : : 

FROM "Bird Migration in the Mississippi Valley" 
in the years 1884 and 1885, : 

By W.W.Cooke 

Page 104. 305. Tympanuchus americanus. Prairie Hen; Pinnated Grouse. 

The Prairie Hen is common on the prairies of the Mississippi 
Valley from southeastern Texas and Louisiana northward as far as our 
boundary, which it reached in 1881. In 1883 it began to be common at 
Pembina. In 1384 it became common at Winnipeg, Manitoba, and appeared 

: in large numbers at Portage la Prairie, on the Assiniboine River (lati- : 
tude 50 degrees). It has gradually spread westward, and previous to the 

great extension of the railroad it kep just about abreast of the settle- . 

.ments. Dr. Coues, writing in 1874, said that it then inhabited the 

eastern half of Minnesota, but he had no reason to believe that it occur- 

red at all in northwestern Minnesota or northern Dakota. In June, 1879, 
Roberts and Benner saw several at Herman, Minn., 40 miles from the 

Dakota line. In 1880 I found it abundant in northwestern Minnesota up 
to latitude 47 degrees and only 40 miles from the Dakota line. I also 
heard that it was then not uncommon across the Red river, at Grand : 

Forks, Dak. Now it has occupied the whole length of eastern Dakota, 
covering a strip from 30 to 60 miles in width. At the same time it 

has spread from middle to western Kansas, and from eastern Texas to 
Colman county, a little west of the middle of the State. Mr. Nehrling : 
says of it in southeastern Texas near Houston: "Common resident on 
all the flat, grassy prairies. Is becoming scarcer every year." (Bull. 
Nut. Ornith. Club, Vol. VII, 1882, p. 175.) In Indian Territory it is 
found as far west at least as the middle of the State. 

The following letter from Mr. C.W. Nash, of Portege la Prairie, 
. Manitoba (latitude 50 degrees) gives an interesting account of the in- 

vasion of that locality by this species: 

"The first information I received of the appearance of the Pinna- 
ted Grouse in this Province was from a farmer living about 8 miles 
north of this town (Portage la Prairie), who had shot one in the 

fall of 1882. I did not see the bird, but from the description . 

he gave me of it I could not mistake it. I immediately made in- 
quiries among the hunters of this locality, but no one else had 
seen it. In the fall of 1883 I again heard of the bird in one or 

two places, but saw none myself. In the fall of 1934 it became 
: plentiful, comparatively speaking, in this neighborhood and to the 

eastward, that is to say, between here and Winnipeg. I had the 
good fortune to secure two specimens in rather lucky fashion. I 

: was out with a friend, chicken shooting, October 6, 1944, at Burn- 

side, a settlement 10 miles west of this town,. when we saw a large. 
flock of Grouse alight in a stubble field near us. When we reached 

the field three birds got up, of which I killed two with the first
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Excerpt 

barrel, and the other with the second barrel. Of the two first 
killed, one was a Pinnated Grouse, and the other a Sharp-tailed 

Grouse; the one killed with the second barrel was a Pinnated 

Grouse. I got no others, but heard of them from nearly all of 
my acquaintances who hunt. Strange to say, all that were ob- 

tained, except one, appear to have been young birds, and this 

one was in full plumage, having on each side of the neck the 

long, pointed feathers peculiar to the species. So far as I 
i can learn with any degree of certainty, these birds are not yet 

/ (March, 1885) found much west of the vlace where I killed mine, 
nor farther north than 10 or 12 miles from Portage la Prairie. 
They are evidently working in here from Minnesota and Dakota, and 
are following the grain. Up to this time the Sharp-tailed Grouse 

? has been very abundant, but, as might be expected, it is getting 

scarcer in the vicinity of the towns. So far, both birds here. 

associate to gether when they pack and find food in the stubbles." 

We have here a case of northward migration of young birds in the fall, 
similar to that which has been noticed so often in the case of the Herons. 

At Portage la Prairie none were seen in spring until 1835, when a few 
were noticed and its "booming" was heard for the first time. 

The Prairie Chicken is commonly said to be a resident bird, and so 
it is in the larger part of its range; but in Iowa a regular though local 
migration takes place. This has been mentioned by former writers, and in 
the spring of 1884 a special study was made of the matter. Many observers 
unite in testifying to the facts in the case, and, what is still more im- 
portant, there is not a dissenting voice. One of the observers does not 
exaggerate when he says: "Prairie Chickens migrate as regularly as the 
Canada Goose." Summing up all the information received, the facts of the 
case are as follows: In November and December large flocks of Prairie 

Chickens come from northern Iowa and southern Minnesota, to settle for the 

winter in northern Missouri and southern Iowa. This migration varies 
in bulk with the severity of the winter. 

During an early cold snap immense flocks come from the northern prairies 
to southern Iowa, while in mild, open winters the migration is much less 

_ pronounced. During a cold, wet spring the northward movement in March and 

i April is large arrested on the arrival of the flocks in northern Iowa; 
but an early spring, with fair weather, finds them abundant in the 

southern tier of counties in Minnesota, and many flocks pass still farther 

north. The most remarkable feature of this movement is found in the sex 
of the migrants. It is the females that migrate, leaving the males to 
brave the winter's cold. Mr. Miller, of Heron Lake, Minn., fairly states 

the case when he says: "The females in this latitude migrate south in the 
fall and come back in the spring about one or two days after the first 

Ducks, and they keep coming in flocks of from ten to thirty for about three 

days, all flying north. The Grouse that stay all winter are males."
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Excerpt 

In the spring of 1884, at Iowa City, Iowa, the first flocks passed 
over March 10, and the bulk March 22; at Newton, Iowa, the bulk was noted - 
March 23. The booming of the species was recorded from March 7, at Caddo, 
Ind. Ter., to March 24, at Barton, Dak. In the spring of 1885, the com- 

mencement of "booming" was noted at Richmond, Kansas, March 1, and at 
Argusville, Dak., March 27. ‘At Newton, Iowa, the northward movement was 

very pronounced March 11. 

Early nesting was reported at Durand, Wis., March 28; while at Ver- 
million, Dak., in 1884, a nest with sixteen fresh eggs was found as late 
as June 9. 

In the fall of 1835, at Des Moines, Iowa, Pinnated Grouse were moving 
south in large numbers October 17.
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s ; EXCERPT 

From "Report on Bird Migration in the Mississippi Valley" 
in the years 1384 and 1835. 

By W. W. Cooke. 

Page 106. 

308b. Pediocaetes phasianellus campestris (Ridgw.) Prairie or Common 

Sharp-tailed Grouse. 

The home of the Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse is on the plains 

and prairies of the U.S. east of the Rocky mountains and south to 

New Mexico. Dr. Agersborg states that at Vermillion, Dak., it 

"is getting rarer every year." I am indebted to Mr. Carr, of 

Waupaca, Wis., for the boundaries of its range in that State. He 

writes: 

‘ Sharp-tailed Grouse are quite abundant on Sisson's prairie, 
Portage county, in the fall of the year, but as soon as cold 
weather sets in they keep in the edge of the woods.A They are © 

associated in the northwestern portion o state, from about 

the center of Waushara county, but are found most abundant in 
Waushara, Waupaca, Portage, Shawano, and Marathon counties, 

though there are not many in the two latter. ; 

They are associated with the Prairie Hen. 

Colonel Goss says they are still resident in middle and western 

Kansas, but are becoming rare; while Dr. Watson says that in the - 

: vicinity of Ellis, Kansas, they disappeared in 1875 and since then 

the Prairie Hen has taken their place. Even in Illinois a few are 

still found, according to Mr. Ridgway, on the prairies of the nor- 

: thern part of the state, but are very scarce. They were recorded 

as rare residents at Grinnell, Iowa. In Grant and traverse counties, 

in western Minnesota, they are "the common Grouse of the region." 

(Roberts and Benner, Bull. Nutt. Ornith. Club, Vol. V, 1880, p.17.)
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YZ rp (Recreation Magazine, 1906) 

Digest of 

Library of "The Vanishing Prairie He" 

EDO Leopold By Clate Tinan Y 

p-1 5,006,060 Prairie Chickens estimated killed in Nebraska "a few 
ae years hence" of which 4,000,000 for market. 

p-2 "The true pinnated grouse is never found, except where man has 
broken the sod, som the wheat, and dotted the preiries with 

groves of trees," 

p-3 600 chickens killed in 10 days in 1872 in McLean Co., Ill. by 
Capt. A. H. Bogardus and Miles Johnson. 50 birds per gun per day - 
considered "good hunting." 

wee "large Zlocks - ~ - during winter - - - in the 
ense cornfields of S$. W. Iowa, though a fair days sport on 

them during the open season is unknown, " } 

pe4+ Packs: "In localities where the birds are really scarce the 
; number which will gather into what westerners call a "pack" is 

really remarkable, every grouse in the country seemingly having 
his fellows." (These packs can be made to be by repeated 
flushing). 

p-5 "It is a bird that increases with the first stages of civilization, 
pauses with the second, and disappears with the third,"
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THE VANICHING PRAIRIE HEN 

by Glate Tinan. 

At a South Dakota rancher's early morning breakfast table 
one bright September day in the late eighties I sat opposite a charm 
ing young woman -- a vieitor from a distant city -- and with steal- 
ing glances noted the unaffected manner in which she made way with 
a skillfully broiled young prairie chicken. It did not take me long 
to reach the conclusion that any girl of city breeding who could a- 
riee with the sun and eat a eacahfact thet would make a harveet hand 
think he had acute dysoepeia would make a wife that would -- in the 
vernacular of the day -- do to "tie to." And many chickens of the 
kind have since been jointly discussed across the dining table by 
the same lady and "yours truly.* 

; It ie strange, then, the thought comes over me in my reveries, 
thet the game bird which indireetly brought me a charming wife is 
doomed to extinction in the very land where so much contributed to ite 
happinees and, under reasonable conditions, a long life? For, be it 
known, no land between the rising and setting sun on this continent 
is wo well adapted to the propagation of the pinnated grouse as the 
sparsely settled prairies of Nebraska and the two Dakotas. But man is 
much the same wherever you find him -- selfish to a degree. He recks 
not of the morrow, but kills, kills, kills, and with a reckless aban- 
don when game crosses his path that passeth understanding. It is nat- 
ural to believe that the commercial instinct of the average American 
would give him pause when the market shooter seeks a profit from the 
traffic in game birds for no other class would receive greater finan- 
cial benefit from a rigid protection of the pinnated grouse. 

One consignment of game from Nebraska received in Chicago 
a few years since contained eighteen barrels of prairie chickens from 

A & locality where they were and are now comparitively scarce. A rough 
x estimate of the number of these birds killed in Nebraska that year 

> was placed at 5,000,000, of which all but 1,000,000 were for shipment 
out of the state. The frightful slaughter of the birde in this state, 

“Geieet Spon the apply; end Today docelitiee’ shiek Ose Wires yours ago" e t upon > supply; and today localities which but three years ago 
geve the finest of sport are almost barren of even one day's feir shoot- 
ing in the very beginning of the season. 

Wo finer game bird flies the American continent than the pin- 
nated grouse, and ft is the wonder of all true sportsmen everywhere 
that the great Weet, so geneneus in its temperament, so indifferent to 
the dollar, should countenance the destruction of practically the only 
game bird which it can really call its own. And yet it is this generos- 
ity, this indifference, which is loth to take action against those res- 
ponsible for the certain and sure extinction of the prairie chicken, 
that ie slorly, but none the less surely, driving the prairie chickens 
to final extinction. The violations of the somewhat iiberal game laws 
are winked at when committed by a neighbor, and the stranger is given 
the freedom of the prairies and the utmost courtesy to do as he likes. 
He may not only shoot all the birds that he and his companions and 
their hosts can possibly consume, but backs are turned when he packs 
for shipment what he cares to transport to his friends at home. If he 
meets with poor succese,the local market shooter and his perfectly 
trained dogs can be had at a moment's notice to add to his supply. 
After hie departure, and the local hunters have picked off from each 
covey a reasonably setisfying number of birds and the fewer has worn 

*



off to a great extant, the market shooter who knows the haunts and 
habits of practically every covey for miles around goes at his 
cursed work and exterminates the remainder. The few old cocks left 
and a badly frightened hen or two c together along about Christ- 
meas and take an account of stock. They find it bad enough at best; 
end when the heavy rains of late ‘e and early June drown the few 
breeds which the survivors of the Year before have by much patience 
and oo brought into the glad sunlight of spring, the parent 
birds, with a persistence that deserves the admiration of the most 
stolid, try once more to raise their little families around the 
edges of the fast growing fields of what. If successful in this 
maternal duty, the broods are but half grown in August, and it is 
then that the farmer lad or the “hired man" invariably rides with 
a loaded shotgun on hie mower or binder with which to provide the 
breakfast table with a toothsome fry. 

This is responsible fer the rapid extinetion of the prairie 
chicken. Market shooters there are,t@ be sure, any number of them, 
but as but few of this class go after birds until the open season be-~ 
gins, even the most persistent hunting would not have the same effect 
as the a of the immature birds by those on whose lands they 
have hatched end who believe that they have a God-given right to them 
and the “public be damned." The merest tyro of a farm lad, armed with 
a four-dollar single breech-loader and no dog, can with a season or 
two of practice do more deadly work on several coveys of pmakdk prair- 
ie chickens than e wagon load of Gilberts, Crosbys and their kind, 
led by the best brace of setters or pointers that ever sniffed the 
morning ozone of « western prairie, could ever do. He _ in his 
work at most any old time, while the man from town or distant parts 
dare do nothing else but weit until the law says he may shoot, at 
which time the birds are full grown, strong of wing and already famil- 
iar with the sound of a gun and the sight of a man. 

The hietory of the pinnated grouse is a pathetic one. The 
destruction of the birds and the extinetion of the buffalo are not 
abalogous by any means. The American bison and man were never made 
to occupy the same territory; end as the rich, grase-covered prair- 
ies that were once the feeding gro s of the buffalo have since prov- 
on _06SU-Te mut prenaseree aa UEn- oben tenes di"berse, it was but 
natural that sooner or later the buffalo would have to go. Not so with 
the prairie chicken. He loves civilization. The true pinnated grouse 

\ is never found except where man has broken the sod, sown the wheat and 
' dotted the prairies with groves of trees. From far away Long Islend, 

across the Jersey pinee, through Pennsylvania, New York,Ohio, Tenne-~ 
seee, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa and acrose the Missouri into 
Kandas, Nebrasks and the Dakotas has this beautiful bird followed the 
toiling and hardy pioneer. “Whither thou goest, I will go;..... thy 
people shall be my people." With the exception of the few migratory 
and uncertain flocks of wildfowl which esch fall sped across the coun- 
try or tarried awhile for a rest and the few seede floating on the 
lakes and sloughs of the pioneer'e home the prairie chicken wae the 
sole reminder of the many varieties of game birde that he knew and 
loved in his early Eastern home. The "booming" of the male birds on 
@ bright epring morning in early April was the first welcome sound of 
spring, the eure forerunner of those days when the plowman goes afield, 
and the young broods to fly before the fellow-haired scion, astride 
a horse at sunrise, rounding up the seattered cows and yearlings, the 
moet homelike feature the urchin felt of the land so strange and dif- 
ferent from that his infaney knew. ‘ 
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It wes a half a century since the last survivore of the 
pinnated grouse in Long Islend and northern New Jersey met the 
fate thet since has come to their descendants in the states of the 
middle Weet. Thirty years ago the prime of the shooting and pureuit 
of them wes in western Iowa. Fifteen years later it drifted to Kan- 
sas, Nebraska and the Dakotas. At the present time good hunting 
of prairie chickens ie confined to a limited district in Nebraske 
and perts of the Dakotas. 

; What is a correct definition of "good hunting” on prairie 
chickens? If an old hend at the business may be permitted to give 
it he will put it at, say, fifty birds per gun. Anyhow, there was a 
time when nothing lees than that would saSisfy him. Gapt. aA. H. 
Bogardue telle in his book, "Field, Gover and Trap Shooting," that 
he and Miles Johnson, on a ten day's hunt in McLean county, I11. in 

| 1872, walked 600 prairie chickens, shooting but mornings and evenings. 
This wae but thirty birds per -— day, and, while nothing less 
than wicked slaughter, so plentiful were the birds in Illinois and 
Iowa at that time that their extermination seemed impossible. In 
later years, between 1670 and 1880, thirty to fifty birde per gun 
was a common occurrence any time between August 15, and September 1 
in Northern and western Iowe. That any have survived in that state 
seems incredible, yet se hardy are the grouse family that large 
flocks of prairie chickens are seen frequently during the winter in 
the immense corn fielde of southwestern Iowa, though a fair day's 
sport on them during the open season is unknown. A few years since, 
when the hunting of prairie chickens in South Dakota was at its 
best, a market hunter and his son got after a large pack of a hun- 
dred or more prairie chickene in late November. fo the uninitiated, 
it is well enough to explain that the birds begin to assemble in 
large coveys about the middle of October, if much hunted and scat- 
tered, a week or two earlier. In localities where the birds are 
really scarce the number which will gather into what Westerners 
term a "pack" is really remarkable, every grouse in the country seem- 
ingly having joined hie fellows. The two hunters referred to chased 
the pack for miles with a pair of fleet bronchos and a light wagon, 
flushing them three timee before the birds would lie to the doge. 

_ ~~hhaponenhuaidaegehchhee-demmnnns-Sehi oan phe j and well 
scattered. en they counted the dead birds they rate prise. 
It is unnecessary to state that both men were dead shots, but al- : 
together, it was the most remarkable, and at the same time most 
mercilees, sleughter of the besutiful pride of the prairies that 
hee ever come to the writer's notice. It is mentioned here to part- 
ly illustrate what the prairie chicken has had to contend with and 
to show what royal sport the pastime of hunting them affords under 
the best of conditions. 

fhe prairie chicken hee no shor for his life, compared with 
his cousins, the ruffed grouse, the sharp-teil and sage’ hen; and in 
the comparison the quail, woodcock, snipe and their kindred of the 
woods and swamps are almost immune. The prairie chicken builds its 
next, from choice, within call of the settler's home, in some grassy 
edge rank with weeds bordering a grain field, beside a pond that the ; 
eettler hae made by an artificial dam, or, failing in thie, on the 
sunny slope in the heart of a broad prairie. From the time the young | 
birds leave the nest in oy or June they are without concealment or 
hiding places save that which the grasses of their prairie home give 
them. Frequently--more often than not-- the grass is not of suffic- ~ 
ient height to cover the half grown birds étanding erect, and they 
are plainly visible objects to the man afield, or on a roadside to the 
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eccupante of a passing vehicle. Later, if the birds escape the 
rain of leaden hail through September, the neighboring corn fields 
may give them shelter from the pursuit, but against a good pair of 
well-trained dogs, s pair of stout legs and a well-waimed gun, there 
ean only be one ending. The prairie chicken has but one recourse-- 
that is, to leave the country. Otherwise he is sooner or later to 
meet his fate. The ease with which a certain section--say 6 town- 
ship of thirty-six square miles--can be cleaned up of prairie chiek- 
ens in two weeks can only be realized by these who have been on the 
ground and seen it done. A similar perritory in extent in Tenneessee, 
Ohio, North Cerolina, Arkansas or Miesouri, well stocked with ruffed 
grouse or quail, would stand up under seasons of hard shooting with 
no perceptible diminution of the supply. The wonder of it is that 
the aig eho chicken has lasted as long as it has. Were it not one 
of the herdiest game birds that flier it would have been extinct so 
many years ago that what is here written would be history long paet 
and forgotten of sportsmen. 

It is sorrow tothink it; it is soeteirs to write it, 
but I can see no hope for the prairie chicken. Under the best geme 
laws that can be devieed and under the most rigid enforcemente that 
any community or state could provide, the life of the birde is bound 
to be @ precarious one in the face of Se rapid settlement of the lands 
where it is making ite final stand. But}@fid may be long postponed if 
those where birds are now found in the greatest numbers can be made \ 
to see the benefit of protecting them and foreed by public sentiment\ 
into enacting more effective lawe. It is the history of every state 
in the Union that really efficient game laws have only been placed NS 
on the statute books after the game the laws sought to conserve was 
diminished to a point where an increase was hopeless. The man and Xx 
the dog are not the only enemies of the geme birds. A large per cent 
meet the fate that comes to all wild life where one preys upon another. \ 

The people of the Western prairies should realize that all (\ 
game laws are not in the interest of the few--as some would have them ; 
believe-~but in the interests of the many, of which they constitute 
the major part. The chickens should be protected with reasonable as- 

~amguagprtasineniapebnntrthnnemntnthnt ek Be 2565 Feason than the — 
food they furnish the farmer, to the stockmen and to the rancher. #ith 
this, the pursuit of them furnishes the youth of the prairie homes 
about the only recreation with gun and dog that the country affords. 
The rich and well-to-do can either stock private game preserves or 
journey afer to distant lands where game is plentiful. To this latter 
class the going of coming of the prairie chicken is of small moment, 
for the whole world is theirs in the pursuit of pleasure. Notwith- 
standing this, and the further fact that the prairie chicken is the 
best friend in bird life thet the farmer has, destroying, as it does, 

myriade of bugs and grasshoppere and never molesting standing Pett 
nine-tenths of the opposition to effective game laws in every legis- 
lative assembly comes from the farmer members. There is a feeling 
among this clase of men Cnt gue protection is in the sole interest 
of the city eportemen, notwithbtanding that the game lawe of prac- 
tically all the states gives the farmer absolute control of his lands 

from trespnes. The er of ferms, too, is approved by the better 

class of sportsmen, whom, failing to obtein permission to shoot upon 

euch lande, can be reasonably sure of finding a fair supply of birds 

that have got over the line to other fields. It is s protection to 

the birds and a restraint on vandalism. That ie to say, it is a pro- 
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tection to the birds if the farmer himself will let them alone and 
see that his son and his hired help and neighbors do likewise. The 
feeling so prevalent among the farming community thet the protect- 
tion of game birds is but the seving of them for the town hunters 
is a rank injustice and unfair in the extreme. The farmers who are 
directly on the ground are not only familier with the haunts of the 
birds than any man from a distance can possiblybe, but they have. 
thrice the time and opportunity for « few hours shooting when the 
open season begins thet the businese man has. If the protection of the 
law conserves the supply there cannot possibly be any class of citi- 

gens more greatly benefited than the farmers themselves. 

It ie up to the Dakotes to see that the next legislative as- 
semblies enact laws that will be protective of wild = and fish in 
fact as well as name. Such legislation should cover the following 

points: 

1. A state game commiecion organized on a non-partisan basis. 

2. Paid county and district wardens, the latter to be appoint- 
ed from the farming communities. ; 

c & regident license fee of ¢1 annually. 
. Prohibiting all spring shooting and limiting the open seas- 

on on prairie chickens to thirty days. 

\ Bhen a system of paid game wardens, whose salaries are furn- 
ished from the license fund, ie once thoroughly established there'11 

° be a quick ending of the cursed work of the “sooners" which has had 

\ more to do with the gradual extinction of the prairie chickens than 

all other causes combined, and whether this despicable class of beings 
live in the country or come from the floteam and —— of the towns 
and citiees--the latter class of whom by their contempt of one law do 

not hesitate to violate all law and create a prejudice in the farming 
community against all men who go afield. \ 

No bird ever lent greater charm to ite surroundings than the 
pinnated grouse to the prairie. Without him it ie no more the prairie, 

but a dismal waste. No bird has so thrilled the novice as tne full- , 

grown grouse roaring out of the grass elmost at his feet, or caused 

the experienced eportemen greater joy than watching a pair of bliue- | 

blood setters or pointers in pursuit of him on a cool September morn- \ 

ing. And when the ducks heave left the frozen slough, the sandhill \ 

eTane no longer dots the plain, end the “honk” of the geese has died \ 

away in the south, then the grouse is about the only companion left —. 

to the dweller of the prairie. Our children and our children's chil- 
dren may yet hear the mellow twitter of the woodcock's wing as he iN 

whirle upward through the somber shade, over the harvest field, may ‘ 

hear the fimte-like voice of little Bob Shite, and in the tangled 

brake hear the rushing winge of the ruffled grouse, but few shall 

see the pinneated grouse except es a rare specimen. For it is a bird 

that increrses with the firet steges of civilization, pauses wita 

the second and disappears with the third. : 
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Prairie Chicken 
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i Prairie Chicken Folder i 

Extracts from "The Grouse and Wild Turkeys of the United States, and Their 

Economic Value" by Sylvester D. Judd. Biol. Survey Bull. 24, 1905. 

P, 10 

THE PRAIRIZ HEN. 

(Tympanuchus americanus. ) 

The prairie hen, or ‘prairie chicken,' inhabits the western prairies 

from Manitoba to southern Texas and Louisiana and from Ohio to Nebraska, 

The birds of southern Texas and Louisiana are smaller and darker than the 

common bird. 

In summer prairie hens roost on the ground in a family covey, as does 

the bobwhite, but in winter, in many sections, they roost in trees. In the 

fall several coveys congregate in a pack, after the fashion of ptarmigans and 
crested quail. Prof. F, ZB. L. Beal informs the writer that at Ames, Iowa, dur~ 

ing the early eighties, he frequently found packs numbering as many as a thous~ 

and birds, and that they habitually roosted in the long grass teside sloughs. 
The prairie hen is migratory in the northern part of its range, and to a certain 

extent farther south also. The well-known authority on migration, Prof. W. W. 

Cooke, says: i 

In November and December large flocks of prairie chickens come from north- 
ern Iowa and southern Minnesota to settle for the winter in northern Miss- 

ouri and southern Iowa. This migration varies in bulk with the severity of 

the winter, 

' The estimation in which the bird is held may be realized from the fact 

that in 1902 the supply at from $3 to $5 a brace nowhere met the demand, 

32 : Q 

So reluctant occasionally is it to fly that it can hardly be put up, and 

Professor Cooke informs the writer that several times while hunting in northern 

Minnesota he saw a pointing dog jump and catch a three-fourths grown prairie hen. 

i At the beginning of the nineteenth century the prairie hen was extremely 

abundant throvghtout Ohio and Kentucky. It is now rare in both states. A part 

of the ground it has lost in the Hast it has gained by a westward and northward 

: movement. It has followed the grain fields of the pioneers of the plains, and 

with the extension of grain culture into Minnesota and Manitoba it has become 

plentiful there. According to Dr. Hatch, it was by no means common when the
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Extracts from "Grouse & Wild Turkeys of the U.S" 
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white man first came to Minnesota, and he says that in Illinois as late as 1936 
a hunter was extremely lucky if he could bag a dozen in a day. Some years later, 

with much less effort, one could have shot 50 in a day, and there were records of 

100 to a single gun. 

fhe former status of the bird in the Hast is well indicated by Audubon's 
classic observations at Henderson, Ky., in 1810. Audubon says: 

In those days during the winter the Grous would enter the farm- 
yard and feed with the poultry, alight on the houses, or walk in the 
very streets of the villages. I recollect having caught several in 

a stable at Henderson, where they had followed some Wild Turkeys. In 
the course of the same winter, a friend of mine, who was fond if prac- t 
ticing rifle shooting, killed upwards of forty in one morning, but — 
picked none of them up, so satiated with Grous was he, as well as every 
member of his family. My own servants preferred the fattest flitch of 

bacon to their flesh, and not unfrequently laid them aside as unfit for 
cooking. * * * They could not have been sold at more than one cent 
apiece. * * * So rare have they become in the markets of Philadelphia, 

New York, and Boston, that they sell at from five to ten dollars the pair. 

So far as the sportsman is concerned, the prairie hen is now extinct in 

Kentucky. 

Through its operation the sale of the prairie hen was virtually stopped 
in 1902 and 1903 in all the large cities of the Hast. 

P, 33 i 

E. W. Nelson informs the writer that in the early seventies in northwestern 
Illinois the farmers in many places burned the prairies in spring after the 
prairie hens nested, and often gathered for household use large numbers of the 
eges thus exposed, a 

The prairie hen has the advantage, however, of yielding more readily to 
domestication than the bobwhite, and strong efforts should be made to establish 
preserves of domesticated birds for restocking country where the species is ex- 
tinct. Successful enterprises of this kind would be profitable. That such 
domestication is possible and even feasible, the appended quotation from Audubon 
implies: ; 

The Pinnated Grous is easily tamed, and easil kept. It also breeds in 
confinement, and I have often felt surprised that it has not been fairly 

domesticated, While at Henderson, I purchased sixty alive, that were ex- 
pressly caught for me within twelve miles of that village, and brought in a 
bag laid across the back of a horse. I cut the tips of their wings, and 
turned them loose in a garden and orchard about four acres in extent. Within
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a week they became tame enough to allow me to approach them without 
their being frightened. * *® * In the course of the winter they 
became so gentle as to feed from the nad of my wife, and walked about 
the garden like so many tame fowls, mingling occasionally with the 
domestic poultry. * * * When spring returned they strutted, 'tooted,! 
and fought, as if in the wilds where they had received their birth. 
Many laid eges, and a good number of young ones made their appearance, 

Pp. 15 ' 
VEGETABLE FOOD. 

From October to April, inclusive, the prairie hen takes little 

but vegetable food. This element amounts to 85.89 per cent for the 

year. Fruit constitutes 11.79 percent; leaves, flowers, and shoots, : 

25.09 percent; seeds, 14.87 percent; grain, 31.06 percent, and miscell- 

aneous vegetable material, 3.08 percent. 4 

The prairie hen eats a much smaller proportion of seeds, with the 
exception of grain, than the bobwhite, and in this respect is less 

useful than the latter bird. It is, however, a better weeder than any 

other grouse, and its services in this particular are worthy of consid- 
eration. 

Pa kT ; 

. @RAIN. 

The stomacks and crops examined in the investigation contained 31.06 
percent of grain, The bobwhite, another busy stubble feeder, takes only 
17.38 percent. 

P, 16 
LEAVES: FLOWERS, AND SHOOTS. 

, Naturally the prairie hen is much less given to budding than the 
ruffed grouse, but it has been known to pluck buds of poplar, elm, pine, 

apple, dward birch (Betula glandulosa), and black birch (B. lenta). 
"TI heve counted more than 50 on a single apple tree," writes Audubon, 
“the buds of which they entirely destroyed in a few hours, * * * 
They were, in fact, looked upon with more abhorrence than the crows are 
at present in Massachusetts and Maine, on account of the mischief they 

‘ committed among the fruit treés of the orchards during winter, when they 

fed on their buds, or while in the spring months, they picked up the grain 

in the fields."
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Pp, 19 
THE HEATH HEN 

{Tympanuchus cupido. ) 
William Brewster in 1890 ascertained that, all told, there were probably 

only ebout 200 heath hens, and that they were confined to about 40 square miles 

of the island of Marthas Vineyard, 

THE I8SSER PRAIRIE HEN ; ; 

(Tympanuchus pallidicinctus. ) 

H. C. Oberholser, of the Biological Survey, found them common in August, 

1901, in Wheeler County, Tex. 

@



Dane County 
Prairie Chicken:— 

Zarly Records ; 

From "Visits to Dane County in 1837" by G, W. Featherstonhangh, Pp. 389 of 
History of Dane County, Wisconsin. 1880. Western Historical Company, Chicago. 

“Every moment. produced a new excitement: the occasional glimpse of the 
shy deer, with their elegant fawns, and the morefrequent flushing of the 
prairie-hen from her nest, gave animation to the still beauty around us,"



Sehmiat 
Wing / 
Sharptail folder 

_ Ae BR. Owen of the Rust Owen Lumber Co., Owen, Wis., was quoted 

to me as saying that sharptails first came into Bayfield Co. 16 years 

ago (that is, about 1918. This refers to the vicinity of Drummond. 

It would be advisable if Wing, Schmidt or myself could interview 

Mr. Owen about details.
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lewis, B,J. The American Sport aan 

J. 3, Tippincott, Philadelphia, 1685 

P. 116, ore “the greater me them remain ...9til1 at period of 
known as "the running season", large mambers abandon their 

former haunts, and, contiming slong the borders of cur rivers, take up 
their ebode for a time in the lowlands, hundreds of miles, perhaps, from 
their breeding~places" (see also p. 125). 

, more 
Pp. 117. Sex Ratio, “There ia no doubt that there are/male birds hatched than females," 

De 119, Saath see? “The hen bird...during incubation,,,undergoes a partial 
provides a few downy feathers to assist in keeping the 

ege2 warn during her absence from the nest," (Is this possibly confusion 
with the English partridge?) 

Pe» 125, Sate Solana 100 tear Sink Of Talon dene and in a state of captivity 
we seen them ent {t in preference to oll other grains except buckwheat?! 

sah ",.in winter, partridges as well as grouse, are forced to eat 
fruit, leaves, and tender bads of the mountain laurel {Zalian Lathfelia) 

without any 111 consequences to themselves, but their flesh, it is 
has often been poisoned to such an extent.,.that death, in some rare 
instances, has remilted from persons parteling of them while in this 
noxious atate, Doctor Shoemeker published,.,an account of two cases of 
poisoning arising from the eating of a pheasant (ruffed grouse) stuffed with 
leurel leaves." 

Pp. 126, ee “Dr, Wetherell...shot,,.in New Jorsey.,,ten brace that averaged 
oances each, 

PR. 129. Papielegaa, “At the conmencenent of sutumn partridges abandon the 
h yds, ani resort, in immense mmbers, to the large river courses, 
where they remain a few weeks, and then travel back to their former haunts, 
«sin 18%5 we encountered an imaense drove of these running birds in the 
neighborhood of Blk River (Pa?).,.all twittering and whistling os fast 
and as lowl as possible, .,.This cowpany...contained several hundred 

: individuals, and was the largest...we ever met with, ‘these migrations 
to the seacoast ani river shores are performed,,,on foot...as early as 
Oetober," 

Pp. 132. Abbinos. ' 

Pe 133. Bed Quail, Filled near Philadelphia, Date: “since the first edition," 

AO y Gay CU ator. iistery © Gone Dirge tT) one Can 

expect i ae te yo ph sportazan sm studying very closely 
the characteristics of every species of game," ete, (‘this 1s followed by 
on excoriation of the pot-imnter.) 

p. 136. ee: 28h "On Chesapeake Bay, near Havre de Grace,..,a neighbor 
caught, .. one season, on his own estate, 900 partridges.,, which 
he gave out to the negroes as ordinary food during the ranning season. 
This may seem incredible to those,,,not familiar with.,.the inmense 
armies of these birds that congregate together during their migratory trips,



‘ -~2e 

and the regularity and pertinacity with which they purme their course, 
sometimes passing thrmgh the heart of villages, ‘the estate is...a 
neck of low land,,.fomaing a peninmla,” 

Jeza Helton, "A correspondent in Iowa Territory states that he 
OM one season, 10,000 partridges in the neighborhood of Burlington," 

Hiliing Tanten, | Tis season of 1855 and 1856 hae been particularly 
on Atlantic coast and in the west,” 

I, EE, 1 Natiat 5. > Car te, Beane tn are Sele 
@ season, 1651-1852, partridges have been wmsually plenty, 4 

gontlemen informs us that a party with nets left Keoluk lately, ant 
repaired to the island below that town, ‘hey took 400 birds in a single 
afternoon," 

Hild Soxkey 

Dp. 178. ( que’ dadubon), If a gobbler {s killed "the conqueror 
Eee: ont, mat, what is reas not with hatred, but with 
all the motions he employs in caressing the female" (see A, A, Allen's 
Sex Rhythm in Puffed Grouse, 1934). 

Pp. 162, Origin of name "turkey" (theory). 

Buffed Grouse (pheasant) 

p. 189, Abundance, "At times they ore very abundant in the pines of New Jersey, 

Pp. 194, fag die ag ped whi, lll wy Br ener spy Ape 
va partial migrations, from northwest to southeast, at the approach 

of winter, but their excursions are neither so general nor so extensive 
as those of the partridge," 

Py 195. Igurel poisoning from eating grouse, Diseradits it, 

—Pimated Grouse, 

p. 204, Heath Jen, Still killed in N. J, in 1shs, 

ep. 207% pee ORS sit att 0. sent ett De te ee ee 
and no disposition to migrate or travel, as the Ruffed Grouse or 
partridge." 

Toodeog: 

p. 215, We. Max. 10 on., large & oz. 

Duss 

Pe 351. ee Se ee ee es ONE ely wel 
few. 

Sauhrrelhs 
pe 405, Migration of grays in Ohio in 1822. 

“ Copies for Mr, Hamerstrom, Quail, Turkey, R, 0,, Digests



Pra thi che, Bovey oe Pioodid Ruch. 

On Rice Lake, a flowage lake, just north of Duluth 

Minn., I found, one spring, chickens boomihg on the margin of 

the lake, the water of which was low at that time. Ata later 

date, in June, I think, I returned to the lake, which had 

filled so that the water extended tnto dead timber at the margs 

margins. “4earing a chicken booming in the flooded area, I 

entered it in a aanoe, and flushed this bird from a rock still 

projecting above the water, perhaps not over three feet across 

Situated in standing dead timber! The spot may have been 300 

yards from the original booming site, but it was the best a- 

vailable! = Fu Qe geten et Heals
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‘ Sharptail — 
' "Rints of the Torthyeat' 

by Elliott Cones 

UeS. Geological Survey Mis. Pub. 
No. 3, Washington, 187%. 

pe 410. grep ripe ptipcte t R-ponge- sel Tlifnois.* 
ted icilled at Port Ripley, Minn. 1873. Nothing tut 

sharptail since 1853. Some sharptail left 12 miles N. St. Poul 
now, 1875 (7). Thence dividing line runs 5.1%. toward Yenicton. 
“2 gunida (pinnated) appears to replace the other (sharptatl) 
as wheat-field advance." 

"I am reliably informed of ite (sharptail's) occurrence with 
eS. 8 ee portion of Iowa." 

line now (1874) 4s between Fort Ran‘alla ani Yankton. 
“The Cupidones are unquestionably creeping up the Missourl; 
Just as the quail have alrea“y done, although they have not 
ee te Glas aie alee (This implies the 
quail boundary in was above Yanicton.) 

“Proceeding now nearly due south, wo find the line. . 
gives the greater portion of TNebrasim to this species, and passes 
nearly through the midéle of Kansas to . . Fort Hayes." 

pe 0. aaa "Yertile priairie country . . especially Illinois, 
Tow, Missouri, eastern half of Minnesota, S.B. Dalota, middle 

an@ T. Kansas, ani Nebrasim, Arkansas, an B. Tems. Vars 
pallidicinctug from %. Texas." (This is the rance in 187%. Hayden 
says it oecure near Council Bluffs "in myriats." "Mr. Allen notes 

A 4ts westward spreat from middle Kansas, bat I have mo recorl of its 
Teaching, as yet, either Colorafo or “yoninc." 

De 422. joi oe "I never saw it in the "4Assouri (River) region 
epparen' occurs only toward the mouth of the river. I have 

é seen no Nebragian recor’. In Kansas Mr. Snow says it is “very 
rare," and it is,no doubt, confine’ to the eastern part of the 
state. It 4s given as abuntant tn southern Iowa by Mr. Trippe, 
and occurs in various parts of Missourl." 

pe Il. ee eS tae hoe 
Miscourt 1t 19 abuniant w to Tort Ramlall." "In 

Minnesota it is abumiant in the southern portions of the state, 
ant appears to be spreading with the advance of the settlements, 
like the pimnated grouse." Mone on Red River, or anywhere in 
northern Dakota. 

De 391. ipa, "My, Hayden does not inclute the wild turkey in 
8 apparently not having met with it in the Missourd 

j
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Yegion. Its occurrence, however, is sufficiently attested as 
far up the Missouri River as Yankton, if not somewhat beyoni-- 

I have observed but one Minnesotian recori. .«. doth the 
Konsas eathorities witness its common occurrence in the timbered 
Aistriets of that state, as Mr. Trippe does in southern Towa. 
+ « the northern . line. . appears to have contracted of late 

' years. It is scarcely now fount in any port of Minnesota, tut 
Dr. Heat tells me that some 30 years ago, at old Yort Aticinson, a 
fow miles west of Prairie du Chien, it wae frequently killed, 
though its present northern limit cannot be far from the southern 
border of Minnesota." ; 

dig



Sharptail folder 

—— Dhgest of "Binds of Wisconsin” 

i, Kwalien ond 8. Hollister 

Pe 22 Principal food ie not Velliemeria spiralis, tat mittets 
gen ce Of more widespread occurrence then %) years 

age (1863). 

2S Bipe Goose. Ivregulor except along Viseissippl, 

Seana ages Tucreneing. Yormerly did not winter, Heoted Jefferson 
I ° 

pe3S Eine Sail, Comooner then 25 yeare ago. 

pela eee Repidiy diminishing, Inereased from early forties up to 

pe dS decanine. ‘We should be at a lose to express ite numbers in former 
yeera. late so persistently hunted that it has materially de. 
crenseds-even during the past 10 years or less.” 

Be 55 Babeite: “Yormerly very abandent in south and central parte of the 
te, In most sections the quail gradually decreased.—until about 

1685 they were entirely abesent from many localities where once--comnon, 
The clearing sway of underbrush and the introduction of wire fences in 
Pee Caer ciateee cetien, tea tae anes hice seta ae 

&& too close or lawlegs shooting. For the past dozen years (eines 14907) 
4ifferent thipments of birds, mostly from Tansne, have been turned loos, 
Tn som? places the introduced birds séem to thrive wonderfully. «-have 
been constantly protected by Ln." 

pa 56 sume Gnsuss- In the pine regions, Dissppesring, Soe still in north- 
ern counties, 

Hatied Orange, Comet. in south and central parts, “almest «wandent® 
; ene souties, Clearing ond posturing have driven from 

many old hownte. Much merket shooting in north, 

p57 Pheraigan. Strogglers ot Sscine, 1946, Sauk Co. 1476, in winter. 

ee "Common resident in many parte of the state, The prairie 
seems to have moved weetward with the settlement of the country. 

In the early forties it wae rather rare in southern Fiseonsia, ond ot 
the present time it hes almost entirely repleced the next*(sharptail), 
“4 morked ineronse during the past 10«15 years." 

frabrie fpradl “Hapldly giving wey to the proirie hen--referring 
we find thet this species? wae the common prairie* grouse 

{ 

Filovert Miagewny (¥ield & Streom, 1879) says of charptail: *In 19%).05 
; this specie wee abundant in &.Wie. and N.T11. ae far south an Chicago, 

shrare frenenbing the Sinker, which gave it the name of burr-ork grouse," 
inois Report of Game Survey, p. 33). ‘f
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2 Mgeet Wisconsin Birds 

of southern Sieconsin, end wae at thet time extremely ctundent, Thure 
Kumlien hed been « resident of Wisconsin several yoors before he saw a-~ 
prairie chicken. tr. Hoy in 1852 soys: ‘formerly quite comuon moor 
Recine, now seldom met with t J. i, Clark, Dunn County: ‘quite common 
wp to about 1685, tmt now (1902) becoming very scarce. Sew it lest in 
1900, Have never found it in company with pinneted grouse, which is 
common here now, *" 

*) few ghorptaile ot Stevens Point, 199%; scattered records at More 
€san and other north central points. last record in south was near 
Jenoeville, Oct. 1669. Wow in numbers only in ieolated parte of contyal 
and northusetern Wisconsin. «-probably doomed to speedy extinction La 
the atate," 

‘tr. Hoy and others say it eas ebundent in southern Wise 
“e OOM, uo tee The winter of 1s42 foetal to turkeys; cy i 

2 ft. deep im March, with a etout crust--so poor and week they ¢ not 
Yiy--ae easy prey to wolves, foxes, wild cats, minke, ete., which exter- 
tineted alagat the entire rase.'" Laut aeen Racine, 1sh6 (toy), Waukesha, 
16h7, Newark (Rock Coo), 1854 (G.Zavlem), Koshkonong, 1642 (Thre Fum 
Lion}, southwestern part of state in nusbers, 1856-58, extreme southwoet 
on river bluffs, igh. Boscobel, 1872 (newspapers). ; 

pe 59 Taquaansn-TAaghaiy Awondeant $411 1875-03. Teet loxge market catch at —~ 
taet atregglere: Dunn Co., 1856, 1690, 1897, 1993 (J. m 

Clerk), Delevan, 1696, 

pe 62 Seer Very common in winter $111 30 years ago; may have nested, 
A in early fifties (Barry). 

perl Kameg.oxl- Recreas ing in south. Supposedly resident but probably come 

peT2 Suow. Owl, fereguler in winter, Wo years given exeept 1847, 

| 

1 \ “4 5 ¥
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TaBLe 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits* Yyt 

Number 

orice Kinds of bird: hose di ible to attract that tanh of birds ‘inds of birds among those desirable to attract at 
or Sr or mao | Pes enine D808) nowt are most fond of the fruit + 

eat the 
fruit? | 

Juniper; redeedar___..| Juniperus__.___- 39 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, purple finch, cedar wax- 
wing, myrtle warbler, mocking bird, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

Greenbrier___.....--.-] Smilax_____..-- 39 | Cardinal, mocking bird, brown thrasher, catbird, 
hermit thrush, robin. 

Bayhetry. <0.) 2... Myrieas. 3.2: 73 | Bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
eastern phoebe, European Starling, meadow lark, 
chewink, tree swallow, white-eyed vireo, myrtle 
warbler, brown thrasher, catbird, Carolina wren, 
black-capped chickadee, hermit thrush, eastern 
bluebird. 

Hackberry__......---.] Celtis...._._-.-- 40 | Yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, star- 
ling, cardinal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, brown 

‘| _ thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 
Mulberry...........--] Morus......-.-- 52 | Yellow-billed cuckoo, red-headed ‘woodpecker, red- 

: bellied woodpecker, downy woodpecker, kingbird, 
starling, Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, cardinal, 
purple finch, scarlet tanager, cedar waxwing, red- 
eyed vireo, yellow warbler, mocking bird, catbird, 
wood thrush, robin. 

Pokeberry-_....------| Phytolacea__-_-- 49 | Mourning dove, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, star- 
ling, cardinal, mocking bird, catbird, hermit thrush, 
gray-cheeked thrush, olive-backed thrush, robin, 
eastern bluebird. 

Spicebush_._.........| Benzoin_____..-- 17 | Kingbird, red-eyed vireo, wood thrush, veery. 
Sassafras_.............| Sassafras... ..... 18 ae kingbird, red-eyed vireo, catbird, vecry, 

robin. 
Strawberry__.....-..-| Fragaria______-- 46 cad eatbird, brown thrasher, wood thrush, 

: robin. 
Raspberry; black- | Rubus___.-_-_-- 118 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, red-headed woodpecker, 
berry. yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, 

Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, ine erosben song 
sparrow, fox sparrow, white-throated sparrow, che- 
wink, California towhee, spurred towhee, cardinal, 
rose-breasted grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, 
cedar waxwing, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, brown thrasher, tufted titmouse, wren tit, 
olive-backed thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

AOpee SG eee) Ose soe £5 | Ruffed grouse,\sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, 
bobwhite. - 

Mountain-ash_-_...--| Sorbus..____---- 14 | Red-headed woodpecker, Baltimore oriole, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, cedar waxwing, Bohemian 
‘waxwing, catbird, brown thrasher, robin. 

Chokeberry-.....-.--| Aronia_.....-.-- 13 | Meadow lark, brown thrasher. 
Hawthorn, orred haw.| Crataegus. ___.- 33 | Ruffed grouse, pine grosbeak, purple finch, robin. 
Dwarf apples__.......| Malus____.....-- @) Ruffed grouse, ringneck pheasant, red crossbill, pine 

oe purple finch, cedar waxwing, mocking 
ird, robin. 4 

Shadblow, or June- | Amelanchier__-- 40 | Yellow-shafted flicker, Baltimore oriole, cedar wax- 
berry. wing, catbird, hermit thrush, veery, robin. 

‘Wild ‘cherry. __-—-...4/| Primus. --.. 74 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, mourning dove, red-headed 
woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, Euro- 
pean starling, Bullock’s oriole, Baltimore oriole, 
orchard oriole, evening grosbeak, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosheak, black-headed grosheak, Louisi- 
ana tanager, red-eyed vireo, cedar waxwing, mock- 
ing bird, catbird, brown thrasher, olive-backed 
thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Sumac #2 phos 93 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, valley quail, downy wood- 
pecker, red-bellied poor pete red-shafted flicker, 
yellow-shafted flicker, phoebe, European starling, 

goldfinch, golden-crowned sparrow, chewink, white- 
: eyed vireo, Audubon’s warbler, mocking bird, eat- 

bird, California thrasher, brown thrasher, Carolina 
wren, black-capped chickadee, Carolina chickadee, 
wren tit, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

1 Barberries (Berberis), buckthorn (Rhamnus), and gooseberries and currants (Ribes) are omitted be- 
cause they serve as alternate hosts of rusts attacking wheat, oats, and white pine, respectively. 

2 When 10 or more. 
8 Included on the basis of field observation or because fruit was found in 10 or more stomachs. 
‘Thirty-eight kinds of birds are known to feed on apples of various sorts, but it is not known just how 

many seek the small-fruited flowering apples, which are the best to plant for birds, 
6 Only nonpoisonous species of sumac are considered.



LOCAL BIRD REFUGES 9 

Taste 1—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits—Continued 

! ‘tuiaber | 

oor binds | Ki ds of bird: th desirable to attract that 2 ae of birds | Kinds of birds among those desirable to attract thai 
Common name | Scientific name | known to are most fond of the fruit 

eat the 
fruit 

Peppertree_____._____| Bohinusiie td 11 | Cedar waxwing, phainopepla, hermit thrush, varied 
| | thrush, robin. 

RVOlipese te. ea | eee 1 Se 45 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, valley quail, yellow-bellied 
sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, cedar waxwing, 

| mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, hermit 
| thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Supplejack.....---...-| Berehemia...... 13 | Mocking bird, robin, 
‘Wild grapess 2202122 Vitis 22 77 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, pileated woodpecker, red- 

bellied woodpecker, red-shafted flicker, yellow- 
shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, cardi- 
nal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, catbird, brown 
thrasher, wood thrush, veery, robin, western blue- 
bird, eastern bluebird. 

Virginia creeper. -....| Parthenocissus_. 39 | Red-headed woodpecker, red-bellied woodpecker, 
yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, purple finch, 
scarlet tanager, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, brown 
thrasher, tufted titmouse, herinit thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, gray-cheeked thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird 

Buffaloberry.....-..} Lepargyrea...- 16 }>Sharp-tailed grousespine grosbeak. 
Silverberry, Russian-| Elaeagnus.___|__(®) edar waxwing, 

olive, ete. bird,-robin 
Wild-sarsaparilla ___._| Aralia___..-----. 14 | Bobwhite, robin. e 
Dogwoods.2_...--22..| Cornus... 86 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yel- 

low-shafted flicker, red-shafted flicker, kingbird, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, pine gros- 
beak, purple finch, white-throated sparrow, song 
sparrow, cardinal, cedar waxwing, warbling vireo, 
pea yen vireo, mocking bird, catbird, brown 
thrasher, hermit thrush, oliye-backed thrush, gray- 
eee thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern blue- 
ird. 

Tupelo, or sour gum__| Nyssa....--..--- 36 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, purple 
finch, cedar waxwing, gray-cheeked thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, robin. 

Crowberry__-..-.-.--| Empetrum__.-.- 16 | Pine grosbeak, snowflake. 
Bearberry_..._-._-.-.| Aretostaphylos__ 16 | Ruffed grouse, dusky grouse, valley quail, mountain 

quail, fox sparrow, wren tit. 
Huckleberry__...---.-| Gaylussacia____- 35 | Pine grosbeak, chewink, robin. 
Blueberry __-.-...---! Vaccinium --___ 67 | Ruffed grouse, valley quail, kingbird, orchard oriole, 

pine grosbeak, chewink, cedar waxwing, catbird, 
brown thrasher, black-capped chickadee, tufted tit- 
mouse, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Beautyberry, or Mexi-| Callicarpa____-_- 10 | Mocking bird, brown thrasher. 
can mulberry, 

Partridgeberry____...| Mitchella_______ 10 | Ruffed grouse. 
Rider. 6.24. - teccase| BAMBOCUBs co.) e, 106 | Valley quail, red-headed woodpecker, yellow-shafted 

flicker, eastern kingbird, Arkansas kingbird, black 
; phoebe, European starling, California towhee, 

i white-crowned sparrow, rose-breasted grosbeak, 
black-headed grosbeak, phainopepla, red-eyed 
vireo, mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, 
California thrasher, wren tit, olive-backed thrush, 
obin,.western bluebird, eastern bluebird. 

Snowberry--..--..---| Symphoricarpos. 25 |\Sharp-tailed grouse evening grosbeak, pine grosbeak, 
varied thrush: 

Blackhaw_......-...| Viburnum___._- 28 | Ruffed grouse, yellow-billed cuckoo, yellow-shafted 
flicker, European starling, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosbeak, cedar waxwing, catbird, brown 

, thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 
Honeysuckte._.......| Lonicera....._ 15 | Bobwhite, pine grosbeak, white-throated sparrow, 

| catbird, brown thrasher, hermit thrush, robin. 
| 

® Data given are based entirely on field observations; total number of birds eating the various species of 
Elaeagnus unknown, ss 

MUNICIPAL PARKS AND PICNIC AND FAIR GROUNDS 

Picnic grounds, fairgrounds, and parks may be improved as 
places of public gatherings, recreation, and education by increasing 
their bird population. Moreover, the alterations that improve a 
park as a bird haven may, and should, themselves be made to add
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= PRarie Chicken seen by Bob Lewis at the old V.X.T. ; 

in 1890,these existed thre for about three years 

Q\ subsequent +o that date.



PRARIE CHICKEN 

Dr.Haynes saw 300 at Red Leake in one bunoh-Rootevelt Go. 1915 

says he shot four of them with 30-30 

Galusha reports seeing them at Jemes Pueblo in I913 

and that he and Conductor Watson saw them at Deming 

in 1914.:says lots of them,thousands existed in 

Quay, Curry and Chaves Co. (1915)
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. From the book "The Game Birds of California" 
by 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1918. 

(Chapter on Columbian Sharp-Tailed Grouse, pp. 560-561.) 

"Writing of the Sharp-tailed Grouse in 1857 (p. 94), Newberry said: 

Coming north from San Francisco, we first found it on a beautiful prairie 

near Gance creek (Near Cassel, Shasta County), about fifty miles northeast of . 

Fort Reading; subsequently, after passing the mountain chain which forms the — 

upper canon of Pit River, we came into a level, grass-covered plain, through 

which the willow-bordered river flows in a sinuous course like a brock through 
a meadow (probably near Lockout, Modoc County). On this plain were greet nunbers 
of birds of various kinds, and se many of the sharpOtailed grouse, that, for two 
or three days, they afforded us fine sport and an abundance of excellent food. 
® e found them again about the Klamath lakes... 

‘Jn 1879 Henshaw (1880b, p. 317) wrote: “About Camp Bidwell (Modoc County), 
Cal., the 'sharp-tails® are sufficiently numerous to afford excellent shooting, 

and good begs may be made there". Gooper (1870a, p. 533) believed that the 
species ranged as far south as latitude 39° (Ike Tahoe), but was not certain 
of this; while Bendire (1892, p. 99) had record of its occurrence on the 
“eastern slopes of the Siskiyou Mountains." Nothing else has to our knowledge 

been printed concerning this grouse in California. Correspondence was undertaken 

by us with local residents of the northeastern section of the state, and some 

information obtained as to its more recent status. 

Mr. Chas. D. Meissner, Assistant Forest Ranger at Alturas, reports (in letter 
dated Janmary 18, 1916) that a pair of "Prairie Chickens" was seen by him during 
April and May, 1915, hear Timbered Mountain, central Modoc County. The behavior 

of the birds indicated that they were nesting. They were always to be found in a 

certain locality, open grassy country with but little sagebrush. The cock and ~ 

the hen were both “much amaller than the Sage Hen and when flushed flew more 

rapidly and ecackled more sharply but sailed the same." 

Mr. Claude R. Brown, residing at Lookout, Modoc County, writes us (under 
date February 25, 1916) that he had not seen any "Prairie Chickens" himself for 

' several years, but that a friend had seen two during the fall of 1915 on the 

ranch of William Kramer about one mile northeast of Lookout. "At one time 
plentiful, flocks of fifty or more being often seen, the birds have gradually 
diminished until almost extinct." 

Mr. W. 8. Criss, also of Lockout, writes us (under date February 25, 1916) 
that there were many “little brown Prairie Ghickens" on his ranch up to about 
fifteen years previously. They were at one time "so thicks one could not walk 

th®ough the fields without scaring up several bunches." Tho boys killed them 

off wmtil finally (sbout 1901) but one pair was left. Six young werenafsed that 
last year, but the entire family was later wiped out.



Deputy Fish and Game Commissioner Frank P. Gady, of Susanville, writes 
us (under date February 2, 1916) that "about 15 years ago there were forty 
or fifty Prairie Chickens" on the rench of Mr. MeKensie "at the mouth of 
Juniper Creek, Lassen Sounty." At that time no shooting was allowed on the 
Franch; but after the death of Mr. McKensie, shooting was resumed. The birds 
had all disappeared by sbout 1906."
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PHEASANT PENS The door into the pen is at the north end. The top and three 

By Dr. Bensamin S. Marruews sides should be covered with l-inch mesh poultry wire to keep out 

There are nearly as many varieties of pheasant pens as there sparrows. The sparrows not only eat the feed but they bring in 
are pheasant breeders. The design given here is not the only good chicken lice, which are even more detrimental to pheasants than 

one, but in my judgment the best adapted to all varying condi- to chickens. 
tions and sizes of flocks from five to five thousand. Feeding and watering can be done most readily through small 

The cock pheasant in the spring is so that it is impracticable doors hinged at the bottom and opening outward similar to a 

to have more than one in a pen. The eggs from large flocks with pantry flour bin, obviating the necessity of entering the pen 
many cocks are low in fertility; also the eggs are difficult to find. except to scatter grain and collect eggs. Both these operations 

The best results are secured from pens of one cock with four or should be done at one time. Water, grit, charcoal mixed with 
five hens. slaked lime, egg mash (as for laying hens) and crissel (ground 

Vegetation is an important factor, and cleanliness paramount. dried meat) should be kept before the laying hens. The last 

Pens small enough to be appropriate for so few birds, if sta- named has in my experience prevented and cured egg eating. 

tionary, are difficult to keep clean, and the frequent reseeding Fall is the time to procure breeding stock. It is cheaper in 

to insure vegetation must be hand work and therefore impractica- the fall and will become acquainted with its new home, thus 

"ble. A small pen which is easily movable to fresh ground with the producing much better the following spring. This fall buying 
least labor and a minimum of disturbance to the birds is most applies even more to ducks. The penning of ducks, of course, 

satisfactory. is another subject. 

The accompanying illustration shows such a pen. The north Move pheasant hens often. Keep the ground clean and well 
end is covered over for three feet with light boards and tar paper. sodded. In this western country alfalfa is the best vegetation.
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result of the 1928 hunting season. 8 
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Pheasants Accused of Ruining Highways in South Dakota 

(From N.Y. Herald=-Tribune, May 20, 1928) 

PIERRE, S.D., May 19.--That pheasants are clearing the 
graveled highways of the state of their surfacing is the 
last complaint to be charged against these gaudy game birds 
by the Beadle County Farmers Association, which has been in 
a@ state of war with the state game department for the last 
two years in regard to pheasants. The association claims 
that the birds are destructive to their crops and will not 
be satisfied with anything less than "extermination" of the 
pheasants, that being their decree. 

The conflict has gone so far that the farmers associ- 
ation is not only making their demands as to the pheasants, 
but also that the state department shall not “plant” any 
other class of game birds in their section of the state, and 

further that the department refrain from any further sinking 
of artesian wells for the purpose of building lakes for the 
extension of fishing and hunting privileges in this state. 

In an effort to smooth down the situation the game de- 
partment provided an open season of ninety days in that and 
adjoining counties last fall, but, while thousands of 
pheasants were killed and the number materially reduced, the 
irate farmers will not concede any other solution but that 
of extermination, and they have expressed their determination 
along that line with the additional ideas at a recent meeting 
which was held with the state game commission a few days ago, 
which failed to find any common ground in the controversy.



; ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

| WESTERN Car’ 3E COMPANY STERN OARTRIDGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

EAST ALTON, ULL 
May 29, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing copy of clipping from the 
New York Herald-Tribune of May 20th, which I 
thought you might wish to investigate. 

Also enclosed is a photostat copy of 
: a newspaper clipping from the May 17th issue 

of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat entitled, "Another 
Undesirable Alien". ; aL; 

I would like to see you secure actual 
facts concerning the information reported in these 
articles. The editorial in the St. Louis paper 
impresses me as the most idiotic writing that I 
have ever read on such a subject. 

Yours truly, 

J.M.O01lin:W Vice President 

Copy, 
General EB. C. Mill:
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Will the Hungarian partridge become Pastner 

( Pettey mea rey Mas English sparrow? This fearful 

thought is suggested by reports from South Dakota, 

which has discovered that the immigrant partridge, gr by fs 
( imported to take the place of disappearing game 

birds, is an undesirable alien. Now the people of 

South Dakota would like to see the partridge also 

disappear, but no such good luck is in sight. Ap- 

parently the bird has come to stay. It now numbers 

: millions and is an increasing menace to the peace 

and sovereignty of the state. 
The sins of the sparrow are well known. It 

toosts in gutters and in various ways makes itself 

objectionable. The evils of this partridge are not 

so well understood outside of South Dakota, but they 
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Ringneck folder 

From "Better Shooting Is Possible." . 

Capt, Paul A. Curtis. 

The Sporteman, June, 1928, 

3,000 acres near Chester, Orange Co., N.Y. 

12,500 eggs set, 1927 ¢ 

5,380 birds turned into coverts for shooting 

2,324 birds shot 

$3.20 cost per bird turned out (net?) 

4.75 cost per bird brought over guns. 

2,194 pheasants sold 

$3.50 wholesale price per brace 

5.00 retail price per trace 

‘ $5,000 proceeds from pheasants sold 

4,000 approx. no. birds escaped 

$12,000 approx. cost of birds escaped 

$5.00 est. value to state per bird escaped 

3,356 no. vermin killed 

Deductions From Above 

: 43% 5,390-12,500 per cent of eggs matured. g 

44% 2,324-5,380 per cent of turnouts ne 

5 56% 5, 350-2, 324 =3,056 5,380 per cent of turnouts escaped, 

$17,200 3.20 x 5,380 net operating cost. ; 

$22,200 17,20045,000 gross operating cost. 

$5.70 17,200~ 3,000 cost per acre per year. 

Note: The costs per bird include labor and food crops but not fencing 

or beeters wages. Feed crops used are oats, millet, buckwheat, wheat, 

corn.
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Digest of "Partridges & Partridge Manors" By ie 
- ie 

(Adam & Chas, Black ~- London ~ 1911) 

?. 17 is the indigenous partridge, eerae aie 
Spada, Zanie RATA, oe need tren B. We Barepe ia & 

Charles II, Called "frenchmen". Latter not found in Scotland. 
f ~~ Former extends eastward of a line from Brussels to Venice, north to 

Artic Circle, and east to Altar ite. 

4o ae Male helps rear young. Ply at 1 week, Dust at 
feed, bush up, feed again, and then roost in circles on open 

rising ground. er tees tae toe Viret ege laid at noon 
and subsequent eggs a little later each day. Uggs kept covered, 
Desert if disturbed first 2 days of incubation, which takes 3 weeks. 
Ben eaid to suppress scent during this time. Cock does not incubate, 
but hoods chicks as hatched one by one. 

4g Inflammation of lungs during wet spells, gepes after dry 
Fs rg cn (eyes). Poisoning alleged by arsenical wheat 

dressings, chomical manures and sheep dips. On heavy lands killed 
by clay balls on feet. 

53 Age - widesirabdle as breeding stock after 2 years old, 

66 Bags. One gun killed 300,000 head in 25 yrs. (12,000 per year) (7). 

oe dine eae $,000 acres, Soil mixed but light and sendy soils 
. Some wash places but no pormanent pasture. No railway 

or wires. No ditches, Divided into squarés 200 acres by belts of 
hardwoods 10 - 20 trees deep, 1 head keeper at 70 ~ % pounds plus 
30 - 50 pounds tips, house, garden, cow. § assistants with beats of 
JOO ~ 1900 acres each, 

89 Sune Teenie. 5 chedats- Jon. + March.: Killing off old cock pheasants 
¢ 8} hares and rabbits; maintenance of coverts. 

Vermin control. April: mapping nests, Visiting nests daily. 
Salvaging and trading ezgs. Oct. 910 days driving. ov. - 5 days. 
Yield 6000 birds or 1 per 1-1/3 acres, leaving a pair to every 
 » 5 seres as breeding stock. 

108 SE, eens wo Roose ener. Objects: (1) to protect 
egge (2. shorten incubation from 3 weeks to 1. After 4 eggs laid 
all are teken and replaced by artificial eggs. “Uggs hatched to 
chipping stage in incubator or wider hens, then put back under 
partridge hen who hae sat a week. As many as 30 chipped eggs are 
put under 1 partridge hen. A Lincolnshire beat hatched 1,200 eggs 
on 1,500 acres by this system, 

1l2 Sine = 10 Mote ge seve pepneel Wy F %. Pryer on small estate at 
; it. He provides drinking fountains as a precaution against 

gapes, :



P 113 Hand Rearing Denton Hone. 15-20 eggs each. Fed ants eggs or partridge 
with custard and greens, Ted 5 times per day lst week, 4 

times for next 2 weeks, 3 times thereafter. Leave foster mother at 6 
weeke (half grown). 

116 Mexvell says hand rearing deteriorates the stock. ed tee 
only where ee soil, or other conditions make methods 
impossible, Birds have homing instinct if hand reared, 

Oe eee, rein sees mane aabte ane noms Ae pairs form led 
family pens whore nests are made, Coveys moved to — 

fields and turned down 6 days after hatching. 0 pairs should yield 
500 young birds under good management. 

129 Gross Tanda. 104% of area of grasslands must be ploughed for food crops 
used for partridges. These food patches should not cost over 

1 pound per acre, Buckwheat with strips of millet for cover is good 
food crop. 

Analyses of Batates 

Peder Bye 7,000 acres light soil. eee eres week 
per § acres; stock left 1 per 10 acres, Yield increased 

from 450 to 600 brace since French System adopted, 

Fresten Tal) Salant 4,000 acres heavy soil, 1,090 corn, 1,000 
« Double hedges and wired banks used for 

nesting. Bag 1,200 birds. 

Sharter Hell BershckshAree 6,000 acres loam, 2/3 cropped. Artificial 
; nest wi or thorn brush; were not used first years 

but successful second, aati” hk toon do no hara, 
Average bag first 24 years 610 birds. Inst 6 yrs, (driving) 860 birds. 
Max. bag on best beat 1 bird per 3 acres, on whole ground 1 per 4 acres. 

asic Meth ter ree Tolisha ‘ % partridges prefer roadsides, Ascribe this to 
need of dust and grit, so building dustings in hedges. Pheasant eggs 
are lifted out of partridge nests to avoid disturbance, a 

: to feed birds during mow. Max. bag 1,600 birds « thinks «round 
’ will carry. 

kg ee ey Ae oy eg 8 Ss any harm - cites game chickens inbred for 
ko years without deterioration. Max. breeding stock Jan. 1 pair per 
3 acres, 

12,000 acres, heavy and light, not all shot. 
Cee ee nassd ieting gremanet he tk atree 
No more nests inside than out. Ideal breeding stock to leave is 1 pair 
yee, tous, actual left 1 per 3 or 4 acres, Best beat on yoar yielded 
669 birds on 1,200 acres,



splsual la tratfgnccl ine, 4,009 acres, 1,000 in grass end plantations. 
and young plantations « no artificial covers 

= Poultry on stubbles very haraful. Good stocking 1 pair per 
acres. Best yield 1,600 birds. 

Sn Ee Oe es ene: Claims arsenic found 
mamares), 

Eakgaharme- Rar alk, ee ee aks tek toe Belts of broom are 
and nesting. Finds of the nests, Moles destroy 

up to 20% of the nests by burrowing under thom, Neste deserted if bird 
flushed within 3 days after incubation starts. Average clutch 16, average 
hatch 14 eges. Not over 200 wild pheasant hends allowed on 5,000 acres. 
some Severe, eee © yoke yar ® > 3 eee In bad years when driving 
is withheld but goes out and kills off the old birds by walking up the 
covies, In 1905 killed 4123 birds off 5,000 acres, and 1350 off the 

Pichincha Halle Hareishy 4,000 acres, Bight. Belte of birch, hazel, 
for partridge but these mast be kept low and 

thin or they are not used. Set Gratis noes Cosh cated leaves last 
acre and cuts by hand next dey. In best year (1905) killed 2400 birds 
on 3200 acres. 

Rae Rate A im kilt Be during 10 yrs. 240 to 1900 per yr. 

i. dina. “eee pis yr hee, ta . a to chicks, Leaves 1 pair per 4 acres, Best 
years bag 2,700 birds. 

Sekar Sabripehin, 52500 acres, 2,500 light, rest heavy and 
no gome. are stamped with rubber atemp on nest to prevent ‘ 
poaching. Ideal stock 1 pair per 5 acres. Best years bag 2,609 birds 
of which 2,120 came off the light land. i 

Ae Hons Hertfordshire, 4,500 seres loam, Small inclosures of wire 
nett square are put out. Ideal ioe pair per 10 acres. 
Bage best yr. 1 bird per 2) acres, average 1 per 43, worst 1 per 12 acres. | 

Qxvell Park, Ipewich, Sufiol Bog dest year 6,000 birds from 15,000 
acres. 

Aixadjop, jamnahizy, 5,000 acres, 12,000 rate killed 1911. Yield best 
yrs. 23 acres, worst 1 per 4-3/4, 

P.186 fat hoods the list. 1 doe rat could theoretically leave 35,000 descendants 
year. 52 Geeks pheasants killed by one ret in 1 night. Brown rat 

indigenous to mongolia. Crossed the Volga in the 17th century. English 
dlackrat now nearly extinct.



Eine Marten and Poleeat nearly extinct. 

Stoat, Easily trapped but very prolific and hamnfub. 

Beage). Disputed, Bad for game but good for rodent control, 

Set Disputed, Maturalists say only certain individuels bag on game, 
impossible to differentiate in control work. 

Sat + dad. 

Garrion Crow & Jackday both bad. : 
Rock zottine worse, Damage believed confined to individuals, 

Hooded Croy. Only there in winter. 

Magpie mast be kept within limits. —. ; 

Jey, Bed individuals can be trapped, ; 

Pereguire. Rare. Now protected, 

Spanoy Hawle Disputed, Probably bad, 
Kestrel. Very useful, Mo longer killed by keepers. 

Merlin} Nests on moors; therefore no harn to partridges. 

Shdrteonred Owl, Only there in winter, ih, te 
Bogs. Very injurious. 

Poultry on Stubbleg. Very injurious. 

aul Some parcels of partridge ground of 500 acres sometimes obtainable 
Be ener anre. This might yield 200 birds worth 10 pounds on the 

market. 

aka wet Greater in grouse than in partridge. Bffects 
‘ormer case wuly marvellous" by reason of removal of old cocks 

; and barren hens “as destructive as the vorst vermin" which old birds are 
‘never even seen shooting over dogs". while this happens with partridge 

; also "it is not certain to whatatent this influence affects the stock." 
; Yearly partridge bag at Holkham increased from 3,000 to 8,000 within 

a few years after driving ws adopted but this does not prove the case, 

204 Maxwell accepts for grouse but not for partridge the theory that change of 
Dlood due to driving is beneficial. Gays partridge mch more localized and 
covies always return after driving, whereas grouse do not.



dmoricen Manacement Data, Pheasents & Hungarians 

8 Pheasants : Eungarians 
State 3 Present Present ; 

ann nnn rSt Plant Method First Oven Days Limit 2 Pirst Plant  Virst Oven Dave Limit 
3 3 

Ohio : 1915? Bees & birds 19207 10 2 1 1 0 Toeieaed 920 : 915 9207 1 6 

$ 

Minnesota : 1920? Partly drift 1926 15 . ; 
3 

Towa : 1900 Birds i927 3 let : 
: escaped : 
: (1900) : 
3 : 

Michigan 3 Begs & birds ? 5 2 : 
a 3 

8. 3. $ Birds wp to 4 § : 
$ $ a 

Wisconsin 3 ? ? : x 5 2 : ? ? 4 3 
$ 8 

Oregon : 1881 Birds 1992 up to 30 : 1900 ? 30 4 
3 (Or earlier) 3 
$ : , 

Wash. $ ? ? ? ? 5 : ? ? ? 10 
3 3



Populations & Yields. 

Susceptible of game farming? Coste? 

Stability of Population Curve, 

Land Investment per hunter. :



Notes on H. M. Wights Report (umpublished) 

Private Game Refuges of Michigan, 1928. ‘ 

P, 37. Red fox “fighting a losing battle for survival", 

U5. Adaptability of Refuges. Excellent Good 

Pheasant 24 20 
Bobwhite 24 21 
Grouse 1 31 
Prairie chicken 6 28 ‘ 
Duck 9 12 
Rabbit 31 22 
Fox Squirrel 7 32 
Muskrat 4 14 

46. Cover. 62% of 212 pheasants Feb-May flushed from sedge 
marshes. Leave in April due to flooding, - go to upland 
weeds. Then stay on uplands till haying season when they 
again seek the marshes. Do not use woods except when hunted, 

Quail. WFérst pairing March 26, : 

Ruffed Grouse "extremely rare" in Southern Michigan, 

Prairie Chicken. None seen, 

57. Cottontail. 42 species of food noted. 

59. Size of refuges: half under 100 acres. 

69. Interest. 28 good, 23 weduuw , 13 poor, uninhabited aly, 
no supervision 10, undetermined 12. 

86. Burning no¢observed account of winter season. 

Abundant Common Present or Not Present Poorly Adapted 
Reported . 

} Pheasant 9 17 35 11 18 
Bobwhite 7 16 36 13 ; 15 
Prairie Chicken 0 0 7 65 30 
Grouse 0 2 18 52 ay 

Cottontail 11 31 30 0 7 
Fox Squirrel 1 25 46 0 ' 19 
Muskrat 1 9 46 16 ee



Pespesnle Abundant or common cases mostly east of a line from 
inaw Bay through O'Brien County. 

Ereirie Chicken: Oakland, Ingham, Hillsdale, Kent, Allegan, Midland, 
enessee, Washtenaw, Lenawee, and Jackson, Couhties. 

Northern Part, / 

p- 7 Crawford Co. out of pheasant range. 

Typical Refuge Study 
(Paul D. Dalke, 1923) 

Northville, Mich. Novi Twp. 563 acres. 

Pheasant. 35 - 40 birds wintered on 30 acre marsh, 10 - 12 stayed 
to nest ~ rest scattered to adjoining uplands. 

22 hens in 1 group (Feb.) Cocks in small groups, 3-4. 
Haymaking began July 10 with many hens still on nest. Hens seldom 
return to eggs if disturbed more than once, 

Rabbits. Low at present.
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Chapter XIII : 

Mae ee The Planting o easants in the Preserve 

After all necessary preparations have been completed: 

the planting of berry bushes in coniferous and deciduous 

forests, the planting and building up of preserves and covers, 

the building up of feeding areas in a protected location, and 

a complete control of predators, then one resorts to the 

stocking of the prepared preserve with pheasants. The most 

opportune time to do this is late fall after the hunting season 

closes for all game, until the beginning of March. The number 

of pheasants that should be planted in a preserve depends 

| entirely upon its size. On the average fifteen square yards 

' of surface is allowed per pheasant. The sex ratio of pheasants 

in the stocking of a wild preserve is one cock for every three 

hens. 

Should there be wild pheasants present in a preserve, 

and the propagation and increase are not favorable, then 

the trouble can be attributed to the presence of old pheasants, 

which have not been furnished with new strains of blood, and 

therhéare have become incapable of continued fertilization. 

To remedy this condition by planting pheasants would not be 

| effective, since the old wild cocks would peck and drive the 

planted pheasants out of the preserve. The purpose would 

entirely fail. No one can distinguish with certainty an old 

cock from a young cock when shooting them during the hunting 

season. I therefore advise that the entire population be shot 

off, and to plant the preserve at the right time with young



pheasants. Propagation is now favorable providing that in 

buying the pheasants good stock was chosen. To the preserve 

owner who stocks his preserve with wild pheasants of unknown 

heritage, great disappointments will not be spared. Most of 

them will disappear, never to be seen again. Propagation 

will only occur in a few instances, since wild pheasants caught 

in the wild and sold are of different ages. It is therefore 

necessary to take the greatest precaution when buying pheasants. 

eee ee Ee 

I have been able to allow the shooting of four hundred cocks in the 

first year in a preserve stocked with one hundred hens and thirty- 

three cocks. In each successive year the number that can be shot 

is doubled. 

The artificially raised pheasant will, in the ensuing time, 

become accustomed to the new area, since here he has everything 

which his old home had furnished him.



(For Pheasant folder) Excerpt from the = : 

: : FOURTH BIENNIAL REPORT 

: of the 

: MICHIGAN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT z 

= 1927 - 1928 

Fage 231, 

< The only attempt at analysis of the cost of pheasant production 
at Mason appears to have been made in 1927.- This report comes to the 
conclusion that birds 8-12 weeks. old and fit for release have been 
costing about $2.07 each. s 

This figure indicates that the Mason Farm has been producing with 
: very fair effeciency. In 1926 the State of Pennsylvania, with no State- 

owned Game Farm, and buying in the open market, paid $3.19 for live E 
pheasants, delivered, and in 1925 bought over 17,000 pheasant eggs at ee 
25 cents each, :



: : File Pheasants 

4 ( a 2 

/ ¥ ora 

Extract from Fourth Biennial Report, Michigan Conservation Department, j 
1927-28, p. 231. 

dl 

"The only attempt at analysis of the cost of pheasant production 
at Mason appears to have been made in 1927. This report comes to the con- 
clusion that birds 8-12 weeks old and fit for release have been costing 

about $2.07 each. ) : : 
"This figure indicates that the Mason Farm has been producing with f 

very fair efficiency. In 1926 the State of Pennsylvania, with no State- a 
owned game farm, and buying in the open market, paid $3.19 for live pheasants, 

‘ delivered, and in 1925 bought over 17,000 pheasant eges at 25 cents each." : 

‘We have in Michigan at least 30 counties proven to be well suited : 
to pheasants. This is a territory of about 20,000 square miles. Less than ~° 
5 birds per square mile would hardly make worth while hunting, and it seems 

reasonable to assume that during the average year there are at least that é 
many adult birds in these counties. If so, there mist be some 100,000 wild Nee 

‘ birds now on the job. : om 
"Considering probable losses among birds newly released from the | 

g present Game Farm, and assuming that 10 to 20% of the eggs distributed from .- “s 
the farm have resulted in birds grown and released into the open, the net ‘ 
annual game farm release, direct and indirect, will average between 5,000 ‘ 

5 and 10,000 birds. “ - es 
"On the basis assumed for the number of wild birds already at large, i 

the annual release from the game farm can hardly represent as much as 5 or ae 
10% of the total current pheasant population. é : 

: "In other words, if there are only 100,000 wild pheasants now in the 
state, if $0% of them are hens, and if one hen in 40 (or 2.5% of all the ee 
wild hens) succeeds in rearing a brood of 5, these 2,000 wild hens will ; st 
produce as many new birds per season as did the game farm in that year. If 5 

25% of the wild hens rear broods of 5 each, the assumed pheasant population : 
(100,000) will double in a year, and the 20,000 wild hens will have produced 3 

; ten times as many new birds as did the game farm." 

» ¥ 2 it at 

(ie X f ° a ne
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| Bird Zores 2th Christaas Consus (Dec. 25, 1928). 
(Zdmited to a country 15 miles in diameter) ¢” 

Compiled by John 8. Main ra 

Number of stations reporting in the U. 5. and east of the Missiesi; 1 
_ Cneludes linn. end Towa) nr 

Suffed Grouse 

Stations reporting 22 
Individuals seen 43 
av. No. seen 2 

14 out of the 22 reported only 1 seen and it is lilely 
that many, if not more, of the others were seen singly. 

If the New England States are excepted there are only 
10 stations reporting and only 20 birds seen. 

Prairie Chicken ; 

None reported! 

Bob White. ; 
Stations report & 
fetivtadee ne 1180 

i Av. No. seen 19-2/3 

coveys are specially mentioned as seen. These comprised 
om syed recone Brees,  ceapanen Assuming that in 

at, Ua dete tater ws Te te tee ee 
large muber of young to grow to maturity. . 

Question: Why then is the increase not greater? 

foe De Maken Tethers neve esheties after meterity ses 
before? One expect quite the reverse, except for shooting. 

Ringneck Pheasants. - 

Stations reporting P| 
Individuals seen : 
Av. Ho. seen 5



27 stations reported 2 or less indicating quite a general 
dispersal. : t 

By far the larger number reported were from the eastern 
states.



Digest by Leopold 3/5/29. 

‘ Comparison of Blacknecked (Caucasian) and 

Bastern Chinese Ringnecked Pheasant. ( 

From Vol. III Boebe's "A Monograph of the Pheasants" (Witherbdy, London, 1922) 

_ setae sonar ane emer nomen ane ealinenotenrmtntamed senate =: merlin motte uetnkb mena niece ANA a ht NN ts thee tlt A RR Or In ven me 

: $ 
8 Blackenecked : Ringnecked 

| deetiatnninnmnnanininalnaitiln NED scinnmiliinnenkttaiiniiillie i. 
t : 

Elements of Environment : "Hever in dense forests" :1. Dense Reed-beds along 
+ 1. Clearings of sinilax : rivers. (cut by January) 
: & clematis 12. Low hills, oak, cheenut, 
: 2, Reeds + pine, dense grass. Bam- 
: : boo clumps. 
: $3. Paddy fields (rice, wheat, 
t + millet, rape). (Grass on 
; : ridges). 

scivigsnsehacenciniitiaieomeestnaiesineenie ae eapeneniyiaisienmneeaiinccninteunnenianitendacienllenidieniinicauiitisinisiiiviuingitlimtneniinidiiiasiniid 

: : 
Altitude t Up to 2200! : 
<deeeieeensinnnenneninatetiniieneninnantnmammen aciitnnnemaninsinianiianatneinniceaiennssiicciniiabiidedatiiiiinisbiiiinstinisuvsiidiuiiabiuniaespliaatiinins 

: : 
Aatum feeding time : : Karly morning & late after. 

<inecinannaecnenitiesnchenenniticnniaiimanneinninnlbunninniseaeninnineunnninaaasaeceiecnietieiteniaidiitesitinbiaitaiaiiamineiaiuntiy 

t ‘ 
Polygamous? : Veually 2-3 hens. Some- : Yes. 4-3 hens. 

$ times monogamous. : 

scepeedrietatietinaenctnindneiennmnincaninneeunnecnnelatieenapaneaiteeeeecesenatinininiinesaienntenninendinnajeniueiiitnietatimapiansianiaaentuibianennbenutiie 

t 3 
Cocks cackle : t Pe. on. Also Sept.-Oct. 

a §6fight : : Jen. ~ June. 
shtanieamieceenenireeactcapienienenniiiaaitnlinesnnininlahadsininicmmtapiaicctniicdnainenasniansinnnnnenlbaiaiatibbansilmainaiiiutadietbaihitasinsineicneite 

: : 
| Chicks start eating goods +: : 6 weeks old 

<cdniaieiaapininenemntinnsennilihcnesueiaeiibeenieninietiailneiiipinaainmncvininiiiblieniaianiguniaindinencctipicanstinlliininaisatmtababasiniampitinlememiniiipansaisauneiinitiinn 

: : 
| Setting hen waters, per day : : Once or twice 
, <cassiialeineniiiaaceniiihieaneiitienhceinainieiniintiiedianiiinenenencaisaaniniieiilbibiaaimeniithcindiiihbitantsbiniuasimaniitinitne 

: : 
Clutch 2 8-12 + G12 
‘<osirnaiesinsteeetatttieteaietntaaeacmaengeeatestamnenciaiiaaeinniat tedaeinetsctpeanssctiuentnaeinmnientiinneniies 

t : 
Number broods : s"Sometimes breed twice" 

t ‘¥"two broods not unusual" 

t ; : 
Breeding season ' + April-June 
a nntncnattanea tent annttiititttatatnntintatitiatstlattittnttinittnatnuititaeninaie 

{Con't. ) 

i : iin



I eseaeeentallnI paennReEREnEnEmREnEn tinmnmneneineneeemeneneeneneennntinmentemnnimneanmmetaemmtenememmentnmanmmmemnmeneamaaeeeatiemmentrme a Ee 

) ’ ’ 
’ Black-necked. ’ Ringnecked 

ntttitiinnmanneisnnenn i MN cncnnnhennnnintinn AMI css: 
a 3 

Shooting season : Christmas 3 Ree. Jan. ? 

sihibiahenaisetlniietciatiievcnanetvemcinteiniiaiinmaniiniesiiaennaennniviaianttecantante tenanuntinttetiiemataninenieeueninibiaaibimennidty 

3 : t : 

Roost places : High in dense trees in t Yangtze Vall on ground 
” t groves. : Where sabe te low trees 

eiencreiaentaniinettiteransltaitiniineseendamiitthdeiieneniannsactetninteantncnininntndantnialinednatintunnnntittttte 
: 

: ’ 
Food : "“Oblepicha"” berries t Jan.- insects, grubs, seed. 

1 Blackberries : Feb.- insects, greens. 
t Rubus fruticosus : Mar.< grubs, greens. 
t Greens & grass tips : April- greens, insects, early 
: ie Spring grain. 
2 t May- adultes: insects, seed, 
t t grain. 
: t young: insects, grit. 

: ’ : dune- adults; dry grain, crops, 
: t greens. 
: : young : insects, greens. 
: ' July- grain, greens, rice. 
’ $ Aug.- rice, greens, beans. 
t : Sept.-cottonseed, greens, rice. 
: : Oct.- beans, acoms, chestnuts, 
: $ seeds, buckwheat. 
8 : Nov.- acorns, cottonseed, rice, 
: 8 seeds, insects. 
: : Bec.- grubs, insects, acorns, 
: 3 ‘beans. 

7? castes ttetttttiatitttntnncnaee ctteeiittntNtttNtiéttttataLettsstt 

: : : 
Predators : Jungle-cat, Horned owl, + Oivet-cat, fox, racoon, dog, 

: : Black fox, peregrine, { weasel, kestrel, eagle, owl. 
: goshawk. : Bgges Diack vats, crows. 

enemas lattatnt nent tttttntttttsncttalatttntetittinttitsitNstatatnatinstn 

t ’ 
Laws t : Goolies prohibited from killing 

t 3 game. Wot enforced, 
cannes 

ttncecetessati 

: t 
Native hunting : Faleonry, guns. Hen decoys: Horsehair snares, nets, hen t Baiting ash heaps with : decoys, ? 

oennmmesentiremeamniense MM Dt scntancsssmnenetnnrintin utuneatstaaintincatinstsuaidatnuniaiattisaaeanay 

: t 
Matkets + $1.00 por pair, Tiflis : Up to 60,000 exported from 

t : Hankew each fall. 
‘amen manantttinttatetatntt ntti 

8 t ‘ 
pS Associated species : Red legged partridge + Deer, hare, pig. 

meneame lanier henna



Digest by Leopold 3/5/29. 

Comparison of Blacknecked (Caueasien) and 

Bastern Chinese Ringnecked Pheasant. 

From Vol. I11 Beebe's “A Monograph of the Pheasants" (Witherby, London, 1922) 

we er oe : 
$ Blackenecked : Ringnecked 

<ovnmmnnnanemcemaiacanntnamnnhainn Rett AONE) cncnlinnanel Rete. tema... 
t : 

Elements of Environment : “Hever in dense forests" :1. Dense Reed-beds along 
1 1. Clearings of sinilex ; rivers. (eut by January) 
: & clematis 12. Low hills, oak, chesmt, 
: 2. Reeds i pine, dense grass. Bam- 
: + boo clumps. 
' i $3. Paddy fields (rico, wheat, 

: * millet, rape). (Grass on 
‘ : ridges). 

<eineeeenecatnataietnnahectenannintceasantitcinslscatianlassistatinaisinieiipeiaiinaimnintsettninnialaniatienanaetntatndtunittitiaiamaisutuaminisae : t 
Altitude : Up to 2200! t ‘ 
screccataeatenacctecncenaneneenninenenestctttctetatateansnctsnstanaaesleietiatlnininingestausiasaititntinmami ' 
Autumn feeding time ; ; : Early morning & late after. 
—eemaeiaanenntaentinenictnnststtlatatanscinteetttitecettsainataninsnenboenitil COTY, ccnutirinttsssuiiirimuauiues 

t 
Polygamous? } Voually 2-3 hens. Some- t Yeu. Med hones. 

$ times monogamous. $ 
‘<iovnienianenithianicceachteiineanmarssen innit tttserensentnseectntntnilsmiinesinintateutbaitamananiiniaieaateiaan 

t : 
Socks cackle ? : Pew. on. Also Sept.-Oct. 

" fight ! : Jan. ~ June. 
sinensis tarneetateecnatsenssteseshutetdtuintaiiatatnimaniuititiaatianin 

o i 

Chicks start eating seeds + t 6 weeks old 
scoeacininratictataciantaacnnctntnieisntantelattmnian ncmetitiieittsivesicecinsaetnientlunstnimmatminettadeititstanieesmunmunauniie 

: t 
Setting hen waters, per day ; : Once or twice 
erent netteentnianaencenensantcteniaatnitaansctsinsnsansisensimuitedinditininntusisniattaisiusenntmaiianmusisinie ? : 
Clateh 10 8-12 : 6-12 
caentatttNnetteel tentncinatetetRLtttteetetitineatiat btehittttsttttNalaectuttaiei 

' : 
Number broods : s"Sometimes breed twice" 

t ?"two broods not unusual* 
—enctetetttnntain anata hatnnninitetitatentititatastitctt Laitinen 1 : 
Breeding season ’ + April-June 
——cecnentetnantnnnentenntninsetalassnnninstnsenstsnsnanenntte 

{Con't. ) 

ole *



panne nUnecnTEEED To nT nr nnn erate rere pane RURR enemas emenenemnnnenenaemntniacatenestineiaenaeenatenanmenntnmnmnnanmmmmmenentnememememmmennell 

’ t 
t Black-necked. : Ringnecked 

snrtiittatiamnn tT sinbinnnncnilin Te ie 
: : 

Shooting season : Ohristmas t Dee.«Jan.? 

scteactatmecntannecansanntsindamnenanenlbeiaeaescnctnsnninencnemnensnnaneaitanmniiantintetn tactntniaaisienimndtmnnnmmeaTeS 

8 ! 
Roosting places $ Bigh in dense trees in t Yangtse Valley~ on ground 

t Eroves. t Where yormin - in low trees 

ceoiihainlpeauiieinanetatyeneninnmnenniannnnneaenninieannmiaeimmteninaitinennnnninluianitadienednniannnnninatimminaittty 

’ : 
Food : " perries : Jon.- insects, grubs, seed. 

‘ “oaleenes t Peb.- insects, greens. 
t Rubus fraticosus : Mar.« grubs, greens. 
: Greens & grass tips : April- greens, insects, early 
' : ae 
2 t May- $s: insects, seed, 
: : grain. 
3 : young: insects, grit. ; 
’ : dune~ adultes: dry grain, crops, 
: : greens. 
‘ t young : insects, greens. 
: t July- grain, greens, rice. 
‘ $ dug.- rice, greens, beans. 
: : Sept.-cottonseed, greens, rice. 
’ : Qct.- beans, acoms, chestnuts, 
§ : seeds, buckwheat. 
: : Nov.~ acorns, cottonseed, rice, 
‘ : seeds, insects. 
: : Dec. grubs, insects, acorns, 
: ‘ deans. | 

: : 
Predators : Jungle-eat, Horned owl, +: Givet-~cat, fox, ratoon, dog, 

: Bleek fox, peregrine, $ weasel, kestrel, engle, owl. 
? goshawic, + Egger black rats, crows. 

aeeeamrevenmaneemnmnenmnnnennielnamatninnniieiedinenmnannnnmnneRNNeeCS 

j : ’ 
Laws t : Coolies prohibited from killing 

' : game. Wot enforced. 

stinecnaiseancanniancinessinannietnaaatnaictinemientainaineniaanncenienimnennielieamnnnmimnnnemmnininmmtanneninins 

: : : 
Native hunting : re, eee Hen decoys: Horsehair snares, nets, hen 

t Baiting heaps with : decoys. 
steiiabailaiaiiiiiinciasaeiaglccia AD aii taiitiiiiiaiiatiaditaaninsiiiteleniay 

‘ : 
Matkets t $1.00 por pair, Tiflis : ta a Septet Sep 

t ‘ra ‘ 
: ‘ wef 

: : 
Associated species : Red legged partridge 3 Deer, hare, pig. 

‘veeensctnenninanentnatacesitananasetnaictacneeieentaianincineasaaseacintnnentinnenanitnasee ananetinnaminnnatteetannnietaciapteesite



as Digest by Leopold 3/5/29. 

Comparison of Blacknecked (Caucasian) and 

Bastern Chinese Ringnecked Pheasant. 

From Vol. III Beebe's "A Monograph of the Pheasants" (Witherby, London, 1922) 

: 3 
2 Black~necked 8 Ringnecked — 

Aihiiaeiildibiiiscniinciinnanmmicenitnenit tt MANRA scissaiitbannsiinn leita MMM i. 
t t 

Blements of Environment : "Never in dense forests" :1. Dense Reed-beds along 
: 1. Clearings of sinilax : rivers. (cut by January) 
: & clematis :2, Low hills, oak, chesnut, 
: 2. Reeds : pine, dense grass. Bam- 
3 : : doo clumps. 
: :3. Paddy fields (rice, wheat, 
: : millet, rape). (Grass on 
: : ridges). 

spveseanteceabummtaaceentrenrnitunentaententetn athena stnammaintdielansntatendanares hatha dednininatiemastibiontttet 
: : : 

Altitude : Up to 2200' : 

tiepneiavinncenitnetentanienininiiceanseianaenenenedlieininiuiteenietanminnnmntienesinipeenhimieminieeniniinbienntientinepunntiaianininienmiittin: 
t t 

Autumn feeding time : : Early morning & late after- 

Apeeenniaenannncnnmeinnnnnmeamnnannnlienmanmnmunanmnsitnnemmnnmnarisaimalhiein ANN Giisinsinatibiiahisenitianintlenies 
: $ 

Polygemous? : Usually 2-3 hens, Some- : Yes. 4% hens. 
: times monogamous, : 

<tnehacininenilicntinennceanainsnataertenmsanemcaensiiia Réiteiiestinaetaleinsscmetiimniarmannaipiee tueneneinsseinaneaunatiamnecnimtiiin 
t t 

Cocks cackle : : FeB. on. Also Sept.-Oct. 
" fight t : Jan. - June, 

seemrnentenietinsanitemennnaniaiennenseinmnmeaninlceiaiantitenianectnennanamananteianancinness tusstitnttiensatnchliieniedeanssthtinanitnantet. 
: : 

Chicks start eating geeds : : 6 weeks old 
<n areeniaateeiaiesenaiitseadaapaienieacainnidlbiiianeneaeescmaneteciaimmnnaniiennnniinmneccenanianeiliaanibiiiaiuenteitiitiininiainasiiinetinbinaeutiiinsann 

: 3 
Setting hen waters, per day : : Once or twice 

sii ineeapineeeiiinseencinianaitanmtnieliinnnineniecinretiencestaninineninseitianancnnesnmpeiilbianteaeunisebianiiineaitinianeineeneiemneatuteie 

: : 
Clutch 20 8-12 : G12 

sttaiaiiataemesenaiaheananaeeceniaamiiteenatasaptiannituastetenaaapecenninetncinane tietitnetetanteineetntteriteamttedemnetinnenaiay 

: 7 
Number broods : :"Sometimes breed twice" 

8 "two broods not unusual" 
Ancetentatanencatctisntnetnetiensta-ccettateuantmnnnnienieaiactsteatasiannntintnaint lssnansispainaisaninneminaneetecemmintE 

: t 
Breeding season : : April-June 
net fsnateestemenaanananpsintnaneantteestanaeihateinsestntnseemnnnsnneananue 

§Con't. ) 

>



Rt CLONAL LLL COLL LOLOL LL CCL A A OC LOC A ALLL LLL LLL, 

: 1 
2 Black-necked 3 Ringnecked 

ccvidiiatisiditinniinitsipiinh at I caivcubinnmnnnidiinn eR win 
; ’ : 

Shooting season : Christmas 3 Dec. ~Jan. ? 
scineeetiantieteisncnsnssatnenseninseelbentencininantiticenteeniatiesenieaaiaiinninehieticeineieteneiemininnmanmmnemiaiiaiaiteay 

t : 
Roosting places : High in dense trees in : Yangtze Valley- on ground 

: groves. : Where vermin - in low trees 

acne cesistatnanieanmncnnnnce tetnecennaianeiinienitesiemtttaimteinietiaeen heenemittnatteinnnnnaneeininteni—ttttitit 
8 2 

Food : "Oblepicha" berries : Jen.- insects, grubs, seed, 
: Blackberries : Feb.- insects, greens. 
: Rubus fruticosus : Mar.- grubs, greens. 

4 : Greens & grasz tips : April- greens, insects, early 
: : spring grain. 
2 : May- adults: insects, seed, 
2 g grain. 
' 8 young: insects, grit. 
% : dune- adults: dry grain, crops, 
8 y : greens. 
: $ young : insects, greens. 

: § July- grain, greens, rice. 
3 $ Aug.- rice, greens, beans. 
: : Sept.-cottonseed, greens, rice. 
2 : Oct.- beans, acorns, chestnuts, 
: : seeds, buckwheat. 
’ 3: Nov.- acorns, cottonseed, rice, 
3 : seeds, insects. 
: : Dec.- grubs, insects, acorns, 
: 3 deans. 

dasscieeapeaiienaaenneainiecelabiseatananaantillldtiniiianeqininicnnentainiavencectaeduteiissanenanninnteieisusesiaitauiumeseiainiaiitdinintalatbaatimaiipabnactibaiy 

2 3 
Predators : dungle-cat, Horned owl, : Civet-cat, fox, racoon, dog, 

. $ Black fox, peregrine, 3: weasel, kestrel, eagle, owl. . 
: goshawk. : Eggs: black rats, crows. 

scheenmteatanensceoeiiatncineaeitirnedlcenanstacatesenanancienessinecemanetinmananitotantrasianiianiettneaaditaemeiediinentatetnbinntbeetaeNntitidS 
: ‘ : 

Laws t : Goolies prohibited from killing 
: s game. Not enforced. 

<eaeaeeinmeeteeenibcaeaeeaiaaiianttaapiialananenaineitinntinenianniuniniitiieitininiaaaeiaap Meemienenentinamtnesunitalaitiediianidaatmnaieanitianinatin 

: 3 
Native hunting : Faleonry, guns. Hen decoys: Horsehair snares, nets, hen 

: Baiting ash heaps with : decoys. i heat ’ 

8 g 
Maftkets : $1.00 per pair, Tiflis : Up to 60,000 exported from 

3 . ¢ Hankow each fall. 
Jaheim tates mtarenemnenatictaiennataninen etnnagnielbchanseneintiessenitbiannnaietniamemtsdiseisuninttninaina, 

’ : 
Associated species : Red legged partridge : Deer, hare, pig. 
cpescrctcinatahiieneaintanaanatacamasietnastenjemenaictivenatettnndainemranennmnstatian chants tnentitedetattbnabtistttaiainehistae



Pepe ats Saleh second the Heath, sueenh_Rinepesk in. .8- 

«5, Gommarison of Ringneck, Huncarien, & Quail in America, (See Ghart XIII). 

Breeding Habits Polygeny art. rearing 

Environment Glaciation, Ohio Ribbons. China? Leake- 
beds vs. moraines? Prairie? 

Movements Cruising raidus. 

Manegement figures Yields all same, Heavier kill in pheasant. 

: Population Curve. Flat for pheasant. 

6. Relation of Fheasents to Agriculture & Native Shecios, 

Heed of: study (compare Ga. Quail Invest). Fellowships. 

Corn pulling. Cocks only? Sugar Corn? 

Islands, flowages & swamps, old canals as refuges. (Ice). 

“Gowbirding” om grouse (Mich.). 

Farm Value. Shooting Privileges. $2.50 Iowa. 

Bails - Minn.? 

7. Buropean Management of Hungarians. 

(See Summary of Maxwell, Ohio report, attached). 

(See Digest of Page, attached.) 

&. American Management 

(See Table of Plants, Seasons, & Limits attached) 

9. Adaptability of Species to Public Shooting Grounds & Refuges 

Criteria: Cruising radius (refuges, distance apart)
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(From letter of 3/17/29 from W.W. Cook, 1713 Monroe Street, Madison) 

I believe that it is a generally accepted fact that the Ringnecked 
Pheasant will when hard pressed for food feed upon the buds of trees 
the same as our native prairie chicken, sharptail and ruff grouse do. 

When driving to Milwaukee one morning, about the middle of 
February, I observed two hen Ringnecks budding in willow trees near 
Pewaukee. I was within 500 feet of them, stopped my car and satisfied 

myself fully that they were picking the buds of the willow. 

The snow was very deep and food conditions were extremely bad. 
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(From letter of 3/17/29 from W.W. Cook, 1713 Monroe Street, Medison) - 

I believe that it is a generally accepted fact that the Ringnecked 
. Pheasant will when hard pressed for food feed upon the buds of trees 

the same as our native prairie chicken, sharptail and ruff grouse do. 

When driving to Milwaukee one morning, about the middle of 
‘ February, I observed two hen Ringnecks budding in willow trees near 

Pewaukee. I was within 300 feet of them, stopped my car and satisfied 
myself fully that they were picking the buds of the willow. 

The snow was very deep and food conditions were extremely bad. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ry 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ( 

WASHINGTON, D. C. Fi Se 

ADDRESS REPLY TO y A 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

July 16, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

In response to your letter of July 9, I may say that I 

am at a loss to know how the rumor arose as to exhaustion of the 

edition of the last report on the cooperative quail investigation. ; 

We have plenty of them and will send a copy to each of the addresses 

given. y 

The pheasants on Sapeloe Island are being kept up by 

artificial propagation, but even so their success in a locality 

where ticks, redbugs, and other vermin are so abundant is a surprise 

.to me. This is the only place in the Southeastern States that I know 

of where the birds are doing well. 

Sincerely yours, 

LY yo" p44 Re 
W. L. MeAtee 

In Charge 
Food Habits Research.
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Excerpt from "The Auk" 
July, 1929. 
General Notes, p. 387 

A PURTHER NUTE ON THs HOREED OWL AND GUSHAVK MIGRATION In BRITISH COLUMBIA, 

: Daring the period October 1 to December 31, 1927, a sporting 
goods store in Victoria, British Columbia, paid bounty on 271 Horned Owls 
all of which hed been killed locally. At the Provincial Government Pheasant 
Farm 28 others were shot during this time. Yor the seme period during 1928 
bounty was paid on 5 birds only. As was the case ten years earlier the 
Horned Owl invasion of southern Vancouver Island teok place during two 
successive winters and then, quite definitely, ceased, 

The localities and number of birds turned in at each place are as 
follows: Asheroft 20, Clinton 414, Granbrosk 1, Fort Fraser 1, Golden 13, 
Kamloops 100, Lillooet 2, Merritt 141, Nelson 17, Pouce Coupe 3, Penticton 63, 
Prince George 49, Queaneli 103, Revelstoke 6, Rossland 1, Smithers 6, Vernon 24, 
Williams Lake 33, New Westminster 18, Vancouver 8, Victoria 2. Reference te 
a map of British Columbia with these figures in mina suggests a probable in- 
vasion through the Cariboo, Nicola and Okanagan regions of the interior, an 
important migration highway, ana a relative scarcity west of the Cascade 
mountains and in the eastern part of the province. 

: In recent years, since the Ring-necked Pheasant and European Grey 
| Partridge have become established in the region surrounding Vernon, Okanagan 
| Valley, the sumber of wintering Goahawks has increased perceptibly even when 

| ,@llowance is made for the periodic southern migration of the species folowing 
| the “rabbit plague." 
'
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Wilmington, Delaware 
; July 24, 1929 

MEMORANDUM 

PHEASANT EXPERIMENS IN THE STATE OF 

yIRGINTA 

Mr. Max Hart, Director of the Game Commission of Virginia, 
has given me the following information regarding the unsuccessful 

attempt to introduce pheasants in the state of Virginia. 

In 1906--300 English ringneck pheasants were purchased by 

sportsmen in Albemarie and Louisa Counties. A law was passed closing 
the season in these counties for 10 years. Two years later, in 1908, 
all of these birds had disappeared. In 1913 the American Game Protective 
Association sent 100 trios, that is a cock and 2 hens, to Virginia and 

they were placed in 100 different places throughout the State and under 

the care of sportsmen who guaranteed that they would not be hunted or 

- shot. Two years later again, in 1915, ali of these pheasants had disappear- 

ed. In 1917 the Fish Commissioner of the newly created Game Commission, 

Mr. J. S. Parsons, expended over $9,000 to establisn the ringneck pheasant. 

He purcnased 2500 live birds ana tnese were distributed over the entire 

state. At the same time, he purchased a great many thousand pheasant eggs 

and sent tnem out to be hatched by individual farmers and sportsmen. Fifty 

per cent of tne people receiving these eggs rendered a report and these 

reports showed that not more than 5% of the eggs hatched and grew to adult 

birds. Again two years later, or 1919, all ot these birds had disappeared. 

Since this time the Department has not undertaken to establish the pheasant, 

believing that it is impossible to do so on account of predatory animals and 

if the apparent inability of the pheasant to take care of itself under these con 

ditions, 

A. C. HEYWARD ~ ORs J 
(
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E ts i aring Fields rapping Pheasants in Rearing Field 
About two weeks before the time for z 5 : es es After the bulk of the pheasants are 

catching up the pheasants in the rear- |. tes ea Saas ore _| caught from a rearing field it is neces- 

ing fields the coops are moved daily |). 2 rene: . ee ais sary to use the small catcher or trap. 

toward a central point where it is de- ee SP Tee The construction of the small catch- 
sired to erect the catcher. In this oo Be eke ' 7"! er is similar to that of the large, The 
way it is possible to have a great ee = *¥%.| dimensions should be about four foot 
number of birds concentrated in a |k: B\g 4 \i |e? = “| square and two and one-half or three 
small area and get them used to the se es 2 oa IP f| feet high. The four corner stakes 
catcher and insure a good number oe ay A cael x Se | Soa are first set and on one side a stake 

when the time comes for catching up. |g cat cet fon ia Nw <Jigwad| set to make the gate as in the larger 
For the average rearing field or a |GSeMpencayly hi go Mf8iae)| catcher. Then on two sides loops are 

field containing fifteen or twenty acres |@pgreail Mere sal Mie ose cut in the bottom large enough for a 

holding two to three thousand pheas- |(jaaMaam aie. Ny iiwit| pheasant to enter. These are wired so 
ants two catchers should be sufficient 7 a We 4, rah c ey that a pheasant entering with head 

to take up a majority of the birds in [aay / i ease Rl eh, ny down will go through, but once through 
a short time. Q | ty y ne bas and no feed on the ground it will not 

The catcher should be so constructed ma pee ee es : pets rik lower its head to get out. The large 
that it is readily moved, easily and x al : Le ag Re & lites catcher can also be used for this kind! 

cheaply erected and nothing about it | UNgmRwMMa Me venmeectta-cuas patente of trapping, it just being necessary to: 
that will frighten or make the pheas- |i ‘ ecieaee na saae| Place the loops at the short sides. 
ants hesitate entering, such as a board aes The loops are made with two one- 
across the entrance. The dimensions ye gMALL CATCHER STOOD oN END ©ighth inch wide pieces formed into 
of the catcher should be such ag to TO SHOW CONSTRUCTION an inverted U, the dimension being 

utilize the wire on hand to best ad- eight inches deep and seven inches 
vantage. At Game Conservation In- open, feed the birds through the gate wide. They are placed about eight or 
stitute the catcher is made by putting and when a sufficient number are in ten inches apart and covered with two 
up seven 7-foot posts one foot in close the gate and get crates ready. inch mesh wire forming a funnel. The 
the ground and six feet above, When crates are ready enter the catch- front U loop fastens to the sides and 

The overall dimensions are twenty er, keeping all movements as delib- top, the catcher wire being cut to fit 
feet by six feet, three posts being erate as possible, and wait until the and the second loop extends into the 
spaced evenly along trap. Extending beyond 
each long side and the ao Se so of ae gee app Nig the second locp and 
edd post being placed we? > ~ eae. 4 PEA ae aoe 3 a e wat bent so as to make the 
at one end so as to Racer iy ee eat ORS opening smaller is the 
make a gate. “his en- i fa, PP SV aR. ay eS xia se loose end of the two 
trance should be about 56 fb OTE a EE NE So Sa inch netting. 
2% feet. Six foot 2-in, |y rae Yd hak | Nena ; It is always best to 
mesh wire is then fas- ws P cali jdteay | Ba oe elo si SE avoid having the phea- 
tened at the corner a YW + Pon wee Cs bs Basi thar ial sants walk over a board 
post which forms one “appease ENG See oe Ban 7 to get in the trap, in 
side of the gate, run ED a Gyene es pa Se gO Meck | “a face some of the most 
down the long side and mee — Pie — ei = wary ones will never 
around to the starting agit Fe ee Ne go in if they have to 
point where it is cut. It ie Nee Se = SC step over anything and 
is then fastened with |*%. > ae = | oat ot ee et ORM ere prefer to go elsewhere 
staples to the posts, ent sade seat ae By he ea a in search of food, and 
not driving the staples f yi a therefore many fine 
all the way home and Fe NS Cae birds are lost to the 
staked to the ground, The end form- birds have stopped flushing before breeder who dees not take pains to 

ing the gate is of course not fastened picking them up. make it as easy as possible for the 
in any manner other than hooking If after the first catch the birds are birds to enter. 
the wire ends into the wire stapled to wary of approaching ‘the catcher After each catch made through the 
the first post. Then it is simply nec- again, never try to starve them into funnels the loose ends of the wire 
essary to cut a twenty foot length of it. If this is done at any time except must be inspected and adjusted or the 
six foot two inch mesh wire and lay when snow is on the ground the birds opening might be made so large that 
it on top of the posts and fasten are very’apt to leave the field entirely it will permit the pheasants to leave 
with wire along sides and ends. in search of food and in this way many the trap. 

For the first three days keep the are lost. If they refuse to enter the If the rearing field to be worked on 
wire across the short ends free of the catcher it is better to feed them at the contains various aged birds, and it is 
ground so that the pheasants will get coops for a few days until they forget only desired to catch up the older ones, 
used to running through the catcher the commotion their mates made in three inch mesh wide can be used on 
and feed them into it. After the third the catcher. It is then possible to the smaller catcher which will permit 
day stake the ends and leave the gate feed them in through the gate again. young pheasants to pass through. 

267
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October 12, 1929 , 

Mr. Aldo Leopold ; j 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

From "Science" of the issue of October 4, 1920, . 
I anote the following for your information: 

“Tularemia, newly discovered disease of rabbits, rodents, 
and men, may also affect cate, muskrate, pigeons, ring-necked . 
pheasants, grouse end quail, it appears from studies reported to 
the American Public Health Aosoaiation by Dr. 8. G. Green and 
EB. M, Wade, of the University of Minnesota and the State Depart. 
ment of Health. This new disease which has ceus@d much coneern 
in public health circles, is acquired by men who handle infected 
animals. The fact that meny more kinds of animale may heve the : 
disease greatly increases the danger to human beings by increas~ 
ing the possible sources of infection. 

} L.¥.T. WALLER, JR, : 

\ |
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October 31, 1929. 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Dean Dana asked me to answer that part of your letter 
to him regarding methods - anything I know is always available 
to a young worker and just as soon as I can I am going to 
write it up and make it abi ws to all interested. The crow 
work may be in print before rington will be ready to use 
it; if not, I'll send him that part of my manuscript . 

The work with the dog is undoubtedly only in part 
adaptable to another man's work, depending upon the dog and 
the man. I have just come in from the first two days hunting 
season for pheasants, and I have seen many dogs in action, and 
I feel I am justified in saying that they have been without 
exception failures as pheasant dogs. But many of them would 
have been good quail and grouse dogs, especially the former. 
As 4rrington is working on quail it would be comparatively 
easy for him to get a satisfactory dog. If you will write 
me just what you want me to do, Itll attend to it just as 
soon as time will permit. 

My dog met with some sad experiences while I was in 
Oregon and it will take me a long time to get him straightened 
out, but I value him so highly in my work ( and even more so 
now that I have seen other dogs in action) that I shall not 
give up if’it takes even a year's time. 

Yeatter is a hard worker and I believe will prove to 
be especially good in gathering statistical data from the 
farmers, sportsmen and others, 

Sincerely yours, on 

iA V ABODE a G U/ LEECO PS 

H.M. Wight,/ 
Assistant Professor.
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Game Breeding 

Iuckie 

Year No. % Fertile % Total 
Eggs Hatch Hatch 

1929 13,000 83 56 

1928 8,000? 

1927 32 

Adams, Mass, & i 

Brooder Houses used 

Hotwater systen (Lange) 

Newton's & Simplex Oil-burning Brooder 

Portable with Simplex Stove 

Hopper-Feeds Brooder birds from 2-3 wks. 

In broods up to § 1|2-6 1|2 wks, Their 

wing clipped & put into rearing fields where 

kept up to 4 mos. wintered artificially and 

put out in spring as adults. 

Costs per Furnace $8, 13, 11, 10000 resp. 

excl. of new construction, 

Total 51,800 plus 1300 for dist, 

Grand total of all exp $53,000 

Costs for 14 wks, birds-4 mos. birds: 

Total 1556 adults + 13,200 egcs + 12,718 young birds 

(total deliveries of birds), After crediting 

$3978 for eges and adults at $5-3 each (total _ ye 

cost per young bird at 37,110 total cost was $2.39 , 

per bird. i



ee 

Per cent of total eggs hatched 50% ‘ 

Per cent of hatch reared 50% 

i Per cent of total eges reared 25% 

Brood stock per farm 8Ococks & 320 hens 

Coleman 

, 107 pairs, mated 

Averace 69? Mix 125 eges per hen 

6 year old hen had lsying record, 

No foster parents used, All in Buckeye 

incubation, Eggs turned mechanically every 

6 yrs. Birds all raised in elevated brooder 

coops heated by 125 watt lamp in tin hood, 

87% of total (?) eges hatched, 

some egzs up to Oct. 

7641 eggs gathered, 5727 hatched, 4096 

i raised,‘ 3€-quail’raised for éach hen used as breeder. 

W.E, Sanderson 

Amer; Humane Assoc, 

80 Howard St. 

Albany, N.Y. i 

L.W. Rathbun Dublin, N.H. ; 

Forester Dublin Assoc, Game.
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February 14, 1930 . 
} 
4 . 

| ’ 
i ‘a 

Prof. H. M. Wight 
School of Forestry & Conservation 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Wight: E 

iI have not sooner replied to your welcome letter 
of Jan. 29 because I wanted to look up the matter of budding 
by pheasants. 

I have received from Mr. Otto Beyer, proprietor 
of the Otto Beyer Game Farm at Portage, Wisconsin, a specimen 
of a blackberry twig which he personally saw in process of 
being budded by a pheasant. 

The two pheasants whieh Cooke saw budding were not 
in a country inhabited by any grouse except possibly migratory 
prairie chickens in winter. Since Mr. Cooke, however, know a 
great deal more about prairie chickens than pheasants, having : 
peen raised among them in North Dakota, it is hardly likely 
that he would mistake one for a pheasant. 

I of course think you are thoroughly right in wante 
ing to be shown on this matter, and it seems probable to me 
that the habit is occasional rather than regular. liven so, it 
seems to be established as an occasional phenomenon, 

+f have corrected the table in the introductory states 
ment as to the supervision of the Michigan pheasant study and Mr, 
Dalke's part in it. I cannot, of course, offer any lengthy ex- 
planation of the internal organization, since that would be out 
of place in a brief preface. At any rate, I wnderstand personally | 
how the Michigan set-up is put together, ; 

You state that page 25 of the Report can be improved. 
If your thoughts on this are important, I would appreciate your 
letting me have them. 

I naturally am very much pleased with your good opinion 
of the job as a whole, and appreciate your taking the pains to 
write me in detail about it. % 

: Yours sincerely, :
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3! Februsry 25, 1930 | 

8 | Mr. M. Hartley Dodge, 
\ New York, N.Y. 

4 | My dear Mr. Dodge: 

| Answering your letter of February 14th with attached 
i circular letter on the subject of raising pheasants in captivity, while 

i { I was fairly well acquainted with this subject, on a recent visit to our 

| State Capitol, I called at the State Game and Fish Commission office, and 
| the information which I received was just about in line with my own 
} thoughts. 

{ I note the question is asked by the committee who wish to 
3 | find some instance where pheasants have been bred successfully in captivi- 

1 ty south of the line above mentioned, and in this connection wish to 
8 i advise that my experience and the information which I received from the 

\ state Game Commission, was that we have no trouble whatsoever in raising 
& \ pheesants in captivity, for we have raised thousands of them at different 

ty } game breeding farms over the state in connection slways with our fish 
| hatcheries, but it has never been found that they do any good efter being 

ik | liberated. 
i 
\ The only instances reported to me by the State Game Com- 

| mission where pheasants have propogated, or raised, were in our Pan- 
\ handle section around gmarillo, Texas where one bunch or covey hatched 

out and raised, one at Mason, Texas, and one at Georgetown, Texas, and 
| while these birds that had been raised in cartivity have been placed in 

glmost every section of the state, these are the only enon nates sega 
wheré birds have been raised successfully in captivity, Will “say tha 
they have raised them right out eat our State Fair Grounds here in Dallas 
within the city limits where we heve a fish hatchery, and I have sean 
the young there by the thousands, but for some reason, they do not do 
well after being liberated. While it may be the insects, vermin, or 
the climate, we have never been able to learn, but the three instances 
mentioned above are the only ones on record of pheasant raising in 
the open, this stock originally purchased from New Mexico, and not 
from birds hatched in captivity. 

4 Yours wry truly, 

(Signed/ J. We Speight 

DISTRICT SALES MANAGER 

‘ap Ve



CARLOS AVERY, PRESIDENT GEORGE SHIRAS 3D, VICE-PRESIDENT AUGUSTUS S. HOUGHTON, SEC’Y-TREASURER Ce eee eee eee es SR ei gesen OE era ee se 

yo) American Game Protective Assnriation 
Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS New York City 

Wile ences March hay 1930 
GEO. BIRD GRINNELL 

WILLIAM 8, HASKELL 

RAY P. HOLLAND 

Giitcind Bienen) Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
GEORGE SHIRAS 3D 421 Chemistry Bldg., l 
Rocaripsestaiek Madison, Wis. 
CARLOS AVERY 

Le Dear Leopold; 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

7 OIGRNITHOLOGIST AND SPORTSMAN The following information has just 
HENRY FORD 

bnieci come to me from M. D. Hart, Executive Secretary, 
HUNTER AND MOUNTAINEER 

Aron Ufa te cinetecraeiee of the Virginia Commission of Game & Inland Fisher- 
HENRY VAN DYKE 

ie wanna ies, regarding plantings of pheasants in that 
FOUNDER U. S. BIOL. SURVEY 

Wer GENERA U. 8. AL state: 

‘ u ayeipecainas SURVEY 

JOHN E. THAYER "Re matter of Virginia's experience with 
Ha ean | ring-necked pheasants. In 1906 some sportsmen 
ea ae a in the lower edge of Albemarle and the upper edge 

eeSOINT AUTHOR WEEKS-MCLEAN LAW of Louisa Co. imported 300 English ring-necked 
OT conaceynnionier ain seonreuan pheasants and liberated them in louisa Co. ina 
C. B. YANDELL section known as Green Spring Valley. A legis- 
secre GL lative Act was passa prohibiting the killing of 

SAN AEY SRNeRE STENT either native or foreign pheasants in Louisa 
TO NATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST Co. for a period of ten years in order that 
iG: SANGRE. these pheasants might be given a chance to pro- 
SINCLAIR WEEKS pagate. By 1907 or 1908 all of these birds seemed 
Le Gn nia to heave faded away. In 1913 the American Game Pro-~ 
MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE tective Assn., through its then President, John 

es eee B. Burnham, sent to the State of Virginia one 
FREDERIG C.WALcOTT hundred trio of English ring necked pheasants 
AUBELTIEE ANoreeae which were placed in one hundred different 

BER AET Cr SONG rnes places in the State. By 1915 these e11 seemed 
to have faded away. In 1917 John §. Parsons, 
the then Commissioner of this department, spent 
nine thousand dollars in an effort to establish 
the English ring-necked pheasant; 2500 adult 
birds were purchased and distributed throughout 
the State and the rest of the money wes spent in 
eggs which were also sent to every county in the 
State to be hatched as per instructions gotten 
out by E. A. Quarles, who was then Secretary of 
the American Geme Protective Assn. By 1929 
all of these birds seemed to have faded away. 
Since then there have been a good many efforts 
made by individual sportsmen to establish the 
English Ring-necked pheasant but it has not 
thrived in this State go far as we have any



MreAldo Leopold. Page 2-6 

knowledge. 

"Our Commission is not encouraging 
the attempt to establish the ring-necked since 
from information we have received on this bird 
we are led to believe that the ring-necked pheasant 
and bobwhite quail are incompatible and cannot be 
raised in quantities on the same territory." 

Sincerely yours, 

CARLOS AVERY 
President. 

CA:S
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THOMAS J. REED 

Chimcoteague, Va. 3/15/30 

Mr. Carlos avery 
New york N.Y. 

Dear Sir; 

Your letter received in regards to stocking Pheasants 

in the South. I released 275 half grown pheasants on Chincoteague, 

this Igslend is two miles wide and seven‘miles long and has a popu- 

lation of 4000 or more people, my stocking on this Island was not 

sticcessful due to the fact that too many young hunters roamed 

the woods in season and out of season snd were inclined to shoot 

everything that they saw. It wasmy plan to stock this Island for 

shooting purposes in future years but I dont believe there is 

a dozen grown birds left. Last spring 1 found two 01d hens 

with their broods and e little way off from one of them I 

found a young bird with gapes vhich died in a short time and I 

think most of the birds waxe that were hatched by the one I re- 

leased met death in this same manner. This disease might have 

been the trouble with my stocking plan ani it might be the same 

trouble in places further South. 

Last Spring I sppervised the raising of 250 Pheasants 

for the Assateague Island Rod and Gun Club, near this place. 

These 250 birds were released first of August 1929. Dur ing 

the winter some of the club members shot a few of the birds 

to see about their condition whether they were getting enough 

natural food or not, and they found the birds in a good fet 

condition, This year ought to show some results if the young 

birds thrive. The Holly Island Club of \jachapreague, Va. 
stocked Holly Island successfully. They had to cut runs through 

the shrubbery so they could get at the birds to shoot them 

for the Island is so densely wooded with cedar and brush that 

they could not get at the birds .o 

In all my Pheasant rearing I never had any disease 

except gapes in my young birds which I thought was because I 

had to keep the birds near my chicken pebs but after I found 

the young pheasant with gapes out in the open with the old bird 

I changed my mind about thet and heve since come to think that 

the old birds might have tried to raise gung on this Island 

and finding they could not, they might have moved over to the main- 

lend. T know that ducks will move their breeding grounds 

if they cannot raise their young successfully. I believe 

that full grown birds should be used for stocking and that they 

should be released about March lst. The birds I released were 

put out in the fall of 1925. The eggs were purchased from 

Twin Brook Game Bgrm at Middletown, N.J. The birds that were 

released on Assateague the eggs were purchased from Coville Brook 

Pheasantry, New York, N.Y. I understand the Holly Island Club 

purchased full grown birds. I don't know where they get the 
stock. I am real anxious to assist in any manner I can in furn_ 

ishing you all,the information I gan in, anything pertaining to wild 
AES Bal its Study. i fours traly, 

¢ PS If you happen’ down this way 100k me up. THOS J. RIED i
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. CRaIG KENNELS 
Trevilians, Vae 

Mar. 20, 1930 

Mre gerlos Avery, 
New “ork City. 

Dear Mr. Avery: 

Yours of the llth received. Please pardon 
the delay, as I have been away for several days to trials. 

Pheasants have been liberated in se number of 
counties in Virginia. The state game depertment liberated 
a great many, and a number of sportsmen have tried to stock 
their preserves. And I have experimented with them in e small 
way for several seasons, But so far ao one has had any suecess, 

The state raised the birds they liberated at 
| the state game farm, they raised over five thousand one season 

And they were liberated in suitable localities. And several 
sportsmen have raised birds and liberated them and birds 
have been \ bought in other states and liberated. The results 
seem to be the same. The birds seem to scatter over a wide area 
and are alvays found one in a place and have never been known 
to stay on the preserve that they were liberated on, and I have 
never heard of any one seeing a covey of young ones. 

I have been raising a few on free rage and feeding 
them every day at the same place and I find they stay around neer 
their feeding ground until they ere almost grown, and then they 
seem to get restless and start wandering away and in a few weeks 
time they will be seen miles away. I left out about sixty last 
fall and there is only one cock bird to my knowing on over 
ten thousesnd acre, This one comes back every night to roost on 
the garden fence or some times roosts in a tree where the bantam 
hen teyht them to roost. And I heard of some of them being seen 
over twenty miles away. 

My opinion is that there would have to be a 
great many birds liberated over a period of seversl years to get 
any results. 

And I do not believe it is advisable to try : 
to introduce them in the south where quail will thrive. Ag I 

| haveknown half grown birds to kill and eat week old quail like they 
were bugs. And I have been told they were very destructive to 
quail eggs. 

Yours very truly, 

(Signed) Willie Craig 

j
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This is not just a theory but actual facts based on my 
observations in Virginia for the past yeare 

The possibility of establishing pheasants as a recognized 
geme bird in the south is not as hopeless as the sportsman thinks. 

There have been several attempts made to start the pheasmt 
and I have learned that they were not very successfull Some say that 
pheasant and quail will not use the same ranges, but I have found this 
statement unsound. I have seen pheasants and quail shot off the same 
ranges, In fact, I had e quai] nest in one of our pheasant rearing 
fields and I watched the quail mingle with the pheasants until 
maturity. After that they moved only a few yards from the rearing 
field and were seen inside several times. 

I have no reason to believe that pheasant can not be estab- 
lished successfully in the South, provided that adequate vermin con- 
trol is maintained, followed by constant stocking. The wrt of Virginia 
I refer to is overrun with vermin. During this past winter I lost 
thirty five grown birds sxx from the open pens. I also found several 
liberated birds that has been killed by hawks. It seemed impossible 
to completely conquer this bird of prey, regardless of the vigorousness 
of our warfare on him. I believe the excess of vermin, and also 
the violation of the game laws are two reasons why stocking has not been 
so successful, 

: Pheasants favor low, swampy land and should thrive on it 
I fail to see why they cannot be established in any part of the Sownth 
where there is that specific kind of land. 

I think that the system used in the North of distributing 
pheasant eggs among the sportsmen to be reared and liberated would prove 
most successful because the Southerners would take pride in building 
up the stock. 

Briefly, I believe thet intensive control of vermin, strict 

attention to stocking in the right kind of land, and the dstribution 
of pheasant eggs would prove successful in establishing pheasants in 
the majority of the southern states, 

( Letter from T. E. Clarke, Plainfield, N. J. to Carlos Avery, who says 
that Clarke has been connected with a game breeding establishment in 
Virginia and is a competent gamekeeper, )
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STATE OF GEORGIA 

BOARD OF GAME AND FISH 

: ATLANTA 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER, ATLANTA 

March 25, 1930 

Mr. R. E. Mann, 
814 Norris Bldg., 
Atlanta, Ga. 

Dear Mr. Mann; 

In the absence of Commissioner Twitty, 
I am answering your letter of Mareh 24th, with reference 
to pheasent breeders in this state. 

This Department has never undertaken 
the propagation of pheasants, but I am givhng you below 
the names of several parties from whom I am sure you can 
get the desired information. These persons are éll engased 
in the breeding of pheasants. Mr. Morgan, whose name 
is below, was formerly Mtr.Hpward Coffin's kennel master, and 
hes probably been engaged in the propagation of pheasants 
longer and is better informed on the subject than eny one 
in the state. He is now in the business of game breeding. 

Sincerely, 

(Signed) Harol M.Keen 

Secretary 

Mrs. J. C. Symmes, Hon. Schley Howard, 
3497 Piedmont Ave., Atlanta, Ga. 
Atlanta, Gae 

Mr. A. F. Morgan, Dr. Ralph E. Wager 
Sapeloe Island, Decatur, Gae 
Sapeloe, Ga. :
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STATE OF ALABAMA 

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISHERIES 

MONTGOMERY 

March 25, 1930 

Mr. R. E. Mann, 
Dis trict Sales Manager, 
814 Norris Bldg., 
Atlanta, Ga. A 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

I have your letter ks Ath. Ta : 
reply thereto, advise that after fift¢en years of experience 
in attempting to make game birds of pheasants in the South- 
eatherh states, those of us who have been trying to have 
reached the eénclusion that although they can be produced 
like domestic fowl in pens and yards, they will not be of 
economic impottance as game birds when releesed in our 
fields and woodlands. The species which have been experi- 
mented with in the Southeastern states are the Chinese, 
English and Mongolian pheasants. 

If you will write Mr. Leo Beall,Selma, Ala., 
Mr. 0. Se Landham, Anniston, Ala., and Mr. S. 7. Williems, 
Talladega, Ala., you can obtain informetion in regard 
to the raising of pheasants, as each of these gentlemen 
has had experience in this line. 

We are now carrying on a final experiment 
in liberating pheasants and enclose herewith a copy of the 
Alabama Geme edd Fish News, in which this expeaiment is 

mentioned. 

Trusting thet this is the information you 
desire and essuring you thet if I can be of further service 
to you, you have but to call on me, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) I. T, Quinn, 
Commissioner
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DEPARTMENT OF 

GAME AND FRESH WATER FISH 

THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE . 

March 26, 1920 

Mr. Ry Bs Mann, 2 

Remington Arms Co., Inc., 
814 Norris Nlidg., 
Atlante, Ga. 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to your letter of March 24th 
regarding the raising of pheasants, we will edvise 
that we know of ho one thet has been suecessful in 
raising pheasants in this state except in smell 
numbers, and there are no game farms in the state 

producing them. 

This department has recently secured 

several pairs and will attempt to propagate them 

more or. less as an experiment. 

Very truly yours, 

DEPT OF GAME & FRESH WATER FISH 

. By M. K. Cooke 
Asst. Commissioner.
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_ STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA é 

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH : 

COLUMBIA Mareh 26, 1930 

é 

Mr. R. E. Mann, 
District Sales Manager, 
Remington Arms Co., : 
814 Norris Bldg., 
Atlanta, Gea. 

Dear Sir; a 

I am unable to give you any information 
es to where pheasants have been breed suceessfully in 
Captivity in the state of South Carolina for » period 
of years without the introduction of northern blood. 
A great meny individuals are now going ‘1n to pheasant 
raising in South Carolina, but, so fer, no regular 
game farms have been established. ; 

Very truly yours, ( 

(SIGNED) .A.A. RICHARDSON 
} Chief Game Warden
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Assateague Island Rod and Gun Club 
Incorporated 

Assateague Island 
Chincoteague, Va. March 26, 1930 

Mr. Carlos Avery, 
Woolworth Bldg., 
223 Bro dway, 
New York. 

Dear Mr. Avery: 

In reference to your letter of March llth, re- 
garding attempted introduction of Pheasants in the South, I 
am very much interested in the rearing of these birds myself 

and I am glad to give you such experience as I have rearing 
these birds, about eight years ago while living on a 500 
acre farm in Maryland 39 miles from here a friend of mine 
sent me 25 pheasant eggs of which I hatched 17 birds, 14 of 
these I reered to maturity these were liberated in the spring 
of the next year, out of the fourteen which I reared I only 
had five hens so I bought five more hens which I libereted 
with the other birds. I purchased 50 more eggs that spring 
which I reared 33 birds. This I kept On doing buying a few 
eggs each spring from different parts of the country liberat- 
ing the birds after they were capable of caring for themselves. 
Of course I fed these birds during the winter months while 

ayy feed was scarce, odey this farm is well stocked with pheas- 
ants, Personally I do not think I could of had better results 
in the North with so little an effort in stocking pheasants. 

I Know of some more farmers who. tried to rear these 
birds wi shoanee? success. I visited one of thes e farms one 

1 day asked how ebout the birds. His reply was not at all good 
as he was kosing them. After investigating I saw these little 

{ birds head no shade from the hot @un om their water was very warm, 
I fixed them shede also gave them some cool water and advised ; 
him to see they always had shade and fresh water in the future 
and I thought he would have better luck. This he did and he saved 
most o: the little birds he had at that time. I do not know of 
any one in this section of the South,that is, or ever has tried 
to rear these birds in a large way, some of the trouble in this 
section hay be that they have never had enough birds at any 
one time to interest them to go to the expense of building proyer 
eoops and runs for the birds end give them the proper care during 
their early life and throughk the winter months. 

Lest year the Assateague Islend Rod and Gun Club, of 
. which I am axmmimx employed, purchased 1000 pheasant eggs from the Co- 

“\ ville Brook Pheasantry, Mclonough @@.N.Y. We only hatched 561 | 
wr’, birds, of which I reared 356. These were liberated in the ; 
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early fall. ‘They have been fed since at regular feeding 
places during the entire time) these birds are well matured, 
and are as pretty as I ever saw. Personally I think they 
are going to do well here. This Island consists of 11,000 

acres and is protected at all times from any gunner that might 
kill one of these birds. I might say thet thé birds we reared hers 
have been given every advantage-were started in new up-tp-date 

runs and coops, were fed and cared for by myself, which I gave 
them the best care I possibly could., affording me much pleasure 
while caring for the little fellows, as I am much interested 
as to the introduction of pheasants in the South, Will be glad 
to write you at any time I may learn of anything regarding same 
that I think will be of interest to you. 

Yours very truly, 

JAMES W. ATKINSON, SUPT, 
ASSATEAGUE ISLAND ROD AND GUN CLUB.
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FRED E. STEERE, M.D. 

Claremont, Va. 

Apri 112, 1930 

Mr. Carlos Avery, Pres., 
American Game Protective Agsn., 
233 Broadway, ; 
New York City. 

Dear Sir; 

In reply to your letter of March llth. I { 
have been frying to get the informatipn you desire from 
various people in the surrounding counties. I cannot get 
very complete data. However,to my personal knowledge there 
hes been from one to three Rihmgneck Pheasants in three 
of the adjoining counties within ten miles of Claremont. 

I do not know where these birds were obtained : 
or who planted them. I have been selling some birds recently, 
to be liberated, and might be able to give you more informa- 
tion at a later date. 

The only reason for them not multiplying ig — 
lack of protection from eagles, hawks, foxes and hunters. 

Yours very truly, 

(Signed) F.E. Steere, 

| a
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American G i iati merican Gane Protective Assoriation «0 
Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS New York City 

JOHN B. BURNHAM Apil 15, 193560 
WILLIAM B. GREELEY 

Geo. BIRD GRINNELL 

WILLIAM S. HASKELL 

Ray P. HOLLAND 

AUGUSTUS S. HOUGHTON 

WILLIAM B. MERSHON 

GEORGE SHIRAS 3D 

GEORGE D. PRATT 

KARL T. FREDERICK 

CARLOS AVERY 

ues Mr. Aldo Leopold 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 5 a 2 

22 E 
JOHN C. PHILLIPS <. 1 Chemis try eh ag, 

ORNITHOLOGIST AND SPORTSMAN Med 1son, Wise 
HENRY FORD 

BIRD CONSERVATIONIST 

HENRY L. STIMSON Dear Leopold; 
HUNTER AND MOUNTAINEER 

HENRY S. GRAVES 1 a 

FORMER U. 8S. CHIEF FORESTER Rr : 

HENRY VAN DYKE Enclosed are copies of letters 

AUTHOR 

C. HART MERRIAM ey sent me by Mr. M. Hartley Dodge of the Remington 

HUGH L. ScoTT 

NoMa nea Arms Co. as he does not state that he has cent 
U. S. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

 oeRNiTHOLOGIST them to you. 
Ue WhEn ccue MOUNTAIN FOREST PARK * : 

GEORGE P. MCLEAN I am corresponding with the people 
JOINT AUTHOR WEEKS-MCLEAN LAW i 

A ONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN mentioned by Commissioner Quinn and the Secrdary 
. B. Y, J 

* Sine CHOTECTIONIET i } 

BT plceameane of the Georgia Commission and will furnish you 
CANADIAN CONSERVATIONIST 

JOHN M. PHILLIPS st 
NATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST their letters as soon as rece ived. 

L. C. SANFORD 
ORNITHOLOGIST 

STO MLERVETIONISY AND SPORTSMAN x 9 ve ry tr uly % 

L. J. TABER 
MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE 

PETER NORBECK 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

PRUNITED STATES SENATOR CARLOS AVERY 
AUNENBER OF CONGRESS President 
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Deer Sirs! 

I am preparing a book on "Game Management," and also a 
report on the "Game Survey of the North Central States." 

I am Iscking the information specified below and would 
appreciate your filling in the reply blank in so far as you are able, 
ead return to me in the enclosed envelope, Thanks for your coopers 
ion. 

Yours sincerely, 

sities : ¢ 
In Charge, Game Survey 5 
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233 Broadway, New EMORY UNIVERS ITY \ 

Emory University, Ga. 

Department of Bducation horil 214 12930 

Mr. Carlos Avery, 
255 Broadway, 

y New York, N.Y, i 

My dear Mr. Avery: 

Our Decatur Chepter of the Isaak Walton League 
planted several pheasants two years ago in July. It was | 
our intention at that time to follow with others last year | 
but we could find no evidence showing that these birds 

were mating. The males were frequently seen but the females — 
have not been encountered at any time lest summer or in the | 
fall. Of course, we do not know tha’) they have been de- | 
stroyed but it seems quite likely that if they were holding 
their own they would be flushed by more than one person i 
during the period of liberstion,. We have not any idea 
of going on without enough birds being planted to make 
good our casual loses. : 

“ We bought eggs froma breeder in Alabama ours ‘ 
liberating young when 9.or 10 months of age. ' 

Interest in the pheasants is growing in our 
state. It is quite likely that planting wil] be made eventually 
in the gouth. It is believed thet the pheasant would be 
a fine addition to the sportsman bill. It is quite likely , 
thet new efforts will be made soon to plant more birds and \ 
also the enthusiasm for the pheasants will grow. ’ 

Sincerely yours, ( 

(Signed) RALPH =. WAGER 7 
Per Martha Brooks J
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sl Suite 639 Hurt Bldg., 

i Atlanta, Gea. 
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ea April 21, 1930... 

Mr. Carhos Avery, Pres., 
American Game Protective Assn.,. 
Woolworth Building, 
New York City. 

My dear Sir: ‘ 

vig Replying to your letter of the 15th inst., 
I have been quite successful in reising pheasants on 
account of s particular kind of feed that I start them off 
on, and I have succeeded in resing to maturity about 90% 
of them. I am not in es position to give you any accurate 
information about the success of phéasants in this section 

; of the country and will not be until the hunting season 
as I have stocked an island off the coast of Georgia - of 
which I am part owner - with approximetely 100 pairs 
of ring-necked pheesants. They are now nesting and are 
under observation in their wild state as much as possible, 

I would be very glad, if you ere inferested, 
to give you any informstion I can. i 

; ~ Yours very truly, 

(Signed) . WM. SCHLEY HOWARD 

WSE-5S 

te
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SELMA PHEASANTRY 

Selma, Ariz. May 24, 1930 

American Game Protective Association, 
New York City. 

Desr Mr. &very: 

Through some mistake your letter of April 
was misp)aced and just located this date. 

Wish to advise this season was the first attempt 
by the Alabama State Commission to introduce the Ringneck 
theasant. There has in the past been several individuals who 
liberated Ringnecks, just what become of them we do not know. 
It may be thay were killed by hunters, in fact we have records 
where there were several killed by parties who did not know 

what they were. 

We have a State Game preserve located in 
mountains of Northern Alabama, this preserve consists of 
about 110,000 acres and during January also February this 
year State Game Department liberated a number of Ringnecks. 
We furnished 46 of number liberated. I have received no 
report as to how they are doing, ’ 

I see no reason why the Ringneck will not do 
well in the south in the wild, as they do well incaptinity. 
ly opinion is we need vermin control only to make the Pheasant 
one of our Southern game birds. 

Herewith encldsed check 1.00 dues ffom ‘ 
April Toth, 

Yours truly, 

(Signed) Leo Beall 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold:- 

I just received your note of May 7, re- 
garding the report on the game refuges, and I am 
sending with the report copies’ of a couple of manu- 
seripts which may interest you. 

I had a grand trip with Stoddard and 
Yeatter a few days back, which recalled to my mind 
the forenoon you spent with us on my refuge. You 
may be interested to know that the improvement pro- 
ject I told you about that day is now under way, and 
that Mr. Brown, the owner of the refuge, is lending 
cooperation after the manner of the whole-hearted 
business man. I naturally am much pleased. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Ayn a ZL 

H. M. Wight, 
Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology. 

e i
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Hints on Rearing Pheasants for Shooting 
By J. CARLTON HUNTING 

(Director, Gaybird Pheasant Farm) 

RANE a! of ae pheasant Setiing under Broody Hens nests are in contact with the earth. 
oe Er : the chicks of- A few days prior to the arrival of If good sitting boxes are not avail- 

a ae jae Gamekeepers the eggs sufficient broody hens should able, ordinary hen coops can be used. 

ce ee hae Rearers, yet be obtained for hatching the eggs. It is advisable to fence off the sit- 
i x « may be successful, To Small hens of a sitting breed are the ting boxes with wire netting, six 

jose who have not had previous ex- most desirable. Leghorns, Minoreas, feet high, so that the broody hens 
ae young pheasants Andalusians and other light breeds will not be disturbed by cats, dogs, 

be of value. een oe sa _ Sor any farm animals du- 

2 aaa ring the day or night. 
Phea: Ms ie So for : a ee | The hatching should al- 

Unl eee Se r a Rie i * ways be done out of doors 
: less it is possible to ae ve ee a in the open and the place 

_ luce = the. ae 3 mins Pees ee selected should be cool, 
ges one requires for Rae | eu : 

one’s own estate under Re Rae | eee poe 2 cuter Dae 
de eee mee Laer, E Place wire netting twenty 

is certainly always advis- , i Sue roc epenorot tnzee 

able to obtain them from > duane Daten mesiyun the 

a well known and respon- Rake eround ofp soteven. | cals 
uiple wehmer term-o rie. 4s : 3 | from scratching under 
: E ; : | sitting boxes, which should 
irds on such a farm ee | pe placed in 

would be carefully select- ‘ ; | a3 : Bow On 
ea aronerl ieee oN Ps this netting. Shovel one 

i yy mated and at: 4 sete i. ¥ i i 

tended to, with the result , . & < ae foie mre ss aw ae mt Tense carbene 

that the fertility of the e ‘ ik / saa pie the’ sitting boxes .on top 
er me | f/f / CG TT Tai of the wire netting. Make 

eggs and the consequent _ ds iz eo an nd GHIA R H 5 - x 

strength of the chicks, ppaemiel opsasuii lf Pe i | | eae one 

could be thoroughly relied ass oe u ie) bef f | it i Fy Bs | i ae eartit witht (hp hand, 

upon. Although pheasant Fak ee 7) ; Hamas f meee unet. tHeT 0H oe 

eggs are sometimes offer- : ys : vt ofl ‘ iy, Hii] i ata ; Bes reap Sentai 

ed at a cheap price which #aa 5 Hd ra inf | 7 four comers 2Or eine apo) 
i ‘f th . jereeees ee iin“ fr / A | at tn Sprinkle a handful of 
is tempting, if these eggs ps Me oe Ge Fire: zi j < 

have been collected by Eee & fd <= ip LL Hg 3 Boe Bae 

poachers from wild nests, iia te AS epost Rey ge depression pias. ne 
or are the product of \—_—ars .~} A cn Ae NLD Ee will keep the nest free 

some small, insanitary { | ate ; We Sis Pl | iy Ed a grou tee 
hele : aa cay onde fe » fe aa RL we" mite, and other insects. 

aviaries, the results are ;  apaeira tages ie Se | hh With 

likely to be extremely dis- jf pei RO pe Ves ee fe Pe HENS SNS uae Ys 

appointing and the eges a tt ils, Os Mee oad See meadow hay, make a com- 
Se ai i lees Sah ee > eee Ponte e conv aba une soot 

would be dear at any [game iat 3 eC Ler eee The Te gM We) : 

price. There is just as fi ied east gh Ng en, see = aa r Pa pe peas | Pn eae Pos ualane 
ae a hace el ee 3 Me aes e arta ks os ee | hoes = care that the sides of the 

: i iS Riek ie ee et, Gia (eens, We, §=6 nest are higher than the 
in hatching bad eggs aS $VRMssaigy | enaue ea pan Wi ia t d i hi 
good ones, and should the j= 5.39 Net fac ie we ee a Oe ea Bad OO Meee §86centre and seeing that 

t Ba Spierae aialeiice ca. Ve Po sa eeime ees = there are no holes or cor- 
first lot of eggs prove a \atues fe RS al Ea HN ci i oa i i 

failure, it is often too Inte ARE ye aan | eee a gee § TCT TES which an egg 
in the season to set oth- fea a CNR cme UIC Se = could roll from under the 

Reece es yee Sa BG Cayave. ~ tp) seas Becue hen, Put a dummy egg in 
ers. Be careful therefore, Te Oe ee naa STING Uhr MMAR CaN § ih 

yheasant eo es ai iG epemece Nanay §=— cach nest and they are 
to buy your pheasant eggs BiceatO’s& cy ae te oie ee eee Wire at sen 

from a good, reliable ME a te pees Pew ay SE yee ok then ready for the broody 

source only, or the trou- jf bet 5 on i Pods yee hens. 

ble and expense of oS oS, Sa ee eae CRG = Examine your broody 
a ec aner hens very carefully ‘be- 

scones Use SITTING HENS AT FEEDING TIME fore setting. Reject any 

Care of the Eggs of fowls should never be used, as it is that are not perfectly healthy, if they 

On receipt of the pheasant eggs, Very doubtful if they would sit satis- have scaly legs or are big, heavy or 

they should be carefully unpacked, factorily for the necessary period of clumsy. See that their shanks and feet 

placed in trays of sawdust and stored incubation. : are clean. Remove any matted feath- 

in a cool place for two days in order The sitting boxes should be well ers, as young chicks might eventually 

that they may recover from the shak- made, rain-proof, well ventilated and get caught in the neck and strangled 

ing and vibration they have been not less than 16 inches square. They by these. Dust the hens thoroughly 

submitted to during the journey. should have no bottoms so that the with a good insect powder, especial- 
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ly around the vent, in the fluff and chipping, generally on the 23rd day, other animals that might molest and 

under the wings. Before entrusting the hen should not be disturbed until kill the young pheasants. Trapping for 

them with the valuable pheasant eggs, the eggs that are going to hatch weasels, stoats, rats and other ground 
be sure that all your hens are thor- have produced chicks and the chicks vermin should be consistently carried 
oughly broody, get well down on are quite dry. The broody hens when on and wing vermin kept down by 
their eggs and really want to sit. Be- taken off their eggs each day should shooting. One or two good watch 
ware of hens that merely crouch over either be tethered by one leg to a dogs should be kennelled outside the 

the eggs. They are always ready to stump in the ground or confined in a_ wire netting surrounding the field. 

leave the nest directly the nest box small grass run. They should have one When the pheasant chicks are all 

is opened or do not utter that content- good handful of maize and fresh uite dry after the hatching, the broody 

ed “cluck” when stroked gently down clean water given them. Sharp flint hens should be taken off their nests, 

the back. After they are put on their P fed and watered and put in coops in 

new nests, it is advisable to keep the Bag alee placed peers phy. the rearing field. The young chicks 
broody hens for at least three or four ©?” help themselves if they require should be conveyed from the nests in a 
days on dummy eggs in order that it. Also a dust bath of fine cinders yentilated box, thickly lined with hay, 
they may be thoroughly “nested” be- and ashes would be much appreciated. and fifteen chicks put under each hen, 

% : eri NS EN GA eS ia ee arc, 

: eee ener oe aa oe, = poy QS “sce ane 
di panne ee ce oct So a Re SNE _ eet On 

ra et er ce lis. ‘ Cf ae — on eee Oe eee a eee 
Bes oe ar eee mk’ | ley ‘ pei tee yeh ae ian ens 
Oy ae Scene eae Seed ee ‘aeaaas I / 2s Saab he recaee ees a 

le aXe ‘A ie ae ; eis tae 
deca Re | Sess POP ce ere Me i eee a A 
ca RO eh ere eee eee ce 
Ue eae eee ee SEN GA Me oe ig Steep ey 8 Hora Gane tye oe ; 

ae aiee Bi NO a ea, in, ee GA Pe eee ae 

ONE OF FIVE REARING FIELDS USED BY GAYBIRD IN 1928, 
THIS FIELD CONTAINED 525 COOPS. 

fore being given the actual eggs The Rearing Ground care being taken to see that each hen 

they are to hatch. Fifteen pheasant Do not attempt to rear young phea- calls the little ones and settles down 

eggs is usually enough to put under sants on old permanent pasture, low comfortably with all the fifteen chicks 

an ordinary hen, although larger ones lying meadow land, or on ground that tucked away under her. Close the 

will often take seventeen, while par- is likely to be boggy and hold the shutter of the coop and if there is 

ticularly small hens or bantams must moisture, and never in an orchard or any hole or crevice caused by the un- 

be given just as many eggs as they under trees. A field of clover, san- evenness of the ground by which the 

can comfortably cover. An hour after foin or other grasses is very suitable chicks could creep out, see that it is 

the hens are first set, quietly open and provides plenty of insect life and stopped up with a handful of earth 

each sitting box and satisfy yourself cover for the young birds. Cut wide or a sod of turf. The coop should not 

that the ‘hens are sitting properly. drifts through the field so as to have be opened for twenty-four hours, at 

If the weather is dry, between the short grass for the rearing coops to the end of which time, the first meal 

16th and 24th day, sprinkle the eggs stand on. The coops, which should is necessary. 

daily with luke-warm water when the have no bottoms and be fitted with a Feeding in the Rearing-field 

hens are off the nests. Ordinary pheas- shutter for closing them at night, The various ingredients on which 

ant eggs take 24 days to incubate. should be placed not less than twenty young pheasants can be successfully 

The broody hens must be taken off yards apart. Unless a night watchman reared are varied and many. We pro- 
their nests to be fed and watered is employed, it is certainly advisable pose to give here one system of feed- 

once a day and at the same time for the man who is rearing the pheas- ing only, but one which is known for 

each day. They should be allowed off ants to sleep in a keeper’s hut in the years to have had excellent results. 

ten minutes only for the first seven rearing-field and the whole rearing- As the young birds grow, they nat- 

days, 15 minutes from the 8th to the ground should be enclosed with wire urally require different foods and to 

15th day, and 20 minutes from the 16th netting five to six feet high, to keep simplify our instructions, we divide 

to the 24th day. When the eggs start out wandering cats, dogs, foxes and (Continued on page 82) 
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Ll ooT— HINTS ON REARING PHEASANTS 

FOR SHOOTING 
H | N G A R I A N (Continued from page 69) 

the feeding menu into five periods, but 
P A T i the change of food from one period to 

another should take place gradually 
by adding mie new food and reducing 

NOW BOOKING ORDERS from the 1930 HATCH || > ‘ Reith aie Meee 
loned, 

FOR NOVEMBER—DECEMBER Period No. 1—The first two days: 
shipment from Europe Feed five times a day at the follow- 

ing hours, 6, 9, 12, 3 and 6 on Custard 
oe made in the proportions of 12 eggs to 

a pint of new milk, with fine ground ANT-EGGS an unexcelled Food for young Oativeal subbed inte We ieee. 
Game Birds and Fish Period No. 2: From three days to ten 

days: 

Feed five times a day at 6, 9, 12, 3 
EXCELLENT BRAILS for Pheasants and 6 on Custard, to which is added 

a meal, scalded with boiling water, 
Sia made of the following ingredients: 

We offer subject unsold for prompt shipment Oatmeal ee ciation, DO 
Maize Meal .............4.. 20% 

100 PAIRS WHITE SWANS Ground Rice veces 20% 
Linseed Meal oo... 5% 

Meat Meals is 208..00.2° 5% 
For Prices and Particulars Write —— 

100% 

lius Loewith, I a Period No. 83—From eleven days to Julius Loewith, Inc. es 
° e Feed 4 times a day at 6, 10, 2 and 6 Leading Importers of Partridges for the past sn ped veer Saale a tse our ah: 

seventeen years Finely kibbled wheat...... 25% 
Finely kibbled maize ..... 20% 

150 Nassau Street NEW YORK CITY Small groats osc 20% 
Finely kibbled peas........ 5% 

Red) Milletoniii2...sic.tr see 70 aweoaawosae=z*zTyoqo*T‘leOOooooqQoQoQqQqQqQqoouoeemeeeeeee eee 
Cc Dried meat, finely minced 10% ° BUMPER ROP 1930 Crushed linseed ese 10% 

for a m Crushed hempseed .......... 5% 
use oes 

100% 
ame OO S Period No. 4—From four weeks to 

A Z . two months. 
Scientifically balanced rations for all Feed 4 times a day at 6, 10, 2, and 
game and ornamental birds—Biscuit 6 on a dry food mixture composed of Meal, Dry Mashes, Scratch Mixtures 5 
—to meet the requirements of wet Kibbled wheat Srseattaateaseevea o0VO 

or dry feeding methods. Whatever your methods you will find that Kibbled maize wees 15% 
GrOats Geesusttaisirie san MLD 

° ° Dari gait wutiecin 1LO%6 
The Right Way ts the Way Broken Rice ......scceee., 10% 

Kibbled’ peas ....:.....cc0c00. 5% 
z ! : # Dried meat, minced ........ 10% Send for free samples, price lists and rearing bulletin. We also carry a Hempseed ..vcssescescssccssssseeeee 10% full line of ingredients for breeders’ individual mixtures.—Five pounds 

or a carload. 100% 

Be er Game Products Co Period No. 5—From two months to 
Vy © four months. 

Portage, Wisconsin Feed three times a day at 6, 12 and 
6 on 
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Whoa t-seinarscsuencrcin” 25% =~ Tea hie ae Ea 
Kibbled Maize veces. 25% ‘ eS a Pp h E 
GTOAUB Fe ssisastanisitig 207 4 we, e a S a nt g g S 

Dried meat, minced ........ 15% >. arenes Bi ener 4 ; 
% ge 4 Biss A ingneck, ackneck, a. ongollan and 

Hempseed .,...0.ccccen 10% Vaus 4 iP Chinese Pheasant eggs mixed. Delivered 

ae f; 4 i New York within 7 or 10 days of being laid 

100% , fe a es —Stored in cool room on board and turned 

During periods 1 and 2,-the food f " ae ms daily. 
should be given on a clean board im- aoa NSE 

‘ & : Dispatched Per 100 Per 500 Per 1000 
mediately in front of the coop. The Before 18th of Mayes $40.00 $171.25 $325.00 
shutter of the coop, if a movable one, 14th-20th May... 35.00 146.25 275.00 
may be used for this purpose, but if 2ISt-27th Mays... ae 108.75 200.00 
so, must be kept scrupulously clean by After 27th MEY geese. Peat 83.75 150.00 

scrubbing with hot water and soap. Live Pheasants 

After the second day, the coops must Good strong Ringneck Hen Pheasants, 1929 hatched, for immediate 
delivery, at $5.00 each, ci. New York. Live arrival guaranteed. Cock 

be moved each geen the scrond Zed Poults, September despatch, in quantities, $3. each. Hen Poults $3.75 each 
a few feet sideways on to clean ground. ein iNew onic 

During periods 8, 4, and 5, the food Payment can be deposited with Tobias & Company, Shipping Agents, 
should be scattered on the ground in 42 Broadway, New York City, who will clear the biras or eggs on arrival 

front d ar th ¥ and immediately forward to consignee. Reference can be made to Amer- 
Bees Laer ican Game Protective Association, 2273 Woolworth Building, New York 
From the tenth day, clean rain or City, The Game Conservation Society, 205 East 42nd Street, New York 

well water should be placed near each City, and numerous State Game Commissioners, to whom large numbers 
coop in small pannikins. This should of Partridges, Pheasants and Pheasant Eggs are supplied annually, 

be given fresh twice a day and the Ph F 
vessels well scrubbed out daily IRD easant arm 

ne pees ch grit, this _ GREAT MISSENDEN 
‘should be provided in small quantities ee eae 
in the form of road siftings or fine flint Be aN 

grit. dent Geora H. Cyril Eltringham 
ables: Gaybir i ;{ Alan Eltringham 

In the event of pheasants being Free eoe Dieeotone Carlton Hunting 
reared on ground not containing fine | — 
herbage, chopped lettuce, grass, dande- pie 2 pea) es Sa 
lion leaves, onion tops and other fresh 
green food should be given with the Ce Bh ay 
ordinary food. . perms meses 

The broody hens should be fed twice k : bs 
a day with a handful of boiled maize 3 : : 
and wheat. This should be prepared 
one day and given cold the next. : F ony 

To sum up: Do not attempt to rear i era aly Facdalin a # Ae Rene Peer Ye 
; i he. MUSES CURB pict 23. ! 

young pheasants like you would chick- i | | i rE IRE 4 : ‘ ee fe 
ens. Give them plenty of space and Be : z ee oe. ee ws eit 
fresh ground. Let the food be of the 5 oe eRe 
very best. Feed often and sparingly ; : oO 2a AP ge is. 
and after the first ten days scatter the = Ee : $ 
food well round the coops so that the ° 
young birds have to search for it. See Minnesota State Game Farm 
that all the rearing appliances are 
scrupulously clean. Keep the young CROWN PENS INSTALLED q 
bird ‘ Mar : ; ; 

he ale oe. pote en a The State of Minnesota selected CROWN all-steel pen | 

: materials for the new game farm at St. James, including 

ee ay the range shown above and 100 moveable pheasant ae 

12 feet square and 6 feet high. The results demonstrate 
POM TRIDGE se eEEDING that CROWN can meet any conditions economically. 

Aymer Maxwell says: The system on Whatever your requirements may be, CROWN is in a pos- 
which we work in the nest’ng season ition to supply the right kind of bird or animal enclosure. 
is to assist the methods of nature in Specify CROWN all-steel angles for strong, rigid, per- 

every way we can but never to sup- manent and sanitary construction—perfect equipment at 
plani them hy methods of our own, low cost. 

recoxnizing that the partridge is a Send for the new FREE catalog that has just been printed. 
beticr parent than any substitute we 

cn ‘e's pends | CROWN IRON WORKS COMPANY reared under natural conditions in a 

wild state make the best and heal- 1109 TYLFR ST. N.E. MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA Lee eee ee oe eee 
thiest stock. A 
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| MNOTES AND NEWS FROM a 
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THE CAWS AND THE CURE direction over your head. The din is gave them more and better care than 
By C. S. Bedell deafening. Each crow swoops in turn to _ others, 

te eee seerow chonld eyee evelen within a foot or two of the owl, then Mr. Lackie has an imported cock Sian ivaevould “andenntediys ecnece climbs, and circles scoldingly overhead and five hens all pure Melanistic Mu- 
ob Pret Phe send: of the will wad arould awaiting its turn to repeat the dive. tants, He will have the opportunity to 
be fastened thereto by the tip of the Now let them have it! If there are two check them against the ringnecks. He 
thumb. The fingers would be used for - — persons in the blind you should is looking forward to see how they will 
no other purpose than to wriggle de- a om sbwo to six crows. turn out and should know by next Fall 
risively at optimistic hunters who ; e eanch swings off, but hold your if they have all the gocd points the 
tried to crawl within shooting range. place. Here’s the most _unbelievable English claim in their favor. 

This would be a fitting gesture for the <5 of the whole proceedings. Tf you ii cA ae 

insultingly profane crow remarks that ave not shown yourselves, despite the THE FUTURE 

invariably greet such an effort from packer from your guns, these same As seen by Carl Prosl 
just beyond shooting range. And yet wise old birds that have been the des- : When you are dealing in futures you 

this old boy can be fooled and fooled P@T of farmer boy and experienced may get fooled. This is as true in fore- 
aplenty, and what a kick I get out of nimrod alike, will fly right back into casting coming events as it is in 

the process! the danger zone, and will repeat the Wall Street. 
Titnost fevers @ramekeeper occasion: ee se a rent Se ae 7 Every man is entitled to his guess 

ally catches a Great Horned Owl. . a 3 practice however, and to us at least it is as 
3 i is a little too unhealthy and leave the geod as the next man’s. f Alive or mounted, Old Banjo-eyes has neehnoehoon mi ji y Y 

unequalled missionary possibilities. The Ana thus ae rate Eport beleniovad aah e first thing we discern’ in the 
ways he helps convert bad crows into Gotan igh as njoy' aze of the future, of moment toigus 

good ones is a delight to the conser- |, © months of the year, with no as gamebreeders, is the formation of eee wast aid ta laine? eureriae to the t ought of closed season or bag limit, a Trade Association, 
‘ ‘ Ang 224 with the knowledge that you are The duties of the Association will 

ie phi ee To ae re- Contributing a valuable service to the te: 
sah | oa aes life of our country. To develop a means of scientific 

Having secured your owl, pick out _/THE MELANISTIC MUTANT > She ‘oe , es 4 

a cornfield or some other gathering Within the last few years a new | publicity; to ‘a 2 ce Eee 
place of the noisy clan. Put your owl / pheasant has been developed in Eng- competition; to oe adverse 
up in a small dead tree or on a high | jand. They are not certain of the origin, legislation, eee ee eatablich aa. 
post. If alive, he should be wing- © nut most of the gamekeepers who have standard of quality as well as a 
clipped and tied by one foot to his studied it came to the conclusion that code of ethics. 
perch. Then build a blind nearby out it is a pure genetic mutation having ‘The breeders of game will find that 
of dead branches, corn Bile poe Daher its origin in a Japanese Ringneck the birds themselves are their own 
available material, and build it well, crogs, ‘In most sections of England it greatest publicity. 
for poor eyesight is distinctly not one goes hy the name of the dark pheas- More birds liberated more shot, 
of the crow’s failings. To build a crow- ant; it has been found to breed true nore hunters qerectan! more funds 
blind well enough to keep you hidden there being practically no variation in available, more birds liberated 
and at the same time give you room 4014, and markings which cannot be In dealing with hunting we ace 
to swing your gun is a real test of said of the ringneck, or of the straight ing with an instinct as old as the 
your ingenuity. This accomplished, re- Japanese Ringneck cross. The color is world and appealing to all classes of 
tire into the blind. The next move iS” garter than that of the latter, The man, from the lowly Hottentot to the 
up to the crows. hen is much darker than the Black Prince of Wales. 

There they are—a few black specks Neck hen; the color is very protective; This instinct has persisted through 
moving over the hill. To attract their the cocks and hens are both harder to countless generations past and will 
attention, imitate the call of an ex- see in cover than ringnecks. The cock persist through countless generations 
cited crow—a long, shrill, high-pitch- js a dark greenish blue with brownish to come. 

ed caw, quite different from the short, wing coverts and tail. Practically all ee 

rapidly-repeated call of alarm. They who see these birds agree that they MANY PERSONS FEEDING GAME 

turn this way. Now the leader sees the are much prettier than ringnecks. Much food is being taken into the 
owl and swings in letting forth a Berles The experience of the English game- fields and woodlands by interested 

of hysterical cries, his companions keepers is that they are very hardy sportsmen, scouts, school children and 

joining in the excited clamor. and do well in the wild state. They are nature lovers. Officers in the field 
Here is their hereditary enemy help- smaller in size than the English ring- report increased activity in the Penn- 
Jess in the daylight and now is their neck, probably about the size of the slvania Game Commission’s feeding 

chance to tell him what they think of Chinese, very wild and strong on the program. As a result of the Game 
him. Don’t shoot yet! Wait a while and wing. They lay as many eggs and Commission’s offer to furnish food to 
you'll see something worth watching. many keepers say that they are much _ those willing to distribute it, hundreds 

The news spreads. Black spots approach easier to raise. This is probably explain- of people have gotten in touch with 

from every point of the compass. The ed by the fact that the little dark phea- game protectors throughout the State 
air is filled with crows milling inevery sants were new to them and probably and secured much food. 
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As president of the Minnesota Game Protective League, past president of the 

Gopher Camp Fire Club, and a practical conservationist, Mr. Anderson needs 

no further in¢roduction . . . He is well qualified to write on"the subject 

of conservation because of his long associations and experiences in§that work. 

By SAM G. ANDERSON 

Wild life conservation involves numerous press the practice of sane and effective fire pre- 

factors and one of the most important is that caution upon all the tourists from the pavements 

of fire control. The public generally understands and prairie. If all men in the woods practiced 

the fire hazards in our forest areas; it realizes the simple precautions that common ordinary 

fully the tremendous financial loss in destruction horse sense suggests, our forest fires would be 

of timber by our forest fires, but their effect reduced to a minimum. 

upon wild life is not so generally appreciated. In consideration of fire in its effect upon 

The saving of our wild creatures depends up- wild life there is a phase that does not receive 

on preserving their cover and food supply and the attention it deserves. 

this can only be done by maintaining as much More wild life year after year is destroyed 

as possible the habitats nature provides. The for- by fires on our prairies than in our forest areas. 

ests hold the moisture for our woodland swamps All our upland game birds nest on the ground 
where deer and moose and caribou abide and and this is likewise true of all our shore birds, 

thrive during the summer months. Our wooded our geese, all our ducks except the wood duck, 

areas shelter our lakes and protect our streams nd many of our most beneficial non game birds. 

that provide our wondrous fishing grounds and A tremendous toll of bird life is taken every 

the breeding places of our waterfowl. year by the evil practice of spring burning of 
Good roads and the automobile now penetrate fields in our prairie areas. No spring burning can 

most of our wilderness regions and each year be done early enough to avoid the destruction 

increasing numbers of tourists are invading the of occupied nests. The earliest of our nesting 

hinterlands with their campfires, cigarettes and birds is likely the prairie lark which frequently 

the carelessness of ignorance and inexperience in lays its eggs before all the snow has vanished. 

the open. The fire hazard is constantly increasing The prairie chicken and the pheasant are busy 

and if we are to save our outdoor recreational With their nests in April and farmers burn off 

areas and the wild life that contributes so much their meadows as late as corn planting time in 

charm to them, there must be a constant pro- May. —, 

gram of education in means of fire prevention As a specific instance, I observed a borer 

and an increase in the force of fire rangers. off maten a erecker come years ago and 

mie records ot our Morestry Department SHOW). oN oo Cee eee Or Senn, a ene of 

that forest fires generally begin in the spring Beer as nests most of which were filled with 

along the trout streams when the angling season B 

opens; later they occur around the lakes during All field burning should be done in the fall 

the summer fishing and later in the hunting areas f° it not only avoids vast destruction of bird 

in the fall and there continue to threaten until life, but is also less harmful to meadows. 
autumn rains and winter snows deposit their pro- Our wild life hangs in the balance. It must 
tective covering. have help to exist and this help does not so 

To the tenderfoot in the woods, to the tour- ‘uch depend upon laws as it does upon intel- 
ist from our prairie areas I would suggest that ligent understanding of the needs‘of the situation 

they carefully observe the methods of the better and organized effort by those who love the out- 

Glage of settlers who live in! our northwoods. No 00TS. As never before, the men and women who 
campfire is left burning but is soaked with wa- find their recreation in the open are associating 

ter when camp is abandoned, the lighted match in organized effort to conserve our natural re- 

is pressed out between the fingers, the discarded sources and in this effort lies the hope of saving 
cigarette or cigar butt is either flung in water what is left of Minnesota’s one time wondrous 

or carefully pinched or trampled before it is wealth in woods, waters and wild life. 

cast upon the ground. RET eae eee 

Several times it has been my privilege to We ran across a little poem the other day 
tramp around in the woods in Pine county with which we commend to our readers. As a literary 
Sheridan Greig and his sons, Bob and George, product it will probably not make its author fa- 
three of the finest outdoor men I know, and mous, but as a guide it should almost rank with 

one of the things that impressed me while with the ten commandments. Here it is. Paste it in 
them was the instructive and unceasing caution your hat: 

of these skilled woodsmen with fire in all its “A good thing to remember, 

phases. I wish that they and their kind might And a better thing to do, 
have wider contacts with the novices in the Is to work with a constructon gang, 
woods, that they might by their example im- And not the wrecking crew.”
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By O ? Dak BeAr y OTTO G. BEYER yw 
(Owner Otto Beyer Game Farm) Vv 

apes artificial propagation of game wappesss Co Ca tail and 1 knot weed seed; and in the 

birds is fast becoming an estab- rh = “t* A gizzard, 30 fly larvae, 1 wheat kernel 

lished industry for the same economic ’ Pps oe DD “ , and 63 stones. 

reasons that have placed fur farming _ * Leyes ts y eo —e In most cases where grain was found 

on a most profitable basis. eh eee we; it was usually the last year’s un- 

When we speak of game farming as a my ian > 1% : sprouted seed. Now these reports come 

a profitable enterprise we mean princi- [7 ") (igpaigsea: e ae from a disinterested source and are 

pally the rearing of Pheasants. Before Bs ] a . 7 quoted verbatim. I am not trying to 

going into the rearing of this beautiful J a3 “ a rg justify the Pheasant for in my eyes he 

game bird, I am going to take him from : : B 4% needs no justification, I am just giving 

the standpoint of his short-comings in iP gos: ft Sa ® ve such facts as I have been able to glean. 

reference to crop destruction. As we tT ~ e. i »: ab I know that the Pheasant eats grain 

all know tales have a way of growing. % e . 4 : because I have to feed it to him; but I 

(I am referring now to stories—not — : ‘ . ; ’ also know that he much prefers insects 

feathered tails). - J ® and unless they are substituted in his 

The Pheasant is no doubt the most (a) { " diet he will either die or kill his mates 

maligned member of the feathered game : fare by tail-picking. I have also been given 

world. He has been accused of every Ae ax Pia. to understand that the parts of South 

crime excepting that of holding up a @ Dr te - Dakota where the Pheasant abides has 

bank or killing a prize bull. A very , SY ms not known a scourge of grass-hoppers 

amusing reason for the pugnaciousness ; . oats since this bird has become abundant. 

of the cock ringneck is given by Ferdi- a And vow what does the Pheasant 

nand Brown in a recent issue of Outdoor Otto Beyer with Valley and Bob White mean te South Dakota in cold dollars? 

America. “Each spring for the past two cock ‘quail Last year over one-half million pheas- 

or three years,” says Mr. Brown, “the ants were killed and this was the poorest 

farmers of South Dakota have com- One struck and killed by a car while bag in several years, owing to the ex- 

plained that the Pheasants do much eating corn in the middle of a graveled tremely bad weather. ee 1927 approx): 

damage to the coe crop by eating it highway near Mitchell showed its giz- mately two million birds were killed. 

just as soon as it comes above the Se enc aee ben know what their meat value 

ground. It seems that the Pheasant is gard Bud ichopc0n eC? 5 yell would be at the present price of dressed 

naturally a meat/eater, However, in. ‘lusively, althouh $72) stones, > YSNOW Pheasants? No less than $6,000,000! 
‘ foxtail, 4 wild buckwheat seeds and sev- Bs F 

looking about in the freshly cultivated And this is reckoning at the lowest 

fields for fat worms and bugs, imagine eral insect parts were discovered. market price. The Pheasant brought 

their surprise at discovering kernels of Another was taken from a corn field into the State in 1929, 2,824 non-resi- 

corn, soft and juicy, in a state of fer- Tear Huron; the corn was approximate: gents who paid a total of $70,600 for 

mentation, producing a wallop the like ly six inches high and the crop CoM jicenses alone. It is conservatively es- 

of which their ancestors in China knew tents were: 61 kernels of wnsprouted timated that each hunter spent no less 

nothing. No doubt this is the reason COP, 21 oats, 6 barley, 1 wheat, 1 than $50.00 or a total of $141,200, which, 

why this bird in strolling from the corh SPider, 38 cutworms. And the gizzard osether with their license means a 

fields to the highway, feeling pretty Contained 4 kernels of unsprouted corn, grand total of over $210,000. This is 

cocky after partaking of several rounds 2°. culworms, 5 oats, 1 barley, 1 foxtail geuring only cold cash and not the 

of fermented corn juice, takes excep- Weed seed and 375 small stones. The eat value of the birds. Most of the 
tions as to who has the right-of-way, © eaten was undoubtedly waste corn, money was spent in small towns. How 

and in most instances lands bottom side in the opinion of Professor Severin. the farmer can get again-as-much for 

up in the lap of one of the passengers The crop of another bird taken from his own pocket I will illustrate later. 

of an automobile.” a field of small grain, when the snow And now to our somewhat neglected 

Whether this is true or not I am not was on the ground, contained 258 ker- subject of game-bird rearing. 

prepared to say but at all events we nels of barley, 17 wheat, 75 sweet clover, The methods used on our farm are 
must admit that the Pheasant is rather 1,532 yellow foxtail weed seeds, 5 Rus- those generally accepted both in Europe 
pugnacious and it sometimes happens sian thistle, 16 wild buckwheat, 2 lambs and America as being productive of the 

that after he has cleaned up on all the quarters, 48 green foxtail and 2,260 best results. They are by no means the 

boys in his particular “forty’ and in Small stones. The gizzard contained 1- only way but since this system is well 
looking for new fields to conquer, he 886 stones, 3 oats, 5 barley, 23 sweet over the experimental stage we feel safe 

bumps into a fat barnyard rooster, us- Clover, 94 yellow foxtail seeds, 8 wild in recommending it. 
ually with dire results to the rooster. buckwheat, 2 green foxtail and 9 wild As the rearing season is close at hand 

The Agricultural College at Brook- Tose. and since it is all but impossible to pur- 

ings, S. D., is at present making a I do not believe that the Pheasant chase any breeding stock at this time, 

thorough study of the foods found in has received credit in these reports for We will start with the egg. 
Pheasants during different times of the all the insects he has devoured, inas- In purchasing eggs it is decidedly ad- 
year. A report is not yet ready but much as they soon become a pulpy visable to order them several months 

they are now working on the last lap. mass. However, in one instance where in advance. The birds begin to lay 

Professor H. C. Severin of the South a microscope was used they discovered about the first week in April but for our 

Dakota State College gives a number of 247 fly larvae, 4 wheat kernels, 2 wild latitude I prefer to set eggs the first 
findings as follows: sunflower, 8 green foxtails, 1 yellow fox- week in May and not later than the 
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10th of July. The standard price is rearing field should be well drained and hours old but they have access to char- 

from 30 cents to 35 cents each for the preferably of light soil. If it contains coal, grit and oyster shell. I consider 

early eggs and from 16 cents to 20 cents clover or alfalfa—excellent, but it the time of the first feeding one of the 

for the late ones. should not be bare. Ground for a rear- most important crises in the life of 

Fertility will be the least worry pro- ing field should not have been used pre- the chick. Delaying the feeding too 
viding the eggs are well packed, Viously for poultry. long is just as dangerous, if not more 

Hatches run around 85% and 100% Rearing fields should be carefully so, than feeding too early. The first 

hatches are not common. fenced against vermin. We use %-inch reactions of the birds is to pick at 

We use good healthy domestic something that attracts them 

hens, free from scaly leg, for " and to eat it if possible and sec- 

foster mothers. Small Rhode ond is to eat the same thing the 

Island Reds and Rocks are ex- | P aT 1 other fellow is eating before he 

cellent but should not weigh AS tian Lae gets it all. I have opened up 

over four pounds, but 3 pounders ‘ - 4 ee dead pheasant chicks that were 

are preferred. For the more ex- 7 “_ - Le ee s filled with sand from end to end, 

pensive varieties of Pheasants [jig PS t ate: ae Fine the result of not feeding soon 

such as Reeves, Amhersts, | & ee pase ee fie ma enough. So we watch very care- 

Goldens, etc., we used Japanese § < got ff ere a ICS ee fully when the birds show a 

Silkie and Buff Cochin Bantams. 2 aide > gg le a Ved " y tendency to eat. When they do, 

We try the hens out on infertile > <—S) we throw in a lettuce leaf. It is 

eggs for a few days to make sure : ms Pag? a oe ( ae fre ‘ rare that the hen will not eat 

they mean business; 15 eggs are a. ats a a some tender lettuce. The little 

given to each hen. Young Wild Turkeys on the Beyer Farm. They are fellows will follow suit and 

Nesting boxes are waterproof never fed on the ground wrestle with that lettuce leaf 

but have no bottom. It is a good until they are tired. Should a 

plan to cut a piece of sod the size of the mesh wire, 2 feet wide along the bot- chick succeed in breaking off a few 

nesting box, say 12x14, and place it in tom of the fence, this is also sunk into pieces they won’t hurt him any. And 

the box root side up. Hollow this out a the ground for 6 inches. Above this we now to the actual feeding. 

bit but not so much that the eggs will have 5 feet of 2-inch mesh poultry wire. In the wild state the little fellows 

roll on top of one another. Soak the (We use and recommend only wire that which are dry first immediately go out 

sod thoroughly and line the nest box is galvanized after weaving). on a little tour of inspection. They 

with a small amount of soft hay. The The rearing coop is water-proof and pick at what attracts them; a drop of 

hen is dusted on the ist, 10th and 17th also without bottom. The chicks are dew here, a tiny green shoot there; but 

day of incubation with what intrigues and at- 

pyrethrum or sodium "tracts him most are the 

fluoride. Lice are ex- _ tiny, almost microscopic 

tremely injurious to ; - Pug insects that hide under 

game birds of any kind aa Tee poly “i er | 4 ' the leaves beside the 

and must always be r Be i A oe arr) | | nest. Like as not he is 

guarded against. We Leet! Poet ro ri encouraged in this by 

do not permit the set- 4 Fi Sauer bali Se ce the Mother who with a 

ting hen to come and gia Oe ec pe ram ee 8 lightning thrust of her 

go as she pleases be- aE ota eee ee head had just captured 

cause we set 20 or 30 ae | bade | | Pd a a juicy bug that ven- 

at a time and we find § : Gti... tured too close to her 

that hatches are not iis sea siaas ele | ; \ b Seven, a nest. Anything that at- 

uniform when the bid- -aiiiiegmmrtne caammuey | Laat ie a | j tracts the little fellew 

dies are allowed to use aa a Se a | a | he will eat, providing 

their own judgment, Ee PT = e gi ma aad it be not too large or 

that is, clutches will me a Fd oo - Vs ne oo too hard. 

hatch at different times. P ; ce | oo ll Leder 5 oo ea 3 m I can say without fear 

So each morning at 9 . sh s a = De Raa of contradiction that 

o'clock the hens are re- ) (i agi is Pa i ed o nothing supplants this 

leased from the nesting Oa cee eer ae natural food better than 

box for food and exer- Exhibit of Otto Beyer Game Farms at Wisconsin State Fair, September, a prepared biscuit food 

cise. They usually go 1929, housed in ten specially constructed steel cages such as we use. The 

back to the nest in 10 biscuit meal we use is 

or 20 minutes. The eggs begin to pip confined close to the hen for the first made especially for us. It contains 40 

about the 23rd day. The best thing then three or four days since her clucking is per cent fresh meat and blood, not 

is to leave the hen alone and pray that a strange language and they must learn meat scrap; first, clear durum wheat 

she doesn’t trample more than two or it. We make a V-shaped fence of two flour, bone meal and calcium carbonate. 

three. The little ones are much more 16-inch boards and place the coop in This mixture is baked into a hard bis- 

lively than chickens and it is weil to the open end of the “V”. Be sure there cuit, something like dog biscuit, is then 

make sure that there are no holes for are no tiny holes for the little birds broken up and screened for size. It is 

them to crawl out of or water cans to Will surely find them. softened with hot water and allowed to 

crawl into. As soon as the birds are dry The rearing coop is moved to fresh cool. We then mix it with an equal 

it is best to remove them to the rearing ground at least twice weekly, every amount of chopped, hard-boiled egg. It 

field. Put the little ones in a flannel- other day on heavy soil. is of utmost importance that the birds 

lined basket and the hen in a sack. The Chicks are given no food until 36 (Continued on page 151) 
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natural bait and are usually caught in 

large numbers. Then, too, they are a “ 

splendid little pan fish and in flavor rank Whi f\ ’ ' 

well with the black bass. The largest ile dll ava td OW " % 

specimens in the more southern, waters ig. i, a 

sometimes reach a length of ten or Fifteen Species of ° Pe f 4 aad 3 

twelve inches and occasionally will RARE PHEASANTS p 'f; a ® &, 

weigh as much as a pound but the four a - ont * —— 

to six inch fish are more common and watt S Re oe a ce * 

it takes eight to twelve average size Scientifically bred since 1905 Ree al a 

ones to make a pound. The blue gill aoe f. # 

may be propagated in connection with CHARLES FE DENLEY pees ny ao 
any of the other pond fishes. It is rec- rs i i Ri o 

ommended as the most desirable of all Route 3, Box 35 a 

the pond species for the beginners since ROCKVILLE MARYLAND . 
they breed well, are in great demand , ee, 

and rank well in my estimation. No eggs sold ! 8 

The Catfish, while there are certain No Price List fC os 
varieties of this specie which attain s ee 

a large size and possess gamey quali- State Species wanted — 
ties and may justly be classed as a game fo 

fish, for some unknown reason cannot 

be propagated in ponds with the ex- 

ception of one specie known as the horn 

gatec in ponds with the exception of the 

one specie known as the horn pout or RINGNECK EGGS 

bull head. Also Schuylkill cat and small HATCHABLE EGGS FROM FINEST STOCK, DEPENDABLE SERVICE 
yellow cat (Ameiurus Nebulosus) and a $25.00 PER HUNDRED 

sub-apecies in the south ED a ue Write for booklet “Pheasant Rearing.” Full instructions 20c. 
marble cat (Marmoratus). It is distinct 
from the genus Ictalurus which em- A R¢ ) N A H A A N I R Y 

braces the larger cat fishes—blue cat, C LI y E S 

channel cat, forked tailed cat and spotted BENSON NORTH CAROLINA. 

eat which while more desirable have 

never successfully been propagated to 

the best of my knowledge. The bull- 

head or horned pout should be consid- Ne 

ered for waters unsuited for any other 

species and old drainage ponds might rE H E A S A N T E G G S 
4 Including Packing Charges, f. 0. b. Janesville, Wisc. 

sometimes be advantageously stocked | on a oa wage do Bae mie aioen 
a 5 ippe acl er ‘er 500 er 1, 

with this fish. They are also of some ff! 4.41 May 12th..... cc cvessesccsssss 30 $25.00 $120.00 -—-$230.00 
value as a forage fish for bass. May..:ASth-10th:. or. s 2 secs Siig cns ees ke ey ae ee 22.50 108.50 210.00 

peoreancetaasus May 20th 2Gth ericson en cris OPA Crm ome 19.50 95.00 185.00 
tie eine: =May DHE Jane aes. ceed po eideh tenis wag ak re nek 15.00 73.00 140.00 

P A Ome inS 16) ss tule Seen se ete eee 12.00 57.00 98.00 ~ | 

/° RAISING RINGNECKS ARTHUR R. MacARTHUR 
(Goran ecth ope ae THE QUAIL COVE GAME FARM 

inven Osi e Tae gens 33) JANESVILLE WISCONSIN 
be fed very, very little at first, just a QUAIL COVE prices effective on eggs from large ringneck hens and Mongolian cocks. 
few crumbs to each bird. As an added Young northern birds. Scientifically culled and cared for. 90% Fertility Guaranteed. 

sanitary precaution they are fed on ———— 

clean boards or enamel-ware plates. The 

latter are easier to keep clean. Any 

food left after 30 seconds is taken away 

and destroyed. After a meal or two 

tho time iimit te extended to 60 sec- || PHEASANTS MALLARD DUCKS WILD TURKEYS 
onds, They are fed five times a day HARDY NORTHERN GROWN 

for the first five days or so. 

Always remember that ground con- EGGS Ringneck, Blackneck, Mongolian from 1929 imported birds. 

tamination must be guarded against A chance to change your blood lines. 
with both old and young birds. Many LINE BIRDS Early hatched 1929 cocks for sale. 
centuries of domestication and expos- EGGS MALLARD DUCKS from wild trapped birds. 
ure to contaminated ground have pro- EGGS Fr bred om pure bred WILD TURKEYS. 
duced in poultry a certain amount of Al. ae splendid pens of young stock for sale immunity but to the wild bird such ex- SOS ae P yous, a 
posure spells death, The roosting place All raised on our 8,000-acre game farm and shooting preserve. 

and feeding ground of wild birds is Hever close togeticl Hees as GROUSEHAVEN GAME FARM 
»} this is not that the bird knows enough LUPTON Box B MICHIGAN 

2) to have his dining room separated from 
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———————————— his bedroom but that the supply of nat- 

ural food seldom lasts very long where 6 ? 

Hidden Lake Game Farm || he seeks shelter and so he must in- SHIPRITE 
Routes 3: Boxieeo crease his cruising radius. Can Now Be 

ut 

’ If you are rearing only one clutch of Bought Knocked 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON Pheasants in a fairly large space you Down at Low 

bs can leave your hen out to wander with Cost. 

| Ais HS ZF her brood and change the feeding place 

Upcbiy eS ee ey, often. This will not do for the larger 

er breeder as his rearing fields are from EN LOANS eM 
My Ge, pe a, 5 to 20 acres in extent. a hi ae 

we YR 2 EPS ° continue to ship eggs in the old, 
a After a few days of this soft food we ll rroublesome way when SHIPRITE can 

Sd ie ee begin to add chick size grain every be purchased at the following low prices: 
NT SB aN other meal and in about a week they Knocked Down. 
A) ERA Ate) |\\\ i i i iceinlots 10 25 . 80 _ 100 - “Ny a fen get straight grain for the last feeding. Ey le eaeiee Ree ath 

Op RA 2, ets I-might say here, that we mix all our 100 egg sizel1.00 25.00 47.50 92.50 Le ae ee, bs N. Y. ge si ei es Soe Na ON own grains. The chick grain or Peep F. 0. B. N. Y. 
ae i BW Riad? Grain as we call it, commercially con- Box and partitions are easily and cuca 

ANE ROSES RAN Gi / tains no corn and consists principally assembled. No pasting or stapling 
Ks Bh Gs. Nie: tp A ill s necessary. Buying SHIPRITE knocked 

fi OSes iif OF oy Reet a eerie and. millet (Stare down reduces shipping charges and sim- 
A ~@3 ace Wee ON ing mash is kept before the birds after plifies the storage problem. 

Fl = ee ar aN the fifth day. They don’t eat much of ibis 

LS a ieee AY it but it keeps them from eating things Rete 
ke, T ©1930 they shouldn’t if they get hungry. DISHES 

We are specialists in Mongolians. If Some breeders even prefer to scald 5” Diameter—114” Deep 

you are looking for the best we have their grains in order to soften them but $7.20 per Gross, F. O. B. Ohio 

| them. Every bird in our pens are Al they must always be cool before feeding DUMMY PHEASANT EGGS 

SELECT stock. We ship only the best. and no wet food should be held over Perfect Reppaduenons 

This supply is limited. Birds for fall from one meal to the next. After about a Binoaped deze ar BAN, TY Ciby 
delivery and eggs for May and June week we feed four times daily. When 

delivery. We also breed the following they get used to the grain we feed bis- Game Breeders Supply Co. 
pheasants and can supply eggs for May cuit meal the first and third feedings 545 Fifth Avenue New York City 
and June: and grain for the second and fourth. 

| The egg is gradually cut down and elim- eSop NMRRS IE SHI te FEN 
eae gets AMHERST inated after two weeks. Green food is 

Senerearon son always welcome, especially lettuce. They 

must have plenty of green stuff if the 

BUDD I. DAVIS, Supt. rearing field contains only grain. 

Birds of Quality Make Friends. As with poultry the birds are gradu- 

ally put on the growing rations. If bis- with 

a ——— cuit meal is not used, meat scrap, fresh alt FF 

eee. ground: beef or best of all’chopped ‘boiled Ea 

liver, can be substituted for the insect 

BLUE PEAFOWL diet. The Juice et the boiled liver eee Weaver ore 

a 5 should not be discarded but may be used ; A Sure killer 

Ren” Bred Re daseghacch peafowl | to boil rice, a food they most enjoy. Bi5 forBats and Mice 
ee chaise, bresding stock. Cottage cheese is also an_ excellent er Absolutely Harm eae 

.00 a pair. 
BAe Cet e2e, 8 alr source of animal protein: In fact, we ‘GOOD Annals aoa ch Ic 
D. W. RICH : ‘ ITY. 

. have reared Bob White on nothing else = Europe's Latest Discovery! 

Ba dnbo® GEOG) San Gabriel, Calif. but cottage cheese and Peep Grain. We etegyy US Dent ot Aut 
. ‘ culture...approved by City Boer tae Pee Se Ly eon ea 0 DOULA IganL ch the whey from the ; Socrds of Heclihiiio real 

cheese but take it out of the cloth Jf Rats will not die in holes... 

Ri strainer as soon as the whey stops flow- eieieeenee theyrushintotheopentodiel 
ingneck Pheasant ine ‘eteadil H i tt: h $Y Sie Botte Saves Hundreds of 

and g steadily. owever, cottage cheese ‘Dollars in Damages! 

Mammoth Bronze Turkey Eggs is a troublesome feed to use. Bee ee LOMA Sue 
from carefully selected stock. If your pen is covered, there is of ftices on qvuntles your decles cornet supply youve, wite wi fedays a 

eolees ian! tequest. course no danger of the young birds fly. BIOCERTA CORP. 

ROLLING ROCK CLUB ing out. But when you are using ten- 303 5™-AVE..NEW YORK,NY. Box 51 Laughlintown, Pa. ‘ j 
acre fields this is too expensive. At four 

a |) Weeks ‘the ‘birds: are making good use 

of their wings but still like to stay close PHEASANTS 

to the coop. At six weeks they are sleep- 

We are offering nine varieties of ing out and the desire to see the world AMHERST AND ier 
PHEASANT EGGS comes upon them, Then the breeder's Qyetiiyay mena siock ’ 

: . ie Now booking Egg orders. Special 
SendfforiPricel Lier troubles begin all over again. The birds Price on Quantiiy Orders 

must then be trapped up and one wing 
F. E. REICHARD 

Hollyhock Pheasantry clipped or brailed. The main flight Miamisbur; Ohio 
NEW BREMEN OHIO r 

feathers of one wing only are cut off. 
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They will grow in about a month and 

then the performance should be re- iiirectans? y f 

Mera Warn nyiiiae the winene ica op Lt..col. B,C. Lewis The Hundridge Game Farm, Ltd. 
that it cannot be opened to its full j Great Missenden, Bucks, England 

length. Brails must also be changed 

every month or two from one wing to PH EASANT S ; em soe 

the other to permit the wings to grow. Blackneck, Ringneck, Chinese, Cross-Mon- oe eae 
The first trapping is not difficult but golian, Pure Mongolian, Dark Pheasants ey ei Peg 

once caught the birds become decidedly (M.M.) Pure Versicolor, First Cross Versi- ee ve eae 
bee . ; color, Prince of Wales, Golden, Silver, Reeves, fo ke i ii cis J 

Ee te ee ee ee Lady Amherst, Linneated, Horsfield, Borneo || Wes Jay) 
used to fool them. Firebacks, Impeyan, Tragopan, Melanotte, eae 

The number of meals are cut from Argus, Mikado, Bels, etc., etc. Ee ec cs 

— hat ee — al Pheasants’ Baer rou above NaHS in season ; 

to diminish. It is a good policy never Hungarian Partridges and their Eggs 
to feed unless the birds seem anxious ORNAMENTAL WATERFOWL BRONZE TURKEYS 

fort. Rene coax, Wena mea Shipping to U. S. A. and Canada a Specialty. Agents: Messrs. Van Oppen & 
draw their attention by a call or a om *“Co., Whitehall Street, N.Y. C. ; 
whistle. Don’t feed more than they will Reference can be made to Agents or to The Game Conservation Solciety, 

clean up with avidity. New Ean 

The: adult: Scratchietocamecusisigh Ol <Seacis- 7 aie Sal 1 Rea TE a en ao, ee cn nee 

wheat; : barley; semmentenmomeorme cat: jaiic, or ncah.o LA DNR Leheise UES Rea SRN G en BENG ni ncae LA epee 
fir, millet, rice, hemp and raisins. About 

the beginning of November more corn W TAG ER GAME FARM 
is added. N 

At eight weeks of age the sexes be- LOCATED NEAR HENRY, ILLINOIS. 

come distinguishable and usually run 

about 50-50. For restocking purposes ee 

birds may be liberated at that age with Now booking orders for Ringneck and fancy pheasant eggs from carefully 
every assurance that they can care for selected breeding stock. 

ee ae hie te oT We Specialize in Furnishing high-grade stock and eggs to Breeders. 

ba ioresceDestclms Tsay natural Address all communications to WAGNER GAME FARM, 

Tt must be remembered that any birds Room 3316, 105 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

sold for liberation nust have her O_O} 
flight feathers. That is where brags © ©®_.22— @i@7™%7%™777I— 

come in to good advantage since they THE 

need only to be removed and the birds 

are ready for liberty. If the birds have 

been clipped and a new growth of feath- O O Q 2 ] 

ers is desired quickly the stubs are re- 

moved with a pair of pliers. I might ‘AM M Portage, 

also mention here that in clipping one G E FAR S Wisconsin 

must be careful not to cut too deeply 

into feathers that are still in the ANNOUNCE A NEW BOOK 
“green” stage as we call it as severe cc ” 
bleeding will result. GAME BIRD BREEDING ; 

Pheasants cannot be crowded, for even 
though disease does not break out, they Tere CenL tS 

will surely become addicted to tail pick- The most modern and exhaustive treatise published. 

ing. We have never failed to cure out- Tt is not too late to order eggs from our great northern strain of Pheasants, Wild 
breaks of tail-picking or egg eating (an- Mallard, Call Duck and Bantam eggs. 90% fertility guaranteed. Free rearing bulletin. 

other common fault) by an addition of 

Mheatto the dict However badly: picked | ——__ a aL ME ce fc el cS a ee a 

birds must be removed or they will be 

killed in a few hours. We try to an- 

ticipate an outbreak of tail-picking by P h e a Ss a n t E ss Ss 

petching carefully for the signal avhicn aus #3 s ss Piade- your order now wicn ine aseaeS 

always preceded it, namely, the eating WW ack oe, WY ance of early delivery for big, well- 
of loose feathers, that is feathers that oe Lo pep eae ane eee sae 
the birds have dropped. ee, mage that really live, thrive and grow. 

Cocks are purchased by wealthy east- Be mee |  Slongelian cocks with selected, unre- 
ern shooting clubs, usually in 100 lots; on a al Ps lated hens in unit pens on fresh pasture 

e ‘ = = 2  . ca Price for early eggs $25.00 per hundred 
When they bring from $3.00 to $3.50 7) Ra rt SSS ; | “| s=F. O. B. our pheasantry, McDonough, 
each, depending on age and size. As a cP rf New York. 

Aga rule shooting clubs want cocks COVILLE BROOK PHEASANTRY 
only, which is a good thing since the We cemna “tor Hens \brocaeys! 12” gon. WALTER E. WELLS, 227 Fulton Street, N. Y. C. 
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—— erally about 100% in excess of the sup- 

| ply. The usual price for hens is $5.00 SYOSSET GAME FARM 

each but advances to about $6.00 in late SYOSSET, Ut, NW YOR 
RINGNECK winter. These prices of course, are for Bookie: Re SCRE as 

birds from advertised established breed- Ringnecks cesses. $25.00 per hun. 
PHEASANTS f Fe on eR a Movacitea: aes aco mnO aoe 

: Ore oe Ue a tee vo cenveun ane 10h Blackneck ......... 4.50 per doz. 
% nish instructions as to care of birds, etc. Se seseeeeeees 8.00 per doz. 

: ALVOL A odie lores sees vee OY Der Bex. 
HUNGARIAN The small breeder who does not adver- Lady Amherst ..... 10.00 per doz. 

tise can expect to get not less than $5.00 DUCKS 
vm Black Mallard ..... 30.00 per hun 

PARTRIDGES per pair in the Fall. Black B, Indian... 5.00 per doz. 
Pheasants to be retained as breeders eee see e eek ae aa oz 

& are removed from the rearing field in : GEESE ; 
the Fall, salled th: int Grey ‘African ts iene: 75e each 

BOB WHITE QUAIL iienuay 18) called’ (he Wintel White China 1111111111 78e each 
pen. No field is ever used longer than TURKEYS 

& six months in the year and rarely more enone Pee -$10 per doz. 
‘ 3ourbon Red ......... 10 per doz. 

WILD TURKEYS than two seasons in succession. No White Holland’... 10 bee doz: 

overhead shelter is needed for Ring- Black Holland ....... 10 per doz. 
i f ; ; Pure Bred Game and 0 ental & necks in any climate in the United Gitta der Hale incinding? 

States. The only comfort they want is per pair 

MOUNTAIN QUAIL a windbreak. This we supply with rows |] Shiver Pheasants, full plumage “18 
of cornstalks tied to the wire netting, Besveuee Gere tenet eee eee aa 

madian Geese .............. 2 
Also-a Full Line of Other straight up and down, close together. Grey African Geese ......... 16 

Gane Bini E, A few tepees of corn stalks and plenty Chinese White Geese. oe are 
. et ancy of brush piles, the trimmings, that is Ba India Ducks...... 15 

Birds the branches, from your winter wood White eT 1 
i : i t- Runner Ducks (various va’ties) 15 ; i supply will keep them perfectly comtor White Cresicl Dacke 0. 28 

Write for Prices able. The first year we were in the Grey Mallard Ducks ......... 10 
A j , “d Turkey Toms for Breeding: am ee ea Doar: |/"srongs (each) 0...) a 

shelters, nicely insulated with tar paper Bourbon Red (each) ......... 12 W. J. MACKENSEN and the only thanks we got for our ee aoe TARE 
Mackensen Game Park trouble was that the birds used them TEBE RR SS Pate Re eee 

E: a rde: e 
YARDLEY, PENNA. to roost on top of even during the se- ; didveniod tor eae 

| verest weather. The reason for this is H. G. FAHLBUSH 

a that a wild bird will never enter where 711 Fifth Avenue, New York City 

they might be cornered—they like a 

eo back door as well as a front door. 

PHEASANTS With the first spell of cold weather | Ringneck Pheasant Eggs 
Ringneck, iodegtian, ay gney, | in the Fall their appetities increase and $25.00 PER HUNDRED 

Se aeseneee™™® Yereslor, 1 ve teed them all they will eat until the | Pisce Your order for fall delivery 
KARL J. BIRNBRAUER | end of December, Beside the grain ra- Paul H. Shoultes 

OAK LANE PENNA. |] tion we feed sliced apples, beets, car- TIOGA PHEASANTRY 
rots, potatoes, mangels, etc. By the end NEWARK VALLEY N. Y. 

of December they are nicely plump and 

a : FEGGS FOR SALE ready to withstand the severest cold. 
rom healthy, non-related stock. Ring- ? : neck eggs $25.00 per hundred, Per | They have followed nature's dictates Ringneck Pheasants 

ieee piss ap Ns in getting while the getting was good, 
4 ‘st, . ; 'y . ; er- ; £. ; 

_sicolor, $12.00. e as it were, and their interest in food NORTHERN VALLEY 

Day na or ar cginne, at ie conte lags. From then on we feed only once RINGNECK FARM 

PINE PHEASANT & POULTRY FARM a day and gradually their ration is cut ea See 

bees eioncbesy Cong pelandssNt Xe down to one-fourth of the amount they NEW JERSEY 
consumed at the time of best feeding. 

LOOK! It is a fact that hens lay best when 

Orders are now being booked their condition is on the upgrade. So BLUE PEAFOWLS 

on nine varieties of Pheasant eggs. we train our birds down until the begin- Full plumage............... $35 per pair 
Ist P i delivery.” Our tice ist ators ati Sa ning of March. They will have grown Young 1928 hatch $30.00 per pair 

the asking. rather thin by this time. The first 1929 hatch $20.00 per pair 
SHENG EHEASONIRY warm days will find them ravenously J. W. STEINBECK, Stockton, Cal. 

hungry. Egg mash is then placed in 

hoppers to which they have constant ac- 

Wanted: Two Magellan Ganders, three cess. am. al, the same as used for 
ashy-headed Ganders and three Impy e Cone aes ee - £ 4 M. J. HOFMANN 
Hens. growing birds, is fed once daily, in the Ee are 

. : eads, animals, bir 
For Sale: Real northern wild turkey | morning and grain at night. I neglected , odie gies tanned and 
Ro iae Tene color: $25.00 each or to mention that Game meal is also fed pusde fe Rope ere biauee 

Muskrate: Dark northern, $6.00 each | once weekly in the winter especially ete, for sale. List. 
or 5 males for $25.00 when the weather is not so cold that it bY aaa ni fericemstss 

pe will freeze too readily. This helps to Wr Cash ‘paid for birds that dic 
G. H. Corsan, Manager supplant the animal food they would be i= oy Stores sian 

Ee WS Eat sae VARY getting in the wild state in the shape from Tigers, Lion, etc. wanted. 
ugusta, Mi » B KKLYN, N. Y. 

ek ieeenspeumeen cease of larvae and insect eggs. PSO AEN iene fas 
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The Pheasants are mated up in the NE 

middle of March. There are two mat- 

ing systems; the flock mating and the e 

“harem pen.” In flock mating about 1ron ac roperty or a @ 

seven or eight hens are allotted to each ———————,_ 
cock and in the harem pen five to six 

hens to a cock. Pens about 150 feet A tract of more than 600 acres in one of the finest sections of the Adiron- 
square will serve for a flock of 100 dacks—spacious buildings, large open meadows suitable for golf course, loca- 
birds. The flock system is the cheapest tion for dam which would make a lake nearly or more than a mile in length. 

Poeval cost but ne Agee. sate Good trout fishing. Within easy reaching distance of some of the best 
Papen results. Toe Ueno oe uae trout ponds in the Adirondacks. Game native to the section already breed- 
nacious think more of NACE each ing on the property including plenty of deer, bear, beaver, mink and foxes. 
other than of their family duties. And Partridge plentiful; some pheasants have been liberated. 
all too often hens are annoyed while x : 4 ss 
laying. MEM@Peais alao a certaintyenee The place is only one mile from a state highway but isolated enough to 
At least GREMeeIe will be a chronie eee give perfect seclusion, and privacy. About three-fourths of entire estate in 

eater and the habit quickly spreads. We | heavy timber. 

use only the harem system. The pens This is a perfectly ideal spot amid the high peaks of this great forest for 
are 12 x 14 and are movable. They are either Gentleman’s Summer estate or development of a Club. 
moved to fresh ground once a month. ae, 3 A ° . 
In Wisconsin hens may be expected to It is one of the last remaining large tracts of its kind in this section. Located 
lay any time after the first week in May. in Hamilton County and on the state highway between North Creek, New 

No nests are provided but a brush pile York and Indian Lake. 
or a bundle of corn stalks in a corner . . . 

will encourage the hen to lay there. aa Sac Diieea or Dee 
More often than not eggs are dropped 44} B+ 
anywhere about the pen and care must | 

be taken not to step on them. Eggs are | Call or Address 

usually laid betwen 4 and 6 in the eve- | | 

ning; especially after the first few WILLET RANDALL 
weeks. They should be collected twice | | 

daily. | North Creek =te New York | 

All laying pens should be boarded up | iS: he iat pe ee ad ee 

the sides for about two feet. This keeps ESET SSE 5s WOES SNL EUAN SE se 
the birds much more contented than if 

they are constantly looking through 

wire to freedom. Many birds never INFORMATION WANTED 
cease to pace nervously up and down a 

A ee bine coheed o Anyone who purchased or knows of the purchase of pheasants from 
us: rou; he wire. isiti is- 3 . 
ee: prise cee aS Frank Brant or The Ringneck Game Farm in New York State, or 
itors in the shape of humans or animals i wis - iz 
should not be permitted to visit the was in communication with either about the purchase of pheasants, 

cages. The keeper must have regular please communicate with 

feeding hours and it is a good idea to 

warn the birds of approach with a low THE GAME BREEDER 
whistle. Wildness in the birds does not ‘ 
seem to affect their laying, in fact, we 205 East 42nd Street a3 New York City i 

prefer them wild to tame. The four 

high production harems on our place pws 
were all decidedly wild. In two of the SSIS aS) Se a 
pens the birds never failed to flush PEP ae Sonor 
frantically skyward when the pen was Ciia<94| te Ceteenie oo a RINGNECK PHEASANTS, 
entered, often it seemed they must |V/fgqummsamegne) 2. marvelous tonic 
break their necks, These four pens aver- | AMAA) cistemper,  indiges- EGGS IN SEASON 

wy Nos tion, mange and sim- aged 83 eggs per hen. One can safely “ Co fl pier. ailments. Price —=— 
figure on an average of 50 eggs per bird. ‘\ \ al yp 60 cents. SUM 

\ ei, THE DENT CO. 
Haching eggs are held over the same RNS Js Wee bures, Nace: MIT GAME FARM 

as any other eggs. We have secured L==semmerctecns TORENT aS toca pone WESTHAMPTON, L. I. 
best results in shipping by wrapping Free 

each egg in excelsior and packing in a 
round baskets of the bushel-basket type. 

We have shipped eggs to not less than 

25 different states and distance does BOB WHITE EGGS 
not seem to affect results. Sixteen eggs $4.25 dozen, $29.00 hundred. Valley Quail, $7.50 pair, eggs $3.95 dozen, 
sent to the State of Washington pro- $27.00 hundred. Also offer various kinds pheasant eggs, waterfowl, land birds, 
duced 15 enicrsiaea ean ceporea menor animals. Write your needs. WANTED: Rare albino birds and animals. 

Massachusetts showed 14 out of 15 eggs Box 163? Dent 2 KELLY SMITH 
hatched and so on. We find that eggs ses Spee SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 
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shipped by express show better rest >i" 

LARGER than when shipped by parcel post. 0 ¢ 

SAMPLE Now as to artificial methods. I have RIENTAL AME BIRDS 
PACKAGE come to the conclusion that the prob- The oldest and largest impor- 
a lem of brooding is more complex than ter of oriental birds in the 

Y 0.K.PL. hatching. I have my own pet theories country offers Pheasants, Par- 
about hatching; one of them is that the rea tenho 

Ewe all Busbels of enero > smaller the egg the lower the tempera- “SPECIAL 

Eo itdatiee one ewer eas prhte paged, BOO cbmc maeiers 18)/m0re . Mandarin Ducks . .$17.50 pr. square feet. $1.50 common and in fact, accepted as true— Calif ia Vall 6.00 
through your dealer, 25 [Proneen\ that game-bird eggs require more mois- alitornia Valley... 6.00 pr. 
cents extra via Parcel ture. Working on this theory I placed > 
Post direct from us. Try — 220 eggs in an incubator last spring. 7 it and prove to yourself 4 ae ‘ Write us your wants or ask the unquestioned su- OK The actual results that ests have come for list. 
premacy of O. K. P. L. from this experiment will never be 

Poultry Litter Booklet Ro try Litter known owing to a tragedy I will relate. > 
on request le be ‘ThePIONEER The temperature was run at 99 degrees ANSEL W. ROBISON 

OOK; co. we a the first week, 100 the second and 101 
25 Burling Slip SS font ae the third. To make sure that the read- 1072 Market Street 
New York, N. Y. Lone el ings would be accurate at all times I SAN FRANCISCO. 

Q . Dlaced” the Incubator inthe: hall just eeewee 42 io) is Ae 
¢ outside my bedroom door. I supplied rk a aR my cll 

extra moisture with a pie plate of sand MM © NICA L M4 | 
which was moistened daily. Eggs were 

Farmington cooled and turned twice daily. The eve- GA M4 E FA RM 
G F ning of the first turning came. The Breeders of SUPERB RING 
ame arm eggs were set out to cool. I was quite NECKED PHEASANTS 2 

PLAINVILLE, CONNECTICUT ill at the time and had been working Wee ee free cee GEM Meret pak 
Under Expert Maanzemont >|. 0H emm-up intl! ate in the evenings | “Sepcrmaer Seliriry Gee toatine : When I arose next morning there were the open, is extremely hardy. 

ants, “ntite “stock “imported” trom | all my eggs, stone cold in the tray on || Montcalm Pheasants, are vigorous, poten a eecerober ae mie the floor. It is no use trying to describe lant in color. They are ideal tor \ 
ents z i my feelings but I replaced them in the eee Brose ona Wild eae | tall delivery, lacs ‘Your ‘order ‘with | _ICubator and tried to forget it. Imagine | lard duck ‘eggs for sale. Prices 4 me. my amazement when the eggs began to dealing guaranteed. 

pip on the 24th day, one day late, and MONTCALM GAME FARM 
by the next day 125 lively Pheasant R. F. D. No. 3 

Harold Stewart chicks hatched. Had I used the usual Box D ~~ 
Phone 102-3 Plainville precaution of softening the shells with EOE EIU, - 

a wet cloth I don’t know how many Fete =. 
would have hatched for all but pte —————— — 
eggs contained mature chicks. In han- 

DIRECT IMPORT dling, seventeen clear eggs were removed LAND AND WATER BIRDS 
on the tenth day, the nine unhatched 

Rare Pheasan‘s showed arrested development. None of 
Mandarin Ducks, the birds hatched showed signs of be- ? 

Partridges, Doves, ing crippled whereas previous experi- : ae 
Pigeons, Etc. ments at regular poultry temperatures al 

produced a large amount of cripples. As : s : 

we were sold out of eggs I was unable aes 
MORI BIRD CO. to try another experiment. G. D. TILLEY, N. ie 

Psaaabe Se To sum it all up I will say that I ane id EET 
PANE RANCISEO) CA. believe game birds can be reared arti- DARIEN CONN. 

ficially the same as poultry with the ex- 

ceptions noted. Above all the birds must : 

PHEASANTS | °°" SPRING POND GAME FARM 
Hatboro RD. Pennsylvania 

Ringnecks and Fancy Breeds READ a 
Price List Upon Request eee Be ee me GAME AND ORNAMENTAL 
ir ‘ e Statement of the Objects . 

Neer arrose oo Game Conservation Society on page FHEASANT SAND 
144 and support the good work by DUCKS 

TOPSTONE PHEASANTRY becoming a. member and _ getting 
others to join, Ar ee j 

RIDGEFIELD CONNECTICUT D OITN Ow! ‘Siok and Eggs } 
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me Br a Bird Dog in 

Wild Life Investigation 

He Ms Wight. 

In February 1928, the writer began an investigation of 

Michigan's privately owned State Game Refuge system, as a co- 

operative project between the Sehool of Forestry and Conservation, 

University of Michigan and the Michigan State Department of Con= 

servations A survey was made of 118 refuges, which were scattered 

throughout the lower Peninsula of Michigan, 

The plan of procedure considered among many other factors, 

a census of the wild life on the refuge, for it was expected that 

the game bird population on any refuge would provide an index to 

its ability to supply those conditions eondusive to game bird wele 

fare and that this should be especially noticeable during the 

inclement winter period in Michigan. 

The weather conditions,although changeable, did not pro- 

vide sufficiently long periods when snow covered the ground to 

afford good tracking. for this reason,4n accurate determination 

of the presence or numbers of game birds depended almost entirely 

upon the assistance of a bird dog, The writer has been unable to 

find reference to the use of a bird dog for survey purposes and a 

this seems peculiar, in view of the fact, that a game census de- 

pends upon the location of the game species, and that the bird 

4 dog has for such a long period been trained and used specifically 

for this purposes 

: 

sf
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Phe choice and training of a bird dog for game survey 

purposes is an important part of the preparation for field work, 

for it is not logical to expect that the dog. trained after the 

usual method of developing a field trial winner would fit into 

this type of work without considerable retraining, although of 

course, there are exceptions, The average grouse and woodeock 

dog would usually not prove at all successful, and if it came 

to a choice between the two types,the wise selection would 

; probably be made in favor of the dog with the field trial back~ 

ground. 

The ideal method however, is probably to carefully : 

select and train a young dog particularly for survey works 

There is as much difference between dogs as between 

men, and the investigator should use the same good judgment in 

choosing a young dog as he demonstrates in choosing a field 

assistant. In fact the characteristics are much the same for 

each. After several years' experience in this work, the writer 

feels that the prime essentials for a good dog tor investigatgonat 

work are: 1. Willingness to work constantly for long hours 

under even the most trying conditions. 2. The endurance which 

permits a dog to stand up under hard work and over long periods. 

Se A high development of dog sense, which increases daily with 

the experience provided by the constant utilization of the bird 

dog for survey purposess _ This characteristic will be demonstrat- 

ed by the dog's reaction to the demands in the field, and his
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ability to-handle birds of various species and under diverse con- 

ditions in his own particular but satisfactory manner. 4, In- 

telligent independence of movement, industry, and ability to find 

game,» This. of course, includes speed, nose, the knack of locating 

the handler and reacting to his movements from a distance and 

especially a timely return from the field. 5s Tractable conduct 

in the field, car, city and on farms is essential in a dog which 

is constantly used for survey works 6. Style is not a necessary 

factor but is to be desired in a bird dog at all times, 

These factors become pronounced only in the mature dog 

and are dependent to some extent upon the dog's Seniningy but it 

is obvious that a dog must have at least the essential qualities 

as potentialities,in order to mature the characteristics desired; 

and the problem presented in selecting a young dog is that of 

determining his latent possibilities. 

Among the factors to be eonsidered in the puppy aré, 

. good breeding; desirable traits that are noticeable at an early 

period and conformation which indicates intelligence, speed and 

endurance’s ; 

Very little discussion is necessary regarding breeding, 

for too many good family strains have been developed, regardless 

of the breed which one particularly favors, to cause any diffi-e 

culty in making an intelligent choices, Among the individual 

traits which indieate the dog's future, may be mentioned, 

ageressiveness, alertness indicating intelligénee, quick response 

to early training and a tendency to hunt, although this last fac- 

tor may develope at a later period,
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The dog used in this investigation is a Gordon setter 

possessing much greater speed and ranging ability than the average 

bird dog shows. He has been trained to follow the movements of 

his handler and only infrequently goes beyond his control. It 

has however, repeatedly been demonstrated that the characteristics 

to work fast and wide are important factors in the successful use 

of a dog for game survey purposes and every precaution has been 

’ taken to retain these natural inclinations. 

Among the incidental chavieteriaties which have been of 

: great value in the continued field work, aside from his rather 

remarkable performance in finding and handling birds, has been the 

safety with which he ean be used in any place and his ability to 

handle himself comnendably under all circumstances. 

He was raised upon a small farm where he beeame 

accustomed to all types of domesticated stock ineluding ducks 

and turkeys, and because of this early experience he is a perfectly 

safe dog to release in a farm yard or to run in any pasture. 

During 1926 and 1927 he traveled from the Pacific to 

the Atlantic coast, and from southern Florida to Michigan, on the 

running board of a car and thereby has become exceeding skillful 

in the art of traveling and he is especially successful in caring 

for himself in traffic, These are important attributes, as a dog 

not properly experienced in these particulars might prove to be a 

constant annoyance on a long period investigation, for much time 

as well as mental and physical energy can easily be expended in 

hunting a lost dog, or in worry regarding his safety. To illus-
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trate how valuable Max Berry's training in this particular has been, 

mention is made of the fact that the first day's experience with a 

pointer, purchased from a well known trainer in the South, caused 

; more worry and fatigue than Max Berry caused in all our travels to- 

gether over thousands of miles, 

The pointer likewise illustrated better than words can 

explain, the value of a dog that can successfully handle that 

illusive bird the cock pheasant. Thosewho have hunted this bird 

understand its exasperating habit of running down a ditch or ; 

through heavy cover until the boundary of the area is reached, 

finally flushing well out of range, This pointer trained on 

quail, would invariably stop on a beautiful point at the first 

strong whiff of a. cock pheasant and failed to move out and keep 

the bird located until it could be flushed, Max Berry would move 

in and honor the pointer beautifully, but with a certain indication 

of disapproval of the method being weeds Finally he would rush 

te with a wide sweeping movement far in advance and to one side and 

: soon make game, locate the bird, and by quick, intermittent rushes 

; finally flush it well within range. By this almost unbelievable 

ability Max Berry very seldom lost his bird and usually it re- 

quired but a few minutes for him to handle the wisest cock in 

this manner. 

It may be of some value for those who may in the future 

: desire to use a dog for this particular type of work, to learn the 

method employed in training Max Berry. His training did not start 

vntil he was about a year old. At that time he knew nothing of 

birds, and no attempt was made at first to introduce him to them,
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Being @ companionable creature he showed no desire to leave his 

master's dhtns He was kept out in front however, by throwing clodg 

of dirt which he chased. These were thrown first to one side and 

nol ae other. He was not permitted to return between the casts, 

, gnd in this manner he learned to readily follow the motion of the 

hand, A whistle has never been used.on. Max Berry, the dog being ! 

handled entirely by signals ..whieh« has been a valuable asset in 

this particular works He was trained to come in when ever his 

master assumed a kneeling position, 

Early in August he was taken into a big clover field 

where there was a flock of half grown pheasants. He immediately 

made game and constantly crept nearer until quite close to the 

birds, He then suddenly’ broke and rushed in, catching one of the 

young pheasants on the wing, which he retrieved dead, This did 

not worry the trainer and the dog was given the bird which was 

taken home to his kennel. A few days later he was introduced to 

his first full grown cock. He worked up on this bird as stealthily 

as a cat. Suddenly he settled himself for a spring which occurred 

simultaneously with the rise of the bird, He caught the cock by 

the base of the tail and held it until his trainer released it. 

For this rather uncommon stunt he received hearty commendation. 

Probably these two experiences in his young career were handled 

ideally, for later he was planed in a position where his indomitable 

urge alone saved his reputation. The next time he made game his 

trainer was close by and he was carefully steadied to a@ point, and 

then taken out of it and led far to one side and allowed to return 

to the young birds from the opposite direction, This was repeated
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many times, and finally when he became steady on point he would, 

when sent on, break his point, make a side cast, not always 

sufficiently wide and far enough to head off his bird to be sure, 

but well enough to illustrate that a dog can be trained in this 

particular knack so valuable to the pheasant hunter, Later when 

he took up self hunting, which seemed to be valuable experience 

he quite completely perfected this habit which has meant so much 

in this game survey. 

ae ; : Upon moving from Oregon to Iowa, Max Berry had a new 

hy Sire tse ae adVehtore with the pheasant which nearly proved to be his undoing. 

. In northern Iowa, pheasants are hunted in corn fields, During 

ce ‘the first day of hunting there,he preceded 8 men through a corn 

ee field, which provided cover for a large flock of pheasants, le 

’ Was nicely straightened out on a point when the birds flushed and 

‘from 16 to 30 shots rang out in rapid suecession over the very 

head of the dogs This was too much for the sensitive nerves of 

a young dog and for months following this experience he was both 

gun shy and bird shy. It is needless to mention that his master 

learned a lesson never to be forgotten. 

: This was so completely overcome, iowever, through the 

“yonderful urge ever present. and the company of two other setters, 

one an old veteran and the other a fast field trial dog that 

during the following winter he was a consistent and hard-working 

dog, never once showing any indication of his old trouble. 

Upon entering one of the refuges Max Berry always remained 

at heel until he was sent outs ‘Then he would move in wide casts at 

ereat speed, except that he frequently appeared to have apparently 

sized the situation up completely before he moved off, for he would
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* start out in the direct line of a covey of quail or a flock of 

dhonitatng: ais faculty of going directly to game may possibly be 

; explained in two ways, First when moving into the wind a bird dog 

undoubtedly has a remarkable ability to scent game at long distances, 

and second, it seems apparent that the experienced dog in some 

manner difficult to explain, readily makes rapid choice of good 

cover, Some will doubt the dog's ability to see sufficiently 

far and well to distinguish one cover from another at a distance, 

5; but regardless of how well they may see the exact outline in dee 

: tail, they must sense enough to stimulate them to activity in the 

direction of cover that is goods To illustrate the dog's ability 

to scent game at long distances, mention will be made of one par= 

: ticular experience. A flock of pheasants were known. to frequent 

‘ a certain sevond growth alfalfa field, and wishing to locate this 

: flock the two dogs were sent in. Max Berry traveling at full 

speed, iicad up, did not hesitate a second but cut diagonally across 

: this field over the fente and nearly across a second field out of 

sights From a fence post he could be seen on a steady point in 

the alfalfa. Upon coming up some scattered birds were flushed in 

front of him, He did not break his point, but held until another 

bird was flushed, He then went a few steps pointed again and re- 

peated this several times, until two flocks were flushed out, the 

second dog.coming in to locate some of them, Max Berry then 

moved out to an adjoining field. 

This trait of picking up singles which ‘s well illustrates 

the remarkable reaction that a good dog has to a parila scent, was 

beautifully demonstrated in the late fall when the quail dog from 

the south flushed a nice bevy. The pointer worked out two singles
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and then was lost in a hunt for a single in a hedge, Max Berry 
eame in and picked up single after single,vorking in a heavy weed 

cover until 12 birds were individually flushed, Mention is made 

of this ability for three reasons: First, as an introduction to 

a discussion of his inability to locate birds during the spring of 

the year; second, to indicate the feasibility of utilizing this 

remarkable sense in game survey work; and finally,to allay any 

skepticism on the part of those who are inclined to believe that ’ 

man can accomplish as much while making a game bird survey without 

the use of a good doge 

It should be kept in mind that the location of game 

: birds was only a small part of this investigation of the Bame refuges. . 

A map was made, information was gathered on predatory birds and 

: memmals, signs were examined, and numerous other factors were con- 

sidered simultaneously with the geme bird census and for this 

; reason the dog was left largely to himself, and he necessarily more 

and more became his own handler and day by day he did better work. 

The distance he covered was beyond reekoning but an indication of 

the miles he traveled may be obtained by an illustration. On one 

day the distance traveled by the writer was conservatively es~ 

timated at 20 miles. This dog worked constantly and ran at fast 

speed throughout the day, with only a few short intervals of rest 

in the car. When at 6:30 in the evening,it was necessary for his 

master to rest for a few minutes before making the last forty rods 

back to the car, Max Berry came up and looked on in a doubtful way, 

whirled about, jumped a woven wire fence, and went to the far cor+ 

ner of an oat stubble field, jumped a second fence and flushed his
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54th bira for the day. This was after approximately twelve hours 

of almost constant work. Many dogs have hunted this long,but few ; 

so long at his speed over muddy ground, He was especially valua- 

ble during this day, as much of the area was low drained marsh land 

: eut by fleoded ditches very difficult for a man to ¢ross., The 

dog was repeatedly sent over these ditches into cover that was 

quite inaccessible to one working alone, it is conservatively 

estimated that the efficiency of the day's work was more than 

trebled through the assistance he rendered. 

Max Berry's best day's works from the standpoint of birds 

ate flushed, was made during an attempt to determine the total population 

of gaue birds on a 2000-acre tract, This work was done during the 

fall when the temperature was high, but fortunately the area was 

well watered, providing opportunity for frequent dips and chances to 

quench his thirst. During the brief period of about 8 hours, ac- 

companied by the pointer ,116 birds were handled successfully, The 

cover was exceedingly difficult, being a combination of corn fields, 

abandoned grass and weed fields with an abundance of Canada thistle 

and bramble, tangled sedge and grass marshes and brushy cut-over 

land grown up to berry bushes. 

in this particular investigation no man or group of men 

could have covered the area with the same efficiency,regardiess of 

the time expended, for the cover was so perfect that it is doubtful 

if mah alone could have flushed 50 per cent of the birds. 

In order to obtain the full benefit of a dogts aeetabenee. 

it is necessary for the handler to study his reactions to every 

stimulus and the dog should be allowed to use his Head freely. For 

instance in this particular work, good game cover could not be
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chosen. We were obliged to take these areas dedicated as refuges, 

as they came, Many of them did not possess a game bird and some- 

times the dog hunted an entire day without Locating a bird, Those 

who know bird dogs appreciate that a good dog readily determines 

the presence of absence of birds, Fortunately Max Berry's master 

was not a“out and dyed in the wool’ handler who will not countenance 

a dog's playing with a rabbit providing a bird does not exist on 

the area. Max Berry spent considerable t ime hunting rabbits. 

There was no mistaking his puppy-like attitude when he was pur- 

. suing this pastime, The tally of cottontails was nearly as im-~ 

portant a part of the census as was that of game birds and for 

this reason there was an advantage in using a dual purpose dog, i 

especially as it was known that he would drop such puppy work 

immediately upon scenting pheasant or quail. Among the animals 

toward which he showed particular interest were squirrels, rabbits 

and cats, and on several oecasions he attracted the writer's 

attention in a most amusing manner to skunks. A skunk was always 

quite a treat for him, he apparently considered it as something 

amusing instead of something to chase ,for he would stand over a 

skunk with front legs spread apart, tongue out and ears up, his 

tail wagging happily. 

On one o¢easion while standing on a log pile two flashes 

passed by so fast that there was just time to recognize one as brown < 

a fox, the other black + Max Berrys, They entered a woods, the fox 

still in the lead. Probably it had been suddenly awakened from a 

noon-day nap. 

: Considerable controversy has arisen regarding the time
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and conditions condusive to the best reaction of the dog to game, 

and it nad been especially interesting and instructive to have the 

opportunity for continued observation on a dog's reaction to ehanges 

; in temperature and especially to his efficiency in locating birds 

during the spring mating and nesting period, From February to 

May a tabulation was kept of each bird located by the dog. This 

consisted of a record of the time of day, weather conditions, lo-# 

cation and description of cover, number and sex of birds, when this 

could be determined, and the activity of the dog. During February 

a total of 351 birds were located in 37 different groups. The . 

dog made 32 points and held staunch on 30, He rushed in on 3 groups, 

and flushed 3 while running and passed by ly 

Mareh gave a total of 190 birds in 44 different groups, 

40 of which were pointed. The dog held staunch on 35, flushed 4 

while runiing but passed none that flushed, 

The first 2 weeks in April were spent by the writer in 

an investigation to determine the various species of birds and 

memials taken by pole traps. Thus only 104 birds were located, 

during the last 2 weeks of the month. They were in 37 groups. 

Max Berry made 12 points and held staunch on all, He flushed 22 

while running, and passéd by 3, 

; During May he was not at all successful in loeating or 

handling birds, and so few birds were located that it was decided 

that May and June were very unsatisfactory months for making a 

game survey with a dog. By the latter part of July and the first of 

August he once more was back in excellent form and by September lst
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he could find birds with his usual ability. This seems to be the 

. usual experience of many who have handled dogs. 

, Only once after the first of April did he flush more 

than two pheasants together and then two hens and a cock, the 

usual combination being either a lone bird or a cock and hen. This 

indicates mating and possibly nesting, as frequently pheasants start 

their clutch early in April and perhaps before. It is obvious that 

some change occurs at this time which makes the bird immune to pur-_ 

suit. It is difficult to determine the nature of this protective 

i: change and neither is it possible to tell for a certainty whether 

' or not it occurs before nesting begins,or simultaneously with it, 

- but its consistency at this early date appears to indicate that it 

begins before actual nesting» 

Pairing in bobwhite was first observed on March 27 but the 

4 birds were handled by ener no apparent difficulty although they 

were located within light cover,and their activity could be readily 

observed, Later in the season he ran by the paired birds repeatedly. 

Three flocks of quail which were still being fed at a feeding station, 

April 26, liad not paired and these were successfully handled by the 

- dog. This apparent loss of the bird's scent, which may affect other 

mammals as well as dogs,is apparently a remarkable protection during 

the nesting seasoh to game birds and probably also to other ground 

nesting birdss It is well worthy of careful investigation and the 

writer would welcome any information that provides any evidence re- 

; garding its 

Max Berry went through the winter in ,excellent condition 

without a sore foot or an off day. His daily rations when in the 

field consisted of 1 pound of hamburg-meat fed ass oon as we reach= :
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ed the garage where he slept in the car at nights He was always 

provided with a dish of water at this time and never left the car 

before my arrival in the morning. When off duty over Sunday his 

diet was changed to the regular home dog's meals of. table scraps. 

The diet used is probably not ideally suited for such intensive work 

during summer or in a warm climate, but it was eitirely satisfac- 

tory for this dog under the existing conditions. He was always 

2 permitted to ride in the car during this investigation and not on 

‘the running board as hae been reported, 

"Mention should be made of one factor in the use of Max 

Berry for this investigation that every true dog lover will keenly 

appreciate. 4e was companion second to none, always faithful, 

enthusiastic and friendly. I advise all men undertaking a long 

and strenuous field investigation which will tax the visor of the 

strongest to seek the companionship and assistance of a g00d. dog. 

School of Forestry and Conservation - University of 
i Michigan.
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4. Bingnecked Pheasant & Hungarian Portridce 

1. Native Range (See Map of World). 

Phasianus colchicus torquatus (EZ. China) 
* “ Golchicus (Transcaucasia) 

Perdix Perdix (Fue 

2. Introductions (pheasants). 

(a) eraneent in Zurone (colchicus) 1250 B.C. or earlier. Imported 

(b) Betabdlished in Britain (colehicus) 1299 A.D, under Edward I. 
Imported by Normans? Torquatus brought in later - hybridized, 

(c) Established in Qregon (torquatus) 1641 from 28 imported by Judge 
0. W. Denny, American Consul at Shanghai. 

(a) Established in W.Y, (7) (colehicus hybrid) in 1887. Imported from 
England. 

(8) In 169% Sullivan Forehand, Worcester, Mass., obtained Breeding 
birds from Oregon (torquatus). Planted at Winchester. 

Introductions (Hungarians). 

(£) In 1900 introduced in Willamette Valley, Oregon, from J? 

3. Comparison of colchicus & torqatus (see Digest from Beebe attached) 

4, Establishments in U. S. (See Map of U.S.) 

Aingnecl: Hungarion 

(a) Glaciated Region (a) Northwest 
(S. Dakota - Mass.) (Oregon to Manitoba & Dakota) 

(bo) Western (v) Lake States Spots 
(Wash. ~ Oregon) (Minn. , Mich. , Ia. ,Wis.,I11., Ohio) 

(c) N.Y. -Penn. - Maine spots.



LARGE DECREASE IN PHEASANTS 

From the time that Ring-necked Pheasants were first released in Penn- 

sylvania in 1915,to the present time, an amazing increase of these birds has been 

noted, Only 2,096 birds were purchased in 1915, and with 262,555 sportsmen 

afield during that same year, 796 pheasants were killed, By 1920 when 4,062 A 

pheasants were purchased and released, 432,240 sportsmen were afield and 23,000 t x 

birds were killed. During 1929 slightly over 9,000 birds were released, the Ram 

majority of which were raised at the game farms, and by refuge keepers and iY 

sportsmen. During that year 504,748 hunters were afield, and killed 212,082 

pheasants, all of which were males; the hens having been protected since 1923. 
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SOME PHEASANTS ESCAPE THE HUNTERS 

That some game creatures do manage to escape the gunner each year is 

porne out by a communication just received at the offices of the Game Commission 

from Mr. Harry G. Eby, Superintendent of Nursery, Prison Labor Division of the 
Department of Welfare, Bellefonte, Pa., who stated that he recently had handed 

to him a Ring-necked Pheasant, which was picked up dead near the nursery at 

Rockview. The bird had apparently flown against the water pipe line over the 

XS seed beds and killed itself. On its leg was a band bearing the number 24553, 

i indicating that the bird was released by the Pennsylvania Game Commission. Mr. 

Q C. A. Hiller, In Charge of Propagation, when checking the band number against 

yf past records, found that the bird was one which was released when a year old ain 

Columbia County during the season(1925-26) It can readily be seen that the bird 
did quite some travelling during the intervening period.
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/ ANNOUNCEMENT; Our Wilds Man is with us again. He has been out gunning for <i facts about game birds, and the prospects of keeping up our game supoly by in~ 4 x troducing new game birds from other countries. Naturally, he went to Uncle Sam's AS Naturalists in the United States Department of Agriculture to do his hunting, nt _What's in the bag, Mr. Wilds Man?. 
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| Nearly every hunter has heard about the success of the introduction of Dy Hne-necked pheasants and Hungarian patridges ip, the Northwest. Fewer folks eoeerealize how amazingly those birds have thrived/certain other sections. 

>»? Now ring-necked pheasants are found over the Northern States almost 
without a break from coast to coast. ‘The Hungarian gatridges hove also shown that 
S@me ability to occupy and hold territory, and to increase in numbers. Fact is, they have outdone our own birds on their ow ground. With an equal chance to respond to feeding and legal protection, our native birds have failed to make good, compared to those foreign birds. And that in Spite of the fact they were already on the ground and adapted to the countriand the climate... B 

j Why this should be has been a puzzle to me. I consulted an expert on it, ir, W. L. MeAtee, of the United States Biological Survey, gave me a mighty in- teresting ex»xlanation of this strange case of Naturalized versus Native Birds, He points out that Old Worla birds and animals in their home land have lived in close contact with man for centuries, Similar game in this country with un told millions of acres to range ‘over, eve "faded away before the hunters like mist before the morning sun," as ir. McAtee cuts it. 

He holds that the differences are largely due to the differences in the hunting. Our native American birds and animals have been hunted by more and better-armed hunters than were the wild stock of the Old World. 

Our people came on the Acerican.scene fully armed. Huntiug was free for all, And they hunted, Almost before our geme birds and animals knew what-was happening, they had been hunted to the verge of extinction. 

Across the water, the game had a better chance. In the Old World, the number of hunters and firearms has always been restricted, 

But, as Mr. McAtee says, that doesn! explain it altogether, because those fewer hunters have usually taken bizger bags. In the Old World, gsnaring, trapping and other methods of getting game have been practiced for ages. But the birds and animals had time through the centuries to adapt themselves and adjust them Selves against the slow improvements in the methods of hunting, They also had a better chance to get used to the changes resulting from increased human popu- lation,
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In.Auerica, our game was adapted to conditions in a sparsely populated 
country where the hunters were armed with orimitive weapons; Then, suddenly they 
had to face well-armed mmters and a fast growing population, The changes came 
tw fast for then. 

Whether or not that is the true reason, Mr. McAtee says there is little 
doubt that wild life of the Old World, 1n general, has shown greater ability than 

that of the New to survive in thickly ocsulated country. 

For thet reason, he thinks we mizht well bring in more foreign birds to 
keep up our suyoly of game. Of course, he says, where there are »lenty of native 
game birds there is no need to bring in others from abroad. but wnere the native 
birds don't supply the demand, there are a number of foreign game birds that may 

be better adarted to our modern conditions in America than our own native birds. 

In places where the ring-necked wheasant has become well-established, it 
has settled just between the ruffed grouse, which lives in the woods, and the 

bobwhite, which loves to be near the cultivated fields. The pheasant »refers - - 
Shrubby pastures, brushy gullies, and marshy lands. It hardly comes into com- 

petition with the ruffed grouse and bobwhite at all. The Hungarian partridge . 

on the other hand, favors the same local surroundings as does our own bobwhite. 
But the Hungarian partridge occupied that sort of land 1n a range farther north 
than the bobwhite can stand the winters. 

So you See, even in Sections where there is a high degree of cultivation, : 
there may be Space for new foreign game birds that will add to ovr total supply 
of game without interfering much with our own native birds. 

Mr. MeAtee thinks that in some regions we might add such game birds as the 
Japanese pheasant, some of the African guinea fowls, the Indian veafowl, and the 
red-legged partridges which range from northern Africa and southern Europe into 
Asia as far as India, 

He says that the birds tinat man has most successfully exploited have been 

hardy, wide ranging kinds. The ring-necked pheasant is one of a mmber of 
closely related pheasants ranging from Asia Minor to Japan and Java, And the 
so-called Hungarian partridge is practically the same as the partridges that 
occupy ranges extending from the British Isles to Siberia and India. They have 
shown their atility to stand a wide variety of surroundings and climates. 

In looking around the world for new game birds to add to those we already 

have, Mr. McAtee tekes into consideration the latitude, the temperature, and the 

rainfall of the countries where the birds are native compared to the same con- 
ditions here. He SayS that if the rainfall and temperature of a desirable game 

4 bird's native home can be fairly well matched, it is safe to assume that other 
s | things can be adjusted so that bird can be naturalized. 

The trouble has been that a lot of folks who have tried to introduce game 
birds here in the past have often failed.to go about this thing ina well-planned 
way. Before we bring in any game bird from abroad we should investigate it in 
its native hone. We should make sure it is a game bird we want. Weshould 
lock carefull; into the question of whether it is adapted to the »articular 
section of our country where we plan to plant it. And be sure that there is a 
Suitable place for it in this country. 

Introducing new game birds in this country takes money and hard work. 
Mr. McAtee says, however, thet above all, it takes wisdom, foresight, and good
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judgment, if it is to be successful. He déscribes gaue birds suitable for natur- 

alizing in the United States in Circ-lar io. 96 issued by the United States 

Department of Agriculture. 

: ei oe Do a oe 

ANNOUNCEMENT; That circular the Wilds ian just mentioned can be had by writing 

to the Superintendent of Documents at Washington, D, 0. Ask for the circular on 

game birds suitable for naturalizing in the United States. It is Circular No. 96, 

and Sells for 10 cents. 

dt Holt 

»
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| ¥ Digest of 

"Gooperative Investigation of Privately Owned State Game Refuges of Michigan" 
Unpublished MSS. by 

H. M. Wight 

Feb. 1-Sept. 15, 1928 

p-3 Size. Average 179 acres in §. counties, 294 in N. counties. Often 
grouped in larger units of contiguous ground. 

p.6 Mumber. South Horth Total 

Surveyed 107 12 119 
Unsurveyed 58 17 175 

165 29 194 

De 3-6 Extent of Refuse Svaten, 

Humber Aver. Aree otal Area in S.2. 
5 Surveyed 119 22, 737 

Unsurveyed 175 9, 935 

Total 194 168 32,672 

p34 Frequency of Oceurrence of Types in Refures. 

Swamp 61% Woodlot x 
Woodland hog Stream Border ae 
lake or Pond Border 20% Cleared, un- 
Farm & Woodlot 69% cultivated 77% 

(fallow) 

——spel5 Ademtandntty to Species. ss 
| Species Rxgellent Good Fair Not Good a Best Suited 
| Pheasant 24 20 10 18 9 63 27 

Bobwhite 2h 21 12 2 i 65 30 
Grouse 7 =. 2 2) ug 24 
Pr. Chicken 6 28 g 30 11 61 2 
Duele 9 m6 6 39 y 3 
Rabbit 31 = i T ; & 35 
Fox Squirrel I 3204 19 22 50 21 
Musicrat ik 19 > « 5 

pe46 Pheasant Gover. 62% in sedge marsh, Feb.-May. When marshes wet and 
before crass starts are on upland in dead grass, weeds, & thicket. 

After grass starts stay in grain and hay. After haying return to marshes, 
weeds, & shrubs. Seldom in dense woods except when hunted.



Digest-Wight 

p- 53 Prairie Chicken. None seen during survey. Adaptability figures 
hypothetical. 

p- 56 Winter Food of Cottontail, See attached list. 

pe 80 Conservation 82%, improved 
foren. ae protection of property : stock 93%. 

pe 88 Abundance by Species. 
Present or Not Poorly 

Snecies Abundsnt Common Reported Present Pres. Adapted 

Pheasant 9 7 2 11 18 
Bobwhite 7 1 13 15 
Pr. Chicken 0 0 1 65 30 
Grouse 0 2 18 52 2h 
Cottontail 1 31 32 0 1 
Fox Squirrel 1 25 0 19 
Muskrat 1 3 MG 16 5 

p- 91 Predators. Only 5% of owners could distinguish species of hawks. 

P+ 98 foletrap famertueat, 49 pole traps kept operating 8-13 days, on 
1 sq mi. (location not given). Canght 6 redshoulder, 1 marsh hawk, 
1 sharpshin, 1 broadwing, 3 screech owls, 4 barred owls, 1 crow, 
9 song birds. 

Fee: Deak Book 

Copy t toght
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Apple Pyrus Malus 
Basswood Tilia americana 
Ash. Traxims sp. 
Blue beech Carpims esroliniana 
Big toothed aspen ' Populus graniidentata 
Blackberry Rubus op. 
Blueberry : Vaceiniun sp. 
Black lecast : Robinia Peendo - Acacia 

Biadgie oak Quereus velutina 
Bittersweet Celastras scandens 
Choke cherry Pyrus Spe 
Cottonwood Populus delteides 

_ Beech Fagus grantifolia 
Dogwood Red-osier Corms stolonifera 
Dogwood Flowering Corms florida 
Goldenrod. Solidago sp. : 
Booseberry Ribes sp. 
Hophornbeam Ostrya virginiana 
Hara maple Acer saccharum 
Heswthorn Crataegus sp. 
Hi¢gkory shagbaric Carya ovata 

lonicera oblongifolia 
lector Saat Chamaedaphne calyeulata 
Meadow-sweet Spiraea sap. 
Prickly adh. Xanthozylum americanum 
Quaking aspen Populus tremloides ' 
Red oak Quereus rubra. 
Red raspberries Rubas ape 
Americen elm Ulums americana 
Slippery ela Ulbms fulva 
Smooth sumach Rims glabra 
Soft maple Ager rubrum 
Spruce Picea sp. 
White oak Querens alba 

Willew Salix sp. 
Wild cherries. Prams spe 
Wild grape Vitis sp. 
Witeh hazel. Homamelis virginiana 

\ Yellow birch Betula lutea 
\ White pine Phms Strobus 

 o * yvesinesa . 
pine * sylvestris 

® Above from Gray.
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Auge 4, 1930 

My. A. Frazier Morgan 
Sepeloe Kennels 
Sapeloe, MeIntosh Co. 
Georgia J 

Dear Mir. Morgant 

I am obliged to you for your explicit and valuable reply 
to my inquiry about pheasouts. I am very glad indeed to have the 
first-hand information which you have contributed. 

I imow of no openings of the Icind you mention at present 
but should I hear of any I will certainly let you Imow. I have heard 
very favorably of your work through Mr. H, L. Stoddard, 

At the rigk of burdening you with my inquiries I would 
like to ask whether you have ever know pheasants to persist through 
a period of years in Georgia on ground where they did not have the ; 

advantage of periodical re-stocking or the liberation of birds arti~ f 
ficially propagated. E 

I have always been told thet the Sapeloe Island 
vials: iain ema aan emia ee ae cakes 
constitute an anawer to my question. You may know, however, of other 
Soeeeaene abe sevnenate Sete OG att ONS wire Week Dene Oey 
re-stocking or propagation ceased. If so, I 4 ve extremely inter 

ested to know of the cireumstances. 

Yours sincerely, 

: In Charge, Game Survey



Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
Weekly news release 8/21/30 a 

‘ “Se ¢ iN 
\ 

; COMMISSION EXPLAINS 
HOW TO RELEASE BIRDS 

"Improper methods of releasing pheasants both in other states 

and in Wisconsin have handicapped the success of stocking efforts" 

says William F. Grimmer, new superintendent of game for the 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission. 

"The general practice in the past has been to knock a board 

or two off the shipping crates and hurry the birds out. This causes 

them to fly great distances in their flight and frequently they do 

not get together again." 

Mr. Grimmer says that the best way of releasing birds is to 

build a temporary pen at the place of release and to feed the birds 

in this pen for several days or a week. At the end of this time 

the gate. can be left open and the birds can be fed outside the pen 

for a few days. 

By following this method the birds will become acclimated to 

a certain locality and will be more likely to stay in the vicinity 

in which they are released. 

"It is also desirable to follow up this method of release by 

establishing a winter feeding station at the same spot," Mr. Grimmer 

points out. "By the use of these simple inexpensive methods the 

birds will stay where they are released, a more accurate check can 

be made on the success of the planting, and results will be more 

assured. Ae 

Prepared by: 

Department of Education and Publications 

D. H. Kipp.-..-Superintendent



FARMERS WANT PHEASANTS PROTECTED Va- Yom Madey, Ousg. IS, 

( (936 
Q Ys? Many farmers in the southeastern part of the State, who, only a month 

ci or two ago, complained bitterly to the Game Commission because of damage done 
4 to their young corn by ring-necked pheasants, and who asked that the birds be 

removed some way or another to furnish relief, have now reversed their former 
desire and are petitioning the Game Commission to close certain counties to the 

killing of pheasants so that as many as possible of these birds will be avail- 
able to combat the dreaded Japanese Beetle. 

The best plan to reduce the corn-pulling habits of the ringneck to the 
smallest degree (as it is, this depredation amounts to very little as proved by 

a recent investigation) is for the landowners to stop posting their lands and 

thus permit the sportsmen to reduce the pheasant population in the congested 

areas. 

This reduction of birds in congested areas will also greatly help the 
Japanese Beetle situation, although at first glance it would appear to the 
contrary. When pheasants become too plentiful in any one area, inferior stock 

soon becomes noticeable. Already many albino pheasants are being noted in the 
southeastern part of the State. Were no hunting permitted (and such is the 
case in many sections now) it would not be long ere the birds would diminish 

‘ their own numbers by disease, inbreeding, and so on, to such proportions that 

they would be of little help in combating the beetle, A limited number of 
healthy birds scattered generally throughout a territory are worth more than 

hundreds of birds confined to congested areas. It appears as though the solving 
of the pheasant situation is in the hands of the farmers, themselves.



GRACKLES FIGURING IN 

‘ PHEASANT DESTRUCTION 

5 The finding of four young pheasants 

a? in his rearing fields with their heads 

\? 3 picked off caused Mr. Hugh Baker, 

Refuge Keeper of No. 16, to investigate < 

the cause. He accordingly placed a 

decoy pheasant in a field and upon 

watching the decoy discovered a Purple 

Grackle (blackbird) capturing the 

pheasant, flying away a few feet and 

promptly plucking the head off the 

decoy. Since then Mr. Baker has killed 

several grackles found near the rear- | 

ing fields. 

In this connection Game Protector 

Ambrose Gerhart of Lehigh County | 

recently investigated Ring-necked 

Pheasant damage claims and found 

“that in one case blackbirds figured in 

| 
their destruction and in one case rab- 

bits caused the damage. He reported 

° that a pheasant recently killed by an 

automobile was examined by an officer | 

of the Game Commission and was | 

kK found to have eaten nothing but cut- 

worms. In many instances these birds, | 

feeding in corn fields, investigate the 

‘ roots and stalks of young corn and, 

while doing some little damage, prove 

of valuable assistance to the farmer in 

removing worms and insect life that 

would in a short time completely ruin ~ 

a large portion of a corn crop. 
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from BEIRACTS Texas Yearbooks on Wild Life Conservation, 1928-29 & 1929-30 

Pe } Description of licenses game preserves and their results. 

pe 20 Graph showing trend of deer, turkey 
‘ * 41 and art 

Ge Suhatiive te suis of lnmting ltoenese. a 

Pe 33 (pot oe are not native to Texas but hav: @ been fimorted fron 
time t from their eastern habitat in Tennessee and Ken r 

f. H. Brown planted 10 in 1891 and 23 Siants, the 

Harrison and Washington Counties. s these imorta- 

tion a about 100. "Withie- foxes » . - ranzing from Texarkana 

anh 2 ere were. *éast to the Pecos River on the west." Also in 

one falskofe area, Burleson, Fayette, Colorado ana Tavaea Counties, 

alao T4mestone and Walker Counties. Aliso San Antonia, Medine lake, 

Junetion, Browwood, San Saba, Lake Dollas, west Texas near Alpine. 

Jone in MeLennan County. Plants on the Bosque died out. 

p. 102 Bobwhites. Texas planted in 1929-30 3,336 bobwhites. 

1928-29 

Practically all species of geme birds and mammals are treated in this 

yearbook, occasionally with good information on distribution but little 

on habits or management. These treatises begin on page 50, “History of 

Texas Game." 

Dp. 83. . In 1920 Texas planted about 110 pheasants which 

pe 
p. 23 Jaguar. Specimen killed in 1910 and 1903. 

Copies: Yeatter 
Foxes folder 
Texas 

, 

Pheasants ~~ se 

Quail 

Prairie Chickens Aldo Leopold 

; 
didi



Mr. Yeatter e 

Sept. 4, 1930 
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% 
Mr. A. Frazier Morgan Ps 
Sapeloe Kennels 
Sapeloe, MeIntosh Co. 
Georgia 

Dear Mr. Morgan: 

I am very appreciative of your taking the pains to 

write me such a long letter in response to my inquiry about pheasants. 

I am taking the liberty of sending this to the University of Michigan, 

where a research student financed by this Institute is studying the 

question of where pheasants and Hungarians will thrive. 

Thanking you very much for your excellent cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
i In Charge, Game Survey 

: Dear Yeatter: a 

As nearly as I can make out, Mr. Morgan makes the usual 

error of getting side-tracked into what ought to happen instead of 

what has happened. [Even so, it was mighty nice of him to take so 

much painse 
L Leopold
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Sept. 15,1930 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Grinnell: 

I am told that one August Bade, superintendent of 
the California game forms at Yountville, California, has dis- 
covered a new parasite in the spinal cavity of pheasants, and 
that his specimens have been turned over to the Hooper Medical 
Youndation for further investigation. | 

I do not know the men in the Foundation and I hesitate 
to write them about this pending further verification of the re- 
port. Simply as a matter of information I would lilce to find out, 

however, whether the report is correct, whether the problem has 
been turned over to a competent institution, whether a further 
investigation is in prospect, and whether anything has been pub- 
‘lished. Will you be so kind as to forward this letter to whom- 

: ever can give me a rough preliminary answer to these qestions? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Dietated by Mr. Leopold, : 
but signed in his absence.



i UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 

September 24, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldge, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mre Leopold: 

In the absence of Dr. Grinnell, I have sent your 

letter of September 15, requesting information about the 
studies being made of a new parasite in the spinal cavity 
of pheasants, to Dr. K. Fe Meyer of the Hooper Medical 
Foundation. 

Very truly yours, 

E Pago Hell 
E. Reymond Hall 
Acting in Charge 

Unde £M4 dart wn Ha Hewpe, prow Lcle Boon. Wed a 

1 enclosure Cf&<reid. hae bef oF Bockenekazy 0 ae, 
ea EARN.



September 24, 1950 

Dre K. Fe Meyer, Chairman, 
Department of Bacteriology, 
Hooper Medical Foundation, 
4th Avenue and Parnassus, ' 
San Francisco, California. 

Dear Dr. Meyer: 

Pion en tae te teak oon selfexplamtory 
I might add that Mr. Leopold Geckehd tn coemedabes etetmhae’ 
information on game animalsoof the United Stetese We here at 
mia dee takdiee te treet te Cae ee ee 
work, and bélieve Mr. Leopold decidedly competent to do the 
worke Henee, the giving of your attention to his request for - 
information would, I feel confident, be in the interests of biow 
logy in general. 

Very truly yours, 

Ered 
Agting in Charge. 

2 enclosureie
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EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

September 24, 1930 

( Qa 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, ¢ Ne : 
421 Chemistry Building, X if 

‘Madison, Wisconsin 

‘Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I regret exceedingly that we had to delay so long 
in further answering your letter of August 12, but it was only re- 
cently that our officer had a chance to check on the acreage of 
the field mentioned in your third paragraph. This field contained 
11 acres. 

g tt pons 

(, \ps Very truly yours, 

: Leo A. Luttringer, vr. 

L:K In Charge of Education 

‘ yl 
2 a Vb
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, eo. 
421 Chemistry Building, (9 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

Mr. Conklin handed me your letter of August 12 sometime 
ago, and I have been endeavoring, in the meanwhile, to assemble the 
data you requested concerning the ringnecked pheasants. 

Answering the second paragraph of your letter, I had been 
advised by our local Game Protector that the farm whereon the 106 
pheasants were trapped comprised 70 acres andlas about 300 acres of 
uncultivated land adjoining, however. 

As soon as I receive word concerning the acreage of the 
small grass field you mention, I will send it on. 

I checked up on our addressograph list and find your 
name is already in our files to receive copies of the Pennsylvania 
Game News and all other publications sent out from this office from 
time to time. 

Very truly yours, — 

e . (2 iL. 
eo A. Luttring: Ire 

a In Charge, Educt . 

LAL: MMY



August 12,1930 

Mr. W. Gerd Conklin ! 
Board of Game Commissioners s 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Conklin: : 

I have read with interest the report on your pheasant 
Investigation in the Pennsylvania Game News. (By the way, I do 
not get this and would appreciate being put on your list. If there 
4s a subscription price, let me mow.) 

In the fourth paragraph the following statement occurs? 
"At one farm in particular, where 106 birds were trapped as a relief 
meagure last year, we learnod that the birds were equally as plenti- 

‘i ee nee I would be interested to kmow the acreage of this 

The same paragraph saya, “One farmer recently mowed a 
mall grass field and uncovered over a half dozen nests." Can you 
give me the acreage of this grass field? “Another farmer mowed 
on + nests in one grass field." Can you give me the acreage of 

$ i 

All of your observations are extremely valuable and =. 
So more so in conjunction with a definite acreage \ 
than withou' \ 

Yours sincerely, it 

In Charge, Geme Survey , 

i) 

; \



\ / ALBINO PHEASANTS 

Reports have been received from the southeastern part of the State 
that quite a few almost pure white ring-necked pheasants are being observed. 

At the beginning of Pennsylvani's deer problem a great many cases of albinism 

were reported. With the pheasants in southeastern Pennsyivania, particular- 
ly, a similar problem is fast becoming evident. Sexes are greatly unbalanced 

and the birds need thinning out somewhat. Consistent killing of the big 
healthy cock birds each year is beginning to tell upon the quality of the 
stock and it has been thought for sometime that eventually both males and fe- 
males will have to be killed during the hunting season.
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June 26, 1930 

PHEASANT INVESTIGATION 

Because of numerous complaints received from farmers in Montgomery, 

Bucks, Northampton and Lehigh Counties to the effect that Ring-necked Pheasants 

were pulling corn, a three-day investigation of the affected areas was made 

by officials of the Game Commission on June 10, 11 and 12, 1930. The actions 

5 of the pheasants while feeding were observed very carefully and a number of 

the birds were killed in these counties; all were shot in corn fields after 

they had been eating for at least a Ralf hour. Approximately 300 miles were 

driven during the three-day trip and although many pheasants were seen, few 

were noted in the corn fields. For the most part they were observed along 

the edges of the grass fields or in the potato patches. 

Many farmers were visited during the investigation, and their 

troubles discussed. Most farmers were very fair-minded and admitted that 

while they knew the pheasants pulled some corn during its early stages of 

growth, at the same time they also knew that the crows and blackbirds were 

equally, if not more, to blame. Most farmers admitted that their losses are 

no greater now than they were before the pheasants existed in their sections. 

Before the pheasant was introduced crows and blackbirds were always blamed 

for pulling corn. Today, however, the mere fact that the pheasant frequents 

the corn field classes it as a destructive agency without taking into con- 

sideration all the good that it does by consuming beetles, weevils, weed 

seeds, and so on. 

A number of farmers who complained bitterly at first about the damage 

done, later indicated their desire to go along with the Commission if a number 

of birds would be tr i - s d trapped on their property 40 $300 va aatantil 

There is no question concerning the abundance oem eh in the 

aforesaid counties. At one farm in particular, where 106 birds were trapped 

as a relief measure last year, we learned that the birds were equally as 

plentiful this year. One farmer recently mowed a small grass field and un- 

covered over a half dozen nests. The mower cut off the legs of two birds 

and the wings of two more. 56 eggs were gathered all of which were ruined. 

Another farmer mowed over 14 nests in one grass field. It is regrettable 

that future stock has to be sacrificed in this way but there is no way of 

remedying the situation, and the farmers for the most part are as careful as 

possible. 

Some farmers have been spreading whole soaked corn about the edges 

of their corn fields and have found that this has kept even the crows and 

blackbirds from the fields. The Commission has paid farmers for the corn 

they have used in such manner on a number of occasions, and are willing to 

do so again. However, many farmers, even though they register complaints of 

damage, refuse to accept any remuneration for the corn that they used. Many 

farmers are using crow repellent which they say works out admirably.
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An investigation of the food habits of the Ring-necked Pheasant 

must necessarily be conducted throughout the year and under various conditions 

in order to arrive at any real definite conclusions, and this the Game Com- 

mission hopes to do. However, in the past geveral years approximately 25 Ring- 

necked Pheasant crops and gizzards have been examined; these birds were all 

killed in the southeastern part of the State. In only one instance was corn 

found. This bird held five grains of corn and eleven destructive beetles, in- 

cluding the Spotted Cucumber Beetle which is very destructive to corn. This 

bird also held parts of an earthworm, several larvae of the Crane Fly,9 June 

Beetles, and one Ground Beetle. In the other birds were found hundreds of 

beetles, including many Japanese Beetles. The crops and gizzards of the birds 

killed during the recent investigation showed the following material: Ground 

Beetles, Leaf Beetles, Click Beetles or Jumping Beetles, Weevils, Lightning 

Beetles, Hister Beetles and Dung Beetles. Aside from the Lightning Beetles 

none of these are of any economic value. All of this material was carefully 

examined and properly classified by Mr. A. B. Champlain of the Department of 

Agriculture. Seed material found in the birds consisted of Mouse~eared Chick- 

weed, seeds of the Wild Strawberry, Buttercup and Sedge. These were identi- 

fied and properly classified by Mrs. M. C. Mowry of the Department of Agri- 

culture. Only in one case do we have record of any grain being found. Three 

grains of oats along with half dozen beetles were found in the gizzard of a 

pheasant killed by an automobile recently in Lehigh County. The most interest- 

ing bunch of material taken from a pheasant at one time was removed froma 

bird killed by an automobile in Philadelphia County. This held the following 

material: 47-inch worms, 3 earthworms, 2 potato bugs, 1 butterfly, 138 Thenia 

flower buds, 31 alfalfa and clover leaves, 3 buttercup blossoms, 1 grasshopper, 

32 wood worms, 2 spiders and a lot of little seeds. One gizzard from a bird 

killed on the recent investigation held over 400 chickweed seeds and about a 

dozen Dung Beetles. 

It is true that the pheasants occasionally pull corn, especially 

the young growth of the early plantings. It has been carefully noted, however, 

that their habits change just as soon as insect-life begins to assert itself. 

Near the spot where one pheasant was killed in the recent investigation were 

several freshly pulled corn sprouts with the seed attached. No evidence of 

corn was found in the bird, but there were several cut-worms and a number of 

beetles, however, all of which naturally leads one to believe the birds were 

searching these creatures. 

Aside from offering relief in the way of trapping, there is only one 

other logical method to employ, and that is permitting the killing of both 

sexes. From all appearances, the situation in the southeastern part of the 

state is fast assuming the proportions of our deer situation. Some of the hen 

pheasants must be removed beyond a doubt. There is still another method where- 

by the farmer can relieve conditions and this is by keeping his land open to 

public hunting. How can any farmer expect to decrease the supply of ring-necked 

pheasants on his property if he persists in posting his land? Many of the com- 

plainants have turned out to be - “ho have permitted no shooting.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, co 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 
WW 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of Sept. 15th addressed to Q ise? 

Professor Grinnell has been referred to me. Diligent ie Ay 

search has failed to confirm the report that Mr. August 

Bade has discovered a new parasite in the spinal cavity 

of pheasants at the Galifornia State Geme Farm. However, 

Dr. E. 0. O'Roke and Dr. H- Ven Roekel have reported 

other parasites in game birds at the Yountville Farm 

and reprints of this work will te sent to you directly 

py the California State Fish ana Game Commi-sion. 

Very truly yours, 

MPa lege, 
K. F. Meyer
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OPEN SEASON ON PHEHASANTS - 1950 

| Na. of 
Days Dates Counties i ; 

30 Daylignt hours of period be- Aurora, Bon Homme, Brookings, 
ginning at noon Oct. 16 and Brown, Charles Mix, Clark, 
closing at sunset Noy. 14 Clay, Codington, Davison, : 

: Devel, Douglas, Faulk, Grant, 

: Hamlin, Hand, Hanson, Hughes, 
Hutchinson, Hyde, Jerauld, 
Kingsbury, Lake, Lincoln,Mec= 
Cook, Miner, Minnehaha, Mood 
y, Potter, Sanborn, Spink, 
Sully, Turner, Union and 
Yankton. ‘ 

15 Daylight hours of period be- Buffalo, Day, Edmunds,Mar- 
ginning at noon Oct.16 and shall, Roberts and portion 
closing at sunset Oct. 30, of Walworth lying 8. of 

Federal Hiway No.le. 

: Bag Limit -- 5 birds per day, 1 of which may be a hen. 

Limit in Possession -- 15 birds, 3 of which may be hens. 

€PECIAL OPEN SEASQN IN BEADLE QOUNTY ONLY. 

‘4s days; daylight hours of period beginning at noon on 
Dec.1,1930, and closing at sunset on Jan.15,1931. 

Rag Limit <» 7 birds per day, 2 of,whicn may be hens. 

Limit in PogBession -~ 21 birds, 6 of which may be hens. 
9h 96 ae ok ok oe oe ok 

Limit of 10 shipping tags ( in lots of 5 or 10 only) a- 
vailable to resident licensees, sold at the office of the game 

department and by game wardens. ‘ 

25 pheasants may be shipped on non-resident license coupons. 

_ NO OPEN SEASON ON PRATRIE CHICKENS OR ANY OTHER VARIETY OF GROUSE.
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The Persistence of 
Fertility 1 t ertility in Pheasants 

By C. F. Baumhofer 

The persistence of fertility in pheas- 13th of May she layed another fertile 
" ants is a very important thing to know. egg and on the 15th, 16th and 17th 

Not only from the standpoint of the she layed infertile eggs. But on the 
Game Farm, but from the birds in the 18th of May she again layed a fertile, 
wild as well. This past spring at the 88, Which is thirty-four days after nll 

Game Conservation Institute we ran COCk had been removed. As far as I 
such an experiment in a small way. have been able to find out this exceeds | 

‘ We wanted to know if it would be pos- bya number of days the fertility rec- 
e ord of a domestic hen. sible to mate more hens per cock on i 

our Game Farms, and in the wild state, pipn H gave usjanower very Interest: | 
ing result and probably set another rec- 

low long a hen could be expected to ; 

lay fertile eggs it the male should be Sous cot Se down gin her case aie killed. layed her first egg of the season on the 
28th day of April or fourteen days 

For this experiment we mated up after she had been put in a pen by 

two Ringneck hens and a cock during herself. On the 29th day of April she 
the latter part of March and placed layed another egg. Both of these eggs 

them in a small pen 12’ by 14’. They were fertile. On the 21st day of in- 
were thus mated until the 14th of April cubation these two eggs showed strong 

when the cock was taken away and chicks and were moved to the hatching 
each hen was placed in a pen by her- trays, All other eggs layed by this hen 

self. The hens were named A and B. were infertile. 

Each egg had the name, pen number, While one cannot draw any definite 
and date written upon it. All eggs conclusion from only one experiment, 

were placed in an incubator for ob- it indicates that although the cock 
servation. In this way we were able pheasant in the wild may get killed, 

to keep an accurate record of each his mates may finish or lay a full 

hen’s eggs. clutch of fertile eggs. Even if she has 
Hen A had started to lay before the never layed an egg before the male is 

cock was removed, but for our records killed, if she has mated, she has pos- 
she layed her first egg on April 16 sibilities of laying a few fertile eggs. 

or three days after she had been placed On the other hand, it indicates that 

in a pen by herself. During the next on our Game Farms we might be able 

twenty-six days or from the 16th of to get along with fewer males than 

April to the 11th of May she layed sev- we have in the past, thereby having 

enteen eggs, all of which were fertile. more males to sell for liberation pur- 

On the 12th of May or twenty-nine poses, less birds to feed during the i 

days after the cock was removed she winter and with just as good results 

layed her first infertile egg. On the as we are having at the present time.
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Ae (Instructor Game Conservation Institute) 

Ale has been our policy at Game Con- always be a place of cool, even tempera- around the outer rim of the field, deep 

servation Institute to select our ture. The eggs are placed in racks and enough to permit burying the wire 6 

breeders from the earliest-hatched birds. turned once a day. This turning is inches and turning it out 6 inches; i 

These are placed in holding pens 150ft. necessary to prevent the life germ from then the corner wooden posts are put up, 

x 150 ft. x 6 or 7 ft. high, or high enough adhering to the shell. followed by the studded iron tee posts. 

to get in and work the soil with ordi- Our egg racks are constructed so that These are 12 feet apart and lined as 

nary farm implements, when necessary. there is a slight drop from back to front. carefully as possible. When the posts 

The pen is constructed with 10-ft. Two concave quarter-round moulding are up, the 6 foot 2 inch mesh wire is 

wooden posts 6 in. to 8 in. in diameter. strips are fastened so that the space be- placed on the posts and the 2 foot 1 inch 

‘The posts outside are spaced 10 ft. apart, tween is just the length of an egg. Then mesh wire laced to it, while a part of 

and 20 ft. each way inside the pen. This py taking out the lower egg, the whole this wire is buried by throwing back the 

affords a reasonably large open space for line rolls down the incline and the egg dirt that was turned up by the plow. 

working the ground. The posts are which has been taken out, is then placed Before the pheasant chicks are 

braced and connected with 2 x 4’s along at the top of the row. In this way it is hatched, coops are placed in the field 

the top. Six foot, 2 inch mesh, No. possible to turn 40 to 50orasmanyeggs and spaced about 60 feet apart, along the 

18 wire, galvanized after weaving, is ag the rack will hold, at one operation. strips. The bottoms of the coops are 
then stretched over the top. The sides From the egg room these eggs are sent closed carefully, by building mounds of 

are made of 4 ft., 2 in. mesh, No. 18 gal- to the hatching yard or incubator. dirt around them to prevent drafts. The 

vanized wire at the top, the bottom be- It is advisable to make as large set- front of each coop should be closed by 
ing made of 4 ft., 1 in. mesh, a part of tings as possible of the early eggs. This the “V” boards—two boards joined to- 

which is buried in the ground from 6 will reduce the work of rearing consider- gether at one end with hinges. At this 

inches to 1 foot, and turned out 6 inches ably, as many birds can then be fed the stage they are closed together and placed 
to 1 foot, so as to run horizontally and same kind of food at the same time. across the front of the coop. Dirt should 

prevent burrowing animals digging un- Our hatching yard is made vermin- be built up along the bottom of these 

| der the wire. Shelters 20ft.x15ft. are proof by wire fencing and is situated in boards, also. It is most necessary that 

' constructed in two corners of the pen, to an orchard. In laying out a hatching no drafts be permitted to enter the coops 

afford protection during heavy rains and yard, it is necessary that good shade be. when the pheasant chicks are first 
snows. The breeders are kept in this secured in order to keep the setting placed in the field. 

pen through the winter until time for hens as comfortable as possible during While we have been preparing our 
removal to laying pens, and are fed a the heat of the day.. If this is not done rearing field we have been taking care 
ration of scratch grain. they will become very restless, break of the hens and the nests, dusting them 

We construct our laying pens in the eggs, and may leave the nest during the with lice powder and watching closely 

fall, on good, clean, well-drained soil. period of incubation, which, for pheas- for hens that are inclined to be clumsy 
We prefer to haye a growth of alfalfa, ants, is 24 days. and break eggs. 

clover and timothy, which has been The hens are given about 20 eggs each, When the eggs are pipped, it is pos- 
growing for two years. Since these pens qepending on the size of hens used, and sible to take most of them from under 
are moved annually, studded tee posts,9 are taken from the nest every morning the hen and place them in the incubator 

ft. long, are used for all except the cor- just after breakfast, are given corn and for hatching, permitting the hen to keep 
ners of the pen, where wooden posts are water and placed on the nest again after a few in order that she will take the 
required. We use 2 ft.,1in.mesh, atthe pont a half hour of exercise. As the birds better. By doing this, the mor- 
bottom, flaring it out the same as in our hatching time draws near, this exercise tality caused by the hen trampling the 
holding pens, and lace to this 6ft.,2in. jeriog is reduced to 15 minutes. How- newly-hatched chicks (which often hap- 

mesh, No. 19 wire. Our reason for using gyey, this time is governed largely by pens when there are too many chicks 
No. 19 wire on the fences to be moved tne weather conditions, since care must hatched in the nest) can be greatly re- 
each year, is that it is more flexible, je exercised to prevent the chilling of duced. When they are hatched, most 
lighter and easier to handle after it has goo. in early spring. are taken from the hen and placed in 
once been used. These pens are 150 ft. x We shall now leave our eggs for what we call “the hardening box.” This 
150 ft. and contain 100 hens and 20 cocks. awhile and get the rearing fields ready is a box 31%, ft. wide, 41, ft. long, and 1 
It is better to make them of 150 ft. di- fo, the chicks. These fields are seeded to ft, high, made of 1-inch dressed lumbef. 
mensions, or a multiple of that, so that alfalfa, clover and timothy, in advance, In this box is built a water-tight metal 

_it will not be necessary to cut a roll of fo, the purpose of using them for rear- container, 2 in. to 3 in. high, large 

wire. ing fields. Our first operation is to plow enough to cover the entire bottom of the 
| We place our breeders in the laying strips, 6 feet wide and 60 feet apart over box. This container should have an 

| pens March 15th, and start laying the entire field. On the strips, corn, opening at one corner in the top for the 
rations, consisting of: buckwheat, oats and sunflowers are purpose of filling, and an opening for 

1 pail Spratt’s No. 5 biscuit meal, sown broadcast. This affords a cover draining it out at the bottom. The metal 
steamed; one-third pail scratch grain, for the birds during July and August, container is filled with hot water, a 2 or 
steamed and dried out with 1 qt. barley when the clover and alfalfa have dried 3-inch cushion of excelsior is placed on 

meal; 1 qt. alfalfa leaf meal; 1 qt. pheas- up. The sunflower crop can be harvested top, and: the newly-hatched chicks placed 

antina and enough laying mash to make later, for winter food, and the buck- in the box and the lid closed. To prevent 

the whole loose and palatable. wheat, oats and corn will be eaten by their smothering, there are about eight 

‘ The eggs are collected twice.a day and the birds in the field. When the strips y, inch holes drilled through the wood 

taken to the egg room, which should are plowed and planted, a furrow is run on each end. In this way the chicks 

296
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are permitted to dry off and as the water P.M. after the 15th day, except during feet high. The framework is made of 
cools gradually they become accustomed rainy weather. Amount of crissel is 2-inch by 2-inch pine, and covered with 
to the outside weather without a sudden regulated at all times to supply animal 214-inch mesh wire. At either end a 
change, which would probably prove food needed to substitute for insect life. funnel is made, giving easy access to 

‘fatal. However, care must be exercised After the birds are 12 weeks old, the the trap. A lid is made on top for re- 
in not getting the box too hot or per- moist feed is decreased and substitution ™oval of the birds. This is the most 

; mitting the chicks to crowd together. of dry feed is begun. Moist feed is not Popular of the two traps, one being 
After the water has cooled the chicks practical during the winter months, due Placed at each end of the row. 
are® taken to the field and carefully to freezing. The other trap is made by driving 
placed under the hen waiting to receive This feeding schedule is given fully 2x4’s that are five feet long, into the 
them. In the evening just before dark, that a more comprehensive view can round to the depth of one foot. Wire 
it is necessary to visit each coop and 9 obtained. Certain other facts rela- is stretched over these and a funnel is 
see that all the chicks are properly tive to caring for the young birds from Made at either end with two on each 
brooded by the hen, and any chicks that the first day in the field should also be ‘ide. The size of this trap varies, 
are out, are placed under the hen. This mentioned. In the event the weather is usually being 4 feet by 6 feet or 5 feet 
is done the first few nights after the favorable, the “V” boards previously de- by 8 feet. A door is made at one end. 
chicks have been placed in the field. ‘ scribed, are opened, placing the wider We Place these traps in the center of 

The brooding hens in the rearing fields ends of the “V” so formed on either side the rows. They may be taken up and 

are now fed boiled whole corn. This 66 the coop and mounding the dirt along "eset, but it requires more time. The 
corn is boiled until soft, in a burlap outside to prevent the escape of the ‘ay before we trap, our feeds are scant, 
sack, allowed to cool, and then soaked in pings. Thig permits more freedom for the @24 on the morning of catching we cold water, placed in a bucket and car- birds, admits sunshine and helps teach place most of the feed inside the traps. 
ried to the field| The hens are given tne young pheasants to come back to the _ It is interesting to note that in one field 
about a handful of this feed at the 10:00 coop when the hen calls them. On the this season where we have caught 
o'clock feed each day, at which time the fourth day, if the weather is warm and 1,400 birds, over 1,000 were taken in the 
coops are moved, thereby aiding the hen clear, the “V” boards may be remoyed  ‘itst 36 hours. The birds are removed 
in securing more green food and keep- entirely. It has been proved that the {rom the traps several times each day, 
ing the coops on clean soil. The hens best time to’ do this, is at the 10.09 Placed in ordinary shipping crates and 
are given enough food at other feeds to ‘o'clock feed, after feeding as usual. ‘emoved to the holding pens. It will be 
encourage them to call the pheasants. When the birds have started eating, re- found that the last birds are far more 

No feed is given the chicks for 36 move the boards as quietly as possible. difficult to trap than the first, and it is 
hours after hatching. In the feed used for i €) ching. e ‘ Hiven though many of the young doubtful that there is on record an in 
young pheasants, all eggs are boiled a heasants will scatter out through the St#nce Where all have been caught in a 
minimum of 20 minutes, and grated P field containing 1,000 or more birds. : tall cover, most will return soon. For 2 y through an ordinary potato ricer or . 5 < 

the next few nights the men stay in the _ Vermin Control 
Wetalechamed box with) holes 1/16 ot field after the last feed, and all birds No treatise of game propagation under an inch in diameter. The following sched- thabbAge GHAbIG iO iad thee ag vaene field methods is complete without due 
ule for feeding 1,600 young pheasants is i i i . ea ing young phe to the coopsiare located and placed unt ii she! oa vermin control, for 

: : der the hens. The young pheasants in- . Where wild life is concentrated, there 
1st day—Two feeds—10:00 A. M. and ieee z we'll find its enemies congregating. f . Sstinctively wander about in search of 

4:00 P. M. Yolk of eggs is used, allow. . Among the worst enemies of the Insti- ing one egg per coop per day. Eggs  imsects. This causes them to scatter fue t 1 t Haba 
should be grated finely. over the field in such a way that it is oe ne ms ACRES ie ae Hee Pe £ 

2nd. day-—Four feeds daily—-6:00 A.M. accidental when they return to the same 24 owls. Our control begins before a 10:00 A.M., 2:00 P.M. and 6:00 P.M. coop each night 3 given area is fenced for a rearing field, 
Egg ue paces as above, pie Yo re z ae and lasts as long as the birds remain egg white, and dried out with barley : about four MS B OD ARG am UDPTe | aes Grawa hot only destroy young 
meal. A small amount of fine charcoal e¢jable number begin to fly over the 
should be used. fence. Should this be permitted with- pheasauuacne re fONn weeks) of jase, 8rd day—Whole eggs are used and dried i ra 7 ta ta hee Oni but before this they are a constant 
with startina, barley meal and char- Out In e eae re eee rp Menace in our laying pens. Cats and 
coal; pheasantina is used when needed. soon fail to return. In order to cu weasels endanger our young birds and 

5th day—Reduce the number of eggs by this tendency, the field is patrolled and their ctosier motherd as wall. awe 
eight from this day on. Add crissel for the birds either caught and put back or t 
substitute. Uke, pint which has been gushed back into thelAeld. In order to) °°" “° Pe More abundant after August scalded and the water removed. Add toh ith build tra i Sl aeaeeais 15th, and just now the Marsh Hawk is 
1 pint No. 12 Spratt’s Biscuit meal, C@t oe pee taking the largest toll, despite the steamed. along the outside of the rearing field. ae = : 5; i = es x vigilance of four men assigned to the 7th day—Add 1 pt. chick grain, steamed, This is done by attaching a wire wing field. The birds range from four to six 

15th day Ada tpt Ni 8 Spratt’s Bi Pe ee eee Gee weeks old, yet they ela to fall easy ay—. pt. No. pratt’s Bis- j + , 
‘cuit meal to the No. 12 Spratt’s Biscuit sie ay uae’ pir re Ses : 9 prey. Without vermin control no farm 

meal. From now on decrease No. 12 other end, and staking 1 peat te can show a net profit when vermin are 
and increase No. 8. Eggs are omitted, bottom. Birds under six weeks of age Bo plentiedio ne athe 

; substituting crissel entirely. Also so caught are wing-clipped, since they Ss f i 
i i diate steed anitation been hee eas intermedia do not moult until six or seven weeks Sanitation is one of the most im: 

24th day—Omit chick grain substituting of age. portant factors in the production of 
intermediate scratch grain, introduc- ‘We commence trapping birds when game birds. By sanitation we mean se- 
ing No. on PE eae they are about 10 or 11 weeks of age. ecting only clean, fresh soil for rear- increase the amount of feed as the is ti tHe GE igdaveloped 5 i birds become larger. Substitute grow- pie oe :, plumage is ne ope ing fields; scalding all verses pie in 

ena for startina. Provide birds with © the point where sex markings are connection with feeding the birds; im- 
ample grit at all times. easily distinguished. Two types of traps mediately removing dead birds and 
The birds are given water in clean, are used, portable and stake traps. The cremating or burying them in a place 

yorcelain dishes at 10:00 A.M. and 2:00 portable trap is 2 feet by 4 feet by 2 (Continued on page 312) 
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provided for this purpose; Seeing that 

no mouldy or sour food is left to be 

picked up by the birds; cleaning the 

feed coops in the setting yard and movy- 

ing the coops in the rearing field each 

day to prevent contamination; and con- | 

stantly guarding many other factors | 

that enter into this line of work. At 

the Institute we are striving to instill 

into the men this idea of cleanliness. 

In conclusion, permit me to stress 

again some of the important factors in 

producing a field of strong pheasants. 

H Select your breeders with utmost care. 

Use only rugged, healthy birds. Feed 
{ them properly for the production of 

eggs that have good strong germs. Keep 

the eggs in a temperature of about 65 | 
/ degrees Fahrenheit, until set. Cull out 

all hens used for incubation and breeding 

that show any tendency to disease. Feed 

the birds in such a way as to keep 

them growing. Do not let vermin molest 

them. Restlessness will often cause 

many birds to leave the field. Keep all 

premises as clean as possible under 

existing circumstances. Last but not ; 
least, study your birds; live with them; 

learn as much as possible of their 

habits; try to recognize when the feed 

needs.a slight change; and your knowl- 
: , edge will insiite a ftrger number of 

i deeper healthy PRs nee a > 

\
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Bildo Leonold rider 

Developing the Ph Shoots: eveloping the Pheasant Shoot “sixzsee: 
See years ago I took charge of tendant in charge of the birds could large bags, my principal aim being to 

a 1,500 acre estate which the owner sleep near them at night, as the place provide the most difficult kind of driven 
wanted to develop into a natural driven was over-run with stray dogs and ver- shooting, to rise the pheasants off the 

pheasant shoot; raising pheasants and min of all kinds. Also to keep tres- highest ground possible, and to provide 

, turning them into the woods, and driv- passers from interfering with the birds, strong flying birds. At one drive in 

ing them over the guns for shooting, I moved the first hatch to the woods particular, the lowest flying birds went 

the same as is done in the European early in July, and each hatch, when over the guns at a height of 150 feet. 

countries. I had a lengthy interview ready, was transferred directly from the Most of the birds of this beat were 

with the owner prior to my engagement, rearing field to the woods. A man re-  rocketers and extremely difficult to kill. 

in the course of which I found he was Mained in the woods with them night The shooting on this estate gradually 

a keen sportsman, passionately fond of and day until they began to roost. In improved each season during my stay, 

shooting. _ addition to hand feeding, automatic as every season I added more under- 

He had recently returned from an feeders containing dry scratch grain cover, putting in more cut cedars and 

extensive shooting trip in the British WeTe also erected through the woods. planting barberry, snowberry and briar. 

Isles, and had been a guest at several Fresh drinking water had to be sup- The last season I was on that estate, for 

of the largest and best driven shoots in plied daily in pans in shady places. This, the eight week-end shoots the bag 

Bngland. This appealed to him and to my mind, was very essential, as in averaged 620 pheasants each day—all 

gave him the idea of having the same dry spells birds usually wander to val- high-flying birds. I also developed a 
icind (of. pheasantiehootinie on! hiscestate. leys where they can obtain water. This mallard duck shoot which was very suc- 

As his knowledge of pheasant breeding water supply was kept up until well on cessful, raising 3,000 ducks each season 
was very vague, he thought any kind in October, after the first cover shoot. and usually shooting from twenty-seven 

of woodland would hold game. I pointed THe owner planned on having six con- to twenty-eight hundred each year. 
out the difference between the American %¢CUtive week-end shoots, commencing Considerable time had to be spent in 
woods and the British, and the many in October, and had invited ten guests the control of vermin. A list of those 

difficulties which would haveto be over- 10 208¢h shoot with double guns and killed the first year is as follows: 648 
come to solve this problem. How- loaders, the same as he had seen done in hawks, 346 owls, 456 crows, 37 weasels, 
ever, he wanted to have the sport and England. About two weeks before the 61 house cats, 11 grey fox, 4 red fox, 6 
Tada willing Gio pacaulrenmionen (and sat shoots, I had several loads of wheat- raccoons, 2 mink, 60 skunk, 44 red squir- 
necessary. —% mm the ae fe ans ie on me rel, 1,854 rats and 5 opossums. I had 

erent drives, and also had wire net- vyisited most of the princi i 

T found that his estate was a long, ting put down at different points the day pheasant shoots in a ae wee 
eee Beep) ‘with! about 1,000 acres:/ot before the shoot, so as to graduate the in the old days prior to the war, and I 

ouber tana” tntemuiusled) (which) ac” “sine,at the birdsgand preyent, them, “dan earciy aay) that thateport provided 
vised “hita" to Donen ee euuredd tons toa all flushing over the guns at once. on this American preserve was in many 
eae ode ee tte ee ne uot Lalgo. had several thousand yards, of respects better than on the British and 
tee oe fields on this ground, he did: sewelling, or colored strips of bunting, french. 1 am inclined to think that 

This “made a! ‘total EETOUEe of about tied on string and arranged at the dif- bird! A) thi fb = . een i 

2,500 acres. Several public roads ran ferent drives to make the birds rise high h i d deer 0d ape ise: Ce hae 
through the property, which later caused vor the Gane ania «ieanenaaaaennyy andle Broperly, can fly even stronger 

endless patrolling, as poachers came in hq to be ei idteda My Hee eclertion than the British. There should be no 

automobiles from all parts to shoot the of the stands proved so successful that "©4802 for the American Sportsman to 
pheasants along the roadsides with .22 it was not necessary to change them go abroad for his shooting. Of course 

rifles and shotguns. I had equipment during the several seasons I was in it, means a lot of hard uphill work, 

made to raise 5,000 pheasants the first charge, and all guns got splendid sport. thought, and planning to establish a 

year, and turned 4,500 to the woods, in- ne first season’s shoot provided shooting of this sort, but it can be done 
creasing the number to 6,500 the follow-  spiendid sport, an average of 450 birds just as well as in the Huropean coun- | 
ing year. The woods had to be prepared being shot each day. I did not try for tries, if not better. 
for holding pheasants and put into shape 

forty esa es Done CONS volt iG meee = ee ee ee 
to plan the ground to best advantage to 

get high birds. 

The first thing I did was to cut the 

woods for thirty different drives. The 

brush which I had cut away I used for : alae 3 

under-cover for the pheasants, as the , Agoslign) 

woods were practically bare underneath, 

I also purchased about 12,000 cedar trees Mever, her, 49:30 
about eight or ten feet high, which were 

cut, and put in the different drives to 

provide shelter and flushing cover at 

strategic points. I also had corn and 

wheat and sunflower patches plantea| 

wherever possible near woods. I had 

planned on putting out four lots of birds 

of about 1,000 each, direct from the rear- 

ing field to the woods, and had four 

A movable huts erected so that the at-
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Nov. 26, 1930 

Mr. C. L. Horn: ; 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

While in South Dakota on a hunting trip 
during the second week of November we killed a number of 
pheasants, and on cleaning them were very mich surprised to 
find that the crops on most of these birds were completely 

filled with grasshoppers. 

As you know, we have had at least two | 
weeks of freezing weahter the latter part of October, and 

ice on some of the lakes wasover an inch in thickness, yet 

these pheasants were feeding on grasshoppers and grubs at ; 

this late date. : 

We were very much surprised to find this 
} and continued to examine the crops of all the birds cleaned. 

We found some few grains of corn in them, but fully 90% of 
the contents of the crops of these birds was insects. 

Yours very truly, 

H. C. Russell 

tae 

Se



Dee. 16, 1930 

Mr. Charles I. Horn, President 
Federal Cartridce Company 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

I have copied Mr. Russell's interesting letter 
and am returning the original. Thanks for sending me this. 

Frozen grasshoppers are a very important food 
for uplend game during the period while they last, but I 
am not aware of previous reports of pheasants eating heavily 
of them. Yor this reason I am very glad to get Mr. Russell's 
observation. 

I am sorry you were not able to atten? the Insti- : i tute meeting. 

Yours sincerely, 

- ALDO LEOroLp 

In Charee, Gane Survey



v PUT THE BLAME IN TH) RIGHT PLACH ¥ pe 

anu There is an unusual number of reports being received at the offices of the 

gv Game Commission from many sections of the Commonwealth, particularly in the form 

of local newspaper items, cleiming thet the hunters! failure to bag the usuel 

number of rabbits this season is due to the fact that their numbers have been ; 

/ reduced by the Rines-necked Pheasants. For mony years the Game Commission has been 

attempting to trace to some derinite conclusion reports that pheasants kill young 

rabbits, but invariably investigations of this sort lead nowhere. In every in- 

stance it has amounted to nothing but hearsay--someone's friend told him he 

actually saw a ringneck kill young rabbits, but upon interviewing such friend we 

find that he didn't see it at all, but that a cousin or brother-in-law of his 

saw it, and so on. The truth of the motter is that field mice can be blamed in 

many instences for killing young rabbits in the nest. These little creatures, 

coming across a nest of young rabbits, have been Imown to eat the eves ond oft- 

times the fleshy part from the lips of the baby bunnies. 

Invariably the Game Commission is asked how they Imow that the ringneck does 

not kill young rabbits. This question can be readily answered, in part, by citing 

one specific instance after another where rabbits are found in abundance on ring- 

neck pheasant farms. They are fairly plentiful on Pennsylvania's own game farms. 

On the Barbados Island in the Sehuylkill River at Norristowm were trapped several 

hundred rabbits. Living on the same islend were a great mony ring-necked pheasants 

and quail. The following record is also of particular interest: It concerns o f 

wild rabbit which burrowed beneath the wire enclosure of one of the pheasant pens 

of the late 7. L. Weaver of Millersburg, ond built a nest within the enclosure, 

This wild rabbit, in due time, had a nestfull of voungsters whieh she proceeded 

to successfully rear among the pheasants. The pheasants did not molest the 

rabbits nor harm the voung which later followed their mother to o nearby woods. 

The apparent scarcity of rabbits in certain sections of the Stote minht be 

attributed to the long drought. Certainly no disease of any sort is responsible. 

Again it may be thet they are keeping holed up more than usual for some reason or 

another. Numbers of hunters have remarked that they observe many rabbits on 

the highways end roads in the evening and in the wee hours of the morning, while 

going to and from the hunt, but thet while hunting those same sections during the 

doy, they seem to find very few of the creatures about. 

( ‘ C7, Qe, ‘ng tO 

[Oees . £4 33 4 : f
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AS (ot ro COOPERATOR PHEASANT EGG REPORT - 1930 
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Cot) o December 20, 1930 

wy 

‘ Of the 17,500 ring-neck pheasant eggs shipped to 
cooperators between April 20 and July 20, 1930, reports 
from 268 out of 277 cooperators are in, covering 16,480 
eggs. Of these 16,480 eggs, 8,623 birds were hatched. 
4,382 birds were reared to the age of eight weeks or over, 
and 1,153 reared to the age of less than six weeks. There 
is a total of 5,535 pheasants reared to the age of six weeks 
or over. 5,144 birds have been released at the time of the 
reports. 

About 32 birds have actually been reared to the age of 
six weeks or over from each 100 eggs shipped to cooperators. 
Inasmech as the majority of state game departments believe 
that 25 birds per 100 eggs is a good average for egg distribution 
work, the Wisconsin record for 1930 can be considered entirely 
satisfactory. 

V
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ESTABLISHED 1802 

E.l.pu Pont DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION February 3, 1931. 
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20 ae 
Memorandum for 
Mr. Aldo Leopold. 

Attached hereto is copy of the Chinese Pheasant 
report of the State of Oregon which was obtained by Earl Fry 
due to his friendly relationship with the Oregon Commission 
and Mr. Cullison, the chairman, who agreed to loan it to 
Fry for a period of three or four weeks. 

We have had this report in our office since about 
the middle of January and as there is only one copy of it, 
apparently it should go back as soon as you have finished 
with it. Fry said in his letter of transmittal - "Wish that 
you would forward it to Aldo Leopold for his attention, asking 
him to get it back to me at the earliest possible time." 

( Le We Te WALLER, JR. 
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GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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We quote the following from World-Herald, Omaha, Nebraska:- i 

Qe 
PHEASANT VS. FARMER uhh why 

mr o Jar 
"The ring-necked pheasant has established itself in Nebraska 

with remarkable facility. From a pioneer stock of no more than 500 

birds brought into the state between 1915 and 1925 the pheasant 

population has grown to an estimated total of more than a million 

birds. Under continued protection there should soon be at least 

one pheasant for every man, woman and child in the state. 
In Nebraska as in nearly every other locality, where he has 

established a residence, the pheasant has become the subject of a 

lively debate. Is he a benevolent bird or malevolent? Is he a 

friend of the farmer or a foe? Does he do good by eating destruc— 

tive insects and noxious weed seeds or mischief by pulling up 

sprouted grain and taking an unduly large share of a matured crop? 

The answer to all these questions is apparently yes and no. 

The pheasant seems to be a great deal like the little girl with 

the curl that hung down in the middle of her forehead. And it 
all depends on circumstances whether he is going to be very good 

or horrid. 
The only scientific evidence of the Nebraska pheasant's food 

habits and his capacity for good or evil while following them is 

contained in the report of a survey conducted by M. H. Swenk of the 

state university. This survey covers examination of the crops and 
gizzards of 100 birds of both sexes taken at intervals throughout 

the year. All were habitants of Valley county in the heart of the 

complaint area. 
Just about everything is grist that comes to the pheasant's 

mill evidently. He takes his food where he finds it and eats most i 

of what happens to be handiest. The major portion of his diet is 

of grain, corn, wheat, oats and barley. This grain diet is heaviest 

in the winter and the greater portion of it throughout the year is 
apparently on waste grain. In the spring and early summer he eats 

a good many destructive insects and worms. A relatively small 

amount of sprouted grain was found in the crops of the birds during 
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; From Montana Wild Life, we quote the following: ote p 
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We ov Tn bh alg COST OF REARING PHEASANTS 
4. 76, Marek 16, /93/ me ee ee 

"What is the cost of rearing a Chinese pheasant for libera- 

tion at the state game farm at Warm Springs? For months, this 
matter has been the subject of much debate where sportsmen gather. 

Eastern publications have placed the figure as high as $7--and. with 
three male birds as the Montana limit, that price would mean $21 per 

bag. J. L. Kelly, member of the State Fish and Game Commission, in 

whose territory the state game farm is located, has brought matters 
down to a fine point, however, and declares tha verage cost 

of rearing a Chinese Pheasant in Montana was ($1.27 4-5)in 1930. 

The State Fish and Game Commission liberated 6,146 Chinese and 
Mongolians in 55 counties of Montana last year. These birds were 

hatched with 781 domestic setting hens. Six acres is completely 

under wire at the State game farm and there are now 392 pens, each 
of which will accomodate 25 birds. Enlargement and improvements 

are contemplated because of the increasing demand."
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How to Make Pheasants Fly Well ina Flat Country 

The Second Prize of Three Guineas is awarded to Mr. W. D. Fairweather, North Lodge, Dumont 

Park, Dunning, Perthshire, for the following Essay. 

EXT to having the necessary number of birds thickening for rises, etc. I do not in the least underrate 
N to shoot, perhaps the matter of greatest moment the importance and utility of such aids, but my 

to the keeper in charge of a large, or indeed, of experience has been that if the last ounce of help is to 
a small pheasant shoot is how to show them to the be extracted from them several rules or axioms must 
greatest advantage from the point of view of the quality be adhered to. Number one, and the most important 
of the sport. Some fortunate estates are so favoured rule of all is—hatch as early and shoot as late as ever 
by the natural contour of the ground where the coverts you can. Immature birds, or even early enough ones, 
are situated that small thought need be expended on that have never known a spell of real hard weather 
this problem, but many others are not so lucky, and can never be in full strength when in flight, and that 2 
where that is so advantage must be taken of every fact has its certain effect on height and on pace. Half 
feature likely to help, artificial aids not excepted where of the pheasants shot nowadays in a season are shot 
the natural ones fail. How often does one hear a before they are ready, and the quality of the sport on 
remark made that such and such an estate cannot be many an estate could be altered from condemnation to 
a good one for high pheasants, the reason attached being praise simply by choosing a date one month later. 
that the coverts are so much on the flat. Now, flat and Fortunately, though many modern sportsmen are bitten 
level coverts are no doubt a handicap when it comes to by the height fetish because it is the fashion to demand 
really high birds. Yet they are seldom absolutely hope- it, they cannot stop really good birds when they do 
less and, on the other hand, it must be conceded that the get them, and so less is heard of only moderate ones 
mere fact of a covert being itself high is no guarantee than might otherwise be the case. I do not in the least 
that the majority of the birds from it will be anything underestimate the value of late birds, and where pheasants 
out of the ordinary. I know intimately dozens of coverts are always high naturally, such birds are all right. But 
here in Scotland, seemingly ideally placed on steep where the coverts are flat and where the keeper has to 
hillsides, where the birds are difficult enough, if one is to make height instead of just using it, their value consists 

judge by the ammunition expended and the pick-up. in the numbers seen only, It has often struck me that 
But their being difficult does not come from actual at almost any rise a very great deal depends on how the 
height, but because nearly every bird has a swerve or first score or so of birds go over the guns. If these 
curl when in flight, which is a problem in itself. It is happen to be immature ones and do not show well, 
really all a matter of a suitable objective which the birds many of those following will fly at or near the same 
know and like, and without that a covert ideally situated level; this applying specially to the hens. 
may easily be disappointing. From such isolated Next, it is important and necessary that the pheasants 
coverts—and by isolated I mean coverts where the on a flat shoot should be encouraged, or rather forced, 
pheasants cannot be driven out at the ends or corners, to fly as often and far as possible after they are fit. 
but must be shot when crossing natural or artificial Many a keeper is so scared at the possibility of losing 
clearings—the height of the birds will more or less conform a few of his birds that they are shot without knowing 
to the height of the trees. Like all other birds living what their wings are for, bar flying to roost at night and 
on hill ground, pheasants will follow the contour unless down again in the morning. There is really small risk 
they know they can reach an attractive resort at a lower in getting between foraging birds and their covert at 
level, and reach it easily. Here, of course, we are any time, but where danger does exist, time it when 
favoured by nature in that most hillsides are cut by the they are thinking about coming in and have a man or 
beds of burns or by dry gullies. Advantage can be two behind them with flags to make sure. 
taken of these and where they are deep the height of Yet another vital rule when trying to get the last inch 
the birds depends on how far down the slope the guns from flat covert pheasants is to take advantage of every 
are placed. I know several places like that, where the available foot of rise when marking the stands as well 
den sides are so steep that platforms have to be erected as at the rise itself. Many a time I have seen a 
for the guns to shoot from, and even an old hand can plantation driven right out to the end when there was 
find his first experience of such a stand somewhat a slope of maybe twelve feet thirty yards back. Now, 
unnerving. ten or twelve feet is not much, but it is a lot better 

But it is really not with such coverts that this com- than nothing, and netting just below the crown of the 
petition has to do, but rather with those where little rising ground would have helped the stand in more 
help can be hoped for from slope or height. Now I have than one way. It would have forced the birds to rise 
had, shall I call it the misfortune, of being in charge at the higher level, and also ensured that they were 
of such a shoot for a long period of years. Naturally at least above the trees when they reached the end of ; 
because of that, I am, or ought to be familiar with most the covert. The value of even the slightest slope or 
of the artificial devices likely to help in getting birds rise is best appreciated after trying to rise birds against 
up in the air, such as wire-netting, screens, sewelling, it instead of with it.
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Wire netting is a valuable help in nearly all flat young 9 
plantations when the exact place for it is carefully if ® h e S h 0O t eT s 
thought out. But I have often seen it used in matured 
woods where the guns were placed among trees, and C l d 7 9 3 ] 
where it certainly “lid no oe if it did ae harm. At a e n a rT 
such a flat rise it is very noticeable that the birds tend 
to get close to the netting before rising, and so many MARCH 
will come through the trees instead of over them. In y ; 
such places it is is better to use the netting as pockets, Notes Jor the Month. : geenitl & aeeuetions 
some of these fairly far back in the beat so that the birds Datura) food 18 sceieen lovemaking go Sfoot aod feed and 
rise in batches at different distances from the guns. breeding quarters abe hupues, Polson foe tate ermion Gabe 
That helps to do away with the “‘ too many at once ” jays, magpies, little owls, and poaching cats; and qinand 
bogey, and also counteracts the tendency to follow my poe ae iat Ratartad te gue soma tae before 
leader so noticeable with pheasants. As the result of bette bs te 
careful observation during a long experience of flat Feed stock pheasants liberally and place sham eggs in attifi- 

covert shooting, T would unhesitatingly have the guns Se ee ee a eae 
right in the open every time. That, however, is not e any thes bedce cunpiney tp prevent same using them 
always possible, and in such cases a few white flags, place on the fields, 
or two or three reliable men, or even a stretch of : = > 
sewelling can be very useful if rightly placed between [ cartrioc: ve 
the guns and the rise. 5 __ CARTRIDGE 

There will always be a difference of opinion as to : @ 
whether it is better when dealing with a flat covert PEWS na 
to have an artificially-thickened rise, or to rely on the 
available natural cover. Some woods, and _ these E : EY & KYN Oo Cc H 
favourite pheasant haunts, are so bare of undercover CARTRIDGES ARE AN EXCELLENT 
that making up of some kind is absolutely necessary. ARGUMENT WITH MARAUDING VERMIN 
But such rises tend to draw the birds into small compass, 

so that where they are in any great numbers, the danger 
of a stampede is always present. It is again really a 
matter of what is best in each individual instance and 
of the available resources. But where the natural Note for supporters of Home Industry—If a cartridge case 
cover is anything like adequate and barring a screen is not marked E'ey or Kynoch it is not British made. 

to keep the birds from seeing the guns before they get Fae OA RUDD ON EET PHTT TE SEPUE Ie RL, Yana ARUN TRIER BT 
up, I would be inclined to leave well alone. SSS SSS SS = 

Sometimes a flat wood is of such a size that it has to ge are Se fi 
be shot in two or even three beats, whilst its shape Ce & ar 

makes the engineering of a suitable rise for eachsection y THE yeas eet 
very difficult. I used to know intimately one such oR eae 
wood where the birds from three successive beats were A Wa“ ees 
perforce shot from the same rise, and the results >, Same ay Royal See 
depended entirely on the number of birds in each beat. 1 H.M. King George V 
It was sae matter of forethought, detail, and organisa- { a " eee 
tion, an know the keeper concerned did not claim i ie tw B 
any special merit for his Tone All the same, it could 7 gy 2 Trevis 
have been very easily bungled and is an instance of Pee (Regd.) 
what can be done when “ needs must.” ‘ 

I have seen, too, some novel artificial aids, not always 26}-inch Barrel Gun with 
from the keeper’s brain, employed with small success, NEW SELF-OPENING ACTION 
and doubtless there are still a few I have yet to see. (Patent) 
But in connection with all such aids, effective or other- ae 
wise, one word of warning is imperative. It is not one A12 bore Gunweighing6 bs. 2 0zs.to6 lbs 4ozs. 
bit of good erecting any structure or making any 
alteration in a covert after the birds have got used to HANDLES WELL 
their surroundings. All such work ought to be over 
and done with before the birds leave the rearing field ; MOUNTS WELL— 

my authority for saying so again coming from the hard 
sabe of eepeneaee i : SHOOTS WELL 

In Scotland, at least, we are often lucky in having 
fields of green crop contingent to, or within reasonable 
distance of the coyerts. When such fields are in the Write for Descriptive Booklet : 
right place they can)be used advantageously, as birds can 
be run or driven into them and shot when flying back. HOLLAND & HOLLAND, LTD., 
If a root field is close to a covert and is dead flat it will 98, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1. 
often pay to leave the guns near the wood and walk 
the roots away from them as the flushed birds will turn
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back and make quite sporting shooting. On the other : ° 
hand, when there is a grass, or stubble, or a ploughed Fighting Kudu Bulls 
field between the roots and the covert, it is generally 
best to have the guns right in the open and drive the ae By G 
birds straight home. Yet again, one can often use a T is probable that few people in England, excepting 

section of moorland, which may be a mixture of heather, those who are familiar with South Africa, are aware 
bracken, rushes, and whins in the same way. But if ; that the greatest game reserve in the world is situated 

ground like that or root fields are to be used successfully, in the Transvaal, and is known as the Kruger National 
just one unvarying rule must be strictly observed. The Park. F f 
driving line must be neither hurried nor carelessly The game is, of course, strictly preserved and watched 
handled, as though birds naturally in such cover will over by the Chief Warden, Colonel J. Stevenson- 
behave normally, those run or driven into it will sit a 
like stones and will be very difficult to put up. Slowness | ee es 

, is the very best thing for wearing out a pheasant’s | Cs ” 
patience, though it is seldom indeed that a master CR ltl: cle 4 
realises this as thoroughly as his keeper. | ee pe ee 

There yet remains one factor of great importance, | : pie 
and one which affects all pheasant shoots, flat and other- | ‘ ey 4 : Ss 
wise. That is the weather factor, and if, the weather allt 3 mS 

is wrong nothing will be right. The worst of it is that | 
mostly all pheasant shoots are arranged months before ! 
the actual date. Then the guns will more than likely no \ 
be coming from long distances and for the arranged day | ‘ # 
or days only. So it very often happens that though the | en ee 
weather is as bad as can well be, the shoot must go on. iim eee rs oe" a 
Heavy rain or sleet is perhaps the worst of all possible ee ee Fr | 
brands, as in addition to sodden birds being unable to a a Sin See ale i 
fly properly the beaters quickly get fed up in thick ent ee aes er f > 
cover and are difficult to manage. Fog is almost ae oe er) Rad \ 7 
equally bad and sometimes pheasants seem to fly much ‘tases. bes e are 
heavier in that than in heavy rain. Or again, anything foe 
in the way of a gale of wind may easily spoil more than cee 2a 
one rise when shooting these, besides affecting others a: fe a ee 
through birds not going where they were intended to go. —— air ee 
All that is in the day’s work, of course, yet I have some- The. ee eee ho Wate - 
times heard a keeper criticised, even condemned, when Poe A ae ee 
the poor quality of the sport was the result of conditions Seer ee ee aoe 
over which he had no control. 7a ma tt Sey a aaa 

Lastly, and fortunately, in a fairly long lifetime spent Two Kudu Bulls with horns interlocked as the result of a fight. 
among pheasants I have noticed that somehow or other 
the wind is pretty well tempered to the shorn lamb. Hamilton and a number of Rangers, who in turn have a 
In other words, at most covert shoots the quality of the staff of reliable natives to assist them, each Ranger 
sport and the ability of the sportsmen is pretty much having a particular section of the Park under his care. 
on the same level. Sometimes one does see a square peg The sections vary in area, and one Ranger may have a 

in a round hole, either way, but speaking generally even stretch of country of roughly two thousand five hundred 
the very flattest of pheasant shoots works out fairly square miles, or even more, to look after. 
satisfactorily for all concerned. Poaching is not unknown, especially near the Portu- 

pee) IS TEBE. BS! guese boundary, and the Rangers have to keep a sharp 
look out for these offenders. Last September a number of 

THE SPANISH IBEX—Part Il. armed poachers were rounded up by one of the Rangers 
(Continued from page 115) —this was near Komatipoort. 

kindness and politeness of all with whom I came in con- It is, of course, necessary to see that the number of 

tact, from the townspeople to the peasants of the Sierras. the larger carnivorous animals does not get too great, 

No trouble ‘seemed too much for them to further the lest other species of harmless animals should suffer. 

success and enjoyment of my visit. I must give a little Some of these are their own enemies as shown by the 

example. When I first reached Madrid in my motor accompanying photograph. It is a fairly common but 

car I had some difficulty in finding my hotel, which was unfortunate occurrence when Kudu bulls fight that their 

in a narrow bye street. Having reached the Puerta del horns get locked and both die of exhaustion. In the 
Sol I was at a loss which way to go, and could not quite instance depicted here, a patrol of South African Police 

understand the directions of a traffic policeman. A observed the two animals with locked horns, the one 

Spanish taxi-cab driver seeing my difficulty, waved to was already dead and the other very weak but 

me to follow him, and drove his cab to my hotel, looking just able to stand. Later he fell down exhausted. 
round to see that I followed him at every corner. Fortunately, the officer in charge was able to procure 
Directly he saw I had safely arrived he smiled to me and a saw and sever the horn of the dead bull and release 
began to drive off with no thought of a tip for his trouble, the other which managed to stagger away. 
in fact I had to run to catch him and thank him, H. L.
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Zo.) /rav /e,/73/ can RAISE OWN BIRDS CHEAPER THAN THEY CAN BUY THEM ~~ 

"An offer from a Michigan commercial pheasant breeder to rear 
and sell ring-neck pheasants to the state on a contract basis has 
failed to interest the Department of Conservation which for 14 years 
has been releasing only birds raised by the state game farm. 

The offer was for birds about 12 weeks old, at the breeder's 
farm for $2 each. 

The Department decided not to accept the offer on the grounds 
that the birds could be propagated and handled at less cost under 
the present game farm system and because it is believed that under 
the present methods a more dependable supply of birds may be assured 
each year. 

While it is difficult to compute the net costs of producing 
game farm pheasants up to given ages, the most recent analysis. of 
costs indicates that up to the time the birds are removed from the 
rearing fields at Jackson State Prison Farm and the Boys Vocational 
School and sent to the Mason Farm, the average cost per bird is 

; close to one dollar each. 

Having been received at the Mason farm, these young birds are 
wing-clipped, fed, hens are crated and shipped to local officers 

508 

for field distribution ahead of the hunting season, with cocks held 
until after the hunting season when they are banded and finally 

crated and shipped. All of these expenses would be in addition to 

the original cost of two dollars each for the young birds reared 

under the proposed contract. According to the most reliable cost 

figure, the state is now producing, shipping-and.delivering to con- 
servation officers for local release at
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PHEASANT CHASES CAT t 

Comes now the pheasant to join the rabbit, who, getting a sip of 
“‘eawn likker,’’ spit in the bulldog’s face; the worm, also imbibing of 
cawn, who strangled the big black bass to death—the pheasant was in a i a cornfield, too— CY a 

Whether fermenting corn in the shock had anything to do with this Aa 
odd reversal of nature is not known. a 

The pheasant, according to game protectors, J. H. Noonan and ; R. J. Vickers, of the New York Conservation Department, was in a 
corn shock in a field on the banks of the Mohawk River near Albany, 
and saw a large Thomas cat stalking something in the grass. 

That was too much for the cock pheasant. He charged through the 
long leaves of corn and bore down on the astonished cat, ““Thomas’’ | 
hightailed it away from there, vaulted into high grass and disappeared. 

Again the tables were turned, for ordinarily the hunting house cat 
stalks pheasants and other birds, and, according to conservationists 
throughout the United States, takes an enormous toll of all small | 
wild life.
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resentative beam trawl used by a purse seine type of boat is as follows: 
beam, 36 feet long with 9-inch diameter in center and tapering to 54 
inches at ends; bottom line 7-inch manila, 41 feet long; hauling cable 
of 34-inch woven wire; bag of heavy tarred hemp web, 14-inch mesh 
and 200 meshes deep. The cost of this beam trawl, including gears, 
winch, cable, beam, and web, is (1927) approximately $800. The otter 
trawl was tried in Alaska, but it was found that it could not be regu- 
lated to the variety of bottom conditions found in Alaska. The Chinese 
bag nets and traps used in San Francisco Bay can not be used because 
of the depths encountered. 

Nevertheless, the ‘‘otter trawl’’ is a more modern type of trawl and 
is easier to handle. It gives much more of a mouth spread than the 
beam trawl, due to the absence of a beam and the substitution of otter 
boards on the sides. The otter boards keep the net open because of 
the resistance of the water. When the otter trawl is taken from the 
water the boards come together, making the net easier to handle, 
Scofield gives a description of the otter trawl in one of the past issues 
of Cautrornia Fish anp Game (vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 93-94, 1918, with a 
diagram showing a steam trawler and otter trawl on p. 95). Scofield 
compares the ‘‘otter trawl’’ and the ‘‘beam trawl’’ with the ‘‘paran- 
zella net’’ in his paper, ‘‘Parenzella, or Trawl Net Fishing in Cali- 
fornia.’’ This article is reprinted from the Transactions of the Second 
Annual Meeting of the Pacific Fisheries Society, held at San Fran- 
cisco, August 9-11, 1915. 

: In Alaska, according to the available data given by Hynes, there is 
little if any variation in the seasonal abundance of commercial species. 
At times the shrimps do, however, move very rapidly from one portion 
of the grounds to another, but this movement is possibly occasioned by 
the exhaustion of food in one area. 

HAS THE PHEASANT A CREDIT BALANCE 
WITH THE FARMER? 

By ApotpH A. OLIver 

OR MANY years I have been interested in the great out of doors 
Res particularly in wild game birds. Since 1912 when the first 

State game farm was established about a mile and a half north of 
Mount Eden, I have become very much interested in such exotic species 
as pheasants, Hungarian partridges and other birds brought in to 
replace the depleted stock of our native game species. 

The distribution of birds from all sources and the dispersal of escaped 
individuals from private hatcheries has increased the pheasant supply 
in the Mount Eden area so that on the cold, winter mornings I can 

; see them stiting on fences by the dozens waiting to get warmed by the 
morning sun. I am a diversified farmer, raising products maturing for 
market every month of the year, and I have been watching pheasants 

| around the ranch for a good many years. The last year there has been 
a growing doubt whether they have a credit balance with the farmer,
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Some time within the last 100 years when the grain was threshed out 

on the threshing floor by the oxen there was an old saying or axiom that 

the ox came first for his share of grain for his work performed. This 

is as it should be. I have never allowed anyone to shoot birds on my 

farm as we feel that as the linnets take most of our cherries now, we 

hope that the trees will bear enough in a few years to give the birds 

their share for a few weeks of the year for the good they are doing 

during the many months there are no cherries and they are living on 

insects and worms, thus helping us to raise garden truck. 

Now for the debit side of the pheasant. They play havoc with the 

ripe tomatoes, going through the fields and picking a small hole in each 

tomato, then moving on. These holes allow the formation of moulds 

and spores which mean the tomatoes can not be sent to the market or 

cannery. When wheat and barley are sown and there is no rain to 

sprout them the pheasants are busy scratching and turning over the 
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Fic. 57. Ring-necked cocks at the Yountville Game Farm. Photograph by H. C. 

Bryant. 

clods to get the seed, but we have allowed some pounds for them on 

each acre. 
Last year during December, January and February our planting of 

peas suffered heavily from raids of pheasants. These are planted in 

rows from 24 to 36 inches apart, 80 pounds of seed to the acre. Last 

year this seed cost me 17 cents a pound or $13.60 per acre for the pur- 
chase of seed alone. They must be planted very near to the surface, 
otherwise the rain will rot the seed during the cold weather. This is 
the time of year when there are very few bugs, butterflies, moths and 

«rye grass seeds for them to feed on, but oh, when they find a newly 

‘planted pea field, how sick the rows will show up when they come 
through the ground. The pheasants seem to know where the seeds 
ure and do most of the digging with their bills. 
Maybe I am responsible for these troubles myself. I have lots of 

eross fences and the land is divided into small fields. I became tired
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of seeing thistles and weeds grow along these fences so I seeded these 
areas with alfalfa and sweet clover, which grows up three to four feet 
high and furnishes plenty of seed for feed and cover for nesting birds. 
But the pheasants have found these are the places for them to nest as 
the mowers do not destroy them as they do in the open alfalfa fields. 
I have seen many nests destroyed in alfalfa fields during haying time. 

a‘ Now for the credit side of the pheasant : 

First—The pheasant destroys annually great quantities of cut worms 
and bugs. This is a distinct advantage to the farmer. 
Second—Their calls in the morning when dawn is about to break are 

worth something on the credit side of the ledger. 
Third—The thrill I get while walking through the fields and a whole 

flock of these pretty birds flush at my feet is also to be considered. 
Fourth—The mere sight of these birds as I drive through the roads 

and cross roads on the property is a thrill. Only this Thanksgiving Day 
as I sat with my family at our Thanksgiving dinner, and looked out of 
the window and counted 22 beautiful pheasants in my garden, on my 
lawn and in the trees I realized that after all it was worth something 
to have them about the place. ~ 

Have I sufficiently built up the credit side of the pheasant? Perhaps 
T have, but the thought comes to me of some forty years ago of Judge 
Stephen G. Nye, a man whom I knew intimately and a man I value ai. 
a very close friend. His fairness and honesty won him many victories 
and many friends. He seemed always to treat the opposing counsel , 
as a friend. I remember one case in particular when the attorney for 
the plaintiff had completed his case and Judge Nye, acting for the 
defense, stood up and said before the court that the opposition had 
not made out as complete a case as he should or might have done, and 
said that for that purpose he would concede all the facts which the 
attorney for the plaintiff had sought to enlist to be true and thereupon 
proceeded with his defense on the merits. He won the case in short 
order. 

Now I started this article as the plaintiff against the pheasants, think- 
ing they had a very small credit side, but I do not know whether I have 
weighted down their defense beyond a reasonable doubt. I have more 
of these birds on my ranch than most places have on account of the 
protection afforded them. There is plenty of irrigation water on the 
place and nesting sites are abundant along the fences. 

The object of this article is not an advocation of an open season. If 
this should occur within the next five years it could not last for many 
days and the birds would necessarily have to have some friends, else 
they would be wiped out very quickly. I have always been afraid that 
when I started to put my thoughts in this matter on paper the 
pheasant would have no credit with the farmer, but I have added the 
love of wild life to that credit side and I am afraid I am going to lose 
to the defendant—the pheasant.
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MALE NOT WISE nm 

Though the male of the pheasant species may be the stronger, he is of 
not the wiser when it comes to facing blizzards according to Oscar ye 

: Johnson, head of the South Dakota Conservation Department. a 0 
“The hen pheasant will tuck her head under her wing and run for ° 

: shelter immediately,’ Mr. Johnson reported to the American Game _ 
, Association. ‘‘But the cock pheasant will keep his head in the air and 

battle it out. As a result hundreds of pheasants have died this winter } . 
of frozen, ice-clogged mouths.’’ 

)
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[From ‘Tue Aux,’ Vol. XXXII, No. 2, April, 1916, pp. 205-206.] 

The Rose Beetle Poisonous to Young Birds.— In 1914, Mr. Ernest 

Napier, President of the New Jersey Fish and Game Commission reported 
to the Biological Survey the loss of hundreds of pheasant chicks and of 

numerous young ducks and chickens from eating rose beetles (Macro- 

dactylus subspinosus). Four young Ring-necked Pheasants were examined 

and rose beetles found to compose 48, 30, 50 and 17 per cent respectively 
of their food. The largest number of rose beetles in any one was 12. The 

crops of these birds were only from one-fourth to three-fourths full and 
thoroughly ground up remains of the beetles were present in each gizzard, 

showing that the insects were being digested in regular course. There 
being no evidence of crop binding, to which the trouble had been attri- 

buted,! and a positive diagnosis of white diarrhoea being obtained, it was 

concluded that the rose beetles were not the direct cause of the mortality. 
It is of great interest, therefore, that the rose beetle has recently been 

discovered to “ contain a neuro-toxin that has an effect upon the heart 

action of both chickens and rabbits and is excessively dangerous as a food 
for chickens.” ? In experimental feeding of rose beetles to young chicks 

death resulted in from 9 to 24 hours. Similar results were obtained with 
an extract of rose chafers. Resistance to the poison increased rapidly with 

the age of the chicks and none over ten weeks old was killed. 
Besides the obvious economic aspect of this discovery, and the indicated 

necessity of keeping young domesticated birds away from rose-beetles, the 
facts have an interesting bearing on the theory of4‘ protected ” insects and 

their warning colors. This, a poisonous insect according to the theory 

1 Prof. F. E. L. Beal informs the writer that it is sometimes necessary to open the 
crops of young turkeys because of clogging up by rose bugs. 

2 Lamson, George H., Jr.—The poisonous effects of the rose chafer upon chickens. 
Journ. Ec. Ent., 8, No. 6, Dec., 1915, p. 548; Science, N. S., 43, Jan. 28, 1916, p. 139. 
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should have bright warning colors, yet is of a uniform and inconspicuous 
brownish yellow. According to hypothesis, furthermore, birds are sup- ~ 

posed to learn about disagreeable insects when young and thus be trained 
when adult to ignore them. In this case, however, experiment is usually 

followed by death, so that experience is not conserved. What is more, the 

insect is not dangerous to adult birds, so that, adopting this style of argu- 

ment for the moment, early bad experience probably would be overcome 

by later satisfactory trials. : 
We do not know whether eating rose chafers has a bad effect upon the 

young of wild birds, but we do know that the adults of a number of species 

feed upon these insects. So far, rose-beetles have been found in stomachs 

of 12 wild species. The Kingbird seems especially fond of them, from 12 to 
40 rose-chafers being found in each of several collected stomachs. 

The case is analogous to that of numerous birds feeding extensively upon 
the fruits of poison sumacs. A known poisonous principle, which at first 

thought we should be inclined to consider a preventive against eating by 

wild animals, is proved by the observed facts to have no such effect. Other 
analogies are by no means rare, and it would seem that if carefully pondered, 

they would serve to check the enthusiasm with which anthropomorphic 

explanations of animal behavior are advanced.— W. L. McAren, Washing- . 

ton, D.C. 

°
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Excerpt from article, ; 
"Propagation of Pheasants in Louisiana," Pheasants ~ 

by Dr. M. H. Foster. Louisiana Conservation 
Review, May, 1931, p. 9. : 

Dr. M. H. Foster of Alexandria, has been 4 
:k-yard breeder of Mongolian pheasants since 

1925. He reports that the young birds are so 
reedy about eating boll-weevils that they require 

; frequent inspection and removal of these insects 

yr attac out the mouth. More stock ac 

) arrangements were made with the Department 

for propagation in the state forest. Since 192’ 4 

game rmer, in addition to his other duties as 

1all planting was made in the preserve in| 

19 nd it is known that nesting occurred in the | 

following spring, and some birds obs d at 

various times since. This planting was too small. 

to bring lasting results, unless substantiall; 

-ordinated game farming in Louisiana and the | 

pheasants have not been taken seriousl The 

i birds released were mere yrotected from humar 

: hunters, so long as they chose to remain upon the 

preserve. All the n human killers pursued them
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Ph t Rearing Cost 
OCAL conditions play an import- By OTTO G. BEYER be charged against the final crop. Sey- 

L= part in computing the cost of President Wisconsin Game Breeders eral years’ records will show that it 

rearing pheasants. Items such as Association costs at least 50 cents to feed each bird 

land values, taxes, labor costs, trans- sold at twelve weeks of age. i 

portation, feed, lumber, etc. vary Aah 7 eae Eee We o anu will cost $500.00. gh, | et? 

throughout the country, At the same Be EOS SLO De Sp Teno Gyere ye enue olan s 

time, the location of the game farm in period, in other words $91.70 (B) per oe Sen Mice 08 ene 

any particular part of the country may moet eo lnterest 1s hateed ons the An ary of $100.00 per month for the seven 

raise or lower the cost of birds, depend- vestment in this case, since the equip- raouine at which he is working at to 
ing on the absence or abundance of ment will have enough value at the end speed. This makes $700.00. ee i 

vermin, the attitude of neighboring of ten years to take care of this amount. need i accistant for AG taeat ele 

farms and communities, vegetation, Next we come to rearing equipment. months, As a rule, a good husk He 

drainage, etc. The “attitude” just men- This will run about as/follows: of the A ighhonioodl will be glad Leen 
tioned often plays a very important 30 nesting boxes of 6 nests each $150.00 for $50.00 per month. This man will 

part, since destruction of fences and 100 rearing coops 200.00 jive at home and aie one meal at the 

willful’ liberating of birds is not an un- 8% doz. 1 at. waterers 25.50 farm. His salary will total $300.00 

known quantity. 82 docsemash hoppers 25) A small truck is a necessity dad the 

This article makes no attempt at set- upkeep and depreciation will mean an- 

ting any hard and fast rule for pheas- Hatal ee other $200.00. 

ant costs throughout the country, but Riga hie met bey acacd a vole) Dalle) Our expense account now looks lik 

most of the expenses are so itemized sia piaseg, tamper a wen oucuer this: ne x 
iiateanyone can male the changes miscellany totalling $175.00, making the i 

necessary to meet his local conditions. total for rearing equipment $576.00. Total ABCD $394.30 

Most breeders, particularly if they raise Spread over the ten-year period, this Setting eggs 600.00 

birds on paper, will tend to reduce the will mean $57.60 (C) per year. Upkeep Feeding setting hens 80.00 

costs, A lticky first or second season, of storage barn and feed house valued Beeding pheasants 500.00 

toesthereoithian abartianecter ceo, will at $1,500.00, together with interest and BUD paeuoeny (self) 700.00 
lay the foundation for a rude awaken- depreciation will total $150.00 (D). Assistant 300.00 

fhe. Total of A B C D $394.30. Car 200.00 

Now we are ready to start with our ae 

As a basis from which to start, we irds. To insure a crop of 1,000 birds, $2,774.30 

will begin with a ten-year program of 3,000 eggs should be set. An average Add to this the cost of 

1,000 birds per year. This will require price for early eggs will not ‘be less than crates 50.00 
two ten-acre rearing fields to be used in 20 cents each, a total of $600.00. The —_—_——_ 

alternate years. In this kind of pro- simplest way to figure setting hens is $2,824.30 

gram, the soil must not be too heavy to take for granted that they are pur- If the breeder sells his birds at an 
and the fields must be plowed and sowed chased when broody and sold at ap- average price of $3.00 each, he has 

to clover, alfalfa, grass or a mixed crop. proximately the same price when no cleared about $180 00. ‘Ada io ehighhte 

Since first-class farm land is neither longer needed. To feed 200 setting hens salary of $700, aa: he Was realized 

necessary nor desirable, the cost is fig- for 120 days, the maximum usage, will $880.00 on his 1,000 Sieda: 

Weed at vie PiSEPOE average Wisconsin cost $80.00. A pheasant will consume We must remember, however, that we 

prices for mediocre land. Since the about eight pounds of feed up to 12 have not supplied him with a house, so 
fields are to be a full ten acres each, weeks of age. But now we run into diffl- his hoard and lodging must be paid for 

and as there will need to be a covered culties. Some birds will die after they out of this amount 

holding pen, room for buildings, setting have consumed a considerable amount After the twelfth Sisk Othe ecaE at 

yards, etc., the farm should contain of feed, and others will escape over the feeding the birds will itched dimini 

twenty-five acres. At $50.00 an acre fence after having consumed the entire f Se Ee 
: : averaging about one-half cent a day per 

this means $1,250.00. We will figure only eight pounds. Others again will fall bird. I make it a point to charge one 

the interest on this investment plus victims to vermin. All this feed must 

taxes. This will mean about $95 (A) SSS core a Ge ae enc DI fe ever ay p a : = over twelve weeks of age. This will 
per year. Fencing will cost as follows: é i 

: The cost of rearing a pheas- safely cover the labor, feed, and insur- 

36 rolls 36’x%” mesh 19 gauge $360.00 ant to maturity is a matter upon ance against ordinary loss. It is not 

36 rolls 60”x2” mesh 19 gauge 180.00 which there is very little infor- always possible to sell birds at exactly 

12 rolls 60”x2° mesh 19 gauge 60.00 mation. Mr. Beyer’s article upon - twelve weeks of age, so I draw October 

(above twelve rolls for covered this subject indicates that a Ist as a deadline. If the prevailing 

es Bee breeder with one assistant who price is $3.00 per bird, all over twelve 

eee posts 160.00 raises less than one thousand weeks are sold at that price UNTIL 

75 fence posts (for covered pen) 37.50 _ birds under conditions existing OCTOBER ist. By November ist, the 
100 braces (for covered pen) 25.00 in his locality fails to realize a price will be 30 cents more (30 days x 

(covered pen to be 50x150 feet) satisfactory return, and that it is 1 cent) and December ist they will be 

2 steel gates 30.00 upon the number raised in excess $3.60. 
Staples 1.50 of this marginal quantity that he It would take more than one article 

Labor at .35¢ per hour 63.00 must depend for substantial to go into all the details concerning the 
———— > profits. above estimate. And again, a good sea- 

Total for fencing SOU00 se oe (Continued on page 141) 
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5 : ‘ a. ft 
of our best fresh water game ‘fishes, is B A 

what we should keep in mind, and I as- Cc WH ff 

sure you that you will find a few little = y) aL; y 

experiments quite interesting. Also, you A f (a SO Fz 4 
fy) |" Apo Y =. GE 

- will be well repaid for your efforts and {Ap A LEE CA 

expenditures, both of which may be COE] 4 ZEEE — i GF 

quite trifling. Then, also, the produc- ¥ Ly ee BeSaasr. \ Vy 

tion of plankton, daphnea, etc., and the 2 a LZ tp > ue ae Bs \ eA 

important parts they play, will be thor- xy os LIE, ee ee ZA 

oughly understood. All these things Giff y Y hep ee SEZ ge Sane 7 Lien 

must be given consideration in pond A E ye bee Pee eS fd 7 
culture, if we desire real results and are WI Yy Cie MOA ee | iD 

veh ; YO LELLILEEE IIE Uy Ue 
not satisfied to merely_.throw...a.tew GH WELL ee 

Se nn — YG, WW ieee VEZ 
brood fish inte-a”pond and trust to luck. ™ CMLL + Vi a 
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PHEASANT REARING COSTS ‘ 

(Continued from page 134) 

son will show a crop of 1,200 birds. On 8 

the other hand, certain items have been 44 i 4A 

eliminated, such as the cost of plowing ive e . 

and sowing a field, which will run to 

about $40.00 for each ten acres. There a 

are also times when more than two men Wo chance has poor Halitosis Skunk against 

vi e ired. It is ally estimat- te pease aan a bullet that has no sense of smell? A bullet 
PROVIDING he does noihing else. How- that travels far faster and hits harder than any 
ever, on a Gyetne same farm, there ‘ 22 ever known! 

are many odd jobs that will take a man 

from hig regular routine. i : Experts hail it as the first big improvement since 
If the breeder specializes in breeding R * 7 a fa Kl i‘ 

stock, he must add about $1.00 per bird emington introduce ean ore— faster, truer, 

for the cost of advertising, office expense, more smashing power. Average velocity 25% 

etc. : s eee rc 's 

naoce irerehere recders’ who will greater—in some sizes 35%. Average power in- 
offer (paper) pheasants to State Game creased 50%— in some sizes 80%. The new Hi-Speed 
Depart. ts at $2.25 each and wonder + : 
tea ane .22’s are made in short, long, long rifle, and 

W.R.F. cartridges. Solid and hollow point lead 
ek 5 

ie lubricated bullets or SILVADRY (ungreased ). 
TAYLOR OR . . a 

CAROLINA STATE They’re the only rim fire cartridges with brass 
Otis B. Taylor, alumnus, former as- cases like those used for high power and military 

si a PS lat Instruc- : . 
eletant eam OsScD ge eee cartridges. Get them from your dealer. Write for 
tor of Game Conservation Institute, has aoe ‘ 4 

gone to Raleigh, North Carolina, to or- descriptive folder. Address: Remington Ammuni- 

ganize) ayn One| eae eee ead tion Works, 834 Arctic Street, Bridgepert, Conn. 
ated in connection with a course in game xO 

management to be given at North Caro- Use hollow D . i s oint bullets for game and pests 
lina State College. The course will be Hu fe & P 

conducted by Dr. Z. P. Metcalf, profes- 

sor of zoology. Mr. Taylor will also e Li 

assist Dr. Metcalf in his instruction emm&. On, 

work. 

Mr, Taylor’s many friends among the 

students at Game Conservation Insti- 

tute regret to see him leave the school, 

but are greatly pleased to know that 

his conscientious and untiring efforts 4 

have earned him a place in Noth Caro- a i =5 PE E D 22 g 

lina’s constructive game program. e 

Go to your dealer and ask him to show you The 
Buyers of Remington Standard American Dollar Pocket Knife 

BIRDS—EGGS—FEEDS 5 oa 

EQUIPMENT Remington Arms Company, Inc. 
Originators of Kleanbore A iti Aft eRead ihe Game. Biceder mes 2 of Kleanbore Ammunition ne 
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From the Williamston ProJect 

By Prof. H. M. Wight 
Photos by Geo. P. Phillips 

ONDAY, April 13, 1931, the first therefore the law limiting the killing of 

M tree of the Williamston Wild Life DR. WIGHT, Assistant Pro- pheasants to cocks only is largely arbitrary. 

Management Project was planted. fessor of Forest Zoology, Uni- A very intricate relation exists between 

This marked the beginning of an epoch versity of Michigan, is con- the factors associated with weather and the 

in the history of wild-life conservation in sidered an outstanding au- nesting habits, agricultural practices, path- 

the United States; for, in planting that thority on the pheasant. His ological organisms, and perhaps predatory 

tree, the cornerstone has been placed for address, ‘‘Pheasant Manage- animals. Some single factor, such as the 

a new structure in the conservation move- ment Studies in Michigan,” effects of winter foods, on time of mating 

ment of America which will have de- delivered at the Seventeenth and egg production, may affect such rela- 

veloped into national significance long be- American Game Conference tion materially and perhaps seriously. 

fore that tree has grown to the towering last year, is pointed to as the Sex ratio and other factors may be linked 

height we anticipate. The outline of this best work produced on the closely with saturation, and until very defi- 

project calls for 40,000 trees and shrubs pheasant in this country. nitely worked out experiments provide a 

to be planted within the experimental Dr. Wight is using the final answer to the questions involved in 

areas chosen in Williamston Township and Williamson Project as a vast bringing about the saturation point it is 

for the investigation of the methods by laboratory to work out a plan illogical and unscientific to claim that any 

which agricultural lands may be made to that will solve two major one factor, such as food supply, is responsi- 

yield a supplementary crop in the form of problems—the determination ble for this phenomenon. 

wild life. Strips of food and cover 12 and demonstration of a Food habits have been particularly em- 

miles long have been planted especially method by which wild life phasized in the investigation of the ring- 

for the wild life on the 1,900 acres chosen may be scientifically man- necked pheasants from the first. It would 

for this investigation and 20 miles of fence aged on agricultural lands, naturally be expected that the programs for 

rows have been improved by the use of and the farmer-sportsman winter feeding, through feeding stations or 

legumes, trees, shrubs and vines. relationship question. planted forage crops, both in the matter of 

This project is an attempt to determine determining the necessity of feeding and the 

and finally demonstrate a method by which proper foods to provide, would by this time 

wild life may be scientifically managed on yt jn order to simplify this discussion we be based upon the results of scientific in- 

agricultural lands. We must determine hall limit ourselves to a consideration of  Vestigation. The improvement of natural 

ua he of the more ce factors the game birds, and specifically to the nae and ae oy He we neg- 

which are pertinent to wild-life manage  jjnoneck aa Sibi i ected, primarily because little was known 

ment. In order to manage a game species a eg os ee regarding the requirements of pheasants, 

intelligently we must know rather inti- and possibly, to some extent, because of the 

mately most of the factors associated with a i a undue emphasis and publicity given to win- 

its natural history, just as we know the ‘a % ie eel, ‘ ter feeding stations. Aside from the occa- 

habits and the factors associated with our ¥ imei, sional utilization of a patch of buckwheat 

domesticated stock. ' y ed et 3 : or corn, little attempt has been made to im- 

It would be impossible to outline a pro- 1 i. ee we fh prove the cover and food conditions by the 

gram for game management in which 4 gx tum -, en utilization of the natural and _ artificially 

other forms of wild life were not included; . H KA x PTS. AN ve nd planted covers. Such a method might be 

CN ae i ao pe tee ge ag ae | ee eee me 8 ey 
j a MR iol ed | | 1 aN ; 

a PS fs , “{ ce: dy Mm, P Sa rane 
; Fh Ea fe i ee g uo a 

eo ed fa | eee pap 
a = NS I , “Ne b. os ee ifr 

, Fe ang, te J Aa | bat 
q =< (With x es : (Se ae Mpa > f ee pe a Bethe fons. cS cl 

j aw = ee, are a &\ ; 4 \ 7 Va Be Cie, | fens 
ym ae BN 3 Here they are, twelve fluffy little balls just _ ad ce — & a). 

Pee i ee ee Fé emerged from the shell, the reward of the ‘ 4 ie ta 

i | A Pte al . patience of Mrs. Pheasant . s fo) eo " 

vy . There is much to be learned of the pheas- E oT To7' 

a4 * e ant’s breeding habits in nature. The ex- d ms et 
bs “ tent to which the pheasant is polygamous in <4 4 x 

the wild state, the basic principle upon 

Clutch of Pheasant eggs shortly before hen which our game laws for this species are jy,s, Pheasant setting patiently on clutch 
started incubation written, has not been definitely determined ; of eggs, dreaming of babies to mother
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made to provide a variety of foods, from they will be found in the fall during the — the seasonal cover preferences of the pheas- 

which a ration could be determined through hunting season; but usually with the hay- ant. We have recognized seven important 

the physiological requirements of the birds. ing season a second major movement is cover types: namely, marsh, hayfields, her- 
A man-provided ration may have a direct — initiated and the entire family is forced to baceous plants and grasses, shrubs, woods, 

physiological effect upon such factors as move from one place to another to meet cornfields, and grainfields. While the 

health, fecundity, time of breeding, vigor, the series of farming activities consisting marsh type has been found to be the most 

and it may even bring about a change in _ of haying, harvesting, grazing,and fall plow- important winter cover, and the hayfield 

the bird to render its function as game ing which follow each other in rapid suc- the most important summer cover, all types 
either more or less desirable. cession. The third movement occurs dur- ARE important for some purpose during 

Until more definite information is avail- ing the late fall with the migration back nearly every season of the year. In plan- 

able on many of these interrelations, it to the winter quarters in the marshes. Ap- ning the development of the three areas 
seems impossible to propose any detailed parently a segregation occurs during this chosen for investigation in Williamston 

methods of increasing and managing game movement, the females preceding the males Township, we have considered the relative 

birds with absolute certainty of the results. to the seclusion of the marsh cover. value of each type and its location on the 

However, when the work is placed upon a Each of these major movements must be area. 
scientific basis, all available funds and man considered in a plan for the management of We shall demonstrate our plan by using 

power can safely be put into action with the pheasant, as well as many other factors only one of the sections chosen for such 
assurance. The management of a bird like which affect the normal life of the birds improvement. But, before explaining the 

the ringnecked pheasant involves much during each month of the year. These improvement plan as it is now outlined, I 
more than the simple expedient of provid- secondary factors in the daily life of the wish to summarize the major requirements 

ing winter food in excess of that which the _ birds involve such problems as the locating _ in the life history of the ringnecked pheas- 
birds can consume. The management of of the right foods for a properly balanced ant and to give briefly the plans we have 

this bird consists of establishing conditions diet, which includes water, grit and green adopted for meeting them in our improve- 
which will meet the requirements of a maxi- vegetation as well as various seeds, fruits ment work: 

mum number of birds during each major and insects. They must daily locate a suit- 1. Cover and food will be insured for 
period of their annual cycle. Fortunately able roosting site—not suitable as man sees _ the birds at all seasons of the year by re- 

we have as a basis for this project the re- it but to the bird’s liking. If such an area serving certain marsh sections from graz- 

sults of two studies which have been con- is not available on one section they may ing, burning and hunting; by sowing areas 

ducted during the past two years by the move over a section and thus become lost about buttonbush bogs to Sudan and other 

School of Forestry and Conservation of the to the area. The annoyances which the tall growing grasses; by planting vines, 
University of Michigan. pheasant daily faces are many, and, while shrubs, trees and legume mixtures in the 

The first was a study of the interrelations apparently slight, they may have a marked fence rows; by reserving fence rows from 
of the wild life and primarily of the ring- influence upon the bird’s reactions and may cutting and burning; and by sowing special 
necked pheasant, conducted in cooperation affect the population of an area materially. upland areas to tall grasses and herbaceous ( 

with the State Department of Conservation, For instance, a hen pheasant locates a plants. Finally, evergreen trees planted 
on a 2,600-acre tract of agricultural land nesting site and begins to form her nest in with shrubs are being used extensively for 

near Northville, Michigan. The second was a bunch of last year’s clover and timothy. winter cover and strips of grain left stand- 

a natural food study of the ringnecked A man at an inopportune time climbs over ing along the fence rows will provide cover 
pheasant, pursued by Paul D. Dalke, a the fence and startles the hen. She crosses as well as food during the fall, winter and 

graduate student at the School of Forestry the road and moves away from the area, early spring periods. 

and Conservation, who is now employed in _ taking the cock bird with her, and the young 2. Crowing areas, or the individual 

the Williamston investigation. which are reared by this hen are lost to the _ territories which single cocks control, are 

The first of these projects has demon- section she formerly occupied. There are provided through fence-row improvement, 
strated three primary movements of the many other disturbances which interfere special evergreen and shrub plantings, 

pheasant which must be considered in any with a successful nesting season, such as areas fenced against grazing, and by marsh 

phase of management. the mowing machine, late spring plowing, and woodland border improvement. 
The first movement occurs during the burning, grazing and predators; and when 3. Nesting sites are especially pro- 

spring of the year when the pheasants we total the entire list of interferences it vided by strips of hay reserved about the 
leaye the marsh areas where they have win- seems remarkable that hen pheasants are _ fields, but our fence-row development, ever- 

tered and seek nesting territory. This successful in bringing off their broods at green and shrub plantings, and special seed 
movement is the result of two primary fac- all. patches planned for late May and June 
tors: first, the spring flooding of marshes Following hatching comes a second criti- planting only, should provide additional 
which usually renders this type of cover no cal period. Adverse weather conditions, as- nesting cover. 
longer an attractive roosting site; and sociated with pathological organisms, the 4, Flock detention during the period 
second, a physiological condition associated predatory animals, and forced movements when haying, grazing, harvesting, and fall 

with the breeding season which very defi- of young birds by farming activities, all plowing normally breaks up the individual 

nitely changes the behavior of the birds. produce hazardous conditions for the young territories, will be accomplished through 
Throughout the winter the females, espe- chicks. Later there occur forced move- fence-row improvement, strips of food and 
cially, demonstrate a gregarious nature. In ments away from the area because of the cover along the borders of cultivated fields, 
early spring they become changed into removal of cover by haying, grazing and strips of hay reserved along fence rows, 
solitary wanderers, stimulated by their plowing. And finally the hunting season by the tree and shrub planting, and by re- 
physiological condition, to mate, build nests, takes its toll and disturbs the normal dis- serving areas about marshes which will be 
and reproduce their kind. A crowing ter- tribution materially, All of these conditions protected from grazing and burning. 
ritory is set up, which a single cock pro- must be foreseen and provided for in an 5. The protection of the females 
tects against the intrusion of all other outline of a scheme for managing the ring- both from molestation and shooting during 
males, and thus the entire area is broken necked pheasant through the cover im- the hunting period, is based upon the fre- 
up into individual units, and no longer are provement plan. quent segregation of the sexes previous to 
the birds flushed in flocks. In our study on the Northville area, a the hunting season when the females seek 

When the young hatch, the family circle complete record was kept of each bird ob- the cover of the marshes ahead of the cock 

is complete and, if left unmolested, the served and of the cover in which it was birds. Certain marsh areas and especially 
crowing territory continues to be the area found. From approximately 6,000 such ob- the fenced marshes will be established as 

in which the flocks are reared and here servations we have been able to determine (Continued on page 44)
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sanctuaries, thereby providing a protection the Michigan Division of the Izaak Walton for these areas include Sudan grass, several 

to the female birds. League, to meet the farm owners on this varieties of millet, sorghums, soy beans, 

6. Increased hunting territory on section and on the two other areas under sunflowers, buckwheat, sweet corn and 
the area will be provided through the im- management, and to outline a prospective proso. These will be tried in various com- 

provement of fence rows, special food and plan for improving their farms for wild  binations, and particular attention will be 

hay strips reserved along fence rows, by life. These meetings proved to be excep- given next winter to their relative value for 

the improvement about buttonbush bogs tionally pleasant and the cooperation was cover as well as food. 
and brush patches, and by roadside de- so evidentally sincere that it was exceed- 3. Fence-row development consists in the 

velopment. We hope to increase the pleas- ingly gratifying. There was, however, some _ extensive use of sweet clover and the plant- 

ure for the sportsmen considerably by ex- concern regarding the ability of the farmers ing of shrubs, vines and trees. Among the 

panding the cover over the entire area, to meet our requirements when we actually trees especially adapted to this purpose we 

thereby adding to that particularly desir- attempted to execute the program as out- have placed first the mountain ash and the 
able feature of bird shooting, namely the lined. However, somewhat to our surprise, mulberry. Many different shrubs are being 

expectancy factor. the plans went over just 90 per cent strong, utilized in fence rows and the following 

7. Paths for normal movement, only two out of the 20 farmers concerned vines will be used extensively: grape, 
that very important feature of a pheasant failed in any detail of the plan. These nightshade, oriental bittersweet and honey- 

range, from one desirable place to another, two had not been present at the meetings suckle. 

are provided for in part by the natural and very evidently did not appreciate the 4. Two rows of corn are being planted 
topographic and cover features. The marsh full significance of the project. with soy beans on the outer edges of the 

and woodland type of cover, which provides I feel that this remarkable demonstration corn fields and these are to be reserved at 

a constant opportunity for the movement of — of cooperation on the part of the farmers of — the times of cutting. 

the birds under shelter, lies like a huge let- Williamston Township illustrates fairly 5. Strips of hay about the edges of fields 
ter Y, cutting the boundary of the section well the spirit of the farmers of southern will be reserved when practicable. Marsh 

in two places and nearly reaching the Michigan generally and presumably the and swamp improvement is based primarily 

boundary in a third place. We have at- spirit will be little different among the on restriction against grazing and burning, 

tempted to provide an opportunity for the farmers in other sections of the United but shrubs and vines will be used exten- 

birds to move under concealment from this States. We have, however, been very care- sively in suitable places and an attempt is 
cover to all spots on the area. Fence rows, ful to keep constantly in mind the problems being made to improve these areas with 

food and cover strips, and strips of hay, that the farmer has to face, and especially reed canary grass and especially desirable 

provide the principal paths of movement have we considered the fact that our com- — sedges. 
outside of the marsh, brush and woodland paratively new project follows years of 6. Evergreen plantings are spotted over 

cover. campaigning by thé Department of Agri- the areas wherever suitable places are avail- 

The natural vegetation and topography of — culture and the state colleges, which have able. These are not planted in solid blocks 

the area provide nearly ideal opportunity brought about many of the conditions most as is the general forest practice but they 
for improvement, but the farm methods in detrimental to wild-life conservation on the are planted irregularly in groups, inter- 

use are not as satisfactory. In spite of the farm. spersed with masses of shrubs. The species 

fact that the cultivated land is utilized We have been very careful not to intro- used include Scotch and Corsican pine, 

largely for hay, grain and bean produc- duce radical suggestions into our plans for Norway spruce and Douglas fir. 

tion, and that the entire area carries the improvement; and we have suggested no Black locust, mulberry and mountain ash 
equivalent of only 85 cows, the section as a improvement for any man’s farm which was are the only deciduous trees being used. 

whole was heavily grazed during the past contrary to his general ideals as we dis- The shrub list includes: Japanese bar- 

season. The 220 acres of wild pasture are, cerned them during the evening we met berry, Siberian pea, evonymous, bush 

for the most part, either heavy swamp and _ together. honeysuckle, Japanese rose, red rugose rose, 

marsh land or hilly upland pastures which To get back to the improvement plan, European cranberry bush, snowberry, 

provide inferior game cover wherever they I will summarize the various methods and blackberry, raspberry, and panicled dog- 
are heavily grazed. The stock of pheasants the materials used in each instance: wood. The vines include: Oriental bitter- 
during the winter of 1931 was, however, 1. Special strips of grain have been pro- sweet, honeysuckle, matrimony vine, wild 

much lighter than the area could carry, vided by arranging for the farmers to seed grape, and nightshade. 
there being only 26 birds which actually next to the fences or woods some special A total of 7,000 evergreen trees and 8,000 

wintered there. The cause of this light bird food seed with their oats and barley; deciduous trees, shrubs and vines are being 
stocking is not known. It is certain, how- and this narrow strip will be reserved at used on one section alone. 

ever, that food was not the limiting factor the time of harvesting the crop, to be util- Every available advantage has been taken 

as there is, this spring, an excess of natural ized both for food and cover. of the present arrangement of fences to 
foods. We can but suggest that the area The comparative food and cover value enclose the greatest amount of land with a 

has been either too heavily or consistently of the seeds must be determined by actual jinimum amount of fencing. We have 
hunted for the number of birds present, or field observation during the fall, winter and — peen fairly successful as only 80 rods of 

that the cover on the area was not suffi spring months. This will be done by Paul fence will be required to enclose approxi- 
ciently attractive to hold the birds in com- Dz Dalke, food expert in this investigation. rately 20 acres, Through this expediency, 
petition with the very excellent natural cover The list of seeds used for strip planting e60 made of fencing havell A his 

‘ : 360 rods of fencing have been saved on this 
to the north and to the south which was includes wheat, oats, barley, Canada field 
not so severely pastured. In order to carry peas, hemp, rape, flax, Argentine canary area alone. 5 : 

birds in excess of, or even to equal, the grass and giant rye grass. Without a single exception the owners > qual, g & ye § 
bird population on the areas of abandoned 2. Special food and cover patches have have offered their land rental free for tree 

land to the south, we must restrict ourselves been chosen in suitably located places near and shrub plantings and in each instance 

to methods that fit in with the agricultural to the reserved marsh areas. These will be the farmers have evidenced considerable in- 

practices now in use. fitted and planted at about the same time _ terest in so utilizing a piece of land. 
During the past winter the author was that corn and beans are being put in. The And now let us stop to consider the re- 

asked by Mr. Earl C. Doyle, Secretary of food and cover combinations being used sults which we may expect from this
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pioneering effort in wild-life management. — the effects of increased and, as we believe, stood factors to be the real factors in the 
Will the present expenditure pay? There strategically placed food and cover on the pheasant population problem. 
is no doubt regarding the answer when the _ bird population, but the plan is by no means Common sense prompts us to believe that 
entire project is considered as a scientific perfect. Our planting list does not by any — increased food and cover will hold a larger 
investigation for the purpose of determin- means exhaust the possibilities and we do population of pheasants on an area, but to 
ing unknown facts which will provide the not dare to recommend for general use at what extent this is true will be determined 

background for the sound management of _ this time the changes in farm practices that _ only by definite life history studies outlined 
wild life. But if, in this first project, we we believe advisable, as our results are not on a purely economic and ecological basis. 

expect marked efficiency in immediately yet sufficiently conclusive. We anticipate We are off to a good start and have al- 

producing an abundance of game birds at an upset in the normal interrelations that ready solved some of the most knotty prob- 
a minimum cost, we may be disappointed. cannot be more than partially conceived, lems. Others remain to be solved but we 

Places where savings can be made and with our present information. We expect face these with the confidence that the next 
methods now unproved will later be ob- that the increased food and cover may five years will place management in south- 
vious. We have the setting for a study of demonstrate unforeseen and little under- ern Michigan on a practical working basis. 

A a 

Raising Game Birds 
q (Continued from page 36) 

A few hours after the birds are hatched The heavy mortality resulted from some further experimentation, we chose to be- 

they are taken from the incubator ‘and respiratory trouble which developed when _ lieve that this lesson of the second season 
placed in wire-bottom, electrically heated. the quail were between two and three weeks was another one pointing out some lack 

brooder coops, from 15 to 20 to each coop. “old. The birds affected had great difficulty which had previously been overlooked. 

The wire-bottom run is open to them almost —in\breathing and soon died. This was dif- Since then we have come to see our dis- 

from the first. ferent from anything that we had ever seen. appointment in the light of a blessing, 
The young birds are kept in these ele- A number of affected birds were im- just as all our difficulties before have turned 

vated coops until they no longer need arti- mediately,sent to the United States Bureau out to be blessings by affecting improve- 

ficial brooding, when they are moved to of Animal Industry for study, others being ments—and just as the drought’s disastrous 
growing pens. The length of time young inroads upon wild life are being thanked 

quail require artificial heat depends en- by many for arousing a more active interest 

tirely upon climatic conditions. During than ever before in bringing about better 
mid-summer our quail seem to get along . conditions. 
well with very little artificial heat from the The drought proved that, as far as our 
time they are about three weeks old. At : P farm was concerned, the young birds re- 
this season they are moved to the growing cat .. J | quired a greater amount of humidity in the 

pens at about four weeks. Pe ee - Fe atmosphere of the coops than was present 

For experimental purposes and to test . Nee during that season, and that the absolutely 

further the efficiency of the method, we _| dry heat of the brooder units was not good 

have kept birds on the wire continually 5 =» | for them. It also struck us as logical that 

until full grown. These appear to be Pe S| the addition of this element, even in ordi- 
normal and healthy—their plumage in per- é si ees =~" | narily dry weather, would mean healthier 
fect condition. See eo at eds ; 

sare eee eee ora) baw ald cleciric a The result has been a new type of brooder 
heating unit, without thermostat control, heater. The heater is equipped with a 

was used in each brooder. In 1930, how- Coleman improved electric brooder heater ; d humidificati be recs 
ever, a thermostat control was installed and with humidification lk ae Dare ANG ae ca nomay Jo Fee 

5 ated by increasing the size of the sponge or 
40-watt units were substituted for the 25- hi b dicive of wicks: sla placi 
watt. Thus one thermostat controls the sent from time to time during the season. Temper en BR rie dees 

; Hi the water container it was necessary to 
temperature in our 211 coops. Two or The Bureau reported that it had been un- ‘i 5 : 

gee : place ‘the electrical heating unit hori- 
three coops in different locations are used able to find the cause. Il Fendlot @fuicall atthe old 
for thermometers by which the tempera- The fact that no disease or parasites had Coe ea Cag a ouch Asam 

S AG) 3: types. Tests show that this is an improve- 
ture is checked. It has been found that been found seemed to indicate that there sa itdeNki brities is 
the 40-watt units with the control appara- must have been something wrong with CEE ee lf, bringing a jout a more even 

tus require less current and maintain a the artificial brooding. possibly aggravated distribution of heat and requiring less cur- 

more even temperature than the smaller by the extreme heat of that summer—the et \ ; ; 
units. They also supply a reserve heat most severe on record in Virginia. Breeders Gradually Nature is checking Son ae 
which is important in taking care of sudden in other states using the same equipment and we are catching\up with Nature. We 
drops in temperature. had no such trouble, and this strengthened have not yet done this;by any means, but 

In spite of this installation, obviously an the opinion that our losses may have been already it is clear to most, that it is just as 

improvement, the second season was dis- caused by the unusual weather conditions. impractical to think of raising quail in 

heartening, as can be seen by a summary Still we could not ignore the probability quantity by hatching and brooding with 
of figures. which this indicated that something was bantams as to think of raising several 

Of 7,641 eggs incubated the first season, Jacking in the artificial brooding equip- thousand chickens by the old method. And 
5,727 hatched into good birds. We raised ment. In replacing the natural methods if my memory serves me right it was less 
to maturity 4,096 good birds, or 71 per cent. _ with the artificial, and living mothers with than 10 years ago that the Massachusetts 

In the second season, 1930, we incubated _ electrical, we can never reach the ultimate Division of Fish and Game first experi- 
13,551 eggs, and hatched out 9,676 good success in “machine” propagation without mented with artificial incubation and was 
birds. But of these only 4,313 were raised imitating exactly all the elements supplied told by many of the old-timers that it just 
to maturity-—45 per cent. by natural propagation. As a basis for couldn’t be done.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE gum 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO * 
CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

May 5, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, yw? “ 
404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg., eo! 

Madison, Wisconsin. de 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of April 28 addressed to Mr. Grange, 

I inclose an article on the rose beetle in relation to game birds 
that was published in 1916 and gives the essential information on 

this phenomenon. Mr. Wallace's discovery manifestly is not new, 

but if he extends information on the subject, we shall be glad to 

be kept informed. 

We doubt if there is anything resembling avoidance of 
poisonous foods by wild life. Animals either possess a degree of 

immunity to poisonous foods or ordinarily take them in quantities 

too small to do damage when mixed with a mass of non-poisonous things. 

The relation of white tailed deer to mountain laurel is a case in 

point; these animals eat this plant without prejudice and will eat a 

great deal of it when other food is scarce. Yet, when taken to excess, 

it is poisonous and even fatal to wild deer as it is to domestic 

animals. 

So in the case of the rose beetle and probably with any insects 

or other food items having poisonous properties, conditions in the 

wild rarely are such as to lead to excessive feeding on them, and 
animals take them in small or moderate numbers with no harm resulting. 

Evidence aati from abnormal conditions such as where young 

pheasan’ 54 oncentrated on a rearing field where there might be an over- 

abundance of rose beetles is a very poor guide as to what may happen 

in the wild. The general rule regarding choice of food is that an 
animal takes whatever is most readily available considering its size 

and degree of specialization in food habits in the particular ecologic 
niche that it frequents. If sanething deleterious happens to occupy 

this position, so much the worse for the animal, but ordinarily this 

does not happen in a state of nature. 

We do not know about the effect of the feeding of gallinaceous 

birds on the corn borer, the only items along this line that have come 

to my attention being records of pheasants having been observed to feed 

upon the borer; this has been verified by stomach examination. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lv 2A! 
W. Le MeAtee 

Incl .B-9554. In Charge 

Food Habits Research.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, ; 
404 University Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I looked up your reference in the Auk and 
made a copy, which I am enclosing. I thought you 
would be interested in having this reference on 
file. 

It is too bad that something was not 
doen with this information at that time. It may be 
that you can get others who would be better able to 
handle this matter than I could, but in any event 
I expect to do what I can with these young pheasants 
and I also hope to be able to find out if quail eat 
these and what effect they mve on quail. I have 
also asked the boys to try to trap some ruffled grouse 
for me in order to see what effect they will have on 
ruffled grouse. ; 

Yours very truly, 

Einsle Welly 
STATE ENTOMOLOGIST wy 

FPNW*EK



THE ROSE BEETLE POISONOUS TO YOUNG BIRDS. = In 1914, Mre 
Ernest Napier, President ¢ the New Jersey Fish and Game Compission 
reported to the Biological Survey the loss of hundreds of pheasant 
chicks and of numerous young ducks and chickens from eating rose 
beetles (Macrodactylus subspinosus). Four young Ring-nécked Pheas- 
ants were examined and rose beetles found to compose 48, 30, 50 
and 17 per cent respectively of their food. The largest number of 
rose heetles in any one was 12. The crops of these birds were only 
from one-fourth to three-fourths full and thoroughly ground up 
remains of the beetles were present in each gizzard, showing that 
the insects were being digested in regular coursee There being 
no evidence of crop binding, to which the trouble had been attri- 
buted, and a positive diagnosis of white diarrhoea being obtained, 
it was concluded that the rose beetles were not the direct cause 
of the mortality. 

It is of great interest, therefore, that the 
rosé beetle has recently been discovered to “contain a neuro-toxin 
that has an effect upon the heart action of both chickens and rab- 
bits and is excessively dangerous as a food for chickens." 2 In 
experimental feeding of rose beetles to young chicks death resulted 
in from 9 to 24 hours. Similar results were obtained with an 
extract of rose chafers. Resistance to the poison increased rapid- 
ly with the age of the chicks and none over ten weeks old was 
killed. 

; Besided the obvious economic aspect of this 
discovery, and the indicated necessity of keeping young domes- 
ticated birds away from rose-beetles, the facts have an interest- 
ing bearing on the theory of "protected" insects and their warn- 
ing colors. This, a poisonous insect according to the theory 
should have bright warning colors, yet is of a uniform and incon- 
spicuous brownish yellow. According to hypothesis, furthermore, 
birds are supposed to learn about disagreeable insects when young 
and thus be trained when adult to ignore theme In this case, 
however, experiment is usually followed by death, so that exper- 
ience is not conserved. What is more, the insect is not danger- 
ous to adult birds, so that, adopting this style of argument for 
the moment, early bad experience probably would be overcome by 
later satisfactory trials. 

We do not know whether eating rose chafers has 
a bad effect upon the young of wild birds, but we do know that 
the adults of a number of species feed upon these insectse So 
far, rose~beetles have been found in stomachs of 12 wild species. 
The Kingbird seems especially fond of them, from 12 to 40 rose- 
chafers being found in each of several collected stomachs. 

& 
Prof. F. E. Le Beal informs the writer that it is sometimes 

necessary to open the crops of young turkeys because of clogging up 
by rose bugse 3 ; 

Lamson, George H., Jre- The poisonous effects of the rose 
chafer upon chickens. Journe Ec. Ent., 8, Noe 6, Dec., 1915, p.548; 
Science, N. S., 45, Jan. 28, 1916, pe 139.
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The case is analogous to that of numerous 
birds feeding extensively upon the fruits of poison sumacs. A 
known poisonous principle, which at first thought we should be — 
inclined to consider a preventive against eating by wild animals, 
is proved by the observed facts to have no such effect. Other 
analogies are by no means rare, and it would seem that if care- 
fully pondered, they would serve to check the enthusiasm with 
which anthropomorphic explanations of animal behavior are ad- 
vancede = - Wo Le McAtee, Washington, D. Ceo
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Warm Springs, Montana. (te 
May, 24, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Your letter of April 16th two Mr. Kelly was 
given me the other day to answer. 

1- Up to what age or ages were the birds carried on 
the farm? 
All the birds were from eight to ten weeks old before they 
were liberated. 

26 Were overhead costs, such as sypervision, included 
in the $1.27 
Yes, since there is just the one Game farm in the State so f 
far, I live here and do all the supervising myself. 

3- Were all the birds raised on the farm, or were 
birds hatched by distributing eggs to farmers included in 
the estimate? 
Yes all the birds were raised here on the farm. t do not 

think eggs sent out to individuals is a success as people 
should know how to care for them before they take the eggs. 

Tony Aealy yours, % 

ZA a Pivhecks © ole Seen t., 

J. F. Hendricks, Supt., 
State Game Farm.



Expense off raising Pheasants per bird. 

Labor--= $4'785 200 

Feed==-—= $2600.00 

Brood Hens--~ $ 625.25 

Car expense-- $ 458.68 

Heat, light & Power-- $ 182.93 

Incidentals--~- $ 83.75 

Office shpplies-- $B 25-252 

Other travel expense-- $ 28.68 

Total- "8790.38 

Feed on hand Dec. 3l-e-+ $ 555.00 

"e235 38 
Birds liberated 6262 

i kept 199 

“6441 
Cost per bird g1.er& 

Sale of brood hens $501.36 which is a trifle 
more then the cost \fo® liberation of birds.
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Artificial Incubati f Ri k Eggs “ 
HE results obtained at Game By LESTER J. MCNAMARA a eee ne An ag ee 

| Cofeeration Ineliute teamcartife Instructor at Game Conservation Institute we)did: not cool’ uritil after they 12th 
slat Ration Tortie ceeeict (he day, while later in the season, we cooled 

cineneoi pleasant Wave beck very catia: pheasant eggs. These machines were after the 7th day. During) the earlier 

yauwory this season, We realize that designed to hatch chicken eggs at a Dart of the season, we we iietalte Reet many diets etoubs per: temperature of 103 degrees. We main- une the 18th day, while later in the 

fected, but we have good reason to tained this temperature of 102 degrees season, we found it best to spray oo 

predict, in view of our results here, for the entire incubation period and the 14th day. In spraying, we a 

that the incubator will furnish the llowed it to run up to 104 degrees at an eee an wera cone hore means by which the rearing of game hatching time. The machines usually oughly. We discontinued cooling after 

will reach mass production at minimum  aUtomatically raised themselves to this the 21st day. At hatching ae we, Dut 

cost. Artificial incubation is rapidly ‘egree of temperature at hatching time. nat batureted sponges hee 
passing through the experimental stage In these machines, the temperature of chine and «prayed the eges with ee 

and will soon be regarded as necessary the bottom of the egg was between 97 Ree ee moe 
by the modern game breeder. degrees and 98 degrees, depending upon affecting temperature unduly. 

Our operations at the Game Con- ‘he amount of ventilation and the tem- In ventilating our forced draft ma- 

servation Institute were not confined to perature of the air in the incubator chines, the pened pene: et ee Ehy Guniiiuine minke neaete teas GE lis room. weather conditions were a_ limiting 

cubator. Results, on the whole, were PUA gt ted neat a eer 
satisfactory. We have found, however, WwW E kept a very accurate record of ae Ve, SE see 
that certain machines contain better the weight loss of the eggs that 9) eo. ventilati i acity of our 
hatching facilities and require less care Wwe incubated in the machines operated ” ene aes mi Ra eee e : 
than other machines and therefore are here this season. In view of our results, eee ee cada 

more acceptable. It is our belief that it is our opinion that the reason that 4 

the eggs of the ringneck pheasant can Pheasant eggs are not incubated more Peace Co ores oe ea 
be hatched successfully and consistently successfully is that most operators use Aas aes oe a ae 
in most of the modern incubators by an excess of moisture or a lack of ; i ‘ 
an operator who understands the re- Ventilation during the incubation pe- TOPOS ase AD Sgn ENE eA 

quirements of these eggs. riod. We found that we could expect pe ee fic HE seen ri Seances 

Two of our machines proved them- OUF best results when our eggs lost be Tosa on wag decreased, ga that peober 
selves) capable of hatching over 70% of ‘Ween 16.07 and 117 of thes Weleht (|. tion temperature. could Neches 
all eggs set, with little care or difficulty. Ver the first 21 days of incubation. We fathed 

The results obtained from our radiation ‘id not weigh our eggs after the 21st ; i 
type machines was in the neighborhood day, because disturbing them at this oe one coos Eee ae 
of 69%. A forced draft machine hatchea time might materially affect the results ere dipped in iodine suspensoid. This 
GUS tertanive ce Acer cemuie mee teens of the halen’ ee done as a sanitary measure, and it 

not in good mechanical condition and We found that if the eggs lost 14%, a Se eng aoe 
with a few changes will probably they did not hatch well, and if the loss shell, thereby allowing better ae 
produce better results. was in excess of 18%, the quality of iene 

Using the forced draft type of in- the chick was impaired. As we had a 3 x 

cubator, we have found that a tempera- Very humid atmosphere with which to ee We sree tlds Gece 
ture of 9914 degrees Fahrenheit pro- ‘eal, we had considerable ee - tions: : 
duces the best results. We maintain Maintaining a suitable weight loss. In 1 That variations in climatic condi- 
this temperature until the 22nd day of ! our machines, we operated with 1/97 i - 
incubation, at which time we raise our Minimum moisture during the first 21 ae ioe Mond lato fetal 
heat until the machine is running at ys of incubation. On the 2Ist day we i) nator, 
100 degrees Fahrenheit. Using this creased the moisture in the machines 2 That. the ideal incubator for in- 
temperature schedule, we find that our until the relative humidity registered in qupetne Pleasant wleees eshould shave 

hatches begin upon the 23rd day of in- the neighborhood of 80%. large ventilation and moisture facilities 
cubation and end upon the morning of In running progressive hatches, we 3. That a very humid condition in the 
the 26th day. Any chicks that hatch found that the moisture used during machine is necessary at hatching time 

after this time, we do not consider of hatching time seriously interfered with 4144 that a machine should be able to 

: value. In one forced draft machine, proper weight loss. To offset this ex- y,oquce this condition without the as- 
designed to hatch chickens at 101 de- cess of moisture, it was necessary to .istance of hand spraying. 
grees Fahrenheit, we found the best operate the machines without moisture 4, That pheasant eggs be incubated 

temperature to be 100 degrees Fahren- for at least two days after the com- separately from other eggs, as the 

heit. We raised this temperature 14 a pletion of a hatch. (This only applies  gvaporation requirements of this egg are 
degree at hatching time. We deem this to those machines that hatch in the  qetrimental to the successful incubation 
slight increase in temperature to be very incubating compartment.) of other eggs. 
important, as it gives a more uniform 5. That pheasant eggs must be in- 
hatch and prevents the hatch from 1 the radiation type machines, cool- cubated at a lower temperature than 
dragging over too long a period. ing and spraying was resorted to that employed to incubate chicken eggs. 

We used a temperature of 102 de- sooner than in operating one of these 6. That the incubator will be em- 

grees Fahrenheit when operating our machines for chickens. The time of ployed by those operators desiring maxi- 

radiation type machines in incubating year and temperature governed this to mum production at minimum cost. 
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Sept. 19, 1931 

Dr. Ae A. Allen 
MeGraw Hall . 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Dr. Allen: 

In Dana Leffingwell's pheasant bulletin (Washing Agricul- 
tural College, April, 1928), he says on page 26: 

"In 1925, with the assistance of Prof. Arthur A. Allen, four 
hundred and sixty-six young pheasants were banded by the author in 
an effort to obtain some accurate data on their wanderings. Twenty- 
four of these birds were taken during the past few years near Ithaca, 
of which we have accurate data on sixteen. Of these records of travel, 
but two exceeded two miles, while the average distance covered was mt 
one and one-fifth miles. One birds, however, went six miles, and 
another three miles." _ 

Can you recollect whether these 66 young pheasants were wild 
hatched birds, or were they artificially propagate! birds released 
= re-stocicing purposes? At approximately what age was the banding 

ne? 

The significance of the returns of course depends on whether 
they were wild or released birds. In order that I may quote Leffing- 
well correctly, I would appreciate any licht you can throw on the 
above questions. 

It will be convenient 1f you will add your reply at the j 
bottom of the attached extra copy. we 

With Icindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
- Tn Charge, Game Survey



) CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

LABORATORY OF ORNITHOLOGY a 

McGRAW HALL, ITHACA, N. Y. he oo 

Wie 
October5,°19516 , es “p09 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

404 University Ave., 
National Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Mr. Leopold; 

Replying to your letter of September 19, 
the young pheasants mentioned in Leffingwell's Pheasant 
bulletin were young birds reared by him from eggs 

supplied by the New York State Conservation Commission. 

ee They were banded and refleased at approximately eight 

weeks of age in fifteen or twenty groups within a 

radius of ten miles of Ithaca, N. Y. 

If you have not already heard, I know you 
will be pleased to know that Gardiner Bump of the 

Bureau of Grouse Control of the New York Gonservation 

5 { ? Commission,have reared over 100 Ruffed Grouse this 

is season. The problem seems to be one of sanitation. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

A. A. Allen, 
Professor of Ornithology. 

AAA: P



THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Conservation Commission Cha 

Madison, 
October 30, 1931 

Tos 
Conservation Wardens ; 
State Game Observers 
Wisconsin Sportsmen's Organizations f 

There is a growing practice among landowmers, particular- 
ly in the southeastern and southwestern game districts, to burn 
over their marsh areas in the late fall or early spring. Many do 
this as a part of the so-called “clean farming" practice now in 
vogue, many because they believe that burning is inducive to better 
crops of marsh grass or hay, and there are many who burn over their 
marsh areas merely to drive out small geme on their lands so that 
they will not be subjected to the trespass nuisance by hunters in 
the fall and in the winter. There is also a certain type of so- 
called sportsman that will set fire to a marsh, stand by while it 
burns, and shoot every variety of game that runs or flies from the 

burning area. 

Tens of thousands of acres of the finest same cover that 
we have in Wisconsin are annually destroyed by these practices. This 
burning affects three of the most important species of Wisconsin 
game -the pheasant, the rabbit and the muskrat. Late in October or 
in early November pheasant cocks and hens separate, the hens and a 
certain percentage of the cocks invariably moving to marshy areas 
adjacent to satisfactory agricultural lands, If pheasants have been 
planted in your vicinity and the marsh areas are burned over, the 
birds must either move to new cover (and they wili often travel ten 
to fifteen miles to find this cover), or due to lack of sufficient 
hiding places they become the easy victim of violators or predatory 

» animals and birds. Clean farming and the burning of marsh areas has 
done more to prevent the natural propagation of pheasants in certain 
localities than all other causes combined. 
Every informed hunter knows the velue of marsh areas in hunting 
rabbits. Often the finest day's shooting can be found there, Every 
burned acre means less hunting gro md and fewer rabbits. 
Every trapper can visualize the burned over muskrat marsh as compared 
with the unburned area. Cover, food and often houses are destroyed, 
resulting in migration to more suitable grounds, 

There is, unfortunately, no Wisconsin statute whereby the 
Conservation Commission can prevent landowners from burning over 
their marshes, Many, however, do this unthinkingly, and the efforts 
of conservation wardens, state game observers and Wisconsin sports- 
men's organizations in outlawing this practice will save thousands



PHEASANT NESTS IN FALL Fei gas 

An interesting report to the conservation department 

of one effect the mild fall is having on game birds, comes 

from an Appleton sportsman who, while hunting in Oconto 

county, discovered a hen pheasant sitting on a nest con — - 

taining 30 eggs. 

The nest was discovered Cctober 18, an exceedingly 

late date for pheasants to have nests; also the number 

of eggs is unusually large. 

in @ii erosae the eggs were not fertile, and 
: so despite the good will and attempted co-operation on 

the part of the pheasant, her efforts would be futile. 

Prepared by: Division of Education and Publi 

4 - : a Z Dorimher 193, 

Mt HO A 3 Coven Areern al, C



Game Survey of Iowa 

Hunters Reports on Pheasant Season (Nov. 6-7, 1931) 
Aldo Leopold 

: 129 parties of hunters hunting in 21 counties and averaging about 5 men 

each, submitted a standardized report of their observations during the pheas- 
ant season of 1931. These reports have been compiled and analyzed, and the 
following tentative deductions drawa for consideration in the Iowa Conserva- 

tion Plan: 

The 129 parties flushed a total of 11,230 pheasants, or 1.9 pheasants 

per man per hour, or about 13 pheasants per party per hour. The birds flushed 

per man per hour were highest in Lyon, Kossuth, Winnebago, and Cerro Gordo 
counties, and lowest in Hardin and Humboldt counties. I regard these figures 
as a valuable indication of the comparative abundance of birds. 

Of the 11,230 pheasants flushed, 2964 were bagged, or about one+fourth. 

The average bag per party for the season was 23, or about ub per hunter; or 
about two-thirds the lezal limit per hunter. The bag was made at the rate 

of half a bird per man -- hour. The bag averaged about 7 hens per 10 cocks. * 

This was because many hunters voluntarily abstained from shooting hens, 

The county ratios run from 10:3 to 10:10. 

In addition to the 2964 pheasants bagged by the reporting parties, 986 
were reported hit but not recovered. Most such lost birds die, so that the 

total known toll was 2964 plus 986, or 3950, or 35 percent of the number 
flushed. The abserce of any census work makes it as yet impossible to say 

what percent of the total population (as distinguished from the number flushed) 
were killed and crippled. 

The lost birds represent about one-third of the bagged birds, if the 

reports on birds lost are correct. I am quite sure many reports are too 

low. The lost birds are more likely at least half as numerous as the bag. 

About one-third of the parties had one or more dogs. The parties with reer 

dogs show no lower crippling loss than the parties without. I regard Z 

this as not a significant comparison, because certain dog parties were : 

either frankxer or more careful about recording their cripples, and this ran 

up their average loss. ; 

In 13 counties quail were flushed. In such counties the pheasants;quail 

ratio (as indi cated. by the numbers flushed) runs from Url to 230:1. 

In 12 counties Hungarian partridges were flushed. In such counties the 

pheasant :Hungarian ratio (as indicated by the numbers flushed) runs from 
10:1 to 10:7. Nowhere were there as many Hungarians as pheasants flushed. _ 

In 10 counties containing both Hungarians and quail, the ratio runs 

from 1:1 to 48:1. 

71 parties did their hunting on posted land, where they had presumably 

received permission, while 55 hunted on non-posted lands. This would indi- 
cate that nearly half of the open pheasant country is posted. 

Five percent of the parties paid for the hunting privilege, and an 

additional three percent paid for a combination of board and hunting privi- 

lege. The rates ran from 50 cents to one dollar per man per day, or 50 

cents per bird, for the hunting privilege. While the percent of hunters 

compensating the farmer for the hunting privilege is still low, it is evi- 

dently increasing as compared with former years. The farmer reports, which 

have not yet been analyzed, indicate that many farmers who did not charge 

this year, intend to do so next year. 

About two-thirds of the parties reporting had made advance arrangements 
with certain farmers for permission to hunt.
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SeIUINESS of easants to 
By J. M. Rasek 

° 

In THE year 1921, we became very r1cu ture 

much interested in our country in the 
relationship of game birds, especially 
the pheasants (Phasianus colchicus L.) : : a scat ee 
and the partridges (Perdrix) to Ag- Le & ee is ya) i921, when a great calamity in sugar- 

riculture. The result was an in- Gia anne 7a “ee | beet fields was caused by the cater- 
tense study of the feeding habits and ee MeN, Gp ited pillars of beet-webworm, (Loxostege 

nourishment of these birds, carried roe PSS RANE, ia ee (Phlyctaenodes) sticticalis L.). This 

through a most detailed examination |,ieS es ” bay Name ees sugar-beet industry is one of the big- 

of crop and stomach contents. ei 12 ae Ne Reet gest in our country so it is natural, 

Because in this country some similar TRG es arena Ay gag ne neue promoted 3 great 
stidies ace Lecalctatted aad have.ac ie er ae xa deal of public interest. A great con- 

tedetediNia Maréan (deall(of lattention ess GaN Mae trolling campaign was established and 

in the agricultural and huntsman ff , cal wa : great appropriations of money pro- 

circles, it might be of interest to the [ff jue" " vided for it. All possible technical 

workers doing this research to have a UE b & and chemical means had been used in 

short report on some of the most ae oe ca this great fight, but with no great 

important results of the mentioned Ra) Zao Ne Ng iy ae . ee The ee He is too 

studies of ours. ve? 2 ase og nd \ weak against nature if we allow it to 
een dae ees ' i 

In the beginning, it must be stated |i} ‘| ‘ ees pee os eae MES: In 

that on the basis of the mentioned |;amm\tyel (aN mrA) : ppc encom leaeal auras Ob bisa 

studies and experiences, we become ae Ny si ue Ls 7 Peco iivcaua iced hae a arene Pay 

convinced, that the pheasant is a quiet he, ) ti cone. weiss Poe kinds e birds eq 

useful game bird, despite some partial | iene paraeneeetaumans paren by feeding on this insect, particularly 

damage he might do sometimes to the \ zs | y ei ; the Partridges and Pheasants. In ex- 

crop, and therefore, he fully deserves ot ee Rai oe no eae end eee We 

to be protected by the practical farmer, cy ws " or adi Cee Nene aap ete meee cater 
which means his population has to be By eS s ce Pe ie ee ae The birds moved on the 

kept in certain normal or permissable me Ges mae SreP By step) COU esas 
litgite deed che Beldet J. M. Rasex systematically ane pee 

: : injurious insect. Unfortunately, there 

Attention is called to the photo- p ae A ae a Wiese ae r M. have not been enough of them to be 

graph, (Fig. No. 1.) which tells aseR, is Engineer oj Forestry in the tate able to stop this increased population 

the whole story best. This picture is mae service in Maravia (Czecho- of insects, but yet, they gave us good 

taken from a great series of scientific ers a ey i. help. 
examinations of pheasants’ nourish-  ; ie 1 &, Bement i ‘ 
FAG OBTEMI Lace Been dane Mngeue international committee for applied Zoology. The opening of the shooting season, 

indseeteMiat detailed ie daseriodontuee He is also member of the International however, was approaching and we knew 

which will be given later in this article. Committee ie ae Eicon end Seer ey wellugbariit would jicar to) these 
& * tific worker in the institute for applied birds. Hundreds and thousands of 

It will be useful for the purpose of Orithology of Academy Maravia, Czecho- them were killed, because this hunting 

this article to give a short historical lovakia. is very popular in our country. But 
Outline oF the ideas which lead us to Work reported in this article promoted a we, entomologists being on the job of 
this kind of study in the Plant-protec- great deal of interest in scientific and ag- controlling the pest of beet-webworm, 
tion work. ricultural circles and was rewarded with didn’t want to lose a single one of 

Creche ovelion istquiceuprominett canoes gold ae and honorary hee ee helpers and. therefore, 

Al husGnaaallints andateie exert clary iplomas by national and international we ash ed the government, to close the 

Gale " PEerosHnR Cie wad la noted rt institutions. shooting season for the whole year, 

hunting-place for Husopean monarchs 1 : Li oT 4. year of study under in the interest of Agriculture. After 

in pre-wartiime  [abHorestey (Colleges ere ellowship in the University many. conferences and hot discussions 

did Geaduire Séhodliy lene ars spec of Minnesota. the Government approved our sugges- 

ial professorships for Game-keeping © ————-—-—-———— aa oe the sony an in the 

and Game-protection. It is natural, World War it was impossible to do anes ek a ee 
therefore, that the standard of hunts- much toward law enforcement and the B « #9 
manship and Game-keeping is a very result was, that in some parts of the UT this was a “casus belli” with all 
high one, certainly one of the best in country the game population was con- hunters; they had been waiting for 
Europe. Game is protected by a very siderably diminished. Very soon we the opening of the shooting season 

ancient, but a still very good law, fully started to feel the results of it, namely the whole year with a great deal of 

enforced, the main idea of which is an increased population of injurious anticipation and now—no shooting 
to maintain a “normal” population of insects in the fields, which was favored this year, because of an insect. Who 
game throughout the country. Un- by some climatical conditions. The was to blame? That was the question. 
fortunately in the last years of the worst came in the summer of the year Of course, it was the entomologist who
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moved this motion. Immediately, a showing the worst enemies of agricul- value of pheasants can be drawn only 
gteat campaign in the daily press start- ture like: Snout-Beetles (Curculionio- from these quantitative data as it may 
ed against us and all possible reasons tae), May-Beetles (Melolontha), be shown later on. Recently there have 
had been gathered to weaken our Grasshoppers (Locustidae), Corn been published some articles on Food 
position. We had to have big guns in Ground Beetles (Zabrus tenebroides), Habits of the Ring-neck Pheasants, 
this fight—facts—scientific facts which Click-Beetles (Elaters—Wireworms), but unfortunately they didn’t follow 
couldn’t be questioned. This gave a Leaf-Beetles (Chrysomelidae), Flea- the quantitative way of examination 
start to the systematic study of birds’ Beetles (Haltica), March-flies (Bibion- and therefore, their results did not 
nourishment in our Institute, and idae), all kinds of caterpillars, and give anything new, facts which had 
special attention was given to the role snails, being eaten by the hundreds been known long before in European 
—————————————————————_ of pheasants. literature on this subject. 

saa In the next chapter are given details 
CAME Ly otdcrd JONy about some individual cases from Tuts work has been organized in 

NNEVQS2E CCCs eee hundreds of examinations giving a such a way, that in short intervals 
a(S) 5 D(Ceayyts scientific proof to our idea, that the during the whole year pheasants have 

red CANES) JAK pheasant has to be considered as a been killed and sent to the Institute 
V))> yao QJ [dou bird useful to agriculture. for examination. Thus a continuous 
sts ‘ ? “ This work _ was based upon the picture of the pheasants’ nourishment 
(Cue (<(Q25 « COQ a modern requirements of biological in a given locality throughout the year 
COR OWDILO DO) Fp research, which means it was carried was obtained. In the Report to the 

Phe ye \ eae through in a quantitative way. By International Ornithological Congress 
SAUCE CU AGY —————————— —————————— in Luxemburg, 1924, (“Congres In- 

Fee Cee eCUONU SLD): de ORE We Taayoree oak 
(LCC) Cec UC Nye « (C( ( ( ) ()> ya Institute gave some detailed figures 

4 ge, about the results of these stomach 
CROP Ok ¢ ( ( {( CU CCC cock analyses; some of them are given here: 

(PHesisauseclehicua sts) ee ( C/A (( / (SE 
Fig. 1.—Orig. Photo: J. M. Rasek. Cecee(ee(C \ L0O¢ Peon ae 

Shot at Rajhrad, Czechoslovakia, Novem- oe Che, Sopp Ay. pao oo 

ber 22, 1924. dd) CC (sc e¢ Of) YIP) ( OO 
Analyzed by Nic Oo Rarsiy! FO sole Pet ES OEM SSIS) 
The picture shows 250 speciments of an vy ) S(d™M>)pP)J2. £ )) )) ) fi LL ILAES 

injurious insect the March-Fly (Bibio pe ete Sy 5 AAT OW Apt { 0. 

of partridges and pheasants in main- pccedr yl t <7 ¢) ¢ AUN OVID) 
taining the biological equilibrium of «& GNA 8) Ce ))> yd) )). Sa 
insect life in the fields. —- ous fs Pee LY 4 ))>. 

One of the most scientific insti CROP CONTENT OF RING-NECK Wp ) fii 
tutions, “Academy Masaryk,” recog- PHEASANT PIDNI)I){ (> 
nizing the far-reaching scientific and (Phasianus colchicus L.) SIC Wy es 

economic value of this work, appro- ane Fete Paate: a M. to aed JS J Nw 
7 ‘ ot at Rajhrad, November 11, 1924. Pe eg oe ee 

priated a financial support and created © 000) Os hy Me, ©. Fanky. AS ONC a special institute for this study, called Revuleob/ceoseand (etamach analysis: oe ee a 
“Institute for Applied Ornithology at Found. 130 larvae of Bibio marci a 5 7 ; 
Academy Masaryk.” It is located in’ (March-flies); remains of the bodies of the CROP CONTENT, OF RING-NECK 
the city of Brno, capital of Moravia. Coleopter larvae of Zabrus gibbus tene- PHEASANT 

Pegi ena ee ee Gee __ Phasianus Colchicus L.) 
hee Oe OW aay eee cartoon eeu eae Plenty of seeds and the reproductive parts Fig. No. 3.—Orig. Photo: J. M. Rasek 

the number of bird stomachs examined of the plant Robinia (Locust tree) and Analyzed by Mr. O. Farsky. 
reached over 10,000. The author of Cornus (Dogwood). i 7 2 

% : . : Killed near Rajhrad, Moravia September 
this article started this work of stomach Some aes of aa and some parts of 19, 1924, 

examination in the year 1921, during NG ROU a eH cree Dens: : A In this crop and stomach content there 

the previously mentioned pheasant and a poeta meresed acl Ween were found: 100 larvae of Bibio marci 

partridge discussion in order to sup-  y,socts : 1.584 g (March-flies) a ata ane ee this 

port ot suggestions to the govern. Sill eis aan are mary ee pal « hee dere 
ment. The stomach analytical work Corn 1.053 £. _ gibbus tenebroides (Corn Ground Beetle) 
was afterwards systematically done by Little stones and sand_.____4.714 g. and of larvae of Agriotes tree), Oxalis 
a former member of this Ornithol.§ —3SSS"""————_acetosella (common Wood Sorrel), Sisym- 
Soha Institution, Dr. O. Farsky. Many this requirement the work ‘ became bide (ited a ine Onivelitce 
p otographs have been made showing quite difficult and slow, but its great (Parsley Family). Besides the remains 
some striking results of this work. advantage was that on the basis of there have been many particles of the plants 
Some of them are attached to this large numbers of specimens examined, mentioned. Among crop plants only the 
publication. Unfortunately, there are it is possible to draw not only qualita. *°™'"s corn Bias vere ound: 
available here for this article only a tive, but also quantitative judgment of Result of analysis of dry matter by weight: 
few of these photographs concerning pheasants’ nourishment and the pro- uuera na 

. : 5 mall Seeds 22 gt) ts 5.489 g. 
a particular case. The rest of this portions between insect and plant food. Corn __ ie Ae BASU a 
material is kept in the Institute in Brno. Besides this some very important de- Stones and sand —__._____.1.923 g. 
Among them are many photographs, ductions and conclusions about the (Continued on page 15)
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The Useful serulness of easants to 
By J. M. Rasek 

(Continued from the November Issue) o It 

From the few cases given in the ericu ure 

former chapter, which are only rep- 

Reson acnG ihe ecceumumbes ot cr pick up the following list of the most Jamineae (Grass Family) 
aminations made, we can draw several 4 : 4 A 

conclusions about the role of pheasants ©@8°rous Lee eee Eee e One of the most important conclus- 

in the modern agriculture. Wehaveto INSECTS: ions to be drawn from the stomach and 

consider the philosophy of figures, Bibio marci (March-Flies) crop analyses is the one from the 

given in quantitative results of single Agriotes (Click-Beetles) quantitative data. It shows the special 

analysis, make comparisons between Zabrus gibbus tenebroides (Corn ability of pheasants to eat a very great 

them and combine in order to obtain Ground Beetle) number of the same injurious insects at 

a correct conclusion. Elateridae (Elators—wireworms) the same time. The philosophical con- 

The feet face which: Seabee! as" is Bothynoderes punctiventris (Curcu- clusion of this established fact is a 

that the disagreeable weeds and the 
worst insect enemies of agriculture, 

fruit culture and forestry are the most 
frequent and most abundant food of 
pheasants. Let’s make a calculation 
from the previous results. A pheasant 
is eating such great quantities of in- 
sects several times during the day, : 

through whole weeks and many 
months. Therefore, we have to mul- 
tiply the figures obtained and thus 
we will obtain for a period of a year, 
figures almost astronomical. This is for d 

a single individual; for a whole group at \ 

of pheasants it has to be multiplied ¢ WV oS 

again. In this course of thinking we AN ON 

can well appreciate the value of a) we iN \ ON Sor ‘ 

pheasants and calculate what expense i a AY iON AR 

it would cost us to destroy the same it d f es feck : — SSS Si iLy > RR 

number of injurious insects by some SSNS LAA ~ : YES | S 

technical means. Pre) A ~ 1h j x Ay : \ \\ : Nak: ee a 

By a closer consideration we can SS SENS ase Wh se he 

notice that insects destroyed by pheas- ; LPIA en Tone 

ants in great is are oe that Orpen a Kong Nia! Pe eee) ‘ 

kind which is so extremely difficult to i 5 
control by our present technical and lio, or Snout Beetle) statement that pheasants are especially 

chemical) means; for|/instance, cut: Melolontha (May-Beetle) fit to check a dangerous multiplication 
worms, wireworms, grasshoppers, ef Chrysomelidae (Leaf-Beetle) of an insect in the case where the en- 

cetra. Great emphasis must be put on Galeruca tanaceti (Leaf-Beetle) vironment resistance of this insect be- 

this particular fact in judging the use- Haltica (Flea-Beetle) comes temporarily low (mostly by cli- 

fulness of pheasants. Coleoptera (Beetles) in general and matical influence) and there is a pos- 
Caterpillars of different kinds. sibility of a sudden increase of insect 

As a result of this stomach analysis, WEEDS: population. 
we draw the conclusion from establish- i Va 
ed facts that the greatest value of phea- Cuscuta europea (Dodder) The quantitative data and the attach- 

sants to agriculture is that they are a Sambucus nigra (Eloter) ed photographs show clearly that the 
very reliable factor in maintaining biol- Sparganium erectum (Burr-reed) pheasant does not become tired of ear 
ogical equilibrium in injurious insect Cornus sanguinea (Dogwood) ee e oe Gs haan of the same kind 
Bepulations peemancutly yeonlbylyedn Rosa canina (Dog Rose) ° ae a as is often the case with 

The same is true about partridges also. Robinia (Locust tree) some other kinds of birds. 
If we consider the usually very great Lamium (Dead Nettle) As mentioned before, the recent 
biotic potential of these dangerous in- Aretium lappa (Great Burdock) publications on pheasant food did not 
sects supported further by diminished Chenopodium (Goosefoot-Pigweed) follow very closely this quantitative 

environmental resistance (especially in Rumex (Dock-Sorrel) method, even if it is an important re- 
newly introduced species), we will Carex (Sedge) quirement of today’s biological work. 
understand at once what a far-reach- Oxalis acetosella (Common Wood Yet, there is hardly a more important 
ing importance is based upon this fact. Sorrel) i conclusion in this study than this quan- 

Sisymibrium (Hedge Mustard) titative one. It simply proves that the 
_In those few cases of stomach analy- Polygonum (Knotweed) pheasant is able to check even an in- ~ 

sis given in the previous chapter we Umbelliferae (Parsley Family) creased insect population—a calamity!
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‘Tuts KIND of service is what to- It is only over-emphasized by some un- The relationship between the vege- 
day’s extensive agriculture needs very informed individuals and in most cases table and insect food of pheasants can 

badly and this service is of an extra- is based on observation from places be expressed on the basis of examin- 

ordinary value, because it is so extreme- where there was an over concentration ations of some hundreds of individuals 
ly difficult to check a starting calamity of pheasants. Of course, where such and the following diagram: 

by our technical or chemical means. over-population takes place, the dam- ae 
Usually one does not notice this critic: age becomes very apparent and quite 

al point when an insect population is intensive. But those conditions are not ase 

just about ready to increase; in most normal and not desirable in normal 

cases, we are surprised when the calam- agriculture. In such pheasant over- el Vegetable! |. Animal 

ity is here in full sway. This critical populated spots even the normally 

moment of starting is where the pheas- small damage mutiplied by great num- os 

ants’ service has its greatest value and bers of individuals becomes apparent 
this service is done, year by year, and considerable. 

cheney economically, permanently We have in Europe quite a few of Food found in individuals. 
and automatically by the pheasants. these places, where pheasants are raised But in the vegetable food a great 

There is another biological detail 1 great quantities to be game for mass roportion is only grass, parts of 

which counts in this protective service. shooting hunts for enthusiastic hunt- leaves, plenty of seeds of weeds and 

Pheasants move in a certain area by ¢FS, usually from the class of nobility. 16¢ of cultivated plants, or forest seeds; 

walking or flying and if there is a place In Czechoslovakia there are two such the amount of grain and cultivated 

where a good food supply is available places of sree fame mone) hunters; plants, which is the critical point in the 

(a spot with increased insect popula- ¢ 8» Konopiste in Bohemia on the for- general judgment of pheasant nourish- 

tion), they stay around and gather it mer estate of the well-known Austrian ment, is relatively small as it is shown 
cul conenhde. of Ehat Gieansiltbat the. Archduke Ferdinand d’Este, where the 5, the diagram. below: 

pheasants go after insects, whenever in German Kaiser Wilhelm was very often 5 

a’ particulab'year theingects appear in \ ) es 

a great abundance. This is another Peay i, bc 

feature which makes the pheasants es- Mr. Rasek is a member of the Inter- vk Page 

pecially useful to agriculture, This y4tional Committee for Bird Pro- Seales 
service of pheasants might well be com- : amead F ao} [erase weeds grain 

pared with a police drive which covers fection and a Scientific worker in i" a 

the given area; examines every suspi- the institute for applied Orinth- Sa a, 
cious place; takes dangerous individ- ! aed M 5 
uals along thus preventing their nefar- ology of cademy Madravia, This damage takes place only in 

ious activity and spread of crime. Czechoslovakia some short parts of the vegetation sea- 

aut son, namely, in sprin ulling youn: 

Careful Guanetatys study of Goin’ See ee re TUE) An iH the fall eae ie pean 

ane nourishment gave another sree te hunting guest, and in Zidlochovice and corn kernels). Of course there 
ing result which is an entirely new fact 3 M g 4 pia as eh OF) ee Teen Gtiee Meindet of) Hirde Mand 

to science and never before has been 1% “0ravia, used mostly by the govein : t ' 

eye : : ment for hunting entertainment for animals, which are doing the same 
scientifically studied and discussed. It i s a j " 
: rominent guests, ambassadors and kind of damage and it must be deter- 
is the fact about the role of pheasants P* are SoH GREneh Castelo sala onsible 

in interrupting the development cycles high state officials. ue Rest See , erceP j 

of the serious agricultural pest, the In these places the damage of the Against this relatively small damage, 

liver fluke of sheep and cattle (Fasciola pheasants is taken into account and is there is the meat value of these game 

hepatica—Distomum hepaticum) by balanced by the amusement of hunting. birds as human food. This value is 

eating snails. If considerable damage is done on the Europe is highly estimated and the 

It is known that some development neighboring farm land the estate must pisesane taeay i ccnnaeiee 2 Aer 
x ‘ evant ee (BE aie land advequiva’ ef luxury in the buropean diet) lV here 

stages of this fluke are in the body of p y : The d q ¢ are plenty of recipes for the prepara- 

snails of the genus Limnaeus (Limuaea vee Sa anti Cereals ae te ea oe Ae fA ae he 

peregra). It is the stage of miracidium 9 ©788° Bo Gaibaat Serta of ene Histtesatlanaisood dinner 
(ciliated embryo) which enters the pul- sation in such a case is determined by gh sp g . 

monary chambers of the snails and °*PCTts: Summarrzinc the! position’ of 

transforms here into sporocysts, the In normal farm land, of course, the pheasants in’ Bucopean agriculture, we 

stage of rediae in the liver and other population of pheasants must be kept can see, that the pheasant is considered 

organs of the snail and the product, in certain “normal” limits, which can 2 Juyurious game for’ hunting’ pleas: 

the cercariae, which leave the body of be easily established according to local {1.25 Givi 1 : 7 hi 
“ 5 . . fi if Pia wosimalinnee 9 giving a ee oe oo! 7,80 that 

snail, settle on the vegetation and cause eas tei Tf suc! pop’ the partial damage is herewith bal- 

the infestation of grazing sheep. ation is meee the eventual dam.)>7 "yma additionitolchisithiere te 

In the nourishment of pheasants, fee Pinecone oe and the Pheas- the great economic value in holding in- 

there have been found many differ- ae Feet re fl ef. a b as jurious insects and vermines in check, 

ent snails and slugs and thus, this new vole fepae phous Ae pede as it was described in this article. 

fact about their hay oh Ce, limits is to organize a systematic hunt- The cultivation of pheasants te- 
tance to agriculture is brought into in. in the fall; they can be very easily quires expert care, if the population is 

CHISTEHCE trapped too, especially in winter. This to be maintained at a certain limit. 
In comparison with this great service is done in Europe automatically The pheasant is a sensitive game bird; 

given to agriculture, the damage done through many years, so that there is therefore, especially in winter, some 
by pheasants appears to be of a much not much trouble with farmers because care is important in northern countries. 
less value than is generally considered. of the pheasants damage. (Continued on page 13)
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a ge caitlin oe er 

’ es of a great number of individuals it 
Murdo Gibson’s Letter was proved: Ask for a= 

j a 
(Continued from page 8) 1. That a great part of the natural NORTHERN ey 

doubtful if any written description can food of pheasants consists of the most TIS SS yi 

a ou injurious insects in agriculture. SUE Ei Gagrwaern 
give one, who has never seen suc! \ Dea arse MOmaweaa|) 

electrically rapid movements, an ade- 2. Seeds and leaves of weeds and o at your I” Teowe F 

quate idea of their astonishing speed. uncultivated plants form another con: A artean paver 30 

Being faster than human thought, siderable part of pheasants’ nourish- grocers 

some of these performances are incom- ment. ; f 4 

prehensible, even to the beholder. 3. The actual amount of grains and |, 

SWE roitive teaice fom thee none cultivated plants, in considering the HE STERILIZED BATHROOM PAPER 

appearance, I have not seen one of the nourishment jduring ithe: Whole iyesty: || ox iyscemn scan pees a metmnetaey ce aca, etree the takes only a small oe of Phos eR LSTA STC AREER STATA SRA NCTE 

owls returned. Wild rabbits are by no ie food and only 1" Ary = FISHERMEN— 

fuednelacaree but, as. individuala; they mc ycscton scons CREFEK OLE} CE) aaah : ; 
seein araistyg EaeeToae only after usefulness is greater than the damage. |‘ 'He Never Wendt Without One’ 

close association has revealed a crea- 4. Considerable damage in agricul- | jx) a The Wendt auto- 

ture’s distinctive “personality” that I ture takes place only in pheasant-over- = I a ere piteolling plate 

begin to feel sentimental toward it. populated places. Those conditions = tt) board motor run 

As a matter of fact, it is by their ac- ate not normal and the game has to el a eaehing che! big 

tions, not by their appearance, I iden- be checked by systematic hunting, un- | 5% " Go , ones”. Made for 

tify most of my pets. less this concentration is welcomed by <: foe by gee oat 

FE le Steteek RL ate the landowner for some special hunting |w" ( gaan bi, aie reanltes) ne 
rom early September until la it : — rE) Lk dete be 

October, deer were in the clearing Peak ‘ i = oe Ve ee i Outboard Mor 

every night and nearly every day. 5. The finding of snails (genus |} j Bg =r “Manufacturers. 

One a came within oe feet of Limnaeus) in the food of pheasants | $5 y AS che oes niet 
Gis ere 94 ad corieGaice mebeclosers UBEOve® that they are checking the | me ae carry a stock, write 

Beces time [went Bitide expected spread of liver-fluke in sheep (Fasciola- | Nas enn 

to . one or more, euher in the Distomum-hepatica). a x WENDT & SON MEG. CO. 
garden or among the brush piles in 6. The quantitative analysis shows |%& 205 First St. N. E. Little Falls, Minn. 
the “chopping.” But, during the last thatthe pheasant i¢ able:tocheck even | 
two weeks, I have seen none at all, 22 increased population of insects and TS Se ee sis 

and very few fresh tracks. Last year, thus help in the control of an insect fer ake ee a “Ng oe ae 

they left here about the same time. calamity at its beginning. ge ieee pe. ee ae 
In my a for ee 5th, eee 4 As a result of these scientific studies ‘ Lee as 6: 3 
wrote: ave neither seen nor heard the American agriculturalist might be |P § 48 fe A Oa , is 8 r 
a deer for more than a week.” Atthis advised with great emphasis to put all { 2 a i ee 

season, they are socially inclined, so it farm land, orchards and forests under j : 3) ry 
is likely they are grouped elsewhere on the effective and permanent biological | ms alas 
the island, or on the adjoining main- protection of partridges and pheas- , 
land. Hunters at French Narrows ants. Head 6 C a 
Camps (a mile from here) report: pee One eompoun 
“Plenty of deer.” for calking 

tae seas KINDLY DUCKS BOATS, LOG CABINS & AQUARIUMS 
Now, folks: it is after midnight and Whil ‘ A Trial Proves Its Worth 

I am very sleepy. The forgoing li ile walking on the bents at Col- WEATHERPROOF CALKING CO. 
trivialties answer the questions most ueston Oue June day, I disturbed an | 757 Washington Ave. N. Minneapolis, Minn. 

frequently asked me, although I have ae ay taking her brood OF ait ca ee 

not mentioned half of the things that Sele ae ie es Spee Fae She %_ Attract GameBinds—’ 

delight me here. During the comin, jectately SCute ed OU into ne nate’: || Bmeaeita Be fF 8 s Be, he lied roa ED YH SHRUBS FOR 9 “23fontag 
Winter) erneceitolicatch-up?) onlpers eaving the little ones to fo! low as best Me BIRDS Sey 

sonal correspondence; so those of you they could. Six managed all right but PD davon tengo fee eX 
who are lookin, ae letter from me three got lost among the slippery fi Pi) ries, interesting ‘birds W © 
should aoe eae cies stones. After a little delay I caught |(2/¥/!7/ wd, ‘helt gongs. 

‘0 2 per them and put them into the water. By NG f and vines that feed Sip 
Fair winds and Happy landings to this time their mother had got out of Veer eee iaiy Cotes FL GR 

you all. sight, and they, feeling all alone in the | > Sea Hae one Ma epeeise 
Eset world, swam straight out to two ducks |2 Va. Creepers, 3’; $5 £. 0. b. Oshkosh, 'One 

ie ting on the water a considerable | Gore” tis Sets for pill’ life and “eures 
Usefulness of Pheasants distance from the shore. (I had to | front free. 

: } use glasses to see what was happening.) TERRELL’S NURSERIES : 
(Continued from page 5) The little ones must have explained |7°° ©: BM Ceo) We: 

But discussion of this matter is not in ™tters for the two old \ducks: formed 1) i cuver Treen neces pane eee 
{ihe with this axuele up, one on each side, turned round, SHAKESPBARE 

f and guided the strayed ones back to ma) BD Level Wind ARES 179 
anal their mother. All this took some time i 8 100| Vacd Claas 

CONCLUSIONS and, although in a hurry, I had to oI FM paccaid snyeke uesa 
On the basis of a scientific study of wait and see the happy reunion, which Se ey ae price. 

the feeding habits and nourishment of WS sccom plished amid many excited N 391 Wabash St 
pheasants by stomach and crop analys- quackings! —Deeside Field = re sv Basil



xe OUTDOOR IOWA--DO NOT RELEASE BEFORE THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 17. - he 

ra KN 
XK “aa Z This Farmer a Real Conservationist et 
\> C. L, Huisinga of Butler county is to be commended for the effor 

he hag made to conserve the game birds on his place. He writes us ye 
some interesting information. "Years ago," says Mr. Huisinga, "I (V4 a 
bought six pheasants and gave them freedom. We have plenty of thoge A 
fine game birds now. We hear so much about a shortage of pheasants, | 
but if there was a better understanding and cooperation between the — 
hunter and the farmer we could have ten days open season every year 
and have plenty birds left for breeding the next year, During the 
hatching season every farmer can destroy or protect many pheasants or 
eggs, as he chooses. Last year I found 7 hens setting in an eight 
acre field of clover, and 3 hens in another small patch of alfalfa 
while I.van mowing for hay. I leave a tuft of clover about four feet 
square over the nest, but too many farmers never raise the sickle and 
cut right through the nest. I think the main reason that so many far- 
mers don't care to protect the birds is that they don't hunt themselves, 
and in the fall when the season is open the city hunters swarm over 
their fields and shoot the birds, and in many instances all the rab- 
bits they see also, and the farmer receives no compensation for 
raising the birds whatsoever. 

“Last fall my brother and I arranged with two of our neighbors 
to charge the hunters one dollar to hunt on any or all the four farms. 
28 hunters hunted these fields and most of them had their bag limit 
early in the forenoon, They were all clean sportsmen and assured us 
they would be back next year, My neighbors never took much interest 
in pheasants before, but this winter they both fed them and are going 

= to raise all they can for the hunters next fall. I estimate we fed 
about 175 pheasants on the four farms this winter, and we have plenty 
breeders for a big crop next fall.
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Ku Cort Merwe HEN TURKEY STEALS PHEASANT'S NEST h {Y aeew"" 
Neov- 2,/93/. a. 93 AND RAISES BROOD ce 

By -— Dr. Ferd Brown 

"A few weeks ago I reported in this column where a farmer boy 

near Canistota found a barn-yard hen occupying a pheasant's nest 

nearly a quarter mile from the farm buildings. We thought this was 

very good, but now comes one that is better. 

"Adolph Bademan, one and one-half miles north of Humboldt 

raises turkeys. Last spring one of the hen turkeys felt the call 

of motherhood and while strolling around the environs of the farm, 

came upon a nest with 13 eggs therein. She made a careful examina— 

tion and discovered that the eggs were not very much unlike her own 

turkey eggs. ‘Well, see what's here,' says she, 'why should I 

bother to lay eggs when I can find them as easily as this.' So Mrs. 

Turkey, at once started to incubate these pheasant eggs. However, 

to make sure that she would have a turkey or two in the brood, she 

laid a few eggs herself. A few weeks later imagine, Mr. Bademan's 

surprise when he saw this turkey strutting around the farm yard 

with a dozen young pheasants and three turkeys. According to re— 

ports the pheasants remained with the turkey until half grown, but 

the turkeys deserted at an early age.



: THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT STATION ” 

STATE COLLEGE, PA. aa pilin 

; pam 

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY December 10, 1951 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I would be very pleased to receive available 
reprints of papers and other publications which you have 
published about Ring-Necked Pheasants, quail, or grouse. 

You may be interested to know that our 
initial work in the artificial propagation of Ring-Necked 
Pheasants was quite satisfactory and very encouraging. We 
thought our results to be of sufficient importance to publish 

so have submitted a paper to be published in Poultry Science 
sometime next spring. 

Briefly, our incubation results show that 
under the conditions of our experiment the best percentage 
nateh of fertile eggs can be secured where the eggs are 

incubated up to but not exceeding 20 days in a cabinet type 
machine, the eggs then being hatched in a sectional still-air 

machine. Our hatches by this method were from 15 to 35% better 
than where the eggs were incubated throughout the 24 days in 
either one of the two types of machines. 

We tried two systems of brooding. In one the 
chicks were brooded with an electric brooder in a 10'x 12! 
colony house. ‘the chicks also had access to a 9t x 10' wire- 
floored and wire-covered sunporch. Approximately 140 chicks 
were used as 4 brooding unit. The results with this system of 
brooding were quite satisfactory. 

The other system of brooding used was one of 
the many types of battery brooders. Our results were not so 

satisfactory here because of much feather pulling and injury to 
the heads of the birds after they were 4 to 6 weeks of age. 
Perhaps the worst trouble with the battery, however, was the 
Crowding of the pheasant chicks about the attraction light in 

- the heated part of the battery. We frequently found them piled 

three or four layers deep and were able to overcome this condition 
only by raising the temperature to a point where the chicks were 

almost stupified. I feel that there is still a chance to modify 
the present methods of operating a battery brooder so that it can 
be used for pheasant chicks. 

However, the electric brooder stove method looks
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to be more practical and satisfactory than the battery 
brooder. 

I will be glad to send you a reprint of our 

publication whenever it becomes available for distribution. 

Very truly yours, 

EH. W. Callenbach 
EWC:S 

ask. 1/5/32 asking for reprint of article when appeared in Poultry Science 

’
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Plate IV. Fige I 

Food of the adult pheasant showing varying proportions of each by 
bul from month to month, and the relative proportion of each in the 
aggregate annual food based unon the examination of the contents of 
159 stomachs. The percentace of each of these in the total food is 
shown in Table III. 
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Plate IV. Figs Il 

Principle items of food of adult pheasants showing the relative 

proportion of each by bulk for the year, based upon the examination 

of the contents of 139 stomachs.



Extracted from "The China Pheasnat in Oregon," mimeographed report on 
the laboratory studies of the contents of China pheasants! stomachs. 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Oregon State Agricultural College in 

cooperation with the Oregon State Game Commission. 1929. 

NOT TO BE PUBLISHED WITHOUT THEIR PERMISSION



Table 2le: Hest Mortality oh 

Species No. of No. Lost of Number if 

Locality, Years Nests Deserted _ Hatched Authority 

BOBWHITE 
Georgia,1924-27 602 385 217 Stoddard, p. 184 
Wisconsin, 1930-31 

i 
RUFFED GROUSE 
Minnesota, 1929-31 King, unpubl. 

New York, 1930 14 9 5 Bamp, 1930 

PINNATED GROUSE 
Wisconsin, 1929-30 4o 20 20 Gross, 1930 

RINGNSCK PHEASANT 
Michigan, 1926-30 52 5 (7 ght, 1930 

Q i és fi He 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE wee, “7 ce 
Michigan, 1929-31 Fast ; Atapnsertte li ose Yeatter, unpubl. 

/ ti Ti adbet. P 4 Crna 

GAMBEL QUAIL | ha oe 
Arizona, 1931 erent -, Gorsuch, unpubl. 

| Btees 
SHARPTAIL GROUSE iP a 

Wisconsin, 1931 | Schmidt, unpubl. 

s CH 2, Pd oO 

/ si + CMe ~~ Zhe Po 

Mower _ Checas 

oLuudowel 16 

33 .
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Table 5. cnr 

FLIGHT LIMITS \ 2 

ig es a ee a Te a ee Dae tenes Miles aq ee 
' Species : ao ’ Date sSuccessfully: Not :Unsuccesafully 

reel ale er oe a ES atin tod Aitemm igi 
Bobwhite + Round Island, :°.1925 -t- = + + - -# = 3 

t Migs. 3 t t $ 
; (HE. Bogle) 5 4 ; 
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File 
Pheasants 
Hungarians 

McClure, Game Keeper, » Michigan, 

says radius of Pheasant is 2 miles, Hungarian 1. mile 

if cover and predator control good. 5 miles and 3h miles 

if poor.
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FEMALE PHEASANT ASSUMES MALE 
e PLUMAGE i 

There is in our collection of mounted 
birds a beautiful specimen of the ring- 
necked pheasant (Phasianus torquatus), 
female. This bird was presented to us 
alive on the third day of January, 1928, 
by our mutual friend, Mr. Clarence L. 
Hopkins of this city, who raised it from 
a chick, and at the time it came into our 
possession was about eight years old. 
During its life time it laid about 280
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Weishts of Ringneck Pheasants - all males. e f 

Collected Jan. 23 - Weight 1217 ¢. 
" # 29 — Weight 1274 ¢. 
" Feb. 6 - Weight 1354 2. 
" # ll = Weight 1334 2.
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Also pheasant folder Chapter III. 7 

Sex Ratios - Pheasant : 

Oscar Johnson told me that in "shining" pheasants in ; 

South Dakota the prevailing sex ratio seems now to be about three ‘ 

j hens to one cock. 

He thinks it ought to be 41 or 5-1 under optimum 

management. 

Previous to the opening of the season on hens in 1926 

he says the prevailing ratio was 5 or 6 to 1. 
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File Pheasants 

Extract from letter of Sept. 18, 1931 (filed Michigan) from 
H. F. Harper re shooting preserve statute 

"In 1929 eleven preserve owners released 3565 birds—- 

killed 635. 

"In 1930 these preserve owners released 7700 birds-- 

killed 898."
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A Quakertown man tells of having seen a male pheasant strike a Oe 
weasel a lmockout blow with his wing and then peck the prostrate animal's Wi a 
out with its bill. The incident took place on the property of Martin wd 
Brogman, who was attracted to the seene by a commotion in a flock of pheasants 
near his barn, The weasel was attacking a pheasant hen when he arrived near 
the scene, but the cock interfered with disastrous results to the weasel, 
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On March 24th, while out on pa- 
trol, Deputy Game Protector W. 
J. Perry of Sandy Lake observed a 
fight between a ringneck cock and 
a marsh hawk. He states that the 
two birds made the feathers fly for 
about ten minutes or so but that 
the ringneck came off victorious. 

: The hawk was glad to get away 
even though he left a lot of 
feathers behind. As the hawk de- 
parted, Perry says, the ringneck 
drummed his wings and crowed 
like a rooster. 

| eS cee 

A Berks County farmer recently 
| was an eye-witness to a battle be- 

: | tween a male Ring-necked Pheas- 
| ant and a Marsh Hawk. The 
farmer declared that the hawk 
barely escaped being killed by the 
ferocious attacks of the pheasant. 
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The Cost of Producing a Pheasant ) 
By F. OWEN BROWN 

HE cost of raising a pheasant to e @ rearing fields. Two 12’ x 14’ tents @ $25 

l maturity is a very much disputed pAvearetuliand complete compila- would answer the purpose and would 

question, statements varying from : ae need to be replaced about every 5 years. 

35 cents each to more than $3.00. When tion of the costs of raising Fixed Investment .....$1550.00 

unsupported by figures, as they usually pheasants in various quantities Neinly Uphecnin ore 1000 

are, these statements are likely to be e @ > 
misleading and are of little value to the Equipment 

man who wants to get at facts. Actual which will be found to be approximately One Laying Pen 225’ x 150’ divided 
costs will naturally vary considerably $2.15. We then have: into two: 

due to management, quantity and qual- Fixed Investment ......$585.00 Wire $64.20. 44 steel fence posts @ 50c. 

ity of production, local conditions and Yearly Upkeep ......... 58.00 Life 10 years. Total $86.20—Upkeep 

lack of standardization in other respects, $8.60. 

which is to be expected in so youthful a Land Eight wood posts @ 50c. 2 gates @ $2. 

commercial enterprise. On the other We will need space for the following: Water pans and feed hoards $2.40. Total 

hand, something in the nature of an ne laying pen 225’x 150’; three holding $10.40——Upkeep $3. 
itemized “engineer’s estimate” would pens 150’x 150’ which, at 500 birds per Fixed Investment ......$96.60 

furnish a framework upon which the pen, will allow room for the breeders Yearly Upkeep ......... 11.60 

variable factors could be hung with the and about half the birds raised (the en- 3 holding pens 150’ x 150° built end to 
expectation that conclusions would be  tjre production could be held for a short end: 

reasonably accurate. An attempt has jnterval); two rearing fields 625’ x 615’ Wire $546, 10,500 lin. ft. 2x4’s @ 8c. 

been made to make such an estimate and which will accommodate 100 rearing 411 wood posts @ 50c. 3 double gates @ 

it is given here in the belief that it will coops each at 60’ centers, and therefore $5, 6 shelter sheds @ $5, incidentals $15. 

be of some interest to others. 3,600 chicks (the hatch which can be Labor $300. Life 10 years. 
These figures are based upon raising safely expected), allowing 18 chicks per Fixed Investment .....$1480.00 

2,500 pheasants to 12 weeks of age and coop. The hatching yard occupies too lit- Yearly Upkeep ......-. 143.00 

the practice of the Game Conservation tle space to be considered. Total, 21 2 rearing fields 625’ x 615’: 

Institute at Clinton, N. J., when raising acres @ $100.00. Wire $360.40, 324 steel fence posts @ 

them under “natural” methods. Rearing Fixed Investment .....$2100.00 50c, 200 earthen water dishes @ 10c. Life 

fields and laying pens occupy new ft will be noted that only the acreage 10 years. Total $542.40—Upkeep $54.30. 
ground each year for four years and are which is actually under birds is consid- 10 wood posts @ 50c, 2 double gates @ 

then rotated. Holding pens are moved ered. Allowing for rotation and about 5 $5, 6 small gates @ $1, 200 rearing coops 

once every four years. An abbreviated acres for the homestead, a farm of 83 @ $2, 50 “V” boards (used 4 times) @ 

summary of the cost in smaller and larg- suitable acres would be required, but, un- 80c, 30 “stake” and “portable” traps @ 

er quantities is also given, based on sim- Jess the land is low priced, a prohibitive $2.50. Life 5 years. Total $536—Upkeep 

ilar calculation. and unnecessary investment would be $107.20. 
- created if it were not used for other Fixed Investment .....$1078.40 

Breeding Stock purposes also, If the game breeder owns Yearly Upkeep ........ 161.50 

Under good management, it may be his own place, he must manage so that 1 hatching yard 100’ x 50’: 

safely assumed that 12-week-old pheas- acreage unoccupied by birds will carry 13—10 nest hatching boxes (20 eggs 

ants will be raised from half the éggs itself—either by putting it in crops or Set under each hen and used twice) @ 

set, and a pheasant hen may be counted py leasing it to surrounding farmers for $8.00. Wood posts and gate $4.50. Life 5 

upon to average 35 good hatching eggs that purpose. In lieu of that, he could Years. Wire $21.20, 20 steel fence posts 
in a season. Her total will average con- himself lease all or the larger part of @ 50c. Life 10 years. 

siderably more, but a percentage will be the acreage required. Fixed Investment ......$139.70 

culled and other eggs will be laid too Yearly Upkeep ......... 24.80 

early or too late to be of practical use. Buildings Miscellaneous: 

We will want to set 5,000 eggs, and 150 ‘A barn or other building will be re- Auto truck $350.00. Tools $75, 12 gal- 

hens with 30 cocks @ $3.25 will produce quired to furnish storage for equipment Va@tized cans (feed containers) @ $3., 8 Z 

that number. In the course of a year and feed, and space for a workshop. 8@lvanized pails (feed containers) @ 

there will be a loss among the breeders Such a building would probably be worth 90¢. 12 drinking fountains @ $2.50. 25 
of about 15 per cent. from mortality and $1,500 with a yearly depreciation and up- shipping crates @ $3.25. Extra equip- 

escapes, or 27 birds. Replacement would keep of $100. In addition, a shelter for ™ent and incidentals $50. Life 5 years. 
be at the cost of raising the new stock— feed will be necessary at each of the two (Continued on page 126) 
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———O THE COST OF PRODUCING 
A PHEASANT MALIBU QUAIL HATCHERY 

(Continued from page 103) Cried f 

Incubator $50, 2—T7 gal. feed cookers California i Also 
with 10 gal. kerosene tanks and burners ae LED nn 

EGGS @ $80. “Flame thrower” $27. “Harden- ame heres Peacock 
Now accepting orders for ing box” $10. Life 10 years. Bue err Partridge 

early and late eggs from our Fixed Investment .....$876.45 we 

selected Ringneck hens crossed Yearly Upkeep ......... 150.60 $40 per dozen delivered, live arrival guaranteed. 
with pure Mongolian cocks, Total for Equipment: Properly planted will thrive, increase and ‘“‘stay 
also Golden eggs from pure 5 UEP Ons put” in any climate in the U. S. Full instruc- 
tea seloees Fixed Investment .....$3621.15 tions for, care and planting with ach shipmene 

Our pheasants are all field- Yearly Upkeep ........ 491.50 he eainine SBrRE Sede oa ae 

reared (ney sproodes neasiae The sum of the foregoing items repre- 614 Walden Lane, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
binds) Stock Bald this past sents the total fixed investment required 

season gave wonderful sport and upkeep. It will be referred to here- 3 

and satisfaction to all pur- after as Group A and totals: Ringneck Pheasants 
chasers. We _ specialize in Fixed Investment $7856.15 z i sri : 250 early 1931 hatch, very choice range 
quality and only ship the best. Yearly Upkeep ........ 659.50 pe eeSdt pede oro (biaeding’ or ineration 

REEVES ' Special price on lot 

Now offering a limited num- F eed For spring delivery 

ber of 1931 Reeves cocks. 250 foster mothers will consume about Also booking ea for Melanistic pa 
tant id Englii i kk eggs fro: 

6 750 pounds of whole corn during the one healthy field feared birds. Breeders are 
Millbrook Pheasant Farm |} montn natcning period @ $1.80 ewt. imported. 

MILLBROOK NEW YORK During the four months embracing the Write for prices now 

Phone, Millbrook 239 breeding season, 180 breeders will con- IDLEWILD PHEASANTRY 

“Member of North American Game sume feed to the value of about $71. SHARON MASSACHUSETTS 

Breeders possesion During the other 8 months they will C. A. Van Winkle, Mgr. 
consume about 675 pounds of scratch 

per month or 5400 pounds @ $2.25 cwt. BEST FISHING---SPORTSMEN, FAMILIES 
2,500 pheasant chicks caught up at 12 1 party 1-3 in boat, 7 days, 1931 landed 

ATTENTION! weeks will have consumed feed to the 28 CHANNEL BASS al 

e; value of about $558. This includes feed 00 BLUE FISH, 1 boat, ra, 

Wild Turkey Hunters for the foster mothers, for chicks which 2 persons, 6 days ;, te Fea 
des ‘ ts-cabins, aw 

inWe, are extending our research work will die at various ages and for those  gUIDES $2-$6 day, person. wiles, open, cockpits 
in connectio: ith tl ti fs - ks, Croakers di April 1-15th. 5 

of wild “turkey “and appeal to hunters which escape. It also takes into consid as, May, Guanacl Bass, Hjune 1 Ad Harel? 
euoieay be ornate ena aH 2 serure eration the feeding of excess pheasant 50 ‘bedrooms, eM connect: bathe. petlece a 
good speciments to send u thers, ; i i ft. 
parts of skins, heads “and legs for ex: eggs and eggs laid by foster mothers Veranda Bese Va Conk, Watton bier 206 
amination and classification. i ft.) A, P. $3.50- . ing, Golf, Bowl- 

This study has been carried on at Ark ae ee ah ings shooting Gallery (ree: pool). 
ae for upwards of 30 years. 4 Cash Requirement .....$763.00 A. H. G. Mears(Ownership Management) Booklets. 

plage mare Fou mea ee iene Expense ............-++ 763.00 WACHAPREAGUE sca" EASTERN SHORE, VA. 
body from which feathers were taken, if 
mature ot first year stock, and any other Dabor 

lata which wil ye of interest. 

(Adateus call communications to One man can care for about 100 rear- PHEASANT EGGS 

WILLET RANDALL ing coops of young birds. Two men will From healthy unrelated stock 

therefore be required. 3 
Ark Farms and Zoo Each Per x00 
North Creek, N. Y. One man (owner) for entire year @ Goldin et Sige oes. ea0c0) 

$200 month. One man (helper) for six Rilteriee sa en heise. tee eso.00 

months @ $75 a month, plus $30 a month Amberst. vcicsees o). <50 0's 40s 6-9) 45e00 

for board. The helper will look after the Versicolor ....... .60..--..-+.+ 50,00 
second 100 coops and assist in the hatch- eee = ee 

Fe : =] ing, feeding of breeders, the taking down Pee 

t — ES | and erection of rearing field and laying JOSEPH FLORES 

o™ Zan i pen fences, catching up birds, etc. R.F.D. 935 First ae 

i '§ ss Cash Requirement ....$3030.00 SAN ean aie 
| SHAGBARK | Expense ............++ 3030.00 ‘ 

FUR ¢ FEATHER FARM | Teg ae one o BOOKS ON ALL OUT- 
Nfl preasanrs “raccoon | a ee DOOR SUBJECTS 

i. WATER FOWL MINK i an acre—$63. Plowing holding pens year- 

= Ms ee ly—$15. One half ton of lime yearly to Consult our partial list of books 

: % Te ye the acre in holding pens, and one ton on last inside oorer ues book 

EE Oe as f lime every four years to the acre in you wish may not be there but a pi ° we can fill your order if it’s in 
bay ee , . ea i rearing fields and laying pens @ $17 a print - et 
Sek ae oe ane i — a — ie ; 1 
als Maas ate RR a wa ton—$98. Mowing ad plowing strips in Ask us to recommend the book 

7 See two rearing fields in preparation for for your particular purpose. 

EGGS FOR SALE birds.@ $20—$40. Moving holding pens Book D. 

Binpaccis) Ny ceeseOl or ol areaes: coe once every four years to new ground @ oe ePareGne 
ens, rsts, , Wi A White Quail, SBR Bud Cochin sey of | $175 each for labor (114 times in 10 THE GAME BREEDER 

‘ancy Birds. years—or the life of the pens) plus al- 205 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 
DESPLAINES ILLINOIS lowance for new material required—$90 
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yearly. Personal property and land taxes gy oe ee mT Z ZI 

—$90. Kerosene, gas, oil and incidentals eae a pC ae, e EE es 

$250. aes eee << ee" ; 
i a Oe OF 

Cash Requirement .....$646.00 eae eg ct | » 
Hxpenge 40.0... +.ss0- 646,00 a IT goers 2 SA TES ixpense ae een po 2 oe ram | 

‘ Foster Mothers ES “ BNI Sz, = me Bey Save 
263 foster mothers (250 at 20 eggs to Ee KOK ON CY i 

the hen plus 5 per cent. allowance for ni aw oe ‘ ne hae i ‘4 M 
cake : os nas aa | | ) oney 

hens which will “break up”) @ $1.60. ca > Don oad > | A re 

Cash Requirement .....$420.80 Fas oe » Nl a A, “| Oat . 

Five per cent. mortality among foster wee ee ca ep AL) J 0 Y, on Wire S SiMe 
mothers or 13 hens @ $1.60. Loss on re- jj Dan o Disses Pt Sen B| i | i 

sale of the remaining 250 hens @ 50c— Wee ie 2 a; ye Ay Mit Netti ng 

$125. a NT, a 

Expense «...6.0065++. 0+ $1456.80 

These items give the amount of cash W HY pay high prices on wire netting? Buy direct from 

required to carry on operations. They Crown and save money. Crown sells the best grades of 

would all represent expenses also if it wire netting, direct to breeders, at the same prices your hard- 

were not for the fact that the foster ware dealer would pay. Investigate Crown all steel pen con- 

mothers have a value at the end of the struction. Costs only slightly more than wood. Easy to erect, 

rearing season. They may: be designated less labor. Permanent, no replacement expense. Crown sells 

as Group B and total: all kinds of wire and fencing products. Leading game breeders 

Cash Requirement ....$4859.80 in every section of the country are regular 

Expense ...........--- 4584.80 Crown customers. Write today for free cata- FREE! 

log on netting and other Crown products. ‘ Ty 
Cost of 2500 Pheasants ssi day "6 IN 

The sum of Group A and Group B tells pasroeeeaaaeel NE 

the story and is: Cc R Oo W N le w i 

Fixed Investment ....$7856.15 Wie CROWN | 

Cash Requirement .... 4859.80 IRON WORKS COMPANY hy PEN PRODUCTS | 

Cost of 2500 pheasants (Expense 1109 Tyler St. N. E. 811-F Graybar Bldg. | Binpendammal | 

plus yearly Upkeep) ...$5244.30 ' Minneapolis, Minn. New York City i ates t 

It is probable that $4000.00 could be i mene on i 

borrowed, in which case it would be & A ——/ 

needed for an average of not more than Bu Direct A SAVE MON EY eA A 

8 months, provided the birds are sold 

as they reach 12 weeks. At 7 per cent in- 

terest we would then have in round fig- Pp H E A Ss A N T E G G Ss 

aree: From Non Related Selected Imported Breeding Stock 
Fixed Investment .....$7860.00 Shipped from our large Game Farm in Chester, New Jersey 
Cash Investment ...... 860.00 Cc i End of April_M 

Borrowed Money ...... 4000.00 ____ Commencing End of April—May and June 
Cost of 2500 Pheasants. 5315.00 Satisfaction guaranteed! Backed by our 22 years established reputation 
eae Bi ay aie For prices and particulars apply to 

And for each 25c above $2.13 for which JULIUS LOEWITH, INC. 

the birds can be sold, there would be a 150 Nassau St. Largest Importers of Live Game Birds New York City 
; Refe : Irving Trust Co., Woolworth Bldg., N. Y., TI ati return of about 7 per cont. on the || Selgenie: Loine Sw Cry, Weotret i a aay us Gace’ fms “aad “Be 

$8700.00 invested. Game Preserves. f SSE ei SR Pa Sy 2 I reece toe 2 ene Meee ees 
If the costs are proportioned, it would ee 

: be found that approximately 714 per 

ee cent. of the cost of each 12 weeks pheas- 

ant represents the cost of each pheasant 

egg and 15 per cent. represents the cost co HAMBLEDON, HAMPSHIRE, ENG. 

of each pheasant chick or: rir Directors: F. E. C. LEWIS, B. W. M. YOUNG 

Cost per egg (5000)........ 16 ee se ei ESE a ee 

oe os = AINDRIDGE COVERT PHEASANT EGGS. (10 Varieties) 
Mo ae : tans : 

. to AAR Delivered C.I.F., New York within 10 days of being 

1250, 5000 and 10000 pheasants worked «AS laid at The Hundridge Game Farm. Guarantee of 
out in the same manner. Lot r ‘ 90% Fertility. 

1) ee je Guaranteed Pata & ey “1030, 1931 Hatched 
Labor—owner for 12 months @ $200. uaranteed strong and healthy ? atche 

LTD. s $. ARS 10'S dates tinder birds. ms Cocks and Hens $3 each, C.I.F. New York. 

Fixed Investment. .....$4550.00 ei _ HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 
Borrowed Money ...... 2300.00 ty. Shipping Agents: For delivery, January to end of February. 

Cash Investment 1050.00 B Co. Whitehall Sta 
oc eee Ren Yorn Rez FANCY PHEASANTS WATERFOWL PEAFOWL 

Cost of 1250 Pheasants 3680.00 yas , : ue 
Cost Ph erences, can be Brads We have a very large collection of many varieties of 

ooh Ce yee 2.95 Gn anal Cousereation the above. Prices greatly reduced. Please write for 

Cost per Chick (1800).. 0.44 Society, New York. latest Price List. 

Cost per Egg (2500)... 0.22 
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The GAME BREEDER for April, 1932 

5000 Pheasants F 
AT LAST is . f ty ASSN 4 

An adjustable feeder for any birds from Labor—owner entire year, 1 helper 5 Wild a 5 WAR 
day-old quail, pheasants, ducks or poultry months and 3 helpers 4%4 months. 40 ; ay OKI \ 3o>\ SN : to mature birds acres under birds and a total of 160 | Rabbits Se ya) 
LST a i ETA NFP 

eS \ acres required. — SF TEN ‘ih Fixed Investment ... $14,700.00 JACKS AND yey 
ae Cash Investment .... 900.00 COTTONTAILS 7 YY) i 
hres adjustable compas ents and w ad- Borrowed Money ..... 7,000.00 sheaths Ut >a . 

stable soosiag Girt, eae. | Cost of 8000 Pheasants 5700.00 | SANA Sica Mat Seal a 
id Dozen prepai . e 7 vhich be shi in t 

ia in, longsss.s aoe) | Gn COR DET ous aD aie ee ee fall and owinter moaiiis) can furnish 
24 in. long......... .05¢ 7.15 Cost per Chick (7200) 0.26 Jacks at all times except in summer when 
36 in, long ........ .80c 8.80 fe the weather is hot. MY PRICES WILL 
BEYER GAME PRODUCTS CO. Cost per Egg (10,000) 0.18 INTEREST YOU. Live arrival guaranteed. 

Portage Wisconsin Every customer satisfied. 

“Buy from Beyer and Buy the Best” 10,000 Pheasants EARL JOHNSON, Rago, Kansas 
0 —————————eee Labor—owner entire year, 1 helper 

ALL VARIETIES OF 514 months (as relief man), 8 helpers GULF BROOK FARMS 

Pheasants—Quail—Partridges 414 months. 78 acres under birds—total Pheasants—Game Birds 

Ornamental and Buff Cochin and pee cues Hencyon ena an i f 
Game Ducks Silkie Bantams Fixed Investment ....$24,900.00 Now booking ponders. for, sHatehiie Eggs. 
ED. VOLLER, Browns Mills, N. J. Cash Investment .... 1,200.00 H.E. Patines 

Breeding stocky Cues bi veeasieet feed icudt Borrowed Money .... 12,000.00 28 Colony Rd. West Hartford, Conn. 
Cost 10,000 Pheasants 14,440.00 

Cost per Pheasant .. 1.45 

eg s OLD a Cost per Chick (14,400) 22 FOR SALE 
through my advertisement in e Game Cost per Egg (20,000) Al 

Breeder all my , 

BOBWHITE QUAIL Holding After 12 Weeks RINGNECK PHEASANT 
except breeders to hold over Labor need not be figured since the EGGS 

Watch for announcements of 1932 offerings. 5 : 
DR. E. F. NORTHRUP, Princeton, N. J. superintendent whose time for the en- Book your ordereiion. 

tire year has already been charged, can, 

RINGNECK PHEASANTS if necessary, care for all birds raised Also Stocking Birds in Season 

Eggs in season from healthy vigorous after they have been transferred to hold- all field reared 
breeders ing pens. 

NORTHERN VALLEY RINGNECK Each bird will consume about 3.7 MACKLIN CUNNINGHAM 

FARM Ibs. scratch feed per month @ LITCHFIELD CONNECTICUT 
WM. ELLING, Proprietor ee 088 

NORTHVALEB NEW JERSEY SOI a Sicayie (ois, Se ren, tai duet op 

Interest charge on borrowed capi- FRET ae Ree pe 

B ° tal will amount to about .....  .007 NORTHERN BOBWHITE QUAIL 
English Ringneck Pheasants = are forced to build up large vigorous bodies 

1,000—1931 hatched cocks and hens % to stand the sub-zero weather of the North. 
Delivery Aug., Sept., and Oct. Cost per bird per month........ 09 EGGS OF UNUSUAL SIZE AND 

Also have some fine yearling birds for im- x" : ‘ ‘ QUALITY 
mediate delivery Diversification Advised Brat creenie ine Hn 

Special prices on orders of 100 or more ; + 7. 
LA BRANCHE ESTATE Further considering that no allow Glenview Rt. No. 1 Illinois 

Hillsdale NEW YORK ance has been made for selling costs 

and that the game breeder is fortunate r 

indeed who is able to sell his birds IL co LEG BANDS 

American Duck promptly at 12 weeks of age, it appears Rear HESS) ea pe 
to be evident that the man who raises Vee erin Suan ee LR YOY & doth 

Goose and Brant. 2500 pheasants or less with the expecta- VAI), reg Rs ee 

Shooting tion of receiving a fair return on his in- 

The Complete Book on Wildfowling vestment and undivided time, is skat- FREE Tay i Rates ; DEPT OF CONS TZZ 
By Dr. Wm. Bruette ing on thin ice. This field more prop- SAMPLES > BERT, OF cons 977? 

' erly belongs to the farmer who will raise CATALOG C pave ne O72, 
An authoritative book combining pheasants as one of his many crops All bands formed in circle. Correct gauge 

8 portrait) and (desennbon oti the and in that case it is likely to prove to of aluminum and) seizeni State pee menue: 
3 

history; methods used in their pur- be the most profitable. ILLINOIS SUPPLY CO. 
suit; the building of boats, blinds, On the other hand, it would not take BOX 8 AURORA, ILL. 

aa aleve (te training of live many producers of 10,000 Ringnecks to 
coys and retrievers; principles i quae ees A 7 7 

wing shooting, ballistics and meth- HOOF Se yee Testa cred Matured Florida Native 
ods of estimating speed and dis- by legislation and State competition so 

tance; waterfowl breeding and that diversification in the breeding of BOB WHITE QUAIL 
verain Sone, and much other val- game birds would seem to be the proper Write for Prices 
ae Wea Sr aboneman or course to follow. Ganw - Derarenen 

i pelea Ba FLORIDA STATE FARM 
The most complete, useful and en- RAIFORD ats FLORIDA 

tertaining book on the subject ever POYNER HEADS GAME FARM 

publehed Comune colored insta Marvin C. Poyner, recent graduate of BE NORWELL PHEASANT FARM Rg 

ise iducle Teste ana REGHerOue Tine Game Conservation Institute, has been Box 13 
drawings. appointed to take charge of New York ASSINIPPI MASS. 

Price $7.50 Postpaid State’s new Quail Farm at L. I. It is Hardy New England field reared 
THE GAME BREEDER planned to produce several thousand Hae rade Breen ntsc ee a ouns 

205 E. 42nd Street, New York City Bobwhite quail during the coming sea- able prices. 

son Ysa AEN, 
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, Phiecauts 

(Aa GARASANT acs OF net machines, the ventilation was grad- | 

, ; ually increased until the maximum was 

eee rence on the tn day Yenaion | 
J was always decreased at hatching time. | 

spmerclab arms, (taere ts 7a” grown un: Eggs were cooled daily after the 12th | | 

\dency to employ mechanical methods day early in the season, and sooner as | | 

both for incubation and brooding. The | the season advanced, until, at the end of | 

chief advantages of the artificial system the season, cooling started after the 7th 

are the elimination of disease and para- | day. The cooling was discontinued after | 

sites introduced by broody hens and the 21st days 

losses due to trampling or ill temper on | Moisture control depends largely on | 

the part of individual foster mothers; the humidity of the section in which the | 

also economy of time and space on the incubator is located. As Game Conser- | 

game farm. vation Institute is located in a rather 

There is a wide difference of opinion humid section (Clinton, N. J.), the} 

on many matters connected with the | moisture was kept very low at the start| 

artificial incubation of pheasants, as to of the hatch and gradually increased | 

equipment, temperatures, moisture, etc.; | until the relative humidity was 80 per 

also, methods that work well in one part cent on the 21st day. Spraying of the 

of the country may fail absolutely in eggs with warm water was begun on 

2 others. Here, perhaps more than in any the 18th day early in the season, grad- 

other branch of game breeding, the uated to the 14th day in the last hatches. 

energy and resourcefulness of the breed- At hatching time eggs were sprayed as 

er is challenged. A breeder may have | often as possible without affecting the 

excellent results with birds reared under ‘ incubator temperature. | 

hens and yet experience a complete fail- Several of the larger manufacturers 

ure when the incubator is employed. Un- of incubators are giving considerable | 

less he has had some experience with | attention \to the problems encountered | 

incubators, it would be well for him to in hatching game bird eggs. Naturally, | 

A operate on a small scale the first year, advice secured direct from these manu-| 

that he may profit by his experiences | facturers on the operation of their own) 

and not be too greatly penalized by his | machines for best.results with pheasant 

mistakes. eggs should be adhered to closely, un- 

At Game Conservation Institute, good Tess) the breeder feels qualified by ex- 

results were secured with both the berlonge to Gener trom tie Toute aod 
forced draft and cabinet types of in- vised. ‘However, as the operation of 

cubators, The forced draft machines the ordinary incubator varies consider-| 

were run at a temperature of 991% de- abil ihe: Sra, Cuma vay ou amoe 
grees Fahrenheit. This temperature well to give full particulars concerning) 

was maintained until the 22d day, when Se and other conditions when re-| 

it was raised to 100 degrees. ; questing information. 

The radiation (cabinet) type machines 

were operated at a temperature of 102° 

. Fahrenheit and allowed to rise to 104° 

at hatching time. This usually occurred | e i 

automatically. Temperature at the 

bottom of the eggs ran between 97 and) 

98 degrees over most of the incubation | i 

period. | ; 

It was discovered that best results | 

were achieved with pheasant eggs when 

the incubators of either type were run 3 

‘ approximately 1 degree lower than the LA AA Piss din 

temperature advocated for chicken eggs. 

Hees were dipped in moe suspen- | Wa I 93% 

a soid as a precautionary sanitary meas- | ! 

f ure. Ventilation was regulated to ef- t 

fect a loss of between 1614 and 17 per 

cent in weight during the first 21 days | 

of incubation. Much greater ventila- | 

tion was employed during June and July 

than earlier in the season. In the cabi- 

Library ot 
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é Moorman MFg.Co. -1! 
| FFER ENT **MORE OF MOORMAN’S MINERAL FEEDS ARE FED THAN ANY OTHER KIND."* 

8 FACTORY 

MINERAL Moor Man's alien, 
F E sl DS IN BUSINESS SINCE 1885 

a =< De EXECUTIVE JANG IDENE HOD ane OFFICE 

Phone Piaza 4580 Chicago 

~ pe 2a L1g9se2 

ae t ees eo — 3 

———e Dr. Aldo Leopold 
J) aa ra am Game Survey 

Pd Poultry 905 University Ave. 
‘gs A Si Madison, Wisconsin 

i zi Dear Sir: 

4 ews i I wish to thank you for the book entitled "Game Survey of the 

rie" | Cows North Central States", which you recently sent me. 
Al wk Peeps: 2 

: ‘tha PGE I believe the suggestions made by Professor Halpin are really 

re getting at the pheasant problen. I would expect to find the 

on difficulty either in the lack of minerals or vitamins, or both, 
Fattenin " and the relation of one to the other. 

Per ag Ee ms It probably wuld throw some light on the subject if a chemical 
| ye Se analysis was mde to determine the amount of minerals in foods 
Se Sr in different sections of the country where pheasants thrive 

, . against the same analysis in countries where they do not thrive. 

pesca es Also, an understanding of the Vitamin content of the foods in 

one section of the country against another, doubtless. would be 
Cattle ee helpful. 

eee Tek ann! 
Seale a St es If a flock of pheasants was kept under controlled conditions in 

yf a section of the country where they do not thrive, and fed an 

. abundance of all the vitamins and minerals along with a suffi- 

ofl eient amount of other food elements, I would expeet them to get 
Fattening along indefinitely without trouble. 

| “Sheep ° f 
pul oe In my judgment, the vitamins that have to do with reproduction 

Om should be given considerable scrutiny. 

mtasremmenals. If Professor Halpin will take up the problem with the intentions 
i cael lGraritne f of following it all the way through, I know of no better way than 

“ne ae ne ft this to discover the difficulty. 
aay. 

ae m The book you sent me is being sent to our Dr. W. P. Elmslie, head 
¥ f >t of the Research Department of our Company at Quincy, Illinois, who 

I eam sure, will look it over with much interest and report to you 

pepe et cals any suggestions he may wish to offer : 
Horses y 

yg en ygeenmenn al You ry truly, 
SS es MO MFG. CO. 

ey 
pe Wa EvM:Lsc « V. MOORMAN, Pres. 

v.¥ MINERAL FEED FOR EVERY NEED. é F ‘ A 
s Z F 4 ~-AND A REAL NEED FOR EVERY FEED
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Game Conditions in the Dakotas 
Library of 

FIDO Leo old By LILLIAN E. BEYERS : 

Pp ITH all the careful planning for This constant gasping for breath finally | Missouri river, their favorite course 

W the protection and propagation caused the tongue to freeze and the | through this state. A few White-front- 

of our wild life, the one big fac- pheasant would be found with his mouth | ed geese remained on the Missouri in 

tor we still have to combat is the gen- wide open, and full of snow, in a dead | the southern part of the state during 

eral climatic conditions from one season or dying condition. the latter part of October. 

to another. The year 1931 was an es- Canada honkers in limited numbers 

pecially hard one for all waterfowl as ae hundred prairie chickens were in evidence on the 17th and 18th 

well as upland birds through the Da- wintered in these quarters, but they of November, along that portion of the 

kotas. seemed to stand our winters better, as Missouri river forming the boundary 

The extremely dry weather in 1930 not a single chicken was found in my line between South Dakota and Ne- 

stunted the general crop growth and the tramps through the fields. Their cus- braska. Nebraska hunters had splendid 

wild undergrowth as well, so when the tom is to burrow into a snow bank and shooting on the 18th, but on the 19th, 

winter of 1931 came, with a more gen- remain completely concealed until the the birds had all moved south. An in- 

erous than usual covering of snow, most storm is over, at which time a whole teresting condition existed in the Sand — 

birds were much exposed to the ele- flock will be seen braving a farmer's Lake region of South Dakota and Ne- — 

ments, The farmers had cut and hauled fodder stack for an early meal, but, with braska. During the fore part of October 

off their fields every bit of roughage the coming of spring, they all disappear, and prior to the opening of the season 

and hay, which left the fields unusually going west of the Missouri River to the in Nebraska, local ducks were very 

bare, and with little or no growth in the virgin prairie for nesting and rearing ™uch in evidence across the line in Ne- 

marshy land, there was scant shelter of their young. braska. During the first half of No- 
there. Tall grasses, which grew along Our lakes brought a new condition vember and after the close of the season 

the few creeks which contained water, also, The continued drought of 1981, in South Dakota, great flocks roosted on 

offered shelter, but the birds crowded found the lakes and rivers at a danger- the rivers and lakes of South Dakota, 

this cover, and many could not find ously low level. There were no raing ™UCh to the disgust of the Nebraska 
refuge. Thus, when in the latter part or “run-off” water to freshen the water hunters. This condition was so notice- 

of January and the first part of Febru- jn the early season, and, with the dry able that it should prove to the most 

ary, we had several snow storms accom- hot summer and excessive evaporation, skeptical the value of refuges located at 

) panied by a high wind and snow of a all bodies of water that were left at all ‘*trategic points throughout the duck 
fine sifting texture, hundreds of birds reached dangerously low levels. Even areas. . 

perished within a few days after each the muddy old Missouri played a losing Fortunate for the: ducks this year, 

storm. hand, and in many places could be however, the very inclement weather 

‘There was a general theory that our waded across in August and September. conditions combined with the shortened 

pheasants were starving. Many inter. When the severe winter weather set ye ausyy OHSEM DASE ra ReguserNe 
ested farmers and sportsmen, as well as jn and several feet of ice were in evi- a Pea z = As this is written, thousands of wild 
the game department itself, very gener- dence, many fish died from what was ; i 

= ae ducks are making their way northward 
ously placed feed in the fields for these termed the mineralization of the water. , _ 
birds, who apparently suffered the great- But now, as I sit by my window and tn tHe meses quest tog ee 
eat -canunities. prc neimacenitromiineveapialy eneliine grounds, and it is the sincere desire of 

is a every good sportsman that they are 

After a general survey of the situa jeevow. vummng, chroveiettic fields aon made comfortable enough to remain 
tion, it mes found that the birds were to the already swolen eresks and rivers, 10.6 ang reartheir families before re 

not starving, 102 nearly every crop ex- I am happy to know that each body ot turning to the southland next fall, thus 

amined contained from one-fourth to water will be well filled this season with affording good sport to the hunter and 

two ounces of weed or thistle seeds, with fresh water, so fish should rapidly come excellon’ study to) the mataraliet 

perhaps a kernel or two of corn, and into their own. Fish need very little 

the bird was in good flesh. A careful assistance from man, if Nature will N° so many years ago, wild ducks, 

study of the situation disclosed that the give them but half a chance, while as well as most of the other species 

birds died of strangulation, caused by with our upland game birds, man has_ of wild life that inhabit this section of 

insufficient shelter. Hundreds of birds done much to propagate them over these the country, found an abundance of 

were caught right out in the open fields, prairie wastes and to hasten their in- food and suitable nesting places. The 

and many crowded along the fences crease. increase was in such proportions that, 

piled high with Russian thistles, but when the earlier pioneers wished a fowl 

the drifting snow soon covered fields, 1c A general survey of the migratory for a meal, it was an easy matter to 

fence rows and all. The constant blow- waterfowl conditions for the fall of ‘‘bring home the bacon” in just a short 

ing of this fine snow into the face of the 1931, it was found that the migration of time without much effort on their part. 

f pheasant, who had little or no shelter, ducks and geese through South Dakota An early settler reports it as no “tall 

‘ caused the snow to melt on his face,and did not exceed twenty-five percent of story” to have brought down as many 

the melting snow and chilly wind made the 1930 migration. There was no evi- as ten geese with a single shot. 

j the eye water, which in turn would run dence of a general flight of Canvasbacks, But civilization brought with it ex- 

t down to thenostril. In due time the drop- Redheads and Bluebills, Mallards, with tensive cultivation and, by the general 

'| let of water would freeze as the temper- a sprinkling of Bluebills, migrating tilling of the soil, our wild life has 

ature dropped with the storm and the through South Dakota on the 17th and been robbed of its natural haunts and 

bird sat quietly awaiting the storm’s 18th of November. Geese chose another foods, so that many have migrated to 

abatement, with the result that he was route of migration in 1931, as they were other parts (as is the case with our 

forced to breathe through his mouth. conspicuous by their absence along the (Continued on page 179) 
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The GAME BREEDER ffor June, 1932 

Game Conditions in the Dakotas Latin ice see eae 
(Continued from page 172) 

ence numerous prairie chicken), or, and there were few insect pests. An A f 
where more suitable habitats were not old pioneer of Brule County relates id 
available, their numbers have been ma- that when Red Lake was full of water, Saat 
terially lessened, so that the situation millions of sea gulls made their homes 

has become quite acute. near the lake. These were the greatest Bei 
This fact, together with tle general grasshopper destroyers in the world. 

climatic conditions of our conutry dur- They did much to aid man to obtain a G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist 
ing the past few years, has brought the bountiful harvest. The gulls were DARIEN CONN. 
migratory waterfowl conditions through- known to go as far as forty miles from 

out the northwest to the attention of the lake in quest of the hoppers, and 
many of our people interested in the there was nothing more palatable for Boe -GOOSE GAME re 

propagation of wild life. them than grasshoppers, potato bugs, Canada Geese (mated pairs)..$18 to $25.00 

South Dakota is in the direct path of cut worms or other insects found in the | Sitele birds (breeding age) each.... 7.00 
the migrating birds, and, in the past, cultivated fields of man. Lesser Snow Geese, pair ............ 16.00 

valuable duck “passes” have been leased Sea gulls work hard during their Onuaae ee eee Ee leat tees 
to many eastern sportsmen, with a re- feeding hours. They came into the fields er emer eaen Gli Geese Benicia oe 
sult that the numbers of the ducks have in great numbers, yet never were known Greater Snows 

been greatly reduced. Many alkaline to have damaged a growing crop. But 

lakes that have about dried up have with the drought came the urge for FOOD ATTRACTS GAME 

caused the death of thousands of birds, these feathered folk to find a new breed- Nothing can take its place. 

while numerous sloughs which have ing ground. Incidentally the crops in pa paren ee eae 
heretofore been the favorite nesting many portions of our state were totally rae .vears’ experience. Sugges- 

places of wild ducks have been devoid destroyed by the grasshopper during fons tee: 

of any form of wild waterfowl, because the past season. TERRELL’S AQUATIC NURSERIES 

of a sub-normal water supply. The 229)P Blk Graber Wie 

hatch, as reported by those familiar pee a@rernumerous int most »} || 7 aa nrSRIe TS eT] 
( with conditions throughout the entire parts of the state, and while not IWILD DUCKS 

state, was reported as very poor, with on the list of migratory birds, they i 
a similar report for North Dakota and are the popular bird of the hunter's bag By Captain W. Coape Oates 
several of the Canadian provinces. The each season. Most upland birds have A practical little manual which describes 

drought was not only responsible for gone reasonably well, even under ad- |} (grea fqaud,sheting, of wild, ducks ip 
the bad water conditions in the few re- yorse conditions. Pheasants thrive on eae aed thee heme eae and sitting, 

maining sloughs and marshes, but waS  gyjtivated areas, and do not resent the ———— 
also responsible for the lack of cover intrusion of man, as do the prairie Price $1.75 Postpaid 

on nesting grounds, all of which con- grouse, and other members of the grouse Bees 
tributed to a crop failure. family. THE GAME BREEDER 

A few years ago about 2700 Hun- 205 B. 42d St. N. Y. Cit 

Vos ago there were thousands of garian partridges were released in Ree) Uae 2 
small lakes and marshes through- South Dakota as an experiment, and 

out the state which afforded excellent it has been reported that the birds have 

nesting places for migratory birds. Then increased to goodly numbers in some American Duck 

came a time when it was the general sections of the state. Our fish and game Goose and Brant 

opinion of the populace that such land department has done much to protect 

could be made productive by tiling, and and propagate our game birds, and is Shooting 

in due time thousands of dollars were making every endeavor to acquire more The Complete Book on Wildfowling ; 

spent in tiling the marshes and lake- leased or deeded land for nesting areas By Dr. Wm. Bruette 

beds. With the coming of drier years and refuges. This is a big problem, Bios bini 

which added to the already dry atmos- however, and one that merits discussion a ee Ge 

phere, their undertaking was one hun- in an article of its own. various waterfowl; their natural 

dred per cent successful. No one thought Our state is also admirably represent- history; methods used in their pur- 
of the effect on one of the true inhabi- ed in the conservation work of the na- suit; the building of boats, blinds, 
tants of such country—the wild duck. tion by its senator and congressman, ol en, ee 
Thus, with the dry atmosphere which who are thoroughly sympathetic with wing shooting, ballistics and meth- 
assisted in the lowering of the levels all activities in which the bureau of ods of estimating speed and dis- 

of the few remaining lakes, the situa- biological survey and the bureau of tance; waterfowl breeding and 
tion became alarming, when it was also fisheries are interested, with a result Te cua i eames 

noticed how few wild birds remained that they are striving for better leg- game breeder. 

and how numerous our insect pests had islation in order that fish and game The most complete, useful and en- 
become. can come into their own, and that North tertaining book on the subject ever 

Before the time of tiling, moisture America may become the greatest game published. Contains colored illustra- 
was abundant, wild life was abundant, producing continent of the world. Oe ean cee eur cay oer 

x of duck boats and numerous line 
drawings. 

Price $7.50 Postpaid 

5. nd Set, New York : 
205 E. 42nd Street, New York City 
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CHAIRMAN, RESEARCH BUREAU 

Fish Creek, Wis. 
August 29, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of August 

8th with reference to South Dakota cocks received; ® 

these pheasants were smaller than the average run 

of pheasants that had been reared at the Game Farn. 

We neverrnoticed any difference in the weight of 

eggs from hens headed by these cocks. 

Sincerely yours, 

~ An 
HA JOUNS@N, MANAGER 

HFI:S
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Economic Status of the Pheasant \ 4.\v 
Some Conclusions Drawn from Findings of the 

Department of Entomology of Nebraska University 
Concerning the Ringneck 

‘ By JAMES R. LOWELL 

N THE sections of this country eaten was not great, forming about 4 food of the year. Beetles were the in- 
| where the Chinese and other Ring- per cent. of the year’s food, and, because sects most frequently eaten, forming 

neck pheasants introduced as game the number of weed seeds escaping nearly one-half of the total insect food. 
birds have become numerous, consider- destruction is large enough annually to Of chief importance from the economic 
able complaint is being made by farmers produce as great a weed stand as condi- standpoint among the beetles were the 
who contend that the birds are respons- tions will permit, it appears that the seed corn beetles, which were eaten by 
ible for considerable crop damage, pheasant’s good in this respect is neg- the birds from March to June; the May 
especially to sprouting corn. On the _ ligible.” beetles, imbricated snout beetles, and 
other hand, enthusiastic sportsmen claim bill bugs, which were eaten freely in 
that the pheasants are of immense value EE would seem from the professor’s May and June; the click beetles, taken 
in controlling worms and insects that statement that the pheasant is deserv- in May, June and July; the sweet potato 

are harmful to the farmers’ crops. In ing of the farmer’s ill will, but let’s beetles, eaten in June; the plains false 
order to settle the controversy, the De- not be to hasty in drawing conclusions. wireworm, taken in August; and the 
partment of Entomology, University of Although predominately a granivorous western corn rootworm beetles, con- 
Nebraska, has just completed a survey bird, a large portion of the grain eaten sumed in August and October. 
extending over a period of two years by the Nebraska pheasants was waste The belief that the pheasants are 
and conducted in an impartial manner grain, gleaned from the ground. Corn habitually heavy consumers of grass- 
by qualified persons. was most heavily eaten during the win- hoppers and crickets was not borne out 

The importance of the question as to ter months, forming over 90 per cent. in this study. These insects constituted 
whether the pheasant is to be a factor of the food for December, January and but 1.5 per cent. of the year’s food. 
for good or harm in its relation to crops February, and was least eaten during They were eaten freely in August and 
in the agricultural sections of the coun- the summer months, when it formed November, however, when they amount- 

) try where it is most numerous may be about 22 per cent. ed to about 13 per 
judged by the history of the bird in of the food. ey : Sms cent. of the food 
Nebraska. Starting seventeen years ago Some injury is Ci i‘. for those months. 
with several dozen of the Ringnecks, done to corn in ; J The destructive 

the stock has increased until now the May by pheasants , * cutworms of sev- 
pheasant population of the state is well pulling it up, but \. ie, eral species were 
over a million. Only five hundred pairs corn consumption eek eaten freely in 
in all were imported to the state during declined from 80 4 a 4-— Mayand June, the 
that period. per cent. of the j j /\ months when they 

The study was conducted under the month’s food in | : wa i} \ do the most harm 
direction of Professor M. H. Swenk, April to less than | Mi in ea & to corn plants, 
head of the Nebraska Department of 65 per cent. in Ta sya yal 4 «amounting to 
Entomology, and was based on the crop May, and reached 3 oat ory: y = about 7.6 percent. 
and gizzard contents of fifty male and its lowest point in ™ ~~ <)\ ah naw Ty of the food for 
an equal number of female pheasants June. This fact 4 ™~, Ria At es Wea) the latter month, 
taken in varied habitats and evenly indicates that the -¥N i ie fa = and including 

. ” © e eat ‘e Weg 
distributed over the twelve months of pulling up of ahs pes a mi). = some of the most 
the year. The food was found to con- newly-sprouted (94 FA Ge atk Vx a injurious cornfield 
sist of vegetable matter, such as grains, corn is not so at-  % OA eel) “2 ~~ cutworms known 
seeds, pods, berries and plant debris to tractive a method (am ‘ npr eet 5. to the “cornbelt e 
the extent of approximately 89 per of securing the pon ee BS a cai states. Corn-ear 
cent. by weight, while animal matter grain as is the os : pee = worms and moths 
such as spiders, millepedes, worms, snails, picking up of amas ae r\, eee were eaten in Oc- 
and small vertebrate animals made up waste kernels. z Lo cy < aie tober to the 
11 per cent. of the food for the year. Damage by ground oe ss eee = amount of nearly 

“The charge that the pheasant is squirrels and cut- Te ad ee Ses 2 per cent. of the 
essentially a granivorous bird is well worms to newly- ie, we as month’s food. In 
sustained in this study,” says Professor sprouted corn The Ringneck finds our cornfields to March and April, 
Swenk, “for over 78 per cent. of the often is wrongly his liking. The author with a fine and again in Nov- 
crops containing any food contained charged to the cock bird ember, March-fly 
grain, chiefly corn, but also oats, barley, pheasant, accord- maggots were a 
wheat, cane and rye, in the order given, ing to Professor Swenk, and the birds favorite food. A few ants of several 
to the average amount per bird of seen in the cornfields in May quite fre- species, including the nurse-ant for the 
thirty-five kernels of corn, twenty-five quently are after cutworms, among the injurious corn root aphis, were eaten 
of oats, seven of barley, five of wheat worst enemies of sprouting corn. from March to July. Aside from insects, 
and one of cane. Cultivated grains Animal matter consumed by the the animal matter included many earth- 
formed about 75 per cent. of the food Nebraska pheasants was mostly insects, worms. A few toads were eaten in June 
for the year. The amount of weed seeds which formed over 6 per cent. of the (Please turn to page 283) 
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aah Ee OB RS Sc esa a RN 
GAME BREEDER’S DOGS aye eT 

(Continued from page 280) : PHE A S A NTS 

cover. The provision nature has taken Huns ee 

in shaping dogs may be utilized when s 

one selects a breed for certain work. NGRSiAN DAE REI 3 Snacks teed: ase Tat breede 
i : + HU P DGES: Freshly ive and healthy arrival teed. Stat 

Frequent testimonials of pointers per- caught in Mid-Europe. Live and strong arrival ve te pea oe dave 
forming very well under conditions in eee Shipped Nov. to Feb. Specially FANCY PHEASANTS: All varieties. 

which we might expect setters to excell Write or cable for full particulars. Est’d 25 years. Send for Price List. 

and vice-versa, are not unusual or - eet a pe seponited | win Tobias ie oo SER e preter, te Broadway, ae 

; pian ork City, who will clear the birds on arrival and immediately forward to consignee. Ref- 
strange. It is the instinct of both breeds erences: American Game Protective Association, Investment, Building, Washington, DC 3 

i i the nservati iety, it im treet, New Yor! ‘ity, and numerou: 

to hunt and do it as well as they under Bee annie m Gane Commissioners in various States. 
stand and can physically carry on. The 
strength of heart of both will force Pheasant Farm 

them on, but each is adapted to carry 
further under different conditions. GREAT MISSENDEN, ENGLAND 

i 
CABLES “Gaybird Prestwood” 

a 
‘The ordinary sportsman may have a Trade Mark The Premier Game Farm of Europe 

preference or be prejudiced toward the oe ase 
: ——_—————————_——$— | 

pointer or the setter. It may happen 
through ‘contact vor. experience vwith loses ec a LS eo en a ee ae 

them, or from hearsay. By careful . 
check on these facts, one will find that, Indian Rock Game Farm 
after averaging them all, the pointer 
will have proven best under one set of NEWTOWN Bucks Co. PENNA. 

conditions and the setter under another. PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 

True, there will be the exceptions, as i i 

has been stated, but-it~is-the average Wild Gray Mallard Duck eggs from excellent type breeders 

case whichshould influence the sports~. Ringneck Pheasant eggs from free range birds | 

maw‘in his selection. = Mammoth Bronze Turkey eggs from breeders with extra fine 

ete SS eeu \ Bronze markings 

ECONOMIC STATUS OF ‘ Silkie Bantam eggs for immediate delivery 

THE PHEASANT \ Also a few Silkie Bantams 

{ (Continued from page 267) ; All orders given prompt attention 

\ and July and some snails from April to CHARLES H. KIRBY, Manager Phone: Newtown 170 J 2 

June. 
“In general, the capacity of the pheas- ea 

ant for harm or good is great,” Professor [<7 S <>< 5 Ask For ‘G. & B.’ Netti 
€ - ERS EN OB S or . ° etting 

Swenk concludes. “It feeds heavily on [“\_/ Ce { (| , = z 
: : ie For fencing your birds or animals, unexcelled for 

the most easily available, palatable foods, De Se He Ga Pability 

and its economic status is essentially a an si The “G. & B.” special cold drawn process gives it a greater 

local matter. Although predominately |< _>- tensile strength than wire used in other brands. 
a granivorous bird, a large portion of 5 Galvanized by Gilbert’s process (the result of over fifty 

thi i d Gable . al years’ experience) the wires receive a heavy deposit of zinc 

le grain ‘consumed probably is waste covering them in every part and solders the long twists of the 
grain. If not permitted to build up too |_)| meshes firmly together. 
large a population in any locality or S Symmetrical in mesh—perfectly flat. 
on any farm, the good done in destroy- \| If your dealer cannot ee write to 

ing noxious insects probably will, on = : 
ae whole, about b ee ce damage ~< Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co. 

aan A aie or lee) GEORGETOWN, CONN. 
done to crops. NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY 

‘THE pheasant having been given an 

even break as regards its relation to Hungary Beckons the Hunter 

farm crops, the pendulum swings well 
ae - : The palatial domains of The Royal Hungarian Crown and the finest shooting 
in its favor when its food value is taken estates of Hungary are now open to real sportsmen who are seeking the hunter’s 
into consideration, not to mention the paradise. Game is to be found here in large quantities. 

sporting aspect. Encroaching civiliz- PHEASANTS : PARTRIDGES : GEESE : HARE : WILD BOAR 
ation has played havoc with hunting and the magnificent GREAT BUSTARD—nof forgetting the ROE DEER and 

upland game birds, one of the most CARPATHIAN BESGH 
wholesome and primal sports known to Hunting trips are under the direction of the Royal Hunting Master, who will 

; transport you back to the early ages, if you desire, and provide Falcons to 
mankind. A few decades ago good hunt- bring down your game—a most fascinating diversion. 
ing for game birds could be found in You see the Hungarian Partridge in its natural environment and can learn 

‘call : ¢ the United much about its breeding. Excellent stock can be had at attractive prices. 
practically every section of the Unite: An excellent opportunity for Game Preserve Owners, Game Commissioners, 
States, but as more and more of the Game Editors and Breeders to gain. first hand information on breeding and 

. hunting in Europe where game conditions are all that is to be desired. 
lands where these creatures might nest 
and rear their young has been brought AOPRESS 
under iletvouen hile at the cae Oy REESE fy Een eee 
eee ab 2 pare haga 405 Franklin Boulevard 

nu er 0: junters as in- 

creased by leaps and bounds, this sport For Sale 

has become almost a thing of the past One pair of Great Bustard (Otis Tarda) Hatched 
: and handreared. he best propagation stock in 

for hei of eee means in the Hungary. Also one captured pair handreared. 
more thickly populated districts. J EEEEEEEOEOEOEOEOEOEOEeEeEeEeEeEeEeHeHeEees 
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° / The story of the Passenger Pigeon is 
VN nN (4) U Nl CZ VN a wild-life tragedy only too well known. 

6 ———— Once the most numerous of game birds 
in the central and eastern states, the 

last known survivor died in a Cincinnati 
THE PHEASANT SUPREME FOR SPORT AND BEAUTY 360 A914. ‘The numbers of the Eleath 

hen, also numerous in the eastern states 
R. liff M. 1 ° ° M half a century ago, have dwindled until 

OWCLIITE elanistic utant today the sole living representative of 
the species is a lone cock that makes ‘i ee ae 

Through the development of this strain and the perfecting of our rearing his home on Martha’s Vineyard. Prairie 
methods, we are now able to offer you a pheasant for your fall shooting and for chickens, Woodcocks, wild turkeys and breeding stock which will delight you with its superiority over all other varieties. Bobwhi ee wile desleted 

THE ROWCLIFFE MELANISTICS excel as wild, fast flyers— obwaites,, Too, Have! been sacty deplete 
‘They do not run ahead of the dogs— in numbers. 
They will be found in covert and will rise fast and straight— The game bird which promises best, 
They are hardier and more easily reared perhaps, to restore the waning sport 
They are more quickly matured eRe I airs b 
Their startling beauty has captivated all who have seen them. OE DOE) HO nae rac ey cree cam ‘ft 
THE ROWCLIFFE MELANISTIC cock is green of an irridescent nature, enjoyed by the ordinary city and smal 

The hen is brown of such dark color as to appear almost black. A ROWCLIFFE town dweller who cannot afford ex- 
MELANISTIC cock is a sight not easily forgotten. fi : Sdarens i 

Our, method of rearing in brooders with enormous range under wire is reyo- Denstvie eG ih Dine ats EXCenCe CALE: ps OU LDE, 
lutionizing pheasant rearing by greatly reducing the losses and labor and is making expense of leasing grounds, is the Ring- 
it possible for us to furnish you with birds for your sport and breeding stock at ete : i 
prices consistent with the times, Last year we furnished birds for many of the neck pheasant. This bird, which enjoys 
Field Trials which were acclaimed as superior to those which they had had in a wide native range in southeastern 
previous years. ‘ 4 

OUR ENGLISH RINGNECKS will be better than ever. Europe and Asia, has been introduced 
Write us now and reserve your order so as to avoid disappointment. in many other parts of the world be- 
ROWCLIFFE MELANISTICS cannot be bought anywhere else. cause of its high value as a game bird. 
Our prices will surprise you. Hisedes aber sceie Lie tenets 3 
Special discounts on orders of 1000, 500 and 250. Yo aggressive and ms 

great adaptability and usually succeeds 
in permanently establishing itself when 

ROWCLIFFE GAME FARM MILLBROOK, N. Y. introduced into a new region. 
BeONE so Mir vanoor 240 Pheasants were first extensively in- 

troduced into this country late in the 
oes Menger last century by sportsmen as a private DR. and MRS. MOFFIT HOWARD B. SMITH Meee ee ete 

enterprise. First extensive private im- 
BUR a SE ee —  _ portations: were in +Colorado -as ‘carly, 

as 1889. They have become fairly 
numerous in the middle-western states 
and on the Pacific coast, and open hunt- 

PRESERVE DEVELOPMENT ing seasons on pheasants are being allow- 
CONTRACT STOCKING GAME SURVEYS ed in about a dozen states. During the 

WALLACE GRANGE seven-day open season last year in 
twenty-three of Nebraska’s ninety-three 

Game Breeder and Consultant counties, upwards of 50,000 of the 
Fish Creek, Wisconsin Ringnecks were taken by hunters, while 

M the number bagged by sportsmen in all 
Formerly, Supt. of Game, State of Wisconsin, and C tive Agent, U. S. 
Biological Survey, now open for private engagement wherever real field man: the states where open seasons were 
agement, scientific stocking and tees game increase measures are desired, allowed may be conservatively estimated 
and wherever State Departments are endeavoring to reorganize or improve fe 
game policies, methods and practices. at half a million. 

COOPERATIVE GAME RESEARCH ERGs 

Good Seed Stock - Right Conditions * Plenty of Game BIRDS ON THE BACK LOT 

(Continued from page 266) 
these would be a delightful acquisition 
for any bird lover. They would, of 

course, require winter housing, while in 
the summer a small pool would be quite 

PHEASANTS for Breeders | +r. 
This would be quite a simple matter, 

: however; inexpensive, but charming if 
Pure Mongolians, Chinese and Blackneck English Ringneck Pheasants bred from ie P f 8 

i : made in the right way. It should have 
Mongolian and Chinese Cross. : 

a sunny, natural location and should not 
Our specialty is furnishing high-grade stock and eggs to breeders look at all artificial. Its size would de- 

the surr. in i i EGGS IN SEASON. PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW pend on the surrounding territory, while 
the number and kind of acquatic plants 

Prices of birds, brails and eggs on request. would depend on the size of the pool. 
es Wild rice, waterlilies, arrowhead, blue 

pickerel, lotus (kept within bounds), 
HERMAN A. BUSS, Pres. as well as submerged acquatic plants; 

‘i with cardinal flower, blue lobelia, sweet 
THE HUDSON GAME FARM CO. Hudson, Ohio flag, blue flag, lady slippers and other 

orchids, Japanese iris, in the wet ground 
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QUALITIES OF INCUBATOR-BROODER PHEASANTS 

By M. O. Poyner 

Bureau of Game, New York State Conservation Department 

For several years the possibility of producing pheasants more eco- 
nomically by the incubator-brooder method has interested commer- 
cial breeders and state men. 

In the more conservative groups, however, this has been greatly 

tempered by a lack of information as to the quality of birds pro- 
duced by this method as to their value afield and as breeding stock. 

In an attempt to secure this information the following experi- 
ments were run at the Middle Island Game Farm: (1) winter hold- 
ing, (2) egg laying capacity, (3) hatchability of eggs, (4) quality 

of chicks, and (5) quality of birds when liberated. 

Winter Hoipine 

In order to determine the ability of brooder-reared pheasants to 
properly care for themselves over the winter, on November 1, 1932, 

we placed in a non-protected field thirty field-reared pheasants and 
thirty incubator-brooder-reared pheasants. Each pheasant was 
banded and a weekly record of their weights was kept. 

This field was practically bare of vegetation and had absolutely no 
protection from the sweeping winds. The birds were fed very little, 
some scratch grain was scattered occasionally, but that was all as we 
wanted conditions to be as unfavorable as possible. These birds 
were not wing clipped and as a result many of them went over the 
fence and had to be trapped up daily and re-placed in the pen. 

No mortality was experienced over the winter. Three brooder- 
reared hens and one field-reared hen flew over the fence and we were 
unable to trap them. The field-reared pheasants and the incubator- 
brooder-reared birds averaged two pounds when placed in the 

| field and varied very little during the winter. Both lots of birds 
lost some weight, averaging 1.65 per bird on May 15th when they 
were placed in laying pens. 

Ece-Layine Capacity 

The two lots of birds were placed in similar laying pens, where 
the cover, vegetation, and management were identical. They were 
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fed a commercial breeders mash, grain, water and green food. The 
following table summarizes the egg production of the two lots of 
birds: 

TABLE I—Egg Production 

Artificially Reared—==~=~*~*«~‘@R edd «‘RReared 
No. bredeers 27_ hens, 6 cocks 29 hens, 6 cocks 
No. eggs for season 1755 1856 
Average per hen 65 eggs 64 eggs 

Hatcuasitity or Eccs 

The eggs were gathered daily, held one week in a cool cellar, and 
then placed in the incubator. Each lot was placed in a pedigree tray 

so that individual records could be kept. 
The eggs were incubated in an electrical incubator, sectional type, 

both lots side by side in the same machine and under identical con- 
ditions. The temperature was kept at 10234° F. during the entire 
period, and relative humidity at 74 per cent. There was a weight 

loss of 17 per cent. Table II summarizes results. 

TABLE II—Hatch Data 

GS ae Ee aa eat en Sa Eee Re ere ey ae 
Artificially Reared Field Reared 

Eggs placed in Incubator _.. 1000 958 
Eggs hatched (oo 742 708 
Cripples killed in incubator __.. 33 32 
Per cent hatch of total eggs 14% 74% 
Per cent hatch of fertile eggs... 84% 85% 

Quatity or CuicKs 

From the artificially-reared breeders eggs, we placed seven hun- 
dred and nine (709) good chicks in the brooders, and six hundred 
and seventy-six (676) from the eggs of field-reared breeders. 

These birds were brooded in circular brooder houses of one hun- 
dred and ten (110) square feet of floor space, using electric hovers 
and portable wire covered runs. The runs were 20 feet long, six ; 
feet wide and 6 feet high and and each run was moved to fresh 
ground every two weeks. 

The birds were brooded in lots of one hundred and fifty to two 
hundred and fifty, each lot in a separate house. An individual rec- 
ord was kept of each house. ©
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Frrepinc MetHops 

The first three days a commercial mash was supplied wet four 
times daily. Water and green feed were kept before the birds at all 

times. In addition a tray of dry mash was placed before the birds 

and from the fourth day on they were fed this only. The mash was 

kept before them at all times, with grain added on the sixteenth 

day. Oyster shell, grit, and charcoal was constantly kept before 

the birds. 
The following table summarizes the average weekly body weights 

up to the age of six weeks, when the birds were transferred to the 

rearing field. 

TABLE Il—Ayerage weekly body weights in pounds 

Tt” ey ee ee ee C R 
Age Weekes Oa eo LD teased Sab 
rans Se 

The mortality up to and including eight weeks of age, when the 
birds were released, was as follows: 

TABLE IIlI—Mortality up to 8 weeks of age 

Placed in Brooder 709 616 
Died from all causes —— 215 197 
Reared to eight weeks ————____ 494 479 
% Reared to eight weeks 10% 11% 

At six weeks of age all birds were transferred to a large rearing 
field, with an abundance of cover. They were hopper fed until they 
were eight or nine weeks of age, when they were shipped out for 

releasing. 

Quatity or Brrpvps WHEN LIBERATED 

Dr. Gardiner Bump, Superintendent of the Bureau of Game, de- 
siring to give these birds every possible test, decided to allot the 
brooder-reared pheasants to sportsmen who had had considerable 
experience with field-reared pheasants. Accordingly, brooder-reared 
pheasants were sent to forty sportsmen with a request that they 
report their judgment of these birds as compared to field-reared 

pheasants. 
Thirty-eight sportsmen reported they were well satisfied with the 

birds and that in their opinion they were the equal of field-reared 

pheasants in every respect. One expressed the opinion that we had
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selected the pheasants shipped to him, as in his opinion the birds 
appeared to be better than the field-reared birds with which he had 
had experience. One failed to reply. 

Dr. Bump and the writer checked these pheasants very closely dur- 
ing the entire season and at no time could we distinguish any 
marked difference, in either the incubation, fertility, brooding or 
mortality in the two lots of birds. We were well satisfied in every 
respect with the pheasants, reared as a part of the foregoing 
experiments.
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E. W. NELSON 

ksestadhelut voice rae In connection with the grain preferences of 

HART nion OMenAL came muec wu. pheasants as referred vo in our conversation yesterday, I am, 
PETER NORBECK attaching herewith the notes made on an experiment at Carney s 

(CO-AUTHOR NORBECK-ANDRESEN LAW ke 

JOHN M. PHILLIPS Pointe 
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Tecate ta Stara these birds were in our wintering pen and being 
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STR Ave) MOUTADIEER partments were kept full of the foods listed, and I am giving 
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L. J. TABER 

MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE 

aay Wi cas You will notice that they showed little differ- 
aes ie ere ence except in the case of oats and soy beans. 
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youe 
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Game and Ol lO 30 CT’ Manufacturers 

Ornamental Pheasants Portag 
ortage, 

Northern Bobwhite GAME FARMS Wisconsin 

Wild Waterfowl Game Bird Rations 
BUY FROM BEYER AND BUY THE BEST : 

March 25th 1933 
Dear Aldo:- 

We estimate that 100 R.N. Pheasants will consume from 10 to 12 

pounds of grain a day. Besides this we feed green stuff. They eat a good 
deal more in the fall on early winter when they are laying in their supply 

of fat than during mid- and late winter. Sorry I can't give you the Quail 

dope. They eat so little that we have never bothered measuring ite I don&t 

believe it would be one-fifth as much as pheasants. The feed cost of pheasant 

rearing taken all the way through is the smallest item of all. Labor, office 

overhead (including postage, adv., letterheads etc.) thortality, equipmenb and 

interest on investment come about in the order named. 

Heard you were sick and was blaming myself for not have written 

to you.s Hope you are on the road to recovery. You should come up here for 

a few days and rest up. Hope the dope I have given you is helpful. 
Sincerely ef 

HAMS f 
| V/A" 

MEMBER: United Game Breeders and Gamekeepers of America; American Game Association; Wit Oo ae



THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

; Fish Creek, Wisconsin 

March 29, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1 Soils Bldg. 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

; Dear Mr, Leopold: 

When Mr, Grimmer was here recently he asked if I would 

forward you informtion on how much grain a mature pheasant 
eats in one year, It is easier to estimate food consumption 

for captive birds, but I presume you wish information on wild 
pheasants. This is harder to estimate, but I think we can get 
a@ good approximation bf it. 

By actual test, I have found that our captive pheasants 
at the State Game Farm ate 1 - 2/3 ounzes of feed, including 
corn and wheat as the scratch grains, and commercial mash, 
per day per bird. I believe this average would hold for most 
of the year, in captivity, although there is no doubt some 
difference in the breeding seagon, and less food is eaten in 
the hot summer, 

At this rate, a mature pheasant, in captivity, will eat 
57 lbs, of grain per year. 

For wild birds, which may have access to weed seeds, 
insects and a lot of miscellaneous foods other than grains, 
it would probably be safe to figure 1 - 2/3 ounzes of grain 
for the 180 colder days, or 292 ounzes total, and say 3/4 of 
an ounze per day for 185 days, or 158 ounzes, total, making 
a total for the year of 430 ounzes, or 27 lbs, 

Trusting that this is the information you desire, I am, 

ne truly, 

a oF bee 
Harry F,. Johnson 
Game Farm Manager
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More GAME BIRDS IN AMERICA, INC. aA 

A Ctendation 
organized to get results 

500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 
MORE FARM REVENUE MORE LAND VALUE 
MORE EMPLOYMENT MORE OUTDOORS 

MORE FOOD May 5, 1933. MORE SHOOTING 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

With further reference to my letter of May 2, I have just suc- 
ceeded in getting an accurate report on the kill of pheasants 

on a New York State shooting preserve, which I am enclosing. 
On this preserve pheasants are raised in rearing fields in the 
usual manner, released to the covers at from five to eight weeks 
of age and are driven for shooting. 

I am somewhat familiar with the place and the methods employed 
and I believe the record may well be considered fairly representa— 

tive of this type of shooting preserve in New York State of which 
as you know there are a number. 

The records at this place have been accurately kept over a period 
of years. Prior to raising pheasants for shooting purposes 

no hand rearing of the birds was done but they were managed in a 
wild state on the same area. While the total number of birds pro- 
duced under management was not as large as it has been since hand- 
rearing has been practiced, the ower of this preserve tells me 
that his recordd show that the percentage of birds killed to total ‘ 

produced under management averages almost exactly the same as the 
"percentage accounted for" since hand-rearing has been in vogue. 

The five year average of birds accounted for is 66.5%. It is prob- 
ably safe to say that 60% would represent the average number of 

birds actually killed by shooting. 

The ower of this place, whom I know personally, and whose word 

can be absolutely trusted, has requested that his name be not used 

and that no publicity be given to these figures without his permission. 

Sincerely yours, 

MORE GAME BIRDS IN AMERICA 

2 4 
ohn C. Huntington 

Vice-president



PREASANTS 

TURNED OUT NO. KILLED OR PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE 
YEAR OR BOUGHT ACCOUNTED FOR ACCOUNTED FOR WOT ACCOUNTED FoR 

; 1828 4000 2699 67~1/2% 52-1/2% 

1929 5100 3655 71% 29 % 

1980 4200 - 2622 62-1/2% $7-1/2% 

- 1931 4500 2747 64 % 36% 

1952 5000 2087 69-1/2% 30-1/2%
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Library of ee ' be lowe 

Bldg Leovald dept 1933 Pee fol 
ifffeult to Continue those very pleasaht and helpful relations that must exist 

if we are to do our work efficiently. q R Bus AW 

The Chairman: Thank you, Major Farley. The Chairman wishes at this 
time to express to Mr. E. L. Wickliff, Chief of the Bureau of Scientific Re- 

search of the Ohio Division of Conservation, his appreciation for many favors 

during the past few weeks; and if Mr. Wickliff is ready at this time, we 

shall be glad to have him discuss returns from banded upland game birds. 

Mr. E. L. Wickliff (Ohio): During the summer of 1932, Tom Nash, Chief 

of the Bureau of Game Propagation, banded 8,582 cock ring-necked pheasants 

which were propagated under his supervision. School children raised 3,302 

additional pheasants, and our game protectors banded the cock birds. The 

total number of ring-necked pheasants distributed during the summer of 

1932 in all of the 88 counties of the state by the Ohio Division of Conservation 

was 26,091. These birds were released by our game protectors. 

Our records show we have received 250 returns from Ohio and one from 

the state of Michigan. Fifteen counties did not report the taking of banded 

pheasants. Eight of the 15 counties were along the Ohio River where the 

land is. hilly and not suitable for ringnecks. Only 5 returns were reported 
from 13 counties along the river. One county (Fayette) in excellent pheasant 

habitat yielded 14 returns. Although 29.3 per cent of all banded pheasants 

were released in the hills of 30 counties in southeastern and southern Ohio, 

comprising over one-third of the state, only 11.2 per cent (28) of the returns 

were received from this area. 

The 250 Ohio returns from 73 counties show that 65 birds were taken 

outside the township where released, and of this number 9 were returns from 

outside the county where liberated. Fifty-six were taken outside the township 

where released, but within the county. This leaves 185 cocks taken in the 

same township where planted. A township consists of approximately 500 

square miles. One cock traveled 32 miles into another county in 113 days 
before he was shot. Eight males released in 7 counties moved from 10 to 20 

miles within their respective counties in from two to four months. Returns 

show that if a number of cocks are released on a farm at the same time most 

of them will be taken within the township and part may be expected to be 

killed in one or more of the surrounding or near-by townships. Their move- 

ments may be local or in any direction or in several directions at the same 

time. 

Of the 250 returns, 177 birds were killed by shooting: 80 on November 

15 (first day of the open season), 10 on November 16, 17 on November 17, 

16 on November 18, 17 on November 19, (November 20, Sunday, closed to 

shooting), 10 on November 21, 9 on November 22, 5 on November 23, 6 on 

November 24, and 7 on November 25, the last day of the open season. Defi- 
nite shooting dates could not be obtained for 46 birds. 

It is interesting to note that 45.2 per cent of all cock pheasants reported 

shot on known open days were taken on the first day of the open season. In 

1930, 40 per cent were reported shot on the first day of the open season. In- 

12



cluding the pheasant shot in Michigan, 89.3 per cent were killed by shooting. 

Twenty-seven pheasants were killed by automobiles, cats, trains and unknown 

causes. The total number of returns the first season after banding was 2.6 

per cent. In 1930 it was 1 per cent. After the first shooting season, prac- 

tically no banded pheasants were reported. 

Returns to the United States Bureau of Biologcal Survey of banded wild \ 

ducks show that on the average about 12 per cent are shot the first season 

after banding. 

While the returns of banded game-farm cock pheasants in 1930 and 1932 

were very discouraging, they indicate we should know more about the mor- 

tality of pheasants after they are released. Complete banding records are 

kept by the Division, and details will be furnished if desired. 

The Chetan We regret very much that Mr. Adolf Muller of 
Pennsylvania \is not with us this afternoon, but we are fortunate in Maving 

a very excellent.pinch hitter in the person of Ernest E. Harwood. / 

Mr. Harwood (Pennsylvania): I would just like to ae reference 

to what our good friend from Ohio has just said with regard to the banding 

of birds. Our attitude in Pennsylvania toward the possibility of the value 

of banding birds does Hot seem to be exactly from the same angle as the 

experience of Ohio. Duriwg the last ten years the Pennsylvania Game Com- 

mission has released a total of about 63,913 banded game birds, and to date 

exactly 106 bands have been\returned, or about 1/6 of 1 per cent. As the 

Hungarian partridge has been\strictly protected. it is no surprise that all 

the five bands recovered from the 1,676 banded Hungarians would be from 

birds found dead. Pennsylvania banded and released 426 ruffed grouse. There 

has been but one closed season since\their release, and we have not had one 

single report of a banded grouse bei killed. We have in the same ten 

years banded 30,376 bob-white quail ant recovered exactly thirty of these 

bands. We have also banded 31,435 ringnecked pheasants, and have only 

76 bands sent in from pheasants killed or fotnd dead. 

In other words, in return for all’ the labor aad expense of banding these 

63,913 upland game birds, Pennsylvania has been able to get reports on only 

106 of all the species combined. All of the banded bixds killed or found dead, 

whatever the species, were found within a few miles ofthe point where they 

were released, except one quail and two pheasants. A Quail banded and re- 

leased in Bucks County was killed the same year across “the river in New 

Jersey, some twenty-five miles to the east. A pheasant eased in Erie 

County was killed the same year in Huntingdon County, at least\one hundred 

and fifty miles to Ly ampea and a pheasant released in County 

killed itself five years/later by flying into the Western Penitentiary Rock- 

view, Center County, over a hundred miles to the north. 

i When our annual purchase of bob-white quail was released in 1930, 

banded all that were stocked in counties bordering on New York, New Jersey, 

Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia and Ohio—5,000 birds—and asked for the 

: 73



Odea, Poller, 

' Weights of South Dakota Pheasants. 

Prof, Hibbard tells me from recollection that he once weighed three 

of the largest old cocks he aunt find and they wéshkéd ten pounds,or 

an average of $ I/% pounds each. The heaviest hens he could find weighed 

2 1/2 pounds. 

He says the pheasanta were exceptionally etondaat and fat during this ‘ 

drouth year. Some were feeding (7?) in a dried wild rice lake with stalks 

twicw as high as a man. 

A.L. Oct 24,1933



File Pheasants 

Newspaper clipping from Chas. L. Horn 

Fergus Falls, Minn., Oct. 21 (1933)--Pheasants attempting to fly across lakes 

near here are drowning in large numbers, 0. E. Olson reported. Olson said he 

counted 36 dead birds along the shores of Stalker lake, while the same report 

has circulated for other lake areas near here.



Pheasants 

Pennsylvania Game News 

Vol. IV, No. 8 
November, 1933, p. 3 

/GRYTING RID or ENE . f MIES OF GAME 
William A. White, Deputy Game Protector, 

McConnellstown, Pa., killed between May 1 
and September 30, 18 Cooper’s hawks, five 

sharp-shinned hawks and 48 crows. He also 
killed 15 copperheads, 12 large blacksnakes, 

one black rattler, 49 inches long, and six 
watersnakes. One watersnake had a ten- 
inch sucker in its stomach and the other 
five all had eaten sunfish, 

Some of the blacksnakes had eaten bird 
eggs, some contained quail, and one had in 
its stomach nine young pheasants. 

One placksaake killed. in June was coiled 
up on a sawdust pile and had laid eight 
eggs already and contained 19 more ready 

to lay. This snake was seven feet six and 
one half inches long.
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Do Pheasants Damage Farm Crops? 
“ alibrary of By DAVID DAMON 

Aldo Leopold Wildlife Research Fellow, Michigan State College 

Producing pheasants on farm lands brings a problem of preventing damage to crops. Sportsmen are interested in 
methods which will protect crops but at the same time not reduce the bird supply. Sportsmen can aid landowners 
in preventing crop damage by trying out some of the methods proposed by Mr. Damon. 

URING the past two years attack more actual pulling of the stalk 
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studies of crop damage by sev- | lily, Pa pressed lines across the stalk will be 
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was the Chinese ringneck pheasant. MET i geet fe | sides which are nearly vertical rather 
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In the crow’s method of Typical Crow Damage to Green Muskmelons (Continued on page 11)
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Ringnecks in the Cornrows 

(Continued from page 4) 

hundred yards from the barn. Ken and “You fired at him too?” we asked. pulled the shutter on my camera,—and got 

Doc stopped at an old strawstack to make Ken nodded. It was a double hit; we the sky, mostly. 

war talk. i oa ce 7 found that when the birds were dressed. You've got to corner ’em, kick ’em out, 

“Tl bet,” said Doc pointing, “that more I remembered I had not shot the bloomin’ and then hit em. They are canny, shrewd 

pheasants get up within twenty rods of camera; too much high power excitement. and hard to hit. 
your barn than we've kicked up all over [I resolved to shoot next time if I got only Let me tell you a Nebraska pheasant 
these fields. Let’s rush ’em out!” the sky. Doc and Ken started to pick up hunt is a pheasant hunt! 

Half way through the patch no pheasant the birds. Up leaped a cock, squawking. . A 
had jumped. It looked like another blank. Another, and another—and another! Then we ad cient Woct We ee nee 
Then, like a rocket, a hen took wing. Ken three at once. Five is the limit for one man. en sorte: 

blazed at her. She rolled in the air. A : oe seid a Cubatine Boed ones sand sodas seen) Oley) 
; The air was suddenly vibrating with We stowed away the fixin’s for a pheasant 

-cock and a hen leaped out from under Doc’s Podining wineeroftenionrasdozenbinds: The feed ved h lkpi 
feet. They went driving off at an angle in ee ape ae SOS aE NASI Uo ee S85, 
front of Ken. twenty gauge blared twice. Ken pumped The plane roared. We faced the wind. 

Doc shot twice. I heard just two dis- his twelve gauge empty. Birds fell. One We skimmed into the air, Below Ken 
tinct explosions. Both pheasants dropped. 8°t UP crippled. Ken chased it two hun- waved farewell as we circled and headed 

“How's that for a double?” demanded ‘red yards and knocked it over with an- down the Loup. 
Doc proudly. It wasn’t bad at all for the Other shot. It’s against his religion to Ty’j] be a long time before I forget those 
little twenty gauge,—and Doc. Then we allow crippled game to get away. ringnecks in the Nebraska cornfields, the 

saw Ken’s smile. Packed into that one grand splurge was burnished silver of the Loup as seen from 

“T’ll bet that cock’s dead,” remarked Ken the end of the hunt. It was a burst of the air, the dawn boiling out of the east, 

laconically. gun fire and hurtling birds. I instinctively the sunrise shadows on the plains. 

Do Pheasants Damage Farm Crops? 

(Continued from page 5) 

many quarts of berries. Watermelon and joining farm may furnish sufficient cover not left in the field over winter. Many 

muskmelon are less subject to damage by so that crops near the line fence may con- farmers leave a few shocks for the birds 

pheasants; perhaps because of the hard tinue to suffer. This is noticed especially to feed on in case of food shortage. 

rind. Studies reveal that although fewer in small truck farms in city sub-divisions 8. Frightening devices. Various scare- 

melons are attacked, those which are at- where the adjacent lots are often grown crow schemes usually have little or no 

tacked are fed on for some time; perhaps to weeds. Retaining cover away from effect on pheasants. Shooting of a shot- 

several birds feeding on one melon. cultivated crops and its destruction near gun to scare the birds generally gives but 

It is not my intention to give the im- fields to be planted may check damage but little relief. Some farmers have a dog 

pression that the pheasant is responsible still maintain a crop of birds. trained to chase the pheasants from the 

for all garden damage because this is far 4. Selected areas for crops. Where it field but on some crops, such as tomatoes, 

from true. In numerous cases of reported is not possible for cover to be reduced in the dog may do more damage than the 

pheasant damage, I have found the pheas- a particular locality, such as one farm be- birds. Garden crops which are subject to 
ant innocent, the culprits properly being ing bounded by good pheasant cover on pheasant attacks when planted near to a 

crows, grackles, robins, or domestic chick- the adjacent farm, the man on the first crop that requires daily attention by the 

-ens. However, the pheasant is capable of farm can often reduce pheasant depreda- farmer, have been known to escape con- 

doing a great deal of damage in certain tions by proper selection of fields for the siderable pheasant damage. 
localities, and the true sportsman cannot various crops. In general, a crop that is po ee Steet fa sont 
and will not ignore this fact. subject to damage, such as corn, should , 

3 not be planted next to the pheasant cover. , 
Suggested Methods of Reducing Crop A _ pasture or field of anal grain might It S Worse to be Poor 

Damage by Pheasants separate the two. The planting of decoy parang tet 5 
1. Open hunting season. In the general crops attractive to pheasants and left for At Christmas Time 

arming region of southern Michigan, the them is valuable. Sportsmen may give 
‘regular hunting season is usually a satis- assistance in supplying such crops. fs * 
factory method of reducing crop damage. 5. Winter live-trapping and oles. Other parents taking dolls and eens 

2. Careful selection of localities where ing the pheasants to other localities has and new clothes to their children... 
pheasants are to be released. Pheasants been tried as a means of reducing pheasants your boy and girl wondering why they 
he ; pistes meee wise ey ie oe certain ae, but this eed is uncer- are passed by... not understanding 

r rdens for feeding tain, since a rather severe winter is essen- * 
grounds. If money is to be spent to in- tial for its success. thatthe Blue Eagle can't help every one. 

-crease the hunting area, it could be spent 6. Treating seedcorn with chemicals. I Yong lists of needy families. . looking 
to provide the needs of the pheasants on have experimented with over thirty chem- to The Salvati Arm 686,946 
land which thus far has been unable to icals on seedcorn in an effort to find one  - © yaar Lathe i 
support this bird, and which is not de- which would reduce corn-pulling by pheas- Christmas Dinners last year . . . 319,283 
voted to intensive agriculture. ants. A number of commercial crow and Children made happy with gifts . . . 

3. Reducing pheasant cover. Pheasant blackbird deterrents were included, in the 
‘damage has been reduced, particularly experiment. The conclusion was that the People don’t intend to be thoughtless om 
spring damage, by reducing the amount of treated corn was much less immune to they just forget ...and Christmas passes. 

cover in which these birds gather in the pheasant attacks than it was to crow at- ‘ 
winter. In some cases this means putting tacks. The most promising deterrent was Mail your check or money order today to: 
more land under cultivation or in case of a coat of powdered red lead. Used en- Commander Evangeline Booth 

jowiands crbigh are Sane s fence, ene au sa a applied to the corn to Tlational Headquarters 
burning during spring and fall. it is make the lead stick. Several grams of this 
impossible or undesirable to burn the area, treated corn were experimentally fed to THE Su oy ARMY 

mowing the vegetation with a scythe is six pheasants and no ill effects were noted. 120-130 West 14th Street 
sometimes resorted e Destroying pheas- Further experiments are necessary to fully Tew York, N. U. 
ant cover gives only local control by demonstrate the effectiveness of this » i 
affecting the local distribution of birds. A metlfod. hood foe Ae, nae ed Sifts 
drawback to this method as a means of 7. Hauling corn shocks. Corn losses in may be designated for any specific purpose 
-control on any one farm is that the ad- the shock can be prevented if the corn is or district.



File: Worth Dakota 
Pheasants a 

‘ New Soils Building 
November 23, 1933 

Mr. Chas. L. Horn, President 
Federal Cartridge Corporation 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

Thanks for letting me see the correspondence about Colonel Slade's 
place in North Dakota. 

I am not in @ position to say that the alleged 10,000 pheasants on 
4,000 acres is an impossibility, although I can say freely that I have 
never seen anything approaching such density in the best parts of either 
Towa or Wisconsin, If any other upland game bird were involved, I would 
at once “impossible.” I nmast admit, however, that my “bird per acre” rule 
seems wealter in the case of pheasants than any other species, especially 
pheasants that are artificially fed. There is no doubt that in Bngland 
densities similar to that alleged in the Slade case are frequently 
attained, but they do not last beyond the shooting season and are, of course, 
the immediate result of artificial propagation. 

ee On concentration areas of limited size I have, of course, seen plenty 
of pheasant populations running far in excess of a bird per acre, but this, 
as you already lmow, is a different matter from an average for 4,000 acres. 

I have long been anxious to get an accurate census of the best Dakota 
areas, but have never had a chance to gather figures in person. I am care~ 
fully filing these figures in my permanent records, although I cannot, of 
course, accept then without a more definite idea of how the count was made. 

The statement from Kentucky is very interesting. I have also been 
watching the developments in southern Iowa, where there are undoubtedly now 
more pheasants than at any other time since planting started. lUrrington is 
convined that my findings on southern Iowa were entirely eronsous, but I am 
inelined to think that a ehenge in the establishment of the birds has talen 
Place since my figures were gathered. On the more doubtful pheasant ranges 
there seems to be something which may be described as corresponding to 
“Anoculation." ‘The repeated planting of birds does something, possibly to 
the soil, which makes later plantings catch better. How permanent these 
southern establishments will be, or how much shooting they ean stand, possibly 
remains an open question, I am ready to admit, however, that my original 
findings were incorrect, although I am not yet emvinced that my "pheasant line" 
is already non-existent, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Inel.



Cross-references for: Food & Cover Box ° 
; Pheasant box 

ne folder — |; 

. See Moreau, R. E., "A Note on the Distribution of the Vulturine Fish Hagle, : 

Gypohierax angolensis Gmel. Journal of Animal Ecology, Vol. 2, No. 2, i 

November 1933, pp. 179-183.



Copies to: Grange File: Pheasants: 
Holt Food and cover 

; Henika 

1/13/34 

Joe Cook, in a recent conversation with Game Warden McKeague of Rhinelander, 
was told by the latter that the mtant pheasants recently released by the 
Department in that vicinity bud very mech more freely than ordinary ringnecks. 
McKeague claims that the mtants are constantly seen in both birch and aspen 

trees budding in the same manner as chickens. 

This alleged difference between the two color phases of the same species is 

of course not to be credited without further corroboration. 

Copies are being sent to Grange, Holt and Henika for general information.



Pheasant -— 
: Wing 

Pheasant Mieration (Cox) 

In winter of (1931-32 pheasants in numbers showed up in winter 
(1932-33 

: N, and B, of Thief River Falls, 100 miles from populated range of 

previous year. Living on wild rose? 

Persisted about 2 years. Diea of hard winter, probably 1933-34. 

No grain in this region. A few there yet. - é
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Camp Hoxeyville 
Wellston, Michigan. 
February 1, 192k 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Bldg., y { ‘ “4 

University of Wisconsin, ae ® 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: | 

Secince I am only vaguely aware of just how rapidly 
this federal game program is shaping itself I will write again as 
you suggested in your last letter. 

I wrote to Mr. Bode concerning this work. I have had 
previous correspondence with him about jobs so he knows what 
qualifications I possess. 

Have you any idea what kind of salaries will be paid in this 
game work? 

I was interested to note that in the amount of food 
eaten by pheasants as reported in your paper on winter feeding is 
slightly 1éss than my figures. My birds consumed an average of .85 
pounds per bird per week. This covered a period of two months. 

Very sincerely yours, 

AD Gath, 

j 
‘| ; 

\



File pheasant folder 

Extract from letter from Adrian C. Fox, State College Station, Fargo, N.D. 2/11/34 

"My study on the food habits of pheasants has drawn my attention particularly 
to that bird. I noticed in your chapter 'Accidents' you have in Table U4 under A, 
'Caught in steel traps . .. . All small game.* A friend of mine who isa 

: graduate of the state college, and one on whose word I can depend, reported 

something that might be of interest to you in regard to steel traps. This friend 
has been doing considerable trapping for badgers this winter and on five occasions 
he has found pheasants in his traps. He could offer no explanation for this, 
and neither can I, although it is possible the birds were seeking shelter in 
the mouth of the burrow,"



: File: Cycles 
: Montana 

P.C, 
Pheasant ,~ 

2/15/34 : 

P.C, very abundant in 1923 near Richie Mont (Dawson Go). Disappeared 

: in 1924 and 1925, Very little mmnting. Pheasants stocked during this 

period and decrease locally attributed to the pheasants. Were not yet j 

enough pheasants, however, for hunting. Stocking began in 1922. First ~ 

open season 1926 or 1927. 

Disappearance of chickens probably due to cycle? ; : 

: Thinks chickens have remained more or less scarce ever since. 

Seasons on chickens now mich shorter. 

= J. 3, Haggerty
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AGO DAILY TRIBUNE: 
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10M», Bob : 

Ss 
f poison. As soon as they readily take} q 
*!these tidbits, the same ration will be| __ 

“| doped with poison and put out in the | ® 
| Same places. But of this trick more] a 

*) later. th 
‘| With the jobs of hauling gravel, 
‘| hanging new doors on the barns, and | ¢, 

the general chores that have to be|y 
done, the boys have been mighty busy | ¢ 
here on the farm. Johnson and 
Guenther started the truck yesterday | 1 
and drove down to the gravel pit]; 
which is in one of the hills here on|, 
the farm. After loading up they 

‘transported the gravel to the farm- | 
‘yard for filling up all the low spots. } 
Before this job of filling in was com- || 
pleted they had trucked seven loads. 
Some of the gravel also was used on |. 
the roads which wind through the 
fields, 

ae 
The first tragedy in the pheasant 
population on the farm was~retordea 
last night. A cock pheasant, that 
must have @yes' “ 

sailing through the orchard at sunset, 
It was traveling ‘at a very fast pace 
with the win This bird 
smacked hi on into one of the] 
oranches of a pine tree not far trom 
the house and broke its heck. “Tevated"| 
nstantly. Clarence Thurow, manager 
of the farm, saw this bird kill itself 
ind he still can’t figure how the 
gheasant failed to see the tree which |: 
it hit. ? ]
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ee Can eceea a one AT Mr. Aldo Leopold 
GEORGE BLACK New Soils Building 

CANADIAN CONSERVATIONIST Madison, Wisconsin 

Nao WATERFOWL CONSERVATIONST 

“own cousenvatist My dear Aldo: 
BENJAMIN H. DIBBLEE 

es ee ce I know that you are always interested in any unusual game 
*ETMO PROTECTIONST situations. In examining your various reports on surveys, I find that : 
HARRY RAMS rae the heaviest concentration of pheasants you found anywhere was in Grundy 

GENE A. HOWE () County, Iowa, where you made an estimate of 1000 birds on 320 acrese 
fs ee _ The county as a whole, however, showed only an average pf one bird per 

CANADIAN, ae OF WILDLIFE \ acre 

E. W. NELSON st : 

HARRY 8. NEW In Ohio you found an average of one bird per acre over a 
ceraeetnnes ‘| lerge areae Elsewhere the average pheasant population was much more 

“SCoamTNoRWomecKMONEN AY =| SPAPSCe 
Basse vette pall 

ORMER COMMISSIONER U, 8, FisHERICS 
jonsialtennitins On the Fuller Estate, lying partly in Lehigh and partly in 

eon Northampton Counties, near Catasauqua, Pennsylvania, is probably the 
ee COREERSNTOMTS no $rOKT SO densest pheasant population anywhere in the eastern part of the country. 
JOHN) 1 SALTONSTALL This estate contains approximately 1400 acrese It seems to have cover 
cine oeehain ideally suited to the pheasant, with cornfields, alfalfa fields, wood< 
eo lots and the usual brushy fencerows. The Lehigh River flows right 

Se entee acinie through the estate. 
HERBERT L, STODDARD 

ee The estate itself is not heavily hunted, but all the sur 
Me te rounding territory is hunted hard. Last fall approximately 150 cock 

EE tUAA Gakare Ae CORTE pheasants were killed on the 1400 acres. 
c. B. YANDELL 

EMR eae aye Yuring the summer of 1932 officers of the Game Commission col- 
ee lected 1500 pheasant eggs,by using a flushing device, from a total of 

1. propuce more came ann Leo acres of alfalfa. This is only half the alfalfa acreage. A week's 
"GAME FISH. rainy weather stopped haying operations, and by the time mowing again 

2 SS HABITAT | ANP Dogan, the pheasants in the balance of the alfalfa had hatched. 
3. ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE 

oa eee ee Durimg the winter of 1932-33 the state Gane Commission's 
ING AUD ISHING GROUNDS: officers trapper 992 pheasants from this tract, almost all of which were 

“SHON oF witoure, hense At the end of the trapping season it was estimated that at least 
& URGE UNIVERSAL Practice 900 more birds remained on the property. 
7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR 

ENCOURAGE THEM. TO" IN: During the 1933 mowing season, the officers of the Commis- 
o. cree commenciatizen 820M gathered about 1200 eggs on this estate, and during the winter of 

SLAUGHTER, ILLiciT sate 1935=54 they trapped 1100 adult pheasants, all being hens except about 
9. EXTENDWILDLIFEREsEARcH S2e I am assured that the pheasant population remaining on this estate 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME is approximately the same as it was at the end of the 1932-33 trapping 

11, DISSEMINATE HELPFUL IN- seasone 
FORMATION TO THE PUBLIC, 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER 
CONSERVATION AGENCIES, 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME” i



Mr. Aldo Leopold #2 4/11/34 

I em giving you these figures, not for publication at this 
time, but for your own information, and for your reaction as to how this 
pheasant density compares with the best territory of equal acreage you 
have found in your survey worke 

One of the Pennsylvania Commission's reliable officers has 
given me this information, and states that in his opinion one reason for 
this pheasant density is the fact that corn is husked from the stalks as 
they do in the middle west. The fodder, together with the corn missed, 
furnishes good food and covere In addition the superintendent places 
food around over the estate as necessary during the winter, and I am told 
that it is not at all unusual to flush fifty or more birds out of a very 
small patch of cover. 5 

With best regards, I am 

Cordially yours, 

President 

es



Ne SS ee Beale tondd ding 
April 13, 1934 

: American Game.Association |... boo sere tn 

Washington, D. Oy - r } 

Dear Seth: E — 
Your figures on pheasant density on the Puller 

estate are extremely interesting. I had heard of very 
dense populations in spots in Pennsylvania, but I did not 
realize they were this heavy. 

_ -\.. he densities which you cite as having been 
recorded by me sound extremely high. You do not say 
where you got them, but I would be guarded about using 
them before making sure thet you have not misconstrued 
some figures. 

I am putting your letter in my permanent file 
on pheasants and appreciate your giving me the benefit of. 
this information, 

j ee Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



i Yor Journal of Forestry FReae. 
s at reqest of Mr, Reed ——_— 

: Forestry and Sport 

It has become an annual event, as sure as the return of the swallow, for 

some American forestry journal to repeat the pious maxim that the forest te the 

home of the game, and that therefore the forester and gaue manager should embrace 

and dwell together in amity. 

Seldom, however, has this anmal homily contributed emy specific suggestion 

ast what came, wiat forest, whore, whys and how, Nor has it admitted the dis- 

turbing fact that einntanectie give~and=tales mst often precede the aforesaid 

f embrace if 1t is to be gomiine. : 

: It is refreshing, therefore, to encounter a Seottish forester* who asserts, 

_ with disarming frenimess, that some forests are of no account for game, that 

some game ranges are of no account for forests, ani that on properties where ; 

there is a chance for both timber end game crops, that chance has often gone = 

begging because the two parties at interest, like Caesar?s Langobards and Hel- 

vetians, Sirs separated from each other by mutual fear and high mountains," 

The Honorable Orde-Powlett"s peper is explicit, He taxes foresters with 

ignoring the possibilities of game cropping in forestry operations, and game- 

keepers with nedlessly fearing the interposition of foresters in game operations. 

On two wtneese of land now valuable for came he dianisses sny serious pos- 

sibility of afforestation: (1) the high grouse moors, because the soil 1s too 

. poor for forests; (2) the rich l0w-lying partridge manors, because the soil is 

too good to be used for anything but egvienl tate. 

He in turn eliminates game as a serious possibility in the belt of forest 

: land subjoingng the high moors, because this land is not attractive to game, 

*Orde-Fowlett, W. A, “Forestry and Sport.” Scotti Vorestry Journal, Vole 7, 
Part 2, Oct. 1933, pp. 93-107.



: For Journal of Forestry : 
ate é at request of Mr, Reed 

: Porestry and Sport 

“It has become an annual event, as sure as the return of the swallow, for 

some American forestry journal to repeat the pious maxim that the forest is the : 

home of the gane, ani that therefore the forester and game manager should embrace 

ani dvell together in antty. a 

Soldom, however, has this aumal hontly contributed any specific suggestion , 

ast what come, what forest, there, vay, ond how, Nor has it aimitted the dis- 

turbing fact that considersble give-und-tale must often precede the aforesaid = 

enbrace if 1t is to be gomings 

It 49 refreshing, thereiore, to encounter » Scottish forester* who asserts, ; 

with disarming frmnimess, that some forests are of no account for come, that : 

sone game ranges are of no account for foreste, an! that on properties vhere 

there is a chanse for both tinber axl game cropa, that chance has often gone 

beseing becense the treo parties at interest, live Caesar's Laneobards and Hel=- 

vetians, “were separated from .each other by metas) fear and high mountains," 

The Honomsble Omle-Fowlett'a paper is explicit, le tazes foresters with 

ignoring the possibilities of cane cropping in forestry operntions, and gene- 

keepers with nedlessly fearing the interposition of coresters in geme operations, 

: Ou tno dagsee of tant row Valuable der gune he tisdicass suy serious pos 

sibility of afforestation: (1) the high grouse moors, because the soil is too : 

poor for forests; (2) the rich l0wlying partridge manors, beceuse the soil is 

too good to be used for omything but agriculture. . 

He in turn eliminates game as a serious possibility in the belt of forest : 

j land subjoingng the high moors, because this Lent: is not attractive to gone, ‘ i 

*Orde-Powlett, I, A. “Yorestry and Sport.” Scottish Forestry Journal, Vol. "7, 
‘ Part 2, Oct, 1933, pp. 93-107. :
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owe 
peed Paste : 

New Soils Building 
! : April 28, 1934 

My, William Sclmerke : 
Fish end Game Commission 
Des Moines, Towa 

| Dear Bills 

| 1954 The following is taken from "Outdoor Iowa," April 26, 
| * ; 

| FHUASANTS "COULDN'? TAKE In" 
| “Vorty-one ringneck pheasants failed in an effort to best 

Colonel Lindbergh in o non=stop over water flight recently at 
Spirit lake, It is not definitely }mown how the birds happened to 
be drowned but it is almost certain that the 13 male and 23 female 
pheasants attempted to fly across the lake near Stoney Point, 
The distance across the lake at this point would be a difficult 
flight for a pheasant because of their short range, but neverthe- 
less the forty-one birds were found floating neer the shore at 
Stoney Point." : ; h 

I am anxious to obtain the minimum width of the lake 
at the point where these dead pheasants were found. Would you 
kindly forward this to your informant or to some other person who 
would know, and ask then to enter below a rough sketch map of the 
lake showing the point where the birds were found and the dimension 
of the lake from the point from which they probably flew? 

Yours sincerely, 

y ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

At/vh 

|
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State of Dota 
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Fish and Game Conunission “Moouncte corre 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN W. M, ROSENE 

OTTUMWA Bes Moines OGDEN 5 

irre na I. T. BODE, STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN a aeeege ny 

May 11, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Research 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deax Sir: 

In reply to your letter of April 28th I am sending you 
all the information I am able to obtain about the pheasants 
killed at Stony Point on Spirit Lake on which we had the 
article, "Pheasants'Couldn't Take It'", in the OUTDOOR IOWA, 
April 26, 1934. The following is the report received from 
Ray Butler, Arnolds Park, Ipwa, the Deputy Game Warden in 
that District: 

We feel that there were two reasons why the pheasants were . 
killed. One, the wind was in the northeast and they tried 
to fly across the Lake. The other, they were flushed out 
of the rushes at night by shore fishermen. The pheasants 
were all found inside of the pencil marks on Stony Point. 
The shortest distance across the Lake is about one mile. 
The same thing happened last fall on East Okoboji Lake 
except that there was a heavy southeast wind and nine phea- 
sants failed to make it across. The distance in this case 
was about one and one half mile. 

We are enclosing a sketch sent by Mr. Butler. This is the r 
best report that we are able to get. I hope that it will 
be of some value to you. 

Very truly yours 

/ i L, Y, f 

Wm. Schuenke 
WS: HK Supervisor of Game and Wardens 
Ene. 1
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( Presented by 

Iowa Fish and Game Department 
W. E. ALBERT, Warden



ee maps have been pre- 
pared to stimulate interest 

in fishing in Iowa. 

The landmarks here given 

; and which are so necessary in 

fishing in large bodies of water 

were secured by actual experi- 

ence as well as through the kind- 

ness and courtesy of fishermen 

who have spent years upon their 

favorite waters and know these 

marks, reefs, sand bars and shore 

line as they know their own 

home. 

With the aid of these maps 

we trust the citizens of Iowa will 

more fully enjoy fishing. 

Accuracy in preparing these 
maps has been our aim but can 

not be assured, although if direc- 

tions and landmarks are followed . 
we feel sure thousands of Iowa 

citizens will enjoy the thrill of a 
“BIG CATCH” in IOWA 
WATERS. 

The Iowa Fish and Game Dept. 

W. E. Albert, Warden
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State of Jowa 

Fish and Game Commission eee 
DR. ye eae CHAIRMAN Bes Moines . Cane 

Sete en) 1. T. BODE, STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN ah omere | 

May 21, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear ifr. Leopold: 

We have had a great deal of inquiries into the recent story 
carried in the Outdoor Iowa bulletin to the effect that four- 
teen pheasants were found drowned in Spirit Lake. 

There seems to be some question as to how these birds found 
their way into the waters of the lake and I believe that Mr. 
Semmenke has furnished you with some information as to the 
distance across the lake at the point where the birds were 
found. In following this matter up, and I thought perhaps 
you would be interested in knowing, comes now the report from 
J. Z. Stevens, Deputy Game Warden living at Sheldon, Iowa, 
and who has been doing some special patrol work in the Spirit 
Lake region this spring, that they found dead pheasants on the 
east shore of Upper Gar Lake. This lake will not exceed one- 
half mile in width where the dead birds were found. 

Another interesting thing which tends to forestall any question 
as to the birds drifting into Gar Lake from Spirit Lake is the 
fact that grates have been installed between the lakes and would 
not have allowed the birds to drift from Spirit Lake to Upper 
Gar Lake, should the birds have fallen into Spirit Lake. 

I am glad to give you this information for whatever value it 
may be to you and knowing your interest in this particular 
case. In the event I obtain any additional data in this respect 
I shall be glad to forward it to you. 

OTF 
cers 

HMS : GCM Administrative Assistant.
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PREDATORS AND QUAIL 

"It should not be thought that the presence of hawks or owls on 
the place, for example, is necessarily contrary to the welfare of the 
quail," says Paul L. Errington of the Wild Life Research Division of 
the Iowa State College. "There is evidence which indicates that cer- 
tain birds of prey and other predators may be essential to a well bal- 
anced quail environment. Even if an occasional quail does fall victim, 
the preying of given hawks and owls upon competing forms or on direct 
enemies might be of much greater consequence. Some predators, too, cap- 
ture a high proportion of subnormal bobwhites, and thus help to cull 
the unfit." 

"In relatively few instances is active campaigning against preda- 
tors desirable, and then only against a few species that might be over- 
ly abundant or troublesome," continues Errington. "Cooper's hawks or 
"blue darters' (small to medium-sized, swift flying hawks having short, 
rounded wings and long tails) that show a tendency to 'hang around! may 
be reduced to advantage if such can be done without sacrifice of too 
many of the more conspicuous hawks which ought not be killed. Hawks 
thet ordinarily should not be persecuted on grounds of quail protection 
include the beautiful little sparrow hawks which commonly sit on fence 
posts and telephone wires, marsh hawks (slow flying, rangy hawks with 
white rump patches and which glide low over the fields) except individ- 
uals that may have unusual success in surprising bobwhites, and least 
of all the big, clumsy, soaring 'chicken hawks' (of which in actuality 
the rough-legs, red-shoulders, broadwings and Swainson's seldom get 
chickens) that are unfortunately the ones most frequently shot or 
trapped." 

"Of the owls, the great horned owls are the only ones likely to be 
quail enemies and they, too, should not be killed wholly ‘on general 
principles'; great horned owls, while to be guarded against, are inter- 
esting birds not plentiful over most of Iowa. It is not beyond reason 
that often their depredations upon game and poultry may be offset by 
their heavy preying upon weasels, field-living barn rats, and other spe- 
cies that may now and then multiply to economically destructive propor- 
tions." 

Foxes 
"Hunting and trapping for fur have so greatly depleted the numbers 

of some native four-footed predators that the little spotted skunks or 
'civets' and possibly foxes locally may be about the only ones upon 
which we should now try to apply much further pressure," says Errington. 
"It is a safe principle to go rather 'easy' on native species and to pay 
more attention to house cats and roving dogs. Hogs should not be al- 
lowed access to quail nesting grounds. Always should we strive to pro- 
tect game species from predators by making them difficult for predators 
to catch. Properly distributed game food and cover solve a great many 
predator problems." 

2 OK 

TWO FISHING PRESERVES NAMED 

Recent action of the Iowa Fish and Game Commission has created two 
fishing preserves in which the use of all tackle except pole and line 
is prohibited. 

At Keokuk the area on the Mississippi River between the Keokuk 
Bridge and the power dam has been set aside by the Commission and all 
tackle for the purpose of taking fish or clams is prohibited except pole 
and line. The State of Illinois has taken similar action and named the 
Illinois side of the river as a fishing preserve. 

At Ottumwa an area on the Des Moines River between the Vine Street 
bridge and the upper dams has been set aside for pole and line fishing 
only. Throw lines and trot lines and all other tackle except pole and 
line are prohibited. 

uae con see 1 : 
" vt " = : [ PHEASANTS "COULDN'T TAKE IT Pint fF 

Forty-one ringneck pheasants failed in an effort to best Colonel 
Lindbergh in a non-stop over water flight recently at Spirit Lake. It 
is not definitely known how the birds happened to be drowned but it is 
almost certain that the 13 male and 323 female pheasants attempted to fly 
across the lake near Stoney Point. The distance across the lake at this 
point would be a difficult flight for a pheasant because of their short 
Tange, but nevertheless the forty-one birds were found floating near the 
shore at Stoney Point. 

: oe 2 OK ok 6 ok ok
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Bill-of-Fare ie 
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By L. L. RUDRUD Koaolf > oR 
Examination of pheasant crop contents by om ; y/ - QS } 
North Dakota game officials reveals a il (i Wax 
varied bill-of-fare which refutes some Q me! y OE 
common charges that the ringneck is a s — rae Pa 
rascal. His choice of food depends on ‘} EOIN ay f DY, i 
his place of residence and more likely i N Wy ead | 
than not he pays for the slight damage he Y -/ "\ y AN { 
may do, by feeding on grain-destroying oN A te Vier q) 
insects. AEXTIEAN ZT fea} UG U 

fOr CCN / yy My s 
HOA Nh f/ Ele —N* 

VERY now and then the question arises as to the t CONTAIN \ ff, im 

food habits of our ringneck pheasants, and usually AN Wigs SES ; AM Cis Vy s ey = Sac ee Oe Wi 427 SN be 4; 
every bad trait of the bird is magnified while me i RON INDE 

every beneficial trait is ignored. By analyzing the crop Oy a Rinne t | ONE 
contents of hundreds of pheasants, it has been found \ A Hi ust SUNT, ‘ 
that these birds eat JUST WHAT THEY PLEASE. WAN pies? at , by 
From an examination of two hundred and eighty-five : Vag eric: LY 
pheasant crops by the game and fish officials of South \ \pa] ye 
Dakota, “it was discovered that no two pheasants take ‘i. , yf 
the same kind of food, in the same quantity, at the same 
time. The pheasant does not make a meal of any one | | 
special kind of food, but he feeds as he travels and he Ik wal RHtIGGre 

eats what is available. The pheasant does not confine 
itself to only weed seeds and insects, but he consumes 
leaves, flowers, and even the roots of many plants. 

“We found that the pheasants consumed 50 different ants devoured more than one hundred different species of 
seeds during the first quarter; during the second quarter insects, the most common harmful species being cut- 
56; during the third quarter 72, and in the fourth 56. worms, army worms, many other species of caterpillars, 

The seeds taken in the largest quantity were green and _ false chinch bugs, tarnished plant bugs, buffalo tree hop- 
yellow foxtail, wild buckwheat, giant and little ragweed, pers, aphids, seed corn beetles, the adults of wire worms, 
bindweed, smartweed, wild sunflower, wild rose, wolf- false wire worms and white grubs, many snout flies and 

berry, Russian thistle, wild oats, corn, wheat, oats, and their larvae, ants of many species and many species of 

barley. In an examination of 285 food tubes of pheas- grasshoppers. 
ants we found corn in 136, wheat in 176, oats in 88, “The pheasant does not distinguish between species 
barley in 153, green foxtail seeds in 119, yellow foxtail of insects that are beneficial to agriculture and those 
seeds in 128, wild buckwheat in 167, wild sunflower in that are harmful, but takes both types as they are avail- 
38, giant ragweed in 15, little ragweed in 49, Russian able in proportion to their abundance. The same is true 
thistle in 16, wild oats in 21, smartweed in 28, bindweed of seeds.” 
in 10 and wild rose in 146. One of the most common complaints about the pheas- 

“Tn the investigation it was found that the 285 pheas- ant is that he pulls sprouting corn in the spring. Why 

it should choose this particular food when there are so 
North Dakota Pheasants Fight Grasshopper Plague many tender shoots of various greens has never been ex- 

aren plained. The fact of the matter is that the pheasant 
a de Olena we ecicestet DOES NOT TAKE THE SPROUTING CORN, al- 
eee Pais Beers though he causes some destruction while he is taking cut- 

aati beer TT worms. Last year officials of the North Dakota Game 
Pea SH ERP ROSS ae aoc and Fish Department observed two cock pheasants as 

Pimmme HR HHH HH HTH wom they entered a field of sprouting corn at daybreak. These 
F Beart tH Ta LaRue poe birds would go to a hill of corn, and there would seem- 
Pi HEN Spc eR RS ele lictentor aninstante Amopmne lille they weuldldie 

Pree ees teeecee EERE S er hee EROS UB eee COE a aan ae eee oye) OLE S 
Pe Feo reMmeE ERE ERP ET eel eee TI hc down and extract something while at other hills they 
Eta HEELERS ooh KAO would just listen and go on their way. After these two 

al eee EE Ea EERSTE ONO birds had eaten their fill and left the field, they were shot 
ld ee Fee Hiei eee ESE nL cea by the officials and their crops analyzed. Astonishing- 

see ueemneeeeren [sts ly as it seemed not a single trace of corn was found in 

age as Era errr octet oo) the crops but on the other hand, they were filled with cut 
Pee Eee seaied §= Worms. 

(ME Very Heavy Infestation Moderate Infestation After the ae : been pa away “ the 
sprouting corn, and a heavy wind comes up, some of this 

Eee Heavy iateeeticn Mien antoatastce oe will wilt and die, oy in (Contieucs on page 11)
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Drainage, Drought and Shooting ay, A /’. Lp 
(Continued from page 5) Our Contributors SS EY Q\\ a 

these include many important duck breed- Will K. Hiegie (C illustr af ff = 
ing brounds on the prairie and northwest EE es SEB SIE (Cover wlastra- SAW . —_ 

states, no difficulties should be encountered ee ee nae S IY aa 

in disbursing this portion. s : / Y 
Two and a half million dollars of PWA and a As president of the aN Y SS 

funds will be used for rehabilitation of Lincolnshire Country Club Chapter Or A. evs So 
refuges along flight avenues. The stipula- of the League, the only country club x fy S > \ AM) SS . 
tion attached to this allotment is that chapter in the country, he is enna IY Ua Mw RSS 
funds must be spent before March 31, 1935. oring to establish Bane production 

“We have a big job on our hands,” areas on unused portions of the 

concludes Mr, Darling, “but the enthusi- club's 1200 ae eee wena hye ae aa | 
asm of sportsmen and conservationists is a miles from Chicago’s loop. 
big inspiration, and if the sportsmen and DeWitt Harry (Drainage, Drought 
conservationists respond, we are going to and Shooting) is editor of a Veter- YOU WILL WANT 
succeed in our restoration program.” an’s magazine in Washington, D. C., 

Serena anes eusuee t ea eer The Bobwhite Quail—Its Habits, 
5 ° apter’s Public Relations Commit- jl 

Will Uniform Laws Cure Our tee. 2 His photograph appears else- ae ae 

Conservation Ills? where in this issue with a group of Game Management—Aldo. Leopold 
(Continued from page 8) Washington Waltonians. —$5.00. 

I know of no more pleasant task than L. L. Rudrud (The Pheasant’s Game Survey of North Central 

that of trying to teach the people of each Bill-of-Fare) resides at Grand Forks, States—Aldo Leopold—20c. f 

state that restoration calls for the planting North Dakota, and is a District American Game Preserve Shooting 

of four trees for each one destroyed—that Deputy Game Warden for the State By Lawrence B. Smith—$4.50. : 

such a program is necessary to the demand Game and Fish Department. The Riddle of Migration—By Wil- 

for wood products in America; that that William J. Beecher (The Drought ham Rowan—$2.00. : 
: ; ; a : A Field Guide to the Birds—By 
is necessary to the continuation of human and Marsh Birds) is Bird Lore R Tory Pet $2.75 
life in the distant future in America. States Editor of the Chicago Daily News. Y Bee neues eal ats 

i “« . our Bird Friends and How to Win 
which can grow trees must have been ‘The cause of the Fox River comes Thene=By! Joseph i. Dodson— 
created to grow trees; there is no penalty mighty close to home,” declares Mr. 25 (Bird House Buildie ) 
on the man in a state which has no trees Beecher, “as I have enjoyed many Fishes—Their Journeys aa Mirae 
and who cannot therefore destroy a tree. pleasant canoe expeditions on it, and tion—By Dr. Louis Roule—$3.75 
In states which grow trees of no com- have explored streams, creeks and Hewitt’s Gisathooke of Siteatn tae 

+ F ‘ lagoons that the ordinary fisherman : 
mercial value, trees still preserve top soil, 2a eA ce ore y provement—By E. R. Hewitt— 

help to feed underground waterways and is apt to overlook. $2.50. 
tend to preserve surface waters; they may A. H. Bolton (Can Uniform Laws The Fisherman’s Guide—By Bob 
even localize the clouds which give a fairly Cure Our Conservation Ills) is Becker—30c. 
definite rainfall in each locality. Perhaps president of the Iowa Division of the * * 
the coastal ranges need a crown of trees League, and is a Sioux City at- Miscellaneous Bulletins 
to give the water without which every torney. He devotes much time and (Government and private 

watershed would be useless. I believe that energy to preaching uniform legis- ___ publications*) 
the narrowing influence of an environment lation for conservation progress and Improving the Farm) “Environment 
interfered with by man has not yet made is well-known in Waltonian circles for Wildlife 
man so narrow that he cannot see his folly throughout the central northwest. proms 08 ee 

: : Propagation of Pondfishes 
in tampering with the laws of nature. I Suggestions for Pheasant Manage- 
do not believe that we can wait longer and ment in Southern Michigan 

expect this fact to remain as our hope for partment, upon examination was found to Small Refuges for Waterfowl 
conservation and _restorati @ have in its crop two hundred fifty-nine Waterfowl Food Plants 

° grasshoppers, three crickets, two worms Winter Feeding of Game Birds 
and one small bug. There is no grass- National Plan for American For- 

The Pheasant's Bill-of-Fare hopper poison made that has to its credit estry 

(Continued from page 6) eee ae eS Order Books from National 

all fairness, we feel this a fair question to that is spent yearly in North Dakota for Headquarters 
ask: “Is it not better to let the pheasant grasshopper poison were spent in the propa- If your public library does not 
kill a few hills of corn than to let the cut gation of pheasants and partridges, there is contain reference material of value 
worms take the whole field?” And if you no reason why every county in our state to sportsmen, conservationists and 
will plant your corn deep, most of the could not be as free from grasshoppers as students, why not build up such a 
danger of the corn being uprooted by the the five counties named above. We should section as a chapter donation to the 
pheasant in quest for worms will be elimi- like to ask the advocates of grasshopper public library? 
nated. Right here we would like to call poison for their explanation of the light *These publications may all be se- 
our readers’ attention to the fact that since “hopper infestation in these particular cured direct from National Head- 
the pheasant was stocked in the corn-rais- North Dakota counties. quarters for mailing charges only— 

ing counties in the southern part of the Another charge made against the pheas- a three cent stamp. 
State of North Dakota, not a single crop ant is that he drives out the prairie chicken. 
has been lost by cut worms. So far as investigations in North Dakota 

On the map of North Dakota, which ac- show this charge is not correct. Every ants to melons, and tomatoes. The reason 

companies this article, you will note that reader, sportsman and _ conservationist for this is, not that the pheasant likes 
the counties of Richland, Sargent, Ran- knows that we have more chickens right melons and tomatoes, but owing to the 

som, Dickey and LaMoure have the lightest now than we have had for a long, long shortage of water, the pheasant has been 
grasshopper infestation. This is an inter- time. It would not be sportsmanship to guilty of going to these plants for water. 
esting fact when we tell you that there are say that pheasants are responsible for this Surely, we should not condemn the pheas- 
in these five counties ten pheasants for condition, but on the other hand, it is not ants for taking water any place that they 
every one in any other part of the state. fair to say “that the pheasant drives out can get it, since mankind has drained our 
One pheasant which was struck by a car the prairie chickens.” state to such an extent that not even the 
and brought in to the Game and Fish De- Some damage has been done by pheas- birds can find water at times.
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Dear Aldo:- 

Jyst h eard of what appeared to be 
an authentic case of a cock pheasant hatthing : 
out a clutch of eggs after the hen had been 
killed. The teller of the tale is C. R. McFarlam, 

wy Lake Delton, Wisconsin. The incident took place i 

(yw ys” out on the coast, Oregon, I believe. Maybe you've f 

Qu, heard of similar cases but it was a new one to 
Mee 

Shipped 1500 young birds to a party 

in Connecticut last week on a hot day. They 
arrived 100% alive and in fine condition. 
Many of the birds were less than eight weeks old. 

Hope you can drive up some time. 
Regards to Mrs. Leopold and the familys. 

sincerely (Hi 

Sie O neecrtion Devt's ol: 
Connecticut , 

Michigan + 
Minnesota ‘ie 
New Jesse bie 
Idaho A eRe a 
Ohio ‘ ‘ gy 

Gees ee 
WY NOT You? pus a a 

Wh a 5 

MEMBER: United Game Breeders and Gamekeepers of America; she ea a pence irene leg i ‘ 
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PHEASANT EATS BEETLE | 
“On Friday, August 10th, I picked up a 

young cock pheasant, south of Lansdale, that | 
was struck and killed by an automobile. After 
arriving home I opened this bird to examine _ 
the contents of the crop and gizzard and 
found 302 Japanese beetles, one Mexican 
bean beetle, one hump worm, one grass- 
hopper, one garlic seed, and one grain of | 
wheat. | 

“So far, we have killed 19 foxes that were 
destroying game and poultry—12 gray and 7 
red foxes.”—Ambrose Gerhart, Game Pro- | 
tector, Souderton. | 
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Food Habits of North Dakota Ph t 
Investigations Made in North Dakota and Other States 

: aCe Dakota Farmer: Game birds damaging farm and garden crops and tigation and management of game. classify the pheasant in its economic 

such as grouse and pheasants, found that the 22% of grain present The study of food habits by means relationship to North Dakota’s agricul- 

which are closely associated with the was all waste except in one instance. of crop and gizzard analysis, as shown tural crops. Data accumulated during 

farmer and his crops, are often looked Burnett (1921) in Colorado found in earier in this paper, often gives inter- the winter months of the year from 

upon with économic interest, especially 48 pheasant stomachs 7,039 kernels of esting results. Two specimens col- non corn-raising areas of the state 

if they are too attentive to the farm- grain, consisting of corn, oats, barley lected at Leeds, N. D., in December might help solve the winter-feeding 

er’s grain crops. The Ringneck pheas- and wheat. In 28 of the birds exam- gave particularly interesting results problems of those particular regions. 
ant, an introduced species, has ined, a total of 2,127 weed seeds were because there was very little visible This study would be the first of its 
received its share of this critical com- found. More than half of these weed food supply near the cover where they kind on pheasant food habits con- 
ment on its feeding habits when suc- seeds were of the sunflower (Helian- were collected. The analysis, however, ducted as far north in the Great Plains 

cessfully propagated in a new territory. thus sp.) and the black bindweed showed that these particular birds as North Dakota, and for this reason 
The Hungarian partridge, another of (Polygonum convolvulus), a serious were good rustlers in spite of the deep alone should be highly valuable from 
North Dakota’s exotic game birds, weed pest in Colo- —— : snow in a tem- the standpoint of the insects included 

which is rapidly spreading over the rado. Thelargest [ [Cl perature of 385 in the pheasant’s diet. This, with our 
state because of its great mobility, will number of any | = = === # + == = = | degrees F., and threatening grasshopper plague, should 
no doubt in a few years have to submit species of the 788 = ——UrOC~—~— the lack of corn- warrant continuation of the study. 
a menu of its diet to some investigator. insects found in [| = = _ _-—| ‘fields, which are Another interesting view to take in 
At the present time we are concerned the 48 birds were ~~ =, | haunts of pheas- this study is in calculations thatcan be ~ 

only with the pheasant. 558 alfalfa web- ‘oy hrrtC<C~CC ants in southeast- applied to the 1,170 common pigweed 
Other States Investigate. worms (Loxosiege |. |)" 5. 8 ern North Dakota. seeds that the one pheasant ate. 0. A. 

= nthe siates-ofWashinetonOrecous.. Commixtalis), that fee ee ee Lig t=| The result of the Stevens of the botany department, 

Sang Te ae OY er ee Se a eeteeae ae cere ae sees pea 
ae ere de a2 wells ‘some of the three birds. WE ee Ai. | two birds is not covered that one plant of common pig- 
eastern states where the pheasant has i ee Se x ; é 

z A i This is just an | fay 86 eS —CC“‘é|#«#COOMfered + as being weed yielded 117,000 seeds. If the 
long been established, considerable in- ee 

Pies ae Z example of what | #7735 j= #7. == =| representative of 1,170 seeds eaten by the pheasant were 
vestigation of feeding habits has been Coe : : ‘ 

has been found | (Sia = = = = (ee the pheasants of to grow and yield seeds at the same 
conducted by federal and state depart- a 
ments. More recently the states of by a few of the of oe [ £7 the state, nor of rate they would produce 136,990,000 

Rare ee states conducting [9 7) MS the immediate ter- seeds! A pheasant with this record 
Michigan, Iowa, Nebraska and South = = BOERS iy ee * 

= oa. is food-habit investi- |iV3l) 23: 28 = = 8%. =| ritory where they has repaid the farmer for a few stolen 
Dakota have carried on similar inves- - CO ee ee g 
sekege gations of the oe a i | Uwere collected, meals from his crops. 

tigations. In some of the states, the : 
3 pheasant. Paul D. | see = - S| ~SCé#utt as 2 point of More Study Advisable. pheasants have been accused of viola- Dalk ee ee | interest. in the y Ad 5 " 

tions ranging from the digging of U&%<®% fe aoe 4 oe -_ e ¢ aA ae The pheasant food-habit investiga- 
newly-sprouted corn to the killing of oer : fe > ue | me Ce Paco: toate tion as it is now conducted by the 
young poultry. In contrast to this, the Sone et nee 4 ao ‘yD Ns att nnadit writer, who collects all the specimens 
farmers in some states have no com- a oS ene aye, rt ees a - and does the routine laboratory analy- 
Plaint to make. For example, McAtee Hees of ee ee ee aii es ee a SES sis, is done without cost to the state. 
and Beal in 1912 gave a report on the “2PIHS © Se 6 ee re i.| Under these conditions, and to avoid 
economic status of the pheasant, ee as ery i rr~—“‘i#R#ERRRRE ae ae 5 . ne ~ | exorbitant expense to the writer, it is 
based on the analysis of crops and Ae ee ne oe erry ( Pal Ve necessary to confine the collection of 
gizzards from the Pacific Northwest tee sc ‘out! 1 oe 1 hi Whandf (atk oo on pu -specimens to an area not exceeding a 

and farmers’ reports of damage in New Tae ate College, Nee ee y ee ee small ae we ia ra © 812! 50-mile radius from Fargo. Birds must 
York, where pheasants are accused of if S See of 285 pheasants. zar coe aa Sc or 2 ae be taken from an area in numbers 
digging sprouted corn, oats, barley, e-pepere © : ene op Se as well S : eae ae a large enough so that the data accumu- 
beans and cucurbit seeds. In Wash- 27© i Process of pub ees nick sec oA seep =e Se lated are representative of that par 
ington and Oregon, where pheasants Food Habits. - 2 en. a ae an, ie oe a ticular area, but not in such numbers 
have been numerous for years, the The results of food-habit studies of ee on ae Ru oe a as to seriously interfere with the 
farmers have no complaints, and some the pheasants in the different states k ee nea ee =e e Rae { breeding stock. The conduction of a 

value the birds so highly they will not are of great. value in the economic Be : oie! ee Ba en ae state-wide collection and analysis of 
permit hunting on their property. classification of the birds of the United ee ; aE Poot ee ee Eder specimens, as should by all means be 

Much Weed Seed Consumed. States. Results thus far show that the oo ae ck a fl De a fe al done in this state, would require the 
; economic value of the bird is a local (Amaranthus retroflexus), an See cooperation of a number of individuals 

The few pheasant crops and gizzards 5 of barnyard grass (Echinochloa crus-| 5 eae 
3 2 one and depends on kinds of crops ‘ : 4 in different parts of the state, as well 

from Washington and Oregon, exam- : eee galli). The gizzard contained 584 wolf-| : 5 raised and the availability of foods 3 | as considerable laboratory work. Such 
ieee Be eee ean Beal, showrd tat other than crops berry: seeds, 4 woltherry fruits; 2 bert 4 state-wide study could be carried out 
the contents was composed of about ES s, nels of barley, 6 seeds of prairie rose} _. + 

«. Knowledge of the value of food-habit 2 : without a great expenditure of money 
34% of oats and wheat. These birds (Rosa sp.), 1 seed of smartweed (Poly-| * af 

* studies, the interest of farmers and Bae Beira by soliciting the aid of the game ward- 
were taken in September, October and : Q gonum lapathifolium), 35 of lambsquar-} peas 

gees sportsmen in this popuar game bird, zm ’: | ens in different parts of the state as 
December; therefore it is probable . ters (Chenopodium album) and 70 of : 

< the pheasant, as well as the question : | collectors. Results obtained from such ‘ 
that the grain was gleanings from the = péeweed. The gravel present weighed} 

x ef food supply available during the = : | a study would more than repay the 
ground. Other vegetable matter pres- 3 1.1 grams. This particular pheasant} 

; ; winter months, led the author to start ; | state for money expended, and would 
ent included acorns, pine seeds, te ets ‘ must have been of a more daring and/ ,. & 

6 * a food-habit investigation in North z give game managers something to 
browse, peas, snowberries, rose hips, Raa adventurous nature than his mate and ~ ; ; ; 

Sete a Dakota similar to that conducted by 2 & work from in regard to winter feeding. 

ene Seeds OF (black, mustard, CIIGK= me of our nelghboriig states wandered out to a neighboring straw- __ 4 arian ©. Fox, Cass County 
weed, lupine, dandelion and bur clover. ~~ 8! & 2 stack or deserted granary for his food. = B 2 : 

The stomach of one bird contained 800 In North Dakota. Né-Conclusisas-Made — 
capsules of chickweed bearing more Through the courtesy of Thoralf : : ; Reduced emergency rates on live- 
than 8,000 seeds. The next largest Swenson, state fish and game commis- With the paucity of the data Ihave stock feed, water and cattle to be 
item in these stomachs was animal sioner, and Marvin Jones, secretary of on hand from my brief study of the shipped to grazing areas will not be 
matter consisting of larvae of March the Cass County Conservation Associa- pheasant’s food habits, it -would be extended, the president of the Drouth 

flies (Bibio)- One stomach contained tion, I was able to get a permit to col- folly to attempt to classify the bird as Relief Committee has been advised by 

432 of these larvae. lect specimens out of season. These being either beneficial or injurious to the chairman of the Association of 
Field, Graham and Adams (1914) in men are to be congratulated on having agriculture. Perhaps after a year or Western Railway Executives. Reduced 

Massachusetts examined the contents taken a step forward with some of two of further study, I shall have rates, which had been effective since 
of stomachs of pheasants accused of our sister states in the scientific inves- enough data at hand to economically June 4th, expired on September 4th.
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’ | Here’s The Story Of Our N. D. Pheasants 
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| Pictorially, here is what is hap-| Erich Kather, president of the 
pening to Williams county’s large |Izaak Walton League in Williams 
pheasant coveys—death by starva-|county, today stated that more than 
tion. 100 bushels of grain had been dis- 

Left is pictured the starved emaci- |tributed by the league this season. 

ated birds AS a ee oF body| In distributing feed, Kather 
ravage y lack of food. was e S 
found in Sargent county as many warned that it should not be scat 

have been found in Williams and ae at the edge of highways, point- 
McKenzie counties. On the right ising out that maintenance men with 
the same pheasant, shown with full|scrapers carry the seed from the 
plumage. shoulder of the road to the center as 

The bird on the left weighs 24|they work the roads. Motorists have 
ounces including three. ounces of|killed many starved game birds as 
feathers. A normal bird will weigh |they feed on the scattered grain in 
between 3 and*3% ‘pounds. the center of ‘the highway.
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ANNUAL TAKE REPORTED IN NEW JERSEY (Rounded #6 nearest 1000) . —wxgyoncq SoaSOn On —- 

T Year 

Species 1934 | 1933 | 1932 | 19313 [| 1930 | 1929 | 1928 | 1927 | 1926 | 1925 | 192% 

aS ee a ee ee eae 
SSS SS SS SS SS SS a SS SSS Se 

eects een eS ee ee eee 
na: 1,000] €7,000| 77,000| 72,000] 59,000| 7.0001 58.000! 77,0001 6,000! 61.0001 59,000 

Grease. | 12,0001 0,001,000] 9,000 _3.600|*;200| 4,200) 19,0901 22,0001 30,0001 33,000 
Sa ee ee = ai 
on. 1.100} 14500] 1,300] a,to0]_2,s00| 3.7001 1.2001 3,200| 
—_ 3.0001 73,000} 72,000| 51,000} 65,000 tot 

PREDATORS ({Rounded off to nearest 100) 

a 10,800] _9,600| 13,000/20,0007| 9,900] 10,200| 9,300) 12, 600| 12,600) 13,000] 15,200] 
i 

Weasels 4,900 Ee yoo Ss ot sae) 8007 2S = F canal ‘00. a 200| 3,000 g00 | 
1 1 

on SS eS Se Se 
FISH (Rounded off to nearest 1000) 

Trout [440 000 1460, 000 [Lol 0001422, 000 [269, 000] 300, 000 |264, 0001230, 0001206, 0001185, 00c 1168, 000 
Bass 1172000 [177,000 1160,000/147, 000100, 000 [104,000] $8,000/112,000|112,000| 86,000/121,000 
Pickerel 1294, 000 [201,000 1201, 000 [233,000 [265,000 /204, 000/178,.000[196,000/177,000/135,000 [193,000 

(Rounded off to nearest 100) 

Lic 
ey 150, 200/137, 900 |121, 800} 134, 400 | 202, 200 | 202,000] 195, 200] 189, 800/175, 700/173, 900 159, 600|
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ANNUAL STOCKING IN NEW JERSEY 

1935 | 1934 | 1933 | 1932 [ 1931 [1930 [ 1929 [ 1928 | 1927 [1926 | 1925 [ 1924 | 1923 | 1922 

Rabbits 1,000 }22 a= 000 |21 lie ies arise 000 114,000 |12 5 aa! 9,000| 2,000 

34,000 30,000 |22,000|28,000|24, 00 | 31,000 25,000 |25,000|26,000 |36,000/28,000127,000|24, 00] Pheasants 4, 000 130,000 |22, 000 |28, 000 |24, 000 | 32, 000 |23, 000 118,000 |26,000 | 16, 000 |1,000}17,000114,000} 6,600 

goat | 5,000] 6,000] 3,500] 2.1001 2400 yoo] 200] = - =| g00| 200] 36] aa3| = = -/- = = 
ine = = SS Sa SS SS SS SS 

Cost Items Per Bird 

—— SS 2a = | sero] $2.46 . 
Huns Reported



File: Prairie Chicken 
Ohio 
Pheasants, 

. Extract from letter from BE. L, Wickliff, Conservation Department, Columbus, Ohio 
to Wm. F. Grimmer, Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin, December 4, 1934: 

"T am quite sure it will interest you to know that Mr. Ollie Neimeyer, 
State Game Protector for Marion County, recently reported four broods of 
young prairie chicken, the apparent result of stocking the breeder birds 
sent by you to this Division. Mr. Neimeyer is a dog fancier, he raises dogs 
and also judges field trials and therefore is in the field a large part of 

the time and what he says I feel sure is authentic," 

"If at any time you should pass through Ohio we should be glad to have 
you stop and we will take you to one of our ring-neck pheasant refuges in 
Wood County where you will see a very umsual concentration of these birds. 
In fact, last winter we trapped 708 wild adult ring-neck pheasants and estim- 

_-— ated we had left a brood stock of over 800 birds. This refuge consists of 
only 560 acres,"



File: Quail / 
Pheasants ~ 
Foods 

(Gxtract from letter from Ray C, Steele, Superintendent, Upper Mississippi 
River Wild Life and Fish Refuge, Federal Building, Winona, Minnesota, 
December 18, 1934.) 

"The boys brought in an interesting report this morning regarding 
Ying-necks and quail. They found quite a large patch of jimson weed 
which was overrun with both quail and ring-necks. ‘The ring-necks were 
pulling the pods down and breaking them apart for the seeds and I assume 
the quail were feeding on the seeds mattered about on the snow as the 
result of their being torn up by the ring-necks, While this seed is not 
common in the bottoms, there is a considerable amount of it and I was 
surprised at the amount of seed contained in a single pod, Undoubtedly 
this is an attractive and splendid source of food for these two birds and 
probably others,"



Re, 

Mikana Wis .Dec.21,1934 
Dr.Aldo Leopold 4 
Madison Wis. 
Dear Sir;- 

T héve delayed snswering yourkind letter of Oct- 
ober for one reason or anothear-mainly becsuse JI had hoped 
to be in Madison ere this.Following your suggestion I have 
read the remarkable book“Game Management and sm fairly well 
along with “Game Survey! I received the other dsy several 
pnhamplets dealing with pheasants which in due time I will 
study.Thank you for them, “r.Wing's stay with us has been 
of considerable value to me in understanding the nature of 
the work you wish me to undertake,( I have 4 grest deal of 
respect for this gentleman,but impatiently hope that his 
research will result in some thing more tangible that cause.) 

\ May I suggest the following observations concern- 
ing phessants, 
We are north of the drift-less area.There is no ragularity 
in the contour of the country.Agricultural lands predominate 
but they are cut through with brushy hills, and pock-msrked 
with thick growing swamps, 
We have an unexpected large pheasant population st this time, 

i This was reported st a well attended mesting last Tuesday. 
Bstimates are ten to twenty thousand, 

They are congregated in flocks of from twelve to twanty about ' 
the available food supplies, 

The apparent ranges of theses flocks is confined to about one 
section, 

The snow averages about twelve inches. 
A great many weeds extend above the snow on which they ar e 
feeding,particulsrly slong the shores of lskes and streams, 

The out standing wesds are the rag wead and the beggar's lice, 
Thera is no evidence of budding, 
They dig in the snow for the berries of nightshade and asparagras, 
Acorns ssem to bea 4 great favordte.Let a scuirrel indicate 
their location and the pheasant will scratch up the whole 
srea.This is very noticable, 
Wither this bird is by nature very active of else he is being 
spurred by nacassaty,for he is on the hunt every minute. 
The sportsmen have a great love sand respact for him and his 
thrift and are digging down in their respective pockets for 
the means to tydo him over,if need be, This movement for 
his welfare is county wide and I doubt if a flock will be 
overlooked, : 
I cannot tell you about food patches for the critical 
forage situation this summer cleaned them up, 

‘ To date,I have nothing to indicate that these birds drifted 
very far from where they were hatched or released, 
We are far south of the northern limit, 
There are no sick,weak or dead birds to date, 
Some evidences of distructive sfiects of grasshopper poison. 
Rvidence of considerable number of "blsck"pheasants around 

i Gumberland where the population is heavy.



I would like to believe that thas bird will be a 

success in this country bacause of his apparent ability t o 
make thea most of his opportunities and becausea the sports- 
men,4ppreciating his handicap,are willing to provide at least 
some part of that which is lacking, 

During the month of January I will continues to, look- 
see and ,may be,like the bride,will be wiser and onder; 

' Respectfully 

Jack Harlow aot 

: i ‘
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(Hot for publication) Game Management 118 

Aldo Leopold, 1934 

GANS POPULATION DENSITIES 

Acres 

Species Place Size of uait Per Head Remarics 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres po MacLean,1930, Foothill range 
Wis. 600 acres 5 Univ Arboretum, vinter 1933-34 
Mo. 6 sami. 5 Leopold, unpubl. 
S. Tova Inhabited farms 2-4 Most frequent density, 1931-2 
Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 
Mo. 280 acres 1e3. Phil Me Smith farm, 1923 

i " i " if Set " " n " ‘ 1929 

Pheasant Mich, 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 
‘l FF 12 " Ht winter 

Dalzota 640 acres 2.6 Johnson, soring 
NW. Tova Inhabited range any Most frequent density,1931-32 

Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres 4 Leopold & Ball, spring 
tt uw " " 165 u i! fad. 

Minn. (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres 4 Maxvell, spring 
Partridge tT. Iowa Inhabited range omle Most frequent density, 1931-32 

Rabbit Pa. 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 

England ? 0.15 Spring density (Haddon) 
Idaho (Jack) 5,000 acres i Rabbit drive, winter 

" " 64o 4" 0.5 High of cycle 
Ariz. (Jack) 5,100 " 1.8 April, 1925, drive 

" 1,260 " “06 May, 1923, drive 
" 2,560 " 2,1 Nove, 1920, drive 

Ti, Mex, 640 8 4.0 June, 1927, drive 

Ducks Ohio 1,500 acres 0.1 Fall density,locals (Day) 
Minn, & lakes 1.0 all density,locals (Leovold) 

Deer NoYes 750 acres 7-5 Enclosure 
Minny 390 sqsmi. 32 Itasca Park, 1920 
Mich, 22 sqemi, 30 Grand Island, 1923 
Ind. 16 Morgan County, 1820 
Pa. 12.5 Present density of deer range 
5 25 Est,capacity of deer range 
France(Roe) r 25 Common density,roe deer 
Bohemia( Red) 3 100 Common " »rea " 
Calif, 1,142 sa.mi. 30 Stanislaus U.F., 1921-23 
We 04 16 sq.mi, 91 Adirondacks, 1929 

(Towmmsend & Smith) 

Antelope Ueidex. 4,650 sqemi. 1200 Ligon, 1926 

Eliz Yellowstone 3,400 sqemi. 100 Yearlong; range, 1927 
Park



File: Iowa 
: Nesting Habits 

Pheasant .— 

Jan. 2, 1935--Frederick Hamerstrom told me (quoting from memory) that he 
found and mapped 52 pheasant nests on a sample plot of burned marsh consisting 
of 20 acres near Okeboji Lake, Iowa, presumably in 1933 or 1934, ‘This was 
part of a 100-aere marsh, the rest of which probably had a lesser density, 
The vegetation was bulrush and cane (Phragmites), ‘his density is 2.6 

nests per acre, ‘The vegetation in this marsh was uniform and unmarked by 
islands of willows or clumping of other plants.
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h rican F h Ct Cc me Casan 
A complete history of this popular game bird 

By SETH GORDON 
President, American Game Association 

et IVE million pheasants bagged an- ences in China. “And now see what has 80 and 90 birds to a game official about 
nually? Why man, your adding happened in America.” 1883. The consignee died before the ship 
machine must be crazy!” expost- The fine contribution Judge Owen N. docked. No one else knew about the 
ulated a friend of mine when I Denny of Oregon, then Consul-General shipment of birds, and the sailors gave 

informed him that, according to the best at Shanghai, made to the sport of hunt- the pheasants away along the San Fran- 
figures obtainable, that was the bag last ing in America is pretty well known, but cisco waterfront. 
fall. “You must be talking about the no one ever knew what the original birds Judge Denny died in 1900, but the 
British Isles and all of Europe com- cost. sportsmen of Oregon never forgot their 
bined,” he insisted. In the July, 1917, issue of The Oregon debt of gratitude to him. In 1917 they 

I assured him that it all happened Sportsman, Carl D. Shoemaker, then discovered that his widow, living in Port- 
right here in the good old U.S.A., and State Game Warden of Oregon, said: land, was in need. They raised funds by 
then proceeded to prove it. Unfortu- “In 1882, Judge Denny sent the first live popular subscription to lift the mortgage 
nately a lot of states do not yet compile Chinese pheasants to America. The birds on her home and to provide the neces- 
figures on the annual game kill, but here all died in Seattle following a rough voy- sities of life. Later the legislature made 
are a few examples: age. The next shipment, about fifty, ar- an appropriation of $50 per month to 

South Dakota tops the list with 1,000,- rived safely in Portland and were lib- Mrs. Denny for life from the Oregon 
000 to 1,500,000 cock pheasants annu- erated on the old Denny homestead in state game fund. She died several years 
ally; next comes Minnesota with 1,000,- the Willamette Valley near Peterson’s ago, more than ninety years old. 
000 cocks; Nebraska, North Dakota, Butte, Linn County. The liberation was 
Iowa, Wisconsin and Illinois trail along, the occasion for a big celebration.” Op early experiments with pheas- 
not far behind, in the order named. By 1892, Denny pheasants, as they ants in the United States can be told 

In the East, Pennsylvania tops the list were then called, had become so abun- briefly. The first public effort to estab- 
with 250,000 cocks; New York, 185,000; dant in that part of Oregon that an lish pheasants in California began with 
New Jersey, 100,000; Connecticut, 50,- open season of 75 days was declared, and an appropriation of $2,000 in 1889. An 
000; and Massachusetts, almost 40,000. 50,000 birds were killed on the opening agent went to Oregon and secured 140 

In the Far West the states of Oregon day. birds at $10 per pair from farmers and 
and Washington, where the ringneck first Mr. Shoemaker further stated that others. Later, about 400 more birds were 
really got started in America, contribute “in 1893, 30,000 Chinese pheasants were obtained from Oregon, but it was not 
large kills of cock pheasants every year. killed in one county alone, and that year until 1933, after a wait of forty-four 
And this brings me to an epochal event 1,200 dozen were shipped to the San years, that California sportsmen enjoyed 
in American shooting history. Francisco market.” legal pheasant shooting. 

“How much?” asked the Judge as he In commenting on that first season, 
pointed to some gaudy long-tailed birds ape state of Washington also shared California Fish and Game (January, 
in small bamboo cages surrounded by a Judge Denny’s benefactions. He 1934) says: “During the six-day period 
motley array of dried frogs, fish, poultry shipped pheasants there in 1883. The more men went out to try their luck than 
and vegetables. first open season was declared in 1903, in many years. Twenty thousand male 

“Him say for two 35 cents, Amelican for 90 days. In Washington, as in Ore- birds seems to be a fair estimate of the 
money,” responded the interpreter after gon, pheasants have furnished a whale of kill. The cock pheasant surprised many 
what seemed like much talk and many a lot of good shooting ever since. with his speed in flying and running, his 

useless gestures between the dark-skinned, Judge Denny also tried to help Cali- deceptive flight, and his ability to hide 
slant-eyed man squatting on the ground fornia. He sent a shipment of between and back-track on the nimrod.” 
and the go-between. Early attempts to 

“Cheap enough, “Come on, boss! I’ve got him nailed” introduce pheasants in 
Judge. I’d take all he j a v AV Si the East, birds shipped 
has,” urged the Ad- ] 3 a} « : i from England, date 
miral. SS s. mF Min * jf . wu back to 1790. Richard 

And thus in a Wee @ ae 2 yj x WG Ui ee Ap Bache, son-in-law of 
Shanghai public mar- | 9a A Sg Lf, tad) Ch mel kre - Benjamin Franklin, 
ket in 1882 was closed CaP he ar 4 gs APs. et Pe > Fy or brought them to his 
the deal for the first a i F i | ite ey ye a LI f, . Delaware River estate 
four pairs of Chinese ott? ip gee ee ee a. : € a 2]. iin New Jersey, prob- 

pheasants which Judge 7 “ag be Cow » "Pro uf > ta ae TSS ably mostly for aviary 
Denny shipped to sae] lack) gia x) Tk Rte) 4 a ; A A" eo purposes. A century 
America. " aff eee Nb fi >, dared V@ : later, according to Dr. 

Yes, sir; we res te EEG é eee, BS ew nS John C. Phillips in 
cued those eight birds aa® gto See te SRR WY et Meee | his Wild Birds Intro- 
from the Chinese ees a ce = REY vi iC { pe = duced in North Amer- 
cook-pots at 35 cents i By ys mm OW ete AG ee, ica ((1928), Pierre 
a pair—17 cents in eee Oe Al ie a Oe as), yi) 7 het, Lorillard imported 
gold,” proudly said ae Sal 9 AA c : a Le, weber y 4 pt i many pheasants into 
that grand old globe- “g Bsaeuaet 7 aay Shee : ; | hi ee northern New Jersey 
trotting sportsman, gia fy! as Oe wf h eS) # se, to stock his estate, 
Admiral Hugh Rod- A Fa de POR f p< L} x of peu and early in the nine- 
man, U.S.N., Retired, TAR I Mle hi p+ re iad ties pheasants were 
to me recently while gg a Padi ieee as war Tae well established in 
discussing his pheas- fia ) Pe a ‘) VB, ee lo" that region. 
ant- hunting experi- SP 0ce PL 32 Fe! les a en a But, according to
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The pheasant may have been a “furriner” once, but he’s a native now : 

the same author, “not much attention tific reason for the failure of most of in America, and he thrives in the very 
was paid to foreign game birds until after these widely scattered releases, except country where native birds, such as 
the successful introduction of pheasants that there just weren't enough birds to prairie chickens, sharptails and quail, 
in Oregon. After this became known in assure success, until at the 20th Game have been driven out by intensive agri- 
the East the country went wild over Conference Dr. A. A. Allen of Cornell cultural methods. 
pheasants, without much regard to the University, in discussing sex rhythm, Pheasants and farming get along to- 
actual stock. The nineties saw pheasants gave an explanation that may be the gether, if the farmers give them half a 
more or less established in many parts answer. He said: “If a species is rare, chance. And when the hunting season 
of the Northeastern States. Palmer says territories large, competition not severe, opens, the cocks soon get it through their 
they had been placed in all the states ex- a lack of synchronized breeding rhythm heads that the report of the shotgun 
cept nine by 1907, and of these five were and resulting infertile eggs is likely to means no good to them. They either sit 
in the South.” occur. Final extirpation of species on the so tight that one must almost step upon 

Between 1906 and 1915 something like verge of extinction, such as the heath them—and I have stepped on a few—or 
80,000 pheasants were imported for hen and the passenger pigeon, might well they sneak out or flush wild with their 
brood stock and releasing, but, as Doc- have been accomplished because of a typical cackle of alarm. 
tor Phillips says, too many of the states, lack of synchronization in the mating Pennsylvania’s game officials have 
largely to satisfy political demands, at cycles of the few males and females left. been credited with being smart men, but 
first sent a few pairs to each county, The failure of introductions of foreign the wily ringneck outsmarted them. No 
never enough in one place to furnish a_ species when few individuals are liberated state hunts its farm game coverts harder. 
conclusive experiment. or the stock widely scattered is likewise The state authorities, even as late as 

Rearing pheasants for stocking pur- explainable on this same basis.” 1919, held that “pheasants will never 
poses in America was given great im- become established in Pennsylvania be- 
petus when, in 1912, the American Game AMERY shooters for years argued cause they cannot stand hard winters and 
Association established demonstration that ringnecks would never stand up hard hunting both.” They argued that 
game farms and published a special bul- under punishment. Many of them still the only sensible way was to stock pheas- 
letin on pheasant rearing. Many state belittle this gaudy, wily foreigner. They ants in the springtime, shoot them off 
and private game farms were estab- say he isn’t game; that he’s a dunghill. in the fall, then repeat the operation. 
lished, mostly to raise pheasants, but in But I’ll wager my best Llewellin setter That state began stocking pheasants in 
the beginning thousands of birds were that they never hunted pheasants where 1915—2,100 of them—and shooting of 
utterly wasted by being stocked in forest the birds really thrive and are hunted both sexes was allowed the same fall. 
country, when their natural habitat is regularly. Later, hens were protected. So far, Penn- 
grain-farming country interspersed with The worst they can say about the ring- sylvania has stocked over 165,000 birds 

_. plenty of dense weed, tall grass, brier, neck is that he runs ahead of bird dogs; and distributed over 450,000 eggs. Her 
swampy slough and alder patches. but as to gameness, he can take it. To- average annual pheasant kill now greatly 

No one ever attempted to give a scien- day he is one of the craftiest game birds exceeds the kill of native ruffed grouse,



The American Pheasant 

and pheasant hunting has become so popu- The total kill of pheasants in South Da- a dumb-bell as many people think, 
lar that it has taken much of the load off kota is now estimated at 1,000,000 to Aldo Leopold, in his game surveys, 

the native game birds. 1,500,000 birds annually. Something like found that in the Middle West pheasants 
Every other state where the ringneck 23,000 birds have since been trapped from rarely average more than one bird to the 

has taken hold reports the same thing. I sections where they were abundant and acre, and quite often, even in good pheas- 
have hunted pheasants in a number of shipped to other sections of the state. This ant-hunting territory, not more than one 

states, including South Dakota, and they past winter 1,000 pheasants were trapped bird to every three to seven acres. In one 

can still outwit me aplenty. and exchanged with the province of Al- county in northern Iowa he found 1,000 
And can the pheasant carry off a lot of berta for a like number of Hungarian pheasants on 320 acres, an exceptional case, 

lead! Several years ago I knocked a big  partridges. just as was an area in Ohio where 140 
cock for a loop with a heavy load of 6's to 210 birds were flushed from a patch of 
in a thick Illinois cornfield. He fell like a Bee eastern part of South Dakota twelve rows of corn about 400 yards long 

plummet. I knew just where he lay. seems to be the ideal pheasant habitat. each time it was visited by investigators. 

“Go fetch, Patsy!” I commanded. That section is covered with vast corn- In several marshy sections of New York 

Out went the little bitch like a flash. fields, from which the corn is husked from and New Jersey adjacent to farm lands, 
She knew her pheasants, and that bird the stalks, leaving the fodder and the corn very heavy winter concentrations of pheas- 
to me was just as good as in my coat missed in harvesting in the fields for winter ants occur, but one estate in eastern Penn- 

right then. cover and food. Adjacent to the cornfields sylvania—about 1,400 acres of farm land, 

But Patsy failed me. Finally we hunted are large swamps and sloughs covered with brushy ravines, unmown hayfields and 

that spot together in widening circles for heavy grass and reeds of the kind which woodlots—boasts the heaviest concentra- 
forty minutes, but no pheasant, except two pheasants crave for added shelter and tion yet recorded in the East. In 1932 on 
scared hens. Disgusted, I called it quits. roosting cover. Predators, except crows, that estate 1,500 eggs were salvaged ahead 

Almost an hour later I swung back into seem to be scarce in that state. of the mowing machine by using a flushing 
that section, hoping the rascal might still While the neighboring states stocked device while cutting 123 acres of alfalfa. 
be found. Over two hundred yards from the pheasants, several of them have benefited That winter, over 1,800 pheasants lived on 
marked spot the little Llewellin snapped greatly from South Dakota’s overflow. that property. The following spring, 
into a stanch point. I walked in, but no Parts of Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota and around 1,200 pheasant eggs were salvaged, 

bird flushed. Finally, about five feet ahead North Dakota, with equally favorable food and during the winter of 1933-34 the 
of her nose, I spied the tip of his tail and cover conditions, are now almost as pheasant population was estimated at more 
feathers, his body completely hidden un- heavily stocked with pheasants as eastern than 2,000 birds. 
der thick grass. Desiring to give him a South Dakota. All the territory around this estate is 

chance, I shoved my foot right over him. North Dakota has trapped and trans- excellent pheasant country with plenty of 
Nothing doing. Then I grabbed, and picked ferred a considerable number of pheasants birds, but heayitly hunted, while on the 
up my bird—one wing off, the opposite leg to stock sections not heavily populated, estate hunting is limited to about 150 birds 

dragging, and otherwise hit hard, but still and so far has trapped and shipped 3,700 annually. The real answer is favorable food 

game and fighting for freedom. Right then pheasants to the provinces of Saskatche- and cover, with ideal nesting and range 
IT vowed never to hunt pheasants without wan and Manitoba for an equal number of — conditions. 
a dog. Hungarian partridges. 

Other pheasant hunters have had many Nebraska began stocking pheasants in O* this property the corn crop is har- 

similar experiences. Last falla companion, 1920, the total stocking consisting of 500 vested exactly as it is in Illinois, lowa 
a considerable distance from me, knocked pairs, but 5,000 pairs of birds have since and South Dakota—from the stalk without 

a high-flying cock right out of the air been trapped and transferred to other sec- cutting. If the farmers of the East could 
over a nursery planted to small evergreens. tions. Nebraska now kills about 200,000 all be induced to harvest their corn crop 
Ground cover was sparse. I marked the pheasants annually. in the same way, there is every reason to 
spot, stood still, and watched. In Wisconsin, Gustave Pabst was the believe that in corn-growing sections, espe- 

Apparently the pheasant was stone-dead good angel to the sportsmen, He stocked cially where there are ungrazed marshy 
when he fell. Two friends hunted, with 2,500 pheasants in 1910, and later the state ravines and uncut hay and weed fields 
the help of a dog, until disgusted. Then I began rearing and stocking them on a adjacent thereto, pheasants would become 

joined them. After thirty or more minutes considerable scale. To date 128,000 birds as abundant as they are in South Dakota. 

we gave up. Evidently that bird was only have been released, and 300,000 eggs dis- Prof. H. M. Wight of the University of 
stunned or had a broken wing, and used tributed. Wisconsin’s first open season was Michigan has devoted more time to study- 

his strong legs to streak out unnoticed. declared in 1925; last year the estimated ing the environmental needs of ringnecks 
kill was 150,000 pheasants. than any other man in America. Speaking 

I HAVE often seen pheasant hunters fail The Prairie States were formerly the of southern Michigan, he says, “Although 

to bag birds because they hunted and re- great prairie-chicken country of North we cannot hope to develop a pheasant pop- 

hunted fields or swales of heavy cover only, America. Today chickens are scarce, but ulation equaling that of certain sections of 

and did not hunt to the very edges. Or they some of them boast as many ringnecks as South Dakota, lowa and Minnesota, where 

overlooked the adjacent sparse stubbles, they used to have prairie chickens. Min- vast cornfields are left standing throughout 

open ditches and little islands of cover near _nesota, one of the greatest duck states ii the winter, the present population can be 

by. the Union, in 1931 killed only 518,000 greatly increased by the adoption of im- 

On the same trip last fall I persuaded my ducks, but had a total kill of over 1,000,000 proved management practices.” 

friends to accompany me on two different cock pheasants. On a demonstration area there, Profes- 

forays into a little patch of briers, weeds Anyone who has never hunted pheasants sor Wight increased the pheasant popula- 

and grass along a steep bank, less than a in these Prairie States has no conception tion over 400 per cent within two years by 

tenth of an acre, a considerable distance of the almost bewildering numbers of birds proper cover and food management. The 

from the cover we had been combing hard which are to be found in many sections. American Game Association, Washington, 

without results. Each time we flushed Ethan W. Thompson, who hunted in South D. C. will gladly tell you how Professor 

cocks, one time three. One companion Dakota last fall, says (The Northern Wight achieved this remarkable result. 

dropped a high-climbing Chink right over Sportsman, March, 1934): “Wherever Experiments with ringnecks in the 

a bare field and shouted, “He’s mine!” I there is a cornfield there are birds galore. Southern States have always been dis- 

rushed up the steep bank just in time to Seven of us went through one cornfield couraging. Virginia, for example, released 

see that bird running back into the brier of thirty or forty acres, and when we 2,200 birds in 1917. In the report of the 

patch. Had it not been for my action, reached the end over five hundred birds Game Commission the following spring it 

that friend would have lost another “dead” took wing. Fourteen men at the end of the is recorded that “The live pheasants lib- 

cock. drive bagged over thirty birds. In another erated in the fall of 1917 suffered severely 

Nowhere in America has the ring-necked ten acres of canebrakes we flushed over from hawks during the protracted snows 

pheasant made more remarkable increases three hundred birds. Never were we over of the winter (1917-18), and the reports 

than in the Middle West. Ohio and In- two hours securing all the law permitted, coming in are very discouraging. To estab- 

diana did not give the pheasant much at- five per day, shooting being permitted in lish the ringneck as a game bird in this 

tention until comparatively recent years, the afternoon only to make the sport more state would take years and constant re- 

but Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, difficult.” The limit for the season in South stocking until it acquired the shrewdness 

Minnesota, Nebraska and South Dakota all Dakota is 25 pheasants. necessary to cope with its natural enemies.” 

hegan stocking pheasants on a considerable 7 Since pheasants thrive in states where 

scale along about 1912 to 1917. eS fall, August Maier of Linton, snow lies on the ground for months at a 

The premier pheasant state of the Union South Dakota, killed a banded cock time, there must have been some other 
today is South Dakota. The first public pheasant that was one of the original birds reason for the failure in Virginia. I am in- 

stocking there occurred in 1912, with 300 released in 1913, a wise old fellow with a clined to suspect that the birds were scat- 

birds. The total number stocked up to 1919 charmed life that escaped for twenty years. tered over too much territory, and that 

was 7,000. The first open season was 1919, This proves that the pheasant is not such the ground cover was not dense enough for
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them ; also, that pheasants should never be pheasants. There seems to be plenty of in not less than twenty-seven states, and 
expected to thrive in a country where the same kind of cover we have here in in at least twenty of these the gaudy for- 
darky huts dot the landscape. They are too Pennsylvania where pheasants have done  eigner is destined to furnish a major part 
near the size of chickens, very well. of the upland wing-shooting of the future. 

Last fall, Dwight L. Armstrong of “In that section of Georgia there are a Not only is the ringneck game unto 
Pennsylvania told me about a pheasant good many gray foxes; the pheasant is a death, but his popularity is growing rapid- 
experiment which he and some friends good-sized bird and relatively easy meat ly. In many sections of the country he has 
made in Georgia, near Warm Springs. for the negro hunter; and probably we did _ served as a shock-absorber par excellence 
That is an excellent quail country, about not continue our stocking operations long for our native game birds. If he continues 
the only farming being patches of cotton, enough. On the other hand, there is not to grow in favor, and our duck supply 
cowpeas, corn, and in some instances anywhere nearly as much grain, such as continues at a low ebb, thousands of duck 
wheat, grown by negro tenant farmers. corn, as in Western States where the hunters may turn to ringneck shooting. 

“My theory was that perhaps pheasants pheasant has thrived.” As a table bird, the Chink is a most de- 
raised in the South would be better for It is very evident that a lot more re-  lectable morsel. I’ll take a juicy ringneck 
stocking purposes,” says Mr. Armstrong. search work should be done before more on the table any day in preference to grouse 
“So early in 1929 ten hens and four cocks pheasants are stocked in the Southern or quail. And that is another reason why 
were shipped to one of my friends in States, where the bob-white is king. he is gaining in favor. 
Georgia. He had very little difficulty in Apparently there is no state in the Little did Judge Denny realize that with- 
rearing the birds, and that fall released Union where pheasants have not been re- in a half century his purchases of pheas- 
about 275 grown birds. He put out another leased, either privately or publicly, and ants in a Shanghai market would inspire 
150 in 1930, and a few more in 1931. they are now being stocked in a number such nationwide interest, or that they 

“They strayed all over the countryside. of Canadian provinces, where reports in- would furnish so much pleasure to hun- 
Lately they seem to have disappeared en- dicate that they are getting nicely started. dreds of thousands of American sportsmen. 
tirely. The climate may be unsuited to Pheasants have become firmly established 

(This article was written in May, 1934.) 

Reprinted from the April 1935 issue of 
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Pheasant folder -— 

Extract from "The American Pheasant" by Seth Gordon, Field & Stream, 

April 1935. Filed in Pheasant folder 

“Last fall, August Maier of Linton, South Dakota, killed a banded gock 

pheasant that was one of the original birds released in 1913, a wise old 

- fellow with a charmed life that escaped for twenty years, ‘This proves that 

the pheasant is not such a dumb-bell as many people think,"
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COPY FOR PROF. LEOPOLD 

1d: 
or ap ees the copy of your memo to the Dean. 

I am certainly curious to know what Clerk had in mind 
when he recommended its withdrawal. I am also very 
curious to know more about Wing's paper, and will be palin 

very pleased to see you whenever you have the time, Hd.M. Searls 

April 6, 1935 

Mr, Ben cores AU 
Re 1 = Box * 

Grafton, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I am sending you a Federal bulletin 
which deals with the corn ear worm and its control. This 
bulletin contains the latest and best information I know 
of on the control of the corn ear worm. 

This is the first time that we have 
been asked to suggest a control for pheasants in muskmelon 
ou However, I believe that I can suggest a satis+ 
actory method of dealing with them. Some of the older 
textbook and bulletins recommended covering melons with 
cheese cloth to protect them from the oe foenes 
beetle. In fact, that used to be the s recommendation. 
Forms were made of wire and covered with cheese cloth to 
make the cages, These cages were placed over the hills 

‘ of melons, cucumbers, squash, ete, There are better 
methods for controlling the cucumber beetle today. These 
would not be effective senpans the pheasant however. It 
seems to me that when you have both the pheasant and the 
striped cucumber beetle to deal with, you could rid of 
both by oe Se sem I am referring 7 let to 
Professor Al Loops - zorhapa he might have a better 
suggestion for dealing with the pheasants, 

Very truly yours, 

df Ty Scar b 
EMS: EMM Assistant Professor 
Ene. 

Moles Baid. Rad ns Pee A gpete vio,
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Terminal Sales Building ow 
Portland, Oregon Ci “ago 

Ane Ww 

May 2, 1935 be} 

rer fi Mr. Seth Gordon, President 
American Sam Associ ation Un 
Investment Building 

Washington, De. Ce 

Dear Seth: 

I have just finished re-reading your article on pheasants, and I 

must say it is by far the best of its kind I have ever read. Never have I seen 
such a complete and accurate history of the introduction of this very fine game 
birde In my opinion the entire articte is exceptioally well written. I am 
particularly interested for the reason that for several years I have not been 
satisfied with the results we have been obtaining from our game farms in Oregon. 
Another point which has bothered me is why -= here in the West, at least <= vhese 
birds seem to thrive for several years when introduced into any new territory, and 
then they seem to start going down hill am continue to go down until here in the 
Willamette Valley where they were originall¥ introduced and where they formerly 
were so abundant, they seem almost doomed to extinction. 

Regarding my first point, I am almost comvinced that if we used 
the same amount of money that we expend each year on our game farms in the devel= 
opment of proper cover and food management, we would gain better results. I am 
also of the opinion that these results would be permanent whereas the work of our 
game farms seems to be merely from year to years 

When I first noted the rapid decrease in the Chinese Pheasant popu- 
lation in the Willamette Valley, I thought that it was probably due to the increase 
in human population with a corresponding increase in house cats and the propensity 
for the farmer and the farmer's boy to shoot every pheasant on sight regardless of 
season or other considerations. Later when I observed that the same conditions 
seemed to be prevailing in sparsely populated areas of Eastern Oregon and in the 
Yakima Valley and in Southern Idaho ani later in Malheur County in far Eastern 
Oregon, I am beginning to wonder if there is not some physiological reason why this 

seems to be trues 

I would appreciate an expression from you as vo your opinion on this 

subject. As a matter of fact, on both subjects. 

Also, in accordance with the suggestions contained in your pheasant 
artiche, I would like to know how Professor Wight increased the pheasant population 
of Michigan by more than four hundred per cent within two years. 

Cordially yours, 

ED. F. AVERILL



corr 

May 6, 1935 

Mr. Ed. F. Averill 
terminal Sales Bldg. 
Portland, Oregon 

My dear Ed: 

I thoroughly appreciate cong letter of March 2 concerning my article 
on pheasants and your comments on ite t the thing which pleases me most is the 
fact that it has set an old timer like you to thinking seriously along a line of »°— 
reasoning which a little handful of us has been trying to sell since the American 
Game Policy was adopted in 1930. Apparently this article has had the same effect 
on many others, and I therefore feel more than compensated for the time I spent in 
assembling it. 

I do not believe we will ever do away with game farms, but that we 
will gear them up to our whole wildlife restoration program in a new way. I do feel 
that in many cases the states will do away with or curtail their large mass produc- 
tion game farms, and spend some of that time and money in another direction which 
in the end will pay much bigger dividends. 

The condition you mention is typical of others of which I have heard. 
I expect that the change in agricultural methods and the failure to maintain proper 
combinations of food, cover and range was largely responsible for the very pronounced 
drop in pheasant population which you mention. It has been my privilege to inspect 
some of the most densely populated pheasant range in this country, and strange to 
say, in most cases where the birds have made the best showing, stocking programs 
have played a very small part after the first two or three yearse 

By this time you have probably read my Hungarian partridge article, 
and you will note running through that almost identically the same trend of thought. 
For instance, in the Canadian Provinces where the Huns have made such remarkable 
stridés, the extent of repeated stocking was practically negligible, but the birds 
there found an environment which made it possible for them to increase beyond the 

fondest hopes of those who sponsored the undertaking. 
I predict that if the agricultural methods in either the heart of 

the best pheasant country or the best Hungarian concentrations should be changed 
radically within the next decade, you would see there theysame kind of a startling 
diminution that you noticed in the case of whé pheasants in the Willamette Valley. 

That brings me to the new thought in wildlife management. You and I 

both spent thousands of dollars in law enforcement work, controlling predators, and 
restocking. Those activities had their place as part of the educational program, 
but did practically nothing to assure a maximum crop of game by handling a given 
area in the same intensive manner as a farmer, fruit grower or truck gardner would. 

We also spent plenty of money stopping outlaw fishermen and stocking truckloads of 

fish in our streamse But it is only recently that we have undertaken an intensive 
management program to improve the natural environment.
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I am convinced that in the future field officers of state game and 
fish departments are going to spend less and less of their time on police work and 
more time dealing with the problems of game and fish restoration in the same way 
as country agricultural agents have approached their job of getting larger returns 
from a given acreagee ‘the two will have to be integrated, md the place of a land- 
owner will assume greater importance as the program progresses. In many cases the 
states will have to employ an entirely new type of field agent. 

As I look back over more than twenty years in this field I am 
chagrined that we did not adopt a plan such as recommended by the American Game 
Policy twenty years agoe Of course this is hind sight. 

A few days ago a friend of mine said he couldn't understand why 
forestry has made such remarkable strides, while wildlife management has lagged be- 
hind. It so happens that since the turn of the present century we have graduated 
almost 7,000 foresters and less than 200 men who have specialized in game and fish 

management. Fortunately the educational institutions are now beginning $o turn out 
technicians trained in wildlife, and when we once have thousands of wildlife experts 

on the job, who are professionally recognized, a lot of our headaches of the past 
will be over. 

I am sorry to have written you at such length, but you asked for ite 
Under separate cover I am sending you Professor Wight's bulletin, which tells its 
own storye 

With best regards, I am 

Cordially yours, 

President 

ec
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File: Pa, 

: Pheas, .~— 

New Soils Building 
duly 22, 1935 

My, Richard Gerstell 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Gerstell: 

I am about to leave for Barope and lack time to carefully study your 
MSS. on Pennsylvania pheasants, but I have skimmed through it and, in general, 
like it very machi BEE 7s ranie tS vite Rete Sheed ent vedinel. ig 
the Commission won't publish it, put it in some periodical. 

As to detail, I noted a few points, 

Saturation Point. I take it that the 2,5 birds per acre densities 
are yearlong’ %, not a winter concentration,) If so, make this clear. 

Balatali 4 Hil. T don't think your graph bears out your conclusion 
that wet years heavy crops (p. 22). 

“anes. I'd like to see you try to correlate your heavy populations 
with soil geology. 

Predation. I have grave doubt whether warden opinion is evidence of 
which predators aé serious and which are not. Do you not somewhere state that 
each hen raises 10 young, and elsewhere that mature birds do not suffer predation? 
If 20, these two assumptions taken together would make predation equal sero. 

Spies. i think your estimates of less are toe low for any pheasant 
vange famil. to me, 

Your paper is an able effort to squeeze some meaning out of available 
NE Te cae taastaat tena me © see 
meagure the many important questions which your statistics raise, but ¢anno 
answer, 

It 4s refreshing to see a paper of this tone come out of Pennsylvania, 
I am returning the MSS, Let me know where and when this is to eppear, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Enel.



é Pile: Accidents 
Pheasants .— 

Someone at the Eumlien Club at the November 25, 1935, meeting told of 

‘finding a pheasant with his head caught between a double-wire cable. This 

is similar to an accident to a sora rail previously recorded.



Pa. Game News Pheasant 
November, 1935 

STRAWBERRIES  _—ssi 

proper place to place heir nest and rai 
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Seen aioe STATE OF OHIO ‘lie ban 
— DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Jar fe! 
de EARL H. HANEFELD, DIRECTOR Vv a ” 

<t e N CoLumsBus i 

ot CONSERVATION DIVISION 
L. WOODDELL, Commissioner December 18, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In responce to your letter of December 10, you are 

advised that our Cock~birds average 5.06 pounds, and the hens 
2.43 pounds. They were taken on February 3, 1934 in Liberty 

Township, Wood County. ) 

This winter we propose to make additional weights, 
as the above weights are based on 38 biéeds, 20 of which were 

hens. 

If at any time we can assist you further we will be 

glad to do so. 

Very truly yours, 

E. L. Wickliff, Chief, 
Bureau of Scientific Research. 

CG/ECH 

Want Better Fishing and Hunting?—Obey the Laws. 

The Division of Conservation is Supported Entirely From Fishing and Hunting License Funds.



PHEASANT TRAVELS Qo Rbinae Fake, 
80 MILES TO BE SHOT IU19/ 55 Phoas 

The question, ."How far do pheasants migrate?", is often discussed 
in Conservation circles. Iowa's open pheasant season brought about an 
answer but the record is still questioned. During the open season, H. 
D. Cline, 801 South Capitol Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa, hunted on the 
Frank Bead farm five miles northeast of Hampton. He killed a pheasant 
with an aluminum band on its leg which carried the name of the Fish and 
Game Commission and a number. Cline reported the band to the office of 
the Conservation Commission upon his return to Iowa City. 

On the records of the Conservation Commission it is shown that the 
pheasant carrying the metal band and corresponding number was released 
to the wild in June, 1934, on a farm in a game management area No. 37-3 
in Greene County, and located about three miles east of Grand Junction. 
The bird was one of a number released on this area by the former Fish 
and Game Commission in an effort to get pheasants started in the Greene 
County area. The pheasant had been trapped in northern Iowa by offic- 
ials and brought to Greene County for release. The distance between the 
two points traveled by the bird is approximately 80 miles as the crow 
flies. _ 

Another interesting record concerning the planting of pheasants in 
the Greene County game management area is that three days after the 
birds were released a pheasant was struck by an automobile near Coon 
Kepids. The pheasant carried a numbered metal band on its leg indicat— 
ing that the bird had traveled approximately 22 miles in three days af- 
ter its release. 

SRR ok OK Ok 

AFTER CHRISTMAS 

Don't burn or wastefully destroy your Christmas tree. Take it 
with popcorn, cranberry or corn decorations to the country and lay it 
in a protected spot. It makes an excellent feeding station and shelter 
for quail, partridge, pheasants and other game birds. If you have no 
way of taking it out of the city place it in your back yard for song 
birds. Boy Scouts can spend an enjoyable Christmas vacation gathering 
these trees and constructing feeding stations. Bits of suet tied on 
the tree and grain scattered benecsth will attract the birds. 

OK a



This is a devil of a winter with us, as it undoubt- = 
edly is with you. We have a tremendous amount of snow and 
temperatures have not been above zepo, except for an hour or 
two, since the first days of January. The mortality among rt 

3 game is heavy. I have never seen more whole hearted co-op- Oyhe 
e eration than we have had in bird feeding efforts, but the 

“l «severity of the winter has made it impossible to get food i bunt 
* Se to all spots. Could tell some strange tales, such as the in- Pp 

a = stance of one cock pheasant which has occupied the chicken | 
ao. > house with ermer's chickens for a month. Also others. 

“ + 
w
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f NOTES ON PHEASANTS. 

: Some time ago $ made what you might call an unconscious experiment with 

pheasants. I never recorded it but as I look back on it I think it may 

Bou have some significance, and so I'll give youa resume of it because 

you are interested in such things and you may be able to match it with 

something similar. Of itself it means little of course.- This is the 

story ---—- 

From about 1909 to 1915 I raised at Wenham, Mass. a few 

pheasants for sbocking and shooting each year. They were just a sort 

of by-product of the farm. I was then doing quite a lot of mendelian | 

work with ducks and pheasants and was hatching 500 - 1000 pedigreed 

birds each season so I had little Qognt for common stock for sport. I 

doubt if more than 75 birds (Ring-neck Pheasants) ever left our rearing 

field in any one season and 40 to 50 would be closer to an average. But 

from these small introductions we got (after the first year or so) re— 

markably good results - Always had good shooting on home grounds and our 

bag one year was around 70 birds. My birds would scatter widely to the | 

westwards in late September and October, but the first dirty weather in Tow, 

always saw a lot of them back in my meadow and December was the same. I
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used to hunt usually for an hour or two to get 3 to 4 birds for the table 

ot to take out some guest who couldn't "connect" on grouse. I could al- 

ways give «visitors a few easy shots and I kept a wild pointer dog who 

was an adept at driving birds in to the gun- largest bags were 10 to 14 

birds in $ days hunt. We were then allowed by law to stock and shoot, but 

eal when our game laws were in 1980, this section was dropped out; 

we at the time thinking we were going to get a model breeders law. (but 

we didn't) 

I could probably give more concise details on this period 

by consulting my journals but I doubt if this would add anything to my 

conclusions. I may say that my friend Dr. H. Bigelow practiced the same 

stocking at Concord, Mass. during the same period with most excellent re- 

sults and he never turned loose more than 40 or 50 birds. ie Co 5 eeeeded 

wt : spat, a clare 
Now you must realize that during —? (1905 to 1910) 

the Pheasant reached an amazing peak of abundance in Essex County, Mass. 

They were started 1896 - 1897 and in three years were common- During the 

: height of abundance one could start 25 - 40 birds in half a day in county “9 

just west of my farm- shooting hardly affected them. 

After the War much heavier angytsnl se decline in fertility ( ? )
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and a ay displacement of old native stock by brooder-reared State birds 

completely changed the picture as I have related elsewhere. Pheasants went 

down rapidly and now would become extinct in 2 years if the State left 

off stocking. So much for that. 

About 1925 or26 and for several years (3 or 4) I took up 

pheasant rearing again, but on a much larger scale. For at least 2 years 

I weakx released 300 to 350 birds and I did a lot of planting to hold 

= Oats, buckwheat, millet mixtures etc etc. Also some corn baiting. 

These birds acted just like titey did in the period 1909 - 1915, that is 

they mostly wandered off my land by late September, but here is the 

joker; hardly any ever came back. 9 Covkde ALWVA, WMH hon 

s 8 107, at mal. 
By this time the wild stock was much reduced in Massachtsetts, 

and I am inclined to think my birds just scattered and filled in the 

"Rect og ical gaps" in the neighborhood. Of course, some were shot, but 

in order to check on this I hired all the favorable lands in the _Birch 

Pleins region- 1000 acres, or more and dusaeded. it for a couple of 

rn so I know they-were not all shot. But the point is I never even 

got good shooting in Birch Plains, which, with the low swamp and old 

CAamltnny roe had always been the peat erg for Pheasants in |
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all that region. 

To make a long story short my stocking with at least 5 to 

10 times as many birds in the later period (1925 9 1930 about) had far less 

result than small tings did in the pre-war period. In all cases birds 

were allowed to stray as their wings grew and all were raised in the same 

jue my. fucee is about the same as it always has been. 

HAVE I THE RIGHT ANSWER? 
i ee 

Another note on Pheasants- the first stock I released about 

40 years ago was pure P. C 3 chicus purchased from Vernier de re 

in N. J. These were much more upland and forest pheasants than the Ring - 

Necks that followed { and soon obliterated) my early stock. These"dark- necks" 

often roosted in trees, they were fine woods birds and that is the species 

we ought to have in New England now. They were not so dependent on water 

meadows, hence they spread"all over". 

A couple of years ago I made vain.attempts to obtain pure 

Colchicus from Bulgaria, where they still exist. We got special dispen- 

sation from the King and went to a lot of trouble about it. Eggs were ship- 

ped to Massachusetts, but spoiled on the way.
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Here is a good job for the Institute. Pure Colchicus. sh:ould be 

again introduced on a large scale, first making certain that all Aa valus 

are exterminated from a given area. I would greatly like to see this tried 

out. I think you would have to send a game breeder to Bulgaria with the 

proper credentials- it would cost $3,000 to $6,000.
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RUFFED GROUSE 

How large an area is it necessary to set aside to see any 

direct benefit from protection? In Massachusetts we have not yet seen 

any increase in numbers on areas 500 to 1000 acres, or even much more. I 

have seen the species almost vanish from places where it used to be abun-—- 

dant, and vanish under almost complete protection. I can't wideaetna at. 

My feeling is that in order to hold birds or increase them you would have 

to have . area as large as a small county because the tendency is for the 

| 
species to seek a dead level of population over a very wide area( how 

wide I don't know)- What do you say on this score? E 

Other factors, of course, must be considered on reservation 

areas for grouse. If woods are allowed to grow up everywhere into even 

stands, with no"cut-overs" and no "edges" the area will in a few years 

become unsuitable for grouse. Also it may become more favorable to owls 

and other AnsdsLoaa The bird students now use my old Boxford Sanctuary 

in Mass. to syudy owls; there is where they go for Barred Owls and & Horned 

owls; not for grouse.) 

| 
But even allowing for these changes in environment, there i s 

something very queer about it all. It just looks as if grouse resented
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our attempts to do something for their welfare ! 
— 1° 

I am just now getting out a little book giving the shooting 

log at Wehham and our home covers for the last 10 years with complete 

lists of bagé for past 40 odd years. I'1l send you a copy. It isn't of 

much sugnificance, but at least it is not a as as records were all 

set down from day to day.



' Copy to Bode 

: 1532 University Aveme 
February 26, 1936 

Dr. John ¢, Phillips 
2 South Battery 
tharleston, South Carolina ; 

Dear Dr, Phillips: 

ver since you first told me about the recessive behavior of 

pheasants at Werlham, I have had the hunch that 1t represented some thing 

unknown and important. Your rough draft of a paper which you have now 

sent we convinces me even more that your observation should be published 

and that some experimental program should be undertaken to atteupt to 

isolate the trouble. If we are spoiling our pheasant stock in some 

fandamental way without imowing, the gaze movement in thie country could 
just about call itself bankrupt. : 

I strongly urge you to complete the rough draft for early pub- 

lication and suggest that this recession may be due to one or more of 
the following possible variables: (1) Exhaustion of some necessity of 
limited supply (viz,, mineral or vitamin), (2) parasites or diseases 
eatehing up with the population, (3) change of stock from ?. colchicus 
to P, torquatus, (4) change of stock from wild or hen-raised birds to 
brooder-raised birds, (5) some invisible or undetected change in food or 
cover. p 

‘ I know of one other ease of recession in pheasants, the 

Willamette Valley in Oregon, I have been told that when the birds were 

first introduced they showed extra aggression and furnished excellent 

shooting, whereas now, without any visible change in environment, the 

shooting is mediocre at best and the population shows little evidence of 

“comeback” or resistance, It is my impression that the original Willamette 

stock was Denny stock or Torquatus, It now occurs to me that the Willamette 

case, as well as your own, should be carefully studied, and the new research 

unit established by the Biological Survey in Oregon could surely do nothing 

more important, It ought to be easy to trace whether and when any of the 

five variables above mentioned came into play. Sach a research of course 

requires a wan of mature ecological judguent. I am seniing a copy of this 

letter to Bode, who is in charge of the Biological Survey research units, 

with the suggestion that he give this consideration, I am also loaning 

him the rough draft of your paper and asking him to return it to me when 

he 1 through with it unless you have no carbon, in which event please let 
him know go he can send it to you. 

I urge you in any event to round off and publish your paper, 

Should you be unable to do this, let me know and I may be able to interest



John C, Phillips-+2 February 26, 1936 

Trippensee, who ia now at Magsachusetts Ag, Is it likely that a 
special man making an historical study would be able to dig up anything 

you do not already know about the play of the five variables? 

When Bode gets your paper back to me, I will send it to Stoddard 
to get his judgment. I am inelined to agree with you that the Institute 
Technical Committee should do some hard thinking on this mbject, It 
might be wise, though, first to explore it in a preliminary way by such 
local, studies as I have suggested at Willamette and Wenham. i 

Ag to your ruffed grouse problem, I feel baffled, I think that 
either King or Bump could render a better judguent than I can, I ama 
little skeptical about the automatic spread of population to an even 
density over large areas, since King finds the anmal cruising radius 
gurprieingly omall. Are you gure that the up-and-dowm of the cycle 
aid not produce See peaxanes, of euch an evening out of population? 
This could be your Werham shooting records, which I await 
with interest, You may remember that Dave Aylward allowed me to borrow 
your copy so I can say in advance that this publication will be very 
valuable, : 

Ag to the desert sheep: I got a favorable reaction to the general 
proposition of a rare species inventory. Did I send you the attached out- 
line? I got mat of the bureaus to agree to furnish one member each for 
an inter~bureom comsittee to conduct this inventory, and I got the National 
Research Council to recommend thet a paid secretary be furnished by the 
Natural Resources Board. Whether anything will actually happen, I of course 
do not know, Should something happen, then I can see a prospect for one 
of the bureais to supplement your contribution and to start a definite 
study of the desert sheep. 

With best regards, 

‘Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
a Professor of Gane Management 

Enel. e



1532 x oe Aveme 
Mareh 10, 1 

Dr. John CG, Phillips : 
2 South Battery 
Charleston, South Carolina 

Dear Dr. Phillips: 

Here ia Bode's response to your paper and my 
letter commenting on it, , 

; Are you in a position to polish off and publish 
your paper? If not, do you want me to b641 down the rough 
draft you have given me in the form I think it should 
appear? You could then go over it. 

I went to be sure that the questions you raise 
are actually made public, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
we Professor of Game Management



e Ak UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE " 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

* WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

cl , Bl x 
HIEF, a March 2, 1936, 

ur. Aldo Leopold, 
Agricultural Economic Department, - 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I received the paper from Dr. John €. Phillips, together 
with the copy of your letter to him and your notation. 

i think that there is more than a reasonable probability 
that the type of pheasant stock is having a lot to do with its 
behavior when it goes into the wild. i think this is a matter 
which we ought to give some careful stuly to with the idea, first, 
of reaching a conclusion as to its probability, and second, as 
to what steps should be organized to try to find out. 

in an indirect way I believe Clark, the Commissioner in 
Connecticut, has noticed a similar thing. iwhile he has not 
explained it to me, at least in exactly the same way, he called 
to my, attention his firm belief there were certain of the birds f 
in Ay state which were showing distinct tendencies to become 
woods birds and roost in trees. He had an idea that these birds 
showed rather distinct types or characteristics and he has started 
some breeding work with the idea of perpetuating what he feels 
is the best type and then checking the behavior of liberated birds 
in the field. ‘this work is being encouraged in our research work 
in Connecticut. ; 

i am not prepared to say certainly that our man in Oregon 
is capable of making the survey but my belief is that he would 
be able to do so. tie is an exceptional man in a good many ways, 
i am starting on a trip West tonight which will inelude uhio, 
iowa, Utah and Uregon. i am making notation of this matter 
which you called to my attention and am going to start looking 
into it in all of these states. if there seems to be additional 

i evidence pointing toward the same conclusion, i think we ought 
to have an excellent oppartunity to commence some study on the 
problem in all of these states, because they are all vitally con- 
cerned in the pheasant. 

Dre bell is out of the city just now but will probably
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return the last of this week and i am calling this matter to his 
attention. 

i am returning to you the original of Dr. Phillips paper. 

i am planning now on getting to Chicago by the 5th. if my 
schedule is not too crowded i may go back te iova via Madison and 
will count on seeing you if I do so. 

With best regards, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

a 

pol Ce LOO , 

I. T. Bode, 
Conservationist. 

Enclosure 3341
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CHARLESTON 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

Professor Aldo Leopold March 10, 1936 
College of Agriculture 

1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Déar Aldo Leopold: 

The recession of vigor and fertility in our Mass- 

achusetts stock of pheasants is so well known , tas so 

commonly recognised by all local sportsmen, and by the 

state game commission that I hardly thought it was worth- 

while to mention it. Perhaps you missed the point of my 

notes. What interested mg particularly was the entirely 

different behavior of Mites sca stock during the time when 

the surrounding region was well supplied with wild birds. 
This seemed to be an interesting, practical point which 

would have to be taken into account in any system rti- 
ficial stocking end esasine Preediny t Fhoelony: 

My theory in regard to the kessening vigor of wild 

pheasants in Massachusetts is probably no good, and certain- 

ly is not based on any scientific grounds or any particula 

accurate observation. Nevertheless, I can't think of any S 

. other reasons for the decline except for some factor which 

has not been worked out. It would be well to have the state 
study this last. ( deotane) . 

I have always felt that our case was similar to that 
of the Willamette Velley pheasants. What happened. of course 
no one knows except that in common with many other intro- 

duced animals, insects and plants, the stock very rapidly 

reached a peak of ascendency about 12 to 15 years after 

introduction, held that pe for a few years, ang then began 

vapidly to decline. 9 ules US Camo LIZ ta, 
sua-~ Vins an (DS Sable & te ndin—
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I may say that the first few years after pheasants 
were introduced into north@ssfern Massachusetts in 1896-98 

(ena in the next few years extensively in other parts of 

eastern Massachusetts) the birds showed extraordinarily 
good fertility and extraordinary ability to raise large 
broods. It was no uncommon sight to see a hen phessant with 

8 to 12 well grown young following her about. The stock, for 

the first few years seemed to be almost immune from vermin 

attack. There is no doubt that foxes increased considerably 

during fied increase of greatest pheasant population, and this 

may ha’ & fomething to do with holding them down, but it cer- 

tainly had little or nothing to do with the decline in sizer 

of broods, and the apparently irresponsible behavior of many 

females. For the last 10 to 15 years it has been a rare 

thing to find broods of young containing more than 3 to 5 

birds or often less, and there certainly must be many hens 

who are unsuccessful in bringing off broods at ael - 

My theory here is that the stock declined ee when 

the state began stocking with electric broodez te rais€ young. 

I really think that the hen birds now have lost much of the 

brooding instinct, jyst exactly the way you see it in poultry > 

hese; hens that nav ftsed indefinitely in broodg,lose the 
instinct for setting or have it very weakly developed. 

ieee 
You could find out from the division fisheries quite 

easily when the brooderf system started in“Massachusétts. 

As to any particular change in the environment for 

pheasants in northeastern Massachusetts, there has been of 
course a considerable decline in the open land, and also a 
de@line in cultivate areas. The whole region is going 

rather rapidly back to bush and sprout land, as is the case 
everywhere in New England. Nevertheless, we still have am «~~ 

fare CE condition} large areas of wild water meadows all
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RRS R 
around Boston. The fresh water marshes of the Miles River, 

the Sudbury, and the Charles River, and many others cover 

thousands upon thousands of acres of country, which is wonder- 

fully adapted to Torouatus. 

In the Sudbury River marshes around Concord, Massachu- 

setts, I kmow of one factor which may have terided to reduce the 

foodfor pheasants. There was before the war, a tremendous 

interest in asparagus and the old stalks were allowed to stand 

through the winter. Now, as I understand it, the asparagus 

stalks are cut in the autumn, and the berries of course =re 

not available. But this is only a local condition and cer- 

tainly does not account for the situation in Essex County, and 

in other parts of the state. As you probably know, the pheas- 
ant, even when at its peak, never was successful in the pitch 

pine—scrub oak regions of Cape Cod and the south shore of 

Massachusetts. They never flourisif4in t count ven when 

they were put out by private ni tiatite Mah a ce they 

never did anything in the vest, countey dr west of the Connec4 

ticut Valley where the country gets too high andotheosnow too 

deep. 

Pheasants extended their range all over south New Hamp- 

shire as far as the foot-hills of,the White Mountains and seemed 

to be pellets ee i sonté tlw Hampshire. But in spite 

of the open seadh wey tes Fapidty diminished in the past 6 

or 8 years and wilt I think, follow the Massachusetts pheasants 

into a condition where they would vanish unless heavily stocked 

by the state@+ Referring to the species first introduced , as 

I told you the ones which I first procured were apparently 
straight Colchicus, but these were in a very few years swamped 

by heavy ae the ordinary ring-necked stock, undoubt- 

edly obtained fr6ém RNELRDE pas therefore not thessame stock 

as was imported from China into the Willamette Valley.
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Undoubtedly you can get more specific information from 

Mr. David Aylward, Mass. Fich and Game Association, Univer- 

sity Museum, Oxford SpPambridee , or from Raymond J. feenney, 

Division of Fish and ‘Game, 20 Somerset Street, Boston, Mess. 

Remember also that for the last few years the state has 

greatly increased its éfforts in stocking, and is now putting 

out 4 to 5 times as many birds as it did 10 years ago. Also 

we must not forget the fact +#et of the increased number of 

guns and increased knowledge of how to hunt pheasants with 

beagles and other small hounds and by methods which I call 
4g &, : 

gang hunting.. 

When pheasants first became numerous in Massachusetts 

popular hunting was still in its infency, transportation was 

very difficult, roads were bad, motor cars were scarce, end 

the ordinary city sportsman had no idea how to hunt pheesants. 

All this must be taken into account, but it will not explain 

the apparent lack of vigor and inability to raise large broods 

in the open. 

Sincerely yours, . 

JCP/m oe Cc MahA- 

OLigrc ecu the a yy. es pl— 

vow > > Ag GRAV I - Oe V9 ovs— 

a sd boy. WG << \- tos 
! Nel (n~ : 

Th Thochss Thin clat—dunik ¢, 
Sew Lyrgi— A se Won Powhe_ 

NefratweatT
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Reprinted from Science, March 13, 1936, Vol. 83, No. 2150, page 268. 

LIGHT AND REPRODUCTION IN GAME weighing 313 milligrams, an increase of 1,740 per cent. 
BIRDS! Grouse: Hatched in spring, 1935. Single female 

; Grouss, quail and pheasants were irradiated in open control gave an ovary weighing 157 milligrams, and an 
air cages for six hours after sunset from December ¢XPerimental female gave an OvAxY. of 263 milligrams, 
14, 1935, to January 16, 1936, at the Experimental 0 increase of 68 per cent. A single male control gave 
Game Farm of the New York State Conservation De- testes weighing 27 milligrams, while an experimental 

partment. A 50-watt Mazda lamp suspended over bird yielded testes weighing 600 milligrams, an 

each experimental cage gave an illumination of 10 increase of 2,080 per cent. 
foot-candles in the center of the floor. Although the number of experimental birds is small, 

Due to the cost of the birds, few could be sacrificed, the great differences between the size of the gonads in 

but the following results showed undoubted effects. control and irradiated pheasants, quail and grouse 
Pheasants: Hatched on August 8, 1935. In five Show that light has a profound stimulating effect upon 

control females weights of ovary varied from 72 to the reproductive organs. Sections of the testes of the 

160 milligrams. In the single experimental animal, iTadiated males revealed fully formed sperm assocl- 
ovary weighed 176 milligrams, an increase of 31 per ted with enlarged tubules, but not a single sperm or 
cent. over control average. In five male controls, SPermatid was seen in the control testes. The females 

weights of testes were from 70 to 164 milligrams. In in all cases did not respond to the same degree as the 
one experimental bird, the weight of the testes was 702 Males. However, hormonie stimulation of the ovaries 
milligrams, an increase of 463 per cent. of the irradiated females was observed by the enor- 

: Quail: Hatched in spring, 1935. In three female ™0US inerease in the size of the oviduets. ; 

controls, ovary weighed 48 to 57 milligrams, with an Leonarp B, Cuark 
average of 52 milligrams. One experimental female Samuet L. Leonarp 
yielded an ovary weighing 210 milligrams, an increase DEPARTMENT oF Brouoay, Garpiner Bump 

of 307 per cent. In three male controls, weights of Unton Couuzer, 

testes were from 13 to 23 milligrams with an average AND 
of 18 milligrams. One experimental bird gave testes EXPERIMENTAL GAME Farm, 

1 Re h ted bs ae ¢ tet New York State 
R search supported in par yy assistance 0: ‘Trant-in- 

aid of the Society of Sigma Xi and the Reckefeller Cone Ee yA TON: DEPARTMENT, 
Foundation. Dermar, N. Y.



VILLA MARGHERITA 
CHARLESTON,S.C. 

March 14th, 1936. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo Leopold : 

Replying to your letter of March 10th, 
I do not think my remarks on the pheasant situation in Massa- 
chuetts are suitable for a paper. 

My observance should be supplemented 
no doubt by others in ajequally favorable position to observe 
what happened. 

If I were you I would drop a line to 
Dr. H. B. Bigelow, University Museum, Oxford Street, Cambridge; 
Mass., who has followed the ups and downs of the pheasants very 
closel da usej to breed and Shoot, the sam as I did. As you know 
he is heh oe the Oceanographic Institute at Woods Hole and a a 
thoroughly competent observer and an ettcellent naturalist and 
sportsman. I would also drop a letter to D. A. Aytwad, Mass., 
Fist & Game Association, University Museum, Oxford Street, 
Cambridge, Mass., and get his opinion. You might also see 
what Raymond J. Kenney has to say, former game commissioner of i 
Masssachuetts: now Secretary to the Commissioner of Conservation, 
20 Somerset st., Boston, Mass. Another good man would be 
Mr. Philzip Babcock, Harvard Fruit Farm, Harvard, Mass. He is 
one of the keenest sportsman I know in our part of the world. 

fa Of course it is a litte hard to 
seek information) e# a good game commissioner, Ehis applies to 
Ray Kenney( he is a first rate man} also Arthur Clark of 
Connecticut. 

Of course bea know Arthur Clark 
very well, as he worked under me as Secretary at the Massachuetts 
Fist and Game Association for sometime. He is enthusiastic ané 
apt to go "hay-wire" somewhat frequently, Bis is between us. 
He has a lot of funng ideas esbout perfections in game, bird 
styles and a lot of notions about so called black mutant 
pheasants. 

I am interested to see that Clark 
has found a strain that has a distinct tend@ncy to 7. in 

oo
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trees, I have seen nothing of this in our part of 
Massachuetts. 

I em returning a letter from 
Mr. Bode to you. 

Sincerely yours, 

JCP /a John OG. Philiips



Plane Fehler 

Reprinted from Science, April 24, 1936, Vol. 83, No, 2156, page 392. 

EGGS BY PHEASANTS AND QUAIL INDUCED 28th they were laying at the rate of about three and a 

BY NIGHT-LIGHTING half eggs each day of twenty-four hours in spite of 
In Scrence for March 13, 1936, appeared a short very severe weather. Before March 16 well over 120 

note by Clark, Leonard and Bump' describing the eggs were laid by the four hens. Three of them are 
results of some experiments on “Light and Reprodue- _ still laying well at date of writing. 
tion in Game Birds.” The birds used were pheasants, Of the first 37 eggs laid and incubated in an im- 
quail and grouse. The method followed evidently was _ provised electric incubator, 32, or about 86.5 per cent., 
one adapted from the earlier work of Bissonnette? on _ were fertile and began development. Owing to trouble 
starlings and ferrets. with the electric lighting none hatched. Two eggs from 

Beginning on December 16, 1935, we have carried a setting placed under a hen and accidentally broken 
out similar experiments independently on pheasants had live chicks in them. The single female quail began 
and quail, using Bissonnette’s improved methods of to lay on March 22 and is continuing to do so, but 
illumination.’ One cock and four hens of the hybrid none of her eggs have yet been set. None of the con- 
ring-necked variety of pheasant and a single pair of trols have yet begun to lay (March 30). 

quail were used as experimental animals. The rest of Details of these experiments will be published else- 
the colonies of these types of birds were used as con- where. The authors wish to acknowledge the valuable 
trols. The birds were kept in outside cages subject cooperation of the State Department of Fish and 
to winter conditions. Game of Connecticut, without which these experiments 

On January 15, at thirty days of experimental could not have been carried out.* 
lighting, the pheasants began to lay and before the T. Hume BissoNNETTE 

1L.B. Clarke, S. L, Leonard and G. Bump, Screncz, 83: eS 
2150, 268, March 13, 1936, Apert G. Csecr 

27. H. Bissonnette, Quart. Rev. Biol., 8: 2, 201-208, SHApE Swamp SANCTUARY 

Bat Bissonnette, Jour. Exp. Zool, 71: 2, 341-873, ES SMINGION, UOHN: 
1935; Jour. Exp. Zool., 27: 4, 315-320, 1935; Anat. Rec., 4 Aided by grants from the National Research Council, 
63: 2, 159-168, 1935. Committee for Research in Problems of Sex. 

Full popibi're Banting.- Sols 1 Bcf. 1956 
.



Pheasant folder 

The following figures, jotted down from a lecture by Conway, are ‘ 

the approximate kill on shooting preserves in Wisconsin: 

Released Killed % 

1931-32 314 117 37 

1932-33 3893 1057 27 

1933-34 5084 2051 38 

1934-35 as Ma 
15000 5650 C36 ) 

\ 37 WN 

May, 1936 Se
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Pheasant folder.“ 

Illinois folder 

Fritz tells me a farmer near Gladstone, Illinois, raised and released 

up to 50 pheasants per year from 1900 to 1908. None of these releases 

ever "took," although there are now a few birds nearby. 

AL 6/7/36 
‘ .



f Food Habits folder 
Pheasant folder — 

Quail folder 

Hard & Soft Corn : 
Fritz L. tells me all quail and pheasants at Crystal Lake promptly 

deserted all hoppers and patches containing "soft corn" when snow melted 

this spring, On other hand, hard corn feeders were deserted mich more 

gradually.



File: Pheasant ~ 
Massachusetts 

Extract from letter from David A. Aylward, Secretary, Mass. Fish 
and Game Association, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, August 27, 1936: 

“Here in Massachusetts one of our great problems is to 

discover the cause of the definite recession in pheasant mumbers, 

In spite of intensive stocking, we do not seem to make any satis- 

factory progress in building up a wild brood stock of the bird. 

What brood stock that does survive in the wild, seems to me to 

produce consistently asaller broods. Apparently if the annual. 

planting of twenty-five or thirty thousand pheasants in Massacim=- 

setts was discontinued, the pheasant would soon disappear from 

our covers." 

; ‘ 

Copy to Paul D. Dalke | 
1 

j 

i 

| 
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PHEASANTS | = 

so : Pheasants in the Dark (Bedell) Oct. 1936, — os The Pheasant in New Hampshire (Hoover) | @ Sept. 1936. | a N. J. Revolutionizes Quanity Pheasant Brood- ing (Bedell) Feb. 1936. 5 Breeding. the Argus Pheasant in Maryland (Den- 
ley) Feb. 1936. | Q Trapping Pheasants and Turtles (Bedell) Sept. | 
1935, 

The Scientific Side of Mutant Breeding (Jurale) | g Aug. 1935. 
Machine Made Pheasants (Beyea) July 1935. wd i heen Crop Content Report (Gigstead) Apr. < 

Pheasant Eggs in Winter (Martin) Apr. 1935. ® 
Raising Pheasants on Wire (Jeffreys) Mar. 1935. fae 
Getting Acquainted with the Kaleeges (Rockel) | @ Sept., Oct. 1934. + 
Producing Pheasants with Incubator and 

; Brooder: (part 1) (Stechart) May 1934. & 
Day-old Pheasant Shipping Successful (Davison) a 

t Apr. 1934, 

Pheasants in Saskatchewan (McKim) Dec. 1933. 3 
Stocking with Ringnecks (Grange) Sept., Oct. 4 

1933. 
The Melanistic Mutant Joins the Crowd (Wes- = sell) Sept. 1933. 
Some Thoughts on Fancy Pheasant Rearing : 

(Lambert) June, July 1933. 
Cal, Releases Reeves’ Pheasants (Bade) June | 

1933. 
Mechanical Rearing of Pheasants (McNally & | 

Ramey) June 1933. 
Hatching Pheasant Eggs in an Incubator (Mac- 
Namara) May 1933. | 

Purebreds or Mongrels? (Sibley) Dec. 1932. 
Pacing Pheasants with Guineas (Hall), Oct. 

Fancy Pheasants—P. S. (Beever) May, 1932. | 
The Cost of Producing a Pheasant (Brown) 

: Apr. 1932. 
Wild Management of Pheasants (Bedell) Dec. 

1931, Jan., Feb., Mar. 1932. 
, Fancy Pheasants (Beever) June 1931 to Feb. 

: ! 1932 incl. (nine issues.) 
Raising Pheasants on Wire (Mareen) Noy. 1931. 
Let’s Make the Pheasant Feel at Home (Bedell) 

Nov. 1931. 
Artificial Incubation of Ringneck Eggs (Mac- : 

Namara) Sept. 1931. i é Mich. Improved Pheasant Rearing Coop (Webb) 
Aug. 1931. 

Melanistic Mutant as a Game Bird (Macfarland) 
May 1931. : 

Practical Pheasant Production (Pry) Apr., May | 
1931. 

Pheasant Rearing Costs (Beyer) May 1931. 
Brown-Eared Manchurian Pheasant (Hasinger) 

Jan, 1931. 
Best Breed of Pheasant for Rearing and Sport 

(Driscoll) Jan. 1931. 
Winter Quarters for Pheasants (Ford) Dec. 1930. 
Planting Pheasants (Rowell) Dec. 1930. 
Pheasant and Gardens (Huntington) Dec. 1930. | 

7 Tyeveloping the Pheasant Shoot—Nov. 1930. 
| Pheasant Rearing (Taylor) Oct, 1930. 

The  Persistance of Fertility in Pheasants 
(Baumholfer) Sept. 1930. 

* Pheasant Investigation in Penna.—Sept. 1930. | 
What Price Pheasants? (Hawkins) May 1930. 
Raising Ringnecks (Beyer) May 1930. 
How to Breed the Impeyan (Corsan) Mar. 1930. 
Hints on Rearing Pheasants for Shooting (Hunt- 

ing) Mar. 1930. 
Pheasant Laying Pens (MacFarlane) Dec. 1929. | 
Clipping Pheasants (MacFarlane) Oct. 1929. | 2 ‘ Populating America with Pheasants (Crissey) | 

May 1929. 
The Handrearing of Pheasants—Jan. 1929. 
I Raise Pheasant (Held) May 1927.
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Dew Provides an Ample Supply in Southern Michigan | 

By PAUL D. DALKE, Px.D. 
| 

Associate Biologist, U. 8. Bureau of Biological Survey 

URING the time the food habits be able to utilize dew it must be within 6 | 
iD the pheasant* were being stud- to 8 inches of the ground for adults, and 

ied on the Williamston Wildlife 2 to 4 inches for young birds. 

Management Project (1931-1933) it In order to obtain a standardized mea- 

seemed desirable to analyze quantitatively surement of the availability of water from | 

the dew available for birds in fields and this source from morning to morning 

herbaceous areas. Pheasants appear to be throughout the season the following ex- | 
reared and live as well in areas where periment was conducted: 
they have no access to water as where Tarpaper dises six inches square were 

open water is readily available. Precipi- set out in grass fence rows, stubble fields, 
tation is undoubtedly an important source and clover fields. Tarpaper was selected 

of drinking water for birds in dry locali- as the best medium for retaining dew in 
ties, but this is also supplemented by dew. 
Flocks of pheasants, both old and young, - a. 

: é 1 Bf 
have been observed in pastures and clover Fi - “ et 
fields drinking dew. Although rarely Sizer. 94 ix 
available more than 4 to 5 hours after si eh U Ps Ph | 
sunrise on clear summer days, it provides 3 I x | 

a source of water for game birds as well RM, iy ga } Li | 
as for song birds and other animals dur- AVA ns: ie | 
ing the early morning. Rae ee F 

There are a few plants which are con- ee ose 
spicuous for their ability to hold water. Fie ve 
Teasel is perhaps the best example among ff eas ye ay 
upland wild plants. The opposite leaves, PR aie a FO) a eG 
enclosing the stem, form eups which re- i oe . 4 - 4 | 
tain both dew and rain. Among the cul- yt Mt ae 
tivated grains young corn plants are the Ny cA oe ay, 2 

best dew retainers. The spines on the & Bes op vA r 
leaves of prickly lettuce retain dew in kf cS a ee ee \ 

droplets better than most wild plants ob- - _ " m 
served. These spines hold the water in Young pheasants foraging—perhaps 

droplets which vary from .003 to .006 for dew. 
grams in weight. In stubble fields where 

ragweed, green and yellow foxtail, and droplets after a number of other materials 
: barnyard grasses are present the latter such as paraffin, rusty iron, galvanized 

species was observed to retain the most iron, and concrete were tried. Hach morn- 
dew per plant. Ragweed retains little ing shortly after sunrise measurements 
dew in drops, most of it forming a thin were made of the dew droplets on the 
film over the upper surface of the leaves. discs by means of a capillary pipette 
Pheasants frequenting areas of grass, graduated to .001 ce. By means of a rub- 
clover or herbaceous fence rows early in ber bulb on the upper end of the pipette 
the morning may obtain ample drinking the droplets of water were drawn up into 
water from these plants. the tube and measured directly. From a 
Among the cultivated plants used in series of measurements on the amount of 

food patches, Sudan grass, millet, hemp dew available in the form of droplets the 
and sunflowers ranked among the best classification in Table 1 was constructed. 
dew retainers. The sharp pointed leaves i Table 1 of hemp are especially well fitted for re- yaw AVAILABLE TO ANIMALS FROM GRASS, 
taining large drops of dew, but hemp has, CLOVER AND STUBBLE FIELDS 

however, little actual value in providing kind of Dew Quarts per Acre 
dew to the pheasant since most of the I 0.0.8.0 
varieties are too tall. For pheasants to Medium 0 gloas.0 
nt ide ee ayy cteesesos sss 0hgdpetessvasensthivossecesstle, stein, LOOEIS.O | 

Very Heavy oisitcsersccssscusteesesssqemnicoresianee OVER 25.0 

‘acs Pot EGE Roeiobees Caer cine! Gnas It is not known just how much water 

ssrache, hunt Phanws "cchcts iets pheasants require, but from these data it 
neck, and Phasianus versicolor, Vieillot., the green appears that pheasants are able to find | 
heve Tingnecked pheasants secur in the’ Sista, "sufficient drinking water most of the time.
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GAME MANAGEMENT CIRCULAR #5 

THE LIBERATION OF PHEASANTS IN RELATION 

TO_ REPORTS OF PHEASANTS KILLED IN CONNECTICUT 

Records have been compiled showing the number of pheasants lib- 

erated each year by the Connecticut State Board of Fisheries and Game, 

beginning in 1908 with the liberation of 88 birds and reaching a 

maximum of 23,176 in 1932, 

A comparison of these annual records with the reports of phea= 

sants reported killed during corresponding years since 1923 offers 

an opportunity to measure the results secured by the several methods 

employed during the period covered by the records, 

The reports of pheasants killed are not available previous to 

1923, at which time such reports were first required by law. For 

the purpose of this report and in making comparisons on a uniform 

basis, the average cost of $2.00 per pheasant is used throughdee’, 

It appears from the records that actual results in the field 

reached their maximum in relation to the number and cost of birds 

liberated during the three year period from 1925 to 1927, inclusive, 

wnen from 5,000 to 9,000 pheasants per year were liberated, For 

3xample, in the fall of 1925 the Department liberated 4,746 pheasants, 

of which 50% were cocks, In 1926 the Department liberated 6,177 

oheasants, of which 3,098 were cocks, For that shooting season, 

38.8% of all hunting license holders reported killing 20,291 cock 

pheasants, That is 14,114 more pheasants than were liberated,- an
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increase of 228% of the number of cock birds killed over the total 

number of both sexes liberated, 

The kill of cock pheasants reported for the shooting season of 

1926 could not have come from the birds liberated that fall, of which 

only 50% (3,098) were cock birds. It must have resulted from the 

natural increase of the breeding stock left over from previous liber- 

ations, It is apparent that the success of the shooting seasons 

during this period depended directly upon the results of natural in- 

crease rather than on the liberation of pheasants except as they 

served as breeding stock, 

| The five year period, 1928-1932, inclusive, represents an ex- 

periment based on the BRM: 0. ale that the success of shooting 

seasons is the direct result of the number of pheasants liberated 

and that if that number could be doubled, the kill would be twice as 

great. 

In 1928, the number of pheasants liberated was approximately 

15,400, That is more than double the number liberated in 1926 and 

represents an additional cost of $18,526. In 1929, following the i 

liberation of 16,986 birds, mostly in the fall, of which Sie seus 

cocks, 52.2% of all licensed hunters reported 21,362 ceck birds 

killed, This is only 4,376 more than the number of pheasants liber- 

ated, The percentage of increase of birds killed over the number of 

birds liberated, which may be considered the efficiency factor, 

dropped from 230% in 1926 to 26% in 1929, 

In 1932, the number of pheasants liberated reached the peak of 

25,176, Of this number, 10,553 were cock birds, Of which more than 

8,000 were liberated-in the fall in advance of the shooting season, 

This is an increase of 275% over the number.of birds liberated in
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1926 at an increase cost of approximately $34,000. For that year, 

624.2% of all license@ hunters reported 26,513 pheasants killed, 

This was an increase over 1926 of only 6,222 birds valued at $12,444, 

The percentage of increase of birds killed over the number of birds 

liberated dropped from 230% in 1926 to the all time low of 14% in 

1932. 

When similar comparisons are made on the basis of an estimate 

of the number of birds killed if 100% had reported, the results are 

practically the same; the percentage of inerease of birds killed 

over the number of birds liberated shows a corresponding deerease 

from 439% in 1926 to 78% in 1932, 

The diagram which accompanies this report visually illustrates 

the relationship between the number of birds actually liberated and 

the number of birds reported killed, It is true that the reports 

from sportsmen are incomplete and subject to error, It has been 

demonstrated, however, that the same degree of error occurs each 

year and that the reports correctly measure fluctuations from year 

to year, 

The next period, covering the years from 1933 to 1935, inclu- : 

sive, represents still another experiment based on the theory that 

the suecess of shooting seasons is the direct result of natural 

increase and that the liberation of breeding stock in the spring 

should produce the maximum results per dollar expended, 

During this period, the pheasant distribution program had been 

curtailed because of a sharp reduction in appropriations (70% in 

ain and 1934) and other losses of revenue, A total of 18,782 

pheasants were liberated in 1933, of which, 6,112 were liberated in 

the spring in the ratio of one cock to two hens, The balance were 

,
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liberated in approximately equal sex ratio just in advance of the 

shooting season, The reported kill of cock pheasants for that 

season reached a peak of 30,147, The efficiency factor showed a 

marked gain for the first time in eight years, rising from 14% in 

1932 to 61% in 1933, 

The following year, 1934, with approximately the same number of 

pheasants liberated, the reported kill dropped to 26,944. However, 

in 1935 a total of only 15,333 birds were liberated, a decrease of 

3,142 from 1934, but with a larger percentage of the total liberated 

in the spring, On the basis of incomplete returns, it is estimated 

that about 28,000 birds will be reported killed by 60% of the license 

holders, This would give an efficiency factor of 84%. 

The record kill of 1933 may be explained in part as a deferred 

result of a heavy liberation the previous year. If so, it empha- 

sizes the importance of natural reproduction and of maintaining an 

adequate breeding stock, 

Another factor which may serve to explain, in part, the excel- 

lent results secured in 1933 is that, of the birds liberated the 

previous year about 1,000 were purchased from outside the state for 

the express purpose of introducing new blood, They were received 

too late to contribute to the natural increase of that year and are 

included in the fall liberation. Discounting the influence of that 

liberation in 1932 is the fact that similar results were not ac- 

complished by the importation of 500 pheasants, all cocks, from 

England which were liberated in the spring of the three preceding 

years, 1929 to 1931 inclusive, : 

The records of the U, S, Weather Bureau show that unusually 

favorable conditions for breeding and rearing obtained during 1933.
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CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

RECORD OF PHEASANTS LIBERATED AND PHEASANTS KILLED 

NUMBER OF PHEASANTS LIBERATED 
Be aay SPRING ee 

Year Cocks Hens Total Cocks Hens Total Cocks Hens Total 
1908 44 44 88 44 44 88 
1913 829 830 1,659 829 830 1,659 
1914 1,042 1,043 2,085 1,048,048 8,085 
1915 686 686 1,372 686 686 + 1,372 
1916 625 625° 1,250 625 625 1,250 
191718 1,422 1,483 2,845 1 Asai (48S + 85846 
1919-20 1,248 1,250 2,498 1,248°1,250 2,498 
1921 835 835 1,670 835 835 © 1,670 
1922 2,615 2,614 5,227 2,615 2,614) + 5,887 
1923 3,380 3,381 6,761 3,380 3,381 6,761 
1924 Byel4 2,215 4,429 B,P14 B2e15 4,420 
1925 2,373 2,573 4,746 2,375 118,378 © 4,746 
1926 3,078 3,079 6,157 20 20. 3,098 3,079 6,177 
1927 4,235 4,235 8,470 433 433 4,668 4,235 8,903 
1928 7,688 7,689 15,377 13 13 7,701 7,689 15,390 
1929 8,138 8,139 16,277 709 709 8,847 8,139 16,986 
1930 8,334 8,335 16,669 1,599 1,589 9,923 8,335 18,258 
1931 8,386 8,386 16,772 1,576 1,576 9,962 8,386 18,348 
1932 8,583 8,865 17,248 2,170 3,758 5,928 10,553 12,625 25,176 
1933 i766) 5,087 12,670 2,038 4,074 6,112 8,681 8,961 18,768. 
1934 6,555 1,778 10,535 2,086 6,106 8,142 10,591 7,884 18,475 
1935 5,986 1,167 7,153 1,770 6,410 8,180 7,756 7,577 15,333 
1936 4,155 963 5,116 1,662 4,791 6,453 5,815 5,754 11,569 

Number 
of Eggs 

Year Distributed I. Number of Birds Reported Killed 
1908 114 
1913 II, Number of Birds Reported Killed 
1914 in Excess of Number Liberated 
1915 3,904 
Lo16 Ligh? III. Percentage of Increase of Kill 
1917-18 6,465 Over Liberation 
1919-20 4,390 
ao eL 5,934 HOR TOM OMAR CoN te MGRRae TY aren he ane 
1922 4,549 Year I vi vr 
1923 2,883 1923 6,974 viele ree 
1924 2,945 1924 7,840 3,411 77% 
1925 1925 16,196 11,450 241% 
1926 1926 20,291 La de 228% 
1927 1927 20,415 11,512 129% 
1928 1928 19,828 4,438 29% 
1929 1929 21,362 4,376 26% 
1930 1930 23,341 5,083 28% 
1952 1931 24,743 6,395 35% 

oe 1932 26,513 3,337 14% 
1933 14,827 1933 30,147 11,365 61% 
— oH 1934 4260944 4 82469 28h 
ose ee 1935 28,200 12,867 84% 

*Estimated 
al
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Although those records cannot be reproduced here, they indicate that 

the results of natural propagation as measured by the reported 

success of the shooting season correspond closely with varying de- 

grees of favorable and unfavorable weather conditions. It is 

probable that this was the most important factor in influencing the 

good results of the beex sehsene 

To make the records more clear and complete it may be pertinent 

+o record the fact that a policy of secret distribution and release 

was inaugurated in 1932 and has been continued to date. All phea- 

sants are now liberated by or under the direction of the county 

wardens, The distribution plan is based on the relative suitability 

of all pheasant covers within each county. No information is given 

out in advance of a shooting season regarding the location or the 

extent of any liberation, 

Previous to the year 1932 the policy had been to depend mostly 

on sportsmen's clubs and similar groups to liberate at their dis- 

eretion, the pheasants which were allotted and delivered to them. 

in many cases the paid-up club members were informed in advance of 

the shooting season, regarding the exact location where each bird 

had been released, Although there were many clubs and individuals 

who carried on this cooperative program intelligently, efficiently 

and fairly, it is well know that too many pheasants were liberated 

On posted areas where only the favored few who liberated the 

pheasants were priveleged to hunt, 

In the case of clubs which made public announcement regarding 

the location of the liberations, hunting was concentrated in those 

- &reas with the result that few birds, if any, escaped to serve as 

breeding stock the following year. The concentration of hunters was
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objectionable to property owners and to the general public and 

resulted in closing many areas to all hunting. 

The purpose of the present secret distribution policy is to 

give every license holder an equal opportunity and to give the sport 

of hunting more enphuate than merely the skill in shooting, The 

records show that since the adoption of this policy, with the excep- 

tion of 1936, the record of kill has been well above the average of 

any previous three year period. The proportion of successful 

pheasant hunters has increased during this period, indicating that 

the kill of pheasants has been distributed over a larger number of 

hunters. This may account for the fact that many of those who 

liberated pheasants under the previous policy now declare that 

pheasants have decreased generally, simply because they have killed 

fewer pheasants than when they were practicing secret liberation 

mostly for their own benefit. 

The year 1936 must be considered separately. Although the plan 

of liberation followed the policies of the three years preceding 

which had produced satisfactory results as shown by the records, the 

year 1936 was exceptional in many ways. It was characterized by 

many sudden and violent fluctuations in weather conditions, starting 

with a severe winter with heavy snow and ice covering the ground for 

long periods. This was followed by record floods in March with con- 

tinued cold weather lasting through April and changing abruptly toa 

period of abnormal heat and lack of rainfall approaching drought 

conditions, During June, which represents the hatching season and 

the start of the rearing season, unusually heavy rainfall occurred 

extending over periods of several days. The violence of fluctuations 

in weather conditions is indicated also by the fact that several wind
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storms occurred during the summer, often in connection with steady 

rainfall, and in one case, reaching the proportions of a cyclone 

causing great damage to shade trees and to other property in the 

western part of the state. 

Although the records of pheasants killed in 1936 are not yet 

available, the results of the shooting season were certainly far be- 

low the average of recent years. Approximately 12,000 birds were 

liberated in 1936, of which 6,453 were liberated in advance of the 

breeding season, The early spring liberation, about April 1, con- 

sisted of approximately 1,280 cocks and 2,920 hens, This liberation 

was intended to establish a ratio of one cock to each three hens in 

the covers, which ratio is considered adequate for satisfactory re- 

production in the wild, A later liberation during May consisted of 

about 400 cocks and 1,860 hens, These birds had been held at the 

game farms for the production of eggs under contract for distribu- 

tion by the Department to individuals offering to hatch eggs and 

rear the young for liberation on lands open to publie shooting. 

Obviously this late breeding stock had been mated and was in produc- 

tion at the time of liberation. A previous test of the results 

secured from birds liberated before June 1 had shown that the method 

was satisfactory, 

From the records of the previous years it appears that under 

average conditions this liberation was sufficient to produce a 

normal crop and to furnish fair shooting with 25,000 or more cock 

Pheasants reported killed, The fact that grouse and quail also 

failed to produce a crop indicates extremely unfavorable conditions 

-- for_natural reproduction caused by combinations of factors beyond the 

control of man, The records of previous years also justify the
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assumption that because of a general failure of all wild upland game 

bird crops in 1936, the shooting season would have been poor regard- 

less of the number of pheasants liberated, 

From these records, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The success of shooting seasons is dependent mostly 

on the results of natural propagation. This is illus- 

trated by the records of the first and third periods. 

This may account for the fact that of many banded phea- 

sants which have been liberated, few banded birds have 

ever been recovered or reported, 

2, The liberation of pheasants contributes to the suc- 

cess of the subsequent shooting seasons only indirectly 

so far as it provides breeding stock, This is illustra- 

ted by the records of the first and third periods. 

3. The results of natural propagation are dependent upon 

weather conditions and upon other factors such as the 

supply of food and cover and the abundance of predators. 

This is demonstrated and emphasized by the experience 

Or: 1936.5 

4, The liberation of pheasants beyond a certain point 

._ Or number does not improve shooting in proportion either 

to the number liberated or to the expense, The records 

indieate that a liberation of about 12,000 birds in 

approximately equal sex ratio will give the maximum 

7 returns per dollar expended, Although the results will 

vary with weather conditions and other factors beyond 

ie control, it appears that a liberation of more than 

about 12,000 pheasants will not affect results mater-
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ially or in proportion to the expense, regardless 

of weather and other conditions, 

A temporary increase in liberation above the 

number of 12,000,up to 15,000, might be justified 

immediately following an unfavorable season such 

as 1936, The futility of liberating large numbers 

of pheasants is illustrated by the experience of 

the years 1928 to 1932, inclusive. The point is 

further demonstrated, if not proved, by the ex- 

perience of 1935, when a reduced liberation of 

pheasants produced results comparable to the years 

when a much larger number of pheasants were liber- 

ated, 

The reasons for the failure of an increased number of birds 

liberated during the second period,- 1928 to 1932, to effect a cor- 

responding increase in the number of birds killed, are not entirely 

clear at this time, A further study and analysis of weather records 

and of other contributing factors is urgently needed before final 

conclusions can be drawn or before definite recommendations can be 

made regarding the policies and methods which will produce the 

maximum results per dollar or effort expended. 

It may be that an annual liberation of about 12,000 birds, 

Supplementing the population carried over from the previous year, 

together with the birds resulting from natural increase, constitutes 

@ saturation point which is dependent on the availability of suit- 

able food, cover and range. If that is so, the saturation point 

Seems tO be reached in Connecticut when the total fall population is 

about 100,000 pheasants of equal sexes. The population would
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probably permit a kill of 40,000 cock pheasants under maximum con- 

ditions, of which about 30,000 would be recorded in reports from 

about 60% of the licensed hunters. This would equal the present 

maximum record. . 

If the saturation point is one of the limiting factors, that 

can be increased only by such game management practices as improving 

the quantity and quality of food and cover and by accomplishing a 

better distribution of food and cover over a wider range. The con- 

trol of predators may be an important factor also in many cases. 

It is difficult for many to believe that there can be a satura- 

tion point for any kind of game, particularly pheasants, However, 

the fact has been well established that the population of certain 

game birds, including pheasants, is distinctly limited by definitely 

habitat requirements, A restricted habitat will hold only as many 

birds as can find an adequate supply of food and of cover to protect 

them from natural enemies, In fact, Errington has shown that a 

habitat will support its normal population of such birds regardless 

of the presence of predators. When the population is increased 

beyond that limit, as by liberation, a very definite constant per- 

centage of birds are forced into the less suitable border zones 

where they are lost, largely through predation, Nor does an 

excessive control of predators improve that situation. 

It may be significant to observe that more than 50% of the area 

in Connecticut is wooded and not adapted to pheasants and that of 

the balance a considerable area is devoted to industrial and resi-~ 

-.dential use. An estimated population of 100,000 pheasants (both 

sexes) on one-third of the total area of the state would be at the
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rate of one pheasant for each ten acres, When the environmental 

requirements of pheasants are considered, it is reasonable to assume 

that this total area would not support a heavier population. 

It may be worthy of note also that the area of land under eulti- 

vation in Connecticut has been decreasing each year, from approxi- 

mately 1,000,000 acres in 1910 to 671,000 acres in 1930 and that the 

cultivation of cereals has been practically abandoned. Since phea- 

sants require cultivated lands and thrive best in grain growing 

areas, it is reasonable to expect that the pheasant population will 

continue to be limited by the acreage under cultivation and that the 

capacity of the area in Connecticut to support pheasants will con- 

cinue to decrease as the area of cultivated lands is reduced. The 

increase of dairying in Connecticut, with many farms heavily grazed 

is an important factor in rendering the area less suitable for 

pheasants, 

As more cultivated lands revert to woodlands, we may expect an 

increasing population of ruffed grouse and other woodland species 

provided those woodlands are developed and managed in part for those 

species, 

Other data in relation to this subject are being compiled and 

studied by the Cooperative Game Research Program with partieular 

reference to existing uses of land for agricultural crops and to 

other conditions which furnish suitable food and cover for pheasants. 

A map showing all the important pheasant covers in the state has 

been prepared for use in connection with the pheasant distribution 

program. 

ALC 
December 1, 1936,



REPORT ON RESULTS FROM EGGS FURNISHED TO 

INDIVIDUAL FARMERS AND SPORTSMEN - 1936 

During May 1936, mostly between the dates of May 10 and 20, 

11,572 pheasant eggs (cost $1,403.01) were delivered by wardens to 

340 individuals under the standard plan which offers not more than 

two fifteen egg settings to each applicant. At the close of the 

deascn each person was requested by letter, to report the number of 

pheasants hatched and the number liberated, using a post card en- 

closed with the letter, 

A total of 139 replies were received (40.9%). This number 

received 5,034 eggs (43.5% of total distributed). They reported 

hatching 2,137 pheasant chicks (42.5% hatch) and liberating 1,419 

birds. This is 66.4% of the number hatched and 28.2% of the number 

of eggs received by those reporting. 

County Warden Deibert made an independent personal check of 

fifty cooperators in his county. The total number receiving eggs in 

New Haven County was 52. His investigation and report shows that the 

number of birds actually reared and liberated was nearly double the 

number reported by the 34.6% in New Haven County who reported by 

cards, A comparison of results by counties as reported by cards 

shows New Haven about 50% below the average for all. This is ao- 

counted for by the fact that one lot of eggs proved to be poor,- 

probably injured by exposure to heat,- for which the county warden 

was not responsible, 

From the above, we believe that it is safe to estimate that a 

total of not less than 2,800 pheasants were raised from 11,572 eggs,- 

a production of about 24%, 

The distribution of eggs for hatching was first inaugurated in 
1933, The percentage of birds reared and liberated has inereased 
consistently from 18% in 1933 to 24% in 1936, This increase may be 
accounted for on the basis of experience gained during previous yearse 
Careful instructions are supplied with each setting of eggs,
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1 erate easants tual reported take for the five years was 
( 115,787. 

Pheasant Liberations May Reach a Maximum of Effectiveness Whe Geeseiis fan tee Conneatiant 

is concerned is that not more than 12,000 

EYOND a certain point, the libera- erating large numbers of pheasants and to 15,000 birds should be Lberton, ia 
B tion of pheasants does not im- illustrates this by reference to the figures nually. It appears from the experience 

prove shooting in proportion either of the five year period of 1928 to 1932. of recent years that this number of birds 
to the number of birds liberated or to the During this time a total of 92,158 birds is sufficient to maintain the pheasant 
expense involved. The success of shoot- were liberated; and while the estimated population at approximately the satura- 

ing seasons is dependent mostly on the — kill approaches the figure of 182,500 (or tion point for the present available 

results of natural propagation, and the 

liberation of pheasants contributes to the CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME. 
success of subsequent shooting seasons 
only indirectly—so far as it provides | lat 320 

breeding stock. This is the conclusion of YW, 

| Game Management Circular No. 5, re- a La t ZARB 
| eently released by the State Board of a A 

Fisheries and Game of Connecticut as 38,000 pelle Sle arene 13.000 “ip 

| the result of considerable study of this V7 V7 
subject. This report will be of interest is i) 1 
and value not only to game administra- era ae (7) ay ° 
tors of pheasant states, but to sportsmen aha | pa Ae) | | 

as well. 34000 ZA Ly wo VA LA oe 
The report lists figures compiled from ee po Uy, i, a 

records of releases as far back as 1908, apees Z WA, ZA o6 i cs we Oo 

when 88 birds were released, and carries Z i ey Cz 7, LAT IE 

it through to 1936. Figures on birds ae GY MINIM 

reported killed begin in 1923. While 288 AAA ALA AA paA 
these reports of birds taken are not com- Vp E IMAtED [TOTA Ce V4 

plete for all the hunters of the state, an 28,000 es aden biscdl ao) D, OO fa200 | 
estimation of the complete kill is ar- | | MINIM Ma “ 2 
rived at by utilizing the percentage of Z GY BS) 
license holders, reporting each year. For eee ae cas hoe Lf co LLL Rod 
example, in 1926 the state released 6,177 | AAA | 

ringnecks and of these 3,098 were cocks. 24,000 (ald ASE YN Vig BS 
Sixty-eight and eight-tenths per cent of Z ON a ce | 

the license holders for that year reported e600 we | i) uo) Za VU) SS | 
a bag of 20,291 birds. The estimated LA Ze O tz ) Bd 
bag for the year was placed at 33,300. VAM) a ) a 

(See Fig. 1.) so00 a a) ae 
These figures bear out the conclusion a cs 7 Boo 

that “the success of shooting seasons is Maceo oe WS Sei VS 

dependent mostly on the results of nat- 7 Y V7 Y/ 
ural propagation. The birds killed in the | | VA Ss Vy Y 
field this year could not possibly have ee % Uy Uy Yj Wy Y Yj ae ae UY V7 YY 
come from the birds liberated that fall. D UL Cape | 
Only 3,098 cocks were liberated and 4000 299 s Brora nuone 7 YY y 9% y V7 Y slightly more than half of the hunters Y) pee 
eee Ly 

was due to natural increase in the wild. G Z UO oo | 
The results of natural propagation are eco a bos Li, LAY Ze) 

dependent upon weather conditions and VAY, 7 a || Mm 1) ea 

upon other factors such as the supply of Boe i a vy Vwi 7), 
food and cover and the abundance of A 7a NUMBER. OF Icocy 71156 | 
predators. An outstanding example of ey B EDS | LIBERATED 

this point is the year 1936. This year £299. 77 987/ i Se 
was characterized by many sudden and 7 Ve ee ragga? 

violent fluctuations in weather conditions, 4,000 7 9 Y Oo Seal tax_| coven eT 
starting with a severe winter with heavy 7 7 UY) Shaded Area, epresen =| me =e 
snow and ice covering the ground for oe ee Fen of sth tat oats Be =| BEE ig 
long periods. Record spring floods led ere ik - a elt a eS ie Se 
into a summer period of extreme heat He eo || & =| He |= i 
and drought. While records of birds 2 [i na 
bagged are not complete, the results of 1925 ©1924 11925 11926 11927 ‘1928 “1929 "1950 "1931 °1932 "1933 "1934 11935 ° 1956 
the shooting season are far below the 

average of recent years. 

The report shows the futility of lib- Fig. 1. Chart showing pheasants liberated and those killed in Connecticut
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pheasant range in the state. Increasing creasing the range acceptable to pheas- C.C.C., has reduced the elk population to 

the Connecticut pheasant population, or ants. This means game management and the point where its “individual members 

for that matter the population of any the resulting increase of food and cover have assumed that inexplicable psycho- 

game range, is now dependent upon in- for all seasons of the year. logical status whereunder they cease to 
reproduce their own kind and are once 

RECORD OF LIBERATION AND KILL OF PHEASANTS IN CONNECTICUT more doomed to extinction even though 

TL ie i eee Tice | tos S PO M. Werneens Kinet. @ 2 wigidly, propettedybyslaty.4 
Bate GEN a Chae ese mee Teen cant: So, Mr. Gerstell is forced to the unhap- 

Fall Spring Tetal Total | pena ci ives py conclusion that “the Pennsylvania elk 
Year Cocks Total Cocks Total Cocks Birds | Killed Liberation Liberation experiment, though partially successful in 

TESS ste cuw sea LaP UE Tang OTT | ea ae tle past, as doomed rorfailure.? 

ios Ears tas Biza tas || senso attaso | 2at day the mountain ous eree lan, Ok eOnis 
1926 3,078 6,157 20 20 3,098 6,177 20,291 14,114 228 western Virginia there has existed for a 

1ga7 ees hare HS AS EGP S'300 || ioiezs aiass © 'z9,-«=Ssnumber of years a herd of elk the status 
ag ish eazy zoe 7m baer gana || aigee faze 2g —_of hich seems questionable. In order to 
1931 8,386 16,772 1,576 1,576 9,962 18,348 24,743 6,395 35 determine just what are the chances for 

io au iraas BLr Seas aoigse © aeaze | aatie 3997 © 2t thé future of this herd a study has been 
ee SEE taase bese Sieg tanh bare | 2e3es SAG of ufdertaktn on 1 careful scientife boris 
1936 4,153 5,116 1,662 6,453 5,815 11,569 Whats cede aetavens ce This undertaking is a part of the work 

Se SSSsSSSODFmamn fof the Cooperative Research and Demon- 

ees stration Project of the American Wildlife 

STRATE Tra TAT, UL RRS Ea Institute, U. S. Bureau of Biological Sur- 

vey, the Virginia Commission of Game 

Eastern Elk Tn 1912 Pennsylvania undertook a pro- and Inland Fisheries and Virginia Poly- 

The last known Pennsylvania elk was &t#™ to re-establish the lordly wapiti in technie Institute at Blacksburg. It is 
killed in 1867 along the headwaters of its earlier haunts in Penn’s Woods. under the able supervision of Charles O. 

the Clarion River in Elk County. And Breeding stock was introduced from vari- Handley. As yet progress has not ar- 

this animal, it appears, was the last in- out parts of the West and for a time sue- rived at the point where conclusions may 

dividual of the species in the vast Alle- cess seemed assured. The animals bred be reached as barely a year has elapsed 

gheny Mountain section of eastern North and calved and to a material degree pros- since the initiation of these studies. 

America, according to Richard Gerstell in pered. Apparently from 1913 through a ae 
the Pennsylvania Game News. 1923 the herd maintained or exceeded the 

As chief of the Division of Game Re- expected normal increase of 10 per cent I. T. Bode Advanced 
search and Distribution of the Pennsyl- annually. From 1924 to 1927 this increase How to raise wildlife crops will be a 
vania Board of Game Commissioners, it | was probably slightly less than normal new subject of instruction in the program 
is Mr. Gerstell’s job to know about such but since that time the rate has constant- of agricultural extension in which the 

"3,000 county agents of the country and 

i i 7 the State Extension Services play the 

. ' major role. This is the result of the ap- 

| pointment of I. T. Bode as Extension Bi- 

| * -  ologist, in charge of Extension Work in 

4 | Biology and Wildlife Management of the 
Extension Service, U. S. Department of 

\ Agriculture. Mr. Bode will provide ex- 

| i Te : tension workers and other agencies with 

| up : information on the development and man- 

ah se D <3 agement of wildlife crops, and will organ- 

le Sante \ ; sf ize and develop teaching and demonstra- 

[ : . : aa has | = tion in the matter of wildlife as a land 
hae {9 me . — ie) ee ee " use factor among the nation’s farmers, 

gta ha By Shirt sagem By oil i and especially its future farmers, i. e— 
4H Club boys and Future Farmers of 

n America. He will work for the employ- 
$ f , i ment of wildlife specialists in state ex- 

4 tension work and will also seek the coop- 

; ee eration of agricultural specialists of other 

oe lines. 

This action of the Extension Service is 

an accomplishment of major importance 

things. He has studied the history of the ly remained below normal. When known to wildlife. It is a milestone in conserva- 

elk since early times when, with the bison,  statisties were studied and analyzed it tion progress. An outgrowth of the pro- 
it was numerous in eastern North Amer- was found that “for every animal stocked, grams of the cooperative research and 

ica. approximately one animal was killed.” demonstration projects between the Amer- 

His interest lay not so much in the And this does not take into consideration ican Wildlife Institute, U. S. Bureau of 
past as in the future, however, and as a unknown illegal kills. Biological Survey and the state game 
thorough understanding of the past his- Naturally “high strung,’ the elk has commissions and land grant colleges of 
tory of any case is essential before the been unable to abide the expanding in- nine states, it is a further recognition of 

doctor can prescribe, he therefore turned fluences of civilization. The opening-up present needs by the conservation agen- i 

back the pages of time in order to antici- of the last wilderness areas, chiefly cies of the Department of Agriculture. 
pate the future. through the construction of roads by the Wildlife is now officially recognized as
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File: Accidents 
Pheasants 

4/12/37 N, Dakota 

Cockleburs and Pheasants 

J. H. Steenis observed in winter 1936-37 pheasants were feeding on dry 
cockleburs (pecking them open to get seed, but a few were swallowed whole 

and dry). Some birds got burs externally under the tail, which clogged with 

fecal material and thus killed the bird. He saw about 30 such deaths, of 

which he examined about 20. 

This was on Des Iaco Refuge, North Dakota, 

Leopold



August 27, 1937 File: Riley 
Pheas. Movements Study 
Pheasant “ 

Copy to Hawkins 

PHEASANT MOVEMENT STUDY 

Meno for Files: 

When the 125 toe-punched pheasant chicks at Riley were 
released on July 15, 1937, I asked Mrs, MeCaughey to hold some of them 
in confinement to confirm the supposition that toe-punches do not heal 
up or grow over. 

eS Mate Die west yy nae See 
had been punched as smali chicks several weeks old. Of the 11 st 

1 had no punch (it had been missed in the process of punching) 

3 had torn out and were no loncer clearly recognizable as 
panched 

ee ee ae 

It appears, therefore, that in computing ratios--i.e., the 
proportion of toe-panched birds in the kill--an allowance mst be made for 
punches missed, or obliterated by tearing out, The above sample would 
indicate that 30 per cent of the mumber liberated will not show pmmches for 
the above reasons. 

The 11 birds were released August 26. 

Aldo Leopold
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/ Phillips, J. ©. Man's Influence on Ruffed Grouse Pomlations. 
Cosmos Press Cambridge 1937 2Upp. 

| P.5 "As far back as 1708 there was a closed season in New York, 
2ite"4 and Magsachusetts had its first closed se son in 1818, which 

shows thet colonial legislatures were concerned with cyclic 
scarcity." 

Pf "In some of our New England states, notably Massachusetts, 
que the pheasant has almost vanished." 

p.13 Kills reported for N.H,, Me., Mass., Pa,, Va., N.B., N.Y. 

2.15 Most grouse ever seen was in 1895, western Quebec,
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Digest of 

The Controlled Bunting Areas and the Pheasant Refuge Management 

System in Northwes
tern 

Ohio, by Lawrence BH. Hicks 

(Release No. 23, 1937, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State 

University
, 

Columbus, Ohio 

Record of Liberty Township, Wood Co., Ohio, 1936 (500 acre refuge, 9-day 

open season) 

Hunters: 300 non-reside
nt 

@ $3 $900.00 

72 non-landown
er 

@ 50¢ 36.00 
117 landowners

 
@ 25¢ Wes. 00 

11 honorary permits 965.90 revenue for 

140 farmers hunted on own lands township assoc. 

210 hunters on lands outside this assoc. 

850 hunters in township (24 per sq.mi.) 

Removals: 2,366 pheasant cocks killed by huntors (66 per sq.mi,, 

216 Hungarian partridge 3 per hunter) 

840 rabbits , " 
1,800 pheasants live-trap

ped 
for restocking

 

¥,166 pheasants (1 per six acres removed from township) 

1,056 other game 

Residual 

Stock: 800 pheasants left on refuge as broedors 

1,800 live-trap
ped 

from refuge 

2,600 pheasants
 

on refuge before trapping;
 

density, 5 per acre 

Costs (if all rofugo oxpense is charged against the trapped pheasants): 

ale per trapped pheasant for refuge maintonanc
e 

we 8 " " " trapping ($4 per day, 50 days, 
plus $100 for distribut

ion) 

38¢ por pheasant (as against Ohio costs of over $2.00 

for adult game farm pheasants,
 

$1.31-$1.5
7 

for 

8-12 woek birds) 

Stocking Value: (Survival as computed by Hicks from banding and 

shooting roturns; dotails of computati
on 

not known) 

1 wild-trap
ped. 

pheasant has survival value of 1.5-2.09 game farm 

adults 
Bae " tt tt " " 3-8 gamo farm 8-12 

week birds



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE A 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY w 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

VRENCE B, HICKS, DIRECTOR, H yr 
operative Wildil is 
Din BeusUalyl CARER Or sep tember 20, 1937 w 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Cs 

Bepartment of Agricultuml Economics, aunt ) 
University of Wisconsin, Ce Pe 
Madison, Wisconsin ( 

U 
Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letters and the manuscript received. I have gone over . 

same and am returning it to you. 

Rather than mention any month it wmld be better to use "late 

winter" as the dates I recall for release of game farm adults have 

fallen between January 25 and April 15, or slightly later than the 
average data at which wild, live-trapped birds have been released. 

I notice that there were tw or three of the birds which you 

were unable to sex and consider them hermaphroditic. I might say 

that this condition has not been at all uncommon in Ohio pheasants - 
possibly as frequent as one per thousand. However, we have never 
had a good example in our wild trapped birds, but have seen a number 
of cases in Game Farm birds where disease and mal-nutrition had been 
prevalent. Several of these birds have been posted without us being 

able to learn a great deal as to the causes of their condition, although 

the reversal invariably seems to be from female to male and due to 

tuberculosis of the ovaries. 

Your comments on sex ratio in the article are interesting. I 

notice that in one ease you trapped more hens than cocks, but in the 

a@rive flushed more cocks than hens and you seem to feel that the 

figures based on the drive were more accurate. Of course I cannot 
say what was the true ratio in this case, but with us trapping has 
almost invariably given a figure closer to the true eex ratio than 

data from birds flushed. 

We sometimes are able to observe 100 or 200 birds.on open ground 
in young wheat and easily sex and count same, but when the same group 

of birds is driven across into cover - even cover as short as wheat 
stubble - it is seldom possible to flush the whole group, and that 

portion which is flushed always shows a disproportionate percentage of 
cocks.



: ca 

We find that the hens are trapped only slightly easier than the 

males, and that during the extremely cold weather the cocks are taken, 

sometimes even exceeding their true ratio. I think you will find that, 

as the size of the group you are working with increases, you will find it 
increasingly easier to take cock birds. This is linked up with the greater 

gregariousness of the male birds. 

We have had some trouble with scalping, but have had practically no 
mortalities from same and have been able to keep this at a very low number 
due to proper construction of the traps. 

Also note that you have had som interference during the trapping 
work by squirrels. We have also had some interference of this sort. How- 

ever the fox squirrel§ which we have a great many of, have not been nearly 
as bothersome as the red squirrel which we have fewer of on our trapping 
areas. You considered the stormy days as best for trapping, possibly 

due to less interference by squirrels then. I have usally found that 

stormy, cold and snowy days are usually better trapping days regardless of 

any interference by squirrels. 

Dogs are @ real menace. On one refuge we had to discontinue trapping 

because the dogs broke in and killed twelve or more pheasants. However on 
all of ow other sites we have been able to control the dogs and unless 

dogs can be controlled, we would consider it inadvisable to attempt trapping. 

I have on fae several times in connection with my marking work on 

starlings to markjfeatherss with oo ens paints, but with only fair les 
success. My one attempt on feather ‘iig} was a complete failure, probably 
due to my faulty technique and I have never reattempted same. 

I hope that some of the above comments my be of some use to you. 

Your paper contains many points of cosiderable interest and I trust you 

can secure an early publication of same. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lawrence E. Hicks, Director 

Ohio Wildlife Research Station 
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio



i Decenber 1, 193° 

University of Wisconsin Cheeeaut 
Banding Returns ~ Report Wo.1 t+ £dgn 

(a) Wild Birds Re%eased in Place 

Date 

Band Number Species Date Place recovered Place _—s Distaics 

B671606 US Fainnated 2-26-35 Trempealeau 8-14-36 Ladysmith 109 on. 
grouse,F Co. 

ayts Pheasant,M 2-44-37 Faville Grove 10-30-37 Faville Gr. 30 yds 
e712 Pheasant,F 2--37 Faville Grove 7-23-37 Faville Gr. 1/4 m.. 
2703 Poeasant,M. 2-4-37 Faville Grove 11-1-37? ’ ' 
2714 Pheasant,F. 2-4--37 Faville Grove 2-5-37 (raptor 1/2 mi. 

killed) 
B671566 US Mallard,F 10-25-35 Arboretum 11-15-35 Green iake 

Co. 

B671506 US Mallard? 8-6-33 Arboretum 10-13-36 Green Bay 
235853 US Redtail 5-11-30 Lodi 2-14-31 Hopkins Co. , 

hawk J Tex. 

235859 US Redtail 5-15-30 Verona Te She Se Ruaice, La. 

hawk J 
235860 US Redtail 5-17-30 Denzer 11-1-30 Rush, Tex 

hawk J 
303344 US Redtail 5-2-31 Middleton 5-25-32 Fries!and,Wis. 

hawk J 
303345 US Reftail Beer sl Middleton Tie sok Fosstu.., dina 

hawk J 
303347 US Reétail 5-2-31 Middleton 111-31 Wauuakee. Vis. 

hawk J 
305450 US Redtail 5-12-51 Baraboo 5-6-32 Wonewoc , Wis. 

hawk J 
456978 US Marshhawk,J 6-13-30 Fish Hatchery 7-26-30 Coloma, fis. 
A626605 US 4 " 6-11-30 " " 11-17--32 DeKalb do. ,Til. 
A626610 US " " G-11~30 " " 2-1-32 Mineral Springs, 

avk. 
4626612 US u * 6-11-30 it n 12-10-32 Jackson Co. ,Miss. 
A626613 US 4 1 6-11-30 " " 12-25-30 Blgin, Tex. 
4526615 US " tt 6-11-30 " " 11-5-30 Rayne, la. 
A626621 US a 6-13-30 t " 8-21-30 Downs ,Kan. 
4026623 Ts i " 6-13-30 " " 12-5-30 Branch, La. 
AS73917 US " 6-26-30 u " 2-11-31 Santa Rosa, Tex. 
4673928 US a " 6-20-31 ii i 10-2-31 Merse, Mo. 
£673931 US nt * 6-20-31 " " $-22-31 Lowry , Minn. 

(found dead) 
4695914 US , W [-3-31 Bear Bluff, 10-31-31 Cass oday,Kan. 

Jackson Co. 
A695953 US " " 7-18-34  Cranmoor Twp., 9-30-34 Lindsey ,Neb. 

Wood Co.



Banding Report No. 1 

(>) Wild Birds Moved 

Date Place 
Band Number Species Date Moved recovered recovered Distance 

37-704804 US Redtail 5-4-37 North Leeds 5-21-37 McFarland 8 mi. 
hawk to Madison 

37-704806 US Redtail 5-4-37 North Leeds "spring Oregon 10 mi. 
hawk to Madison 1937" 

2696 Pheasant,F 1-14-37 Madison to 
Fish Hatchery 4-19-37 ? ? 

2203 Pheasant,M 1-15-37 Madison to 4-8-37 Fennimore same 
Fennimore farm 

2207 Pheasant,F 1-15-37 Madison to 1-17-37 Fennimore ak mi. 

Fennimore 
2632 Pheasant,F 1-9-37 Madison to 3-12-37 Nakoma 1 mi. 

Hammersleas 
2698 Pheasant,F 1-15-37 Madison to 3-19-37 Fennimore ¢ mi. 

Fennimore 
2629 Pheasant,F 1-9-37 Madison to Y-6-37 Arboretum 13 mi. 

Hammersleas 
2264 Pheasant,F 1-23-37 Madison to 2-9-37 Faville mi. 

Faville Gr. Grove 
2257 Pheasant,M 1-23-37 Madison to 10-34-37 Faville 14 mi. 

Faville Gr, Grove 
2274 Pheasant,F 1-23-37 Madison to 3-18-37 (found & mi. 

Faville Gr. dead) 
2261 Pheasont,M  1-2+37 Madison to 5-20-37 (found 2/3 mi. 

Faville Gr. dead) 
B671554 US Mailard,M 10-25-34 Madison to 10-19-35 = L. Puck- x 

Lake away 
Puckaway 

B671558 US Mailura,P 10-25-34 Madison to 12-25-35 Found x 
Lake dead 
Puckaway L. Puck. 

(c) Artificially Reared Birds 

Date Place 

Band Number Species Date Place recovered recovered Distance 

A626604 US Canada 7-11-29 Arboretum 12-5-30 Davenport, 
goose? la. 

34-702382 US Redtail 6-20-36 Biol. Bldg. 11-24-36  McCombd,Miss. 
hawk,J 

(Many artificially reared pheasants banded in 1937 are being returned. They will 
be covered in Report No. 2.)



Pheasant folder 

J. G. Dickson says each December pheasants near his house begin 

eating bittersweet berries in large amounts. 

e ALL. 

12/17/37 | 
: f



Riley Meeting | 
a ' March 16, 1938 

Fig 

j History of the Pheasant 

Introduction to America (Phillips) 

ps 42e43. Richard Bache, New Jersey, 1790 (failure) : 

Central Park, New York, 1877. { # 

0. N. Denny, Oregon, 1831 (success. pure torquatus) 

British Columbia, 1833 (English) 

Stuyvesant Preserve, N. J., 1887. j 

After 1896 - widespread plantings. 

Introduction into Burope (from Tegetmeir) ip 

-p- 29. BA&ll of fare drawn by King(7) Harold for Pe households, A.D. 1059: 

for feast of St. Michael and Agh Wednesday indaden magpie (agace), 

partridge (perdices), pheasant (phasianus), geese (ancae) walk i 

chickens (gallinae). 

p. 29. Seon after 1100 Henry I issued a license to the Abbot of Amesbury 

to kill hares and pheasants. 

p. 29. In 1299 (Baward I) price of a pheasant was fourpence, woodeock 

three half pence per pair; mallard three halfpence, plover one penny. 

: p. 30. In 1170 Thomas a Becket, about to be executed, dined on a pheasant f 

"more heartily and cheerfully that day than usual." © : 

p- 30. Archbishop of York, at his inthronization in sails of Edward IV, : 

: had 200 "fesauntes" for his guests. (and many others) . 

p- 33. A Psalter of 1260 contains a parionik of a@ cock pheasant. 

p. 38. Introduced into Sweden 1873 by Baron Oscar Dickson. 

Miscellaneous Introductions (from Tegetmeier) 

p. 38. New Zealand about 1850. 

: St. Helena, 1513. divetian, Samoa, etc.



; -2- ees ie 

Introduction into Wisconsin (From Game Survey MSS.) i ne ‘ 

p- 98. Planted by Col. Pabst, Waukesha Co., 1910-27. : : 

; State began propagation in 1928. ) ; iN 

p. 101. First open vane 1921, . 

? First Game Farm ? : 

All over Wisconsin by 1932. ‘ ! 

Killed back out of northern counties 1935-36. : 
‘ 4 

Lectures | ne 
Pheasant folder ; : ; 
‘History folder .~ . 

: é ; aN



File: Pheasant ~ 
Quail 
Massachusetts 

Extract from letter from William Vogt, National Association of 
Audubon Societies, October 13, 1938: 

"T have just had a letter from Dr. Frank T. Woodbury, 21 Chestmt St., 

Wakefield, Mass., who for sixty years has hunted and been very 
familiar with certain areas in the Northeast. He writes me a very 
intelligent letter commenting on the apparent 'crash' of Pheasants 
and Quail, as well as of Grouse, although he has apparently read 
nothing about them. He says: 'Last Labor Day, 1937, I flushed 23 
Pheasant in our back field where they had lived all summer. When the 
hunting season opened, but one was to be found and as far as I know 
he survived and none of the others were found. And this spring, for 
the first time in fifteen or more years, not one has been heard, and 

my dog finds no trace of them.' I pass this information on to you 
with the thought that you might like to write him." 

(Original letter from Vogt filed in Cycle folder. ) 

a
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4 PENNSYLVANIA GAME COMMISSION 

Harrisburg 

October 21, 1938 

Mr. W. HE. Scott, Supervisor 
Refuges and Public Hunting Grounds 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

Replying to your letter of October 17th, desire to say that we have 

experienced for the past several years considerable loss of bird bands 

from those birds which we have held over the winter for spring distribution. 

At our Jordan State Game Farm where we raise only Ringneck pheasants, 
the Superintendent reported this past year that approximately 33 1/3% of the 
birds banded and held over had lost their bands when they were caught up for 
shipment on or about March lst. 

At the Loyalsock Game Farm where we held over some 400 Hungarian par- 
tridges and approximately 100 Chukar breeders, the Superintendent estimates i 

that approximately 20% of the Hungarian partridges in ground holding pens .. © 
and 15% of the Chukar partridges in wire floored pens lost their leg bands. & 

How the birds get rid of these bands is a mystery to us, as the cover % 

within the pens is not unusually thick and there certainly seems to be 
very little in the wire floored pens which might dislodge the band from the 
bird's leg. However, the fact remains that we do lose a considerable mumber 
of bands from all birds each year and it is my personal opinion that if we 

/ experienced these losses in captivity, the band loss in the wild where the 
going is mich heavier and the brush much thicker mst of necessity be a great =— 

deal higher. 

5 We use the best leg band put out by the National Band and Tag Company 
and the only possibility which presents itself for improvement would be in 
the purchase of steel bands if same can be procured. We are endeavoring to 
obtain a mamber of these bands for the coming year. 

Trusting that this is the information you require, and urging you to 
call upon us at any time that we may be helpful to you, I am 

Most cordially yours, 

/s/ Charles W. Wessell, Chief 
\ Division of Propagation & Game Farms 

> (For information of students) 
\



File: Pheasant ~ 
Dane Co. 
Rock Co. 
Range Tallies 

Habitability Tally for Pheasant 

Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wis., to Harvard, Ill, C. & N.W.R.R. - March 28, 1939 

(Stations 1 minute apart--3/4 mile--80 acres each. Tallied cover only, 
and tallied for best cover within the 80-acre sample. ) 

Habitable Non~habitable Total Per Cent 

Brushy marsh 2 2 4 6 

Grass marsh 3 12 15 22 

Woodlot 2 4 16 23 

Other cover (fencerows, 
weeds, etc.) 0 34 34 4g 

en "ee “eS Too 

Per cent 10 90 100
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Game Management 

Ups and Downs of Quail Furnish Clues to Best Management 

O N THE SUBJECT of how the game bird population can best be increased, 
some of the most valuable information obtained in this country is coming 

from an area in southwestern Columbia county where the research consists 
only of recording what nature does to the population of quail. 

This work, begun by Paul Errington a decade ago, has been carried on by 

Albert Gastrow and Aldo Leopold (Game Management), in cooperation with 

the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. 

The data, summarized in the graph on page 49, show quail came up from 

a. low point in 1929 to a high in 1983, dropped to another low in 1987, and 

are now again on the way up. 

One conclusion which may be drawn is that the severe winters of 1928-29 

and 1935-36 were disastrous to quail. Naturalists have long believed that 
hard winters tend to hold down the population of quail in Wisconsin. 

But it is also a fact that the two quail-killing winters coincide with the 
“lows” in the 10-year grouse cycle, and the quail peak in 1983 coincides with 
a “high” for grouse and rabbits. Quail were reduced in numbers all over 
Wisconsin in 1936, even where heavily fed and given the best of cover. It 

appears, then, that quail are affected by the cycle common to most upland 

game birds in this state. 

The most important information coming out of the Columbia county 

study is that winter losses of quail are greatest when the birds are most 

abundant, as indicated by the extremely sharp “saw teeth” in that part of 

the graph covering 1931 to 1935. 

From these data has been derived the “Errington Theory of Predation,” 

first, proposed by the originator of this investigation. The theory revolution- 

izes past ideas on the effects of such predators as hawks and owls on the 

quail population, and carries important implications regarding the most 

effective means of promoting survival of the game. 

It used to be thought that hawks and owls tend to destroy virtually the 

same number of quail whether the game birds are abundant or scarce. The 

predators eat quail—so do they not need as many at one time as another? 

If this were true, it would mean that predators are unimportant when 

quail are plentiful, but that there is danger of their entirely exterminating 

quail when the latter are few in number. It would also mean that the only 

sure way to keep quail from extinction would be to destroy the hawks and 

owls. 

48 

From "What's New in Farm Science," Part I, Annual 
Report, Director of Agr. Exp. Sta., Univ. Wis., Madison, 

Bulletin 442, November, 1938.
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Census by Poul L.&rrington and Albert Gostrou 

THE QUAIL POPULATION FLUCTUATES CONSIDERABLY 

The most interesting story in this chart lies in the broken lines showing winter losses. The fact 
that these losses are most severe when quail are most plentiful indicates that providing more food and 
cover would increase the carrying capacity of the range. 

But the Errington theory maintains that nothing like this happens. Pred- 

ators do not consume even approximately the same number of quail from year 

to year. They may destroy quite a few birds when the latter are too abundant 

for the range, and consequently unable to find sufficient food and cover. But 

as soon as quail are reduced to a number suitable for the range, the predators 

find it difficult to catch them; whatever cover there is will serve better for 

a smaller number of birds. When hawks and owls have trouble catching quail, 

they turn to other prey, including mice and other rodents. 

If the Errington theory is correct—and there is now a great deal of evi- 

dence that it is, coming from other sources as well as the Columbia county 

study—then plainly it is not necessary to destroy hawks and owls to protect 

quail in Wisconsin. A more practical way to increase the quail population is 

to furnish more food and cover. 

Why Do Game Birds Nest in Hayfields? 

Gee MANAGEMENT specialists and laymen alike in recent years have 
agreed that furnishing natural cover is the best way to prevent game birds 

from nesting in hayfields, and being killed or having their nests destroyed by 

the mower. 

Pheasants and Hungarian partridges will nest in fencerows, or in un- 

grazed marshes if they are available—so goes the confident belief, which to 

some extent has been borne out by research. 

Now comes the disturbing discovery that although this no doubt is true 

most of the time, it does not hold good at all times. The evidence was dis- 

covered by Aldo Leopold and Arthur S. Hawkins (Game Management), who 

49



examined nearly 500 nests before and after the hay crop was mowed in each 
of the past four years. 

Game birds’ choice of nesting places seems to differ somewhat from year 
to year, depending upon the stage of growth of various types of vegetation—- 
which in turn depends upon the weather. It may be new alfalfa or clover, 
old fencerow grass, roadside weeds, or even old stubble that looks best to the 
birds when they are ready to nest. 

In 1988, when Wisconsin produced the largest hay crop in its history and 
the largest crop of any state in the Union, hay attracted unusually great 
numbers of birds. As high as 16 nests were found on 8 acres—all destroyed 
by the mower. Pheasants or partridges which lose their nests in alfalfa 
often try again in the oats, where the binder catches them before the new 
clutch of eggs is hatched. 

There is no reason for losing faith in the practices of leaving fencerow 
cover, or of protecting woodlands and marshes from grazing and burning to 
furnish cover for game. Experience shows farms with such natural cover will 
seldom lack a good population of wild birds. It is well to bear in mind, how- 
ever, that many birds may still nest in hayfields in those years when the hay 
furnishes unusually attractive cover, especially when the hay is early and not 
too dense. 

What to do about it in such years? There is no satisfactory answer at 
present. A “flushing rod” attached to the mower has been tried, and found 
to do some good. Yet such a contrivance has the disadvantages that it is 
rather troublesome to use, and does not always flush the setting hen in time 
to save her life or enable the operator to leave an “island” of uncut hay around 
the nest. Nor does the hen always come back to a nest left in such an “island.” 

European farmers, with the help of dogs, commonly chase birds out of 
hayfields into the grain at the time of first nesting. This procedure does not 
seem to be the way out for Wisconsin farmers, however, since they usually 
have neither the trained dogs nor the necessary spare time. 

It is a significant fact that winter grain attracts many nesting birds, 
since it usually grows to a good size in time for the first nesting. Here the 
eggs usually have time to hatch. Farmers can hardly be expected to make 
radical changes in their cropping practices merely to protect wildlife, but 
since crops specialists in yield trials extending over many years have found 
winter grains to yield better than spring-sown varieties over much of Wis- 
eonsin, it probably would be to the advantage of farmers as well as game 
birds if more winter grains were grown. 

At all events, Wisconsin must face the fact that its popular combination 
of spring grain and alfalfa probably will result in wholesale destruction of 
birds’ nests in certain years. 

Mature, Well-Developed Pheasants Survive Best 

Wet IS THE BEST WAY to “plant” pheasants under Wisconsin condi- 

tions? 
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This is one of the most important questions encountered in the state’s 

wildlife conservation program. More time and money is spent restocking 

pheasants than on any other single game restoration task. 

Since it is not safe to trust to guesswork, experimental research has been 

set up to get the needed information. The method is to release matched lots 

of mature and immature, wild-raised and artificially-raised, well-developed and 

poorly-developed pheasants. Differences in survival indicate what type of 

bird is best for restocking purposes. 

This investigation is conducted by Irven O. Buss and Aldo Leopold (Game 

Management), in cooperation with the Wisconsin Conservation Department 

and 13 farmer-sportsman groups scattered throughout the state. 

At least one more year of work is needed to reach definite conclusions, 

but these trends already stand out: 

1. When very young pheasants are released, few of them survive. The 

older they are (up to the full-grown stage) the better their chance of 

survival. 

2. Pheasants too small for their age seldom, if ever, are able to live long 

after being released. 

8. There does not seem to be much difference in the ability of wild and 

artificially-propagated pheasants to survive—provided they are full- 

grown when released—but what difference there is favors the wild 

birds. Wild-raised pheasants show less tendency to wander away from 

the range on which they are planted, and are more apt to form flocks 

in winter. 

4. Artificially-raised pheasants seldom weigh as much as wild ones of the 

same age. 

5. Localities differ in their ability to “hold” birds—that is, keep them 

from wandering or drifting to new range. Poor food or cover may 

hold birds through the fall, but not through winter. 

These findings are made by checking the movement and survival of 

marked birds. All farmers and sportsmen killing marked birds during the 

hunting season, or finding dead birds at any time, are urged to send the leg 

bands to the Conservation Department, Madison, with a note stating when and 

where the birds were found. 

One important question which cannot be answered at present is this: 

What percentage of the marked birds die, and what percentage drift to new 

range? Only whole-hearted cooperation from the public in reporting marked 

birds will give reliable information on this point. 
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April 12, 1939 

Mr. Charles 4. Kirkpatrick, 
2h University Ferm Place, 
Hadison, Yistensin 

Dear Mr. Kirkpatrick: 

Have been so flooded with work that I am just now able to answer 
your letter of some weeks ago and a related letter from tir. Leopold. 
Will try to anewer both together. 

I have long been interested in the problem of age criteria 
and started to work on the problem in 1930, but didn't accomplish 
very much. Rach year since then a littie data has accumulated, but 
I can't say that we yet know very much about age determination. I'd 
be glad to turn over to you and Mr. Leopold any of the data we have on 
this subject, although right now there are so many pressing problems 
that it may be many months before I could get it all together and make 
an attempt &t evaluation. 

All thet we heave done is make records on the specimens we 
handled each year, mostly those obtained during the hunting season 
( a hundred or more each year) and the more than 10,000 live-trapped, 
@ percentege of which we have examined. Have never planned to publish 
anything on age determinction along. ‘Sometine we probably will make 

& summary of what has been learned through the speciaens that we have 
handled, but thie would be mostly disease, parasites, weichts, sex 
ratios and the adult-javenile ratio. 

For a long time I have been ¢onvinced that the adult-jurenile 
ratio was more significant than any other one type of data obtained 
through Game bird study. The adult-juvenile ratio of course is an 
index of reproduction as compared to the surviving breeding stock and 
if exect informetion could de obtained over a period of years on adult- 
juvenile ratio and this correlated with all production factors we would 
be able to reconstruct the major part of our population picture and 
develop & usable life quotient. 

Heve made use of the bursa with some success. Have never made 
use of any bones. ‘The criteria we have used have deen mostly those of 
plumage, lege and spurs. ‘The size, shape and hardness of spur have 
given the most consistent results. It would be fine of course to be 
able to age all males into 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 year old age classes, 
but from @ practical standpoint sost of our objective is obtained if



we are able to separate the yearlings from the adults. Thie we 
believe we are now able to do with only a smell percentage of error. 
Incidentally we have concentrated on characters which cou be used 
on the live bird as most of the birds we have been able to handle heave 
been those live-trapped. 

Incidentally all of our populetion studies indicate that the 
pheasant populetion turns over very rapidly and thet the number of 
aged wales is very small. Hence aging the kill each fall is lergely 
a matter of separating the juveniles from the adults. For example, 
the 1938 crop is asde up aluost entirely of birds hatched in either 
1938 or 1937, but unlese our technique is at fault, no more then sbout 

| 5% or less are of males produced in any other year. 

Tt has been even more difficult to age hens, but from our popula- 
tion studies we have good reason to believe that the population tarn- 
over is as texp rapid in hens ae in cocks and that the population 
Composition of hens in the various age classes is not much different 
from that of cocks. 

Whet work we have done on the use of feathers as age indices 
' hae been largely with the tail feathers. fo definite generalization 

ean be made yet, because pressure of other work has always made it 
impossible for us to obtain sufficient verification in subsequent 
years. liowever wheat leads we have indicate that much could be done 
by working with the tail feathers alene, although some veristions may 
exist between the different racial types of pheasants. Incidentally . 
the detes for moulting of the tail feathers of adults and juvenile 
males are so different that on the dates of the Ohio open season = 
Sovember 15-30, all juvenile males have tail feathers retaining some } 
of the sheath and in many cases the sheath is still very prominent, | 
exceeding an inch in length. Thia is a very easy and practical method 
of aging cocks shot during the hunting season, though gust how auch error 
may creep in due to birds replacing feathers lost by accident or in the 
case of very early broods, we do not mow. 

In closing may I make the observation that the pheasant research 
done in this county to date is not truly extensive end far from exhaustive. 
In fact I believe that we are only well started on the pheasant investi- 
gations that will ultimately be made. As with deer so much of the work 
with phetsants has been rather sketehy or not fundamental. Most of thet 
which we heve been able to really make use of originated in either 

Wisconsin or Ghie. 

if our two groups seem to often get the same idea at the same 

time, it is merely because we Beth manage to accumilate some alert 
field men who feel that not everything has deen done and who manage to



devote the wajor part of their time to actual field work with Bork 
PEt pheasants im actual rather than theoretical habitats. 
then it is obvious that many of the facts that we have to work with are 
all too sketchy and I only wish that we could throw our entire staff into 

/ pheasant investigations so that we could have the satisfaction of develap- 
, ing @ picture that wes not so ragced with holes representing the unknown. 

I hope that you will be able to get a truly complete answer to 
this age determination problem and will be able to publish on same before 
too long. Will be glad to have you write again if you feel that any of 
the date we way heve on file would be worth compiling for you. Sketehy 
though it be, you ere welcome to make use of any of it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lawrence B, Hicks, In Charge 
Ohio Wildlife Research Station 
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohie 

ce. Wy, Leopold | 

Oem eetid qed a | 

| 

\ 
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Copies for: Kirkpatrick Age criteria 
Hamerstrom Quail 
Buss Pheasant —~ 
Hochbaum Chukar part. 

Extract from letter from Starker Leopold, June 4, 1939: 

"In 97% of the cases with the Lophortyx quails and almost 100% with 
the rest, all the juvenal greater upper primary coverts are retained for a 
year: In cases of premature replacement, however, one or several 
feathers in the middle of the series will be replaced, but never the two 
distal members, numbers 8 or 9. And oddly enough the proximal members, 
1 to 3, which are shed first in normal molt, seem also to be retained. 
The rormal condition, however, is the retention of the whole series. 

"I would bet my hat that the series is retained in pheasants and grouse, 
too, for Dwight brought out long ago that the two outer primaries are held 
over in all quail and grouse, and I would expect it in pheasants, too, as 
well as a retention of the g.u.p. coverts. I found it in chukar partridge 
and some (but not all) of the 01a World quail. The catch with many species 

; is that the juvenal and adult coverts are pabtehpvesisbalie, so you cannot . 
tell anything from skins. I established that definit for ruffed grouse 
and blue grouse. However, a close scrutiny of those coverts of known age 
pheasants and grouse might reveal differences which could be used. By 
dyeing the whole wing of some young pheasants you could soon tell whether 
the molt was incomplete. I imagine the post~juvenal molt in pheasants would 
be in Process by six or eight weeks. The juvenal plumage is a very transitory 
affair.



dug. 25, 1939 

Water as Related to Stability of Pheasant Releases 

Stoddard tells me that releases of artificially propagated quail 

mst be "hardened" to accepting succulence in place of water. If this 

is not done, extreme instability may result, especially in dry, dewless 

periods. 

Quail are hardened by moving the wire-bottomed pens over stands of 
Mexican “clover" (sp?) and withdrawing water. ‘The birds learn to pluck 

the succulent clover through the wire. 

Is this a factor in the stability of pheasant releases? 

What wild succulence is acceptable, and grows during dry Augusts? 

What tame succulence is acceptable, and could be grown, for August 

use in hardening pens? : 

De the recorded returns from pheasant releases show correlation with 

water, drouth, and succulence? 

What experimental procedure would throw light on this question? 

Who could experiment with it in 1940? 

Aslee 

File: Water 
: Pheasant V 

Survival Study 
Quail



42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management November 2, 1939 

Mr. Edward J. Young 
1 West Main S¢reet 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Young: 

The pheasant moults three times his first year, and twice yearly 
thereafter. Not all of these moults, however, are complete. 

First year 
: 1. Natal down. Completely lost by 4 weeks of age. 

2. Juvenal plumage. Completely lost by October. 
3, Winter plumage. Partially lost before breeding season, 

Second year 
1. Muptial plumege. Partially lost after breeding season. 
2. Winter plumage. Partially lost before breeding season, etc. 

One primary is retained from the juvenal plumage and carried 
through the winter. This is true of all chicken-like birds, and by it young 
Can usually be distinguished from old. In pheasants, however, the character 
is not sufficiently distinet to enable one to classify birds-in-hand. 

We have great need of a reliable criterion of young vs. old birds, 
applicable to live birds-in-hand. Charles Kirkpatrick of the Zoology Depart- 
ment is helping me search for it. Game farmers use spurs, but spurs are not 
Yeliable. There are too many "intermediate" spurs. 

My students have now developed reliable age criteria in quail, 
ducks, and prairie chickens, but we are still stumped on pheasants. 

Kirkpatrick knows lots more about this than I do. I am sending 
him a copy of this letter. If I have given you anything wrong, he will 
correct me. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



: File: Accidents 
Pheasant .~ 

Extract from Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. V, No. 3, March, 

1940, pp. 7. 

: THE BURDOCK FHAST 

Burdock seed proved to be the favorite pheasant food where it was 
; available this winter, the birds taking it in preference to corn where 

it exists in the neighborhood of feeding stations, the game division 
of the conservation department finds. The corn is used when the 
burdock burrs available above the snow have been disposed of. 

One pheasant was found so encased in the sticky burrs that it was 
unable to fly. It was not able to remove the mat of burrs from its 
feathers and it was easily captured, relieved and liberated. The game 

division lists the event among its freak accidents and most pheasants 
escape serious burr infestation. 

Artificial winter feeding continues to grow in importance as 

natural food supplies become exhausted.
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| QUESTIONS and ANSWERS | 
Question: Can the alligator swal- crease of the ringneck pheasant in 

low its prey under water? North Carolina. 

Answer: No. To swallow, the e 
alligator must raise its head above Question: Does the box turtle 
the water. This is usually accom- | ga quail eggs? 
plished in deep water by suddenly hy oy it eae 
lurching upward and swallowing Ee ee eee ee ROT Lei une 
with a single gulp. More frequent- contrary, no reliable evidence has 

ly the alligator comes to shallow yet been presented that the box 
places to swallow its prey. turtle is a destroyer of quail eggs 

a in North Carolina. 
| re . To quote Mr. Helbert L. Stod- Question: What success, if any, 20.9 5 aes 

has attended efforts to introduce the | dard in ae el la eae ee 
ringneck pheasant into North Caro- | Cmmon, box turtle, or ‘land ter. 
lina? oe is oe ete 

Answer: Numerous experiments enn ena 8 taaw of ne 

by both the Division of Game and | evidence in support of this. Care- 
| Inland Fisheries and private indi- | fy) experiments with more than 
we ae nee a dozen different individuals and 

Tonulations of pheasants in tee ee a hae ee oO us 

| State have been failures. Appar- Dee. en te vated 
ently, the absence of some essential evidence: of the habit? 

_ living requirement prevents an in- S 

So far as known, the box-turtle dees not eat quail eggs. 
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Pheasant folder 

Mr. Holmes of the Poultry Husbandry Department banded some 

pheasants during the summer of 1929 or 1930 and released them on 

University Marsh. One of these bands was killed on the highway 

near Mt. Horeb this winter, that is, 9-10 years later. I have no 

record of the sex. 

A.L. 3-12-40
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/ University or Wisconsin 

i Ly / Department of Wildlife Management 
Ringneck Pheasant / Aldo Leovold 

f GA Counties reporting kills in 1940* 

Total State Kill in 1940: 482,516* 
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x Pheasant 

Tree-Nesting Pheasant 

Minnesota's first recorded tree-nesting pheasant brought forth 

a brood in East Chain township of Martin County. Two farm boys, 

Carl Munson and Lawrence Whitman, discovered the nest in a tree 21 f 

and one half feet fromthe ground. It contained nine eggs originally. 

: Eight eggs hatched. Five chicks were found dead at the base of the 

tree, killed by the plunge to the earth. What became of the others 

was not known. The nest was verified by Dr. Luedtke, Fairmont 

ornithologist, and C. Edward Carlson, technician for the State 

Conservation Department. Pictures of the nest have been added to 

the University collection. 

(From the Conservation Volunteer, official bulletin of the Minnesota 
Department of Conservation, Vol. I, No. 1, October, 1940, p. 12.)
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j FA es + Old hawks, crows and stray dogs. Any IKLOO LECOPO au 
attempt to estimate the final toll would 
be a mere matter of conjecture. 

Game Commission Acts 
Fortunately, the Game Commission 

had been called into session for Wed- 
nesday, November 13th, and im. | 
mediately went to work to relieve the ) 
situation. Every warden in the area | 
affected was contacted by phone and 
instructed to make a survey as road 
conditions permitted and do everything 

. possible to save the birds. 
. In response to many wires and 

i phone calls to close the pending season, 
MANY PHEASANTS “GONE the Commission sought a way to do so, 

WITH THE WIND!” They were advised by the Attorney 
General’s office, however, that under 

It happened! We had our dhgers existing laws they lacked the necessary 

crossed for some time wondering what authority, Immediate “steps were could happen to break the peace of then taken to broadcast an appeal to 
one of the most satisfactory hunting the sportsmen to epouerate pene 
seasons in recent years. Everything SOLE RTCY. by ze fraining from exer- seemed serene—a 60- day’ waterfowl cising their privilege to hunt. 
season; myriads of pheasants, with a Whether they will show their true 
large daily bag limit; extraor dinarily colors, or not, remains to be seen, buy 
good “Hun” shooting. Hunters, both the brood stock for next season will : 

' local and out-state, were beaming with be determined by their voluntary co- 
satisfaction over what apparently was °P erage 
the greatest shoot in our history. The Several reports cogae in’ substan- : nimrods were on the 10-yard line with ‘ate an earlier belief that many of the goal to go! They were all set the birds lost were cripples from the 
for the final play—15 more deve tof former open season not sufficiently 

ring-neck shooting and a crack at a eoooveran. estand’ the (3-day penal: few “greenheads” and honkera” Whatever the final verdict, let’s all 
THEN IT HAPPENED! hope that casualties are not sufficient 
Down out of the Northwest swept to seriously menace the status of this 

one of those pre-season blizzards that Big eame bird tee pe Senter. 
Ma and Pa used to tell about! Our Your Game Commission and Dire : | modern day pheasants—raised under tor wish at this time to extend their 
drought conditions and Florida weath- deepest appreciation to the ey 
er—were not equal to the occasion. A protean wo a ee an aie heavy drizzle of rain on Saturday, pee ey: a ae TONePEDOrS aud 
Noy. 9th, soaked them to the skin. zecie Bievicns es Pee obligingly 
Late that evening a rising wind ubeeod Weis ee atone aepaeal: J 
brought snow flurries and freezing rh “ 
temperatures. It continued with in- 
creasing intensity until the following 
Monday night and not until Tuesday 

3 i afternoon did the fury of the storm Cae Sie Cone Nee Bargect subside, 

Then came the inventory! When our \ Q 1946 
game wardens and interested sports- 4 
men finally broke through blocked 
country roads, they were confronted 

eae = with a devastating picture. Hundreds of 
birds had succumbed to the elements. 
Many more, still alive, were standing 
in a stupor weighted down with ice-- 
an easy prey to predators such as |
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PHEASANTS AND HYBRID CORN 

Dan Thompson 

One of the farm members on Riley Area questioned the palatability 

of hybrid corn as compared to open~pollinated corn as winter pheasant 

feed. It was suggested that the extreme hardness of hybrid corn might 

make it less desirable to the birds; this has been found to be the case 

with hogs. 

The following experiment was set up to compare the palatability 

of these two varieties of corn. 

A large & partition feeding hopper was set out in Paulson's Blder 

Patch, its compartments alternately containing 8 pints of hybrid and 

open-pollinated corn. ‘The hopper was elevated about two feet off the 

ground to escape rabbit consumption and a perch was placed in ffont of 

the hopper tray to discourage the birds from scratching feed out of the 

tray. 

The experiment was housed in the lean-to shelter which stands about 

fifty feet back from the road bordering the Elder Patch, but after a 

week's trial, it became obvious that road disturbance was causing the 

birds to favor the compartment farthest from the road regardless of its 

contents. 

To correct this situation, the hopper was refilled and moved to 

Paulson's Lower Willow feeder near the railroad tracks where disturbance 

was at a minimum despite daily train traffic. 

At both of these stations mouse and small bird consumption could only



Pheasants and Hybrid Corn 
De 

be roughly appraised. Chickadees, bluejays, and cardinals were the only 

small birds observed using the hopper; English sparrows were eliminated 

by their short winter cruising radius from farm buildings. A covey of 

eight quail were centered in the Hlder Patch when the hopper was stationed 

there; their consumption was uninown. Signe of mouse feeding" were numer~ 

ous but not excessive, and rabbits were checked by the elevated position 

of the hopper. 

The following figures show the arrangement and consumption of 

hybrid and open-pollinated corn at the two stations. 

I. der Patch 

oa neumpt as ap n ~ inkse oe ch saps ant pune ain 2 7 . 
Open eHybrid Oven 4. Hybrid Open O. Hybrid Open 5. Hybrid 

Pollinated Pollinated pollinated pollinated & pints 
2 pints i pint i pint k pint é pint i pint 2 pints (imptied) 

Road Time--Ran 9 days; February 6-February 15, 1941 Birds favored ‘ 
Traffic Consumption=--Open-pollinated--5 pints end compartment \ 
Disturbance Bybridq--------- ints ~ due to road 

apercoanee in’ dis ° 

HL Ure II. Paulson's Lowe LLLOWS 

pheasant Corn Palatabilit; 

: Sor ump LOR 1D Pintew="ach Yompartment Holdin, eit 
eHybrid 2.0ven Hybrid .Open= Hybrid 5. Open / Hybrid 5.Open-pollinated 

Pollinated pollinated pollinated 8 pints 
6 pints 2} pints 2 pints 2 pints _1} pints _2 pints _1 pint (Zmptied) 

Time--Ran 37 days; February 15-March 23, 1941 
Consumption=--Open=pollinated--Lig pints 

Hy bdride------ ome pints 

* Mice gnaw out the embryo of a corn kernel and leave the yellow 
endospern.



Pheasants and Hybrid Corn 
; + 

Both stations showed that pheasants have a tendency to favor the 

outer portions of feeding trough. The road disturbance at the Elder 

Patch rules out the palatability results from this station. The second sta- 

tion, where disturbance was hold at a minimum, indicated that pheasants 

have a slight preference for open~pollinated corn. This discrimination 

may be as much due to kernel size as it is to hardness. Hybrid corn by 

the handful runs uniformly larger than open-pollinated corn, since the lat- 

ter has numerous scrub kernels; to the field worker this is the only differ- 

ence between these two varieties of corn. 

Hybrid corn was fed extensively at Riley during the winter of 1940-41 

in shell and ear corn form; pheasants and quail took 1t readily. ‘Thus it 

seems that the slight favoritism showed by yhebenahe for open-pollinated 

corn is not a significant item in winter feeding. 9 

1. It 4s interesting to note that a covey of quail at another feeder 

Saree ose
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4 June 30, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
42. University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I hardly mow how to begin this letter, in view of the time which 
has elapsed since the previous one. However, I feel that write I must, since 
it was largely to your recommendation that I owe my present job, and I feel 
that I owe it to you to let you Imow how things are progressing here. You 

: will here from me more frequently in the future. 

I'll try to mention a few accomplishments which I kmow will interest 
you. Last fall, through a permit system of hunting, we examined over 175 cock 
pheasants, about 225 rabbits and about 70 fox squirrels|killed on or near the 
Rose Lake area. From nearly all we secured age, weight, loeation and habitat 
where shot, and time of day when killed. For pheasants|we also secured spur 
length and notes on molt and crippling loss. Over 1,000 permits were issued 
and invaluable information on hunting pressure was thus|obtained. (I might 
add that we were unable to age rabbits or squirrels completely. Males were 
not attempted, but we felt that females could be aged by the condition of the 
nipples.) 

Also, we|(the Rose Lake staff) were present at several blockades of 
the Enforcement Division of the department in eastern Michigan, and examined 
over 750 cock pheasants in hunters! bags for age, the ratio being about one 

i old _ cock for each 10 or 11 young cocks. We examined several hundred rabbits 

Trapping|of pheasants was rather successful. | We trapped for several 
weeks before the hunting season, but caught only a dozen birds. However, during 
winter we had from|five to 20 traps going during about half of the days, and 

. trapped about 100 birds, the séx ratio being 1 cock:5.5\ hens. The actual ratio 
as determined by observation and censuses was oser to) 1 cock:3.5 hens. 
We used water-lily and cage-type, bob-wire entrance traps and found then 
equally successful |if properly placed. 

Incidentally, I completed my work on my doctorate this spring, and 
received my degree|in June, the thesis title being "The Ecological and Economic 
Relations of the Crow, with Special Reference to Illinois." A11 goes well with 
Marijane and young|/Forrest (whom I know you would like to meet). Please extend 
my best wishes to Mrs. Leopold, Carl, and Nina. 

Sincerely. C Fi Wee



Reece! © . a The State of Wisconsin 
DP OHe : be 

ly CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT bs (’ Gane 
i cia 1004 Garfield Street 

Madison, Wisconsin 
July 11, 1941 

FILE REFERENCE: 

: Kumlien notes 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

Thank you for the copy of your letter to Mrs. Mein regarding 
her intended paper and use of the notes now in the Kumlien Club 
files. 

I am asking Mr. Barger (secretary) to forward these papers to 
her immediately. ‘The papers are now in Mr. Barger's files, as I 
turned them over to him at the time the other records were trans- 
ferred to him. He is aware of their importance and understands 
thet we were uncertain as to the correct place for filing them, 

The letter from Black is interesting, and I appreciate your 
letting me read it. He states that the ratio in examined cock 
pheasants was about one old cock to 10 or 11 young cocks. I am 
writing him to find out how he determined age, and 1 will let you | 
know what he says. He goes on to say that he trapped about 100 
birds, the sex ratio being 1 cock : 5.5 hens, and the actual ratio 
as determined by observation and censuses was closer to 1 cock ; 
5.5 hens. An actual ratio may be more accurately determined by 
trepping than by census or observation. I found that observations 
in“sheteygem favored hens, while trapping showed more cocks. 
(1941. Sex Ratios of Wis. Pheasants. Wis. Con. Bull., May, Vol. 
VL, No. 5, p. 4). 

I am now beginning to believe that cock pheasants are no { 
more difficult to trap than hen pheasants. 

Best wishes, 

hr 
Irven 0. Buss 

: Game Biologist: 

7. oh 
Would suggest you send rush letters to my residence address, as bn. 
1 am often out of the office for several consecutive days. ;
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oF LoS J. H. He ALEXANDER ~ 

mapison Ww 

1626 Jefferson St. ‘ Qh 
December 28, 1942 

FILE REFERENCE: 

. Quail trap design, 
Trepping returns 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place ; 
Madison, Wis, 

Deer Mr, Leopold: ; 

Here is the quail trap roughly sketched for you. I have excluded 
the covering to reduce unecessary drawing time. If there are any 
questions concerning its construction I'll be glad to help clear them 
up. 

i'm also giving you our Madison Fish Hetchery trapping results 
to date for your interest: 

Unbanded birds of the year --- 34 (58% of the unbended trapped) 
Bile ye Unbanded birds over a year --~ 25 (42% of the unbended trepped) ARK \ 

ye \ 

+ Banded a yeer ugo ~----------- 18 (including these recetches 
; Banded two years ago --------- 2 would give 57% old to 34% young) 

| Kepeats from all years -------_32 

| 111 totel catches 

| - The per cent of old to young may be based on two interpretations: 
\ 1. Using birds thet were trapped this year for the first time, 

2. Using banded and unbanded birds trapped this year. ihis 
way of figuring would give a higher percentage of old birds 
then young birds in the total population. 

Fs Best PAT dS 5 ! 
\ Ar 

Irv.
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EXTENSIVE STUDY OF BAND RETURNS IN DUNN COUNTY ae: 

ect Rare ~ Gree 143 

An attempt was made to get a large number of reports of the banded cocks 

shot throughout Dunn vounty during the 1941 and 1942 hunting seasons. These 

reports primarily furnished deta for survival studies, but also yielded 

information on movements, ratio of banded to unbanded kills, crippling losses, 

end other mortelities. 

the chepter on “PHEASANT MOVEMENTS" under “Dispersion of Artificielly- k 

propagated pheasants (Dunn County)" shows that 3,509 eight-weeks-old aces” 

were banded and released ers the county during the sumer of 1941, and 

2,091 eight-weeks-old pheasants) were released in 1942. The chepter also explains 

that simple, self-addressed, stamped postel cerds were distributed to hunters 

during these two years requesting each hunter to give the number of unbanded cocks 

shot, the number of bended cocks shot, the number of cocks crippled, the band 

numbers of hens found dead, end the band numbers of cocks shot. in 1941, 2,550 

cards wére distributed, and in 1942, 2,400 cards were distributed. 

Returns from 1941 Bandings 

Table 34 analyzes the reports from 277 hunters (11 per cent of the 2,550 

cards distributed and nine per cent of the 3,100 licensed hunters) received in 

nT 1941 5 The kill of 530 unbended cocks and 241 banded cocks, or 2.2 wild cocks 

ie for every artificielly-reered cock shot, indicates thet the county kill consisted 

| of about two-thirds wild cocks, 

Since 277 of the county's 3,100 hunters shot 241 banded cocks, we can, 

theoretically, use the following ratio to deduce the totel number of banded 

cocks shot in the county during 1941s 277:241::3,100sX. The total number, X, 

| is 2,697 cocks or 77 per cent of the 3,509 cocks released. ‘his figure would 

be valid if the 277 reports included representative numbers of successful and 

unsuccessful hunters, and if all of the 3,100 hunters actuelly hunted pheasants. 

Some hunters purchased licenses to hunt deer only, and it is likely that 

successful hunters are more apt to report than unsuccessful hunters. Both of 

these errors amplify the deduced kill.



Table 34 

1941 Dunn County Pheasant Kill Returns 

(Summary of reports from Lis of the county hunters) 
Wir’ 

No. of _ Banded, pheasants 
No. of birds shot Total Unbanded Banded Cocks ~~. found de i) 
hunters per hunter shot cooks shot cocks shot crippled | Cooks Hens 

80 0 0 0 oO 5 2 5 

55 a 55 25 30 6 0 & 
33 2 66 44 22 8 0 2 

40 3 120 88 32 14 1 7 
23 4 92 64 28 6 1 1 

12 5 60 49 ll 2 0 Oo 

6 6 36 29 7 0 0 0 
2 7 14 % 7 0 ° | ° 
4 8 32 22 10 3 0 2 
4 9 36 24 12 3 0 ZL 
4 10 40 30 10 4 0 0 
3 au 33 22 ll 0 0 0 
1 12 12 10 2 2 0 3 
2 13 26 20 6 2 0 ° 

2 14 28 19 9 4 0 oO 

2 15 30 20 10 3 0 Qo 

A 17 Ly 10 7 z 0 z 

1 23 23 15 8 2 0 0 
+ 25 25 14 a 2 ° 0 
1 26 26 18 8 oO oO 0 

277 771 530 241 66 3 26 

Table 35 

1942 Dunn County Pheasant Kill Returns 

(Summary of reports trom 53% }of the county hunters) 
WY? pe, ak 

No. of Banded pheasants 

No. of birds shot Total Unbanded Banded Cocks found dead 

hunters per hunter shot cocks shot cocks shot crippled | Cocks | Hens 

22 0 0 0 0 0 0 ° 

30 1 30 21 9 4 0 0 

23 2 46 35 11 8 ° 0 

14 3 42 34 8 s 0 0 
7 4 28 25 3 3 0 0 
4 5 20 18 2 1 0 oO 

5 6 30 28 2 3 0 ° 
5 7 35 32 3 2 0 Oo 

4 8 32 27 5 4 0 0 

3 9 27 20 7 2 0 oO 

5 10 50 46 4 4 Oo oO 

4 a 44 40 4 4 0 0 

1 12 12 12 0 2 0 Oo 
3 15 45 38 a 4 0 0 

1 16 16 15 1 1 0 0 

1 18 18 16 2 4 oO 0 

2 22 44, 33 il 3 QO j Q 

i 25 25 25 0 0 0 oO 

135 544 465 79 49 QO 0



The county kill of banded pheasants may also be deduced by using the 

cocks shot on the study area near Menomonie es a sample. One hundred ninety 

cocks of the same specifications as those released throughout the county were 

released at the same time the extensive releases were made. The Menomonie 

study area is near the center of the county. During the past three years all 

hunters on the area were checked, and their kills were recorded. ‘thirty-seven 

of the 190 released cocks (an average of 20 per cent) and 41 wild cocks were 

shot by 268 hunters. If 20 per cent of the extensive releases were shot, the 

county kill consisted of 702 banded cocks, instead of 2,697 banded cocks. 

Since 268 hunters were required to kill 20 per cent of the releases on the study 

area, it is doubtful whether 20 per cent of the county releases were recovered, 

for the number of county hunters (3,100) precludes equally high hunting intensity 

on other areas. ihe county kill consisted of about two-thirds wild cocks, whereas 

the study-area kill consisted of about helf wild cooks, further indicating a 

lower proportion of banded kills throughout the county. 

In addition to the 241 banded cocks shot and reported on the kill-return 

cards, 84 bands from cocks shot in vunn County during 1941 were sent to the 

Wisconsin Conservation Department, but they were not accompanied with information 

on the number of unbanded cocks shot, cocks crippled, or banded pheasants found 

dead. These bring the total bend recoveries to 325 or a recovery of nine per 

cent of the 3,509 cocks released. In other words, the silence Ob cee a large 

number of reports of the banded cocks shot resulted in reports from about half 

of the bands actuelly patsabe 

ahe table shows that three banded cocks and 26 banded hens were found dead. 

Hunters, farmers, and highway patrolmen reported bands from 14 additional birds 

which they found dead prior to the hunting season, bringing the total number of 

banded pheasents found dead to 43 (less than one per cent of the 6,202 pheasants 

released), The causes of mortality for these pheasants are unknown.



Returns from 1942 Bandings 

Table 35 analyzes the reports from 135 hunters (five and a half per oent 

of the 2,400 cards distributed and four and a half per cent of the 3,000 licensed 

T hunters) received in 1942. 4the kill of 465 unbanded cocks and 79 banded cocks, 

: or 5.8 wild cocks for every artificially-reared cock shot, indicates thet the 

county kill consisted of sbout three-fourths wild cocks. 

Using the same ratio applied to the 1941 data, 135:79::3,000:X, gives a 

total banded kill of 1,756 cocks or 84 per cent of the 2,091 cocks released 

in 1942. This figure is subject to the same errors involved in the deduced kill 

for 1941, end again if 20 per cent of the extensive releases were shot (instead 

of 84 per cent), the county kill consisted of 418 banded cocks, instead of 

1,756 cocks. Since the county kill consisted of about two-thirds wild cocks 

in 1941 and about three-fourths wild cocks in 1942, it is logical to believe 

that a higher per cent of the 1942 releases was not recovered. 

The deduced county kill of banded cocks for 1941 shows a recovery of 77 per 

cent, whereas that for 1942 shows a recovery of 84 per cent. Both deductions 

are based on the reports received from hunters, but the higher figure (84 per 

cent) is based on a sample half as large as the lower figure (77 per cent). ‘he 

higher deduction, based on the lower sample, supports the belief that successful 

hunters are more apt to report than unsuccessful hunters, for the smaller the 

semple the greater the error. 

In addition to the 79 banded cocks shot end shown in table 35, 27 were shot 

and reported to the Wisconsin Conservation vepartment, but they were not accompanied 

with information on the number of unbanded cocks shot, cocks crippled, or bended 

pheasants found dead. hese reports bring the total band recoveries to 106 or @ 

recovery of five per cent of the 2,091 cocks released. The 1944 attempts to get 

a large number of reports of the banded cocks shot resulted in reports from about 

a quarter of the bands actually recovered. 

table 34 shows thet 29 pheasants were found dead in 1941, but fable 35 

shows that no banded pheasants were found dead in 1942, band reports of nine



pheasants which were found dead prior to the hunting season were reported 

directly to the Wisconsin Conservation Department or to field personnel. the 

43 doad pheasants reported in 1941 (.7 per cent of the 6,202 releases) represent 

a mortality three times as high as the nine dead pheasants reported in 1942 (.2 

per cent of the 4,246 releases). It is likely that these reports represent an 

actual difference in yearly mortalities, for the reports of 1941 showed a 

crippling loss (66 cocks or 1,9 per cent of the 3,609 cocks released) similar 

to that for 1942 (49 cocks or 2.5 per cent of the 2,091 cocks released). One 

would expect hunters to be more reluctant to report cripples than dead birds 

found dead. : 

Conclusions from Extensive Study of Band Returns in Dunn County 

Attempts to secure a large number of reports of the banded cocks shot 

throughout the county resulted in reports from about half of the bends actually 

recovered in 1941 and about a quarter of the bands actually recovered in 1942. 

The Dunn County pheasent kill of 1941, when 3,509 eight-weeks-old cocks 

were released, consisted of about two-thirds wild cooks, in 1942, when 2,091 

eight-weeks-old cooks were released, it consisted of about three-fourths wild 

cocks. 

Based on the semple kill of the study area near Menomonie, the county 

; recovery of bended covks released’ in’ 1941 was 702 (20 per cent), and in 1942 

it was 418 (2 per cent). 

The total recovery<of banded cocks released in the county was deduced for 

1941 and 1942 from hunter's reports, but they are too high, as it is believed 

that successful hunters are more apt to report their kills than unsuccessful 

hunters. ithe 1942 wt Sea ant from a semple of 135 reports was 

higher then the Aalhecag Dasa Beste larger sample (277 reports) received in 1941, 

supporténs. this belief. Sf 

The crippling loss reported for 194] (Abo ve cent of ihe! eailidinehacioa 

wan similar to that reported for 1942 this per cent of eget ae but 

the reported mortality for 1941 was three times as high as thet for 1942.
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Berstell, R. P. "Winter Feeding". Bull. 3, Pa. Game Comm. 1943 

' Starvation Experiments 

Pheasant Survival, Weight Weather 
days loss 

4 Game farm pheasants 14 22-84 at death 
B Wild trapped pheas. 

(captive 1 yr.) 35 42% (13 still alive) worse than lot A 

Wild Turkey 

A 2 wild birds 8 25% Chamber O°F, wind 
B 2 wild birds 11-16 (13) a Chamber O°F, no wind 
G 2 outdoor pen birds a Outdoor pen 

Bobwhite, Game farm, young 

A 10 quail singly, wind 2 17% Chamber O°F, wind 
B 10 quail singly, no wind 2.5 aug Chamber 0°F, no wind 
G@ 10 quail huddled 4.1 32% Chamber O°F, wind 

REnffed Grouse, Game farm, various ages 

A 2 birds (pair) 6-7 256 Chamber O°F, wind 
B 2 birds (pair) & 31% Chamber O°F, no wind 

Hungarian Partridge, Game farm, young 

A 1 pair 5-6 40% Chamber 0°F, wind 
B 1 pair 6-8 hoe Chamber O°F, no wind 

Mallard, scrub, various ages 

A 4 pairs 12 2 Chamber O°F, wind 
B 4& pairs 9.4 Chamber O°F, no wind 

Horned Owl, wild trapped 

6 birds Ll-17 (12.8) 29-33 (31%) Chamber O°F, wind 

Bed Shoulder, captive reared 

2 birds 6-11 224 Chamber O°F, wind 

WT Deer, 10 mo., captive reared 

1 deer 14 29% 11-58° F 

Gottontail, wild trapped 

A 5 rabbits . 6-15 (1 0° Chamber, wind 
3 8 rebbite 1-4 (hos) B18 {1283 same, no wind 
CG 5 rabbits, outdoors 5-7 (5-7) 37-23 (23%) outdoors



2 

Survival, Weight Weather 
days loss 

Grey Fox, wild trapped, captive reared, 10 mos. 

A 1 fox T 26% 0° Chamber, wind 

B 1 fox, outdoors 13 30% 

Muskrat, wild trapped 

A 2 rats 2 134 0° Chamber, wind 
B 2 rates 4 21% 0° Chamber, no wind 
C 2 outdoors 8 30% 

Skank, males, mixed origin 

A 5 skunks 6-23 (15) 20-54 (37%) 0° Chamber, no wind 
B 3 skunks 11-51 (37) 5uS outdoors 

Opossum, wild caught 

A 1 male, 5 female 3-17. (13) 9-41 (334) 0° Chamber, wind 
B 2 females 10-24 (17) 32-43, thos) outdoors 

poet egg production. Starved lot delayed 10 days in egg-laying. Wo significant 
erence in fertility, but higher hatchability than controls. Total egg production 

same. 

Bobwhite. Starved lot regained weight but died at laying season. 

Whitetail deer. Malnutrition followed by excess females and reduced fawn crops. 

Grit. Gritless pheasants lived up to 70 days, lost no more weight than controls, 
and contained as much grit as controls, but ate less food. Gritless quail mch 
the same. Above true on both artificial grain and weed-seed foods. 

Winter Water. Pheasants survived 79 waterless days without loss. Weight 
behavior inconclusive. Qiail, however, lost weight and some died on a waterless 
diet. Skunks, and coons, like quail, died without water. 

ce Digest book 
Pheasant (food) box 
Bobwhite (food) box 
water folder 
grit folder 
starvation folder



Wisconsin Conservation Department aul 

INTRA-OFFICE } 
MEMORANDUM 

Date__dJanuary 18, 1944 

TO: W. F. Grimmer 

FROM: Harold Shine 

SUBJECT: Per cent of pheasants killed on licensed shooting | 
preserves 

In accordance with your request, the per cent of kill 
on all shooting preserves for the last three years was 
secured, 

From a period beginning in 1931 when the shooting pre- 
serves first went into effect and through the 1942-43 season, 
the average per cent of kill for this entire period was 
58.66 per cent. 

For your information I am also listing the total number 
of birds liberated and the per cent of kill per year since 

; the shooting preserves first went into effect; 

Year Total Birds Per cent of 
Liberated Release Killed 

1931-32 393 6 Ss 
1952-33 2,986 eel a4 
1933-34 6,196 50.54 4/ } 
1934-35 5,106 Pb Ay 
1935-36 8,456 +68 33 
1936-37 9,061 rye 36 
1937-38 8,141 43403 42 
1938-39 7,345 51.487 51 
1939-40 7,552 or sl 
1940-41 8,524 u? 
1941-42 8,537 49,65 v2 
1942-43 7,426 34.12 3Y Le 

h Quen m pie Parcent 4 akease eberde be my ¢ eee 37 uy t es / 

hen Shine My /. 

HS: DP al 
CC Ralph C. Conway 

NOTED: 

Mr. yr



PHEASANT STATISTICS 

Pheasants 
Pheasant Chicks Pheasant Eggs Stocked Total Birds 
Distributed Distributed From Farm Stocked 

a 2 3 4 

1929 nods mar 3,053 
1930 18, i 13,209 
1931 26, 334 oan Th? {pe 
1932 18,550 7,360 12,040 
1933 (4,er4 Biel 22,743 
1934 4g , og 12,126 2h, 239 
1935 107,919 2,191 Snitae 
1936 5,710 11 S45 11,050 34,930 
1937 42,0838 53,53 28,250 77,512 
1933 79,905 4, ile 69,671 155, 194 
tte 103,568 4g ,372 97,423 201, S47 
1910 ner Sae 46,751 96,436 226,125 
1941 249.2] 4e,081 36,525 246,168 
1942 134,562 33,231 39,865 192,939 
1943 164, 743 25,079 29,233 *168,201 

CO 

Column 3 includes all 4 and 5 week, $ week 01d, mature pheasants dis- 
tributed by farm. 

Column 4 includes total pheasants stocked from chicks, eggs, and farm. 

* Purely an estimate as all reports on day-old chicks and pheasant 
eggs are not completed.
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Match 1, 1944 

Professor G. W. Schmidt . 
Plainfield, Illinois 

Dear Professor Schmidt: 

I am much interested in your notes on the evident 
es eee especially edible soybeans, 

as against corn. by f i 

The size of this winter's flock (18), as against last 
winter's (75), is also an interesting indication of the 
magnitude of the depression in pheasants this year. 

Yes, I remember Frank's telling me about the wintering 
chickens at Stanley. There is no research in chickens 
going on at the present time, mainly due to the fact 
that no replacement for Wallace Grange could be found. 
I need not tell you that studying chickens is difficult, 
and that somebody much better than ordinary is required 
in order to make headway. 

Wallace now has a report on his work which is about to be 
published by the Department. 

I thoroughly share your feelings about the situstion in 
Congress. In fact, I feel personally ashamed about it. 
T don't think this is bias on my part, for,as you know, 
I am anti-FDR. It's hardly a good example for us to set : 
for other nations to whom we are preaching democracy. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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if ec pheasant folder+— 
sex ratio folder 

May 13,1944 

Extract from letter from B. W. Cartwright to Aldo Leopold, May 13, 1944. 

.ee"Pheasants spread into southern Manitoba several years ago from 

North Dakota. It was an advancing army of cock birds with very few 

females observed at all. Some observers told me that the sex ratio 

was about 50 to l males to females. However, the sex ratio speedily 

was reduced and last year Archie Blackie - a very reliable observer, 

stated that the sexes appeared to be close to parity whereas the 

previous year he considered males in excess of females, 3:1. This 

is rather good evidence of a spiralling sex ratio and the 

calculation shows this is to be expected. I think you will find your 

i 60:40 female to male ratio will remain constant only so long as the 

poptiation is holding its own but any change in population levels in } 

4 relation to the carrying capacity of the land will probably reveal 

a change in the sex ratio."
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Sas -priggsville Wis: <i, 
December 20th 1944 aa 

Dear Aldon 

“Sorry I can't supply pheasants. 
Raised only enough for our table use. I 
haven't contacted other breeders so cannot 
tell you where you might find what you 
want. 

; Regards and holiday greetings 

en .



og 

Amarillo, Rt.1, Box 422 
June 2, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
404 University rarm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

Here is more definite information on the 1944 deer kill in : 
New York state. Total state kill, 26,326, of which 10,108 
were does. In western N.Y. which wes all but deerless a 
decade ago: (from Batavia Daily News) 

_M_ ee, i Ota 
Genesee Co. (my home) 236 215 501 
wyoming Co. ; 376 446 822 
Orleans Co. 193 145 tke 
Livingston Co. 51T tS 1090 

1372 1379 polfape 

Those I talked to agree that in Genesee Co., at least, the 
herd had been hurt badly by the heavy hunting following which 
deep snows caused the deer to yard and many were killed by 
dogs. According to the game warden, dogs killed at least 100 
deer in Genesee county during the winter. Also, he found 
several deer dead from wounds received during or following 
the hunting season. It is probable that hunters, poachers 
and dogs destroyed at least 700 deer in’ this one county, since 
last fall. As near as I could determine, a fair seed crop remains. One yard is supposed to have carried 90 deer thru the winter; another about 30, and there were several yards. 
My guess is that the present herd is between 100-300 head in Genesee County. 

| ta like to revise my esrlier statement about Pheasants in 
} western New York. Despite one of the worst winters in history E | @nd no feeding Program, I saw enough cocks to make me think pw | that pheasants have gained somewhat compared to my last visit a | home in 1943. The warden and others think so, too, but believe | there is a serious shortage of hens. The stocking of &8-week- 

| Qld birds continues (without bands). Everyone I talked to | thinks that survival of these birds is hil. wWoodchucks and \ foxes are at a remarkable high. 

Thanks for tne good news upout tue woodies at the arporetum. 
Dia tne book i sent you arrive? (N.Y. Conserv. bept. Report for 1913) 

As ever, 

Ow
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Ge ERA THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ro 

Senet GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY & 9 

SURVEY 

SCIENCE HALL 

MADISON 6, WISCONSIN 

January 14, 1946 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
102 01d Entomology 

Dear Aldo: 

The California Fish & Game bulletin of January 1946 states that 

pheasants were shipped to Guam on July 1, 1945. 

Very truly yours 

WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL SURVEY * 

By a 
PACE tes) 
State Geologist 

EFB LMV
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STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION i 
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() GA 
August 10, 1946 7 Yet 

Professor Aldo Leopold fe ; 

Department of Wildlife Management Lh) 4. 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin ~ 

Dear Aldo; 

I was gled to hear of your findingastpthe endocrine 
thresholds of egg, laying and incubation. We have very little 
information as to the size of late clutches of wild eggs. At ‘ 
least some wild hens start incubating in late June, and some 
of the hens on the Mt. Vernon game farm get broody at the 
end of laying. I will try to check on how extensive this is 
on the game farm, There is no telling what will be found 
in this field. : 

We have found a number of references on the effect 
of heat on hatching of poultry. Fertility and Hatchabilit 
when the Environmental Temperature is High, by B. W. Heywang, 
oult. Sel., 2 -9, July » L8 especially interesting. 

The enclosed brood record blanks were sent to Illinois. 
wardens. Do not have a very complete return yet, but late broods ~ 
are reported in some counties. I would like very much to look 
at any available Wisconsin brood data for 1946 and wondered if 
your people are keeping records. If you could suggest any wardens 
or sportsmen who might keep records I would be glad to send 
record sheets. The broods here are larger than average. We 
have not found any hatching later than July 5 in Champaign 
(30 broods seen). Have you noticed a high per cent of males in 
the broods this year? 

Lew Martin of the Conservation Department has the deer 
questiomaire and promised to send it to you. 

I expect to come through Madison about August 51 
on the way back from the U. P. and will phane to ele tou, Irwin 
Buss and Cyril Kabat tf&-y6u are in town. I would like to talk 
with you people. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ra2qa€. PrN 

Y/e Ralph E. Yeatter, Game Specialist



PHEASANT BROOD COUNT - 1946 

The pheasant brood count is to be made August 1-8, to determine age and 

as far as possible the number of young per brood in counties within the Illinois 
pheasant range. After about 10 weeks, part of the broods will be broken up, but 
estimated sge of singles or small groups of older birds should be given. The fol- 

lowing table will assist in estimating age. 

Pheasant broods can best be found by driving along the less frequented 
dirt roads in sood pheasant territory between 5:45 4.M, and 8 A.M, (Central Daylight 
Savine Time) looking for broods on roadsides and in nearby fields. 

1 week -- Wing feathers 1 inch long; body covered with down. 

2 weeks - Can fly short distances. Wings 1s inch; tail 1 inch. Wings and 
upper beck have barred feathers. 

3 weeks - Tails 1% inches long, Body feathered, but head still striped like 
chick. © Two-thirds size of adult quail. 

4 weeks - Tails 3 inches. Head still downy end striped like chick. Quail 

size or slightly larger. 
5 weeks - Teils 5-6 inches. Head feethers starting. Once-and-one-half quail 

size or over. 
6 weeks - Cocks show first rusty tinge on sides of breast. Heads feathered. 
7 weeks - Rusty on cock's breast moro distinct. About 1/3 crow. 
8 weeks - Hen's feathers mostly like mature female. Cocks have rusty breasts. 

About 1/2 grown. 
10 weeks - Plumage of hens now like mature female. Breasts of cocks becoming 

deep reddish brown. Now 2/3 grown. 

Send the record below to R. E. Yeetter, Illinois Netural History Survey, 

Urbana. Plesse report even if no broods are found. We shall appreciate o check 
made during at least 3 mornings; more if possible. 

Neme Address 

County Number of Trips Number M;les Driven 

Date Hour No. Young No. Adults Estimated 
in Brood with Young Age ee wae 

tn eta 

a



PHEASANT BROOD COUNT - 1946 

The pheasant brood count is to be made August 1-8, to determine age and 
as far as possible the number of young per brood in counties within the Illinois 
pheasant range. After about 10 weeks, part of the broods will be broken up, but 
estimated ege of singles or small groups of older birds should be given. The fol- 
lowing table will assist in estimating age. 

Pheasant broods can best be found by driving along the less frequented 
dirt roads in rood pheasant territory between 5:45 4,M, and 8 A.M. (Central Daylight 
Saving Time) looking for broods on roadsides and in nearby fields. 

1 week -- Wing feathers 1 inch long; body covered with down. 

2 weeks - Can fly short distances. Wings 1} inch; tail 1 inch. Wings and 
upper back have barred feathers. 

3 weeks - Tails 1% inches long, Body feathered, but head still striped like 
chick. ~ Two-thirds size of adult quail, 

4 weeks - Tails 3 inches. Head still downy and striped like chick. Quail 
size Or slightly larger. 

5 weeks - Teils 5-6 inches. Head feethers starting. One-and-one-half quail 
size or over. 

6 weeks - Cocks show first rusty tinge on sides of breast. Heads feathered. 
7 weeks - Rusty on cock's breast more distinct. About 1/3 grow. 
8 weeks - Hen's fonthors mostly lixe mature female. Cocks have rusty breasts. 

About 1/2 grown. 
10 weeks - Plumage of hens now like mature female. Breasts of cocks becoming 

deep reddish brown. Now 2/3 grown. 

Send the record below to R. E. Yertter, Illinois Netural History Survey, 
Urbana. Pleese report even if no broods are found. We shall sppreciate o check 

made during at least 3 mornings; more if possible. 

Neme Address 

County Number of Trips Number M;les Driven 

Date Hour Noe Young No. Adults Estimated 
in Brood with Young Age eee
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i Wisconsin Conservation Department eee 

Madison 2, Wisconsin ae 

| f 

All Papers 

Madison, Wis.---Can a pheasant swim? 

Irven 0. Buss, conservation department game piologist, in a 

new book, “Wisconsin Pheasant Populations", the result of years of 

field studies, cites two proofs of pheasant swimming ability. 

Mr. Buss says: 

"On August 18, 1942, a brood of newly-hatched pheasants was 

observed swimming after their mother diegonally up stream and 

across Otter creek (about six feet wide) in north-central Dunn 

; county. They appeared to swim rapidly and strongly. 

"On January 1,. 1942, an adult pheasant hen was released at 

one of the trap sites on the Madison fish hatchery refuge, after 

the usual process of removing from the trap, weighing, and banding. 

: Like some pheasants that are released, she ran away under the 

surrounding vegetation instead of flying, but in her anxiety to 

escape she vlunged into a five-foot drainage ditch. When she 

wag approached in an attempt to rescue her from the water, she 

swam to the middle of the ditch and rose almost vertically from 

the stream (about a foot deep), closely resembling a mallard's rise 

from water." 

is : ! 

3-10-47



: file pheasant - eee 
4 

The Pennsylvania Game News 
XVIII:3:40 (June 1947) 

Game Protector William A. Moyer, Allentown, sent in a pheasant band 
No. 19466 taken from a pheasant shot by Mr. George Bauscher, that city, 
on November 30 in Lehigh County. Records show the bird was released 
September 30, 1937 in upper Macungie Township that. county. This wise 
bird, nearly ten years old when killed, nearly escaped inasmuch as it 
was shot on the very last day of the season.



IN REPLY REFER TO: 3 

UNITED STATES nS 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ; 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

December 29, 1947 

Sa 

awe 

Mr. Aldo Leopold Aibrary of ‘ 4, de ee 
Agricultural Hall FT FT eanats [7] bpp we, 
The University of Wisconsin : en hy 
Medison 6, Wisconsin f panes. 

Dear Aldo: i 
KE 

My reactions coincide with your first paragraph. I have found 
no unreasonable "high" in pheasants and then a later recession. Until 
the beginning of the Unit here there was no attempt at pheasant measure- 

ae ment, and what Phillips says about an extra high in Washington in 
he ech '22 does not leave me greatly impressed with his accuracy. I was 

familisr with Washington coverts at that time and in certain sections 
of eastern Weshington there were both good and poor populations. In 
western Washington poor pheasant shooting came as early as 1915 and 
thereafter hunting could be classed as mediocre and still remains soe 

In reverting to the history of Oregon, we find that the first 
two open seasons in 1891 and 1892 were of 76 days duration. There 
was no bag limit; there were no limitations on sex; there was no total 
seasonal limit; and they could sell the birds. Shorter seasons began 
almost at once, and by 1903 they found it necessary to limit the hunt 
to 31 days. The selling of pheasants continued till 1901, when they 
found it necessary to put on a restriction of the sale of birdse From 
then on to the present date, there has been a persistent recession in 
the privileges granted during the hunt period. 

I guess you will have to come back out west, Aldo, and sit on my 
island beach and smoke and spite Then we will thresh out this matter 
of recession. I do not see it as a calamity of vast proportions which 
you seem to imply. Perhaps my interpretation is wrong but we took 
this old "run-out" strain and by giving them a decent habitat and 
protection, hit 60 P. H. H. A., and that's a good level. 

I notice there is a lot of comment now on “cyclic” phenomena in 
pheasants. I would not hazard a guess on a darn thing that I didn't 
know something about, and for that reason I can look to the changing 
levels of pheasant abundance with which I am familiar only in the 
light of known causes. Gauging by this. standerd, I can say yes. 
In the Willamette Valley, we have had a recession in abundance from 
1942 to 1945, this being true if it is compared with the increase in . 
abundance from 1938-42. The reason for the increase was obviouse 
We did not take pheasants or we restricted the kill during a period 
when nesting conditions were especially propitious. In 1941, we didn't 
anticipate the war with Japan nor the great influx of meat hunters 
into the Willemette Valley. A mature son bought licenses for Grandpa



Aldo Leopold 
December 29, 1947 

Page 2 

and Grandma and all of the children and shot their total bag for the 

tablee This surely left its marke Licensees in the Willamette Valley 

increased 90% in 1942 and increased in lesser degrees up to this date. 

We had four wet nesting seasons (1943-46 inclusive) and in 1946 and 

1947 we have not shote We have more pheasants now throughout the valley 

than most states that are shooting pheasants. If there is unbelief 

in quadrat inventories, either a car or a train ride through the valley 

will show even a novice that much. When Yeager was here in May (1947) 

the small number of pheasants then impressed him as being in greater 

population than in some central states where he worked and they were 

shooting at these levelse 

We are losing mech of our good habitat however by way of the clean 

fence row and tractor set-up. So our future here does not look as 

bright as it does on the east side of the mountains where climatic 

conditions are better and the irrigated sections not going in for row 

crops offer better prospects with their marginal sage-brush escape 

coverse In spite of the handicaps of a heavy human population, I 

believe the history of Malheur County shows encouraging possibilities 

in management since, after a meat harvest in 1943 permitting a possession © 

limit of 18 birds of which three could be hens, we have gradually 

pulled back up to exceed our pre-season inventory of 40 birds per | “, cern? 

hundred habitat acrese There has been a change in distribution however 

even in Malheur due to sugar beet growing in we. formerly in diversified 

>, farm cropse In the western portion of the state, they have been shooting 

ye lthe pheasants when population levels ran between one and five birds 

w [per hundred acres, for the last 20 years. Yakima County (Eastern 

Washington) one of the irrigated sections formerly popular and rich 

in pheasants, was pulled down to en all-time low in the early '40's 

but this year has done extremely well even though the Game Department 

does not systematically inventory its stock to determine where the levels 

lie. Idaho has about the same case history. When the human population 

got sufficiently large to have its effect on a mixed-bag kill, they 

went down to a low in the late thirties, and although they discontinued 

shooting hens three years ago, they have not yet pulled their levels 

up even in their most excellent habitat, and Idaho hunters cross the 

Snake River to hunt in Oregone 

Aldo, I don't believe it is possible to make a blanket statement 

that there has been a recession in the northwest except in localized 

areas and then there are obvious causese Perhaps we do not know them 

alle I might cite a dozen localities where proper management was applied 

which held levels of abundance during the so-called “pheasant scarcity 

cycle" that would make a horned owl blink in wonderment and encourage 

him to settle down and rent a tree. Perhaps the only thing we differ 

in is our use of the word, "recessione"” I will concede there are 

fluctuationse I have seen few instances where either the native stock, 

long-suffering and persecuted or newly planted, given real habitat 

would not show sufficient vigor to stage a comeback if given a little 

attentione



Aldo Leopold 
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Page 3 

I believe the goal that we are shooting at however may be far 
beyond what the pheasant will stand up under. I notice even on Eliza 
Island with 1 bird per habitat acre that their inclination is to drift 
away if they can find some avenue of escape, and I think that when 
pheasants reach 30 per hundred acres of habitat a lot of them would 
take up a new area if they could find ite Hunters seem to think that 
there never can be too many in any habitat. I am inclined toward the 
view that (our \ lack of knowledge of many species and the ever popular 
reaction, "It isn't hunting” has placed a big barrier to even partial 
success in management. Never has there been a more wanton disregard 

: for nature's laws or man-made regulations. Poorly equipped wastrels 
leave as many crippled or dead birds in the field as are baggede 
The biologist now faces a cross fire of complaint because game declines, 
when @ more vigorous stand long ago would have given these workers 
a chance to determine if their course was well designed. Even a miracle 
today could not cope with the general conditions surrounding the game 
harvests. I'm sure the birds will accept higher levels of survival 
in most habitats if both managers and hunters follow stricter rulese 

Gosh--did I write all this? 

Sincerely yours, 

dit 
Arthur S. Einarsen 
Biologist 
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I say amen to what Art has written, and I must agree very 
completely in not being ready to recognize a “universal 
recession. IOB FEB 20 1948
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-FLIES 60 MILES 
Released Near Culbertson; 
Travels To Williston 

Pheasants do get around. 
A banded Montana Chinese 

pheasant found dead recently on 

the highway north of Williston by 

Etlar Larsen of this city has been 
identified as having been  re- 

leased near Culbertson, Mont., 

July 23. 3 . 

' ‘Larsen mailed the band to | 
the Montana Fish and Game 
Commission, whose banding 
project was launched to deter- 
mine habits of pheasants, 

c The bird had migrated nearly 
\ 60 miles from its. place of libera- 

tion. | 

WILLIAMS COUNTY oe 
‘ men who hunt the wary birds and, 

. often miss cleanly a well-placed 
shot agree with the Montana Com- 
mission that pheasants are caz 

_ pable of “getting around.” :
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\ | NO. 6712 TELLS | 
PHEASANT TREK | 
| Freed With 25,000 | 
| Others, Found Here | 

| A cock pheasant accidentally 
killed on the highway north of | 
Williston recently, carrying aj 

Montana band number, was one of 

%,000 birds liberated by the game 
department of that state, accord- | 

ing to Wm. R. Bergeson, game] 

bird leader of the Wildlife Restora- | 
tion department. “| 

Bergeson informed. Etlar Ear-) 
sen, Williston, who found — the 
pheasant, that 25,000 banded birds 

were released in order to deter- | 
mine comparative survival between 

pheasants. reared in the wild, and 
those artificially propagated at] 

game farms. 

| The records indicated that the 
| bird bearing band number 6812 
|reported “by Larsen, was asics | 
|when 11 weeks old in the Culbert- | 
son, Mont., area on July 23, 1947. } 

The. bird moved a distance, of 
more than 50 airline miles in the} 

|97 days following liberation. }



Jomary 10, 1948 

Mr. Arthur S$. Sinargon 
Oregon State College 
Poultry Building ee 
Corvallis, Oregon \ 

I greatly appreciate your thoughtful and interesting 
analysis of the recession question, and your Letter 
contained so many valuable data that I am putting 
it in my permanent pheasant file. You are right 
of course in eaying that the only way to really 
@0 into this is to have a talic in person. Your 

' observations raise 90 many points that it seems 
almost hopeless to try to solve them by correspond- ; 

: ence. , 

I greatly appreciate, Art, your going to all ther 
paine and I hope for an early opportunity to con- 

’ tinue our discussions. 

With kind personal regerds, 

Yours as ever, \ 

; Alitpm , prea een Aldo Leopold - 

I 

f 
Le aas kee
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Game Management 179 h home he 
January 1946 i 
not for publication 

RILEY GAME COOPERATIVE KILL AMD STOCKING RMCORD 
1700 acres - Dane County 

Year Pheasants Stocked '__Fheasants Killed | Legal , Bands Recovered 
August | April Cocks Hens Total) Quota ,Coeks Hens Total 

i | Cocks Hens Total | 
Doo une Tee) 0 ys 1a) x 
15 bt) | | 14 4 Le HB x 
1338 Oud book 1 Bis Ok x 
193 CEO ta | 31 21 Dies Ln | x 
1935 LO) Ht | 28 13 He 4) ge | x : 
DOB rOn | 1 i BOR Bet o(an) 
POST LAR CANE VAS z 12h 12 Be ae (42) S986 1130 Bl TD Pa eto Gg 65 } 130 | 2(24) 2(4) (1g) 
O59" BG ae 0 42) )) 4B) ag TP eR aCe) OCT (7) 
1g9ho | PASO 36) 4o | Lae ag Be aa LO tea 
1941 a 50) WP a7 a ae Ug 
ihe | Pita 30 35 | 50 14 Be 9a 0 0 ) 
Tua. a Peg 0 OSB som Bed aca CONG 

(did'not overate as a reserve in 1943) i | 
igh BU ao Bo oe Be Wom nO OO 
195: 5 24 29 #1 5 160 1 76 0 0 0 
1gh6 os 20 25 18 13 31 64 a 1 2 
1947 | | 5 20 25 dite 3 10 i Ga AO 0 0 

Qotal cy ccyay 56. «186 a5h 7S 191 669° 11190, 4(R9) 56) 9(e5) 

*“ Sex could not be distinguished on August releases. 

° Figures in parentheses are recoveries of August releases. 

Recovery of banded artificials stociced in August, 1938 and 1939 
: 25 pheasants, both sexes, recovered out of 229 stocked = 11 percent. 

Recovery of bandec artificials stocked in +oril, 1937-1947 
5 hens recovered out of 186 stocked = 3 percent 

‘ 4 cocks recovered out of 5o stocked = 7 percent 

Proportion of banded artificials in kill, 1938-1947 
5 banded hens among 191 hens killed = 3 percent 
4 vanded cocks among 478 killed = 1 percent é 

Proportion of legal cuota actually taixen, 1931-1947 
669 pheasants Itilled from 1190 cuota = 51 percent
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DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

5 REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

Qetia a one ica 
Kobat— ‘ Spanier (1h | ih eecee eea 
Den ompror eT | eae Brera e eed US iweaibcr Geb aecnls! STODDARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
TlaBer we HARLOW B. MILLS, CHIEF 

/ prcaleny 6 URBANA 

Nocera ' April 22, 1948 

Mr. A. &. Andrews 
Radio Station WOWO 
Ft. wayne, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Andrews: 

( : I think you have erro on chiggers and pheasents that 
is well worth looking into. After I got your letter I started to 
quiz the entomologists and veterinary people here to see whet I 

O could learn about chiggers and wildlife. 

Dr. C. ©. Morril of the University of Illinois Veterinary 
College found that chiggers killed a number of young pheasants on 
the state game farm here a couple of seasons ago, “hen the dead ? 
young birds were first sent to the lab the chiggers had dropped é 
off and he could find nothing wrong, but when he went to the game 
farm he found the young pheasants were dying from this parasitism, 

It is also reported that young domestic chicks are some- 
times killed by chiggers. 

We think that we may possible be on the track of some 
other things that affect the reproduction of pheasants at this 
latitude, but thank you for the very pertinent tip about chiggers. , 
We will certainly be on the lookout for chiggers and related para- 
sites during our pheasant work this summer. 

The Survey entomologists point out that chiggers are so 
small that the identification could be made for sure only with a 
microscope. bisa | admit it is quite possible that the parasites 
on the pheasant hens in Brown County were chiggers, but say that 
the related poultry wite lives in nest litter and sometimes causes 
domestic chickens to desert their nests. I presume that Mr. Weddle 
as a poultryman was familiar with differences between mite and 
chiguer infestations on the birds, but the scientists want proof 
on such matters.



aes 

Mr. A. E. Andrews II April 22, 1948 sy 

; I haven't found anyone who has enough records to say nae 
whether chiggers are cyclic or not. However, Dr. V. &. Shelford 

] has records on populations of woodland spiders for many years, and 
j finds that these forms are cyclic. It is suspected that chiggers 

/ (which are grassland mites) are also cyclic. a ae 

J Thank you again for your letter. If we find this kind 
f of parasitism on pheasants in Illinois this summer or later we will 

la know. I recently sent some of our publications to you at ||. : 

Sincerely yours, eg 

oe be 

Ralph Z. Yeatter a 
Game Specialist : 

C REY/ed ae 

ec: Prof. Aldo Leopold 2 
O Dr. Irven Buss BR 

ee ¢ 

a , 

f 
f



| v4 : Phe ason’ 

po] Extrect from the book "Propagation of Wild Birds" 
by Herbert K. Job. 

(From Chapter on "Pheasant Rearing", page 79 ) 

| - --- "whether pheasants drive away quails and grouse from their 

haunts or destroy them by attack or breaking up nests. I believe there 

is no cause for apprehension, Fheasants are natural cowards, and Rogers 

n Says he has often seena quail or a sparrow in a pen drive a pheasant. As 

: to the ruffed grouse, these frequent the woods, while the pheasant shuns 

j the forest and selects scrub pastures, swamps, and agricultural land, 4 

j That pheasants do not destroy quails is indicated by the case’ of Gardiner'ts 
} 

| Island, New York, where pheasants and quails both abound, neither being 

’ able to fly to the mainland", 

| ; 

: y
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Welford, Richard 6, and Bright, John, RI GAME LAWS." Tendon, 8, Groom 

bridge & Gon, 1846, 
ARN A NERC NE A A ARS NN REN A A AN NAR eR A A NS NR AE ERE RE A 

p. 6. "You plow, and sow, you rise early ond ent the bread of earefulness; rent-day 

comes twice a year with its Lnexmrable denand; end yet you are doomed to see 

the fertility---blighted ani destroyed by creatures which would be deaned 

vorin, but for the sanction which the low ant your customs give to their 

preservation, and which exist for no afvantage to you, ani for no good to the 

public, tut solely to afford o few daya amsqnent in a year to the proprictors 

of the sotl.* 

Pe 13s *Wothing can be more adverse to civilisation than dependence upon the chase." 

pe 22, “Xt to om davariable law that wild animale recede as population Increases 

ami qultivation advances." 

Pe 37s "tt do well known thet hares travel one or two ules gor food." 

De 38. 43 omtmal will eat the grass in the netghborhood of covers whore the rabbite 
have ran sbout very moh," me 

Pe TO. “one of the dausea of the very coneral decrease in pheasanta, where for a tine 

hare Br Bure yam Acar 4s the entire deatruction of Insects of 

divs,” Advoeates clearing them out ent allowing insects to come baci. 

p. 118, 9% rotaction in rant allowel famera of proserved Lants at Heron Court (Hlampditre) 

Pe 137. Lanflords and tenants part in mainteining hedtes and coverts. 

Ds 221, Soot used to keep rabbits off wheat, Only good #122 the noxt rain. 

P. 223, Qeme danage estimated to be twice the taxes on the Lami, 

pe @L, 2500 hares Milled from 2000 aeres in Norfolk, =~ 

Ps 22, A sandy warren of 2000 neres Killed 20,000-25,000 rabbits per yar, Artificially — 
ine turnips ond hay, Os Sate are ene eal te, Rae ot” 

6a. por adre paid on this warren, ania totes tans -pan doeane | 

Pe A, a RR eee Pel ene: wi eure arto, 
ani sainfoin) for 6 woeln, Ae de at tetas (eke tae, Maite 3D 
busheln (wt. 68 atone), Thinke these tase rabbite ate noorly as moh as a 

+ ah7ahe, On 1200 aeres, 800 plowland, a “cleamm" produced 900 hares, 
¥ pot nye gi these to @at as mah aa a tane rabbit for 18 weeks (until 

shot off) their conmumption would be 95 tons per year. 

Piet Digeate 
Rabbita 
Hangarien f 
Pheasant



5 Digket oF P Asan 

ee ay 

De . An aot for dectruction of erows passed by Hemry TITT in 1572. 
= PU Sas te ceene ant or ee eee ie baw Gad cate or beens 

De 563. ae Wee artifielally fettencd with wheat for table use, olse godwits, 

* . athe + « Centata fellow deer all the 

mone Ber A ke eee 

pe 576. Gene ased ab Mav of Warwick's Gtuner to Archbishop of York, 14701 

200 eranes 200 pheasants 100 curlew 
4000 rabbits $n ae 100 quail 

204 bitterns YOO plever Probably rough index te 
abondance) 

» 680. in middle of + Wirst in and Pe ai ee atts.“ acter ae a eT 
feleons), At height 1995, cone by 1700. 

Re * Peanent ( ted) Be & teale tekken in wr Wl) SRE: ace ecletinsk in cos becaens’ Pinay oh tare stenteal 
in consaqwenee of drainage of marshes, 

« SYS, Some were 15 af, around, girt with a stone wall or oak palings 
. ee re ne ae oe ieee ee" 

De 859. darirddee. fopeer in the accounts in aaoli markers bagi to 1510. 
loss common then plover and woodeodk, 

. * ae i te ite longevl pike taken in 1 at Heiivron, in Susbla, 

pt be pra rnc wi 2 Oro ior nrg tnd een 
Tes daiteton, 19 foot in Lang, was Long preserved at Namhetn,* 

pe 926, Extons, The following may iniicate relative sbandancet 

1932 1s iphe 
% Gd ft to dh 

Sera 6 © ah 5 9 

——— 

fat 3 i o 4% o 4 Month, "oot ot 
the warren OQ gf seme sean 

Teale o 2 Go : o 2 
Mellard o 4 9% aa | 
Wigeon Qo. meen ene eee 

Plover o i o ; — 

Snyte (7 wntpe) 0 rc sopmrRe 

or eee ¢ $ o 6 
lovers, green cinerea ‘ oer 
ey ae aL.
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? * in Buglest t£11 their importation from France in the 
» mn PP heaven tt) 

pe 993. “GniperKneve" op Jadcenine-—momning "halivoning," ‘his referred te 
Joek nad salle fAnnagis ef dintingud dex m Seolopax gallinage of 

Pe 1008, Stne om Jed Deer, Nemes of age alansest 

Uele Zane. 

young oat ? 
3 broket 

2 great atag 
hart 

p+ 1059. Markey, Introtaeed into Ragland in 15th Heary VIII (1524), 

Pe 107L. Youuty. Quoting Harri, an Alduabethan writer! “Of foxes we have some, Int 
mo great estore; cleo badgers in our sandy and Light groumts. I wappose 
tuat these tw are rather preserved by ganilewen to lant and have pastine 
withal, than suffered to live, as not able to te destroyed because of 
Tene aan i might here entreat largely of other vamain, ao the 

uinever, weasel, stoat, fuluart, squirreli, fitcher, om sugh Like; 
aloe of the obter ond of the beaver (of which last wi bave not many, but 
ovly in tho Teifie in Wales); for the otter fo not wanting, or to seek, in 
many bat moat strome of this tale; but 1t alli safficte to have nemed 
the, oo I & finally the martarn, a beast of the casa; although for 
muiber I worthily doubt whetacr that of cur bearers or warterns may be 
thought to be the less.* 

pe 1200, Fg idly an ae Sy Sac pallens Pegi 9 She pagers Ayenty v6 Bo a 
agg Posseuge g Megues Rag pore Mi ton gh ame Mg aff sco 

; tckteon pen (etarae) Raa ng Pace Bie 
Soar Chasth, ee ables or anita, the dunbird pedenscked Giving dudk or 
female widgeon), woodcodk, partrich ani yheasant, besides divers others.” 

(Note: Of these 29 partrich sad phoagant cro mentioned last~ 
ae ah eee ot eae 

of 2 in the ascounts, including everything from plover to 
Dladatnds, natther partridge oF jiheasont are montioned, 

" } 

\ 

.



~) Loear eeyt e BIRD y ey 

The Melanistic Mutant (P. Tenhebrosus) 

The Melanistic Mutants are very attractive in appearances they 

are slightly smaller than the Ring Neck Pheasant and on an aver- 

age will weigh ‘about a half pound less. Hens are a dark chocolate 
brown color and the cocks are a bluish purple. There is very 
little variation in color, plumage, and general appearance. 

Our original stock of twenty six birds were of English breeding. 
The cock birds we imported and the hens were reared from stock 
imported the year before. 

They are very prolific. lay large numbers of eggs and are easily 
reared. From a stock of twenty two hens, al though penned late 
in the season, we secured 991 eggs between April 25 and July 10. 
This was higher produstion than was secured from Ringnecks in 
adjoining pens. We find that the young poults are ON ae hardy 
as the ringnecks up to one week of age, put once past that stage 
they are just as hardy if net more soe We actually raised more ; 

t birds to maturity from the breeders kept from tne Melanisticss: i 
due to the fact thet they laid mere eggs and the eggs hatched 
better. 

We predict that in a few years they will be much more popular 
asi a‘game bird than Ringnecks. To date we have sold ¢ ir larg- 
est orders to State Conservation departments, interested in 
stockings their tates. There is at present only one Game Farm 
in this country thet has: more than ¢ few pair of these birds 
for sale. (With the incteasing demand for this bird it will be 
necessary te import large numbers of them unless more game 
farms rear them. 

In aldition to the fact that they are just as easily handled as 
the Ringneck they are a much gamier bird. They are much, faster : 
on the “get away", show more speed on the wing, and lie better 
go dog anc gun than other pheasants. Their dark markings as | 
well as their characteristic burst of flight suggests very 
strongly the "Ruffed Grouse". They are called by many the 
"Partridge of the Pheasant Family". They have a wide range of 
adaptation in the wild. in general they will thrive any place 
the Ringneck will, and do as well in extremely cold weather 
as in hot. ‘ 

We recommend this pheasant very highly, not only as a sporting 
“bird but as an ornamental bird for the aviary as well. They 
are just as beautiful as many other fancy varieties that are 
harder to rear, more expensive, and jess hardy. 

We look forward to the time when they will be as common a sight 
in this-country as they are in sections of England et the present 
time. 

: MacFarland Game Farm 
103 Forest Park Blvd. 

i Janesville, Wisconsin



; Extract from "The Game Birds of California" Phe aSay by ty + teeaaremmenetntin any 

Grinnell = Bryant - Storer. 

(Published by University of California Press) 
4 Berkeley + 1918, — 

. (Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, page 3.) 

"Oregon stands out as the one state which has been really successful, ; 

From twenty-six Ring-necked Pheasants imported from China in 1882, and 

planted in the Willamette Valley, the whole state west of the Cascades 

has been stocked (Shaw, 1908, pp. 12-15). By 1892, pheasants had become 

so abundent that an annual open season of two and one-half months was 

declared, and 50,000 birds were reported to have been killed on the 

opening day. In 1896, 10,000 pheasants were marketed within a single 

month, A short open season on cock birds still prevails. In Washington 

and British Columbia the Ring-necked Pheasant is also well established". 

| Extract from "The Game Birds of California" 
by 

: Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

| (Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, page 35.f 

‘Massachusetts imported pheasants from Oregon as early as 1889. The birds 
s established themselves rapidly, an open season being soon declared; but 

; they failed to maintain their initial vigor." 

| : Extract from "The Game Birds of California" 

by 
ai. Grinnell - Bryant - Storer | 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, page 35.) 

\ "Oklahoma planted thousands of English Pheasants, and between 1910 and 1913 
} | distributed 20,000 pheasant eggs to persons who pledged themselves to hatch, 

| 4 rear, and liberate the birds when mature. In spite of this endeavor few, 
\ if any, pheasants are now to be found in Oklahoma. In practically all cases 

promising reports were received during the first year after planting; but 
with the second year reports were less encouraging, and by the third year ss 

\ the birds had disappeared, i c g . ah s A ard



OM ; "Thaecut oe 
reo Extracts from the book "The Game Birds of California" 5 
ef 5 tals by : 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer ey 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley -- 1913, / 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, pp. 30-34.) 

p. We "Some years ago a flock of English pheasants was put out in thewoods of 
Santa Cruz County, but nothing has been seen nor heard of them since." 
(Cited as the statement of Belding in 1890 (pp.8-9). 

Di Dus “The Country Club of Marin County is known to have introduced 

’ "English" Pheasants prior to 1389, but the birds sooh disappeared, 

W. EB. Gerber, at one time a Fish and Game Commissioner, in 1904 began , 
to propagate pheasants of several species on his country place, the 
Del Paso Ranch, near Sacramento. Ring-necked Pheasants were imported 
from China and Oregon and placed in charge of a game keeper. Hundreds 

were reared and most of them liberated on the ranch, but all sub- 

sequently disappeared." ij 

pe 31432. ° "The first consistent public effort was begun on March 16, 1889, 

yhen an appropriation of $2000 was made by the Legislature to purchase 
foreign game birds for planting within the state and for protecting 

birds so planted. W. H. Shebley was sent to Oregon to procure Ring- 
necked Pheasants and obtained from farmers and others who were breeding 

the birds about 140 at ten dollars a pair. The pheasants were liberated 
in Monterey, Sacramento, Marin, and Nevada counties, and in some ‘ 
localities in the San Joaquin Valley. This constituted the first plant 
made by the California Fish Commission. 

Further distribution of Ring-necked Pheasants by the Fish Commission | 
took place in the spring of 1894, when sixty-seven of these birds were 

obtained and distributed in various counties of the state where it was : 
thought they would thrive. The pheasants were placed in charge of citizans 

who had met the commission's requirements and built suitable aviaries, 
It was understood that all the birds prodyjced from this parent stock 
were to be liberated on public lands. Owing to the fact that the female 
pheasants would not incubate their own eggs and that hatching had there— 
fore to be done by domestic hens, few birds were reared and liberated. 
A year or two later a number of imported pheasants were liberated in ; 
Santa Clara, Kerm, and Tehama counties. In 1897, an agent was againg 
sent to Oregon and 323 Ring-necked Pheasants were obtained. These were : 
distributed in five-pair lots to many different parts of the state. In i 
1898, 93 "Mongolian" ( --Chinese Ring-necked) and 150 "English Ring- 
Necked" pheasants were purchased and liberated, Later, favorable ; 
reports stating thet young birds had been seen came from Humboldt, Santa 
Clara, and Fresno counties. Most of the "Mongolian" Pheasants were ' 
brought over from Hongkong, China, and were purchased for seventy-five ; 
cents each," } 

é 
‘ i 
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pe 52s "When the State Game Farm was established, in 1908, a breeding 
stock of Ring-necked Pheasants was secured, and during the next few 
years hundreds of pheasants were reared and planted throughout the 
state. The largest distribution took place in 1912, when 1398 Ring- 
necked Pheasants were planted in twanty different counties in the 
state. The total number of pheasants liberated by the Fish and Game 

Commission up to 1916 was approximately five thousand. One or more 
plants have been made in at least thirty-seven of the fifty-eight 
counties of the state," 

pe 33. - -- "according to figures furnished by deputies of the Fish and 
Game Commission, are as follows: 

: Bureka, Humboldt County. ....... +. 700-800 
} Fortuna, Humboldt County ......'.. 4500 

‘ Fort Jones, Siskiyou Comty....... 75-100 
Yreka, Giskiyou County) won. koe ee ae 200 
Greenview, Siskiyou County ....... Several hundred 
Williams, Colusa County. 2. 6 .).!) . «', 2004300 
QOloverdale, Weke County os 6 6 jee 2 8 5, 9500 
Bape, Napa County. 6 wee ale 5 eas et!) FODBGO 
Susanville, Lassen County ........ £100 
Grass Valley, Nevada County ....... 100-200 
Lodi, Gan Joaquin County: soins. 6 WY 75-100 
Snelling; Merced County 2. 6 «mise eke 1150 
Porterville and Lindsey, Tulare County . Several hundred 
Milpitas and Coyote, Santa Clara County 1 2000 
Watsonville, Sante Cruz Comty ..... Several hundred 
Pacific Grove, Monterey County ..... 200 

Big Pine, Inyo Gounty se we ee eS 000 

Reviewing their present status in detail, we find that Ring- 
. necked Pheasants are now well scattered over the Santa Clara Valley, 

especially north of the city of Sen Jose. Deputies I, L. Koppel and 
J. H. Hill saw about fifteen (not over four together) on or near the 

‘ road between Alviso and Milpitas on one day in the fall of 1915. Dur- 
ing the previous summer Mr. Koppel saw a flock of between thirty—five 
and forty pheasants at the Katz place, between Berryessa, and Milpitas, 
In 1912, the same observer saw a flock of $¢ftyi¢éf at least one hundred 
and fifty pheasants south of Coyote. They ranged from one-fourth : 
grown to adult birds. In August, 1913, two nests were discovered in 

a hay field near the same town, The eggs were sent to the Game Farm 
where they were successfully hatched. In-May, June, and July, 1916, 
no less than a dozen nests of pheasants were discovered near Alviso 

; and San Jose. Many of these were bwoken up in the mowing of alfalfa 
and hay fields, Sixty-three eggs in good condition were taken from 
these nests and sent to the State Game Farm. Nests and broods of 
young were also observed near Coyote. The above observations, coupled 
with the breeding records, show that the Ring-necked Pheasant may be 
considered fairly established in the Santa Clara Valley. It was from i 

‘ hee ie on a ore encouraging reports were received 7 

2 Coyote pal ilar til van ce fifty pirds had been liberated near” 
a> ; in Santa Clare County. Pr eee at eae eee ; a 
> & . aan a
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pe 34. Mr. J. &. Hunter reports that he saw two broods of young and ‘ 
several adult pheasants on the Forgeus Ranch near Williams, Colusa 
County, im June, 1916. he birds in this locality appear to be 
thriving. 

The increase in number of pheasants in Owens Valley, Inyo County, 
has been such as even to lead to some complaint of depredations in 
grain fields. 

: On April 22, 1914, Wall (1915, P.59) found a wild pheasant's nest 
: with twelve eggs at the edge of a swamp near San Bernardino. 

; _ The Macomber Ranch, at Paicines, San Benito County, has been stocked 
year by year with hundreds of propagated birds, and pheasants are now 

. reported as abundant throvghout the neighborhood of the ranch," 

a 

4 
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/ “ai Extract from the book "Useful Birds and their Protection" 

/ by Edward H. Forbush 

/ (Published by Massachusetts Board of Agriculture) 
1913. ; 

(From Chapter, Birds of Field & Garden, page 332.) f , 

' The R&ng-neck was first imported into Oregon from Chinga, and was 

introduced into Massachusetts from the Pacific coast in 1894 by the 

Massachusetts Commissioners on Fisheries and Game, who have since ie 

gated the birds and liberated them in various parts of the State." 

it a i Bi
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The custard or finely-grated hard-boiled eggs should be fed for a fer | 
@eys; after that mix inte either the custard or hard-beiled eges (whichever | 
you decide to use) either grated biscuit mweel or bread crasbs slightly moisten- | 
ad ~~ preferably with milk -- but MOT FET. After the phensants are three to 
four days old they may be fed only three times a day. This mixture can be 
fed to them until they are about ten days old. After that it should be fed | 

| omly once a day, preferably at noon, end slightly moistened finely~cracked 
er ground grains fed mornings and evenings. “hen the pheasants are three or 
four weeks old they may be fed any cracked grains, such ac cracked wheat, corn, 
etc., twice a day. : 

The proper aaount of food for young birds is a matter of’ judgment to 
some extent. Uo not give them more than they will pick up clean. It ic better 
to keep them # little Imngry then it is to over-feed them. 

3 ;



Extract fram the book "Useful Birds and their Protection" 

by Edward H. Forbush 

(Published by epee? Board of Agriculture) 

(From Chapter, Birds of Field & Garden, page 334.) 

"One man is reported to have seen a Pheasant kill a Partridge. I 

watched the Quail and Pheasant feeding together at Wareham, and one day 

saw a Pheasant strike a Quail on the head with its beak, exactly as a hen 

will sometimes strike gnd kill a strange chicken. In this case, however, 

the Quail emcaped, but gave the Pheasant a "wide berth" thereafter. One 

observer reports that a lady was feeding Quail in winter, and that a cock 

Pheasant habitually dorve the Quail away and ate the grain.®



Hist. Buropean Game Man, 
Pheasants ,- 

From Heske, F,, "Beschreibung,..Wittingau", Bohmschen Forstverein, 1909, p. 98: 

"In the years 1565 and 1601 pheasant gardens (propagating plants) were 

erected at Dvoree and at the pond at Canov."



Hist. Buropean Game Man. 
Pheasants ,~ 

Quotation from A. Sait: 

“William of Rosenberg in 1855 erected the so-called Tendlegarten at 

Krumau which was stocked with fallow deer, also red deer, and which 

: extended from the town and the castle to the region of Turkowitz. 

"Peter of Rosenberg built in 1598 the so-called garden at Rothenhof 

which in addition to other game was to be stocked with pheasants, 

partridges, and quails. Later a real pheasant closure began in the year 

1687, in which year a new dwelling was built for the pheasant keeper. In 

1694 silver and gold pheasants were added."



Mallard Swan 
Turkey Breeding & 
Pheasant” Nesting Habits 

Extract from tinct io: Life of B by Herbert Friedmann, P, 25, 
(Quoted from Dewar) 

"Parent birds sometimes kill their young deliberately in a state of nature, 
We have already noticed some cases of such behavior on the part of the duck, 

"It is said of the wild cock turkey, whenever he 'finds a nest he breaks 
it up, and he never neglects to break the skulls of all the young chicks he comes 
across,' The males of other species of the Phasianidae sometimes behave likewise, 

"It is well known that the male swan is apt to kill his offspring if these 
are left alone with him on a snall piece of water,"



Pheasant folder 

From Leopold's notes on Frauenberg, Bohemia: 

Origin of pheasants unknowm, but intensive management goes back 

about 50 years. Some pheasants appear in the kill records as early as 

1810.
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a INGNECK PHEASANT _ fret 
z The ringneck pheasant commonly found in Pennsylvania today is a hybrid resultmg from generations of cross-b1 eding between the tour pure-line pheasants, the common, or English pheasant (Phasi- i ‘ent colchicus ¢ lchicus , the Chinese pheasa t (P. colchicus tor- DIN quatus), the Mongolian pheasant (P olchicus mongolicus) , and the 29.4, : J apan asia phe: sant (P. 2 eveaBIOAYS ge pe eke: ‘The weights of 428 male bi 1s taken by gunners have beer recorded. The maximum noted was 3.82 pound , the minimum 2.00 ounds, and the average 2.87 pounds 4 _ Certain population densities recorded in parts of the State may b of interest. Over an area of more than 1.000 acres, winter concen sf Pe Ane e OK ee? . Last at Speen Al au 

tration densitie: .5 birds per acre ha’ been observed. Also, on || areas of over 100 : , nesting densities of 1 nest to tl e acre were I 
recorded AOL 

,
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BFiDEMIC HITS PHEASANTS IN CONNECTICUT Gy ny 
ee ga 

“An epidemic of some fatal disease not yet certainly diagnosed, pus 

has broken out among the pheasants of Rhode Island and Connecticut, it 

was learned at the state board of fisheries and game today. It has hit 
breeders particularly hard, especially in Rhode Island, according to let- 

ters and reports Superintendent John W. Titcomb of the board has re- 

ceived, and in some instances has killed as many as 20 in one day ine 

breeder's flock. Hunters and farmers have also found several pheasants 

dead in the woods, killed, to all appearances, by this same disease. 

Superintendent Titcomb urges anyone finding a pheasant dead ap- 

| parently from disease to send the specimen to the state board's offices 

at Hartford at onee that it may be examined at the leboratories. Fresh 
specimens only will be of any use however. Some birds have been brought 

in for autopsy but have been dead too long to make any examination 

possible. The state laboratories at New Haven are prepared to make ex- 

aminations for bacteria, while Dr. George &. Corwin, deputy state scom- 

missioner on domestic animals, is also ready to make exeminations for 

his department. 

= ~ i = #% 

Although no diagnosis has yet been mede, it is believed by Super- 

intendent Titcomb that the disease will in all probability be found to be 

one common to fowl and of no great danger. Indications are that the 

disease now under observation strikes for a few days but then disappears. 

How far it will spread cannot yet be determined. Reports from breeders in 

Rhode Island and Connecticut show that it is now running in both of 

these states. Whether it is prevalent in Massachusetts and New York Wr. 

®itcomb will endeavor to learn. 

With over 17,000 pheasants put out by the state this year, the 

hunting season for this game bird hes been anticipated this fall as the 

best the stete has seen in years. At present authorities feel there is 

no grounds of thinking this disease will spoil the remainder of the 

season. They urge however, that steps be taken at once toward diag- 

nosis if dead pheasants are found." ;



"Having successfully reared this one brood evidently did not 

satisfy her, for right now she is raising still another brood. This 

time there are no turkeys, but Mr. Bademan says that three pheasants 

from the first brood have joined her present family. 

"We have been told and always believed that the cock pheasant 

was a great scrapper, and we wonder how the hen turkey got by with 

this stuff. Surely there must have been a cock pheasant somewhere 

near these nests to give battle in case of trouble from enemies. 

Perhaps the hen pheasant was glad to accept the services of the 

turkey in raising her family, but ordinarily in wild life, there 

would be a scrap when one bird attempts to steal the nest of an- 

other." — Argus Leader, Sioux Falls, S. Dakota.



There has been some rumor to the effect that pheasants have 

been killed by eating poison bran, put out to kill grasshoppers, If 

there are any such cases which can be authenticated this department 

would be glad to hear of them ‘ 
* : = Snr an meet F te ? dar ea & we 

According to law red foxes may be hunted for a longer perjod in 

Iowa than formerly. But a petition from 100 residents of a county 
must be submitted to the state game warden before the season may be 
lengthoned *. sea 0 pow heur Kektaae- 

A pheasat cock bird sitting on a setting of eggs at the state 

game farm is an unusual sight, according to Geo. B, Coon, superin- 

tendent of the farm, Mr, Coon said that this was first time in his 

fF .experience that such a thing had happened. 

The Waverly Independent makes recent mention of thousands of 

fish which were left stranded near that place when water in the mill 
pond was shut off, the odor from the decayed figh being so bad that 
many complained, Many of these were game fish, from one~half to six 
or seven pounds in weight. 

A special prize of five ringneck pheasants, donated by the state 

fish and game department, were offered at the Eldon fair this year 
for the best chickens exhibited by an Ottumwa boy or girl, The 
prize winner must, however, take the birds to his or her locality 
and liberate them, There were four female and one male bird. Arrange- 

ments for the pheasants were made through Dr. W. C. Boone, Ottumwa, 
chairman of the state fish and game commission.
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Minnows—At least three species are abundant, none of which are identified, as 
far as I know. : 

Silver Sides—One unidentified species. 

Introduced Species of Fish. 

European Carp—Oyrpinus carpio. 
By far the most abundant of any of the introduced species. The breeding of 

this fish occurs mostly in the shallow waters of the upper lake and the west side of 
the lower lake. They collect in the tule swamps at the upper end, where they die 
in great numbers every year along with the blackfish. 

Catfish—The Common Sacramento Catfish—Ameirus nebulosus, Le Suer. 
Very abundant, growing to a length of ten to twelve inches. 
The Brown-spotted Cat—Ameirus platycephalus, Girard. 
A variety known to fishermen which is becoming quite common. 
The Great Blue, or Forked-Tail Cat—Ictalurus furcatus, Cuv. and Vincen. 
These were planted a few years ago and seem to be flourishing. The catfish 

fishermen report they have caught and thrown back over three hundred during the 
winter. I saw six specimens in an aquarium in Lakeport, which measured from 
seven to twelve inches in length. The report of a seven and one-half pound blue 
eat, I was unable to verify. 

The Bass—The Small-Mouthed Black Bass—Micropterus dolimieu, Lac. 
Expert fishermen report these very scarce and hard to catch. Only live bait 

will succeed. I caught one specimen which was in fine condition. 
The Large-Mouthed Black Bass—Huro floridana, Le Seur. 
This bass is much more abundant than the small mouth. They breed about the 

islands and are caught among the tules. 
The Calico Bass—Pomozis annularis, Refin. 
These are fairly abundant. I caught several in one morning’s fishing. It is 

an excellent pan fish. 
“Crappie’’—Fishermen report a ‘crappie’ which has not been verified. 
Blue Gill—Helioperoa incisor, Cuv. and Valencen. 
These fish are quite abundant in all parts of the lake and were caught in the 

ae quite often. The young appear in abundance in shallow coves the first week 
in April. 

Trout—European Brown—Salmo fario. 
A number of different plantings of this trout have been made in the lakes. 

Fishermen report them to be getting numerous and of large size. 

Steelhead—Salmo irideus, Gibbons. 
Fishermen report having taken good-sized specimens during the early summer. 

Further Introductions Recommended. 

The Orange Spotted, Red § isi canis. humilis. 
This is th i e black bass in the eastern and southérn=states. I 

believe.i uld do well in Clear Lake. 

me Ke GG AUUSET 
{ FEEDING YOUNG PHEASANTS AND QUAIL 

By Avucust BADE 

Pheasants—Feeding young pheasants or young game birds of any 
kind is one of the most important functions of the game breeder. If 
the birds are not properly started they will never be right, no matter 
how much time and energy is expended upon them later on. 

A number of system have been found that will produce very good 
results, and these systems are usually varied to suit the climatic condi- 
tion in which you may be working. Here is a formula or system that 
will give the best results in this particular climate (California). 

7 For the first thirty-six hours young birds subsist on the yolk of the 
egg that is contained in the egg sack of the bird. During this period 
no feed is necessary and the birds need quietness as they are being 

\  brooded by the foster mother hen. 
At the end of 36 hours give them their first feed of eggs (boiled at 

a temperature of 180 degrees for 15 minutes), finely grated after remov- 
ing the shell. This grating is easily done by rubbing the egg through 
a small mesh screen of hardware cloth. This netting or sereen is 
solidly tacked to a frame work of wood about 10x16 inches. You will
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find this screen useful in many operations in making good bird food. 
Cooked liver (a very good substitute for insect life) and cottage cheese 
are also run through this screen before being placed in the food. This 
operation makes the food of a nature that the small birds can handle it 
nicely and it can at the same time be worked into the food mixture in 
better proportions. 

For the first few weeks it is advisable to feed four times a day. Birds 
of all kinds are early risers and they make their lives conform to cer- 
tain well-regulated habits. This is a point that it is well for the new 
breeder to ponder over. If you are irregular in your feeding schedules 
and disappoint the birds a few times, you will be the next to be disap- 
pointed and the results will reflect badly on your judgment. 

Most hatching is done in the months of May and June and a good 
program of feeding times for these two months is as follows: Feed at 
6 in the morning; then at 10, 2.30 and 6 in the evening. Here is a good 
rule to follow in starting with your birds: Feed often but little at a 
time. A tablespoonful at first is sufficient for a brood of 15 birds. 

If you experience difficulty in getting the little fellows to eat, kneel 
down by the side of the coop and throw bits of feed in front of the 
coop so that the hen can reach it and she will soon teach the birds to 
eat. Once they are started there is no more trouble. This is the 
natural way for the mother hen to feed her brood, and she will usually 
do her part in the rearing of young game birds. 

For the hen, it is well to provide whole corn as a diet, as this is 
large enough so the little birds can not eat it, and by feeding the hen 
in this way she will not be so anxious to eat the food that you have 
prepared for the chicks. 

After the little fellows have learned to eat the food prepared for 
them, place it on a board about a foot square and far enough in front 
of the coop so the hen can not reach it. Always keep this board clean 
by using a brush and alternating the board by using one side today and 
the other side tomorrow. 

On the fourth day add to the egg food a little Spratt’s Pheasant Meal, 
No. 12. This meal is prepared by scalding it in boiling water or milk 
and working it with the hands until every particle is well soaked with 
moisture. As arule this meal will absorb quite a bit of moisture. Use 
three parts of water to four parts meal and this usually gives the right 
consistency, known to game breeders as ‘‘ecrumbly moist.’’ Don’t, at 
any time, feed sloppy food. If you get your feed too moist, dry it 
down with corn meal by working the meal into the feed with the hands 
until you have it the way you want it. Unsalted cracker crumbs can 
also be used for drying the feed. 

Another ingredient that can be added at this time to the food ration 
is cottage cheese. Make the cheese in the usual way, but do not flavor 
or color the cheese in any way. Run it through the sieve that you use . 

for preparing the egg and mix it with the feed. And this is a good 
time to add green food to the menu. Lettuce has been found ideal for ( 
young birds. Cut it very fine with a large knife and you can either 
mix it with the feed or carry it in a separate vessel and place a handful 
(small) before each brood of birds. In mixing it in with the feed you 
may get the feed too moist, so the practice of carrying it in a separate 
vessel works out better.
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Ag the birds grow and develop, add to the amount of feed given at 
each meal, being careful not to overfeed. Always watch closely to see 
that all feed is eaten. Keep the coop clean and watch your feed board 
to see that it does not become dirty. 

If the weather is warm begin to give water to the birds. The ordi- 
nary quart drinking fountain is a good vessel to use, as it will provide 
water for the hen as well as the birds. If this drinking fountain is 
placed on a board it will tend to keep the water cleaner than if placed 
cn the ground. It is well to keep the water fountain shaded and not 
allow the water to become stale. 

Between the age of five and six weeks the birds begin to put on head 
feathers, and it is at this time that particular attention must be given 
the feed. If the birds become listless and puny there is sure to be 
something wrong with the feed. Try to correct it. A setback at this 
time means slow maturing. As a usual thing a deficiency in insect life 
or its equivalent (cooked liver or Spratt’s Grissel, or meat scrap) is 
lacking in the food. 

The proportion of meat scrap is about 15 per cent and may be 
inereased or decreased according to the condition of your birds. No 
hard and fast rule can be laid down, but the operator must be guided 
by conditions as he finds them. 

The same may be said of the use of egg in the food. Usually by the 
end of the fourth week egg is cut out entirely and Spratt’s Chic Grain 
is substituted. All these operations and changes in the food are done 
gradually and systematically. As one type of food is decreased, another 
is increased until finally the birds are on a matured diet and being fed 
but twice a day. System and regularity is the keynote in bird farming 
and will give the required results in the majority of cases. 

Quail—To those who have raised pheasants and other large game 
birds there comes an additional thrill when tiny Bobwhite or California 
valley quail hatch out. We know of no small bird more active than a 
few hours old quail chick. It is small wonder the novice loses them 
during the first few days. Even the experienced breeder at times has 
trouble if he is the least bit inclined to be careless in banking the coop 
and run so the smallest little hole is closed. You can not be too careful 
in this matter. 

FEEDING YOUNG QUAIL 
Quail chicks feed sooner than pheasants and will let you know when 

they are ready for their first meal. As the brooding period ends, they 
will begin to prospect around the coop and this is the signal for the 
breeder to prepare some food. The first feed will consist of egg custard 
or hard-boiled egg finely grated. This food is easily prepared by press- 
ing it through a small mesh screen or hardware cloth. Hither the egg 
or custard should be prepared the day before it is to be used. If you use 
eggs, do not boil them more than 20 minutes, as too much boiling tends 
to make the food leathery and it is not so easily digested. 

| The egg custard is made in the usual way with no seasoning of any 
kind. Here is a good way to make it: Beat three eggs well and heat 
to just below the boiling point. Heat one cup of milk to the same tem- 
perature and add the three eggs. Continue to keep the mixture at just 
below the boiling point until the custard hardens. Set it aside to cool 
and keep in a cool place. When thoroughly cold it is ready to use. A
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pint fruit jar and a half-gallon or a gallon vessel of tin makes a good 
utensil for cooking custard. 

COTTAGE CHEESE 
Milk and its products have been found valuable in feeding all kinds 

of animals and birds. Cottage cheese is especially recommended as a 
good food for quail. Make it in the usual way with no seasoning or 
coloring, and when it is quite dry pass it through the same sieve or 
screen that you used for the egg or custard. This breaks it up into 
small bits and makes it very easy to handle. 

About the third day begin to add a little cottage cheese to the egg 
or custard and gradually increase the amount so that at the end of the 
week you will be using about an equal amount of each. Finely chopped 
lettuce can also be used at this time to good advantage. You will get 
better results with your feed if you use a foot square board as a feeding 
place. At the beginning of the second week, add to this mixture of egg, 
custard and lettuce, a small amount of Spratt’s Pheasant Meal, No. 12. 

SMALL GRIT IS NECESSARY 
At the very first feed, place a small amount of clean building sand on 

the feed board and always remember to keep a supply of this ingredient 
before the birds. If building sand is not available use small creek sand. 
When the birds are three weeks old begin to add a littl chie grain to 

the food mixture. Spratt’s Chick Grain has been found valuable in 
that it is made up of a variety of small seeds and grains. 

By this time you can cut down on the egg or custard and at the 
beginning of the fifth week leave it out of the food entirely. You will 
now be using cottage cheese, lettuce, pheasant meal No. 12, chie grain 
and plenty of fine grit and clean water. 

CLEAN WATER VERY ESSENTIAL 

For the first week do not give any water at all unless the water is 
very warm. The watering dish should be small, kept very clean and 
removed from the coop ten or fifteen minutes after the birds have had 
a drink. Do not allow the water to become stale from heat. Water 
may be left in front of the birds a longer time if it is in the shade and 
the vessel is kept very clean. 

FEEDING AT REGULAR INTERVALS 

Success in bird raising will depend largely on regular habits of feed- 
ing and caring for the birds. To begin with, feed at 6.30, 10.30 and at 
2.30 and 5.80 in the afternoon. Hold to this program for the first five 
weeks, then drop the 10.80 feeding and at the end of eight weeks drop 
the 2.30 feeding. If your birds have developed normally, two feeds 
a day at this time will be sufficient. A wet mash of pheasant meal, 
cottage cheese and a little chic grain in the morning and dry chie grain 
in the evening. Also see that the birds have ample green food at all 
times, and do not try to keep too many birds in the same pen. Give , 
them as much room as possible. Remember they are creatures of the i 
open spaces.
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Taste 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits* 

Number 

\ opie Kinds of bird: thi desirable to attract that oe of birds inds of birds among those desirable to attract that 
Common name, Scientific name known to are most fond of the fruit? 

eat the 
fruit ? 

Juniper; redecdar____.| Juniperus______- 39 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, purple finch, cedar wax- 
wing, myrtle warbler, mocking bird, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

Greenbrier-__....--.-.| Smilax. -._...... 39 | Cardinal, mocking bird, brown thrasher, catbird, 
hermit thrush, robin, 

Baybetry.......-.2..-|| Myrica.:....... 73 | Bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
J eastern phoebe, European starling, meadow lark, 

chewink, tree Swallow, white-eyed vireo, myrtle 
warbler, brown thrasher, catbird, Carolina wren, 
black-capped chickadee, hermit’ thrush, eastern 
bluebird. 

Mackbory.2..232.--.| Celfig.251 12-4 40 | Yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, star- 
ling, cardinal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, brown 
thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Mulberry__........---|. Morus__....-.-- 52 | Yellow-billed cuckoo, red-headed woodpecker, red- 
bellied woodpecker, downy woodpecker, kingbird, 
starling, Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, cardinal, 
purple finch, scarlet tanager, cedar waxwing, red- 
eyed vireo, yellow warbler, mocking bird, catbird, 
wood thrush, robin. 

Pokeberry-_----.-----] Phytolacea__---- 49 | Mourning dove, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, star- 
ling, cardinal, mocking bird, eatbird, hermit thrush, 
gray-cheeked thrush, olive-backed’ thrush, robin, 
eastern bluebird. 

Spicebush..-.._._..--| Benzoin._....:.- 17 | Kingbird, red-eyed vireo, wood thrush, Raye 
Sassafras__.____._.----| Sassafras______.- 18 Bop wi Kingbird, red-eyed vireo, catbird, veery, 

robin. 
Strawberry-._.....--.| Fragaria..-__.-- 46 poe catbird, brown thrasher, wood thrush, 

robin. 
Raspberry; black- | Rubus__-___-_-- 118 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, red-headed woodpecker, 
berry. yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, 

Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, pine grosbeak, song 
sparrow, fox sparrow, white-throated sparrow, che- 
wink, California towhee, spurred towhee, cardinal, 
rose-breasted grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, 
cedar waxwing, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, brown freshen, tated titmouse, wren tit, 
olive-backed thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

SII, S26 ak) MONEE cal ene 25 | Ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, 
bobwhite. 

Mountain-ash_.._-_..| Sorbus____-_---- 14 | Red-headed woodpecker, Baltimore oriole, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, cedar waxwing, Bohemian 
waxwing, catbird, brown thrasher, robin. 

Chokeberry......-.--| Aronia-_....-.-- 13 | Meadow lark, brown thrasher. t 
Hawthorn, orred haw.| Crataegus__.__-- 33 | Ruffed grouse, pine grosbeak, purple finch, robin. + 
Dwarf apples_..-.--.] Malus___.-..---- () Ruffed grouse,ingneck pheasarit, red crossbill, pine 

prosbeak, purple finch, cedar waxwing, mocking 
ird, robin. 

Shadblow, or June- | Amelanchier__-- 40 | Yellow-shafted flicker, Baltimore oriole, cedar wax- 
berry. wing, catbird, hermit thrush, veery, robin. 
Wild cherry.._.......] Prunus._...-.-- 74 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, mourning dove, red-headed 

woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, Euro- 
pean starling, Bullock’s oriole, Baltimore oriole, 
orchard oriole, evening grosbeak, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, Louisi- 
ana tanager, red-eyed vireo, cedar waxwing, mock- 
ing bird, catbird, brown thrasher, olive-backed 
thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Sumi ¥ ~~. cc2042---] Sees sa Sozee 93 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, valley quail, downy wood- 
pecker, red-bellied woodpecker, red-shafted flicker, 
yellow-shafted flicker, phoebe, European starling, 
goldfinch, golden-crowned sparrow, chewink, white- 
eyed vireo, Audubon’s warbler, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, California thrasher, brown thrasher, Carolina 
wren, black-eapped chickadee, Carolina chickadee, 
wren tit, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

1 Barberries (Berberis), buckthorn (Rhamnus), and Roueperria and currants (Ribes) are omitted be- 
cause they serve as alternate hosts of rusts attacking wheat, oats, and white pine, respectively. 

2 When 10 or more. 
Included on the basis of field observation or because fruit was found in 10 or more stomachs. 
4 Thirty-eight kinds of birds are known to feed on apples of various sorts, but it is not known just how 

many seek the small-fruited flowering apples, which are the best to plant for birds. 
5 Only nonpoisonous species of sumac are considered.
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Tastn 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits—Continued 

1 Number | 

or pies Kinds of birds th desirable to attract that + of birds inds of birds among those desirable to attract thai 
Common name, |. Scientific name | cnownto are most fond of the fruit 

eat the 
fruit 

Sori sits oabewe sd Re Seeeeesdeedee eal pehrerien| pale meet ieeVeae sen eats: Weta a= ieee eee 
Rennertises elie Jl Schinus...2.....| 11 | Cedar waxwing, phainopepla, hermit thrush, varied 

. | thrush, robin. 
HON y S223 RSE ie lexs: 250001 7G |) 45 | Ruffed grouse, hobwhite, valley quail, yellow-bellied 

| sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, cedar waxwing, 
| mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, hermit 
| thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Supplejack..-...---..| Berchemia-_.--__ 13 | Mocking bird, robin. _ " 
Wildigrapes: eee cecd | Vitis sce a2 77 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, pileated woodpecker, red- 

bellied woodpecker, red-shafted flicker, yellow- . 
shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, eardi- 
nal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, catbird, brown 
thrasher, wood thrush, veery, robin, western blue- 
bird, eastern bluebird. 

Virginia creeper. __...| Parthenocissus__| 39 | Red-headed woodpecker, red-bellied woodpecker, 
yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, purple finch, 

scarlet anager, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, brown, 
thrasher, tufted titmouse, hermit thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, gray-cheeked thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

Buflaloberry__._.....) Lepargyrea-... 16 | Sharp-tailed grouse, pine grosbeak. 
Silverberry, Russian- | Elaeagnus___.--- @. Sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, cedar waxwing, 

olive, ete. catbird, robin. 
Wild-sarsaparilla __.._| Aralia________._- 14 | Bobwhite, robin. 
Dogwoods22-2i.=2;3| Corntis........-: 86 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yel- 

low-shafted flicker, red-shafted flicker, kingbird, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, pine gros- 
beak, purple finch, white-throated sparrow, song 
sparrow, cardinal, cedar waxwing, warbling vireo, 
red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, ‘catbird, brown 
thrasher, hermit thrush, olive-backed thrush, gray- 
ee thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern blue- 

ird. 

Tupelo, or sour gum__| Nyssa........--- 36 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, purple 
finch, cedar waxwing, gray-cheeked thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, robin. 

Crowberry__-.----.-.| Empetrum_____- 16 | Pine grosbeak, snowflake. 
Bearberry_......----.| Aretostaphylos__ 16 | Ruffed grouse, dusky grouse, valley quail, mountain 

quail, fox Sear wren tit. 
Huckleberry-_.-------] Gaylussacia___-- 35 | Pine grosbeak, chewink, robin. 
Blueberry -_.-....---! Vaccinium -_____ 67 | Ruffed grouse, valley quail, kingbird, orchard oriole, 

pine grosbeak, chewink, cedar waxwing, catbird, 
brown thrasher, black-capped chickadee, tufted tit- 
mouse, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Beautyberry, or Mexi- | Callicarpa_______ 10 | Mocking bird, brown thrasher. 
can mulberry. 

Partridgeberry____...| Mitchella______- 10 | Ruffed grouse. 
Bilder. 2) 2.1. Bambucus.. 152 106 | Valley quail, red-headed woodpecker, yellow-shafted 

flicker, eastern kingbird, Arkansas kingbird, black 
phoebe, European starling, California towhee, 
white-crowned sparrow, rose-breasted grosbeak, 
black-headed grosbeak, PE neDeDe: red-eyed 
vireo, mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, 
California thrasher, wren tit, olive-backed thrush, 
robin, western bluebird, eastern bluebird. 

Snowberry----...--..| Symphoricarpos. 25 | Sharp-tailedgrouse, evening grosbeak, pine grosbeak, 
varied thrush. 

Blackhaw------------| Viburnum_-_-__- 28 | Ruffed grouse, yellow-billed cuckoo, yellow-shafted 
flicker, European starling, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosbeak, cedar waxwing, catbird, brown 
thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Honeysuckle __......] Lonicera_.___.-- 15 | Bobwhite, pine grosbeak, white-throated sparrow, 
| eatbird, brown thrasher, hermit thrush, robin. 

6 Data given are based entirely on field observations; total number of birds eating the various species of 
Elaeagnus unknown, 

MUNICIPAL PARKS AND PICNIC AND FAIR GROUNDS 

Picnic grounds, fairgrounds, and parks may be improved as 
places of public cuenta recreation, and education by increasing 
their bird population. oreover, the alterations that improve a 
park as a bird haven may, and should, themselves be made to add 

|
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releascd by the state game farm in its first vcar of operation. [In 

the case of pheasants, even more so than with most birds, littls is 

known as to their range. 

The latest return to the conservation commission of a band is 

that of a pheasant hen raised in 1929 at the state game farm, shipped 

to the Outagemic County Fish and Geme Association, and released just 

north of the village of Kaukauna in Outagamic county. This bird was 

found dead last weck in a sand pit in the neart of Applicton. It had 

been decapitated but whether by a predatory bird or by what means is 

unknown. The significance is that the bird had travelcd seven milcs 

from the point of relcase, in less than threc months. 

Further information is needed on the habits of pheasants, and 

anyone finding a ring-neck pheasant or any other gene bird with a 

band upon its leg, is asked to get in immediate touch with the 

* conservation commission.
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INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR 

HANDLING AND SETTING PHEASANT Kaas 

Waglish Ring Heck Pheasant eges are sent out by the State Fish & Gene 
Department, free of charge, with the understanding that the best possible care 
will be taken of them and that all the young birde will be libersted in covers 
adapted to them as soon as they are able to care for themselves, ond thet you 
will do your utmost te protect them at #1] times. 

These inetructions, if closely followed, will enable you te properly 
teke care of the eggs and young birder. 

As seo0n #2 the egce are received, they should be turned and put in a 

eool place, such as en ordinary cellar, until you are ready to set them. They 
should be set at the enrliest porsible time, 

They should be set under an ordinary good setting hen, preferably one 
light im weight. The mmber of eggs to set under one hen would depend on the 
sige of the hen; of courte you must use your own judgnent os to the nusber 
which she could snfely cover, 

The setting hen's nest should be placed so ae to secure a proper circu- 
lation of fresh air and to best facilitate the hendling of the hen, THE WEST 
SHOULD BE MAGN UPON THE GROUND. It is a good method to build « crater-shaped 
mound of esrth which will raise the nest seversl inches above the surrounding 
ground, and in the hollew of thie mound « rude nest, just such as ie built by 
our prairie-chteken and quail, cen easily be made snd lined with fine bay, using 
care that this nest is of sufficient size and as flat as possible in the bottom, 
There chonld be no difficulty in forming » rough setting coop. Any ordinary box 
without « bottom can be used for this purpese and a small covered runmeay should 
be attached to this box so as to permit the hen to leave the nest occasionally 
and at the seme time prevent her from straying. This runway can be constructed 
of slate, wire netting or anything handy which your judguent will tell you is 
guitable, 

If the hen iv set in the ordinary open box and at liberty te go or come 
ae the chooses, she is sometimes apt to stay off the nest so long in search of 
food a= te allow the eges to cool too much, or she is apt not to leave the eggs 
ae eee ee eS 

1, 
At Least once every other d-y the hen should be removed from her nest and 

the eges should be carefully rolled around s0 that each egg will have changed 
ite position, ‘ome hens turn the eggs more or less themselves when settling back 
upen the nest, but not always, and, if this is not dene, the embrye is liable to 
Ddecome attached to the shell so thet the young chick will die before it can : 
succesefully emerze. 

whe



Tf, during the operation of rolling the eggs, it is noticed that the 
nest has become packed down hard and it is not of good shape, you should re- 
move the eggs to one side and re-form it. When this is done and the nest 
is agein in shape, the eget should once more be carefully placed and the hen 
allowed to go back without delay. 

/ Another point which should be attended to (end this is, in fact, of 
very great importance) is the of the hen at least three times during 
ae cas ee a cos ne ae Most hene are lousy, and 
it is of course necessary to get rid of the lice before the young birds are 
hatched. If this is not dons, the lice will crawl from the hen onto the 

young birds and breed in such quantities as te destroy the pheasant chick 
within « very few days. 

Feed the setting hen only what she rill pick up cleen, snd feed very 
sparingly. She wast be provided also with fresh water throughout the setting 
period, 

English Ring Neck Pheasant egge will hatch in twenty-three to trenty- 
four days and from the twenty-second dey after setting, that is, one or two- 
days before the batch is due to come off, the setting hem muct not be disturbed 
beyond what is absolutely necessary. 

Shen the pheasants ore about twenty-four hours old, remove the setting 
hen and the young birds to the ground on which you intend to rear then. 

A suitable coop can easily be provided so that you can either allow the 
hen to run with her brood from the start or so thet you ean shut wo the hen 
and leave the pheasaats run, as you may see fit. This coop should be placed 
im some grassy, sunmy location, and should be placed in position two or three 
days before the young brood of pheasants ere to use it, 20 as to dry the ground 
underneath it to come extent. Young pheasants should always have a dry place 
to roost in at night, ac dempness at thie age is very injurious to them and 
is @ condition which is very apt to breed disease. Hence you should not use a 

wooden floor for these coop. 
Young pheasants need not be fed until they are about twenty-four hours 

old, as the yolk which is absorbed into the body provides sustenance for this 
period, The first feed which they should have is a custard composed of milk 
and beaten egee, Thin custard should be made by besting thoroughly in a dish 
of some sort two eggs, afterwards adding belf an ordinary sized cup of fresh, 
weet milk; this mixture should be beaten again thoroughly and then boiled in 
double boiler until the whole is of a consistency of ordinary custard. 

When feeding this, take a small proportion of the custard end throw it 
sharply on the ground, so a» to separate it into emall particles. This should 
be fed at least four times a day at the start, or even more if the season is 
wet ond there is a deficiency of naturel food, 

The custard should be wade perfectly fresh each day, and in extremely 
het weather should be made trice a day, as it is very apt te sour, and sour 
feed of any kind is very injurious to then. 

If you do mot care te co to the trouble of making the above custard, 
your young phessents will do very well om a food of finely-grated hard-boiled 
eee 

ike
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN wre 
Q\s 

COLLEGE ae #@ MADISON 
TRAE 

eS Office of 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 

August 23, 1945 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. Wildlife Management 

My dear Aldo; 

It pleased me to learn that you were planning to undertake 
research for the purpose of controlling damage to young 
corn by pheasants. I hope that Mr. Elder will be able to 
give you some constructive suggestions, and that you will 
be able to work out arrangements whereby the Conservation 
Department can supply you with funds and other assistance 
to enable you to carry forward this study. 

Inevitably the tension between farmers and sportsmen is 
going to grow and become serious if we do not find ways of 
reducing the factors which cause irritation and friction, 

such as the damage done to young corn by pheasants. If 
there are ways in which this office can be of assistance 
in carrying forward the contemplated research project, I 

invite you to get in touch with me. 

Sincerely yours, 

Associate Director ~ 
Experiment Station 

NC: EM
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ey. 3 5136 South Kimbark Lae Qe 
Chicago 15, Illinois bane 
September 2, 1945 a 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, 2 

In some of our restricted (not secret) literature I found a description 
of a successful means of preparing poison grain for rodents that would 
not be taken by birds. It was merely oats soaked in green dye. I 
supose it might make no difference to a pheasant pulling up a corn shoot 
whether the grain at the end was green or yellow, but it might.be worth 
trying. At least it is concievable that a certain amount of grain 
could be sacrificed each year in vearkfield to teach the local pheasants 
to associate the green color with a bad taste and that thereafter only 
the color and not the bad taste could be added to the corn. For dyes 
I would suggest writing to: 

Dr. Justis C. Ward 
546 Custom House 
Denver 2, Colorado 

Dr. Ward might also have ideas on repellents. 

I was mistaken about Ward's being in charge of the laboratory out there. 
He sounded as if he were but Cottom mentioned that Kalmbach was in 
charge. Ward is chief chemist. If you wish you may mention my name and 
connection with the University of Chicago Toxicity Laboratory -- he may 
remember me. 

In checking a few of the more likely references on bird sense organs, I 
found little doubt that they have the apparatus, though poorly developed, 
both with which to smell and to taste. Although no taste buds have been 
found in the chick,some birds (species? ) have 40 to 60 small taste buds, 

and parrots have as many as 400. (Hares have 900 large teste buds.) 
Parrots with their large fleshy tongue seem to taste well, chew their food, 
and reject unpalatable parts. I think this shobid and could be easily 
checked in pheasants. Sections of the base of the tongue in one bird 

would be sufficient. 

Enclosed is a copy of my first letter to Dr. Bennitt. He has since 
written for my complete transcript and references and said that he had 

planned to talk it over with Curtis in the next few weeks. If he should 

offer me the jub, but cannot finance it until next year, I won't mind 

too much because there are certainly many interesting things I could do 

until then. 

I sent a feeler out to Jess Low who is now hear of that unit. 

I had a talk with Cottom this week but he is still without appropriations. 

In fact Lee Yeager told me that they were unable to pay his salary and 

had to loan him to the Lake Basin Survey for the time being. Cottom also 

said that they have as yet no demonstration of an electronic device for 

frightening birds, though they have two projects working on its 

No word from Arizona. Have you heard anything?
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Odum answered my feeler with a whole page of perswasive arguments for 
Georgia. He aiso warned that their research future and the status of 
the department in institution depended upon the legislative decision 
now pending. He also said that he believed the jobs available there 
would offer the rank of assistant professor at $2800 and would assure 
research time. I made application to the head of their department, 
Dr. Boyd, at once. 

From a note in Science I learned that Minnesota Riley retired and three 
promotions have resulted (did not include Hatfield). With this, in 
addition to Swenson's, leaving, they must have an opening. Gus returns 
from vacation tomorrow when I will call him and get the Low-down. 

It is darn interesting that you have found that bats have such a 
definite threshold. Schorger has a plece where he shoots red bats; 
it would be swell if you could get times on those as well. 

Estella is keeping us in an up-roar -- we love it. I imagine you can 
expect her on Tuesday. 

As always, 

ieee haat fae? pe awh ina Liynb prance Loko thas — 
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Catober 2, 1945 

De. Glavanae Cottam 
Mish ent "1ldlige Serrico 
Chicago Hi, Tiiinote 

Dee Clarancet 

Sree ning So ceontiten comm to senting stage 
which makes &¢ dmapemtive tle Gtuhe 00 seme sane 
ind of a genedy. 

t would Like to tod on what your geoearch oxygen 
heuthen tone wakes wer te ae ake Owwiously 16's an 
interat.te problem. 

Should you hove airy mage hen on vo bate? 
ny map | coe nook o Lot of toate 

fam fn a pe thie we gan hekp Go. 

Should there be nothing under way, do sec now cheno in the Teasiroia of nov sopalioute daveLo at w tho 
Chenfea! thefawe Labormtortes? 80, what role if any, 
would you Liles Wisconsin to ploy? 

Ag oan I want to orlonted befers starte Ae ing cay leek moves = 
"ith personal voguris, 

Mao Leopold 

66 Conmbedoner Aber 
N&le %. Swanton 
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900 Gay Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
September 28, 1945 

Milo K, Swanton, Executive Secretary 
Wisconsin Council of Agriculture 

y 614 Tenney Building 
Madison 3, Wisconsin i 

Dear Mr, Swanton: 

I found your letter of July 30th on my re- 
turn from a vacation trip about the middle of August, 
and regret that I have not had an opportunity to 
answer it earlier. 

We recognize that the question you raise, 
namely, crop and stock damage ey game and wild life, 
is one of the very serious problems with which we 
must cope. These are not problems which have been 
overlooked, however, because they have been in the 

foreground for a considerable time and a great deal 
more work has been done on them than many people 
realize. For several years studies have been made 
on various types of repellents to protect crops, 
particularly in the seeding period, from pheasants. 
Work on this particular phase of the problem is un- 
der way now, and should be intensified in view of the 
increasing demand for game and the possible increase 
in damage resulting from larger pheasant populations, 

Your suggestion that there should be a 
closer relationship and understanding in the future, 
between the Conservation Department and farmers, is 
also well taken, but again is a matter which has not 
been entirely neglected. We have for a long time 
recognized the importance of the farmer in the conser- 
vation program, and especially with reppect to the 
supply of game. Many cooperative ventures involving 
farmers and the Department have been under way for 
a considerable time, and more are in the offing.
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With the development of the public hunting grounds! i 
program, which is now et financed by reason 
of the increase granted by the Legislature of 1943 
in hunting license fees, the problem of land owner 
and hunter relationship will become more important 
than ever, 

It seems to me that much good could be ac- 
complished in the interest both of agriculture and 
conservation, if each would give more consideration 
to the other. The manner of crystalizing these 
thoughts into action is something we should give most 
careful consideration, I assure you that the Conser- 
vation Commission and Department have every desire 
to be cooperative, and I know the same is true of 
your organization, We probably have both been remiss 
in not seeking the counsel of the other to the extent 
we should. I have already discussed your letter with 
members of the Commission, and at the next meeting 
will present this matter formally. If, in the mean- 
time, you have any suggestions for cooperative action, 
I shall appreciate having them. 

Sincerely yours, 

worl 7 

31 
ec to: Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Aldo: 

Will you please send these on to the Director 
when they have served your purpose, 

Wm. J. P,. Aberg



° Wisconsin Council of Agriculture 
CO-OPERATIVE 

614 Tenney Building Telephone Gifford 1433 

MADISON 3, WISCONSIN 

July 50, 1945 

Mre Wme Je Pe Aberg, Chairman i 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
State Capitol 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre Aberg: 

Our Wisconsin Council of Agriculture (Co-operative), a 
federation of general farm’organizations and major farm marketing 
and farm purchasing cooperatives of the state, is vitally 
interested in what appears to be a collision between the interests 
of wild life propagation and the welfare of agriculture. Frequently 
we receive letters, as no doubt you do, from farmers whose crops 
or livestock have been destroyed by wild life. 

It occurs to us that in the future the plans andthe 
programs of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission should more 
carefully include consideration of the livestock and crop industry 
of the state. } 

I have an upland farm but, even so, I have had increasing 
difficulty each year with pheasants taking corn shortly after it 
has been planted. Farmers closer to lowland areas have had even 
more difficultye Our sheep and wool industry in Wisconsin has 
suffered considerable loss from predatory animals,which loss has 
increased in recent yearse 

I can assure you that farmers are becoming increasingly 
conscious of the need for conservation including the propagation of 
wild life. We of the Wisconsin Council of Agriculture (Co-operative) 
believe that there should be a much closer relationship and under- 
standing in the future between your department and farmers who 
suffer some of the losses resulting from wild life propagation and 
whose crops the Wisconsin Consumers ‘generally _ must depend upone 

’ Perhaps one of the main resp onsibilities of your department in 
the future will be to temper the enthusiasm of sportsmen with a cold 
consideration for the welfare and interests of food production in 
the field of agriculture. 

Sincerely yours, 

Milo Ke Swanton 
MKS sam Executive Secretary
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Dre Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin " 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: a 

Dr. Cottam recently sent to me a copy of your letter to him 

inquiring as to what research is now under way toward finding means of 

preventing pheasant damage to corn. He asked that I write to you and 

outline what we have done in this direction and what our plans are. 

We conducted limited studies of various repellent materials 

with caged pheasants during 1943 and 1944 using as many of the commercial 
repellents as we could find listed in seed catalogues and on the shelves 

of farm supply dealers. ‘These tests were supplemented with a number of 
dyes, astringents and coal tar products which seemed to us to have possible 

repellent value. We tried in addition, the lead oxide treatment which 

the Wisconsin Conservation Department reported upon favorabley in the 
Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Volume 9, # 4, April 1944, pp. 1011. 

After a series of these materials were tried with caged birds, 
those which showed the most promise were used in field tests on a number 

of farms in four northwestern Ohio counties where reports of pheasant 

damage were the post prevalent. The field tests were supplemented by 

observations of the results of various cultural methods of control such 

as depth of planting, method of fitting the ground and the use of a 
narrow trail of corn spread around the field at planting time, The re- 
sults of these experiments and observations were summarized in a Wildlife 
Research Unit Release and made available to farmers through the Extension 
Service and the county game protectors. ‘Two copies of this release are 
enclosed for your information, The release summarizes our results up to 
the spring of 1944, The data secured subsequent to that date have not 
altered the conclusions set forth in this release. 

We have a graduate student here now who plans to reinitiate 
studies on pheasant and crow repellents, He is, at the present time, 
outlining his proposed program which will include, I presume, a thorough 
check of not only the commercial repellents now on the market, but also 
some of the more promising new chemicals which have been developed during 
recent years. From my own experience, it would be very difficult to 
appraise the value of any material as a repellent except through estab= 
lished tests of both caged birds and birds wnder field conditions, Ma- 

terials which are very obnoxious to man for example, seem to have abso- 
lutely no deterrent effect upon pheasants. In my own experiments, for 
example, I watched ringnecked pheasants both in cages and in the field 
eat, Without hesitation, corn reeking with terpine mercaptan. I was,



Dr. Aldo Leopold 
October 26, 1945 
Page 2 

however, somewhat encouraged by the possibility of developing a dye that 
might render corn macceptable to pheasants, I hope we can pursue re~ 
search along this line a little further, It seems to me that there is 
real possibility here since dyes can be manufactured to almost any color 
standard we desire and since they can be applied economically and have no 
ill effect on the planting or germination of the seed. 

In our work, we set up the following standards which any repellent 
material had to meet before it could be considered satisfactory for practi- 
cal use. First, to have significant repellent or deterrent effect; second, 

be readily available and economical to buy; third, easy to handle and 
apply by farmers or be of such nature that it could be applied by seed 
companies in advance of sate; fourth, would not break dom in contact with 

the soil during a period of two or three weeks; fifth, have no adverse 

effect on germination of seed; and sixth, would not be dangerous if eaten 

by pheasant se 

_I hope this information will be of some help to you. If you 
have any suggestions to offer as to how we might improve or enlarge upon 
our om program, it would be appreciated, We would also be very glad | 

to cooperate with you in the exchange of ideas or materials looking for= 
ward to finding a practical answer to this problem. We are fortunate 
here to have ready access to consultation with chemists both in the 
Chemistry Department and chemists connected with industrial research pro= 
grams. They have given us some good ideas as to materials that might be 
used and have helped in the preparation of material. 

With best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

: OP ne ae 
Charles A, Dambach 
Associate Professor 

CADsdjr 
ce to Dr. Cottam 4



OHIO WILDLIFE RESEARCH STATION 

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO regi pies) oe Ws gt 

: : Release 183 
a) . : April’ 15, .1944 

PREVENTING "CORN PULLING" BY CROWS AND PHEASANTS 

by Charles A, Dambach - 3 

Napare aes Hetent ae te - 6 nities I cade pease te oes ar an one Ras <a ee 

‘+> - Wild animals; particularly crows and introduced’ pheasants, have 
been blamed for digging out or "pulling corn soon after it breaks HH 
through the ground, Careful observations have shown that both of. these: 
birds do "pull" corn when they are abundant and when their food is scarce. . 
The amount of damage is usually negligible, totaling less than 1 percent 
in the pheasant counties, although occasionally. serious losses are. suffered, 

_. The methods devised to avoid "corn pulling" include the use of home- 
‘ made and commercial repellents, deep planting, use of scarecrows.and = 
spreading of corn around the edge of the fields at planting time. Reports 
by farmers concerning the effectiveness of these methods are inconsistent. 
Preliminary studies of preventative measures have been made” by the ‘Ohio 
Wildlife Research Station. “he following observations drawh from.these 
‘studies, while not-conclusive, may be helpful to Ohio farmers.in 

preventing damage, ; log uae ee ae tea ud 

' Use of Repellents Tate Bid pu Mice elude Oa 

Various coal tar repellent preparations are sold by farm Aneey 
dealers for prevention of corn pulling by crows and pheasants, These : 
materials, when mixed with corn, impart a dark oil like coating to the 
scod which does not materially interfere with its use in the plantor,. _ 
Their use may retard germination fora day.or more in unfavorable weather 
and may result in poor germination: during excessively wet'or ary periods, 

: Some farmers have reported very: good results from their uso while. others 
have noted little pr no reduction in donaga Experimental trials indicate 
that their repellent effect is only moderate where pheasant populations 
are high and where the birds are low on.foods such as wastd corn, . Where 
pheasants are not numerous and food is available, corn trontod*with : 
commercial repellents is little subject to injury. Seed ‘prepared ‘by’ 
mixing a table-spoon of coal tar with a half Dushel of warm grain; is 

; fairly repellent to crows. It is necessary, with this mixturo, té warm 
the grain with warm water, drain off the excess water, apply the coal 
tar and stir it-while the. corn is still warm and moist, The grain mist 
then be sprond-dut and dried. before use,. 99. 0 te 

Many other home-made repellents have been tricd including: 
turpentine, kerosene, camphor oil, aniline oil, carbolic acid, fish 

oil, copperas and lead oxide, All of these matorials, except lead 
oxide, seriously impair germination when used at strengths strong ~ : 
enough for poeta action, Load oxide has been recommended as a 
repellent in other states but has proven ineffoctive in Ohio experiments,



Use of a Corn Trail 3 ne ‘ i 

Some count; agricultural agents and game protectors have recom 
mended distributing corn in a thin trail.around the margins of planted 

fields before the corn,comes up.*: This method was found to be very 
effective in preventing pheasant damage when the correct procedure was 

i followed. This consists of: 1. Using bright cloan corn, 2. Spreading 

: ’ a generous trail of corn completely around: the: field betwoen the ficld 
San margin and the first planted row (about 1 bushel of shelled:corh is , 

% needed. for each 100 rods of field mirgin),:.3. Spreading the. corn at 
least a day Before the corn tips appear at the surface of the ground. 
Usually about the 4th or 5th day after planting.) Maintaining the 

corn trail with additional grain if necessary until the plants are 4" 
‘ to 6" high, Use of tho corn trail mothod after corn pulling has started 

'- igs of no -valuée-as tho birds thon take sprouted corn in preference to the 
scattered grain. : : 4 

Cultural and Other Practices tee ree 

Shallow planted corn is especially susceptible to crow-and’ pheasant, 
damage. Deep planting, even to’ @epth of 4" to 5", will not provént’all 
damage but tends to discourage the birdg from digging out sprouted gYain, 
Scarecrows are generally ineffective against crows in large ficlds and of 
of little or no value against pheasants, Uncovered sdnd, particularly at 
the end of the: rows, encourages "corn pulling", “This’can be easily °° 
avoided by. care in operation ofthe planter and by not planting on poorly 
fitted ground. . The most. serious pheasant damage usually “occurs on ‘farms 

, adjacent to refuges or on ferms where no hunting is permitted, Opening 
of these farms and refuges to hunting, at least. temporarily, or trapping, 
to reduce the pheasant population should prove benoficiagl. Thicker -* 
planting of corn, as now advocated ‘for the best corn soils, has a tordency 
to offdot some : of ‘the ‘pulling done by those birds. °° oo gaa) 

Summary ee ae ebhinaa sale! ten acl f 

- Crows and pheasants, where abundant, cause light but measurable 
damage tio corn by digging out sprouted seed, Available ropellents‘aré‘:- 
not wholly effective in preventing damage and thein use may result in-- 
reduced germinatiom'in unfavorablé ‘seasorig. Some farmers, however, report 
favorable results from their use. Zxperiments with many "home-made re-.-*~ 
pellents" prove that: most’ of thom are ineffective: as ropellonts and some 
will seriously impair germinntion. ‘Scattering of shelled corn in ©. tril 
completely around the planted field before the corn cones up, wos found 

to be very effective. 
ie 

* This is the method developed and tested in northwostern Ohio by 

A. D. Meagley, Lawrence E, Hicks and Daniel L. Leedy (1928-1940), 
as described in various pheasant roports by Hicks and Leedy.



OHIO WILDLIFE RESEARCH STATION 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO Tan 
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: PREVENTING "CORN PULLING" BY ROWS AND PHEASANTS 

: by Charles A, Dambach — -: Rte 

Nature and Extent of Damage 4 cf 

Wild animals, particularly crows and introduted pheasants, have 
been’ blamed for digging out or "pulling corn soon after. it breaks =~ | 
through the ground... Careful observations have shown that both of these | 
birds do "pull" corn when they.are abundant’and when their food is scarce, . 
The-amount of damage ‘is‘usually negligible, totaling less than 1 percent ~ 
in the pheasant counties, although occasionally serious losses are suffered, 

The methods devised to avoid "corn pulling" iréliide the use of home~ 
made and commercial repellents, deep planting, use of scarecrows’ and ‘ 
spreading of corn:around the edge of the fields at planting time, Reports 

by farmers concerning the effectiveness of these, methods: are. inconsistent. 
Preliminary studies of preventative measures have been made by the Ohio | 
Wildlife Research Station. ‘the ‘following observations. drawn.from these _ 
studiés, while not conclusive, may be helpful to Ohio farmers in ° pe 
preventing damage, - a ices eae ie ae aa ON 

Use of Repellents - yeh ey “4 , 

' Various; coal, tar repellent preparations are sold.by farm supply =. 
dealers for prevention of corn ‘pulling by crows and pheasants, Theso’ © 

materials, when mixed with corn, impart a dark oil like coating to the 
scod which does not materially interfere with its use in the planter. . 
Their use may retard germination for a day or more in unfavorable weather--* 
and may result in poor germination during excessively wot or dry periods, 
Some farmers have reported very good results from their uso'while others 
have noted little pr no reduction iA donaga Experimental tricis' indicate ~ 
that their repellent effect is only moderate where:pheasant populations 
are high and where the birds are low on foods .such.as waste.corns Where _. 
pheasants are not numerous and fodd.is available, :corn trontcd*with: 
commercial repelleiits is little’ subject to injury. Seed prépared OVE aw eo .. 
mixing a table-spoon of coal tar with a half bushel.-of warm grain, is 

; fairly repellent to crows, It is necessary, with this mixturo, to warm i 
the grain with warm water, drain off the excess water, apply the coal 
tar and stir it-while the corn is still warm and moist. ‘ The grain mst, . + 
then be spFend dut and dried before usow; = oyu koe kent) Ge 

Many other. home-made repellents have been tricdincludingt ~ °° 
turpentine, kerosene, camphor oil, aniline oil, carbolic acid, fish 

oil, copperas and lead oxide, All of these matorials, except lead 
oxi seriously impair germination when used at strengths stron, : 

cana for Panetlent action, Lead oxide has been recommended as a 
repellent in other states but has proven ineffoctive in Ohio experiments,



Use of a Corn Trail 

Some county agricultural agents and game protectors have recom 

mended distributing corn in a thin trail around the margins of planted 

fields before the corn comes up.* This method was found to be very 

effective in preventing pheasant damage when the correct procedure was 
followed. This consists of: 1. Using bright clean corn, 2. Spreading 
@ generous trail of corn completély: around the field between the ficld 

margin and the first plonted row (about 1 bushel of shelled corn is , 
needed for each 100 rods of field margin). 36 Spreading tho. corn at 
least a day before the corn tips appear at the surface ofthe ground. 
(Usually about the Wth or 5th day after planting.) Maintaining the 
corn trail with additional grain if necossary until the plants are 4" 

_ to 6" high, Use of tho corn trail method after corn pulling has started 
is of no value as the birds thon take sprouted.corn in preference to the 
scattored grain. en . ee 

Cultural and Other Practices i 

Shallow planted corn is especially susceptible to crow and pheasant, 
damage. Doep planting, ever to depth of 4" to 5"). will not, provont all 
“damage but tends to discourage the birds from digging out “sprouted: grain, 

Searecrows are generally inoffoctive ‘against crows in large ficlds and-of- 
* of little or no value against pheasants, Uncovered. sced, particularly at 

the end of the rows, encourages "corr pulling". This can be easily, .. . 
~avoided by care in operation: of the planter :and by not planting’ on poorly 
fitted ground.’ The most serious pheasant damage usually securs on farns 
adjacent to refuges or on farms where no hunting is permitted. Opening 

‘of these farms. and refuges to -hunting,.at-least temporarily, or trapping, 
to reduce the pheasant population should, prove beneficigl, Thicker ~~ 
planting of corny. as now advocated for the best corn soils,’ has. a; tendency 

; to offsot some of the ‘pulling done by ‘these birds, . ; : \ 

Crows and pheasants, where abundant, cause light but méasurable | 
damage to corn by digging out sprouted seed, Available ropelients are 
not wholly: effective in preventing damage and their use may result in 

reduced. germination in unfavorable seasons. Some farmers, however, report 
- favorable results from their use. Experiments with may: "home-made: re- 

; pellents" prove that most of them are ineffective as ropellonts and” sone 
' will seriously. impair germination, - Scattering of shelled corn in >. troil 

completely around the planted field before the corn cones up; wes found 
to be very effective,” x sole ih Pee th Te a ce 

* “This is the method developed and tested in northwosterm Ohio by 
A. D. Meagley, Lawrence EB, Hicks and Daniel L, Leedy (1928+1940), 
as destribed in various. pheasant roports by Hicks and Leedys .
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IN REPLY REFER TO e 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WILDLIFE RESEARCH LABORATORY 

{CONTROL METHODS-AND: FOOD HABITS) j 
546 CUSTOMHOUSE, DENVER¢COLORADO 

i‘ October 24, 1945. 
Dre Aldo Leopold, 

Department of Wildlife Management, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dre Leopold: 

Dr. Cottam has sent me a copy of your letter of October 2.in which 

you bring up the subject of repellents that might be useful in preventing 

damage by pheasants to sprouting corne ¢ 

In recent years this laboratory's research in the subject of deterrents 

has been largely in the way of search for effective materials to protect 

forest plantings and (during the war) packaged materials. We have not en- 

gaged in any experiments to lower pheasant damage within recent years, although 

we have transmitted to Dr. Dambach at Columbus, Ohio, a number of materials as 

well as suggestions some of which were carried out in that area. 

The whole subject of deterrents and repellents is a very fruitful one 

and one upon which more emphasis is being placed. For sometime past the 

Quartermaster Subsistence Laboratory in Chicago has, been cooperating with 

Mr. Je Fe Welch of this laboratory with a view of finding deterrents that 

would be effective in protecting packaged food products. Only recently we 

have had other contacts with the army looking forward to further research 

in this over-all field, and, of course, in our own sphere of operations we 

have been doing considerable work with the use of color on poisoned rodent 

baits to lower the hazard to seed eating birds. Although the letter proce- 

dure may have merit under some conditions of pheasant damage, there are 

other times when considerable corn is scratched out by pheasants which may 

dig out one kernel after another only to find that they are 211 colored some 

brilliant hue not particularly attractive to the birde 4 

+ . » 

At the present time we have no personnel that we can assign to 3 

specific studies on pheasant damage, although we shall “be glad to collaborate 

to the extent of suggesting materials, and should a certain contemplated 

program go through we may be in a favorable position to suggest numerous 

new materials not yet triede : a 

With this as a backgropnd, I shall be glad to hear of any furthe 

developments that may come your way in connection with such deterrent VICTORY) 

studies. Personally I feel that this field is a very profitable one BUY 

ae 
STAMPS 

over



not only practically but also because it has the genuine support of both 
farmers and conservationistse , 

‘ Very trul on, : 

SNS 
eee Sears 

Director. 
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° IN REPLY REFER TO ‘ ep ADDRESS ONLY THE 
DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Dae 
i CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ~ October 19, 1945 

54 " 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison 5, Wisconsin. , 

Dear Aldos 

When I returned recently from an extended field trip in the West, I 
found on my desk your letter of October 2 requesting information about 
pheasant damage to sprouting corn. 1 

Because our laboratory material was not transferred with us to Chicago, 
all. the data that we have on this subject are at the Patuxent end in Denver. 
I am sending copies of your letter and of this, therefore, to Mr. Nelson of 

i our Patuxent staff and to Mr. Kalmbach of our Denver staff with the request 
that they send you whatever information they may have on this subject. 

During the past two years Dr. Charles Dambach did some work on this 
subject as a part of his responsibilities with the Ohio Cooperative Wildlife 

Research Unit. Dr. Dambach has submitted a good deal of information in his 
reports during these years, but I believe that he could summarize his date 

mach better in the form of e letter to you, so that I shall write to him and 
send him a copy of your letter. 

It is always good to hear from you. I trust that when business brings 
you to Chicago, you will call on us. 

With kind personal regards, I am : 

Sincerely yours, 

Clarence Cottam, - 
Chief, 

Division of Wildlife Research. 

/



oY pote 

November 12, 1945 

' Dr B. Re Kalmbach, DMirostor 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
546 Custonhouse 
Dengex 2, Colorado 

Dear Dr. Kalmbach: 

oa about esaat Sone and : anne ent z 
thank you for the reprint which I an very 
Glad to get. 

I can't get away from the thought that this 
project is inherently federal and that tho 
interests of states should if necessary 
pool their resources to make possible a really 
adequate study on your part. 

Wath personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold



IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WILDLIFE RESEARCH LABORATORY 

(CONTROL. METHODS AND FOOD HABITS) 4 
546 CUSTOMHOUSE, DENVER/COLORADO 

ee 
November 6, 1945. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, Wisconsine 

Dear Dr. Leopolds 

I appreciate your letter of November 2 in which you indicate.that 
the subject of deterrents is in fact a matter of much interest. It is 
true that at the present time we have had so many problems shot at us that 
we have not had personnel to do an adequate job with all of them. As a 

result some of the things that we would like to do with deterrents have 
not been done. 

My own interest is a continuation of the studies undertaken to make 
rodent baits less hazardous to birds. Since my earlier work, which was 
presented at the Denver Wildlife Conference, we have carried out widely 
separated experiments, and I am hoping to bring these together in a paper 
in the not distant future. The subject, however, is deserving of a more 

thorough and scholarly approach than we have been able to give it up to 
the present time. 

As to the legality of several States pooling Pittman-Robertson funds 
for such a research with respect to pheasants, I cannot give the answer but 
I am transmitting a copy of your letter as well as this reply to our Chicago 
offices 

You may be interested that even the Quartermaster Corps of the Army, 
with whom we have had many contacts during the war on the subject of de- 
terrents, is interested in a continuation of such studies aimed primarily 
at a reduction of damage to stored food by rats. We are now in the process 
of negotiating some added work along that line. Between your suggestion and 

that which may come from the Army, I am hoping to see the deterrent studies 

elaborated. You will hear from me later on this subject. 

Very tru urs 

ue ae 4 
5 VICTORY 

Es R. Kalwbach, BUY 
Director. WAR 
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STAMPS
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December 14, 1945 FILE REFERENCE: 

: Honorable Aldo Leopold 
Conservation Commissioner 
424 University Farm Place ‘ 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

i 

Dear Commissioner Leopold: 

Mr. Rutherford's letter relative to the study of 

pheasant repellents has been referred to me. 

In view of his statement concerning the advisability 
of handling this under Pittman-Robertson, the matter will 
be held pending until such time as new projects are set 
up. 

The matter will, of course, be called to the attention 
of the chief of game research at such time as the position 
is filled. 

Very truly yours, 
Wat DIVISION 

Ralph C. Conway 
Supervisor, Refuges and 
Public Hunting Grounds 

RCC: DP
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WILD TURKEY IN THE SOUTHWEST 

Aldo Leopold 
Seoretary, New Mexico Game Protective Association. 

The mountains of Arizona and New Mexico are among the 
rer few places in the United States with enough remaining wild 
turkeys to sue 8hty hunting or to build up a future supplye 
There are thousands of sportsmen throughout the whole country 
who regard the wild ser as the most desirable of all pe 
birds and even as the mos eee of all game, and these 
men are perfectly willing to come to the Southwest for turkey 
hunting, even at So if we can gonserve our supply and 
furnish such huntingse S3\2b..0/0.. 

wila yrs | pecans on @ large scale has been 
demonstrated as feasible under skilful game management. 15 
years ago Pennsylvania had tities Salas wild turkeys left. 
By enforcing the law, establishing refuges and controlling 
vermin, Pennsylvania has built up a productive stock from which 
ar birds are killed annually without damge to future produce 

ONe 

New Mexico and Arizona have an even more favorable 
soveyenee to produce turkey oe if they will utilize it 
intelligen aye We have equally good turkey range and more of ; 
it, and our dry climate is more favorable because wet weather 
= hatching season is the greatest natural enemy of 
wild key8s The nature of the cereererran, * also such as 
to make large seale production feasible. The turkey is pave 
mous and since the sexes are produced in equal numbers, t 
excess supply of males can be utilized tt not only without 
damage to the next year's supply but with positive benefit to it, 

The fa of small, widely scattered game are 
now being established in New Mexice is the first essential move 
toward turkey production. Before these can become fully effec- 
tive, however, be must be adequately patrolled and natural 
enemies such as bobcats and coyotes must be i Gleaned out. 
Adequate production is greatly handicapped by the fact that 
only a part of the suitable turkey range remains stocked with 
birds Many small ranges such as the Chiricahuas, ene laeres 
Magdalenas, Manzano and Sandia have been gleaned of origin 
stock and must be artificially replensihed, Other large ranges 
like the Pecos are almost cleaned out, ‘The State Game Commission, 
under the reeee rer fecete conferred upon it by the last legisla- 
ture, should close to turkey hunting all of these areas where they 
are exterminated or about to be exterminated, and should provide 
for their restocking. ‘he season should not be opened until 
such restocking has become thoroughly established after which



there is no reason we these places should not add greatly to 
the natural supply relieve the drain on the present turkey 
hunting arease 

Restocking can be accomplished very cheaply since 
the wild birds are casily trapped and transported cee damages 

- Porest fires are one of the worst natural enemies to 
the turkey crop both in the Southwest and in the Guif States 
where the remaining wild stock is founmde ‘he fire season 
usually coincides with the turkey nesting season and even a 
light ground fire Sonpheseiy Seenvere the nest, eggs and young 
birds, Many burnedeup turkey nests were found by Forest offie 
gers on the areas burned in the Mogollons last Junds The 
e@areless camper is therefore a great menace to the turkey supply, 
poth in starting Forest fires and in destroying the halfegrown 
birds during the fishing season contrary to lowe 

Unfair and destructive methods are sometimes pont 
hunterss ‘The worst of these ig killing turkeys at ne ge o 
their roost. It requires little skill and less effort to visit 
a turkey roost at night and "pot" the helpless birds with the 
ald of cash paves. This practice is sonerers to State law 
which prohibits | kinds of protected game after sunsete 

The wild turkey of the Southwest is of a different 
race than the domestic turkeys ‘The domestic bird is the Moxi« 
ean species which was imported into Hurope by the early a 

_ @xXplorers and then imported from Hurope to the farms of 
Eastern States. This domestic race has somewhat deteriorated 
in game quelities, but mixes readily with the wild stock when 
turned loose. It is therefore important tt pure wild stock 
rather than domestic stock be used for replenishing hunting 
grounds where this bird has been exterminated, 

The Southwest is losing a great opportunity in not 
developing this splendid natural resource, ‘The two =e 
necessary for its development are a more enlightened publ 
eontimen’ and more Searncesey and skilful leadership by the 
State Game Departments 

The lew now prohibits the killing of more than two 
turkeys por year per man and this only between November 20 : 
and November 30. ‘These restrictions are fair and wise and 
should have the eenyers of good citizens. Some of the 
Southern States still permit the killing of turkeys in the 
oprens at which time the gobblers are easily decoyed by 

‘ skilful callers. a sportsmen regard this practice as 
the finest of all sports but there is probably an othiaal 
question as to the propriety of killing even males during 
the nesting season. 

Be



The above phetograph was seoured by Mr. J, Stokely 
Ligon of the U, 8. Biological Survey in the Datil National 
Forest about 1916. Bona fide photogrephs of real wild turkeys 
are very hard to obtain, 

a



DATs OF TURKEYS: 

I would grestly appreciate any reliable deta that 
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Track f : 
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wattle : 

_ Spread: (wing) ; 

Coneitim:
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The Wild Turkey at Woodmon 

By E. A. QUARLES 

A detailed Account of the Breeding and Preserving of America’s Splendid Game Birds, as it is Carried on at One of the Best-known 

Sportsmen’s Clubs in this country 

i oe VISIT to the Woodmont Rod the house. Trout will probably be added if the P. Bridges, whose home is in Baltimore. A keen 

| and Gun Club, at Woodmont, project of creating lakes is carried through. student of nature and devotee of sport, he has 

; 3 Md., had been a matter of studied closely the habits of the wild turkey. Prac- 

A pleasurable anticipation to me Fame Rests on Turkey Shooting tical application of knowledge thus acquired ac- 

: for three years. I wished to counts in large measure for the fact that on the 
a go there not only because of The fame of the Woodmont Club rests chiefly, Woodmont preserve the wild turkey has been en- 

c its reputation for hospitality, however, on the wild turkey shooting it affords. abled to make a successful stand against encroach- 

E ! but also on account of the fre- _ How the supply of birds has been kept up under a ments that have so generally spelled his extinction. 

se quent reports that had come to half century of shooting will be described later. So far as I am informed, Mr. Bridges has had no 

me of the interesting work being The club officers are Nelson E. Perin, president, opportunity to study methods of holding the game 
done there in breeding and preserving wild turkey. and Henry P. Bridges, secretary and treasurer. supply by practical preserving which obtain so gen- 

The long looked for opportunity to make the trip The list of governors follows: erally on the other side of the Atlantic, yet he has 

came last July, and it was with great pleasure Active: Nelson E. Perin, Washington, D. C.; worked out, single-handed and without the benefit 
that I set forth from Baltimore with Mr. Henry Eugene du Pont, Wilmington, Del., Dr. Thomas of example, a scheme of holding on the Woodmont 

P. Bridges, secretary of the club, and other mem- preserve a sufficient head of game to afford good 

bers, for Hancock, Md., where we left the train sport year after year. His methods differ only in 
and completed our journey by automobile. minor details from those employed abroad. 

On leaving Hancock we soon found ourselves in The success of Mr. Bridges’ efforts gives, I 

a wonderful country of majestic hills, for the most think added weight to the propaganda of the 

part heavily wooded with hard timber, and dotted om American Game Protective Association, vigor- 

with beautiful apple orchards, for this county is / 4 ously carried on for several years past, which seeks 
one of our greatest apple producing sections. Finally a . to impress upon American sportsmen the fact that 

we left the main road and, after following a beauti- S a the old order has changed and that only through 

ful trail through the woodland, came suddenly 2 the application of practical and proved methods of 
upon the clubhouse, modest but comfortable, tg preserving can we hope to maintain an adequate 

situated high on a cliff overlooking the Potomac ‘easier supply of game in this country. Mr. Bridges’ 

River and affording one of the most splendid views lg i" y success also shows, I think, the fallacy of relying 

I have ever seen. The interesting ride and keen NI , on the closed season as a panacea for all the ills 
mountain air had whetted our appetites, but they YW 5 attendant upon shortage of game. For half a cen- 

were weil satisfied when we faced at dinner a large a fF aaa + tury at Woodmont a good head of game has been 

platter of small-mouthed bass taken from the maintained through the magic combination of re- 
Potomac a short time before by some of the mem- strieted shooting and the application of practical 

bers who had preceded us. preserving methods. It is significant, too, that the 

bird whose existence has been so well safeguarded 
Hictoryiat the Clap i is one of our native species. Too often those who 

oppose the employment of methods proved suc- 
Before entering upon a description of the many cessful in other countries advance the mistaken 

things of interest to the sportsman, game breeder argument that these are | adapted only to the 

and game preserver that I encountered here, a word species native to the land in which they are used. 

or two should be said as to the history of the club. : 
It has been in existence fifty years, and its founder George ‘W.Newell, Breeder’ of Wild ‘Turkeys Preserving Principles Broadly Applicable 

was the late Admiral Robley D. Evans, one of the 

keenest sportsmen the Navy has ever produced, 8. Cullen, Jere H. Wheelwright, Stuart Olivier, The broad principles underlying game preserving 
and a two-fisted fighting man. Four presidents William A. Marburg, J. Kemp Bartlett, Henry P. are applicable to every country and all species of bird 

have partaken of the club’s hospitality, Cleveland, Bridges, S. Davies Warfield, all of Baltimore, Md. — ]jfe—they differ only in the details of application. 
Harrison, Arthur, and Garfield. Honorary: George T. Watson, Fairmont, W. Va.; Scattered throughout 

The club is located on the Maryland-West Vir- Robert Garrett, Baltimore, Md.; Blaine Elkins, the club’s 6,000 acres, 9 = 
Virginia line with a B. & O. Railroad station, Wood- Elkins, W. Va.; Daniel M. Barringer, Philadelphia, chiefly of woodland, are : Batre “~~ 

mont, practically at its doors. It is also reached Pa.; R. Lancaster Williams, Baltimore, Md.; John — twenty-zight clearings, ee } 

through Hancock, Md., as stated above. T. Davis, Elkins, W. Va.; James O. Watson, Fair- pproximating five eo a " 
The club preserve of 6,000 acres is heavily wooded ™mont, W. Va.; Rollin H. Wilbur, Philadelphia, Pa.; acres each and occur- SNS ‘ 

and has numerous streams, but none that is never Edwin L. Turnbull, Baltimore, Md. ring at intervals of two r- 4 el A 
failing, a fact that has prompted the governors to Among the other well-known sportsmen consti- miles. Every one of Ss diy Ss = 

consider conserving water during the dry season tuting the membership of thirty-five may be men- these is regularly cul- jm A = ti 

by the creation of lakes, ponds and swamps. Such tioned: : tivated and sown with 5 rae ie 
action would add greatly to the attractiveness of the Senator Clarence W. Watson, Baltimore, Md.; various grains. Mr. foe et < | lee 

preserve from a game standpoint and would in- John T. Davis, Elkins, W. Va.; Samuel D. Warrir, Bridges describes his | > =f | i 
volve comparatively small expenditure, as there Philadelphia, Pa.; Henry M. Brackenridge, Pxts- method of cultivating 2 a fon ae =. 

are numerous small valleys and dells that could burg, Pa.; William A. Marburg, Baltimore, Md.; these as follows: Se figs) toa 
easily be dammed. John F. Miller, Pittsburg, Pa.; Charles A. Stone, “We endeavor to lo- |e el es 

The preserve now contains wild turkey, deer, New York City. cate our clearings,when- | (= et & i. oa 

quail (Mexican and bobwhite), ruffed grouse, squir- ever-possible, on slopes {=== ams : 
rels, rabbits, English hare and doves, together with Mr. Bridges’ Splendid Work facing east. They are Henry PoBadse, Sees 
a few snipe and woodcock, in season. There is good placed about 200 yards tary ore ie Woodiont 
small-mouth bass fishing in the Potomac River, Without disparagement of others, it can be said off the woods roads Club, with a bunch of 

which borders the club and is within easy access of that the club owes much of its success to Mr. Henry that run through the squirrels
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preserve, though each clearing has a branch road been able to maintain a small head of game, but English sparrows and starlings are useful in this 

leading to it. Hach year we sow on these nothing like what he has shown. The most im- connection. Camouflage the trap with leaves or 

clearings wheat, millet, buckwheat and field corn. portant essential of all has yet to be described. grass and place the bait so that the victim must step 

We do not approve of rye. Wheat is drilled Reference is had to vermin. When the average on the trap in order to reach it. Jump traps, baited 
with timothy between September 10 and 20. We American preserve owner thinks of vermin at all, or unbaited, may be placed in wooden tunnels 

find that the birds eat the green shoots when they it is most frequently after he has stocked his lands. 4 x4 inches, without bottoms, Jocated in such 
appear later in the fall. In the following spring Vermin extinction comes first always. It certainly places as weasels, skunks and the like are accustomed 
red clover is sown broadcast over the wheat. The did at the Woodmont Club. to run. When so placed bait need not be used. 

latter is not cut and furnishes grain to the birds as This device may also be used along the outside of 
it ripens; the c’over insures a good sod and it, too, Polsoned! Piaeont Carcassast iced poultry wire fences which confine game birds. The 

is eagerly taken. Clover attracts an abundant natural tendency of the weasel, mink and other 
supply of insects, on which the young broods feed. “We employed chiefly the bodies of pigeons in species of vermin, is to enter such narrow pas- 

A second strip in the same clearing is sown broad- which powdered strychnine was placed in our ver- sages as the tunnel affords. 

cast to buckwheat between June 10 and July 10, min work,” said Mr. Bridges, in describing this 
and harrowed in. Do not sow this grain too thickly. feature of his work. “We bought the bait in the live Balt for Jump Traps 

In May additional strips, consisting of field corn Baltimore market at 35 cents a pair,” he continued, 

and millet, are put in, the latter sown broadcast ‘and the poison was inserted by making an in- Still another effective use of the jump rap is its 

and harrowed in. cision to the entrails at one side of the breast bone employment about a circular enclosure in which 

“None of these crops is harvested, of course. and placing it therein. [Sometimes a capsule is a live fowl, a bantam cock, preferably, is confined as 

Approximately one acre each is devoted to the used in carrying out this work.! As much strych- a decoy. Make this enclosure about three feet in 
four grains mentioned. A fifth portion of the clear- nine as the end of the small blade of a pocket knife diameter; construct it of half-inch mesh wire cloth 

ing is always kept in sod, so as to prevent the land would hold was placed in each carcass. A like and place three or our No. 1 traps immediately 

wear:ng out under continual cropping.” quantity of the poison was placed in the mouth of — outside, covering them with leaves or grass. 
each bird, so as to get those species of vermin which 

: eat the head only. When this was completed, we 
Purposes Served by Seeded Clearings plaved! thet bodice alongathetpeidle waathis wuiinie Preserve Is Adequately Patrolled 

These clearings serve several purposes: through the preserve, locating them approximately The fifth essential of good game preserving, sys- 

1. By furnishing a better food supply than can a mile apart. This work was done after the shoot- tematic patrol of the preserve, is well looked after 

be found elsewhere, they tend to keep turkeys and ing season had closed. at Woodmont. The preserve is dotted with a num- 

quail from wandering off the preserve. “Results followed quickly. Our first bag from ber of cottages, strategically placed, in which are 

2. Food is furnished in stress of winter weather. the poison consisted of possums, 17; skunks, 27; housed the superintendent and guides, five in 

3. In the open season birds are more easily lo- _racoons, 1; foxes, 1; weasels, 2; hawks, 4 or 5; owls, | number, if my memory is correct. These men make 

cated, as they feed in these clearings regularly. 2. This was the harvest only a day or two after regular patrols of the preserve boundaries, shotgun 
4. A good supply of insect life, so essential to the bait had been put out. in hand, ready for any vermin that may be encoun- 

young birds, is supplied. “After the second year we found that less than tered. There must be at least a fair overflow of 
5. They furnish the open spaces that practically half of the bait put out was taken and after five game from the preserve, and it is presumed that 

all game, no matter how indigenous to woodland, _ or six years hardly any. This shows, we think, that the public takes full advantage of this. But for 
invariably seeks from iime to time. we have reduced vermin greaily. We keep No. the care, intelligence and money invested by the = 

Two of the five essentials involved in practical 1 jump: traps on four-foot poles in our twenty- Woodmont Club in its preserve, it is nearly cer- 

game preserving have thus been covered—the fur- eight clearings as a protection against hawks, two tain that the turkey would be a thing of the past 

nishing of food artificially (by sowing or planting) _ or three to the clearing, located well away from the in that section. It is hoped that the local popula- 
and the breaking up of dense cover by roads, rides, bordering woodland. tion appreciate this fact. Too often the public 

or clearings. “We shoot black, copperhead and rattlesnakes on fails to give credit to work such as this and more 
sight, as well as dogs and cats.” frequently it goes even further and manifests re- 

‘Abundant Natural Food sentment at being excluded from any game covers 
: ae Use of Poison Not Always Legal on which birds are to be found. : : 

A third essential is an abundant supply of nat- Preserving has been the principal but not the 

ural food. This there is on the Woodmont  prop- Readers of this article are cautioned that it is sole method employed in increasing the supply of 
erty, else turkeys would not be found there. Wild not legal in all states to use poison, and inquiry wild turkey at the Woodmont Club. The birds 
grapes grow in abundance, there are great patches should be made of the local game warden wherever have also been bred in captivity and later turned 

of dewberries, huckleberries, and blackberries, and its employment is contemplated. While it seems out to add to the head of wild game, but it is not 

the forest growth is plentifully supplied with beech, well established that dogs will not eat feathered necessary to do this now. Mr. Bridges is recognized 

acorn and chestnut trees. Sumach also occurs. carcasses of pigeons, there are some who argue that as the principal breeder of wild turkeys in this 

These are the principal but by no means all the there is danger in placing these where valuable country. So great has been the demand for birds 
2 vegetable growths furnishing food. Naturally this animals will have access to them, owing to the well that he has shipped them to England. 

source of food supply is more important than that recognized tendency of dogs to wallow in carrion 
artificially furnished; the latter, however, tends and then to lick the coat. The Board of Fish and 

greatly to increase the head of game on any givenarea. Game Commissioners of Pennsylvania has employed PART II 

The clearings might be made even more attractive, poisoned pigeons on state game preserves for sev- Breeding the Turkey in Captivity—Methods Em- 

I think, if each could be provided with a supply of _ eral years without experiencing any trouble, however, ployed at Woodmont Explained in Detail— 
water. A large fountain such as is used for poultry so far as I am informed. Probably Easier to Rear Than Quail, But More 

would serve in this connection. I am well aware Where poison cannot be used the jump trap is Difficult than Ringnecks. 
that there will be many who will be disposed to the best substitute. It should, in fact, be employed 

regard this suggestion with amusement, but the always on game preserves, whatever the conditions FTER a thorough inspection of the work at 
fact remains that water is one of the most potent may be. The use of these traps in the case of A Woodmont and elsewhere, and careful con- 

attractions that can be furnished birds, whatever hawks has already been ndicated, save that there sideration of the question, I am inclined to 
the species. Further, in England large areas on should be added the caution to wrap the jaws so believe that wild turkeys can be bred more easily 

which game had been hitherto unknown have be- that no injury may be done innocuous birds that than bobwhite quail, but not as readily as ringneck 

come well stocked when water and grit, two essen- might fall a prey to the trap. For ground vermin pheasants. 

tials that were lacking, were provided. In some the jump trap should be placed in stone walls, I shall now outline briefly the breeding method 
instances the water was furnished in the manner I _ piles of stone and crevices in rocks, the location that has been successfully employed by Mr. Bridges 

have suggested. being so safeguarded that game birds will not likely at Woodmont, or, rather, near Woodmont, for 

Had Mr. Bridges been content to rest with the blunder into the traps. Bait is usually employed — the turkey breeding is carried on on a farm owned 

labor already described he would probably have when ground vermin is sought. Young chickens, by him, several miles from the preserve.
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Y 
The work is now in charge of George W. Newell, Wild turkey eggs hatch in twenty-eight days. Mr. front of the shediskept [/-———“qge 

seventy-four years of age, but hale, hearty and Newell states that the hens leave their nests ap- down the brood may be 

vigorous. He has bred wild turkeys for twenty- proximately four times during the incubation given release there be- t 

five years and has shot them for more than half a period. He does not feed them at such times. fore being allowed to \ 

century, during which time more than 1,200 have As soon as the hatch is off, Mr. Newell drives hen return to the sixty-acre |§ | , 

fallen to his gun. I shall not soon forget the day and brood into a rail pen, located within the en- rearing enclosure, in the a 1 I 

I spent with this sportsman of a day long since past. _ closure, ten feet square, covered with boards. The event the ground is wet. fas - ‘| tf 

He is replete with knowledge of the turkey, gained young have free access to the outside, but the hen Mr. Newell thinks ] : ; 

in the school of experience, and his stories of the cannot escape. The mother is kept thus confined much of his success with ' . ee 

gobbler of which he made a pet and which he for four or five days, by which time the brood turkeys comes from the * 

veraciously states used to accompany him on his — should have become well set up on its feet. protection he givesthem |¥ Wt La 

fishing trips, are worth the hearing. at night and during wet wns ae 

Mr. Newell considers that one gobbler to five Feed for Young Birds weather. He is doubt- | ™ . % 

or six hens is the proper ratio in breeding in cap- less correct, as, in the ii - 4 

tivity, and that the fenced enclosure in which the The first feed is given twenty-four to forty-eight — wild, it is probably ver- si | erie 

adult turkeys are kept the year round, and in which hours after the brood comes off. It consists of min and wet weather [Ee WO his sane 

the young are also reared, should contain three very fine cracked corn moistened with milk slightly that account for most 

acres for each adult individual there confined. He and is given four times daily. Curds are given of the mortality among A Marauding Wild Cat 

has found the clutch laid by birds thus held in mixed with this mash as often as possible. The young turkeys. Birds 

captivity to run from thirteen to eighteen eggs. hen mother supplies her food needs from the rations which have thus been driven in to roost will con- 

The latter number is usually laid the first and sec- given the young. The number of feeds given the tinue to frequent the coop at night after they are 

ond years. He permits the turkeys to do their own _ young is gradually decreased till October, when they grown. 

incubating. Gobblers, he says, mate first when two are put on the two feeds a day which are given The shed and run used in connection wi h night 

years old, but states that the eggs of year-old hens adult birds. At the end of six or eight weeks the housing are, to all intents, like the ordinary poultry 

| are fertile. The laying season ccm- house with run. 

mences in early March when the = Near the center of the sixty-acre 

spring is an open one; rarely does the ncaa — one tract is a five-acre tract sown to grain 

first egg arrive later than April 1. me ate Be ee oe » in exactly the same manner as de- 

é si as ae 2. scribed in connection with the pre- 
Ration for Adule Birds cs it. serve. This furnishes a good deal of 

ate a scanner feed, both grain and insects, and the 

Adult birds are fed twice daily the ates wi broods are almost always located 

year round on a mixture consisting there when the keeper sets out on his 

of whole corn, two-thirds, buckwheat eae rounds to feed. 

and wheat, one-sixth each. A supply a: . 
of gravel is kept within easy access » eats j Early Hatched Birds Excel in Vigor 

of the birds. Charcoal might well-be r - 
added. The succulent part of the Iasked Mr. Newell why he did not 
ration is furnished by the blades of rcb the turkey nests and incubate the 

fodder corn, cabbage, and mangel early laid eggs under dcmestic hens. 

beets. No special laying mash is fed, His reply was that, while this was 

as is done in the case of most game F feasible, late hatched birds were so 

birds bred in captivity. a hard to rear that he did not consider 

Mr. Newell carefully searches daily, it good practice. He stated that a 
when the breeding season arrives, the A View Across the Potomac from the Veranda of the Woodmont Club hen turkey would lay a second clutch 

sixty-acre enclosure in which his if robbed of her first, and that she 

breeding stock, consisting of twenty hens and hard grain ration mentioned heretofore as given would continue laying for quite a time if her eggs 

three gobblers, is confined the year round, seeking adult birds is substituted for the last mash feed were taken away a few at a time. 

to locate every nest. These are usually found in of the day, and the feeds are cut from’ four to Mr. Newell also told me that the gobbler rejoined 

dense patches of weeds, fence corners and other three a day. the hen when she brought off her brood, if he were 

places affording seclusion. A nine-foot woven wire the only male in the enclosure and ranged daily 
deer fence encloses the breeding pen, supplemented Protection from Vermin and Wet with her and the brood. If there were other gob- 

by a four-foot width of one-inch mesh poultry wire, . blers, however, this would not occur till the broods 

placed on the outside, at the bottom, but not buried. The hen mother is given her liberty with the were half to two-thirds grown, the gobblers flocking 
newly-hatched brood on the fourth or fifth day. together in the meantime. In the wild, Mr. Newell 

Every evening, however, she is driven into an en- says, gobblers have from three to five hens in the 
f: s closure immediately adjoining the rearing field, harem, usually. 

a & which is securely wired against vermin, both top 

iad x ~ and sides, and contains a tightly boarded, though Will Try Reeves Pheasant 

S {sia hi ES well ventilated closed house or shed at one end. 
=] 4 a 4 Ms BY The brood is confined for the night in this shed, the Mr. Bridges and his associates have done a big 

- S ae " BS upper half of the front of which consists of two- nd interesting work at Woodmont. Their methods 

bin i ‘ | § inch poultry netting. Entrance is effected through are well worth the study of other sportsmen’s 

eee i fi Ay ee ve a door at the front. In this shed, which is provided organizations. It is hoped that this narrative will 
af | fas) aa | ss % a with roosts a few feet from the ground, the birds stimulate a widespread interest in practical game 

| > AN Se Bese are driven after being given the last feed of the day _ Preserving and game breeding, (something we must 

ee Suc in the vermin-proof wired enclosure immediately have in this country if we are to keep and increase 

asic pai oe ae in front of it. There they are confined for the night ur game) and, also that it will serve to induce 
ae SP oss RESTO Rs aa San and, should it be raining in the morning, they are ™any who possess extensive woodland tracts to 

—— : not released till the ground is comparatively dry, endeavor to introduce the turkey. 
George Marshall, of Charlottsville, Va., and B. Similar action is taken when dews are heavy. ——— 

Howell Griswold, Jr., of Baltimore, with their Young turkeys are much more susceptible to the Eprror’s Nore: Those interested in the breeding 

guides (first and third figures from the left), wet than ringneck pheasants, which accounts for — of wild turkey are advised to read the article on that 

They killed four wild turkeys taken in one day. the precaution taken. If the grass in the run in subject that begins on the following page.
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° ° At the end of two weeks add rice to the second 
Breeding the W ild Turkey and third feeds of the day. - Boil the rice separately 

Oe Gnclilee ons (hea Bioeld Ue edad 100 
Aa FTER studying the work with wild for the purpose of this article will be called Pen qiaaiv at Sach feed. alter ithe ‘frst ca bane 
f ‘NV turkeys at the Woodmont Club, I No. 1. When the snow leaves the ground, substi- In wet weather, after the first week, a dash of 
iA a feel pretty well convinced that pre- tute for the hard grain ration given by Mr. Bridges, carding in the feed, 1a semen eee a 

LSsoX J serve owners and State game com- the following laying mash at the morning feed: (a beef scrap substitute for insect food enandfausined 
missions which maintain game farms Equal parts of corn and oats ground together by Spratt’s) and Spratt’s pheasant manna (a grain 

and game sanctuaries have hitherto overlooked (commonly known as “cowfeed”) and middlings, mixture), are added to the mash. The crissel is 
a splendid chance to bring back in comparatively to which mixture add one-fourth mealed alfalfa first placed in a bucket of warm water and the im- 
large numbers one of America’s finest game birds. and one-tenth bone meal. Seald the alfalfa over a eee whe ee ee He 
I hope very much that some of those who read this night and use sweet-smelling bone meal only. Be- drain in a sieve (a simple frame 18 x 18 inches with 
article may be led to try out the wild turkey in a fore adding the alfalfa scald the mixture above a fly screen bottom). The pheasant manna is also 

modest, experimental way. The bird is not feasible given and, when cool, work in the alfalfa. This S¢alded and drained and mixed with boiled rice 
unless there is abundant woodland abounding in mixture, which is equally good for ducks and pareige Pegs Sl = The maa 
natural food for his sustenance, but where this is to pheasants should be fed crumbly, never sloppy. If resulting from the mixture of these ingredients is 
be had, it seems to me he is well worth trying. it is too wet, add sufficient middlings to make it given at the first three feeds of the day and dry 

The description of the breeding methods employed crumbly. scratch food alone is given at the fourth. 

by Mr. Bridges in the article immediately preceding Feed this mash food every morning and give the dailt fe Commencemeny Ot the foureh oes the 
this, evidences the fact that ample ground is used usual grain feed at night. Keep grit, charcoal and 

and the birds are permitted to carry on much as _ oyster shell always before the birds. e 

they do in the wild, save that they are safeguarded. This ration tends to increase egg production and Night Housing of Young Birds 
from vermin and the wet and are given some feed egg fertility. : : I would strongly advise the adoption of the 

in addition to that which they procure in the large Wing clipping should again be resorted to at method employed by Mr. Bridges in housing the 

range which their pens afford. this time. a : 3 : young broods of turkeys at night and in wet weather, 
Eggs should be gathered at frequent intervals, if this were possible. The adoption of this method 

Breeding in Restricted Areas taking care at each gathering to leave one or two, would involve the construction of what would be, 
pencil-marked, as nest eggs. Those taken should to all intents and purposes, an ordinary poultry 

It is quite likely, however, that many who may be placed under domestic hens for incubation. ohae ca erie anata aaah immediately adjacent 

wish to engage in turkey breeding will not be so 1 am inclined to believe that a hen about half game fe ihe pnt lasures animwicch the young birds were 

fortunately placed as is Mr. Bridges, with regard would make a good foster mother, because of the being reared, so that they could be driven in at 

to space, and hence that the birds will have to  Tanging proclivities of that breed. night. The House should be divided into sections 

be produced on a much more restricted area. In When the broods are taken off, place them in approximately 8x 10 feet, each section harboring 
view of this fact, I wish to present a suggested the enclosure farthest from that (Pen No. 1) in single brood. The front lof the atrueture should: 

method of wild turkey breeding on a comparatively Which the adult turkeys are confined, which, for}. hoarded only half way up, two-inch mesh wire 

small area. This is based on methods employed the purposes of this article, will be known as Pen supplanting the boards at thar juncture. The roof 
by_Mr. Duncan Dunn, superintendent. of the New No. 2, locating them in rides, handling the hens — ghould-slope to the rear. Five fect ten inches is a aii 
Jersey game farm, who has been breeding turkeys and feeding the young just as is done in the case .ugicient height in front. Roosts three feet from 
successfully for several years. The method pre- of young pheasants, except that the hens should be the ground should be provided. Build so that drafts 
sented here differs in some details from that fol- permitted to range with the broods after the first in) pe impossible. Each year the ground in these 
lowed by Mr. Dunn and contains some elaborations, Week. houses should be spaded and heavily limed. Bury 

but it has been submitted to him in its entirety and Incubation by Hen Turkeys inch-mesh wire vertically and then horizontally 
has received his approval. about the shed, six inches each way, to keep out 

To begin with, I would suggest to the prospective The hen turkeys might be permitted to incubate yermin. The wire runs in front of each section of 

breeder the erection of three enclosures, each con- their second clutches of eggs. Certainly this should the house should be not less than 8 x 12 feet. They 
sisting of approximately three-fourths woodland and be done in a few instances to see how this would  ghould be fenced exactly as specified for Pens 1, 

containing an abundant supply of natural food and — work out. Feed the broods thus brought out as 9 and 3, except that two-inch mesh wire should be 

cover. The area of each enclosure should be at you do the young turkeys with foster mothers, placed over the top to keep out hawks and owls. 
the rate of half an acre for each bird composing the _ throwing out a handful of whole corn at the morning Grass and weeds should be kept down in these 

breeding stock to be employed—an acre would be and night feeds for the mother. Do not move the runs, so that the young turkeys may be permitted 
all the better. broods that have turkeys for mothers from Pen to run in them when the regular pens are too wet 

When possible the three enclosures should im- No. 1. You may have to move out the gobblers to admit of this. While the construction recom- 

mediately adjoin one another and they should be and hens, without broods, as, if the enclosure is too mended for these runs is comparatively vermin 
surrounded with a six-foot fence composed of small, these will attack the poults. If such moving proof, it should be remembered that this is a rela- 

poultry wire. One-inch mesh wire four feet wide has to be resorted to, the birds should be placed  tiye term. - Inch-mesh wire will not keep out 

should be used at the bottom of these fences and in the pen which is still unoccupied till the young weasels or young rats. 
this should be run beneath the ground six inches are full grown. This enclosure will be known as 

vertically and then turned outward the same dis- Pen No. 3. Adult turkeys sometimes persecute Vermin Trapping Described 

tance, as protection against burrowing vermin. birds that are even two-thirds matured. 
Above the inch mesh wire there should be placed The ration used by Mr. Duncan Dunn in feed- There is a saying among gamekeepers that 
two-inch mesh, three feet wide, to complete the ing his young turkeys is the one I should advise ground vermin can go through any mesh large 

fence. By locating the three enclosures so that employing when birds are reared under the com- enough to permit ingress to the head, and this is, 

they immediately adjoin, a substantial saving in paratively restricted conditions described in this I think, correct. In view of this fact, the runs and 
wire can be effected, and, also, birds can be changed article: house described immediately above should be 

from one enclosure to the other with the minimum The Dunn Ration trapped constantly with jump traps placed in 

amount of trouble. Each of the three enclosures tunnels. Before placing these tunnels immediately 
should be sown to from three to five strips of grain | First three days, chopped hard-boiled egg and outside and in contact with the wire netting, break 

and clover, fifty to seventy-five feet wide, in the pps ine Te ea Spratt’s number 5 up slightly the surface of the ground on which they 
manner indicated in the article immediately pre- pheasant meal, first scalding it and using the oat- ve to rest. This makes the spot more attractive 

ceding, entitled ““The Wild Turkey at Woodmont.” meal to bring it to a crumbly state. to weasles and the like, possibly by carrying the 

Breeding stock should be ordered in the early On the fifth day, add chick grain, scalding it and suggestion that ingress to the inclosure has already 

summer for delivery about October I Specify he phessant 2S joneiner and ‘ee a been effected at that place. Another very effective 
wing-clipped birds. When it arrives, place it in time. Increase the proportion of chick grain till ap for enclosures in which game is confined is 
the enclosure containing the heaviest cover, which, the birds are two weeks old. one made of half-inch mesh wire cloth and con-
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structed much on the principle of the old box Experience has proved that young turkeys can of their anatomy. The toes are long, thin and 

rabbit trap. I know of no better trap for weasels, easily be killed during the first four or five days narrow.” 
cats, and the like. These traps can be supplied when bred in confinement if the mother, natural At the third annual conference on game breeding 

at $8 each. They are pictured and described in or adopted, is inclined to range extensively. For and preserving there was an interesting discussion 

American Pheasant Breeding and Shooting, pages this reason it is wise to keep the mother in con- with regard to the markings of the true wild turkey. 
53 and 54. finement during this period. At the Wocdmont It was opened by Dr. A. K. Fisher of the U. 8. 

Trapping similar to that described immediately Club a rail pen is used for this purpose. The brood Bureau of Biological Survey, whose remarks, as 

above should also be carried on constantly around _ has free access to the outside while the mother is taken from the report of the conference, follow: 

the outside of Pens 1, 2 and 3. Pole traps should thus confined. ‘There are two rather independent strains of 

be used about all enclosures for hawks and owls. wild turkeys. The one from which our domestic 
Be sure to place these in open spaces and on as _ How to Judge Pure Bred Stock stage has Dees dened came trom ine fapie lends 

A : ee ee cit ernie Fldsuurkey wild?) Sonie dane st I of Mexico, and its sub-species exte nds up into our 
high ground as possible. i = eS CC SUL SO) aU ou ao ae gia eence southwestern United States. The other strain, the 

Reduce your stock of-birds as early in the fall flattered myself that I knew, but the more I hear eastern bird, which was familiar to the earlier 
as possible to those you wish to keep as breeders the matter discussed, the more my doubts arise. settlers in the East at that time, extended from 

for the following year. Winter your birds the It can be stated positively that very few birds are ono Maine southward pad Wester: eyone 

second year in Pen No. 2, use Pen No. 1 durin, employed by those who breed them for sale which peDOGIRG. LOH asigho UGH Ca S04 ey Tea tes, ROCONG? Year INTE EN NO. 2, (use — ne, ployed by : a ~ : Mexico. The first-named bird is probably larger 
the second breeding season as the place in which have not some taint of domestic blocd, for the than the other, and has distinct markings, making 

to rear your young turkeys and keep up this rota- wild turkey crosses readily with the dcmestic and it readily distinguishable from the eastern form. 
tion’in pens as the years go on, so that the soil may even in wild flocks birds thus tainted are sometimes 
become as little contaminated as possible. An- found, usually the result of the visit of some wild Domestic and Wild Markings 

nual liming of all open spaces in the.three pens will gobbler to a range on which domestic birds are toe i 

help keep the soil sweet and clean, feeding. Our domestic bird and the Mexican and south- 
A ishi jer ké breed: 1 N. all fh 1 id blood i ‘ld western varieties have the etchings of the rump 
Any one wishing to undertake breeding along Naturally, one wishes only pure wild blood in wi and tail feathers broadly marked with buff, and in 

the lines indicated will do well to purchase American turkey breeding (it is pretty generally held that some cases almost white, not very different in color 

Pheasant Breeding and Shooting, from this paper. [Holds up buff- 
which is published by’ this Associa- colored paper.| The eastern bird, on 

fi . fae the contrary, has these markings of 
ee SEE a ae oA ea RF Aas es a ee f ES a deep chestnut, so that from a dis- 

Hype SOR. oa Ir yeh a AR oa eee me SU fane ry li ight ¢ is sh 7 iby Sette oe eae a. joann segs Pe tance very little light color is shown 
The Dunn Method With Turkeys eed Be ai ribes ~ ee es BL Ao Si cy on the rump and tail. Of late years 

CURES oc ont AR Sata Bil 2, as ck aero Aeros pee Pe : 
As before stated, wild turkeys are ieee) ‘oS Sete Se eg fa » EN yee. we have a good deal of trouble in 

bei: successfully bred by Mr Shes 7 igen SS Rees gs ee meat A. RE ees pees securing absolutely pure stock of the 
ees NE are 3 Sea Sak. Mana SoU Sc eS mete TE E i eastern bird. The domesticated bird 

Duncan Dunn at the New Jersey a bee Z a es Re ee heard the call of the wild, and, wan- 
State Game Farm. He states that se Gate r dering towards the woods and moun- 
he mates one tom with eight or nine se 4 tains, has crossed more or less with 
hens audethauetlie Iditen a ie ‘ ie the native species, so that in many 
ne : UE VISE Be ~ } Pe localities the wild birds, so-called, 

thirty eggs during the season. He 3 2 ae \ as eas) show the characteristics of both races. 
: has kept as many as thirteen turkeys a Ee | was = —T brought with-me—afew feathers ———_ 

in a two-acre field, surrounded with ee —= SS 9 ie of the genuine wild turkey to show 

a ten-foot fence. All birds were F —————. ee id you. [Exhibits feathers.] Here is a 
np inbedl : SS = > tail feather; if it were from a domes- 
ar ee . <i Sa % ticated bird it would hardly stand 

Nest robbing commences when a Be : ae SS = out in contrast with the color of this 
seven or eight eggs have been laid. Sees : =, ese paper. [Holds feather against buff 
Turkeys change their nests frequent. 4 eh a ya ir ee ee paper.| These from the rump show 

idee oe De caae on 2 ae 4 ms Geers re gh See aa » also the dark chestnut etchings. In 
e sane wis olen Ba sr "pao eS F the domesticated or the Mexican 

hard to locate them. Crows are per- Sta » ie eel tho bird, you could hardiy see these 
sistent egg eaters. ee ee ee ES etchings at any distance if similar 

Mr. Dunn usually sows buckwheat feathers were held against the same 
: oe ie ee A 7 shade of paper. In birds that are 
in his turkey pens. He advises Be Berea Bie oe icy couniy more or less contaminated we find 

ground for turkey enclosures that the upper tail feathers showing the 
contains woodland and thick undergrowth, as well the wild bird is the easier to rear); but how to get cross. In other words, the feathers nearer the back 
as some cleared, arable land. this with absolute certainty is, I confess, a hard show and ioations of tent ee those 

; ‘ : . aoe nearest the tail may still preserve the true color. 
Under the Dunn method domestic hens only are problem. Here is Mr. Newell’s description of the When we find feathers of the rump uniform and a 

used for incubating turkey eggs and the method true wild type: dark marking of the tail, we may be pretty sure 
employed in incubation is exactly the same as with 1. No white in tips of tail. that the birds are pure-bred wild stock. 

ringneck pheasants. Ten eggs are usually given 2. Large eye. _ For some reason our eastern bird seems to be more 
, difficult to rear than the domestic or the Mexican 

each hen. 3. Very small wattles. ee oat 3 s se , turkey, but as the game breeders become trained, 
When it comes to the rearing of young turkeys, 4. Neck distinctly longer than that of domestic [I feel'sure that all difficulties will be overcome, and 

Mr. Dunn has found that the greatest measure of _ bird. we will be able to perpetuate this sp!endid game 

success has been obtained when the broods are 5. Bill very neat, sharp and hard at the peak bot it acai Br THe bel eold 
i 3 ale : « ave seen quite a good deal of the stock sold : pies in wooded areas, especially on the edge of and nearly as brown as its tail, though the shade by wi'd turkey breeders. Very little of it is of the 

woodlands, where access can be had at times to varies with individuals. real pure-bred stock, not on account of any intent 
cleared ground also. He usually allows the broods Mr. Bridges describes the genuine article thus: on the part of the dealers, but on account of diffi- 

to roam unconfined, but experience has shown that “A wild turkey shows brown tips with a black Culty of securing the pure stock. They use trapped 
frequent changes of location during the summer are _ border in a large portion of its feathering, and this wai reve io Pee pa phe buds uae alteady 

f viadva Sa eapeeinll ideale thie tail feathisns. which mixed to a certain extent in their native haunts. 
of great ai age. “ ; : is especially noticeable on the tail feathers, whic Mr. E. A. Mellhenny, of Avery Island, La., fol- 

The broods are not wing-clipped till they reach have beautiful bars of dark brown. lowed Dr. Fisher: 

maturity and they are caught by trapping. No “The head is small and blue and the neck is long 

trouble is experienced in keepmg them on the and well feathered and lacks the fleshy excres- Color of Head of Tom Distinguishes 

place while young, though they are capable of  cences that characterize the domestic bird, I wish to speak of the color of the head of the 

relatively long flight at an early age. Frequently “The body is long and very graceful in shape. toms. There is a vast difference between the color 
young turkeys will follow a game keeper indefinitely The wild bird is much more alert and graceful in of the head of the wild turkey and that of the do- 

when he throws feed to them, paying no attention its actions and its eye is noticeably larger. mestic bird, or any bird that shows any domestic 
SoNEhGcteNd alicwraecesul IGE ede eral Conese ELHG Guee “oi@l eGR RIERS GtscheE blood. I, too, have found a great many birds in the 
tonthe seca; ever TNsHs ed by walking except in the case of old gobbiers, which have wild which show domestic blood, and it shows first, 
in a circle when the feeding is done. reddish legs, wild birds show pink in that portion I think, in the color of the head of the gobblers.
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wy eee ae po aonely an ee bah Hahn of what is necessary in game protection contribution at once, either to Mr. Boulton, at 100 
bler is in strut, he shows red on the ends of the at have come within the past decade, it would Broadway, or to the American Game Protective 
caruncles. They will show blue almost always, ‘S¢¢™ that some effort should be made to bring the Association, 233 Broadway, New York City. 
or bluish-white. On the top of the head there will turkey back to this section. The frequent fires that occur on waste lands on 

not De oe Saas Audubon speaks of purchasing wild turkeys in Long Island have done greater damage than the 
domestia bloodian him, althouh’ you pets him’ in Boston in the winter of 1832-33, though he indicates public realizes. They have not only destroyed a 
the woods, and he may be apparently a wild turkey, that they were scarce in that section. A quarter great deal of bird life, but at times have seriously 
when he is in strut that spot on the top of his head, of a century earlier, however, he remarks that they injured arable lands and proved a real menace to 
wae Laas postiis Wite, alstow as Bac were so abundant in Kentucky that they did not buildings. Once the fire towers, manned by watch- 
Gs bine as the wit Hee ovis Head Be ee tie bring so much in the market as poultry. He states ers, are established it will be mandatory for officers 
wattles of the wild bird you will see the red mark- that he saw them offered as low as three penceeach of the law to lend their assistance whenever a fire .. 
ings, but not on the ends. There is very little red for ten to twelve-pound birds, and adds that those is discovered, and also to use their utmost energies 
about the head of the wild bird when he is in strut. weighing from twenty-five to thirty pounds were in bringing to justice those responsible for the fire. 

ave seen many birds in museums that had their Fi is heads painted, but never painted right. They considered well sold when they brought twenty-five It seems to be well established that some of these 

always put too much red in it, and from my in- cents. fires are of incendiary origin, though the majority 

fe i ee Four Species of Wild Turkey ie es 
than on their feathers. I have bred birds from the RED DRS p HDRES Eie Ecco ehese LOW eteicalL 
southern branch of the eastern strain whose fea- There is also found in the East, but confined to be formed from a perusal of a letter recently sent the 
thers were as dark as these [indicating feathers just southern Florida, what is known as the Florida BULLETIN by Mr. William T. Davis, a well- 
He Dy es Fisher], and in three-fourths of the turkey (Meleagris gallopavo osceola.) It resembles known entomologist connected with the American 

eald eee ee ee ee pe they its eastern brother, but is smaller, and its primaries Museum of Natural History, who has done ex- 
head. have much smaller, broken white markings. tensive field work throughout the island. 
_ Of course there is considerable red in the wattles In Southwestern United States and Northern “I visited Yaphank several times in 1916,” says 
in the non-breeding season. The red in the breeding Mexico we have the Mexican Turkey (Meleagris Mr. Davis, “and on one occasion was told by the 
Be eee agen between the wattles, but when Gaippavo merriami), and a bird of somewhat similar Wher of a farm that she had been fighting a fire ’ 
or bluish-white. : but much more restricted range known as Meleagris along the railroad track all morning, with such as- 

intermedia. sistance as she could get. She said that she had 
Prevailing Prices For Birds and Eggs Our domestic turkeys are derived from the Mexi- _ telephoned to the railroad station and was informed 

can bird and it, apparently, is more easily bred in that the fire had been started by their men to burn 

Wild turkeys of breeding age are quoted this captivity than the wild bird of the East. the underbrush along the track. The owner of the 
year at $25 for gobblers and $15 for hens, when The following interesting suggestion as to the farm said, however, that she found the fire creeping 
purchased in small numbers. Considerably lower _ origin of the word “turkey” is contained in “Amer- UP into the woods, and had put it out in places. 
prices are usually asked when birds are purchased ican Game Bird Shooting,” by Dr. George Bird She asked me if I wouldn’t go to the woods after 
in numbers. Eggs sold during the past breeding Grinnell: dinner and see how the fire was getting on. This 
season at from $1.25 to $1.50 each. Twelve eggs “Tt has been suggested that the name by which | did, and found the fire had left the right of way 
are commonly regarded as constituting a clutch. we know the bird is a corruption of a Hebrew word, of the railroad in several places and was again in 

in ordering, specify pure wild stock and reserve tukki, said to mean peacock, that this term was the woods. I looked up and down the tracks for 
the privilege of returning in twenty-four hours if applied to the turkey, when it was received in employees of the railroad, but there was none in 
birds do not conform to the wild standard. For Spain, by the Jews, who then monopolized the busi- sight, so I not only put out the fire in the woods, 
breeding or stocking, two-year-old gobblers should ness of selling poultry, and that from this point of but also at the several places that were still burn- 
be specified. Hens that will be one year old when first introduction the name spread with the bird ing along the railroad. 
the breeding season arrives in which it is proposed over a part of Europe. “When I first. visited Yaphank in 1907 it was 
to employ them are‘all right. If any white shows “This bird, taken to Europe by the Spaniards 0€ of the most beautiful and attractive places in 

in the tail of the birds ordered, send them back soon after the conquest, was the Mexican turkey.” the rural part of Long Island. The woods about 

unless you are willing to use stock that is not pure. the farm I have mentioned, which lies to the east- 
Specify wing-clipped stock if you wish to use ward of the village, showed no signs of having been 

your birds as breeders. This renders them per- HELP GET FIRE TOWERS burned; there were many large oaks, a few pitch 
manently incapable of flying and permits a real ON LONG ISLAND pines, and many old hedge rows about, with a mis- 
economy in fence construction. See cellaneous growth of tangled vegetation most in- 

Place your order for birds in June or July for Every Owner of Real Estate There Should Make a teresting to a naturalist. Then came the great 
delivery in October. Contribution For This Cause. Of Especial Bene- forest fire of May 14, 1911, which started near 

In ordering eggs insist upon the right to examine fit to Sportsmen—Many Fires Now. Manorville—it is said by the railroad—and burned 
and return at once if not properly packed. I know five or six miles westward to Yaphank, destroying 
of some heavy losses incurred during the past sum- VERY land-owner on Long Island will be in- almost all of the trees in its path, especially the 
mer through neglect in this matter. terested and will want to contribute, we oaks. A few of the pitch pines survived. I found 

This Association will gladly attend to the placing think, to the two fire towers which are to be _ three dead box or land turtles, and even partridges 
of orders for prospective buyers. located there, through the progressive administra- were said to have perished. 

tion of Mr. George D. Pratt, conservation commis- “Yaphank cannot in this generation have the 
The Natural History of the Wild Turkey sioner of New York, who has promised to man same interest to one looking for the details in 

these towers with watchers, provided those who Nature that it possessed before the great fire of 
Few of our native game birds have a more inter- _ live on the island are willing to contribute the sum May, 1911. It will take the woodland a half cen- 

esting history than the wild turkey. The scientific of $1,600 that is necessary for their construction. tury to recover. 
designation of the eastern bird is Meleagris gallopavo The towers will probably be located, one near “T am sure if the railroad officials fully under- 
silvestris. Its range is given in the check list of the Medford and the other in the triangle formed by stood how many people really care for such things 
American Ornithologist’s Union as ‘Eastern United Riverhead, Quogue and Flanders, but they will and travel on their road for that very purpose, they 
States from Nebraska, Kansas, Western Oklahoma serve to give needed protection to a large section would be more careful. This, of course, is leaving 
and eastern Texas to central Pennsylvania and south _ of the island. out entirely the consideration of the great loss of 
to the Gulf coast; formerly north to South Dakota, With characteristic generosity, Mr. William B. property, as, for instance, when, in the fire of 1911, 
southern Ontario and southern Maine.” Boulton, president of the Flanders Club at Flanders, the roof of a building on the farm above mentioned 

From this one can see out of how much of its Long Island, has personally underwritten $800 of was partly burned, but fortunately the flames were 
range this splendid bird has been cut. There are the amount necessary. It would seem only just extinguished. The Central Railroad of New Jersey 
still thousands of acres in New York and the New _ that all who have real estate holdings on the island takes much better care in protecting the woods, 
England states where he would thrive. With the should have a share in this work, and it is hoped and I find it much more pleasant to visit Lakehurst 

better enforcement of game laws and clearer under- that such of these as read this article will send a and other places along its line.” e
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a (1) former Distribution. 

en ee 
Did turkey ever occur in the following regions; ae 

i $i Seared are | f (a) Guadalupe Moumtains 
, a (b) River valleys of eastern New Mexico eves: ae (c) Lower limit of distribution in Rio Grande Valley Ee (a) Chiricama, Peloncillo, or Animas Mountains ae (e) Catalina, Huachuca, Santa Rita, Tumacacori, Mt. Graham, ie ané other mountains of south central Arizonae & eee (£) Granda Canyon country = Lower Colorado River bottom , 4 (g) Navajo comtry 

Why did turkeys disappear from the southern ranges first? 
How far east sand north did the Southwestern turkey extend? 
Is there any domestic blood mixed in the present wile stock? 

(2) Foot Habits, 

_ Information would be welcomed, especially information based on Stomach examinations. 
s 

(3) Dates. 
i 

j Information is needed as to the dates when: 

1. Pairs mate 
c 

: 
aa 2 Laying begins 

ay ~ (3e Eggs hatch 
4. Period curing which gobblers leave hens and flock 

i with other gobblers. 
i 
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THE)DENVERCIVIGAND) COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION; ¢ 
TELEPHONE-MAIN 612 & 4 

SIXTH FLOOR - CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING 

CHAMBER of COMMERCE 
OFFICERS: cinrreniehteee ae i 

Mik. STOLL, VICE-PRESIDENT TeeRATiORAL NEADQUARTERS 
pee G KNIFTON, TREASURER 

GGS BUILDING, WA: 1.0.6. 

ARTHUR J. DODGE, BUSINESS MGR. AND GEN. SEC'Y 
7 

MEMBERS’ COUNCIL ay 
H. M, STOLL, CHAIRMAN va 

December 22nd, 1919. ‘ 

f 
Mr. M.H. Sears, ; 
Masonic Temple, 
Denver, Colorado. 

Dear Sir: 4 

Your note attached to accompanying 

papers pertaining to the subject of the Robinson j 

Bill as to game protection, has been received. 

This matter will come before our Board 

of Directors at the earliest possible opportunity. x 

Thanking you for bringing this matter to ; 

our attention, I am f 

; 
Yours very truly, 

AJD-P Business Manager. 

} | 28th SS i ili a
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Albuquorque, New Mexiao. 
January 2, 1920. 

Drs M. He Sears, 
505 Masonic comes . 

Denver, Colorado. 

Dear Dr. Sears; 

I was very glad to have your letter ana : to get the interesting iffformation on the distribu. tion of turkey in Colorado, I am taking the libe erty of sending a copy of the letter to Mr. Morrell 
at Denver. 

In regard to the Robingon Game Refuge 
Bill; this bill, if passed,can be used to cover any 
kind of game on the National Forests so there is no 
difficulty about taking proper action in econneation 
with the turkey situation as far as the bill itself 
is concerned. Nate 

I rather question the advisability of try- ing to get the National Chamber of Commeree to en- 
dorse the Robinson Bill. Undoubtedly we could got such an endorsemont but it would not mean anything 

“mnless some of the higher officers of that rv . 
tion are personally enthusiastic about the ma tere 
I was formerly seeretary of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce and do not know of a National Chamber : ever taking an effective action on matters of this ' Minds . 

Vory sineeroly yours, 

Aliéo Leonor,
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Western Lumber Census: Forest officers will make the collection of the statistics 
of lumber and timber products for the calendar year 1921 for the use of the Bureau 
of the Census, according to the terms of a cooperative agreement with that bureau; 
It is planned to accomplish the task before the opening of the active field seasm. 
About a dozen men to be selected from the personnel of the District Office and the 
several forests and sworn in as agents of the Gensus Bureau will probably be select= 
ed at an early date for this work. 

Lodgepole Pine in Haw&i$: The October number of the Hawaiian Forester and Agri- 
culturist says the Superintendent of Forestry plans to establish a small grove of 
lodgepole pine at Waiau Pond near the summit of the momtain called Mama Kea at an 
elevation of 15,000 feet. sn order for twenty pounds of seed has been placed with 
the Forest Service at Portland, Oregon. lfouna Kea is said to be the highest island 
mountain in the world and is much visited by tourists. There is at present no fuel 
wood available at the summit and the lodgepole planting will be made with the primary 
thought of a fuel supply for people who may wish to spend the night on the mountain. 

Books: The personnel of D-3 probably has never hed a busier winter than the present 
one. We are getting to be almost busy enough’ to start reading os a wholesale district 
habite It ia fotoriend fact that only busy men find time to read. 

Remember the District office Library. It contains not only a good selection of 
teclmical works, but 3 pretty good assortment of etlmology, geology, engineering, 
and natural history. sny Forest Officer who will state his desires will be served. 
If you ere interested in a subject but do not Imow just what book you want, District 
Officers will gladly help you make a selection. ‘ 

The District Office will also sign for books from the \jlbuquerque Public Library 
wanted by field men. The loan period is two weeks. Supervisors might make similar 
arrangements with locel Libraries. The Lincoln has olready cone so. 

The Carsoh study course on Jardine & jndersm's Range Management is also an idea 
worth some compe titiony on other forests. 

| Wild Turkeys in the Huachuca Mountains: ‘During the lete swmer and early autum of 
| 1917 ten pairs of wild turkeys were turned loose where the Cenelo Hills merged into 
| the Huachuca Momtains (game refuge). From time to time three turkeys were seen end 
| certainly exhibited intense timidity. Their “"getaway't from a stending start spoke 
| volumes for their survival. In the latter part of Jme 1921 a flock, of perhaps 
| twenty, were seen, high in the Huachuca Mountains in a well waterejsrea. The turkeys 
| were about one=third growm and apparently in shape to withstand the heavy rainse In 
| attempting a turkey census, as it were, it is estimated that perhaps fifty birds were 
| ranging in that gtea, which roughly, might be four miles square. 

"A like number of birds were liberated upon the eastern slope of the Huachucas, 
| but were destroyed in a short time with the exceptim of 5 msle, who roosted in a 
| pine near the cabin of a prospector. In deseribing the end the prospector remarked 

that this gobler oceupied the pine tree for more than a year. One night, while gather- 
| ing some kindling he heard him fly from the tree end noted where he landed. In the 
| morning investigation revealed only feathers. ‘The prosvectar believes a bob-cat was 
guilty. 

uThe increase in the birds is encouraging, when the ill-conceived size of the 
geme refuge and the menace of the predatory animal drift from Mexico are taken into 
consideration." (Coronado Bulletin) 

: FRANK C. \¥. POOLER, District Forester, 

By John D. Jones, Acting. 
\
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Worth Reading: The July number of Scritmer's has an excellent write-up by Dr. 
Hornaday on the development of the group idea in mounting specimens of: wild lite 
which any outdoor man will enjoy reading. 

Gen the Challenge be District Wide: A New Mexico supervisor asks in his balietin, 
mino will be the first to submit a fire report form properly and fully executed? 

- he chance is still open." 

Rabbits and Rattlesnakes: Dr. W. H. Long, the D-3 pathologist, madé a trip three 
or four days ago to his experiment station in Tejano Canyon on the Manzano. Just 
a short distance east of the forest boundary he came across a rattlesnake which he 
killed. He noted a considerable-bulge in the snake's body and ripped open the 
skin. Within was a little cottontail rabbit which the snake had swallowed whole. | 

ears on the Carson; After taking out half a dozen within short time, big game 
hunter thinks there are still plenty o that forest. The Carson Pine Cone teils 
about a hunter by the name of Steve Elkins who has been acting as a hunting guide 
for a man and his wife this spring. ‘They have bagged six bears and a momiain 
lion. One of the bears taken had lately gorged himself on calf meat and another 
had many turkey egg shells in his stomach. . i 

nner ERS 

Free Stock on D-3 Forests: District 3 has the largest number of stock grazing 
free on National Forests of any of the districts. There are 34,363 head of cattle 
and horses and 6,979 head of sheep and goats grazed under Regulation G-5 by 6,414 
omers, 1,200 head of cattle and horses and 10,000 head of sheep and goats are 

grazed free of charge by Indians. The large numbers of exempt stock in District 
3 are probably accomted for by the fact that the majority of the permittees who 
use the forest range actually live within the forest boundaries. ; 

Excuses That Ought To Excuse: ‘If there is to be a contest for the best excuses 
of the season for not having a station herbarium in accordance with last year's | 
instructions," say two well knovm men of the district whose names are omitted 
because they fear there might be a lynchiv.g if it were mown they had not kept the 
confidence of the Rangers who made the excuses, "we wish to make early entry of 
these; 

" 'Sure, I had a whopper of a collection - grasses 'n everything - but the old 
milk cow she busted open the office door one day and ate up every dingbusted leaf.! 

"That one is pretty good but shows an element of carelessness, while this one 
shifts all responsibility: 

" ‘well, yes, I had one. Gee whiz, I had a big ole collection. It was all 
dried and waiting to be mailed when along came a whirlwind. The neighborhood 
folks have been bringing me 767's and pieces of "genuses't ever since.t " 

Field: Marsh (Cocomino); Kerr, Myers (Datil); Randles (Sitgreaves}; Hrauch 
(Lincoln); Talbot (Jornado Range Reserve); Lang (Santa Fe}. 
Leave: Cheney. 
Visitors: I. F. Bldredge, Washington, D. C. (Coconino); D. Dunning, D-5 (Santa Fe}. 

FRANK GC. W. POOLER, District forester, 

By: J. C. Kircher, Acting.
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duly 27, 1922.5 

ir. EB. We Nelson, | 

Las Cruces, New Mexiooe 

Dear Nelson; 

Thank you very mueh for the information 
contained in your letter of July 24. " 

With respect to the turkey in the San 

Andres, I take your letter to mean that the San ; 

. Andres wore originally turkey range but that 

there is some doubt as to whether there am any 

still there. This is entirely new information 

to me since I had no idea there were any there 

or ever had beem. Any ogbe oe of 
eithor the former or pres i urkeys in the 

San Andres: would be very welcom@s. 

With kindest regards, 

; Very sineerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold. 

File under Turkeys 

Nelson - I am gathering dope for a book om S.W, game 

and am greatly obliged to you for this i#for- 

mation. 
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Young Turkeys seen by Warner in Big Burros 
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Ak é 
Turkey on-Crown: King Dist. None now. = §& 
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. Prescott Inspection - 1922 
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Turkeys. Mutz has never heard of any on 
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~ Prescott Inspection - 1922 
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I would greatly appreciate any reliable data that 
you can obtain for me, using the following blank. I 

an coliecting this for a proposed book on Southwestez 

Some » 
! Aldo Leopold 

Gobbler or Hen: Hen 

Youmg or 01d: Young ; 

Killed: October: 21.1927 
Jnen 

‘ about? Mj. from ihere Gorter ov Ronger stetion. 

By ¢.B.Henderson, Winslow, Arizona. 

Weight: (undressed) 

Length: 39 inches 

Gracie 4 1/8 inches 

Spur none 2 

Bell «18/16 s 

vattre None V1.5 

Spreed: (wing) 47 inches NaN wo 

Conéition: Bat. aay 

¥
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\ DATA GN TURKEYS 0 
I would greatly appreciate “my reliable data that you can obtain for me, using the following blank. I 

am collecting this for 9 proposed book on Southwestermm 
Samee i : 

Dru aldo Leopold 
{, bie, Aan Wade 

Gobbler or Hen; {PONV | co ty, 

Young or Old: Uoun Gq Apttny 
1 14 \ \ 

Killed: ener 
When | W22/23 fou [, 

al vik } 
Whera |Ousy no Be) all 

By 1W [ay WTO YW fe 
Weight :{uéressed! +A ollo | ey 

Length: | + ee 

Track | qe 1 

Ee | 
noe - HO Na a ; : | , j él | 
Bell tard ) | Ts u UL | 

Wattle : \4 Vur\o 
| Sea aii Spread: (wing) 26h, nab . 

_ Sondition: tons as 4] ( 
| 
| } 1 be Srl 
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DATA CN TURKEYS . 

7s I would greatly appreciate “any reliable data that 

‘\4/ you can obtain for me, using the following blank. [ 

am collecting this for a proposed book on Southwestern 

games 
f Aldo Leopold 

Gobbler or Hen: |} <. ge Ng 

Yommg or Old: ()' Ole 

Killed: tila lu (} 2 3 
When ! 

Where Sei” aed 

By Coa a v ie Se 

Gy Misti: (entresseas {Cc ) | * 

Length: 
aria ; ete 

Track We 57/2 

Spur 

Bell E 

Wattle a 
4 tt 5 4] 4 + 

Spread:(wing) 5 5 - ¥ : 

_— Gondition: Saw - a Une 

7 3 ay 

I Qiddswhmen > 
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 - DATA CN TURKEYS * ra é : i ‘ . & 

I would greatly appreciate any reliable data thas 
you can obtain for me, using the following blank. I 

am collecting this for a proposed book on Southwestern 

Games ” 

Aldo Leopold 

Gobuler oeatert: 

Killed: 2 
tne, Boden (7 a4. AF 

-  Waeva 2 Meh Caren 
bo / at Mich ex, gg 

- 4 Rey By ; 2c? 
Veicht;mieresseia! ¢ eased. 29s 

Length: Kizrt Brecr0 

Srack © v a 

Spot ee ’ 

"5 77 

Bell tr 
ey Mw af 

Wattle g 
rf 

Spread: (wing) *' 

Condision: Lak *
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& Manzano Inspection - 1923 
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iurkey, last seen in Sandias near Canoncito 
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PF. ree Agua, says no turkey left. 2 

Never fo any sheep horns or grouse in g 
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- Tonto Inspection - 1923 ; 

furkey (James) * 

Says most of turkey nest on top of run 

and stay there till driven down by snow after 

hunting dbason. : 

i 
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“=. Tonto Inspection - 1923 © 

Turkey & Brush © @ 

Croxen suggests that turkey can not 

escape predatory animals in very dense con- 

tinuous brush. Only a few in north end : 

of Mazatgals. his theory is borne out 

by disappearance of turkey in chiricamias, 

Pinals, Catalinas, Burros, ete. e
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~ Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 * 
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furkey Wtse 

“King saye Gregnry killed 2 turkeys 
on GlOrieta Mesa weighing 22¢ and 24#, ~ 
poth old Gobblers. Verify this... ' ‘ 
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» Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

furkey feeds (Barker) (Nagel & Gregory) 

Wild Oats Pinon Nuts 
Rose-hips Pine seed 
Mast | 

i



Santa Pe Inspection - 1923 

furkey Weights 

Gregory says he killed and weighed 2 

turkey gobblers on Glorieta Mesa last Novem- 

ber. ‘They were 22# and 24#. Both “fat, , 

crops full of pinons and pine seed, 

i 

t : j 

1 : 
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Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 ; 

Pinons & Turkey Jogmson says he and Moore 

killed 3 at Ortiz Spr. (Glorieta Mesa) during 

very heavy pinon crop. Birds were poor oka i 

crops contained only grama heads and bugs. | 

No abjsence of sharp gravel. Thinks turkey 

can't get through hills.
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A Sportsman’s Magazine of the West 

Volume L NOVEMBER, 1922 Number 5 

D ing Wild Turk 
A sportsman of thirty-five years’ hunting experience in the pursuit of 

turkeys imparts some valuable secrets to the guild 

THE wild turkey, as you know, is the him. Whistle when you are around him and 
wittiest of all the wild game that in- B. T. Jones, M.D. make him’ gobble. Early in the spring take 

habits the woods. The hunting of the old him out in the woods a piece every day or 
gobbler in the spring I deem the most fas- Select one about a year old to begin with. so, early in the morning and late of evening. 
cinating sport of all wild game hunting. Let him have a few scraps, but never allow Tie him and sit down close to him and make 

In full strut, with a ten-inch beard, walk- him to be whipped by his opponent. Keep him gobble by whistling. Carry a dog 
ing thru the woods, he makes a whistle in your pocket and learn 
very handsome and exhilarating —— an — —_____ to imitate a hawk. This will 
picture. In this attitude you may ae ea mgmml| make him gobble and does not 
well know that he is cock of the |g) g5 5) un) aay e hed a eae frighten the wild turkey. He may 
walk or master of his territory— | j 9 a ae i not do so well the first season, 
perhaps a mile square—so far as a ea but when he gets two years old 
his kind is concerned. He allows < rw. on ee eal ay he soon catches on and seems to 
no other gobbler to gobble in his ve. athe. Eo te an. hd enjoy the sport as much as a 
territory without hastening to him er " x a) g PT WR pointer dog enjoys hunting birds. 
ready for a fight, to determine his Be \ NAH ae a , ; Each year he gets better and 
superiority or ownership of this . _ phe Beer. | I “bea | ; better until he is five or six 
walk. If the intruder wins the pai, cd Reg it | a aad i: | years old. 
battle, the old cock submits like pete a. AY ws 1% eS a | aay | A young hunting turkey as a 
a gentleman, shuts up his mouth eae Ne Pi a ‘2 ee iP rule gobbles too much. A tur- 
and goes on a hunt for another 7" art ik ag 4 ea f cn key’s hearing is very acute. When 

territory. There may, be. several . tg ay) : P i ] A a wild gobbler once answers your 
gobblers that range in this vicin- veo y aa ’ Py Ee Id hunting turkey he quits gob- 
ity, but only one does the gob- : ane | Fi inet ° bhi h 4 d abe na 1 
bling, and he is the bully of those as | wee) dling t a a 
woods. You may hear two or P i Seo) «strut until the wild one comes in 

perhaps three ine morning, but Bite : Fall. sight, then they may soe st age 

‘ Cena oe Kaen } Oh other once more on sight. When- 
they will be gobbling in different Be ast \\ a, a tc ad 3 ha ever he answers cing: he 
directions, perhaps half a mile a. —— ek) Nias Liie t | has coursed you exactly on a 

apart. Be os oom Bee aee ere Se bee-line. You need not doubt 
In decoying an old gobbler, | Msameain cae Siete a that, even if he is a half mile off. 

some use a cedar box with a Never be in haste to shoot one 
piece of slate, some prefer a quill THE CRATE that is coming in dead earnest 
or turkey bone, while others use This shows the style and mechanism of the light crate in which Dr. with his wings touching on the 

a green leaf. The bamboo leaf Jones carries his hunting turkey ground in a half trot. He will 
or peach tree leaf is the best leaf : not see you, for he has his eyes 
to use. A tame gobbler trained for hunting him tied with a fishing line about five or six on your gobbler. I have seen them. pass 
makes the surest decoy for an old master feet long inside the garden fence, where he within five feet of me going to my turkey— 
or bully of the woods—for as told you, the can pick at the other gobbler enough to get coming up from behind. They always come 
old master gobbler is as game as a game his dander up. Handle him every day; feed to a halt within five or six feet of your turkey 
cock and does not allow any other gobbler him corn out of your hand. He soon learns and bow themselves for a strike. This is 
to open his mouth in his territory without you are his friend and don’t mean to hurt the time to kill. But be sure he is not on a 
resenting it or going line with your turkey 
to investigate. Of 7 - a before you shoot, or 
course it is some task |. | a i) you may kill them 
to carry a turkey with oo. 2 é ‘ ee || both, as I did on one 
you, butifyou havea | i oo ee occasion. But it was 
crate made very light, |~— " : ‘ A 4| +a glance shot which 
just large enough for | = J 4 ~=Ss|_s struck a bush that 
your pet gobbler to [oS : _ | killed my gobbler. He 
fit in, with straps to eo : : oS was the best trukey 
go over your should- > = = |_‘I ever owned, too. 
ers, you san carry him So, Ge : a. Never allow the wild 
very easily strapped oe ee : : ¢ é : . || turkey to strike your 
on your back, either | ff é a ee hunting turkey if you 
riding or walking. I | ££ © he i) can possibly prevent 
usually carry a lackey ee 3 he ‘ . Bice Ah ” it. The wild turkey 
along for this purpose. S, . : ar . || has such power in his 

In cases of emerg- g i .|| wings that one good 
ency it is well to be 4 : ae Pe stroke with the butt 
provided, and im prac- j ‘ : « | 4) soof his wing upon your 
tice, with either a | — ’ L : 3 4 hee 2 bas || turkey’s head will daze 
box, quill or leaf. Tt | Ne : / | himor addle his brain, 
is very little trouble which is apt to injure, 
to train a tame turkey WILD TURKEY FEET, RANGED IN THE ORDER OF THEIR AGE. READING FROM if not totally incapa- 
for hunting purposes. LEFT TO RIGHT: NO. 1—1-YEAR-OLD; NO. 2—2-YEAR-OLD, ETC. citate him.
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: Never tie your gobbler more 5 Ca ee ae A is either exaggerating, guessing. 
than twenty steps from the blind _ | PSNR. SAMA ae Mae eae Gena 6 r else it wa: body's t i ; i ‘i am Ee ae el on ga ore perciaiariel Aaa in which you expect to sit. This wae WaPo aed mA ‘A ys mw turkey he had run upon. A wilo 
oe you pe Hioatng ibianee Ve oes e ‘ we A ae 9 iM hen will seldom come within gue 
a ee ee one mal se may bi as “Sat * aa he fg shot of your gobbler. She wil, 

it. lways shoot them in the ae ate Rs im” ary Lede Ax come within sight, yelp once oF 
head or neck. One shot at a dis- Py fe i 2 Rogie As twice, scratch around for awhile 
iauve Be an on 2 AEDs 8 sen % Pee Eis eae ac and i he is oy petlonay 

cien a turkey if it strikes Ee —— 45) — enough to come to her for furthe: 
his head or neck, while you might oo oe a ah - ae eoquRintanne she soon goes oh 
shoot the entire load in his breast te ae Pe gel Ce he The h d 

body and hi uld ri d | ee BN “eB an Pear ae or body and he wo rise an ie “(4 } PPE ie iy Se | ingly shy, and so is a young gob 
fly away to drop dead or die. If a OF a, 8 8|6l Sa me 2 bler. No true turkey hunter o: you know you have hit him, and . a \\ Je 5) a a * sportsman will ever kill a her 
he flies away, watch his course | A RO geri on ot oe these days, for wild turkeys are 
and follow him for a mile at VES be we . sili getting very scarce. 
least before you stop, for you may eee mae Va Negroes, dogs and ’coon huni 

fad him upon oe ground with ee teed anaes ee , te ‘ .. 3 ers are foie, ye toward de 

Ter oo (| 
ven break a ing and Hes etaeie ee y | - < 2 nema The first thing an old turkey 
off running, ’shoot again. you AN ee eee ee hunter does after killing a gob. 

fail to co him the second shot, : um oS 5 eee ; ’ = a bler is to examine his spurs te 
it is useless to try and outrun « eee ; ial a iia eet see how old he is. The older the 

BJ gs and wich A ier See eerie the or 4 Bas scores | gore es ing. Some claim you can t 
dog. If the dog can’t trail, fol- © |f Pie a - as Teams: BS a best by the length oF the beard, 
low his course yourself; you are ee Late Lies panne but that is not so; the spurs are 
apt to run up on him squatted in . a 8 eee oS a a the best indication of age. A 
. brush pie oe He top: The ‘> ae Co ne et pe ee i turkey’s spurs never come to a log muy catch him, but you can- ks i eae 4 a keen point until he is three or 
not. A turkey always flies and eb ie ore J ‘| four years old. After four years 
runs in a straight course. : aos a ! ae they take ona slight curve. Aboui 

— The wild turkey hens are very Ps ee Pia: id twenty-five years ago I killed 

ene har eee a S BM) bait tong ond as "keen as ane ™ om ee : uae a long and as keen as any 
Con geihs mals A ae cm = er oo e | posters spires you ever saw. 

= lot so now. There are too man: 
prone Li or ie Ponsa: ine AN EARLY BREAKFAST turkey hunters. They don’t ea 
often heard turkey hunters tell of «7 usually carry a littl i Bek coe ota Pea: hil over two or three years old now 

~ killing a 25-pound gobbler. He Oe ssa hualand eed Hea oe iismeratcuaue, tose before some hunter bags them. 
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A Snipe Hunt in Chi 
American service men enjoy the treat of some novel shotgun sport across 

the water 

Ricat at the start, gentle Nimrods, if i; the American Club on Nanking Road, we 
" You expect to find in this story a de- “Frenchie” found ourselves more and more bringing up 

seertien of a lot of shooting; va immense the gone vg days pet home, whee va 
ags of game, you are in for a disappoint could grab our guns, hike across the fields 

ment. In fact this story is to be rather the the Cercle Sportif Francais, presided over and and get some shooting without traveling for 
deeectotian of what we didn’t get in the way participated in by dowagers averaging about days via canal boat, sampan, riksha, chair, 
of game and of what we did get in the way 200 pounds, gross tonnage, who didn’t waltz, etc., with all the attendant miseries of bad 
of fun under rather unusual conditions anl but who'd “rather like to try.” And so, over water, dirty coolies and evil odors arising 
Mn ald a lot of killing. our curried rice and synthetic buttermilk at from all the sources thereof mdr the = 

oni ‘oddy’ But one day a rift 
and I were three rath- es) appeared in ie clouds 
er Jonesome bachelors ee | of our discontent. A 
living in Shanghai, +.) | fleet of seven long, 
bine ete why, we 3 ie : = slim, aleedeed He 
ve om e ao =< ivy —|_=sésattroyers, flying the 

city nee ee a oe & FE : | flag of the grandest 
eee i ask wha “ : Se | country under the sup 
chance has a poor man " f, st oss =3| —too seldom seen in 
in a place where me. <a ed Le gk FF. | these ports—slipped 
there are about fift so is a Bhan By ( i Ly i i RS bol reigns A rs { up the Woosung, leay 
wealthy and eligible Le eee \ & a GPa Peat “I wg agp ing a wake that near- 
dancing bachelors to bor aes Te Seemed Tl Sue A 5 gee a ly swamped every 
every foreign girl pos- Pecks] Pigg \ meme seni “ i ae sampan on the river 
sessing any require- Me ie LOOM N ict o AYR cael 
mene all? Aaa so | oes ee ee Ce ens oapinias = ae Line ag a 
we were rather “fed |igy ‘ ee aes Mrs a ‘ : are French Bund — their 
up” on an endless |() ‘ eh pid Gs is ee prows lined up like s 
round of office, club, | fk / ee a C7 batallion on parade 
Chinese lessons, cheer- Fa ; Rea seas ee ss Spe ay fay oe My business led me 
lee Syaritey and per- i OSS = WE ii es ek ee ea ie swing a leg over 
chance, filling in at ie rail about as soon 
tea dances given at MONTY GOING OVER THE SIDB as the hook hit the
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Crop Contents of Wilda Qurkey killed by Mrs. J. H, Sizer 

October 4, 1923 (Young bird) Killed in 

Water Canyon. 

258 pinon nuts 

26 grasshoppers 

25 large black beetles 

6 small . Le 
2 black wasps 

1/4 cup of grass seed 

Another one killed the same day had practically the same 

erep erntents with the addition of seme squaw-berries.
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DATA GN TURKEYS 

I would greatly appreciate my reliable data that 
you can obtain for me, using the following blank. I 

am collecting this for a proposed book on Southwestern 
Games ” 

; Aldo Leopold 

Gobbler ov Hen: 

Young or _O28: : 

Kikled: oe 
Wie. prec A 

Anawiere? Sa 

Waers : 

By 

Weights (méresse2} 

Track 

Spur i : 
No data could be collected 

Bell 
On Turkeys. as all the hunting 

i 1 
ener parties reported no Turkeys. 

Spread: (wing) 

Condition: . We 

: “ Cree Marko) 
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: DATA GN TURKEYS 

I would greatly appreciate my reliable data that 
you can obtain for me, using the following blank. I 

am collecting this for a proposed book on Southwestern 

games 
Aldo Leopold 

Gobbler or Hen: Sot hw. 

Young or O14: : OLA ; 
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DATA GN TURKEYS . . 

I would greatly appreciate my reliable data that 
you can obtain for me, using the following blank. I 

am collecting this for a proposed book on Southwestern 
game i 

: Aldo Leopold 

Gobbler_or Hen; 

Young or Old: Janse be WM 778 

Killed: Sh. -~-¥-BB 

Wher. 
aka Site Ane peed; 

Waera 

> bo a fortanat, Weight ;{wieressei} 2 = 

Length: —t He Bebe os ated 

Track a amg he Liyheey area) 

Spor ° the, bo. ‘ ae 
é Bs feck tee A fee i 

Bell Daten Ran oct A tataseh— 

Wattle Lhe. (fanetk ALL AAO oS 

Spreads (wing) PM fhe. gid 

Gapikt bier) 2 ke oe 

‘ paw, 

fic t, De While.



For game files 

January 11, 1924. 

Turkey Planting in Hualpais Mtns. 

Mr. Devine of Kingman, arizona, told me at Flagstaff that 
14 turkey were liberated in these mountains three years ago. They 
did well butthe Indians and coyotes have kept them thinned down, 

‘ Some stock still persists. Mr. Devine thinks there were no turkey 
in the Hualpais originally.
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Big Turkeys in Texas Propagati 
Editor Outdoor Life:—I have réad in the Editor Ou 

January issue of Outdoor Life the story by ing pretty cl 
} Dr. B. T. Jones regarding wild turkeys. I dens say ab 

have been a hunter for more than forty game hogs, t 
years, and till I left Texas eight years ago propagating 
most of my hunts were along the Colorado I certainly 
River and it tributaries. One particular J. B. Doze 
place was known as Salt Creek, so named mud hole in 
because of a salt factory, or works, located keep the wa 
on this creek. That was ideal turkey coun- I like to } 
try. My brother and I have spent many but I always 
fall nights hunting turkeys in the trees after next year’s s 
the leaves had fallen, and the articles from I am in f 

old sportsmen bring back memories of those and know th 
days. Speaking of the weights of wild gob- handled in t 
blers, I remember one old fellow I got that I have a 

4 weighed 2034 pounds and carried a beard almost an ac 
about 7 inches long. He was very large and fifteen wild 1 

fat. I want to say I think the wild turkeys on it. I hay 

are the most noble birds of North America, and in the 

and I hope they will become more plentiful tame ducks 

instead of getting scarcer, as has other game. the wild du 

Ore. R. L. Lane. Right now 
SAY ee EC mallard due: 

Summary of Big-Game Census and they hay 

Editor Outdoor Life:—I am very glad to them in the 
es + 1 seem to be
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of beards im 1 AMeeys. As to spurs, 1 inch | rene 
the longest I noticed. This bird is the | ; 

& Nhat all try to get, but he outwits the | . 
est) of us. Spring hunting is what has | 

doomed this noblest bird of all. May he be o 
protécted from the spring hunting. I have 
carried a gun since 1868—no kid, but still 
in the ring, roaming the mountains and fish- f 
ing the streams. L. P. Payne. 
Calif. eS | ( 

Game Warden Examination | 4 
On December 3 an examination will be| hj 

held in the principal cities thruout the coun- Lg 
try to fill vacancies in the position of federal by 
game warden, for active field work. The en- hd 
trance salary is $2,100 per year with an op- (J 
portunity for advancement in pay without hy 
change in assignment up to $2,700. Appli- 2 s tj 
cants must be at least 5 feet 6 inches in Win Highest Honors hi 
height, must have reached their twenty-fifth Fe - 
but not their fortieth birthday, must have at hi 
least the equivalent of a common school edu- at NW 
cation, and in addition at least one year’s Li, 
experience in some outdoor occupation or aS 
pursuit requiring knowledge of the use of : Kies i 
firearms, and giving a knowledge of the) Grand American hes Mark Arie g 
kinds, habits and haunts of game. Those | kes 
interested should apply for Form 1312 to the ey . 
United States Civil Service Commission, | H di LASY shooting.a 
Washington, D. C. | an icap fj bi 

+ . | a e 
Weight of Wild Turkeys | i Mm a rl l 

Editor Outdoor Life:—I notice in your | 1924 px if) 
January issue where B. T. Jones, M. D., of | Li ; 
Alabama, writes concerning the size of wild yi 
turkeys, stating that altho he has killed a| y won 
one has never seen one that weighed | 4) N h he i 
as much as 25 pounds, hence this letter. Ye. ort. merican 

In 1893 my father, Charles F. Winton, | La 
took me on a turkey hunt in Indian Territory. i Ei . * 
I then being just a boy. We started out at | oH His All-around Championship 
daybreak one foggy November morning still-| ie 
hunting them. I flushed one, but before I| ue is 
could get a shot he was behind some trees, hie i 3 
so called to my father: “There comes one.” | f i, aid High Average for Entire Shoot 
And immediately a shot rang out. He called Oia 
to me: “I got him.” It proved to be the NL ied ———————$ 
largest gobbler we had ever seen, altho we MG RY 
had been on a number of turkey hunts, and |f LES y * 
when we got home we weighed him on. plat: NSS Repeating Rifles and Shotguns 
form scales and he tipped the beam at 25% )}) 
pounds strong. His beard was a heavy Offe 
and measured a little over 9% inches in| 
length, and I still have it as a trophy, altho | THE MARLIN FIREARMS COMPANY 
thru all the years since then quite a bit of |§ 
the outside has been broken off, as it has |} NEW HAVEN a3 CONNECTICUT 
bene somewhat brittle with age, but it| 
still shows the length of over_9%4 inches. 

I do not know whether this would be con- || 
sidered an exceptionally large beard, but it | ™ 
is the largest of any we ever secured. v: fede os etree Wi Re EE 
@ On other hunts I do not think we: ever 5 Sea ~ killed any gobblers that would weigh over FREE CIGARS Bee wade or tes Sle ge 
18 pounds, and few of them would reach that | ‘Three cigars sent free to smokers interested in good | ones tars, Ease FS : ffer; act at once. Write for Fiee Catalog. Tells TWelaM Bit we never took’ the trouble to | fan vent gespe ofa Aa Se Fee dee ae weigh any of the others. | York City. born Street, Chicago, Hlinois. 

I have never felt such pride over a hunt-) ‘ Bich Se RAD SS ea ah cee 
ing trophy as when a boy about fourteen | 
years of age I killed a large gobbler with 4 66 99 
my single barrel shotgun and lugged him bs $ 
into camp and compared him with those A e e 
killed by the older hunters and found I had J ee P Says N 
them bested. W. K. Winton. a Rg Qe eae en 

Okla. SERRE ti ea | . x 7s Se “I cannot sce,” writes Mr. Harold G. Gould, of Northome, 
. * aes Re inn., *' sold fo. thi i e price A Job for California Voters | “ PN A oussk: S50 ould be cheap enough for such a fine instrument.” 

Sportsmen voters of the state of California | ye. ON A 10-Power Stereo-Prism $ 00 
should not fail to support the initiative meas-| of} \\ Ce BINOCULAR for only . . . - 20 
ure on the November ballot, designed to de- | ee Ge LA By actual test this long range, Naval Officer type binocu- 
feat the proposed construction of dams on| oS wo _ over fi, “bang feld of view with wonderfel iluminadon 
Ug arene env Eo ee Onaga BIL oe $ : indleldual eys-atrength and width adjustments: Aisne 
ers. It is planned that one of these dams) ae Lor oo value. Complete with case and straps, prepaid, for only 

* be located 80 miles from the mouth of the | > Rraoter 4 me siuiatee hover au Sajeo " : Pee ae a t g ey ie etl One CATALOGFREE. 200 Ginstee-81 125 
king salmon, thus destroying the best fishing || i A SEL; AS | ARN RENE RNs A 
stream in the state as well as ending one of - DuMaurier Co., Dept. YAN LE Elmira, N.Y. 
the best sources of stock for other of the i, hs ite Bi H 
streams and lakes of California. America’s Leading Binocular House 

\
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GAME ON THE NATIONAL FORESTS OF tion, and study of their possibilities. If the refuges are not ac- 
: COLORADO complishing all we expect of them, and it is felt they are not, the > 

By Joun H. Harton fault is not with the idea but with their administration or lack 
Very comprehensive reports are made by Forest officers in No- of machinery for it—a matter that will no doubt be taken care 

vember each year of the game conditions on the National For- Of special interest is an estimate of some 300 wild turkeys in 
ests, These reports are cumulative and bring out anything of new the Spanish Peaks refuge, a division of the San Isabel Forest, with 
or special interest about the different species of game, bird and apparently some increase in numbers from year to year despite 
predatory life, estimates of numbers, cooperation with state author- predatory enemies. This appears to be the Rio Grande variety 
ities in questions of law observance and enforcement, the selling as distinguished from the Merriam variety ofWi@trkey: It 
of licenses in the more remote places where the public cannot be has jet-black feathers along MeTOWeFHack and rump, while the 
served canveniently otherwise, and recommendations and sugges- Merriam variety has a metallic color tipped with black. The tail 
tions for game and fish betterment. In substance the reports con- feathers of the Merriam variety are tipped with a dirty white 
tain a fund of valuable information that would otherwise be ob- color, while the Rio Grande variety are tipped with cinnamon 

tained with great difficulty and expense, and they are now sought brown. Local people are very proud and jealous of these tur- 
and called for by government and other biological authorities be- keys and do not wish them to be used for planting stock else- 
cause of their large contribution to the general subject of wild life. where until their numbers are much larger. Many parts of 
Some 200 forest officers in the State of Colorado are studying and southern Colorado once abounded in wild turkeys and there should 
recording information on this important resource as a part of be opportunities of reestablishing this noblest of birds. i 
their regular duties in forest protection and conservation. The Forest officers are deputy state game wardens without pay and 
National Forests, lying in the mountain and foothill parts of the assist the state in matters of law enforcement. The prevention of 
state, are the home of the greater part of the big game, espe- violations is stressed and public sentiment for game protection and 
cially in the summer season. law observance is: yearly growing stronger. Forest officers sell the 

It is estimated that our elk number about 6,400; our mountain regular licenses in the more remote places, and 32 of the Colorado 
sheep about 5,000; our antelope, including the plains herds which rangers assisted in this way in 1924, disposing of 1,321 licenses. 
constitute the majority of them, 1,000; mule deer about 23,000; They also examined 1,964 licenses on the theory that hunters and 
white-tailed deer, 30; and bear, 2,700. Among fur-bearing ani- fishermen will be more careful to secure licenses and have them 
mals the beaver estimate is about 44,000; fox, 4,000; marten, with them if they are trained to expect to show them when afield 
7,800; mink, 5,400; badger, 3,600, and muskrat, 25,000. With the on their hunting and fishing trips. Ninety-one violations of the 
exception of mountain sheep, most species appear to be gaining laws were handled, either independently or turned over to the 
in numbers, especially in those sections furnishing a certain state game authorities. 
amount of protection through game refuges. The very fact of a Special efforts are made to protect and increase the fishing 
refuge does this, but what is needed is more refuge administra- resources through retaining pond studies and the distribution and 
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4 j i i Awa (i _ Far Skins Tanned 4 Ve ; 
i Ce? ° Qe | ye Yad and made into et i 
i —8 (Ve | Nees x | e/g — Yad)! | Tea” m 4; lite 
i ] fi i NGI i i ; fa " i i [a i Sy t a? i: = FURS | gg Meogemlie ba. # a 

in eet ae from the ski h from trap- i Ay | 4 € Skins you have or may secure from trap : 
ae Pr a ew Brit pers. Made to your order by masters of the craft | 
i NN % i in the largest fur dressing and tanning plant in 
i ee Se ; Sa the West. Gives you a big saving on Coats, Jack- H 
H p tA bet ks : ets, Chokers, Auto Robes, Rugs, ete. : 
i Po 3 | if ) = Illustrated Fur Catalogue sent to you free upon [f i Very ee request. i 

f : = | § TAXIDERMY | : 'y \e Ce if 

i { x A ee jl Trophies realistically mounted. Send for our new i X X : 4 illustrated booklet, “Art in Taxidermy.” Field i i apo roe ag a recente of North American game. It’s | i 7 7 s, ree for the asking. 

i JO NAS BROTHERS Taxidermists— Furriers— Tanners H 
1037 Broadway Denver, Colorado j 
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better handling of fish, in which arts they are specially instructed 

and trained. In 1924 Forest officers in Colorado planted from fed- 

eral and state hatcheries Bpatz100 fish as follows: f G" YOUR NAME ON OUR MAIL 

From Federal Hatcheries From State Hatcheries ING LIST FOR COMPLETE 
Bacbeay ed trout.. 943,500 Black-spotted trout. .1,007,000 FISHING, HUNTING, CAMPING 
astern brook. ......1,074,000 Eastern brook....... 303,000 

Rainbow .......... 95,000 Rainbow .......... 15,000 EQUIPMENT & SPORTING GOODS 
Lochleven ......... 50,000 Yellowstone trout.... 40,000 CATALOGS. OTHERS ARE USING 
Bass .....+..+0++55 200 OUR “MAKE-GOOD” EQUIPMENT 

Pen a yen ALL OVER THIS WESTERN COUN- 
Motil iis. see sle'e 2 s162,000) otal) (6 <3\..:. .!.41,865,000 

A great many additional were planted on the Forests by in- TRY. CATALOGS ARE FREE. 

dividuals or clubs. More would be handled if available. Retain. UTDOOR «SSS Evezttine tee 

ing ponds or the more quiet waters are employed wherever possi- O Outfitters IN Wee | the Sportsman 

ble instead of putting the small fish into the main streams, and | A Us 

after several months or a year they are liberated from these ponds FS Whi y), 
into the main waters. i , y i | 

As a natural resource the value of our wild life in Colorado | PF p05 @ 

and its possibilities of further development are hardly to be cal- 4 oe C NN 
culated. For instance, it is estimated that our beaver resource, on i ee 

the basis of 44,000, if farmed with the idea of protecting a breed- is * 

ing stock and using the increase, would bring at least $100,000 i > tl 
annually into the state treasury, not to mention their value as CC 5) 
water storers against a dry period or furnishing ponds for fish 

planting. An example of their value as water storers was illus- Bi 
trated the past season in the Paonia country in the following re- Colorado Sporting 

port from Forest Supervisor Theodore Krueger of the Gunnison 
National Forest: Goods Co. 

“During the protracted drought of the season just passed, the OTIS E. McINTYRE, President 
water supply for the Minnesota reservoir ran low and it was evi- EARL MacTAVISH, Manager 

dent that sufficient water for the late irrigation run would not be 107-109 N. Tejon St., Colorado Springs 
available. Fourteen large beaver ponds near the head of Deep 

Creek and just above the Minnesota canal were tapped and the 

water turned into the small stream bed and carried to the com- 

pany’s canal, thence to their reservoir, which was filled by this 
additional supply. The president of the company stated that he secretary-treasurer. An executive committee was selected by the 
estimated the value of this water to fruit growers along the Minne- president to handle the immediate work of the association includ- 

sota and North Fork valleys at not less than $15,000, as it prac- ing the preparation of the game bill. This committee is composed 
tically saved the fruit crop on every orchard that was depending of M. S, Reynolds of Kemmerer; John Kunkle of Cheyenne; J. C. 
upon this irrigation project for water. This meant a little over ‘Costin of Laramie; A. A. Giacomini of Cheyenne, and F. W. Canon 

$1,000 for each of the fourteen dams tapped.” of Torrington. 

Tat he During the evening of November 12 the delegates attended the 
WYOMING STATE GAME AND FISH PROTEC- Forum meeting and dinner of the Chamber of Commerce of 

TIVE ASSOCIATION ORGANIZED Cheyenne. 
By H. C. Hirron, Laramie, Wyoming During the progress of the meeting addresses were given by 

On November 12 and 13 representatives of local sportsmen’s Assistant District Forester Hatton on Game and the National 

clubs from all parts of the state met at Cheyenne at the call of Forests" by J. is Tones of Jackson on Big Game of Wyoming; 
the Laramie County Sportsmen’s Association. The purposes of yore of tlie Biological Survey, by Chas. J. Bayer; por Game 
this meeting were the organization of a statewide association and Birds by Harry Churchill of Sheridan, and The Legislature’ by Hon. 
the submission of recommendations for changes in the game laws Se roe oat 
in anticipation of the meeting of the legislature in January. Recommendations and action taken by the association included 

The morning of November 12 was devoted to a general discus- recommended closing of game and bird refuges to all hunting, 

sion and to getting acquainted with the delegates. At lunch all favoring a six-man non-political game commission, turning all 
the delegates were guests of the Rotary Club at the Plains Hotel. money received from licenses and other sources into a game fund, 
At this luncheon the program was handled by the delegates, talks favoring operation of all fish hatcheries, favoring more severe 

being made by Mr. Jones of Jackson concerning the big game punishment to flagrant violators and the denial of a license for a 
situation af*Jackson’s Hole; by Mr. Priest of Rock Springs on period of years. All members of boy scout troops between the 

the part played by good citizens in game protection; by Assistant ages of 12 and 18 were elected to membership in the state asso- 

District Forester Hatton on the part played by State Associations ciation without the payment of any dues. The Association also 
in game matters, and by Supervisor Hilton on the function of favored a plan whereby those who are to sell licenses would be 

game refuges within National Forests. selected by the local association. These men would then be en- 

In the afternoon, after considerable discussion, the constitu- couraged to donate at least a part of their commissions to the 

tion was adopted. During the election of officers, the president local and state associations. 
of each local club was elected to the board of directors. The The remainder of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of 

officers elected were E. H. Cook of Cheyenne, president; B. C. game laws, game preserves, open seasons, propagation of game 

Rumsey of Cody, vice-president; T, C, Thompson of Cheyenne, animals and birds and the distribution of fish fry.



CHECK LIST FOR LIFH HISTORY OF 

TURKEY 

A. L. & Jd. 3S. 4., December, 1924. 

A. Size & Weight 

Use Leopold's blanks. Did 5. #. bird grow smaller 

or larger than in other regions? Were the exceptionaily 

heavy birds due to size or fatness? 

B. Phenology 

: How long doithe gobblers pack by themselves? When 

is the mating season? Eggs laid? Hatched? ‘hen do young 

: first fly? Do broods remain intact? How long? Do flocks 

stay intact until breeding or until actual egg-laying? 

(Legon thinks latter). 

Cc. Distribution 
Disappearance from southern ranges; due to over- 

grazing and encroachment of brush? (They are still in Mexi- 

eo but is it similar country?) Is Texas turkey the southern 

sepcies? Blank between them and Merriam turkey in N, 5. 

Texas? : 

: Altitudinal Range: Where else, other than Socono 

record, did turkeys oceur at low altitudes? 

Altitudinal Migration: Dates on which they go , 

up or down, and relation to food conditions and hunting.



D. Food Habits 

Ligon has many notes on crop contents (horned toads, 

grasshoppers, etc.). Kind of gravel eaten (Tdgon says clear 

white quartz). Effect of overgrazing and erosion on food 

supply (wild oats and seed grasses). 

RE. Water Relations 

Must they drink daily? Do they eat snow? (Ligon 

has a theory that they tramp snow into water - collecting 

basins). Do they drink foul water? 

P. Breeding Habits 

De gobblers ever fight seriously or kill each 

other? Do they herd their hens? Are hens liable to be ‘ 

served by more than one gwebbler? Do they seek vicinity of 

ranches, trails, lockout towers, ete. for nesting? Do hens 

throw flocks together after hatching? 

G. Pathology 

Just how does damp weather kill young turkeys? 

(Disease or mere chilling). 

H. Natural Enemies 
Grown birds: Bobeats, eagles, coyotes. (Ligon 

thinks foxes don't try grown ones). 

: Eggs: Skunk 

; Young birds: 

~2-



I. Roosting 

Why do turkeys stay off roost until almost dark? 

(Ligon says they fly up earlier in storms, ) 

Location of roosts: Tall pines preferably on slope 

where they can fly out from the upper slope. Sometimes in 

dead pine snags. How permanent are roosts? 

J. Sporting Qualities 
; How often do flocks scatter and lie as they did 

for Jamison on Diamond Creek? (Iigon says he never saw them ' 

except when chased by eagles). Do turkey have power of 

scent? (Ibgon says no). How far can they see (in sense of 

distinguishing objects)? 

H, lMiseellaneous 

lbgon says wild eggs, even if hatched by tame stock, 

show wildness and will not roost inside for a generation or 

two. is there any tame biood in 5. #. wild stock? What In- 

dians hunted turkey and what methods did they use? 

me
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CHECK LIST FOK LIFE}; HISTORY oF 

TURKEY % 
ALU NSC Aho lfzy | 

A. Size & Weight 

Use Leopeid’s’ Mama Did S. WW. bird grow smaller 

or larger than in other regions? Were the exceptionally 

heavy birds due to size or fatness? 

B. Phenology 

How long do the gobblers pack by themselves? When .- 

is the mating season? Eggs laid? Hatched? When do young 

ee first fly? Do broods remain intact? How long? Do flocks 

stay intact until breeding or until actual egg-laying? (Legon 

"thinks latter). 

C. Distribution. : 

as Disappearance from southern ranges; due to over- 

grazing and encroachment of brush? (They are still in Mexico 

but is it similar country?) Is texas turkey the southern j 

: species? Blank between them and Merriam turkey in N. S. W. 

Texas? 

‘ Altitudinal lange:’ Where else, other than Socono 

record, did turkeys occur at low altitudes? 

Altitudinal Migration: Dates on which they go 

_ Up or down, and relation to food conditions and hunting. 
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De Food Habits ~_ 

Legon has many notes on erop contents (horned toads, 

grasshoppers, ete.). Kind of gravel eaten (Legon says clear 

white quartz). Effect of overgrazing and erosion on food 

supply (wild oats and seed grasses). 

KE. Water Relations . 

Must they drink daily? Do they eat snow? (Legon 

has a theory that they tramp snow into water - collecting 

i basins). Do they drink foul water? 

F. Breeding Habits 

Do gobblers ever fight seriously or kill each 

other? Do they herd their hens? Are hens liable to be 

served by more than one gobbler? Wo they seek vicinity of 

ranches, trails, lookout towers, etc. for nesting? Do hens 

throw flocks together after hatching? 

G. Fathology 

Just how does damp weather kill young turkeys? 

(Disease cr mere chilling). 

H. Natural Snemies. 
Grown birds: Bobeats, eagles, coyotes. (Legon 

thinks foxes don't try grown ones). 

Eggs: Skunk 

Young birds: 

\ -2- 
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Ae, 
1. Roosting 

Why do turkeys stay off roost. until almost dark? 

(Legon says they fly up earlier in storms.) 

Location of roosts: ‘all pines preferably on slope a 

where they can fly out from the upper slope. Sometimes in : ’ 

dead pine snags. How permanent are roosts? ; 

How often do flocks scatter and lie as they did 

for Jamison on Diamond C&)(Legon says he never saw them : 

except when chased by cagles). Do Turkey have power of “ 

scent? (Legon says no.) How far can they see (in sense of i 

distinguishing objects)? ; 

He Miscellaneous 

Legon says wild eggs, even if hatched by tame stock, : 

show wildness and will not roost insiie for a generation or ; 

twoe Is there any tame blood in 3. W. wild stock? \vhat Indians 

hunted turkey and what methods did they use? 

\ 
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G-Fish & Game 
Working Plan wr 

|Wichita ts ay (wy) 

Check List for Life History of Wild Turkey. 

A. Size & Weight. Dia 3. W. bird grow smaller or larger than in other 

regions. ; 

Were the exceptionally large birds due to fatness or 

or size. 
Whet is the average weight of a grown hen. 
What is the average weight of a grown gobler. 
At what age do they reach maturity. 

B. Phenology. m How long do the goblers pack by themselves. 
What is the mating season. 
When are eggs laid. 
When are eggs hatched. 
When do young first fly. 
Do broods remain intact. 

: If so how long. 
Do flocks stay intact until breeding or until actual : 

egg laying time. 

C. Food Habits. Find os rere eaten. 

Effects of over grazing and erosion on food supply. 

Kind and amount of insects eaten. 
At what season of the year are acorns most palatable. 

Wheat varieties of acorns are most palatable. 

What portion of winter diet is composed of acorns. 

Effect of abundant grasshopper crop on weight. 

D. Water Relations. Must they drink daily. 
What period of the day do they drink. 
Do they drink foul water. 
Do they eat snow. 

EB. Breeding Habits. Do goblers ever have serious fights. 

Do they ever kill each other. 
Do they herd their hens. 
Are hens liable to be served by more than one gobler. 

Are hens served more than one time. 

Do they seek vicinity of ranches for nesting. 
Do hens flock togther afetr hatching. 

BP. Pathology. Just how does damp weather kill young turkeys. 

G. Natural Hnemies. 

: Grown Birds. Bobgats 
Hagles. 5 
Coyotes 

Young Birds. 

E si 
&ss. Skunk



H. Roosting. Why do turkey stay off roost until almost dark. 

Do they got to roost earlier in stormy weather. 
Pavorite location of roost. 
Tall or low trees prefered. 
Specie of tree prefered where there is a choice, 
How permanent are roost. 

I. Sporting Qualities. ; 

Do turkey have power of scent. 
How far can they see ( in sense of distinguishing objects) 
How far can they hear ordinary foot steps. 
Will they recognize a person that is absolutely still. 

J. Miscellaneous. 

Will wild eggs, even if hatched by tame stock, show wildness 
and not roost inside for a generation ob two. 

Is there amy tame’ blood in the 5.-West wild stock. 
What Indians hinted turkey and what methods did they use.
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ey : ' area 
wait for the referee’s whistle and not try to 
edge over the line for the first tackle or a - 3 6 POWER, accu- 
questionable touchdown. Let’s count our Pa ] rate, steady, clear 
score correctly, and not go beyond the limit ia @ ; 4 pees 
fixed in the rule book. Let’s live up to the Aen Re Sead eee Oc et 
tules of the hunting and fishing game, and|| gee Ae 2 Sil ea ea ad 
persuade our companions to do likewise. A iN es worl Foy l 

Ga. Perse S.Twrrry. | NG cay | elescope a GOme F :) 
Note.—Mr. Twitty is the Commissioner of the Ge , Genuine 

Department of Game and Fish of Georgia, The |} Heneth, me oe Wollensalc) > 
foregoing appeared in a leaflet which he prepared |] Max. diam, ivy “@@pem ee 
be distribution smong the sportsmen of his state, ins. Easily carried in aga o a& POSTPAID WITH 
ut we believe it should not stop there. at he t SE % 

has said should be read and taken to heart by|| proche mongculay thet brings Gta aegis LIMP LEATHER CASE 
every hunter and angler in the United States.—|] distant objects close, in full detail, with- “ages” 
Editor. e out the “vibration” present when higher power telescopes are used. Mighty neat, black, baked-in en- 

. amel with non-slip grip. A wonderful little ’scope for hunting, boating and general use. $2 postpaid. 
Don’t Blame the Bears Check, money order or C.O0.D. Money back if not thoroughly satisfied in every respect. 

i ifesi i DEPT. Editor Outdoor Life:—The accompanying|| BOSTON SPORTING GOODS CO. jy52!fick sr, BOSTON, MASS. 
editorial was taken from a Washington paper 
and is self-explanatory. IT thought 1 would }-@£@< _____ 
send it to you, knowing that you believe in V1TALIA PLL ETC LT OTE — 

bear protection, as all true sportsmen do. Us . : j > : anette : Solid wood boat. No bolts, serews or small parts. Carries3 | Jamey 
The idea of inviting any and all gunners into full grown men. Can be taken on'street car. Very strong. Easy to // Jae } F ) Ts 
that forest reserve to kill all bears. How Sly! Gaities outboard moter. Carricn oo Fuamiag bond of Verde intoreatie catcioe, Qe Ml 
long would it take to make the range safe for| i KARBOAT MFG. CO., 13 West Illinois Street, CHICAGO “Stasiausiife 
sheep? It’s safe to say that now, those same | —AAA Oi 
sheep herders are killing, or trying to, all 5 4 
bears seen. In twenty-nine years of fall ta B ] ne wv 4 3 : : ; Se 4 
hunting, I have only had opportunity to kill tae Inoculars 4 i z ee ty 
two small bears, and our party during all a er. e. ae th) Mi hg, ECE: és Fi lasses th ise” Sete Fae ieee 
those years, have only killed five. But the ; Money aoe: . wes PA ea oa 

possibility of sometime meeting a bear is a De. A glass for every a SSS aS teh : * ES ays use and every epee — mighty strong incentive for the hunt. They re Boekenacks SSS 
perhaps have killed some of this stock, also a @ . 58 Styles Sem hy . 
there may have been other animals there, 4 to 24 Ppgtias —= Wi 'y Russell Moccasins 
aol ie cougars and coyotes. < $9.50 to $106 => are “Easy on the Feet” 

ash. cals 5 A M. J. Doane. Every glass soldon 10- = DQECAUSE they're genuine moccasins — fol- 
Sena day trial and guaran- lowing faithfully the true moccasin. princi- 
Clipping. Ks tee of absolute satis- Se ple of construction, Russell Moccasin 

Had anybody but a forest supervisor reported ‘ fection Semmeney DABk: 5S agora see ices ate probe he Wien ee Oe 
that bears in 1924 killed 1,168 cattle and sheep Mae HERE ee Ieee eee ena one eee 
in the Wenatchee national forest he would have || "Byingstheview Pere ae cay acces esa eee ek eee 
been laughed at for an “old woman's tale.” There || close to you" A eee sy Ceperience Hive: Suciad lone: went. fastited Fiat 
are no more bears, according to popular belief, || GENEVA OPTICALCO. 34 Linden St. Geneva, SS erage aah and aoteead eee Denaser: 
or only those friendly cubs that frequent the auto- ‘a inden St. Geneva, N. Y. . * fine Shier, Won uc enone seen enmen es 
mobile highways during the tourist season to | —— — — — ——————__________—. ‘These features enabled R. B. Slatter of Brea, 
“‘mooch” bread, candy and other tithits trom gig- ti CSE eo ares Sere a oe ae eine ee ue eh faa erent Ns 

aesotman whoee herds roam the forest renges | OCHS GUM uc ooting a erde ere earl ve ear cae 
know that the bear has another and more sinister By William Barber Haynes ies Seon Wee ee ann equipment 

side and is not always the clumsy, humorous a f K 
creature he sometimes seems to be. Naturalists| Many thrilling duck and goose hunting | | THE W.C. RUSSELL MOCCASIN CO. 
will tell you that se tees is not eecentially a| stories told by a master. Beautifully printed | || 912 Capron Street Berlin, Wisconsin 
carnivorous animal and that a mania for killing 7 ‘. i } 
Ser oesegias adore ea tereicae Pune ele (aie caters = nee aan) Dostata \ I, 
sence of his natural diet of mice, grubs, honey OUTDOOR LIFE PUBLISHING CO. Y 
and wild fruit. 1824 Curtis Street, Denver, Colo. 
. Be ee as it may, the bears ere tee gorse « a 6s 
luring 1924 of any recent year, according to A. We Hr Wrivester doreat supesvisot. He" etinates Tke Walton 

that there are 800 in the Wenatchee national for- J ET’S E A a 
est, They, Killed stock worth $12,000 and it is I rt Aske paics Geter ts 

ittle wonder that the stockmen are up in arms. é 5 . df BN sh. Russell 
They want authority to shoot bears on sight. Your outing lunch carried in a STAR Fi Be Micecas Boocwent; 

Supervisor Sylvester believes that bears should AUTO ICE BOX reaches its destina- & ge) or write for Catalo; 
be classed as predatory animals to be shot on tion as fresh, cold and sanitary as though pie ad fold: edlingoe 
sight. Stockmen will support him and the gen- serced athone Mr. Slatter’s re- 
eral public can have no just complaint. Throw- 3 markable journey. 
ing him into the predatory animal class will fo- a m 
cus attention on the state as a place to hunt big ne i ve 
game, eens Ay i i 

passes ® Biv ts Be: gr) 
Note-—Our correspondent is right in saying pee \ ai 

that bears should be protected. We are glad to PSU mete et f a we ye i 
say that the Biological Survey, thru Doctor Nel- F ead 4 AP igre 
son, the chief, sometime past gave orders to all Seat : é A Pf 
predatory animal hunters under its control never [bee PW A 
to kill a bear until it has been proven a cattle or SO a ys ga Meee 
stock killed. That was a mighty fine thing for pos ST = & we “| 
Doctor Nelson to do, for he understands that fata ae Ey 
cougars, coyotes, bobcats and other predatory ff | a 
animals are responsible for most_ killings. It fe f oe — 
seems hardly probable that the Forest Service head Gi a" Le a 
will act, for the jurisdiction over predatory ani- Peel . Mend Bae et 
mal control lies with the Biological Survey. In|| ame ee | We 
this case and under the Survey, we feel sure that | i ’ Ce 494 Ga & 
the bears will get a square deal. It is our opin- cain a eh ,) 
ion that the clipping is mostly newspaper talk i Se a cee. 
agitated by stockmen.—Editor. anise as Nc ae Beste ees ce WP man 

Sera at a is ae pws 
pet P : 7 po Vane A 32-Pound Gobbler An Autocamping Necessity [Ae es: 

i ee Ore > 
Editor Outdoor Life:—In a recent issue of || Built to render long and efficient service. noe AD zi 

e se *, Manufactured in three sizes complete in va- mee Ce 
Outdoor Life, I saw the opinions of different|] riety, correct in quality and low priced. STAR Ee ees 7 
sportsmen as to the weight of wild turkeys. SPECIAL, $7; No. 1, $9; No. 2, $10.50. May iit 
I would say that several years ago a gobbler|| >¢°#ttiedin your car or onthe running board. ‘The W. C. Russell Moccasin Co., 912 Capron St., Berlin, Wis. 
was shot by Elmer Leitzell, now living in pevous Seale ene vumEly yeu send Send me catalog of Russell Moccasin Footwear and 

4 Williamsport, Pa., that weighed 32 pounds. i i DCSE Peer re iets ae ete DeneeE a nite the GT Lane hoot aes Money refunded if not satisfied. ene 
is was the larges' a ave heard of in wan ee nner n nnn enn nn nnn nnn n enna nn nnn nnn nee e-- ee : ok BARCLAY MANUFACTURING CO. || Address years. . D. KAuFFMAN. Se eerie ee eae era 

oe MUNCIE, INDIANA Cyn State ee RED No. 2 Ptr re) 

aa
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f9 UN DAILY BULIETIN PRE Os 
No. ogee U. S. Forest Service Octobor 9, 1925 ~.S—1 i 

JO Item Southwestorn District NOV4 9 1985 

j Aw Toll 'Em By Day and Wirht: Distri¢t Five records that one firm Neer ne 
Francisco has crectcd a large sign, brilliant with electric lignis at 

nicht, that docs not advortise chewing gum, pickles, etce, but reads: _ ‘ 
‘PREVENT FOREST FIRES-IT PAYS." 

Law Notes: Hearing: upon the District Foresterts Protest in the case 

(clot Ghe TAU Laney homesteyd on the Apache is set at Reserve, New Mox- 
ico, for October 15, and the case of the Bailey Re Leverton homestead 

} on the Sitgreaves at St, Johns, Arizona, October 17. 

Grazing Experiment Shows Good Results: The Sandia quarter asre sate- 
less area in Coyote, according to tho Mamzano Panger, is already show- 
ing a decided contrast ‘with the open range althcuch it is in one of the 

dry spots of the district. We expect interesting results from these ex- 

périments, imclading annual comparison of quadrat charts. 

Prevent Forost Fires Pipe: Apparently a new device for preventing smok- 
ers fires from starting was seen at the training cam) in the form of a 
cirar-shaped pipe. Henry Taylor of the Crook wants to inform those who : 
saw the pipe at the camp, that the pipe is manufactured by the Safety 
Pipe Co., 296 Bréadway, New York City and sells for $1.00. 

\"Csons Kill Turkeys: Depradations by coons have reduced the stock of 
t.9 gozen cultivited turkeys, turned loose at Soldicr Camp in the Cata- 
linas, to 11 head, One coon was killed while climbing a tree where the 
turkeys had bcen accustomed to roosting. Since it is thought the tame 

| birds will not become fully acclimated until next spring thoy will be 
| fed at the Three C Ranch during the winter and turned loose again in the 
{ spring. After one hatching in the open they should become fully accus- ; 
tomed to foraging for themselves. Tho 24 goldcn phoasants turned loose 
at the same time the turkeys were liberated have scattored pretty well 

/ over the mountains and the planting is believed to be successful. 

' KrInformation “OW Inspection Standards Wanted: Tho inspection standards 
shect which should have accompanied D-Supervision, Denver Meeting letter 
of October 3 to Supervisors was sent out one day late, Some Supervisors 
replied before Question 5 could be answered with this sheet before then, 
I hope these Supervisors will supplement their replies with at least ap- 
proximate information on this subject and to facilitate this am quoting 
the question here, ; 

"5. By reference to the inspection standards sheet attached, 
please indicate as briefly as possible the extent to which it 
has been possible to obscrve quantitative inspection standards." 

F.C.WePe 

Field: : / 
De Oe: Kerr, Husscy (Prescott); Lang, March (Coconino); Randles ~ 

(Lincoln); Jones (Wichita Falls, Texas) Long (Santa Fe) 
Detail: Cook (Washington, Extension Service); Loveridge (D~5) 

; Visitor: lunns (Washington) Coconino 

Acting: Chency 4
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Memorandum for £1108. 

One flock of two turkey hens and 12 young turkey ware observed. 
oo Oe cee earn te cee Cae nine Oe Beans Copereneee 
fwo of the young turkey were very small and indi that thay 

| wore tonne er than the other 10. Doubtless two flock bad combined. 
This et Bee aie ee 
@ flock of 6 or 8 hen with a helf dozen different or 
Sines af half grows 46 Gack. ones the Giue ef = quell’ in the 
sane flocke. 

: One flock of 22 emi two o14 hens observed on 
Sor Sheet of 98 yong Sates sab tae Oe bum coved ae All the 
seme size ani eapparertly 10 days or two wecks old. ‘hose little 
follows when slarmed flew into the trees ani mushe@. Hard tw be- 
lieve thet so small a turkey could fly. Ronarkable. 

Con Setiey Den woe Mawel te be setting Ss te mal ones slave 

nicht vcauaie tek ae eh tim She had ye 8 a 8 Ge e the 
Sr haseey eh, Teseecken moves Gt! tae wah tne tea tebk 

When the men retired she immediately returned te the neste iit. 
Prench ani Renger Drummon@ were near the nest. 

Tho turkey obtain food from these campgroundse 

June 9, 1926 8S. Me Shanklin 
Forest Supervisor 

|



ggTish 5, came wiehtte : 
& Turkey 

Tush, folder 

_ugmoraniun for files. : 

May 21+ 

; Pirst young turkey observed They were several 

days old. They were seen on Panther Crock. 

Officers from Ft. Sill reported seeing a flock apparent- 

ly two weeks old on same oreck on May 22. 
' 

Cache, Okla. Se Me Shanklin 

Jane 8, 1926 Forest Supervisor



GeFish & . a 
wind . 

: Ve were feeding a floek of 162 wild turkey near Forest 
Headiousrters last winter on shooks of keffir corn. They were’ 
daily visitors. Seemed to relish the corn fines 

So for as ema be observed they had not eaten any aneras. 
A slight snow foll qnd they immediately quis the ket. eorn and 

i }| startet cating nocmns. Possitly the snow soften the shell of the 
acorns. Mow of no other reason. : 

Cache, Olas Se iM. Shaztclin 
June 28, 1926 Forest Supervisor
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SHEEP GRAZING IN RELATION TO HATCHING OF GROUSE 

At the Yestern Association of State Game Commissioners conven- 

tion held at Boise, Idaho, August 26th and 27th, 1926, some members 

present contended that sheep grazing damaged the nesting places of 

grouse while others opposed. In south central Idsho grouse nested and 

hatched at the lower elevations mostly outside the forest boundaries 

until the past few years. During the past few years I have observed 

that grouse are changing their nesting places from the lower elevations 

to the higher. This is largely due, I believe, to the heavy grazing by 

sheep on the outside spring and fall range. Sheep will, beyond a doubt, 

destroy the nests of grouse particularly where the nests are located 

under or near palatabie plants to sheep. Sheep grazing on the Boise 

Netional Forest does not interfere with grouse, since in most cases 

the grouse are hatched before the sheep enter the range and sufficient 

acreage occurs which is inaccessible to sheep that provides nesting 

grounds. During June 1926 several coveys of grouse, four or five days 

old, were seen in the alpine fir type which evidently hatched there; 

this leads me to believe that grouse are abandoning their former nest- 

ing grounds. - Arthur Potter. 

Note: Mr. Potter worked with his father's sheep the year round for 

eight years in one of the best blue grouse sections in Idaho and is 

speaking from actual experience. G. B. Mains. 

GRAZING RECONNAISSANCE PROGRESS'S RAPIDLY 

The grazing reconnaissance crew under Mr. Stending is now cemped 

in Diamond Fork working on District 3, having completed 411 of Districts 

4 and 5, the Red Greek division of District 6 and the Strawberry Slope 

of District 2 this season. They expect to cover a large part of District 

3 and the White River and Tie Fork drainages of District 2 before ceasing 

typing, which will be about September 25. They will cover around 450 , 000 

acres this season as against 150,000 covered last year on the Nebo divi- 

sion by a slightly smaller crev. Not having to map the areas in connec- 

tion with the typing and the generally larger type with good energy on 
the part of the men, account for the increased acreage being covered this 

year. - Uinta Digest.



PROP _TIMBTR SALE 

fdditionel sales of 250 M. linear ft. of mistletoe infected 
Douglas fir vroo timber in Indien Canyon are now »eing made and Ranger 

Richerds hes been mr'ing the timber for ‘cutting es fast as possible. 

PRenzer Adeir will go to District 1 next weelx for the purpose of help- 

ing vith the marking. The operator, Mr. Carlston, expects to get all |. 
the timber cut vefore snow falls. Some difficulty is being encountered 

in finding this emount of timber of prop size which should be removed 

in Indien Canyon. - Uinte. Digest y . 

RANGE CONDITIONS 

Inspections made of the renges vrithin the Toyabe ciscloses the 

fact thet there is a material shortege of.» scer. In numerous ihstances 
watering fecilities at the present tire ere entirely inedequate to get 
prover utilizetion of the ranges. The forage generally is quite dry 
but it is believed would te ample to teke care of the stock if vater was 
available. Numerous springs ere nor dry which old timers maintain were 
never known to go dry during their experience. Stock generally ere in 

feir flesh conditions, but due to the shortage of water provably will 
not continue so, and it is also quite probable that the scarcity of : 

weter will force lambs: onto the merket 20 to 30 days earlier then during 

average years. Some of the cattlemen have elready begun gathering 
their stock from the forest ranges, vhich they this year éxpect to dis- 

pose of, This is somewhat earlier than the stock.rere removed from the 
forest during the previous year, -Toyabe Telegrem. is 

DO PINE STUMPS GROT? : 
Will the stump of a western yellow pine continue to grow, asks 

the Coconino Nevs. Ordinarily the answer would be "no," but the Goco- 

nino has evidence to the contrary. umberman Merkle found and sent in- 
to the cffice a stump rhich has been groving for at least twenty-four 
years since the tree was cut. It is presumed that, in clearing the 
right of way for the Mineral Belt Railroad, this tree was cut; leaving 
a stump about two feet high and 13" in diemeter. If this is an accurate 
supposition, there should be about forty rings showing since the cutting 
took place. The growth put on is only .2 of an inch in redius, end the 
annual rings are so close tozether that it may be possible thst the 
twenty-four rings hich can be counted are not the exact number, During 
dry years the growth is exceedingly minute and many rings are so close as 
to appear as one. The stump was about five feet aray from a large yellow 
pine tree, and it wust be that the roots of this have some union with 
the roots of the stump, thus supplying material necessary for the growth 
which has taken place on the stump. If anyone finds a stump vhich has 
sprouted, be sure to bring it in for evidence. *-Southwestern Bulletin. 

TACTFUL 

"Caddie, I've discovered what I've been doing wrong. T've been 
stending too near the bell as I strike it." 

Tro minutes later the caddie said: “I don't think that's what 
wrong sir. You're too near the ball after you've struck it.! 

Tit-Bits.
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The wild turkey is distinotly an Amorican bird. It is 

the only native American representative of the pheasant family, 

all of our present day pheasants having been introduced fran 

other countries, However, it has long been lmown in its do- 

mesticated form to Buropo, certainly as far back ac 1550. The 

éerivation of the name is said to have come from the peculiar 

note uttered by the bird «+ "turk, turk, turk;" the final word 

is an abbreviation of turkey-cock or turkey-hen. Throughout 

the 16th and 17th centuries the turkey was constantly confused 

with the guinea fowl by writers of those times. The Latin 

name Gallopsve was applied to the genus by Gesnor, though now 

it is known es Meleagris galicpavo. 

The first historical reference to the wild turkeys of 

America is found in Oviedo's “Summary of the Natural History 

of the Indies” of 1587. He called them “pavos" (peafowls) s1- 

though he recognized the differences between the two species, 

He gives an accurate though brief deseription of the turkey 

in hig journal.In the journal of Captain Francisco Vasquez 

Coronado's travels of 1541, there is ‘a recoré of the Spaniards 

finding turkeys domesticated in the provinoes of Tiguex, in the 

north-central New Mexico, near the present Acoma. In speaking 

of the ¢orm raised by the Indians of that region, the journal 

E. H. i



says: “A very large number of oranes and wild geese and crows 

and starlings live on what is sow, and for all this, when 

they come to sow for another year, the fields are covered with 

corm which they have not been able to finish gathering. There 

are a great many native fowl in these provinces, and cocks with 

great henging ching, When dead, these keep for sixty days, 

and longer in winter, without losing their feathers or open- 

ing, and without any bad smell." 

Mexico was discovered in 1518, and from very early 

references to the turkey in Europe, it must have been intro- 

Ahoed and domesticated shortly after that time. The turkey 

had already begun to play a part in Christmas cheer as early 

as 1573, Tugser,i making reference in that year to "turkey 

eockes in Christmas husbandlie fare." 

The French, with more reason, oall the turkey Gindox, 

from their original name goq d'inde, or Indian cock, which in 

time became shortened to dindon. TBurope early recognized the 

. Wirtues of this king of birds, and turkeys are now common as 

a domesticated fowl in Bughand and on the Continent. I have 

geen many of them in southwestern France. 

Wild Turkey in the Southwest. : 
The Mexican or Merriam's turkey is native to New Mexico, 

Arizona and Mexico, In the White Mowtains of east-central 

Arizona, in Apache and Greenlee counties, I have seen many 

times flocks of 20 to 40 birds. In that part of the State 

Be



they are still fairly abundant. How long that will continue 

to be true is problematical, for now roads have stretched 

into that country and with them, hunters, campers, and others 

having little regard for this king of upland game-binis or 

his possible extinction. 

The high plateau region of east-central Arizona and 

west-central New Mexico seems to be a natural habitat for 

Merriam's turkey. On the north slopes of the White Mountains, 

in the juniper "breaks" turkeys are found throughout the winter, 

roaming higher into the mountains as the snow recedes in March 

and april. After the snowfall ceases in March, there is gen-~ 

erally in this country, a long dry spell until about the early 

part of July. During this period the mother birds find nests, 

lay their eggs, hatch their broods, and raise them to be a 

few weeks old before the summer rains come in early July. Thus 

the climate of this country is naturally adapted to turkeys, 

for nothing is so deadly to the turkey ehioke on damness oo! | 

wet until they are some six weeks to a month old; after that tae 

they are extremely hardy and can stand almost any amount of 

exposure and dampness. 

On one December day, I regall well, running across a 

floek of some 75 to 100 turkeys in a little cove in the eige 

of the yellow pine timber at an elevation of some 7500 feet 

on the north slope of the White Mountains of Arizona, within 

the Apache National Forest. A few days before a light snow had 

fallen. I was riding along through the lower reaches of the 

3.



foothills, and began to hear a great noise of turkeys, as if 

hundreds wore yelping, I got off my horse and walked cau- 

tiougly abead, the noise becoming clearer and louder. 

Finally, I realized that they were in a little swale 

just over the next ridge. I therefore tied my horse, and moved 

very dlowly and cautiously towards the top of the ridge, the 

noise by now becoming a perfect ding Hiding behing an oa 

easional bush or young pine, I got down on my hahds and knees 

and arept to the top of the vise.s. Below was 4 wonderful sight. 

: Seattered through this swale must have been nearly a hundred 

turkeys. Some were sevatching; some busily picking off red- 

gaps fram wild rose cluaps; several young gobblers fighting, 

with their necka twisted around each other; and several stani- 

ing on loge or fallen timbers Very soon, however, I heard a 

distinet "putt, putt, putt" to one side, and looking that way 

gaw a big gobbler, on 4 slight rise to my left, and quite a 

little higher than the flock in the swale, standing perfectly 

erect and alert. He was the lookout, and was giving the 

alarm, for no sooner had he begun to “sound off", than every 

bird "came to attention", as it were, and in a few gedonis 

were running end balf+-flying over the next ridge, and out of 

sights 

There 18 quite a little serub oak on the lower north 

| Slope of the White Mountains, which with the juniper berries, 

wild rose caps, and wild seed, and the atundant bunchgrass with 

de



its heavy seed, provide the turkeys with an abundmee of foal. 

Water ja rather soare@. There are coyotes, and some foxes, 

The coyotes, however, keep the range of the thousands of 

sheep which go onto the higher ranges here about the latter 

part of May ov early June. The turkeys have, however, by that 

time, gome far higher up in the mountains, have hatched their 

young, and these have becane pretty well able to shift for 

themselves before the coyotes come up with the sheep. By that 

time, the turkeys are roosting in trees at night, and oompar- 

atively safes 

On the south slopes of the White Mountains and on the 

Blue Range, which parallels it on the south, there are alao 

turkeys. This country hae an abundance of oak, mangenita with 

its berries, as well as juniper, Thie region breake off into 

_ Rough and tumbled canyons, mesas of yellow ping, pinyon, juniper 

i and caky with elevations from 7000 feet down to 5000 or less. 

The snows are far less heavy here, and this provides a much 

better winter range for turkey than the higher country of the 

White Mountains, There are no sheep here in the Blue Range and 

therefore no coyotes, but there are mountain lions, and bobeats, 

This Blue Range has been now for same years in a State game 

preserve, and it is said the turkey is on the inorease. But 

in the spring of 1926 a north and south auto road/opened through 

this country of Coronado's trail of 1541, once almost a virgin 

part of Arizona, and "the cooks with great hanging chins" may 

expect far worse treatment than in the days of the Conquisadores. 
io 

Be
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, Ww 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of October 6 is received. 

The statement that 200 wild turkey were brought 
in from California for liberation at the GOS Ranch was 
erroneous as only 105 turkeys were received. It is under- 
stood, however, that it is Col. Jackling's intention to 
ship in more turkeys later on. 

The first information I had regarding the shipping 

in of these turkeys was after they had been received. Mrs. 
Fleming informs me, however, that the matter of importing 
turkeys was taken up with Mr. Winn by Victor Culberson of 
the GOS Ranch, and no objection was raised to bringing in 

the ‘turkeys at that time - in fact it is understood that 

the local sportsmen were favorable to the proposition. 

I have been unable to get any definite information as to the 

origin and history of the California stock but it is under- 

stood that the turkey were purchased from some California 

game farm. -t turkeys have not as yet been liberated but 

are being fed-at the GOS Ranch with the idea of turning them 

loose after they have become acclimated. 

An executive board meeting of the local Association was 

held in this office a few days ago at which time your remarks 

regarding the introduction of foreign stock were placed before 

the members of the board for consideration and it was the 

consensus of opinion that there were planty of native stock 

already in this section of the State and that there was no 

necessity for further importations. Those present did not 

feel that there was much danger of introducing disease from 

these turkeys but were of the opinion that further importations 

should not be made without securing the prior approval of the 

State Game Department. It seems that there is in Arizona @



law which requires a permit from the Game Department to bring 
in game birds or animals from adjoining states, but there is 
no such requirement in New Mexico, 

In view of the great interest which Col. Jackling, who 
during the past year has purchased an interest in the GOS 
Cattle Company, has shown in game conservation the members 
of the executive board hesitated to do anything that would 
appear antagonistic to his efforts to increase the game 
supply and it was agreed that a committee would call on Col. 
Jackling when he next visits Silver City and explain the 
situation to him and suggest that in the event he desired 
to ship further turkeys or other game into the State that 
the matter should.be put up to the State Game Department 
for its consideration. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ea 

moe
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After the shooting. Note the three dead gobblers on the ground 

SomME SUGGESTIONS FRoM A VETERAN HUNTER 

By H. €. Faller 
Pan pind HE wild turkeys which were so plentiful in our less hunter as well as to hawks and the many predatory 

El ay eastern, southern and central states during the varmints such as bob-cats, ’coons and ’possums which infest a Pal and, "4 
hae early stages of their history, and until about fifty the country. 
ies years ago, have almost entirely disappeared. With Later in the fall, after the young turkeys are grown, the 

the march of civilization westward these birds, like the buf- habits of the flock, until they have begun to be molested by 

falos, gradually disappeared, until now there is only one hunters, are more fixed. They remain in the shade of the 

small corner of the United States where this noble game brush and trees during the heat of the day, confining their 

is still found in anything like plentiful numbers. In the feeding during those hours to a little indolent scratching 

pseudo mountains of southwest Texas, wild turkeys may here and there for insects or seeds. Their principal feeding 

still be found in large flocks. It is no uncommon sight in , hours during this time are about three—just after sunrise 

the late summer to see among those hills a hundred turkeys J] and about the same time before sunset. They may be de- 

in one flock. These are the combined broods of perhaps § pended upon to water at a regular place just before sunset, 

twelve or fifteen hens. and then fly into a regular roosting place near the source 

After the mating season the gobblers leave the hens with of water. After hunters begin to disturb the flock they 

their broods and form a “bunch” to themselves. The vari- still retain these general characteristic habits as to feeding 

ous broods in a locality of sometimes five square miles, and watering, but their roosting places again become more 

because of their naturally gregarious instincts, come to- uncertain, and the range over which they feed, altho gen- 

gether and form a large flock. The flocks generally stay erally the same, is less clearly defined. 

together and feed over a pretty well defined range, and In the summer months while the young turkeys are small, 

water at a rather definite spot during the late summer and favorite feeding places are around the edges of grain fields 

early fall, but their roosting paces are not clearly defined. where grain and insects are plentiful. After the grain has 

They roost wherever night overtakes them. During this been harvested there is still some feed to be had among 

period of the year the flocks are very vulnerable. Being, the stubble, as well as around the straw piles where the 

as they are, composed of hens which never acquire the grain has been threshed. But a flock of turkeys feeding in 

caution of a gobbler, and the young turkeys bent solely a stubble field may easily be recognized as far as they can 

upon seeking enough seeds to satisfy the needs of their be seen. The old hens seem to realize this, and by an 

rapidly growing bodies, they are an easy prey to the law- instinct which tells them that their broods, as they approach
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Calling up the gobbler. The Negro at the right has a tame gobbler in the box 

from Mexico. These animals feed on roots and worms nat- open season, the hunter seldom gets close enough to hin 

urally, but they consider a nest of birds’ eggs a particular while he is alive to distinguish these minor details in hi 

delicacy. During the period from 1906 until about 1916 markings. The hunter can very seldom plead that he aime 

the wild turkeys of southwest Texas suffered severely from at a gobbler and hit a hen, because, by the time the seasor 

depredations upon their eggs by these armadillos. But in has opened, few if any gobblers will be found running ii 

about the year 1914 the armadillos became popular for the. the same flock with hens. 
manufacture on novelty baskets, and hunters began to kill Altho the law limits each hunter to two wild turkey 

and trap them in large numbers. As the armadillo-basket gobblers each season it does not prohibit him the use ofa 

novelty spread to the northern and eastern states, the com- unsportsmanlike a weapon as a shotgun for hunting thi 

mercial demand for the shells of these animals grew until birds! I am willing to grant that there are few occasion 

now, as a result of a systematic hunt for him, the armadillo when a hunter, during the open season, can get withii 

is rapidly disappearing from the canyons of southwest killing range of a wild turkey gobbler with a shotgun 

Texas. With the passing of the animal, the turkeys showed But these occasions arise, particularly in the beginning o 

an increase in numbers each year. Their enemies are now the open season before the young gobblers have becom: 

the natural ones—hunters, hawks, owls, native varmints, and sufficiently wary, and because of the most unsportsman 
the elements. like practice of shooting turkeys in their roosts. On sucl 

Turkey gobblers are protected by state and federal law occasions the game-hog fires into the flock and gets hi 
in southwest Texas during ten months of the year. It is turkey. But how is he to be sure that he will hit onl 
unlawful to kill a wild turkey hen at any time. During the two? The thing that generally happens is that he gets on 
open season, which lasts from November 16 to December or two or more and frequently hits several others which rut 
31, a hunter is permitted to kill two gobblers. This law away to die in the brush where they will benefit no one 
is hard to enforce because many hunters, particularly from I have found, on more than one occasion, dead or wounde 

the cities, who are unfamiliar with wild turkeys, kill hens wild turkeys in the brush that have been shot with ja shot 

many times thru ignorance, but frequently deliberately. gun. Some of these have had broken wings or legs an 
For anyone familiar with the two sexes of the wild tur- rendered helpless. They are totally unfit for food for thi 

key, and their habits, it is an unpardonable sin to kill a one who finds them days afterwards because of the poison 
turkey hen. Those who are unable to recognize a gobbler ous infection from their wounds caused by “fly blows” o 
from a hen have no right to hunt them. The wild turkeys other things. The law, by all means, should be amende 
found in southwest Texas are of the Mexican species. They so as to prohibit the pernicious and unsportsmanlike us) 
are larger than the species of turkeys found in the eastern of a shotgun for hunting wild turkeys. 
United States, and are much darker in color. In fact, at a Wild turkeys, and particularly the gobblers, are the wari 
distance they appear nearly black. est game birds known to American hunters, except possibl: 

The gobbler is much larger than the hen, and is much the wild goose. The turkey has not been gifted with ¢ 
darker in color. His feathers have a lustre which easily sense of smell, but nature has more than compensated fo 
distinguishes him from a hen even at the maximum range this oversight by giving him a remarkably keen eye and ai 
one would have a chance of hitting him with a rifle. His uncanny sense of hearing. One rarely ever stumbles upoi 
head has much more red coloring than that of a hen, and a flock of turkeys which is caught unawares even whil 
after he gets fully grown, has a beard. But during the (Continued on page 76)
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the caribou, and being undecided which wooded by a scattered growth of Spanish 
The tee thot Imek Plays way to go, we headed down the Sulphur oak, live oak, shin oak (or chapparal) and 

enue ton eae . River to Grand Cache. This is a small en- growths of other bushes too numerous to 
Let me give you one more—conclusive campment of Indians close to the Smoky mention. The bottoms of the canyons are, 

proof. River, and as they were related to our as a rule, rather densely wooded by the 
Later the same season Ray and I were guides they told us where they thought we types of growth mentioned above. Nearly 

hunting from the same camp at the same could get our caribou. Early in the morn- all of this wooded growth bears acorns 
bend, under instructions from the Missus ing we crossed the Smoky River and (“mast”) or berries which make good food 
to bring back Thanksgiving meat. We had headed for the sheep creek country, cross- for turkeys. It also serves excellently 
finished up on the morning flight with little ing the divides, and finally camped in a as cover and hinding places for these 
success and had decided to wait for eve- small valley. birds, 
ning shooting which generally starts about The snow was now getting quite deep Now for the methods of hunting wild 
half an hour before sunset. Rather than in this part of the country and as it con- turkeys. To begin with, I recommend 
tote all our decoys back to camp, yet fear- tinued to snow we did not get a chance the use of a rifle. No one but a game- 
ing to leave our live ones out in the bar to hunt caribou, altho we saw a good many hog or a sportsman unworthy of the name 
without guard, we carried a pair of cots moose in this part of the country. The would use a shotgun. The hunter who can 
from camp to a high bank overlooking our weather continued to look threatening, so not hit a bird as large as a wild turkey 
“set.” There we dozed with one eye open we broke camp and began hitting for with a rifle should not be at large in the 
and both ears cocked. the railway, where we arrived six days hills with a gun. It is not so thickly popu- 

Near noon I was awakened by honking later. lated where turkeys are found in south- 
of an approaching flock of geese, coming west Texas that rifle shooting is danger- 
from feeding fields to the bars for water eo ous ane, besaes 2 man ny ee a 
and a noon nap. Before they had come = shotgun for days and miss a lot of chances 
into sight trom behind trees which fringed The Ways of the Wild Turkey for a shot which might have been easy 
the bank I knew they were low because of (Continued from page 30) range with a rifle. Rifles of the calibers 
the clearness of their calls. feeding. While some are feeding, others .22 H. P., .25-20, .25-35, and even .30-cali- 

Shouting to Ray, I grabbed my shot- are intently listening or searching the ber are good for shooting turkeys. I have 
gun. Just as I did so, the string came landscape for signs of enemies. The used a .30-caliber service Springfield with 
into sight. I didn’t take a second look wild turkey has absolutely no sense of considerable success. Metal patched bul- 
to calculate them too high to be bothered curiosity. If he sees or hears anything lets, by all means, should be used. A 
by 6s, the only thing we had in our guns, which appears to him to be an enemy, he soft nosed bullet is unnecessary and only 
so I decided to take a gamble with the immediately puts into use his long legs or needlessly mutilates the turkey. 
same rifle that had played me false on my broad wings in taking distance from the Having selected the general locality in 
previous chance for a goose. scene of danger. He rarely ever stops to which to hunt, the next task is to locate as 

As the V-shaped line passed directly ook back, and is not satisfied until he has accurately as possible the limits of the 
overhead, I led the leader what I judged placed a couple of ridges, canyons or range used by a flock or flocks of turkeys. 
the proper distance and pulled the trigger. thickets between himself and what he sus- This can be done comparatively easily by 
Lazily flapping wings speeded up. So did pects to be his enemy. The curiosity of studying closely the “sign” found along 
my pumping at the rifle lever. On my buck deer has led many of them to their creeks, near springs, seeps, on sand, or if 
fourth shot my heart nearly stopped beat- doom, but not so with wild turkeys. These in wet weather the tracks may be seen 
ing and I did cease firing. One of the birds seem to prefer to use their legs as a plainly most anywhere. Next, try to locate 
majestic birds had folded his wings means of locomotion whenever a more as accurately as possible the permanent 
and had started a nose-dive for the rapid flight is not demanded. He takes to watering places used by the flock. Having 
bar below. wing only when he has been flushed by a located these, search the thickets in their vi- 

Disregarding Ray’s plea to “get me hunter or other enemy who has got every cinity for roosting sign, 
one, too,” I threw down the gun, tobog- "ear him. When he flies at all, he gener- Having become oriented and having fa- 
ganed down the sandbank into water waist ally flies only about 400 or 500 yards be- miliarized one’s self to a reasonable degree 
deep and waded out to the bar where lay fore he comes to the ground and makes with the habits of that particular flock, the 
Thanksgiving meat for the Missus—my Use of his fleet legs. In the latter part next in order is the bagging of the game. 
first goose. of the hunting season, however, after tur- Make it a point to be sitting around about 

As I said before, I led for the leader. keys have become unusually wild from sunset on some good observation point 
The one which dropped was No. 3 in the being hunted, and have grown thin both near the places where the turkeys are likely 
left wing of the V. from moving about and the scarcity of to water or roost. If you have picked 
i er ee food, they sometimes fly for nearly a the right place, the turkeys can usually be 

a mile before stopping. seen when they come to water or heard 
i eS A wild turkey is a past master in the when they fly up to roost. Don’t wait 

ube oe pote In traveling pom place to wat He turkey goes to roost to shoot 
‘ $ place he rarely crosses a broad open space him. at is a crime, the penalty for 

Big Game in Alberta except in case of necessity such as in flee- which should be at least a ect a ae 
(Continued from page 20) ing from an enemy. Instead, he goes gang. If you don’t get your turkey at 

to get in range. Frank pointed out the around, keeping to the brush. He is sel- sundown, make it a point to be near some 
largest ram and I raised to get a shot at dom seen traveling or feeding on open other likely roosting place just before sun- 
him, but after the first shot the entireband ridges. He moves via the canyons, and rise. Sit still and listen at least half an 
started to climb the mountain and I could while crossing a ridge seldom lingers long hour after sunrise. If the turkeys are 
not keep track of the right one. I did, on such exposed places. After he has been within a radius of 500 yards of you, they 
however, manage to bring down a 15!4- flushed or has sighted an enemy, he quick- can generally be heard when they fly out 
inch ram and we skinned out the head and ly moves so as to place between him and of the roost. If you are still unlucky, 
brought the meat into our camp that aft- his enemy some sort of cover. I have start moving about over the range cau- 
ernoon. Ike and his guide did not come even seen them follow along the bottom of tiously and noiselessly. Do more looking 
into camp until the next day about 11 a dry gully in crossing open ground. I than walking, and keep to the high ground 
o'clock. They had had nothing to eat have often wished that soldiers were born as much as possible. If you are on their 
except a small porcupine which they had with some of the keen instincts of a wild range you are’ likely to see the turkeys 
roasted. turkey. feeding—providing they don’t see you 

After giving them a hot meal Frank The pseudo mountains of southwest first. 
said he would like to show Ike how to Texas are ideal homes for wild turkeys. It takes a wound in a vital spot to cause 
get a sheep. The boys had seen seventy- While these mountains are only from 2,000 a turkey to drop in his tracks. They have 
two the day before but had noticed no to 3,000 feet above sea level, they are as a wonderful reserve of stamina, and fre- 
rams in the entire band, so Frank struck rough and rugged as one could well im- quently run for a considerable distance 
out with Ike up a small draw from the agine. Except for the narrow valleys of even after being hit in a vital part of the 
camp. They had not been gone fifteen the Medina, Guadalupe, Llano and Devil’s body. Therefore, after you shoot and 
minutes when I heard several rifle shots rivers, and those of the many creeks your turkey appears to be hit, don’t give 
and in a short time the boys returned with which feed them, there is very little flat him up but follow him and keep him in 
a nice ram slightly larger than mine, with country which is cultivated. The moun- sight if possible. He is likely to run for 
a beautiful curl. Immediately we broke tains rise out of these valleys and form a 300 or 400 yards and then crawl into the 
camp and headed for our main camp, series of ridges and narrow canyons or ar- brush and die in a most difficult place to 
where we arrived that evening. royas which run in no fixed direction. By find. 
We spent the next two days camping, walking around on the crests of the ridges Before you shoot, be sure it is a gobbler. 

resting and rounding up the horses which one may move about and around the laby- Do not shoot into a bunched flock. Be 
had strayed from.camp some distance in rinth of canyons and keep pretty much on sportsman enough to single out ‘your tur- 
our absence. Having all our game except the same level. These mountains are key. 

>
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: io. We are still looking for e specimen, which the 

ye local Ranger insists ho esn procuce. : 

San Juan: A few wild turkeys reported on the Piedre oné Blanca i\ 

; cistricts but gracually being exterminated. Big .in- 

erease in elk. —_—— : ie 

Shoshone: Trapping of animals uncer good control, in cocpera- 

oe : tion with Forest officers who pass. On all epnlico= 

: . tions for trapping permits. uite an extensive busi- 

: mess cone here ene travers are assigned territory 

thet coes not overlap with his neighbor trapper. 

“ome. “preserves mocified and, at present, the best ar-
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cooperation with the Three Rivers’ Fish.& Gaac Association ‘ 
(a Valley-wide association) on fish control, which will 
cover the situation. from the standpoint..of; private control 
and action for. future han@ling of, the situation locally. 

Routt: Elis increasing; deer decreasing. State Hatchery at Steam- 
boat distributed to.points within, the Forest.1125,000 fish ‘ 
fry this year. — 

San Isabel: | Recommends another gome refuge, About 300 wild turkeys \\ 

in Spanish Peaks.Division. A few years. ago a,peculiar ani- 
mal found at tinberline lakes in the. Blanca peaks country 

3 (southern end of Blanca District) » was reported and locally 

classified as "Duckbill" (Platypus). The Ranger insists that 
it is a true species but Biological Scicnce advises that the 
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Notes from 

“Northwestern Iowa - Its History and Traditions" 

Arthur F. Allen. %, J. Clarke Publ. Co., 
Chicago, 1927. 

Vol. I. 

p- 81. Swan seen on Medium Lake by Capt. Allen Aug. 23, 1644. Evidently bred. 

p- $2. Buffalo & Antelope killed by Allen in Iyon Co., 1844, but nonein 
Sioux or Plymouth (p. 83). 

p. 165. Elk killed by Franklin Prentice in 1849 at Donhem's Grove on EF. 
Boyer River, Crawford Co. 

p. 181, Fe ies in Calhoun Co. in 185% by Allen MeCoy on Coon River at 
rd Mill" (Ss, %. part?) 

Pp. 212. Wild turkeys in Calhoun Co., 1850s. Location? 

Pp. 227. Grasshoppers in HW. and Cent. Iowa, 1873 and 187%, 1878. Palo Alto, 1876. 

p. 245, a ar adopted by Board of Supervisors of Cherokee 
Co. in “late -" Byemption on planted property up to $500. 

Vol. II. 

p. 643. Deer shot at Correctionville May 10, 1856. 

File Buffalo 
Wik 
Antelope 
Turkey 
Towa report 
Parker
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Soutiestern District ; 

Sunny Corcnado Gets Snow: The rqin and snow on linrch i0-i1 throughout the 
Pores t will be of great value to the ranfe and to the fares? fire, site 

tion, the latter 2% least for a short period, states tm Coromdo Bulletin, 

Possibly more is to follow, as larch has three wecks to run, 

Emloyees Disability Comensation Increased; An Act approved February 
12, 1927 increases from *66,66 to $116.66 per month the maximum compensa— 
tion to employous injared or disabled in the porformance of official daty 

and to his dependents in case of death of the employee: from such causes. 
Cormensation equal to 2/3 of the emmloyecs monthly pay is allowed, svub~ 

ject to the 3116.66 mxirmwm. Allowance of funeral expenses is incrossed 
from 7100.00 to *200,00. 

Looscleaf Pocket Status: Requisitions may be mde on this office for 

forms of looscleaf pocket status for ranger use. ‘Those arc punched to fit 
cithor the rangor's field notebook, or the De Imxe notebooks with part of © 
a tovnshiy to the page on hoavier paver thin was used in the old bound poci-— 

et status. There are also status legend sheets of the same size. ‘here 

no, ficld status is to be prepared, it is sugsested that you consider these 

_forms.e Samples are being sent to each forest at this time. 

Tur?-e* Plant On Phe Grahaws: Revorts from the mill watchmn on it. Graham 

indicate that there are six left of the turkeys which were planted a year 
aso last summer, The survivors are revorted to be doing as well as could 
be expected considering that there is and has been three feet of snow on the 

level since the first of the year. Fourteen turkeys were turned loose 

originally, these increased to forty in numbcr last summer but the coons 

(four-legged) tool: their toll and last fall there were but twelve left. 
{Phe Crook 

Personnel Changes (Forest): Assistant Supervisor Anderson will leave for © 
the Coronado #orest. about March 25th. Bernard Hen$ricks, Jr., now on the 
Tonto will be transferred ... the same date to fill Andcrson'’s vacancy 

on the Datil.e H. H. Hyatt, who has beon on detail in the District Office, 

has been assigned to timber salcs on the Coconino, Ranger HK. P. Boone 

formerly enyared in Lands Exchange and recently on detail in Operation has 

becn assigned to the Mimbres District of the Gila, Ranger Pen Nabours the 

oresent occupant being transferred to the Frisco-liogollon District to take 

; the place of Ranger G. H. Currie who is resigning to go into the dude ranch 

business in southivestern Colorado where he has purchased a ranch, 

Qur Weather Still Continues: March, which came in on the Tusayan like the 

proverbial lion, has so far shown no disposition to fo out like the prover- 

bial lamb. Tiost of the month to date has been given over to snowstorms, 

Thersdey and Friday nights have shown temocrature of 4 degress above zero. 

All local storage reservoirs have filled and are rumning over. Precipita-— 

tion for the month totals 1.23 inches. Visiting officers should be sure 

to bring their heavy undervear overcoats and galoshes, We hope the weather 

man will save some of it for firo season (Tusayan News Lotter) } 

Ficold; Kerr, Hussey (Apachc} 

Acting. Jones :



DAILY BULLSTIN 
NW... 28-152 U. S. Porcst Service Potcnbor 5, 19e7 

Z ys Scuthvestcrn District . 

\ Corcniéc Forest Pigurcs In A Rucent Beck: "Tombstone"- = nov Gknssic cf 
tho scuthvest, oqwlly cs interesting os tho "Sner of Bi lly the rid” by 
the some suthor, is now svsilsble. "Tombstcne"™ certcinly ‘is long cn 1c- 
cil celor. Skcleton Crnyon cud Gurdslupe Cem on in the Pelonetilos,) Tur- 
key Creck, the old Morse sevmill, Rustlcor Park in the Chiric: huss, to sny : 
nothing of tho Hunchuess, Grr lines, Rincons, Dragoons snd Whetstoncs, c1l 
figure prominently in the nirrative, in the dcys wion Tombstone wes = surc- 
cnough he-men'ts town end they hod s men for dreckfcst cvery morning. 

(Coren:do Rullctin) 
Log 

Log Sesling Formula: The folloving fomauls geveleped by C. E. Knouf, now 
of the Weycrhr.cascr Se-ling Burcru, snd formerly of the Fcrest Service, 
éives results pretienlly id-ntier1 with the Scribner Decim i © se: lc ru oy 
nd m.y prove hendy in ecse  senle rule is not -t hend it is dcosircd bevde= 
termine the contents of = log. Squnre the avercec dicmetcr of the top end - 
cf the log insidc bork, subtr:et from this product the <ver-ge dicmeter mul- 
tiplicd by«three, multiply the reomeindcor by, OnGchalf tho, length ond point: off 
the right hend figure. Expréssed by formuls (D2 - 3D) AL; thus t: king’ & <0 

log 20" in dirmcter 16 ft. long = 400 ~ 60 x 8 # 10 = 272 ft. the Scrihcr 
serle gives 28C fect. 

Sentr. Fo Gemo News: Two truck iccds of fingcrlings wore pliecd in the Ric 
Liss Veess, Penis Noegrcs ond Amoricen Crock OY: Mite Bonecrd of the; hispos 
Springs Hatchcry. Of the 36,000 fingerlings, but three dead oncs were 
noticed, reports the Sents Fo Bulletin. A like numbor will bo rclonsed 
Tucsdoy. A good many of these plented lest POUR Nevo wrocehed ec veiZgel or 
ninc inches cccording to lces1 fishcrmon. Fishing is oxecilont at present, 
but hunting is poor duc to the Inck of snov. 

Hunters cre lsmenting the sudteity of our ‘ferthcrod 
emigo, the gobbler. There cre pproxim.tely 150 turkeys in onc bunch rene- 
ing on the Bluc Bird Administretive Site in @e center ef tho Senorito Gemc 
Refuge. This fleck my-bde secu feeding ct mest. cny time of the doy ond orc 
not frightencd «4 the sppecrcnec of men, while outside the Refuge, not c. 
treck. cen be scon. 

Deputy Gemc Werden MeCurdy, who oporstces . smsil mill 
west of Esprnols roperts the loss of threo treme turkeys vhich were killcd 
by Sn overly cnxious lng huntress. The turkcys wore esting -round tho 
horse mngcr in the corre. ct Pine Springs Rengcr Stetion when they vere 
sighted by the Indy from Senta Fe. Sho promptly epencd fire snd killed 
threc. leCurdyts house is - short distinec from the Rengcr Stetion corril, 
ond hecring the shooting he rede dow to investignte. Tho Indy ws epperont= 
ly mexnrc that shoe hed killed tox turkoys, but reclised thrt she herd 
killed over the limit end attompted to hide thc cxtre. When informed *f her 
mistake, she cgrecd to pry for the turkoys. I om thonkful thet no horscs 
Wore” in tha corpr]) ie) the time, or I might be picking bird shot out of thom. 

Tac nunber of hunters this yesr is wmusuclily hign, 
end sbout 30 turkeys arc Imorm to heve becn killed torte, but no €ocr re- 
portcd. 

Pioglds |: /antone (clin) 
Letvos  Chenoy (Georgotowm, Il.) 
Acting: C-lkins 
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Southwestern District 

Heraklith: « new lumber substitute celled "Hernklith" has made its appear 
ance. The process has been patented in Germany, Wood w-ste is shredded 
and then molded with magnesium sulfate into slabs of desired thickness 
and width, The product is snid to be fire proof, resisting even the in- 
tense heat of a blow torch, 

Extending The Turkey Range: During the past month Mr. Ligon of the 
State Game Department his distributed turkeys captured on Fagle Creek 
to the Guadelupe and Gallinas mounteins, reports the Lincoln Bulletin. 
This is mighty commendable work on the port of the Game Department. 

New Mexico Traffic Increases In 1928: The annual New Mexico traffic- 
census taken by the State Highway Deprrtment in Oetober, 1928, 1%, 150 
aS nee mest AN Sas Pg "SS “ewteries af tree antes Boeo. 7 

%. Passenger
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[2 2 . a, As A KILLER OF THE _ # be 4 ¥ 
. = fr. ee ee . F : 2 

bo gl ame oe a * i; VANISHING WILD TURKEY were fn eg 

a =e Harold J. (' ook ef (ae 
ag ee A ft ome 
Se ; : neon Bare Be eo 
ee s . 7. NOTE.—As a pirate and pillager of wild life, , Ee ee 

oe wn | the eagle is supreme. As a destroyer of Alaska a Z afoul? 

Cte, ho is fully recognized. It isknown that : et ad 
oe ee | he has carried off infants that were never es. a, Ss oe 

he o . ee found; that he kills the young of the deer and 14 sl ae 

+ De sheep families in great numbers; and that he Se te hea " 

om ae destroys inestimable quantities of our most ie oN 
—  _Csaluabte game birds. Tho editor once saw an — E 
ee ft es eagle swoop down on a flock of wild turkeys we 

oT A in. Mexico, lifting one up by the tail feathers ee S Pe 

a for 25 feet from the ground. In this instance, ; / pees 
7 Pek 4 however, he had failed to sink his talons deep m : , ce 

: Sie SS FTA . eae et enough, for the “‘feather hold’? didn’t last, PRT es Pee — 
golden eagle killing a turkey and the tailless turkey escaped. A bounty ‘he author holding the big turkey 

ee elee Se ELD should be placed on the eagle everywhere. pitied by Oey ian onal eo shown 
sunk in'the turkey’s back he is There is one now on the Alaska statute book, big hole torn in the turkey’s neck 

literally eating it alive we believe.—EDITOR. by the eagle's beak 

m7 S84 N THE northern edge of New Mexico lies one of vals up to about 30 yards. Still the eagle did not fly! Here 

a the most beautiful and interesting parts of Amer- I ran out of film and started to change to a fresh one. To 

be Ped ica. But little known to most people, it is a land my dismay I discovered that I had no more! This was a 

KEMES where desert and forest meet; where mountain great disappointment, for I succeeded in getting up to within 

and plain touch fingers; a land where some of the oldest less than 30 feet of the eagle before he would release the 

traces of mankind known to the new world are being discov- turkey. He was evidently very reluctant to lose such large 

ered; a region where civilization enters, yet whefe primitive game after the severe struggle it had cost him. Tho I 

wildness still lingers more nearly untouched than nearly any- have spent all my life, off and on, where eagles abound, I 

where else in the United States. It stirs the imagination and have never before seen a free wild eagle that would allow 

casts a charm over the few who know and love it. Owned a man to approach that near him, when he was aware of his 

largely in great tracts that were made possible by old Span- proximity. My companion rode up slowly until he was as 

ish grants, it is no wonder that men of great wealth and ex- close to the two birds as I, Finally I started to run in on 

perience have built here some of the largest and finest coun- them and the eagle flew. Brownlow swung his quirt as the 

try estates in America, at the edge where the wild comes bird went out nearly over his head. It was an exceptionally 

down on the few trails back into its game filled hills and small golden eagle and we agreed that its wing spread could 

among its almost unknown trout-laden lakes and streams. hardly have exceeded 4% or 5 feet. The writer has meas- 

It was here, while riding back thru the mountains near ured many which exceeded 6 feet from tip to tip. Having 

Cimarron, N. M., with a friend who runs one of these seen such a small eagle hold and kill a full grown gobbler, 

great ranches, that we were recently rewarded by an unusual it became plain to us that many of the turkey feathers found 

sight. The W S ranch stretches westward back into the by riders in lonely spots did not necessarily signify that the 

mountains, and several square miles of its western edge are much-hunted wild cats and coyotes had been responsible. 

designated as a game preserve. Therein wild turkeys are As one observes the abundance of eagles in these hills and 

abundant and deer are plentiful and mountain lions, wildcats; realizes the enormous advantage they have over all ground 

bears and other creatures roam wide areas in the back country. animals in locating their prey, as well as the tremendous ter- 

While riding in this wild paradise we had just heard the _ ritory their rapid flight allows them to cover, it then becomes 

professional lion hunter’s dog baying a hot trail up a near-by _ apparent that their potential destructiveness far exceeds that 
mountain slope; and as we rode over a mountain trail we of any quadruped. 
discussed the actions of an eagle flying along the farther 
side of a wide valley from us. Presently it swooped over a AS I approached the eagle and his unfortunate prey I no- 

crest out of sight into a ravine and did not reappear. The ticed another turkey raise his head and look at me from « 

ravine happened to be directly along our trail and in a few a scrub oak thicket near by. However, he hid so well that we 

moments we reached it. We had nearly forgotten the eagle could not find him. It was evident that his fear of the eagle 

when my friend, Brownlow Wilson, who was riding ahead, exceeded his fear of man. When the eagle flew, the crip- 

suddenly reined his horse and quietly pointed ahead. There, pled turkey did not at first try to move, then started to strug- 

less than a hundred yards away, sat the eagle; his talons gle away. Seeing that he was terribly wounded and could 

fastened into a large bird. Feathers were scattered all over not possible live, I finished him. We packed him in to the 

the hillside, and as we looked the captured bird raised his ranch house, where he was weighed and photographed. He 

head. As his long neck craned up we recognized it to be a had evidently been seized from above and behind as the 
large wild turkey and still alive! The eagle had swooped eagle swooped down upon him, and the eagle’s claws had 
upon him a few moments before and as we rode up was been driven deeply into his back and right hind leg. Quan- 
holding him securely and had already started a meal. tities of feathers testified to the intensity of the struggle 

As it is common belief among people who know wild which had gone on for a distance of between 30 and 40 yards 
turkeys that an eagle will not attack a full-grown turkey, in a half circle down the hillside. Great groups of feathers 
we were both greatly surprised. Luckily I had my folding at three spots testified to where the principal struggles oc- 
pocket kodak in my pocket. Working quietly forward a few curred. After setting his claws in, the eagle apparently held 
yards nearer I started taking pictures from the horse’s back, on tightly where he first lit upon the turkey and then pro- 
not daring to dismount for fear the eagle would fly. Grad- ceeded to eat him alive. His head and neck where uninjured, 
ually venturing closer and closer, I took snapshots at inter- (Continued on page 87)
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had begged him to seek legal counsel, but 
all their efforts proved in vain. 

“I have nothing but my story of the e 

truth to tell,’ he answered, “and if men 
cannot understand that, no lawyer can help | O V eC I ) U | I ) 

me.” On this decision he stood firm. 
That story told in court was simple— . : 

simpler even than he’d planned. Th ‘ h h h ; f 1s year in the tent that has 
| won Outd A ica! Duce Pever utdoors America! | 

By Harvey A. Brassard j | 
(A foatumetoriguriucxt jesuc, is a etipping Yb 
tale of the spell this great fish casts on all . 

Bio acgletenuim Sp), KAMPER 
DON’T MISS IT @ 

TRADEMARK 

The Tent That ys "It won’t 
7 HEN called upon, Dick merely told Dy <a a ay 

W the facts. He attempted to go fur- as C center PF sii : zlota Dowty 

ther—but he failed. SEF! , ae ae 

“She was, Your Honor”’—he began, but ABE \ is poy 

the words choked in his throat. < cp { 

“She was’—he tried again. And again oni OE y, \ 

he faltered. ig eae ' io 

“My—dog,” he said, “and— she— was— “4 : Bs 

on — point!” He managed finally to fin- Be aes ae es 

ish—but that was all. He slumped into BA Ce a a eee 

his chair, vaguely conscious of a smoth- | teas. NOX Aaa om Shot Bae 

ered feeling. He did not fear the hand of | Ee TO s Ga) Benet 

the law; yet he resented having to feel | a, A ft Be OTE CRS ge Hl 

such a lonely stranger in its presence. If a De Suan Sao Sa Shia ee cad 

only there might have been some familiar BS RN sae a. ee ee ad ee 

face in the jury box—some dog man who ae ee ee 
figttitinderstand | A ew low price for 1920 made possible by remarkable demand and increased production, ‘This 

Dimly, as tho far away, he heard the Dickey Datented tostives make 4¢ outstanding, Bore caaterivis, wuperion wookiansiipe” ae 
charge of the judge to the jury: ‘“Gentle- Catal 7 

men of the jury, you have heard the testi- ‘atalog and prices on request 

mony given by the witnesses and as both 
the plaintiff and defendant have concluded THE DICKEY MEFG co 

the offering of evidence, it now becomes Z 8 ¢ 

my duty to instruct you in the rules of 113-15-17 Ontario St. Toledo, Ohio 

law to be applied to the facts in this case. 
While I give you the rules to be applied | ———— ———— 
to the facts, you are the sole judges of 
the facts themselves. The deecaiaeon | ime 5 

of the facts in this, or any other action at ay 

law, rests solely and exclusively within the FoR | 

province of the jury.” 7. NS 

In reciting the facts, the judge called to ess < 
mind certain salient points. Mountain fs Sf x 

Maid had been Dick Macy’s dog from a, ce Ee sate . 

puppyhood. She had been on point when te ear fa i Better Fishing and Camping 

the thing had happened. The motorist had f ak at OUR Pakbak Coat frees your arms with its ge 

been needlessly heedless. The judge , bs y uine Pivot Sleeves. And its big expandi 
paused; and then—— | Rim , ead i Pakbak pocket easily carries grub or what have yc 

‘The law,” he said, “aims fundamentally Pah ig ee ae iS 1 J 

at justice. Yet, at best, it is but the work im} ae Fae \ ame cloth and make as our famous Duxbak Co: 

of man. There is, perhaps, a Higher Law aa oe See them at your dealer’s—take your choice. Or wr: 
than any man has made.” E es tae us. New book, “Servicable Clothes,” FREE 

The twelve men who held Dick Macy’s @icT 7) A P. eg A ; 
fate, adjourned. The lawyers in the case Me ae ay gienied eee. Ze ‘Duxbak. e Noyes St, 
put their heads together—the judge had = aT 1926 Utica, N. Y. 

stenped beyond his bounds in closing. his. |] 
charge to fhe jury. 9. 

Tut th verdict soon eanie back not | WOUWLE Prepared for any Upset! 
guilty,7 S06 some there weréwho could ; . : 
understand. ne | 9. & : White water or still—light breeze or “blow”— 

: f . ae Jae: =< you're prepared for a sudden upset if you wear 

f The Eagle \ || 2 tes ee Non-Sinkable Garments 
(Continued from page 37) S| | See ES D. -7-peten k 

‘ Fi: SS a = 4 times more buoyant 
but practically all the flesh was torn off \ 2 gaia Seg Sr hiner ‘a p10 ot 

his back and from between his wings and oe ee 77 “| SNe - ss a re Hs tant Mia 

far down his sides! His backbone was | UZ. ea apy SS. Anisliea tinatttere Rei ctcais e ee ba Fee 

exposed with all meat stripped off for a Ot Ne Fe zP=q owners, write today for “tres. girgulaciygfhioh, also 

more than six inches and his ribs stripped See a yee J  Aescribes Kapo Sleeping Bags, Dog Mattresses ete. 

bare on the outside. The struggle could et 5 = KAPO PRODUCTS CO. 

not have lasted much longer, but the tur- , ‘a Dept. L, 70-80 Traverse St., Boston, Mass. 
key plainly had no chance at all after the 
eagle attacked him. He was a very large CAPS BUSSS OTGET EER:ta  CE 

gobbler. Tho he was thin and the NEW CATALOG OF GOKEY BOTTE SAUVAGE | iggy 

eagle had eaten at least a pound or more ARMY GOODS BARGAINS “The best all-around bootin the world” | V | 

of meat from him, he weighed 15 pounds. Shirts, Pants, Boots; Manufactured Since 1850 | 

Fat, later in the season, he would easily Seen ieoatey eter Ariat onion ea feamnon fn eo 

have weighed 22 to 25 pounds. Wild Gare inshiteastico ns Ratiar'than theayeragehodts easy to putonand a 

turkeys grow exceptionally large in the , ou money. Write for copy, take off; no hooks to catch. Ankle strap holds fy = 

region, and birds said to have weighed Y= NAVY SUPPLY G hot in place and als ats os sete an 
as much as 32 pounds have been taken in ‘Dept 303. Richmond, Vad | FREEMAN-THOMPSON SHOE Co. Ly a) 

\\ open season in these hills. | Dept.15, St. Paul, Minnesota @@z 7 ss
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No, 29-124 U. S. Forest Service June 7, 1929 

Southwestern District 

Crook Selling Timber: A timber sale agreement covering the sale of 10,283 M 
ft. of Douglas, white and cork bark fir, Mexican white and western yellow 
pine and Engelmann spruce in the Grahan Mountains on the Crook was approved 
June 4, The purchaser is the B. C. & F. Lumber Company, Incorporated, of 
Phoenix. The stumpage rate is $2.00 per i. ft, for all species, The agree— 
ment expires December 31, 1333. 

NWest—-Bound Chief To Carry Mail: Pouch mail will be carried on the Chief be- 
ginning Sunday, June 9, which will leave at 8:45 P. M, am may expedite 
delivery of Arizona mail. Departure of cther trains changed is as follows: 
West - California Ltd., 9 a. me; Navajo, 3:10 a. m. East — No. 14, 8:C5 
ae me; Navajo, 2:14 p. mes Grond Canyon Ltd., 4:40 p. m3 California Ltd., 
8:15 p. ms; The Hopi, 4:20 a. m. South — No. 15, 10 a. m. From Belen — 
No. 21, west, at 3:20 p. m.3 and No, 10, east; at 3:30 pe mse 

The Effect Of Poisons Used In Rodent Control On Game Birds: The following is quoted froma statonont issued by ur. Paul G. Redington; Chief of the Biological Survey: "The control of injurious rodents in the Western States 
by the use of poisons has at times causcd considerable apprehension for the safety of grouse, pheasants, and quail on the part of persons interested in 
the conservation of these birds, As the functions of the Biological Survey 
have to do with both the conservation of game and all useful or harmless 
forms of wild life, as well as with.the control of economically injurious 
species, it is evident that the Bureau would not recommend the general use 
of those poisons for rodent control that would be detrimental to game birds. 
There are some radent poisons that may have ill effects on grouse, pheasants, 
and quail, but this is not the case with strychnine when it is employed in 
accordance with recormendations made by the Survey, and as a general rule 
the strychnine baits recommended by the Bureau are at present the ones used 
by farmers for the control of rodents, ‘the misleading statements circulated 
by some writers regarding the alleged fearful mortality among these birds 
from eating strychnine baits for rcdent control have been disproved both 
by extensive ficld observations and bylaboratory and field experiments in 
feeding strychnine~—poisoned grain to Birds. dbservaticns and carerully 
conducted experimonts have proved that gallinaceous birds, which include 
the various species of grouse, pheasants, and quail, as well as domestic 
chickens, possess a relative immunity from strychnine poisoning and that 
these birds are not likely to be mrned by cating rodent poison in which 
strychnine is used as the toxic agent in the proportion recommended ,by the 
Biological Survey and commonly used in the "nited States," (Turkeys belong 
to the order, Gallinae, therefore, arc gallinaccous birds. However, the 
Biological Survey men inform me that cases have been known where strychnine 
rodent poison hes killed turkeys. This und. oubtedly is due to a somewhat 
different digestive system than that of cther members of Gallinac, This is 
contrary to the information in bulletin item of December 6, 1928), DsA.S.)) 

Field: Calkins (Apache) Wilsen (Coronado); Leng (Datil) French (Phoenix); ~ 
“ales (Santa Fe) 

Tetail: Jones (ashington) 
Visitor: Pearson (SI Forest Fxp Station) S Fe 
Acting: Cheney
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ss ‘ Less ieee 7 A ‘ 
vee hs Syei~ other North American species | New Mexico has probably gone farther 

ae od Ce Y Na pee ee er. may be attributed solely to in the rehabilitation of the pure strain 
os | ey Pe ele Coie em their ability to survive in wild turkey than has any other state, 
iC =—St=~<—Sts ste: of unrestrained sslaugh- since in its restocking activities the 

ee bee a aieuen rey i E a | ae Mee ~__— ter and to their chosen hab- wild birds are being used almost ex- 
=— = ME a p2%.* __ itat which Nature so wisely  clusively. 
1 ies eo f=, .+—-~—~-__ endowed with protective for- Artificial restoration must now be re- 6 : oe A i : i  hailataant Poe . ests and defying mountain sorted to even in New Mexico where 

taal beg »  fastnesses. Had it not been wild turkeys are still to be found in 
‘ss ea , See .--—_—s fer'_=s such protection, none considerable numbers. Turkeys can 
< ys : ou i _ could have escaped. Not un- and will, in time, if given necessary 

| 2a ae i ‘ah = s4j til recent years was the aids in the way of adequate natural 

a ae 5 ae toed Hee slaughter checked and efforts ground cover and protection from pre- 
es Ja se put forth to save the few sur- datory enemies reestablish themselves 

ae he oe i vivors. over extensive and continuous moun-, 
i ce : , Fortunately, a widespread tainous and forested regions. But in 
. 7 ne : is sy interest is now manifest not segregated or remote areas from which 

be ~ only in saving the remaining they have been totally exterminated, 
({ ws Ne Pi] wild turkeys in states so for- and from which natural spread is cut 
i ee Ad BG tunate as to possess them but off by obstructions incident to civili- 

in restoring their numbers in zation, artificial stocking is necessary. 
Mountain retreat of wild turkeys in New Mexico, available lost territory. Un- In New Mexico there are many such 

gripped by winter. fs a‘ 3 A 
fortunately, in some instances, areas to which they could never again 

Yo the wild turkey is appro- due to the wild stock not being avail- have spread unaided. Even where 
priately styled “Our Other Na- able, domestic birds have been substi- natural spread would occur after a long 
tional Bird’ by Herbert Ravenal tuted for the superior wild strain for period of readjustment, restoration 

Sass in his excellent book on “The restocking purposes. Hybrids, in the may be accelerated through artificial 
‘Wings of a Bird,’ and by Gid Graham, absence of the pure wild strain, are means. 
in his article in the November issue of _ infinitely better suited than is the do- In the restocking of available tur- 
SOUTHWEST WILDS AND WATERS,  mestic stock and have generally, where key range anywhere in the mountain- 
“Our First National Bird,” we might available, been used. ous southwest, the pure wild strain as 
in reality better designate this typical a basic stock is of paramount impor- 
American as our nationally persecuted JN its efforts looking toward restora- tance. While hybrids are not unde- 
bird, for no other species in the United tion and conservation of its game, sirable as a means of introducing new 
States has been blood until a 

more widely and They cautiously cleaned up the feed thrown out for them. planting is fully 
presistently perse- established, the 
cuted than has i A pure wild strain 
this most royal o k ' % wholly wild birds 
member of the i Fa give promise of 
feathered kin g- ‘genes ana Be Seed tae greater — success, 

dom. ex se CS paige eh (2%) and for sentimen- 
ey ee Sete) ye es so f_ tal and patriotic 

Homey ald ite) hese fj 7 RM. rcasaae! arepre- 
turkeys trooped = eee ge tee » A ferable. 
theseetete foe ina ss ue < oe PA re ree eee POR 

i = ap ee os =e oe i i ests in countless = a en SSS ae, ” Many instances 
numbers; but, to me 9 ee 0 ee ag ee Ne es point to failure in 
the eternal shame = sss ooo £0 6 ee Re efforts at restock- 
of civilized hunt- hares eo —— —“( ing turkeys in the 

thi [= rst CL ——rri‘CUrUC~w~—~—~—~™O—~—~™OOCO RB Rock ares ney were errr  errrSD—=—————™_————r—“ ests a eee duced tothe verge | ft tt—t—i‘a—CiCCC FF Mountain region 
of extermination, == oo 6 i... i. |. with the domestic 

That they didnot Cis 6) ~~ bird which is not, 
go the route of Bas is commonly 
the passenger pig- po ee : believed, a de- 
eon and a few 4 UU a oe aS : scendant of the
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Wild turkeys trapped so that they might be transplanted to other sections of New Mexico where new 
stock is needed. 

parent stock found in the United tion of the watersheds and of the for- picking up every grain of corn and 

States, but is of Southern Mexico or- ested mountainous areas of this region oats up to the entrance of the pen, 

igin. Although domestic turkeys may through excessive grazing by domesti- diligent scratching in the snow would 

prove to be a satisfactory substitute cated animals, particularly cattle and take place, in search for any hidden 

for restocking in the eastern and south- sheep, further aggravated by drouth grains. That danger lurked beyond a 

ern states, where it is possible to bet- and fires, have reacted as the greatest certain dead-line, they seemed to sense, 
ter control their many natural enemies peril to wild life. In the face of the for with the tempting grain inside the 
and where winters are not so severe, universal depleted game supply, these pen untouched, they would method- 

there is not, so far as | am aware, a adverse conditions have increased tre- ically march away, over the slopes and 

case on record which would indicate a mendously the depredations by pre- through canyons of pine, juniper and 
fully successful outcome of such an  daceous enemies on both young and  pinon, stopping here and there in 

experiment in the southwest. adult game in that they seriously im- search of satisfying food that was no- 

In practically all sections of the pair both cover and the food supply. where to be found. 

mountainous southwest, wild turkeys Fortunate indeed is it that the national Combing the ridges and canyons, 

have surprisingly retained their orig- forests are the principal habitat of our scratching and hunting in vain over the 
inal distinctions; no other could have big game and that the Forest Service, all but sterile surface, the temptation 
survived the rigid conditions under champion of conservation, is endeavor- as time passed became too great. The 
which they have had to exist in recent ing to correct as rapidly as possible periods of absence from the trap be- 
years. Many cases have come under past errors of range and watershed came shorter and the visit to it longer. 
my observation where domestic turkeys abuse. These annihilating agencies For carrying out our purpose the sit- 

have joined the wild; but how many have in recent years superseded some- uation was ideal; for the turkeys it 

of these ever survive and breed is an what the man with the gun as the lead- was pathetic. Never before had my 

unknown quantity. We-do know, as_ ing peril to game. sympathies been so aroused in the in- 

already stated, that where there are terest of wild game. The trees last sea- 

no wild birds, the domestic when re- LAST winter while trapping and trans- son bore practically no mast and be- 

leased away from habitation of man, planting wild turkeys the serious cause of drouth, and overgrazing of 

soon disappear. Even where the do- effects of denuded mountains and forest the mountainous areas there was little 
mestic stock might survive and breed floors was clearly demonstrated to me vegetation which had seeded. Hence, 

with the wild, the wild strain is so by a pathetic little drama, observed hunger was keenly competing with 

strong that it dominates or absorbs by the aid of a blind, on the snowclad caution for supremacy over the wary 
the domestic. slopes of Fox Mountain in western New __ birds. 

Mexico. Stern necessity of food to Early one afternoon, after an ab- : 
INODMITHSTANDING the efforts of sustain life was bringing a flock of a sence of an hour, the flock came troop- 

sportsmen and -conservationists dozen turkeys, which were extremely ing back. When they had cleaned up 
throughout the country to restore and wary because of their remote abode all the grain outside of the pen, four 

conserve wild life, civilized man, di- from habitation of man,:to-a baited of them ventured far enough into it to 

rectly or indirectly, remains the su- pen, at an elevation of about 9,000 enable me to drop the gate behind 
preme enemy to such life. The wild feet, where we hoped to trap. them. them. The commotion that followed’ 

turkey is no exception. Indirectly ec- The turkeys were-quick to locate the sent the balance of the flock flying to: 
onomic activities of man constitutes corn and oats thrown about the trap safety. The captives were removed 
the basic peril to wild turkeys, as well but for a time consistently refused to and more grain was scattered outside 
as to other game, not only in New enter under an elevated side of the of the pen. The disturbance, I feared, 
Mexico but throughout the entire pen which constituted a drop gate, op- would cause the turkeys to abandon 
southwest. Long abuse and devasta- erated by,a wire from the blind. After the feeding station for a time, but in
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tess than a half hour the balance of joim. mesh was used, and never the day when she was caught. 
the flock was back, avidly eating the loose end mesh, as any netting with 
bait until they had again cleaned up exposed ends of wire is apt to cause AFIER the second year, we were 
every grain around the pen. For a_ injuries which may prove fatal to the more successful in getting trapped 
time they were shy; but finally hunger birds. birds to eat and drink, at least spar- 

banished caution and some again ven- Murkevstwere areleasdonuredianie ingly. A combination of conditions — 
tured inside the pen. That hunger is 1 : scarcity of natural food, such as mast, 

; arge, roomy pens than into small ones, i 
a stronger master than caution was 4, and the severe weather with much 

owever the larger the pen, the greater 4 ‘i 
clearly demonstrated by these and sub- FI ene : snow, also contributed materially to 

F ; the danger of serious injury. Quick ‘ : : i 
sequent trapping experiences. our success in trapping the birds in 

nemovelifrom trap pens to'dazk padded "ihe winter of 1920-29/4; When natural 
GCHEMES successfully employed in crates: we found the best safeguard food is abundant and the weather is 

trapping wild turkeys in pioneer against injury in any type of trap. not severe, the trapping of adult wild 
times, such as digging a trench under- While the trench method was used turkeys is next to impossible. _ ) 

neath one side of a log coop and luring aitoneaneon Merho re Coane Undue disturbance’ at any time in 
the birds inside by placing corn in the 5 the vicinity where it is desired to trap 

nan success, this method proved to be slow i ‘ : 
trench, are no longer efficacious. Mod- 4 cs ala wild turkeys will generally result in 
ern wild turkeys, like the coyote of 9"¢ uncertain. Fens with a drop gate, failure notwithstanding the fact that 
the present day, have become too wise operated from a blind, proved to be under rare circumstances turkeys fre- 
to be tricked by such crude methods. the most successful and practical means quent remote habitation of man to feed 
They are as wary of any such devices of capturing the birds. about hay stacks or buildings, a most 
intended for their ideal situation for 
capture as are capturing the 

coyotes of the one > Le ae birds for trans- 
time successful -—r—“—t———it e— _ | nae i planting purposes. 
lure employed to — ee = oe , 
trap them by ‘  =—sr—eO eS . 7 ADULT wild 
means of a rabbit ee | : ee y turkeys first 
thrown against or i — . — - ge were trapped in 
hung up in a bush : — : oo ae : New Mexico and 
under which a — | : . % Saat Be moved by Deputy 

Lee : ss be fae steel trap was 4g. rp >i 2 ; H. B. Birmingham 
placed. ae ae ine OS é and myself in Jan- 

True, adult wild Ss" et _, eee uary 1927. After 
turkeys are not se Yo pi Goa ss many disappoint- 
only difficult to ee” Bo, eee EG ments and much 
trap but to suc- es, a. f exposure, sixteen 
cessfully handle ie . were trapped at 
and move them is ae a 2 f an elevation of 

no less a prob- ,iammvanta 5 : f 9,000 feet, in the 
lem. Extreme the ‘ A White Mountains, 
care in the mak- ei oad tee “ southeast of Car- 
ing ,of traps. and ea ¥ rizozo. However, 
also in the trans- i 4 

: x - due to impassable 
portation of the i f ; 

birds is essential a le ke mountain roads, 
16 success). Even gaan cee Re caused by deep 
under the most ‘ me snow, only seven 
favorable condi- Sandia Mountain forest, near Albuquerque, where wild turkeys have been restored. hens and two gob- 
tions some birds blers survived. 
are apt to kill These were placed 
themselves. Others may die later BEFORE success was attained, many in the Sandia Mountains, northeast of 
as a result of injuries received in difficulties and obstacles had to be Albuquerque, where the last turkeys 
their efforts to escape, while some surmounted. The wild turkey, as its had been killed some years previously. 

may fis of mane auniksys ac- name amples ini wild in pA jailer’ If therdpring e6F 1928) twouhybrid 
customed more or less to ranging in sense o ie word; itis practically un- ..oLblers: were /addedito’ this elentae 

fields or about deserted ranches. are tamable. Even when the eggs of the : 
z fi 5 to insure new blood. In the fall of most successfully trapped and handled, wild bird are obtained and hatched by 1 9g ful ; 

z : a careful estimate placed the 
however, those taken in remote places a foster mother, the offspring are per- ‘ 4 

‘ 3 ‘ number of wild turkeys in the San- 
may be the purest of wild strain. sistently dominated by that shy, re- : 

gu di iti ee iabl. dias at between seventy-five and 
Although various schemes were em-  D7INS_“isposition that invariably re one hundred. The 1929 breeding sea- 

: : sults in their reverting to the wild é ee 
ployed, traps made of wire netting of Seek if ee son has given a very substantial in- 
the lighter stock fence types or of °''¢ WC Srown M opportunity Pre crease over this estimate and, provided 
heavy cotton netting with four or four °°P*S *Sel- predatory animals, especially coyotes 
and one-half inch mesh proved to be Fright, especially among older birds, and bobcats, are kept under control, 
most successful. While the turkeys when they find they have to submit to the wild turkey may be considered re- 
were more wary of the cotton netting capture and close confinement, is re- established in that vicinity. 
pens than those made of wire, less sponsible for some of the losses. So 
injury resulted among those captured absolutely does fright appear to master DURING the winter of 1927-28 two 
in the former. Preventing the bruising some of them that when once con- plantings were made with hybrid 
of its head and neck, the most tender quered all functions of the body cease. turkeys but so far as is known, no 
parts of the bird, is a problem, how- In one instance an old, unusually increase survived. Some of the adults 
ever, where large mesh cotton netting wild hen was trapped with a younger of these plantings disappeared — no 
was used in the construction of the hen and two young gobblers. Five doubt killed by predatory animals. 
trap, this trouble was reduced to a days later she died at the point of Froth “‘Detember? 1026" to" March 

minimum. In the construction of wire release, after a 200 mile haul, with 1929 six plantings of fifty-five wholly 
pens, only electrically welded or twist her crop full of the foragings of the (Continued on Page 48)
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. . ° One of the secrets of success is moving 

Bringing Home the V enison and liberating the birds as quickly as 
possible after they have been trapped. 
Some of the birds had to be moved 400 

(Continued from Page 12) get a deer, but thoroughly enjoyed the niles, for the most part over difficult 

that “I got him” smile. We were not hunt. We now had plenty of meat in ;oads, rendered almost impassable at 
long in getting a volunteer cook. Judg- camp. We loafed around a few days times due to heavy snows. 

ing from the standard at hand, we were longer, then broke camp and started 

all good cooks. A big skillet of ven- G)NCE the coyote has become estab- 

ison was giving forth that delicious ome lished in the mountains of the 
odor, potatoes were frying a-la- a Fo southwest, it is the greatest direct peril 
German, with volunteer biscuit and SW ed to wild turkeys. Wildcats were form- 
real camp coffee. Our cook had been SO ata Oly Hee doaicaine woniaenaneaecedn: 
promoted to carrier of wood and water. : tory enemy to mountain dwelling game 

What a supper! When that boy Ed birds, but, fortunately, they have sub- 
got a couple of slabs of that venison mitted fairly well to control measures, 
under his belt he forgot all his troubles. while the coyote is becoming better 

established in the mountains and is 

Ore more we got up early, having : . Va : getting to be more serious as an enemy 
decided to move camp farther from to ‘all mountain dwelling game. 

civilization. Ed was feeling okay, al- | pO The remaining wild turkeys, for the 

though a little unsteady. He and I ' 7 most part, are to be found within in- 

decided to go across a mountain range Ai accessible areas which, unfortunately, 

where we would come into the same & ’ are also the principal retreats of the 
road the wagons would take on their Avil predaceous enemies that eternally prey 

way to North Caney Creek. We had ) ) Oe upon them. Nor has the strong arm 
not been long from camp when I heard | 1) — of conservation effectively reached all 
Ed shoot. He was walking about one [ame 2 of their remote retreats. 
hundred yards from me. I went over ~~ a The game department and the 

to where he was and there lay a fine hd : A sportsmen of New Mexico are not un- 
deer. 1 knew I had my day's work ‘ _ mindful of the difficulties in restoring 

laid out for me. Ed, in telling about Lee a wild game to localities where the or- 
it, says: ““Tom took one hurried look os iginal established stock could not sur- 
at the deer and said, ‘Ed you sure have = vive. However, in this, as in other 

played hell.’ ” Ed. eritered into an agreement with undertakings, their actions have been 

We removed the entrails, cut a long PE SDAY aiky he cow spony {to eae. prompted and sustained by determina- 
pole, tied the deer on and, realizing his deer to camp. tion and supported by public interest. 

that Ed was. weak from too much camp In all instances wild turkey plantings 

cook, I played the big brother act by on our journey back to civilization, have been made on refuges. With the 

moving the deer nearer my end of my having been away from home for only _ restricted grazing policies of the Forest 

pole. After heartaches, backaches and 4 week. Service and with the adequate control 

legaches, we came into the road. Soon The hardships of the hunt were soon of predatory animals on restoration 
a boy came along with a cow pony forgotten, but the steak and those bis- areas, there are reasons for optimism 
and Ed entered into an agreement with cuits — never. I have since made as regards the outcome of the game 

him to carry his deer to camp. Ed, three other hunting trps into the Kia- restocking program, turkeys being but 
tied his coat around the pony’s head  jichi mountains, each one a success. one species which is being restored to 

so he could not see the deer while it The last one was made some eighteen lost or new territory. 

was being tied on the saddle. When years ago. 1 understand there is still While the trapping of wild turkeys 

all was ready we removed the coat. Guite a number of deer and turkey in is marked by uncertainties and requires 

Talk about a bucking broncho — that that section. We now have closed sea- expenditure of money, restoration of 
brone certainly put on a real show, 6n on deer and turkey and they the birds to many segregated areas is 

with only three in the audience. After should multiply rapidly. of sufficient concern to ourselves as 

the pony had become completely ex- It is my hope that our children’s well as to posterity to fully justify ef- 

hausted we started our hike to camp, children may enjoy the mountains and__ forts and expense. 
some eight or ten miles farther. The  treams of that section as we have aa anaarne 

boys had camp all lined up in fine done, and be able to land plenty of VIRGINIA IMPORTS DEER 
shape, located on a beautiful wooded deer and wild turkey. Strange as it may seem, says a bul- 

slope, near a good spring. pl nt a letin of the American Game Protective 
association, with its vast areas of wil- 

NEXT day we all had a try for game Restoring the Wild Turkey derness mountain country, Virginia is 

and again Doc came off victorious, finding it necessary to import deer to 

landing two fine bucks, one having ten (Continued from Page 12) re-stock her depleted forests. _Recent- 

points. It seems that Doc got only a wild turkeys were made in widely sep- ly 30 white-tailed deer were procured 

short distance from camp, when he arated sections, including the two plac- by the state commission of game and 
found a game path leading along a es where hybrids were placed the pre- _ inland fisheries from the Pisgah Nation- 

bluff wherein there were plenty of deer yious winter. A total of 64 turkeys al Forest of North Carolina, purchase 
tracks. He made himself comfortable, were trapped during this period, five of _ having been made of the U. S. Forest 
as was his custom, on the bluff above which died as result of injuries and Service at $25.00 per head. 

the path, and awaited results. It was fright. Two slightly injured birds were The deer will be distributed and 

not long before two deer came along. released where trapped, and two were liberated in various parts of the state 

He shot one and the other was so retained for breeding purposes. In ad- in favorable localities. Virginia has 

startled at the guns’ report that he dition two hybrid gobblers were added large areas well suited to deer. 

stood still and Doc landed him with to one planting. Results of these The experience of a number of other 

the second shot. plantings are also very encouraging. states in restoring deer by re-stocking 

Thus the third day found us with In making plantings, the long truck and putting into effect the protection 
four deer in camp. One was killed hauls necessary to point of releasing of females and fawns should be easily 
next day. I was not lucky enough to were the main obstacle encountered. duplicated in Virginia. ;
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Part [.---Natural History 6 
by WILLET RANDALL 

(Editor's note: This is the first of a of Massachusetts was shot on Mt. An easy camouflage for the tame 
series of articles on the North Amer- Tom in 1847; thus it will be seen that stuff palmed off by some unscrupu- 
ican Wild Turkey written by Wiillet these stately game birds were rapidly lous dealers is the “light tips to feath- 
Randall, one of the foremost breeders losing ground more than one hundred ers of so-called MEXICAN wild tur- 
of Wild Turkeys in the United States). years ago in all of the states where keys” which in most cases are but 

The Wild Turkey once prevalent formerly they had been considered really very close relatives of barn yard 

throughout most of the continent of  ©ommon. stack, 
North America from Canada to Mex- At this date there are very few true So far as wild turkeys in general are 

ico, while not wholly extinct, may be wild turkeys anywhere east of the concerned it matters not what the col- 
classed as very rare within the borders Mississippi River; except those now our if white, speckled or brown so 

of the restricted range into which the owned by game breeders, and with the long as they are WILD and are estab- 
advance of civilization has driven it; exception of the southern swamps of lished upon a shooting preserve where 
once plentiful in satisfactory ‘sport 

nearly or all of a | can be had; and 
the states, even of pa se : yet the breeder 

to the great for- PMR eg ae  . '| interested in the 
ests of lower | Myf le 4 eo - 7 = | increase of the ON er rrr———( eee eee : Canada, these |f se l SS fe 2 | true eastern wild 
magnificent birds |B Awe fe 8 _. ae bt ae variety will con- 
have now dwin- OS tinue to steer the ee ae 
dled to a few ee eo ship clear of the 
scattered and J a. ws a 4 ee vy 7 : : “foam kicked up 
isolated flocks i‘ re tac ah he - by the waves left 

chiefly confined ete Pees in the wake of 
to Florida, Vir- Baty | the tame turkeys 

ginia and Mexico. sant OS ‘a = , i" offered or sold 

There are no |— Soe me an a eee a under the guise 
doubt a few indi- “f « s of Mexican.” 

vidual flocks ma- “ in - - The writer be- 
king a feeble fe z ‘ = lieves that in ev- 
stand within the | ery locality where 
borders of those — the few remain- cfatee “Sin bec A FLOCK OF MR. RANDALL'S PURE WILD TURE DUS: Rees ee ring. Ayild: edie 

the population is still linger that 
not too dense and where natural envi- Florida and a certain small district there are local types which have been 
ry nment still exists. Ohio, Ken- within the borders of Virginia, the produced by close in-breeding until 
tucky, Illinois, Mississippi, and Mis- writer believes from data gathered such type or character has become most 
souri once sheltered within their great carefully, that the wild turkey of firmly established; the same as is geen 
woodlands gigantic flocks of wild tur- colonial days has practically become with wild animals of many species roa- 
keys. Likewise Tennessee, Alabama and extinct over the greatest portion of ming over vast stretches of the contin- 
Florida once were rich in the wealth its former range. Sat mene 
of the wild turkey population; but these It is true that Mexico probably can i iene oe Oey find some 
alike in most instances have been re- supply more turkeys at the present small isolated flock in some remote 
duced to such an extent that today writing than any other section, but corner of the earth whose type, plu- 
they are almost as rare as the these birds are of a different and dis- mage, and general characteristics are 
passenger pigeons which shared the. tinct type having the white edging to aln:ost or quite identical. In other por- 
same range. the feathers where the eastern form tions of their range still another band 

In New England we read, and are‘ has the deep chocolate or buff edging to | may be found which has a little differ- 
told, that great flocks of wild turkeys | tail and rump. This Eastern variety is ent type, each having been bred togeth- 
formerly were a common sight; yet the one with which our game breeders er without infusion of other blood for 
as early as the year 1813 (according of today have to deal, and_ those perhaps a great many successive gen- 
to Nuttall), the last specimen of this most interested in the preservation erations, yet on the whole, these types 

noble game bird was seen. We also and perpetuation of the specie accept are practically one, as their origin 

read from the pen of the same author- these birds as standard and are in- was no doubt one and the same. Us- 

ity that wild turkeys still Ingered clined to skip over the white tipped ually with the true eastern variety, 
within the borders of Southern Ver- Mexican birds even though they are or “strain” which is a better word to 
mont until as late as 1842 and that more numerous, and therefore more illustrate, the birds even tho they 

the last wild turkey within the state easily secured. hail from distant points vary slightly; 
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and they all have the chocolate tips. not easily misunderstood and if we in the main these birds are small of 

HOWEVER, it is nevertheless a fact, follow it, and accept it as a STAND- stature, slim and long of limb; with- 

that in most flocks which are found ARD, ten years from now, we shall see al, they may also be of compact flesh 

entirely wild in most haunts of the wild a very great improvement in the qual- and plump breasts but they don’t 

turkey, the truth remains that a great ity of the wild turkeys bred upon the weigh forty pounds nor twenty-five. 

amount of TAME blood has found its hundreds and thousands. of game If they did we would put them on the 

way among them and this too, does farms throughout the United States. other side of the fence in the enclo- 

not require an expert to detect it. The writer once came across a moun- sure where Thanksgiving turkeys of 

Coarse heavy bone, short legs, large ted specimen of wild turkey hen the bronze variety have their home. 
RED HEADS and well pronounced which was said to have been killed Up to within twenty years not more 

wattle, and white tail tips are unmis- within the state of Vermont and was at than two or three men were interested 

takable signs of impurity. least one hundred years old or per- in the production and increase of the 

By a very careful comparison of haps much more. The mounting had true Virginia wild turkeys in captiv- 

hundreds of specimens obtained with- been improperly done, and the bird ity. One of these was Professor 

in the life of the writer, we have Was in a damaged condition, yet Blanton whom we believe was the real 

long since come to the belief that the Withal, the color of the feathers show- pioneer. He was the first one who 

very few mounted specimens now to ¢d plainly and unmistakably the evi- called my attention to the great scar- 

be seen in museums, most of which dence of the strong imprint of COP- city of the chocolate tipped birds of 

are very old, give us the correct hint PER COLOR throughout the plumage. his state, and it was largely through 

as to color and type of the originals The standing bristles about the base his efforts that I secured the first real 

once found upon this continent. The of the neck and the small shapely wild birds with which to begin my ex- 

slim build, fairly long legs, strong head, gave further proof of the type periments. Since that date we have 

powerful wings, decidedly SMALL of our parent stock of centuries ago. been constantly on the watch for any 

HEADS, bare of feathers, with long There was also hanging from the clue which might reward us with the 
standing stiff bristles in many speci- breast of this female a strong, but addition of one or more of these 

mens give us a good idea of the outline. slim tuft of bristles; proving again rare and valuable specimens but with 
How easy it is for two of us to wit- that even in the hen of the true wild, the possible exception of less than a 

ness an accident and both see it these appendages did sometimes ap- half dozen, we never haye been fortu- 

from an entirely different angle. It pear. This characteristic has been nate enough to secure the proper 

is in this way that breeders seem to passed on to our own domestic turkey number of birds to go on with our 

interpret the correct, type of ‘wild of today, and we now find that in a_ original ideas. Although it is a com- 

turkeys. Some of us are for some good many instances that where such mon occurrence for us to secure |8 

reason unable to affix this within our birds are three or more years of age bird fairly well marked, and showing 

minds altho a little study of the true this trait of character of the wild the blue head, it has been our exper- 

wild type will stamp the standard pirds still crops out. It is not always ience that these birds are of the 

upon your mind and leave an imprint that we find the tuft in old hens of blocky type, proving again there is a 

which is not easily erased. tame varieties, but it often is seen. large amount of tame plood present. 

Those willing to delve deeper into Since there appears to be no limit Perhaps we are more exacting in 

the matter of correctly identifying to the powers of man, it is possible to our demands of type and color than 
wild turkeys (of the old days) will create a type or strain of wild tur- most breeders hence the reason for 
find many and varied descriptions as keys by careful selection and breed- ejecting what some might term “fair” 

to type and general character of plu- ing which in time, will very closely specimens. But if we are going to 

mage; but let us put these aside and resemble the old type of Colonial tur- give up valuable time and money to 
accept the description of the famous key but we will also find that the this important phase of game breeding 
naturalist, Thomas Nuttall. The fol- hardest thing before us is to stamp Why not have the best or none at all? 
lowing is exactly his idea of what a the imprint of LUSTRE to the plu- That is the way we have put it from 
true wild turkey should and did look mage; and that, more than all else, the start and we know of a few oth- 
like and this is the idea that we, as seems to me to be the missing link in ers who now say that their experience 
breeders, should ‘follow. the correct type as bred today. It like ours, has given added hope. 
CHARACTER — General plumage Seems easy to breed the chocolate It is not the purpose of the writer 

coppery bronze, with metallic reflec. edging to rump and tail after a few to deal at length on the Natural His- 
tions of copper color, green and purple, #enerations but the long slim body, tory of these birds; you may refer to 

the feathers edged with rich black; bold and alert carriage, and power- any of the records, old and of long 
head and neck NAKED AND OF BLUE ful wings (once used in rapid flight) standing, which will give you much of 
COLOR, studded with excrescences of are things our present day breeders  jnterest; you will also find complete 
purplish red; tail dark chestnut, with must not lose sight of. descriptions of what are said to be the 

bars and a subterminal band of black; We note some so-called breeders of four varieties known. It is, however, 

upper tail coverts and tips of tail wild turkeys have advertised big my purpose to tell you something 

feathers CHESTNUT, wings dusky. heavy forty pound stock. This is as about the care and breeding, as in 

banded by dull white. Male with a con- far from the truth as are the Aberdeen _ this subject the game farmers of today 

spicuous tuft of bristles depending Angus beef cattle of today removed are intensely interested. We doubt if 
from the breast. Female similar, but from the Texas long horn Wild tur- there is one of the feathered race 

paler and duller. Length about forty- keys are not and never were big. Pes- which has attracted more attention 

eight inches. (No weights are given). haps there may have been giants than has the North American wild 

It would seem to me that the fore- aeng them same as may crop out turkey, and this interest will continue 

going description given by Nuttall is among any other race oz specie but as they become better understood.
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. Part III.---Nesting and Breeding ie 
By Willet Randall 

I have written at length on this same mate and weather permits it is the are to be held. It will be just as easy 

subject for the Game Breeder mary best plan to do so. Then feed them for you to keep them as it is for the 

times and there seems little to add; lightly at the roost. Keep away from one from whom you purchased them 

the ever increasing number. of wild them as much as possible. Usually so the best way is to get the stock 
turkey raisers all over the country they quickly find some suitable cover early in the fall. Trapped turkeys 
are demanding something more and and decide upon some particular spot when they can be had are best for 
a repetition of some methods of rear- for spending the night. They will as open rearing but it is next to impossi- 

ing and nesting will not be amiss. a rule always return to this. ble to secure such birds. Liberate 

There are two ways to successfully The selection of your parent stock same as you would pheasants, that 

propagate wild turkeys—one is to is one of much importance as you is, open the crate on one side, and 

plant them in a protected area where have already discovered from the fore- let the birds come out themselves. 

wholly natural conditions obtain, and going and if you are interested Don’t try to poke them or push them 

the other is to rear them under fence enough in the propagation of wild tur- out. They will fly beyond the pre- 

or in semi-domestication. A great deal keys to make the trial don’t be foolish serve limits unless very extensive. 

has already been said in this series enough to accept tame birds and ex- Bu feveehind monte. This ia all 

as to the open, or range method al- pect to “shoot up the earth” the fol- . ye a dented 

though I have not touched upon some lowing Fall. While it is true that half important a ae Pea 
points of interest which may well be blood stock comes cheap at the start. Palla aes fa ao 4 tA a 

considered. they will be found most expensive _ Pe Beer Bae an to 
Where it is desired to restock de- when you reach the home-stretch. Eee me - f a 

pleted covers or to re-establish the Half wild birds will sometimes revert properly fertilize foe Sees: pond eo 

birds upon grounds suitable for them, to the ways of their ancestors; all pect ‘a young, tom ints ary bg 

it is first necessary to see that ver- turkeys that have even a_ small mate and breed. They wont. et, | 

min has been cleaned out so far as amount of wild blood usually show they are vrue wild ore Sven i er a 

possible. Then, when the birds are wildness but they are not the best sprinkled with wild blood they ieee Leebiy. 

wanted, try to buy them in the Fall; stock to start with. Get the best you refuse to mgt the first epeen he dtegiat 

don’t wait till Spring and expect to can find regardless of the price. If member this and when starting always Peak, A 

get them. You won't, for most breed- your preserve is free of snows most S°cure two year toms. Hens ap not i bes Fe 

ers are sold out early and always so, of the year turkeys can be turned important and a young hen in Me Pe fig Zo 
provided they have something real to down immediately upon arrival. If let year will lay well and bring up Se. %, 

offer. It must be said that no cast- snows are a barrier, it is impossible ‘tT poults, but not So good AaitwO Cee 
iron rule can be laid down for the to winter them over in yards, but do Ye? old hens. However it is usually cl, “92 

guidance of the breeder. Conditions not house them. Covered yards must impossible to buy the jolder fone un te 

vary. What is possible to do in one be resorted to where birds must be less they are wild trapped birds. ie | 

particular case may not apply direct- kept as you ‘cannot clip them and The old tom rules the roost and rR “b, 

ly to another; and you must study turn them down in the early spring. where there are several of them they ‘ 
your own local conditions. In sections If you do, the foxes will clean them fight it out early in March, and the 
where deep snows cover the ground a out at once, and if you leave them feated brothers retire to some other 

good part of the winter months, tur- full winged in yards without cover winner takes the hens, while the de- 
keys should not be turned down on they will escape; covered yards there- part of the range. They may return to 

new grounds in the fall; but if cli- fore are the only solution where birds the roost and renew the fight, but the 
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breeding or mating period is short, turkeys on the range for breeding slight elevation high enough to pre- 
and once beaten are apt to stay in purposes. vent the water from settling in the 
seclusion until the hens have started Another thing of much importance nest; the wild hen is a wise old bird, 
to sit, after which very often the and one that you must not neglect is and in approaching her nest often 
whole band of gobblers may be seen the banding of every bird liberated starts in the opposite direction from 
in a single flock. whether it be a tom or a hen. You _ its location, making a circle, and com- 

Toms and hens may stay apart af- Will then know forever after which ing upon it from an entirely different 
ter mating has taken place, each oc- birds have been shot or otherwise angle. I have watched them on the 
cupying a different part of the range, killed and just what is left for preserve for hours and usually was 
although toward the approach of fall, breeding. Get good strong bands and  outwitted at that. They are extremely 
and when the young are half grown it See that they fit perfectly, leaving no close sitters and may not fly or leave 
often happens that the whole band will 00se ends to get tangled or pull out. the nest even tho one pass within a 
unite and feed and roost in the same ‘Seamless bands are not practical for few feet. But if they discover they 
locality the following winter, or until ld stock because they cannot be have been located they usually rise 
it is time for mating to take place Pushed on over a large foot, but can slowly from the nest and take rapid 
again in the spring. With the wild be used on young birds bred in cap- wing for the nearest cover. The in- 
turkey more than with most birds it tivity by putting them on while the cubation period is four weeks but 
is a survival of the fittest—the weak birds are still small. Seamless bands sometimes when the weather is very 
grow weaker and the strong strong- ¢ always best because they stay warm the poults appear a few days 
er. They sometimes fight unto the 0”; every breeder who raises under ahead of this schedule. 
death and this has happened on our ‘ence should adopt them. Keep care- For a week after the chicks are own grounds many times. However, ful records of all birds liberated as hatched the mother stays very close once an old tom has headed his Well as those known to have been nd does not lead them far to feed; harem, he will usually continue to do _ killed by accident or otherwise. but the poults gain strength so rap- So as long as he is able to defend his I believe that the above will cover idly that at the age of four weeks title and beat off the onslaught of nearly every detail with which the they are able to rise upon their own some younger and more powerful op- @mateur will come in contact but ittle wings. It is surprising how ponent. When he fails to answer the Should any problem arise among the quickly. they feather, and may be challenge he is like the old stallion readers of The Game Breeder, the likened unto the pheasants in this re- of the range of bygone days; he Writer will gladly give you the ben- spect, Sneaks away to return no more; &fit of his experience. Their food at this time consists beaten in body, but not in spirit, The time of laying varies according chiefly) oft ts | of We have had toms on our pre- to the locality; in warm sections ae Bre He very Ree 
serve breeding strong at ten years Which are free of snow the hens will : a eo =pl on caterpillars, 
old. The older toms are the most mate a month earlier than in more 2 as ae ererdly Si pede 
valuable; it will) therefore be seen northern latitudes; usually as soon as © 2*®5S end emall mite ee eae 
that the proper way to insure plenty green shoots and grass appear is the cca aoe i equedexable v diet. 
of these, is to turn down a sufficient time for the first laying to begin. Here f Syne (onpen) dissected ya: dead pouls 
number of young males every fall im the Adirondacks where snows re- ound) oy ne Pee eo uaye Pe 
after the flock has once become es- main until well into April the hens do eine pn anions to nae ehelee ae 
tablished. I cannot emphasize this 0t begin much before May 1st, altho one ee eemecr, ae epee, 
point enough and this is where many We have had them lay a few in April; © fy tis varictyy of anaterial ieon- 
will fail with their attempt; a lack of 20 early spring is conducive to early sumed by gone Of these small turkeys 
toms spells only failure and a few too 883: within 2 single day. As the season ad- 
many will not do the flock any dam- In Virginia I am reliably informed Wenees the food, changes and 8 ae 
age. The hens are keen observers in that the first of March finds most of ue a fact quhese binds: gosta 400 
the wild and abundantly able to cope the hens laying. The number of eggs ae eneny yoga watever eOesre iy with circumstances, varies, but 10 to 12 is a very fair av- be the most plentiful; the quality mat- 

You will find it mighty hard to Jo- erage. Seldom there are less than this ters pou So much, so long as the quan- 
cate a wild turkey’s nest, and if you number and often as many as fifteen. Be es peerent, 
are so fortunate as to do so it is us- Two hens will often nest together Later when the insects have had 
ually by accident. Even the beatkeep- When birds are confined to yards, but their run and the wedd seeds and 
er who makes daily rounds seldom Seldom or never when on open range. berries are ripe the turkeys change 
finds one and he knows the ranges of The hen usually keeps to herself 0 these; rose-hips, acorns and all the birds or should know them at all after her first egg appears but may kinds of grain make ideal food for 
seasons. join ranks with a sister hen and re- Wild turkeys. On most preserves 

Of course on most preserves only main thru the day after she has re- Where they) have been well estab- 
the males will be shot, as it is seldom turned from the nest. At this season ished, buckwheat Pe Own ae the 
necessary to thin the hen population they are more wary than at any open fields bordering woods, and in 
at all; natural enemies in spite of close other time and when approached will these the turks spend much of their 
guard will take a toll and should you skulk away like a shadow; in fact it time digging and scratching until 
be fortunate enough to have a surplus is rare to see them in the open while the last kernel has been sighted. In of hen turkeys you can trap them up _ the laying is going on. seasons when beechnuts are plentiful 

in December and sell them for breed- The nest is carefully concealed un- the turkeys will confine themselves 
ers at a very good price. Later we der a brush pile or beneath an ever- largely to the woods and it_is a 
will take up the trapping of wild green and usually is placed upon a (Continued on page 119) 
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WILD TURKEYS ;_—_T””°”.’.’””!n\sSswaoas«_— — OO —aM—w—M—_—a>_sa—s—=_ 

(Cogtiaed from: page 09) 75,000 BOB WHITE QUAIL 
i i The Pan-American Bird Co. of Laredo, Texas, the largest i t f Bob- ie ene te TL ice Uae ee ae i ean acs eae Ok Boe leaves after frosts. Unlike the geese, propagation purposes only, to States, Clubs and Individual Game Preserves— 

for Delivery February, March and April 1930. 
I do not find that a sentinel is always 1927 We imported at Laredo, Texas 32851 

ey Other Importers at Brownsville 22341 
on duty, yet I defy anyone to ap- Ved Other Importers at Eagle Pass 29949 
proach within shooting distance of a & Season’s Total 85141 
feeding flock, so wary and shy are > i thar (inuonteniae eros neviier aslo. 
they. Early morning and late in ee Orn etgtenericre ot eee eens Snaeee 4 : oe Season’s Total 84915 the afternoon are favorite feeding oe xe 1929 We, Cppentaa mak Laredo, Texas 5000 

i a ea t: i t t svi 1 wee for them and they eually, rest Ve ry Other tuiporters Eagle ‘Pease 13413 
in the ca thru the middle of the — > ; si : necason’s Foetal Bie gust i . ° own acien oO: day, especially in warm weather or Mexico, eepeclaliy, devoted to the ‘breeding of bopwhite, aru chee thee when the broods are yet small. are protected. We have our Game Protectors trapping vermin continually, 

and nature then provides us an eaundanes oF strong “Bead pees and we 
When the flocks are about half “and for {hie Feason ‘our sales are inereasing. annually. Cee ee te : F tto is “ ity at a REASONABLE PRICE” and ial; - era or about the middle of summer Guece a (ortier Reete oun mecdar for the season of 1980." For further pare it is often noted that two or more hens culars write— 

will join ranks uniting the broods; THE PAN-AMERICAN BIRD COMPANY 
from this time on they stay together 

re 
and may be seen in ever increasing Laredo Texas 
numbers until: “usually all the ur.) Sos it a a TT . ., . a Qh OL keys within a given neighborhood are e 
running in a single band; at this time 3 R k E 
the toms appear to be on more friend- I n $ n e Cc g $ s 
ly terms and after the moult has HATCHABLE EGGS FROM FINEST STOCK. DEPENDABLE SERVICE 
passed and they have started to gain $25.00 per hundred 
somewhat in flesh, toms and hens and Write for booklet “Pheasant Rearing.” Full instructions 20c 
poults of all ages are as one family. e 
When scattered by gunners or enem- . aro ] Iha P h easan t r y 
ies they fly or run to the nearest cover 
in every direction and it does not Benson North Carolina 
take but a few seconds to put a whole a — 
flock to flight. After the exeitement. ©§_ —-@-—@-—————_—_$___ A 
has quieted down somewhat, the sin- ngs, = HIGH QUALITY 
gles will utter a low call coming first BY <p SS 
usually from some old hen; if one re- A 4 2 of A IUAIIL (COVIE E G G S 
mains very still he will soon hear the e a”) (GAMIE IFIRM Spring Delivery 
answer, even tho it comes from a con- N ef 90% Fertility 
siderable distance; it may be an hour ‘ Arthue MacArthur QUAIL 

or perhaps twice as long before the Sa eeuile Hs. PHEASANTS 
band unites again, but they will do BANTAMS 
this before going to roost unless they 
have been frightened a second time in The best that skill can produce from the best that 
which case they may not all get toge- : . thee agaist untiltdaglignt Ru dtne trol: money can buy........Quatl Cove Quality. 
lowing morning. a a nae a et SP AW Te RO EP 

The gobble: of ‘the farfaned, wild ||"... ee 
tom is something that puts a thrill in- fom is something hat puts a vil m~ || PHEASANTS — MALLARD DUCKS WILD TURKEYS 
wild and the gobble is often the HARDY NORTHERN GROWN 

eee ae — o ae ae EGGS Ringneck, Blackneck, Mongolian from 1929 imported 
both sexes decoy well to a trained caller birds. A chance to change your blood lines. 
ne ene code ena pus pone LINE BIRDS Early hatched 1929 cocks for. sale. 
hens do not gobble and the toms are EGGS MALLARD DUCKS from wild trapped birds. 
usually silent after the mating period EGGS From pure bred WILD TURKEYS. 
has passed. However a scattered flock Also some splendid yens of young stock for sale. 
of young birds can easily be called up All raised on our 8000 acre game farm and shooting 
or reassembled by those of long ex- preserve. 
perience. An old tom may run a mile 
stopping only long enough to locate GROUSEHAVEN GAME FARM 

the direction from whence comes the LUPTON, Box B MICHIGAN 
“love call” of the hen; he may do |) 
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ac ee owing “in-canswerlton--a-challenge [— "st ae ee] 

F from some other tom who has invaded Ship Pheasant Eggs 
i k ame Farm his range; at such times the fights 

eee : take place. the Correct Way 

Be aay a Wild turkeys are extremely poly- 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON ? f ts ‘ 

gamous and do not mate in pairs as ‘SHIPRITE ye 

\ ES do waterfowl; one strong two year rete Taba bine Ge 
a fe _ <B old tom or one older than this will medt hyo waco. Viera 
Wp Mec Geog ge easily serve as many hens as are in shipping valu- Ve Tes fs A 
(CIP ha RO yt A i able Pheasant SPAS a eae 
(aha EAS his immediate territory but should the Eggs. He fi 

Va ps hy hen flock have become divided and Al, iy eT, 
cil Pa some stray from the immediate range ee ee ce 

lhe / ae SO as Re such hens if no tom is present, may coe Pre beity a 
oll We Fis ine lay a clutch of infertile eggs, Tapp 7 

us gens sl ee It is possible for the leader of the a ROFIT 
Bes nek Dl ee band to meet with accident before the ee need COST 
eS Does ae mating has been completed or two ADVERTISES YOUR FARM 
ae A aN toms may have engaged in a free a 

2 ae ENS. fight whereby both have become ser- ECONOMICAL — DURABLE 
Re. ee Sa iously injured; where there are sev- PLEASES YOUR CUSTOMERS 

| hee ae 4 ee RQ eral extra males in the preserve there ce ee 

vy ” ogee re is no such opportunity for a total | price in Lote: 10 25 50 100 
a Set BP 2 *] failure and any outsider which may 50 egg Size $10. $23.75 $45. $85. 2 be ~ 1 ©1930 ti i b ari ; 100” ™ 20. 45.00 85. 170 ave earlier een riven off, will P. GOB New York City 

APRIL AND MAY EGGS ain take advantage of his oppor- We mas supply Coops, Nest Box- 

ee mpiey. : ire netting, steel fence posts, 
Mt pas Sl oe. om oe I do not know that the tom will aiphbatoue, brooders, pheasant 

Wish eggs of superior QUALITY | destroy the eggs should he chance to olla Shaheen riflais shah tage, 
from a superior strain write us at} come upon a nest, but I have been game Lay and preserves. 
once for prices. 4 fo that they will; ae? ; ee Send for Illustrated Price List. 

eae f Chinese and] lived upon a preserve where for 

Slee pet ae unrelated | years I have had the opportunity to | Game Breeders Supply Co. 
birds. study the birds very carefully ‘both in 545 Fifth Avenue New York City 

We are breeders of the following: | the open and when bred under fence | ___ 
: and I have never seen any thing which 

Mongolian Reeves might cause me to believe they do, On 
Chinese Silver ee the other hand I once watched a tom 

Versicolor Golden through the binoculars strutting close 
BUDD I. DAVIS, Supt. to the nest of a laying hen; investiga- 

Birds of Quality Make Friends tion revealed eleven eggs, which was with 
: nearly the end of the clutch and the aly 

i PRIS ti Bec OS re RMR tom no doubt had been aware of their ei So presence since the laying of the first top X 

JEL cee pe SEB | Cee, why not then, if they are des- Sao ‘Usearewrore 
tructive to the eggs did he not molest e A Sure killer 

S| SS them? My belief is that in rare in- et) "Risolaely Remiess 
The World’s Best Leg Bands stances this may be possible but in the TASTES pppetite , Domestic 

For all Game Birds, Poultry and Pigeons. main I would not consider it, since GOOD Animals and Poultry, 
Mts, Namba eae Peace dtr rever yet have we had any evidence tr tate Susevery| 

‘A sample and Catalog free. to prove the statement. : y Elka axteeaiedl Gy iy 
ARTHUR P. SPILLER If a clutch has been destroyed, na- 7 Boards of Health! NO FEAR! 

Rene ye oe ture has endowed the hen with powers Bean re ee in are 

_ | to produce still another clutch which 8 hours after SBS en of 
} Ringneck Pheasant she promptly brings forth and while Ship ba Maren Bice OUARLNCiE 

Mammoth Bronze Turkey Eggs eee Ra eee aan eer alc ogre 
ock. when in captivity, these w usu: \ 

De Prices on request , be laid pi ie thes a cae to he BIOCERTA CORP. 
ROLLING ROCK CLUB cowie) Of..listle or ‘no. value) 303 5™AVE..NEW YORK,.N.Y. 

Box 51 Laughlintown, Pa 

Dhaest Cane ames HISHING REGULATIONS.ON- THEY © oT re 
We are offering nine varieties of PRIVATE PRESERVE eee 

PHEASANT EGGS (Continued from page 108) Jmhere fancier 
1 x r the unly type of lure permitted. Quality young stock. % 

Send for Price List Some eitbet fave chee ani f Now booking Egg orders. Special 
es Rey eRe (o) Price on Quantity Orders 

HOLLYHOCK PHEASANTRY taking one or more guests and in such 

New Bremen Ohio cases it is customary to confine the F. E. REICHARD “ 
————— oo tie Miamisburg Ohio
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Bildo Leopold part TV.---Rearing in Encl Fe art LV.---Kearing in Enclosures 

By WILLET RANDALL 

(Editor's note—This is the last of @ that artificial production of tame tur- will be as soon as they are well feath- 

series of four articles). keys was not possible, yet we find that ered; when the desire to perch seems 

rE many farmers are doing just this. Why to hit them you will note how easy it 

apa management ot the birds within then cannot the same be done with the seems for them to find a high limb on 
large enclosures ieee unlike that true wild? If it can be, will it be to some convenient tree. Let them follow 

heretofore given for birds on the open ,yy advantage or will it be a disad- their own inclination. They do best 
Tange: vantage on account of making the wild when roosting in the open at this age 

When under fence, provided the breed- jing too tame? These are things we even in spite of the fact that owls may 
ing grounds are spacious enouelt about have to study. The writer believes that be present but this is something for the 

all the heaticeaper has to do is to keep turkeys so bred provided they come beatkeeper or caretaker to think about 
sown; the vermin and supply feed to directly from the best of wild stock will and always be prepared for such visits. 

growing flocks whenever necessary, al- quickly revert to the ways of their an- Feed for Young Turks so Reared.— 

though we have raised them within @ castors when turned down ‘or planted Just as with the pheasants, so it is and 
twenty-acre field where no water was to on open grounds. ; Dp e 4 
be had except that given, wild turkeys ; : will continue to be with the feeding oF 

prefer to drink from natural pools and Rearing with Hens or Turkeys—Some turkeys; some will swear by a certain 

may never go near that which has been 82™¢ breeders who do not have suffi- method, while his neighbor meets fail- 

provided; they require but a little water cient room for establishing flocks in any ure by the same process; the difference 

anyway often never touching it at all; other way prefer to attempt the rearing is in the man, not in the feed or the 

they get the needed moisture from the by the above methods; this is entirely birds that consume it. We have tried 

dew through the early hours of the practical and has often been success- different methods and various brands 

morning or perhaps that which may set- fully accomplished. Eggs must be fresh of feed, both commercial and home 

tle in shallow places after rains; we when set and only those of about the made; we now prefer to use our own, 

believe though that were we to have a Same age be given to any particular mainly because we know what is in it 

choice of locations we would by all hen, otherwise poults will not hatch and that’s a great deal to know. 

means select that containing a brook or evenly; nests must be on the ground. The following is a good formula and 
spring. Dense, cover within such en- This is very important as more moisture one which has given us very good re- 

; closures is absolutely necessary and is aoa for these than ae necessary sults: 

without it you fail; the hens with ees cea aca Po 45 pounds of yellow corn meal. 
broods retire at night to these places Raa P) s 10 ae ROT 
which render them safe from owls ‘ ‘i 45 ol flour midds. 

which may swoop down over the pre- Supply leaves as nesting material and 10 * best ‘Clean ‘fresh’ meatserap 
serve through the long hours of the 0 not use straw; leave young poults in Belvrcundtecied Cneae 
night; it is always after dark that the nests only long enough to become well 403% 12 BO gHea button lie 
horned owl does his hunting and he is dried off as they are easily crushed be- gauiod Resiaadd, st vilite 
not slow about locating breeding neath Sy, hens or vis larger breeds 10 « Hae eroend’ atinest: 

grounds as every gamekeeper already Of domestic poultry which may be used y% « bana “Sait 
knows. Open country and dense to hatch them. Transfer to a brooder i. quae chalaivee Be 

thickets combined make the ideal for OF even an incubator and keep them on i 
either wild breeding or semi-domestic. @ Cloth bottom until they are thirty-six Mix the above thoroughly. It is very 

Hens in such enclosures can be trusted hours old before feeding. Remove the important that all the ingredients are 
to lay, sit, and rear the broods without mother at that time to a roomy coop well put together. It is quite a chore 
attention save that already given. large enough that she may stand erect, to do this but if half done, you can ex- 

Artificial rearing—We have raised and transfer the brood to her. Keep pect about half the results. 
turkeys under artificial conditions fresh water handy and clean and scald The cod liver oil should first be mixed 

hatched them in incubators and brought I dishes. Milk either sweet or sour is with a few pounds of the bran and 

them up in brooders, but our experi- fine and if it can be had, nothing takes midds run through a’ sieve and then 

ence along this line is not broad enough the place of the milk of the goat for added to the remainder of the feed; this 
to pass on with authority to others. Tearing either wild turkeys or pheas- will remove any lumps which may be 
This year we hope to repeat what has ants: cow’s milk will answer but it will present. 

already been accomplished and add to ever give the same result that goats Only mix one batch at a time; feed 
it by producing birds on a much larger Milk will. We have tried both, making this first, and when it is getting low in 
scale. There is not the least doubt but Careful study and taking notes and find the barrel or bin mix a second amount. 
wild turkeys can be just as easily reared that there is nothing yet which has The oil loses strength when a larger 

this way as is being done with pheasants Siven us the decided results for such portion is made up at one time or where 
and other wild stock, but there is yet birds as goat’s milk. few birds are kept the feed gets stale 
much to be learned and to date this Gravel or sand and charcoal must be before the last of it has been used. 
part of the turkey business seems to be supplied; in short whatever is needed Best results with us have always been 
in the limelight. for pheasants will answer for wild obtained when this mixture has been 

This past year, 1929, the writer raised turkeys. Keep hens with broods out of fed dry. Do not use water or milk to 
300 tame turkeys on less than ten acres rains and heavy dew. Close up at night moisten; the birds soon begin to pick at 
of ground, never allowing them liberty when small in closely screened coops' the feed when a few days old and very 
to range; it has always been conceded until the poults begin to roost which (Continued on page 144) 
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EE Te ae Ee Colonel Arthur F. Foran, Honorary 

lees 7 TR ey ey ee Be | President; Arthur M. Bartley, Presi- 

| | dent; Walter E. Wells, Vice-President; 

(Oh | H. M. Lackie, Secretary and Treasurer. 
| (& After the election of officers a Consti- 

tution and Code of Ethics committee 

Game Conservation Society constating of Monn, Jilin Leamithy a. 
. W. Lackie, A. M. Bartley, J. C. Hunting- 

| ton and W. E. Hawkins and a member- 
Cro ship committee consisting of Messrs. 

Kenneth MacFarlane, John Eckert and 

| HE GAME Conservation Society was organized in 1912 and is Walter E. Wells were appointed. 
incorporated under the laws of New York. The objects of the That the formation of this associa- 
Society are to encourage game and fish breeding and the restoration tion indicates progress in our industry 

of field sports in the United States and the Canadian provinces; to diffuse cannot be denied. How much good can 
knowledge about the breeding and proper care, protection and management be accomplished will depend on the co- 
of game and game fish, which is necessary to keep them plentiful if shooting operation and support of all who are in 
and fishing be permitted to promote formation of shooting and fishing clubs anyway interested. The membership 

intended to provide good shooting and fishing for all classes of sportsmen; | committee will get in touch with all the 
to conduct practical experiments with game in order to demonstrate all phases | known breeders and it is hoped that 
of the subject. | everyone will see the necessity of giving 

agevpsigs the association not only passive support 
y educate the people and to show the desirability of game as a food | by! benpintiecmiemberstbub tnatienepetane 

BOP Pty. an active interest to further the good 

To promote co-operation between farmers and sportsmen. work. 

To maintain a library of American and foreign books on the subject tie He Ae, 
of Game and Fish Propagation and practical field sports. WILD TURKEYS 

To promote the restoration of our American game birds on vast areas (Continued from page 137) 
where they have become extinct and to encourage the introduction of such soon learn to like it. It is safe to keep 

new species as are found to be not detrimental to the best game birds in the the ration before the poults constantly; 
world—our wild turkeys, grouse and quail. but see that boards upon which the 

To publish a magazine about Game and Fish Breeding and Shooting and see a Mat een ae See aie es 
Fishi d bite Book: tue fe bi infected often; disease is controlled by 
ishing, and to publish books pertaining to the subject. i 

care and cleanliness; a dirty pen or 

The object of the Society is well stated on the cover of its bulletin, yard is just as sure to breed disaster. 
The Game Breeder: when mothers and broods can be let on 

é 2 the sod where green grass and shoots « , t ‘To Make North America the Biggest Game Producing Country in srowaovotnan ereent teed is sequiven 
the World. 

~~~ ‘Sportsmen, farmers, game breeders, and all others who are Summary 
Membership interested in seeing our game restored and made abundant Remember—That true wild turkeys free 

wr ~~ and kept so, are eligible for membership. from tame blood are decided- 
\ ae i ly scarce and hard to find and 

Annual Membership, including The Game Breeder .......000..ccccccccee 5.00 iat dei youe cate ats any teins, 

Contributing Membership per year, including The Game Breeder. .... 25.00 locate a good bird, buy it regard- 
f less of cost. 

Life Membership (no other dues for life) including Th 
Breedee pak Sha tnciuding nGems 100,00 That, most of the wild flocks in oils SOMA. REIN AA Ao saecl a Gp Vcart Yhamet MB gs sas eee . trol ststas, froth whtchipecdins 

Sustaining Membership (no other dues for life) including The Game birds can be secured do contain 
Bee ee eer ee nos). ciel tate a ela ViarH cys. eg OOOO. in most instances tame blood. 

A Zs ; : That, i i i 
Fellow Membership (no other dues for life) including The Game DE eC oGa ks one pat pec 

Breeder aie 500.00 wild turkeys which do carry some 
rea PT Ore NAAN Gee iain een ve any ces edioatielok H fate’ piGod way “revert to the 

Patron Membership (no other dues for life) including The Game ways of their remote ancestors 
Te cepreeta iii, nem oie ttt AL AN 2 SR ONAN OOOO when conditions are right. 

| i Members are entitled to special letters of advice on all subjects, includ- ,, That only toms two years old or 
ing practical game breeding the game laws and proper legal amendments and |), more should ever be expected to 
how to obtain them; breeders’ licenses, how to trap game, and how and when | breed. If gobblers mate at one 

to purchase game and game eggs. year it is the most direct evi- 

Cy ® 
dence of close relationship with 

barnyard stock. That is exactly 

All Correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary what wild turkey breeders don’t 
want. 

THE GAME CONSERVATION SOCIETY fe eee vets seg eaan S 
205 East 42nd Street New York, N. Y. the propagation of these birds 

may be successfully carried on— 
Vt namely, pen breeding and the 
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open range method. Both are iL 

equally successful. Each has (| \ | l\ <7 4 { Va 
merits not possessed by the other. TL. ANA j | AYK | f/ | Hf 

Study your own local conditions \ i (tN {| J fi) ¢} j Y 
and be governed by your best AY | ‘ ae By Lp Wh U| I 

judgment. \\ iW s = tag s Hi 

That the breeding of wild turkeys \ \ i , ee, aL | 

will soon rival most branches of \ fice ee a yyy) 
game-bird breeding; those who \ Ses Su wit : 4f 

are so situated as to take them \y wpe / ; q 
up are losing no time. The birds AN 

sell readily at good prices and \ / ff Tf t 4 Uf 

as they mount upward to a higher \\ | WY j tf | J y 

standard as to quality, prices will \ \, \ | l\ Wf If if by 

continue to rise. They already X \ N\ | \\ | \ INIT Wf Uf J W7} 7 

stand at the head of all North \ \ \\ \ ae " i ih Lh H| Wf Vif / Yi / 4 

American game birds. AAA \ \ \ ‘AM i MEA \\" fis VAY gh W | 4 a ‘\\ f Va oe AT | ee ane Up, Py, 
ale \ \ Lt RY al ol) TA VAY Be Vise 

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 

FISHING RIGHTS ° 
(Continued from page 135) erti e eas ant S 

in the planning and construction of pri- 

vate ponds and lakes. There is a dis- 

tinction between private ponds and pri- a th 

vate waters. A private pond may be AN more of em 

created by damming a stream and flood- 

ing a portion of it to which fishes have A healthy pheasant hen will give you more eggs—and more 

access from waters and lands not under fertile eggs. Correct feeding is most important in rearing and 
the owner’s control. The owner of the keeping healthy, productive pheasants. 

pond controls the fishing thereon under § I. 

the same laws which gave him control Before Chappel’s Pheasant Foods were introduced, they were 

of the fishing rights on the portion of proved perfect by long laboratory and field experimental work. 

the stream owned by him before the Chappel’s Fesant-Meal medium for grown birds, and Fesant- 
SEUNE NIEL SA SARA S ELSISeSQ Meal fine for chicks, is high in protein. It contains a large per- 
quired to avg @. Uoanee (Bab pe ay aUb centage of fresh, lean raw meat, carefully prepared and cooked, 
ject to the general laws as to close sea- 

sons, creel limit, ete., and friends in- ready to feed. 

vited to fish on the pond are subject to Chappel’s Fesant-Manna is a nourishing food composed of 

the laws regarding angling licenses. 60% of Fesant-Meal and 40% of grains: rice, steel cut oats, 
Instead of damming a stream in some wheat, barley and charcoal. 

part of its course, the landowner may, 

if he has on his property a spring rivu- , a 

let at the headwaters of a stream not ee oe a APPEL’ 

inhabited by fishes but capable of de- direct from factory. Samples 

velopment by excavating and damming, and prices sent on request. 

create a pond for which the legal term 

“private waters” is used. CHAPPEL BROS., Inc. FESANT M EAL 
He may divert water from a stream ROCKFORD, ILL. fe 5 es 

flowing through his property and con- Be aS 

duct it into a basin, natural or artificial, a ri aateh 
but must return the water to the origi- » oo > — |_d Xs 
nal stream bed before it leaves his prop- \ 4 APPE fo eal =SANT MAN NA 
erty. If care is taken to prevent the en- \ CH vo Lv we PPE ! me 
trance of fishes the basin hecomes pri- ESANT.N EA CHA - E 3g 3 > 
vate waters, and when stocked with EF ANT: > esc. 2 & 

fishes by the owner he has sole posses- Te r000O eve FESANT:MANK ace" Ci > * : A as, 

* sion of them, can fish for them in closed RX wwe [ae i oo 00D OF ENERG, ss = war . & 
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FIRST WILD TURKEY a 
RELEASE LAST WEEK Mee 

On Thursdav, March 13, the first release by a state agency, of 4 

wild American turkeys in “’isconsin was made in the southeastern part a 

of the Baraboo hills. Exactly 35 birds were liberated at three dir 4 

ferent places in Dekorra and adjoining townships of Colwabia county. a 

These magnificent game birds which at one time were native to a 
arse 

Wisconsin, were given to the conservation commission by the Milwaukee a 

chapter of the Izaak Walton League. They were raised at the Moon Lake 

game farm and wild life refuse owned by the Milwaukee chapter. | 

Movies were taken of the release. The birds took to liberation a. 

very readily, some of them flying long distances as soon as they were 

let out of the cases. They should thrive any place within miles of i 

the spot of release as the entire countryside there is made up of a 

rolling hills covered with oak and other thick trees and brush. a 

W. B. Grange, superintendent of game for the conservation com- a 

mission, recommended this area as perhaps the most desirable for wild 

turkeys of any to be found anywhere in Wisconsin. With good luck, the : 
ER 

birds should increase readily,and should in a few years become common ‘ 

to much of the territory along the Wisconsin river from Columbia county Dis 

southwest. a | 

‘The wild American turkey which is the largest upland game bird Pe | 

ever native to Wisconsin, is truly an American bird as it was native — ‘ f 

originally only to this continent. The last bird of which the state 

has record in Wisconsin was killed near Prairie du Chien in 1894, and 

from that time until last year when the state game farm at Fish creek 

started experimental work with wild American turkeys, there hed been 

no state-directed effort along this line, = ia H
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With proper co-operation on the part of local people, there is no 

reason why turkeys should not again become more or less common game 

birds in Wisconsin. They increas@ vapidiy. In a wild state they will 

lay from six to fourteen eggs a year, and with favorable weather con- 

@itions the majority of these should hatch. The wild American turkey 

is a large enough bird to be able to take care of itself with most 

bird predators, and if farmers and sportsmen will help in protecting 

them and providing winter feeding stations for them for a few years, 

they should become well established. 

WARDEN SCHOOL CALLED 
OUTSTANDING SUCCESS 

A week's intensive educational effort among the field men of the 

commission was concluded on Saturday afternoon, March 8, with the 

closing of the two-day session of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

warden school at Madison. 

Three schools were held during the week, each of them a two-day 

session. The first of them was at Ladysmith on Monday and Tuesday; 

the second at Antigo on Wednesday and Thursday; and the third at 

Madison on Friday and Saturday. 

The schools were conducted by H. W. Mae Kenzie, chief warden, and 

he was assisted by other administrative heads of the commission. 

Several commissioners, Director Paul D. Kelleter, and other adminis- 

trative heads and prominent local citizens attended some of the 

sessions, and spoke to the men. 

The purpose of the school was to increase the efficiency of the 

men by studies in different warden problems. The program was arranged 

so that messages were read from each commissioner and departmental 

heads as to how further co-operation could be effected. Practice in 

public speaking on the part of the wardens occupied one entire 

afternoon.



IE Ward ravivtin okay 
Wild Turkeys _on Nebraska National Forest.—-Louis Knowles, leader in the South Dakota 

district, reports that 10 or 12 of the wild turkeys obtained through the Biological Survey a: 

and planted on the Bessey Division of the Nebraska National Forest near Halsey, Nebr., by 

the United States Forest Service and the Nebraska Game Department, were seen on a trip 

made to the forest during the past quarter. Part of the birds liberated have become so tame 

that the nursery foreman Anticipated considerable trouble from them in his seed beds. All 

the turkeys that had been wild enough to leave the protection of the nursery had disappeared. 

Mr. Knowles said that while riding over the pine plantations two or three miles from the 

nursery he noted several places where turkeys had been killed, presumably by coyotes. gh 30
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: Dear Roth 

I am preparing a book on "Game Management" gnd also a 
report on the "Game Survey of the North Central States." 
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DEAD WILD TURKEY ON NEST OF PEEPS FLT 

Finding a dead wild turkey on the nest under which there were fifteen 

peeps was the experience of Mr. Harry Crawford, a representative of the Peters' 
Cartridge Company, recently, according to a report received at the Game Com- 
mission. Mr. Crawford, an ardent trap shooter of Dover, Delaware on June 5, 
1930 was taking a walk through Woodland Island, near Dover, Delaware, when he 
discovered the turkey hen. When he got closer to the nest he discovered that 
the hen was dead and upon looking under her found fifteen young wild turkeys. 

Mr. Crawford attempted to catch the young turkeys but was not successful. Two 
q days later Mr. Crawford returned to the same spot and much to his surprise 

A saw a wild turkey gobbler mothering the peeps. 
eccrine 

Turkey feathers scattered around the spot where the hen was nesting 
indicated that vermin of some species had struck the bird in the back and it 

died on the nest. 

| 
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GAME RESEARCH DIVISION x 

June 27, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

In your recent letter to Mr. W. R. 
Becton, Bay Minette, Alabama, copy of which was sent 
to this office, I noticed that in the third paragraph 
you stated that you knew of no literature on how to 
manage land for turkeys. 

We are wondering if you have seen the 
article on this subject by Quarles in the July 1918 
issue of American Game. We are attaching herewith ex- 
tract from this article for your consideration. I be- 

lieve they have had very good success in handling tur- 

keys in the wild state at the Woodmont Rod and Gun 

Club.preserve. 

Yours very truly, 

© OM, Palanan fe 
Cc. M. Palmer, Jr . 

CMP: RVC 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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fhe broad principles underlying game preserving are applicable 
to every country and all species of bird life -- they differ only in 
the details of application. 

Scattered throughout the club's 6,000 acres, chiefly of wood- 
land, are twenty-eight clearings, approximating five acres each and 
occurring at intervals of two miles. Every one of these if regularly 
cultivated and sown with various ne Mr. Bridges describes his 
method of cultivating these as follows: 

‘We endeavor to locate our clearings, whenever possible, on 
slopes facing east. They are placed abaut 200 yards off the woods roads 
that run through the preserve, though each clearing has a branch road 
leading to it. Each year we sow on these clearings wheat, millet, 
buckwheat and field corn. We do not approve of rye. Wheat is drilled 
with timothy between ——— 10 and 20. We find that the birds eat 
the green shoots when they appear later in the fall. In the following 
spring red clover is sown broadvast over the wheat. The latter is not 
cut and furnishes grain to the birds as it ripens; the clover insures 
a good sod and it, too, is eagerly taken. Clover aftracts an abundant 

i supply of insects, on which the yy broods feed. A second strip in 
the same clearing is sown broadcast to buckwheat between June 10 and 

| July 10, and harrowed in. Do not sow this grain too thickly. In May 
additional strips, consisting of field corn and millet, are put in, the 

_  ilatter sown broadcast and harrowed in. 

j "None of these crops is harvested, of course. Approximately 
i one acre each is devoted to the four grains mentioned. A fifth portion 

| of the oLacning is always kept in sod, so as to prevent the land wearing 
’ out under continual eropping." : 

Purposes Served by Seeded Clearings. 

These clearings serve several purposes: 

le By furnishing a better food supply than can be found else- 
where, they tend to keep turkeys and quail from wandering off the preserve. 

2. Food is furnished in stress of winter weather, 

3. In the open season birds are more easily located, as they 
feed in these clearings regularly. 

4. A good supply of insect life, so essential to young birds, 
is supplied. 

5. They furnish the open spaces that practically all game, no 
matter how indigenous to woodland, invariably seeks from time to time.
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Two of the five essentials involved in practical game pre- 
serving have thus been covered--the furnishing of food artificially 
(by sowing or planting) and the breaking up of dense cover by roads, 
rides, or clearings. 

Abundant Natural Food. 
A third essential is an abundant supply of natural food. 

This there is on the Woodmont property, else turkeys would not be 
found there. Wild L omnes grow in abundance, there are great patches 
of dewberries, huckleberries, and blackberries, and the forest growth 
is plentifully supplied with beech, acorn and chestnut trees. Sumach 
also oceurs. These are the principal but by no means all the vegetable 
growths furnishing food. Naturally this source of food supply is more 
important than that artificially furnished; the latter, however, tends 
greatly to inerease the head of game on any given area. 

The clearings might be made even more attractive, I think, if 
each could be provided with a supply of water. A aonye ®untain such as 
is used for poultry would serve in this connection. am well aware 
that there will be many who will be disposed to regard this suggestion 
with amusement, but the fact remains that water is one of the most potent 
attractions that can be furnished birds, whatever the species. Further, 
in England large areas on which game had been hitherto unknown have be- 
come well stocked when water and grit, two essentials that were lacking, 
were provided, In some instances the water was furnished in the manner 
I have suggested. 

Had Mr. Bridges been content to rest with the labor already 
described he would probably have been able to maintain a small head of 
game, but nothing like what he has shown. The most important essential 
of all has yet to be described. Reference is had to vemin. When the 
average American preserve owner thinks of vermin at all, it is most 
frequently after he has stocked his lands. Vermin extinction comes 
first always. It certainly did at the Woodmont Club. 

After a thorough inspection of the work at Woodmont and else~ 
where, and careful consideration of the question, I am inclined to be- 
lieve that wild turkeys can be bred more easily than bobwhite quail, 
put not as readily as ringneck pheasants. 

I shall now outline ey the breeding method that hes 
been successfully employed by Mr. Bridges at Woodmont, or rather, near 
Woodmont, for the turkey breeding is carried on on a farm owned by hin, 
several miles from the preserve. \ 

; The work is now in charge of George W. Newell, sevenhy-four 
years of age, but hale, hearty and vigorous. He has bred wild turkeys 
for twenty-five years and has shot them for more than half a century, 
during which time more than 1,200 have fallen to his gun. I shall not 

soon forget the day I spent with this sportsman of a day long since.
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past. He is repletw with knowledge of the turkey, gained in the school 
or Cuparsanet, and his stories of the gobbler of which he mde a pet 
and ch he veracioualy states used to accompany Bim on his fishing 
trips, are worth the hearing. 

Mr. Newell considers that one gobbler to five a six hens is the proper ratio in breeding in captivity, and that the fenced " enclosure in which the adult turkeys are kept the year round, and in ‘ Which the young are also reared, should contain three acres fa each got adult individual there confined, He hes found the clutch laid by. q birds thus held in captivity to run from thirteen to eighteen eggs. / || { The letter mmber is usually laid the fizet end second years. fie ® permits the turkeys to do their own ing. Gobblers, he says, mate first when two Ts old, mt states that the oags of year-old 
hens are fertile, The laying season commences in ear y March when the gerne $8 am open one; rarely does the first egg arrive later than 
pr e 

Ration for Adult Birds 

Adult birds are fed twice daily the year round on a mixture consisting of whole corn two-thirds, buckwheat and wheat, one-sixth each. A supply of grevel is ~e within easy access of the birds. Charcoal might well be added. © succulent part of the ration is furnished y the blades of fodder corn, cabbage, and mangel beets, No special laying mash is fed, as is done in the ease of mostegame birds bred in captivity. 

Mr, Newell carefully searches daily, whon the breeding season arrives, the sixty-acre enclosure in which hi breeding stock, 
consisting of twenty hens and three gobblers, is confine year 
round, seeking to locate every nest. These are usually found in 
dense patehes of weeds, fence corners and other places oe 
seclugion. A nine-foot woven wire deer fence encloses the breeding 
pen, supplemented by a four-foot width of one-inch mesh poultry 
wire, placed on the outside, at the bottom, but not buried. 

Wild turkey eggs hateh in twenty-eight days. Mr. 
Newell states that the hens leave their nests approximately four 
times during the incubation period. He does not feed them at such 
times. As soon as the hateh is off, Mr. Newell drives hen and brood 
into a rail pen, located within the enclosure, ten fect square, 
covered with boariis. The youne have free access to the outside, but 
the hen cannot escape. The mother is kept thus confined for four or 
five days, by which time the brood should have become well set up 
on its feet.
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Feed for Young Birds. 

The first feed is given twenty-four to forty-eight hours 
after the brood comes off. It consists of very fine cracked corn 
moistened with milk slightly and is given four times daily. Curds . 
are given mixed with this mash as often as possible. The hen 
mother supplies her food needs from the rations given the young. 
The number of feeds given the young is gradually decreased till 
October, when they are put on She two feeds a day which are given 
adult birds, At the end of six or eight weeks the hard grain 
ration mentioned heretofore as given adult birds is substituted 
for the last mash feed of the day, and the feeds are cut from four . 
to three a day. 

Frotection from Vermin and Wet 

The hen mother is given her liberty with the newly-hatched brood 
on the fourth or fifth day. Every evening, however, she is driven into 
an emolosure immediately adjoining the rearing field, which is securely 
wired against vermin, both top and sides, and —s a tightly board- 
ed, though well ventilated olosed house or shed®éne end. The brood 
is confined for the night in this shed, the upper half of the front 
of which consists of two inch poultry netting. Entrance is effected 
through a door at the front. In this shed, which is provided with 
roosts a few feet from the ound, the birds are driven after being 
given the last feed of the pe in the vermin-proof wired enclosure 
immediately in front of it. There they are confined for the night 
and, should it be raining in the morning, they are not released 
till the ground is comparatively dry. Similar action is taken when 
dews are heavy. Young turkeys are much more susceptible to the 
wet than ringneck pheasants, which accounts for the precaution 
gaken, If the grass in the run im front of the shed is kept down 
the brood may be given relmse there before being allowed to return 
to the sixty-acre rearing enclosure, in the event the ground is wet. 

My, Newell thinks much of his success with turkeys comes 
from the protection he gives them at night and during wet weather. 
He is doubtless correct, as, in the wild, it is probably vermin and 
wet weather that woount for most of the mor tality among young 
turkeys. Birds which have thus been driven in to roost will continue 
to frequent the coop at night after they are grown. 

The shed and run used in connection with night housing 
are to all intents, like the ordinary poultry house with run. 

Near the center of the sixty-acre tract is a five-acre 
tract som to grain in exactly the same manner as desoribed in 
connection with the preserve. This furnishes a good deal of feed, 
both grain and insects, and the broods are almost always located 
there when the keeper sets out on his rounds to feed,
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I asked Mr. Newell why he aia not rob the turkey nests 

and incubate the early laid eggs under domestic hens. His reply : 

was that, while this was feasible, late hatched pirds were 80 

hard to rear that he did not consider it good practice. He 

stated that a hen turkey would lay a second clutch if robbed 

of her first, and that she would continue leying for quite a time 

if her eggs were taken away 4 few at a time. 

Mr. Newell also tolé me thet the gobbler rejoined the 

hen when she brought off her brood, if he were the only male in 

the enclosure and ranged daily with her and the prood. If there 

were other gobblers, hwoever, this would not occur till the broods 

were half to two-thirds grown, the gobblers flocking together in 

the meantime. In the wild, Mr, Newell says, gobblers have from 

| three to five hens in the harem, ussally.
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t MADISON,WISCONSIN 

August 26, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Many thanks for the copy of your letter of August 21 
to Dr. Roberts and the game map. When you quoted Hatch for 

southeastern Minnesota, you may recall that I questioned it. 
If you will refer to his "Birds of Minnesota" you will note 
thet he says southwestern Minnesota, 1871. You will find the 
original reference in Proc. Minn. Acad. 1 (1874) p. 61. 

Your map is incorrect as it takes in only a very small 
portion of the southeastern corner of the state. You would be 
more nearly correct if you included all of the southern edge of 
Minnesota, perhaps all south of the Minnesota River. Obviously 
all of Iowa would be included. My reason for this is as follows. 
When Carver was in this region in 1766-8 he speaks of a "great 
plenty of turkeys" in the woods bordering Lake Pepin (Travels 
through the interior parts of North America, London 1778, p. 55.) 
Peter Pond traded in this region in 1773-5. He mentions "Sum 
turkeas" along the St. Peter (Minnesota) River. Just where he 
wintered cannot be determined but it was probably at or west of 
the bend of the Minnesota River for he mentions going up the 
river 200 miles to trade with the Yankton Sioux. He was evident- 
ly rather far west for along with the turkeys he speaks of meadows 
and "Buffeloes are Verey Plentey". - Wis. Hist. Coll. 18 (1908) 
352. This is not surprising since there are Turkey records up the 
Missouri River as far as Yankton and Fort Randall, South Dakota. 

I happened to have these references as I had contemplated 
a paper on the distribution of the Wild Turkey in Wisconsin. What 
has puzzled me is the inability to obtain a reference on the Wis- 
consin side above Prairie du Chien. If Turkeys were abundant at 
Lake Pepin I cannot believe that they occurred only on the west 
side. 

I am interested in learning what Dr. Roberts has to say 
on the subject. 

Very truly yours, 

Ce WwW. Sehrger. 
AWS: FB
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DAILY BULLETIN ¢ 
No. 30-186 J.S. Forest’ Service September 16, 1930 

Southwestefn Region 

|| Turkeys Doing Well: Eighteen young turkeys were liberated by ‘the Albu- 
| querque G.P.A. in cooperation with the State Game Department this last 
|| week on the Sandia Refuge. From all reports, there are over 200 turkeys 
|| on the Refuge as several bunches have been seen by people driving over 
I the Loop Road. (Manzano Ranger) ‘ 

Successive Crops Of Western Yellow Pine In Montana: The Anaconda Copper 
Mining Company ‘is relogeing, at Greenough, Montana, a western yellow pine 
area cut over 35 years age by the Big Blackfoot Milling Company, according 
to the Northern District News. The trees have made from 4 to 7 inches 
of diameter growth since the first cutting, and yield about 4,000 board 
feet per acre. Sapling growth is thrifty and promises another cutting at 

5 rotation age, ‘: 

Region 1 Trying Out Burros For Packing; There has been very little oppor— 
tunity to try the critters for packing purposes due to our inability to 
obtain a supply of the lowly sawbuck saddles from Central Purchase, until 
quite recently. One tmng has been learned, however, and that is that said 
burros will not stay anywhere. They seem to be partial to certain brands 
of hotcakes and overcome great handicaps in returning to some camps. Sev— 
eral shifts have been made in the organization in an effort to have the 
right hotcakes at the right place and thus induce the pack outfit to stir 
put and preve their worth.... Northern Region News Ow Dregs GE
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/ November 20, 1930. 

Y 
Mr. Arlie ¥. Schorger, 

2021 Kendall Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Schorger: 

Mr. Leopold mentioned to me a couple of weeks ago that 
you are working up a paper on the turkey in Wisconsin. I had 
mentioned running across a reference to wild turkeys served at 

a banquet at Green Bay in the very early days of settlement, 
the account having told of the Indidns bringing the turkeys in ‘ 
in their canoes. Unfortunately I completely forgot to work 

this reference up before I left Madison. I remember that it was 
in a history of Wisconsin which I browsed through lest winter @ 18D 

and which is in the Madison public library. I am sarry I can a 
not give you more specific information than this but even that / 
might be of some assistance. iy ie : 

I talked recently with ay > Rev. Marvin Reynolds, 

who lives at West Concord, » and who formerly lived as 
a boy in Waupaca County near Weyauwega. He tells me that he 
remembers very clearly one of their neighbors seeing a wild 
turkey about 1860 and that his own father and most of the men in 
the neighborhood went on a turkey hunt to get this bird. They 

were unsuccessful however. Mr. Reynolds gave me a good bit of 
reliable information and I personally would heave no doubt as to 
his recollection in the matter. 

I am sorry I did not get to see you while I-was in Medison 
the last time but shall certainly look forward to seeing you the 

next time. 

With very best regards, 

‘ Sineerely, 

Walter B. Grange 
Cooperative Agent. 

Copy to: Aldo Leopold, “0 Fy 
Madison, Wis. 

“sal
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reproduction as well as the production of fish 
by artificial propagation. 

There are two kinds of fish refuges, those 
established in streams and those established 

in lakes. The great majority of stream refuges 
are for the protection of trout in spawning 
grounds and places im which the infant fish 
stay until they are lerge enough to venture into 
the main streams. Trout refuges are always 
established in small feeder creeks to trout 
streams. Trout refuges continue in effect 
throughout the year. 

The second kind ¢f fish refuges are those 
established in lakes on known spawning grounds 
ef lake fish, notably bass. Such refuges are 
necessary as bass usually spawn in June during 
the open season for other kinds of l&ke fish. 
Setting aside certain areas as refuges on known 
Spawning grounds protects these late spawners 

from undue disturbance and results in a greater 
efficiency in natural reproduction. Such 
refuges are seasonal, extending until July 1 
éach year. 

WILD AMBRICAN TURKEY eu? 

On April 8 an experimental platting of 
wild American turkeys was started in south- 
western Wisconsin with 17 birds given to the 
state by the Izaak Walton League chapter of 
Milwaukee from their Neon Lake refuge. 

After a careful survey had been made of 

Richland and Iowa counties, particularly along



' 
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Every effort will be made to make the plant 
successful. The birds will have approximately 
50 square miles in which to propagate and spread 
in the ideal territory before they go into other 
good turkey territory up and down the river. 

New turkeys will be added to the plant this 
fall from the state game farm. It will take 
three or four years to build up a good strain 
of breeding turkeys in the area and it would 
be premature to declare the plant a success or 

failure prior to that time. 

ANNUAL FUR AUCTION 

The annual auction of confiscated and 
state-trapped furs was heid Thursday, April 16 
in the Hotel Juneau in Milwaukee. There 
were 2104 pelts of 18 different kinds of fur 
bearing animals to be sold. : 

Phe furs were on exhibit in lets for 
buyers to grade during the morning beginning 
at 9:30 and the sale ecmmenced at two otlock 
fin the afternoon. 

The principal kinds of fur were beaver, 
of which there were 192; mink, of which there 
were 137; and muskrat, of which there were 1575. 
There were also coon, etter, fox, black fox, 
and skunk. 

There were 61 wolf, coyote, and wild cat 
pelts to be sold which were taken by state 

1 trappers this winter.



From Alabama Game & Fish News File: Turkey folder —~ 
(Du Pont Conservation News, Text ( chapt. on. gs 
No. 79, April 1, 1931) population é 

- : : measurement ) 

"Wild turkeys have become more numerous in every section. 
During the past summer reports reached the office frequently of instances 

» where one or more of these large birds were seen from frequently traveled 
highways. In a portected area in Winston County 15 turkey nests were found : 
within a radius of half a mile. From Monroe County, Hon. M. M. Fountain, 
Judge of Probate of that county, reports that in an area of approximately 100 : 
square miles he located fifty droves of wild turkeys, averacing eleven to ; 
the drove, which hadhatched off during the last nesting season. Another : 
observer saw 30 wild turkeys in his peamut field in one drove. These are 
typical of numerous other reports." ;



| : : : 

Ce Turkey folder “ 
Food chapter : 4 Bae 

3 3 Sheets 

Gorsuch killed a turkey gobbler in Long Canyon, Coconino ; 

Forest, last fall which contained about $00 juniper berries 4 

in the crop. The berries filled a 2-lb. coffee can 2/3 full 

and must have weighed about 2 pounds. The bird dressed 16 

pounds,so that the crop contents were evidently about 10 per cent 

of the gross weight. 

| 

: ‘
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More About the Wild Turkey 
INCE my article in March, “Our By WILLET RANDALL have since been received, and reveal 

S Wild Turkey Problem,” there have that the average weight of wild turkeys 

come to my desk letters from many a in twelve states is as follows: Mature 

breeders and from those who contem- Here is some further valuable toms (commonly referred to as ‘“‘war- 

plate the breeding of wild turkeys; I information prepared by Mr. riors”)—15 pounds; young gobblers (in 

have also received a number of letters Randall since the appearance the first Fall season)—11 pounds. It is 

from sportsmen who have had years of of his article “Our Wild Tur- stated by many that unless feed has 

experience in hunting the bird in its key Problem,” in the March been plentiful, these weights are even 

native haunts. : less. 

The general consensus of opinion is in hes of THE GAME BREEDER It must be remembered, however, that 

accord with what has already been said §§ ——_—___————__ when even the best of wild turkeys 

as to the adoption of a standard, and I_ that has all but killed the propagation are raised in captivity and well fed, 

am urged to ask all those who are in- of the Northern wild turkey. such birds will constantly grow heavier 

terested to join with me in having our In the mass of correspondence which and more domestic as the generations 

breeders settle upon some set form at has reached me within the past few pass. The Wild Turkey Conservation 

the earliest date possible, so that no days on this subject, I might mention Society of Pennsylvania seems to have 

more valuable time will be lost. It will a letter from Mr. Henry E. Davis, an arrived at the conclusion that birds so 

readily be seen that heretofore, each of attorney, of Florence, South Carolina. vaised are not worth planting in the 

us has had his own ideas of what a wild Mr. Davis is an ardent sportsman open, as they seem to attach themselves 

turkey should be and has followed some who has had some 40 years of experi- to the nearest farm house and forget 

line of breeding, believing that the goal ence in hunting this bird. He tells me they are wild. To them, man is not a 

was straight ahead and easy to reach, that in his state some of the finest foe, buta friend, and the birds readily 

forgetting, as it were, that others were specimens obtainable are to be found, fall prey to guns and enemies—such is 

following an entirely different line and and gives me much interesting data the record as set forth in the booklet 

all of us expecting to reach the same concerning them. sent me. 

place by a different route. He says that they are the shyest and However true the above may be in 

It seems to me that one of the chief wildest of native game birds, and that that state, our own experience is the 
characteristics of a wild turkey is the old gobblers can rise straight from TeVerse, and we have found that real 
“wildness,” but I would not sacrifice the ground and fly to the tops of the tall wild turkeys raised in a brooder with 

type and color (even though birds were pines, many of which are 120 feet high, tame turkeys and kept with them for a 
more domestic) for wildness. It must and that these lofty perches are the Whole summer, when taken to strange 

be remembered that one of the chief roosting places of the most wary birds. grounds and liberated, were just as wild 

characteristics of a wild turkey in far An interesting item (not asked for) in 4S were their ancestors which were very 

distant times was deep buff or choco- his letter, is the fact that the weight of 800d wild stock. We believe that when 
late to tail and rump—this distinguished mature gobblers is averaged at sixteen turkeys are turned down for stocking, 

the bird from his cousins who had al- pounds. keepers should stay away from them as 

ready been tampered with by the hand Equally important is another letter ™much as possible. We cannot help but 

of man, although none of us deny that from Mr. P. L. Hovey, a sportsman of harbor a feeling that when turkeys 

all our domestic varieties have sprung Fredericksburg, Virginia, who has given Planted run to the nearest farm house, 

from this ancestor whose original home much time and thought to the interest the stock from which they were de- 

was North America. of the wild turkey in Southern states. Scended contained a very large percen- 

While it is true that the chocolate Mr, Hovey believes that the birds found tage of domestic blood. Our findings 

color can be bred into the birds by selec- jin his section are untainted with do- May not be those of some others having 

tion after a few generations, it is ex- mestic blood and says they are small, had as varied experience, yet, after 
tremely hard to produce that metallic wary, and hard flyers; that he has killed years of handling wild turkeys, we think 

sheen possessed by the original wild old gobblers weighing 14 pounds when that the stock to start with means a 

ancestors, and the two are only found yery fat in late Fall, but makes no men- great deal toward success or failure of 

together in flocks living in the most re- tion of having killed any that weighed restocking. 

mote corners of this country, where more. What then is the conclusion? The smaller the birds are (when ma- 

their chances of contamination with Most sportsmen like to tell about the ture) the better they are and the more 

tame blood has been reduced to a mini- big buck, the whopper gander, and the able to care for themselves. We don’t 

mum. overgrown tom, bagged in the covers, believe that a brood of bronze turkeys 

It seeems to me that we, as breeders but they seldom tell us of the smaller liberated in the best covers would ever 

of the Northern wild turkey, should ones which are usually most in evi- amount to very much, because they 

ignore the Mexican variety entirely, dence. have had too many generations of pet- 

since they are not of the type or color We believe that Mr. Hovey’s accounts ting and domestic rearing, but if do- 

that interests us at this time, and be- of the wild turkeys in various parts of mestic birds were raised in a good 

long to a sub-species of our true North- the southern states is of real value, and wild brood in the open, hatched by a 

ern stock. from them conclude that 14 pounds is a wild mother and raised by her in the 

In years past we, like many others, very good weight for a mature tom. natural way, we believe that they 

fell for the fellow who offered us tame The answers to a questionnaire which would readily revert to the ways of 

turkeys, claiming them to be of “Mexi- we sent out to 27 sportsmen located in their companions and mix with them at 

can” blood, which has rump and tail various sections where we have reason the approach of the next breeding sea- 

feathers white (same as our standard to believe the finest wild turkeys are yet son—in fact, this is just what has hap- 

bronze) and not buff or chocolate. This obtainable, had not been forthcoming up pened to many of the wild broods in 

was, and has been, the wolf in disguise to the time of our March article. These (Continued on page 187) 
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(Continued from page 177) Meadow Brook Game Farm 
Virginia and other states where wild NAZARETH Phone 120 PENNA. 

turk till abi d. 

BA ice toms is responsible RINGNECK AMHERST SILVER GOLDEN REEVES 

for this in a very marked degree, for a VERSICOLOR Ne) SWINHOE 
i i an hen turkey will travel miles to get a 

tom in mating season. If the old “war- WHITE FALLOW DEER FOR SALE 

rior” referred to has been killed off at Thousands of eggs for sale in season, from strong, vigorous and 
the approach of the breeding season, hardy birds. 

before the hens are mated, they will 

seek the nearest tame flock and readily PLACE ORDERS EARLY. 

mate with a barnyard gobbler. When 

such matings have taken place, the wild 2 . Sy 

hen returns to the wilds and straight [\S.7\/ \< > ‘ ’ & 
alee ate oun <> Ask For ‘G. & B.’ Netting y proceeds to bring up her brood. We Se aN OX yd] F ' 

eee ‘ EAE NAR LX > for fencing your birds or animals, unexcelled for 
have noted this time and again, and we > Me SL Si ed durability. 

= ; in Neel’ pk pelt The “G. & B.” special cold draw: roces: ives it 

BIS ne Sena une A pons om ne >< ~< >< Bye a greater tensile strength than: Maire eed ievottien 
given to love making with domestic << sl, a rao ne: ee nese 

hens which are raised in his neighbor- es 4 G ( are Dente omlerioheen hare lnds cece echoes 
hood. es ‘ i deposit of zinc covering them in every part and 

f ; £ & ay A solders the long twists of the meshes firmly 
As has been said before, this accounts 7 together. 

for the finding of various types and col- \ Symmetrical in mesh—perfectly flat. 
: 2 i y &, é If your dealer cannot supply you, write to 

ors of plumage in wild flocks, and not x y <| ey r > > THE 

only the colors, but the weights as well Va S & S< | i 

are considerably increased where tame a > <% MY » G Ibert & Bennett Mfg. Co. 

blood has been infused. This seems to | ><> 2S) NEW YorK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY 
have led to the erroneous belief that “2 PRES ee Om PTR ee ge Take BGP hae ce Micon ee 
wild turkeys are BIG birds weighing 40 —————— 7 

pounds. | 

I think that most sportsmen who have | 

lived within the haunts of the wild | Y our Game Preserve 

turkey, and who know him intimately, | 

will tell us that the hardest birds to kill | 
are those that conform to the standard Does It Provide the Sport It Should? 

given in the March issue of THe Game 
BREEDER. k 

ei Many thousands of dollars are spent annually in unsuccess- 

WATERFOWL NOTES ful efforts to provide good shooting on the private preserve. 

(Continued from page 175) Often a less amount, judiciously expended, would achieve the 

Last winter, an Englishman who has desired result. 
a tiny back yard which he calls a great 

zoo, wrote me that he was holding a | * . 

quintent of Elliots for me at $375. I at Careful Planning Is Essential 

onte cAbleaghi my thea Rm oulahene nem, | The foundation of successful operation is a carefully pre- 
He then cabled back at my expense that | ; 
they were sold. Next, he wrote me that | pared plan for development and maintenance, based on the 

he would hold six Green Java jungle desires of the owners and the possibilities of the property. 

hens and one cock bird for me at $375. ff Making the most of these possibilities necessitates careful 

He would hold them for me till March. analysis of the situation by persons skilled in this line of work, 
The latter half of January, we sent him NN phiahtehe Po ittenbe toll Hie teen 

the money, a foreign draft. He wrote cS ie sys OH EOE OEE Abese ts 

back that he had not waited, though he A staff of thoroughly qualified experts experienced in the 
had our explicit order for same last De- establishment, development and management of game pre- 
cember, but sold them. All other Hing: serves, is maintained by The Game Conservation Society. 
lish dealers that I know are quite re- l i 5 hi 4 * 
liable. This particular person will not ts services may save you many times the moderate cost 1n- 

get a third chance to sell my birds to volved. 
someone who pops in and offers a higher % 

price. It certainly is a dastardly trick For further particulars ee 

to take advantage of one so far away. | on 

A poor man is trying to make a living Service Department 
for his wife and family, breeding wild 

ducks, grouse, ptarmigan, wild geese, . ° 
cto Sane meter noes ai Nee The Game Conservation Society, Inc. 
braska and an importer in Maryland, 

load themselves up with shipments of 205 East 42nd Street NEW YORK, N. Y. 
his birds and send him not a cent of 

money for them. Beware of these three 
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ALABAMA GAME AND FisH NEWS i 

McCord in the May issue of the Ala- said, to recover from his astonish- 
bama Game and Fish News, writes ment at the check. When he did so, 
that he hopes Judge McCord will be he dropped his plow and ran to the 
substituting for St. Peter when he house to break the news to his wife. 
arrives at the Golden Gate. Hecom- Then he exhibited his scarred finger 
ments further as follows: and told the story of the mink’s cap- 
“The term ‘liar’ as applied toa Vir- ture.—Alabama Journal. 

ae fisherman 7 construed lib- ee 
erally is a compliment. It means he 
is a fellow of brilliant imagination— A SENATOR SPORTSMAN 
Hallucinations! A fighting ‘lie’ means 
an untruth with malice aforethought, . 
a deception. A Virginia fisherman 5 
was never known to harbor malice in ' . th 
his heart fore or aft. Nobody ever be- | , 7 
lieves a word he says, so there is no , Ye “a | 
deception and therefore he does not @ F 1 a 
lie in the harsh meaning of that é — ~~ 
word! When it comes to inactivities —— & 7 yY 80 lS 
along shady streams on a warm sum- ey, CU 
mer day, he is usually a past master |=eeimmmees Me Bd 
of the art made famous by Rip Van |- he 
Winkle.” 2 ee 

PREDATORY ANIMAL CONTROL cs ae it Oo) oe 
Congress has adopted a ten year |™ Ras eee 

program of predatory animal con- (Mote fl) aly 
trol, the program to start July 1, pea s Pil Eee 
1932. A million dollars a year will |. . Age a ee. 
be used in this work. The Bureau of | 9%” oT ai 
Biological Survey points out that the | 77iiit Me eT.) Sty 
Government is not embarking upon a_ =| # "eS =f if ‘2 
program of extermination, but has as = te eens 3S ke. 

its objective merely the local control |\emaies - 2% ih Gee % 
of injurious animals. No species will  |f ey ee ae Selah ae 
be completely eradicated. Ke Sai es i Se ghee oe 

POETIC JUSTICE Senator B. J. Cowart, of Haley- )} 
Poetic justice has rewarded H. A. ville, with 21 pound gobbler he took 

Barker, trapper and farmer, who in the Alabama National Forest on 
lives in the Alabama hills 10 miles March 30. Senator Cowart bagged ', 
north of Notasulga. two other large toms during the past 

Last winter Barker captured, open season, one of which weighed 
among other game, a particularly vi- 18 and the other 19 pounds. 
cious mink that slashed his finger al- Senator Cowart is one of the 
most to the bone with its teeth. State’s well known hunters and con- 

The mink’s fur won first prize in servationists, and takes great pride 
the national fur show conducted by in the number of turkeys found in the 
Sears, Roebuck and Company. J.C. Forest. He estimates that there are 
Crabbe and J. O. Haynes, of Atlanta, at least 2500 to 3000 in that part in | 
took a check for $2,000 to Barker this which he hunts, which is about 25 
week as representatives of the com- miles northeast of MHaleyville in _ 
pany. Winston County. 

They found him plowing. Three His son and Dr. Sam Snoddy us- 
of his six children lay ill of measles. ually accompany him on his hunting 
>i took him several minutes, the: trips.
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By HENRY E. DAVIS 

HE coastal plain of South Caro- swamps of the tributary streams is Ba tall, slim and racy, after the 

l lina, generally known as the “low more or less similar to that of the fashion of a Grecian athlete, 

country,” embraces the area ly- great river swamps themselves. with legs long, strong and trim and of 

ing between the ocean and a ridge of This timbered area of the low coun- a decided pinkish red hue, with neck 

sandhills extending clear across the ‘tty of South Carolina is today, and long, slender and snakelike, crowned by 

state along a line parallel to the coast ‘@S when the Anet settlers carne, the a head’ small in size-and colored a Ere: 
seatcnont. one mundred and: twentective home of the BenuuD eastern wild tur- pou ged blue, and with powerful wings 

key, and if the species is properly pro- of wide expanse, our old wild gobbler 

miles therefrom. More than a dozen tected, will furnish it a home for all in appearance presents a striking con- 

rivers traverse this region, each of time to come. To the experienced tur- trast to the barnyard turkey cock, with 
+ which, as a rule, is flanked by immense jey hunter of our low country (and his bulging breast, squat legs, short, 

swamps covered with vast forests of each county can boast a reasonable thick neck, and large red head. In ac- 
virgin timber of many species. Some of quota), it seems strange indeed that tion, the contrast is even more marked. 

these great wooded swamps average five any one should inquire as to what is a Swift of foot and strong of wing, the 
miles or more in width and extend for wild turkey, as he has never called, wild gobbler is equally at home on 

many miles in length. Each of these nor did his ancestors call, anything by the ground or in the air. If the occa- 

rivers is fed by innumerable smaller that name that could not truly qualify sion demands, he may seek shelter and 

streams, which likewise have their ac- as such. safety by resorting to his legs, when 

companying areas of forested he will run with the agility and 
swamp. This region also abounds ee speed of a deer, or he may seek 

in numerous bays, or wooded the same ends by trusting to his 

swamps without running Oves most of his range the wild turkey wings when he will bound from 
streams, and adjacent pine | has been reduced to a point where the ground as if propelled by a 

lands. In places, the swamps, | propagation by the hand of man is essential | steel spring and, with a few 

pays and pine lands have been if his former abundance is to be attained or quick powerful strokes of those 

logged, but where this has oc- even approached. The wild turkey is not un- great pinions, rise rapidly above 

curred, a second growth has duly difficult to rear. His propagation offers the tallest trees to sail swiftly 

sprung up and, before many no such problems as are experienced in our and majestically away. Placed 

years, these areas will be heavily efforts with the ruffed grouse and the prairie in similar situation, his domes- 

wooded again. chicken. tic relative, if he depended on 

It must not be understood, A grave danger, however, threatens to un- his legs, would amble away at 

however, that these Carolina dermine our efforts to perpetuate the true a pace so slow as to be easily 
swamps are boggy marshes, as wild turkey—the danger born of disagree- overtaken by the farmer’s boy, 
they are quite the reverse. Gen- ment as to just what the characteristics of or, if he trusted his wings, 
erally speaking, the river a pure wild bird are and just what betrays would be barely able to clear a 
swamps are composed alternate- the presence of “barnyard” blood. ten-foot fence. 

ly of relatively high, wide Mr. Davis’ comments on the subject in Resplendent in his dress of 
ridges and shallow, narrow this article are born of many years of experi- bronze, which glints in the sun 
sloughs, or creek beds, running ence with the wild turkey in its native like burnished brass, and which 
mostly parallel to the river it- haunts—in one of the few sections of the terminates in the short rump 

self. The sloughs are often dry, country in which this regal bird appears at feathers with their brilliant 
except in deep holes, and the least to be holding his own. cross bands of gold and black 

highest ridges are not covered —THE EDITOR. |] tipped with dark chestnut, and 
by ordinary freshets. The ter- the tail coverts of pronounced 
rain of the bays and smaller reddish color, our wild turkey is 
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an object of beauty rarely equalled and stop frequently, will do precious little hopeless task, for such a turkey is as 

never surpassed in the feathered calling himself, and nine times out of indifferent to the most seductive call- 

world. But while we who hunt him ad- ten will not approach directly but will ing as if he were stone deaf. I defy any 

mire his beauty, we esteem and respect circle and come into view where you man to pring an old hermit gobbler in 

him most for his cunning and intelli- least expect him. Then, unless well range of a shotgun at any time during 

gence. That little blue head may not concealed, you will surely be detected, the winter season. 

leok it, but it houses a brain such as no and it will require quick gun work to Such is the wild turkey as he exists 

other feathered citizen of the world keep him from flashing behind a tree with us today, and as I hope he will 

possesses, and contains a pair of eyes and retaining its protection until out continue to exist for the generations 

so keen that their owner never has of range. Many a wise old bird has that are to come after us. Confusing 

to look twice and that will make you thus eluded me, and each time it has this lithe, wary, cunning, intelligent, 

out however motionless you may re- only served to increase my respect for magnificent creature of our wilds with 

main. bis sagacity. the pompous, clumsy, dull- brained, 

A lifetime of intimate association This is what makes wild turkey hunt- bronze-dressed forty-pound strutter of 

with and observation of this great bird ing the most fascinating sport in the the barnyard is just as inexcusable as 

has given me an insight into its ways, world, and one that so completely ab- confusing a Kentucky thoroughbred 

and I give it as my deliberate opinion sorbs its experienced devotee as to with a Percheron draft horse. 

that if it possessed the sense of smell, make him disdain any other. I am not 

no other creature of the wild could talking about the meat hunters who pNeu of the early travelers in the 

compare with it. Any true wild turkey resort to dogs and baits, but about real Carolinas seem to have been 

of sufficient age to be the ob- mightily impressed by the 

ject of legitimate sport is ac- = - i Po yw enormous quantities of tur- 

tive, quick, wild, wary, ever oe oe yf sve se keys they encountered in their 

alert, ever cautious, acute of |» | : a | ai | ‘ journeys through the forests, 

hearing, keen of vision, and et 3 fs ae 4 Z and with one accord they have 

keyed up to run or to fly on Ld 7 left accounts of the abundance 

the instant. These characteris- of these birds that seem in- 

tics are most pronounced in 1 — credible today. For example, 

the old gobbler and to them Lawson, the Surveyor-General, 

he adds a cunning and shrewd- , writing of his experiences 

ness that at times is un- rr from 1700 to 1708, states that 

canny. m at he came across them in flocks 

4 " i a. of as many as five hundred. In | 

Ne ALL real turkey hunters ek th , Al bs those days and until well 

know, the hens and the - Ze § ” a cast Pe 94 along into the last century, 

young birds of both sexes . i  \ oe ae these great birds continued to - | 

flock together during the win- Bins — ae exist in abundance throughout — 

ter reason, while the old gob- ee the entire state. However, the | 

blers are found either alone— A so-called advance of civiliza- 

hermits—or in small bands. tion removed from the up 

The largest band of old gob- country its timber and re- 

pblers I ever personally knew placed it with settlers and 

of contained thirteen, which : clearings, with the result that 

was unusual. I found two the wild turkey disappeared 

bands this past winter contain- A rangey South Carolina bird therefrom, and today in most 

ing five and six individuals, of such region is but a mem- 

respectively. When a band of old gob- hunters who match their wits against the ory. With us of the coastal plain, how- 

| blers is scattered, its members will king of game birds, and in the contest ever, it is not a memory, but still a liv- 

sometimes come to a call as readily as far more often lose than win. About the ing reality. The vast forests of the 

: will young turkeys. In fact, at times surest way to take the conceit out of a great swamps of the Great Pee Dee, 

the young gobbler is about the most fellow whose success in killing a few the Wateree, the Congaree, the Santee, 

difficult of all turkeys to call. young turkeys and hens has caused the Cooper, and the Savannah, and the 

When an old gobbler answers a call, him to imagine that he is an expert great bays, swamps and pine lands of 

especially in the winter season, one of turkey hunter, is to pit him against an Horry, Marion, Georgetown, Berkeley, 

his favorite stunts is to come within old hermit gobbler, one of those grand Charleston, Colleton and Jasper Coun- 

some two hundred yards of the hunter, specimens unusual in size, mature in ties, remote as they are from all hu- 

and there, while remaining concealed years, ripe in wisdom and seasoned by man habitations, still harbor hundreds 

in the timber, reply to nearly every experience, that scorns the company of of these noble birds of purest lineage. 

yelp the hunter gives, but without ap- his fellows and relies solely on his own An honest doubter need not believe this 

proaching one foot nearer. One after- resources. Your turkey hunter may statement on my testimony alone, but 

noon in the season just closed, I in- bring him to bag with a long range if he is truly honest and knows what 

dulged for fully twenty minutes in a rifle after locating him either with or a wild turkey really is, I only ask that 

duel like this with a young gobbler, without a dog, or by locating him at he visit the regions I have mentioned 

and it was brought to a close only by and shooting him from the roost, or by and then base his conclusions on the 

nightfall, when he ran off without ever enticing him to a bait, in all of which evidence of his own senses. 

affording me even a glimpse of him, ways the gobbler is given no chance. I must confess that from my earliest 

and to such a distance as not to be But when he sets out to outwit him or childhood the wild turkey has possessed 

heard when he flew to his roost. When to bring him in range by calling (ex- a singular fascination for me. Born 

the old gobbler does decide to come to cept in the mating season), your turkey more than fifty years ago and reared 

a call he will proceed cautiously and hunter has set himself a _ well-nigh (Continued on page 243) 
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The Wild Turkey in South Carolina 
(Continued from page 228) 

on a large plantation in Williamsburg the most skillful hunters of this elu- Save 

County, South Carolina, where it was sive bird alive today, and who have 
fairly common, I have known and brought scores of them to bag. 
hunted it for fully forty years. During My kinsman, the late Dr. I. W. Gra- oney 
nae rae : ee ae aes aa ham, died some ten years ago in his 

my it mm and along the  ninety-second year. During his entire 
Cea ANd ee ae ee life, he owned a fine plantation on San- WITH Cc ROWN 

, ee, Black an teat Pee ah lh ‘i . 
Dee Rivers. At present, I am president a PARA ee ne sat te S L C Oh iP ots volun nates ateoiaas i which no one was permitted to shoot teel-Constructe ens 
Mopetaeae ete Teese i a turkey hen. He knew the wild turkey 

as few men ever knew it, for during 
and along the swamp of Great Pee Dee y ¢ i t a . 
River, and from this preserve I took seal ines) aden Se ei ees oS aS OF 4 
four in the season that has just closed. eiboand Ee and’ the wiper! aud gp. eg ORE << eee') 
During my long experience, I have seen cmayior swamps and bays literally gp Clas sp tits en << B 
hundreds of these birds both alive and swarmed with turkeys. He hunted them poe 9 
dead, and from this I feel that it is a ; ; a a te fa non subject on which I am somewhat it for at least sixty years, and killed them Thee. TL , 9) ffi 
Hea aoe ewhat quali- in quantities such as few men ever Se IST. PAW inet 

Pea ee have. I discussed the subject often with |p@ioma@™ p—-4 ey ul AEX It has been my privilege also to him, and he told me that of the hun- 4 >< Se y Wl oii 
know intimately some of the great tur- dreds of turkeys he had killed himselt | Daas Daas | IN you 
a tpniers of the past, and my shoot- and had seen others kill, he had never en < Ds a! | | ey 
aN! companions of the last ten years een put one old gobbler that weighed |f Ss Ps Da. pe i Onl | Mt 
ave been and are today turkey hunt- over twenty pounds. He further stated K Nee < Dan Sy a auere 

ers of the first rank. that based on his experience in weigh- , neg an po yy) / yh 

HE article of Mr.° Randall in th ing great numbers of them, the average s ‘ ne 
To * 1931 ean ¢T G e weight of a full grown old wild gob- 

’ ' e of THe Gamr i eats 
Breeper sets out a proposed standard in me ee eed meets) Eliminate ROTTING 
color, form and size for the wild tur- Like his father, Dr. I. W. Graham, TWISTING - WARPING 

key, and with such proposed standard ‘He late Beua Ur ao ea ee CRACKING - BREAKING 
I agree in the main; and the ee large plantation on Santee River in 

for this agreement is that it describes Williamsburg County and was a mighty . ven the fipet  ccey Oks Stars 
i Killer of turkeys. He died some four teel Pens is but little higher than the genuine wild turkey I now know eartaga ae ihediwe Otveisertivasat wood. The simplicity of erection 

and hunt and have known and hunted / tan t eels cuts labor costs way down—and 
all my life, and that my kindred have frequently discussed turkey hunting there is an even greater saving na 

known and hunted since this state was With him, and he told me that he had their rigid permanence. Notice the 
first settled. I have seen and handled, ‘illed hundreds of turkeys in his life- corner construction as illustrated. 

, : a ; 
I would say, at least a hundred dead time, scores of which were old gob- @ The side and corner posts are 
wild turkeys during the past ten years, lers, and that he had never seen but merely driven in the ground and 

‘ v igh i d the top rail bolted in place. No of which number at least one fourth ‘Wo that weighed over nineteen pounds, A . ne fourth t thee th ighed ine! d fittings are required, no posts set 
were old gobblers, and I saw more than 200 that these weighed nineteen and in concrete, no expensive replace- 
fifty live ones during the season that ©@¢-half and twenty-two and one-half ments later. All sections are angle 
has just closed. pounds, respectively. Like his father steel, aluminum fo toe 

i ; he was positively of the opinion that the punched for attaching any size o: We have made it a practice for years Wee ae Ee Pa aa wild cobbl wire fabric. Crown steel construc- 
to weigh turkeys brought into our club “V°T@8° aa Ve eo Doe tion gives rearing and holding pens 
house. From this, we have found that °° sixteen pounds, such opinion being of permanence and economy. 

f based on an experience equalled by few the average old wild gobbler weighs i ‘ i: 
sixteen to seventeen pounds, the aver- RO eer at edge se Coyne ne We ues ‘ -o  beriod of at least fifty years. A age young gobbler eleven to twelve i RG ate aan ® Crown specializes in meeting 
pounds, the average old hen eight to Mr, S. M. McClary of Kingstree, S. C., all requirements for game breed- 
nine pounds, and the average young 20W well over seventy years of age, but ers. Write nearest office for cata- 
hen about seven and one-half pounds. Still active and vigorous, is justly re- logue and nace low pace Sub: 

In my whole life, I have never seen but garded by all who know him as a tur- ee, Sa ee ear BSS 
five old gobblers that weighed over key hunter without a peer. He lives on Hone: 

seventeen pounds, and these weighed Black River, and for many years shot 
twenty-one (a hermit), twenty, nine- turkeys in its swamps for market. His Cc R oO Ww N 

teen, eighteen and one-half, and seven- experience covers at least fifty years of 
teen and one-half pounds, respectively. actual hunting. His records show he IRON WORKS CO. 
During all these years, I have never bagged thirty turkeys a year for ten 

seen a hen that exceeded ten and one- consecutive years; and fifteen to twenty 1109 Tyler St., N. E. 
half pounds or a young gobbler that ex- a year for a large part of the remain- MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

ceeded fourteen pounds in weight. My ing years of his long hunting career. 811-F Graybar Bldg. 

experience in these respects is borne Out of the hundreds of turkeys killed 
NEW YORK CITY 

out by that of my friends, Messrs. by him during all these years, he 

Thomas M. Gregg and Marion M. Camp- states he found three or four gobblers 

bell, both of Florence, S. C., and two of that weighed twenty-one pounds eae 
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dressed, but these were the exceptions lent when it is proposed to adopt a never sold but three birds—let all the 

and not the averages. standard by which it is to be judged. rest of them go to help stock the State. 

I desire to refer to one other expert Gamebreeders of America, when you But this year they have a new law so 

turkey hunter, my friend Nathaniel Come to adopt this standard, let me im- you have got to pay for a separate li- 

Heyward, of Oakley, Berkeley County. plore you not to be misled into the mis- cense for each kind of bird, fish or ani- 

South Carolina. Mr. Heyward has, { ‘take of asserting that a wild turkey mal that you keep, and each license 
dare say, seen as many wild turkeys, gobbler should weigh forty pounds. costs as much as it did to keep all kinds 

alive and dead, as any man now living, Such a gobbler may be wild, but he is last year. 
having been reared on a plantation en not a wild turkey. If you set this weight I think this is wrong, aB lots of small 

Cooper River, Berkeley County, where as your standard, you may be certain breeders will stop raising game, and 

they are perhaps as abundant as any- that you have accomplished not the that means so many less birds to turn 

where in the world, and where he has perpetuation of the true species but loose. It would be a great deal better 

hunted them for forty-five years. For rather that of a race of brainless mon- if the State would make them a present 
many years he has been connected grels, worthless as a sporting proposi- of a license, because a number of small 

with the development of the great game tion and utterly unable to cope with breeders help more than some of the 

preserves that now border his native the dangers of the wild. Se ones aera Repos eee 
river; hence his opportunities for hunt- I trust that you will heed this kind- most of their birds loose, while the big 

ing have been unusual. He tells me ly warning from one who both knows’ breeders send many of the ones they 

that he once killed a freak wild gob- S°mething about and is deeply inter- raise out of the State. I hope the coun- 

pler that weighed twenty-eight pounds, Sted in the subject, and that you will try will wake up some time enough to 
put that he never saw anything else Set your standard of weight for old know that If You Wartt Game It Must 
that even approached this giant. On 80bblers at sixteen to seventeen pounds, Be Raised. 

the contrary, he states that they kept Young gobblers at eleven to twelve oe OC 
records for seven years at Pimlico Club, pounds, old hens at eight to ten pounds, North Montpelier, Vermont. 

of which he was a member, and that and young hens at seven and one-half oo 

out of more than two hundred turkeys Pounds; and that you will adopt the [TIKES ARTICLES ON 

killed and weighed, only two or three lor of head and plumage and the _ FANCY PHEASANTS 
reached twenty pounds. Based on his build of body as Mr. Randall has de- Maitor of Tse GAwe/emnme: 

long and full experience, he gives the scribed them. When you do, rest assured Tete consvaminienyedion nS splene 

weight of the average full grown old You will be right, and you may 80 4:4 series of articles by Mr. Beever on 
gobbler as sixteen to seventeen pounds. ®head with the full confidence uae your the various “fancy” pheasants, As I 

And so I might go on indefinitely work of restocking practice) watt its read them over again, I wish that there 

with the production of evidence of like Sreatess game pind yilybetapprecizted were space for him to go into more 

import from the lips of men who know ee eT 1 gee ooo veene detail about some of the varieties. For 
whereof they speak, but why call any value. it, fae poe prauiehe enesced 38 instance, in speaking of the various 

more witnesses to prove facts that no Perey ual oe atlenreg haw pe thap Kaleege, he warns readers to be care- 

one who really knows a wild turkey Tame outers sot shel clanvel experienced ful that they obtain the proper females 

will deny? hunters know, admire and TEEDSCh, is to mate with the males, as the females 
he roams today, in all his regal majesty, of. many of ‘the Kaleege are quite simi- 

Bae as it is and ever has been by the mighty fastnesses of the great 1,. in coloring, and the different varie- 
enemies on every hand, and sub- ®Wamps and forests of this, his native 13,. wil readily hybridize. May I add 

jected to all the destructive forces of state, that in this country there is some con- 

nature, the wild turkey long ago would oe | ee fusion also about males of one or two 

have disappeared, even from our fa- THE OPEN FORUM varieties of Kaleege, although there 
cs section, had it not been blessed (Continued from page 241) should not be. 

with such extraordinary sagacity and : 0: f the commonest errors is in 

hardiness. It has to contend on the one Re onoes aumatter Lab only: yeuicetl eevee hdl males for Melanonotus 

hand with rains, floods and fires, and CUBE: Be arg Res tagtonss 0 males, although the difference is well 
ante Totter taith: tintoinnumeeanie be taken into consideration, of which piarked «ithe eal whieh by the way, 

horde of living foes dressed in fur and na ie desires and situation are para- is less commonly seen than the Melan- 

feathers, such as wild cats, foxes, OUN' F : onotus, has the whitish breast markings 
minks, opossums, raccoons, hawks, ney PONENT: nee ane een and black crest of the Melanonotus, but 

owls, crows and eagles, embraced in Dreogine 16 Tey, growing Dusiere, where the pure Melanonotus has no 

the comprehensiyerterm of vermin’ te, Will grow muuch more Tapidly, Wall nits markings .on back and. saddle 
Chief of all, it has to contend with man. ee ey oe Yepte diits nob Beet (from which comes its common name 

Despite, allthis dp isuuolaing 1einwn) Cees ee oe OU but ib omers (8 of Black-backed’ Kaleege)) the “Nepal’s 
in most of our section, and in some Tesh anaes we puclents and, capable back and saddle feathers carry a white 
parts it has actually increased. Baiting ™27 WhO means business. fringe at the end of the feathers. The 
and spring shooting of gobblers have BnEtOl Nepal female may be easily told from 

long been outlawed, but some appear the Melanonotus female, by the fact that 
never to have heard of it. When it STATES SHOULD she is of a buffy shade of color, where 
comes to violations of law, it must not ENCOURAGE BREEDERS ihe Melanonotus famale is less buffy 

be assumed that the Volstead Act has ditor of Tur GAME BREEDER: and more gray-brown, and her breast is 

a monopoly. Here is the two dollars for another much darker in color than the Nepal. 

In conclusion, I wish it to be clearly year for Tue Game Breeper. I did not The white-crested (albocristatus) male 

understood that I have no wild turkeys think I would subscribe another year may be easily distinguished from either 

for sale, either in the form of eggs or as I think I will go out of raising game. the Nepal or Black-backed male, by his 

in the form of the birds themselves, This State doesn’t seem to encourage white crest, otherwise resembling the 

but knowing and respecting the real people to raise much game. I have Nepal, but having a wider white fringe 

wild turkey as I do, I can not keep si- raised game birds for seven years, and on back and saddle. The white-crested 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

pape MADISON Lode 
Cc. BE. HOLMES H, L. RUSSELL, DEAN AND DIRECTOR 

G. E. ANNIN we wi 
M. O. NORTH , 

September 8, 1951. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

Biology Building. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have been trying to check up on the matter of egg 

production of wild turkeys. It has never occurred to me before 

and do not know why it hasn't, but in reading references it 
suddenly occurred to me that one person means one thing end 
another means something entirely different by the seme words. 

i For instance, if a turkey is hatched in June 1930 and begins to 

lay in May 1931 I would say that that bird laid its first year. 

I would also say that that seme bird laid its first year if it 

began to lay in July 1931. Some people apparently look upon 
the first summer as the first year and the second summer as the 

second year and so on. 

Of course, our modern breeds of chickens begin to 
lay in their first year without any doubt at all. We hatched, 
for instance, Leghorn pullets in April and they began to lay 

( the following August, September or October, but fram what 
references I can get I judge that turkeys hatched one spring 
probably lay eggs usually the next spring if they are reasonably 
early hatched. I do not find very much worth while reference 
on the subject. There is a book in my library "Turkeys and 
How to Grow Them". This is published by the Orange Judd Company 
in 1897 and there is a chapter on the Wild Turkey by George Enty, 

and in that article on page six I find the following:- 

"She was a full wild hen, one year old, obtained 
from the mountains in Central Pennsylvania, etc. etc." 

This hen laid and hatched a brood of poults. 

Apparently normal for one year old young wild hens to breed. In 
this same article, however, I get the impression that young 
males seldom were allowed to breed because they were usually 
driven out of the flock by the old males. I find this on 
page seven of the same reference. Also on page twelve of the 

seme reference I find the following:- 

"I never heard of a gobbler having more than



a.» 

two or three females under his protection". 

I can't quite bring the author's statement in 
this respect together because it would seem to me that in 

the natural course of things if a wild male head not more than 
two or three mates it would be frequently possible for young 
wild males to find mates unless there was a decided surplus 

of males in a community. The author stresses the fact that 
mature males often would fight to the finish so this 
apparently is very common so that the number of old males 

that would become incapacitated would seem on the surface 
to be quite large with, to me, the result that there would 
likely be females available many times for young males unless 
the old males had more than two or three mates. 

We had supposedly wild turkeys at the Rhode Island 
Station when I was there and if they were wild, the hens 
did breed at one year of age. I have never been certain 

that they were truewild because of the fact that the young ones 
were easier to handle than I would expect them to be and do 
well. We had one old male that I em sure was probably as true 

wild as one could get. 

I also believe that in case of wild nests broken 
up so that the wild hens lay late, if youngsters from that 
nest survive the chances are that they may not breed 
successfully until the second season. 

Yours very truly, i 

Le 

JGH:B Professor of Poultry Husbandry.



Sept. 14, 1931 

| 

Prof. J. G-» Halpin 

Poultry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin ’ 

Dear Professor Halpin: 

Thanks very much for the reference George Inty on turkeys 
and for your coment. 

It so happens that about the same day I got your letter I 
also re-discovered the missing source of my information. This is 
“The Wild Turkey at Woodmont" by E. A. Quarles, Bulletin of the 
American Game Protective Association, July, 1918. Quarles agrees 
exactly with Enty, namely that the gobblers breed at two years, but 
that yearling hens sometimes lay fertile eges. 

It is rather interesting that this is the opposite of what 
you deduced from groun’s uf theory and analogy. Sometime I would 
like to diseuss the possible meaning of this anomaly. 

The sexes in wild turkey run separate most of the year, 
which is possibly a part of the answer to your question about how 
Enty's statement is to be reconciled with field conditions. JFurther- 
more there is nothing hypothetical shout disturbed sex ratio in the 
wild. We are beginning to find that they are the regular thing. : 

Thank you very mach for your pains in helping me with this } 
matter. 

| Yours sincerely, : 

s 

, ALDO LEOPOLD 
\ ; In Charge, Game Survey
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WATERLOO, IOWA 

Jan. 30, 19382 

We Fe. Parrott, Prese, 
Matt. Parrott & Sons, 
Waterloo, Iowa: 

Dear Will: 

Replying to your inquiry in regard to this part of Iowa 
being included in the habitat of the wild turkey in former days, 
I am pleased to give you such information as I possess. 

James Virden, who reached the future townsite of Waterloo 
June 1, 1846, informed me that wild turkeys were to found in the 
river bottoms where timbered and that he had shot them in "the 
jack oaks where Main street, Cedar Falls, was later laid out." 
This was in 1847-8 while he was working for James Sturgis in the 
construction o8 a mill dam at the Falls. 

W. S. Cobb, who settled in Cedar township, about four 
a miles south-east of Waterloo in the middle '50s, told me that he 
¢ occasionally saw whld turkeys and that he shot one that he saw 
% feeding near a hay stack, appraaching the bird from the opposite 

s side of the stack until close enough to shoot. 

: Abraham Turner, farmer and noted hunter, who settled in 
3 tedar township in April, 1854, in response to my query, stated that 

| J/ it was comparatively easy to bag a turkey in t_he timber along the 
5 Cedar then, above the present town of Gilbertville. 

Melvin Vaughn, who came to Delhi, Delaware county, with 
his parents in the early'S0's, and spent much of his time hunting 
and trapping, mentioned turkeys as one of the objects of pursuit in 
his first experiences afield.vHis hunting territory included Dela- 
ware and surrounding counties. On? ane occasion,in tracking a flock 

JV following a damp snowfall, he found that the birds had entered a 
thic"ket , tops of shrubbery in which were heavily weighted down 
with snow. Despite every effort he was unable to flush or drive 
a bird from concealmeht and departed without seeing ones 

Z _ —a- 
oS S| 2. 

ee , aot John Mesick,/while driving from Waterloo to Cedar 
= at ia _—— Pye) Falls in 1856,’ encountered a flock about half way 

itt (ie et petween the two villages. This in Waterloo twp. 
ay me: f B -- meni” == Al] men quoted have passed on. I obtained infor- 
a ieee ey =eeemet ion from first four in person. wWegick's from 
Se wees son. 
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The Wild Turkey---Today cv" 

BELIEVE that every reader of THE By WILLET RANDALL We have found that variations are 

[ose Breeper is interested in the even much greater than we had hereto- 

propagation of game birds, yet it is Parr dl fore supposed, which proves that, even 

no doubt true that only a small per- in a perfectly wild state, such variations 

centage are breeders of the stately wild scrubs. We raised 21 out of the 30 re- do occur. Then comes the question 

turkey—a sad reflection upon American ceived, turned them loose on the pre- (which a standard alone can prove), 

industry when we consider the past serve grounds, and they made their way “What is the right type?—weight?— 

record of this, our largest and most next day to a farm house and have color? How are ye) Beveral breeders 

highly respected game bird. been roosting with the chickens ever going to make this decision? How shall 

The subject of the wild turkey has _ since.” we buy, sell oe select for future propa- 

been pretty thoroughly covered through The answer is that tame turkeys al- Bon the birds meduizeds aoe Ce a 

this magazine, but I am prompted to ways do this very thing, and there isn’t hoseiit we sourselyce) Gon t non ait 

Fo i et or Wy «aay Boneh DOLE the Tied wale Sang OE ree aa ee 
readers since the last article appeared. purchased was of that blood. This is Ree ate aa coon Ee s 

Then too, we all learn as time goes on, just one more proof of the inferiority of nee said many times before and 

EMabTreneie deaten (olnasaton allinew= /) tholetaah acian aralotermerset wilds oe ie peichonts Teen gt cone 

ly-gained information that may be help- turkeys.” It is the one thing to kill diction, that true wild turkeys:are rare 

enn tainty mentite.) Vookine Soverduay— ‘the aindistryssand dhe stremcdy” (a to and extremely hard to get for breeding 

correspondence covering the last five educate the breeder or preserve owner Da eer Some neve pretense’ urn ce 

beara ihe ane acs mee er ant (javaet dala Gientg atid taikoy Wibe eee Se eee ate 
number of letters, both from men of fore he spends his money. Was necessary was ithe cash ih es 

long experience in hunting the wild 2 eo oe anager : eg 

turkey and from those now trying to i i * ey ae aete 

re-establish the bird in covers lenis I oe ec ake ve ee eat sou wut aes 2 i 

for its multiplication. The questions  gtates tor inspection, as well as ia whieh ages ots shove pos yes bipon ot 

submitted to me prove beyond all doubt i ; ; omerie pipe ERGO Ot cee pee 
i Spinel purchased, but with one exception every are no good wild turkeys being bred—I 

that the interest in this bird is today pjirq that has come to us is trash of the  pelieve there are a very few, but I con- 

greater than it has been since the days pipest kind which shows very little trace ae a = ble t v h eran Hi 

when game breeding was first consid- of wild blood. Things of this nature see Sate eiia tas a ie Bea 
ered in the field of American conserva- will continue until the standard has toms ee ee still holds good z if any 

Bon: heen approved, and we hope that, before of you know at this moment where such 
The outlook for the wild turkey in very long, the readers of this magazine purebred wild turkeys can be had, I 

the future is certainly encouraging. My will have before them a guide which will appreciate the knowledge. I have 
prediction is that we shall soon see will enable them to tell just what a gcoured every corner of the country, 

plantings made in nearly ever state pure wild turkey looks like. The sooner paid many dollars in express, coming 

where the birds once were plentiful; at we game breeders learn that wild tur- and going (mostly going) in an attempt 

least, if the very enthusiastic letters keys don’t have white wings, jet black to locate good birds. 

which I have lately received mean any- legs, big red heads and mammoth A newspaper clipping sent me only 

thing, we shall not be disappointed. bodies, the sooner we will begin to get yesterday told of a project under way 

On the other hand we have also re- somewhere. whereby the state of South Carolina was 
ceived some data of interest where fail- I have had a very good opportunity ccntemplating the purchase of wild tur- 

ures have been complete; and the ques- “to compare birds from various state keys to stock their covers down there. 

tion is asked, “What is the remedy—if game farms, preserves, and from pri- I immediately wrote the Game Commis- 

there is a remedy?” I quote in part a yate owners who have sent feathers and sioner that his state harbored the very 

note lately received from one deeply in- parts of skins for classification; this purest wild turkeys, to our knowledge, 

terested but completely discouraged work is still being carried on at Ark of any in the whole U.S.A., and that to 

with his initial venture. Farms and Zoo, and we have appealed turn down a bunch of worthless half- 

“We bought baby turkeys from a re- to every hunter and breeder who has bloods among these few remaining origi- \ 

liable breeder who claimed to have the interest of these birds at heart to nal birds, would be a catastrophe—that | 

genuine wild stock, but we suspected send us his collections of either birds, once the damage was done it could : 

from the first that they were only’ skins or feathers. (Continued on page 50)
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The Wild Turkey -- Today and Tomorrow 
TKE % (Continued from page 35) 

| never be repaired—and warned him to We once sent some of our best hens 

| consider carefully his move before it to the haunts of the true wild 

Fenee Posts |] was too late! My newspaper clipping bird and had them mated to a genuine 
|], may have been just a rumor, and I hope wild tom. This was some years ago, 

For Easy, Low Cost | it was. and I did not know as much about wild 

s | " 5 ird 
Construction | IN South Caroling ealcue thetcoustale senee aon  bpo edad ven Hanae 

| ] ti d inthe 4 . a we received from the eggs our hens laid 

\ | Gites an a © dense pine Woocs were so terribly wild that it took two 
{iQ | are still to be found the best of the : ‘ 
| : generations to overcome it enough to 

HCH fading remnant of the once abundant 2 

DRIVE id) | wild turke There, in a tangle of nat- bread) her On) Open Taser wiLnOwu aay: 

1/9) ™ | ye nent 5 ing them disappear never to return. I 
LIKE Niall Wa | ural cover, he still carries on, untainted 3 & 

(3) HA) | Le % cannot recall the color in particular, 
Hii HH | by the addition of the blood of his barn- fi é a 
Hy Mi] | : ! i though I have often tried to think just 

STAKES qi] My yard cousin, who would bring him down : - ji 
1/5) 4) | ; _ 2 how these were marked, yet I don’t have 
idl MH to disgrace in a single season, but only 

I) 3) M8 A : to rack my memory to recall how very 
ici) | the misguided efforts of man will en- ; 

e 9) IA ‘i ; wild they were and that the slightest 
lial Hi able him to do this, because the South 
i i ‘ i false move on my part sent them scur- 
Hil I} | Carolina wild turkey is so wild that he A 
I) Hl | _ rying away to the tallest trees in the 
lil i) . keeps well to his sheltered home among fe 
I | 3 neighborhood. 
dl HH /) the tall pines where, for untold genera- 7 P 

i I) tions, he has flourished and multiplied. _ [¢ is the blood of the pure wild tom 
lig I] } Here we find him at his best, and he that we breeders ero ne for; It ds 

idl Hi] only asks to be let alone. Wild turkeys ‘thelr blood (not dripping on red leaves) 
[> Ii | are not given to migration except in that we ser have to save the bird from 

id} | | their search for food, and their migra- ‘¢tal extinction. Why will the eee 
id Hl ] tory range is restricted. If they go out who still have them pot allow their 

9 I | of the territory where raised, they will toe 4 for breeding purposes 

idl Hl ] return to it once their hunger has been OMY? Some of them will allow you to 
1/5) I | appeased. They are lovers of home, kill through a long open season, but 

(3) i | clinging to their certain sections as they will not allow you to capture one 
ey Hi] 3 i : ; ; i ae x 
2 Hl] tenaciously as a drowning boy clings to live and bring it out for breeding pur HG I | Hee poses. Would it not be better for all 

[a I : ; I s) | The wild turkey of South Carolina is concerned to breed them, rather than to 

le ; / the very bird that will put the species kill them, until such time as they are 

iy | | back on the map. Our game breeders no longer in danger of polly ins in the 

Wine Hh} need this untainted blood for the suc. Wake of the passenger pigeon, the Lab- 
Hig I } | cessful propagation of their future rador duck, the heath hen, and I almost 

iA A |] flocks, but the sad part of it is that at ald che Gn ron elon nega aute oe ube: 
H) Tg p || this time the state of South Carolina Neve that I will truthfully be including 
1) HH) wil not allow us to buy any of these this last named species ioe years hence, 

I ia e | birds or their eggs for breeding pur- unless i closer barrier is thrown 

a IN || poses. There seems no way in which round it. 
GH) fi : : : 

iy) | / Buy from |f they can be legally acquired. Did you ever stop to consider how 

V Mh | CROWN | I do not say that there are no other closely the American bison came’ to 

Hl ] tL | states which do not have genuine wild total extinction, and how he comes to 

wi) 6 ae COW \l turkeys. I believe that Virginia has be living today? Did you ever realize, 

| prices | some almost, or perhaps fully, equal to it was not restrictive laws that saved 

Crown steel fence posts are ideal for those of South Carolina, but the breed- him, but that a few far-sighted public: 

line peace ee) styles fill Ray re- ers down there, who have them to sell, spirited men were his sole salvation? 

finish recommended for al light Fencing, ‘| ao not ship us anything but mixed Well, if not, let me tell you that this 
, poultry runs, etc. t ite 7 oe i . Ss ; 

gnidded eT” veut eer win stone, scrubs containing a little wild blood, was just how the buffalo was snatched 

rugged enclosure is desired. Sold direct | and that is just what none of us want. from the very jaws of extinction. It 

Other eee aca ar cei reer | We have enough of it nearer by, without was the breeder—not the lawmaker— 

ting, hardware cloth, electric welded | paying express on tame turkeys. When that saved the buffalo, and the same 
fabric, steel_pen construction materials, | , 
and other wire and steel products. Best the Virginia breeders can supply the hand that saved the buffalo might have 

Guia iy awake (ot ico plete a catalogue. || North and every other point of the com- saved the heath hen, if he were per- 

Cc BR W N | pass with true wild blood, these breed- mitted to do so. Alas, the heath hen 

| ers will have a réady sale for all the is gone—gone forever! While every ef- 

IR oO N Wo R K S Cc oO good wild turkeys that they can pro- fort (seemingly) was made to save him, 

etal duce. They are in a better position to these came all too late, and today there 

1190 Tyler St., N. E. |i do it than any other state I know ex- remains upon the earth one lone, sur- 

Minneapolis, Minn. Ey | cept the South Carolina people, because vivor of a once stately game bird, band- 

811-F Graybar Bldg. crown} they have the genuine article down ed by silver bands upon both legs to 
New York City CATALOG i : ; * peau ; 2 

ane there and can mate their hens with the identify him in case his bleaching bones 

BUY DIRECT wild tom of the tall pine covers, and are found, somewhere upon the preserve 

SAVE MONEY thereby strengthen the lines they al- set apart for him in his last lonely 

ready have without violating the law. kingdom—Martha’s Vineyard. 
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ve let us learn a lesson from the 0 

bison and the heath hen! Let the 7 

breeders of America rise up and, by Sa Ve Your Phea ant 

combined effort, shoulder the responsi- - Ss S. 

bility of re-establishing the true North Pp t d bD PL | 
American wild turkey in his native aan Vl es. oO a s 

haunts. We have several pure flocks 

from which the nucleii of breeding THIS SIMPLE, INEXPENSIVE WAY 

i t * eke 
Pecks og eee sararaneee Oka Avoid expensive losses among your flocks. Follow this simple 
Hipat fod ome way to ecco lan and save money and valuable birds. 
legally. The game breeders of this Broo y s ; ‘ : ‘ 

country are not outlaws. They are do- Spray SARDILENE, the biologically-tested Sardine Oil, on 

ing a work today that will be appre- their feed. A quarter pint of oil to every 100 lbs. of feed. 

ciated a hundred years hence if not Use ordinary atomizer-action spray. 

now, but as time robs the covers of the This remarkable, guaranteed, high-potency Vitamin D oil gives 

last of the wild turkey these men will results equal to highest grade medicinal cod liver oil at less 

bentaled abou al hour their bones than one-half the cost! Reduces mortality, builds strong birds, 
will have long since gone to decay. It improves feather lustre, increases hatchability of eggs. 
is not now too late to save the wild 
turkey) If will take time and concerted One-gallon can = SARDILENE and a pees sample of 

effort on the part of not one but many, our a ae ig rie sent postpai anywhere in the 

to put them back to their original num- United States for $1. Address 
put i ! 

Dereesont it one ne: done! F. E, BOOTH COMPANY, INC. 
i I appeal to all lovers of the greatest World’s Largest Sardine Packers 

of all game birds—the wild turkey—to SAN FRANCISCO 

arouse themselves from the stupor into f eee Ee ee ee 

which they have fallen, and give this 

bird a hand. Our covers in twenty 

states are suitable for its establishment s oO LD OUT B 8 
Hee ae i All of our surplus breeding stock of pen-bred native Bobwhites 

and multiplication. They once lived U A L E S 

and thrived there and they can do so Ny Ot i f oie a 

again if they are given a chance. It ow booking orders for early delivery. 

cannot be done as sania as it was HORSE SHOE QUAIL & TURKEY FARMS 
y J. T. BISHOP, 65 B’way, N. Y. City W. R. PIERCE, Carthage, N. C. 

by the hand of the Creator thousands of 

years before the white man appeared —S—S—— ee] 

on the scene, but we can—if we will— 
pay back what we have ruthlessly Last Call 

slaughtered with never a thought of 

the future. There is strength in num- 3000 HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 

pers angi: enouen cr ue pend toe ber, For February Shipment From Czechoslovakia 
get busy and display sufficient backbone, 

the wild turkey will be saved! PHEASANT EGGS 

aes from non-related selected breeding stock for April-May-June delivery 

FANCY PHEASANTS FINEST BREEDING STOCK OF ENGLISH RINGNECK PHEASANTS 
(Conti aie 40 IMPORTED MELANISTIC MUTANTS—THE FASTEST FLYERS 

‘ontinued from page 40) shipped from our large Game Farm in Chester, New Jersey 

ing that they are walking about with Satisfaction guaranteed. Backed up by our 22 years’ established reputation. 

ruffled feathers and drooping wings, and For prices and particulars apply to 

to find a day or two later that they have 

all died. Therefore, every care must J U i I U Ss 16 Oo E W I T H, I N G. 

be taken to prevent cats and other 150 Nassau Street New York City 

vermin frightening the chicks. With full- Largest Importers of Live Game Birds 

grown birds, the shock does not often References: Irving Trust Co., Woolworth Bldg., N. Y., The Merchant Association of New 
: York, The Game Breeder, New York, as well as many State Game Farms and Private 

cause death, but generally results in Game Preserves. 

scalped heads through birds flying 

against the wire netting. —————————oea=aleheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee— ca S$ 

As soon as chicks seem well feathered ‘ 

ana out of danger, wy ae ax oct | WAGNER GAME FARM 
weeks of age, have them moved to large 

aviaries with good clean grass runs, in LOCATED NEAR HENRY, ILLINOIS. 

order to give them plenty of chance to The Official Illinois Game Farm for Sportsmen’s Mutual 
bi i ti Ae . 

Shee an ata aR eae oad Originator of Sportsmen’s Mutual—Farmer Cooperative Game 
are full grown, they can be given fair 

quantities of maize, biscuit meal and Preserve Plan. 
hemp seed, in addition to wheat and ee ‘: 5 

i i i y W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois, or Sportsmen’s Mutual, Lel 
dari. The better grown they are by Ome Bulite: OS inensld, Tiincie” for intormadion malay. to. “Obtaining, pheasant, 
Christmas, the better chance they will quail and other hunting in Illinois on stocked and protected club grounds at nominal 

; 3 cost. 

Pele eee PHEASANTS—DUCKS—TURKEY S—GEESE 
i [BS Dae rea ee is rae bad ele nae eae ee 
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The Wild Turkey---Today 5 Pf der LA AN 

and Tomorrow ot ut 
HE study of the wild turkey is ex- By WILLET RANDALL number of males. Some breeders get the 

l tremely interesting. I know that mistaken notion that a tom is enough 

much time is given it here that Parr IT for a great many hens. He would be, 
should be used for other important provided all the birds kept together and 

work, but it has, and always did have, tamer bird, however, has one outstand- nothing befell him just at the critical 

a charm for me which is irresistible, ing virtue not possessed by his wilder moment. If it should, and there are 

and from which I never have been able’ brother, and that is the ease of han- therefore insufficient toms on your 

to break loose. I have given more than dling, but those who are favorably sit- grounds, your whole year is a complete 

30 years to the careful study of the uated may well consider the unrestrict- failure. Don’t be penny wise and pound 

wild turkey and have learned something ed plan of propagation and trap up _ foolish by liberating too few toms! Bet- 

new every year, yet the work seems to their stock at the advent of cold weath- ter have too many than too few, be- 

have just started. I shall continue to er. The birds will remain in the vicinity cause they can do no harm and may 

carry it on regardless of more imme- where raised, provided there is feed do much good. 

diately pressing work. To have on my for them, otherwise they may stray Remember that the best wild turkey 

preserve the best flock of pure wild tur- te where this is more plentiful. The male will not mate in his first season 

keys in the United States has been my wise breeder plants or sows grain in when bred in the wild! He will, in Some 

fondest dream, and I believe the only his open fields upon which the birds cases, do so if pen-reared, but I have 
way to get it is to keep going. may feed, and can expect them to re- had them refuse, even though they were 

There are hundreds of farms so sit- main constantly upon his own grounds. tame enough to eat from my hand. In 

uated right now the wild state, the 

that they can suc- ra . . rer ee “ perro eey old mature male 
cessfully rear this Th: bee | sic lile eA as _--—~——s does. the breeding 

bird. Every year j@ a ; ‘ ae. ee “ while the younger 

sees an increasing 7 "ee § ‘q..——" ones keep to them- 
number enter the ae “ee < eg ™*’ ae ae selves the greater 

field. What these re te —— - part of the spring 
men require in : : oat and summer, 

their flocks and S a : though all may 
must have is wild : : unite toward the 
blood. They don’t : a advent of cold 
want to raise tame “ % . < — e weather. 

turkeys and at- ° = cg — My advice is to 

tempt to turn them turn loose on every 

loose with the ex- : preserve ground 

pectation that they : . oe : once each year a 

willincrease. If = : : 3 surplus of new 

they do, they will S atte 2 : : oe males—this will in- 

wake up later only es ne : . oa _. | sure your egg fer- 
to find that they a a 2 ie ee - == tility and such 

were mistaken. a si rs “birds as you may 
When the standard The true Wild Turkey is a graceful feel are not needed 
is forthcoming, it bird, slim, wary and racy in appearance can either be shot 
will supply a long or trapped to ship 

felt want and teach us how to proceed. Hand feeding of wild-bred birds is not to other breeders who will always be 

It will give us the necessary informa- to be encouraged, as when this is done seeking them. While inbreeding has been 

tion that we crave in making selections, they become less self-reliant, tamer and carried on in the wild for untold ages, 

but the best we can do now is to buy grow too large. we believe that a stimulus is added 
the best at hand and breed them up by The birds are hustlers, hardy and where an exchange of males is made 

the addition of what good birds may strong fliers, and will get a good living every second year at the least. Once 

later be available. in most instances whenever the ground the industry is firmly established, it 
The breeding of the wild turkey is remains bare. As a rule they will out- will be easier to make these exchanges 

not difficult, once you are started, and, wit their natural enemies, or at least with those who have the best stock. 
provided your conditions are right, they 4 large portion of them will, buta game Young toms in their first season will be 
can be bred closely like other turkeys, keeper must forever be on the alert that 0. K. for liberation every other year, 

but this I now believe should not be vermin doesn’t move in suddenly and _ since there will then be plenty of older 

carried too far, lest the birds, even take a heavy toll. Some seasons the in- ones to go on with the necessary mating. 

though from the best ancestry, lapse flux of owls, goshawks and even eagles Again, a young bird will be more apt 

into a state of semi-domestication and is so great that flocks are exterminated to remain with your flock than an old 

go backward. It is the surest way to im one year. Every gamekeeper knows one, especially if trapped and liberated 
succeed with your numbers, but not the value of predatory bird and animal as soon as received from the shipper. 

. always with your quality. control, and that he must be ever on Some breeders prefer to restock with 

Birds bred from good ancestors may watch. hens, but it is the writer’s experience 

be wild, even though bred in confine- that the male is the proper one to lib- 

ment, but they will not be so wild as~ l HAVE pointed out before the futility erate regardless of his age. Hens are 
those reared on the open preserve. The of restocking without a sufficient (Continued on page 90) 
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7 . 5 

rowan The Wild Purkey--Today and Tomorrow 
It's getting close to the breeding sea- (Contiuea. fromnage, 11) 

Ben ore Eo ee mace best when introducing new blood into upon and destroyed by the others. Nc 
but have the following to spare: pen-bred birds, or at least they are just weakling is allowed to live and go or DUCKS—Pintails, Mallards, Calls, Can- ' A ; vasbacks, Woods, European Widgeons, as valuable, but such new blood should with the perpetuation of his race. 
necie wiite Gail eu Means always be purchased in the early fall He is a most thorough polygamist 
Garganey Teal, Wild Blacks, Gad- and not in the spring. Often birds of and his passion is all too often his 
walls, East Indias, Blue Brazilians, ; : ‘ . 

etc. good breeding will refuse entirely to undoing, because the outlaw preys upor 
GEESE—Bernicle, Bean, Whitefront, either mate or lay when moved late. his weakness; and when the spring 
Heron: Biigntae carne gobble starts, the outlaw answers in 

Sees eee ete. eS eggs of the real wild turkey kind until the two meet somewhere 
PHEASA NTS—Chinese, Mongolian; are few in number and small in size. down the valley, and there the story 

Golden, Silver, Amherst, Nepal, Mela- Big, bronze-type eggs might better be ends, as far as that particular gobbler 
nonotus, Linneated, Copper, etc. ; = ¢ E QUAIL—Valley, Scaled or Blue, Gam- eaten with some good bacon for break- is concerned. 

PEAT ow L——Northern-reared | Blue, eet neler ES RE aneld. se moog a eE N LAST month’s instalment I men. White, Pied, Blackwinged, specifer or men of wild hen will lay about 12 eggs, J patel ; 2 
Green, full plumage breeders and C oS tioned the variations which occur in young. birds! although there may be as many as 15 re ‘i ; = 

EGGS—In season we shall have to offer, or as few as 9. The eggs are pointed wud alpghsyi BUCH, desley pesand.a yes eggs in many of our varieties of riety of color phases. I also stated that Ducks, Geese, Pheasants, Quail, Pea- and much spotted. They become dark in ifyout stock ay round with tame tur. 
che aed Saee cad coe ee ay color after a few days resting among ie fort: ih er alle 7 
be sent you promptly on request. Bet- the litter of the nest, which is always Vey oura eho} = wi See ere eas ter write now before we’re entirely : 2 Now you are going to ask me how 

HALES Wiles addeeeuinevecn a te Se fee Beciudedienotinot comes this variation? The answer is that 
: SES OO eos tame blood entering wild flocks through 

Box @ walheiee Co CSA. I have watched our hens on the pre- stray tame birds, or by wild toms mat- 
“WHAT you want WHEN poten it” serve grounds with a field glass and ing with barnyard hens is responsible 

Q made discoveries which would have been for this. A half-domestic turkey raised 

impossible had we followed closely on by a wild mother will become just as 
foot. The wild hen is as tricky as the wild as its dam, but it will be half- 

ime ed ee ae | southern negro and will outwit you way between the two in color. Carry 
® ten to one. Shy, wild and elusive she this halfbred mating another generation 

Wild Turkeys is—a typical mother in a wild state but and we still have three-fourths wild 
3 2 a hopeless failure in a coop or yard. blood—still wilder, but showing to a 

We eee Weodane cna Siete ae Never pen up a good wild hen with her very marked degree the barnyard blood. 
Hee crea pate on Deneve ties are brood and expect her to raise them! She But if you raise in close confinement 
given on care and liberation; personal won't, but will trample to death the last birds of exactly the same proportion of 

your birds carly! Tipete! tect betone little form as surely as you are alive. wild blood, these will become tame tur- 
cold preatherts Vows sul eueceed with There is more of real interest in the keys in a few generations, although the 

ogi, Ge Ba wild turkey than in any game bird I chocolate rump and tail tips may still be 
pair of Fallow fawns know, and I am fairly acquainted with oe in evidence. i : 

. P 5 ‘ many of them. They are uncommon, and e brown wings so often met with 
Wie fet geen nat this helps to add a thrill that no other €Ven in the wildest of flocks may or may 
WILLET RANDALL species will ever convey. There’s a pas- 20t have been the direct result of cross- 
The Ark Farms and Zoo sion for me in breeding these birds of Preeding. This is one of the problems 

NORTH CREEK NEW YORK which I shall never tire. The more a We are still trying to solve. But we 
sgt Set breeder studies them the more he will 40 know that the Florida birds of the 

admire them. There is nothing about ¢Verglade swamps are so marked. Per- 
a wild turkey which is “un-American!” sonally I have eliminated the brown 

These were our first game bird food OF mixed brown and gray wings from 
pee * wre a supply. You and I as good American My flocks because I do not think this 

Fe A > | citizens have a duty to perform that type was the bird found here 400 years 

I aa A ee | to this date we have flunked. Let's 280. 
i a . a 4 awaken! Examine closely, if you will, the 

| SHAGBARK | SovmanyOfliyou shaveuwbroad acres eed specimens in our museums. 

fe LAKE | : upon which the whirring wings and ais ah ee sae peel deo er ing 
i i | merry “gobble” of the wild tom may : 
wh : FUR ¢ FEATHER FARM | well be heard. You can, if you will, that metallic lustre not found in tame 

ge WATER FOWL MINK hear him at the crack of dawn on the turkeys. You will find that the general 
et = - : aes first spring morning away up on the type, size and color is what our pro- 

£7} highest ridge on your preserve. Listen P0sed standard calls for. It might be 

ey NF intently, and you hear his challenge Well to quote it again. Here it is: 
“BZ OY Co “ repeated! There’s a rival, somewhere (Please note how closely your birds 
Sy. ieee == | down there in the valley, and he is °Mform to it and you can be your own 
a: = oa just cock-eyed-full-of-fight to get at him, Judge as to what percentage of wild 

EGGS FOR SALE Remember always—with every form of blood your flock carries.) 
Ringnecks, Versicolor, Melanistics, Gold- wild life, that the rule is, and always Character—General plumage cop- 

Gaaee Oren Slike, Bunt ad rurkey, Bob | has been, the survival of the fittest! pery bronze, with metallic reflec- 
Fancy Birds. If a weakling appears, even among tions of copper color, green and pur- 

DESPLAINES ILLINOIS your own penbred stock, he is pounced ple, the feathers edged with rich 
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DUT R NOTE! 

Game Protector Ray O. Dunkle, 

of Chambersburg, located in early 

: March a wild turkey hen incubat- 

ing 23 eggs. Dunkle says she is 

already on her second week’s 

= brooding. This means she must 

have started laying exceptionally 

early. 

Oe. Games deur 

Vel Tat, Apuk 1152
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TURKEY HEN MOTHERS THREE 
PARTRIDGES WITH TURKEY 

BROOD 

J. H. Davidsor of Falco. oute 

seeoing tu e The he ; AS ol 

: he nearby fields to feed her ung 

Last Sun morning this turke: 

to the accustomed feeding places. In 
he late afternoon she returned wit 

three of her young turkeys missing 
id in their ice re thre ing 

partridges. These young partridges | 
remained th the hen d young 
turke’ feeding and inking wit 

them. Mr. Davidson, of course could 

19t account for the missing turkey; 

They ma ] e gone off ith the 

mother partridge and her cc ho 
knows ?—Andalus‘a Star. 

Abab re ann 2 Aaicl - é 2h. shea 
f 

Viet hake 19 3 7
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Studying the Wild Turk gare | 
Library of Gleanings from recorded observation, specimens and plumage 

sent by correspondents bearing upon the physical character- 

Fildo Leopold istics of this fine bird. 

age TWIT fy By WILLET RANDALL 
Yo alt. HE Kye Se 

} fae 
le aa a 

ig: ‘ag : ry LAS oan there are no pure flocks of many Arkansas specimens reveal these 
oa: 8? ei ia : in captivity anywhere parts to be of a browish tinge, causes 

Troi ieee ere rae me f that I know of. The me to modify somewhat my opinion of 
i : wi ; Pin RT aae t' game breeders are num- the present-day stock, yet I still hold 

ae éS . oy . ny m4 erous who are offering to the idea that barred wings are prefer- 
tah. : ‘ * es mS Sa to sell “pure wild tur- able and that breeders should strive to 

eA oe keys” but the pure birds obtain them. Be this as it may, some 4 AOS ad : 4 
aon Hehe. re ae are few and far be- have advanced the theory that, so long 

a cen ay Bet tween. as the birds are wild and have the cor- 
BES : In the wild flocks rect type and weight, it would be 

shot over different sec- possible to place too much stress upon 
High-roosting Wild Turkeys on an Arkansas State tons of ihe Uhieed a ‘colar eee wings. This is a aes 

is Game Refuge. I States, we find a very to be threshed out before the standard 

Photo by A. L. Keith great difference in both is fixed. 
type and color of plum- I find that the heads of the Arkansas 
age. It would be natural, birds are very good; that is, that they 

TUDY of the wild turkey during however, for slight variations to occur are small, with few caruncles showing. 
S the past few months has brought in local flocks, since the birds in each The head, itself, is small and neat, and 

a wealth of information. I wish it particular section become rather closely carries but little flesh. (A big head with 
were possible to reproduce here the many inbred. This tendency we find not only much flesh is positive proof of impurity 
excellent photos of heads, legs, feet and “in turkeys, but in animals not given to in these birds.) The type is slender— 
plumage, and, above all, the live birds migration, or cut off from contact with long and slim—legs very long and wings 
which have been sent to me for classi- others of their kind. powerful. This type seems to be the 

fication. The results of our investigations have same as that of the South Carolina 
The snap of the Arkansas birds here- indicated that the birds of both Ark- turkeys, except that the latter have the 

with is very interesting and required ansas and South Carolina are the purest much desired barred wings. 
much effort to secure. I am greatly of the present day wild birds; their type This winter I secured from Texas 
indebted to A. L. Keith of Sevier and color are very similar to those of two specimens of the Mexican wild 
County, Arkansas for this excellent the birds originally found on this con- turkey. These surely are beautiful birds 
photo. tinent. Studies of the oldest mounted and, while they are not of the Eastern 

In some of the states, a spring shoot- specimens reveal that the wings should form and do not possess the chocolate 
ing season is permitted, although I be distinctly barred, with little or no rump and tail, yet they are very superior 
understand that only gobblers are shot trace of varying shades. Such is the birds and combine every quality that 
at this time in most of them. I fail to correct color of the Eastern or, as some is desirable in a bird to liberate in the 
see how any real sportsman could be call it, the Northern type of wild proper coverts. 
guilty of shooting hen turkeys even in turkey. All of the old specimens exam- The legs of these birds are as red as 
the fall, not to mention spring killing ined have, to a very marked degree, the a cherry — very long and no thicker 
after the birds have wintered success- deep coffee, or chocolate, rump and tail than a man’s little finger. The spurs 
fully and are about ready to start on tips, although some have appeared to of the adult male are as sharp as needles 
their mission of reproduction. be somewhat lighter than others. and about two inches long in the best 

I have often repeated that there are old gobblers. The weight of grown 
very few purebred wild turkeys left in ‘THIS year, I have received much data hens is not more than 6 Ibs. at the 
the United States, or birds which do concerning the turkeys of Arkansas heaviest, and that of year-old hens not 
not show to a very marked degree traces. over much of their range, and have Ver 5 Ibs. The body is so small that 
of domestic blood, and the study during found, much to my surprise, that the 0€ May reach around it with the two 
the past winter proves quite con- majority of these fine birds have de- hands; the legs are long—built for speed 
clusively — to me, at least — that, at cidedly brownish wings. This is con- —and the wings more powerful than 
some time or other, interbreeding with trary to my former opinion, as the best those of any other turkeys I have ever 
farmyard turkeys has taken place ex- and oldest authorities claim that the S¢¢?- The head and neck are much 
tensively. To those who seem to believe wing flights or primaries, the wing smaller than those of the Arkansas 
that it is easy to get purebred wild coverts and the secondaries, or wing birds. Often the head is feathered to 
turkeys for breeding purposes, let me bay, are barred and not brown. How- the base of the beak; eyes large, prom- 
state again that it is simply impossible— ever, the fact that careful examination (Please turn to page 221) 
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Partridges—22 to 23 days. ——— ey 

Silver pheasants—26 days. | & \ = = 

Amherst and Golden pheasants—22 ae ht The Modern Pied Piper 

to 23 days. “3 A Noah a ait i OF NEW YORK TOWN 
Reeves pheasants—23 to 24 days. Ws ea Agi iD (i 

pee eT es Cee Maes)" is realized in ‘Ratopax” which killed | 
Turkeys—28 to 30 days. | ee CORN Beeb Madey 3.763 rats. over night at Rikers Island, | 
Guinea fowl—28 to 30 days. im: ec] aly eS FER ahd proved to be the only product which 

Ducks—28 (excepting M —33 Cy Oe A Uae = Conquered Central Park’s Rat Menace. 
u xcepting Muscovy: ah A eras You too can rid your premises of these 
to a5edays). ee Ee Gf | | destructive “pests effectively, safely and | 

Geese—30 to 33 days. a We Poke eg te 

Pigeons—17 days lee time second | TSS Yj Ba e R A aL; oO Pp A Xe | 
egg is laid. | ay ce. | 

Domeitic chickens 19 to 20. days || ean \ <A eres 
for light breeds to 21 for heavy || (ge SAND POULTRY. 

types. ape a oe Constituency approved and recommended 
In such a short article it is not Wasune shee mM by the United States Department of Agri- | 

‘bl iibeGeweeatl I Sears culture and a score of Boards of Health. 
possible to go into all the details, so ruwees % Sold to you on a money back guarantee 

have tried to call attention to the more = a ae Send n$1100, for ctrlalsipottles Bost: 

important facts as they have impressed ane? ven | 

us in our years of experience breeding 3B Pa RATOPAX 303 Fifth Avenue | 

and rearing game birds. It is the hope ieee eat Beye A = Nee sre te 
of the author that some good may be 
done and the work of theater ee 

ee Books on All Outdoor Subjects 
e_ End. | 

ate Let us know the book you wish. If it’s in print, we have it | 

Sara eee ibs or can get it promptly. Ask us to recommend the book for 

your particular purpose. 
STUDYING THE WILD TURKEY 

3 a Book Department 

(Continued from page 202) THE GAME BREEDER : 205 East 42nd Street, New York City 
inent and bold; and the color, while — = eee . ene 

much the same as that of our Eastern a ss 
f ok ; <A 7 : = 
orm, lacks the chocolate to tail and iO p26 2 > Ask For G: & B. Netting 

rump, which instead, are tipped with SO es ee ‘ | eG 
. PEN ar ee 1 For fencing your birds or animals, unexcelled for 

white or dull brown. oe Nee =) taueability: 
I am attempting to breed these two |< 7>S_¢ ea ‘ The “G. & B.” special cold drawn process gives it a greater 

hens with a Virginia wild tom, but |K_> a _| tensile strength than wire used in other brands. 
they are so wild that it is quite likely < >~ ; Galvanized by Gilbert’s process (the result of over fifty 

ciey or leer necpleviabiaee cog al bs (| years’ experience) the wires receive a heavy deposit of zine 
Z =: =4 covering them in every part and solders the long twists of the 

hope to get some pictures of these birds ne _)| meshes firmly together. 
for my next article for THE GAME a Symmetrical in mesh—perfectly flat. 

BREEDER but up to date, this has been q If your dealer cannot supply you, write to 

: 3 i — THE — 
impossible, as one cannot get anywhere A . 
near them when in a yard. Should any |, : Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co. 

reader know of anyone who might have NEW YORK CHICAGO "KANSAS CITY 
an old tom of the Mexican variety in 
the United States, I should be very glad = _— — — 

to hear from him. So far as I know, 
there are no true Mexican birds being | PHEA SAN / S B d. 

bred in this country. | 0 Y LCE e7vS 

I WISH to take this opportunity to Pure Mongolians, Chinese and Blackneck English Ringneck Pheasants bred from 

thank every one who has so gracious- | Mongolian and Chinese Cross. 

ly contributed to the generous response Our specialty is furnishing high-grade stock and eggs to breeders 

A for i if i tb to my request for information about |) 3 a - 

wild turkeys, whether with specimens, ee ie Oe EAC YOUR ORE NOW 

dead or alive, heads, legs or parts of |} Prices of birds, brails and eggs on request. | 
plumage. I am deeply grateful to the J) | 

State of Arkansas for sending me the J) oe | 

finest pure, wild old tom I have ever mes | 

looked upon. This old warrior, whom EMEP RUBS es | 
I should judge to be not less than 5 THE HUDSON GAME FARM CO. Hudson, Ohio | 

years of age, came to me in very poor JQ — eee See ee eee 

condition, having been sent in an open 
crate, but I succeeded in saving him || — Sa weaeCn Se | 

and am delighted with the fact that he || HUNTERS AND SPORTSMEN (4?tention!) 
is breeding at the preserve this spring. Excellent hunting grounds open for inspection 

I am also deeply grateful to Dr. 60 miles from New York City. 

oe D. Kendall, of South See 500 Pheasant Chicks and 4000 Ringnecks for sale. | 

who hay pecan cea eae song cme 0 | PETER STUDER CLINTON NEW JERSEY | 
mya wilds hens aco wsnise: preserve a tO ge pe ee ee ee Spee LE Ree 
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(eae) mated to the finest old wild toms of the garg = 
Q tall pine covers. Then, I must not over- apt aa g¢ WHEN— 
¢ For Jul look J. A. Wilkin, A. L. Keith and PD Ft comes to hold 

, ¢ Commissioner Miles, of Arkansas, for yy ie, ers oF ame : BC tae ae ots a < ARERGM bird enclosures—if 
QJ or later delivery, we can offer the following , their help in giving me interesting data > << you want to do the 
me concerning the birds of their respective as oy Pp Ak De Sane 
é BC eene Wa pe ey ue ‘ territories, Ben May, of Alabama; Paul ES we WM Ad on Crown Pen Pro- 

lackneck, Formosan, anistic Mutant, ~ * a 5 al eo Ene hiv 
Golden) Giver’ Ahet Reeves, Molnno- fy C. Edmonds, of Virginia; H. W. An- weer, a | Mcrae beet 

s, Nepa anchurian (Brown), Swin- cae s PMRART i icino wn é Heer aca: ean hope to have fq  derson, of Pennsylvania; E. H. Cole- ye ) Y MBA card will bring you 
( 4 A a few surplus birds of some of the very @ man, of Texas, A. A. Richardson, State eX AAA, 
PJ rare varieties this fall. Moc Ward © Sout acssln at S » y 
9) DUCKS: Woods, Mandarins, Midget ame Warden of Sout! arolina; We CROWN Grey Calls, Mallards, Pintails,” Canvas- Thomas Yawkey, of New York City: BA SA AMRML KON WorKs co. backs, Formosan Teal, Bluewing Teal, a Pe 7 

Baldpates, European Widgeon, Common William C. Adams, of the New York oer A ee 1109 Tyler St., N.E. Sheld-ducks, Ruddy  sheld-ducks, Black- [4 yo : Sheld-ducks, ly sheld-ducks, Black- _ : A i is, Mi billed, “Red‘billed, White-faced, Fulvous Py State Conservation Department and W. Sd < iq Minneapolis, Minn. 
? ree Ducks, Rosybills, Lesser Scaups, J] A. McAtee, of the Bureau of Biological ——————————————— 

‘ WOEESE: _ Barhead, | Bean, Bemicle, fq Survey at Washington. All of these 
Whitefront, Spurwing. Egyptian, Canada, ; sl 

PY Hutchins, 'Cackling, Lesser, Snow, Blue, J gentlemen, and many others that lack | p) Aviantic Brant, Ross, Magellan, Pinkioot: (@ of space, unfortunately, will not permit E G G S 

YSU tot, Nite all dave}, me to enumerate here, have been of 
? delivery). Also, Chukar Partridge. Ruffed y great assistance in the studies I have PHEASANT | rouse (fail delivery). q ‘ : Meee ctu niteetGn ten made of the wild turkey during the past : Blue, White, Pied, Black- % ) P 
\ winged, Green (Specifer). Pp) year. They have my heartfelt thanks JAPANESE SILKIE | 

SWANS: White Mute, breeders and for their cooperation 
younger birds, Black, Coscoroba. ¢ peracene F ‘ Fromequality stools, 

 Gurneas: Pearl, White, Lavender. T expect to continue with this work N s ki d 4 Every bird sold is guaranteed as to age, Mabicand: shallo be: slsd to receive st necin: ow booking orders. 
P) sex and purity of breed. A majority of the 8 Me Spee eos: Write for prices. § birds offered’ were reared on our farms. (@ dead or alive, also feath d oth 2 n S. ive, also feathers and other |) Nearly all waterfowl are ‘“handreared.”” J : : ; | 2 e 

That means they will breed readily. Think arts of birds, but wish to caution read- |) 
it over. May we count you among the [@ - ease: - issourl easantry 

J many. weil-pleased owners of Sumyfelds P) €FS against violating game laws in any E, E. BREISCH 
fg birds? py manner in forwarding any of this ma- Windsor Miseout 
4 SUNNYFIELDS FARM terial. Address specimens or informa- 
‘ Box G Wallingford, Conn., U.S.A. (@ tion to me at North Creek, N. Y. i a 
p) Member North American Game Breeders’ ' The End. 

Association, Se eee 

( “WHAT you want WHEN you want it 9 Tiere ae | 
2 ies youlre glad to'pay. WATERFOWL NOTES Whit t il d D @ | 
NNN (Continued from page 210) | I @ al e@ e r | 

destructive the egg-eating *possums are. By Wm. M. Newson 
Here, very few know that the possum eee aicnrabe Cok s 
5 : eae ¢ whitetailed deer is the common deer 

a at ee aa Sele BES Si : ae in Whig being intro- | widely distributed throughout the United 
uced som: rs a: i a States. It is the only form of big game BOB WHITE QUAIL eee TR ee || Gelemigachie'tr Guat ges an oppcneniey 

‘Hardy. Pen Raised Native Birds UDCCES. ese creatures are worse than to hunt, but strangely enough its natural 9 P e Birds D gant: strane 100 Ege Strain skunks, as skunks only hunt the eggs pay, its caer, on eee 
a Te? of hunting it, have never been adequately 

3 Eggs 50c each on the ground, while ‘possums hunt the set forth before. Mr. Newson’s book which 
Birds—4 to 6 weeks $2.50 ea. nests both in trees and on the ground. is partly in the form of a narrative, and 

, HIGGINS QUAIL FARM How the song birds enjoy this park! GR ee aE ab erte oe oud 
ingston assachusetts > ? > 

It would surprise you to see the Illustrated with photographs and 
astounding variety there is here. drawings 

Down south, you duck lovers should Price $3.00 postpaid 
t ia ARO ry the Cuban Tree ducks, as these are The Game Breeder 

FREE RCOLUMGk Eee stay-at-home birds and do not migrate Book Department 
—even though full-winged—an. BRP NCEORES ieee 8 Ce 205 East 42nd Street, N. Y. City 

ie sleek eee Meee wicaaiaig ONE dealer now sells them for six dol- 

With = year subscription, or two new 1-year lars a pair. They generally lay about L 
subscriptions to The Game Breeder leven eggs before sitting. 

THE OPEN FORUM 
: BUYERS OF 

(Continued from page 213) 
ap lipenes vey, but I do most emphatically want Birde—Feed Equipment 

Virginia the powers that be in Washington to 
2 ignore the froth of this discussion, by AIL R 

W : ‘ ead THE GAME BREEDER 
Bob hites that, I mean the petty jealousies of 

EGGS AND STOCK different groups over the modus oper- 
andi, the lobby of the shell manufac- 

Eight weeks old birds $2.50 ea. turers, etc., all of which is coming to 
Mature birds 4.00 “ the surface before you now. SHip US T =] oO are | Ao] 
E Setting of 15 6.00 “Think only in terms of the value Bly vais 
ges: : . s . a Heads, fur rugs, birds, animals, fish, as 

Lots of 100 35.00 of this Bill to the game birds and water horns,’ skins to order—also for sale. <a 
fowl of America. Using this, and this Tanning; ladies’ furs. For the Taxi * : 

: i dermist trade glass eyes, skulls, tools, 
CLYDE MOREHEAD only, as your yard-stick, you can’t go scalps, ete. We buy bright colored birds F y_ brig! 

Stuartsdraft, Virginia wrong.” that die—also foreign animals. 

George A. Eyer, New York. M.J. HOFMANN, 989 Gates Ave., Bklyn, N.Y. 
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14 ALABAMA GAME AND FISH NEWS 

TURKEY NEST FOUND making a hissing sound. Probably 

The following is from Malcolm Me- However, was that within. 250 feel 
oe of the leading sportsmen 4 the nest there was a red fox den. 

On May 8, near Brewton, Ifushed gy) fo¥pd thie nest in the morning 
a turkey hen and soon found her nest 4.4 some pictures made. We en- 

because she had not had time to  qeavored eS et a moving picture of 
cover it. It had fourteen eggs in it eee tarie hen aglahe ate the mest 
and was located on the side of a ra- neha fi esate onlvenanan Aaah 
vine, where neither the hen nor the & y 

eggs would be molested by hogs. on the screen. 
There were .several interesting One week later I went back to the 

features in connection with this tur- Mest and found that the hen had 
key nest. Around it were twigs and hatched and gone. The mother and 
a branch from a bay tree on which her brood had been seen several times 

the leaves were dead, which I am in- im that vicinity. I don’t know how 
formed by old turkey hunters she ™@ny young turkeys hatched off, but 
used for the purpose of covering and there were no eggs left in the nest. 
concealing the eggs when she would We hope to be able to ascertain just 
leave the nest during the day, and how many turkeys there are in this 

at night for the purpose of imitating brood at the present time. 
a rattlesnake if she heard enemies in > 
close proximity to the nest, by put- FLOCK OF MOCKINGBIRDS 
ting her head in the dry leaves and 
rattling them and at the same time J. W. Whitehead of Troy, Route 2, 

os e ps _soreports seeing a number of mocking 
le birds crossing over his field together. 
| a. There were about 50 in the flock. 

y YY A 75-POUND CATFISH 

' t..- The largest blue catfish ever seen 
2 | in Jasper, perhaps, was brought to 

, 9 y - Ns ,| the Hotel Collins here Tuesday even- 
} * Ct ing by J. E. Jagger, of Birmingham, 

| i we See and Edwin Runk. It weighed seven- 
J ee : ty-five pounds. 

ve. 7 The fish was caught in the Ten- 
8 gg nessee River near Sheffield Tuesday 

ee morning by Fred Sandlin (formerly 

ee , eK of Jasper), J. E. Jagger and Edwin 

. Ms Runk while jug fishing. They had a 
La ys hook and line baited with a half- 
bu ee pound drum fish. The line was tied 

v4 ~*~ to a jug and allowed to float. It took 
ae them a long time to land the mam- 

2 } moth cat, Mr. Jagger stated. It 
f % S broke loose from them several times 

a pe ee but they watched for the jug to come 
SS eee ee Dees e up again and after several trials, 

Malcolm McMillan pointing to wild tur- they A ial him.—The Alexander 

key nest and eggs. City Outlook.



ha File: Darey 
| P.C. 

4 Digest of Elk ; 

Moose 

S. A. Barrett. Ancient Aztalan. 

(On Crawfish River near lake Mills, Jefferson Co.,Wis.) 

Bulletin of the Public Museum of the City of Milwaukee, Vol. XIII, 

pp. 1-602, April 24, 1933. 

p. 356. Foods. "However, we find interest in the work of Somers who, in 
1888, made a special collection of bone fragments from the refuse 
heap along the river. He states that he has identified the bones 

of 'bear, raccoon, buffalo, moose, deer, squirrel, woodchuck, 
rabbit, wolf, pigeon, quail, ducks, reedbird, turtles, pickerel, 

pike, perch, bull-head, and suckers.!" 

(Note absence of turkey, prairie chicken, ruffed grouse, elk, ) 

Pp. 379. Quoting W. T. Sterling's visit in 1838: 

"On making a section of the wall we could see each stratum ; 
which presented the same appearance at every point cut through 
the wall. ‘the clay was mixed with either marsh grass or the 
stalks of wild rice which grew abundantly in the stream near by." 

p. 386, Again quoting* Somers: 

"A, Mammals-- ‘ 
Bear (Ursus Americamus), Raccoon (Procyon loton), Buffalo 

(Bison Americams) , Moose (Alces Malchis), Deer (Cariacus), 
Fox squirrel (Sciusus cinereus), Woodchuck (Arctomys monax), 
Rabbit (Tepus, several varieties, as sylvaticus, callotis, 

palustris), Wolf (Canis lupus), and several others not yet determined, 

"B, Birds-- 

Wild pigeon (Ectopistes ratorious), Quail (Ortyx), Wood 
Duck (Aix sponse)» Black Duck an obscurus), Reed Bird (Dolichonyx 

A oryzivoms), and several other small birds not yet determined." 

* Somers, A. N. 
1392. "Prehistoric Cannibalism in America." Popular Science Monthly, 

Vol. 42, pp. ae (Reprinted in Wis. Archeologist, Vol. 19, 
No. 1, pp. 20-2), 
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File: Wisconsin 
Wild Tarkey,~ 

Hov. 16, 1932 

Mr. A. W. Schorger 
168 Worth Prospect St. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

In comnection with your turkey paper you 

might have use for the following: 

George Johnson, district game warden at 
Richland Center, was personally acquainted with a Winne- 
bago Indian by the name of Good Bear, who died in 1930 
at the age of "| years at Kilbourn. Johnson had lmown 
Good Bear since 1927 and repeatedly discussed early game 
conditions with him. Good Bear told Johngon he had 
killed wild turkeys in the Pine River valley, which flows 
into the Wisconsin from the north through Richland County. 
If this recollection is accurate, it means that turkeys 
mast have occurred north of the Wisconsin River. 

Good Bear algo mentioned killing deer at the 
exact site of Richland Center. No exact site for turkey 
hunting was mentioned. 

The Winnebago nemes for wild turkey was 

“zeezaka." ‘The same word also signified rutabago. 

Johnson got the impression that Good Bear was 
a young man when he hmnted turkeys on the Pine River. ‘The 

date therefore mst have been 1860 or previous. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TROPORD 
AL/vh
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acne — WY tld I urkeys and 
BHldo Leopold 0 

North W int 
VERY time I go out among By WILLET RANDALL We set several steel traps around 

E» wild turkeys I get a new the dead bird after staking the 
thrill. As I write this, : carcass fast and wiring the 

it is zero weather in the PET ears fee ie ¢ ea - traps securely. Next morn- 
Aldiven dick sand othis a be is Co. A “ PS a. ing nothing had come to 
morning the mercury reg- Ul them, but the turkeys re- 
istered exactly 30 degrees Je i 8 ~~ ae fused to return to their old 
below zero. You might  — . i ES roosting place in the or- 
think these birds could not chard. Instead, they moved 
stand such a climate and about a half-mile distant, 

that they would freeze to the thick pines on the 
stiff and topple from their hill. The second morning, 

high perches in the tallest at daylight, the peafowl 
pines upon the hill; but were raising an uproar, and 
they just won’t do any we knew something was 
such thing. The colder the : wrong. It proved that an 
night, the higher they go! exceptionally large female 

On our refuge in the horned owl had gotten into 
valley the trees are mostly - one of the traps. Yes, there 
hardwoods, but some pine : she was—by far the largest 
and spruces grow; farther a“ y one of her kind I had ever 
up, the pines grow larger : : seen. Ao her se large 
and thicker, and in these " ee cage down in the Zoo, 
tall trees the birds seem to Whe cares aot Old end spot where a male of her kind 
find the place most pleasing to their or around the buildings. The cause of had eked out an existence for more 
fancy. Through the storms of the three the disturbance was the sudden appear- than six years. 
days just passed, these big birds stuck ance of a great horned owl, which prob- This fair lady did only what mother 
to their perches and did not come down ably dropped down among them on the Nature had taught her to do—hunt 
once in all that time to feed. The wind roost, grabbed one of their number and for food—and kill what she could find. 
has been blowing a 40-mile gale, (per- made off with him, as I found the half But even so, this meant a loss to me 
haps double that for all we know, we picked bones of one of my turkeys of at least two hundred dollars, not to 
didn’t ‘measute it) but the turkeys re- <.72,31 rods from the roost a few mention the fact that the birds would 
mained in the trees. There they need O14. Jater be extremely difficult to replace. 
fear only the owls—our worst enemies ‘ 

up here, not only of the turkeys but ‘THE only winter enemy we have to 
of everything that wears feathers at ~ ys contend with is the horned owl, or 
this cold season of the year. his cousin, the snowy owl, which makes 

A fox might run their roost and get _/ o his appearance only once in four or 
no satisfaction, for they will stand on 1 4 five years, when the rabbit cycle in 
a limb and watch him out of the corner 4 es | the far north is at its lowest ebb. We 

of their eye; they know they are safe, j 17 js | do not think the migratory white owl 
and that foxes cannot climb tall trees. \ : /| is one half as destructive to our native 
So they use their wits and “stand pat” o@ v game as is the resident great horned owl, 
until Reynard has vanished. But let a A ae + who habitually combs the northern 
horned owl swoop down, once in a x ib -~ = forests at all seasons of the year and 

season, and the wild turkeys will change , pets _ kills until not a bird remains in a covey, 
roosts or may even leave the immediate jap””/ i a ah ~ whether it be grouse, turkeys, or pheas- 
vicinity for days. ; 7 : Pi Phe = ants. Nor does he stop there, for if, 

Across the road, we have a field of “~}* } 7 (== we perchance, a tame turkey, roosting up 
some 80 acres fenced in for our flock, _ P sy. = the barnyard fence, falls before his 
and the main roost while the birds are : z. Size has waslon he, too, is promptly murdered. 

. : iMG =e 4 It is a wonder that a single grouse young is not far from the highway, on fy ee On ¥ h sae eed 
. . --2 " a d, af can survive where a pair 0 lorne 

poles nailed to the trees in o an a, pee ed + owls hold sway. I have hunted for days 
orchard. This we had always considered ee x: om or together, through the thickest spruce 
an ideal and safe place for them until oa f timber, trying to locate and shoot these 
about a month ago, when, one night, owls in daylight. Often I have suc- 
I was awakened by a heavy thud against ceeded, and though the effort cost me 
the side of the house. Not hearing any weary limbs at the day’s end, I always 
more, I went back to sleep. In the . felt, if I had brought one to bag, that 
morning, I was surprised to find nine The Great Horned Owl is the worst I was well rewarded for whatever effort 
dead wild turkeys along the highway Adirondack bird enemy. had been made. (Please turn to page 67) 
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MARCH ON GAME FARM Ch s G e d 

AND PRESERVE apin Game Bird Kernels 
(Continued from page 65) 

all fresh, one lot being rubbed with A fEEeE | 

unsalted butter before being wrapped Start-All fra SRELENG Cooked 

and packed, the other lot sent just as aie F Ske ae) — 4 
taken from the nest. We directed that Grow-All § me af ae a haa . aoe: Toasted 

the buttered eggs be washed in warm Lay-All Sake aa eC ay : ee f Granulated 
water with a mild soap before being set. Ree Aes Bee Gee he 

No results were had from the untreated fA Re ee ee Shah a ey B 

lot of eggs, all appeared infertile, but 
six young were hatched and reared from 
the twelve eggs which were given the 
butter oe Whether Ay fe the It takes only 65 to 13 lbs. of Start-All 

treatment was responsible for the differ- Kernels to feed 100 Pheasant chicks the first six weeks 

ence, is hard to say, but the writer feels — about half the amount of feed used with soft mashes. 
sure that one great trouble with eggs 
shipped quite a distance is too much fs 
ee ee tO 7% Ibs. of Lay-All Kernels feeds 
a consequent weakening or killing of 100 adult pheasants daily, against 111/ lbs. of ordinary feed & Pp Y, ag 2 y 
the germ. If buying duck eggs, have 

ep eas He se abled: Ve alsormake Game Bird Grains for 
also, when possible, buy nearby. ? ‘ 

iB s i chicks and adult birds, (formulas by two well known 

Sexing Geese and Swan breeders) at reasonable prices. 

Leal oe hia oh ens eatin Quail, Ruffed Grouse and all rare birds 

ext Takes. ee Rk tess Ca have been successfully raised on Chapin Kernels. 

A. A great many inquiries come in ‘ $ 2 
regarding sexing of geese and swans, Write for information, samples and delivered prices 

showing that there is quite a lot of 
ignorance on the subject. Birds that 

are a year or more old may be most Chapin & Company, - Hammond, Ind. 
easily and accurately sexed by a physical 
exgamination Rressare about the vet awsome 
will usually expose the sexual organ in 
the male. This is of considerable size 
and must not be confused with the TRI N AM 

clitoris or false penis which may be = | j E FARM ASSN. INC. 

exposed in the female, especially if she 
be an old bird who has produced eggs. 
The clitoris is very much smaller than Offers 

female org. RINGNECK and FANCY PHEASANTS 
( WILD TURKEYS AND 

NORTHERN WINTERS i Book Your Orders For 

(Continued from page 60) 

Every man who carries a gun into Ee K( ( S SEES 

the wilderness should never fail to make 
a supreme effort to kill every one of 
these birds he sees. The autobiography Now! 
of one of these northern hooters, would 

be an interesting story. It would curdle EK : 

the blood of every sportsman. None of GGS from pure-bred, high grade stock, 
us want to see the last individuals of aoe 

any species disappear, but we can dis- pen-tested for fertility. No poor-shelled, 
pense with the abundant presence of : i dud 

the hoot owl, and thereby save a hun- mis-shapen duds. 

dred game birds for every one we kill. | : 

I am a little more sympathetic with Send For Price List 

some other predators which kill for a 

living, but I have no use for the crow DOUGLAS H. BEYEA, Farm Manager, R.F.D. No. 2 
and the great horned owl, and am basing 
my opinion upon study and personal 
contact with them over a life-time GLENS FALLS NEW YORK 

spent in the wilds of the Adirondacks. Member: North American Game Breeder’s Association 

(Please turn to page 71) eS 
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RINGNECK CROSSES 

inet “ ea letter requesting 

Editor of THe GaME BREEDER: 

‘ jon as to the success of th that has had 
I notic s i 

Bvt pens illustrated in your en seasons, bet ee ae for the last two Poeeck ae lectern gine 

ue, I would say that the idea worked Gansde as but one this season. Ringneck Phi REEDER re Bantam 

out very well indeed. 
ee ret cect seer eet nearly always ue seeks Cross. 

« “10 
r 

: 

3 cee on ue Mrecyery convenient aa ley — oo ee had more _ this — Tas eee pease 

OrK around, as there is none of th And al: 
id not hatch. A fri a : ink it can be done. 

stooping that goes with pas almost everyone that hatches li ; iend of mine, Mr. W. C. Gathright, 

e 
I think C 

es lives. has bred thi 
. Gathright, 

ground. The birds la oe on the : anada geese are the mo hi is cross several times, bi 

they have almost ey qauch bettersass tor ce Bea have, b Bb: tay eels mules and are Tae 

plete seclusion. A it ver Ran e, but I find picture of M , sterile. The 

cat or a stray dog running ab : y hard to tell goose from th heb r. Morris’ cross is j : 

S 

: just like 

the pens leaves thi Ve apout sone gander in strange birds. After e the birds Mr. Gathright has b' 

troubled as they Te sae be a them, it is easy to ee shows she parentage a. red. It 

cannot see over the board side Ke the o Rave tsom 
bred ee x t persons who said they had 

Pe ae not encouraged to walk ™Y flocks I ges ee in chickens eo am of ied simply 

among the pens. 
Be ae most of my geese where i sy to make a mistake 

Before collecting eggs the two quail Le asin be during the season. gece Me been possible for the 

were driven from the pen into the Be 4 ear from more goose breeders. previous! o be with a domestic rooster 

ter box at the end, and a slidi Spor 
J. W., Virginia, Ilinoi ome 

in the box not only kept th ene cee 
2. MS* Francis H. Rupkin, F Cali 

but cut off all view of ne io YO HT (pp 
ieee HAR ee 

; ae re, Calif. 

on t count but they can tend 6 / 

t ae t see doesn’t hurt them. Wie WILD TURKEYS AND NORTHE 
aN 

e egg yield was high in these He 
Gea 

RN WINTERS 
A 

It might be added that, alt a ¥ NLD 
(Continued from page 67) 
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birds 4 ih SI ould not be used to keep the north e same kind of country in al in rtain extent, as we have } 

a in during the cold weather. The — sel upon which to establish them- Adirondack: our own flocks here in the 

oe pens are much better for a go and Ma ge turkey is more of ground ie s, where snow covers the 

nd winter. 
_§rain eater, bot of the 

1 many months at 

birds wi 
se great game They c: 

a stretch. 

C. K. Hicers, in io a the same foods and breed Be eee keel any amount of the 

RinesonsMass willl thave are True, the grouse wild turkey is ee no ill effect. The 

a 
eee the deepest covers, and his “eats,” tat all fussy about 

ANADA GEESE 
seus asa: at some particular sea- Srilenee ee will accept with relish 

. 

ie to} 
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ere see! 

hier of tee Gece hacen: ease bat hey have definite ren tnd al cg. He preference hough 
Seen nite i : 

et 

a eG have kept from 15 to 100 peer ae 
often near the ae eepenally elem is acorns: a 

ada geese. They are n 
woodlands, 

where field: 
-nuts, and then an lad t E> 

all. I let them havi 0 trouble at spaces mi 
elds and open that grows i y kind of grain 

e the run of the fi eet and are of eas 
in a natural state : 

I never had them i e farm. where in 
Say eee and has been gro f 3 > Or which 

: indoors last wi ; sects abound in sea 
grown for his especial benefi 

(it was 15 or 18 bel winter which the f eason; upon Some people h : enefit. 

ow zero). 
yy can feed and quickl 

ple have the idea that wil 

I feed corn and oats i 
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wild 
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inter same sort of y likes this and others of their ki grouse 
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of country, but he doesn’ . their kind do, but this i 

off, otherwi 
, e corn care for the i a e doesn’t entirely wrong. 

, but this is 

to breed. ise they would get too fat far ee gen
e covers in the hand, are higtl See Oe 

M 

the deep forest as the their y polygamous, often to 

y geese never nest as earl grouse does. 
. own undoing. This is re . 

I read about. I hi y as some Turk 3 ; 
in a very marked d sponsible, 

Lea aoe es ee or that have on We ae will establish themselves up. of blood with i; a for the mixing 

n and the h grounds unsuitabl 
af 

arnyard stock. W 

eer hee Gh y are the best 4p, : uitable for grouse, and often repeated : e have 

. ave one old . they will adapt th 
tS fl peated that in differe A 

that nested the firs 
goose eos P emselves to varyin, locks ranging i ‘ nt wild 

s t year I had h conditions to a f ying ging in different states, th 

after being shot down 
yg 

ar greater degree th vary as much 
s, they 

mn. 
ost upland game bi 

aR ae 
in type, color and mark- 

- have read that if a pair is mated acorns in Ping TE there /are Bea e : the races of domestic fowl 

ad one of them dies the 
feed 

, the turkey will y the average farme 

aol never mat : other one upon these at the exclusi 
Our game b: Re 

bute be e cag a is nothing other foods. If grain has nae of most courage iby Gs reeders should be en- 

i e some old geese that hi field. 
een sown in 

e announcem 

changed mates y navies and left for them t work on the ‘ ent that the 

iid gal every year since will remain there until ee they?" isuhdersya Th wild turkey standard 

geese. ave one old gander has b ntil the last kernel ff. Sa will effectual I 

een devoured. In wi % or all time any c ly settle 

winter, they will what charac ye cone rove! sy aay coujast 
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j aetmey Wile 
P Schorger 

Coon Valley 
R. He. Davis 
Holt \ 

Coon Valley Brosion Project - Vernon County \ 
Aldo Leopold 11-14-33 \ 

Wild Turkey. ‘the following inquiries were made to verify the supposition that 

Goon Valley was north of the original wild turkey range. vi 

Albert Spellman's father came to Viroqua in 1851. He never mentioned turkeys. 

Carl Weprud's father came to this region in 1848. He never mentioned turkeys. 

Adolph Lee, a farmer-sportsman about 50 years old, never heard of turkeys 

in discussing game with old-timers. 

C. A. Neprud was born near Coon Valley in 1859. He never heard of turkeys. 

Mrs. Leesbachen was the first white child born in Coon Valley. Her 

son, Leesbachen, says she recalls 

cinniniieastcebitcteniineypianneniennemnesnaneitesdnpapieinineeeninienitinintaniinniaipmancenninenncnmaeinmennsmieieieomitio 

My conclusion is that the planting of turkeye on this area wold be a 

heavy gamble with small prospects of success.
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N THE days of William Penn the wild Game Commission. Comparatively few wild himself to considerable research concerning 

| turkey perhaps furnished more food for turkeys have been released, the total since the former status of the wild turkey in his 

the early settlers than any other kind of 1915 amounting only to 1865. Very few region. In a letter which has subsequently 

game. They were very plentiful in those days. birds have been brought into Pennsylvania been published in the annals of the Carnegie 

As civilization advanced, and as the towns for restocking directly from other regions. Museum he writes: “Formerly the wild 

grew, they were sold in the market places Most of the birds were purchased from turkey was very common in the swamp and 

along with other produce, and even bartered breeders living in Pennsylvania and care was the territory surrounding it. ‘Their last 

in exchange for other materials. As a result used in selecting the wildest possible stock stand in this region was on the numerous 
the birds decreased alarmingly. Forest fires from the birds on hand. The source of the islands within the swamp, where they were 

denuded their favorite haunts and vermin stock held by these Pennsylvania breeders protected by the wildness of their environ- 
took a heavy toll. Later came the modern is largely a matter of conjecture, it is true. ment. The last surviving flock of which I 
weapons of destruction, the automobile and Some birds had been purchased from Ver- have been able to get any record contained 
improved roads. Consequently the number mont, and the status of the Vermont stock eight birds. Mr. William G. Hayes, of 

of sportsmen increased rapidly, and, due to was, at the time of purchasing, unknown;  Linesville was an eye-witness to the killing 
insufficient protection, the wild turkeys others were probably from Virginia and of two from this flock in the, fall of 1881 | 
dwindled almost to the point of extermina- Maryland. or 1882 upon the land of his uncle, William 

tion. With the advent of the Game Commis- The average wild turkey taken nowadays Hayes, which bordered the southern side of 

sion in 1905 wise laws were enacted which jn pennsylvania has the rich colors, chestnut- the swamp. Both birds were shot by Robert 
prohibited market hunting, and which estab- tipped tail, and red legs of the form which Hayes in company with the late Mr. Arnold 
lished suitable seasons when the birds could originally occured in this region. Neverthe- Kintzler and my informant. 

be hunted. Sane bag limits were also es- jess pirds with white-tipped tails are oc- “The circumstances attending the killing 
tablished. Game refuges were created, and, asionally taken. Most of the hybrid char- of these birds I will recount as told to me 
under all these methods of protection, the acters now found in our birds, therefore, by Mr. Hayes. For some time during the 
wild turkey gained another foothold. have resulted not from the introduction of fall of the year wild turkeys had been work- 

While only a comparative small remnant stock purchased by the Game Commission, ing in a field of buckwheat on the farm of 
of the great flocks that roamed our moun- put from the inevitable mingling of the wild William Hayes near the edge of the woods, 
tainous sections is present today, there are hirds with domestic stock on the farm. The and had been seen by Arnold Kintzler. 
still sufficient birds to warrant good hunting, domestic bird’s roving instinct takes it to Kintzler came riding into the dooryard of 
and we are forced to recognize the wise the forests: its callmotes summon the wild the Hayes farm early one morning very much 
laws which again placed them in a sound mate which sometimes actually comes to the excited, stating that the wild turkeys were 
footing and permitted their increase no mat- farmyard, and thus our race has been merged in the buckwheat. Robert and William G. 
ter how slow it has been. We should think with stock whose original habitat was Hayes, nephews of the owner of the field in 

how long ere we advocate abolishing or probably Mexico. which the turkeys had been seen, started out 

changing any of the methods that have 4. 9 matter of interest it might be well With a rifle and shotgun together with 
brought about this wonderful result. to cite here a virtually unquestionable ac- Kintzler and crawled along the fences in the 

To better understand the status of the count of the last flock of these splendid game hope of getting a shot. The eight wild 

wild turkey in Pennsylvania during the past birds which inhabited the Pymatuning turkeys flew from the field into some tall 

ten or fifteen years we consider for the Swamp region of Crawford County. Mr. trees along the edge. The boys, by keeping 
moment records on file in the offices of the Ralph J. Ferris of Linesville, has devoted (Continued on Page 14)
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BEARS AND HONEY A. “ THE WILD TURKEY IN PENNSYLVANIA SUMMARY SHEET OF BOUNTY CLAIMS 

Chain valegue, yeteranttrapper te6the (Continued from Page 7) ALLOWED ON PREDATORY ANT- 
Game Commission, reports the following in- some trees between them and the birds, MALS FOR THE MONTH OF 

cident which happened recently near Whar- stalked them within shooting distance. The OCTOBER, 1933 
ton, Potter County. boy with the rifle was rather nervous and OOO 

Mrs. Harry Brooks was in the kitchen of 8S the birds were beginning to stretch their SOBRE aa Oty = Oe Roz eS CRe le Run 
her farm house rendering a batch of honey necks and look around, the other boy fired Rae oe 3 ; Pe FD 7 7 : Migr 2 8.00 
removed from the hive the day before. In one barrel of his shotgun at one bird and Armstrong :..... 0 1 45 49.00 
the midst of her work she happened to raise the other barrel at another, killing both oa fetes y 0 A ce 

her head and look out of the window. But birds. This was the last time Mr. Hayes Berks .......... 0 1 28 32.00 

she didn’t see out. Instead she saw the head saw the flock. The other birds were prob- SURG eaashcsiesee , 3 an ae 

and fore feet of a large black bear. Bruin ably killed soon after by other hunters. Bucks ...12..... 0 5 16 36.00 

came over the mountain, down through the These wild turkeys stayed on Glenn, Whaley, URE peyote: o 0 on ce 

fields, and into a little enclosure at the back and other islands, but came out of the Gameron |...... 0 4 "0 16.00 

of the house. There he was trying as hard swamp into the cleared lands to feed.” Centon trttreeee 0 2 30 38.00 

as he could to push in a heavy window It is probable that the wild turkey ranged ue b a e 73700 
screen, sniffing anticipatingly all the while. over most of Crawford County before the Clarion ......... 0 0 151 151.00 

Mrs. Brooks called her husband from a corn original timber was cut or burned. Likely ee eee oe 8 a ue ay 
field below the house and when he arrived their habits were familiar to those of the Columbia ....... 0 z 31 39.00 

pbruin beat it back over the yard fence and few birds which yet remain in the high Grab : aye eS 
ambled leisurely across the fields to the dis- mountains to the south and east, although Dauphin ....... 0 3 19 81.00 

tant hills. in times of danger the birds probably moved. ree ° ! a oe 

Harry WanCleve, Assistant Director of to the most inaccessible parts of the swamp Erie ........... 0 0 123 123.00 
Predatory Animals of the Game Commission, for safety, instead of to the highest eleva- pect? 7777 Gb s s Ape 
upon hearing Mr. Logue’s report, stated that tions ag they do in the mountains. Mr. Kirk- Franklin ........ 0 3 5 17.00 

he remembered the Brooks farm very well, patrick rather doubts that the wild turkeys Que", 777g 7 é oe) 
that there was a large knoll back of the found even ag early as 1870 were of the Huntingdon .... 0 8 38 45.00 

house, and that one day he observed from original strain present in pioneer days. Jamim®i cco 5 “a ee 
a distant hill two women picking wild straw- yfany of the oldest citizens of Meadville, ac- Juniata ...0.... 0 3 3 15.00 
berries on one side of the knoll and three cording to this observer, believe that the qackapanun a o 3 23 i 

bears engaged in the same occupation on  orieinal turkeys had disappeared long before Lawrence 1.1... 0 0 34 34.00 
the other, 1870, and that the birds then found at Pyma- Yeni” 2G : as aren 

Logue also reported an interesting case tuning had strayed from the surrounding Luzerne ........ 0 4 188 204.00 
which happened quite some time ago when  fayms, reoeiy seeeee 8 2H) a 10 

he was transporting a trapped bear. In this Records of the Game Commission reveal Mercer re ee 0 60 60.00 

work he was assisted by several other offi; on remarkable figures on the kill of wild Mittin... 0 i a te 
cers, one being Carl Benson of Mt. Jewett. turkeys during the past ten years. On an Montgomery .... 0 0 10 10.00 

Benson, in order to work more freely hums average of 3,800 birds have been taken an- Wee 3 a aa sain 
his revolver and holster on the limb of a J uany, and although the kill varies consid- Northumberland’. 0 1 19 38.00 
tree. When he, opened the crate | bruin erably during certain years the birds have eda : 3 5 ane 

peptred quickly; Ba SECIS coe Be held their own admirably, notwithstanding Pike Meese aes 0 im 14 42.00 
began moving about _Tather ee a decided increase in hunters each year. Scien ° ‘ a rei 

Whether: {aay eee ae ae tree During the past few years the birds had Snyder 02111 0 i 9 38400 
eee ee pea SAE bG 4 nas ma a comparatively poor breeding seasons but the somerset =. eI ao ae 

is 5 Dee as ; season of 1929, fortunately proved to be Susquehanna .... 0 30 19 139.00 
poth fore paws and started to chew on it, . ‘8 Moga’ cissscesss, | 20 2 9 17.00 

‘ ; best in four years and a splendid bag was) gnion 1.0112..0 8 1 33.00 
moving it about in every direction in the fad Rr abUahitdse ware taken dueifie. that — veuaaeo eee : a 181.00 

process. Needless to say, everyone took to ‘@ken. e 8 Witte 8 0 102 302.00 
cover until bruin tired of his “playfulness.” “¢2S0n- 5 gy Washington... 0 9 2 2.00 
‘This story is absolutely true, as the eet ee ee ae Werner 0 4 1653 181.00 

Kc: ’ ; s 1 Wyoming ....... 31. 
oe ee to insure additional suitable stock for re- Peers 4 16 82.00 

plenishing depleted areas, established €@ ‘potas ......... 8 247 3,185 4,218.00 
WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT HAWKS? Wild Turkey Farm in Juniata County sev- " Four Re-certified checks : 10.00 

(Continued from Page 11) eral years ago. This farm has done well eae er 
The Cooper’s Hawk and Sharp-shinned and its output of birds has helped a great yumper of claims for the month1,27%6. 

Hawk, however, are fairly common every- deal in restocking shot-out areas. One thing 
where, and they are very destructive. A ig certain—the breeding stock at the farm 

Sharp-shin family will pretty effectively is the closest kin to the original strain BEAR DOES MARATHON 

wipe out all the small birds of their neigh- that can be secured anywhere and their off- A bear recently did a sitting marathon in 
borhood in one season, and they capture poul- spring are to be desired a great deal more a tree at the William Thompson farm near 
try when they can. Sharp-shinned and Coop- than some of the mixed strains which exist Williamsport, but Chauncey HB. Logue, Game 
er’s Hawks should be killed when they are jn our mountains today. Commission trapper, soon brought him down. 
common. One pair of such hawks to every Two bears were caught stealing apples. 
ten square miles of country would not he (ete Both climbed trees. Only one came down. 
too common, so long as they are not near 1 After several hours of futile efforts, Logue 
farm where ‘they may destroy ous: pnery and his aides were called. With the aid of 

wood note aS Lee eA Y Eee a forked stick and a cow chain formed as a 
be limited in their nesting range so that “ honsetthe:bear was removed. 

sometimes they may appear to be commoner eo 
than they actually are as a result of local a ody 8 ages, 
crowding; but if there are not one or two ~ — =, SIX POINT 
pairs of these birds somewhere in a ten- NN  . — Deputy Game Protector Benjamin W. 
square mile section, destruction of them has = | ggg Green, Jr., reported the finding of a dead 
probabiya been tora i 7 / buck deer on the Warner farm near Meadow- 

Sanaa aS brook, Montgomery County. The animal had 
The Board of Game Commissioners was six points. Apparently there is no limit to 

ereated by the Legislature in 1895. FRIENDS—CAT AND ROBIN the range of these creatures any more.



BREEDING STOCK EGGS IN SEASON 

GILBERT F, JOHNSON 
Breeder of f HLA 

f 
North American Wild Turkeys 1 \) 

oe INT \ V pe 
BLABON—NORTH DAKOTA \ 

January 13, 1934 

Aldo Lec I 1d 

iverbity of Wisc. 
fadison Wisc. 

Dear Sir: 

nder the new plan of the Government to reclain unfarmed lands and 
lans for Game Bird increase I believe there will be a call for go 

breeding stock of wild turkeys to restock those eareas where these 
wirds formily were nlentiful. 

. 3 * 

Tt is important to get the rdght stock- especially hardy northern 

raised birds such as we have in North Dak. [ have been breeding wild 
turkeys for the past 20 ye®ars and have bred up one of the finest 
flocks in U.S. My birds are raised on open free range which produces 
@ very fine healthy bird far superior to the pen reared stock that 
most breeders are offering for sale. 

Your own State Game Commission buyes their new blood for their stock 
from me each year and Mr. Grimmer Can tell you ¢« to the quality of 

my birds. Mr. Grimmer is connected with the Wisc.wState Game Dept. 

I enclose several folders about wild turk@ys out in breaf how 
to raise them etc. Would be glad to gojmo j to how 
to feed them etc. Will you kind pea vey I thank pu 

Youre very truly, SO 

/ Gilbert “F Jofp ~ 
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Mew Soils Building 
Medison, Wisconsin 
Jemuery 18, 1934 

Mr. Gilbert ¥. Johnson 

Blabon, North Dakota 

Dear Mr. Johnsons 

It is quite likely that the present 
program will ultimately result in a need for 
dome turley stock, and I am gled that you wrote 
me. The sample feathers look extremely good. 

fhe attached circular will indicete 
to you the desirability of also keeping in 
touch with states. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
Ab/en Gene Manager



Hew Sotle Dallding 
Marda 22, 1934 

Me, A, W, Sohorger 
Burgess Laboratories 
Madison, Visconsin 

Dear Bill: 

I spent day before yesterday with 3, %. Paville of lake Mille, 
who was born there 62 years ago and whose father settled thero in 1843, 
Ne remenbers no direot evidence of wild tarxey elther from his own 
observations or from conversations with hie father. 4e offered, how= 
ever, to make some additional inquiries and mentioned a book by Keyes, 
“History of Lake Mille," which ie in the Lake Mille library and pre- 
gumably fn the University Iibrary. I thought thin might be a lead for 
you to run down, 

It oecurred to me that you should reoord for the purposes of 
your paper not only the localities where there io evidence of former 
turkeys, but aleo localities where inquiry frou local authorities 
like Mr, Veville discloses negative evidence, I think the region of 
TaCrosee and Coon Valley could alao be put down ao Alecloaing negative 
evidences, 

itr. Feville sugested that you congalt Louise Kellogg at the 
Historical Library for possible early historical references, I told 
him I was alewst eure you had already done thia, 

With beat regards, 

Youre sincerely, 

ALDO TSOPOLD 

In Gherge, Game Research 

AL/ vb 

Copies for: Mr. Faville 
Faville Grove Project - 
Wild Tarkey folder »~ 

\



File Turkey 

(Extract from letter from A, A. Nichol, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz., 
April 7, 1934) 

", . . the Merriam turkey does upon occasion feather-cover her nest . . .!



Merriam Turkey — 
2 Weights == 

31# turkey killed with Farnsworth by Barry Brooks, Memphis, 

on Newton ranch, near Garcia, Mexico, in 1934. (Commonly weigh 

25# in fall. This in spring, April 18 or 20.) ;



: Merriam Turkey a 
‘ Weights 

31¢ turkey killed with Farnsworth by Barry Brooks, Memphis, 

on Newton ranch, near Garcia, Mexico, in 1934. (Commonly weigh 

25# in fall, This in spring, April 18 or 20.)



History of Coon Valley 

(Interview with ©, A, Neprnd, 
May 17, 193) 

Mr, Meprud’s father firs) settled below Coon Valley on what is now the | 
farm in 1852(1). He later purchased his present form in See, 4 

‘Bbove Goon Valley, 

~ sine Uae tae oe cade eaatens on Oe ta ie ee ae ee 
s oa. adjacent meadow, on bank greek. a of course 

indieates the absence of any flood risk. a 

Tn the 1870s the ridges beman to be fully cleared and in 1873 the first 
_ severe flood occurred, 

Previous to the 1470s many Indions camped each year just above the Neprad 
farm, on the creek bani, ee ee oe ee Oe The ginseng 
gathering is still occasionally done by the » on the nesrby hills. In 
the 1870s the roots were sold at Baraboo for about $1.50 per pound. 

the big killings of decor ended in the 1670s,. The hunting was done with 
madkets. Up to 300 deer were seen in single herds. ‘the carcasses were packed in 

_ @m ponies, the meat jerked or sold, and the hides worked up for buckskin. ‘The 
accamilated hair from the hides were thrown up in stacks which became as large 
as a modern strawstade, 

ae, Some, Grae, ote Ne Reel ees hae ot ee ee 
field below his house in . This corn was full of pumpkins, ‘the deer ate 
through the shell to get the interior pulp and seeds, ‘Two hunters from Coon 
Valley shot off all 7 deer in the winter of 183, receiving $5 or $6 each, 

My. Heprad can remember no turkeys or turkey feathers in this Indian camp, 
but they had eagle feathers and they killed other game birds, 

Sonciusions 

1. Floods began with the breaking of the ridge prairies in the 1670s or 
later. ‘there were no floods earlier, 

2. Deer disappeared in 163%, 

3, Turkey were absent from Goon Valley. 

Aide Leopold 

Copies fort Mr, Holt 
Starker Leopold 
Mx. Sehorger 
Deer folder 
Turkey folder ~~ 
Goon Yalley folder 
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Selection and Wild Breeding 

BELIEVE there is no one branch of PART | turkey articles over a long period of 
the game bird industry that harbors years, but they say it’s only a fool who 
so many headaches as the rearing never changes his mind, and I have 

and stocking of wild turkeys. Yet if cover, an abundance of natural feeds changed mine reluctantly, and for the 
it was as easy to build up a good flock and a dearth of natural enemies. The reasons stated: 
of these birds as of the domestic Mexican turkeys can withstand vary- It really matters little whether the tail 
variety, where would come the thrill? ing degrees of temperature. If the tip be white or black, so long as we have a 
If you want to tackle something really seed stock can once be induced to good sporting bird that will establish him- 
worth while, just try a hand at the breed, the new generation will be self in places where attempts to restore the 

breeding of these oe 8 Idon’t mean much more productive, since they will Eastern type through semi-domestic game 
tame turkeys, but wild ones—the kind know the place as home, and they farm stock have failed. These are the 
that lived in America before our an- must know a home if they are to pros- real points for us to consider. I have 
cestors did—the kind we read about, _ per and flourish. only come to look at the matter in 
see mounted in the museum, and that Mexican wild turkeys may be pur- this light after many, many years of 
every game breeder wishes he might chased from yarious places and in hard work and much failure in at- 
have and someday hopes to breed, but sufficient numbers to stock any pre- tempts to secure foundation birds of 
for some unexplained reason or other serve. These birds are small, long of the Eastern type in sufficient numbers 
justhasn’t hadthe'‘luck’’togetholdof. limb and strong on the wing, with to liberate in covers known to be 

Thirty years ago, when I first at- small heads of the much desired blue- adapted to them and which were 
tempted to breed wild turkeys, they ish color, and possess altogether the formerly their native habitat. 
could be had from any one of several chief qualities we desire. They do While I am not yet ready to advo- 
states practically untainted by do- mot, however, possess the chocolate cate speedy deviation from the breed- 
mestic blood—birds of good color and rump and tail tips of the Eastern form _ ing of our own beautiful Eastern type, 
type that possessed the qualities of which is the one I see no way to 
their early ancestors on thiscontinent. that most game , bring back the lat- 
These are the birds so sadly lacking breeders are inter- . ter in quantity 
today, and of which the supply is ested in. Regard- ; , ™ without the aid of 
going down instead of up, and willso less of this, I am : = our several states, 
continue unless state game officials coming to believe : ee ae within whose 
make it possible for us to secure breed- that in the ab- borders a few of the 
ing stock from the wild birds still un- sence of our own : j original type still 
tainted with domestic blood. Re- variety (the East- : hold sway and 
strictive laws may have done some- ern) in its purity, which could be 

thing to prolong the life of the and the utter use- trapped and once 

remnant, but when a species reaches _lessnessofattempt- more made abun- 

the point of a closed season over prac- ing to propagate dant if the states 
tically all its former range, it is a ‘‘tame’’ turkeyson would help; but try 
strong indication that the species is our preserves, that to pry one loose, 
on the way out. Today you will find the Mexican va- and see how you 
plenty of honest people ready to tell riety may well come out! You'll 
you where wild turkeys can be had, have our consid- get white black- 

but ae you run down the clue, you eration. : birds easier and 
will find that the stock so easy to get Color is the ‘ with less trouble 

consists of tame turkeys and car a easiest thing in A good type of Eastern Wild Turkey and expense. 
ones. the world to 

I have never been ready to concur breed in turkeys. I have seen the Wild Breeding 
with Gilbert Johnson that any turkey most exquisite chocolate put upon the F h h beli vet 
is a wild turkey that is wild by nature, rump of a common tame turkey with | SA eee many ee wi - 
regardless of color, but 1am beginning five or six generations of selection and ave CT ee eee Late 
to lean his way for the simple reason _ breeding—the true color of our origi- ef rena take ee ae 45 eon eee 
that the true wild Eastern birds are nal wild turkeys—but this didn’c "™°™- ‘ll e oy ek ave Sewer 
practically impossible to obtain. The make the bird a wild turkey by any half eee aie Ee eSB 
Mexican wild turkeys can be had! means! The truth is that most of the bi ape aie ats. ce iatin ‘ll 
They are wild turkeys—as wild as any _ birds offered by the game farms today 9 °*°* eve eS He Or aes 
turkey ever ought to be—and are are more tame than wild, even though CMe at the time Of liberation. 
therefore suitable for stocking the pre- their plumage may resemble that of There are two ways to propagate 
serve. They adjust themselves to their original ancestors. wild turkeys. One is by the wild 
local conditions when turned loose. I know that the following, coming breeding plan, in which the birds are 
They will flourish in favorable en- from me, will be a surprise to many of turned loose on unrestricted range, and 

vironments, but there must be natural you who have followed my wild (Please turn to page 117) 

103



GAME BREEDER & SPORTSMAN for June, 1934 

Bitches ‘‘Clarion Nancy’’ with Best keep out of sight as much as possible, 

going to the nationally known “‘Lin- and feed them artificially only when 

whinny Crowie.’’ No doubt that necessary. Ina later chapter, suitable HIGHEST QUALITY 

“Crowie’’ was entitled to win here as environment for wild turkeys will be Does it appeal to you in game and 

she is four years old, well developed, described more fully. ornamental birds? If so, get 

and Ned Sprague had her in top form. After the birds are liberated, let our prices on 

However, while I have never shown them alone. They will do their own 

this eighteen-months-old dog ‘“Trum- mating, find their own nesting sites, HATCHING EGGS 

pet’ in the ring, that veg done by and pick a roosting place from which You'll be pleasantly surprised at the high 

his owner, I raised, trained and con- they can see all that’s going on both ceuney Se Eee eee 

ditioned him, and it is my prediction, above and below. New gobblers There’s a lot of satisfaction in knowing that 

if he continues to improve in the next should be introduced every year after you Beye the finest URS Eee ie it 

six months as he has done in the past, your flock is established and has been Bho eenGciecal obecce cae en | * 

that there will be no Springer living opened to shooting. When the coveys SWANS —GEESE— DUCKS 

that will be able to take his number. have been shot at, the birds get wilder, PHEASANTS- UAIL~ PEAFOWL 

scatter more, extend their range, and UINEAS ae BANTAMS 

are less inclined to bunch so much in ¢ ee = 

winter. Heavy feeding, plenty of and our free 1934 price list will give you the 

BREEDING AND a his visitors, and no shooting domesti- Tene ee ae aaa Bins 

Cabs 103) cates them, for nature loves the hand TO BE HAD, 
‘ontinued from page that feeds it and the birds soon lose 

the other is captivity breeding of their fear. SUNNXEIEDDS Ee 

birds held in confinement. Selection BoxG WALLINGFORD, CONN., U.S.A. 

of proper grounds is as important as Control Natural Enemies Soe ee ere clad ree sc 

the stock itself. No matter how good ’ af WAG EA 

the birds, if your location is wrong ye Sat pee ta, ee ners: ne ate ae 

Ou will, notvaneceed? OM. Lae no matter how wild the stock, un- P.S. Nearly forgot. A large number of fine 

ieee Bad eee acie meee Pane less you clean out the crows, owls and ae each to YOU wie 

dank shouldbe “suitable for *then foxes which are the greatest menace to 

again, provided natural enemies are the birds all year through. The crows 5 

controlled and no shooting is per- ey uF — eee AE obs SPEDE. a Fast Flying 
mitted until one or two generations of the Owls and foxes wi’ prey on Fhe 
Binds ave esc Peel aan ek birds themselves throughout the year, SPORTY TARGETS 

grounds. If your birds are genuine but they are not so hard to control pro- The kind oF stpele pporisien are 

and your grounds adapted to them vided you keep at it! Eternal vigi- looking for 

pedal -? lance is the price of success! RINGNECKS — MONGOLIANS 
you should have little trouble in N i MELANISTICS—BOB WHITES 

establishing a flock after two seasons ext month we will attempt to tell : i : 
that will be a credit to you. you sarees of interest about the prea iam choice See eee 

There’s a difference of opinion as to incubation and rearing of wild turkeys eee os 
the proper time to liberate turkeys on 1" C@PUVITY, : ish 
eae aaa Machol ald y' (To be continued) References gladly furnished 

8 eigen ee Ou eau? MONTVALE GAME FARM 

ete the eye Se TE Greenville South Carolina 

which liberation is to take place. REARING ORNAMENTAL BIRDS Member of N.AG.B.A. 

in any of the southern states where AS A BUSINESS oo 

winters are not severe, the birds might PHEASANTS 

well be planted any time after the (Continued from page 102) ee eal oigeraus 

breeding season—that is in June, July the world), Germains, Palawans, see 30 See headers 2 

or August. It will usually take them Cheer, Koklass, Bulwer’s—to name | NORTHERN VALLEY RINGNECK 

a year to settle down and accept the only a few of the rarer varieties for FARM 

location as home. If put out in the which there is an unsatisfied demand | voprryNig BLLING: Propet JERSEY 

Spring, they will not readily breed at high prices? 
that first year, as the change is too How wany of you know the [T.-C C*dT 

great and it will take them a long Whooper, Bewick’s, Whistler. Trump- 

while to recover from the fright re- eter, Black-necked, Black or Coscoroba NOREMAC KENNELS 

sulting from capture and shipment. swans? Of this list the Whooper was Training and Boarding 

If your preserve is in one of the bred for the first time in America last 

colder sections where snows cover the summer. Of the other six varieties of 

ground part of the winter, spring named, only the Black has been bred Sporting Dogs 

liberation can be tried. In any event in this country. Even the common (all breeds) 

it would be folly to liberate birds in White Mute swan, so much seen in 

winter with feed buried in the snow. Europe, is not particularly common in FOR SALE 

Before the birds are liberated, grains this country, in spite of its great Springer Spaniels 

such as buckwheat, corn and oats beauty and the fact that it is easily Broken Dogs 

should be planted in small patches bred. There is a large and unsatisfied 
within the area. This soon attracts market for American-reared birds of all Upbrokeoey oumese 
the turkeys and holds them on the these species, and the person who has Puppies 

property. Then later, when snows the proper facilities can not only have All Field Trial bred from 

come, the birds can be fed at certain a most interesting and exciting ex- the World’s best blood lines. 

places in the woods where they very perience in inducing these birds to 
soon learn to come for the feed put out breed, but he or she can sell the off- Box 35 

for them. They will not become spring for very large prices indeed. Kingston New Jersey 

overly tame from such feeding if you (To be continued) a 

ay



DIVISION OF LEO T. CROWLEY 
LAND ECONOMIC INVENTORY CHAIRMAN 

CHAS. L. HILL 

JOHN S, BORDNER 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 0.0 T nly 

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL Wwe i 
STATE CAPITOL 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

February 6, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wild Life Management, 
Agricultural Economics, 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

oO You will find Fauna of Wisconsin by Dr. P. Ro 
Hay, Mo Do. on page £55 = Historical Atlas of Wisconsin = 
1878. 

Dr. Hy gives 1842-43 as the year when the "snow 
two feet deep in March with a stout crust caused the turkeys 
to become so weak that they could not fly" and thus became 
easy prey to the wolves, foxes, wild cats, minks,. etc., 

“which exterminated almost the entire race”, But a single 
individual was seen the following year by Dr. Walcott, who 
gave this information to Dr. Hay. 

Very truby yours, 

) 
‘ ( g 

John 3. Bordner, Director 
Wisconsin Land Economic Inventory 
Division of Executive Council.
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ee aie Ae ea oe ek Ee ee ae 
Clie oy oe ie ee 

i Wey f ; i Se ee 

ee if : Sherwood Plantation, =» a Wea Thomasville, Ga. eee i eg fj a - Mageh 11, 1935 So 

Of ee = — f 
& Myr. Earl $.Peirce, Regional Forester, ie ae 

SNe U.S Forest Servide, ae 
ne Federal Building, io 

3 e — 

s I em sorry for the delay in aneworing your lotter of February 15th — 
rogarding wild turkey egge. 6 

oe ‘ma vory sorry that I en‘Ataable to refor you to a source of full blood 
wild turkey stosk,vhore ouch stook is regularly on the market in quantitys 

bi _ We have an abundance of good wild turkeys in this genoral region, though only 
oe —- @geasionally would it be possible to got wild eggs due to the fact that the 

stoak ie largely found on game preserves where the birds are highly = = 
valued. 0 mueh so that probably none of the omers would pormit eggs 

: Being taken fron thedr lands. {a ta 
: A young man named George 3 .Malamphy ,Georgotom,5 .C. ao ae ora 
iz year or two trying to develop a fine typo of pure wild stoek for restocking ee _- purposes,but I do not Imow whether his project is yot fi — dvanced — 
ee to furnish you with egge. 1 would suggest that you write to him about it. 

A man named Dave Atwood,Koseiuske, Miss. has boon reforred to mo as @ source 
of pare wee bl atock,but I have had no opportunity as yet to vieit him 

e and see his birds, eo can not vouch for their purity; 
oe A : ee 4 

Should I gee aay opportunity to procure wild tureybecee ia oe 
future ,will immediately communicate with you, as I would like to help yo Be 

nie in the matter if I can. le 
Su ag Sincerely yours, ¥ : 

; coe ; : er ; : oo ke 

ee - Hortort 1..Stoddard, 8 ae 
‘ oo ; ; RO cee 

Le ak #4 : ae 

Copy to Prof. Leopold. 4 5 ] ss x a . ; ae "i iS oe er 
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Wild Turkey Management ““” 
A Practical Program for the Development and Maintenance of a Stand of Turkeys 

By HERBERT L. STODDARD 

Thomasville, Georgia 

HIS paper is not based on exten- bered bottomlands in which turkeys have saturation point, such as appears to be 

sive research, for as far as I have survived public shooting. Otherwise they the case with bobwhite quail. We have 

been able to determine, comprehen- would be entirely too small for such wide known as many as one hundred of these 

sive research on the wild turkey has yet ranging birds. Other preserves of ten to birds to frequent a three acre patch of 
to be conducted. It is rather a diseus- fifteen thousand acres have experienced planted feed in late winter, and have esti- 

sion of methods developed through trial difficulty in developing good stocks of mated that as many as five hundred were 
and error on scores of Southeastern game turkeys. This is due to the fact that the ranging at a time over holdings which 

preserves during recent years. birds range so widely in search of fa- totalled only twenty-five hundred acres, 

On many of these places turkeys have vored feeds, and many are killed beyond though by no means confined to it. While 
been increased from small numbers to the boundaries, in spite of all efforts, by greater concentrations are occasionally 
abundance, and then maintained in that means of feed patches and artificial feed- found on carefully patrolled, heavily 

condition. The speaker has taken only ing, to hold them to central portions of planted territory, a turkey to fifteen to 
a small part in working out methods the protected area. National forests and twenty-five acres would be a good popu- 

being utilized in wild turkey management, parks of large acreage, or groups of lation on well managed ground of high 

though he has had exceptional oppor- private preserves controlling one hundred quality. 

tunities as an observer, as well as hav- thousand acres or upwards, are most Southeastern Stock Good 
ing enjoyed the A question fre- 

privilege of visit- a SPS FA REY eum CP PR uae quently asked is 

ing and working — ca Ri P Loaf a Ny “Sa Eon ise “Do wild turkeys 
with many suc- | Boameg ee eA” Wy TR £N eam | respond well to 
cessful preserves. ile ae RP ae Pa OT ai management _at- 
The following out- | Sia 2 2 Ly ge NA: ee Ei pap ee , Bi tempts? Iam glad 
line of wild tur- | SRiapaae sees os yf peels a.) y ro e to give it as my Re Be pe ra 5 ‘ 
key management, ‘ LY ies BTS BaP PS emai died Mm opinion that they 
as at present con- | # ; Oe a Bd ad ee ae i a rank with deer, 
ducted in the re- + ie 5 Bout ied i Ps cottontail rabbits, 
gion, is a com- ‘ : J zs mallard ducks, 
posite picture of and ringneck 
what seems best | 2’ a. a’ a , eke pheasants in this 
practice as the | a2 rs ae Be | 4 respect. Where 
result of these | pes Mh = a es ea v Wwe a they are given 
observations and |) =~ ie ¥ A le pig pee? el i a | adequate protec- 
studies, including | i) ~<. “ga eaps et = ee aa eS Pa | tion from over 
some little re- | iM od * ios “ai er Nghe? Re Socrates | ee | shooting over 
search incidental | (Pee eetllronieyetor J. cee oe | cs Sona Bi | large areas of 
to his quail in- sat Patel le cea a eee ™ | suitable territory, 
vestigations. The | Sie go) 90 as belt) i, ee Bey we frequently find 
diseussion refers |fe = . ee Mirth fet: cee: ey ee they respond more 
to the Coastal Sonata A ee SEER LR tee quickly than quail 
Plain region of to planting and 
the South Atlantic and Gulf States only, likely to experience full success. other management measures carried on 
as few observations have yet been made Wild turkeys are now so largely con- especially for quail. So we apparently 
on turkeys elsewhere. fined to swamplands along the larger have an ideal bird in the wild turkey 

Experience has shown that the larger rivers, and to other wild, heavily timbered for increase by natural methods. 
the protected acreage, and the closer the areas, that we are apt to think of them While I am well aware that many will 
protection from over shooting, the better as preferring this type. Under close pro- disagree with me, it is my opinion, based 

the results are likely to be. Unfortunate- tection, however, we have found by ex- on the examination of considerable num- 
ly, a great many young turkeys are shot perience that they thrive where as much ber of specimens both living and dead 
before the season opens, while many as half the acreage is under annual culti- from several southeastern states, that 

gobblers are killed after it closes through- vation, provided of course, that the other most of the wild turkey stock surviving 

out the wilder lands of the Southeast, so half is made up of timberlands of types along the larger rivers, swamps and 

protection from overshooting furnishes they normally frequent. But even the other wild and heavily timbered areas, 

perhaps the greatest problem in wild finest of wild stock loses its extreme wari- is comparatively pure, at least as far 
turkey management in the region. ness under close protection. It is evident as external appearances go. The same 

‘ that turkeys are only extremely wary be- appears to be true of the bulk of the 
Protection Paramount cause of the persecution to which they are stock on private game preserves of 

Preserves as small as one to two-thou- subjected, rather than because of natural these regions. In a few places the stock 

sand acres have at times developed fairly tendencies. is obviously impure, either through inter- 
good stocks of wild turkeys where pro- I have seen no evidence to make me be-_ breeding with domestic turkeys which 

tected land lies adjacent to heavily tim- lieve that wild turkeys have a definite (Continued on page 29)
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Wild Turkey Management recommended. With favorable weather or domestic turkeys by the free range 
(Continued from 22) for nesting and rearing, an abundance method, or from scattering manure from page g a 

of turkeys may be expected, even such birds over the ranges. In addition, 

enjoy semi-free range, or because of though little control of natural enemies the feed patches are made as large as 
the very poor practice of putting out hag been attempted. possible and changed from year to year 
domestic turkey hens to mate with the i : to prevent undue fouling. Any neces- 

wild gobblers, in attempts to increase Blackhead’ Important th Wild sary supplementary feeding is carried on 
the wild stock. Several unidentified species of both away from the patches, and the feeding 

It would seem that while the latter roundworms and tapeworms have been spots frequently changed. 
practice might succeed in some instances found in wild turkeys we have examined There is great need of research on 

from the standpoint of meat production, in the Thomasville, Georgia region, the diseases and parasites of wild tur- 

the mongrel stock fails to produce though we have examined no birds in keys as an aid to control or prevention. 

worthwhile hunting trophies, both from which parasitism has appeared impor- ian: 
the standpoints of appearance and wari- Variety in Food and Cover Preferred 
ness. It is also questionable whether such Ea In a state of nature wild turkeys ap- 
stock is capable of coping -with the 1 : Pe ‘~~ pear to draw their food supply from a 
many natural enemies, or rustling for ' 4 wide variety of sources. They appear to 

a food supply. Certainly this wide- j | , tolerate a wider range of cover con- 

spread practice should be discouraged ‘ Si ‘ ; ditions than do quail. We find them liv- 

from every possible viewpoint. t 5 k eee Pe ing in either upland or lowland forest 
Obtaining pure wild stock for re- if. i Pe fypes of either evergreen or deciduous 

stocking purposes has proved practical- u ral ¥ a 4 trees, as well as in various combinations 

ly impossible in the past, due to the aa Ve 2 of the two. 

fact that few commercial breeders have | opaRe 2 ie They thrive where up to half the ter- 

pure wild strains. There is some hope 4 v3) X rain is given over to agriculture if 

that this condition will be corrected ph | hy He sufficiently protected from over shooting. 
shortly, for some very capable men are 4 PANS eR Sg b They likewise thrive in the wildest of 

becoming interested in developing pure ~ : PUe Meee §=§=country, either virgin forest or cut-over 

stock of the finest strain to supply this eg : eek oe «lands. Likewise we find them in open, 

demand. Until such a supply becomes slits ar q Sn ies park-like types of upland pine forest, 

available, it is better to restock, if at §& a 3 ne ; cs kept free of undergrowth and litter by 

all, only with pure stock trapped in the sb, 5 ER | a frequent fires, and in jungle-like pine 
wild. N Ger ek or deciduous woods with heavy accumu- © 

One of the greatest difficulties, appar- eee te lations of litter on the ground. There 

ently, in the use of artificially propo- jai ey | ) is evidence that interspersion of these 

gated turkeys for restocking, lies in the gates: a oe 5 various types is the most favorable of 

extreme tameness of turkeys reared and Fa eo > all to them. 
reconciled to a life in captivity, be the age on During the winter wild turkeys of the 
wild strain ever so pure. When such a las ss | Southeast draw heavily for subsistence 

birds are released they generally prefer a ht : oe 3 _ on the fruits or “mast” of trees and 

to take up at the nearest farmhouse ™& en ph oll 3 _. shrubs. Seeds of all pines, acorns from 

rather than revert to. life in the wild. * — _ =" many oaks, mast of cypress, sweet gum, 
The speaker has had a fully mature Mr. Adolph Muller, Retiring President of magnolia, and beech, fruits of smilax, 

wild gobbler eat out of his hand after the Pennsylvania Game Commission, with black gum, flowering dogwood, grapes, 
only a month in captivity. Probably the his Turkey ete., appear abundantly on their bill of 
solution lies in rearing the birds under fare. Fully a half pint of such food 

semi-wild free range conditions, or bet- tani Several species of ticks and lice is required to fill their crops. We also 

ter, under natural conditions in the are also usually present on the birds. find them scratching out tubers of nut- 
wild, when they may be trapped for The only disease we have noted among grass and other underground feeds, and 

restocking. wild turkeys living a free life in the consuming such animal life as they can 

Among the enemies given a measure wild is blackhead, and this seems as _ catch. 
of control on some turkey preserves may potentially dangerous to them in the During the summer both young and 

be mentioned wild cats, gray foxes, wild as is the case in captivity. During old draw heavily on a wide variety of 

opossums, raccoons, stray dogs, wild hogs, 1933 we examined one bird and in 1934 insects and other animal life, as well as 

and the great horned owl. Some of the three, which were either found dead or on such fruits as blackberry, dewberry, 
larger hawks may molest young tur- so weakened as to be easily captured by and huckleberry as the country affords. 

keys, while skunks may at times de- hand, from the heaviest stocked range They also eat the seeds of various 

stroy the eggs. Perhaps some others of the Thomasville section. All had grasses at this season, stripping the 
should be on the list of enemies, while typical cases of blackhead. It seems heads of ripening seeds of beardless, 
some mentioned may be of little impor- probable that this disease in these cases non-irritating kinds. 

tance. Some desertion as well as de- was acquired from contact with domes- Hence the most favorable ground for 
struction of eggs has occurred among the tic turkeys or free ranging chickens. wild turkey management is usually that 

few nests we have had under observation There is also the possibility that it was with the greatest variety of trees, shrubs, 

in the wild, and probably egg destruc- acquired from wild companions when and food producing plants. Other things 

tion is an important check to turkey the birds were congregated on favored being equal, less will have to be arti- 

jnerease. Until further research has food patches. ficially produced to balance their diet. 

made clear the relative importance of To lessen the likelihood of blackhead An important measure in the manage- 
various enemies, only a reasonable de- becoming epizootic on the heavily ment of wild turkey ground is fencing 
gree of predator control, such as is fur- stocked preserves of the region, we have against hogs, which normally consume 

nished by ordinary commercial trap- recommended that tenant farmers be the major portion of such “mast” as _ 

ping, or night hunting for sport, is prohibited from rearing either chickens (Continued on next page)
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Wild Turkey Management aa oe nna fire has an im- patches may be ee ee until late win- 
2 ee portant place in wild turkey management. ter or spring. hould a shortage of 

RCeniimied. irom Premous: nog) Attempts to increase wild pre foods planted code, develop during ged of 
may be produced by trees and shrubs by artificial plantings dates back many “mast” failure the deficiency may be 

over much of the southeast. Exclusion years on southeastern game preserves. made up, and the birds held to protected 
of hogs, both “wild” and domestic, also The things most widely used in about the range by artificial feeding. For this pur- 
appears to help greatly in reducing order of importance are as follows: chu- pose nothing known seems better than 
ticks which annoy turkeys and other fas, peanuts, challu and other sorghums, a by-product of the peanut industry 

game. Turkeys range pasture land ex- proso, cowpeas, and a panic grass known known as “oil stock,” which consists 
tensively, however, when mast from trees ag brown-top millet. Oats, wheat and of sorted out bits of kernel. Corn, 
is falling, and before it is consumed by rye are often planted in October to fur- wheat, sorghums, millets, and other grains 

hogs. : nish green food for the birds throughout can also be used for this purpose. Once 
Unlike quail, wild turkeys water regu- the winter and early spring, as well as the turkeys locate the feeding spots they 

larly, at least at certain seasons and in grain for summer use. will visit them daily, and stop their wide 
the absence of especially succulent This green feed appears important in ranging for natural foods. 

plants, so a well watered range is very times of protracted drought in holding For best results the range should be 

desirable. It is interesting, however, turkeys to protected ground, as it seems kept as quiet and undisturbed as possible. 

that on a certain preserve, turkeys have to satisfy their water requirements to a For this reason chasing deer with hounds, 
been maintained in large numbers for large extent. It is useless to plant such and night hunting for ’possums, ’coons, 

several years by heavy planting of a grains, however, where grazing animals and so forth, should be largely avoided. 

wide variety of foods on a poorly have the run of the ground during the Necessary control of predators can be 
watered, cut-over, long-leaf pine area winter months. carried on with traps. 

with only a few oaks and cypress bays In planting grasses and small grains * a : 
to diversify the terrain. Here water for wild turkeys, it is important to ‘avoid t a _ seep meant CE ities 
has been supplied in containers during as far as possible the use of bearded sind Ou roam Gs eee leachate tn 

‘ ; : anes ; 3 nited States should come an apprecia- 
especially dry times, and fall grains varieties, for these birds normally strip ti Baa p 

a ion of the possibilities of wild turkey 
planted for green food. the seeds directly from the heads. Hence tiwithin th If full ad 

8 German millet, rye, and bearded varieties Ree aad ok ae ae wee 
Controlled Burning an Important Factor : z ¥ tage is taken of these opportunities, this 

of wheat are inferior to brown-top millet, lendid ind: cuould ca teow 

While the relation of fire to wild proso (“hog millet’), the sorghums and SPOR ET SOTNE REE EVO Ceaepi PEC? 
abundant over large areas from which 

turkey foods and cover has not been the beardless wheat. sey i 1 b Dont 

fully determined, it is coming into rather For winter feed, chufas are most widely EO ENON Ee ae une 
wide use on many successful preserves used, and some preserves plant as much 
for certain definite purposes. For ex- as forty or fifty acres in patches from Protect the American Eagle! 
ample, dwarf chinguapins, ground and _ one to four acres in size for the turkeys, 
runner oaks, huckleberry blueberry, and who eagerly scratch them out of the Would you fire on the Stars and 
similar shrubs, furnish much turkey ground once they learn what they are. Stripes? No! of course not! 

food on certain upland pine forest These ground nuts are usually planted Then why shoot the Bald Eagle? One 

types. While these shrubs produce food broadeast around July 1, and are easy is just as symbolic as the other. Each 

abundantly if pruned back by fire every to produce in quantity on rough lands 'S @& national emblem of the United 
three or four years, they do not produce and sandy soils. They are not damaged States of America. 

well the year of a burn. Hence good during the growing season by deer, which The eagle has become so depleted that 

management calls for the burning of are frequently numerous on good turkey something must be done to prevent his 

such areas with about this frequency. range. Peanuts are as good as chufas, joining the great auk, the passenger 
Turkeys, in common with many other and hard varieties of cowpeas are as good pigeon and others in extinction. His 

birds, are greatly attracted by newly as either, but deer frequently make the domain, like that of all our wildlife, has 
burned areas, as fresh green herbaceous production of these feeds difficult, and been invaded by a largely unsympathetic 
vegetation appear. They range such they are best avoided in deer range. In Civilization and he has suffered much as 

burns habitually in late winter and spring fact, where deer are numerous, it is best 4 result. 
in the southeast. Hence burned spots to depend on chufas for summer. Among the many species of birds 

may well be provided for them. While wild turkeys can eventually be studied by the U. S. Biological Survey, 
Considerable burning is carried on as “taught” to go over woven wire fences the Bald Eagle has come in for his just 

an aid in the control of ticks, chiggers, enclosing feed patches, and rails, and share. The results of this study have 
and other parasites and diseases of these panelled fences give even less trouble, it been published in a bulletin entitled “The 
birds, as is done in the case of quail. is a great disadvantage to have to enclose North American Eagles and Their Eeo- 
Fire is also used in controlling jungle- such feed. The birds do not seem to nomic Relations.” The conclusions are 

: like undergrowth. As many southeastern realize the difference between the wire summed up as follows: “All things con- 

quail preserves are handled both for quail strands, and smilax and other vines com- sidered, the bald eagle is rather more 

and wild turkey, it is best to follow a mon to their.environment, and may spend beneficial than otherwise, as much of its 

middle course in the use of fire for regu- hours poking their heads through the food is of little or no direct economic 
lation of food supply and cover. On mesh of woven wire, which indeed they importance, while the good it does more 
such lands fire may be used rather more could go through easily enough as poults. than compensates for its obnoxious deeds.” 

infrequently than is called for in the best So where possible, turkey ground should Stories of its attacks on children are 

interests of quail, though more frequently have outside boundary fences only, to ex- without foundation in fact. 
perhaps than is ideal for turkey. elude hogs and other live stock, making The American Game Association ap- 

It is interesting to observe, however, fencing of feed patches and strips un- proves and joins in the campaign of the 

that wild turkeys appear to thrive in the necessary. National Association of Audubon Soci- 

southeast both where fire is never used, It is good practice as a rule to plant ties to protect the Bald Eagle and is 
and where it is used with almost annual enough turkey feed to carry them through backing House Bill 5271 now before Con- 

frequency. The speaker is convinced from in case of “mast” failure. Consequently gress to give this great bird badly needed 
his own experience, however, that proper on years when “mast” is abundant, the federal protection.



Wild Turkey 

Extract from "Episodes in the Life of Audubon in Indiana’ by S. B. Perkins III. 
Wilson Bulletin, March, 1936, p. 20: 

4] find an interesting entry in the journal of Audubon made on board his 

scow, October 17, 1820, as he scanned the northern or Indiana shore of the Ohio. 

The item is, 'The Turkeys extremely plenty and Crossing the River hourly from the 

north side. Great mumber destroyed falling in the Stream for want of strength.'"
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: tnth Tur fey 

Game Practices jn Ancient Mexico, 

Digest of “History of the hare of Mexioo* by William H. Prescott, 
New and Revised Bd, (1875). U. of Wis. Library 

Orville $. Lee 5/10/36 

pe 7. “Im the time of the Aztecs, the table-land was thickly covered with 
larch, oak, cypress, and other forest trees....," 

"Indeed, the early Spaniards made indiscriminate war on the forests." 

Pp. 37. “It wae a eapitel offense to remove the boundaries of another's lands...” 
No trespass laws are mentioned, however, 

p. ML. "Wild animals and birds" were offered for taxes. 

pe 42, Pootnote: 40 tiger skins are listed as itens of tribute (taxes), 

pe 43. A large map of the area was used to check on the asseasing of taxes, 

pe 44. "Fresh fish wae frequently served at Montesuma's table in twenty-four 
hours from the time it had been taken in the Gulf of Mexico, two 
Imndred miles from the capital.” I¢ was carried by couriers, 

pe. 77. In some corenonies “the sitar of the alety were stained with no 
blood save that of onimals." 

Mootnpte 22: “among the offerings, quails may be particularly noticed, 
for the incredible qantities of them sacrificed and consumed at 
wany of the festivals.” 

p156, “The table was well provided with substantial neats,  pupecially Ane, 
among which the most conspicious was the turkey...." . 

PES Pe Seakatty son tenes meshate of tnduaye tn the 
atic te, on their arrival in Mexico, where they were more 

¢comuion than any other poultry, ‘hey were found wild, not only in 
New Spain, tut all along the continent, in the less frequented 
places from the Northwestern territory of the United States to 
Panama, ‘The wild turkey is larger, more beautiful, and every way an 
ineomparably finer bird than the tame," 

pel37. There were "severe penalties against the destruction of the woods, 
with whieh the country was well covered before the conquest." 
Ground was well managed also.. 

pel46, They wove (with cotton) “the delicate hair of rabbite and other animals,,," 

pel85. Nezahauleoyotl (1400-1470) (imperor) "followed the hardier pleasures 
of the chase in the noble woods that stretehed for miles around his 
villa, flourishing in all their primeval majesty." f



~2e 

Dp. 189, “The royal forests were very extensive in Tezuco (opposite Mexico 
City east of lake), and were guarded by laws full as severe as ; 
those of the Norman tyrants in — (People were punished 
by death for trespassing in them. 

Pp. 190, Later (1465 approx.) the emperor “mitigated the severity of the 
forest Laws, 20 as to allow persons to gather any wood they might 
find on the ground, if they did not meddle with the standing timber," 

P. 333. North of Vera Cruz there “were geen deer and various wild animals 
with which the Spaniards were unacquainted.,.... They saw, alo, 
pheasants and other birds; among them the wild turkey..." 

Pe 39%. "The soil was well protected by woods,....the invaders soon after 
the conquest swept = the magnificent growth of timber....." 
(Sear Tlatlaugqnitepec, 

Volume Ti, 

Pp. 11, "Not a red of land but was under cultivation and the soll--an 
wmconmon thing on the table~land--was irrigated by mmerous 
streems and esnals, and well shaded by woods...." (Near Cholula 
outside of valley of Mexteo,) 

pe 9, Deseription of the Valley of Mexico: "Stretching far away at 
their feet were seen noble forests of oak, ayoamore, and cedar, 
and beyond, yellow fields of maize and towering maguey (century 
plant) intermingled with orchards and blooming gardens,..." 

pe 52, ‘the Spaniards were offered "robes of delicate furs and feathers." 

p. 58. In the midst of the valley there were "noble woods" and “orchards 
glowing with autumnal fraits, of unknown nemes..." 

p. 62. I! Ixtapalapan there was a “imge reservoir of stone, filled to 
@ considerable height with water well supplied with different 
sorte of fish," 

pe 83. The Royal Palace of Montezuma had some walls hang “with the ding 
of wild animale." 

p. 124, ‘the Baperor had an immense aviary and “a separate wuilding was 
reserved for the fierce birds of prey; the voracious val ture- 
tribes and eagles of enormous size whose home was in the snowy 
solitudes of the Andes, No lese than 500 turkeys, the cheapest 
meat in Mexico, were allowed for the daily congumption of these 
tyrants of the feathered mee," 

"Adjoining the aviary was a menagerie of wild animals gathered 
from the mountain forests, and even from the remote swamps of the 
Siaera Sabisaie,....-.the collection was still gwelled by a great 
mumber of reptiles and serpents remarirable for their size and 
Venomous qualities.....the beasts and birds of prey were provided 
with apartments lerge enough to allow their moving about... the 
whole was placed under the charge of numerous keepers, sho 
acquainted themselves with the habits of their prisoners and pro- 
vided for their comfort and cleanliness,"



3 

Pe 116, “Yon large tanks, well stocked with fish, afforded a retreat 
on their margins to various tribes of waterfowl, whose hobits 
were go carefully conmited that some of these ponds were of 
salt water, ag that which they moat loved to frequent,” 

Pe 117. —, "s gations atretched for miles around the base of the 
a. 

Pe 120, “The royal bill of fare comprehenied, besides domentic animala, 
gone from the distant forests,,.." 

Pe 15%. Munters and fishermen were noticed at the main market, 

p. 133. At the main market “animale, both wild end tame, wore offered for 
gale,...,moate of all kins, domestic poultry, cawe from neighbor~ 
ing mountaina, fish from the lakes and stroans,..." 4 

; Pe 175. Timber in the royal forests waa felled to mild Spanish beats. 

- pe 180, Montesuma wae fond of the chase, “Me had large foresta reserved 
for that purpose on the other aide of the Lake (Texemeo).” 

Pe 181. "The royal chase wan well gtecked with game; some of which the 
euperer det vith arrose, and others were driven by mmerous 
attendants into nets," 

PAID we etnias ba Liss taatie Wahie ot the blots ax 
through which he blew little balla at the birds and 

rabbits." 

p. 400, ‘the Agtees had no useful domesticeated animals accorting to 
Presoott, wat he gtates in a footnote: “Comara spesks of a 
nation, dwelling about 40° north latitude, on the northwestern 
borders of New Spain, whose Gilet wealth was in droves of 
these cattle (bigon~-"omm with a hua on the shoulders"), 
from which they got their clothing, Mod, and drink, which 
last, however, appears to have been only the blood of the 
animal." 

\
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2 A NEW WILD TURKEY PROGRAM ~o 
Na 

ig loads THR 
= Untw 
= By WM. G. FLUKE aca eS 
Y 

— MORE noble bird never roamed the were established in the heart of the wild Unusual success was attained in the propa- 

ae Av rimmed ridges of America than turkey country to further safeguard this pop- gation of these birds, but the subsequent re- 

the wild turkey. No feathered game is ular game species. Today there are over fifty lease of them in the wild was in many cases 

A) hunted more assiduously or with greater ex- of these refuges scattered throughout the unsatisfactory. The turkeys, hand reared as 

gS pectancy than this nimble-legged, sharp- turkey country and additional sanctuaries they were at the farms, did not acclimate 

2 eyed, keen-eared creature of our: mountain will be established as time and money per- themselves readily and from time to time 

as slopes. mits. they left even the remote sections where they 

= No wild bird or mammal is more zealous- To further supplement the natural increase were liberated and wandered into the farm 

ly protected than this gorgeously colored, of birds from these refuge areas the Game lands of adjoining valleys. 

\ elusive creature of our woodlands. Commission, in 1929, established a wild tur- Every effort was made to accustom them 

= Our earliest literature acclaims it in num- key farm in the heart of Juniata County, to their new environment, and while in some 

% erous and inspiring narratives, and in the securing only the most genuine wild strain cases success crowned our efforts, it was the 

BY lives of the Indians and our Pilgrim Fathers possible as the nucleus of their breeding exception, and not the rule. Even a well reg- 

SBS it played an important part. stock, ulated program of feeding in the areas in 
Early Pennsylvania woodsmen which the birds were stocked did 

2 considered it the finest of our not wholly serve to hold them. 

Ss native game birds, and the deci- Game Officials at Wild Turkey Conference However, the Board at its 
= iy z c 

S Tog nenabale nObns Ceveed eieae tropttow: TACs AME FRdd Tatler GAN? SEMIS Biter Atemnder}s (maOvemben 17aa—mecting aulaor 

e? consternation among the old Refuge Keeper; Wm. J. Davis, Div. Supervisor; John Fenton, Refuge Keeper; 12€d_ those officials of the Com- 
i time hunters. Henry Metzger, Acting Refuge Keeper. mission who were interested in 

Wild Turkeys still live in Penn- Bottom row: Left to right—Ralph MeCoy, Game’ Protector; James No Conserving the turkey to carry 
sylvania, and amazing as it may — Morton, Asst. Director Bureau of Refuges and Lands; Charles W. Wessell, 0m an additional experiment per- 
seem, they are apparently gain- Chief, Div. of Propagation and Game Farms; W. G. Fluke, Member of Game tinent to the problem. After 

ing a stronger foothold year by Commission; Richard Gerstell, Chief, Div. of Game Research and Distribution; studying the problem from all 

year. Through wise seasons and Seth Gordon, Executive Secretary; Ray Kauffman, Refuge Keeper; Leon P. angles, it was finally decided to 

bag limits their numbers have in- Keiser, Farm Superintendent; Frank Myers, Div. Supervisor; Ross Metz, create small holding areas with- 

creased tremendously. They have Refuge Keeper, and Samuel H. Price, Game Protector. in three turkey refuges. In these 

been legal prey for many years, areas were placed a certain num- 

and only on three occasions has bony = score ber of turkey hens from the 

it been necessary to close the | C / « Game Farm, in numbers consis- 

hunting season on them. a | | tent with the amount of avail- 

Its present range includes: oS | able cover and food supply. The 

Union, Snyder, Huntingdon, | e £7 fF areas were fenced to keep out 

Mifflin, Juniata, Perry, Franklin, oe, | Ga fe : ei . _ four-footed vermin and precau- 

Fulton, Bedford, Somerset, Blair Hille a. yf ie Aes _ tions were taken in an effort to 

and Centre Counties, Southern Wie Senki °F oF *5 Ligne : | offset the depredations of the 

Lycoming County, and portions nr tS ) "} ¢, gi ieee 9 Great Horned Owl in sections 

of Clinton and Cumberland, al- [AE @ 8 @ oe Pigs ft _ where these and other winged 

though a few are found in other Bn 4 | oe 2 4, 3 hii |] predators were prevalent. 
parts of the state. LS «i Oe el e | Due to the deep snows which 

For years far-sighted game ee  @ ‘i’ hon eat | delayed the preparation of hold- 

officials and sportsmen advoca- HF { _ ly a | ing pens, some of the hens had 

ted various programs for insur- Him ¢ | |e Ay BP i already mated, although others 
ing greater protection for them, fm 2 | 4 -— Be | Bes 8 He had not. These hens were placed 

but for some reason or other ac- — gg al cI 5 — on ] i = = = in the holding areas with the idea 

tion was delayed, or failed to. -—.=2\nSiackailline <3 toe bs, Clad = 8 wee 8 of attracting native Toms and 
germinate, and it was not until RO SRLS SEE ROE AES LI EE EIS Ca SR A thus insure wilder progeny. 

, two years ago that small refuges (Continued on page 23) 
i
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A NEW WILD TURKEY the above field personnel, all of whom are fa- THE ROLE OF CYCLES 

Ce. ck precy peeimettedl wih eaRee to ithtee ge (Gonna Hoa Fae) (Continued from page 5) , EY sh) : Pp days ahead with an accuracy which leaves 
Three projects of this sort were carried tection from winged and four-footed pred- much to be desired. Game: administration 

out with various degrees of success and ators. Each of the areas will contain ten acres a ili A doll: ith 1 
failure. In two instances the wild gob- and will be stocked one bird to an acre. Only $Penes Millions of collars with less success. 
blers were attracted readily, and all the hens the best breeders will be released in the en- Students of climatic cycles hope to forecast 
not previously mated were fertilized and closures thus assuring the highest quality weather for pete advance through knowl- 
hatched and reared normal broods, Other offspring. edge of climatic cycles. Students of wildlife 
birds within the area which had previously Te ic feltathathanwareauorecueliaainer val cycles hope to predict game populations in 
mated with the farm reared gobblers also provide adequate nesting sites and feed for advance through knowledge of wildlife 

brought forth normal flocks. However, there the birds. The areas will be carefully selected cycles. plete out analogy ends. Climatolo- 
was a noticeable difference between the activ- so that each will contain the best environ. &iSt8 can do nothing about weather. We can 
ity of these youngsters and those fathered mental conditions, both from the standpoint OO le nea aeaut eens. \ 
by the wild Toms. The latter were much © of food and cover, and after they are fenced Research eT cycles REP ST CeSes slowly. 
wilder and learned to care for themselves in, they will be trapped clean of predators. There is no such thing as an organized cycle 

much sooner. The wire fence surounding the areas will program. The hope of the Matamek Con- 
In the third instance there was a little dif- }e buried about a foot deep to eliminate ference in 1931 was for such a DIOgTay of 

ficulty in attracting a wild gobbler tothe area, small predators, and the top barriers will be cycle research enrolling the scattered indi- 

but eventually, by devious methods employed of sufficient strength to withstand the shock viduals delving into the cycle mystery. That 
by the Keeper in charge, one came to the of deer which run against it or of dogs 2! that ideal of four years ago, still re- 
enclosure and mated with the penned birds. which might try to enter. mains a will-o’-the-wisp. 

Unfortunately again, in two cases dogs It isvalsolthe plat tortanstenthe Arsteet! Sixteen months ago Aldo Leopold, call- 
broke through the wire, which had been «ting of ee ing the beginning of the downward cycle a . I ! g of eggs at the holding pens to the Game ;,,.° 5 ENS ie MEL Ge 
raised temporarily to permit the hen and farm for incubation. By so doing a greater biological eclipse,” said: “So here we ate 
poults to range more widely, and killed over percentage of hatch will be assured, because, 0” the verge of an epochal event, and only 
fifty percent of both adult and young. Not- despite all the vigilance the caretakers will three scientific institutions have vouchsafed 
withstanding this catastrophe, however, the be able lo pive tie amend Wheke are tunes their men so much as a piece of smoked 
remaining birds perfectly acclimated them- 2 ‘ glass. There are dozens of game managers 
selves, and should provide splendid shooting and biologists who want to work on the 
for future years. cycle, but they lack funds for field studies 

A conference of Board and Staff officials IMPORTANT NOTICE!!! and laboratory experimen Our cant saw 
was held at the Wild Turkey Farm on Sun- ing knowledge is partly locked up for lac’ 
day, August 9, to determine the feasibility of DOES YOUR GAME NEWS of publication. The handful of men who 
continuing this project. I was particularl. have funds got them by passing the hat. In 
eager to fee ae ates dicts I felt es REACH YOU IN GOOD CON- short, the canis ane de digs who offi- 
to be of extreme ampostencenand honed. it DITION, ORISIT DAMAGED ciate at scientific money-bags are not yet 
would be endorsed more widely, My wishes cycle-conscious. Another decade must go b; 
came true, for when our last mars activities WHEN IT ARRIVES? IF IT ee another score of millions of bee seryatich 
were expounded to those present. I was both IS NOT RECEIVED IN GOOD funds must be spent blindfolded—before the 
amazed and gratified to learn that, without work of deciphering this great enigma can 
exception, all were in favor of a continuance ORDER LET US KNOW AND effectively begin. Thus, and not otherwise, 
of the program on a much larger scale. WE WILL MAKE EVERY does conservation muddle through.” 

This extended program was discussed at And still investigations of wildlife cycles, 

great length and the results were very en- EFFORT TO INSURE the greater dilemma in conservation today, 
couraging, so much so in fact that I venture BETTER DELIVERY exist on shoestrings. Cycle research has no 
to say it will be crowned with the greatest money of its own. It is a vagrant, destitute 
success. and without means of support. 

Those Field Officers attending the meet- It makes little difference where the re- 
ing who are likely to be affected under the when crows, snakes, turtles, or other crea~ search be carried on so long as it is done. 
enlarged project were Division Supervisors tures may find access to the nests and de- [¢ js now active in but few institutions, a 

Frank E, Myers and William J. Davis; stroy most, if not all, of the eggs. By trans- few mere twinklings in the conservation co$- 
Game Protector S$. H. Price, Huntingdon ferring the first hatch to the Game Farms, mos, Biologists can launch an assault upon 
County; Refuge Keeper John W. Fenton, however, this possibility will be overcome. the problems of population cycles; they have 
Perry County; Refuge Keeper Ross Metz, It will also greatly improve the blood strain the inherent power to turn the twinklings 

Huntingdon County; Refuge Keeper R. E. of the game farm birds. into full sunlight. But—it takes money to 
Kauffman, Mifflin County; Refuge Keeper In all probability the hens will be per- do it. You can’t get something for nothing 
Orrie Smith, Fulton County; Refuge Keep- mitted to hatch and rear their second brood in research any more than in a chain store. 
er D. H. Franklin, Franklin County, Deputy jin the enclosure, and when the young are Sportsmen, the American Wildlife Institute, 
Game Protector H. E, Metzger, Bedford at the proper age, both mother and poults and other similar groups now have an oppor- 
County, and Refuge Keeper Elmer Alexan- will be allowed to roam outside of the area tunity to make notable progress in conserva- 
der, Mifflin County. in order that they may range more widely. tion. They can make a glorious name, gain 
Administrative officials attending the gath- This system, judging from the opinion of all honor and prestige by throwing the power af 

ering included Seth Gordon, Executive Sec- present, is expected to work out admirably, their financial shoulder to the wheel and 
retary, and his assistant Judd Turner; and we are all looking forward to the day rolling the conservation machine over’ the 
Charles W. Wessell, in Charge of Propaga- when our wild turkeys will have not only in- cycle barrier. | 
tion; Richard Gerstell, Chief, Division of creased, but improved their strain, especially I have tried to show the uncertainty in 
Game Purchases and Distribution; James those at the Farm. our entire program of conservation due to 
N. Morton, Assistant Director of Refuges With Pennsylvania’s system of game ref- the cycles. Conservationists are but Lilli- 
and Lands, and Leo A. Luttringer, Jr, Chief uges, with the wild turkey farm completed, putians trying to rope and hog-tie an in- 
of Education. with the new program outlined above, a fu- visible mystery. Upon the solution of these 

Briefly the extended program is this: The ture supply of this magnificent bird in Penn- cycles rests the future of game manage- 
Board, provided funds are available, will in- sylvania is assured. They need our help in ment, of restoration and regional plans. Un- 

crease the number of holding pens in several winter to obtain a supply of food and if this til a more thorough understanding of cycles 
different refuges to eight, surrounding them is provided hunters, no doubt, will for years is reached, until greater knowledge of cycles 
with heavy gauge wire, and providing drop to come be thrilled by the sight of the is available, plans dealing with wildlife con- 
gates for releasing birds when the time splendid wild turkey and be privileged to servation evolve in the dark and their prac- 
comes to allow them to extend their range. match their wits with this, the noblest of ticability and application are fraught with 

The areas will be carefully supervised by game birds. grave uncertainty. i
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BARABOO 

eS Nin@ wild turkey chicks in the Baraboo hills are 
‘getting along in good shape in spite of the fact that the 
hen was killed by a train, Walter Hillmer, Baraboo, tells 
the Bulletin. ’ 

Baraboo citizens are keeping a close watch on the 
state turkey stocking program in that part of the: state. 
When the death of the hen was discovered Hillmer and Con— 
servation Warden Frank Adamski decided to find the chicks 
and place them in a brooders A muzzled dog was taken along 
to locate the brood, 

"We found them but an old gobbler was calling the 
chicks to him and giving them the best of care so we decided 
to let well enough alone," Mr, Hillmer said. . "The gobbler 
was giving them better care than we could." 

Hillmer says that he personally knows of six turkey 
broods in the hills, ranging from nine to fourteen chicks 
each. 

The Sauk county board has shown its interest in 
the turkey stocking program in the Baraboo hill country 
by setting a special $25 fine for anyone molesting the 
large birds. 

Baraboo sportsmen have plowed six acres of land 
in part of the Devil's Lake state park area and planted 
it to corn and other seed plants to furnish turkey feed,



Extract from letter from H. L. Stoddard, Torkey 
Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Ga., 
November 17, 1936.
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Extract from "The Farmer's Attitude Towards Bird Protection" by 
Elmer.R. Waters (Indiana Audubon Year Book, 1937) 3 

"One of my earliest and most vivid recollections was of the 
day when everybody combined to slaughter the last immense flock of : 
Wild Turkeys. They enticed so many tame Turkeys away and were so i 
destructive to crops, that their extermination was decreed by the grange, 
churches and general public. I am glad to remember that my father | 
Opposed it, however, he loaned his gun and went along and carried me. 
I cannot remember he was at all backward in eating the turkeys afterwards. 

"All that day the scattered flocks of Turkeys were gradually 
pushed into a large tract of woodland, nearly Willow Branch Church, F 

_ in the Sangamon river bottom. A circle of men, women and children more 
than a mile in diameter, gradually closed in. Flint leck, and civil 
war msket, Kentucky rifles and other miscellaneous junk, roared in : 
competition with the fine guns of the town sportsmen and the professional ’ 
market hunters. The Turkeys milled around in that deadly contracting 
circle, without sense enough to fly out and were practically exterminated. 
I remember one grand old gobbler, flying so high as to be out of range } 
of shot that sailed a mile away to safety, 

"I vividly remember my joy and exultation on the roar of that wild 
fusilade, and my sympathy for the slaughtered birds. I had no sympathy 
for the cowardly wolves, foxes and wild dogs, nor for the savage boars 
and sows who fought fiercely to the last and made things exceedingly — 
lively for the hunters. Wagon loads of all sorts of game were hauled See 
away and distributed. My parents commentated on the savage lust for 
slaughter in apparently kindly folks." i i 

/ * 2 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE wy 

: BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY je 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

719 Federal Building 
Ste Louis, Missouri 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, April 5, 1937 
Wisconsin University, 
1532 University Avee, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

I em very glad to forward your letter to 
Mire Be Ke Leach, Lost Trail, Ince, 1806 Railway Exchange 
Building, Ste Louis, requesting a quotetion on settings of 
wild turkey eggs be sent to Mr. Riis at Rockford, Illinois. 

Mre Leach is the only Missouri breeder in position 
to furnish “acceptable" stock or eggs and has furnished all of 
the birds managed by the State of Missouri, with exception of 
those produced on State Farms from Leach stock during 1932-34. 

In the light of what you and I know to be the 
requirements for stock suited to successful management in 
restocking an area, I cannot say that the Leach stock, or any 
other stock now produced by artificial propagation, has the 
required characteristics. I can only say that I find the 
Leach stock to be the best that I know about at this time. 

May I explain the basis for that commitment? Since 
1932, Mre Leach has managed his brood steck as described in 
our Bulletin 77, by holding selected hens in isolated regions 
of the turkey renge for breeding with native wild gobblers. 
This has resulted in en improvement of quality in the offspring 
in both physical and native characteristics. ‘The birds are 
hardy and show improved survival on free renge during the 
periods when they can be observed in Missouri. A high percentage 
of the offspring has very good coloration, build and carriage. 
The birds cen flush at a near=vertical angle for more than 
fifty feet and demonstrate sustained flight. Ten-week-old birds 
can adapt themselves to natural feeding without supplementary 
feed. Although early survival is good, the final picture may 
be a different matter. In Missouri, we have little opportmity 
to see the final picture. When liberated in a territory heaving 
a stock of native wild turkeys, the liberated birds are 
inmediately acconmodeted to the range by native birds. 

The stock available and the system of production used 
is still far from the ideal, The birds are not a pure strain =<. 
approximately half of the amual production does not have the 
aboveementioned characteristicse At least twenty per cent of 
the broodestock hens managed for egg production are of “ordinary” 

quality. Forty per cent of the breeding pens are located in
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areas where the native wild stock is of questionable character. 
No effort has been expended in attempting field raising. In 
other words, the idea of mass production and a ready sale for 
available birds produced have prevailed, instead of a true course 
of scientific breeding end management. 

My efforts in artificial management have been completely 
frustrated some place along the line, in every instance; however, 
I feel that I have gone far enough to demonstrate great possibilities 
for successful management of the present stock, if a 40,000-ecre 
tract of land ideally suited to turkey range and wder proper 
menegement were available. Such a tract and management program 
does not exist in Missouri at this time. In my opinion, the success 
of such & program hinges entirely upon the management applied. 

Your recommendations to Mre Colman are certainly justified 
as I know that any management program, with similer limitations, 
in Missouri would be doomed to feilure as a restocking program. 

With the increased interest in wild=turkey conservation 
and management being manifested throughout the comtry, it is only 
natural that the layman would turn to artificiel propagation. 
I am alarmed at what this movement may result in for sound wilde 
turkey conservation over the country as a whole. 

There is a stock of native wild turkey worthy of 
management in practically all regions of the comtry where the 
species could be maintained until changed conditions in the field 
make it possible to extend that range. I am only now finding it 
possible to turn all of my attention to that phase of management 
in Missouri. We are about to succeed in getting 23,000 acres of 
the Irish Wilderness established as a native wild turkey management 
and research area, under State and Forest Service supervision with 
Biological Survey management direction. The existent circumstances 
and facilities for management are relatively ideal. The objective 
is a comprehensive demonstration of native wildeturkey management 
in Missouri. Mre Stoddard long ago pointed the way in his region. 

My interest in the turkey program has led me to impose 
upon you at undue length, but I should appreciate any comment you 
will make on how we may be of greater influence in directing 
conservation interest toward the possibilities for management of 
the native wild individual, 

With very best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

‘ Gf pg ge) td 

fool, 1 Ze 
old Le Blakey —_ 

Assistent Conservati 
WC: Division of Wildlife/Research



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE .? 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY (wF 

719 Federal Building 

Ste Louis, Missouri 

April 7, 1937 
Profe Aldo Leopold, 
Wisconsin University, 

1532 University Avee, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

Enclosed is copy of a letter 
received from Mre Be Ke Leach relative to quotation 
on wild turkey eggse It my have some importence 
at the moment to your plans for the Rock River area. 

The reaction from Leach is the same I have 
had to previous requests for eggse The ready sale 
for birds at "market" price shuts off the egg supply. 

If Mre Colman decides to purchase brood 
stock from this source, I should recommend that he 
specify “firsterum" birds from the first settings 
made and reserve the privilege of rejecting any birds 
that do not meet the required standards. However, 
you understend that it is very difficult, if at all 
possible, to determine the final characteristics of 
an adult bird in the seme bird at 12 weeks of age. 

Sincerely yours, 

Harold Le off 

Assistant Conservati 
Division of Wildlife R
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LOST TRAIL , INC, 

Be Ke Leach Lesterville, Missouri. 
1806 Railway Exchange Building, 
St. Louis, Miss ouri.. 

St. Louis, Missouri, 
April 5, 1937, 

Mr. Paul Bo Riis, 
1315 Garrison Avenue, 
Rockford, Illinois. 

Dear Mr. Riis : 

I have been requested by Mrs He Le Blakey 
to write you with reference to wild turkeys. 

I understand that Mr. Colman ows a large 
tract of timber land in the Rook River bluffs, which he wishes 
cuales te Fide I regret that I will not be in 
position to furnish any wild turkey eggs as I am committed at the 
present time for delivery of a large number of turkeys this fall 

and will want to conserve the egg produetion as much as possible. 
Will you please advise how many acres of land Mr. Colman owns in 
that territory and whether he would be interested in purchasing 
twelve to fourteen week old birds for delivery in August of this 
year? 

Awaiting your reply, 

Yours very truly, 

BKL-e 

CC Mie He Le Blakey
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July 20, 1937 

Dear Starker: 

Richard Gerstell of Pennsylvania has been here the last two days 
and gave me the following miscellaneous bites of information on turkey re~ 

search now under way. 

Long, a graduate student at the School of Conservation, Ann Arbor, 

with Gerstell's aé@vice and Pennsylvania Game Commission funds, is doing 

physiological experiments on turkeys of two grades of wildness. He finds 
yadical differences in their response to stinmli, and these differences 

date from the hatching of the egg. Very young chicks, for instance, : 

respond to tapping on the brooder by violent heart beatings and escape 

reactions in the wilder chicks, and hardly any disturbance in the temer ones. 

The body temperatures also differ. It looks as if the properties of wildness ? 
were a genetic inheritance. 

H. W. Mosby, a graduate student under Wight at Michigan, has had 

field wor on wild turkeys in Virginia, and is now compiling the turkey 

literature. I understand his thesis is completed but not yet published. 

I was unable to determine publication plans. 

Geratell in Pennsylvania has accumlated s large amount of field i 

observations to go with Long's physiological experiments, and the two hope j 

to publish jointly. | 

Yours, | 

; 

]
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Starker 

(Excerpt from "Conservation III" by Robert Cushman Murphy. An address given 
at the Pleasant Valley Bird and Wild Flower Sanctuary, Lenox, Mass., August 10, 
1938. Reprinted from November, 1938, issue of the Bulletin of the Garden Club 
of America. ) 

pp. 44 and 45. "I have read game laws promilgated by the Spaniards 
at Lima, Peru, in the year 1555, the wording of which is not unlike an act 
that might have been just passed by the Massachusetts legislature. It was 
not until 1677, nearly a century and a quarter later, that anything similar 

was thought of in a British colony in America." 

"Perhaps the most telling example of acclimatization is the case of 
the wild turkey, which the Massachusetts settlers found just behind the 
ocean shore, and which all Americans proceeded to shoot so merrily that it 
was soon wiped out through ninety-nine hundredths of its original range. 

But the Spaniards possessed turkeys under domestication by the year 1520. 
Within the next quarter century the bird became spread throughout the whole 
length of the Mediterranean to the Levant. During the reign of Blizabeth 

it was introduced into England, allegedly from Turkey, when the name. 
Possibly this resulted from Queen Bess's overtures toward the Sultan for a 
godly alliance against Spain! At any rate, just about the time that we 
ourselves had killed off the last of the magnificent native game bird in 
New England, domestic turkeys were brought in again across the Atlantic by 
the back door, so to speak. Let us remember some of these things when we 
are tempted to dwell upon our own superiority as colonizers, in contrast 
with the Spaniards; they may help us to see more clearly some of our national 
shortcomings that make the battle for conservetion so long and hard."
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ches Activities Report, Texas Game, Fish & Oyster Commission 
iv. of Research & Education, Pittman-Robertson Project 1-8, 

Phil Goodrum, Supervisor, June, 1939. 

Pa The most important observation of the month was the finding of flocks of tur« 

( key hens without younge Hens with young usually are found in groups of from 2 to 

| 4 but more often in groups of 3 and 4e 

Complete records have been secured on 14 nests as a result of questionnaires 

given out to ranchmen and game wardense There would have been many more records 

but for unfavorable nesting conditions. 

All nests but one were found by flushing the hen from the neste The hen ree 

turned in 12 of these 13 cases which would seem to indicate that nest observations 

may be made without causing desertion by the hene In four of the 14 nests the hen 

was still laying. ‘The one nost found without turkey being on it contained 11 cold 

ch Wr eggse Those eggs were broken and each contained a dead ambryoe This would seem to 

Wt indicate the hen had died away from the nest from some causes 

< \ 
toe] 
" } There were seven nests that hatched, four nests wore destroyed and three were 

_, .¢| sbandoneds The average number of oggs found in the 12 nests after laying was come 

She plete was 12e7 eggse Of the seven nests that hatched the earliest hatching date 

et was May 10 and the latest July 1. There wore 3 hatched in May, 3 in June and one 

ae in Julye 

Of the 4 nests destroyed one indicated disturbance or destruction by an armo= 

dillos The second was destroyed by a fox attacking the hen on the nest and 12 of 

f
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the 14 eggs being broken in the ensuing struggle. The hen escaped but the observer 

noted she was sick for about a week. At the third nest the .0 eggs were gone and a 

pile of feathers left at the neste ‘The 3 oggs in the fourth nest were broken and 

| eaten by an unidentified predatore 

| Of the 3 abandoned nests one never returned from the nest after being flushede 

The hen in a second nest must have died away from the nest from some cause after be= 

| ginning to incubate. The third nest was located near where road repairs were being 

made and evidently there was too much disturbances 

One nest was found in each of the following locations: thick stand of small 

live oak; tall grass and old weeds; black jack timber; rocky ledge in a thicket of 

wild laurels on a hillside; a slope in thick Guajilly brush; thick thorny under 

brush; dead tree lying over some brushs on a spot of high sloping ground in a shin 

oak thickets among some old dead tee tops and under cut cedar brushe No generali-~ 

zation of location can be drawn from these few instancese 

The difficulty in securing nesting records bears out the previous report that 

/ under present oxisting conditions the 1939 turkey crop probably will be very small 

and might even approach the gero point. 

Management and Restoration: 

A total of 53 feeding stations for turkeys were established, 45 of which were 

reported as usede An estimate of tho number of turkeys using the feeding stations 

was secured on 25 of the 45 stations. These estimates total 1,483 turkeys or an 

average of 59 per station for each of the 25 stations. None of the wardens reporte 

ed any young turkeys feeding at the stationse 

There were 3300 pounds of mai.e seed and 54 bushels of corn used at the feed~ 

ing station up to July 10 when the program was discontinued because of general rains 

over the areas Maize apparently has an advantage over corn for feeding purposes 

since it is not necessary to fence it off from stock, deer, etce | 

The writer has received many comments on the feeding program from various 

sources including ranchmen and wardense The opinion seems to be general that ranch+ 

men who operate shooting preserves should be willing to feed game in time of stresse 

Several have seriously questioned the wisdom and success of such a programe i 

Some people feel that the turkey feeding program should have been begun during 

the last half of January in order to induce early laying and produce a larger number 

of oggse This might have produced a larger crop of young turkeys if the hatches 

had occured before water became too scarce for the very young turkeys to reach it 

easilys Most poultrymen say that they must have water within 36 to 48 hours after ~ 

hatching. A possible criticism of this foeding program might 'be tho danger of con~ 

centrating the turkeys so that they would become easy victims of their predators. - 

Harvester Ant Carrying Away Turkey Food: Harvester ants wero observed carry= 

ing away the maize seed at the Kerrville State Park turkey feeding station. The fol- 

lowing observations of their activities were made between 5:00 AeMe and 7:30 P.Me 

at two hour intervals on June 15. ‘Two nests were observed. One nesd did not be= 

come active until the ground temperature reached 74 degrees F. and tho other at 83 

degrees Fe which was at 7:00 AeMe Activity seomed to be at the peak about 9:00 AeMe 

when the temperature of the ground at one nost was 112 degrees F. and at the other 

| 103 degrees Fe When the temperature of the ground reached about 123 degrees F. 

| which occurred between 9:30 AeM.e and 11:00A.Ms the surfaco activity stoppede No 

' further activity was observed until 5:00 Pele when the temperature at ono nest was
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109 degrees Fe and the other 121 degrees Fe The peak of activity seemed to be 

| reached near 6:00 PeMe and activity was still evident at 7:30 P.M, when the temper= 

ature at one nest was 106 degrees Fe and at the other 103 degrees Fe There were 

several paths leading in different directions from both nests but only the one at 

each nest leading toward the feed was in use, 

Of the total number of ants, 1,349 counted, 671 were carrying grain into the 

nest while 678 were note For these two nests almost oxactly 50% of those returning 

brought grain with then. 

The maximum rate of carrying away grain by the ants from the two hills on 10 

‘ninute observations occurred from 9:00 to 9:10 AeMe which sas at the rate of 1,980 

crains per houre The minimum rate occurred from 7:00 to 7:10 AeM. which was at 

| she rate of 42 grains per hour for the two nests. This would seem to indicate that 

harvester ant activity should be considered in any feeding program in which small 

grain is usede
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Extract from letter to A.L. from Herbert L. Stoddard, Thomasville, 
Ga., May 9, 1940s 

"Qverything going along nicely here, though we have had 
an extremely backward season. A party of three, led by Owen Gromme, 
came down to get material for a wild turkey group for the Milwaukee 
Museum in April. We got some splendid material and I predict that 
the Milwaukee Museum will have the finest wild turkey group in 
America ac a remit of the trip. We got one gobbler that weighed 
twenty-one pounds and seven ounces, which was the finest specimen 
we have had on the place for several years, to the best of my : 
knowledge. We collected four fine birds for the group and I want to 
get another--a young "jasper". We saw several of these young two ; 
year gobblers but were unable to get a good one during the time the 
boys were down. It takes a long time to prepare such a group and I 
will get them one during the last winter next year. I wish you could 
have been with us." a ;



COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

May 9, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

The letter from Van Tyne and copy of your letter 
to him enclosing the A. O. Ue. material has been received. I 
signed the Schorger nomination and have sent this on to Law- 
rence Hicks. I surely hope he will be elected a Member of 
the A. O. U. this year. If anyone deserves it he certainly 
does. While I don't know yet whether I will be able to at- 

tend the A. O. U. meeting, I am certainly going to try to do 

so, and if I do go will certainly do what I ean towards his 
election. I think it would be mighty nice if you could at- 
tend this meeting also and hope you will make an effort to 
do so. 

I note what you say in your letter to Van Tyne re- 
Sarding the fund for the publication of historical monographs 

such as that Schorger is working on. I think this would be a 

splendid idea for the Wildlife Society to take up, as such ma- 
terial is of tremendous value in wildlife management. 

Everything going along nicely here, though we have 
had an extremely backward season. A party of three, led by 
Owen Gromme, came down to get material for a wild turkey group 
for the Milwaukee Museum in April. We got some splendid materi- 
al and I predict that the Milwaukee Museum will have the finest 
wild turkey group in America as a result of the trip. We got 

+ one gobbler that weighed twenty-one pounds and seven ounces, 
oy which was the finest specimen we have had on the place for sev- 
Dem eral years, to the best of my knowledge. We, collected four 

Ne fine birds for the group and I want to get another--a young 

Glow "jasper". We saw several of these young two year gobblers but 
were unable to get a good one during the time the boys were , 
down. It takes a long time to prepare such a group and I will 
get them one during the late Winter next year. I wish you 

could have been with us. 

With kind regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

Encl: i 

uae



4ok University Farm Place 
May 14, 1940 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert: 

I was mech interested in the projected turkey group, 
and I am sending a copy of that part of your letter to Starker, 
who is still determined that he is going to become a turkey man. 
He has lately succeeded in putting through a new refuge in southern 
Missouri on which good wild stock exists and on which he will 
probably be able to head off artificial plantings. 

I read your news letter with much interest, and it as 
usual bristles with practical and interesting information. Con- 
cerning acorns, it might interest you to know that feeding tests 
made by the Hamerstroms on prairie chickens this winter indicated 
@ mitritive value closer to browse than to grain. However, the 
acorns fed were bur oaks and half of them were not fresh, so we 
do not regard the result as anything but o start. 

Our news letter, which will reach you shortly, will give 
you the recent news hereabouts. We are threatened with another 
drouth. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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May 28, 1940, 

A suggeated study of certain limited phases of the turkey problen 
to be carried on by A. 5, Leopold in conneetion with work on the 
Federal Aid to Wildlife Program in the Ozark District of Missouri, 

The Tastern wild turkey hag been more or 
ese oe aatare wile torvey (eens galanin acpemticde) Pee it verte of 
its range. The offects of this cross-breeding on the species have never been 

i, thoroughly studied, but there is reason to believe that the cross-bred turkeys 
ae are less able to take care of themselves in the wild than the original stock, 

wl'\ | Take fact, 4¢ proven, might explain in part the present inability of the species 
to tahabtlitate the tyedlate range, 
—/ ty eo few localities in the western Ozarke reumants of the original wild 

turkey stock seem to have persisted, and one phase of the Federal Aid progran 

Seeuath apeaalaien ont 4 mane of pt rd a one or more areks, 
Concurrent with this progrem of rehabilita the original turkey stock in the 
wentern Orta, the follgeiny stay do owontely whieh vl ello, direct 
comparison of characters and behavior of this type of turkey with the gome 
fam stock new prevalent in the casters Oueks, Pres such © compardtive stedy 
might come information which would prove very valuable in the future 
tion of the species in Misvour’, 

I, 
Aangre). aera tae 2 hfe EE ecology and tamgevout of the Tl 
Turkey in Missouri" bas elready been undertaken by Dr, Paul D, Malke of the 
Missouri Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit with the assistance of W. K. e! 
Clark Jr. In no ig this proposed study intended to duplicate work already 
being done, since intensive observations will be limite! to a few phases of 
turkey behavier olaborated below, However, as opportunity presents itself, 
observations may be made on ali phases of life history, which would porhaps 
supplement rather then duplicate the work of Dalke and Clark, It is suggested 
thet Ralke act as coordimetor of these studies, 

Tr, eee TELS Garter tofinee and study areas, the turkey stock 4s 
more or less mixed, "Good" and “poor” birds occur on the seme range, end cross 
and re-cross in such a way that direct comparison between different grades of 
turkeys io difficult or impossible, This applies to the Indian Trail and 
Siotee Wroets epaee seve Setee cul Gass ove genres Oe tek 
studies, Mowever, of the several new refuges to be d ee oe te 
oe UL caceias, atie costae tana thn Oe birde (by building 
up an reanant), while another will have to be stecke!l with game fern 
birds because no wild stock revains, Om these two areas a direct, cleanecut i 
comparison of the behavier patterns of two grades of birds will be possible, 

Ae 
ee Ee tres wat sovelepet wnter the 

pcs be a adie yk Ayah eden dp ancy: Set peal yt Bic. 
qua. wild i. a few yoars of protection and management it 
Fagen Bowe Pete ele tama hged cmp Ripe pce adhd gy dle 
fire and grazing will be exeluded fram the area, and food, cover and water 

-



will be intensively developed, No outside strain of turkeys will be intro- 

cies. Suprleatery oboerrtione Gann mes “y in Taney 2 on 
County, py eee tapes eying Medpeoeedh db hrg Ty aie ote 

B, a Ps aye Re fra: 5 b POVELO pes Jind i OGor Four Seep Dae tee. Dect te Se PET ra 
St nos se een an County, This part of the 

. Ozark range is devoid of turkeys, hence it will be necessary to stock 
a new refuge with game-ferm birds, Stock from the 8, X, Leach form will be 
used, and propagated by the open-pen breeding method, The resulting popula- 
prolly add gens me ily = gl ay aiype« Henge fnrspeeti wy 
compare] directly o> Se See Set shoes St eee Seo 
Sones, 0 HAR She, FERED Seat, DS evens me ene Sees 
treatment apts yo edgy Fe eens Mech Ah aapeony Sl development 
of food, cover and water, Addi observations on geme~-ferm turkeyo way 
be made on several existing State and Federal refuges which have been heavily 
stocked with Leach birds in the past. 

rm, Sepia tee, Sergnty Mite will be Limited to the several phases of life 
history iste below, ‘love food, cover bd wer, sb welt se other agpocts of 

enviroment, will develope! on areas so as 
poosiahe, thooe’ factors ca bo largely elinimted es variailocy heotey Gift 
ences in behavior noted between the turkeys of the two areas ean be attributed 
We Sitios on tee Sees Seeman, Sera cece to eck chee 

turkeys might profi extended to these new sreas to check similarities 
aa thtteaain ba the caplemmrtie. ; . 

ee NITES, wevwees the tuo strains 
rhe ae Seen Ceneranee OF ee ear Cneeae See Segoe ee 

o chicks. 
2.) To observe and measure differences in behavior of the two strains of 

birds, which might bear directly on the ability of either strain to sustain 
itself ee 8 wild population, ani to correlate these differonces in behavior 
wit Fas etiies counted Car partes s 

3.) To firmly (or perhaps disprove) the accepted concept that 
wild eteck ie better able to sustain itself in the wild than hand-raise! game 
farm ateock, 

A. 3 
EV epledacr! he overtaty ovoents toelt waterial will be gathered 

on refuges relating to weights and measurenents (all ages), rates 
Srey Cees oe oe wrens nee ee ere tetes ab eae 
of two stocks, This can be supplemented data collected at the 
Leach form, and to a limited extent on other oreas, i 

%-) Fuustehodten. renctions of chiles Gerotell end Long (1839) danoustren 
Was poss measure a difference in physiological 

reaction between poults of “wild” and “game-farm" strains of turkeys, 
the “wild” poults being much more rapid and positive in their reactions 

Sills daabesiag tae tote * gurkey ‘a ieee ogge a@ young It that. i 
from the two strains of turkeys under observation be submitted to Long



ae 

for comparitive tests such as were made on the lyania birds, to 
establish what genetic difference, if any, cclone eeems shake te 
strains, Tt might be necosmary for the eubbor of thie stuly to twavel 

Arbor, assist this 3. inves- 

Tere er merae. fk tecka by heounntlacd he dhaeen he aaveneney? 
a semple of “wild” eggs before the spring of 1941 or 1942, ‘ 

onulation denaities on and adjacent to refuces: Accurate spring 
fall censuses will atten on both areas every year, end will also 

be extended to take in extensive tracts outside of the refuges in 
i order to measure the outward drift of birds, The existance of perma- 

a Gray papelatians adjeness Se bab arnedén the buante 2° 5 ene? 
may be taken as prima facie evidwuce tha strain is able to 
support itself without the intensive protection afforded by a refuge. 
Tt may, be noted here that few if any cases may uow be found in Nissourd 
where; game farm stock has given rise to self-sustaining populations 

2.) a ioe ie rare te Withers Gtk Goede eadensey . reason are 
Grabty Yeo eobtle than truly si rds, Since eee fametion of « 
refuge supply breeding stock * question 

SP elalten ot S case eostdae tc tacsttecs ta ealge adaiataeiin te 
} 0 Paap mon gio pln yada dine lf any -yeeweigyw rye Aoe Bye: 
daily, seasonal and enqual movements can be traced, Adult birde will be : 
Graveed 06 tented, ont ai) Minds relensel (on the seeend vefegs) Stit 
Sees be ates, Se vedas padiee Ss Se eee att ie es 
wens aes Sates ot as eluminus leg bands will be used on adults 
to tate field identification, end perhaps other methods of merking, 
such as feathers, may be resorted to. 

3.) The sigzo, sex and age composition, and territoriality of 
recorded, Tlock behavior may well be related to suscepti- 

bility to predation and to losses by illegal killing. 
1 Ee ee te noeieel chiro sitar streieiet Witte 

f on the survival ability of either strain of birds, 
Obviously a weakness in the reproductive cycle of « wild-living popula- 
tion of birds will effect the status of the population, 

*) ape des seen am SL RR eerie or be detrimental to a 
population, This may prove to be a most important point, 

6+) Sian nee SG 2 AN, Nievhy in tee ones 08 a . ease 
the wild strain, 

*) rr ae ee ee o ‘erences may be hoted, 

IV. Correis OF iii Seu: 2. Gs ROSGArCh UGE ¢ Us Oy: 12.85 Our 
This studs howl? a Y ' isolated p: 9! n On 

turkeys, but an integral part of the whole turkey research program in the 
state. for that ronson it is suggested that this ebaly be supervised 
De. Dalke and correlated closely with other research Gackt on tar be 
Gooperative MAldlife Research Unit and other agencies.



424 University Farm Place 
June i, 1940 

Mr. Starker Leopold 
Box 247 
West Plains, Missouri 

Dear Starker: 

It seems to me your turkey outline is so soundly thought out 
that there is little or nothing I can add or subtract. 

I have one additional idea which bears upon but is not identical 
with material elready in your outline. It seems to me important to find the 
rate of turnover in a turkey population, both hunted and unhunted. fo get 
it you simply band a given unit with the same intensity for several consec- 
utive years and note how many of one year's population pop up in next year's 
catch. Since you are going to band anyhow, this would be an additional 
dividend from banding. 

It amages me how seldom a turnover rate has been derived. Johnny 
Emlen got it on Galifornia quail and Feeney will shortly publish on Arboretum 
pheasants. Carl and I will have one by a year from now on shack chicadees. 
I do not, offhand, recall any other cases. 

If game farm turkeys survive more poorly than genuine wilds, there 
is a reasonable presumption of a higher turnover. in any case, the rate of ; 
turnover would be illuminating. 

If young birds can be distinguished from old ones with a glass, 
you might be able to get this without the labor of thorough bandings. 

I am delighted to hear about your success with nesting data, also 
: that you are playing baseball. Love to Betty. 

Yours,
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Ward hur thon Rptchen 

Wild Turkey 

Increased production of wild turkey are reported on Apache-Gila Forest 
areas. An estimated population of wild turkeys (25,000) is being managed 
by the Indian Service, adjacent to the Apache Forest on the White Mountain 
Indian Reservation. This is believed to be the largest number of wild turkey 
on any single area in the United States. The Lincoln and Coronado Forests 
report continued success of wild turkey restocking plants. The Crook, Tonto, 
Carson and Cibola Forests report decreases of wild turkey. 

A Again this year, an attempt was made to determine the net breeding potential 

of wild turkey as shown by the age classes of wild turkey checked at hunter 

checking stations. The results of these records are shown in the following table. 

Summary of 1940 Wild Turkey Kill by Areas 

Adult Adult Young of 

Forests and Areas Males Hens This Year Total 

Apache -Beaverhead) 
Crook -Eagle Creek) 64 97 56 217 

Magdalena Area and 

Apache, Cibola, Gila 10 31 85 126 

Bill Williams Wildlife 
Mgt. Unit -Kaibab 5 2 38 45 

Chevalon Dist. - 
Sitgreaves Forest 5 16 19 ho 

Pecos Dist. - Santa Fe) 5 3 3 11 
Jemez Dist. - Bre 7 3 ly 

Sacramento Area - (41)* 
Lincoln Forest 12 24 5 41 

Carson Forest 5 15 i a7 

Totals 108 195 221 565 

* Unclassified - Total 82 
Young to adult ratio - 221:303, or less than 1:1 

last year, there were fewer turkey checked through these stations. Last 
year's check was 415 compared to 565 this year. Of more importance is the very 
low reproductive ratio for the two States taken as a whole as shown by these 
records. last year, the low ratio of 207 birds of the year to 208 adult birds was 
recorded while this year the ratio is even less. 

Wild turkey appear to reproduce better on the Coconino - Mogollon Rim area 
then on areas away from this apparent center of distribution. On these outlying 
areas, it appears that wild turkeys should not be placed under intensive hunting 
pressure. 

rte one a ee a el ea ee hk ne 
From Forest Service Report on Wildlife within National Forests of Arizona 

and New Mexico. 1940 Region 3 pp. 11-12
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Wars, %/4 | | 

The wild turkeys thet nested on the William Lawler farm became 

tame and fed with the chickens and contrected some disease from 

the chickens and all died. 

Frank Neu 

Sear PaQeren Seafold « 
; ¥ 

Raa Meat ap Wr, Vere may Ge of sent 
CS Vane



A wild turkey hen had her head cut off during the mowing of hay 

at Negrito Ranch, Datil National Forest, New Mexico, about 

From Carl 8. Leopold 

ce Starker 

Accident folder 

Wild turkey folder “



: Turkey folder | 
oe _ (also copy in accidents) , 

Starker says wild turkey will f'yace" a woven fence if they strike it going — 
uphill; often wear a path indicating long periods of pacing. Web fences 

thus may increase predation and make range unfavorable unless a wide swath 
be cleared of brush. In such event they usually recognize the obstacle 

; and hop over it, even uphill. : 

| | S 52 Be Se |
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Cae CONSERVATION COMMISSION the 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

TELEPHONE 674 

West Plains, Mo. 
October 11, 1941. 

Dear Dad: 

I'm sure having a time with the question of turkey moults. Having read 
Salomonsen's "Moults of the ptarmigan" very carefully now, and studied in 
detail his descriptions of the feather replacement processes in ptarmigans 
and other gallinaceous birds, I turn to my turkeys and find all kinds of 
unique tricks, so many in fact that I'm unable to unravel all the details, 
even with a good series of skins, Most tracts follow fairly well the mode 
of replacement in other Galli, Thus, the primary moult starts at #1 (the 
wrist) and progresses outward, #9 and. #10 however, being retained in the 
post-juvenal moult and serving as age markers through the first year. In 
subsequent moults all primaries are shed, The secondary moult starts at 
#3 and progresses centripetally (inward), #2 and #1 falling when about 
half of the secondaries have already grown. According to Salomonsen this 
is normal for practically all Galli. The greater upper primary coverts, 
which are retained through the first year on all quail, are replaced in the 
post-juvenile moult of grouse and turkeys, 

But it's in the tail that I have run into trouble. In chickens, grouse, 
quail, ptarmigans, the tail moult is centripetal, always starting on the 
outer edges and working in. I gathered from Salomonsen that that was the 
only mode of tail replacement know for gallinaceous birds, Turkeys, how- 
ever, behave as follows: 

Post-juvenal moult. 
Tail moult starts in the center, and progresses outward. The outer pair 

and sometimes two pair of tail feathers from the juvenile plumage are still 
present on birds 12 to 14 weeks of age. 

At the age of about 14 weeks a second supernumerary moult of the tail 
is initiated, also in the center, and progresses outward. How far this goes 
I can't tell yet, because I haven't examined any 16 or 18 week old birds, 
but I sure intend to, 

sou moult of adults: 
Tail mow nitiated on the second feathers in from the edge, rather than 

either in the center or on the extreme edge. Progresses centripetally, the 
outer pair being dropped when replacement has reached the 5th or 6th pairs 
inward. 

I will need a great deal of material to work out the details of this 

process, and it may be too late this year to get it. But next year I intend 
to have some captive birds somewhere so that I can follow these events in
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detail on a banded flock of birds. This moult question is lots of fun, and 

I intend to follow it through as far as I can go on turkeys. I'm keeping a 

sharp eye out for differences in the moult processes of hybrid and native 

birds, but I scarcely expect to find any. After all, they all belong to the 

same species, and moult processes are usually constant within genera and 

even families, 

I'll return Salomonsen to you sometime in the future, but wold like to 

keep it a little longer if you don't need it. 

Didn't we have a grand time on our partridge hunt. It was more fun than 

I can tell you to be back up north shooting grouse with you again. That 

last afternoon was a particularly fitting climax, que no? 

I have just written Luna and Carolyn about coming here next Christmas 

for a hunt. Will send their answer on to you when I get it. 

We had quite a time yesterday getting old Joe Morrison off on a big 

game hunt, It seems that one of his many nephews lives in Globe, Arizona, 

and several members of the family go down there every year or two for a 

deer and turkey hunt. Well yesterday morning I drove out to the refuge to 

see Joe (I hadn't been there for several weeks), and he informed me that 

some of the boys had left by car for this annual hunt, and after “stuyin’ 

on it" he had decided he'd like to join them, if I would give him leave. 

His plan was to go out by train and join the party in Globe, He had two 

years leave earned, and I told him for goodness sakes yes to go, and I'd 

help him get started. Well we rushed around all day getting suitcases and 

duffle packed. Then it was discovered that the gun which he wanted to use 

was lacking the ivory bead on the front sight, so I rushed home with the 

gun, borrowed some of Max Thornburghs dental tools, and made and fitted a 

new bead (which turned out pretty slick by the way). After supper the 

whole damn family escorted Joe into West Plains to put him on the night 

train, Betty entertained them here at the house, while I arranged tickets, 

sent wires, etc., and otherwise got Joe ready to depart. About then I : 

discovered that Joe had only travelled by train once in his life, and 

though he tried to act calm and matter-of-fact about the whole thing, he 

| was scared to death, particularly of changing trains. Sé# I wrote out a 

| detailed schedule of what he should do, though I don't think he could read 

. \ it anyway, and told him over and over again how to proceed in each station. 

\ Finally at 11:38 I got him on the train, and he departed on this great 

adventure, That old timer has spunk. Lord how I do hope he gets his buck. 

My love to Mother and Estella. What do you hear from Nina and Bill? We 

haven't heard from them, and don’t have their address yet. Are they in 

Havana? Betty and Fritz are both fine, and join me in sending love. 
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Vest Plains, Mo. nee 
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A, Starker Leopold 

I, JytRonerion, 

On May 28, 1940, an investigation of one phase of the Missouri turkey 

problem was outlined (title -- "Compar&tive Study of Yilgjand Game-farm 

Turkeys in the Wissouri Ozarks) and subsequently approved |by the Game 
Section, Conservation Commission, and the Missouri Coo tive Vildlife 

Research Unit, This study has proceeded for two years, ed on by the 

author in connection with other work under the eral Aid 

Program, As might have been expected, the speci of study have 

altered as data have accrued, until now it seems desirable re-outline 

this investigation to conform with changed pian 

It ig still the purpose of this stugy Xo cone putrate on the problem of : 

hybridization in turkeys, and avoid ofar as Agasible, duplication of 

the general life history investigation be: by Dr, Paul D, Dalke of 
the Cooperative Research Umit. Many aspagts 4 fe history (field behavior, 

population trends, sundry habits, etc. <6 yecessarily involved in research 

on hybridization, but since sre te ee d coordinator of all phases of 

i the turkey study and since por ag bes and) other data have been made 

available to the Unit, thi¢ foo \pplemented rather than duplicated the 
: broader project. 

IT, THE PROBLEM, 
The native ‘turkey has crossed and recrossed with domestic 

turkeys over genera}ions and in so many places that it is probably | 

unsafe to stated that the native strain remains in the state. liven 

among the most isolated po tions, traces of hybridization may be found, 

Fortunately, er, remain a few places in the stete where most of 

the turkeys sh P form wild characters, and these may be used as a 

yardstick by whic the degree of heterozygosity in other stocks. 

The main differences in morphology and behavior between wild and domestic 

turkeys are well known, and it is not surprising to find that the hybrids 

in general display intermediate development of the contrasting characters, 4 

since most of these are apparently controlled by the multiple factor type 

of inheritence, which permits of “intermediacy”. 

Hybridization alters the habits and behavior of the heterozygotes, as 

well as the physical make-up, From the practical standpoint, the effect of 

hybridization on eaccunl is of greatest importance, The inability of the 

domestic turkey to sustain itself in the wild is regarded es proven. The 

, logical conclusion that hybrids are less perfectly adapted than the native 

race to wild existance is a corollary, and is already backed by considerable 

circumstantial and some direct evidence, ,
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The objective of this study is to define and show the interrelationships 

of the main internal, external and behavioristie changes wrought in the native 

wild turkey by crossing with its domestic relative, and the effect of these - 

changes on survival of the species in Missouri, Application of any signi- 

ficant findings in management will naturally follow. 4 i 

II, LIMITATIONS INVOLVED, 
1.) Turkeys are relatively scarce in the state, and » coupled with ; 

the great weariness of the wilder strains, wakes 6 difficult end 
_ weeurate results hard to obtain, Second hand informption, obtained 

from ras patrolmen and others, must be considerable 

extent, 
2.) Bue also to the scarcity of birds, collection of is in 

general inadvisable. This study canpyot Des owed to fere with 

management and restoration measur het\ through decimating the 

population or even disturbing thé % seively. 
3.) Most stocks in Missouri have so many origins and 

are so mixed in character that bee cyt Aefinitions of “group types" 
are difficult to make, The differen between groups are relative, 
collective differences, Under such ovditions quantitative data are 

_. necessary to prove any pot Me 
4,) Experimental breeding for genetid studps impossible on any scale, 

due to cost, lack o: cilities,\dnd the inherent difficulty of 
raising wild turkey 

5.) The study areas are \decesoarily fg widely distributed that limite- 
‘ tions of time and ave great}yAnhibit the rate of progress. 

IV, MATERIA ror/gfuny, 

Observa ot will be { and material gathered wherever and whenever 

possible, However, to syS#ematize the collection of data , the following 
plan has been ‘aa noted. Séveral strains or “types” of stock are differ- 

entiated on the basis Of their origin and the degree of infusion of domes- 

tic breeding, and these strains are used for the comparitive aspects of 

the study, Two locations have been chosen to study each atrain pee one 

ease a third has been added), Brief discussions of the strains and study, 

areas follow, ; 

1. The Wild Type. 

Study areas <= Caney Mtn, Refuge, Ozark County, 
Wilderness Refuge, Sregon County, 

Populations that have sustained themselves without introduction of 

any hybrid game farm stock, Ae near the native type as known to exist 

in Missouri,; traces of past hybridization with farmyard domestic birds, 
Some. , y
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2. Lost Trai) Game Tamm Stock. 
Study areas «< Blue Spring Refuge, Ozark County, 

Eleven Points Refuge, Oregon County, 
(Tor some phases <= the Game Farm itself) 

Stock from this private game farm has been purchased annually 
4 ¥ the state for release on various refuges and management areas, - 

is a ee ne oat, of turkeys, but}ishows wany wore 
semi-domestic trai wild stock, - ; 

. 0 both refuges named above, numerous releases of| 12 week old 
Lost Trail birds have been made in recent years, in both cases 
wild birds were present before releases be preseat popula- 
tions are mixed, heavily influenced, ho ge number of 

‘ = farm birds, It is impossible to segregate the Trail strain 
‘or field study, since no releases on unoccupied tur have 

ever been successful in Missouri, i known, 

3, Sem Baker Game Farm Stock, — 

Study sreas == Sam Baker Park, ‘apnea Cel . i 

Deer Run. Tordst, Reynd County. 
Big iets Carter Sounty. 

This strain, originAlly rais great numbers at the State Game 
Farm, Sam Baker Park, (and released jin innumerable locations through- 
out the Ozarks, is a\poor type of/yild turkey, heavily infused with 
domestic blood, It p ates in fiewild state on the above named 

- ereas, ok 

* 4, POnZe Lg Boil UP Oy 

phic a i a ill all hall las ‘ 
domestic\ turkey, ot ‘jhable from many turkey raisers, Field behavior 
studies of th © uipt A @ necessarily limited to a few approaches 
(gobbling dnd gg -i4ying dates, ete,.), sinee the domestic bird does ! 
not occur in free living populations, 

V. DETAILS OF STtupy. 

A. Morphology. 

Sufficient morphological data will have to be collected on the 
four strains of turkeys under study to make valid comparisons on the 
points enumerated below, and to evaluate the variability within each - 

: strain, \ 

le) Plumage, . ; 
a, Sample reectrices, remiges and rump coverts are taken from all . 

birds handled, Coler comparisons can be made from these,
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2, Various body measurementa, 
The following measurements are taken on all adult birds handled, 

in addition of course to sex, age and weight, | 
a. Length of closed wing, ( ; 
b, Tail length, 

¢,. Tarsus length and two diameters, . 
d, Bill length, 
@, Beard and spur length, when present, ss 
f, erall length end wing spread on dead spec e 

3, Head characters, ~ i 
a, Photographs, preferably in color, to record ¢ ters of the 

head, such as head color, pubescence, ttle, ete. t 

B, Anatomy. . 

Studles by Grile, cuiring and othefs Gidyiet possible Yeduction ; 
of the size and detelopment of nyr or ; glands in certain ; 
domestic birds, This may be an ippet ot | what causes "“tameness" 
in turkeys, and will be investigated thorsaghly, In addition, relative 
brain size will be studied, 

The retio of body weight to thyroit, adrenal and brain weights 
will be used as a basis for -eomparing development of these organs 
in the several strains or turkeys \ wever, in dealing with adult birds, 
care must be taken to fynpen te fdr\ the inequality of "fatness", which 4 
decidedly influences rt mere base, body weight, 

1, A series of young bi hi eks or less of age, representi: 
all strains-of-tyrkey» being investigated, will be dissected, and 
the al ye een oned orgali/ hod weight ratios taken, These wing 

‘ juvenilg; should be g oa Gaeek tadia'ae peaeae tek Suesnhts 
gqnjer are cop a te carry on this work with assistance 

from thd Zoology P nent, University of Missouri, The success 
of this ktep is co tingent on securing the proper egg samples, 
which, Cur es 411 be hatched and raised to three weeks at 
Lost Trail Gem p ; 

2, Brief histological examination of the thyroid and adrenal tissues 
will be made at the same time, If anything significant ie found 

is this way be pursued farther, 

. 3, At Least some adult turkeys of each strain, preferably a good series : 
of each, will be similerly examined as they become available in the 
future, The objective will be to construct curves of growth of these : 

' important organs for each strain of birds, 

©, Physiolegy. 

Gerstell. and be investigating poults of two strains of Pennsyl- ' 
vania turkeys, s a higher metabolic rate in the wilder strain, 
due to greater activity, The possibility of repeating the simplest of 

these experiments, using Missouri turkeys, was investiga 

ted,
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The plan had to be rejected, however, due to the expense and diffi- ‘ 

eulty of making the tests, Therefore the Pennsylvania findings will | 

f have to be assumed to apply to Missouri birds, except the following 

which can be repeated: ‘ 

1. Respiration rate, which Gerstell thought significant, will be 
taken on experimental poults prior to dissection, Also the pulse, 

: 2, The moulting process was investigated to some extgnt last year on 

Lest Trail stock, aud will be studied further wi particuler refer= 

- gnee to moult of the head plumage, The nature and t+ of dom or 

pubescence on the head seams to be correlated with \the type of stock, 

black head pubescence being endo c tic of yearling 

pirds of the wild strain, Other moult ¢ be found, 

D, Figld Behavior. 

The wost data obtained so far aN subject, Cue nore 
year's observations should complq nis of the study, 

I Gut 
2, Mfferential flocking habits and rit orial demande of various 

strains; three years obser edupleted. 
3, Reproductive cycle, Pat “\ tis 

a, Period of gobblify and courtyhip. 
b, Nesting, | | 

} ¢. Number of eggs, ahd their feytility, 
a, Success of hatek 
e, Juvenil val, 

data vindicate a significantly higher 

e survi: among wild birde compared with game farm 

. More(iaterial needed, 

4. f Libera of Lost Trail stock, d 

&s first winter, 
bv. Estab 

S, Response to protection and management, 

. Population trends. 

This is the most importent aspect of the study from the practical 

standpoint, Considerable date uveilable, 

1, State wide turkey inventory, winter of 1941-42,(Cooperative "Aldlife 
Research Unit and Federal Aid Progrem cooperating), 

This state wide check of the present number and distribution of 

j turkeys has been completed, The results will be used in this study 

: in the following wayst
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8, Releases of Loct Trail turkeys for the past five years will be 
plotted on the inventory map, and a careful study made of the f 

present distribution of turkeys in relation to past libera- 
. thons, This should not only furnish a measure of the success 

of such liberations, but also strongly indicate the degree of 

adaptability of this stock to a wild existance, 

b. Local observations of many sorts can be better interpreted 
when local populations are known, 

e. The state wide picture of turkey distribution show the status 

of turkeys off and on the State Refuges, the rpjative producti~ 

vity of all the refuges, and the effect of the est Service 

; Units on turkeys, This broad picture te nicely with 

‘ knowledge of distribution of particular 3 turkeys over 

the state. 

2, aAmnual censuses of study we// >) ' 

A census or inventory of t6 fd around each study area 

will be taken each year, They Agble for the following areas 
in the past: 

’ Blue Spring Refug Blue \8pi ng Refuge 
Deer Run Forest Deer /Rp Forest Available for 

’ Sam Baker Park fam Jgker Park all areas, 

Big : Big Apring Park 

¢ ‘areas of 120 square miles (10 x 12 mi.) have been adopted 
for al] /study areas/\in order that the influence of each refuge on 

turkey tions may be measured in a standard manner, 

3 of the of the refuge. Maps of six of these census 

- areas kind drawa by the Federal Aid cartographer, Paul 

Tulenko, 

VI, PROBABLE DURATION OF STUDY. 

. This mere should be completed by December 3lst, 1943, 

Some phases of it, however, such as the annual censuses of some 

of the study areas, should be continued annually henceforth,



: i West Plains, Mo. 

’ July 12, 1942, 
Dr, John Aldrich 

Division of ie a Research 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, BC, ‘ 

Dear Dr, Aldrich: ) 

Reference is made to the tentative outline on of 

"The Wild Turkey and Its ee dated April 20, to 

subsequent correspondence on os subject, 

"fam wondering if it is your intent ihr inglnde in the publication 
a discussion of the Mexican turkeys, “jer than/their taxonomic re« ) 

lations, If so, I have some mater on the tytkeys of northwest 

Chihuahua that I would be very glad ta ¢qntribute, 

During the winter of 1937438 ny ure to hunt turkeys 
in the northern Sierra Mad: 4) cuntaigs for gnth, The exact location ' 

was the head of the Gavileh/River soma 75 mil southwest of Casas 

Grandes, Chihuahua, During /that period\¥ collected some feirly good 
information on the resident turkey poppyation on about a towmship of 

land, The notes include térritories wat organization of four flocks, 
with miscel ie oft a f65 habits, flight, roosting, and 

estimated popu ity. etch map of the area is included, 

with flock tories draw in, Some reliable second hand information 

was obtained our guide, who had hunted turkeys and deer ; 
there all hig Life, I he specimen from that area, a young gobbler, 

The Museum of\ Vertebrate logy, Berkeley, Calif,, has an adult gobbler 

i" from the same ty. 

: You will notice that I have not referred to the race of turkeys 

present on that area, ie I myself am uncertain whether they are 

or the latter race is recognized, Tentatively 

‘ +S fae as BL onatos It is definitely not f 

werriami, and I do not believe tha tter race extende into Mexico, 

despite references in the literature to the contrary, 

If any of this material can be used please feel free to call on 

me for it,. ‘ ' 

Sincerely yours, 

: A, 8, Leopold,
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jy From the book "The Geme Birds of California" 
: . by 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

(Published by University of Californie Press) 
Berkeley - 1918. 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds., p. 36-37) 

WILD TURKEY 

As long ago as 1877 turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo, subspecies?) : 
were introduced on Santa Cruz Island. This was done at the instance of — 
Judge J. D. Caton. The two male and four female birds which were 

placed there produced sixty-one young the first year and 120 the second. 

It was reported that the birds gradually decreased in size until ithe 

. males which normally weighed eighteen pounds weighed no more than siz 
pounds (Caton, 1887, pp. 350-354). No recent visitor to Santa Cruz ~ 
Island has reported the presence of wild turkeys there, 

In March, 1908, W. E. Van Slyke of San Bernardino was detailed by 
the Fish and Game Commission to procure from Mexico as many wild 
turkeys as could be obtained in four months, He delivered 22 turkeys 

; and 11 "chachalacas" at Sen Bernardino on June 15,-1908. They were 
liberated in two places in the San Bernardino Mountains from these 

plants, end a shipment of thirty young turkeys which were vaised at : 

the State Game Farm was made to the same locality in August, 1910 
(Calif. Fish and Game Comm,, 1910, p. 57). Nevertheless naturalists © 
who visited these mountains in the summers of 1915 and 1916 failed to 
find any trace of turkeys. 

Mr, Van Slyke was engaged again in October, 1908, to procure 
additional stock for breeding at the Geme Farm. He shipped 26 birds, 
which cost close to fifty dollars each. Their high cost prohibited further 
importations. From this stock there were raised at the Geme Farm in the 
spring of 1909 more than one hundred strong young birds. Of these, 48 
were sent to Wawona and liberated in the southern part of the Yosemite 
Natioval Park. Conditions seemed favorable and thé birds were sub- 
sequently seen on various occasions, but no increase in their numbers 

was noted, and they all finally disappeared. 

Thirty-four birds were sent to Sequoia National Park, Tulare County, 
in November, 1909. In February, 1910, Walter Fry, acting superintendent 
of the park, reported finding a nest with five eggs; in March, two nests, 
one with 11, the other with 16 eggs. On March 21 he reported the wild 
turkeys to be doing finely. One hen had seven young birds. On May 21, 
many tracks of young birds were noted. Under date of July 14, 1910, 

: referring to.the season's shipment, he said; "Wild turkeys were this day. 

liberated in the Sequoia National Park at the mouth of the Marble Fork 
of the Kaweah River. They were in good condition and no losses were 

sustained, "



During the season of 1910 more than two hundred young wild turkeys 
were reared at the Game Farm. Of these, eighty-five were sent to the 
Sequoia National Park and ten to citizens of Porterville, Tulare County, 
who liberated them in a particularly favorable section near there, In ° 

1911, five wild turkeys from Virginia were added to the breeding stock at 
the Game Farm, but only a few birds of this latter race were reared. 
Propagation of wild turkeys was finally abandoned in 1913 after the larger 
part of the breeding stock had died from blackhead. » 

There are reports to the effect that when liberated many of the wild : 
turkeys reared at the Game Farm sought some nearby farmyard and there 
mingled with the domestic stock, Recent reports from the Sequoia National : 

Park indicate that gome of the wild turkeys in the park are semidomesticated; 
‘they have become very tame and forage near the camp of the Mount Whitney 

Power and Electric Company. Another band, which appears to be firmly 
established near the junction of the Middle and Marble forks of the Kaweah : 

River, is very wild. ‘ 

From the foregoing accounts of the introduction of turkeys into Calif- 
ornia there is one outstanding inference to be drawn; the conditions in 
the localities where the birds were liberated were not suited to the stock 

; used. i
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Digest of 

“the Wild Turkey at Woodmont® 
E.A.Quarles - Bull. Amer. G.P.A. - duly, 1918 

: Location & Area, Woodmont Rod & Gun Club, Woodmont, Md., via Hancock, Md; 
or 0 direct to Woodmont, on W. Va. line, on Potomac. 6,000 acres. 
Streams go dry. 

Species. Turkey, deer, quail, ruffed grouse, squirrels, rabbits, English hare. 

Food Fatcies: 26 clearings of 5 acres each, 2 miles apart. East slopes pre- 
‘erred. own with wheat, millet, buckwheat, & corn (no rye). Wheat sown with 
timothy, Sept 10-20 to furnish fall greens. Next spring red clover sown over 
the wheat. Strips then sown to buckwheat in June, and millet & corn in May. 
Rach patch bas 1 acre each of 4 grains and 1 acre in sod fallow. 

a grapes, dewberry, huckleberry, blackberry, aesrn, beech, chest- 
mut, sumac. Main lack is reliable water. 

Predators. Strychinine in pigeon cartasses used, plus 3 pole traps to each 
clearing. Glaimed that dogs will not eat pigeon carcasses. 

Patrol. 5 patrols in cottages seattered thru the property. 

Artificial Rearing 
Ratio. 1 gobbler per 5-6 hens. 

Peng. 3 acres per bird. 

Gluteh. 18 eges first & second year, after that 13. Incubation by turkey 
hens in natural nests. First egzs April 1. 

I Maturity. Gobblers mate first when 2 yrs. old, hens lay fertile eges at 1 yr. 

Fence. 9 ' woven wire with 4! poultry wire, 1" mesh, at bottom on outside. 

Znqubation. 28 days. Hens heave nests about times, are not fed. 

Brooding Goop. As soon as eggs hatched, hen is driven into a 10x10! raild 
pen, roofed. Kept there 4-5 days. 

eae Begins 2-18 hrs, after hatching. Very fine cracked corn mixed with 
& curds | times per day. By Oct. frequency reduced to 2 per day. Hard 

grain replaces mash at end of 6-8 weeks. 

| At night broods are driven into closed wire pen, with roof at one end and roosts 
\ 2' from ground. Not let out till dew dries. 

Gobblers rejoin hens as soon as broods hatch, Newell says, if only male in 
enclosure, but if other males all flock together till broods 2/3 grown. 

1 
}
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Digest - Quarles 

in Wild gobbler's harem is 4-5 hens (Newell), 

Marks of Wild Stock. 
1. No white in tips of tail feathers. 
2. Large eye. Head small and blue, not red. 
i Very small wattles. 

Neck long, well feathered. 
5. Legs pink (except in old gobblers, reddish). 

Prices. Gobblers $25, hens $15 in small lots. Eges $1.25-$1.50 each. 

File: Desk Book 
Purkey folder .— ; 
Md, 
Chap. VIII, Report



Bigest of "The Founding of Newcastle" (now Webster City, Ia.) 
Sarah Brewer-Bonebright 

Historical Department of Iowa, Des Moines, 1921. 

pe &7. eet First settler in Hamilton Co. Minter Brassfield, 
» at Hooks Point (en route to Des Moines). Author 

located 6 mi. §. Webster City in ish. 

Pp. 24  Grop Damage by pigeons, geese, sandhill crane, turkey, 

p. 57 Blk. Brassfield killed a total of 150 elk in Iowa. 

Pp. 72 Bear. Not mumerous. “Our boys discovered bear sign only a few 
times." One killed at Brassfield place? 

p. 139 Swan. Captured several young swans in 1850. 

p. lm — "Our hunters supplied us with eggs . . from the nests 
of wild turkeys and geese." 

p. 147 Prairie Pires. Several settlers caught ané burned to death. 

p. 215 Deer and Elk Migration. Very herd winter in 1852-3. "The 
severe winds and storms from the N.W. foreed the big game 
southward. At frequent intervele during the winter great 
droves of elk and deer were seen making their way through * 
the mountains of snow along the river east of town. . . 
Hagel brush, bramble-thickets and saplings alone the path 
of the moving animals were browsed to the ground. . and 
good-sized trees were limbed and barked . . Big Game herds 
were never so mumerous efter 1853." 

p. 220. lk milled around in a solid mass of 150 to keep warm, 

File: Lowa / 
Tarkey ~ 
Bear | 
Hk 
Waterfowl



Pheasant Nesting Habits 

(quoted fen me tnatinetive Buotional Life of Binds by Herbert Friedmann, P, %. (Queted from Dewar x 

_ "Parent birds sometimes kill their young deliberately in a state of nature, We have already noticed sone cases of auch behavior on the part of the duck. 

"It is said of the wild cock turkey, whenever he ‘finds a neat he breaks it up, and he never neglects to break the skulls of all the young chicks he comes atrogs,' The males of other species of the shaslanidse sometines behave likewise, 

| “It ig well known that the male swan is apt to kill his offspring if these are left alone with him on a guall piece of water,"
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Digest 

4adubon, John James, Ornithological Biography: Birds of the United States of 
America. Adam Black, Rdinbureh, 1832. Yok. I. f 

De 135. Adadubon says Cockleburr perennial, Seed storage? 
Pp. 136, Parakeet never learned to eat « Exterminated too early? 
P. 138, Parakeets eat grit and like gee 

Surkey 
Pe Be pigy Young often fail to negotiate 1 mile in October shuffle, 
Pe 3. killed after flying across a stream, 

Sexes roost spart but near each other (Feb,), 
Pe 4, Trae hares, 

pe 5. tes: males after mating season are thin, weal, covered with ticks. 
Saxa-saraced Wy female, Deserts more readily for makes than men, 

seta (3 hens on 42 eges) seen, 
Pe Te See out ant hilie to let ants pick parasites (7) 
Po & Thinke migrate in winter out of N,¥, districts, (See Iowa notes.) 
De 9s Daring storas remain on roots.3- days, 
pe 14. 1/2 mile river flown daily, 
Pe 15. average 9 lbs,, large 25-30 lbs., barren hens in strawberry 

seagons up to 13 lbs,, average male 15-18 lbs,, max. male (Louisville 
market), 36 Ibs. 

\ : 

re a "The Wild turkey, the Pheasant, and the Grouse are also 
erably sbundent" (on the Iehigh), Heath hen? 

Milepeiel eee, method of killing a éwan. 
Pp. 166, Mating begins in December, inoubation in Jamary, 
P. 167, Foods inelude possum and coon, p 

a 

Pe ae Yall migration across the Unio, \ 
Pe 217. Does not cover eggs, ig 
Pe 218, ILeurel~poisoning from eating grouse. ie 
P+ 218, Advoeates their introduction to England, which is "perfectly mited K 

to their habits." V 

De A Migration and irruption in 1749. 

De OR Hetrtbation varied as between years, Several years ali in Kentucky. 
De 323, Daily radius may be "hundreds of miles" (7), Miights to roost contimed 

till midnight. 

small 
p. 368, Migration across the Ohio, 

\ ; 

\ \



File: Antelope 4 
Buffalo 

ser 
Elic 

LARGE ANIMALS + TIME OF THEIR DISRAPPEARANCE 

Witty years ago, the territory now included in the state of Wisconsin, was 

nearly in a state of nature, all the large wild animals were then abundant. 

Wow all has changed. ‘the ax and plow, gun ani dog, railway and telegraph, have 

metamorphosed the face of nature, Most of the large quadrupeds have either 

been exterminated, or have hid themselves away in the wilderness. In a short 

time all of these will have disappeared from the state. ‘The date and order in 

which animals become extinct within the boundaries of the state is a subject of 

great interest, ‘there was a time when the antelope, the woodland caribou, the 

buffalo and the wild turkey were abundant, but are now no longer to be found. 

the Antelope, Antilocams Americans, now confined to the western plains, 

did, two hundred years sgo, inhabit Wisconsin as far east as Michigan. In 

October, 1679, Father Hennepin, with LaSalle and party, in four canoes, coasted 

elong the western shore of lake Michigan. In Hennepin's narrative, he sayst 

"The oldest of them (the Indians) came to us the next morning with their calumet 

of peace, and brought some wild goats." This was somewhere north of Milwaukee, 

“Being in sore distress, we saw upon the coast a great many ravens and eagles 

(taxkey vultures) from whence we conjectured there was sone prey, and having 

landed upon that place, we found above the half of a fat wild goat, which the 

wolves had strangled. ‘This provision was very acceptable to us, and the rudest 

| of our men could not but praise the Divine Providence which took so particular 

care of us." ‘this mmst have been somewhere near Racine. "On the 16th (October, 

1679) we met with an sbundance of game. A savage we had with us Icilled several 

stags (deer) and wild goats, and our men had a great many turkeys, very fat and big," 

\ This mast have heen south of Racine, These goats were undoubtedly antelopes. 

{ Sehooleraft mentions antelopes as oceupying the Northwest Territory.
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When the last buffalo crossed the Miseissippi is not precisely mown. It 

is certain they lingered in Wisconsin in 1825, It is said there was a buffalo 

shot on the St. Groix river as late as 1832, so Wisconsin claims the last buffalo, 

The woodland caribou, Rangifer caribou, were never numerous within the limits of 

the state. A few were seen not far from la Pointe in 1845, ‘the last wild turkey 

in the eastern portion of the state we in 1846, On the Mississippi, one was 

. killed in 1856. 1 am told by Dr. Walcott that turkeys were abundant in Wisconsin 
previous to the hard winter of 1842-3, when mow was yet two feet deep in March, 

with a stout crust, so that the turkeys could not get to the ground. ‘They become 

#0 poor and weak that they could not fly, and thus became an easy prey to the 

wolves, foxes, wild cats, minks, etc., which exterminated almost the entire race, 

The Doctor says he saw bat one single individusl the next winter, Mlk were on 

Hay River in 1863, and I have little doubt a few yet remain. Moose are not 

mumerous, a few yet remain in the northwestern part of the state. I saw moose 

tracks on the Montreal river, near Leake Superior, in the sumer of 1845, A few 

panthers may still inhabit the wilderness of Wisconsin. Benjamin Bones, of Racine, 

shot one on the headwaters of Black River, December, 1863. Badgers are now nearly 

gone, and in a few years more the only badgers found within the state will be two- 

legged ones. Beavers are yet mmerous in the amal) lakes in the northern regions. F 

Yolverines are occasionally met with in the northern forests. Bears, wolves, 

and deer will continue to flourish in the northern and central counties, where — 

underbrush, timber, and enall lakes abound. 

All large animals will soon be driven by civilization out of Wisconsin. ‘The 

railroad and improved firearms will do the work, and thus we lose the primitive 

denizens of the forest and prairies, 

“By Dr, P. R. Hoy
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lewis, 2,J. The American Sporteman | 

J. 3B. Iippincott, Philadelphia, 1885 

Pp. 116, Remtton. “the greater yertlen of them remain .,,still at period of 
¢ etumn known as "the running season", large mmbers abandon their 

former haunts, and, contiming slong the borders of our rivers, take up 
their abode for a time in the lowlands, hundreds of miles, perhaps, from 
their breeding-places" (see also p. 129), 

more 
Pp. 117. Sex Ratio. “There is no doubt that there are/male birds hatched than females," 

pe 119, Sovering exes’ "The hen bird,..during ineubation,, undergoes a partial 
. provides a few downy feathers to assist in keeping the 

eggs warm during her absence from the nest,” (Is this possibly confusion 
with the English partridge?) 

p. 125, Zood. Partridges are very fond of Indian corn, and in a state of captivity 
we have seen them eat it in preference to all other grains except buckwheat! 

igurel. "...in winter, partridges as well as grouse, are forced to eat the fruit, leaves, ani tender buds of the mountain laurel (Xalima latifolia). 
without any 111 consequences to themselves, but their flesh, it is a, 
has often been poisoned to such an extent,,.that death, in some rare 
instances, has resulted from persons partaling of them while in this 
noxious state, Doctor Shoemeker published...an account of two cases of 
poisoning arising from the eating of a pheasant (ruffed grouse) stuffed wth 
laurel leaves. 

p. 126, Sotaht. "Dr, Wetherell.,.shot...in New Jersey.,.ten brace that averaged 
e ounces each," 5 

Pp. 129, Papin isnt, “At the commencement of autumn partridges abandon the 
high 3, and resort, in immense mmbers, to the large river courses, 
where they remain a few weeks, and then travel back to their former haunts, 
+++in 1845 we encountered an immense drove of these running birds in the 
neighborhood of Elk River (Pa?),,,all twittering and whistling as fast 
and as loud as possible. .,.This company...contained several hundred 
individuals, and was the lergest...we ever met with. ‘These migrations 
to the seacoast ani river shores are performed,,.on foot...as early as 
Oetober, * 

Pp. 132, Albinos. 

p. 133. Hed Quail. Killed near Philadelphia, Date: "since the first edition," 

Tmmortance of Studying ntural story of Gave Bits. ".e.nO one can 
to become an accomplished sportasan without studying very closely 

the characteristics of every species of game," etc. (This 1s followed by 
an excoriation of the pot-hunter.) 

p. 136, See "On Chesapeake Bay, near Havre de Grace,,.,a neighbor 
caught,.,during one season, on his own estate, 900 partridges.,,which 

he gave out to the negroes as ordinary food during the ranning season. 
This may seem incredible to thove,,.not familiar with.,.the immense 
araies of these birds that congregate together during their migratory trips,
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and the regularity and pertinacity with which they purse their course, 

sometimes passing through the heart of villages, the estate 419...8 

neck of low land.,.forming a peninmla." : 

Joma ebbing. “A correspondent in Towa Territory stetes that he 
netted, on one season, 10,000 partridges in the neighborhood of Burlington." ( 

hope tt This season of 1655 and 1856 has been particularly 

destructive th on Atlantic coast and in the weet.” 

wept: In 1¢45, 110 killed in 3 days in Delaware in shore sedge. 
@ season, 1851-1852, partridges have been unusually plenty, A 

gentleman informs us that a party with nets left Keokuk lately, and 

repaired to the island below that tom, ‘They took 400 birds in a single 

afternoon," : 

Wild Turkey . 

p. 178. at (quoting Audubon), If a gobbler 1s killed "the conqueror 
% under foot, tut, what is strenge, not with hatred, but with 

all the motions he employs in caressing the female" (see A. A, Allen's 

Sex Rhythm in Buffed Grouse, 1934). 

Pp. 162, Origin of name "turkey" (theory). 

Ruffed Grouse (pheasant) 

p. 189. Abundance. "at times they are very abundant in the pines of New Jersey. 

p. 194, Seed "Like the partridge ond wild turkey, pheasants are said to 
perform partisl migrations, from northwest to southeast, at the approach 

of winter, but their excursions are neither so general nor so extensive 

as those of the partridge." 

p. 195. leurel poisoning from eating grouse, Diseredite it, 

~Pinnated Grouse. 4 

p. 204, Heath Hen, Still killed in N. J. in 18s. 

p. 207. Lovensata. “They are said to remain stationary the whole year round, 

and no disposition to migrate or travel, as the Ruffed Grouse or 

partridge." 

Boodeodse 

p. 215, We. Max. 10 oz., large & oz. 

Ducks 

p. 351. iy Canvasbacke very plenty on Chesapeake, 1854-55 equally good. 
1s' » few. 

Squirrels 
p. 405, Migration of grays in Ohio in 1822. 

Copie v $ for Mr, Hamerstrom, Quail, Turkey, R, G., Digests



Fig. 21 - Wild Turkeys Killed and Seen Gila National Forest 

3 3 $ 2 Per hunter 
Year : Killed : Seen :Number of: 3 

5 : : hunters : Killed : Seen 
ea a a a ae eg eee 

Toageeesoe a: ess es) 5) 4050 a 
( : : 3 ; : 

1924: 89 : 3705 : 968 : .09 : 2.8 

leszoes 38920 1878) | 010° = 404: ae 

1926: 106 : 3868 : 1015 : .14 =: 3.8 

1927: 134 : 4801 : 1605 : .08 : 3.0 

Total > 406 : 13871 : 5861 : : 

Peryear: 81: 2774: 1068: «.08 =; 3:6 

Area Kill Factor ------ 32 square miles per turkey per year. 

\
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LurVe* (hen. 
ENEMIES OF OUR Gamk “RIENDS 

By C. Roy Keller \ 
There are two crises in the early life 

of game,—as of all young life in the wild. The first is the condition of weather and 
ground while game birds or animals are 
quite young. Over this condition only | Providence can have control, 

aH The second crisis we human beings can Hunters familiar with the call of the help them meet: Namely, their struggle great horned owl can quite easily call him for survival against predators, the natural up within shooting distance in the eve- enemies, such as owls, hawks, foxes, ning about dusk. 
weasles, and even snakes, that depend Another incident as an example of the largely on our young game for their liv- loss of game caused by snakes, perhaps ing. 

especially by rattlesnakes. While con- I should like to tell of two actual ex- structing a road in Blair County, Penn- | periences as illustrating the loss of game sylvania, this year, a workman found a from such predators. A few winters ago { | large rattlesnake near the roadway. One — some friends and I were feeding wild. man placed his shovel on the back of the turkey on the mountains of Blair County, snake to hold it while another killed it | central Pennsylvania, during a long con- : with a shovel. While they were killing tinued snow. One morning while visiting | _ the snake a quail suddenly flushed almost | one of our feeding stations where we had } into their faces from her nest a few inches evidence of only one lone hen, we noticed | in front of the snake. The quail had four- from the signs in the snow that she had | teen eggs incubating, and probably both heen having trouble. We noted wing | she and her eggs would have been swal- marks on the snow that would not have — lowed by the snake except for the timely _ jeen made under ordinary conditions, and | arrival of the workmen. I am glad to we followed the trail for some three-hun- | | say that work was suspended on that im- dred yards, where it ended with the story mediate section of the road until Mrs. of her final struggle against a great horned Quail had brought off her happy family. owl. The owl had evidently swooped During these times of depression, when down on the turkey and had finally killed | our game means so much toward supply- this full-grown turkey hen and eaten most ing meat, to say nothing of the sport de- of the breast for his supper. We placed rived from legal hunting, I believe we as a couple of traps near what was left of ; conservationists and sportsmen should the carcass, feeling sure that he would = take all possible means to instruct our return for another meal on the remains, boys and future sportsmen in the conser- and the next day, sure enough, we were vation of our game, both birds and ani- rewarded with the capture of the old mals. 
killer. 

We have splendid state game boards This is, of course, simply one incident bse protectors, as also sportmen’s associa- illustrative of the wide-spread destruction ions, in almost all states and counties, of wild life by this one terror of the night. and we can attain almost ideal success in He will perch among the branches of a conservation if we can secure the hearty tree unnoticed and suddenly, silently, cooperation of sportsmen generally with Swoop down on his prey without giving these various bodies. the victim even a fighting chance to pro- 
tect itself. 
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THE LAROMR WELD ANIMALS THAT HAVZ BUCOMM RXPINO IN WISCONSIN 

Dr. P. R. Hoy 

A record of the date and order in which native animals become 
extinct within the bounds of any country is of present interest, and in 
the future may be perused with redoubled sstisfaction. 

Fifty years ago the territory now included in the state of Wisconsin 
was neorly in its primitive condition. ‘Then many of the larger wild 
enimals were abundant. Now all has changed; the ax and plow, gun and 
dog, railway and telegraph, have completely metamorphosed the face of nature. 
Not a few of the large quadrupeds and birds have been exterminated or have 
hid themselves away in the wilderness of northern Wisconsin. 

There was a time, away back in the dim past, when the mastedon, Ox, 
elephant, tapir, peceary, and musk~-ox roamed over the ancient prairies of 
Wisconsin, but now only their bones, from time to time, are exhumed and 
thus exposed to the wondering gaze of the ignorant mony and the trained eye 
of the wiser fow. We shall at this time, however, confine our attention 
to the historic period. 

The Be tae ey ome Anarhene, now found only on the western 
Plains, did, two ae ee % Wisgonsin as far east as Lake 
Michigan. In October, 1679, Father Hennepin, with La Salle and party, 
in four ¢anoes, coasted along the western shore of Leake Michigan. In 
Hennepin's narrative he says: "The oldest of them (the Indians) cane to 
us the next morning, with their caluments of peace, and brought some wild 
ggats." This was at or near Milwaukeo. “Being in sore distress, we saw 
upon the coast a great many ravens and eagles, from whence we conjectured 
there was some prey, and heaving landed on that spot we found about the half 
of a fat wild goat which the wolves had strangled. This provision was very 
acceptable to us, and the rudest of our men could not but praise the Divine 
Providence which took so particular care of then." This was, undoubtedly, 
near Reeine. "On the 16th" (October 16, 1679) “we met with abundance of 
game; a savage we had with us killed several ele taat eee Seate: and our 
men a great » Very fat and big." This last point was 
Kenosha and’ . ‘s goats were without doubt antelepes. Pather 
Joliet, @ little earlier, montions that “on the Wisconsin there are plenty 
of turkey cocks, parrots, quails, wild oxen, stags and wild goate." All 
species of the deer family were called stags by the early travelers. 
Schooleraft mentions antelopes as occurring in the Northwestern Territory, 
and as late as 1850. <Antelopes were not uncommon in southern Minnesota, 
only forty miles west of the Misslasippi River. It is evident, then, that 
antelopes have retired quite leisurely. 

When the last buffalo, Bas jeeticee, crossed the Miselesippi is 
not precisely known. Governor mo that buffalo were killed on the 
Wisconsin side of the St. Croix river the next year after the close of the 
Blackhawk war, which would be 1833. %0 Wisconsin had the last buffaloes 
east of the Mississippl river. 

Paper given at Racine July, iai7. Wiseonsin Aeademy of Selences, Arte 
aa » Pp. 255-257.
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The Woodland Caribou, Sarihou, were probably never 
mmerous within the limits bgiee. » A few, however, were seen 
near La Point in 1840; none since. 

Mlk, cee were on Hay river in 1863, and I have but 
little te ee ew still linger with us. The next to follow the 
baffale, antelope and reindeer. 

Moose Gontinus te inhabit the northern part of 
tin penne eine Ua OTT vanes tn sede of coreeesine A fine cow 
moose was shot near the line of the Wisconsin Central Hailway in December, 
1877. ‘ 

A fow panthers are yet with us; a straggler is 
occasionally seen. + Eade, Sopenlat, ose ze shot one on the head-waters 
of Black river, December, 1863. 

Wolverines, Gulo are ocGasionally taken in the timber; one 
was ddeen in tn Gente Grete in 1578. 

Of beaver few still contime to inhabit some 
of the small Lense eee Seeateatle, 2 fers afiijacent counties. 

The badger, Zaxiden Anericona: is now nearly extinct in Wisconsin, 
Ta a few years the ‘ound in the state will be the one on 
the cont of arms. 

The opossum ware not uncommon in Kacine and Sabmarth. soentios co tate ete i ave eae cenan in Rasine cal 
Waukesha, ond one near Medison in 1872, since which time I have not heard 
of any being taken. I am told that a few are still found in Grant County. 
They will soon be extermined, no doubt. eee te tlt a anes 
Sebignate, in Whe casters part of the stato, me in the fall of al 

t a few were discovered near Rating. They were hunted with such 
vigor that the entire number were shot, "The last of the Mohicans. * 

I am told, by Dr. B. 3B. Wolcott, that turkeys were abundant in Wisconsin 
previous to the hard winter of 1442-3, when snow was yet two feet deep in 
March, with » firm crust, so that the turkeys could not get to the ground; 
they hence became so poor ani weak that they could not fly and so were an 
easy prey for the wolves, wildeats, foxes and minks. The Doctor further 
stated that he saw but one single turkey the next winter,and none since. 
One was shot in Grant county in the fall of 1872. Possibly there are a 
few yet to be found in this large southwestern county; if not, then wild 
turkeys are exterminated in the state of Wisconsin. 

Abe
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ECOLOGICAL NOTES ON WILD TURKEY IN MEXICO 

By 

E. W. Nelson 

Meleseris gallopavo allopave 

gore Graz: Mirador, Feb. 2-12, 1894.--Found sparingly in oak forest 
from 2, to 3,000 feet. A few old signs seen, 

Michoacan: La Salada, March 9-24, 1903.--Common, They were in 
flocks of from half a dozen tg thirty birds feeding in old cornfields 
and on the brushy hill end canon sides, Several of those shot had their 
crops full of seedling Opuntias about an inch long, exclusive of roots. 
They were also feeding on scattered corn and other seeds, fruits, and 
grasshoppers. 

They roosted in large wild fig and other trees along the canon bot- 
toms and sometimes along the sides of the canons, The turkeys came to 
drink at the river daily about the middle of the forenoon, but usually 
chose secluded places where they were fairly safe from surprise, The 
natives at a ranch a few miles below La Salada hunted them by building 
blinds among the brush at the edges of secluded cornfields and then beit- 
ed an open place in front of the blind for several days and then concealed 
themselves there before daybreak and waited for the birds to come to feed 
at dawn. The birds had not begun mating when we left this locality. The 
turkeys appear to be found only in a comparatively limited district elong 
the borders of canons in this section of southern Michoacan, They are re- 
ported to have been more numerous and widely spread formerly. 

Los Reyes, Febr. 5-19, 1903.--Wild turkeys were reported to occur 
sparingly on the upper slopes of the pine and oak grown hillslopes north 
east of Los Reyes, and within from 500 to 1,000 feet of the same altitude 
as the town, Here, as elsewhere in this region, they are reported as be- 
coming more scarce than formerly.. 

Guerrero: Tierra Colorado through 71 Rincon to Acahuizotla, May 7-12, 
‘ 1903,.--Reported to occur on the higher parts of the mountains in limited 

districts both east and west of théspoint where our trail crossed the divide 
between Fl Rincon and Acahuizotla. 

Jalisco: Talpa, Merch, 1897.--Reported to occur sparingly on oak ridges 
near this place. 
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Meleagris gallovave intermedia 

San Inis Potosi: Valles, April-May, 1898.--Not common near town, but 
reported from more remote districts. 

Villar, September 20, 1292.--A few of these birds live on the brushy 
hillsides south of Viller, and two flocks were noted not far from one of 
our camps but in such inaccessible locations, owing to the dense growth of 
small oake, that none could be obtained, 

Soahvila: Sabinas, May 20-31, 1902.--Found sparingly slong the river, 

Tamaulipas: Camargo, Jan. 4=29, 1902.--Guajslote, Rather common along 
the Rio Grande and said to range up to Guerrero. They appear to be restricted 
to the vicinity of the narrow belt of trees bordering the river, and at night 
roost in the palo blanco or bald cypress trees. 

Matamoros, Feb. 1-22, 1902.--Reported to occur a few miles from tow, 
Soto ls Marina, March 1-10, 1902,--Rather sparingly everywhere in the 

jungle of this district near streams. Not common at any point visited by us, 
but reported as abundant along wooded bottoms of streams nearer the Sierra. 
They range widely over the brush=grown country and gather eat nicht to roost 
in large cypresses along river banks or in large mesquites where these trees 
reach a good size. Goldman found them 10 miles from river watering at a well 
where some troughs were filled for cattle, 

Nictoria, March 26-April 2, 1&91.-~-Flock of @ seen in foothills, Brown 
jays prevented getting e shot (Lloyd). Seen by us May 21-30, 1898, 

gJaumave, June 2-6, 189&,-~-Found sparingly in mountains between valley 
and Victoria. 

Altea Mira, April 2-23, 1898%,--Sparingly in the live oak forest and on 
plains north of tow. they roost in the live oaks end during the day wander 
over the brush end grass-grown plains, They are most active mornings and 
evenings but are sometimes seen in the warmest part of the day. They were 
very shy and flew into the depths of the forest at the first glimpse of 2 
hunter, Said to breed in May. 

Nuevo Leon: Rodriguez, Jan. 2-14, 1891.--A few on river (Salada). 
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Meleagris gallopavo mexicana 

Durango: El Salto, July, 1898,--Not uncommon in certain localities, 
During the day they wandered about through the open pine forest and at 
night roosted on large pines on the sides of canyons, They were extremely 
shy during the day and I saw them take alarm when they caught sight of me 
over a quarter of a mile away. One fine o14 male came into our camp just 
at dusk one evening and wes shot. Our cemp wes on the edge of a cliff be- 
low which grew a large pine, evidently being used as a turkey roost, and 
the old male mist have started for it and then been dazzled by the camp- 
fire as he persisted in advancing even after several shots had been fired 
until he finally dropped within 20 steps of the fire. 

Zacatecas: Valparaiso pountains, Nov. 26 to Dec. 8, 1897,--Occurs 
in small numbers, Said to be gobbling in May. 

Sierra Medre Summit, Aug. 16-17, 1897,--Reported to occur Wt we saw none. 

Chihuahua: Colonia Garcia (ngar), Feo. 11 to March 4, 1904,--Wild turkeys 
were numerous along the stream beds west of Colonia Garcia. However, these 
places were so thickly crown up with vegetation that the birds were seldom 
seen and therefore hard to secure, They seemed to prefer to stay in the re- 
gions where wild oats were plentiful, Their tracks coul? always be found 
about such regions, A large flock was found in 2 high pine woods country. 
These birds usually stayed at the head of two small canyons supplied with 
water from springs, a low dividing ridge separating the two, When the birds 
were disturbed in one they would always cross this ridge for the other. 
The flocks at that time of ycar appeared to be composed of birds of either 
one sex or the other. That is to say a flock would consist of ell males 
or ell females. Those found in the high valleys were all males, and mostly 
gobblers of last year's increase. The crops of a number of specimens were 
examined, « greater part of which contained wild oats, One crop contained 
the seed bails of the sycamore tree. One contained the green blades of a 
young grass, Another the leaves of an Artemisia, and still another contained 
one caterpillar 1 percent, seeds (mostly Amarantug) 4 percent, trifolium 
grass, large leaves, and other browse, 95 percent, The crop of a female was 
examined, the following analysis of which was made by Dr. S. D, Judd: Vega- 
table metter, 100 percent -- contents, fruiting panicles Mulenbergia (fully 
a half pint), @ few seeds of Bromus and some grass blades, 55 percent, 1 
Pinon (Pinus edulis), and other pine seeds, 45 percent, 

folonia Garcia, June to August, 1899,--Females with young were common 
almost everywhere in pine forest above 6,500 feet, but only a single small 
flock of about 15 males was seen during the entire season, The young were 
hatched during June and the lest of June and first of July we often ran 
across the female with her brood. Usually the old bird crouched flat on the 
ground while the young did the same close by until approached within e few 
yards when they would rise and walk slowly away followed by the young, and 
at the same time keeping up the sharp "quit", "quitequit" ordinarily uttered 
by the barnyard bird when excited er alarmed. 

Ordinarily the wild turkey, even in these wi lds, were extremely shy, 
but while with their young the females would ellew one to walk up to within 
30 or 35 feet and then would usually fly into the lewer branches of the neare 
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est tree. Ordinarily two or three females with their broods were found 

together, No doubt the union of two or three old birds in a constantly 

tratchful state greatly increased the chances of escape of the young from 

the birds and mammals of prey. While found everywhere in the open for- 

est they were most often found along the side or near the rim of @ canyon 

end during the middle of the day they usually went to the weter in the 

canyon bottom, where they spent some time idling about plucking grass heads, 

dusting themselves in loose earth and loitering about and evidently enjoy- 

ing a peaceful siesta, At such times they were less on their cuard than 

uaual and were consequently more easily approached, The young when quite 

small are very agile and run swiftly to hide in the grass at the first 

alarm note made by the hen bird. At such times they vanish with s marvelous 

celerity and cunning, so they are found only with the utmost difficulty. 

When two or three weeks old they often fly up into the trees with the old 

one when she seeks refuge there from man or any other enemy. When the 

size of a barnyard fowl they usually do this. The danger surmounted by an 

old hen turkey 1s very great in raising a brood each year while living in 

a forest surrounded by hawks, owls, skunks, weasels, wolves, coyotes, wild 

eats and panthers, In winter the now fully grown young with the hens unite 

in considerable parties which roam about the forest. 

i 
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LIFE HISTORY NOTES ON WILD TURKEY IN MEXICO 

By 
4 

EF, W. Nelson 

Meleseris gallopeve sallepeyo 

Mich@acen: Salada, Merch 9-24, 1903.--Common. They were in 
niece at oe wilt dozen to thirty birds, ‘eeding in old cornfields 
and on the brushy hill and canon sides, Several of those shot had 
their crops full of seedlinz Opuntias about an inch long exclusive of 
roots. They were also fecding on scattered corn and other seeds, fruits, 
end grasshoppers. 

‘They roosted in lerge wild fig and other trees along the canon 
bottoms and sometimes alon the sides of the canons, The turkeys came 
to drink et the river daily about the middle of the forenoon but vsuel- 
ly chose secluded places where they were fairly safe from surprise, The 
natives at a ranch s few miles below La Selada hunted them by building 
blinds among the brush at the edges of secluded cornfields and ther baited 
an open place in front of the blind for several days and then concealed 
themselves there before daybreek end w ited for the birds to come to feed 
st dawn. The birds hed not begun matingiwhen we loft this locality, The 
turkeys appear to be found only in a comparatively limited district along 
the borders of canons ‘n this section of southern Michoacan, They are 
reported to have been more numerous and widely spread formerly. 

Mount Tancitaro, Feb. 20 to Merch 4, 1903,--According to native 
hunters wild turkeys were once numerous on the slopes of (it) Tancitaro, 
but thet they were now practically extinct. The man who gave me this in- 
formation and who was known asithe best and oldest hunter on the mountein 
said that the deer had once been much more numerous, but that they were 
being cleaned out just as the turkeys had been, The turkeys were killed 
mainly by watching for them at their watering pleces during the dry season, 

Meleagris gallopavo ifitermedia 

iors Leon: Montemorelos, April 1-5, 1902,—-Rather common, They were 
mated with females nesting or abot to nest at this time. The males were 

rf still cobbling from points of hills tt were very wary and difficult to get. 
Gerro de le Silla, March 19-28, 1902,--Rather common but very difficult 

to secure, The males were cobbling from tops of hich points or from well up 
on sides of steeply sloping mountains and seemed to be pre ? and net 
urally alert so it was almost useless to try to stalk them. They roosted in 
the larger oaks on the hillsides or about the heads of canyons, When alarmed 
they commonly took wing and flew across the deep canyons to the opposite 
slopes. One was seen perched on top of a large flowering agave, end stood in 
bold relief against the sky as I looked up from below. The only specimen 
teken here, a male, is much more buffy or reddish about the rump and tail than 
specimens of this form from the plains. A few years ago wild turkeys were so 
numerous in this district that flocks of them came into fiel’s which now form 
part of the suburbs of Nonterey. They are rapidly decreasing throughout this 
region, 
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Meleapris gallopavo mexicana 

Chihuahuas Colonies Garcia (near), Feb. 11 to March’4, 1904.--Wild 
turkeys were numerous along the stream beds west of Colonia Garcia. How- 
ever, these places were so thickly grown up with vegetation that the birds 
were seldom seen and therefore hard to secure; They seemed to prefer to 
stay in the regions where wild cats were plentiful. Their tracks covld 
always be found about such regions, A larve flock were found in a high 
pine woods country. These birds usually stayed at the head of two small 

. canyons supplied with water!from springs, e low dividing ridge separating 
the two. When the birds were disturbed in one they would always cross 
this ridge for the other, The flocks, at that time of year, appeared to 
be composed of birds of either one sex or the other, That is to say, 
a flock would consist of all meles or all females, Those found in the high 
valleys were all males, and mostly gobblers of last year's increese. The 
crops of e number of specimens examined, a greater part of which contained 
wild oats. One crop contained the seed balls of the sycamore tree. One 
contained the green blades of a young grass. Another the leaves of an 
fccanenia and still another contained one caterpillar, 1 percert, seads 

mostly Amarantus) 4 percent, trifolium grass, large leaves and other browse, 
95 percent, The crop of a female was examined, the following analysis of 
which was mde by Dr, S, D. Judd, Vegetable matter, 100 percent - contents; 
fruiting panicles Mulenbergi@ (fully half pint), few seeds of Beoms,and some 
grass blades, 55 percent, 1 Pinon (Pinus edulis}, and other pine seeds, 45 
percent, 

Colonia Garcia, June to August 1899,~--Females with rome were common 
almost everywhere in pine forest, above 6,500 feet but only 4 single small 
flock of about 15 males were seen during the entire season. The young were 
hatched during June and the last of June and first of July we often ran 
across the female with her broof, Usually te old bird crouched first on the 
ground while the young did the same close by until epproached within a few 
yards when they would rise and welk slowly away followed by the young, and 
at the same time keeping up the sharp "quit", "quit-quit", ordinérily uttered 
by the barnyard bird when excited or alarmed, 

Ordinarily the wild turkey, even in these wilds, were extremely shy, but 
while with their young the females would allow one to walk up to within 30 
or 35 feet and then would usually fly into the lower’ branches of the nearest 
tree, Ordinarily two or three females with their broods were found together. 
No doubt the union of two or three old birds in a constantly watchful stete 
greatly increased the chances of escape of the young from the birds and mammals 
of prey. While fotind everywhere in the open forest they were most often found 
along the side or near the rim of a canyon and during the middle of the day 
they usually went to the water in the canyon bottom, where they spent some time 
idling about plucking grass heads, duéting themselves in loose earth and loit- 
ering about and evidently enjoying a peaceful siesta, At such times they were 
less on their guard than usual and were consequently more easily approached. 
The young when quite small sre very agile and rurariftly to hide in the grass 
at the first alarm note made by the hen bird, At such times they vanish with 

: a marvelous celerity and cunning, so they are found only with the utmost dif} 
ficulty. When two or three weeks old they often fly up ‘nto the trees with the 
old one when she seeks refuge there from man or any other enemy, When the size 
of a barnyard fowl they usually do this. The danger surmounted by an old hen 
turkey is very great in raising a brood each y ar while living in a forest sur- 
rounded by hawks, owls, skunks, weasels, coyotes, wolves, wildcats, off panthers, 
In winter the now fully grown young with the hens unite in considerable parties 
which roam about the forest, 
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RIO GRANDE TUREEY 

Meleagris gallopavo intermedia Sennett 

Meleagris gellopave var. intermedte Sennett. (1979: 428) - Lomita Ranch. 

Hidalgo County, Texas. Type in American Museum of Netural History, 

New York City. 

Meleagris gallopevo ellioti Sennett (1892: 167) - Lomita Ranch, Hidelgo 

County, Texas, Cotypes in American Museum of Natural History, New York City. 

Adult Male 
(Comparisons made chiefly from specimens taken in spring at vontenorelos, 

thse Ifon, Mexico). 

Similar to Meleagris gallopavo silvestris, but: 

Greenish and reddish-colden metallic reflections on exposed portions of 
body feathers sore brilliant, resulting in a less purplish bronzy, more green- 

ish golden or coppery appearance as in osceela. 

Lover Sack and rump on some specimens more bluish black, less purplish 

or coppery, end with concealed portions of feathers more bleckish, less browmish. 

Tins of tail and flank feathers end of upper and under tail-coverts 

much paler (cimnemon buff to pinkish buff). 

Innermost secondaries with inner webs more heavily mottled with dusky and 

less rusty. 

Tail feathers having broad subterminal black band broader, tending to 

absorb the narrower, wore ‘erminal, black bands and markings and with brown 

interspaces paler. 

Size smaller, except for bill ond tarsus, which are as long as or longer. 

Measurements (7 specimens from Texas, Tenplipas, Nuevo Leon).--Wing, 433~ 

482 (Average, 460.7) um.; tail, 346-394 (373.1); culmen from cere, 33.5-37 
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_— (3542)5 tarsus, 162-180 (167.6); middle toe without claw, 68-83 (77.6) 5 

length of spur, 11.5-17 (14.7)5 greatest diameter of spur, 11,5-1245 (12.2). 

Weight (114 birds) - Average, 11,45 lb. (Boodrum, 1941: 22). 

Adult Female 

Chiefly from A February specimen taken at Brownsville, Texas), 

Similar to Meleagris gallopavo silvestris, but lighter in coloration 

throughout. 

Body plumage with basal portion of feathers lighter, metallic reflections 

more greenish or coppery, less purplish bronzy and tips much lighter, varying 

from whitish to wood browns 

Tips of upper tail-coverts and rectrices entirely different from 

silvestris, ranging from cinnamon rufous to light b ff, rather than purplish 

chestnut. %n this respect alsodiffering markedly from osceola. | 

Soft Leathers of abdomen and nluace of thighs more grayich end tips 

more whitish. 

Wing feathers with white bars as in silvestris, broader than in oscoola. 

Rusty coloration of inner webs of inner coscntevhen paler and nbre heavily 

speckled with dusky. 

Size smaller except tarsus length. 

Measurements (11 specimens from Texas, Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon).-~ 

Wing, 385-405 (392.3) mm.3 tail, 277-302 (290.3); eitlmen from cere, 26.5-32.5 

(30.3); tersus, 126-138,5 (130.4); middle ‘oe without claw, 61.5-71 (65). 

Distritution.~-Permanent resident in the stream bofdering woods and 

seru! of the southern Great Plains region. North to: north-central Texes 

(Clear Fork ofBrazos River). West to: wext-centrel Texas (Colorado) and 

southwest-cehtral Texas (Juno), and north-central Coghuile (Sabinas). 
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South to: Southeast~contral Tamaulipas (Forlon). Fast to: Gulf coastlf 

Tamaulipas (Soto La Marina) and southern Texas (Bromnsville, Corpus Cristi, 

and Austwell). 

Romarks.--The fotmer northern limits of the range of the Rio Grande 

Turkey are very incompletely known, due to the paucity of specimens in col- 

; lections from the Pleins region of northern Texas, The original turkey pop~- 

ulation of *hat region has now been extirpated so there is very little hope 

of learning more about this ‘han we do at present, Th@ northern pert of the 

Texas Panhandle at least apparently was occupied by silvestris (See seccunt 

of that race), thus restriéting the possible northward extension of intermedia 

to approximately the region given above. 

Also, because of lack ofpreserved specimens, we are unable to determine 

how and where internedia intergraded BR ree tg me md ergs two races 

indeed ever did cone into contact. The Rio Grande Turkey intererades with 

the Eastern Turkey in eastern Texas, and with the Mexican Turkey presumably 

in central-eastern Mexico (southern Tamlipas), Specimens from the letter re- 

gion, although referable to intermedia, have rather dusky tails, showing their 

intermediaey toward gallopayo. In northeastern Mexico this race occurs in the 

mountain oak and pine forests up to 6,000 feet (Phillips, 1911:68) in the 

Sierra Madre Oriental, as well as the pleins region. 
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GOULD TURKEY 

Meleagris gallopavé mexicana Gould 

Meleagris mexicana Gould (1856: 61), Mexico / = Bolanes, Jalisco, Mexico (see 

Nelson 1900: 122)f . Type in British Museum. 

Adult Mele 
(From a specimen taken at Fl Salto, Durango). 

Similar to Meleagris gallopavo silvestris, but paler, and, as in 

osceola, and intermedia, more highly glossed with greenish and reddish golden 

reflections, less purplish bronzy, 

Lower beck and rump with reddish and greenish-colden metallic reflections 

as in silvestris and osceola rather than bluish black, as in gallopavo and 

merriams. 

Tips of tail feathers and upper tail-coverts very licht, almost pure white. 

‘ Secondaries as in merriani, with darker bars and mottling, brrader vite 

margins, less rusty and hicher metallic gloss. 

Tail feathers more dusky and less evenly barred, more marbled and 

speckled as in gallopavo. 

Size large, particularly the legs, which are especially long. 

Measurements (9 specimens from Chihuahua snd Durango) .--Wing, 465-545 

(Average, 504.1) mm.3 tail, 363-437 (396.1); culmen from cere, 34.5-54.1 (38.7)3 

tarsus, 168-182 (173.8); middle toe without claw, %4-93 (87.6); length of spur, 

13.5-17.5 (16.1); greatest diameter of spur, 11-12 (12). 

Adult Female ; 

(Chiefly from a July specimen taken at £1 Salto, Durango). 

Similer to_Meleasris gallopavo silvestris, but differs chiefly in the 

generally lighter and more grayish or olivaceous, les§ purplish bronzy, color- 

ation and whitish tips to body and tail feathers and uprer and under tail-coverts, 
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This is the palest of the races, even exceeding interpedia in this respect 

and differing chiefly from that ract in the much lighter tips of tai? and 

coverts. 

Body feathers and wing-coverts with conecaled portions clove brown as in 

Silvestris rather than fuscous black as in gallopayo and merriami. 

Tips of tail feathers and upper iail-coverts very light, almost pure white. 

Brown barring and nottling of tail feathers and unver tail goverts paler 

than in silvestris, and metallic spot on black area of lateral rectrices distinct. 

Seenndaries_ broadly edged with white, ‘ut practically lacking in rusty 

coloration and metallic closes; dark bare pales 

Measurements (7 specimens from Chihuahua end Durango).—Wing, 402-436 

(419.6)3 tail, 318-362 (334.9); culmen from cere, 3345-35 (34.4)3 tarsus, 

132-139.5 (134.5); middle toe without claw, 68-73 (70,1). 

Distribution.--In mountain pine forests of the Sierra Madre Occidental, 

North to: southwestern New Mexico (San Luis Mountains on the Moxican’ boundary 

line), southward along the east slopes of the Sierra Madre in Chihuahua (Colonia 

Garcia), Durango (71 Salto) and Zacatecas (Fresnillo ond Valparaiso Mountains) 

to northern Jalisco (Bolenos). 

Remarks.--Although no specinons have been seen from the east slopes of the 

Sierra Madre between northeastern Chihuahua and southern Durango, because of the 

similarity of the birds of those two araas, it is probable that the Gould Turkey 

occupied an unbroken range there from the northern border of Mexico south to 

Jalisco, Specimens of this race have not been seen from definitely within the 

borders of the United States, but there is an adult male in the U, S, National 

Museum collection taken by Mearns in the San Luis Mountains on the boundary line 
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between Mexico and New Mexico, From this it is Logica; +o presume that 

the Gould Turkey formerly ranged northwerd in the continuous mountain 

range which crosses the border into southwestern New Mexico. According 

to Ligon, the original turkey stock has bebe entirely eliminated from this 

area, as well as from southeastern setnent! so that the race probably does 

not now enter the United States, 

I follow Nelson (1900: 122) in applying the name mexicana to the north- 

western Mexican race, rather than relegating it to the synonymy of gallopayo. 

Not only do T believe the conclusions of Nelson, relative to the probable 

origin of Gould's type, to be sound, but also from the description viven by 

Gould (1856: 63) the type must have been « very large bird. In fact the measure« 

ments which he gives fit the Sierrs Madre race perfectly and are too large 

for gallopavo. Furthermore, Gould mentions: "the center of the back is 

bled with green, purplish and red reflections" » snother cheracter of the north- 

western, as distinct from the southern, Mexican population. 
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MOORE. TURKEY 

Meleagris gallopavo ofusta Moore 

Meleagris gallopavo onusta Moore. (1938: 112). ‘Two miles southeast of 

Guayachi, Shihuahua, 20 miles northeast of junction of Rios Chinipas 

and Fuerte, western slope of the Sierra Madre (altitude about 6,400 

feet). ‘Type ih Robert T. Moore collection. 

Adult Male 

(From description by Moore, 193@:112, and subsequent correspondence). 

Similar to Meleagris gallopavo merriami, but tips of upper tail-coverts 

and tail feathers white instead of light buff; secondaries duller, less cinna- 

mone Compared with nexigans it is darker and iridescence less brilliantly 

green and coppery red; rump blacker. 

Size large. 

Measurements (1 specimen from near Muertoceto, Durango).-—-Wing, 505 mme3 

tail, 421; culmen from cere, 38.43 tarsus, 173.7; middle toe without claw, 

89.56 

Adult Female 

(From type specimen) 

: Similar to Meleagris gallopavo silvestris, but differs in the same way 

as does Meleagris gallopavo mexicana, in the more grayish or olivaceous less 

bronzy, color of the body plumage, ond whitish tips to upper tail-coverts. 

Body plumage basally te most blackish (least brownish) of any race. 

Tipe of uoper and under jail-coveBte and body rlumege @lnost pure white 

as in mexicana. 

Secondaries dusky or grayish. Similar to mexicana but darker. 

Tail feathers dusky or grayish, especially below, where the light inter- 

spaces are the least rufescent of any race. 
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Size large. 

Measurements (4 specimens from southwestern and central-western 

Chihuahua and southeastern Sonora).--Wing, 417-448 (434.0); tail, 331-347 

(338.8); culmen from cere, 32~38.4 (34.5); tarsus, 140-147.9 (145.5); middle 

toe without claw, 71-75.9 (73.5). 

Distribution.-“West slopes of the Sierra Madre Occidentale in the Mexican 

states of southeastern Sonora, central-western and southwestern Chihuahua, and 

northwwestern Durango, probably also in adjoining parts of Sineloa. 

Remarks.--The Moore Turkey seems to be a dark ed tion of the Gould Turkey, 

s difference that is correlated according to Moore (in correspondence), with 

the much moister climate of the west slopes of the Sierra Medre Occidentale, as 

compared with the east slopes of that range. 
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MEXICAN TURKEY 

Meleagris gallopavo gallopavo Linnaeus 

Meleagris gallopavo Linnaeus (175¢: 156). North America (“= Mirador, Vera 

Cruz, Mexico (See Moore, 1938: 113)}. 

Adult Male 

(Chiefly from a March specimen from Le Salada,Michoacan). 

Similar to Meleagris gallopavo silvestris, but: 

Body plumage as in osceola and intermedia more highly glossed with 

greenish and reddish-golden reflections, less purplish bronzy. 

Lower atk and rump less coppery, more bluish black as in morriemt 

and intermedia. 

Tipe of tei] and flank feathers and uprer and under tail-coverts mich 
lighter, se pale or paler than in merriami, being a pale pinkish buff, Con- 

cealed barred portions of feathers more dusky brown, less rufescent (snuff 

brown to pecan brown). 

Secomaries as in merriami with darker bers end mottling, broader white 

margins, less rusty and higher metallic gloss, 

Tail feathers much more dusky, by reason of reduction of brown areas, 

which are less rufeseent, more fawn color, and less evenly barred, more 

marbled and irregularly speckled» Metallic area in subterminal band more 

pronounced, although somewhat less than in porriami. 

Size small. 

Measurements (4 specimens from Vera Cruz and Michoacan),~-Wing, 465=513 

(Average, 489) mm.; tail; 345-400 (372.5); culmen from cere, 34~38.5 (35.8); 

targus, 162-176 (168.4); middle toe without claw, 7/-85 (79.9); length of 

spur, 14¢5-16.5 (15.5); greatest diameter of spur, 11.514 (12.8). 
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Adult Female 

(Chiefly from a November specimen from Mirador, Vera Cruz). 

Similar to Meleagris gallopavo silvestris, but generally speaking more 

blackish, with metallic reflections more reddish or greenish, less purplish. 

Body plumage and wing-coverts fuscous black instead of clove brown on 

concealed portions, mtellic greenish or reddish-zolden on exposed portions; 

tips whitish. 

Zins of rump and tail feathers and upper and under tail-coverts from light 

buff to almost white. 

Tail feathers more dusky, and less distinctly barred (more mottled) with 

very little, if any, metallic gloss on black area. 

Secondaries with more pronounced metallic glass on outer webs and more 

dusky, less rufescent, inner webs. 

Size small, 

Measurements (6 specimens from Michoacan and Vera Cruz).—-Wing, 396-416 

(405.6); tail, 311-323 (319.8); culmen from core, 32.5~36 (3406); tarsus, 130- 

140 (135)3 middle toe without claw, 65-71.5 (68.6). 

Black phase.--A single immature female specimen, taken by Nelson and 

Goldman, March 17, 1903, at La Salada, Michoacan, is similar to the black 

phase of gilyestris, but deeper and ore glossy black with black legs, feet, 

and bill. Feathers more uniformly black, but tipped with greenish brown on 

upper tail-coverts whict{have barely a trace of the metallic luster found in 

normally colored birds. 

Distribution.-~Resident in oak and pine forest from 2,800 to 3,000 feet 

(Field notes of B, W. Nelson) in southern Mexico. Northito: south-central Vera Cruz 

(Zaevapan), central-northern Michoacan (Los Reyes), an’ east-central Jalisco 
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(La Laguna Sierra Juanacatlan), West to: west-central Jalisco (Talpa), 

and central-southern Jalisco (Sierra Nevada de Colima). South tos 

central-southern Guerrero (near F1 Rincon) end central-western Oaxaca 

(Tlalpeneingo). East te: south-central Vera Cruz (Mirador and Soledad), 

Remarks.-~-In his field notes, made while in Mexico, E, W. Nelson 

mentions a turkey record for the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, In 1895 a report 

came to him that a turkey was seen in the hills above Tequisistlan insouth- 

eastern Oaxaca. It was said to be a very light bird, like pale-colored 

domestic turkeys, and probably was a domestic bird gone wild, or at least 

had considerable domestic blood in it, It is considerably to the southeast 

of the limits of the species’ range as outlined above. 

t 
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Extension of Normal Range by Introductions.--Transplantetion of stock 

has resulted in the occurrence of turkeys in regions where as far as we 

know they did not o¢eur as wild birds in pre-Columbian times. Wild turkeys ‘ 

of unknown racial origin were introduced into Hawaii, where the species has 

become well established as a wild bird inhabiting open forests and grassland. 

It was first brought to these Islands from Coqumbo, Chile, in 1815, and is 

now established on Oahu, Mani, Lanai, and Hawaii, where 2,000 to 3,000 birds 

are taken annually (Caum, 1933: 24). 

In 1935 fifteen turkeys, including 9 hens and 6 gobblers were liberated 

et Laramie Peak, Wyoming, where by 1943 they had increased to between 400 

and 600 individuals, spreadine into 16 townships (Ligon, 1943: 1, end Couglin, 

1943: 1). 

Turkeys of unknown subspecies have been liberated in severe] places in 

California and those introduced in 1910-1911, in the vicinity of Sequoia and 

General Grant National Parks, were apparently holding their own in 1913, ac- 

cording to Grinnell (1915: 181), It is not known whether this condition still 

exists or not. 

Classification of Turkeys.—-All of the reces mentioned above, together 

with domestic turkeys, comprise a single species, Meleagris gallopavo. The 

ocellated Turkey, of tropical Mexico and Central America, belongs to a dif~ 

ferent species, Aeriocharig ocelleta. Each of these species are considered 

distinet enough from «11 other species of birds to be classified in Seperate 

genera, The genus Agriocharis differs from Meleagris in form and distribution 

of the warty excrescences of the head and neck, and in the character of the 

erectile appendage of the forehead, the more highly graduated teil, and more 

rounded tail feathers, the absence of a beard in the male and the presence of 
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rudimentary spurs in the female. These two genera, including a single 

species each, comprise the family Meleagridee. This family is character 

ized by larce size, peculiar form and texture of body feathers, which sre 

truncate, and naked carunculeted heads. The Meleagridge, together with 

several other families, comprise the large order of upland game birds called 

the Gelliformes. 
Comparison with Domestic Turkeys.—~Besides the very obvious differences 

in plumage coloration between most domestic turkeys and their wild progeni- 

tors we find that certain marked, though less obvious, structural charges 

have taken place during the hundreds of gencrations of artificial propagation. 

Still more profound differences doubtless are being wrought end will be brought 

about in the future by the more intensive and scientific breeding experiments 

to change the form as well as the habits of the dom stic bird. 

One of the more wnspicuous changes has been in the increase in size and 

tumerosity of the heed adornments of domestic turkeys as compared with wild 

birds. There has been a marked change in the relative proportion of the leg 

bone (tarso-metatarsus) also, Th's bone in the wild bird has 9 diameter at its 

nerrowest point 1/17th thet of its length, In domestic turkeys the smallest 

diameter of the tarso-metatarsus is 1/14th that of its length, 

A more obseure, though surprisingly distinct skeletal difference is in the 

shape of the lachrymal bone in the orbit of the skull, Charles H, M. Barrett, 

Taxidermist, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, discovered that in domestic turkeys 

this bone has a relatively broad, blunt point, while in wild birds it tapers to 

a fine, sharp point. This cheracter apparently holds good for both sexes, and 

for all ages of birds, No exception has been found by the writer in 13 skulls 

of wild and 5 skulls of domestic turkeys examined, The allered characters of 
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greater pneumaticity accompanied by a »ore angular contour of the wild 

birds skull described by Shufeldt (1887: 207) could not be verified by 

our material. 

Despite the great divergence in color and pattern attained by some 

breeds of domestic turkey that of the bronze variety still suggests that 

of the wil stock rather strongly. It is very interesting and possibly 

significant that the domestic bronze turkeys have white-tipped upper tail- 

coverts like the Mexican populations from which they are believed to have 

sprung over four centuries ago. Osgood (1921: 84) points to this as an 

example of the stability of racial characters in turkeys. On the other hand, 

through the selective breeding of domestic stock, other characters heave been 

much more profoundly changed from those exhibited by Mexican birds than we 

find between any natural races of wild turkeys living tedey. Thus the im- 

portance of selection in race formation is indicated along with an apparent 

case of remarkable stability in e certain racial character. 
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Turkey Feed: Scaler Fred Merkle, in recently examining the crop content of 
a hen turkey killed by him on the Coconing, found the crop full of acorns. 
All the large acorns had been split into halves while the small mes were 
swallowed whole. It looks as if this turkey made a practice of splitting 
the big ones. It would be interesting to receive any further light that any 
Forest officer can throw on this practice. The remainder of the crop cm- 
tent consisted of pine seed, wild peas, green leaves of woolly weed and wild 
peas, and slough grass, also me yellow-jacket.
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NORTH AMERICAN WILD TURKEY 

Description, Size, Etc. 

The plumage of the wild turkey is a deep copper 
bronze—brighter bronze than the domestic. The edg- 
ings of the tail feathers of the wild are a chocolate 
brown to a rusty brown, according to the range and 
locality. Those found in Pennsylvania and south as 
far as Florida have chestnut brown rump and tail 
feathers. While those further west, as far as Arizona, 
have buff to rusty tipped feathers. The body plum- 
age of all species are the same—deep copper bronze. 

The wild turkey is not as large as the domestic 
bronze, which is true with all species of birds. Their 
bodies are more compact, small heads, long legs; in 
general appearance, they are sleek, trim looking. About 
the same in comparison, as the wild mallard, goose, 
etc., is to the same species of our domestic birds. They 
are continually on the alert, eating a few bites and 
looking around. They are a very beautiful bird with 
their long necks, brilliant bronze feathers. Anyone 
who admires a wild bird cannot help but get a “thrill” 
looking at them. 

The turkey is not a bird of long flight as most peo- 
ple imagine. The general opinion is that they will fly 
away like a wild goose or duck. This is absolutely 
wrong. Because of its size and weight it cannot travel 
long distances on the wing. It will seldom rise from 
the ground unless forced to do so and must depend 
upon its shrewdness and legs to carry it out of dan- 
gerous places. If too closely pursued, it will fly for a 
quarter to a half mile and then settle in a tree or on 
the ground. They are very fast runners and experts 
in hiding. 

The wild turkey is very easily domesticated if al- 
lowed to range in the grain fields or other places near 
tame flocks. 

Raising, Yarding, Etc. 

We keep our birds in a 5 acre enclosure. This is di- 
vided into two separate pens, each pen contains coops 
for the hens to lay in and so constructed by piling 
brush, long grass over the coops so that the hen will 
be induced to lay in them. As soon as the hen lays 17 
or 18 eggs she becomes broody. She is not permitted 
to set on the first setting, but is placed in another 
larger yard and will start laying again within a few 
days. She will lay about 8 to 10 eggs the second time. 
Here she is allowed to set and hatch, which will be 
about June 25th to July first. Her first clutch of eggs 
is either sold or placed under a domesticated turkey 
hen to hatch (which can be more easily handled) early 
in the season as they will hatch in May and have to 
be cooped and fed as insect life is not abundant enough 

to feed them, consequently they have to be fed. The 

wild hen cannot be cooped and handled as easily as the 

domestic—she will generally kill herself and young 

if kept in a coop, for this reason she is permitted to 
hatch later in the season when the weather is more 
favorable and insect life is abundant and she is given 

absolutely free range with her brood. 

By this system we raise twice as many birds. A wild 
turkey raised on free range (not hand reared) is twice



as hardy as the hand reared, at the same age. We con- 
sider a wild turkey safe when he is 3 weeks old, as 
far as cold, wet weather is concerned. 

A wild hen generally raises all she hatches unless 
they are killed. She makes a very good mother if left 
to care for herself. On the other hand, a domestic hen 
is generally too tame and gets careless with her young 
when it is cold and wet, does not brood her young as 
much as the wild hen. We have many times tested this 
out as an experiment. On one occasion we had three 
domestic turkeys hatch the same time as two wild 
hens hatched and let them all out on free range with 
their young. The wild hens never came near the 
buildings while the tame hens were inclined to hang 
around looking for feed. The wild hens raised three- 
fourths of their young while the domestic hens lost 
all but six, while the wild hens had 30. The wild birds 
were much finer birds in the fall. All these hens 
bunched together during August and became quite 
tame by fall on account of staying with the domestic 
hens. By keeping a few domestic hens with the wild 
ones they seem to keep them together and are easier 
to handle. 

Feeding Hand Reared Wild Turkeys 

The wild turkeys hatched early in the season are 
hand -reared. That is, hatched under domestic turkey 
hens. The hen is placed in a roomy coop facing south. 
They are fed hard boiled eggs and cheese (made from 
sour milk) in small quantities about 6 or 7 times a 
day, only enough that they will eat up clean in a few 
minutes. Also tender grass, dandelion leaves, mustard, 
etc., for greens. We try to keep them where there 
are likely to be insects for them to catch. After they 
are 6 weeks old we liberate them (if the weather is 
dry and warm). After this time they are not fed so 
often and feed is gradually changed to less eggs and 
a mash is substituted with grain, etc. There are many 
commercial chick feeds on the market that are good. 
We add good grade dry meat scraps or dried butter- 
milk to these feeds to make them high in protein and 
keep in hoppers before them all the time. 

We much prefer letting the hens hatch and raise 
the turkeys in their natural state as we have not the 
time to hand raise them. It is less worry and work. 

Roosting Place 

When the turkeys are about 6 to 8 weeks old they 
will start to roost off the ground. I generally try to 
induce them to roost in some safe place where they 
will not be disturbed at night. Near this place I place 
some water and feed and try to get the hens to go to 
this place about 4 or 5 o’clock in the afternoon to 
feed. They soon learn where there is water and feed 
and will return every day and finally roost in this 
locality. Never go near a turkey at night or frighten 
them off the roosts; for if you do they will not roost 
in the same place again. Do not even let stock come 
near them at night. Place several wires around the 
roosting place so that stock cannot get near them. 
A good idea is to have a barbed wire fence enclosing 
the field where the hen roosts on the ground with her 
small turkeys. I once had several dozen young wild 
turkeys killed on account of some horses walking on



the hens that were roosting in the grass at night with 

their young. If disturbed at night all the young tur- 
keys will fly or run off in the grass and naturally will 
never find the hen until morning and if they are small 
they will perish from cold. 

A hen and her young will generally have a “hang 
out” as I call it. That is, she will have some place to 
rest in the middle of the afternoon when the sun is 
hot. They will like some shady grove. Near this place 
keep some cultivated ground such as potatoes, corn, 
etc., so that they will have some loose ground in 
which to dust themselves. 

A wild turkey will roost as high as they can get 
and can seldom be caught at night; as at that time 
they are much wilder than at any other time. Even 
the part wild are hard to get at night. 

This is worth much as a protection against turkey 
thieves. If every turkey raiser would infuse a little 
wild blood into their domestic turkeys they would 
find them much easier to raise and would find that 
they would raise healthier, more beautiful and plump- 
er breasted birds. The wild bird of any species has a 
wide, large, plump and meatier breast. The plump, 
medium sized birds are those that dress No. one. The 
wild blood would make them all No. ones. They would 
also find that they would raise a much larger per- 
centage at less trouble and cost. 

Catching the Wild Birds in the Fall 

As I stated previously, all turkeys have a certain 
“thang out” where they rest and loaf. Near this place 
make a long fence “‘V” shaped with a large covered 
pen in one end of this runway or “V” shaped fence. 
Have a door in each end of the pen and keep these 
open all the time (when you do not want to catch 
them) and put corn, etc., in this runway. They will 
feed here and become accustomed to the pen. Then 
when you want to catch them, close outer door of 
the pen and put some feed in the pen and runway, 
gently drive them towards the feed and when they are 
all in the runway walk slowly towards them and they 
will start to go towards the end of the fence, thinking 
it is open as usual and will run towards the door in 
the pen. Try to crowd them so that they all enter the 
pen at one time. Just as soon as they are all in the pen, 
pull the door shut behind them and you have them. 
Now work fast as they will kill themselves trying to 
get out. I have a large covered coop on a trailer that 
I put up against the door of the pen and drive them 
into this and have them all caught at one time. This 
coop is covered and lined with burlap so that it sub- 
dues the light which keeps them quiet. If the coop was 
not made in this way they would kill themselves in 
their efforts to get out. 

Cooping for Shipment 

I use a coop 2x2 foot square for one old tom or 
two young gobblers, if they are not going too far. 
This coop has a solid top and bottom. The sides are 
made of slats 4 inches wide. The coop is padded on the 
top and the sides are lined (on the inside) with burlap 
within six inches of the bottom. This is so that light 
can come in on the floor of the coop, so that they can



see to eat. The burlap subdues the light and they can- 
not see what is going on around them. They would 

soon kill themselves if shipped in an open slatted coop. 

They would worry themselves to death in their vain 

attempt to get out. I use a 2 quart can filled with fine 
chopped snow and ice. This does not spill out like 
water and they come thru in fine shape. 

I have shipped hundreds of turkeys all over the 

United States and have never had one die in transit. 

Most game breeders state “Transportation at buyer’s 

risk.” This would be all right providing you knew 

how the shipper cooped the birds. I have had wild 

birds come in open coops half dead on account of 
being so frightened. The small things count in ship- 

ping wild birds. Do not use long tacks on the top of 

the coop as they will go through and protrude on the 
inside of the coop and the birds will scrape their heads 
on them and scalp themselves. 

The same thing in shipping eggs. Do not try to see 
how many eggs you can pack in a small box. Label 

them plain, so that those who handle them will know 
what the box contains. A half bushel basket is fine 
for six eggs and bushel size for one or two dozen— 
each egg is carefully wrapped in a large ball of ex- 

celsior, this reduces the chance of breakage, jarring— 
Label the container very plainly “HATCHING 

EGGS” in large black letters so they can easily be 
seen. A flat bottomed basket is preferred. I have 

shipped hundreds of eggs in this way without even 
a crack and they generally hatch 95%. 

Crossing With the Domestic Turkey 

The wild crossed with the domestic turkey has 
many advantages and no disadvantages. It improves the 
vitality, plumage and gives the young an astonishing 
ability to care for themselves. A half wild gobbler 
June hatched will weigh 19 to 22 pounds by Novem- 
ber 15th. They have that wild pep in them that keeps 
them healthy and free from disease. 

Most people think that the wild turkey flies like a 
wild goose or duck. This is not the case. They do not 
fly much more than the domestic turkey. They can 

fly with much more ease and further. A wild turkey 

lives in the forest, spends nearly all its time on the 

ground. They would much rather run than fly. They 

fly when suddenly startled for a short distance, then 

run and hide. They are experts at hiding. They do 

not have to fly far in the dense timber before they are 

lost from sight. 

Housing for Winter 

Turkeys do not require a warm building. We 

make a wind break on the south side of some building 

by boarding up on the north, east and west sides. 

Place the roosts ten feet high from the ground and 

four feet from the top of this enclosure. Along the 

top we make slats so that they cannot roost on the 

top. This breaks the winds from all sides except the 

south, which is left open. There is no roof. The sun 

shines in during the day, they feel quite comfortable. 
A large shed open to the south is possibly better, 

in case of severe snow storms. When they have been 

raised with a wild hen they will not go inside of a 

building. But if raised with chicken hens and taught



to roost inside while they are still quite young they 
will go inside. It must be remembéred that turkeys 
cannot stand a strong direct wind during a snow, 
storm. It will surely kill them. The snow drives in 
around their feathers so that they have no protection 
for their head, the snow strikes their head, then thaws, 
runs down their nose or bill and freezes. Gradually 
this ice gets larger and larger until it forms a solid 
piece of ice around their nose and mouth which 
smothers them. They do not freeze to death but 
rather smother. 

Feeding Matured Birds 

Oats is a very good feed for turkeys providing it is 
good, fat or heavy, at least 40 pounds to the bushel. 
Light weight oats is worthless, not much better than 
chaff. A little wheat and any kind of wild seeds are 
very good. They are fond of pigeon seeds that are 
screened out of wheat. On very cold days we feed 
whole corn. It does not take them long to fill up and 
corn has lots of heat. 

Liberating New Birds in a Strange Place 

Every few years we get new blood for our flock 
in order to keep them healthy and not inbred. Each 
turkey is banded with a colored band on each leg. 
Those that are related have the same color and by 
this color scheme we know how to mate to avoid in- 
breedings. All our breeding stock is either wild 
trapped or first and second generation from genuine 
pure wild trapped birds and not blood from some 
other game breeders stock that has been bred in cap- 
tivity so long that they are tame as domestic turkeys. 
Our birds are raised on free range where they roam 
wild and free until nearly mature. This produces a 
fine healthy bird far superior to the pen-raised stock 
which most breeders offer for sale. 

As soon as we get a new bird he is kept in a covered 
large pen for about a month to see if he is free from 
disease, and by that time he will have become accus- 
tomed to his new surroundings and when turned out 
with the other turkeys he will stay. On the other 
hand, a new bird is generally frightened and if turned 
out in a strange place, would generally leave. 

This pen is about 100 feet long and 20 feet wide 
and 10 feet high. A roost is placed in one corner or 
end protected on the north, east and west so that the 
wind and rain will not strike them. In this pen is 
planted some black currant bushes for them to hide 
in when they become frightened, otherwise they would 
injure themselves against the wire. It is a very good 
plan to put some smooth material on the inside of the 
wire pen near the bottom just as high as they can 
reach, about two feet high, so that they cannot rub 
the feathers off their breasts and neck against the 
wire. I have had them rub all the feathers off the 
breast and neck until the bare meat shows. It seems 
the worse they injure themselves the harder they try 
to get out. It appears the closer you keep them con- 
fined in open view, the wilder they will get. 

Turkey Enemies 

Of all the enemies of game birds I think the crow 
is the worst. It has always been a question who gets



the eggs first; the crow or myself. They destroy an- 
nually for us over a hundred eggs. One pair of crows 
got over 50 eggs from us in one week. And they seem 
to get worse every year. There should be a good boun- 
ty on these black devils. I am in favor of charging a 
larger amount for hunting licenses and using the 
money to pay crow bounties. No true sportsman 
would kick on a five dollar fee for hunting license 
when he knew that the money went to a good cause. 
There should be a bounty on the eggs, young and 
old birds. The largest amount of the old birds and a 
little less on the young and eggs. The school boys 
would make good spending money gathering crow’s 
eggs and the young, they could easily shoot the old 
birds when they have young. In this way they could 
at least be held at check, where as they are now mul- 
tiplying very fast. I know of no known enemy to the 
crow except man and he sure is a poor one at the 
rate he is letting them get our game birds. I find it 
harder to shoot a crow than a duck. They rob thou- 
sands of wild turkey nests, wild ducks and grouse, 
in fact all bird nests. I know of an instance where 2 
crows robbed a hawks nest and a grouse nest that were 
100 feet apart. One crow tormented the hawk while 
the other got the eggs. They did the same to the 
grouse nest. 

Possibly some people are doubtful whether the wild 
turkey can be increased to its former number by 
game farming. I think game breeders is the only means 
of doing it. 

Now take for instance the pheasants, and Hungar- 
ian partridge. Not many years ago there were none 
of these birds in this country. Now there are millions 
of them; there is even an open season on them in some 
states. These birds are not a native of this country— 
they were imported to this country by game breeders. 
They raised them in protection, in protected fields and 
thereby controlling their natural enemies until they 
increased them. Then they were gradually taken up 
by different game farms and state game farms all over 
the country and the surplus were liberated on game 
preserves, until now they are as numerous as many 
of our native game birds. This is an example of game 
breeding. 

The wild turkey should be and can be increased 
faster than the pheasant, as they are a native to this 
country and can be raised much cheaper and more 
easily to my notion than any other game bird. A wild 
turkey can be increased three times as fast when under 
the protection of a game breeder in protected fields. 
Especially when the hen is setting and until the young 
get large enough to roost off the ground. If kept in a 
yard with plenty of room, one hen will lay from 30 
to 40 eggs in one season, if she is not permitted to 
set, and the eggs placed under other turkeys to hatch 
and rear. While if she was in a wild state she would 
lay one setting, and if these or her young became 
destroyed she will seldom lay again, and if she does, 
it is generally too late in the season, as she has lost 
too much time. It is safe to say that a wild turkey 
hen on the average, in her natural wild state, does not 
raise to maturity over three young each year. While 
on the other hand (as I previously said) if this hen 
was on a game farm and handled as stated, you raise 
at least 20 to 30 birds from each hen in one season. 

The surplus birds could be distributed to different



game farms and they in turn do the same thing and 
gradually put the surplus on preserves and they would 
in time become plentiful, if common sense was used 
in the length of the open season and a small bag limit. 
I think some of the states in which there are wild 
turkeys have too long an open season on these birds 
and most of them in the winter months when the 
poor birds have a hard time. 

Can you imagine anything more interesting than 
raising a wild game bird like the wild turkey? He is 
a real NORTH AMERICAN and America’s grandest 
and slyest gamebird. Why not try them? 

We have a very fine bunch now on hand and will 
be glad to quote you some attractive prices on these. 
Safe arrival guaranteed—free from disease. Eggs also 
for sale. Why not try a few of these birds this year? 
Release them in a protected area and watch them 
increase. 

Yours for more wild turkeys. 

GILBERT F. JOHNSON, 

Biagson, N. Dax.
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7 \ i syle: ie STOCKING THE CORONADS.WITH WILD TURKEYS : 

/ ‘whe arizona State Game Department is maintaining a game aon oi -_ 
fo Bllison ranch where turkeys, ring-necked pheasants and other gam ( 

j ; : to the Tucson Daily Star, sixty 
f being raised. Just recently, according to : fol fee 

f young wild turkeys were turned loose in the Catalina-Mountains a : Tv 

j more Will be turned loose near the John Hands ranch in the Chiricamas. 
; The turkeys are being freed in protected areas so that they will have an 

j opportunity to safely become acquainted with their own territory.. The 

i turkeys released are about the size of full-grown quail. State Game ‘ 

; Warden Pettis states that two full-grown turkeys are being released with 

\ the young ones to act as protectors. About 100 ring-necked pheasants Wall | 
‘, also be turned loose in the Catalinas this month. Arizona is begAmpans an 

: ; effort to restock the State with game birds.--District 3. y 

~ = Lane caliee a 

ee NEW TRAIN DEVICE: CUTS FIRE HAZARD ~ " 

bo ie To minimize the fire hazards Southern Pacific Company ‘lecomotives 
are being equipped with automatic track sprinklers, according to the gene 

_ ral superintendent of motive power. oe : . 

Practically all locomotives operated on the mountain district of 
__ the company's Sacramento division have: already been equipped. Sprinklers 

_ >. + 8Fe “im Contimuous operation on all west bound trains between Blue Canyon, 
es Summit and Roseville.. Locomotives operated over mountain grades on the 

_. Shasta route are also sprinkler equipped. _,, 

eee Sprinklers extinguish sparks generated by heated brake ‘shoes ae 
_ _g¥eatly reduce possibilities of firés. The spray, also keeps car wheels 
_, 001 and adds considerably to the life of tires.--District 5. — ; 

= j - gan or . ee ie 29 fae 

THE IopKoUD POWER wT 

We should appeal in our fire publicity more than we do to the sense 
of sportsmanship and outdoor good mamers. There is another type of "pub- 
Licity" worth developing ~ what I shall call giving eur temporary guests a 
feeling of partnership. I don't mean the "you-own-the-National Forests — 

Protect Them" type of appeal; but giving them some real insight into the 
job and making them feel as if they had some share in it. 
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A Preliminary reports on the experimental planting of wild pO toi 

a turkeys made by the state conservation commission last Mareh indicate 

a degree of success beyond the expectations of most game bird 

culturists the conservation commission states. 

Competent observers have made counts on the broods of six hen 

turkeys which total 70 young birds. The largest reported brood con- 

tained 15; the smallest, 4; and the others of the six are in between. 

Several other hens are know to have had broods but observers 

have not been able to count the number of young birds. Some nests 

ee ee a. 
Wisconsin Conservation Commisstor ; , 

were destroyed before the eggs hatehed. Thrée were known to be 

destroyed by crows. 

This first experimental planting of wild American turkeys in 

Wisconsin was made last March in the wild scrub oak country west of 

Poynette in Columbia county. The country is excellently adapted to 

turkeys; and the local people, both farmers and sportsmen, are very i 

interested in the success of the experimental planting. During the 

inclement weather last spring following the release of the birds, 

several farmers established feeding stations so that the birds would 

not suffer. 

Game experts of the conservation commission feel that the scrub 

oak hillside country of the lower Wisconsin river is better adapted 

to turkeys than any place in the state, and it is in this part of | 

Wisconsin that the experimental plantings will be made.



P.177-8. Abert of Topograph. Eng. and Doniphan were both 

camped here. (Valverde). 

yoo. a very abundant in the river bottom at Valverde. 

Aw Awe Ducks and geese in the river. Got into a turkey roost 

ue in the cottonwoods and waited till moon came up but 

it was too dark to hit the birds. He mentions one 

os roosting on "topmost naked limb". 

P. 205. Game eaten at Laforets house in Red River; venison, 

: (r| antelope, Mountain sheep, elk found in neighboring : 

( wt Mountains, while "plains are covered with countless
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Propagation of Wild Trapped Turk feup e 
tan Dee 19sb0 te eee eee 3 

Talking Turkey (Steinhart) Mar. 1936. 
Wild Turkey Management (Stoddard) June 1935. & 
Building the Wild Turkey Flock (Randall) July an 
Wild Turkeys and Nort i iid Turkeys and Northern Winters (Randall) ‘ 

A Proposed Standard Ideal for the Wild Turkey 2 
(Sibley) Feb. 1933. | 

The Wild Turkey—Today and Tomorrow (Ran- | 
dall) Feb., Mar. 1932. | 

Build is Best Index to Wild Turkey Purity | 
(Johnson) Feb. 1932. 

The Wild Turkey in So. Carolina (Davis) Aug. 
1931. 

More About the Wild Turkey (Randall) June 
1931. 

Our Wild Turkey Problem (Randall) Mar. 1931. 
Wild Turkeys (Randall) Feb., Mar., May 1930. 
Wild Turkeys (Breed) Dec. 1929. 
On Raising Wild Turkeys (Randall) Jan. 1929. | 
The Wild Turkey (Randall) Aug. 1928. | 
Wild Turkeys in Missouri (Walker) Aug. 1927. | 
Wild Turkeys and Their Breeding (Randall) | 

May 1927. 
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cit MERRIAM’S TURKEY 
(Meleagris gallopavo merriami) 

f Scene from vicinity of Palmer Lake, Colorado 

s As the largest of the native game birds, the wild turkeys have been 
hunted and driven back, until today but a scattered remnant exists where 
a century ago were countless numbers of these beautiful birds. At one 
time, they inhabited most of the mountainous regions of Colorado, extend- 
ing north through Middle Park on the west _and_as far, at least, as the 

= creek named for them in Jefferson County, on the east. 

Today, they are almost extinct in the state; a few birds still finding 
ow refuge in the wilder and more inaccessible parts of the southern section, 

ya but the majority of the reports and rumors of their presence are entirely 
ow se” unauthoritative. 

~~ The more open ridges have their preference, principally because from 
here they are able to make long, gliding flights into the canons, so escaping 
their enemies, but here they also find an abundance of their favorite food 

in the form of acorns and pinion nuts. 

Like all the gallinaceous birds, the turkey lays a large set of eggs, 
eight to fourteen, while the nest, placed on the ground, generally sheltered 
somewhat, is loosely constructed of leaves, grass and weeds. 

The group here shown is from the divide east of Palmer Lake, where 
the birds were once found, and represents a typical feeding scene. 

‘ [80]
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— ee : ; Wild turkey in the Gallinas in 1906( Haynes)
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The Los Angeles Herald says:- 7 Sv ae dr) 

ier oe 
& WILD TURKEYS COMING BACK 

"From various parts of the country for the last few years there 
have come reports thet the wild turkey, almost extinct except in thickly 
wooded mountainous and inaccessible regions, is becoming more numerous, 
and is even venturing nearer the settlements than has been its habit. 

At one time it inhabited almost all parts of the United States and 
southern Canada, as well as the greater part of Mexico. In fact, in 
Jefferson's time, little more than a century ago, a wild turkey could be 

\ bought on the streets of the national capital for five cents. Today a 

wild turkey for sale at any price in Washington would cause a stampede of 
would-be purchasers. 

The wild turkey is even larger then our domesticated variety, the 
latter being derived from the Mexican variety. In habits the wild birds 
are much the same as our barnyard fowls, however, except that they are 
stronger of wing, being able to attain a speed in flight of more than a 
mile a minute, according to close observers. The sight and hearing of 
wild turkeys are so keen that they cannot be stalked by man successfully, 
but must be sought by the hunter while lying in wait for his quarry's 
appearance, 

The apparent comeback of the wild turkey, after being almost extinct, 
is the cause of much interest on the part of nature lovers. "Nor is the 
mere killing of him," says Archibald Rutledge, "tne only sport that his 
return affords. His presence once more in our forests will invest them 
with the spirit of the primeval wildness that no man wishes this country 
ever wholly to lose,” ss
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October 28, 1919. 
lirse Vernon Bailey, : 

c/o Biological survey, 
Washington, De CO. 

Dear Mrs. Bailey: 

I had a talk yesterdsy with Dr. Fisher; and among other 

things we discussed the notes which I sent you some time ago, relat- 

: ing to white headed woodpeckers. 

I want to tell you that I appreciate fully any reluctance 

which you mey feel about publishing these notes, and I shell be not 

in the least offended if you simply ignore them, 0n the other hana, 
I am unable to change my statement in any particular, because I be- : 

lieve that I saw these birds exactly as stated. 

I an writing this letter Simply to put you at your ease 

in the event that you wish to reject this part of my material, or in 

: the event that you wish to strongly qualify it before publication. . 

Anything you decide to do will be absolutely satisfactory to mes 

Very sincerely yours, 
i . j 

(Pkg 0 2 cpfetld 

i>



Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
December 13, 1919, 

Mrs. Vernon Bailey 
ajo U. Se Biological Survey, : 

Washington, D, Cs 

. Dear Mra.e Bailey: : 

I recently had a conversation with Forest 
meee Don 5. Sullivan who, until recently, was 
stationed on the Peloncillo and Animas Divisions of 
the Coronado National Forest, Ranger Sullivan is ~ 
& very keen observer and is entirely reliable in 
matters of this kinds He tells me that in 1917 
some lerge parrots were seen near the Slvey Ranch, 
Sees 8, T. 35 5., Re 21 We He also says that a 
kind of pee oa has occurred almost every year 
in the viciny of Sec. 2, T. 3B Se, Re 19 We Both 
of these locations are in New Mexico on the Animas 
Division of the Coronado Forest near the Mexican 
boundary. . 

I hope to make e trin down there some day 
: and will report to you “os that I learn from . time to time. It 1s my impression that no species | ; of parrot or parrakeet hac ever been admitted to 

exist in the Southwest. 

Vory truly, 

Aldo Leopold 

\



Qwwr"h, An unusual type of "return" record for a banded bird is reported by a 
nN collaborator at Corning, Ohio, who, on June 29, took from the stomach of a 

x black snake a band that he had placed on a fledgling catbird five days before. 
ge A common tern banded as a fledgling, at Brigantine Island, N. J-, August 13, 

1920, was taken on May 20, 1922, at Paria Bay, Blanchisseuse, Trinidad, Brit- 
ye ish West Indies. This is the second long distance return that has been secured 

from the banding of common terns, the first being one banded as a nestling on 
the coast of Maine and recovered four years later in the delta of the Niger 
River, on the west coast of Africa.
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/ Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Parrots 

Swift Says has seen hundreds of them 

' dn Galiuros in certain years, Green-back, 

yellow breast, small. Seen only’ in summer 

in July or august, last time in 1916 or | 
2917, ana also 2 yrs. before thaty In ' 

flocks of 100. Much noise. In WaY Pe
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DO BIRDS AND ANIMALS INTERPOLATE THE oa 
THIRD DIMENSION? 2 4 

4 

I nave often heard it said that dogs do not recognize their ow a. 

; image in a mirror because they lack the ability to interpolate the = 

thied dimension. In connection with this theory, you may be a 

interested in an experience which came to my notice just a few Seas 

weeks. ago, 

a 

A robin was seen to hop on the running board of an automobile a 

while the car was standing at the curb. The cat was a brand new i 

one and well polished and the robin suddenly discovered his image ae 

reflected in the polished surface of the car. He ran up and down 3 

the running board and at intervals attacked the image beside him, ay 

Discouraged with his success, he would turn away from the car and a 

eit on the edgé of the running board for a moment and then glanchs, as 

backward, he would still ses the phantom robin sitting peside hin, ea 

whereupon he would return again to the attack. Occasionally, he — va 

would glance upward and there in the overhanging a of the car, ye 

he would see another robin, which he would promptly proceed to ae 

: attack by flying upward along the side of the gar, following the « 

image to the windows of the car, where 1t would, of course, disappear, 

i 

. zs ; 
Regis 

- This procedure would sometimes contimue over a period of five or ae 

ten minutes and it must have happened a good many times in the course. 

of several days, because I saw it repeated eve noon for two or es, 

three days. Evidently the robin had no difficulty in recognizing ie 

his image. 

ae 

: This bit of information may be of value to those who are interested _ 

in the study of this particular phase of bird and animal life. ae 

fe an 

May 6th, 1924, me ‘oa 

os
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w Oe envi DUCK CENSUS OF THE MIDDLE 

RIO GRANDE VALLEY 
WITH THREE SETS OF GRAPHS 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

INCE December, 1917, I have kept an ocular estimate of the number and kinds . 
S of ducks seen per day during my hunting trips in the Middle Rio Grande Valley 

in the vicinity of Albuquerque, New Mexico. The record ends with 1923 
because of my leaving the state. Inasmuch as the United States Biological Survey is 
now circulating a questionnaire as to increase or decrease of the duck supply, it may ; 

be of interest to publish my record. | 

As to the accuracy of ocular counts, I made it a practice, in first developing the 
method, to compare totals at the end of the day with Mr. Ward Shepard, with whom 

« Och = Nov % Dec * Jan » I frequently hunted. We found 
pencane enn beneenenanpanansn-eon=-sann-f--500 that we nearly always checked 
; i {i t ' within ten per cent. One of the 

mS : : i f possible sources of error in my fig- 
alle Pee ee ale seed dteea ures is the increased movement of 

A i \ ' ' ! a given number of birds due to the 

tof] ffl... j---1----------------}--500 increasing number of hunters in 
' { ' ! i recent years. With 1000 birds in 

1118— ‘ ; i ‘ a given territory, they would give 
1 Gi ene tere re ace ee a higher count if there were 

je cal eat i ' ; enough hunters to keep them moy- 
1 ip Heed ee ee ea ing all day than if there were only 
' ! ' ! a few hunters and the birds settled 

1919 t : , ; down in some unhunted spot. The 
; ' ; ' | soo increase of hunters would tend to 
ie eee lamers So, ca thie gan ere make the counts for recent years 

jee ' too high in comparison with the 
' \ ! : ' earlier years. ‘This error would, 
| camp ana d-Secncn tapos eccghal------1--1000 — however, tend to be offset by the 

! ' ! ae system of refuges which were in- 
Beilin ene stalled along the Rio Grande in ¢ 

a) 1 1 recent years, and gave the birds a : 

1 : ' ' i place to settle in spite of the in- } 

iene aes A ee crease in hunters. I believe that p 
i ! { ' } for averages through a period of { 

22 ; ‘ ' aac years the two errors compensate \ 

' ' ! ' eee each other. 
eae: eu eelltie we oe tae All the other conditions favored 

roa I \ \ i ! accuracy. For the most part, the 
f ' | ' ' ' I ' ! hunting days were at weekly inter- 
pe--4--f-1---4---4----1---1---1-----500 vals throughout the open season. 
' ' ' i 1 1 1 1 ' Each month, and sometimes even ec eer real ‘ 

192. each day, I hunted the various 
Fig. 4. TOTAL DUCKS SEEN BY DAYS, 1917-1923. available types of territory, includ- 

pas eee RARE at Ras pe eDaES ing sloughs, lakes, fields, river bars, 

pe THE AVERAGE PER DAY DURING EACH we and river pointe: Each year I cov- 
MONTH PERIOD, AND REPRESENT THE NORMAL ered the principal shooting grounds 
SEASONAL FLUCTUATION IN ABUNDANCE. from Albuquerque to Socorro at



Jan., 1925 A SEVEN-YEAR DUCK CENSUS 9 

least once. When I was out for fractional days the count was converted at the time 
of writing the journal to a per day basis, using my best judgment as to what a full 

day would have counted under the particular conditions prevailing at the particular 
time and place. An experienced duck hunter can do this and strike a better average 
than the fractional results would have given. 

Figure 4 gives the daily count, lumping all species. The blank spaces in early 
October, 1917-21, and late January, 1922-3, are due to shifting the open season fifteen 
days earlier in 1922. The other blank spaces are due to my absences from the region. 
It is significant to note that the sudden decrease of birds after opening day is less 
noticeable in recent years. This probably is due to the installation of refuges and 
their gradually improved observance by hunters. The refuges prevent the birds being 
“burned out of the country” by the opening day crowd. 

The last graph in figure 4 shows the average per day for the seven years by half- 
month periods, and represents the seasonal fluctuation in abundance of birds. It 
coincides with my kill record in pointing out that during the average year we have a 
heavy October flight of mixed ducks, a November flight of Mallards, and then a sparse 
population of resident ducks during December, with the beginning of a return flight 

of Mallards and Pintail in January. 
While the average count per 

ed ee ee enone day is a better indicator of changes 
in abundance than the total count 

ee eeeae a Jas 22 = 210000 per season, because of variations in 
the number and distribution of 

---------||-------1000 days, nevertheless I have shown 
the total count by years in the left 

wenn n= =H] --- = 9000 hand graph of figure 5. 
The right hand graph of figure 

Sqaee nailer 5 gives the final index to abun- 
be dance in the average daily count 

aie Ma by years. Violent fluctuations in 
he 2 Seats eee 500._____..J-----. both counts are of course to be 

expected, due to good and poor 

eal |lpseleeears yoo. _____—---- seasons. “Thus the extreme drouth 

of 1922, when the Rio Grande 

oe | fas] || == ll 8200 300.-/-_.-_]}—--f-- went dry from Isleta down, shows 
in both graphs. 

--l]-|]-|]-|]- q-|}--20 a8 9-9-9 a While it would take at least ten 
years (the climatic cycle is said to 

_-||_|]_||EH |_|] |]--1000 100--9-T-T-T-I--- be eleven years) to justify -any 
general conclusions as to whether 

ne ducks are increasing or decreasing 

2 S 3 S s 3 Sie s z 3 8 in the Rio Grande Valley, I think 

i Lert: TOTAL DUCKS SEEN, BY YEARS. fe te to ar Pa eee 

Rens, Bret PER DAY, BY YEARS. THis °° far S they go, do not supper 
GRAPH IS THE BEST INDEX AS TO WHETHER the claim frequently made in re- 
DUCKS ARE INCREASING. cent years that ducks are on the 

increase. 

Up to this point all the graphs and discussions have dealt with the count of all 

ducks, without regard to species. Figure 6 shows the seven-year average count, by 

half-month periods, for each species. Geese are included in figure 6 but not in 4 and 5. 

Species of geese are not differentiated because of uncertainty of visual identification,
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but they are mostly Canada and Hutchins, with a few Lesser Snow and possibly some 
Cackling geese, although I have never positively identified the last named species. 
Gadwall and Merganser are included in 4 and 5 but omitted from 6 because they are 
seldom abundant and would obscure the lower part of the graph. Canvas-back and 
Redhead are lumped because of the partial uncertainty of visual identification at a 
distance. ‘Teal are lumped for the same reason but can be safely said to be nearly all 
Green-wing because Blue-wing are scarce and leave early, and Cinnamon do not occur 
in fall at all, making their appearance in February, on the spring migration only. 
From February till May they are abundant, and some stay to breed. 

It must be said at the outset that the number of years covered was not sufficient 
to prevent exceptional “gatherings” of ducks, encountered on certain extra good days, 
from producing peaks on the graph. Thus the Teal peak in early January I am sure 

Oct { Nov. ! Dec. i Jan. : 
i ! ' ! 

: : ' ‘ 

1 ; ' ' 

: : ! 7 
ens 

' : ' ¥ : 
t : ‘ Y ' 

aloe ey 

UN ¢ 
ALONG ! g ' 
A leoe : i 

WY ' ; i 
i WY i by ' in ie ! 

/¥/ Oey x” \ 
9 Ly bee § : sl Bae ee i 

aX ! Se ee wet ; | i eee | | 

Fig. 6. AVERAGE PER DAY, DURING EACH HALF-MONTH PERIOD FOR SEVEN YEARS, 
BY SPECIES. THIS GRAPH IS THE BEST INDEX TO RELATIVE AND SEASONAL | 
ABUNDANCE OF SPECIES. 

does not represent a normal seasonal flight, but a huge gathering encountered January 
3, 1922, on the Socorro Refuge. The early November peak for geese I rather suspect 
is caused by an accidental preponderance of poor days in late November, causing a 
depression which would disappear in a longer record. I also suspect the January 
decline of geese is too sharp; likewise the early December peak in mallards. On the 
other hand, I am convinced that the late January increase of mallards and pintail | 
actually represents the spring migration and is not a bit too sharp. ‘The late October ' 
peak on all species is I think correct, but the universal depression in early October is
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too deep and was caused by only two years open season during that period, one a 
drouth year (1922) and the other containing some “hard luck” hunts in place of the 
usual fine shooting on opening day. 

I refrained from smoothing off the curves because in spite of their defects they 
seem more valuable as they are,—an absolutely mathematical reflection of the daily 
count. 

To my mind this census, however imperfect, is chiefly important in indicating how 
much pleasure and interest the average hunter loses in not keeping records, and how 
much valuable and authentic information could be gathered by hunters on practical 
problems of game conservation. If a hundred good hunters, well distributed, had 
each kept census on ducks for twenty years we should not have to be relying on 
questionnaires to answer the question of whether ducks are increasing. 

Personally I do not believe they are, and that a nation-wide program of acquisition 
and improvement of breeding and feeding grounds, plus a moderate reduction in 
federal bag limits, should be undertaken at once. 

Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, August 30, 1924.
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The Roadrunner ( of 
| id / Qither : D. M. GORSUCH A 
Lat University of Arizona 

Of our southwestern birds none creates est itself is a crude affair built of sticks 
more interest, or is the subject of more dis- laid loosely together on a branch of some 
cussion than the roadrunner. Being of good cholla, mesquite, catclaw, etc., usually about 
size, and able to cover much ground with feur feet above ground. A variety of ma- 
its long, rapid strides it is frequently seen terials are used to line the nest including drv 
as we travel the highways and byways thus horse manure, tufts of grass, or cast-off 
bringing itself to our attention more often xnake skins, but little time and effort are - 
than is the case with smaller and less ac- spent in making the nest truly comfortable. 
tive birds. Both birds are believed to take part im 

It is no uncommon sight to see one of the incubating the eggs which duty starts when 
fellows cross the road before our ear, run- the first is laid, and not when the clutch 
ning with head thrust forward and neck is complete as with most birds. This pe- 
outstretched as it dashes for the cover of culiarity of incubation results in each young 
nearby vegetation, or if too hard pressed, ster hatched on a different day causing 
resorting to a few awkward wing beats young of various ages and unhatched eggs 
which permit it to glide to safety. At other +o be in the nest at the same time. (fig. 1.) 
times the bird may desire only to get off 
the road to watch us pass, and after run- == ay aes eR ys 
ning what it considers a safe distance will |, \y re ate 6 t ee 
quickly throw the tail erect and spreading | : os Py, Nl Os Ss — ., 
it a trifle, use it as a brake to bring itself to | We “yw a J. ¢: y q “hb, <r 
an abrupt stop. ~ er Ba 3. él >. i. ‘ Bei a ke vas +4 The roadrunner is a member of the ; ae rate ee 6 2 ote Ps | 
cuckoo family, and has only one distant Fetes ae pete aa eh 
relative in Arizona, viz., yellow-billed cu- oN ca. - hea mw val 
ckoo to whom it bears’ little resemblance, |@33 eta gae A eae, Oe oe 
ond has less in common so far as life habits |} : ee ot 

-_ #re concerned. The nearest relative is the |RyAS pe ea 
Mexican roadrunner whose greatest differ-  |fag4 Ce EY ae el 
cnee is its smaller size. Se Ne ee ae a ae 

The over-all length of our roadrunner | age Sera ake 1. ae 
is 20-24 inches half of which is tail, and the | eG Ge, gg ah 
balance head and beak. The feathers of the Oe Fees Bote i i : 
head are long and can be easily erected to Es. RO RT ae ae 
form a conspicuous crest. A large naked |Ka ve oy i ie 
patch over the eye is colored a bright orange- ae 
red, and shows also a small amount of blue _ Gg Cc in ona ogee 
and white. The plumage is ecarse, and in MIS eat te both young and eggs yct unhatche 

poueest black and brownish white, the black oe 
llaving a green, metallic sheen to brighten From three to eight eggs are laid, but 

- i a eee ae ile cae and after the second or third young is hatched 
a aaah ths fae male et bi arge gullet the adults spend little time incubating dur- 
permits the bird to swallow objects of great ing the daylight hours. The body heat of 
pe Long powerful legs euable the bird the youngsters now in the nest is depend- 
- a Bee Ses ae the oe which cd upon to incubate the remaining eggs 
ae es OSS Per OL WAL and: two while the parents hunt food for the young backward, give it excellent balance, and already hatched 
leave tracks which can not be mistaken. Lizards are the staple food of nestling 

In nesting, roadrunners display unique ypoadrunners, but the adults first pound 
habits that are equalled by few birds. The these to a pulp on some nearby rock before 

}
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thrusting them down the throats of real proximity to quail, while the majority were 
young bircls. When a youngster is old selected during the peak of quail nesting 
enough to leave the nest it does so, but re- seasons either a few yards from active quail 
mains for some days under nearby brush nests or families of quail chicks. The follow- 
where it is fed by the parents and instruct- ing diaeram shows the results of these ex- 
cd in hunting its own food. aminations. 

REA ATE EAR CPS LET TOOT PE OL TE 

eS - amc Viegetation, 2% 
we. . 2 hs ae ee eo) 

. a a ia es | ‘Birds, 6.4% 

; : ee Reptiles, 6% 

= DIET OF THE ROADRUNNER 

GEOCOCCYX CALIFORNIANUS The above shows that 85.6 per cent of 
FIG. (2)—Complete brood, showing various sizes and 1] foods found in those stomachs examin- 

largest. Youngest less than 72 hours old. ed was insects; this should be a revelation 
: : Bae to those unfamiliar with the diet of this 

The musical efforts of this bird are ji.q. Perhaps the greatest benefits con- 
more comical than melodious. The most ferred lie in the numbers of grasshoppers 
common note being rattle-like sound made caten which represent 62 percent of all the 

by snapping the mandibles together; this stcmachcontents. Grasshoppers reachplague 
can be heard for some distance, and is of- proportions in Arizona at times caus- 

ten used to express anger at a disturbance, ing serious damage to range and farm, and 
when it assumes a real scolding sound. A ‘t is now obvious that the roadrunner is 
veries of lengthy notes consisting of five, one of our best aids in controlling these 
hoarse ‘‘cooes’? was heard by the writer )2sts, for they seem to be its preferred food. 
who, after several vain attempts, traced it Im addition other forms of insect life such 

toaroadrunner perched atop a mesquite. Th» 8 leafhoppers, treehoppers, caterpillars of 
performance presented was more than ludi- various sorts, beetles, cicadadas, centipedes. 
crous. At each ‘‘eoo’’ the bird’s head would scorpions, tarantulas, and other noxious and 

sink lower until, on the fifth and final note, poisonous insects are eaten in large quanti- 
the bill was between the legs. The head ties making this bird a valuable asset to hu- 
was then raised and, after what appeared !™an as well as wild life communities. 
to be a pause to regain strength, the per- Reptiles, most of which were lizards, 
formance repeated. This note has been heard total 6 per cent, but several snakes were in- 
only during the nesting season, and is «¢luded among which was a portion of a rat- 
doubtless a love call. tlesnake not less than thirty inches long. 

Many attribute reduced quail popula- ’ _ Vegetable matter, mostly debris taken 
tions in Arizona to the roadrunner. Numer- accidentally, constitutes 2 per cent and is be- 
cious hunters and farmers have waged a lieved of little importance. Tt is noteworthy 
campaign of extermination against this in- as Sas same bird in California has been 

teresting bird for no reason other than time- ca to eat sour berries to the extent 
wornstories which too frequently were gross ° ten per cent. : 
exaggeration. Because of this widespread . Four birds: one adult cactus wren, one 
prejudice the writer decided at the begin- juvenile cactus wren, one unidentified spar- 

ning of the Gambel Quail Investigation to 1°W> and one nestling meadowlark were 
attempt to learn its true status; particularly {ound in the stomachs totalling 6.4 percent. 
its relationship to quail. For this purpose al- but no evidence of quail or their eggs were 
most one hundredroadrumners have been tak. Present. 
en and their stomachs examined in the field About two years ago the writer saw 
after which they were sent to the Division a roadrunner following a family of twelve 
of Food Habits, U. 8. Biological Survey for newly-hatched quail and their parents as 
a complete analysis. Only those roadrun- — ‘Harold c. Bryant, El Paisano, Tourist Topics, Dec. 1929 
ners were taken that were found in close Continue: on page 12
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Credentials Committee— tacked the roadrunner who escaped by 
dG wet bbe =e Mian: co pn a eee mesquite ae which 

ra 1e sailed into an adjoining wash. On many 
re e owe occasions a like proceeding has been observ- 

y nt ayson. : ed, and it is now my conviction that the 
J. W. Seott—Morenci. roadrunner follows such feeding quail not 
i. A. Peters—Florence for the quail chicks, but for the grasshop- 
C. E. James—Alpine. pers which are thus made easily available. 

‘Ae ‘ aren : : Several reports of unquestioned vera- 
Arizona Wild Life” Committee— city have ne to the oe which con- 

Fred Gibson—Superior. since him that an occasional roadrunner 
Vic Housholder—Phoenix, will kill an occasional quail. Numerous 
Les B. Hart—Tueson. : other reports of like nature, when investi- 
I. L. Welch—Ft. Huachuea. gated, have proven to be hearsay repeated 
Julius Becker—Springerville, "aS personal experiences, and in practically 
Dr. J. T. Taylor—Cottonwood. every instance greatly exaggerated. That 

particular roadrunners will in rare instan- 
Convention Arrangements Committee—- ces kill and eat young quail goes unquestion- 

CoM Wavlniae oN cba ed, and when discovered in the act such road- 
: runners should be removed. That all road- 

ae Se a te kill pea cee the species as a 
: whole acts as a check upon quail numbers 

The Convention Arrangements Commit. | 4 ee eM aa be Pennre ae Bhp BLONPEOE HHO 8 “_, roadrunner building a corral of cactus joints 
tee has already a report. The El Be around a rattlesnake. Instead, they serve 
Hotel will serve a mighty good banquet in 4. real friends by preying upon those pests 
eae os rake a the Se a which destroy quail foods, and for this rea- © be announced at the morning session) for 9), ; cyte : : ‘ 1.00 per plate. The hot a will Iso serve a if no other, should be strictly protect 

make further announcements at the morn: Harold C. Bryant, of the California 
ing session. A feature of the banquet will Fish and Game Commission, in reporting 
be the showing by Dr. Chas. T. Vorhies of 0n a similar investigation in that state 
the University of Arizona of a motion pic- says: ‘The food habits of the roadrunner 
ture of a rattlesnake swallowing a cotton- in California do not prove harmful to any 
tail. ibe oe Spor it ae ne ate 

3 : shown that the benefits conferre rough 
(Signed) Wm. H. Heger, President the destruction of injurious insects andsma!l 

J. A. Diffin, Acting See’y. rodents, though not great, outweigh in va- 
y === \ iue the harm done through the destruction 

/ THE ROADRUNNER \K of lizards and birds. In fact, the destruc- 
Ve Gbueiuien eemeee \Y tion of the roadrunner can be justified only 

7 ‘\. under exceptional circumstances, and cer- 
y Fay aR tainly the wholesale destruction of the spec- 

they fed through the grass. This appear- ies because of its supposed habit of destroy- 
ed to be a splendid opportunity for the road- ing the eggs and young of quail is unwar- 
iunner to secure one of the chicks, for al- Yranted.’’* 
though the parents knew of its presence Im view of the evidencenat Mandeche 

a a ed i Tepid writer believes the bird to be even more 
* 7 5 of an ass a ant ste # rtieu- 

I watched the birds, and found the road- ts - eG yaa tai ern 
yunner’s interest centered upon those grass- Soy eure eee versa Conte ait 
hoppers which the quail started, but which terested in wild life will see the fallacy of 
flew beyond their reach. This continued continuing the unjust persecution of a bird 
until the roadrunner darted immediately that is so decidedly beneficial, and so char- 
in front of the cock quail to get a grass- acteristic of the southwest. 
hopper whereupon 'the cock savagely at- — «aroia c. Bryant, El Paisano, Tourist Topics, Dec, 1929



: Copy for Upland Plover +— 
‘ ‘ Hawkins 

Jamary 21, 1938 { j 

Clevelend Grant, in his lecture at the Kumlien Club 
January 19, described an upland plover nest which he observed 
near Chicago in which the last egg was laid at 4 p.m. on one day , 
and incubation had started the morning of the next day. It may 4 
have started during the night. This nest hatched on the 2lst day 
after the beginning of incubation, 

The incubation period in this species is not of record 
in the literature, hence this memorandum. y : 

nea Ad. 

1ae 9 . 

iy f ;



Starling 
| p 

Extract from letter from Orville S. Lee, Sagamore Farn, 
Paradise, Utah, March 22, 1939: 

"A starling was reported in Salt Lake City the fore part é 

of January. It is said to be the first starling reported in bi 

Utah. You said this species would soon be out here and I guess 

your prediction is already becoming evident." 

{ <
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yah pe Place 
Jamary 4, 1 

Mr. Fred H. Smith 
Smith and Menginer 
1001 Talcott Building 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Sith: 

Prof. L. F, Graber of the Agronomy Department has referred to me 
your inquiry of December 16. 

I em asking the Biological Survey at Washington to mail you a copy 
of Research & Management Leaflet BS~81, February, 1937, "Suggestions for 
Combating Starling Rooste" by H. R. Kalmbach. This is the best I can offor 
you and includes the design of a trap, but since your birds doubtloss do 
their feeding out in the country I am not so sure that trapping is a : 
feasible solution of your problem. Gassing was tried in Washington, but the 
gas got too dilute and did not kill, 

As to whether starlings and sparrows are beneficial or detrimental, 
I for one do not think there is any single unqualified answer, You can get 
& good picture of starling food habits if you care to look up at some library 
the following publication: "Pood of the Starling in Central New York State" 
by Alton A. Lindsey, Wilson Bulletin, Vol. 51, No. 3, September, 1939, 
pp+ 176-182. I do not have an extra copy. 

You ean get a good picture of the food habits of the English sparrow 
in the following publication, which is out of print but available at many 
libraries; "The Mnglish Sparrow in North America" by Walter B. Barrows, 
Bulletin 1, Div. of Beon. Ornithology and Mammalogy, U. 5. Dept. Agr., 

Washington, 1689. 

It can be said of both species that they consume a large amount of 
insects during the nesting season, but at other seasons it is equally clear 
that they consume mostly vegetable foods,and many of these in direct competition 
with native birds. In Ohio the food consumed by starlings was calculated by 
Hicks as identical in amount and kind with that required to support a saturated 
population of bobwhite quail, that is to say, one quail per acre. 

There is, however, this difference between the two species: the 
starling is increasing and nobody knows how far the increase will go. The 
Sparrow is stationary or decreasing, and whatever he has done is water under 
the bridge and not to be worried about any more. 

If you are interested in looking up the spread rate of the starling, 
an excellent account of it appears in the following: (1) "The Spread of the 
Buropean Starling in North America (to 1928)" by May ThacherCooke, U.S.D.A.
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Gireular Wo. 40, November, 1928; (2) "The Western Frontier of the Furopean 
Starling in the United States as of February, 1937" by L. M. Dickerson, 
Gondor, Vol. XL, May-June, 1938, pp. 118-123. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo ln ty 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Graber



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN | 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY December 21, 1939 

| 
Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Entomology Bldge | 

Dear Aldo: 

The attached letter from Freds He Smith, Rockford, Illinois | 

is right down your alley. The controversial aspects relating to 

starlings and sparrows has always interested me. We have evidence 

of such a situation right down around our ewn Capitol Square. Will 

you please write to Mrp. Smith? 

Sincerely yours, 

LFG: LEM Professor of Agronomye 

|
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FRED H. SMITH SMITH AND MENZIMER 

LISLE W. MENZIMER ATTORNEYS aT Law a Se 

RUSSELL E. SMITH 1001-1002 TALCOTT BUILDING 

ROCKFORD, ILL. 

>» December 18th, 1939 

; | 

7 / Agronomy Department 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen; 

Our Court House is located in the center of a city block 

near the heart of the city. On the inside of the sidewalk 

most of the way around the block are nice elm trees. in the 

evenings, sparrows and starlings gather in these trees by the | 

thousand. The trees look as though they were in full leaf, | 

only the leaves are brown and sear. The droppings cover the 

sidewalk and kill out the grass under the tress and if any 

autos are parked at the curb, many of the trees are large 

enough so that the autos are very padly spattered; and every- 

body avoids late in the evening walking on that sidewalk 

under the trees, if they can do so. 

Protests have been raised against the Sheriff for 

shooting the sparrows, some claiming that the sparrows and 

the starlings are birds that are helpful to the farmers in 

eating insects, etc. Some years ago we had a law which per- 

mitted counties to pay a bounty for killing sparrows. The 

law was repealed several years ago. 

My understanding is that sparrows feed largely on seeds 

and grain and do not devour insects; that they are also harm- 

ful to other birds nests, robbing other birds’ nests in the 

spring of the year. 1 have always regarded them as sort of 

a small scavenger. 

Our newspapers have published some of the protests, 

evidently stirring up sentiment in favor of the sparrows. 

They quoted our County Judge as saying it was inhumane to 

shoot them, because some did not die immediately. On that 

ground, every person should be prohibited from hunting, as 

no hunter is a dead shot and often wounds wild animals and 

fowls, but does not kill them. 

If you have any suggestions whereby these birds can 

be gotten rid of, please advise me. 

Also, let me know if these birds are of any value to 

the farmers. ‘ 

a
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University of Wisconsin 
12-18-39 
Page 2. 

Thanking you for any information you may give in con- 
nection with this situation, I remain, 

Yours very truly, 

SMITH MER 

FHS: 17 lt = Se 

|
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CARDINAL SPREAD STUDY: A PRELIMINARY REPORT. : 

Bruce Stollberg 
Howard Young . aoe 

The main activity in the cardinel study as yet has been a 

routine collecting of data, and the forming of a plan of attack. 

Mr. Seott, of the conservation department, cooperated by enclos-— 

ing questionaires with the Passenger Pigeon; 850 were distributed 

in this way, Separate questionaires were sent to the northern 

counties, and to those southern ones not covered by Scott. To date 

there have been 74 returns from 42 counties. Some of the blanks 

: have been filled with material from other sources, but none has 

been obtained yet for the following counties:Adams, Calumet, Clark, 

Fond du lac, Kewaunee, Langlade, Oneida, Pepin, Richland, Rusk, 

Washington, Wood. A notice is being printed in the next issue of 

the Passenger Pigeon in an attempt to cet more replies. 

The cardsshow a general correlation, but there are some large 

discrepancies. For example, the earliest cardinal record for Monroe 

County is given as 1940, while the return from Iron County gives 

1912, The fact that the first record was desired was not sufficiently 

emphasized, and this information was often omitted. If questionaires 

are used again this defect will be remedied. One of the questions 

read: “If the cardinal is not found in your county, what is the most 

northern record you know of?" Some observers reported the cardinal 

for théir county and also listed more northern records. Others did 

not, possibly because of the qualifying statement at the start of © 

i 4,
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the question. The questionaires were only expected to give a general 

and sketchy picture. When checked against each other and ageinst 

other sources they should provide a good basis for further study. 

: The Bird-Lore Xmas Censuses for Wisconsin have been read from 

the first year to the present. Censuses without cardinal records 

were noted as well as those recording the species. The cardinal. —{ 

Quite often is first found in the winter. Thus the lack of it on 

the census lists up to 1926 in Waukesha County is supportive evid- 

ence to the date of 1927 given by Perkins for its appearance in that 

region. Lack of continuity is @ defect of this source. 

Mugh other reading hes been dohe; and dnformation considered 

pertinent has been found in the following references: 

Cahn, Alvin BR, Birds of Waukesha County 
Cahn, Alvin R., Notes... Houshton & Tron Counties, Mich. 
Cahn, Alvin R., Summer Birds...Vilas County 
Chapman, Frank M.j Handbook of Birds of Hast.North America 
Brown, Frank A,, The Cardinal at Ipswich, Mass. 
Blackwelder, E., Summer Birds of tron County, Mich. 
Cory, Charles B. The Birds of Illinois & Wisconsin 
Grundtvig, F.L., On the ..,OQutagamie County. 
Hoy, P.R., Notes on Wisconsin Ornitholosy 
Jackson, H.H.T., Summer Birds of Door Peninsula 
Jackson, H.H.T., Notes...Birds...Vilas County 
Jones, Lynds, ...Avi-Fauna of the Lake Erie Islands 
King, F.H., Economic Relations Wisconsin Birds 
Kymlien & Hdllister, The Birds of Wisconsin 
Lowe, John b., The Birds of Green Jake County, Wisc. 
Roads, Katie M., ...Birds, Hichland County, Ohio 
Schorger, A.W., Some Summer Birds... Bayfiead County. 
Schorger, A.W., Birds of Dane County 
Sherman, Althea R., Increase of Cardinal in upper Miss.Valley 
Snyder, W.E., ...Rarer pirds of Dodge County 
Stoddard, Rarer Birds of sauk & Dane Counties 
Tavener, P.A., The Yeliow-breasted Chat in Michigan 
Willard, 8.W., see in Brown & Outagamie Counties 

: Williams, H.V. Birds of ped River Valley of N.E. North Dakota 
Wilson, B.Hs, Summer Birds at Lake ceneva, Walworth County 
Wisconsin Arbor & Bird Day Annual 1913
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Some of these books do not apply to Wisconsin. The study of 

the spread in all the middle-west is too large, but if only the 

Wisconsin material is considered, valuable notes may be overlooked, 

_ A general consideration of the ecesis in Michigan and Minnesota 

will make the Wisconsin study more accurate and better balanced. 

Dr. Leonard Wing's article re Xmas @ensuses in the Dec. '39 

Bird-Lore indicates the possibility of locating a population 

center for the cardinal. If this can be done ( number seen per 

man-hour ) it would increase the interest of the study. Time has 

not yet permitted a start at this phase of the work. 

The main program for the period immediately ahead is the accum- 

ulation of more data to complete the coverage of the state, and then 

a critical study of*the material obtained for accuracy. After that 

will come the more interesting correlative and interpretive work to 

determine the rate and direetion of the spread, and possible causes. 

* * * * *
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POX 

September 17, 1947 

Dy. Ae ¥. Schorger 
168 Horth Prospect Ayo. 
Madison, “Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

aero. of Wineonsin Rapids tells me that 
Sam of Yeuseu has a clear recollection of 
pigeons and pigeon hunting back to about 1463, and 
that his mind fe exceptionally clear aa to the 
dates of events. Clarence would be glad to help 

| you interview Mr. Dingee and it might help to breal: 
the ice because he and Clarence have hunted together 
for yours. I am galling thie to your attention in 
the chance that you might want to follow it up. 

, Yours eineerely, 

ALP Aldo Leopold
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February 9, 1948 

Me. Otto Beyer 
Briggsville 
Wiseonsin 

Dear Otto: 

I appreciate your letting me kmow about the first 
cardinal song, and I have entered it on my records. 
Your generous cooperation helps a lot. 

With best regards, j 

Yours as ever, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold 

i P. & You may recall that your first song last 
year was Jamary 25. ‘The year before that my 
first record at the shack was February 26. 

; The following songs have been recorded in the 
_ R@ighborhood of my house this yoar: December 23, 

Jamary 7, January 23, February 1, February 5. 
Tor some unknowi: reason the cardinal begins 
earlier year after year in the cities. 

A. 

|
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"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by _[Botb- Cll at ane eo , Btseonsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

i 2 3 4 5 

6 it & 9 LO: vee 

DB ey ben TG aah tho 

BO Pl Oe eve ees ABO 

Bee 28 weg. 308 131 

February 

1 2 

Si a Oa de at 9 

: LOR Tar Dae La a en elie 

Pe Le ee ba BO ie ey ee BG 

Plc LOR DON B74 eR 

March 

ale 

Se re en wee 

TOOL WO aa UL 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, yo University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates, Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: A ttn, tf Faabe i ot eden, wale = comet 

ar clurcle Crbreretirmns 
Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. a6 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Akhokofoll-
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([itin-us" Tally of 
Days: on Which CandinalSings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by  Get- Ele. At Facks Ree __, Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

a 2 3 4 5 

6 i g ] LOM Li sie 

3k thle by ehet Ot wane ES) a 

20 Bl OP aia. yl aa ohn Ob 
lOOZAM 

Ot ee G30 au 

February 
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1d @ fois 4m 
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On March 15 icindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 
to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 
heard outside,your area, which is: Feb Net elvins g arcade ~ ole et sar clude Grl- 

bretliann 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 
circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Akde Lirfobls
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"Pin-up" Pally of 

Days on Which Gardinel—Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by Cumad Wagen at bt It reb— __; Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross ‘ 

the dates when s6u@/was heard. Be sure and listen for the first sone tow 

of the season.) 7 

January 

ii 2 soc 5 

6 ¥ 8 9 TO alo la 

VR era eg OM! ae eG) 

BO Slog ad hen 1 oe By ab, 

QU tesnee 2 BO ens 

February 

y 2 

Re CD ce ha ey ice 

NOS SEM Lea ed Bye Tie) 1G: 

Ly 18 19 20 ed eo oS 

Bie ai eO ay ies 

March 

- e 

BO ego Onan (acmn uel ae 

DOM ey tLe ee a 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, yok University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: eng lee aw Dow Corewty . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know wno is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aedes Lethe :
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"Pin-up" Tally’ of 
Days on Which-Cerdinal_Sings, Spring of 196. 

(Record kept by Venn Wave at _ Poryerré __» Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard, Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January y-s7Z Bp. Barge 
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March 

Ga 
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pow ys 
On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, oh University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: Srare Sup. Gane. tun Farm . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated, If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Mh, bade LLP trot smployment Meek, / lA tfor— 

TZ.
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'Pin-up" Tally of 

Days on which Gardinal Singsy Spring of 19H6. 

(Record kept by own Wave at _Foywerzé __» Wiseonsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, el. University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

p to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: S7a@7# 42 Cank anp Fug farm ‘ 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

MA, Wall Wie also eadl 6 Aesp, eater f) the ey 

Re we 3 phy ge m4 olay fa frrtit i Keaniz renin eney “SG 
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"Pin-up" Tally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by (Rerarel0 Tonks a | Cnt wrhort- » Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season. ) 

January 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, ol University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates, Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: Cates ieee ° 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 
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"Pin-up" Tally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by (RevanelO Tele at Cnty wrthirt- » Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season, ) 

January 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, uel University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 
to get ovtside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: Cates te . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 
circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taiing over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Udo lef 
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Ren tat Crverad 

(en Tally of 
Days on Which i Spring of 1946. 

Rot-Mel 
(Record kept by Dew T& iia at Cink ne __, Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 
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On March 15 icindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, yo University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a-square around such date Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: eth. uy act Crab ie 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Ably het olf 

he ty feteves dus ore try AL on ve" but- LLe bre ch 20
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(retmant Tally of 
Days on Which ‘Cardinal—Sinas, Spring of 1946, 

_ 

(Record kept by GLbenrt burburr at PanuuwoluSaer , Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross , 
the dates when seme was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season. ) es Creare 

; January 

1 2 3 4 5 

; GPa SIO: cea LO) ey ei 

DS AR OREN Lert TG 

BOL AAI BAU ee ar Ol Or 26 

eRe ree s Om. SOK aL 

February 

1 2 

Se ae Or Bikoety eae 

LOW Nee ashe Le 

Una hOnl. nm ONniNeL wren. ap 

Bae 7. 26 4 28 

March 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 x 8g 9 

10S Tea ee 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University , 
Farm Place, Madison, If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs Cretumge 

heard outside your area, which is: oa wher non Papin on Sa ce . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 3 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Gedo Leopold
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ye 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN Sh 

LV 

COLLEGE O "afetige AORICULTURE @ MADISON 
{ i TO 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT January 22, 1947 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

Mr. J. T. Walker 
Bara boo, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Walkers ; 

I very greatly appreciate your sending me the 
card about the cardinal song, and if you are 

willing to again keep a tally, it would add 
mich to the value. 

I wish you would confine this to songs heard 
within the limits of Baraboo, auc A ab Wi Yrs gp rrme- 

bud, whe ming nage ots dotnet othe, 
Sincerely yours, 

todo liplh- 
Aldo Leopold 

i 4 far y 
You are right, This bird does not stray/|from my house, He and his spouse 
feed every day on the tray outside our Kitchen window, They look like the 
same pair that hung around here last year, nested in our back yard, 

If you have a few minutes next time you come up, please drop in on 

me at the Sport Shop (Marshall-Wells Store) - there are a few items I would 

like to talk tg you about, 

| C35: T, Walker 

ve Rem"
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(Pins! \ of ( 
Days on hich Cardinal Sings, Spring ve 1a aig PR Linn ; 

(Record kept py et ALi hmm ot “at 224 sce ~ cA Wisconsin 
for Department lof Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) : 

January ; 

1 2 3 4 5 

Bo eee aca 12 

@»@« bo 
ER 21 22 Ga ou By" 26 

27 a Gd 30 23 
. February 

a e 

A Be eee 
10 3) mw 15 GC 

QO @®D v Oa @@ 
@ @® a x 

. March 

@ 2 
(te le 8 
@u @s1@® 

On March 15 icindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 42 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 
to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs \- 
heard outside your area, which is? ln er bof. i jhe a) Veew 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking ovor? 

() 2 if Yours sincerely, : 

Drtoreptid 4s AbinLnvya. é ar JZ eee “Yee Cnervplicreard 
i p x é ‘ “o) ie t 

ee t-- Ae oe pn Setiey~ A hs ‘ of 

go od , ag 
Oa Laprr of oe € y Asstrernel bon a OY hehe j fae 

if | / : yn : a HY, Ca mary np Pee Gh ' ? Aart nt Ore A Gk U piiemglidon: |



"Pin-up" Tally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by He Cn rline vn at Ataclerree, herdoy Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season. ) 

January 

Vee ee x 

Pee, SS OR 

$5 Te Oe oe 28 

BO PI Oe am BU i Bhs k 4 ab 

Of 88 20. De BL 

February 

2 2 

Se ame ee a Winey 

LO hy Wah 1 a eee TA Te a 

Sel alee ANON Bes ea eon as 

as 96 26 aT 

March 

A 
m& dhent 

Ra ee x 
TOE sca igo Ne eas 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 4ol. University . é 

Farm Place, Madison. if you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates, Do not include, songs _ 

heard outside your area, which is: _af y wun Atdecliuee AOA. Didmury ie 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

: Yours sincerely, 

a... 

N nmr ‘ 

Ye vcs ae Leunrfreat Cenel ruicl bie) akfire <a yous 

he - < 
Nee praey fhe of foes Cu fowg aay greed KOR Aaa ee oes tte wacko 

“A.
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Finny Rony Qiu Wow vN » o 

"Pin-up" Tally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

x 9 ‘ : 
(Record kept by Knttrrrine Bure at ba wpe, BLbf __» Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard, Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

1 2 3 y 5 

6 mh 8 9 BO a eae ee 

Le eee NO Tea eng 

* PO BIS Boi Bay Dh 20m oy 26 

RCNA ear SOLAS Waa 

February 

i 2 

Le 8a i 
10 wh www Y¥ we 

ym Bh a ae B 

Waar: agra T cae 

March 

ee 

Bo Ree ee Oe 
ik te re 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, oll University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is; be ohh. Re. 44 . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

SOLS ics as eet, bape BLLf Yours sincerely, 

AO ux With eh Cea Dead: es ota que? Lue effuat cecele Y tens 

Arp : Gow Carta



j 
"Pin-up" Pally of 

Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by nrg anet Bury any at Cum pw 1d on Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard, Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

1 2 3 4 5 

i 6 7 & 9 ROM BRS ae 

Tesferson j). 
13.2 UR 1h 16 7 Oe OD 

GO Bb Be Bel Bb) Bb 

OF Aerie BON) Us ad 

; February 

Z 2 

Se ar Wee eee ; 

10 5 0 12 wR AM 4 

nt ae to ee ox od oe 
efron a 

eh 25 36 af 28 

March vives 3: yet Ae , 

Ch ae ote, 
a ee ee eng ub 

TO Ce aes a eh ye 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 42lt University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not in¢glude songs 

heard outside your area, which ist cy ee eee el, cts ‘ 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Gece hefll 

Meee. bawrg aret— S reer brags a C ef ane ut, d Corte A dee 

Aebeolbes, WU eaffrseinle yer det,



"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 196. 

(Record kept by _(Qthe feeidis at ea able __» Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the seasan.) 

January 

a Bein gs 5 

6 h 8 9 RO i aa Snir dee 

15 ROL God Os Ga, ae Te 

20>) 2h GB) 23. «2k 5° -26 

Peet, LON GON sh 0 \ 

February x 

aus ke wt 
: \ 

6 g 3.5 7 9 y 
LOCAL hedge eS iG A 

i AB, Be gO Bl.) Bae Bs Seu nak 
i { \ KY 

el an ae vio aioe { \ 

: March \ j 

2 2 

By en ee Mae Nae ein 9 

: LO Wy 12 4g. 04 a5 
# 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison, If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

‘ to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: thnn Ons nik, of Boray, gercable ° 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated, If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do-so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

COkele 

@ ~ -_ 

Wien (OU - Ut Hprrerabhel grein Xtras Cane, Corn d) Unik Une 

Uke 
[eee



"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by Wr. Ceo 0: oa at Ma deSeu __, Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Managément, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 te g 9 TO) EES ap 

TS BB Gp ety Ban AG 

OOo AL Vee pan mol Wohi) ao 

QR ema CeO ea On NAS 

February 

1 2 . 

Sy oN OORT ay nei 1g 

10’ OO. 2 1p 

wm 1g 1930) ¢a1) ep 4B 

al 25° 26 x 28 

March 

Dihe ; ah 
K,'9 (ou ett aD 

SR Se ee OO 

1G ade na ae ae oe es 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: Lrgrierer sab He Lf $a i 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? : 

Yours sincerely,



(B) Ch Malet oO thaclh 

"Pin-up" Pally of 

Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 196. : 

(Record kept by “Tuw Rartger at ohne, Colnnben , ees 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Se sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

i. 2 3 4 5 

6 7 g 2 PON ek ve 

hone a ciibh alls bal ce Saky Pi aleyee ot a dah) 

BO ei her ee ashe) Bly ab aoe 

A OBO 29). BON aL 

February 

1 2 

Br A eee mate eh ao 

LOS Te UOT PCL Sane geste (ee 

Delon Maron se O Meir d eer inte 

Dn ea ocd ary. 628 

March 

1 2 y 

Be hae at a ak BS 

VON ero  Yuonireaiien cunts! ccs ; 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: _ Glnely only ‘i 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated, If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

| Cbeker 

eet er dX 

Z lo



* % i od 

(A) Od ateal _ Cle 

"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by “Tew. itge~ at Crbeovluar, __» Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 
of the season. ) 

January 

aati eU RN eed 

6 % 8 9 GO sok ake 

UF SB Tae yaa States 

: COI ees) | 2h) 2 2b: 26 

: Bh. peer regs 1 20:9 a8 

, February 

DaBuUpew 
: aE we —— ‘ 

Gry Ge] 22) eo) [2 Tes 

March 3 

L] ® 
ry Va 

QOO HOO 
(20) (2) wey 37 PS) 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs : 
heard outside your area, which is: Crh elie robs ‘ 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 
circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking ovor? 

Yours sincerely, 

Mec T se i 
fet offre Crcls Y eter berpruss huss aeperak abeecrdas ‘ 

fo Onberetiun & Olas. D of Comnet Kuemwe Bhncd: reek wt direarty 

bs mtrherelr out, ,



"Pin-up" Pally of 

; Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 
linen 

(Record kept by Onn ganat Merkt at § teas __» Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

SLA acpi STNG ia 

6 es 9 Oey Cade nue tee 

13 4 15 16 W7z\ ud fol 
> 

A 

& OO) eA ae aa Bue: Ba OG i ey bic Deas 
\ zt e . os é J t A 4 ir betwen 

27 «28 (29 ‘« mi A, a / 
; ; noes 

. CL 

' i . Rae ey Ae 
\ { _— February ax Sow 7 

AES j i 
, h & ,- ee 
{ ; 2% 2 ith 

ts 
i h/ So ae OP nes Bg 

a’* 
yt u 10 “x Meg 

he oo eg ea ee Oe 

ou 26 28 
/ nde, ATS: SZ xs 

Le Lee 

— March 

KM Me OK 
On March 15 icindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison, If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which ist newy Juul Coty is 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

| circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

j person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Code Lofelel- 

Matin Cour tanad® CD gitey we hobs ects 7



ee ae 

"Pin-up" Tally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by fuoum % mas at Waeloor 3 » Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross : 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

1 2 3 4 5 

. 6 qt g 9 Ose hae oe 

Wg eR Ge a) TP ey eG 

POEL TY Ber Ba ON OR ano 

OU Gee cee ine Tob 

February 

a 2 

roe 5 6 y gs. 

ae ae 12 Yi 4 15 

Yb Dre Se vs! 

ohn iM 26 BC 36 

March 

1h oe x 
Pe lOie 12 x Oo” 15 

t On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo’ Leopold, yo University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates, Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: emcee ‘theca ALS : 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do go, and let me know who is taking over? 

Seats wean! / oe Yours sincerely 
ate -ynarek 1%, Ake. Rape ee Can ind. ie Js 

Aw a thyrt nent? yen ) Se ban



"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. ° 

(Record kept by Oke i Reads wir at Pacer eae Sac , Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 
of the season. ) 

January 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 g 9 LOM ele 

U3 Boe Ges ape, Ue ey NO 

20 Aired ig ae es ee ob. ae 

OL eS Ti 92) 20 aay 

February 

Z a 

Be NGO Uenee Merion 8 le *K 

ie) vial ee ww DE eee ag 

ee BL LO a0 Oe pe 2 ies 

ae Pm Oe 

March 

ae BY 

b POR SEN BOA 

Y Tw & 1 PK 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 42k University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 
to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs ) 
heard outside your area, which is: a nev Paucue ol Sac e 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 
circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Clee heefelll. 

WRean Albert as — 7 
Cr, ge Keefs Chere beere te ¢eels for ne: 

fof oll



"Pin-up" Pally of \AA 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 946. 

(Record kept by Wwu.C ww. gas at OWA equal Wainy Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 
of the season. ) 

January 

a 2 3 4 5 

; 6 i & 9 DO oe 

La a a 6 i Des HO 
TAA: 

201 BL Be. 23 ey) 25 26 

Bee eos GON sk 

February 

a 2 

Be OMG ear a a aD 

TO.) dary ee es eae 
iio , 1:60 

ye ee) go 2) | ee 2.86 
t a 

e 

eb 25 7) a7 

March 

4,32 ,3 Ai a 2 

33% © © O 9 
ers 

io a a ag 8 as 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 
to get outside, draw a square around such dates. cr not include songs 
heard outside your area, which is: S\\4 {X Qe Qrur ° 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 
circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Wate. Ya. seu pet olrunas tha. ssetrol Ln, t2J;,/4 Yours sincerely, 

+ bab Ol). ds Samed. 

Our Con shy Wh bereirow Tor Le tet Avnet I, 0, te f, etl « A, Ly . h adusus 
) : jd 

} ) ' ' #0 : A I 
ie y Wie, ot te mm  ¥VYOe eet va rk. itn <Q at 7 29 talk L, a - Ws Cpa) of 

(ea Vr POs ble Bey at eres we WAG hig, Sh tomy She i 
ft Cae A e t Arh rr af ArLLen ol. Aartnhe lft De Aust Ror A rt ne AR Usps futly 

Lariptinek. UL a + ert Cu a a bar g£. ue Nola



(GB) euLircte Res dettons 

"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

p 4 he 
(Record kept by nrgeh Hrvee -at po eteS __, Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season, ) 

January 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 q g 9 LO. ae 

Tae 16) TO ke 1G 

Peed. ee esa Be 26 

B28 oe U a TRON a 

February 

i 2 

aoe ee ae 

eu RM M BH 
xX KR MR wR MR we 

a 2 MM 
March 

ee 

Ae eee. fw 
Mw eK SK NM 

On March 15 icindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, ol University m 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates, Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which ist Quwity wecrn fut net eucbs clowg Rees elabaang 
: / 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? ‘ 

Yours sincerely, 

Clto beef ll



4 

"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946, 

Rok MeolCabe a 
(Record kept bY _OuwTheuvpreows at Cork orth _, Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 
of the season, ) 

January ‘ 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 im 8 a ROC eae uD 

NES COE a aa ae a hel a 

PO MeL IER Day Ba 2b Vy uvee 
. <Nekome SH. 

a7 28! a9 31 

February 

‘ L é 
By trap 

A eee Tyce 
POR 1s Ve are BG 

dt hte \ Oe 20 anal. pl BR 
S.o% BY. 

253.26. - 27 (28) 

March 

3>O9OO0Os: Fg 

1 u @©OO® 
On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is:  Cubewln - hut ene chee dhe 4 Cake, * 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

f Yours sincerely, 

PS Bh qu boar ereg Cordial wrtlin, Uo Ahut- Cottotilreet 
wens Pte Pat mm trary cle ae emel :



"Pin-up" Tally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946, , 

. puereles em 

(Record kept eke Me Cee at Ree Me Rrehunt”, Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 g 9 BOGS ss See, 

yu » OO® » 
20 €) 2 € a) (2) 26 

27.8 &) 31 

February 

1 2 

:O@41+O 
TOCA Le erg te ec G 

ie (20) ee 

scion BU OB 26 Bg 28 i 

March 
“T1e4- 

fet lac rr le a tneg a 2 

KS eo 
{10° a ee fg uy 15] : 

On March 15 icindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, yo University 

Farm Place, Madison, If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: 217 /V Grchenrel Lakes - 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable ’ 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Ys ooney Yours sincerely,



“ MS 

Pokbey A= Coby vf Prrtuge 

"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by Felts Olek at Povbage daw Torow » Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin, Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 

January 

2 2 3 4 5 

6 y & 9 EON is vis nel 

TA DE vibe ain ALS aol 

BOM Hel CRD eee mA eH MOB le 26 

ahr segs eo BO. 5. 

February 

£ 2 

; Bie lg Di Gs eT a Ber ne 

Hovey baleen len rp ule Bes san DE ans PADSS ANE url) 

cy 16 19 20 eu ee BoD x ; 

Bitsab. we ore pe cee 

Mareh 

1 2 

Bees ree oS Ola ean ee ee 

LO re GE IR ae Coal ers 

On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
_ Farm Place, Madison, If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: Awude C6 buh me Probar, ik 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated, If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 
~ . r 

S ae . ° , 2 onlay Vay Conduuain, Cay Ctdotickoel 

Todane. And Waard Worn . 
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Keune, BA, % 

C euwelion ood,
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, "Pin-up" Tally of 6 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 5) 

| se Lae eect ‘  pellele uf lorerwe 
; (Record kept by Lorde a at Colereebet or Comrerebey , Wisconsin | 

_for Department of Wildlife Managément, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Se sure and listen for the first song 

; of the’ season.) 
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On March 15 iindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
, Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs— 
heard outside your area, which is: Cobrrrbsn Crtraby ertaude of leew + 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 
circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

° Bae ‘ Yours sincerely, 
TT ate Amer Quy d Ge Wer ©. Runnin L 

\ £ 2 . ie e Ctduleefe if 
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gs 

FUT Rum SI Polege 
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"Pin-up" Pally of 

Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by Wnithiel Pevg- at Res cbebng __, Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University o Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do.not include songs 

heard outside your area, which ist uth fy Bouts cS 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

pean j ) ; Yours sincerely, 

53) Wain H, : 
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"Pin-up" Tally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 19k6. 

(Record kept by | POntA at Cy iraaneee , Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 
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On March 15 icindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, yeh University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: Va crrvitly wf tyra (do netar clucle lem ) i‘ 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking ovor? Ne 

Yours sincerely, 

dy herkolel,



(3) Owe, Lee Ruficls / wf? 

x 
"Pin-up" Tally of (y 

Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by yi anne) at Urn. Reprols , Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin, Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison, If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which ist _~wardle CL Lente uf lve Rucfrste 4 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me kmow who is taking over? 

A Yours sincerely, 
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"Pin-up" Tally of \QAT. 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 2946. d 

\ - costa 
(Record kept by \\oov, Saag at 2\ 2\ C\bau, NY Wisconsin 

for Department of Wildli } ement, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Se sure and listen for the first song 

of the season.) 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 421) University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates,| Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: O.\'2\ QWaura sk. % 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated, If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me imow who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Cy\ \ Ste 
SLO
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‘Pin-up Yelly of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring uf 1946. 4 

poder (Record kept by Van Weta at ec Moncey, , Wisconsin 
for Department of Tigite Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 
of the season. ) ; 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 
to get outside, drew a square around such dates, Do not include songs 
heard outside your area, which is: preamiiea sane . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 
person to do sc, and let me imow who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 
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"Pin-up" Fally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 19ud). 

(Record kept by \ )Wweure Ss 4 Oar N , Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Managment, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 
of the season. ) } 
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On March 15 kindly mail the complete to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not inchide songs 

heard outside your area, which is: \ ata 2 . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be este appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

® Yours sincerely,



"Pin-up" Tally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by Fe eke Tie) Ay ene td te eine __, Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 
of the season.) 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, uel. University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 
to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 
heard outside your area, which is: Belo ur on L cased, . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 
circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

. person to do so, and let me know who is taking. ovor? 

Yours sincerely, 
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"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946, 

(Record kept by Cumrued bon greerd at MP Heul— __, Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 
of the season.) 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, uoll University 
Farm Place, Madison, If you were absent on particular periods, or failed ' 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs ‘ 

heard outside your area, which is: Bong ethan te trance inane Csnadeclags slices sig 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you. select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Clete Leefolf 
ss mcs ci baeeibait
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vid "Pin-up" Bally of 

4 Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. “aN «eo 
K 

(Record kept by iT. lonlRer at Barcboo , Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 
of the season.) 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison, If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

& to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 
heard outside your area, which is: Cg pf Baanbwe arm tl cuun cally Co : 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated, If 
circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking ovor? 

Yours sincerely, 
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: Prof, Leopold: 54 

I see no point in holding’ this-report until March 15, as the Cardina’. 
is now singing“every day without exeeption. 26) 90): 

i: os? "T have taken some liberties with this.,.as you will notice,’ because this 
is a combined report of songs heard in the City and also in the country, The 
phrase "in the country" includes most parts’ of the three townships of Baraboo, 
Greenfield, and Fairfield, particularly the area around your shack on the river, 
along the Baraboo river, and Leech creek, : 

The first lambs were born Jan, 8, and lambing went on continually from 
then on, ending about this week, This is very early this year, as, I imagine, 
is the date of Jan, 15 for the first definite cardinal song - two facts which, 

t to me, indicated an early Spring, Jan, 29 also seemed early for a robin song, 
which has continued intermittently ever since that date, although I believe that 
a temperature of about 35 degrees is considered requisite to the robin, 

The reason I have taken this liberty is that I have had no job all winter, 
in fact, ever since I was relieved of the responsibility for the County OPA office 
on October first, I tried many things, among them, as Bill Aberg may have told 
you, a job with the Department, The Bureau of Personnel actually allowed me to 

j "file an application, but: for some unknown reason, did not let me take’ the ex- 
amination for the position of Editor II, Apparently, not having had four years 

i of journalistic experience, I cannot write! Anyway, when you fellows opened 
the season for wet sets for mink, I went trapping for them, and have kept the 
wolf drom the door with mink and.fox since, In order to eat for the next six 
weeks, I'll have to catch ten beaver, The point in all this recital of woe is 
that I have enjoyed being outdoors every ‘day all winter, which, normally, should 
be ample compensation for any man, I have carried the field glasses, and watched 

the birds very closely, Thought you might like the results of these observations, 

Incidental to this study, you might like to know there is a flock of 
eleven Prairie Chicken in Fairfield, doing quite well, thank you, In a one hour 

j - eruise of your premises two weeks ago I saw them, also one oppossum, two skunk, 
x several cottontail and squirrels, one male pheasant, seven quail, nine deer, one 

red fox (I caught him), one great horned owl, and two red-tail hawks, Oh, yes, 
i also a few crows,.several nuthatches, and six cardinals - in pairs, 

The wild geese are back, They came first on Friday March 1, And the 

next day I saw and heard the first meadow lark, The pussy willow has burst 
_, open - surely this is Spring, Quite different from last year, as I see it, un- 

«Yess Mother Nature goes berserk again, and drowns and freezes us later on when 
" ‘the birds are nested, = °° Peat MAIN ; 

: nea If the Lord is willing, and I find employment to keep me in Baraboo, I 
would like to do this again next winter, Also, I am most. interested in whatever 
coriclusions you reach when your analysis is complete, Now if you are disgusted 

“at the way I have man-handled thi's calendar on the other side, send me another 
copy, and I'll give you the dates exactly as you requested, leaving out the red. 
marks! : ' 

~ With kindest personal regards - 

March 2, 1946 J, T, Walker 

\



March Sth, 1946 

ur. J. T. Walker 
Baraboo ; 

Wiseonsin 

Dear Mr. Walker: 

Your song record is not only entirely clear mt I / 
thank you heartily for all the additional notes 
which I have lots of use for because I have been { 
unable to get up to my place during the winter. i 

Yes, of course, I will send you the artiele when i 

Thanks for your cooperation. \ 

Yours sincerely, | 

: Aldo Leopold 
Gs \ 

/ | 

/ \ 

\ 

i ‘
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f "Pin-up" Pally of AT F 

Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946: 

(Record kept by KA ! Wi alrorm, at \Oas@ VOO. _, ‘Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season. ) 
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On March 15 icindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, yolk University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

- to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: ody Ww SQaArn aANPe-D . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated, If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely,
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"Pin-up" Fally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

(Record kept by Rusa) Vnw Hovew at farm ae Searke fe, Wisconsin 
f for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season, ) 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, ol University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

; to get outside, draw a square around such dates, Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: uusthen/} pak f fern . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

) 
° , | 
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"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which i Spring of 1946, 

(Record kept by [Cerc1acell Vow Neveat doce nae Steth Ce —, Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsine Cross 
the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

; of the season.) 
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On March 15 kindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, 424 University 
Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 
to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not includé songs 
heard outside your area, which is: Bow arbrinte inn S pants Cyr, é 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 
circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 
person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely, 

Qily Lackelel 
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"Pin-up" Pally of 
Days on Which Cardinal Sings, Spring of 1946. 

: (Record kept by at , Wisconsin 
for Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin, Cross 

the dates when song was heard. Be sure and listen for the first song 

of the season, ) 
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On March 15 icindly mail the completed record to Aldo Leopold, yo University 

Farm Place, Madison. If you were absent on particular periods, or failed 

to get outside, draw a square around such dates. Do not include songs 

heard outside your area, which is: . 

Your cooperation in keeping this record will be greatly appreciated. If 

circumstances prevent your keeping it, will you select some other reliable 

person to do so, and let me know who is taking over? 

Yours sincerely,
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